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; Knespp Fapews, VA 4 

U. S. Forest Service, 
Weshington, D, 0, 

Novembezx 16, 1955. 

Mr. Wilbur K. Thomas, 
Secretary, Oberlander Trust. | 

225 South 15th Strest, 
Philadelphia, Fa. 

} 

Deay Mr. Thomas; | 

In compeny with Mx. Forsling I returned to the United States 
on the Europa on Wovember 8 gnd deeply regret the fact that I have 
not more promptly advised you of my return and of the scope end 
benefits of my tour through Germany, Austria and Czeghoslovekia 
under the auspices of the Oberlander Trust. My only excuse is thet 
important problems of reorganization of the Forest Service, prepara- 
tion for an exceedingly important conference beginning next Monday, 
end many administrative probless were awaiting my return ard so : 
Tilled my time that I have procrastinated in all other matters. 

In the course of the tour I personally visited and cbserved 
conditions én thirty of the largest and most important forests in 
Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia; established contacts with per- 
haps fifty of the men who are important in the fields of forestry 
ard related forms of land use, either as public officials or as 
Owners Or managers of forest properties and enjoyed the opportunity 
to vewiew maay exceedingly interesting plens of forest man: gement ' 
which set forth in detail all of the principles of planned forest 
management in which the Germanic countries excel. Perhaps more in- 
portant atill was the opportunity to study the three countries, 
theie peoples, their political, social and economic structures, the 
ways in.which they are attacking the serious problems ‘hich now con- 
front them, and the striking way in which they have met certain of 
theip difficult situations. My chief regret is that the, velues ; 
waich I derived from the trip hove not been available to'me during 
the past ten or fifteen years since in such event the work I have 
done in land-use planning and many related activities of a public 

: --@haracter would, I em sure, have been infinitely more constructive 
and understanding than it was. tf wish it were possible for every 
young man who is destined to play an importent part in the future 
land-use economy and planning of the United States, or in meeting . 
the lerge social problems which are impending, could enjoy an oppor- 
tunity to study forest end related conditions in the countries which 
I visited, since I em positive that such an opportunity markedly 
would enhance the potentialities for social and public service. 

é 
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The fine spirit of cooperation end courtesy manifested by } 
Dr. Kartazke, by Miss Elizebeth May, your Secretary in Berlin, by 

j Professor Heske, by the numerous other Professors of Forestry and 1 
Vie public Forest Officers whom I contacted, and by the Gexmmza people 

generally, added greatly to voth the pleasure and value of the 
tour. Every facility and service which would contribute to the 
pleasure and value of the tour was made available to us in such 
generous measure as to scaetines be almost embarrassing bocause of | 
the time and effort which we knew was involved. Certainly no 
American could visit a foreign country under more pleasing condi- 7 
tions or be more generously treated. } 

Notwithstanding that fect our tour suffered some of the 
disadvantages of a pioneer effort. We had no knowledge. in advance 
of what to look for or how best to obtain the necessary informa- 
tion, heuce could not plan the use of our time as effectively as 
our present knowledge would permit in the event of further tours 
by ourselves or other foresters. With the collective knowledge of 

' the six members of this tour it should be possible to plan a much 
more effective use of time in the event that other forestors even- 
tually are accorded opportunity to make similar tours. i 

ee Inability to speak or read German was no creat handicap so 
far as general travel and observation were concerned, but wan a 
real difficulty in obtaining an alequate knowledge of details or 
the true inteat of statements made by the persons visited. Con- 
versation through interpreters requires twice as much time as 
direct conversation and the procese of interpretation sonet ines 
modifies the true meaning of inquiries end answers. A modlorate 
command of the German language would add immeasurably to the values 
of ea trip such as I made. | 

If the Oberlandor Trust should ever again consider a similar 
arrangement for foresters to visit the Germanic countries the best 
results, in my judguont, would be cbtained by sending four men for 
periods of six months with the understanding that each man would 
procsed immediately to one of. the major forest schools, mmely, 
Kborswalde, Hanover-Munden,” Tharant, and Munich. At theso points 
they should imrediately initiate ea study of German, to which end 
it would be better for them to live with a private family rather 
than in hotels, end through cooperetion with the forest fuculties 
at those schools, should begin to study and assemble info: mation 
or forest couditions within the zone of these schools. They would \ 
Pind the feculties and the forest officials willing coopesiors and a 
by accompanying them on their field work ‘could get intimate first- 
hand knowledge on the ground of the conditions within the respective 
territories. i 
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Each of the men should wake notes, records and references a 
not only for himself but for the men who would succeed him. After | 
spending o moath at a certain forest school they should exchange i 
places with one of their colleagues, so that in a period of four 
months each of the men would have gesined a rather detailed and | 
intimate knowledge of forest conditions throughout the greater i 
part of the German Reich. The remsining two months of the sug- \ 
gested six-month tour could then be devoted to travel into the i 
other Germanic countries, the men by that time being sufficiently j 
able to speak German to conduct their trips without the aid of } 
interpreters or guides. So far as the greater part of the data id 
was concerned all four would share ia the compilation and in its i 
uso, so that rather complete coverage would be obtained. ‘ 

The reason I submit this suggestion is because I mentioned it 
to Dr. Kartzke and it was his feeling that you might possibly be 

‘ interested in it. 

Some of the German officials and forest landowners contacted 
on the trip were greatly interested in its sponsorship by the 

‘ Oberlander Trust and believed that it had a great deal of merit. i 
Dr. von Monroy, Secretary of the Dutches ‘Yorstverein, not only ex- 
pressed ‘keen appreciation of an arrangement which would promote 
better understanding between German and American foresters but be- 
lieved that a like arrangement in relation to other netursel re- 
sources would have equel merit. As you perhaps know, soue of the 
most difficult problems upw confronting the United States axe in 
natural resource field, in lend-use planting) natural rescurce 
exploitation, end populetions dependent upon such resources, es- 
pecially what to do with them efter the resources have been ex- 
ploited and the individual and community bases of existence have 
thus been eliminated. In discussing resettlement programs nege- 4 
tion frequently is expressed by the contention that such programs X 
would sondem, American citizens to a peasant standard of living. 
American thought on the subject would be greatly clarified if ha) 
systematic studies were made of what the peasant standard of liv- 
ing actually is,' its compensations and securities as well as its 
negative factors, if any. Another series of problems arises in 
Pelation to populetions dependent upon mining, in which relation- 
ship studies of the social programs of Germany in relation to 
mining populations might be productive of many helpful ideas and 
principles. 

4s to the use to be made of the results of my trip tae only 
thing definitely in sight is en invitation’to discuss lend planning 
before ‘the Annual Meeting of the Society of American Foresters at 
Atlenta, Georgia, in January. In that discussion I will wish to 

~3-



refer quite fully to land use and forest conditioas in Germany, | 
Austria and Czechoslovakia. The menvers of the Washington section 

: of the American Foresters whom I have met since my return have 
almost without exception expressed a desire to have me tell then 
of conditions in the Germanic countries, perhaps at one of the 
monthly meetings of the section. Other requests for statexonts 
or articles doubtless will arise. However, the most important | 
use of the information I obtained will be in day-to-day applica- } 
tion in the land-use planning work of the Forest Service or of ' 
the larger groups or bodies with which it is affiliated in that j 
work. Naturally I feel greatly indebted to the Oberlander Trust { 

‘for affording me so wonderful en opportunity to broaden my knowl- ons 
edge, and you may be sure that any suggestions you care to offer ‘ 
of ways in which I can contribute to the objectives of the Chex 
lander Trust will be welcome to me. : 

The German money in the possession of Mr. Forsling ani myself 
at the time of our departure from Germany was turned over to the 
North German Lloyd Company in excharse fox ship's money with the 
understanding that the part of the ship's money which was uaexpended 
upon arrival at New York, or ite equivalent in marks, would be de- 
posited by the purser with Mendelssohn & Company to the credit of = |‘ 
the Oberlander Trust. Inclosed is the purser’s receipt for 125 
marks to be s0 deposited, of which 4% is the balance of Mr. Fors- 
ling’s account, and 86 marks my balance. 

In checking over my records of expenditures during tho trip 
' YT find that of the money which I drew from Mendelssohn & Canpany 

the pert not used for expenditures connected with the tour totals 
440 marks. It is my understanding that reimbursement for finds so , 
used could be made on the gold basis of 4 marks to the dollar; con- 
sequently I am inclosing my check for $110.00, payable to tue Ober 
lender Trust. d 

I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you or at least hearing 
from you in the near future. 

Very sincerely yours, 

L. 3. KNEIPP. 

Anclosures. 

{y 
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? a ouam Wilbur K. Thomas, Executive Director Released for publication es 
gee) «Carl Schurz Momorial Foundation, Inc, Monday, August 5, 1935 ~ 

ie 225 South 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa. : 

al The Oberlaender Trust of the Carl Schurz Memorial a 

a Foundation, Inc., announces grants to six American forestry experts, who : 

er sailed for Germany on the S. S. Europa August B to spend several months ots 

investigating various phases of scientific forestry in Central Europe. ah 

The members of the group and their fields of specialization are: : au 

{ W. N. Sparhawk, Senior Forest Economist, U.S. Forest Service, 4 4 

Washington, D, C. The social relationships of forestry. og 

L. F, Kneipp, Head of the Division of Lands, U.S. Forest Service, : 

Washington, D. 0, The utilization of forests for the local | 

: community. 

E, E. Carter, Assistant Forester in charge of Forest Management, 

U.S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. The economic 

basis of silviculture, 

C. L. Forsling, Director of the Appalachian Forest Experiment 

Station, Asheville, N.C. Technical aspects of forest _ 

management, transportation systems, etc, 

Hocus Shirley, Associate Silviculturist, Lake States Forest 

Experiment Station, U.S. Forest Service, Saint Paul, Minn. ‘ 

Seed problems, including seed certification, etc. 4 

Aldo Leopold, in charge of Game Research, University of Wisconsin ; 

College of Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin. Game ll 

Management in relation to forestry. 

/ Each man will make his observations independently, ; 

visiting those sections of Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia that q 

illustrate the practices in which he is interested. The study will cover Hy 

a period of from three to six months. ‘ a 
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Ge 898 cntral European forests, both public and private, have been) (a y 

UP. sustained yield management in many cases for one hundred mn Z 

‘Bety years. As a result, they not only produce a steady income for ( ial 

their owners, but they protect farm lands from erosion, provide the i 

materials for important industries, and perform a vital social function dh 

oy integrating the communities dependent on them, stabilizing their - 

standard of life, and furnishing them with recreational facilities. - 

The Oberlaender Trust has been active for several ‘years in | 

introducing American foresters and forest owners to the advanced methods a 

of German speaking countries. While conditions in many parts of the> anait 

United States are not comparable to conditions in those countries, much } } 

can be learned from them that will be of the utmost value when adapted ; 

to American life. It is for this reason that the Oberlaender Trust ‘ “ 

during 1682-3 Supported a fifteen months' study of German forestry by 

Mc, Ward Shepard, now adviser on land policies in the Office of Indian 

Affairs; brought to the States in {934 D}. Franz Heske, Director of the ¢ 

Forest School at Tharandt, Germany, and one of the world's leading 

authorities on forestry; and also last year sponsored a tour of German and ~ 

Gzechoslovakian private forests by twelve American lumbermen, most of whom ‘ 

were owners of large private forests, from all sections of the country, ‘ - 

The Oberlaender Trust was established in 19351 by Mr. Gustav m3 

‘bevlaender of Reading, Pa., and is administered by the Carl Schurz ' : 

Memorial Foundation, Inc., with headquarters in Philadelphia, Pa. The a : 

urpose of the Foundation, the President of which is Mr. Ferdinand Thun L , 

of Reading, Pa., is to promote appreciation for the cultural achievements (aM 

of German speaking peoples. It is a strictly non-political organization. é 

Through the Oberlaender Trust the Foundation enables American citizens ‘ 

prominent in fields relating to the public welfare to study he expenienan f 

of German speaking countries. During the past four years grants have ; 

heen made to about one hundred twenty men and women. goth
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from THE OBERLAUNDER TRUST faa aw 

420 Chestnut Street \ 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

December 17, 1e42 % 

To the Foresters and Lumbermen who have been more or less associated 
with The Oberlaender Trust of the Cerl sehurz Memorial Foundation, Inc, 

Dear Sirs: 

Dr. Glesinger has récently published a book entitled "Nazis in the ; 
Woodpile" which no doubt will be brought to your attention from various 
sourees, and therefore I want to meke some private statements to you so 
that you may heve information which you need, if anyone troubles you 
about it. | 

Soon after Dr. Glesinger came_over to this country, he bombarded us with 
an appeal for funds to help him. establish an international wood sehool 
at Geneva or some place in Switzerland. We declined this appeal on ' 
exactly the same basis as we declined ean appeal from some of the men at 
tunieh who were interested in establishing a school there. Dr. Heske 
never made an appeal for eetablishing such a school, and 4 eggs a | 
gest deal of the animosity expressed in Glesinger's book is due to the 
act that we declined to assist Glesinger with his pet projeet. A short 

time ago he wrote en article for the Saturday Evening Post in which he 
reiterated the same thing, but fortunately one of the editors got in 
touch with me before it was published and he cut out the distorted and 
untrue statements. Dr. Heske nor anyone else ever got any funds from 
us, either to send people to Germany or to have any of his students 
visit the United States. 4 

We, of courses, know that Dr. Heske's mother is a Czech and that he had 
large holdings in Czechoslovekia. This, ore with the fact that he 
is a devoted Catholic of the Baveagian type, is sufficient background 
for any explenation that needs to be made about Dr. Heske's own attitude. 
Conformity for the time begng is one thing, and active support of a po- 
litical philosophy is quite another. : 

Our books are audited annually by Messrs. Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, 
Certified Public Aeccountents, and both they and the FRI are fully eware 
of how our money has been reeelved and expended. There is hei | question- 
able and nothing to be ashamed of in anything that we have done, for we 
have been and ate en American organization, working strietly for the 
benefit of the Americen public, since 1950. 

t em writing this not beceuse of any particular need for defense, but 
because people who are not in close touch with us sometimes need a 
little emaunition. 

Yours sincerely | 

ar Kl 
Wilbur K. Thomas 

WETS G ;
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January 8, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A few of the rorestry fellows have written for information about 
the Foundation and The Oberlaender Trust. I would like, therefore, 
to write a general letter and yet make it personal, to each of the 
"Fellows", so that there may be a clear understanding of the situa- 
tion. I do not write this, however, in any spirit of defense, for 
we have nothing to defend. We are following the same policies that 
were laid down in 1950-1931, long before this present situation 
arose, and we are seeking to benefit the life of the American people 
by working toward a better integration of the cultural elements which 
have gone into the making of America. You, of course, must know that 
the war has made tnings difficult because of the attitude of unthink- 
ing people. On the other hand, I am pleased to say that everything 
has been going along very nicely - slowly, but surely - and I feel 
we can really rejoice that, so far at least, there is no bitterness 
or hatred being expressed toward the Central Europeans comparable 
to that which existed twenty-five years ago. 

Therefore I wish to make a tew statements in regard to our work, and 
if you have any questions to ask, or desire any further explanation 

of the situation, please communicate with me. 

The most significant thing is that since the middle of May we have 
been located at 420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 
the Old Custom House. This is a building that was erected as the 
Second Bank of the United States. It was taken over by the National 
Park Service, renovated by WPA labor, set aside as a national 
historic site because it was the Second Bank of the United States, 
and it has been leased to the Foundation for twenty years, renewable 
indefinitely by mutual agreement. 

Our obligation is to keep the building in repair, keep it open to 
the public as a historic site, and to maintain it without further 
cost to the Government. In return we are privileged to use it for 
our offices. - Please note that this has all been accomplished



Mr. Aldo Leopold --- & 1/8/42 

during the past three years, in spite of the world situation, and, 

so far as any of us know, the arrangement is quite agreeable to 

all parties concerned. : 

This building gives us an opportunity for two or three major pro- 

jects which it was not possible for us to develop in the original 

otfice. 

a) A research library, which, through the catalog as well as 
through books that can be acquired, will give information 

about the contributions which the German immigrants and their 

descendants have made to the development of the industrial, 

social, religious, and economic life of the people of the United 

States during the past decades and centuries. This will be 

strictly a research library and eventually will contain a union 

catalog of all such literature, no matter where it is to be 

found. While it will be open to the public, it will be a re- 
search library for historians and others who are interested in 
the "making of America", 

b) It also atfords excellent facilities for an exhibition of 
hand craft and other material evidence of the contributions of 
this same group to American life. For instance, our first ex- 

hibition will be on Pennsylvania needle work. Other exhibitions 
to follow tnis, will be pictorial presentations of the develop- 
ment of the country in which the German immigrants have has a 
great part, and it will include such things as architecture, 
bridge building, organ building, glass, pottery, art, etc. 
This will be a changing series of exhibits. We hope that 
forestry will receive a great deal of attention, for, through 
such men as Carl Schurz, Rothrock, and many others, this field 
has been greatly benefited. 

The American-German Review, during the last twelve months, has in- 
creased its circulation by over 1200 subscribers, and altogether 
we have now about 3000, and we reach individuals in every State 
of the Union. - Other departments of the work which have been 
carried on during the past nine or ten years, have been going 
ahead as usual. 

As far as The Oberlaender Trust is concerned, may I say that we 
have been turning more of our attention to the placement of German 
refugees than to any other one thing during these past two or three 
years. In fact we have put between $250,000 and $300,000 into this 
particular work. Most of those whom we have helped, of course, are 
displaced Jews. In aiding refugees, however, we have confined our- 
selves to assisting a few of the more prominent ones who have some- 
thing definite to offer to American cultural life, such as Dr. 
Bruening, who is now in Harvard, and others. 

We have long since closed our office in Berlin. I have not heard 

from Dr. Kartzke for many months and do not know what has happened



Mr. Aldo Leopold- - - - 3% 1/8/42 

to him or his family. 

The Oberlaender Trust has completed the first stage of the Landis 

Valley Museum. It was dedicated by the Governor of the State on 
May 17th, and since that time has been host to more than 15,000 
visitors. This is the first of a number of small educational 
museums which we hope can be established in various parts of the 
United States during the coming years. 

We are working for unity and fellowship among the American people, 
that we may have a united nation. Accident of birth, or name, 
should have nothing to do with loyalty to our country and to its 
great democratic ideals. We continue to stand, in all of our work, 
for the best interests of America; for a true integration of the 
elements that have gone into the making of American life, and for 
a better understanding of those fundamental principles by which 
men must live, if America is to have a steady, substantial, and 
permanent development. 

I shall greatly appreciate having any comments or suggestions from 
you, or from anyone else, in regard to how our work may be strength- 
ened. We are living in strenuous times and therefore must learn to 
live strenuously. Cultural ideals and human fellowship must be 
maintained. No one group can be allowed to be isolated in a country 
that stands for true democracy, for America is the product of the 
contributions that many nations and races have made to the New 
World. 

With appreciation of your fellowship, 

Yours sincerely 

ep Pcie. Gh lar 
Wilbur K. Thomas 

WKT: hs



4olh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management April 24, 1939 

Mr. W. K. Thomas 
Oberleender Trust 
225 - 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

Adalbert Mbner has asked me to give you my opinion about his mseum 
project. 

There is no doubt in my mind that the time is ripe for some new defin- 
itions of what constitutes a mseum, and I know of only half a dozen persons in 
Europe end America who are as well qualified to write these new definitions as 
Boner. I am much isipressed with his idea that a mseum should not stop at 
teaching techniques of biology and land use, but should likewise bridge the gap 
between land use and human culture. ‘The task of bridging this gap is the real 
objective of all my present work at this university, and this fact speaks for 
itself in giving you my appraisal of the importance of Mbner's project. 

Almost all of the content now conveyed by the word “msoum" is a direct 
outgrowth of Darwinism. ‘The discovery of the principle of evolution naturally 
suggested exhibits to illustrate the process and the results. This job of 
portraying evolution was such » heavy task that we produced a special “race” of 
cataloguers to execute it. These cateloguers are, by and large, incapable, 
because of their specialization, of comprehending the next logical step, namely 
how shall human being live with and adjust themselves to the plants and animals 
which cohabit the land with them? It is unlikely, then, that this next step 
in meseum practice will be made by maseum people. It will be made, if at all, 
by thinkers like Bbner who approach the question from the opposite direction. 

I might here remark parenthetically that the flow of funds still follows 
the channel set by the flow of ideas. For every penny spent in portraying 
human relations to land, one hundred dollars is spent for portraying the land 
and animal forms which come with the land but are rapidly disappearing from it. 

In my view it would be particularly appropriate for the Oberlaender 
frust to sponsor thie new idea because Germany is the country where people 
have done the least violence to the land and the United States is the country 
where the greatest violence has occurred. [If these two mations can join efforts 
to show a better relationship between land, plants, animals, and people, it would 
be highly appropriate. 

It goes without saying that I have been talking about the importance : 
of Moner's concept. The execution of that concept is another question and one 
not yet ready to discuss. Oertainly, however, the ways and means for execution 
could be readily devised.



W. K. Thomas = 2 

Should you want supporting details for the various assertions 
made in this letter, let me know. WMany of them are covered by my own 
writings and [ could readily cite you the supporting evidence. 

In closing let me express my appreciation of your facilitating 
Boner's trip. We greatly enjoyed his visit here. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

Copy to Ebner 

f 
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Copy to Tom Gill ve 

1532 University Avenue 

July 19, 1937 

Mr. Wilbur K, Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

Dr. Zoner had sent me his plan for an 
International Academy, and I have been corresponding 
with Tom Gill of the Charles Lathrop Pack Forest 
Bducation Board about it. 

The idea strikes me very favorably, and I 
am glad to note your favorable reaction. I think such 
a set-up might be regarded as a happy outcome of the 
exploratory work you have done in recent years. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 

UNITED STATES AND THE GERMAN SPEAKING COUNTRIES 

July 13, 1957 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter 
and of a proposal which was received from our 
friend, Dr. Adalbert Ebner of Munich. I am send- 
ing it on just as he sent it. To me it is an 
interesting proposal, though I am sure there is 

much more involved than Dr. Ebner indicates in his 
letter. However, I believe it is worth thinking 
about and we shall be glad to have any comments 
that you may wish to make. 

Yours sincerely, 4 

WILBURi.K. THOMAS 
WKT:DCT 
Enc.



1532 University Avenue 
duly 13, 1937 

Mr. Tom Gill, Secretary 
Charles Lathrop Pack Forest Bducation Board : 
1214 Sixteenth Street N. W. 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Toms 

Your size-up of Honer's proposition is 
identical with mine. Yes, I would by all means favor 
publishing his paper in the Journal. ‘The Committee on 
International Relations could then hardly refuse to 
express an opinion and thus get the matter before the 
Society. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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FOREST EDUCATION BOARD See 

July 9, 1937 il 

CHAIRMAN: 
Orrick OF THE SECRETARY 

HENRY 8S. GRAVES 
1214 eee ea w. 

‘ASHINGTON, 5 fe 

SECRETARY: 

TOM GILL 

Drrecrors: 

SAMUEL T. DANA 

DEAN 

OU omer no® Professor Aldo Leopold, 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 1532 University Avenue, 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN Madison, Wisconsin. 

JOHN FOLEY 

cues Dear Aldo: 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA, 

SENATE anes Thanks for your letter of July 3rd. 
DEAN 

eo ert It's good to know that you're favorable toward 
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT the International Academy idea of Bbner's. He's a 

WILLIAM B. GREELEY grand fellow, and the idea itself is grand. Already 
Sabre ee eee I've sent a covy of the article to Hosmer, who, as 

Wassoorninn: Chairman of the Society's Committee on International 
SRR NE Relations, should be interested. As yet I haven't 

ARTHUR N. PACK heard from him. I've also written Ralph Bryant about 

eg re tier it, since he is a close friend of Ebner's, suggesting 
cee that perhaps the best initial step would be to publish 

ee Foner's article in the Journal, to see what the Society 
a oes reaction would be. Do you agree with that idea? 

TEXAS FOREST SERVICE 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS As I see it, it's the sort of idea that every 
ELLWOOD WILSON one will be for, but it will meet two formidable ob- 

Aree Pele cn or stacles: First, the age-old problem of getting the 
NEW XOHK STATE COLLEGE OF money; and second, the growing prejudice against 

Wick aay ome Germany because of nasi activities. So what do you 
Re INDENWRHDUE say to smoking out the sentiment of the Society and 

Dean publishing the article; we could go on from there. 
COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON Always ny best, 

RAPHAEL ZON 
DrrEecTOR ——— 

LAKE STATES FOREST ———— 

EXPERIMENT STATION — 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA See } Or - 7 

TOM GILL, Secretary.
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1532 Universi ty Ave. 

Taly 3, 1937 

Mr. Tom Gill 
Charles Lathrop Pack Forestry Trust 
1214 Sixteenth Street N. W. 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Tom: 

Our mutual friend, Dr. Adalbert Boner, has 
sent me a copy of his "International Academy of Forestry." 

I take it that you are especially interested, 
and I hope this is the case. I have told him that I 
would back his play to the extent of my time and ability, 
which isn't much, but this letter is merely to express 
my morel backing of the idea. I am awfully glad you 
got to know Ebner. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management |



Nr. : 

Snftitut far Waldbau u. Forffbenugung aringen 2 NW, bem June 15¢h,1937s 
der Bager. Forfilidhen Berfuchsanftatt tif aes eete ee sient 

(Dr.Adalbert Ebner). 

My dear Professor Leopold ! 

Something what I wanted to do for long time,has been done 

to dayeI have sent you under different cover a copy of Bierbaums 

poetry,which I hope you like. 

A lot of pheasants literature has reached Munich in the last 

few weeks and I thank you for the all these arrangementso 

You will find a small paper enclosed,for which I should beg 

your special attention.It is a plan,which I have since long time in 

mind and the time seems to become ripe to bring it through Could you 

not help to develop a thing like that? I think it also would fit your 

idea of sending a few men from year to year to Munich and have them 

sniffling our oBd records.Beside the mearly professional backgroud 

would be much general value be connected with it;at least I am abso- 

lutely fund of the idea.Also very important men in “ermany promissed 

me helpnad I tell you still as a secret that Prof.Hesgke will turn 

over to Munich if our plans will work out There is a certain competiti 

between Munich and *erlin now on these questions;but you may believe 

me (without boosting Munich) my home city is by far the best places 

The whole problem would now be to prepare things in the background,so 

that they are almost finished and then arrange the final things in the 

public in Sermanyolf you could help along this way it would be grand. 

Many kind Wil Loh 3



Sugtestions for the Foundation of an International. 

Academy of Forestry. 

By Dr, Adelbert Ebner/ifunichs 

About 8 years have passed since, travelling as a student, I had the 

good fortuns to become acquinted with wide stretches of Canada and the 

United States, I was interested chiefly in definite forestry problems and 

missed no opportunity of gathering information about questiona of training 

for forestry in these countries. 

In forestry perhaps sore than in any other subject there is no end 

to learning, for the forester can never leave the school of Natare behind 

himj he is constantly confronted with fresh laws which he must study and 

apply. And once he has grasped those laws, there follows the unending task 

of relating man to neture, ~ what we term mansging, utilicing, ,Harnessing* 

nature, a task demands constant thought and which enriches the forester's 

experience, And the management of the forest oeeuples a peculiar position 

of its own; for it reckons in century-long intervals and neither experience 

nor progress oan be scientifically calculated or translated into practical 

measures within a year, as is the case for example, with other forms of soil 

utilisation. Thus the historical study of past procedure must provide the 

most fruitful basis for further advance in forestry. 

It is true that the word ,forest-management" is no mere academic term 

in the world of to-day; it has long assumed practical shape. And the solu- 

tion of the problems connected with any one site can only be solved by 

studying the requirements of the site in question, Nevertheless, the example 

of other districts ag a basis of comparison has been and will aleways be in- 

portant, if not indispensable. It 1s obvious that Central Europe, Germany in 

particular, is eminently suitable for such purposes, as it can offer ex- 

perience drawn from 1000 years of forest culture (see, for instance, the 

instructions issued by CGharles the Great, The Forest Regulation of the 

Monastery of Mauermiinster in 1144, orthe Ebersberg Forest Regulations
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of the 13th century). During my travels I found that American foresters were 

well aware of this, for I was constantly asked what were the possibilities 

of additional and post-graduate training either in the form of travelling or 

research in my country. I see a practical acknowledgement,of the importance 

of Bavaria in the frequent visits, long and short, accidental or planned, 

which Americans pay in the hope of learning from local conditions. 

For the past few a years this tendency has recsived fresh impetus 

since, thanks to the Oberlinder Trust und er the guidance of Professor Dr, 

Frang Hesk e /fharandt, eminent representatives of forestry and the 

timber industry have come to Europe, and above all to Germany, for a 

systematic study of forestry conditions, This promising development is due 

to the efforts of Professor Heske, whe has thus rendered enormous service 

to the cause of interne tional forestry. ‘hile these tours have always 

been successful, the group of American foresters who visited germany last 

year tock particularly valuable impressions home with them, 

Every traveller who goes into a foreign country makes the same ex~ 

perience, It is never sasy to select from the abundance of new faets and 

impressions the things that are characteristic of the foreign country and 

at the same time valuable for comparison and contact with home conditions. 

If the student begins to inquire about technical matters of economics, he 

is as a rule not able to grasp technical connections and must try to explain 

these from general economic and cultural conditions, Thus the necessity 

arises of studying the principles of life in the foreign country, of making | 

contact with the people and, on the basis of this personal contact (actually 

the culy possible basis) the student arrives at a comprehension of profes~ 

sional problems. At the same time he is acquiring useful inspiration for 

his future work, The function of a forester is not confined to planting 

trees, harvesting woods ar to manufacturing wood products, No other pro- 

fession is so intimately conneteo with all economie, cultural and ideal 

interests of the country; the forester destroys or constructs, he plunders
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or sows seed, he makes a land poor or brings wealth to it; and this wealth 

which the forester produces, is not only estimsted in terms of income and 

turn-over, although these are in themselves mest important. He influences 

the well-being of forest meadow and field, and not least, of the heart of 

man. Supplementary studies mast olways be carried out in a short space of 

time which makes it all the sore diffieult to obtain the best results. 

Being forced to put ap at international hotels end to make hasty acquain- 

tances always with new places end people entails the danger of superficiali- 

ty, however good the intention. 

fhe experiences which I myself gathered in many countries and 

Which have been confirmed by many visiting friends, have led to the search 

for a new form of pursaing forestry studies abroad. I should like to 

outline thig here for the purpose of general discussion. 

My plan would be to found an International Academy of Forestry 

Bunigh. 
And why? This Academy should be the living expression of the forestry 

werld, But expression or language is only living whem it is fredd from paper 

and printer's ink, when it passes directly frommn to man, Thus Munich 

should become the rendez-vous of travelling foresters from all over the | 

world, whe meet hare, exchange views experiences and have the opportunity 

of supplementing their knowledge of the long-established forestry practice 

of Europe. 

As the center of this scheme I propose a _ orestry House" whose hos- | 

pitable doors shell be open to all members of the ,green guild", This | 

Porestry House should take the place of the international hotel, and it 

should contain bed-rooms, living-rooms, rooms for working, a library and 

reception rooms. For the innovation lies in the emphasis laid on social 

intercourse, German foresters would go in and out of this house, represent~ 

atives of the state, of science and art as well as of the general public 

would here be given opportgunity to create, in free intercourse with the
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stranger within our gates, an atmosphere of intimacy and family life; on the 

basis of this personal contact it would be simple to promote professional 

interests, I also imagine that, through intimate contact with the members 

of the Forestry Department in the University of Munich, with experienced 

officials in our adminstration, and with good practical foresters, a kind 

of forestry Seminar would be formed much nore instructive than any 

Systematic course, which wokuld not however exclude planned courses in 

particulars circumstances. 

The Academy should not only be responsitle for the housing, the 

entertaining and the scientific instucting of ita guests. It culd also 

exercise fruitful influence on general seientifie research. World forestry 

is confronted to-day with great tasks, Particular problems could be se~ 

lected annually end every forester in the world invited to send in a so- 

lution. The best papers would be rewarded with a scholarship, entitling the 

holder to develop his solution at the Academy in Munich, Those are mere 

suggestions, It is also possible that foresters whe would like to study for 

a degree at the University of Munich might live at the house, 

This proposal is not merely by way of general stimulation, Ita execu. 

tion in practice is also provided for. With the reformation of university 

life in Germany, student customs have changed and the former student cor~ 

porations have become superflucus. In Munich there were three corporations 

mainly composed of foresters. One of these corporation houses could be 

tranaformed into the new Forestry House, The house which I have in mind 

can look back on century old traditions; in ites structure it is eminently | 

suited to our purpose and only requires to be ¢aken possession of, It ish | 

tastefully furnished and lies in a central quarter of the town; it has 

all mecesgary rooms and a pleasant garden, Only the bed-rooms would require 

to be added. The up-keep of the house would amount to about lo.ooo Marks 

with an everage of 8 guests, a daily pension price of 8 marks per head 

would cover expensés, The Academy would be formed by the foresters of the
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world united in some kind of club or association, The contributions would 

pay for up-keep, schokersehips, etc. It might also be possible thet entire 

societies, as for instance, the Society of American Foresters, should join, 

I have not yet explained why I choose Munich as the site of the Aca- 

demy. I have already indicated the opportunities which Germany in general 

offers to the professional forester. And these are particularly favorable 

in Munich, The town has a favorable positionwith regard to different forest 

sites, being near mountain forests and forests in the plains as far as the 

Spessart, Bavaria being the most densely forested of the German states, 

Munich hes a university with and old-established forestry department, it 

has a teshnical college, the German Museum and many other conters of culture. 

It is the seat of a atate forestry administration with a staff of selected 

foresters of excellent repute and experience, Munich is the eenter of German 

art, ~- drama, musie and the fine arts; it is the ideal place in which to 

absorb cultural atmosphere and to find the approach to professional probleme 

in ancient, deeply-rooted conditions, I take it as a matter of course that 

this proposal should be executed in elose ce-operation with Professor | 

Hes k e /Tharandt who hes always, and with great sueceas, pat his wide | 

vision and energy at the service of international eims, : | 

But these suggestions must elso be discussed in general end that is | 

why I have chosen to make this short publication, I have sent it te my | 

friend, Ur, Ton Gill, Wahington, 0.c., as he is personslly acquinted wk | 

with these mettersa ever since his visit te Munich and is in a position to | 

give an opinion on the proposal and to further it, The best solution would 

be if Tom, Gill could come himself as representative of the U.3.A. and Cana- 

da ond be responsible for the execution of this project. There is here an 

opportunity for creating something really great, a statement to which all 

friend who have gathored impressions in Munich bear living witness.
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1532 University Aveme 
February 23, 1937 

Mr. Wqlour K, Thomas 
The Oberiaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

I fear you my find that the recipients of your travelling fellow- 
ships have learned so much that they are in doubt about the answer to your . 
question: “Where do we go from here?" I, at least, am in doubt about any 
general forma, ' 

I feel positive on only one point: The esthetic as well as the 
economic aspects of land-use should be covered by exchanges, and the field of 
labor for your organization should cover a good part of conservation instead 
of forestry alone, 

More specifically: We need to see over here foresters like Vietinghoff- 
Reisch, who holds the Chair of Naturechutz at Dresden, and Adalbert Whner of the 
University of Munich. By and large, American foresters are giving us a pretty 
narrow picture of themselves = their work, It might do considerable good to 
show them men like the above (admittedly exceptional even for Germany) whose 
personal range covers the entire framework of the forestry picture, 

This pipe dream is conditioned by language. Ubner is entirely at home 
in English. Vietinghoff was “en route," but I am not informed how far along 
he is by now, 

Vietinghoff would be particularly easy to circulate here because he is 
an ornithologist and faleoner as well as forester, Both men are ecologists, 
and both have magnificent photograrhic collections--a little detail not to be 
sneezed at. 

I would welcome a mesting, but I am dubious about having it as an 
incident to another convention. It should have several days. 

It's good news that Heske's book is about to emerge. 

I've not yet had time to write that article. 

I'm speaking on German game management at the American Wildlife “ 
Conference next week, Still have one unpublished paper, but it is a highly 
technical one of small interest to the general public. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management
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February 18, 1937 

Aldo Leopold 
e222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Forestry Advisory Vommittee and the Trustees 
would be very glad to have your advice concerning future work 
in the field of forestry. 

As you know, we are working toward a better inte- 
gration of the Americans of German descent, with other American 
people, by drawing upon the experiences of the German-speaking 
peoples insofar as they are suggestive or adaptable to American 

conditions. 

In the field of forestry we have concentrated more 
or less on the general theme of sustained-yield or conservation 
work. The work in this field has now extended over a period of 
three years, and I am enclosing a list of the men to whom grants 
have been made. As you know, we have left each individual free 
to make use of his findings as he saw fit. The Trustees have 
been very pleased with the results and are very appreciative of 
the way in which the v@rious individuals have responded to a 
purely cultural movement, in the face of political and social 
disturbances. But our real question is "Where do we go from here?" 

Dr. Heske's book on German Forestry is now ready 
for the printer and should appear in the course of the next two 
or three months. The advertising and distribution of this par- 
ticular book will be a great help in acquainting American foresters 
and state officials, who are dealing with forestry problems, with 
the experience of the German-speaking peoples. This particular 
task is more or less mechanical, though much can be done to adver- 
tise it among interested people.
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Should we select and send over another group of 
American foresters or lumbermen during the late summer or fall 
of 1937? What should be the objective? 

Is there a particular subject that should receive 
major attention, such as game management, or the general prob- 
lem of wild life in the forests? 

Besides the publication of Dr. Heske's book, is 
there other material that should be published in order to ac- 
quaint American lumbermen with practices that would be benefi- 
cial and at the same time further the interests of the Trust? 

Could we have a meeting of all the men to whom 
grants have been made, say in connection with some national con- 
vention, and in this way call attention to certain of our Ameri- 
can problems with reference to German experience? 

In what way could the work or the findings of the 
various men who have become interested in German forestry ex- 
perience be better integrated with the various organizations in 
the United States that are promoting interest in forestry and 
wild life? 

We shall greatly appreciate having your sugges- 
tions on any points. Our Forestry Advisory Committee, consisting 
of Dr. Cedric 4, Guise of Cornell University, Mr. Earle H. Clapp 
of the United States Forest Service, and Mr. Ovid Butler of the 
American Forestry Association, will carefully consider all the 
suggestions that are made and then advise the Oberlaender Trus- 
tees as to what might be done in this and succeeding years. We 
look upon this work as a long pull, and therefore shall be very 
glad to have you help us develop a constructive plan that can 
be extended over a period of years. 

With thanks for whatever help you can give us, 
I an, 

Yours sincerely, 

Beh a 

WILBUR K. THOMAS 

WKT : AMR 
Encl.



FORESTRY GRANTS 

Ward Shepard, Director John W, Watzek, Jr., 
Harverd Porest Crossett Watzek Gates, 
Petersham, Mass. Chicago, +11inois, 

Frenz Heske, Director Ralph “, Bryant, 
Forstliche fiochsehule peregees of Forestry 
Therandt, Germany Yale versity 

New Haven, Conn, 
W. R, Brown, Asst. Treas 

Brown Company E, B, Carter, Asst, Forester 
Berlin, N. H. in cherge of Forest Mansgement, 

U, &, Forest Service ; 

By Re Camp, Vice-Pres, & Washington, BD, C. 

Ganp ae Sanorert ou L. F. Knet Head of the Divist Camp Manufacturing pany « Fe Py ° e sion 
- Franklin, Va. of Lands, t. 8. Forest Service 

Washington, PD. C. 
Wilson Compton, Secty.- Mgr., 
Nationsl Lumber Manufecturere Assn, C. &, Forsling, Dir, of the 
Washington, D. C, oe Forest Experiment Station 

Asheville, N, C. 
=r? F, Cornwall, Editor . 
The Timberman H. L, Shirley, Associate Silvicul- 
Portland, Oregon turist, Lake States Forest Experimt, 

Station, 0. 8. Forest Service, 
z. a. Farrell, Pres, : St, Paul, Minn, 

Farrell Lumber Company 
Poland, N, Y. ¥. N, Sparhawk, Senior Forest Eeonomist 

U. &. Forest Service 
Robert B, Goodman, Sec'y. Washington, D, C, 
Goodman Lumber Company 
Marinette, Wis. Aldo heppete, inecharge of Game Re- 

search mrveredby of Wis, College p 

Cc, H, Guise, Prof, of Forest of Agriculture, dison, Wis. 
Management, Corneil University 
Ithaca, N. Y C. EB. Rachford, “set, Chief, Forest 

Service, U. & Dept. of herieulture 

Le K. Pomeroy, Pres. Washiagton, Bb, Gy 

Quark Badger Lumber Con, ’ 
Wilmer, Krkensas F, 4, Sileox, Chief, Forest Service 

U. 8, Dept., of Agriculture, 
Joho Raine, Pres, Washington, BD. C, 
Meadow River Lumber Co., : 
Rainelle, ¥. Va. Ovid Butler, Executive Secty 

Anericen Forestry Assceistion 
Theodore 8. Walker Regident Washington, D, C, 
Mgr. Red River Lumber *s 
Westwood, Cal. fom Gill, Secty, Wharles 4athrop Pack 
nae tbh e or Bduestion Board 

nson, Pres. ashington, D, C, 
Mobile River Saw Mi11 Co,, : 
Mount Vernon, 4labame George F, Jewett, Mgr., 

Potlatch Forests Ine., 
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho,
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FORECTRY GRANTS 
continued 

Frank Kennett John Woods, National Lumber 
Kennett Company Manufacturers Association 
Conway, W. H, Washingt, D, ¢, 

E, L. Kurth, Viee- Pres anh: Baldwin, Asst, Forester 
a County Lumber b,, New shire State Forestry 
Keltys, Texas a fieereation Depatment 

eord, New Hampshire, . 
Julien *, MeGowin, See'y. 
W. T, Smith Lumber Company «) 
Chapman, Alabama



1532 University Avenue 
Decenber 4, 1936 

Mr, Wilbur K, Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Thomas: 

I appreciate your interest in the Vietinghoff book, 
The review which I sent you, however, was written for the 
Journal of Forestry at their request, I am sorry I did not 

make this clear, I simply sent you a corny to convey something 
of the nature of Vietinghoff's book. 

' T am afraid that the job of translating it presents 
the seme problem ag you encountered in Heske's book, only 

mach intensified, I know of no forestry school which would 
be competent to undertake this job by itself, It might if it 
enlists the aid of its German department and possibly also 
its philosophy department. 

I will do my best on the article, but cannot 
promise it for Jamary 20, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management
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Le 1630 

December 1, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am very glad to know that you will be 
willing to write the article for our magazine and we 
shall look forward to receiving it at your convenience. 
I hope that it can come in time for our March number. 
The dead-line will be January 20th, though if it does 

not come by that time we can use it in the June number. 

I am sorry to say that I have not read 

Vietinghoff's book, but your review. I feel sure that 
our Editorial Board will be very glad to publish it in 
the next number. I appreciate your kindness in writing 

and forwarding it. 

Your suggestion about an American trans- 
lation is interesting and I shall be very glad to have 
the reactions of other American men as to the advisability 
of having it translated. If you know forestry men who have 
a good command of German and who would probably get this 
book. il shall be glad if you would write and ask them for 
their advice, or give me their names so that I can do it. 

I do not want to miss anything that will be of real benefit 
to the American people. 

We are just now completing the arrangements 
for the publication of Dr. Heskets book on Forestry. It has 
taken a long time to get it translated and properly docu- 
mented. There are a number of charts, figures, etc., in 
Dr. Heske's book, and to get them properly transferred to
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the English equivalents has taken a long time. However, 
we hope to go right ahead with it now and have it off the 
press before many months. 

Yours sincerely be 

tletben K [Ea 
WILBUR K. THOMAS 

WKT:G



1532 University Aveme 
November 27, 1936 

My. Wilbur K. Thomas 
Carl Sclmrz Memorial Foundation, Inc. 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear My. Thomast 

; I will write you an article, but can't promise when, 

Attached is a review (unpublished) which I have 
written for the Journal of Yorestry. 

Have you read Vietinghoff's book? If so, does my 
suggestion of an American translation strike you favorably? 
If go, would you consider facilitating such an undertaking? 

I ask as a member of the editorial board of the 
Society of American Foresters, Heske's book, to be sure, my 

work toward a similar end, but I think American interest at 
present centres more on the philosophy than the technology of 
conservation. By the way, is Heske's book out? 

If you should want to push this idea of a translation 
further, let me know your thoughts, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
* Professor of Game Management 

ene]
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November 18, 1926 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have been very much interested in reading 
your article in American Wildlife on "Farm Game Management 
in Silesia." It is a splendid article and one that would 
interest our readers. I am wondering therefore if you 
would be kind enough to prepare an article for us on this 
same subject, perhaps using the same cuts that you have 
in connection with this particular article, and let us have 
it for publication in a subsequent number of The American- 
German Review. 

The whole question of game management, the 
feeding of game, the game covers, etc., is thought pro- 
voking, and I believe that we might help along our work 
by carrying such an article in the magazine. 

Unfortunately, the articles in our magazine 
must be confined to approximately 2,000 words, and we lay 
great stress on photographs. 

Hoping that this will appeal to you, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Bible 4 jbo 
WKT/mb WILBUR K. THOMAS



1532 University Aveme 
November 9, 1936 

Mr, Wilbur X, Thomas 
ee em Gere 

iphia, Pa, 

Dear Mr, Thomas: 

I am sending you the third of my German papers. Reprints will be 
available shortly and I can supply you with copies in any ordinary 
mymiber, should you have any use for them, 

I still have one other paper on the Game Cycle in en it 
may be quite a while before I can get around to the tion of 
my materfal. I have not forgotten my German trip and my indebted- 
ness to you and your orgaiiization, 

With best regards, 

Abs mG Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Menagement
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March 2, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr. Thomas returned a short 
time ago from a trip to Germany and has 
read with interest your article "Natur- 

» schutz in Germany." He has asked me to 
thank you also for your letter of 

; January 24. If you can spare a dozen 
4 reprints of the article he will be glad 

to have them, as they will be of interest 
to a number of our people. 

We appreciate your keeping us 
supplied with material of this sort. 

Sincerely yours, 

Crrage, Uber 
ROXANE EBERLEIN 

RE: AES Assistant 
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1532 University Aveme 
December 12, 1935 

Dr, Georg Karteke 
c/o Oberlaender Trust 

da Ev fonpraben Ma 
Berlin 

Dear Dr. Kartakes 

I am perfectly delighted with the Schwartzenburg 
Abschuss record. I can promise you that this will be extremely 
valuable and will constitute one of the longest year-by-year 
records so far obtained anywhere in the world. 

I assume this is one of the records the copying of 
which was arranged by Professor Hecke and paid for by the 
Foundation, However that may be, will you please convey uy 
thanks to whomever else besides yourself we have to thank 
for this splendid contribution? 

I will be thinking of you during the holiday season 
and wish you a merry Christmas, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gane Managenent 

vh



December 9, 1935 

Mr. Wilbur K, Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

IT have Miss Bherlein's letter of November 19 
and enclose my check to cover the decount as follows: 

Personal expenditures in Germany, 917.15 marks = 
$229.28, less personal funds used for official travel, $60.00. 
Check for $169,28 enclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel



CARL SCHURZ MEMORIAL FOUNDATION 
UND 

OBERLAENDER TRUST 
zur Férderung der kulturellen Bezichungen zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten und Deutschland 

225 SOUTH 15th STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

YVORSTAND C. S. M. F. oo VERTRETUNG IN DEUTSCHLAND: 

Se eae! EHRENPRASIDENT: HON. J. G. SCHURMAN Be Groene Et 
PRASIDENT GEH, RAT DR. VON LEWINSKI 

STEPHEN PAUL; Bee LENE: GESCHAFTSFUHRENDE SEKRETARIN: 
SCHATZMEISTER HON, A. B. HOUGHTON HON. F. M. SACKETT 

ELISABETH MAY 
WILBUR K, THOMAS, MRS, RUDOLF ERBSLOH HON. CHARLES NAGEL 

GESCHAFTSFUHRER 

HENRY JANSSEN 

aoe er ee BERLIN N24, HEGEL HAUS 
ie aries AM KUPFERGRABEN 4a 
HANNS GRAMM TELEGR. ADR.: OTUJA 
EUGENE HENNIGSON FERNSPRECHER: A6 5186 

F, W. LAFRENTZ 

VICTOR F, RIDDER November 22a : 1935 

THEODORE H, THIESING 

eee aA Sears Prof. Aldo Leopold 

GUSTAY OBERLAENDER, College of Agriculture 
VORSITZENDER . . : . 

University of Wisconsin 
Cc, W. ACKERMAN 

HAVEN EMERSON Madison Wisc. me Gt BO 5 INS ECe 
HENRY ALLEN MOE 

WILBUR K. THOMAS, 

GESCHAFTSFUHRER 

FERDINAND THUN 

HENRY JANSSEN Dear Mr. Leopold : 
HANNS GRAMM 

Enelosed find a survey of "Abschuss" 

dates . Please let us know whether this survey is exactly 

what you want , otherwise we will have to notify people 

about it. 

Hoping that you arrived hale and 

hearty and that you have pleasant recollections of Germany, 

our office and akiso of Tonndorf's , I remain 

Yours very truly 

K/K Dr. Georg Kartzke .



New Soils Building 
November 21, 1935 

Mr. Wilbur K, Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Thomas? 

This is just to remind you that I am awaiting 
the verified edition of the personal account and will 

make remittance to you when you can let me know the cor- 
rect amount. 

I appreciated our conversation and hope we shall i 
have occasion to see each other often. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

P.S. I am taking up the matter of Frau Dyhrenfurth's 
lecture with the Madison Civics Club, ‘this I believe the 
local organization most likely to meet the financial 
specifications. As soon as I can get word from them, I 
will write you further. 

AL.
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FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 

UNITED STATES AND THE GERMAN SPEAKING COUNTRIES 

November 19, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Thomas has asked me to go over the 
statement you left with him the other day and 

return it to you. We appreciate the care you took 
in recording your expenses.Please suit your own 
convenience in sending us your check, for there 
is no immediate hurry about it. 

Mr. Thomasles also asked me to remind you 
of Mrs. Dyhrenfurth and your offer to inquire 
about a possible lecture engagement for her. We 
wrote several days ago to Dr. A. R, |Hohlfeld, of 
the German department of the University of Wis- 
consin, but have not yet heard from him. Accord- 
ing to present plans Mrs. Dyhrenfurth can be in 
Madison about the second week in February. We 
shall be grateful for your help. 

Sincerely yours, 

“Wetiane Sects 
ROXANE EBERLEIN, 

Assistant 

RE:GS 
Enclosure
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New Soils Butlding 
Taly 24, 19355 

My. Wilbur ZX, Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Thomas: 

this acknowledges Miss Mbheriein's letter of July 22 and the 
pow pre fer ayediagy has also the insurance certificate, The thoughtful 
and orderly way in ch you transaet all these matters is very sratifying. 

T am glad to hear that we will see you in New York before we 
sail, I had otherwise expected to call on you in Philadelphia, You do 

not state, however, where and when we will see you in New York. I would 
like to be sure that there will be an opportunity to coneult with you, 
especially about plans for the best use of my time, I will leave here 

Monday and can be reached at the Cognos Club, Washington, Wednesday, I will 
be in and sbout New York Thursday and Friday, bat have no definite address. 

I would appreciate your letting me know here before Monday or at the Cosmos 
Club Wedmesday where I shall look for you in New York. 

T expect to be abroad approximately four months and cannot in any 
event stretch it to more than five because of obligations here, I have not 
tried to build an advance schedule because the things I would like to look 

up ave numerous and I feel unable to judge in advance which are the most 
feasible, where they can be looked up, or how long it will take, 

fo give you some sort of an idea of what I have in mind, I might 
cite the following examples: 

(1) Population Cycles, Is there a population cycle in German 
geme birds? If so, their long records ought to disclose it, One does not 
encounter it in the German literature, mt the Scotch and English literature 
indicates the existence of a cyele, and the same is true of Russia and 
Siberia. If German game is cyclic, then it is of great consequence to find 

out to what degree it has affected the practice of game management, The 
uncertainties attendant upon the cycle have tended to block the management 
of eyelie species here, 

2 ieee oy ate or as ee ee. are virtually blockading progress in 8 country, 8 Pp: 
country in Burope where one may find actual examples of what might be called 
the policy of moderation, Examples of indiscriminate control are, of course, 
found in all Buropean comtries, It ought to be of value to contrast the



i 
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respective remlts, It is possible that the findings might throw important 
light on American policy and reassure either one school of thought or the 
other, Shepard has thrown some importent preliminary light on this question. 

(3) Integration, Conflicts between forestry and game managenent 
are becoming wore and more visible in this comtry, It is of obvious value 
to study a country where they have been integreted for a long period of time. 
Shepard has aleo opened up the way for this investigation. 

In addition there is the self-evident job of digging up techniques 
for range management and regulation of kill which might fit our conditions. 
This is especially important to me, since I an just in the process of writing 
® handbook of game management for this state, So fay we have no technique 
handbooks worthy of the name, 

In connection with all of these projects it will be important to 
contrast the German countries with Bnglend and Seotlond. I teke it from 
your literature that my official trip cannot cover even a brief visit to the 
British Isles, If this is the case, I nevertheless would like your authority 
to spend a couple of weeks there on my own account, We naturally have gone 
deeper into the British literature in this country, end British practice 
aveordingly will form a kind of link which will enable us to interpret 
German practice, Should you be able to authorize a short British side trip 
at the conclusion of my German trip, I would of course be very glade 

It of course goes without saying that I heartily appreciate the 
opportunity which you are offering we and will do my best to bring badk some . 
worth-vhile results, 

/ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ins In Charge, Game Research 

! Enel.
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July 22, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Thomas is out town this week and 
asked me to mail you a check for $125 to pay for 
your passport, travel expenses in this country, 
tips on the boat and fare to Berlin. We trust 
you will let us kmow if you find that this does 
not cover all your expenses until you start draw- 

ing on our account in Germany. 

On his return to the office Mr. Thomas 
will send you an order on Mendelssohn and Company, 
our German bank, authorizing you to draw up to the 
amount of 1000 RM a month while you are over there. 
We shall appreciate knowing how long you will be 
able to stay. You will not be bound to any par- 
ticular length of time and if you do not use the 
full amount of the order the balance will automat- 
ically revert to the Trust. 

I take pleasure in enclosing a certificate 
of insurance which we take out for all those travel- 
ling under our auspices. Blanks for filing claims 
are in our Berlin office, the address of which is: 

Hegel Haus 
Am Kupfergraben 4a 
Berlin N 24 

Our representative in Germany is Dr. George Kartzke. 
His secretary will be glad to take care of forwarding 
your mail.
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We are also sending you a case of calling 
ecards which we hope you will find useful. 

We have just had word from Mr, Shirley that 
he will be able to join the party on August 2. Mr. 
Thomas expects to be in New York on that day and will 

: see you all before you sail. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ge ie MeO ls 
art, 

RE: AES for WILBUR K. THOMAS 
Encls.
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July 11, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your letter of July 9 and 
in accordance with your request I am making a 
reservation for you on the S.S.Europa sailing 
Friday night, August 2, at midnight. Messrs. 
Kneipp, Carter, Sparhawk and Forsling are also 
sailing at that time. 

It will not be necessary for you to 
keep an expense account. Before you leave I 
shall send you a check for travel in this coun- 
try, tips on the boat and your fareto Berlin. 
Over there you will have a drawing order on our 
account with Mendelssohn and Company in Berlin, 
and we want you to draw enough to cover all your 
expenses actually connected with the trip. 

Please do not hesitate to let me know 
if there is any further information I can give 
you. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee ae ea. 

WKT? AES WILBUR K. THOMAS
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July 8, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As my assistant, Miss Eberlein, has 
already written to you, we are very glad to know that 
you can accept our invitation to go to Germany this 
summer to study the general plan and policy of game 
management,with a view to developing more interest in 
this subject in America. We realize something of the 
chaotic condition that exists here, and are anxious 
to make a further contribution toward improving con- 

ditions. 

Sometime before you go over perhaps 
we can have an opportunity to talk over the plans more 
fully than can be done by letter. If you are planning 
to come east before you sail, I shall be glad to 
arrange to meet you at some mutually convenient place. 
If not, I shall plan to see you in Chicago some time 
during this month. 

Miss Eberlein will take charge of 
getting your reservations, and advise you concerning 
the handling of moneys, etc. So please feel perfectly 
free to ask for such information as you may need. We 
have Reichsmark in Germany so that there is no need for 
your counting on taking American money with you or ex- 
changing American money for German Marks. 

The one thing I want to stress is that
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I hope you will take enough time to do whatever work 
you feel you need to do in Germany and Austria. 
I realize of course that you are already very well 
informed about European conditions, but we want the 
men to whon grants are made to stay as long as 
possible. 

Yours sincerely 

eye Be ei ee, Bt ete 

WILBUR K. THOMAS 

WKT:G



New Soils Building 
duly 9, 1935 

Mr, Wilbur K. Thomas 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr, Thomas: 

My request for the trip to Germany has now been 
approved informally by the University executives, but they 
wish to submit it also to the Executive Committee of the 
Regents, who will meet this week, There is little likelihood, 
however, of their taking any different action from that of 
the executives. 

Accordingly you may book me for a reservation with 
the first group which goes over, tt I wish you would keep 
me posted as to who will be in the group and on what date 
they will sail. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ii In Charge, Game Research
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July 2, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 28 has come in the ab- 
sence of Mr. Thomas who will be out of town until next 
week. He will be very happy to find that you can ac- 
cept the invitation of the Oberlaender Trust to visit 
Germany this summer. 

The plans of the Forest Service men who are 
going are not yet definite. Mr. “parhawk and Mr. Kneipp 
have written that they will plan to go about the first 
of August and I think this may apply also to Mr. Carter 
and Mr. Forsling. Mr. Shirley wrote that he would 
probably leave towards the end of August. 

Mr. Thomas hopes to see these men in Washington 
within the next two weeks and he will then be able to 
give you more definite information. 

If you like we shall gladly make your steamer 
reservation on whatever boat the other men decide to go. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ce aay TResedhen 

RE: ARS for WILBUR K. THOMAS



New Soils Building 
Jane 23, 1935 

Dean Chris L, Christensen 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dean Christensen: 

Attached is an offer from the Oberlaender Trust to pay my 
expenses during a proposed trip to Germany and surrounding countries for 
the purpose of studying game management methods. 

Can the University carry my salary during this period, which will 
be approximately August 1 to December 1? 

My opinion on the probable effect of this absence on the work here 
is as follows: 

1. the Farmers' Handbook, which is my main project for the year, 
will be delayed until spring. This delay, however, would probably be neces~ 
sary in any event, since I still lack certain photogravhs which can be 
taken only in winter. 

2. The work of my graduate students will suffer no handicap, 

3. The work on the Arboretum may be slowed up, but I think that 
Longenecker and Fassett can adequately represent me in whatever developments 
may come during thie period. 

4, the course work next winter all falls in the second semester 
and will not be affected, 

5. Certain papers on my own personal researches will be delayed. 

6, Important new information on European cycles and Buropean 
game policy can be obtained and will ultimately benefit the output of the 
Chair of Game Management, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.



; New Soils Building 

Mr, Wilbur kK, thomas : 
The Oberlaender Trust 
225 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

Subject to the University's official pemission 
to leave, I am glad to aceept the very gratifying offer 
made in your letter of Jime 21. 

As soon as the matter has been officially acted 
upon, I will let you know, 

I do not have to be back here for the opening of 
the University this fall and hence would prefer to leave ; 

with the rest of the group about Augast 1. Can you 
acquaint me with any further developments as to their exact 
schedule? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh i r
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June 21, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

One of the ways by which the Carl Schurz 
Memorial Foundation and the Oberlaender Trust are trying to 
be of service to the American people is by making them 
better acquainted with the methods of forestry practiced 
in German speaking countries. The Central European peoples 
have had a much longer experience than Americans in this 
field. We believe therefore that we can serve the American 
people by enabling a few of the men who are in key positions 
in the United States to become better acquainted with 
forestry methods as practiced in Germany, Austria, parts 
of Czechoslovakia, and perhaps Hungary. 

Last summer a group of twelve American 
lumbermen visited Germany and Czechoslovakia under the 
auspices of the Oberlaender Trust. This year we are 
making it possible for five men in the Forest Service to 
go over. They will specialize on such projects as the 
study of social relationships, technical silviculture- 
forest management, seed problems. We should like also to 
have someone study the various ramifications of game 
management in relation to forestry. After consulting 
with Mr. F. A. Silcox and our Forestry Advisory Committee, 
which is composed of Dr. Henry S. Graves, Dr. C. H. Guise, 
and Mr. Earle H. Clapp, the Trustees of the Oberlaender Trust 
of the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation have voted to extend 
you a cordial invitation to make such a study of game 
management in Germany and Austria some time within the 
next few months. 

The time of going will be left entirely 
to you, as you will need to decide this in the light of your 
obligations. We hope that you will be able to spend three
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months at least in Germany and Austria, and that you will 
extend the time if possible to four to six months. 

If you find it possible to accept this invitation, 
the Oberlaender Trust will pay all expenses actually connected 
with the trip, from Madison to Madison; this will include 
railroad and ocean fare and incidentals, and living and 
traveling expenses in Germany and Austria. 

The men in the Forest Service whom we are inviting 
are W. N. Sparhawk, L. F. Kneipp, E. E. Carter, C. L. Forsling, 
and H. L. Shirley. Most of them will probably leave about 
the first of August. We are hoping that as many as possible 
will travel to Germany together, but it will probably be 
desirable for you to leave earlier if it is necessary for 
you to be back for the opening of the University. In 
Germany each man will spend his time as he sees fit. We 
shall of course give all the aid we can in opening doors, 
and the members of our Advisory Committee, or Mr. Ward Shepard, 
who has spent fifteen months in Germany on an Oberlaender 
Trust grant, will be glad to advise with you concerning 
your program. 

We hope very much that you will be able to make 
arrangements for this trip, as we believe that this is one 
way whereby we in America can profit from the experiences 
of the German speaking peoples. Inclosed is a copy of our 
last Annual Report and other literature which will give 
further information about the general policy of the 
Foundation and the Oberlaender Trust. I shall look 
forward to your reply. 

Yours sincerely, 

yy) thee 10. Flam ‘ 
WILBUR K. THOMAS 

RE 
Annual Report sent under separate cover



i “The more the minds of men are excited, shut in and 

subjugated by the narrow interests of the present, the 
more urgent is a general and higher interest in that 
which is purely human and superior to all influences 
of the time; an interest which shall set men free 
again and unite the politically divided world under 
the banner of truth and beauty.” 

ScHILLER, in announcing his magazine, 
Die Horen, to the public (1795). 

THE CARL SCHURZ MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, INC. 

THE OBERLAENDER TRUST . . . THE AMERICAN-GERMAN REVIEW i



The Foundation 

The Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, Inc., was established in 

1930 by a group of American citizens who desire to enrich the life 

and thought of the American people by making them better ac- 
quainted with the. cultural achievements of the German-speaking 
peoples. It seeks to introduce into the life of America those things 
which have been of greatest service to the Germans and which are 
adaptable to American conditions. 

The Foundation tries to make its contribution to America by 
presenting to the people the best from Germany in the realms of: 

1. Literature. 
2. Outstanding Personalities. 
3. Classic Examples of the Fine Arts. 

4. Activities Concerned with the Public Welfare, such as 

Forestry, Municipal Government, Housing, City Plan- 

ning and Public Health. 

Literature 

Traveling book exhibits and activities in the realm of publishing 
are meeting with widespread interest as interpreters of cultural 
literature. The personality of an outstanding dramatic impersonator 
and reader has given life to the literature and has developed an 
understanding of the German-speaking peoples. 

Outstanding Personalities 

The Foundation brings to this country German men and women 
who are qualified to go before American audiences and share with 
them the benefits of German achievements and experiences. It has 

also given substantial aid to the development of student and profes- 
sorial exchange between the two countries. 

Classic Examples of the Fine Arts 

Traveling exhibits of representative German Art, together with 
aid to museums and art galleries, bring to America fine examples of 
German cultural expression through art. 

/ 

|



Activities Concerned with the Public Welfare 

The Oberlaender Trust, an integral part of the Carl Schurz Me- 
morial Foundation, provides funds for sending outstanding American 
men and women who are active in work that affects the public 
welfare to Germany and Austria for periods of observation and 
investigation. The determining factor in making awards or grants 
is the ability of the person to apply his findings to American 

conditions. 

The American-German Review 

The American-German Review, a quarterly magazine published 
by the Foundation, is a medium for the presentation and interpreta- 

tion of those experiences and cultural achievements of the German 
people which are valuable to American life and thought. It is 

strictly non-political. 

The contents of a typical issue will serve as an indication of our 

editorial policy. 

THE AMERICAN-GERMAN REVIEW DECEMBER, 1934 

Editorial—Good Will Among Men...... .....Witpur K. THOMAS 

Schiller and the Ideal........... .....+.--ROBERT HERNDON FIFE 
Impressions of America...........+.+++++ +.++++-ERNST BEUTLER 

(Translated by Harry W. Pfund) 
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} 
f CLF: Oberlander was a German who came to this country 

and did very well financially, as a manufacturer 
of silk stockings. He wished to do something in 

; return for his success in the United States, so 
he established the Oberlander Trust Fund, money 

. for which was used to send Americans to Europe, 
‘ especially to Germany and other German-speaking - 
: countries, to study forestry, city sanitation, 

‘ various aspects of flood control, and other prac- 
} tices in which Germany had been a leader. 

‘ Previously, these forestry excursions had involved 
: mostly people in the timber industry. This time 

they chose six of us, all but one of whom was 
from the Forest Service--that was Aldo Leopold 
of the University of Wisconsin. Others were Dr. 
Hardy Shirley of the Northeastern Experiment 
Station; I, of course, came from the Appalachian 
Station, now Southeastern Experiment Station; 
E.E. Carter, chief of the Division of Forest Man- 
agement in national forest administration; and 
L.F. Kneipp, an assistant chief of the Forest 
Service in charge of Land Acquisition. 

The decision about Forest Service representatives 

was made in the Washington office. We were not 
consulted, but simply told that we had been selected. 
It was such a great opportunity that there were no 
refusals. We learned a great deal about forest 
practices in central Europe, not specific ideas 

that we could use in the United States, but useful 
background information. 

i It was worth the time and effort to get to know the 
d European foresters. I didn't confine myself to the 

German-speaking countries; I took a couple of weeks 
and visited Sweden, where my parents were born. In 
my opinion, there was more for Americans to learn 

: from Swedish foresters than from German foresters. 
“ In Germany the most common practice was to clearcut 

Mei hago and replant, generally using the same species in 
planting after planting. We saw forests that were 
in the third generation of single svecies, mostly 
Scotch pine or spruce. The research foresters had 
discovered after repeated monospecies that planting 
of conifers was playing havoc with the forest soiis 
by not returning enough organic matter to the soil. 

The foresters were trying to introduce broad-leaved 
tree species which annually add leaf fall to the 

soil. But this gave rise to another conflict.
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It was the style of German foresters to have 
many game animals, mostly deer but wild boar 
in some localities. Hunting was chiefly by the 
higher-ranked army and forestry officials, poli- 
ticians, and wealthy individuals. Naturally, the 
monospecies conifers were partly barren compared 
to mixed hardwood and conifers. In their sample 
plots of hardwoods, deer, especially, devoured 
the hardwood young growth. Therefore, the small 
experimental planting of the broad-leaved species 
were fenced in with high wire netting to exclude 
the deer. In fact, throughout Germany the deer 
stayed back in the woods during the daytime and 
came out into any available clearing, including 
bordering grain fields or recently cutover forest- 
lands to feed at night. 

We were told that the first tenders of forestlands 
were the men who were engaged to keep away the 

: poachers so the owners of the forests would have 
good hunting. In fact, we were informed that after 
the individuals who were the benefactors of the 

prince and others who had been given land grants 
by the rulers began to get short of income, they 
found out that the standing forests could be ex- 
ploited to advantage. Eventually the game atten- 
dants, after cutting the standing timber, were put 

to replanting the land. Thus forestry had its 
beginning. 

ERM: Were you able to learn anything useful from the 

; experience of others in such countries as Swit- 
{ zerland and Germany with regard to flood control 
| on mountain slopes? 

i 

CLF: Nick Carter and I visited the Emmenthal Watershed 
Study in Switzerland. They were the first to use 

the paired watershed method of comparing runoff 
from forested and cutover forestland that we were 

j ; using. They had much the same ideas for checking 
{ runoff, i.e., terracing, establishing ground cover, 
| and so on. In Utah we used heavy machinery making 
: terraces on steep land which they didn't use, though. 

i Carlos Bates had published his report on the Wagon 

, Wheel Gap study in Colorado, and I had prepared the 
: report on the Great Basin A and B studies by the 

time we visited the Emmenthal Watershed. One thing 
gave us the advantage: we had much better opportunity 
to find similar watershed for the pairing process 

. in America. We have also gone much further in water- 
i shed studies than I have seen in Switzerland. 

y
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Ene pp Pa pers, vA “ee 
UNIVERSITY GF WISCONBIN ‘ ie, 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE oe ae 
MADISON. WISCONSIN io lot 

i a 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS ' 1532 University Avenue nee ‘om 
February 25, 1936 Co 

+ 

if ein 
Mr, L. F. Kneipp i 
U. S. Forest Service ee 
Washington, D, C. eae 

Dear Leon: ¢ is 

I was glad to get your letter. Even in a University : ” 

I had a sufficient sample of the whirlpool to thoroughly appreciate i. 
i your predicament on your return. It oust be even worse in Washington, st 

Bill Sparhawk has written me in detuil about the area : 
figures, and I thank both of yo very much for looking this up for 
me, It was just in time to get into my article, "Deer and Daverwald 
in Germany, " 5 

ee 
I wanted to. come and see you while in Washington at the ‘ 

Conference, but that was another whirlpool. ‘ : 

With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

odo, | 

Aldo Leopold 4 
Professor of Game Managaient 

vb. i 

i ks : 

y ' i i 

: ‘ Acs aig
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41k 
Washington, 2D. G., 4 

March 9, 1935(. | 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, a 
1532 University «vouue, q 

Madison, Wis. ; 

Dear Aldo; / 

Your letter of February 25 reached we lest Monday, but I was in a 4 
bad Jom of official work and did not really read your paper until yester- q 
day. It ie fine? Congratulations, You are going to stir up a lot 
of thought end comment. ’ 

I have no suggestions to meke about general substance. You refer j 
+40 we, however, as authority for two statements of fuct. The second of i 
these, about the yew at Justingon, ig accurate. The first, sbout condi- i 
tions at Romindenheide, on page 7, goes a bit beyond what I would have i 
written in the phrase “large deor-made savannas.” I mist) have been more ¢ 

i inaccurate tuan usual in telling you of the soecallod "natural syea"” there. 4 
It is not sn open savanna but a stend of widely spucod trues (horabeam prob- i 
ably more numerous thun any other species) and conacqueatiy limby trees, } 
that started as natural reproduction after the nun-noth e;idemio, The ‘ 
Greater part of the area of that epidemic was planted - motly spruce. ¥ 
This sree was not, and to that extent is "naturel." Sut there les been 4 
no appreciable thickening of the Gleyear-old open otand, und there ia j 
practically no reproduction vn the ground other than a Lev seodlings leas ie 
than 6 inches high, because of the deor und uwite. The wld stand is : 
going to pieces from rots that have come in on the large ‘ived lisbs, but i 
ds still « forest cover rather than a savanna, although tiie cover has been 
broken in places, It may bo &@ savanna in the making. ! 

Whether to correct the statement in your erticio 1. for you tu 

decide. Sorry if I misled yu, ; 

One thing seen on that East Prussia trip seems to prow on mo as I ‘ 
think of it. That is the condition on o Yoratant near Kuhladken, aloug the { 
west line of the Russian occupation durin:; 1914. wy bricf note is "Reduce { 
tion in game during and after Gorldé War shows in largo quintities of young i 
hariwoods that got away during that poriod." ly "got awsy" I-nwant “grew i 

out of reach of the game,” oxcopt that the youn;; ush polei were boing badly i 
barked by the moose. The condition is really vory atriking. ‘This wes 
where Bill Sparhawk got hie photes of the cow muoge end cilf, which barely , 
show in the prints but looked big to us in the carriages. 4 

Tt am youting your lotter an article to Sparhawk awi iineipp, and, es : 
you request, will send them to Foruling when I yet them Lick from Kneipp. I : 
shall also speak to Herbert Swith, urging publivation in in carly issue of i 
the Journal. ; 

Sincorely, 

Lav £> : 
atiey C44 ae y 

! yl
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Outdoor 

Mount Morris, Illinois 

March 22, 1932 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: As you know, since 1923 OUTDOOR LIFE has anmally 

awarded a gold medal to eech of two Americans who have 

done distinguished work in conservation during the 

preceding year. 

In order to focus public attention upon one con- 
servationist instead of upon two as formerly, a single 
OUTDOOR LIFE gold medal will be given for the most 
distinguished work in conservation for the year 1931. 
As a member of OUTDOOR LIFE's Conservation Advisory 
Board you are invited to submit your nomination, or the 

f nominations of your friends or associates. Nominations 

j for this honor should be accompanied by a statement 
} of the work accomplished by the nominee, his general 

qualifications in standing, etc. This information 

should reach our office not later than April lst, 
1932, as the announcement of the award will be made 
in our June issue. 

; I need hardly say that in the past the conferring 

of this award has been looked upon as more a public than 

a private recognition of exceptional merit in the pro- 
pagation or protection of wild life. I trust that 

through your cooperation and that of the other members 
of the Advisory Board the standards of selection may 
be maintained. 

) 

hi dncerely, 

‘ 

42 McGuire 
ditor 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
404 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

FMcG: MG | 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS



Mareh 26, 1932 

Mr. Harry MeGoire, Editor 
Outdoor Life 
Mount Morris, Illinois 

Dear Mr. MeGuire: ; 

In reply to your letter of March 22 to the Adviscry 
Board, I would like to renew my recommendation that the Committee 
consider Dr. Pawl Hagen of Crookston, Minnesota, who is the man 
who restored Thief Lake. 

A ¢onsiderable amount of supporting data about Dr. 
Hazen was sent last year to Judge George Yood. I am taking the 
liberty of sending a copy of this letter to Judge Wood so as to 
make sure that Hagen's name is before the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

sf oN 

\
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Mount Morris, Illinois 

March 2, 1932 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been considering your letter of last 

November in which you recommended to Mr. Whipple a si 

man for the 1931 OUTDOOR LIFE award. I thank you 

for the renewal of this recommendation. 

For 1931 I believe the award will be given 

to one man instead of two as formerly. I wish to 

write a short notice about the award for our May 

issue, and I.should like to make cuts showing the 

medal. As we have not the medal on hand would it 

be too mach of an imposition to ask you to send 
4 us your medal in order that I might have it 

pe nhs photographed? 
tL \ are? 

I don't believe I have corresponded with you. 

since I returned to the job after my year's leave 

of absence. I have great reliance unon your views 

and hope that whenever the opportunity arises you will 

feel tree to make suggestions of any nature, or give 

me any information you think would be helpful. By 

the way, I am enclosing a copy of our forthcoming 

April editorial. 

ri eg// incerely, 

[ijond 
arry McGuire 

ditor 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Survey ‘ 

905 University Aveme al v 

Madison, Wisconsin yw 
uae gov wt Y 

HvcG:MG¢ X aw 
al % Enclosure Qu 

J" v o+ 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
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At last we have a “LIVE ONE” that will bring them back ! 
—And the more we shoot the more resting and feeding grounds we shall have.
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The Sportsman’s Bill—A Crusade for Waterfowl 
(Editorial) 

HE emergency thirty-day duck season of last fall (4) Approximately half of this to the states for 
accomplished some strange, uncontemplated things. their own game departments, the other half spent by 

It brought the Biological Survey out of its lethargy _ the federal government to rehabilitate waterfowl breed- 

and into the role of protector once again, for, as Red- ing grounds and refuge areas. 
ington said, the emergency season was “for the ducks, That, summed up, is OUTDOOR LIFE’S program, 

not for the shooters.’ It showed with what remarkable the program finally concurred in by all the best minds 

loyalty the mass of American shooters will abide by of the country. It has become our program only after 

restrictions when they have been educated to their mature consideration of the wildfowl crisis which con- 

necessity. These were good by-products of a distress- fronts us and of the varied plans for solving this crisis. 

ing situation. Although the shell tax plan was suggested in our Con- 

But most important of all was that it created a panic servation Department as long ago as our February 

among the Conservationists, those august gods whose 1931 issue, we have not gone off half-cocked, we have 
blythe privilege it has been in the past to squabble not sponsored any single idea until, as now, we have 
over personalities in the press or to bellow harmless found one which will draw nation-wide support and 

platitudes at sportsmen’s banquets. These gentlemen succeed soon in Congress! 

lized that somebody had failed, for the national 
dhestergers Nite Memes esa brat tied : 'HIS is an offensive, it is a crusade. Earnestly I 
sport of duck shooting was suddenly found to be just 

3 - exhort our hundreds of thousands of sportsman- 
about on the rocks. And sportsmen with a voice of d a eee ‘i i: f 

millions, cried ‘‘Get into action! Save our waterfowl! "* eis tO Bch Pepe are SES the/sporta® 
4 a i as wildfowl shooting before it is too late. There are two 

Stop your bickering and give us leadership! y 
° ways you can act. The first is to stir your local or- 

And that leadership has emerged. eer . di al ohth hell 

For the first time since the passage of the Migratory Be ie ae ae ee eae a t = cones e 

Bird Law in 1913 conservationists have united on a fr BeOS tne Oe cae a i‘ en Pa ret ee re : 
major program for restoring our wildfowl, the Sports- eo ene ane mt Bere ae ; ares 

man’s Bill. The details of their agreement will be found oor oe RAIS EGS POLS ge tae cou ces ula Ve 
. dj ag been introduced into Congress. Act Now! 
in the article by Seth Gordon on page 33 of this issue. oeederal Be This is no time for t izi 
The jist of the matter is that those conservationists hi ee mee a mere uae is aa ee eee 
who some months ago boosted for a big federal bond ee ~~ wae ela ey Font e oe se 

issue for wildfowl, and a dollar federal license for duck Seer ee ea 1B Henge UEene 
; one : * balance. Remember the hordes that used to blacken shooting, have now jettisoned this plan in favor of the : Sah 

os aa the sky; remember the history of gradual restrictions: more feasible and promising plan of raising funds by a 5 s ae ie 
fen . no spring shooting, a bag limit, then a lower bag limit, tax on shotgun ammunition. For once there is una- : i 

Rmieyamong ithe amporeane wildelfesicaders then a drastic cut in the season; remember how marshes 

M : vk have been drained, how drouth has wiped out the homes 

ae means that OUTDOOR LIFE is joined with of our ducks and geese, how law-breakers still ravage 
the American Game Association, the More Game your birds and mine because there is no money for a 

Birds in America Foundation and a host of independent proper warden force; remember that almost every 

associations and publications, ina major offensive which _ scientific naturalist has warned you that waterfowl 

if successful—and that means, precisely, if YOU help— have approached the final Death Curve; and remem- 
will bring about the most revolutionary improvement bering these things, and wanting your sport not only 

in wildfowl conditions ever experienced in this country. revived but improved, get behind the Sportsman’s Bill 

The salient features of the program: and pass it soon. 

(1) Tax of a cent a shell on shotgun ammunition, And likewise remember this: Obstructionism and 

paid by the manufacturer, borne indirectly by the quibbling have never raised a duckling. The man who 

sportsman. Logically and fairly, there- isn't for the Sportsman's Bill, the cent- 
fore, the wealthy man who shoots a lot a-shell tax, is against it—and he is also 

will pay most; the infrequent shooter, against the aroused sportsmen of America, 
very little. S who are uniting at last to the end that the 

(2) Trap and skeet shooters will get noblest of field sports may be preserved, 1 | 

a refund. and over your marshes and lakes again 

(3) An estimated $7,500,000 a year on tingling November mornings the un- 

will be raised. told thousands will fly. | 

ee 
ee ee es eS eee
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damary ®, 1932. 

Mr. R. B. Yeatter, 

University of Uichigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

; Dear Mr. Yeatter: 

Your letter of Decewber Oth addressed to our associate 
editor, Ur. Thipole, has been referred to me by him 
upen my return from a year's leave of absence, I am 7 
afraid my infornetion would be fragmentary. TI have, 
however serked on one of the maps a mere impression 

. gained from my hinting and fishing excursions in 
Colorado the past four years. When I was a boy, some 
tventy years ago, pheneants were very thick in Jefferson 

. Gounty, weet of Denver, where they were first planted, 
I believe. Wow, however they are pretty mch confined 
fan any considerable mmbers) to the northenst part of 
the state. 

Again, these are quite imperfect immressions as T have 
not in recent years visited the northwest part of the 
stata nor the southwest portion, south of Gunnison 
County. 

It ig possible that ur. Jon. 2. Pender, 551 Bquitable 
Bldg., Denver, Golorado, can suprly you with more 
detatied infornstion. Jt is deplorable (‘though I shall 
not say surprising) that the Colorade State Game and 
Fish Commissioner takes refuge in silence. 

Yours sincerely, 

Harry MeGuire 
Batitor. 

Mr. Leopold: Mr. Yeatter wrote us that 
Mee: FL you referred him to us on the Colorado 

pheasant situation. 

H.McG.



Nov. 10, 1931 

Mr. P. Ke Whipple 
Outdoor Life 
1824 Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. Whipple: 

I have just returned from a month's absence in the field 
and found the medal in my office awaiting my return. I want to 
express to you again my high appreciation of this honor. 

Before having received any intimation that I was being 
Considered for the award, I recommended to you and the committee 

i that you consider Dy. Paul Hagen of Crookston, Minnesota, for the 
western award. I now wish to renew this recommendation, and I 
would appreciate your sending copies of this letter to the committee 
for 1931. 

Dr. Hagen is primarily responsible for the restoration of 
Thief Lake in northwestern Mannesota. This was ao very large and 
valuable duck lake of extra high quality which was drained. Dr. 
Hagen as conducted a persistent and energetic campaign for the 
last five years for the restoration of this lake, and he finally 

succecied in interesting the state conservation department in the 
project. ‘The restoration is now accomplished, awaiting only some 
vain to refill the lake, 

Your committee will probably not have to be told that this 
sort of thing is not put over except where there is one man who 
refuses to quit and who works night and day with a single eye to 
the objective in mind. Zverybody in Mimesota, I think, agrees in 
this case that Dr. Hagen is the man who put it over. I can get ym 
much more detail if your committee needs it. As a starter I am. 
inclosing a feature story from the Minneapolis Journal of Sunday, 
September 20, 1931, which gives a rough description. 

I suggest that the committee correspond with the following 
citizens of Minnesota, asking them for their independent appraisal 

\ of the icportance of Dr. Hagen*ts leadership in this pdrject: 

\ 
\ F



2 Whipple 

Sam G. Anderson, Hutchinson, Minnesota 

Frank M. Warren, 122% - First National-Soo Line Bldg., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

W. T. Cox, Game & Fish Commissioner, Old Capitol, St. Paul, 
Minnesota . 

Chas. L. Horn, President, Federal Cartridge Corporation, 
Mimeapolis, Minnesota 

Ernest Oberholtzer, Quetico-Superior Council, 1218 Flour 
Exchange, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



‘COMBINED 

Outdoor Life 
t OUTDOOR 
RECREATION 

1824 CURTIS STREET ' 

DENVER,COLO. . 

June 3, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are sending this letter to a number of men on our 
staff of advisors and correspondents, in the hope of gathering 

a reliable fund of information on the effect of logging operations ~ 
upon fishing conditions. 

We know, of course, that the old system of denuding all 

areas within reach of a river is destructive of good fishing and 

productive of floods. But here in Colorado, our problem is concerned 
with projected logging operations under Forest Service regulations 
which appear to be rigid and intelligent. 

The doubt in our mind is whether the process and the after- 
effects of the actual downstream logging would be likely to hurt one 
of the best fishing rivers in our state. Consequently we are asking 

some well-informed conservationists and sportsmen in states more 

familiar with logging than we are in Colorado to give us their own 

observations or to refer us to any sportsmen who, they believe, any 
have personal experience regarding the effect, if any, of logging on 
fishing. 

Any information or suggestions from you will be appreciated 
and the enclosed reply envelope needs no postage stamp. We have no 

prejudice in this matter, one way or the other. We are told that Forest- 

Service-controlled logging has no ill effects on fishing and if our 

friends can check this statement from their own personal experience, we 
shall be pleased. 

_-Yours very truly, 
AA ff. i aw Ae 
SK. COR f-L2. ‘ 

PRY :BWS Associate Raiter Z 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS



; Jane 6,1930 

Mr. P. XK. Whipple, Associate Editor : 
Outdoor Life. 
182% Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Myr. Thivple: 

I have never personally observed fishing conditions 
on a given stream both before and after logsing. Consequently I 
cannot give you any dependable first-hand evidence on the question 
raised in your letter of June 3. 

My guess would be that the effect of log driving 
would depend on the chances for restoration of fish cover after 
the driving is over. If rocks and snags mst be blasted out (and 
this is usually the case), if the slope and nature of the banks 

; is such that they are not likely to be soon replaced, or if the 
driving is to be an annual affair over a long period, then it 
seems to me that damage to fishing is inevitable, and the smaller 
the stream, the greater the damage. On the other hand there are 
probably some streams which can be driven without much “improve. 
ment," in which event I would not expect the damage to be appreci+ 
able, 

Please bear in mind that these observations are 
hypothetical. I do not know the stream in question, nor the 
material to be driven, nor the duration of the proposed operations, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Outdoor Life 
OUTDOOR & RECREATION 

1824 CURTIS STREET . 

JOHN A. McGUIRE Neo. HARRY McGUIRE 
PUBLISHER 7 EDITOR 

February 7, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just received your letter of February 3. Rather oddly, 
I opened it just as I was engrossed in reading your "Report of the Committee 
to Formulate an American Game Policy", published in the last issue of 
American Game. I have been digesting this report with a close scrutiny 

that I have not found it necessary to give to any other single report on 

the general game situation that has yet come to my notice. It is an 

admirable summing up. I have not yet finished it, but want to congretulate 

you upon its thoroughness and assure youthat it hes been of immense value 

to me. 

It would be useless to argue with you at this long distance, 

ever some of the policies of the Survey upon which we seem to disagree. 

I might offer, however, a couple of considerations in view of what I 

consider a slight unfairness on your part. In the first place, my wire 

to Phillips was called for by his wire to me. I simply gave a frank 

reply to a "lead'! question. 

Now I habe tried to keep my fundamental viewpoint on these 

conservation questions as sincere as possible, and I do believe that 

organizations like the American Wild Fowlers and the Audubon Society 

have exerted too much private influence in the Survey in recent years. 

In this opinion I am not by any means along, as you are doubtless aware, 

But I have not followed the blind lead of some of the more intractable 

among our so-called conservation leaders. I have tried to gather all 

available facts before forming such opinions--and, unlike some of the 

conservationists I know, I have even at times seen the wisdom of 

changing policy (as for example our original support of the McNary- 

Haugen bill but our withdrawal of support when the ends of that bill 

seemed to me to be attained). 

T. Gilbert Pearson, representing the Audubon Societies, and 

Nash Buckingham, representing the American Wild Fowlers, have gone very 

definitely out of their way to oppose the inevitable 15 duck bag limit. 

I do not question their right to differ sincerely from the rest of us 

on this matter--but when I discovered, as I have discovered, that they 

were trying to ridicule those who believed in the 15 limit and at the 

same time were trying to make it a question of supporting or not supporte 

ing the Biological Survey, I came to believe their influence inimical 
to a free discussion of the question and to unhampered progress in the 

Biological Survey itself. 

I do not think the present Chief of the Survey has ever met 
the 15 limit squarely and honestly. Though I believe him to be @ sincere 

G oks
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enough man, I think he is so cautious as not to possess the vision 
which we might expect from one who should be the titular leader of all 
conservation forces. He lacks the strength of a real leader; he relies 

upon those who will support him; he is not an independent leader, but 

falls back upon such men as Phillips, Pearson, etc. . ; 

Now as to my attacks editorially upon Redington: You and I 

both agree, and like 95% of the sportsmen, have agreed for a number of 

years, that this limit was inevitable. You, as a scientist, believed 

in the limit but were not charged with the necessity of bringing about 

public action on the question. I, as an editor, had placed before me 

a definite duty of stirring public action. You probably do not remember 
my early editorials-<-but allow me to say that about two and a half years 

ago my editorial tone was mild and persuasive. I came to see that this 

policy was not getting the results. For public, not private reasons, 

we changed our manner of treating the question. We got results. We 

were the only magazine to support the Norbeck-Anderson bill openly; and 

aside from some tardy help from Forest & Stream, we have been the only 

magazine to place the bag limit question squarely before our readers, 

and stir up action on the part of organizations. I should be sorry 
to believe that you prefer an editorial policy such as Field & 

Stream's, which pleys safe on practically all important questions until 
they havabeen decided. OUTDOOR LIFE is not cautious, is not timid, and 
you may be assured that the present editor is not trying to curry either 

favor or disfavor from any conservation leaders. 

It might interest you to know that since we have dropped our 

support for the McNary-Haugen bill, even old Dr. Hornaday has accused 

: me of going over to the "Biological Survey gang". If I were in this 
conservation business for personal ends, it would pay me to stand pat 

end back-slap with the rest. 

I have nothing against the Biological Survey as such. As 

explained in my telegram to Phillips, I stalwartly believe in wild life 
propagation and protection by executive rether than legislative means, 

wherever and whenever possible. I would like to see the Biological 

Survey have more power instead of less, but I should also like to see 

a real leader as its head. To be utterly frank with you, I should like 

to see a man such as yourself as Chief of the Survey, instead of a man 

of Redington's type, a pussy-fodter even when sincere, That isn't 

intended for flattery, as it doesn't matter a tinker's damn to me what 

you think of me personally. 

Please believe me when I say that I appreciated your candid 

letter. I trust you will consider my reply as personaly and therefore 

in confidence. : 

Sincerely yor : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Harry McGuire, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., f Edita, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

P.S. I am enclosing a copy of my forthcoming April editorial, just



& OL. Be j Feb. 7, 1930. 

written. I should be glad to have your comment on the suggestions in 

the next to last paragraph. Naturally this editorial, because of space 
limitations, is only a cursory sketch. H. McG. 

HMcG/ RAO 
Enc.



OPEN-SEASON "SLAUGHTER" 

(Bditorial) 

Last fall three Western states had seasons on big game which had been 

protected for many years. Colorado opened some counties to elk hunting after 

elk had besh completely protected for 27 years. Idaho had an open season on 

deer after a closed season of 19 years. A vast section of Wyoming was opened to 

antelope shooting. Antelope had been protected for many years except for very 

brief special-licenses seasons in small sections. 

Many hunters flocked to the hunting fields in these three states, as 

might have been expected. Some farmers and ranchers had good reason for being 

annoyed. They had protected the game vigilantly, sometimes fed it--voluntarily 

er involuntarily. Now inconsiderate hunters trespassed on their lands. They 

destroyed. They shot wildly sometimes, without regard for fellow-hunters, 

eattle or the sex of the game itself. 

Other farmers and guaphentes who had come to view the protected game 

as their legitimate private meat supply, raised pitiful wails sbout “the disgrace- 

ful slaughter"--in their hearts regretting that they weren't sllowed to do all 

the “slaughtering. Followed the groans of the don't-kill-anything protectionists. 

And the moans of the sentiments] old fellowswwho killed plenty till their blood 

grew watery, but who now faint in howeror st the sight of = gun. Then the screams 

of the newspapers, looking for sensations.
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Most of the newspaper accounts were stuff and nonsense. But magazine 

editors read the newspapers. So even a conservative ‘magezine like The Saturday 

Evening Post was led to declare editorially, regarding the deer season in Idaho: : 

"Wunters in the Shoshone Basin, according to local newspapers, literally 

hauled out venison by the trucklond. ‘he deer, which had learned no fear 

of firearms, huddled in terrified groups, awaiting death. There were from 

three to twenty hunters, according to the press reports, shooting at each 

deer, and disputes as to the ownership of cazcasses were constant. Some 

parties carted home three or four for each member in the field. It is 

pleasant to rena that the real sportsmen who went afield to take advantage 

of the open season, when they took in the situation turned back in disgust. 

The pothunters and these who kill for the pleasure of killing were left in 

possession of the hunting grounds. 

The thought of presumably wholesome Americans butchering haraless, 

bewildered creatures merely for the joy of killing something is anything 

but a pleasant one; and the brutaliszing effect of such scenes as the Idaho 

papers described is more to be deplored then the slaughter involved." 

Now I myself ws in Wyoming for the antelope season, snd I read not 

one but many newspapers reports desoribing the antelope shooting in the region 

where I hunted in practically the same terms as the Post describes the deer
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hunting in Poh Idaho. I travelled widely over the Sweetwater country for three 

days, and though I met a good many hunters, as might have been expected, I did 

not observe a single infraction of what might be csiled decent sportsmanlike 

conduct. Doubtless there were some poor sports. Doubtless there were a few 

animals who, as newspspers said, ‘milled sround until slaughtered, completely be-. 

fuddled". But on the whole the hunters were sporbsmen. And if anyone thinks 

; eantelope--or deer either, for that matter--grow so tawe and helpless when not 

hunted thet they don't know what to do when the shooting starts, he should have 

seen the fleet and wary Wyoming antelope putting themselves out of reach of 

hunters after an hour of shooting on the opening morning! 

In short, a good deal of the slaughter propaganda about these open 

seasons must be discounted. 

But some suggestions might be in order nevertheless. One would be 

that the residents of Wyoming should heave paid more than $2.50 for the privilege 

of taking an antelope. At only $2.50 a hunter, there were too wany shooters who 

were only out for the mest. Real sportsmen would surely have paid e auch lerger 

sun for the privilege of bagging one of America's rarest and most beautiful big 

game trophies. In Colorado the legislature did not authorize any special license 

fee for elk, so the regular big game license was o11 that was needed to kill in 

@ special sesson an snimal that had been protected for 27 years. That was
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unfortunate. The over-crowded hunting fields were not properly patrolled by 

wardens. Sut if there had been # special license fee there would have been 

money for warden-enforcement. 

To escape congestion and to allow better enforcement, I would like 

to oubatt to the sportamen the idea that when special seasons are contemplated 

on game which has been protected for years, the season be broken up into at least 

two parts, with not less then a week of rest between the two parts. Applications 

for the special licenses would be received by the state game department several ; 

months in advance. fhe first half of those applying would be given permits to 

hunt in the first part of the season unless the hunter otherwise desired. The 

second half, those who sent appliertions later, ate have te hunt in the second 

part of the season. Mech part of the season would be longer than the three or | 

four days such seasons last at present. There would not be the over-crowding, | 

the rush and bang-up shoot-enything furor which at present obtains in short 

seasons. Law enfofcement would be facilitated. Sportsmen could hunt at a less | 

nerveewracking pace, deriving fuller enjoyment from the whole outing. The special 

licenses, it goes without saying, should bring the game departments enough money 

to enable them to spend « sufficient sum on thorough patrolling of the geme fields 

by wardens. 

Let us not discourage open seasons. But, profitting by past experiences, |



let us frankly examine new ideas for making such open seasons sll thet they 

should bee 

Harry KeGuire



February 12, 1930 

Mr. Harry MeGuire 
Editor, Outdoor Life ; 
1524 Curtis Street | 
Denver, Colorado 

i Dear Mr, MeGuires 

I have your letter of Feb. 7 and am glad you called 
my attention to the fact thet Dr. Fhillips' wire preceded yours, 
which I did not fully apprecicte. 

Ae you say, it would be futile to try to thrash out 
this entire matter by correspondence. I am, however, consider= 
ably reassured by your attitude on may details as explained in 
your letter, I certainly am not advocating a pussyfoot attitude 
on the part of Outdoor Life, and I am glad thet we understand 
each other on that point. 

I like your editorial on how to conduct open seasons. 

I shall comply with your request of regarding your 
letter as confidential, 

Hoping for an early opportunity to talk with you and ¢ 
your father in person, 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



O a. Life 

OUTDOOR @& RECREATION 

1824 CURTIS STREET 

JOHN A. McGUIRE DENVER, COLO. HARRY McGUIRE 

January 24, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

If you can, as I hope, sincerely support 

the views of either the first or the second part 

of my telegram to Mr. Phillips, or both parts, a 

telegram sent to Chairman Haugen of the House 

Agriculture Committee on or before Monday, January 

27, will be very helpful to Mr. Haugen and his 

committee. 

Sincer is 

Vie McGuire, 

/ Editore 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisc. 

HMicG/RAO 
Enc. 2 
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Ce transmitted as a full-rate 
_communication_ NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT J.C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to 

Jan. 23, 1930 : 

Harry McGuire, Editer Outdoor Life Magazine 
1824 Curtis St., Denver, Colo. € 

Ensuing telegram was sent by us to 211 state game departments, national protective 
associations and outdoor magazines. one was sent you we believing your views 
those of Hornaday through your Comment on our organization in line with your 

: campaign against the Biological Survey. After digesting the message fully we 
would appreciate a frank statement of your views on the Mellary Senate bill, the 
Haugen hearing and toward further restrictions and bills seeking to disrupt the 
Surveys future in the administration of wild fowl problems. Telegram follows: 
On Janusry 27 there will be a public hearing before the House Agricultural d 
Committee, Gilbert N. Haugen, Chairman, to consider House Bill No. 5278 introduced 
by Cheirman Haugen. This bill identical to McNary Senate bill Wo. 2015. Both 
contemplate Congressionsl action toward reductions in migratory bird bag limits, 
even further than reduction adopted by Sec. of Agric. on Dec. 31. Our organiza- 
tion has strong reason to believe that using this hearing as a means that those 

individuals and organizations who apparently favor lkttle or no shooting for all 
Glasses of sportsmen intend with these bills or vewritten measures to attack 
sincerity of Biological Surveys efforts to administer migratory bird treaty act. 
Passage of such measures would probably carry additional restrictions of shorter 
hunting seasons, prohibit use of decoys and baiting, and seek to suppress various 
shooting practices. This principle undermines entiré fabric of Biological 

Surveys administrative powers and would result in chaotic hutting privileges and 
unanforceable legal conflicts detrimental to all groups of hunters. They will 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE ?
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injure industrial manufacturers of s11 hunting accessories. These manufacturers 
for the first time in history are spending lerge sums to aid the game restoration 
movement in the J. 5. Game bredders and planters of duck foods will be wiped 
out. Although like ourselves you may not have agreed with all Biological Survey 
policies the Biolegicsl Survey has been sincere and consistently Stood between 
the fanatical sentimentalists and the hunter in defense of the latters reasonable 
privileges. If you have confidence in the Biol. Survey we hope you will at once 
convey such impression to all your Congressional representatives, requesting 
that they get in touch with Chairman Haugen and members of the Committee. 

American Wild Fowlers, John CG. Phillips, Pres. z 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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: January 24, 1930 

John C Phillips 
American Wild Fowlers 
508 Lenox Bldg * : ; 

Washington DC 

YOUR TELEGRAM TWENTY THIRD RECEIVED STOP OUTOOOR LIFES REPLY FALLS Into Two 

PARTS FIRST PART FOLLOSS.STOP OUR CONVICTION AS EVURYONN KNOWS HAS BEEN THAT 

FIFTEEN LIMIT IS A BECESSARY CONSERVATION REFORM AND WE STRONGLY FAVORED MCNARY 

HAUGEN BILL UNTIL SECRETARY HYOSS RECENT ACTION MADE PASSAGE OF THAT BILL 

UNNECESSARY STOP WE WILL NOT SUPPORT MCNARY HAUGEN BILL LONGER AS ITS PURPOSES 

HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED NOR DO WE AT THIS TIME PAYOR FURTHER RESTRICTIONS ON THE 

HUNTER SUCH AS SHORTENING OF SKASONS STOP SUCH REFORMS MAY Bi NECESSARY LATER 

: BUT BAG LIMIT CUT IS ALL @HE RESTRICTION Wl BELIEVE SPORTSMEN SHOULD BY ASKED 

TO BEAR AT THIS TIME STOP SECOND PART FOLLOYS STOP NOTWITHSTANDING FACT THAT WE 

BELIEVG ORDINARILY IN GAME ADMINISTRATION BY EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS RATHER THAN 

BY LEGISLATICN ¥% NEVERTHELESS BELIRVE THAT USS BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AS AT PRESENT © 

ADMINISTERED HAS OPENED ITSELF TO CHARGY OF BRING PUPPET OF A WEALTHY CLIQUE OF 

SPORTSMEX OF WHICH YOU ARE ONB STOP THE AMERICAN WILD FOWLERS HAS ADMITTED THAT ITS 

CHIEF PURPOSE IS TO DEFEND BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AND WHAT AMOUNTS IN SOME CASES TO 

SUBSIDIZING ITS OFFICIALS STOP OUTDOOR LIFE BELIEVES THAT THIS EXTRA-GOVERNMENTAL 

INFLUENCE O8 A GOVERNKENT BURWAY IS INIMICAL TO THE PRINCIPLES OF DEMOCRACY UPON 

; WHICH OUR GOVERNMENT IS FORMED AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE POSSIBLE SINCERITY OF THE 

WILD FOWLERS IS AN AMAZING PRECEDENT TOR BRINGING UNDUE INFLUENCE TO BEAR UPON
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GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS STOP BIOLOGICAL SURVEY IS INDEBTED TO YOUR ORGANIZATION FoR 
ITS DEFENSE AND FINANCIAL HELP AND If IS BELIEVED BY MANY THAT BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
CHIEF HAS STALLED ON BAG LIMIT REDUCTION IN RESPONSE TO YOUR PRESSURE UPON HIM 
STOP If IS WIDELY KNOWN THAT WILD FOWLERS PROFESSIONAL PROPAGANDIS? MASH 

; BUCKINGHAM HAS DONE EVERYTHING THAT HE COULD TO DEFEAT BAG LIMIT REDUCTION AND 
TO JUSTIFY BIOLOGICAL SURVEY PERENNIAL STALLING ON THAT REFORM STOP ONLY THE 
INDEPENDENT POWER OF MILLIONS OF SPORTSMEN HAS FINALLY FORCED SURVEY 70 ACCEPT 
BAG LIMIT REDUCTION PRINCIPLE REGARDLESS OF SUCH INFLUENCE AS YOURS STOP AMERICAN 
SPORTSMEN WILL HAVE CONFIDENCE IN SURVFY ONLY WHEN IT CREASES TO BE PUPPET OF . 
WEALTHY GUNNERS STOP OUTDOOR LIVE STRONGLY URGES CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION OF 
PRESENT SURVEY ADMINISTRATION AND CONDEMNATION OF PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS LIKE | 
AMERICAN WILD FOWLERS WHICH HAVE BECOME THE POWRRS BEHIND THE THRONE IN PHE : 
PRESENT SURVEY STOP FIRST PART OF THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD CLEARLY SHOW THAT ALL 
THOSE WHO DISTRUST SURVEY ARE NOT WHAT YOU TERM FANATICAL SENTIMENTALISTS STOP i 
PRESENT CHIEF OF SURVEY HAS NOT CONFIDENCE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN AND YOUR EFFORT 

i TO DRUM UP SUPPORT FOR HIM FROM YOUR FRIENDS INCREASES RATHER THAN ALLAYS ¢ : 
SPORTSMENS SUSPICIONS : : : : 

Harry NeGuire Editor Outdoor Life 
Night letter 
Charge to Oytdoor Life, 1824 Curtis : ; 

‘ THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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February 3, 1930 

Mr. Harry McG@uire, Editor 
Outdoor Life 
1824 Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorade 

Dear Mr. MeGuire: 

I have your letter of Jan. 24, asking whether, as a 
member of your Advisory Board, I support your telegram of Jan. 24 
to Dr. Phillips. 

I support part one, which states that the recent bag 
limit reductions by the Department of Agriculture make the bill 
for that purpose unnecessary, 

I do not support part two, urging in a hostile manner that 
@ Congressional Investigation be made of the Biological Survey, and 
must resign from your Advisory Board if you go farther with it. 

I heve always personally favored the reduced limit. Now 
that this hae been attained, there is no way for me to construe 
your proposal for further hostile action except as a personal ani- 
mas against the Survey. The injection of personal snimosities into 
Conservation questions has already retarded progress ten years, and 
T cannot ve a party, even indirectly, to any repetition of this tra- 
gedy. I earnestly implore you to reconsider this proposal. 

I would welcome a constructive Congressional Investigation 
into the needs of the Biological Survey, with a view to equipping it 
to better discharge its functions in the leadership of the Conserva- 
tion movement. I am sure Dr. Phillips and the Survey would do the 
esme, 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Phillips, because I wont 
to @xpress my regret that he mentioned in his wire to the states and 
to you that your billa in Congress would "injure industrial manufac. 
turers of all hunting accessories." Since I am now making a game 

: survey for one group of such manufacturers, I would like to state 
that in my opinion any and all migratory bird legislation should be 

weighed from the stendoo int of conser tion alone. Tn the long run 
this is the only eriterlon of merit, even to the industrial 
interests affected, 

IT hope you will not take offense because I have answered



2 WeGuire 

your questions frankly. "Outdoor Life" has always held a high place in 
my respect. Why not focus your migratery bird campaign on the manner in 
which the present laws (including the Morbeck-Anderson Bill) are carried 
out and enforced? This would be positive and useful. ‘There is urgent 

' need, in my view, for: 

(1) A campaign to urge the states, counties, and municipalities 
to establish refuges to supplement the Morbeck-Anderson 
federal refuges. 

(2) A campaign to urge duck clubs to establish refuges. This 
in my personal opinion, should include state compulsion of 
clubs which have suitable grounds, but which refuse to act 
voluntarily or in their ow interest. 

(3) A campaign to urge the states to cooperate in the enforce. 
ment of the migratory bird laws. Many do not, os you know 
They simply “pase the buck" to the Biological Survey. 

(4) A campaign to provide more funds for the Biological Survey 
to enforce the federal laws. 

If any or all of such campaigns should involve the necessity - 
of criticizing the Biological Survey for specific failures, well and 
good. Such criticism is useful, and an entirely different matter from 
impugning their good faith, 

You will understand, of course, that this letter is entirely 
@ personal expression on my part. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



421 Chemistry Building 

June 13, 1929 

My. Harry McGuire, Associate Editor 
; Outdoor Life . 

. 1824 Curtis Street 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Mr. MeGuires 

I appreciate youre friendly reply to me criticism of 

your editorial. While maybe we reached opposing conclusions on 

the matter in question I find myself much in sympathy with the 

ways of thinking indicated in your letter. I look forward to 

an opportunity to visit with you, but I am afraid I can foresee 

no exact date of reaching Colorado. Ty ih 

Please give my kind regards to your father. \ 

Yours sincerely, _ \ 
\ 

Alp LsuroLD, pa 
In Charge, Game Survey. i \ 

Vase 
' a 
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h Outdoor Life 
@ OUTDOOR 
RECREATION 

1824 CURTIS ST. 

Hee aabetian f DENVER, COLO. 

July 31, 1928 

yea Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Avee, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Since your new connection it occurred 

to me that possibly you might have some subject of 
importance to write about in a sporting magazine, 
and that I might be favored with you on such copy. 
Since I merged I have been bidding more strongly 
for shorter copy, of around 2000 words. 

Naturally I am very much interested 
in your success in the new field, and hope you 
will get there with both feet--almost a certainty 
considering your aptitude and your ability to 
handle the work you have taken upe 

With kind regards, believe me 

Very sincerely yours, 

tee OP eee 

J. A. McGuire, 
Managing Editor. 

JAM/RAO 

(Written 9/22/28; See letter. 
Sent 25 questions. Criticism 
of editorial on bag limits.) 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS



421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.¥.) 
September 22, 1928. 

Mr. J. Md McGuire, Managing Baitor, 

oe rant Curihe Me, 
Denver, Colo. 

Dear Mr. Me@uire: 

This is a rather tardy reply to your kind letter of July 31, 

asking me about articles. : : 

After the game survey has progressed a little bit further, 

there ought to be a large mass of new and interesting material, but I am 

- wnable to predict what the method of publishing it will be. Meanwhile, 

I am not doing much writing, so you had better not count on me for any- 

thing immediately. 

I enclose herewith a popular description in the form of 

twenty-five questions of the kind of information which the Game Survey 

is seeking in each state. Could you by any chance place this in the 

hands of some individual or organization who might be interested in coop- 

erating to the extent of advance collection of material? 

Since my name still appears as a member of the Advisory 

Committee of Outdoor Life, may I state, without any intent to criticize, 

that the editorial on “bag limits" in the current issue seems to me in 

danger of confusing two questions. In my own mind the duck census is a 

good thing, quite regardless of its connection with the bag limit 

question.



Mr. MeGuire 

_ As to the bag limit question, you, of course, mow that 

my personal views coincide with yours, but I doubt the wisdom of 

impugning the good faith of the Biological Survey in their present 

policy. On the other hand, I see no reason whatever why the wisdom 

of that policy should not be challenged as you have done. I have 

lmown Mr. Redington for a good many years, ond it is quite unthink- 

able to me to conceive of his being under anybody's thumb, as the 

editorial would imply. 

Please understand that I am simply volunteering my 

personal viewpoint in a perfectly good-natured way, and only for the 

veason that the Advisory Committee might be assumed to have some 

connection with the editorial policy. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Buc. 
25 Questions. 

/ -2-
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Outdoor Life 
& OUTDOOR 
RECREATION 

1824 CURTIS STREET 

: DENVER, COLO. 

May 27, 1929. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was pleased to have your friendly letter of May 22 comment- 

ing on my June editorial. I have the most pleasant recollection of meeting you 

some years ago in Denver, when you were calling on my father, at a time when I 

considered it practically out of the question that I would in the future have 

any connection with OUTDOOR LIFE. At tha® time I was impressed with the genuine- 

ness and balence of your views on conservation questions; and I have continued 

to hold that faith in you since my connection with QUTDOOR LIFE end my consequent 

; participation in public discussions on conservation. 

You may or may not believe it, but I entered this field with 

an open mind---and if I had any biases at all, they were not in favor of those 

gentlemen and those radical views that you might expect would draw my sympathy. 

I mention this fact only that you may understand that it is with sincere con- 

viction that I have finally discussed editorially a number of questions in an 

open manner that is taboo with other editors in our field. It is possible that 

only one in the position of an editor could realize how truly there is a shush 

conspiracy among the sportsman's magazines. This cabal of silence has been 

brought about by government officers and the usual clique of government support- 

ers. Against the suppression of facts practiced by this group OUTDOOR LIFE has 

stood in opposition in the past, and will so continue to stand in opposition. 

Our readers, incidentally, back us in this independent viewpoint to an extent 

that would doubtless prove surprising to you could you but look through the 

basketfuls of letters that have cometo us as a result of our editorials during 

the past yesr. 

On the other hand, I have no personal grudges even against 

those whose activities draw adverse comment in my editorials, I have met, and 

liked personally, men like John Burnham, Seth Gordon, Paul Redington, et al. 

But I have an editorial duty that is above my personal likes and dislikes--- 

and that duty is to give the sporting public as straightforward and feerless 

@ picture of conditions in which they are interested as I am capable of paint- 

ing. 

The background of the Norbeck Bill's passage, as sketched in 
my June editorial, is such an attempt. It is meant to counteract the multitude 

of misleading information sent to the press and the conservationists by Gilbert 

Pearson. Doubtless you have not come in contact with ell the propagende Mr. 

Pearson issued in en endeavor to gain for himself (and only incidentally for 

the committee of which he is chairman) all the credit for a bill whose final 

form he and his associates fought until thehandwriting on the wall would have 

been clear even to a less clever man than Mr. Pearson.is. OUTDOOR LIFE would 

not have raised this question of the real authorship of the provisions of the 

Norbeck Bill had this matter not already been widely misrepresented in the press, 

and in our chief contemporery, Field and Stream. Considering what Forest and 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
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Stream, Field and Stream and Outdoor America had already claimed in regard to 
the Norbedk Bill, we felt that another side of the picture deserved the dis- 

cussion that I gave it. 

As for The National Committee on Wild Life Legislation itself, 

you will doubtless recall from reading issues of OUTDOOR LIFE about six months 

ago that we have given it our hearty approval. I have not the slightest desire 

to---nor could I in justice---"impugn ieee share in the passage of the 
Norbeck Bill, if by "others'' you mean thé entire National Committee. The 6om- 
mittee did excellent work. That good work has suffered from the roseate mis- 
impressions of it issued in Mr. Pearson's propaganda. 

You may be sure that OUTDOOR LIFE will not be lagging if any 

intensive work is necessary to match appropriations with actuel dollars. Mean- 

while I see no reason why we should join the shush brigade. I am sure that you 
want us to remain active and aggressive, and above al1---INDEPENDENT, 

Really, I do appreciate your comment, and hope you will crit- 

icize us as harshly as you think proper at any time. The trouble with most of 

the elder war-horses in conservation seems to be that they are self-opinionated 

and altogether too sensitive to an opinion that differs from theirs. But they 

have laid many a fine foundation, and I respect them for their work regardless 

of how ridiculous I may sometimes think them personally. Perhaps that is be= 

cause I am an editor instead of a conservationist! : 

Sigce ‘yours, : 

ry McGuire, 

ssociate Editor. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

HileG/ GC
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Decenbder 3, 1948 : 

Mr. ©. R. Gutermth 
wildlife Management Institate 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Pink: 

I am returning herewith your copy of the Pelee Island 
menoranduan. 

Best regeris. 

Sincerely, 

TIM: pm Joseph J. Rickey 
Asststant Professor



i THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION November 29, 1948 

Office of Associate Director 

Professor J. J. Hickey 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 

My dear Professor Hickey: , 

I am sending you herewith two fully executed 
copies of a memorandum agreement with the 
Wildlife Management Institute providing for 
the continuation of a research fellowship 

for a study of ring-neck pheasant populations 
in a limited geographic area. The agreement 
was accepted by the Board of Regents at their 
meeting on November 20. 

It will be appreciated if you will arrange to i 
have one of the enclosed copies of the memor- 
andum forwarded to the proper official of 

. Wildlife Management Institute. The second copy 
may be retained for the files of your department. 

Sincerely yours, 

Associate Director 
‘Experiment Station 

elm 
Enese 2
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: between WILDLIVE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTES and the 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN IN REGARD TO THE 

‘ CONTINUATION OF A RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AT THE UNIVERSITY 
TO STUDY RING-NECK PHEASANT POPULATIONS 

Wildlife Management Institute, Investment Building, Washington, D. ¢., 

desires to make a grant of funds to the University of Wisconsin for the 

continuation until August 31, 1949, of a research fellowship, established 

September 1, 1947, for a study of ring-neck pheasant populations in a limited 

geographic area. 

Yor this purpose, it is mutually agreed by Wildlife Management Institute 

and the University of Wisconsin as follows: 

(1) Wildlife Menagement Institute agrees to place at the disposal of the 

Regents of the University the sum of $3,860, the same to be paid in quarterly 

installments of $965 each, the first on or before September 1, 1948, the second 

on or before December 1, 1948, the third on or before March 1, 1949, and the 

fourth on or before June 1, 1949. Vouchers are to be made payable to the 

University of Wisconsin, and are to be sent by the donor to the Administration 

Office, Agricultural Bxperiment Station. 

The University of Wisconsin will keep this fund separate and engage a 

competent research fellow to be assigned to this study. This fellow will be 

on the same basis as the regular University fellows and scholars in regard to 

all fees, both registration and laboratory. The balance not needed for the 

payment of the salary of the fellow will be used to pay labor, purchase supplies, 

and to defray other necessary costs in connection with the study, including ~ 

travel expenses. Detailed plens for the conduct of this research have already 

been agreed toe 

(2) The University will furnish office, laboratory and other facilities 

and equipment as are required for the carrying out of thie study insofar as 

the facilities of the University will permit.
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(3) This project will be assigned to the Department of Wildlife Management, 

the University having designated J. J. Hickey to give the project immediate 

supervision. 

(4) Upon the termination ef these studies any equipment, material and 

supplies remaining in stock shall become the property of the University of Wisconsin. 

(5) The University will render at the expiration of this work, to Wildlife 

Management Institute, a detailed report of the research carried on under this 

grant, with the understanding that the University, in accepting this fund for the 

purpose herein stated, intends that it shall be used for the promotion of 

scientific knowledge in the field referred to, that the results of such research 

shall be made public by the University, through publication or otherwise, in 

any manner that it may deem desirable, keeping in mind that the public interest 

or welfare shall be dominant. When the results of the research are published, 

the University agrees to make acknowledgment of the aid received from Wildlife 

Management Institute. 

The above memorandum has been presented to the Board of Regents of the 

University of Wiseonsin, and atcepted by them on Yow ao G43 _, end ts 

declared effective upon the signatures of the Vice President of Business and 

Finance and the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station for the University 

of Wisconsin, and the proper official for Wildlife Management Institute. 

[+ /ae. ae ZZ 7 Preoccent. 
Date wi e Management 

M=23-¢8 Wi a Aig “ns 
Date ce » Business and Finance 

saeuitntes University of Wisconsin 

Nov intB EF. AF hen 
Date Director, Agricult Experiment Station 

Universi typf Wisconsin
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IRA N. GABRIELSON i ©. STEWART COMEAUX 

President Treasurer 

Cc, R. GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE Pen! WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE al 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration ¢ 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. \ S. 

Ns 
November 8, 198 \ pm 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey, A/Professor 
Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin | 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Please pardon my delay in responding to your letter of 
October 20. I have been on a trip in Oklahoma, Missouri, and Vir- 
ginia. 

The four copies of the memorandum agreement have been 
executed and are being returned herewith. We will appreciate re- | 
ceiving a copy of the agreement for our files when it has been 
accepted. 

We will keep after the fellows in the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service concerning the Pelee Island sponsorship. 

Cordially, 
* P ' an 

C. R. Gutermuth 

Vice-President 

CRG:g 

SncLosure
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PELEE ISLaND PHEASANT DEWONSTRATION PROJECT 

News Letter No. 2 Oct. 26, 1043 

Since the first issue of this newsletter this spring, requests 
have come in from many sources asking to be kept posted on the 
pheasant research program on Pelee Island. As a result of this 
interest shown, I plan to make these newsletters more detailed, 

' but they remain essentially a report to you pheasant stockholders 
on Pelee ‘Island. Statements in these newsletters must be consid- 
ered tentative. 

Your cooperation in reporting nests, dead birds, and time of 
haying operations has helped ue tremendously in may work. Those 
who allowed me to drive across pastures and stubble fields or place 
traps in them receive my special thanks. The. following persons have 

given generously of their time in helping with the trapping program 
end other field observations: Kathleen McCormick, Inglis and Doreen 
MacDonald, James Orr, Ken Tremaine, and Billy Quick. 

SHOWING CENSUS From lete April until the first week of June a sys- 
tsmatic crowing cock census was made. Many crowing cocks were seen 
from the car by cruising roads and fields, but the bulk of the work 
Was donc by locating the cocks by triangulauion. Two, three, or 
four. observers worked from a half hour before sunrise until a half 
hour after sunrise. Originally we were spaced about a half mile 
apart. W, soon discovered that audibility, even on the quietest of 
aornings, was Linited to no more than a quarter mile in most cases, ? 
and often much less when plotting the positions of birds crowing in 
the bush. Froi eight to ten minutes were spent at each location and 
then we moved on to an adjacent area. 350 cocks were located with an 
estimated 25 more on areas covered too late in the season to census, 
making a total of 375 cocks. This compares with 550 cocks right 

after the 1947 Hunt. 

the winter sex ratio was. close to 10 hens per cock. Tis would 
Make @ spring population of 5750 hens, a drop from 5300 the previous 

fall. Although not many dead birds were found, this death rate is 
COtiparable tO that ‘found in other areas. 

‘ Q382273D SEX RATIOS When records are kept of all cocks and hens 
Seen from the car as one drives about, the resulting ratio of cocks 
tO hens seidom represents the ratio that actually exists in the pop- 

ulation. This is because of the changing benavior of the birds with 
the seasons. Thus in early fall cocks tend to congregate on the road: 
to display themselves and occasionally fight with other cocks, hence 
they may seem more abundant than hens just before the Hunt. In the 
winter the cocks tend to forn small bands and feed more often in the 
avandoned weedy fields rather than in soy bean fields. Hence they 
See very scarce. Still again when the cocks begin to molt in June 
and July they again are rarely seen. On the other hand when the 
hens are in the thick of incubation, cocks seem pagticularly numer- 
ous
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This varieoility in the sex ratio ig shown in the graph below 
which gives the observed sex ratio for each week since the end of 
November, 1947. The veak of the curve the week of rebruary 10-16 coin- 

cided with the start of break-up of winter flocks. at that time hens 
were seen wandering through yards and other places where there nad been 
no pheasants for months. Tne ratio of hens to cosks drops steadily un- 
tii tne week of June 10-16. At this point nests presumably were being 
hatched as fast.as new ones were being started. From then on more and 
more hens were coming into the open with their broods, and at the same 
tine the cocks besan to go into seclusion for their molt, making the 

curve rise sharply. 
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Nesting Study: A concentrated nesting study was made this year by 
K. Fetherston, Cornell University; accordingly the work of the Project 
was limited to a brood study. 

1948 Hatch: A knowledge of the distribution and peak of hatching year 
after year is valuable to the game manager. When the hatch is unduly 
late, the hunting season can be set back accordingly. s#stablishing of 
bag limits is facilitated by knowledge of the peak of hatching as 
described below. Reproductive success has customarily been measured 

by the average number of young seen per hen in the late summer. 
Unfortunately the time at which this count is made has been left to 
chance or expediency. Kimball has pointed out that it is more accurate 
for comparison purposes to make the brood count a given number of weeks 
after some fixed reference point such as peak of crowing, trough in the 
sex ratio curve, or peak of hatching. Hence, if the peak of hatching 
should occur a week later next year, the brood counts should likewise 
be put off a week. 

This year the distribution of hatching was determined in half a 
dozen ways to check the variability of these various methods: 
distribution of age of 450 young chicks caught by hand in July; aging 
of 1000 trapped birds varying, from 7 to 14 weeks by weight, foot, 
Wing aolt using standards of both Buss and Trautman, and aging broods 
seen from the road by sight. 

Almost without exception these methods agreed in placing the peak 
of hatching the week of June 15-21. In no cases were there double 
peaks, thus indicating that no serious nest destruction had occurred, 

with subsequent renesting. 

JUVENILE MORTALITY: I had expected to be able to determine the critical 
periods for young pheasants as weal as the amount of mortality by 
observation on the shrinkage of brood size. With the large number of 
broods and ease of access to all parts of the island this seemed like 
an easy undertaking. Actually accurate records were difficult to 
accumulate Since more often than not two or more hend and broods would 
associate together. For the same reason it was impossible to say what 
per cent of the hens were without b rood. In Addition the wide range 
in brood size (1 to 25) meant that the 415 observations of complete 
broods would have had to be multiplied tenfold to make comparisons of 
brood sizes of different age significant. 

A second, and I hope more fruitful, approach to the problem of 
juvenile mortality was through an intensive banding program. It was 
possible to catch 450 birds up to six weeks of age by hand or dip net. 
These were marked with small aluminum wing clips and aged by wing molt 
and foot length. Later it was possible to trap another 1000 birds 
varying from 7 to 14 weeks old. These were also aged and leg banded. 
It is hoped that by comparing the relative amount of survival until the 
hunting season (as established by the return of bends) that a mortality 
table for juvenile pheasants can be made. This- would give game managers 

@ comparison of survival between wild birds and game farm birds released 
in the wild,
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BRESDING SUCCESS: During July the average complete brood size seen 
was 6.2 (415 broods). During the period of August 11 to 19 there 
were an average of 5.9 juvenile birds per adult hen (1797 observations). 
If these figures are accurate, there could not be many broodless hens or 
much mortality from July to August. The figure 5.9 compares with 4.0 
young birds per adult hen during last winter's trapping. Hence this 
indicates a considerably better breeding season than last year. 
Whether this represents a larger percentage of successful hens or larger 
broods I do not know. : 

An estimate of the population in mid-August was made by multiplying 
the average number of young per hen (5.9) by the number of hens thought 
to be alive then (2500). This last figure is based on a yearly mortality 
of 60%, consistent with studies at the University of Wisconsin. This 
Gives a population of about 15,000 juveniles, 2500 adult hens, and perhaps 

350 adult cocks, a total of 18,000. This compares with a pre-hunting 
season population last year of 11,000. 

MOVEMINT: During the winter the pheasants withdrew in somewhat isolated 
flocks into good winter cover. The marking of birds trapped by the Tebeor 
plastic neck tags has yielded valuable information on how far these birds 
moved. Longest movement was close to six miles, from Fronizer's to South 
School. But many birds were observed on several occasions within a quar- 
ter mile of where they were trapped. In general, it indicates a wholesome 
shuffling of birds that prevents inbreeding. Wliether they return to their 
former wintering grounds will be interesting to watcn. 

FOOD HABITS: During the course of summer trapping in which wheat was 
used as bait, many birds were retrapped almost daily over a period of a 
month, some twice a day. The fact that these birds were trapped so 
easily suggests that there may be a food shortage at this time of year. 
A food habits study throughout the year would be a help in establishing 

what months the birds feel the pinch of food shortuge ind in placing 
managencnt of the pheasants on Pelee on a sounder basis ime increasing 
acreages of wheat and corn would seem to be a faverable change for the 
Pirds. 

FUTURE PROGRAM There will be a newsletter aftcr the Hunt in which I wilt 
compare the success of this year's season with lest year. A post-hunting 
season sex ratio will be taken s, that an accurate census of the fall 
population can be made. 

As time goes on the facts collected here should have more and more 
value, since the trends in the pheasant population can be related to the 
changes in the environment such as weather, hunting regulations, or 

land use. ; 

Allen W. Stokes



October 20, 1948 

Dr. C. R. Gutermth 
Wildlife Monagement Institute 
Investment Building e 
Washington §, D. C. 

Dear Pinks 

The business offlee of the University of Wisconsin re- 
colved the Institute’s first quarterly paynont for the 
second year of the Pelee Island project last month. 1 
have just been informed, however, that the Regents 
legally have to acknowledge montes that are received by 
the University. and that in the many similar cases in 

: which we work with American industrial corporations, the 
memorangs of sgreement {> annually renewed in order to 
facilitate this aceentance. I am accordingly enclosing 
four copies of such 2 memorandum, which I would appreciate 
your signing and returning to my office. An accepted copy 
will be returned to yon in due time. There has been no 
change in substance from the agreement signed last year, 
although minor chenges in wording were made by the Univ- 
eraity to fit the agreement within the year. 

I have explained to Dean Noble Clark here that we are 
endeavoring to set u» this progran on a long range 
vasis with a different method of sponsorship to be 
effected at the end of the currant Pelee Island year. 
T have pointed out to Dean Clerk that the U.S. Fish and 
wh alife Service might went to teke over the project 
earlier, such ss on July 1, which is the start of their. 
fiscal year. Mr. Clark assured me that this will be 
possible from the University's point of view, if we 
sueceed tn working 1% out. 

Best regerds. ‘ 

Sineerely, 

STR pm Joseph J. Hickey - 
Assistant Professor
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October 11, 198 \/ 

Dr. Joseph J. Hickey, Assistant Professor 
University of Wisconsin 
Department of Wildlife Management 
42h University Farm Road 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Last Friday, I discussed the Pelee Island Project with 

Doctors Bennett and Allen, and they are going to explore the pos- 
sibility of establishing a long-time pheasant study that would em- 
brace the project that we have in progress. Naturally, it will 
take time to get a thing of this magnitude worked around to the 
point of final approval but we will keep you informed. 

Personally, I do not anticipate a decision until the 
Fish and Wildlife Service budget is approved next June. 

Sincerely yours, 

“ Pa B 

CG. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 

Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

October 11, 1948 

#3508-Pheasants Pelee 

Dr. C. H. BD. Clarke, Supervisor 
Wildlife Management 
Department of Lands and Forests 
Toronto, Ontario 

Dear Dr. Clarke: 

Your letter of September 1, arrived as Dr. Gabrielson was 
ready to sail for France where he will serve as chairman of the American 
delegation to a conference of the International Union for the Protection 
of Nature. He asked me to reply and advise that it probably will be im 
possible for anyone from the Institute to accept your kind invitation to 
participate in the Pelee Island pheasant shoot. 

It looks as though Dr. Gabrielson will be on the go almost 
constantly after his return from Europe and I have already accepted invi- 

tations to attend meetings in Missouri and Oklahoma during the latter part 
ef this month. 

We are keenly interested in the work being conducted at Pelee 

Island and if a last minute change in plans would permit the unexpected 

acceptance of your invitation, we will call you by long distance telephone. 
Thanks. 

Sincerely yours, 

G. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 
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oD) #3508 - Pelee Island 
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DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND FORESTS : IW 
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Toronto, Ontario, 
October 2nd 1948. 

Dear Mr. Hickey: k 

A copy of a letter from Mr. Gutermuth to you dated 
September 27th 1948 has been received. 

We shall welcome Bob McCabe on the Pelee Island Project 
advisory Committee. 

Yours very truly, 

C.H.D. Clerke, Supervisor, i i 

DM/PK Wildlife Menagement. 

Mr. J.D. Hickey, Assistant Professor, ; 
University of Wisconsin, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Placa, | 

a 6, Wisconsin,Usa, ‘ |
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President Treasurer 

C. R. GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE Gop WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE oe 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. () \ t/ 
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October 1, 198 

Dr. Joseph J. Hickey, Assistant Professor 
The University of Wisconsin 
Department of Wildlife Management 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

In response to your reply of September 29th, we 
wish to say that the Institute does not want to request any 
special report or program outline on the Pelee Island Project. 
Of course, we always are glad to get anything that will keep 
us better informed on the work in progress. If a new prospec 
tus is to be prepared or if this can be drafted without too 
much effort, then we would appreciate receiving a copy. 

I intend to get with Doctors Bennett and Allen 
as early as possible but I have a heavy speaking itinerary for 
October. The schedule will keep me on the run. 

Be assured that we will get together as quickly 
as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Cc. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG:MPD
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September 29, 1948 

Dr. 6. A. D. Clarke 
Dept. of Lands and Porests 
Toronto, Ontario 

Deer Dr. Clarke: 

The appointment of Bob McCabe to take Buss’ place on 
the advisory committee 19 agreeable to the Institute 
which, however, wants to defer your wishes in the 
matter. 

As to how formally this comaittes operates, I am 
uneertain. A letter sometime ago from Allen Stokes 
mentioned Den Leedy as a notential member of the 
committee. Anything that meets with the av=reval 
of you and Stokes, is certainly ecreeable wius. : 

c 

Best regerde, 

JIHi pm Joseph J. Hickey i 

Ageistent Professor
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September 2%, 1968 

Dr. 0, B, Gutermath 
#Lidlife Menagenent Institute 4 
Investment Ballding 
Yashington, 2. ¢, 

Dear Mink: 

Durward Allen and I aisenesed the Pelee Island project 
in eome deatall lsst week. Sinee the pheasant is e fora 
bird geome per pzeellence. Durward felt that it would 
be highly prover for the Fish ond “iidlife Service to 
take over the major support of thie study ag «a cart of 
its research progran in agrioultumwl wildlife. He 
plemned to diseuss the satter with Arnold Selon upon 
his return from Denver. f informed Gurward that Stokes’ 
ammcl report on the vroject, due adeut tha first of 
December, should serve ae # feetus) basie for helying 
the Service decide to mprort the program. 1 «hall 
keep you inforned of ovr nagotiations with Dorward, 
and went you to feel free te discuss them with his 
vhenever you core to do so. 

We have asked Staires to apoly for one of the dlologiat 
positions that the Civil Service Seumiseion te new , 
oeivertiaing in order thet this new mode of support 
may bo started next yeor. 

Rest regerda. 

Sinecrely, 

OSs pm Jooerh J. Mlekey 
Asesictent "rofessor _ 

ee: Allen Stokes 
Dorward Allen 
6.8.0, Clarke
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September 29, 1948 

Dr. 6. PR, Gutermth 
Wildlife Manegement Institute 
Tnvestment Bullding 
VYeghington, BD. ¢. 

Dear Pinks 

Meny thenies for yours of the 27th of September, 

The"Pelee Isiand year" onds as of September 30. 
Do you folie went a new prosvectus for the coming 
yoar; if so from us op from Doug Clarxe? 

Best regards. 

Sineerely, 

JR pa Josenh J, Mekey 

Agsistent “rofessor 
eerClarke 

Stokes



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

C. R. GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE  euTeRMy WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE os 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON §, D. C. 

September 27, 198 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey, Assistant Professor 
The University of Wisconsin 

Department of Wildlife Management 
2h University Farm Place 
Wadison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Please pardon the delay in responding to your letter of 
August 11. I was in the West for nearly a month and then attended the 
annual joint meeting of the American Fisheries Society and the Inter- 
national Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners in 
Atlantic City. The correspondence has accumulated to unbelievable 
proportions. 

It will be all right with the Institute to appoint 

Robert A. McCabe to replace Dr. Buss on the Pelee Island Advisory 
Committee. If this selection is satisfactory to the other cooperators, 
it will have our full-hearted approval. Your suggestion was discussed 

with Dr. Gabrielson and he agrees that this would be a good choice. 

I went through Pullman, Washington, about 3 weeks ago 
but did not get to see Dr. Buss. Unfortunately, this was on Sunday 
and we were unable to reach those that we wanted to contact. Dr. Buss 
is receiving a copy of this reply, and we are expressing our sincere 
appreciation for his cooperation. It is hoped that the work on Pelee 
Island can go forward without interruption. 

We would like to know when you and Dr. Clarke have 
decided on the replacement. 

Sincerely yours, 

"Gade 
Cc. R. Gutermth 
Vice-President 

CRG:MJA
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September 28, 1948 

Dr. Joseph J. Hickey, Assistant Professor 
The University of Wisconsin 
Department of Wildlife Management 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Your letter of September 2) arrived in the 
afternoon mail on the day that my letter of September 27 was 

dispatched. 

Dr. Logan J. Bennett, the new Chief of the 
Branch of Wildlife Research in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, stopped in at the office and we discussed your pro- 
posal. Unfortunately, this all transpired before either one 
of us were able to talk with Dr. Allen. 

Both Dr. Bennett end I have several meetings 
scheduled that will take us out of the city within the next 

couple of weeks so we may not be able to confer with Durward 
soon. ‘The three of us will get together as early as possible 
and you will be hearing from us whenever a decision can be 

reached or a course of action formulated. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG?MJA
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Sugeest 11, 1986 

My. G. R. Gutermuth 

WLidlife Menagencnt Institute 
Investment Building 
VYaghineton $, D. 0. 

Dear Pink: r 

This te to acknowledge recoivt of « copy of your letter 
to Dr, Clarke dated menuet 3, 

The University of Yisconcin will, of course, be gled to 
continue as on intermediary in the Inetitute's support 
of the Pelee Ielend pheasent project. 1 would mprest 
that Robert A, MeCube of our stoff in the Devartaent of 
Wildlife Management be asked to serve on the advisory 
committee in place of Dr. Sues. HeCabe co-authored « 
fine study of the Bungartan partridge here in Wisconsin, 
ana then carried on our vheseont poyulation study through 
ite tenth yoar on the University Arboretum here. 

Ye have all been thoroughly impressed here with the 
enormene murders of phessants that Stokes hae deen able 
to band at Pelee Island during the winter ond during 
the regent breeding season, Mothing approaching thie 
Qanding project has ever been carried out on euch a 
scale. Ye feal cortatn that the statietian] reeults 
are bound to be of very considerable interest. 1 heve 
agcordingly been mich diseonointed to learn from letters 
sent by Clarke to Bues and by you to Clarke that the 
fineneial support of this project {a now in Jeopardy. tf 
sball look forward to discussing the complications in 
detall with you sometine Adoring the next few monthe. Lot 
me know if « chance for you to stop off to see us in 
Medigon ever develons. 

The replacement of both Buss and Leopold here in Wisconsin 
is being studied Yet nothing definite has yot waa” 
Here in thie Derartment, however, we are so complete’ 
#014 on the Pelee Island study that we cannot wut rogard j 
it ag one of the most vromisineg field studies wo have 
ever seen develoned. 

Sincerely, 

SIHt pm Joseph J. Hlekey 
Assistant Professor 

eo: O,H.D. Clarke 
Allen ¥. Stokes
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Editorial -- The Leamington Post and News 

Thursday, July 8th, 1948 

Scientific R h Data M 
On Pelee Island there has been set up a group change things all over because that school of thought 

whose letter head reads—‘“‘The Pelee Island Pheasant often tries to criticize something that has proven a 

Demonstration Project”, sponsored by the America success. 

Wild Tite SS Surely this does not mean Gas All citizens are anxious to see what he is going 

organization is going to try and take the credit to demonstrate because the pheasants have alréady 

Bway, aan the good qord for the way pheasants demonstrated for themselves how they will increase 
ee increased in unbelievable numbers on that over period of fifteen years since man first liber- 

island. ated them there, providing they do not have to com- 

All sportsmen and citizens of Essex County who bat several varieties of natural enemies both night 

have lived here all their lives well know and realize and day as the pheasants on the mainland have to do. 

as far as natural cover for pheasants is concerned Of course we all know it pays to liberate a new breed- 

Point Pelee here on the main land which is only a ing stock each year to keep a healthy flock and if 

few miles from the island separated by only four this so-called “Pelee Island Demonstration Project” 

or five miles of water the natural environment on is to investigate and see why the pheasants have 

this Point is as good, if not better, than on the been such a success and increase so rapidly on the 

island for pheasants. Food conditions are equally as island they will have the co-operation of all, but 

good and the evergreen trees on the Point gives them if they are there to take the credit and try and make 

winter roosting protection. However there are no the place over they will not have public sentiment 

pheasants on Point Pelee but on the island only a behind them especially when there are millions of 

few miles away several thousands are shot each fall. square miles in North America where they can put 

It is not man that keeps them from increasing on their theory into practice and not interfere and give 

the Point because man is not allowed to fire a gun advice to a project established fifteen or twenty 

at even a coyote, fox, hawk, crow or any other pre- years ago which has proven to be such a success 

dator. This is just the reason there are no pheasants and demonstration of what you can have where 

there or other game birds like on Pelee Island be- several varieties of predators do not predominate. 

cause on poe Island there are no natural predators Speaking of scientific research data men, we have 

in comparison to the predators on the es On in Leamington, which town is known as the gate- 

the mainland the skunks are the worst enemies the way to Point Pelee National Park, two or three 

pieasanis have. They eat their eggs and destroy scientific research men living 500 miles away in 

their Tests and are very seldom Seen because they Ottawa who control and manage the wild life. We 
work at night. The best illustration of this is that well know this is the best illustration of what you 

during the last year oO Jack Miner's life he caught have when there is no management or control. 

Bevenuy three skunks in three traps bas ine Jack Imagine these so-called scientific men notifying the 

Miner Sanctuary. ens are so thick in this land owners in the park to keep their dogs tied up 

COUNTY, that an automobile seldom Boe ten miles at and not allowing the coyotes and other predators to 

night without seeing one cross the highway. be shot. The result is you have nothing because as 

The Jack Miner Sanctuary is located only a few soon as the coyotes cleaned up everything they more 

miles from both Point Pelee and Pelee Island. The or less starved themselves out. It just does not make 
same climate conditions exist but does not have the sense for the Federal Parks throughout Canada to 
natural cover that the two former places affords, protect the coyotes and wolves and the nine provin- 

yet pheasants are as numerous on the Jack Miner ces in which these parks exist pay a bounty to get 
Sanctuary as on Pelee Island. Why? because the rid of them. The parks, more or less, are sanctuaries 

predators are controlled. On two occasions during the for coyotes for the province to pay a bounty on 
winter months Mr. Oliver Hewitt of Canadian Fish when they venture out. 
and Wild Life, Ottawa, visited the Jack Miner Sanc- Some forty or more years ago three so-called 

tuary and he can vouch for the number he saw at scientific men from London, Toronto and Ottawa 

Jack Miner’s, yet at Point Pelee, a few miles away, started making two or three visits each year to this 

where the natural enemies are not controlled there Point Pelee which by the way is the most southern 

are no pheasants, and out in the lake on Pelee Island Jand in Canada, which abounds with song and in- 

where there are no natural enemies, as compared to sectivorous birds. These men were collecting scien- 

the main land, there you have pheasants as thick tific specimens and it was not uncommon for them 

as at Jack Miner’s in the face of the fact that to shoot seventy-five varieties of song and insec- 

thousands are shot annually on this island by the tivorous birds on one trip. These little innocent birds 

hunters. were skinned and the remnants preserved and placed 

ite egggeOn- Felco Island -thism co-celled, Pelecy Talend iarss aru at ye ee eee ee eee ee oye 
Pheasant Demonstration Project, sponsored by the Spee pynere it was a problem keeping the mice 
American Wild Life Institute, is under the super- from making a nest out of the feathers. Public 
vision of Mr. Allan Stokes, a young student, just out eentimeny among the residents was against such a 

of college and {t is hoped he does not belong to the Practice because they couldn’t understand why they 

same school of thought as two or three Canadian gould not even fire a gun off at at hawk but these 
biologists who believe “that the more pheasants that scientific research data men could come in and shoot 

are killed by coyotes, foxes, hawks and owls and other any song and insectivorous bird for their collection. 

predators the more pheasants you will have in the Why one man even boasted of “having the skin of 
fall.” Pelee Island councilmen beware, because if he the last passenger pigeon” in his collection that he 
belongs to that school of thinking he will want to ever saw. _ Public sentiment stopped this practice and 

import some coyotes, foxes, great horned owls over today among the two hundred thousand residents, 

to the island. including the provincial game wardens and members 
of Parliament living in Essex County, public senti- 

However if he is just there to measure the length ment is equally, if not more so against these scien- 
of thelr tails or toe nails and the white around tific naturalists telling the land owners to keep their 
their neck and the proportion of male and female dogs tied up and at the same time have a policy 
or how far they can fly at one time he cannot do to protect the coyotes and other predators in not 
any harm to either the pheasants or humanity, but only Point Pelee National Park but all Federal Na- 
again we say beware that he does not want to tional Parks in Canada.
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25 138 930 2 88 810 
22 57 24 150t 920 
0 435 22 148 930 
a2. 448 22 46% «6870 
- - 1200 93654 22 115 8&0 
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18 - 790 QO 100 970 ovary 6 
o 1000 22 110 800 
al 1040 21 135 880 
Q. 900 ; O 135 980 ovary 5 
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QL 820 § 128 920 ovary 3 
Qo 1000 ‘ O 123 1010 ovary 2 
30 110 = 960 25 6 830 
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3 8 660 
2. 6956 6 TSO : 
© 1395 8&0 ovary 6. 
30. 64.86.) 900 : 
O 102 890 ovary 7 
24 98 790 : 
27 105 8870
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‘ All banded cocks : 

; Band No. ; Band No. 

48e655 Sooper : 1156572 : 
480896 115548 
215902 : 115545 
115548 115781 5 
48e916 480508 
93819 115761 
3880 11586. 
4680605 115529 
115525 48510 
aes tee 115965 

= 115966 
115702 49-989 9 

AB0571 

eo 
48585 
115522 
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115558 : 
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450734 

Bye “oe 
48-760 
115962 om: 
115897 . 
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- 480767 
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480502 
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48e7 
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\ PHENOLOGTGA DATA *#* PELES ISLAND 
1948 

MAY: 
1. Black-bellied Plover 

fe} First Spring Migrant Sdbeonsebereeescedeeeeseees 19 

b) Last Spring Migrants eecoccerecceeccecessereveees 28 

2. Catton~tail (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi) 
‘ Pirst Young Seen secscses. ceenccvressvcesosecvecess 2h 

3. Wood Pewee 
First Spring Migrantecssvssecescccsssesecccvcvsveses 25 

kh, Killdeer 
First YOUNG SCC eecesovesoevesenereseesevevesveseore 25 

5. Black-polked Warbler 
; First Spring Migrant SOC R OHH REE EHE HHO RCO ROSE EES 25 

6. Anemone (A, cylindrica) 
In Llower secevresoceseseereceeressesesesesecocorces 26 is 

7. Viburnum (V. affine) 
In flower SOREHEEHOO SHOT EOOEO OH OH HEHE HOH OHH OOH OH HED 26 

8, Penstemon (P, hirsutus) 
In flower AOC OHTOH OHO DEH EO OHH EHTHE EE EE HEHE EH EOE HED 26 

Qe Bay-breasted Warbler 
First Spring Migrant sescocecsecsccecscsevcevecconee 3h 

10. Daisy Fleahane (Erigeron philadelphicus) 
In LLOWEY coworsvesreseseeeseedeeecsacsesceccesoccsers 20 

11, False Solomon's Seal (Smilacina stellata) 
In flower COOP eeecdnewerresceunercoerecesneveceeeaslyY LY 

12, Geranium (G, maculatum) | 
In flower OOOH THOHEH CHHTHOHHHE HEH HHO HE DESH HH EEHOS by 19 

13. Phlox (P, divaricata) 
In flower eT eT Te Te er rete by 1g 

14, Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis) 
in pollen COO o eer eerrreseveserersseseeseneeesesesses BL 

15. Waterleaf(Hydrophyllun appendiculatum) 
In flower COOH Cee e ee reee eee esoenereresesenenereneeesUY SL 

JUNE: 
16. Roge (Rosa blanda) 

In flower SOCOM HE OOOO HEH HOES HT ESE TEETH EHS EEO EE HOE 8 

17¢ Colwmbine (Aquelegia canadensis) 
In flower HOO oueereeeeeeenenveescceseeeeneeeeecseese GO 

18. Aromatic Sumac (Rhus aromatica) 
In flower PHC OHH SETH HOHE HOHE HOE H EHH EOE EOE O EE OES 8 

19. White Trillium (T, grandiflorun) 
In flower Oo oeecoweseecrererecreceeoseseseetosesesecDVLO



; JUNE (cont'd) | 

i 20. Grape (Vitis riparia) 
In £LOWEr secerecceserh: 1 eee boneenseeoeseseee® 1 

2. Veteh (Vieia villosa) 
In flower CoO RH SHE HHS CORENEHOHO ODE ESBOTSES FOES 9 

22, Spirea (S. alba) f 

In £LOWEr cevecevervcereoeesereeeseevonese neers 13 

23. Meadow Rue (Thalictrum dai “carpum?) 
In LLOWer covcusccecracveveovrseseseerereeesene 14 

2h. Iris (I. virginica var. shrevei) 
Tn LLOWEL secccereeceraseneeccrseeen seer erere by 14 

25. Ginquefoil (Potentilla rects) 
In flower SOO OOH HEHEHE HEH OHEHEHEHEOHEOEREOSO HE 1, 

In flower cecevecvvceseeserseseseegesreresseees 8 

27. White Clover (Trifolium repens) 
In flower svoesevenseesenesweeveneeruoeeeueenee 16 

28, WFleabane (Erigeron ramosus) 
In LLOWEL sevoneceeessvceeseeereeereensesseenee 16 

29. Yarrow (Achillea Millefoliwa) 
In flower PETES OSE MOSER OTHE HOSE EHH REEEH EEE EE 17 

30. Motherwort (Leonurus Cardiaca) 
In flOWEY cescacccvccerenereeserseeersereeeunee 17 

Bl. Elderberry (Sambucus canadensis) 
In £1LOWer ceosecvesecreeeresorerernsecnbsuseeaee a? 

32. Lobelia (Ly kalmii) 
In flower svecccccevecereveseeveseeescesesereen 20 

336 Amemone (A, canadensis) 
In LLOWEY sosces erocceccesccscereececensecesene 20 Sy 

3h. Vegetable-oyster (Tragopogon pratensis) 
In LLower geeccecvessceoceneeesevcesoesssasporee 20 

35. Berganot (Monarda fistolosa) 
In flower SPREE EHH OHHH H OHH ESHER HHE OHH SHEE HOEe 23 

36. Vervain (Verbena hastata) 
In LlOwer cesecevereeesersseeeseseoeseeresaceers ah 

37. Day-lily (Hemerocallis fulva) 
In Plower geesoovercvceneceesesesvesenseseereese 2h 

38. St. John's Wort (Hypericum punctatum) 
in LLOWEY coccccoevcevesavecevecessepenvsreseves 25 

39. Mullein (Verbaseum Thapsus) 
In PLOWEL geocecccccsevecebeccvvcsusessecesecees a5 

40. Canada Thistle (Cirsium arvense) 
In LlOWeL eeeccseseonenseeerescsoesrevoeseeeners 25



JUNE (contta) | 

i 41. Goatsbeasd (Tragopogon pratensis) 
In PlLOWer sceccccvoecevereeeesesrecereeeeerernerene & 

2, Milkweed §Asclepias syrica) 
In LlOwer seccseeevccesesevevreseseernerer eres sere 26 ‘ 

43, Tansy (tanacetum vulgare) 
In LLOWer eecccccvevevercereseeesecersseenaeeeeeee 26 

4. Venus! Looking-glass (Specularia perfoliata) ' 
In PLOWEY seepocessvereeerverersveresoeesreeesuees 27 

4S. Lily (Lillium superbum) 
In LLOWeY eesecccveeeercereeeeeereenerrr eres eseree 28 

46, Bull Thistle (Cirsium wilgare) 
In flower HeeoeresesescecssesoneeceveceseseaOUbtes 30 

47. Lily (Lilliun michiganense) 
; In LLOWEr seceasecccvecceseseravereceseves sdoUtes 30 

48, ; 

JULY (@aiEIA) sie “a 

48. Hedge-nettle (Stachys hispida) } 
Tn flower scecceccccccnersceeseraseresesasreeeene 1 ‘ 

h9. Purple Loosestrife (lythrum alatum?) 
In flower secssccesccceccconccccescesevcnecesss@pout 1 ; 

50, Coneflower (Ratibida pinnata?) ‘ 
In flower sccccvccccccescevcsescesavesceneveesapout 1 

Ma\veed 
51. Swamp thisthe (Aselepias incarnata) 

In flower SRST OEHHH EST HHTHH EHH EEE HE HOE SEO EH ET EO HE k 

52. Butterflyweed (Asclepias tubcroga) 4 
In LLOWEL ooecencevssvererceestuverseereserereaees 6 

53. Vervain (Verbena simplex?) : 
In LLOWEL scscveesescccncensencevevecsvcvecseseses LF 

Sh, Bell~flower (Campanula americana) 
In flower sevccscssscccccvceteesencssovveseveesees 20 

5S. First Wheat cut by Combine seccvcccccecdvesecsseseene 20 

56, Flower~of~an-Hour {Hibiscus trionu) 
In LLOWEY sosesecececcesvetoeceveseessseeressesnee 22 

57+ Lettuce (Lactuca sp.?) 
In LLOWEY esccveusvececeeceevoseverccccecsssoesees Ge 

58, Whire Vervain (Verbena urticaefolia) 
In flower cevcvccctecesevescedevcvensenedueeeeneee AT 

59. Primrose (Oenothera pyenocarpa) 
In flower ee eeecceeserewcesceseevesercesesenaOUbe 28 

60, Teasel (Dipsacus sylvestris) we 
In flower sescoucccnceeeeceessececsccwensnceeseees 20



} aucusTs 

] 61. Ragweed (Ambrosia elatior) 
In flower scccccceversesersrevescessessvesssenes 16 

62. Giant Ragweed (A. trifida) 
In LLOWEY seccccesccescrcreereresevereesvuneeeee 22 

63. Bidens (B. cernua?) 
In flower seececscdecucocesovveceevontonseceseae | 23 

: 6. Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis) 
First general flowering eccsseverencsccéonvededen” Bb 

65. Blue Aster (A, laevis?) 
In flower ceocecceccncetovevecseccecteseeeureuees 25 

66. New England Aster (A. nova-angliae) 
In flower secccaseccaseeceeseseesscecescessvesey | 20



WEIGHT LOSS OF HEN PHEASANTS 
WINTER 1947=48 

(Weights are of birds trapped for first time) 

Dege. Jan. Fob. Reb. (cont) March Mar.(Sont) 

985 910 1020 Lolo 960 
1065 1020 960 1020 a 1150 ; 

995 a 1180 a 1090 1070 1410 
980 1000 a 960 1080 1120 
990 860 1060 1170 1010 

1000 1130 a 1070 930 900 
1070 a 910 910 1090 990 
930 a 950 a 920 820 1180 

1170 . an 1220 ; 1030 1970 SO a2 a 
1090 1080 a 1060 a 1000 1060 
.1140 a 1080 940 | 1030 . 1020 
940 1110 1050 1010 1020 
1030 a 910 990 1030 960 
990 950 1010 a 1060 1060 ‘ 
eS. ie 1000 1030 940 790 

me 3B. SC te 980 a : , 1140 1050 a 960 1150 — 
1030 a 1100 910 1060 1030 

. : 810 970 - 950 930 950 ; 
1210 a 1000 1020 960 930 

| 1090 8 880 1100 Mo so a a 

1090 1110 a 860 1130 1010 
1020 920 a 980 oS 1020 
1180 a 900 a 1010 1230 
920 940 1140 a 950 1080 

1120 1150 a 1160 1000 1020 
1010 10 950 a 1050 1040 
1090 a 990 1010 920 
960 900 960 1120 1000 
990 ie 1020 1120 1080 

990 11 900 1170 870 

1030 1030 980 1080 _—-_-_«1080 
1080 1090 a 1000 1020 930 

920° 1030 $30 1370 1060 F 

1100 980 990 1100 1230 

oe io’ ums = Hg a 1070 a 
; ,2@ a 1010 wes 960 930 

‘a & al 1120 : on Gi birds 1037 grr 

2 bub 3 8 1020 1000 1020 
1160 a 1060 1140 
1080 a 1050 a 1210 
1090 a 1050 a 870 ' 
960 a (Wis. up . 990 
860 to Feb. 11f 1070 

, 870 only) 1170 

is Bc 102bivds (OPS gre Be 

1030 a - 1060 
990 1160 
860 970 : :



} 3rd. colum is foot or bursa 

Old Hen (sland 1948 

ALL Hens. Measurements on 1948 Hatoh alate ee Pa 

Prime Wate Prk Wet. afte tte 
1459 1010 33 2630 780 30 whe BO Zh 1233 990 26 2835 950 25 pie oe, xaGOxii2e 2= Th a 2 
1-58 70 26 =3 710 1137 G0 32 1-56 31 210 | 730 ) 1=34 1030 22 Qe5 780 
1-72 1070 22 ate 

ree ae @ 3=55 820 e 

1-55 1010 27 oe ae 
1-58 1040 29 3-59 770 Lr 
1-46 920 24 2nd 5. 8g0 
132 880 25 3x51 800 25 ee a, 
1x40 920 2h Dad) 75 
lel4 870 30 3062 790 25 eo 

 ¥e1s 960 32 2mG6: 880 
1x10 880 22 3246 710 ee i ; ; 
115 1000 23 350 720 2 80 1-50 910 2h 3x30 660 20 ia om 
1m5 980 25 3-53 760 21 143 710 1-6 960 25 3=5 800 24 naka 
1-5 770 «12 690 a 
lel 880 5_24 650 34 800 
1-29 1610 28 Sur 630 
1m3 920 27 3e14 600 
1=20 1040 25 5025 650 
1-20 790 25 Se14 590 
1x10 900 20 3n22 710 26 
1#25 910 25 
1-25 810 26 SaO 
1#20 900 25 het 520 
1-20 850 23 Awl 440 126 
1x10 860 22 eS SHO 124 
1=0,2=48 860 4a25 530 12h 
1-2 4m33 620 124 

Sues bho 22 18 a 2 5e38 510 1 
- Beh 760 

222 790 790 121 
2-25 820 840 123 {2} 
Bald - 670 930 128 (28) 
1-0 ; 
2=52 880 
220 940 27 
Q—21 740 
1-0 
2-50 890 28 
Qe10 810 20 

2839 830 27 
2813 910 26 3 
2-12 890 30



Qid'‘Hen Island Fall 1948 

Measurenents on 1948 Hatched Birds 

MALES ONLY ON ZHIS_ PAGE Qatober Trades Birks 
PRIMARY WGP. Prime Webe Prim. Wete 

1#82 1390 26 2633 1060 1x75 1900 23 
1*63 1210 30 260 940 leS0 970 23 
1#51 1230 21 Q=5 980 ; 
150 1300 31 20 2 
1480 1210 l0Oplus 3-55 1000 October Repeats ; 
1#26 1230 28 2-3 910 
#22 1230 25 2Q=0 151 1060 14 
1615 1230 30 3<68 930 i=36 1020 22 

lel aie 2 2=0 1*70 1090 20 : 
le37 1 2 3a54 850 1*43 909 20 i 

130 1340 27 2=0 1x47 1010 18 
1«25 1200 ? 3=55 820 1#61 1030 25 
1#13 1120 28 25 1030 1*147 1170 18 
1«22 1130 25 20 Iw100 1170 ? 
le23 1140 ? 3-65 1090 1-95 1090 
1*20 1140 ? Qe2 810 l#13 980 
1«27 1230 ? 2e0,3565 830 l=100 970 

1815 1270 7 3=40 880 163 1100 
1«26 1240 ? ‘ 337 790 
lelO 1120 ? 332 860 
SaGxk Stoxx ga44 820 
l#5 1170 334 820 
1e6 1230 3-50 840 
15 1170 _ 3810 830 ‘ 
l*9 1160 3u42 840 - 
lel 1060 312 3019 oe 
1*5 21110 30 3=37 810 157 
12 1160 3e15. 830 145 

oak 3239 800 245 1090 
lxO 3~e66 1040 

2861 1190 344 900 
1x0 Zell FOO 
2Qe40 1100 3-2 740 
1s0 - 3«0 
2655 940 4je51 860 
1x5 1220 20 4m 590 

180 4a30 630 136 
2~54 1010 421 470 120 

: 223 1110 
= a 5e39 580 136 — 

20358 9 
2a35 1170 1140 
2838 1070 890 
2=39 1100 
2=12 930 
2810 1110 25 - 
2612 1140 
2=27 1130 
2x18 940 

; ‘Qe11 1060 
2e19 950 

.  Qw10 1040 : 
2838 1200 30 

| 217 960
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All males oxcept as otherwise indicated 
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Spur Beak 

Weight: Bursa Tail 1th. Spur 1th.| poiated Skull Primaries 
Sex: i i soft| ossified| missing 
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f 
cc: Irvin 0. Buss po 

Joseph Hickey J 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration Ba 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. \ Bs » 

August 3, 1946 e 7 

Dr. C. He D. Clarke, Supervisor 

Wildlife Management 
Department of Lands and Forests 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Doctor Clarke: 

You probably are aware of the rather unfavorable publicity | 
that appeared in the Leamingten paper about the Pelee Island project. ln- 
Closed is a copy of my reply to Mr. Stokes. We appreciate the feeling which 
motivated his action, but we do hope that he will let the controversy drop. 

ee i It is unfortunate that both Professor Leopold and Dr, Duss 

SOpeevi sion, have been removed from the Madison scene, but we presume that the Pelee 
Island project should be continved through the University of Wisconsin. ‘ 
that is where ur. Stokes is taking his work and it would complicate matters | 
if a change were made, at least, while he is on the job. 

We presume that Wisconsin will replace Leopold with a capable 
man ahd that may solve one of our probleus. Instead of Dr. Buss, we might 
ask one of the men at Chio State to serve on the Advisory Comaittee. ‘This 
is merely a suggestion. 

the Institute would be willing to continue its sponsorship 
fcr another year, but we would like to have Ontario take over the bulk of 
the work during the reaainder of the study. Perhaps we could continue to 
give some assistance, but the Institute should not continue to be a major 
supporter of this type of long-term research. 

The matter of future sponsorship does not have to be settled 
now, but we would like to have you consider the proposition. ‘There may be 
away that you could increase your contribution and allow us to withdraw in 
part. Anything that can be done in this connection will be appreciated. 

I am giving Mr, Hickey a copy of this letter with a request 
that he advise us of the current status of affairs in ‘Asconsin, 

Sincerely, | 

V | Mabet 

C. Re Guterauth y Rowe 
Vice-President _Maber 

CROSMJA J MLahe 

Elarson 
Cellias 

"1 Tabor 
Greele 

“1 must
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ji lid 
| April lo, 1948 

al Doar Mir. Cuteraubhy oe 

oe I was very pleased to hear that the 
i institute hat again appropriated funds to garry on the 

Yeleo island Vrojects I can agaure that I will make every 
effors to live up to the high standards set by your other : 
activities, Certainly the possibilities are here, j 

_° E idst below the approximate expected expenditures for 
the future yoar: 

. Salary #- $2400 
traval|~-= 1o0O) | 

: aquipnént 
; ; : & suppLietie» 300 

eontingensy« AG | : 

ae : transportation oxpenses have been kept down thia year 
thenks to the use of a Jeep on loan from the Untario Lept. 

' of Lands andforestes. vhether that will be, available in the 
future is undertains Pie , 

Bineerely yours, — 

: 
| 

& ; | Alien W. Stokes 

; | i 

] 
: | i 7 

Pe
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\ Re 

April 2, 1948 

Mr. Allen Stokes 
Pelee Pheasant Demonstration Project 
Scudder, Ontario 
Conada 

Dear Allen: 

A letter was received recently from Mr. Gutermth in which he states, 
"If next year's expenditures do not exceed the present commitment, then we 
will be able to take care of our share of the sponsorship. An allocation 
of $3,860 has been appropriated for the ensuing year. ‘The last quarteriy 
payment on the 1947 grant is due on June 15 next, and we will earmark the 
above amount for 1948-49 at that time, Remittances will be made in quarterly 
installments as at present,” 

I feel that the allocation of $3,860.00 is indeed to be appreciated for 
continuing your valued project, and I would like to have you send Mr. Gutermuth 
a budget estimate for the coming year, itemizing such things as salary, travel 
expenses, materiala, supplies, and contingency fund, so that the total equais 
the allocetion of last year, In his closing peragraph Mr. Gutermuth states, 
"Unfortunately we will not be able to make eny guarantees) for a third year. 
Our funds are budgeted on on annual basis and, of course, we are hopeful that 
the Canadians will be able to assume a greater portion of the expense of this 
work at some future time." 

I concur with Mr. Gutermuth, and extend the hope thet the department of 
lands and forests of Ontario will be able to assume at least part of the con- 
tribution now made by the Wildlife Management Institute, Uventually I hope 
that Canada can carry this project entirely, and that the man taking over 
Allen's work when he returmms to Madison to complete his school work will want 
to become a permanent employee of the department of lands and forests, 

Very truly yours 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

Trven 0. Buss 
Chief of Wildlife Research 

IOBs LB : 
CCr>Mr. Leopold ; 

Mr. Fowle 
Miss Fetherston



Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Mr. Irven 0. Buss 
Dr. C. H. D. Clarke 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

Warch 26, 19h8 jhe \ ho, 
] : 

Nir. Allen W. Stokes 
Pelee Island Pheasant Demonstration Project 
Scudder, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Mr. Stokes: 

Thanks for your letter of March 2lst and for sending us 
a@ copy of your newsletter that was distributed to the residents of Pelee 
Island. This is an extremely interesting swmary and it should do a lot 
of good in cultivating friendly relations with the local people. You 
are doing the right thing, there is nothing worse than keeping the folks — 
in the dark on work of this kind. 

In the future, it might be wise both in your comqunications 
and in your conversations to deseribe the Institate as a private, non- 
profit, non~parfisan organization. We have over 700 contributing acmbers 
throughout the United States and Canada and in ali fairness to them, we 
should say that this is a membership organisation. You need not reply to 
this since it is nothing sore than a suggestion. 

A copy of may recent letter to itr. Buss was sent to you but 
I believe that this was addressed to Madison, “isconsin. We have appropri- 
ated funds for another year and you will get the details from the above i 
mentioned copy when it is received. Doubtless you have this by now, 

Deetor Gabrielson is cut of the office now but he will be 
interested in reading your report upon his return. 

Sincerely yours, 

i C, fh. Gutermuth 
Vice~ resident 

CRG : MPD i
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE Q |, » yet 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration U g Aff 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. . 

ir. Irven 0. Buss 

Chief of Wildlife Research 
Wiseonsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Buss: 

Thanks for your explanatory letter of March 18. It is regretted 
that we were not able to get off in a corner for a chat in St. Louis, but it 

seems that they always keep me going in circles at conference time. 

Doctor Gabrielson will not be back in the office until about 
April 6 so he has not seen your letter. We are extremely interested in the 
Pelee Island study and it is hoped that this work can be carried to the de- 
sired conclusion. Your report on the favorable acceptance of Allen's activities 
is encouraging. 

If next year's expenditures do not exceed the present comnit- 
ment, then we will be able to take care of our share of the sponsorship. An 
allocation of $3,860 has been appropriated for the ensuing year. The last 
quarterly payment on the 197 grant is due on June 15 next, and we will ear- 
mark the above amount for 198-9 at that time. Remittances will be made in 
quarterly installments as at present. 

Unfortunately we will not be able to make any guarantees for a 
third year. Our fands are budgeted on an annual basis and, of course, we are 
hopeful that the Ganadians will be able toassume a greater portion of the ex- 
pense of this work at some future time. 

Very sincerely, 

€. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRGsg 

CC: Dr. Aldo Leopold V 
Mr. Allen Stokes 
Mr. C. H. D. Clarke



Be Ad, 
Wf, 

March 18, 1948 \ AK ee 

Mr, C, R. Gutermth, Vice-President 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, BD. C, 

Dear Mr. Gutermath: 

I am very sorry that we were unable to have our get-together at the conference 
in St, Louis, 

Professor Leopold, Allen Stokes, and I are anxious to make further plans re- 
garding work on Pelee island. We all feel that Pelee offers unusual possibilities 
for demonstrating population studies of the pheasant. Such population work, whether 

it consists of demonstrations, research, or a combination of the two, requires that 
the work be extended for more than one or two years. ‘Such work, however, usually 
pays ineressing dividends with lapsing time. It is our belief, therefore, that the 
work on Pelee should be extended, ond that Allen Stokes start planning now for con- 

tinuing his work another year, 

Aldo has asked that Allen furnish you with a brief report of his work to date. 
Unlike the reports that come from just about every other pheasant project, Allen's 

work is not affected by such important variables as movement to and from the area, 
mammalian predation, and large-scale poaching. The importance of these studies is 
recognized by the department of lands and forests, Ontario, which recently employed 
Miss Kay Fetherston to also do work on pheasants at Pelee, Personally I would 
rather see any of the pheasant work now under way in Wisconsin discontinued than 
the work on Pelee island. 

Ve thought it would be well to mention budgetary plans at an early date so 
that there would be no possibility of a misunderstanding, or of jeopardising 
Allen's chances to continue his work, I would greatly appreciate a brief note from 

you indicating whether or not it will be possible to continue financial support of 
this valued project, so that we can prepare our budget plans which will in #11 prob- 
ability be the same as those for the past year. 

It is my belief thet Pelee islanders have taken to Allen's work very favorably. 
Manogement of pheasants on the island is important to them, since they realize a 
cash benefit to their island budget; consequently, anything demonstrated to be 
beneficial to the birds is received in a different attitude there than by people 
living on the mainland, 

Very truly yours, 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

IOB; LB 

CC: Professor Leopold Irven 0, Buss 
Mr, Allen S,okes Chief of Wildlife Research 
Mr. CG, David Powle 

— Letter of March 17 rewritten,



Mareh 17, 1948 

Mr. ©, B. Gutermth, Vice-Pres. 
Wildlife Management Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr, Gutermth: 

I'am very sorry thet I @id4 not see you at the conference in St. Louis, 

Professor Leopold, Allen Stokes, and I are anxious to make further 

plans regarding work on Pelee island. We ell feel thet Pelee offers un- 

usual possibilities for population studies of the pheasant. Such popula- 
tion work, whether it consists ‘of demonstrations, research, or a combina- 

tion of the two, immediately requires that the work be extended over a 

considerable period of time. It is our belief, therefore, that the work 

on Pelee should be oxtended, and that Allen Stokes start planning now for 

continuing his work another year, f 

Aldo has asked that Allen furnish you yith’a brief report of his 
work to dete. Unlike the reports that come from pheasant studies in 

the midwest and other parts of the pheasant's range, there are important 

variables which are jokers to sreneeastat? all of these studies, since 

they cannot be controlled, The studies\on Pelee are without these vari- 
ables, and consequently a great deal more value comes from this work, 
The importance of these/studles is fecoznized by the department of lands 
and forests, which recently employed Wiss Kay Yetherston to also do 
work on pheasants Pelee, Fersonally I ee rather see any of the 

pheasant work now er way in Wisconsin discontinued, rather than the 

work on Pelee islend. xX 

Ye thought it would be well to mention Dadgetary plans at an early 
date so that there would be no possibility . misunderstanding or of 

jeopardizing Allen's chances to continue his work, 1 would greatly ap- 

preciate o brief note from you indicating whether or not it will be pos- 

sible to continue financial support of this ee project, so that we 

can prepare our budget plans which will in all phability be the same 

as those for the past year. 

It is my belief that Pelee islanders have taken to Allen's work 

very favorably. Management of vheasants on the islend is important to 

them since they realize a cash benefit to their island mdget; conse- 

quently, anything that is demonstrated to be benefieial to the birds 

will be received in » different attitude there then from people living 

on the mainland, 
Very truly yours, 

| {OB LB GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

—— > 60: Prof, Leopold 
Allen Stokes Irven 0, Buss 
C. David Fowle Chief of Wildlife Research
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PELEE ISLAND PHEASANT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

News Letter No. 1 March 17, 1948 

Although I would like to report to each of you personally, the large 
number of residents and the press of trapping operations have made it 
difficult for me to talk pheasants with more than a small fraction of 
Pelee Islanders. Yet, since the revenue from the Pheasant Shoot reduces 
the tax burden by almost 20%, I feel that you might be interested in 
receiving periodic reports on the progress of pheasant work carried on 
for the Pheasant Demonstration Project. 

Sponsorship of Project: 

The Wildlife Management Institute, an organization supported by 
donations from manufacturers of fire-arms and ammunition, has mede a 
grant through the University of Wisconsin for tho study of pheasant 
populations. The Ontario Department of Lands and Forests is aiding through 
provision of lodging, Jeep, materials, and oxtra manpowor. It is hoped 
that the project will be continucd for sevoral years. 

Aims of Project: 

.The causes for the year to year fluctuations in pheasants, as well as 
other wildlife, remain largely unknown. In most areas the amount of 
fluctuation is scarcely known since there are no ways of making an accur- 
ate estimate of the population from year to year. Here on Pelee Island 
the pheasants must spend their entire life, and because of this isolation 
it should be possible to make fairly accurate estimates of the population 
changes from season to season and year to year. The opportunity to make 
an almost complete check of all pheasants taken during the hunting season 
is an additional factor. Thirdly, phoasants ofcur on Peleo in about as 
great concentrations as can be found anywhere. Hence the purposes of this 
project arc mainly: 

1) To measure tho fluctuations in population 

2) To dcotermine the causes for those fluctuations 

3) To determine the factors making phonsants so successful here 

4) To sproad this information to other conservation end sporting groups. 

Tho 1947 Shoot 

Very close to 5000 cocks were shot by about 900 hunters during the 
two day shoot. Those who witness this tromendous barfage wonder how any 
cock can oscapo. Comparison with hunting pressure in some of the best 
areas of Michigan reveals that in some ycars the hunting pressure thore 
has been almost thrce times as great as it is hero. Bear in mind, of 
course, that Michigan had a 22 day scason so at any one time the numbor 
of hunters. in the ficld would bo much less than hero. Despito this 
greator amount of hunting, it has bcen found that in Michigan it is 
virtually impossible to overshoot cocks. Reason? Cocks got so wary that 

tho huntor takes too long to get a bird to makuv it worth his whilo.
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What about hunting success hors ard olsowhoro? 

The following avorage times wore required to bag one pheasant: 

Michigan 10 hours (1941) 
Polce lhr. 35 min. (1947) 
S. Dakote. 2 hr. 25 min. (1946) 

How about avorago birds por huntor? 

Poles Island 6 
S. Dakota 38 (1945) i 
N. Dakota 40 (1947) 
Nobraska 16 (1945) 

Henec, despite smaller numbers than in the Prairic Statos, the hunter 
is eble to get his bird in about the same time as in the best pheasant 

producing aroas of the Unitcd Statos. 

Condition of the birds: 

The average weight of 340 young cocks was 2 lb. 8 92.; whilo that of 
22 old cocks was 2 lb. ll oz. Theso wéights are about a quartor point Db 
below woights reported from othor statos at various timcs. But by this 
winter tho weights of 26 young cocks was 2 lb. 15 0oz., woll up to avorage. 

How g20d was the 1947 Hatch? 

Results from tho Shoot ond trapping indicate that 33% of tho hons are 
old birds. This mcans that cach old hen produced on the average 4 young 

birds that survivod until fall. Compared with othor states in the past 
fow yoars this is a very good scason. 

How large is the phcasant population? 

No consus is without orror, so ag many ways es possiblo of cstimating 
the population are boing tricd. 

1) If tho number of birds shot and the sox ratio before end after the 

Shoot arc known, it is possible to calculate the fall population: 

Given: 1 ‘cock’ to 1 hen bofore Shoot 
1 cock to 10 hons after Shoot 
5000 cocks shot 
200 hens shot 

x = no. of cocks before Shoot «= no. of hens before Shoot 

x - 5000 = no. of cocks after Shoot 

xX ~ 200 = no. of hens after Shoot 

Then: x=s5000 . 1 
x-200 710 : 

x = 5500
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Hence there would have been 11,000 birds before the Shoot. Probably the 
greatest error lies in finding an exact sex ratio after the Shoot. Cocks 
are inherently more wary than hons at this time and more difficult to : 
find than the large flocks of hens. 

2) 800 birds have been banded this winter. If during the spring and 
summer a tenth of the birds soon arc banded, then the 800 banded birds 
must represent a tenth of the winter population - hence 8000 birds. 

i) By plotting on a map the location of all cocks heard crowing, ono 
can gct an cstimatc of the numbcr of cocks. Using the 1:10 sex ratio 
for birds as they are now, ons can got a figure for birds surviving until 
spring. 

4) About 250 hens have beon marked this wintor with white plastic tegs, 
each bearing a number or lettor. Those arc attached to tho bird by plachg 
a silver-plated safcty pin through ths loose skin at the baso of the nck. 

They will bo of valuc in calculating the number of broods produced this 
summor. Suppose that 100 of thess marked hons aro locatsd with broods, and 
in addition covery tenth brood scen belongs to a marked hen. Thon onc 
con say that there are 1000 broods. If the average brood size in lato 
summor is known, tho total production of young birds availabls for the 
Shoot can be cstimatcd. 

These taggcd birds should clso give informetion on how far birds move 

from one scason to anothcr. 

How_you_ can help the Project: 

1) Report e the location of all cocks you keep seeing in the same 
location day after day during April and May. This will help the crowing 
census. 

2) Report all nests you find--whether active or broken up. A thorough 
nesting study is to be made and data from as many nests as possible are 
wanted. 

3) Report all broods you see that belong to = tagged hen. 

In much of this work I am cooperating with Miss Kay Fetherston from 
Cornell University. So make reports to her (c/o Mrs. Fred. Nageleisen) 
or mysolf. 

You will be kept posted on additional findings before the 1948 Shoot. 

Comments on this report are welcomed. 

Allcn W. Stokes



January 22, 1946 

Mir. Alfved Haas 
101L Agricultural Hall 

Dear My. Haast 

On October 28 I requested authority from the 
Agricultural College to pay the expense accounts 
of severs] mon whom I was sending to Pelee Island, 
Oytario to help Allen Stokes with a peak load of 

: work during the pheasant season. I was told at 
the time that no special authority was necessary, 
bat it now appears that this ruling was ovronsous, 
Iam, therefore, renewing my request that the 
expense accounts now on file be paid. The students 
whom I sent are as follows: Of the five men who 
went, Hames B, Hale, Cyril Kabat, and Stephen i. 
Richards are my studeuts, George A. Curran is a 
technical employee of the Wisconsin Conservation 
Department engaged in the pheasant research project 
which is conducted jointly by ny Department and the 
Conservation Department, and Robert L. Strecker of 
the Zoology Department. 

The funds for the Pelee Island project are contri- 
buted by the Wildlife Management Institute, and 

. the a@counts are to be paid out of this contriluted 
fund. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpa Aldo Leopold
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Novenber 16, 1947 

De. C. BR. Gutermuth 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. ¢. 

Dear Pinks 

fhe execution of the agreement for the Pelee 
Island work has now been completed and I enclose 
a copy for your files. 

I am sending the other copy to Allen Stokes for 
him to read and then return for permanent filing : 
here. Should he ever have oceasion to refer to 
it, he can borrow it from my files. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION November 14, 1947 

Office of Associate Director 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 

My deer Professor Leopold: 

I am sending you herewith two completed copies 
of a memorandum agreement with the Wildlife 
Management Institute providing for the establish- 
ment of a research fellowship for a study of 

ring-neck pheasant populations in a limited 
geographic area. The agreement was accepted by 

the Board of Regents at their meeting on October 25. 

It will be appreciated if you will arrange to 
have one of the enclosed copies of the agreement 
forwarded to the proper official of Wildlife 

Menegement Institute. The second copy may be 
retained for the files of your department. 

, Sincerely yours, 

Associate roan 

Experiment Station 
elm 
Enes.e 2



November 12, 1947 

Mr. Allen ¥, Stokes 
Pelee Island 
Seudder, Ontario 

Dear Allen: 

I am returning the hotel bill. It can be sub- 
mitted with your next expense account. Please 
list loeation of hotel, and reason, 

Miss Vick called me this morning and wanted to 
give me the details in answer to your letter of 
11/9 to Mr. Haas. You will not be able to get 
5 cents a mile for the Jeep, but you can collect 
for fuel and repairs, Mise Vick says, ao 
to get receipts for all expenditures ~ even 

' Less than $1.00, 3e sure to state on expense 
acoounte that you are using a Candian Govt. owed 
Car. 

The budget we have is as hllows: ‘ 
Salaries bd project header, 1 yr. ot per mo. $2,400. 

Travel expense ~ project leader, 1 960. 
Materials and supplies 500. 

33,800. F 

Ag yet we do not have the agreement. It is in 
the Dean's office waiting to be signed. When we 
do got it, I will send you a copy. 

I changed your mileage -~ at the rate of 5 cents 
for the first 2,000 miles and 4 cents thereafter. 
Agter this, will you list your reasons for travel 
each day? I assumed that your short trips were 
for pheasant counts. 

Will you please send your expense accounts here in 
the future? We have to submit a requisition, approve 
them, etc. before sending them on to Mr. Haas. 

Jim and Steve have been in the office since their 
Pelee trip, and they were very entiusiastic about 
theiy trip. 

Sinserely, 

for Prof. Ajdo Leopold



PELEE ISLAND 4 

PHEASANT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT roe 
“® 

SCUDDER. ONTARIO i> 

November 9, 1947 

Dear “r. Haas, 

Now that I have send in my first expense 
account there are several questions I would like to ask. 

My bill for stationary was voided because of a rule 
that all printing must be done by a state printer. Natur- 
ally this wouldn't occur on the back of the travel expense 
form. Are there other such rulings that I should bemade aware 
of so as to avoid future loss at my expense. Because of 
duty and time elements it is not feasible to order more than 
a@ small amount of goods directly from the University... 

The Dept. of Larids and Forests of Ontario is leaving a 
Jeep at my disposal without charge. I Will be responsible for 
fuel and upkeep. Am I entitled to the regular 5¢/mile travel 
expense on that Jeep. If not,may I tum in fu@é and repair 
costs as monthly expenses? 

/ When the agreement between the University and the Wildlife 
ete Management Institute is finally signed and sealed, will you 

please send me a copy to keep on file here, including the 
| itemized budget that was drawn up for the year. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alt,..0). kas 

\ "4 Allen W. Stokes 
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PELEE ISLAND 

PHEASANT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

SCUDDER. ONTARIO 

November 9, 1947 

Dear Pat, 

I'm sorry this expense account has given you trouble. 
I plan to write Mr. Haas and have in black and white what 
he desires in way of accounts, since the directions on the 
back of the travel expense form are hardly designed for my 
type of expenses. 

My 2200 miles figure was derived from speedometer readings 
between Oct. 3rd and 31st, within a few giles. The only 
really accurate readings are those | ept while making road 
counts. Travel on other official business about the island 
was not kept by daily record, hence the unitemized reading 
at the bottom. If this is going to cause trouble at the 
office, just drop it, and I will profit by experience and 
have a carefully itemized daily tecord henceforth. 

I am also enclosing two recei»s which didn't come until 
after I sent in my record. I don't trust the businessoffice 
too much so think they had better go in on October's account 
rather than later. 

Also one of the boys who came on told me that the rate is 
now 5¢/mile on the first 2000 miles rather than 5¢ on the first 
thousand and 43¢ on the remaining. T,iswould change the 
travel figure. 

Don't worry about the stationary. I will use it liberally 
for private use as well as official. 

We enjoyed having the five boys from Madison tremendously 

and profited by their suggestions also. They did a splendid 
piece of work and only .hope that they had enough pleasure from 
it also to have mad &t worth their while. 

Tell Steve Richards that we are sending his shoes to 

Livingston. 

Cordially, 

SPONSORED BY AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE
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October 28, 19h? 

Mr. Alfred Hans 1 
101 Agricultural Hell 

Dear Alfred: 

Severnl of my students, emloyed for the moment 
by Ivven Buss of the Conservation Department, 
etpect to go to Pelee Island, Ontario this month 
to assist Allen Stokes, who is in charge of tho 
pheasant study there. ‘his is to let you know 
that I have approved the payment of their expenses 
from the Pelee Island research fund which was re- 
cently deposited in Jt office under a cooperative 
agreement with the Wildlife Management Institute. p 
These students will help Stokes with the field 
works Aneidental to the openim; of the pheasant 
season. 

When the expense accounts arrive you will imow . 
that they are OK, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALSPM Aldo Leopold \



Sores BMede 

ah! ae O .Cunar 

os L. STrcker 
S Tepe H, Kichede



MEMORANDUM AGREEMENT ple 
between WILDLIFE MANACEMENT INSTITUTE and the |‘ 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
IN REGARD TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A RESEARCH 
FELLOWSHIP AT THE UNIVERSITY TO STUDY RING. 

NECK PHEASANT POPULATIONS 

Wildlife eaeenens institute, Investment Building, 
Washington, D.0,, desires to make a oo of funds to the 
University of oar) tek for the establishment during the period 
September 1, 1 1 to August 31, 1948, of a research fellowship 
for a study of neck pheagant populations in a limited 
geographic srea, 

Por this purpose, it 1s mutually agreed by Wildlife 
Management Institute and the University of Wisconsin as follows: 

(1) Wildlife Management Institute agrees to place a 
the dieposal of the Regents of the University the sum of isso, 

. the same to be paid in quarterly inetellments of $965 each, the 
firet on or before December 31, 1947, the second on or before 
March 31, 1948, the third on or before June 30, 1948, and the 
fourth on or before September 30, 1945, Vcuchers are to made 
payable to the University of Wisconsin, and are to be sent by 
the donor to the Administration Office, Agricultural Experiment 
Station, 

The University of Wisconsin will keep this fund separate 
and enangs a rr research fellow to be assigned to this 
study, Thies fellow will be on the same basis as the wegeeee 
University fellows and scholars in regard to all-fees, both 
registration and laboratory, The balance not needed for the 
payment of the salary of the fellow #111 be used to pay labor, 
purchase chemicals and other supplies, and to defray other 
necessary costes in connection with the study. Detailed plans 
for the conduct of this research have already been agreed to, 

(2) The University will furnish office, laboratory ‘ 
and other facilities and equipment as are required for the 
sorrysag out of this study insofar as the facilities of the 
University will permit, 

(3) This project will be assigned to the Department 
of Wildlife po ogee the University oonieg designated Aldo 

' Leopold to give the project immediate supervision, 

(4) Upon the termination of these studies any equip- 
ment, material and supplies remaining in stock shall become the 
property of the University of Wisconsin. 

(5) The University will render at the expiration of 
this work, to Wildlife Management Institute, a detailed report 
of the research carried on under this grant, with the under= 
standing that the University, in accepting this fund for the 
purpose herein stated, intends that it shall be used for the



, «ie 

promotion of scientific knowledge in the field referred to 
that the results of such research shall be made public by the 
University, = publication or otherwise, in any manner 
that it may deem desirable, keeping in mind that the public 
interest or welfare shall be dominant. When the results. © 
of the research are published, the tren cnt agrees to make 
acknowledgment of the aid received from Wildlife Management 
Institute. 

The above memorandum has been presented to the Board 
of Regents of the University of Wisconsin, and aceepted by 
them on (oe Lali oe ! Hl ad » ond is declared effective 

. Upon the signatures rector of Business and Finance 
and the Director of the eee Experiment Station for 
the University of Wisconsin, and the prover officiel for 
Wildlife Management Institute, ce ; 

or 

Puy. 3194-7 4 = ea 
: ate restor, Susiness and Finance 

University of Wisconsin 

"=> - , 

mld 2 Viree- Precidewh 

te fe Management Inati tute : 

APPROVED: 

JEL? 
€ rector, cu a . en , 

Station, University of Wisconsin



October 1, 1947 

Mr. ©, R, Gutermth 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Gutermth: 

Your check for $465 on the Pelee Island pheasant 
project was deposited with the earlier check for 
$500 with the administration department of the - 
College of Agriculture here at the University. 
_ will be made to Allen Stokes at designated 
ntervals. 

According to present plans Allen Stokes will leave 
for Pelee Island on October 2. In his first trip 
to the island in mid-September Allen was much 
impressed with the project and was looking for- 
ward with much anticipation to working on the 
isdand. 

I am acknowledging your letter and receipt of the 
check in Aldo's absence. He is at present on 
sick leave but intends to be back in the office 
in about two weeks. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMcC: PM Robert A, McCabe 
Instructor 

Wildlife Management 

P.S. Attached is a letter to you from Professor 
Leopold that we have been holding for some time 
because we were unable to get the financial agree- 
ment drawn up. The copies of thissagreement which 

are explained in the attached copy are also enclosed. 

May we have these returned at your earliest conven- 
ience?
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September 23, 1947. 

Dr. Moyd Andre 
Agricultural Ixperimental Station 
101 Agrioultural Hall 

Dear Dr. Andret 

In answer to your request for information concerning the Pelee Island pheasant pro- 
ject, 

The work is being done at Pelee Island because: First, the fact that the pheasent 
range is an island which means that all information on population behavior of phea- 
gants cannot be obetured by birds moving in from the adjacent areas, as is the case 
with most pheasant research carried on by the states at present, Also Pelee Island 
has had in the past several years an astoundingly high population of birds per acre, 
ao that there will be sufficient stock to work with, 

Second, there is a complete history of the Pelee Island pheasant pomlation, 

Third, that the ordinary predators thet plague pheasants (such as skunk, fx, and 
Yracoon) are missing from Pelee Island, ‘The comparison of predation with published 

work on pheasants would be of great importance, 

Fourth, that all bunting pressure can be directly measured by the field personnel 
( a chence seldom afforded state agencies) and 

Fifth, the project has the enthusiastic supvort of the University, State Conservation 
Departinent, and the province of Ontario, 

In respect of how thie projeat concerns Wisconsin: 

Mrst, the idea to study pheasants im so ideal a situation as Pelee Island was con= 
ceived by Professor Leopold and Ivven 0, Buss, a graduate of the University and at 
present a member of the Conservation Department. 

Second, the results obtained on Pelee can be directly compared with the research 
efforts now under way at the University Arboretum and with those by the Conservation 
Department that are carried on by ex-University students. 

Third, it affords research opportunity for a student of the University of Wisconsin to 
work on a doctorate problem and also to act in a liaison capacity between the Univer= 
sity of Wisconsin aml the fish and wildlife authorities of the province of Ontario, 

The information, it is hoped, will enable the University to pass on recommendations 
to other game agencies that will help them better understand field problems thet per- 
tain to pheasant management, What this would mean in terms of dollars and cents is 
a@ifficult to evaluate, Furthermore, it will add som prestige to the University it- |, 
self in that the academic information should be new and unique, It is the hope of this 
department that this pioneer work in pheasants will lead the way to closer cooperation 
on other game management problems that can be worked out by the Canadian provinces and 
state universities,



If there is any other information I heve ommitted, I will be glad to pags it 
on to you, 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A, UeCabe. 

; Instructért Wildlife Management,



LS STUDY PLAN, PELEE ISLAND PHEASANT PROJECT 

3 
' This project is to be carried on by Allen W. Stokes of the University of 

Wisconsin in cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation Department, and the 
et Province of Ontario Department of Lands and Forests. 

a 2 He will study the ecological relationship of a pheasant population on an 
oo ()) island; free éf ay of the bird's mtive predators. Hither of these situations 

°% alone “would be unique, as they do not exist anywhere in the range of the pheasant 
in central United States. Attempts-will_he_made—te-show-that “Ye nationwide 

ef Secline of pheasants. in_the past few years occurred on Pelee where many of the 
e _- attributed causes are wantinge Hunting success, sex ratios, total kill figures, 

§ $ Kk will be obtained for comparative purposes. Physiological studies started at 
2 ° the University of Wisconsin will be continued and explored in the light of high 
é . pheasant density and ecological factors peculiar to Pelee Island. 

$ A trapping and banding program will be worked out to suit the needs of 
@ study objectives. Nesting and brood studies will be undertaken to help under- 
3 stand the relationship of nesting success with the pre-hunting and post~hunting 
¢ populations. Also new techniques and approaches to pheasant study and manage- 
z ment will be developed as the opportunities present themselves. 

S 

.,
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September 13, 1947 

Dr. G B. Gutemmth 
| Wildlife Monegement Institute 

investment Building 
Washington 5. % a. 

Dear Pink: 

In view of the ungertainty as to just who me to 
disburse the Institute's funds for the Pelee Island 
project, I didn't mike any edvanée errangenente 
prier to the receipt of your first installment in 
the gum of $500, receint of whieh is hereby aclkaow- 
Ledged. 

Sinee you prefer that the University of Wiscousin 
handle these funds it will be necessary to sexooute 
the customary cooperative agreement, 4 eopies of 
which are attached, 111 you Inindly sign all of 

‘ these and return ther to me at your convenience? ; 
As 00n ap the Regents have accepted the donation 
of the Wildlife Menagement Institute for the Pelee 
Islend project we will return one of the @pies for 
your files. I will then seoure the signature of 
the Director of the Agriculture Experimental Sta- 
tion. 

With best regerda, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aly Pu Aldo Leopold 

P. 8. I need not repent thet your help in thia 
venture is greatly appreciated,



IRA” N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President ; Treasurer : pe 

Ook gurewuTH WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE veut 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

September 11, 197 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopolds 

I am enclosing herewith the Institute's check for 

$500, made payable to the University of Wisconsin for the Pelee Island 

Pheasant Project. 

The balance of the first quarterly payment will be made 

when Doctor Gabrielson and Mr. Gutermuth return to the office next 

week. 

(\ Very truly yours, 

ou 
yi Pie : 

\W WA Ctl Misch 

Ve ae A Ethel M. Quee 
(< YAY" 5 fv 4 Secreta: 
UP a Wi uid 

ry A f* 

EMQ:MPD
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Auguet 20, 1947 

Me. G. RB. Gutemath 

Deer Pirie. 

i om math plesged to hear fron your letter of ‘mgast 14 ‘the 
gomnral tome of the suggestions mo hy fev Dae nn rant 
ageervtable to the 

Sinee veiting you,a further diseusgion with Irv Buss reenited in 
this eonolusion: 23 ee SS ee 
season date start this vather then later. There are may i 
veasons behind this tat I will act detali then. 

: and will give Pelee the entire coming year, beginaing with Sep- 

: a ees ca ater Gorndatees uals be cat ad oe 
: during the coming year. 

This now plan implies thet during the year on understudy for 2tokes 
will be found ami will take over the active fleld works in Septeuber, 
1942 when Stokes will retum here te complete the course work for his 
dootormts. 

T am sending « copy of this letter to Dr. Clarke for his informetion. 
t knew thet he bes been in cotive correspendaws with Irv Buss. 

3 ith personal regarde, 

Yours as ever, 

- AbaPe Aldo Ipopela 
y eeClarie 

Suse 
| Stekes



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

. R, GUTERMU cue WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE on 
ecretary 

Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

August 14, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: ; 

Evidently our letters crossed in the mail. It is 

nice to know that the Pelee Island project is taking shape. 

All of your recommendations are satisfactory to us. 

I hope that Dr. Clarke will assume the responsibility of supervising 

this study. It is evident that Allen W. Stokes is well qualified 

and we hope that he will acceptable to the others. 

The $3,860 appropriation will be set up for the 

University of Toronto, just as soon as we hear from Dr. Clarke. 

The first quarterly payment under this grant can be remitted with- 

out delay. 

The Institute's fiscal year is the calendar year 

and funds are allocated on that basis. Je can set up as a commit- 

ment against this year's appropriation and we can carry over any 

unexpended balance that has been earmarked for this specific pur- 

pose. If convenient, the first quarterly installment should be 

remitted during the current calendar year. 

We shall await advice from Dr. Clarke. 

Sincerely, 

“ SP , A de 

Cc. Re Gutermth 
Vice-President 

CRGsg



IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 

President Treasurer 

Cc. R, GUTERMUTH ETHEL M. QUEE biedinen WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE cage 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

August 12, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Not having received a reply to my letter of July 24, 
; f I am wondering whether or not you have been vacationing or if you 

are working out details for the Pelee Island Project. The Institute 
VAY is prepared to go ahead with this sponsorship, and the grant will 

be set up on our books just as soon as you tell us how the study 
is to be conducted. To whom should the payments be made and when 
are the quarterly remittances to start? Have you been able to get 
Donald Thompson to accept this assignment? 

We can handle this in almost any convenient manner. 

Sincerely, 
“P s oe 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRGsg
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4 ir. G. Re Gutemmth 
j i i 

_ Eamets hain 

' T\have delayed reply to your weleone Letter of July 2 until I could be 
yre of prospentive field personnel of the requisite ability. 

7 Ereatly plonset thad the Institute tas appruprinted 49060 for this 
, for the coming yoor. 1 easune the year starts July 1. 

A: 

ee ee ee eS Se My seoonnenda tien 

olny ensoail Searels ne uae aan adouae. oR '. my ’ 
Sab bute thokas I thitieg oo 00 the Uaveneity af Povey ont be aiatuseed 
ae ice aka, eon Eeieane 2 I euggest that ho foumilate any 

Getel which seems desirable fron hie end. 

Donald Thompson has agaepted the research projeét (Fi ttmur-Boberteon) 
ie ctaain tan tet anttulias Candas ant Sehed, won a 
graduate student here. ae 0 5 ie ee ee ee és 
and oe in 2011 agroenent on his cometee. I attach an outline of 
training ond expsplense. As you seo, he ig sore ature thom averge, he 
alyedy hes his meters degree, ani he has alrewly produged erefiteble 

eee a Ineidental ly he Gan mpenkt ae well ae write, and nost 
of all, he gots along with people, He is an advansal ornithologist 

ag wall au eo wildlife manager, and a deep thinker as well as o field mn, 

Semiak 06 = sendin Sau & Seabee, ont ott eens the balks of his 
course work in another senester. he is ontiuslastic abeat Pelee, 
Scie Cemmiae G tanmien tn walk cane on adh wy a oa 
gamete: (February, ) fearing he will become so tied up in Peles that 
it will be d&ffieult to tear loose loter. 

ee ae tek nha cota tees al coated pa eat anton I 
therefore balieve that Pelee should heve an who can altermte 
with Stokes, and thus seeure contimlty. Suse ant { heve tried to find 
on usterstudy. bet wo hove mone se yet. We are confident that ene will 
show up during the yoor, peshape here, or perhaps at the Torento campus.



ae 

I pecommend that the foil be gob oe oe waheiating 
that Sede wil bon AtirHian eld woe ta ebmanayy bt Ut ho 

oa ‘the 5 om eee pins part of the expense, 
yee Oe eee a i wl hon 

Sat the besten do bo eo dadteltn ao 1 oun bay posiog unre Sourdicd suth the better. ‘Thies is as te aa I oan be, pending mor det 
conference with 6. H. 3. Clarina. 

5 ae Senenaaty shestnd est Se Settee Se enceartins Sho mada 
whieh I think eventually plug many of the holes in present 
imulodee of phemenst mnegemente eae! 

With personal regarta, 

: Alde Leopold 

ee Clara 
Fuse 
Stdlces
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IRA N. GABRIELSON C. STEWART COMEAUX 
President Treasurer 

Cr eae WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE area: 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

July 2h, 1947 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I just finished talking with Doctor Gabrielson about the 
Pelee Island Project and after a lot of figuring it has been decided that 
we can finance this study for one year. We realize that this investigation 
should be continued for a minimum of three years but since the Institute 
budget is appropriated on an annual basis, it would be unwise for us to make 
any future commitments on the continuing of this sponsorship. We are ex- 

tremely interested in this study and we will strive to stay with the program. 

Copies of this letter are going to Mr. Buss and to Mr. Clarke 
and we are rather hopeful that the Fish and Wildlife Division of the Depart- 
ment of Lands and Forests will be able to underwrite a portion of the work 
during the coming years. 

We have appropriated the requested sum of $3,860 for this pro- 
ject. This is in accordance with the prospectus submitted by Mr. W. J. K. 
Harkness under date of March lth, 1947. A copy of the prospectus is enclosed. 

‘ Now then as to details, how do you want this sponsorship estab- 
lished? Should we set it up as a grant to the University of Wisconsin or would 
it be better to handle the disbursement of funds in some other manner? The 
Institute can handle this in almost any fashion but we do want the record clear. 

Mr. Buss indicated that you might possibly assign Donald Thompson 
to this work. Let us know when you have made a decision so that this information 
can be recorded. 

Naturally, the Institute does not want to impose any restrictions 
but we hope that you will place the project under the direct supervision of one 
individual. Mr. Buss said that he thought that Mr. Clarke is the logical person 
to direct the work and whatever you decide will be agreeable with us. It is de- 
sirable to have a supervisory board and we would like to have the names of the 
members of this committee when the selection has been made.



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- July 2h, 1947 

If there is no objection, the Institute would like to 
remit the stipend in four equal quarterly payments. The first install- 

ment can be made immediately. 

With sincere wishes for the success of this undertaking, 

we remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

“PP e y ae 

C. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG :MPD
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“TO C.R. Gutermuth 

FROM:  W.J.K. Herkness 

SUBJECT: Ontario Pheasant Demonstration. 

LOCATION OF PROJECT: Pelee Island in Lake Erie. ; 

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the effectiveness of applying recent tech- 
niques to an island (isolated area) where the variables 
of egress and ingress, predation, and human activity are 
known or can be determined. 

SUPERVISION: A board of supervisors (C.H.D. Clarke, Daniel L. Leedy, 
Aldo Leopoif@, and Irven 0, Buss) will plan and superviser 
the project. 

MAN POWER: An advanced graduate student from the University of Wis- 
consin will be assigned to the area, where he will spend ful 
time studying and applying latest techniques in pheasant 
management. Additional man power will be furnished by the 
Department of Lands and Forests, Toronto, during seasons | 
of the year when extra help is needed. This help will 
consist largely of students who will assist in nesting, 
census drives, hunter checks, and other seasonal work. 

COST ESTIMATES; \ ; | 
(a) Salaries - project leader, 1 year at 200.00 mo. 2,400.00 

ie Travel expense - project leader, 1 year 960.00 
¢) Materials and supplies (Camera, filn, 

binoculars, containers, postage, stationery, 
printing etc.) 500.00 

pee 
(d) Supervisory costs (travel to and from area) 400.00 
(e) Salary and travel - temporary assistants. 

REQUEST: It is requested that the Wildlife Managemént Institute 
contribute $3,860.00 for carrying the project leader and 

. furnishing materials and supplies. This money would 
probably not be used before the fiscal year comuencing 
ist July 1947. Supervisory costs will be borne by the 
organizations employing the supervisors. Salary and 
travel expenses for temporary assistants will be furnished 
by the Department of Lands and Forests, Toronto. 

]



June 19, 1947 

Dr. Irven 0. Buss 
Conservation Departuent’ 
State Office Building 
Madison, Wiecongin 

Instead trying to answer Gabrielson's letter 
with a joint letter, why don't you answer it 
and telivhin I referred it to you for reply? 
There is nothing the matter with your rough 
dyaft exeapt that I don't think: Allon Stokes 
will be ready Wy fall. That ia a tmrdle 

3 that I don't know how to jump. 

: You do not gay anything abont the work being 
directed fron Wisconsin. If you are in a 
position to direct it, OX, but I have always 
carried the idea that it would be directed by 

' Toronto with aa advisory comittes including 
yourself. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALiPM Aldo Leopeld 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.



A) an" t 

Mr. Iya N. Gabrielson 
Wildlife Managenont Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. 6. 

Dear Gabe: 

i I am glad to know of your interest in the Pelee 
Island project. I want to go over the whole 
thing with Irvon Buss before undertaking to 
answer your specific questions. You will hear 
from me within a week. I share your feeling that 

‘ this project is importent as a meane of clinching 
and nailing down « lot of conclusions about pheas- 
ante which now carry question marks because of the 
movement variable. On Pelee the birds could nove. 

With best regards, 

Yours sineerely, 

ALIPH Aldo Leopold
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Ae of approximately 48,- outlined on the map, include a large tract gineers and architects will make a com- 
000 acres in the Porcupine Mountains of the only stand of virgin mixed hard- plete survey to determine types and loca- 

Area in the western part of the northern woods in the middle west and the famed tions of roads, hiking and bridle trails, 
peninsula for a public recreation area Presque Isle river with its miles of deep shelters, bridges, overnight camps or 
will be made as rapidly as possible, P. gorges and waterfalls, as well as the hotels and other public facilities. It is 
J. Hoffmaster, Director of Conservation, mountains themselves which have the planned to keep most of the area free 
has announced. The legislature, at its highest point of land between the Black from automobile roads, according to 
special 1944 session, appropriated $1,000,- Hills and the Adirondacks. Develop- Hoffmaster, as the main objective for 
000 for the purpose. ments in the area cannot be made until the area is to preserve the natural wil- 

Boundaries of the area to be acquired, after the war, but in the meantime, en- derness aspect of the Porcupines. 
ae SE ee ANB Ee ave ee en tat eae oe Weer eee Pe ae Eat SN ace nee Se OO Ree Nn eS PS 

REPORT TO THE PRESS and listed under the respective divisions. possible time. Much work is proposed 
y - In order to accommodate the people in this report to do these things. 

(Continued from page 9) wanting to visit state parks and recrea- Other activities described and incor- 
If the inventory mentioned in this re- tion areas, many improvements in the porated in this report have to do with 

port were completed, the taking up of way of roads, sanitation, drinking water, geological surveys — search for min- 
lands for farms that are too poor for buildings of all kinds, trails, beaches, erals and information about them. For- 
that purpose could be prevented. Other etc., are necessary. : estry work—nurseries and the planting 
positive remedial measures having to do To improve fishing, that is, to have of trees and their harvesting—and in- 
with land use could be adopted. Zoning more fish to keep, the most can be done —_numerable tasks that are necessary to 
ordinances appear to be more needed all by improving habitat (food and shelter). get the most out of forests—is proposed. 
the time. Quite the same is true with game birds It is readily seen that the amount of 

The proposal in this report could easily and animals. The introduction or plac- work that can be profitably done in con- 
have been included in our so-called public ing of birds, animals or fish on land or nection with these resources is enormous. 
works program. It involves less than in water may serve a very important The program as it stands in this report 
$225,000; but like the topographic report, purpose in getting a species started or calls for some 30 million dollars over a 
it is so basic and so important we feel in accelerating its spread; but over a period of 5 years; but, as stated in the 
it is worthy of special treatment and long period of time we must look to recommendation, conditions probably will 
consideration. natural reproduction for an increase in not be such as to permit doing all of the 

The sixth report we submitted is en- their numbers. This accounts for most things in the time listed. It can, and 
titled “A Postwar Public Works Pro- of the work proposed in connection with should, nevertheless serve as a guide in 
gram for Conseryation and Recreation.” these resources being of a type that will allocating funds and services in the event 
It is a compilation of work projects pro- enhance natural breeding, nesting, and a public works program is needed. If, 
posed within the Department of Conser- rearing conditions. because of economic conditions, no such 
vation to be done over a period of five Forest fires can be combatted, but to program is needed, then there will be 
years. do it effectively there must be tools and funds to do many of these things, thereby 

Since the activities of the department equipment, towers from which to locate giving better protection to certain of our 
are carried on through functional divi- the fires, and roads and bridges to get resources and impetus to the restoration 
sions, the work projects are described the equipment to the fires in the shortest and improvement of others. 
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May 20, 1945 

Mr, John I. Rogers, Asst, Chief, 
State Parks Division, Dept, of Conservation, 
400 Bauch Building 
Lansing 8, Michigan : 

My dear Mr. Rogers: 

Re: Porcupine Mountains Region 

Several weeks ago, I had the pleasure of reading a copy of Dr. 
Harold ae report bo your office in the matter of Porcupine 
Mountains State Park, 

Please permit me to take this earliest eee to express 
the earnest hope that Dr. Bradley's recommendations for its adminis- 
tration will be followed, 

In the Porcupine Mountains State Park, Michigan, ~- and America 
as well, ~ has, we still have, something which is priceless, and which 
is now nearly unique: wilderness; a substantial area of virgin, climax 
forest; the eee ene functional remainder, so far as i ean 
learn, of the primeval foresty of the Lake States: still unspoiled; 
and moreover, still capable, with its fringes, of being built back to 
a Wilderness Area in the technical sense of 100,000 acres or more. 

; The wisdom and foresight of Michigan, and of those Michigan men 
whose efforts led to the acquisitionof this area, in my view deserve 
the applause and the gratitude of our people as q whole. 

May it be that Michisan will on take the lead, tn safeguard- 
ing and preserving the. priceless attributes of its acquisition. 

Doubtless you ~ be subjected, perhaps already you have been 
subjected, to pressure to open the area wide, to destroy its unique 
character, with roads. May it be that that will not be done. 

Auto Camps, likewise small, forested areas subject to heavy 
use, doubtless must of necessity be extensively developed, rendered 
totally exposed and accessible; the visitor channeled or funneled 
thru on roads and on broad, smooth, stone-bordered paths leading all ; 
around the lake, and to every point of interest, 

The Porcupine Mountains region, on the contrary, may be differ- 
ently held and administered. May roads and associated developments 
be confined to the ee of the area; and may it be that the road 
to the turnearound north of Lake of the Clouds will Hee be continued 
along the north boundery. May it be that the remainder of the area 

_ will be held intact, served only by foot trails, developed as little 
as possible, the arrangements held in keeping with the woods: « 

\ copy
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"Roadless, axeless, hotel-less", as Aldo Leopold has expressed it, 
in his published article on this region, There is the heartening 
possibility of main, thru trails for all, of less well-marked trails 
for the more experienced, and of undisturbed, virgin areas. 

If that be done, in my. belief, the attraction and the challenge 
of the undeveloped areas off the trails will draw people from near 
and far, year after years ® explore a little at a time, And in my 
view, the area will of increasing interest and benefit as t ime 
passes, 

But in ps Bhaggee gal, if the area be opened wide with roads, it 
will not exert that attraction, And something priceless will have 
been lost to this whole, broad region of our country: an area of 
virgin, primeval hemlock - hardwood forest in which, without cross- 
ing a road, one can walk a full day from north to south and from 
east to west, and 1 2mg2 2 ue ag! in those several respects, (so 
far as I can anes que therein; and a living reservoir of many 
of the forms of native life. 

In any case, may there be no interior road] The area is not 
large enough, in my honest opinion, to sustain it without serious 
impairment of its major values. More pete eertes could be found 
for increasing the Park area, to withstand the impact of increased 
use as timbered areas elsewhere are liquidated, 

Be it admitted that on one occasion only, I heard the views 
which I have herein expressed, opposed as undemocratic. But what is 
more democratic than walking? . .. « I am unable to see that the 
objection is valid. On the contrary, it seems to me that the maximum 
ie provided for all; and that a goal and a means to it are provided 
for very many. The setting, easy routes, the attraction and the 
challenge of undisturbed areas, are there for all. In the end, one 
must leave roads and trails behind to have the experience of the 
wilderness, ~ which most of ua seem to want to do, I do not speak 
as a fisherman, but assuredly fishermen must know that over any 
extended period, the price of good fiehing is to quit smooth paths. 

Let me urge once more that Dr. Bradley's report receive 
earnest and favorable consideration. 

In go saying, may I add that I have some measure of — 
ance with the area, having in past oe. flown over it; wal over 
4t from north to south and from east to west (from Lake of the Clouds 
to the mouth of the Black River); and having visited the mouths of the 
several ee ice ie ee tak During 1941 and 1942, in 
informal association with others, I did what I could to enlist interest 
in acquisition of it for the public benefit. 

Further, having observed over some twenty-five years the 
course of events coincident with the development of roads in a wild 

COPY
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| 
area in the northern tier of counties in Wisconsin, that I frankly 
question that the results of extensive road development have been 
those desired and expected by numerous of the proponents thereof, 

There is appended a brief memo, which has been relegated 
to a post-script, as being mainly collateral. 

With much respect, I am 

Very truly yours, 

PEM . 

ce: To Mr. P. J. Hoffmaster, Director 
Department of Conservation, 
Lansing, Michigan 

P. 8. 
In the wild area referredto near the close of the above 

letter, most of the lands were owned and cut by lumber and paper 
companies, Following the large-scale cuttings, there was a strong | 
and successful demand for easy road communications, not infrequently | 
motivated by the hope of increased business, 

Subsequent events were substantially as follows, The cutting | 
, of small, speculatively held timber stands was facilitated by roads. | 

Autoscampers arrived in numbers, sometimes bringing their supplies | 
with them. Lands were posted agains} trespass; the long, portage- | 
canoe tripX virtually vanished. According to the statements of 
various summer resort owners to me: (1) they experienced a change 
in the character of their business, from families and others who 
came for a whole summer's vacation or for a week at least, to 
transients and "housekeepers"; (2) auto campers proved a disap~ 
pointment as a source of revenue; hence resort lands were posted | 
also,to protect their stocks of fish and game; (3) eventually, in | 
some instances, a bar was installed and relied upon to carry expenses. 
Nonenative fish were introduced more or less coincidentally with 
road development, Following a brief period of increase, catches have 
subsequently declined, 

In an earlier section of the above letter, I have stated that. 
if the Porcupines area be opened wide with roads, something priceless 
will have been lost to this whole, broad region of our country: almost 
is it necessary to add, "the North Woods, in the senses hereinbefore 
set forth," 

Por the enrichment of America, and as the devisement of this 
superb eT to its children and their descendants, I should like 
to see a tablet raised in Porcupine Mountains State Park, bearing 

COPY
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gome such words as these: 

“Here axes shall ring no more, and the saw is stilled. 

"With the help of God, this remainder of Wilderness hence-  . 
forth shall stand unchanged save by the operation of His natural 
lew; for the peaceable enjoyment and enlightenment of all." 

? COPY
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May 1, 1944 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington 9, D. C. 

Dear Bobs 

The concession to Connor Lumber Company in the Porcupines 
strikes me as not unreasonable, especially if the logging 
on the conceded area is selective. I notice that mention 
of this is carefully omitted, so I suppose it is slash. 

Michigan's decision to purchase was certainly a sudden 
one, and we cannot expect a lumber company which has war 
commitments to cease operating overnight. I don't know 
anything about the Michigan Commission, but I don't 

, think that Hoffmaster would have made this concession 
unless it were a just one. 

Nothing is said about the quality of the timber on the 
conceded area as against the quality on the purchased 
area. This, of course, is another practical point which 
might be material to the question. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

To the Honorable Harry F. Kelly 

Governor of the State of Michigan 

Lansing, Michigan 

: You recently requested of this Commission a report to the Michigan 

State Planning Commission on a proposal for state acquisition of the 

Porcupine Mountains. 

The report herewith transmitted represents the results of our 

studies and surveys, and contains the recommendations of this Com- 

mission as to a course of action. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MICHIGAN CONSERVATION COMMISSION
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FOREWORD 

9 1927 Mrs. Karen B. Hartwick gave to the State of Michigan a 

60 acre tract of virgin white and Norway pine, the last remaining 

tract of its kind in Lower Michigan. This is a museum piece of woods, 

enabling its visitors to visualize the pine forest which once covered 

; much of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula, and played so large a part in 

its history. But for the public spirited action of one of its citizens, 

this remnant, too, might have been lost to the State. 

In order that what happened to our pine may not also happen to our 

virgin hardwoods, and in order that a region of outstanding beauty 

may be preserved for the public, it is proposed that the State pur- 

chase an area of virgin forest of the hardwood-hemlock type in the 
Porcupine Mountains in the Upper Peninsula, the highest range be- 

; tween the Black Hills of Dakota and the Adirondacks of New York. 

Purchase of the area should not be delayed. Logging companies 

are nibbling at the fringes and promise to invade the interior at an 

early date. The country they have left behind them is typical hard- 

wood cut over land cleared of all standing timber except the defective 

trees. This should not happen to the Porcupine Mountains.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 

[QouNDED by the Presque Isle River on cliff the visitor encounters a panorama of 

the West, Lake Superior on the North, beauty unmatched in the Middle West. Far 

the Bergland-Silver City Road on the East, across the valley of the Carp, and on beyond 

and the D.S.S. & A. Railroad on the South, verdant backs of rolling ridges is the majes- 

in Gogebic and Ontonagon Counties lies the tic forest-covered knob of Government Peak, 

largest unbroken tract of virgin hardwood the highest point of land in all the Great 

timber in the United States, comprising ap- Lakes states. At a dizzy distance directly 

proximately 130,000 acres. This is what is below lies the placid surface of Lake of the 

commonly referred to as the ‘Porcupine Clouds, reflecting perfectly the green tim- 

timber,” so designated because of the Porcu- bered mountains that frame its shores. To 

pine Mountains located in the northern part the east, as though spouted from the hills 

of the tract. themselves is the winding Carp River, too 

The Porcupine Mountains proper, consist- far beneath us to give the banks accurate 

ing of the rugged and rocky terrain adjacent definition. The observer knows the stream 

to the Lake Superior shore, have received leaves the west end of the lake but the waters 

wide recognition for their scenic beauty. Ris- are hidden by a canopy of green trees. De- 

ing to an extreme elevation of 2,023 feet scending the north edge of the ridge to the 

above sea level, they parallel the shore of Lake road, may be seen, hundreds of feet below, 

Superior in a series of irregular ranges. Ex- the waters of Lake Superior. So well do the 

cept for an area immediately adjacent to colors of the forest and the waters blend 

Lake Superior, the slopes are covered with that it is difficult to accurately discern the 

virgin forest growth of the hardwood-hem- thin line that marks the shore. : 

lock type, with small scattered patches of From the Lake of the Clouds and Mirror 
old-growth white pine interspersed. Almost Lake to the shore of Lake Superior flow re: 
every phase of this type is present, varying spectively the Big and Little Carp Rivers 

pugetalmecienurer hard woode. maples bitch down deep cut valleys between the high hills. 
p , maple, ng 

The names of these rivers, and the original 
and basswood on the upper slopes through names of the lakes) do mot asione misht 

varying degrees of hemlock mixtures, to the suspect, relate to a species of fish, but rather 
stands on the lower flats where hemlock pre- derive from the word “escarpment,” deserip- 

dominates. tive of the rock wall towering above the Lake 
of the Clouds. Both rivers flow through un- 

Lake of the Clouds touched wilderness of virgin forest for their 

. entire lengths, and in the final stages of their 

/\/®STUNG in the great rolling ridges of journey to Lake Superior, they cascade over 
the Porcupines lie two beautiful lakes, a series of rapids and small falls. 

the Lake of the Clouds (Big Carp) and Mir- 

ror Lake (Little Carp). The former is by Rushing Waters 

far the best known because it is reasonably 
accessible from an excellent highway by /yr WITHIN the mountains themselves, 

means of a trail which brings the visitor to but along the western foothills, flows a 

the top of the sheer cliff running along the third river, the Presque Isle, most beautiful 

north side of the Lake. From the top of this and spectacular of the Porcupine’s three larg- 

[5]



est streams. It is a torrent of foaming, mobile other than the road leading to the 

splashing, swirling water that pushes its way Lake of the Clouds. The distance from the 
through precipitous narrow gorges; cascades Presque Isle River to the Lake of the Clouds 

over jutting shelves of sandstone; slides is thirteen air miles and many more miles up 
swiftly over smooth tables of rock; bounds and down the series of ridges. 

back and forth from one projecting boulder The Porcupine Mountains are not the 

to another. Flanked by roadless, virgin Wiggs is 5 
i somber, forbidding bare precipices found in 

forests, the savagery of the river has been = 5 
‘ . the Black Hills and the Rockies. Nor are 

witnessed by but a few people. Gogebic : 4 

county has purchased land on either side of they the genie, restful) rolling hills of the 
the mouth of the river and has erected a foot Alleghenies and the Ozarks. Rather, they 
bridge across the gorge. The county high- are startling in their infinite variety of cool, 

way, which runs from Wakefield north to dense forests; breath-taking heights; roar- 

within a half mile of this bridge, is the only ing and rumbling waterfalls; and awe inspir- 
point of access to the Porcupine area by auto- ing vistas. 

OSSD 

HISTORY 

uw movement to preserve the Porcupines Congressman Bennett, Mr. Hook’s suc- 

is not new but dates back many years. cessor in office, also has interested himself 
From time to time during the past two de- in the movement, and recently called a meet- 

cades the desirability of placing this area in ing of interested citizens, including several 
public ownership has been urged upon Con- Upper Peninsula legislators and the two Up- 
gress and the State. Consistent with the per Peninsula members of the Conservation 
march of the axe and the saw into the Porcu- 
pine timber, the movement has crescendoed ble 

and gained ever wider support. In late years Virgin forest 

it has been spearheaded by the Save the Por- iy TPES dees SF, eas a a A 

cupine Mountain Association organized by be 1 es . a a ‘ | i 
public spirited citizens of Gogebic County. "a => hie DR ESAS i i i i d 

In 1941 Representative Hook of the Upper oF ~e a a} | EE i pe ee ae 
Peninsula introduced in Congress a bill to et rem (oN f | cd Y 
enable the United States Forest Service to ai 3 mee. . =) LES 4 ae 

: purchase timber of the hardwood-hemlock ee et: ol Be | eee ae Ao es H i: BS ei 

type in the Upper Peninsula and Northern Bi Ss isd gees fa | Pe A 25a ye be ae 
Wisconsin. Purchase of an area in the Por- z | a ee i cay et oe oe & 4 iz 
cupines was a definite part of the acquisition ag ee i ea { at aa he a ie 7 ree. 

; ; : ee yt Pe fea) Lace eee ee 0 a a a 
program of the bill, which carried an appro- ear ae | i a ecu” bia Pty 

priation of $30,000,000. The bill, however,  |RAeMEme A ia eee i P| 4 ga 
failed of passage. pon a ae ; ie" jd a Rf i £4 

ak Get scab = 
og Eke S aS 161 s BA os. 

Pe ae ee



a : i 3 

cele. oy ~ eng ie. 
ee ot oy ee ee 
Bee eet 

Commission and others, to discuss the situa- Po ee fF eee 

tion. At that meeting Mr. Bennett stated ee a ss eo es d 

that he had contacted Secretary Ickes, who 0 Se ae UR ee em 

favored the dedication of the area as a Na- + See ee eee ee 
tional Monument or Park if the land were oe See ape on ay ena Se ees a SS 

acquired and turned over gratis to the Fed- Sete i ae 
eral Government. Director Drury, of the errs ieee cae eS Bia 

National Park Service, has confirmed the é = ee = ee os 

willingness of the Park Service to recom- b = sift 

mend the area as a National Monument or eS _ 
Park, and the Park Service has outlined the Eee ? 

boundaries of a tentative National Park pur- - a — . 

chase area. These boundaries are shown on : 2 hoe 
the attached map, and as will be noted, in- e z C r 
clude the Porcupine Mountains proper and The Presque Isle River tumbles for miles through 

the lower stretches of the Presque Isle River, deep gorges and over jutting ledges of sandstone. 

an area of approximately 46,000 acres. It ae 

is this area to which the Conservation Com- census of opinion at this meeting favored the 

mission refers in its resolution which is purchase of the area by the State and man- 

quoted under “Recommendations.” agement by the State Conservation Depart- 

The matter of the purchase of the Porcu- ment, no detailed plan of management was 

pines was discussed at considerable length proposed; the general feeling being that ac- 
at the recent meeting of the Upper Peninsula quisition of the property was the primary 

Development Bureau at Blaney. While con- objective. 

ESS) 

THE TIME ELEMENT 

<7 wo non-operating companies, the Gen- the valleys of the Big and Little Carp as 

eral Motors Corporation and the Long- well as clean up the timber adjacent to the 

year Company, own most of the timber in Presque Isle. At the present time construc- 

the 46,000 acre area. However, operating tion work on the railroad has been suspended, 

companies have now acquired much of the due, it is reported, to the possible purchase 
timber adjacent to the area, one of them ‘ a % . 

a . of the Connor timber in connection with the 
having purchased a considerable block from nie . : 

the General Motors Corporation this year. acquisition of ihe, Horcupine area, 
The Connor Lumber Company, a Wiscon- Logging roads are also being built up from 

sin Corporation, has laid the rail of its log- the south, and under the present heavy pres- 
ging railroad to the Presque Isle River and sure for lumber for the war effort, such 

built a bridge across the river near its mouth. operations could conceivably and probably 
This operation could readily be carried into will advance rather rapidly. | 

{7}
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THE VALUE 

OF THE 46,000 acres in the proposed pur- Aside from the above, the -only index of 
chase area, the General Motors Corpora- value available at the present time is the 

tion owns approximately 20,000 acres, the assessment figures established by the State 

Connor Lumber Company 8,000 acres, the Tax Commission when it reassessed Carp 

Longyear Company 7,000 acres, the Federal Lake Township of Ontonagon County in 

Government 6,000 acres, the State 1,000 1942. According to the Tax Commission 

acres, and the remaining 4,000 acres are figures, the average value of the land and 

divided among several small owners. timber in private ownership in that town- 

The only offer to sell has been that of the ship (which includes all but 12,000 acres in 

General Motors Corporation which has of- the proposed area) is approximately $20 per 

fered its entire holdings, approximately 5,000 acre. Using this figure as a basis, the 39,000 

acres of which lie outside the purchase area, acres of privately held land would be worth 

for $875,000, an average of approximately $780,000. 
$35 per acre. At this rate the 39,000 acres Actual value of the timber in the area 

held in private ownership would cost $1,- could be obtained only by making a detailed 
365,000. timber cruise (cost of which would run about 

While no prices have been named, it can twenty-five cents per acre). In this event 

be anticipated that the average value of the the value of the timber would be calculated 
Longyear and Connor Lumber Company tim- by multiplying the number of merchantable 

ber will be higher than that of the General board feet of each species by the stumpage 
ais ; value of the species. Stumpage values at 

Motors’ inasmuch as the General Motors A i 
z . z the present time, due to an extremely active 

timber lies largely in the most rugged por- market for lumber and pulpwood, are very 

tion of the area where the volume of the high, and doubtless asking prices will reflect 
timber is not so great as on the flats and current stumpage values and be somewhat 
lower slopes. Sales of some small tracts of greater than the Tax Commission’s ap- 

timber on the lower slopes have been re- praisal, as is already evidenced by the offer 

ported recently at $40 to $50 per acre. of the General Motors Corporation. 

OSS 

MANAGEMENT AND USE 

To DATE, two proposals for the manage- . the State Conservation Department for man- 

ment of the area have been made: (1) agement. 

that when acquired it be turned over to the Under the first proposal, the cost of de- 

Federal Government to be managed by the velopment and upkeep would be assumed by 

National Park Service as a National Monu- the Federal Government. Consistent with 
ment or Park; (2) that it be turned over to National Park Service policy, timber cutting 

9]



a A at ae he ‘Sle 1 airy 
“4 Pact Ot les Nes ee oe g aoa 

die: ay Fe ot Tea ri Pe § igh fae “3 

Berea a ae ae oo i peer Bel See 2 
‘SY Tie LP Pee al 2 

i Ba af) te a 
: } ree S| af el a Va : Under the second proposal, management 

Sx A : Ue ia ag of the area by the State Conservation De- 

ote : Wiehe ks ae partment, the cost of development and up- 

: if i ek keep would become an obligation of the 

: ee Gee Sasa State. Several alternatives of management 

a = oe ee eal 5 a would be open to the Conservation Commis- 

ae ae ees Fan 8 3 eatalom : sion under its statutory authority “to pro- 

Ss ip en : = tect and conserve the natural resources of 

“Te ae vn one ai NG y aa es om the state of Michigan; to provide and de- 

Fag ae poe te OSS. conmpeunalal a velop facilities for outdoor recreation; to 

: Co ae em ae: Soe Rew ‘xg tes it ‘i prevent the destruction of timber and other 
PO a EE OI ON Ry ee oe forest growth by fire or otherwise; to pro- 
= goes 3 es ee Bree or ek S mote the reforesting of forest lands belong- 

Shall the “Porkies” join the millions of acres of ing) 0 the state; to prevent and guard 
eutovers? against the pollution of lakes and streams 

within the state, and to enforce all laws pro- 

kote vided for that purpose with all authority 

granted by law, and to foster and encourage 

and hunting would be prohibited within the the protecting and propagation of game and 
area. It is presumed that such services of- fish.” 

fered to visitors in other National Parks The Commission could dedicate the entire 

would be available. These would include area as a wilderness area, maintaining it as 

such things as overnight accommodations the forest primeval and prohibit all timber 

(hotel or lodge), facilities for hiking and cutting. Or it could harvest the mature 
camping, and arrangements for sight-seeing timber on the area consistent with the prin- 
trips. ciples of selective logging. The merits of such 

Being Federally owned, the land would be timber harvesting and its advantages to the 
exempt from real property taxation, and no economy of the region have been prominent 

present authority exists for granting com- in recent discussions. Or the Commission 
pensation to the local governmental units in could set aside a portion of the area as a 

lieu of taxes. wilderness area and permit selective logging 
Under National Park Service requirements, to be practiced in the remainder. 

one hundred per cent of the land within the 

area would have to be acquired before it 

could be taken over by the Park Service. 

Federal land within the area now under con- . : 2 : 
trol of the U. S. Forest Service would be A tangible evidence of coming destruction 

transferred to the National Park Service. It 3 jae _ . a / 
is quite probable that if timber cutting en- ‘3 eS Woe (Ey 

ters the area to any extent, the National ee Vee \ sh A 
Park Service will no longer be interested in ee es - ie Psi Bee bt 
it for park purposes. a ee a ae gigi 

Of some significance in connection with . A. Bad hs a a ae” o 

the proposed management of the area by . Lott tal 

the Park Service is the fact that the Isle : : We i 

Royale National Park is but seventy miles Li ee ; 
distant and the two areas would complement * ess eon 

each other in rendering service to the gen- > aE 
eral public. = : XK. s SS 

Pa i, SS ; Xs F 

: ~ ae ea 

: SS —— 
, z 2 ~ ih



The Commission could also prohibit hunt- Federal Lands in the area under the Con- 

ing in the entire area, or it could open all or trol of the U. S. Forest Service, in line with 

any part of the area to hunting. a present working agreement with the U. S. 

General recreational use of the area could Forest Service, could be obtained by exchange 

be provided for by the Commission, including for State lands lying within the boundaries 

hiking, camping, and winter sports. of National Forest purchase units. 

Undoubtedly it would be the policy of the If the land were put under the control of 

Commission, after an intensive study of the the Commission, it would be subject to 

area had been made, to adopt such plans of the provisions of Act 116, P. A. 1917, as 

management as would seem to be most bene- amended, and ten cents per acre per year 

ficial to the area and to the people of the would be paid by the State to local govern- 

State. mental units in lieu of taxes. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

<THE Porcupine Mountain area is out- entering the area is now acute, and action 

standing in its scenic beauty. It includes should be no longer delayed. 

the largest single block of virgin timber of Recommendation is made, therefore, con- 

the mixed hardwood-hemlock type in the sistent with the resolution of the Conserva- 

Nation. Preservation of the timber is much tion Commission, adopted at its meeting of 

to be desired for the express purpose of pro- October 6, that “the Governor include in his 

viding a virgin forest museum before our call for the approaching session of the 

hardwood forest has shrunk to the size of the legislature the subject of providing funds 

Hartwick Pines. for the purchase of an area of approximately 

Says Aldo Leopold* of the Porcupine 46,000 acres in the Porcupine Mountains as 

timber, “It is more than timber; it is a a state recreational area.” 

symbol. It portrays a chapter in national cess 

history which we should not be allowed to 
forget. When we abolish the last sample of Lake Superior beats a crescendo against almost 

the Great Uncut, we are, in a sense, burning prec eouS SLOne 
books.” j 

When to this purpose is added that of Fre e = 

retaining the present outstanding scenic ea 

beauty of the area by keeping its hills and “e: : 

valleys tree-covered, and its lakes and ae deed 
streams bordered with virgin growth, then i i 3 

the need becomes paramount. '" 
The danger of clear cutting operations Pie Seca 
a , A ee eee 

*Professor of Game Management, University of ay = oe in lt 

Wisconsin. Ss _ = thee 
9 . aie’ poet LO 

se 

ee 
eS. ee
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our We) meee ey e 

42h University Farm Place 
August 4, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

It is of course not up to us to censor General Federation data, but 
it seems inconceivable to me that Demaray's acreages are right. Maybe 
250,000 acres is what the government hopes to buy, but there is 
certainly not "250,000 acres of virgin hemlock-hardwood forest" left 
to buy. I have no reason to doubt Kenneth Reid's rough estimate of 
about 100,000 acres left in or near the Porcupines. 

"Gone in approximately nine years" is probably, by the same token, 
entirely too optimistic. 

t wonder whether Mrs. Wiley understands that the Hook bill will buy 
cutovers as well as virgin timber? 

It seems to me misleading to say, "the Porcupine Mt. ores will be 
preserved intact..and..the balance of the area (will be 
and wut under selective loucing” with a noome to the state". 

my data are correct, there is little to log now outs 8 2000 
acre remnant. 

In short, the Park Service and the Forest Sexvice should have corrected 
both direct and implied errors of fact, else this whole thing may backfire. 

Attached is a revision of my last paragraph which represents my present 
views. I can't honestly endorse the Hook Bill as a whole; I am in 
doubt about the fundamental soundness of it. I endorse only that part 
relating to the purchase of the uncut remnant as an educational exhibit. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



August 4, 1942 

Revision of last paragraph 

"The Last Stand" 

I would like to see the remnant of uncut timber in and around the 

Porcupines (about 100,000 acres) acquired and preserved as an act of 

national contrition, as the visible reminder of an unsolved problem, 

and as an educational exhibit. I would like to see this remnant kept 

roadless, axeless, hotel=-less, and open only to ski or foot travel. 

The mere existence of such a token-forest might hasten the day when the 

green robe again extends over the Lake States, and when the cutting and 

using of mature timber becomes an act of normal land-cropping, rather 

than an act of land-pillage.
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Here's the statement that the General Federation woman and I worked out 
for the Porcupine story. It is going out to some thousands of wonen's 
clubs right now. Nevertheless, I'm not so sure as some people that 
$30,000,000 can be got for something besides war or politics. 

Nevertheless, it's possible and I wish you would bring your last statement 
to date for me to hold, and combine with this for the next Living Wilderness 

if we see it really coming. We'll push the next mumber ahead if necessary. 

Seme of those people think it can be done, so please let me have the text 

@s s00n as you can. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:va ROBERT STERLING YARD 
enclosures
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Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My Bear Aldo: 

Somebody is out to get a Porcupine Mountain National Monument by Presidential i 

Proclamation. The story goes that the Park Service and Forest Service have agreed 

upon joint control "provided that it will not interfere with the present plan of 

payment". "If the land is acquired by this act, section 4 dealing with payments to 

states for distribution to counties shall remain". ‘This quotes the Forest Service. 

On the 20th and 2lst of June, Drury, Wirth, Coffman, Merriam and Bagley 'flew 

over the area, entered it by road and travelled it by boat". These were all Park 

Service men. Wirth is "Supervisor of Recreation and Land Planning"; he was once 

a candidate for Superintendant. Coffman is "Chief of Forestry". Merriam (son of 

John C.) was Superintendant of Yosemite, and recently has been made Supervisor of 

Region 4, which takes in the Pacific States. Bagley is Superintendant of Isle Royale 

National Park. Park Service people haven't said a word yet about this trip or the 

project. But it looks as if they wanted to use it in connection with the Isle Royale 

steamboat. . 

Kneipp has not been so careful. He is not opposing this scheme, but he gives 

lw» ox the impression that he is not particularly happy over it. He says nothing mst 

be published about the plan until something is done about it. He admits that, after 
all, it may not happen. The plan is to make the monument an amendment to the Hook 

Bill, H.R. 3793. 

The area bordered by Lake Superior and the red-pencilled line is supposed 

to contain 150,000 acres. The monument is expected to include 75,000 acres of this, 

not yet defined. 

This is all I've got so far. When the news about it is released I would like 

to have you handle it for us in connection with your article to be reproduced from 

Outdoor america. Will that be feasible? 

Sincerely, 

RSY: LL Robert Sterling Yard
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Through Virgin Forest Here Is Contentment Michigan Roads Are Famous Fun for the Nimrods Rugged Upper Peninsula 

Acme, 50.............G-9 Bloomfield Hills, 1,127 Clayton, 372........N-11 
AGa PAGO) rss. 2 hd L-13-G-2 Clifford, 293.........J-13 INDEX TO CITIES AND V 
Addison, 452........N-11 Bloomingdale, 386....M-8 Climax, 441..........M-9 
Adrian, 13,064.......N-12 | Boardman, 159.......G-9 Clinton, 1,026.......N-12 East Saugatuck, 100...L-8 | Gaylord, 1,627.......F-10 Hopkins, 384. 
Agnew, 110..........K-8 Boyne City, 2,650.....F-10 Clio, 1,548..........K-12 East Tawas, 1,455....H-13  Germfask, 250........C-8 Houghton, 3,74 
Ahmeek, 624.........A-4 Boyne Falls, 199.....F-10 Cloverdale, 117.......M-9 Eaton Rapids, 2,822..M-11 Gladstone, 5,170......D-6 | Houghton Laka 

as Akron, 441..........J-13 Brampton, 145........D-6 Coldwater, 6,735.....N-10 Eau Claire, 324.......N-8 Gladwin, 1,248... {+11 Howard City, 4 
‘ os tale Alamo, 125..........M-9 Breckenridge, 685... .J-11 Coleman, 667........1-11  Eckford, 100........M-10 Glen Arbor, 109.......G-8 Howell, 3,615. 

a . Alanson, 287.........£-10  Breedsville, 167......M-8 Coloma, 826.........M-7 Ecorse, 12,716...M-14-I-2 Glen Haven, 75.......G-8 | Hubbardston, 
i se, f i See Albion, 8,324........M-11 Bridgman, 848.......N-7 Colon, 781...........N-9 | Edmore, 897.........J-10  Gobles, 519..........M-8 Hudson, 2,361 

len scree ie OiDOUTIECCE is se ents e ae Algonac, 1,736.......L-14 Brighton, 1,287......L-12  Columbiaville, 477...K-13 | Edwardsburg, 388.....N-8  Goodells, 250........K-14 Hudsonville, 64 
Es te ee . dealin iy te ee Allegan, 3,941........M-8 Britton, 368.........N-12 Commerce, 150. .L-13-G-1 Elberta, 609.... G-8 Grand Blanc, 917.....K-13 Huntington Wo ‘ ie . Bete » 

Gree Rpg a eagle Nes dy SA is i a Allen Park, 944.......1-2 | Bronson, 1,651......N-10 Concord, 603........M-11 Elk Rapids, 615.......G-9 Grand Haven, 8,345...K-8 Imlay City, 1,4 
a oe te all nasal +e Se : iat Alma, 6,734..........J-11 Brooklyn, 733.......N-11 Constantine, 1,259....N-9 Elkton, 538..........1-13 Grand Ledge, 3,572...L-11 Inkster, 4,440] 

re fis? Almont, 844.........L-14 Brown City, 785.....K-14 Conway, 72..........£-10 Elm, 50.........M-13-H-2 Grand Marais, 650.....B-8 Interlochen, 80 
Ne Wee 4 cede Alpena, 12,166.......F-13 Bruce Crossing, 127...B-2 Cooks, 100...........D-7 Elmira, 150..........F-10 Grand Rapids, 168,592..K-9 —lonia, 6,562. . 
2 De eS hey Pern rata ity Alpha, 560...........D-4 Brunswick, 110.......J-8 Coopersville, 1,004....K-8 Elsie, 664...........K-11 Grandville, 1,346......L-9 Iron Mountain, 

* ee ee i : . 3 Scere nik <TR Altona, 300...........J-9 | Buchanan, 3,922......N-7  Copemish, 266........H-8 | Emmett, 199.........K-14 Grant, 483............J-8 Iron River, 4,6 
ct ie et ae. it 8 Amasa, 1,000.........C-4 Buckley, 236.........H-9 Copper City, 587......A-4 | Empire, 302..........G-8 Grass Lake, 804.....M-12 Ironwood, 14, 

a, me Ns eg Be ae a Tbe chy Ann Arbor, 26,944...M-12 Burlington, 198......N-10 Corunna, 1,936......K-12 Ensign, 402..........D-7 Grattan, 80...........K-9 Isabella, 227. 
~~ ——— nO) By ta Perky eae ae in ee ee 5 Applegate, 207.......J-14 Burr Oak, 680........N-9  Croswell, 1,470......K-14 | Escanaba, 14,524......D-6 | Grawn, 150...........G-9 Ishpeming, 9, 

— Caml =. Se. ~~, lee coe. Fee 4 Armada, 840.........L-14 Byron, 387..........L-12 Crystal Falls, 2,995....C-4 — Essexville, 1,864......J-12 Grayling, 1,973.......G-10 Ithaca, 1,780. 
= a ne ee ae eS Ss CC aes ‘ Ashley, 419.........K-I1 Cadillac, 9,570........H-9 Custer, 281...........1-8 Evart, 1,301/..........I-9 Greenville, 4,730..... K-9 Jackson, 55,18 
ae Mn = Ae IS 3 es &. , Mates oiler. Ashton, 115...........1-9 Caledonia, 469........L-9 Daggett, 291..........£-5 | Falmouth, 250 ...H-10 Gregory, 150........M-12 Johannesburg, 
ow: ain 3 Ste te ci J i a S Assyria, 70..........M-10 Calumet, 1,557.......A-4 Dansville, 315... L-11  Farmington,1,243 M-13-G-1 Grosse Pointe, 5,173 Jones, 250... 
oN ty? EE eee ae gi i we : Athens, 622.........N-10 | Cambria, 200........N-11 Davison, 1,298.......K-13  Fairgrove, 437.......J-13 M-14-H-3 Jonesville, 1,3 
aa a YB Se - Cee eau * 2a) " Atlanta, . ..........F-12 | Camden, 316........N-11 | Dayton, 250..........N-7 Farwell, 422.........1-10 Grosse Pte. Farms, 3,533 Kalamazoo, 54 
+S OR da a a Te ‘ ; Atwood, 75...........F-9 | Canandaigua, 75.....N-11 Dearborn, 50,358M-13-H-2  Fennville, 622........L-8 M-14-H-4 — Kalkaska, 861 
6 tee ao = ee - cs. Male Pos os es a ie c Au Gres, 203.........1-12 Capac, 837..........K-14 Decatur, 1,582........N-8 Fenton, 3,171........L-12 Grosse Pte. Park, 11,174 Kent City, 484 

RR ON. dill Gi Ble al Augusta, 711.........M-9 Carbondale, 25........F-5  Deckerville, 523. J-14. Fenwick, 100........K-10 M-14-H-3 Kinde, 412... 
3 Au Sable, 61........H-13 Carleton, 837........N-13 Deerfield, 512.......N-12 Ferndale, 20,855.M-14-H-3 Grosse Pte. Shores, 621 Kingsford, 5,5) 

Michigan's industrial, tourist and agricultural centers are joined by 9,000 miles of trunk line roads. Bad Axe, 2,332.......1-14 Caro, 2,554..........J-13 Delton, 300..........M-9  Ferrysburg, 500.......K-8 E M-14-H-4 Kingsley, 302 
Baldwin, 518..........1-8 Carrollton, 1,200.....J-12 Denton, 187.....M-13-I-1 Fife Lake, 227........6-9 Gwinn, 1,300.........C-6 Kingston, 331 
Bancroft, 439........L-12 Carson City, 972.....K-10 Detour, 616.........D-12 Filer City, 320........H-8 Hamilton, 100.........L-8 Kinross, 55... 

: Bangor, 1,274........M-8  Carsonville, 444......J-14 Detroit, 1,568,662....M-14 Fillmore, 25..........L-8 | Hamtramck, 56,268...H-3 Lachine, 100. 
; Barage, ns fea ee L-9 Devereaux, 75.......M-11 Flat Rock, 1,231.....N-13 Hench eee tainesoures 

jaroda, pene eca ve Caseville, 412........1-13 DeWitt, 476..........L-1l Flint, 156,492........K-13 Hand, wee. M-13-1- Lake Ann, 31, 
MICHIGAN S SYSTEM OF GOOD HIGHWAYS pa os en ee seeeee.K-9 Dexter, 894.........M-12  Flowerfield, Be nic Ne® Hanover Sosy a 0 61g 

: : a 3 attle Creek, 43,573 .M- aspian, 1,888........D-3 Dimondale, 545......L-11 Flushing, 1,723......K-12 Harbor Beach, 1,892. .1- Lake George, eas ranks as one of the foremost States in sidered by the administration of the Department as Bay Gity, 47, a88..... J-12 Cass city, V261......113 Disco, 125...........L-14 Forestville, ny Harbor Springs, 1428.£.10 Lake Linden 
‘i ‘ eee 5 ; ee : jay View, 3,000......E- assopolis, 1,448.....N-8  Dixboro, 100....M-13-H-1 Fountain, Oe Harrietta, Mane cindy atte Lake Odessa, the aa the sade ra of a complete highy —_being a vitally and intimately important matter to every Beal City, 200........J-10 Cedar River, 88.......E-6 Drayton Plains, 1,000.L-13 Fowler, $61........-K-ll__ Harrison’ 458.........I-10 Lake Orion, 1, oe a ty any a — miles eee citizen, as well as to every visitor from out of the State. Bear Lake, 325......,H-8 Cedar Springs, 1104. .K-9 Douglas, 368...........-8 Fowlerville, jill, ..-L42 Harrisville, 438......6-13 Lakeside, $00 

& ines, more than 55, i it ads a ; fe eaverton, 528.......1- enter Line, 2,604... Dowagiac, 5,550......N-8 | Frankenmuth, 925... .J- Hart, 1,690. ....0..¢J> Lakeview, 850) m oer orpisers eg olaen a. 5 - The Highway Department under Commissioner } Bedford, 250..." w-10 W-I4-H-3 Drayton Plains, 1,000.L-13 Frankfort, 1,468,......G-8 Hartford, 1484.......M8 Lakewood, 76 
> AG 2 i P tOags, al sections of the otate = Murray D. Van Wagoner, has utilized Federal grants Belding, 4140... 410 Cental Lake, 607.....F-9  Dryburg, 250.......-C11 Fraser, 6H0,........cb-14 Harland, 200,-.0°.L-12 Anse, 2421 

are easily accessible. A . ° | ellaire, Le eee entreville, 820.......N-9 | Dryden, 383.........K-14 Frederic, 75.........G-1 Hastings, 5,227.......L- Lansing, 78,39 ” to extend and develop the trunk line highway system in Belleville, 758....M-13-1-1_ Channing, 575........C-4 Dundee, 1,364.......N-13 Freeport, 388.........L-9 Henrietta, 65........M-11 Lapeer, 5,008 Travelers find that Michigan's highways are built for every county of the State. Commissioner Van Wagoner Bellevie, 1,029......M-10 Gharlevol, 2,247... E-9 Durand, 3,081.......L-12  Freesoil, oe Gene 18 Hermansvill, 1615. OS Latin, ‘a 
: ee fc Ont ; ; ‘ ; : endon, 90...........G- arlotte, 5,307......L-10 Dutton, 115...........L-9 | Fremont, 2,157........J- jersey, na aaa ea awrence, 57 comfort, safety, and convenience. Michigan claims to __#8 giving special attention to inland and shore line tourist }] Benton Harbor, 15,434.N-7 Chase, 298............1-9 Eagle, 123...........L-10 Frontier, 200........N-11 Hesperia, 467.........J-8 Lawton, 1,164 be one of the advanced States of the Union in this lanes and scenic routes. } Cee aia Chena ree de East Detroit, oa Fruitport, Sea lentan fet Ss eee : 

: . : | erkley, 5,571...M-14-G- elsea, 2,071.......M-12 -14-H-3 Gagetown, beth ee dar illman, Ce oho vert eonard, respect. Plain marking of roads, development of scenic Construction of permanent dust proof surfaces on |] Berrien'Springs, 1,413.N-7 Chesaning, 1,594.....K-12 East Grand Rapids, 4,024 Gaines, 250.........L-12 Hillsdale, 5,896......N-11 LeRoy, 270... 
vistas, precautions for safety at curves, hills and cross’ gravel highways, and the development of diagonal routes ] casa peer Crippen To 100....1-9 153 Giles, 996.......M-9 Holland Hat6.... 8 Late LI 

: s : : : A - ‘eulah, en are, 1,548..........1-10 East Jordan, 1,523....F-1i alien, fae atcroe: NS olly, 2,252 os.00 00k exington, 3g ings, extensive roadside landscaping, the use of dust which shorten traveling distances are being greatly Big Rapids, 4,671......J-9 Clarkston, 639.......L-13 East Lake, 392........H-8 Ganges, 100..........L-8 Holton, 350...........J-8 Lincoln, 250 layer on gravel roads, and many other similar practices, advanced. These improvements are of particular interest Birmingham,9,539L-13-G-2 Clarksville, 284.......L-9 East Lansing, 4,389...L-11 Garden, 371..........D-7 Homer, 1,108........M-10 Lincoln Park 
justi i i i Blissfield, 2,103......N-12 Clawson, 3,377...L-14-G-2  Eastmanville, 150.....K-8 Garden City, 2,081....H-2 Honor, 254...........G-8 Linden, 717 justify this claim. to tourists. 

Sai ge : Note Copies of i . J oS | 
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y 1990 Arlington Place 

lf May 19, 1942 

lir, Kenneth &. Reid, Bxecutive Secretary, 
Izaak Walton League of America, f 
222 North Benk Drive, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Reid; 

Thenk > very much for the copy of your letter dated April 23, 
194g, regard to the Porcupine Mountains ee in the 
Northern Peninsula of Michigan. It is my belief that you have 
teken the needed and timely stand; and I desire to congratuléte 
you on it. 

But in my belief, it must recelve the immediate support of a11 
those who desire to sil Geaee any significant example of the 
virgin, primeval No: Woods of the Central Region: or the 
opportunity to do so will be lost. 

There is a peat whieh needs to be meade: technically, and ac~ 
, cording te local usage, the Porcupine Mountains is s very small 

area, ail Roy and’ some five and s half miles square: thus, | 
when Bill and I turned up at the mouth of the Black River, i. 

‘i end sald that we had come from the Porcupine Mountains, we were = 
told that it was a long walk from there, It was in fact about & 
thirty miles, as we went, The best of the forest is not in the g 
Poreupine Hills, but adjoins them; and it is the entire block : 

\—— sf, uncut timber which needs to be preserved, and which must be “ 
preserved, if the area is to have year-round recreational value, : 

yw 
I shall be glad if df. will remember thet I desire to bear so 
much as L can, of the cost of giving wide circulation, to re- SS 
prints of such notice as may be given to this matter fn the 
peeee® magazines peer specifically, (a) the article : 
written z Ur. Aldo Leopold (of which I have just received a »Y 
copy) 5 (2 article as oy be written by Prof, Harold ~' 
B ey3 and (2) any editerial comment which may be made. . 

‘ ‘ ~ 
We ean still have an srea of virgin, primeval hemlock<hardwood e 
forest large enough so thet a woodsmen can walk in it a full =~ 

day (for most of us, it would be more than that), from north 
to south and from east to west, See AL be 28s outstand- 
ing scenically; and with its fringes, capable of be ng bullt 
back to a Wilderness Area, in the technical sense of 100,000 

COPY



PHILIP E. MILES 
LAAXRANXKKAAKAKAKARAMNAKK 

Mr. Kenneth A, Reid ~m May 19, 1942 

eeres or more; not a relic of the past, but a living reservoir of 
meny of the forms of native life, I refer of course to the Porsu- 
pine Moumtains Region, So far as I can learn (and I heve made in- 
quiries over a period of years), it is niga | in this entire ; 
region, in these several respects. Sueh an ares is required to 
withstand the impact of increased use, as other areas are liqui- 
dated, The cost is incensiderable, relative to the benefits con- 

’ veyed. While I dislike such comparisons, the issue should be 
drawn: it should be not more than the cost of one, or at most two 
of the new Post Offices in many of our amell cities; not necessarily 
beyond the annusl budget of « State; or the means of an individual 
donor, or a combination of them. 

But action must be ae immediately, slmost es soon as axe can 
fall, both because (1) the area in the stated sense will not sur- 
vive another season of logging, and (2) because by the end of the ; 
current year, too meny of us will be occupied with the immediate 
obligations of war, to effect the continuance of the unbroken 
American tradition of Wilderness, Except as immediate action is 
taken, the North Woods will be lost to this region, in the sense 
of any substantial, continuous area ef virgin forest; and with it 
will go its freedows and benefits, and the privilege of ourselves 
and our children to enjoy them, 

I em at a loss to see how we can have reached this alternetive. As 
I see it, it must be that we have not realized how little is left 
of the North Woods, in the sense of any substantial, continuous 
area of virgin forest; and how very soon that little will be destroyed. 
4né as I see it, we have not realized that a sound core of Wilder- 
ness is essential to the best interests ef all, even though some of 
us may find our interests in the slashings and fringes adjoining, 
Surely fishermen must know by experience, how quiekly the charecter 
of streams and of aquatic life, deteriorates with erosion; and 
how quickly fishing falls off wherever it is made accessible by 
road or power boat, 

Inasmuch es this is a condensed statement, I must necessarily in- | 
elude by reference, our former correspondence, including the sug~ 
gestion that for the country as a whole, we may justifiably wish to 
preserve the outstending example of the typical ~— and vegeta- 
tion oP each of its several Regions, together with the privilege of 
travelling over and becoming acquainted with them; and the state~- 
ment thet I heave no investment in the srea herein considered. 
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Mr. Kenneth 4, Reid ~ie Mey 19, 1942 

OF tn conclusion, permit me to state my appreciation of the privilege 
of making your acquaintance, here, last month, 

With kindest personal regards, I am : 

; Very truly yours, 

PEMsej ge Philip BE, Miles. 

Jee - io. 
cl Ok Ps- r 
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42h University Farm Place 
May 14, 1942 

Mr. P. J. Hoffmaster 
State Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Hoffmaster: 

No, I have not been in the Porcupines, and my opinion is invalidated to that 

extent. However, I have done a lot of work in the Huron Mountains, and hence 
have had to do considerable thinking about the hardwood type. 

I can best answer your request for my opinion by referring you to my report 
on the Huron Mountain Club and to the attached copy of an article on the 
Porcupines, entitled "The Last Stand". I have only my library copy of the 

Huron Mountain report, but I am asking Mr. Laird Bell, their manager, whether 
he will please mail you a copy. Should it fail to arrive, please let me 

know, and I will loan you my library copy. 

On the question of size of an ecological reservation, the remaining area of 
uncut timber is, of course, already too small in respect of mobile animals like 
deer, wolf, and otter. This is well illustrated at Huron Mountain where 
excess deer, created by surrounding slashings, are over-browsing the uncut area, 
while wolf control is further aggravating the deer situation. There are no 
excess deer yet on the Porcupines, but both they and the Huron Mountains are 
already too small for wolves. 

On the other hand, plant studies, including silvicultural studies, could get 
along with a much smaller area, provided excess deer do not unduly modify 
the plant situation. A few sections would have value for plant studies, 
provided they include the entire range of site qualities. 

If one thinks of a combination of ecological research value, public education 
‘value, and recreation, then the remaining uncut area is just about the 
minimum limit of size, The slope toward the lake is unsuitable for woods 
ski trips by reason of the prevailing winds. The uncut timber on the south 
slppe is just big enought to allow of a few days' winter ski trip or summer 
pack trip. 

I particularly endorse Kenneth Reid's thought that ecology, education, and 
recreation are not the sole province of the federal bureaus, and their 
preoccupation with the war makes it particularly unlikely that they will do 
anything in the Porcupines before it is too late. While I of course realise 
the calls made on your Department, I nevertheless hope for more from you than 
I do from the bureaus. 

If I have failed to answer your request fully, please come back at me. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
LANSING 

P. J. HOFFMASTER 

May 11, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a copy of my letter to 
Kenneth Reid on the Porcupine Mountain situation which 
I wrote him prior to getting your letter of May 4. 

I am assuming that you have been through 
this section, and I should like very much your sober 
and seasoned judgment as to ecological value of a 
section of this country if kept in its natural condition, 
and also how big do you think such a section should be. 
Our thinking about this has been governed almost 
entirely by the economics surrounding it, but if an 

ecological datum ican be established we can better 
weigh some other factors surrounding it. 

Personal regards 

Very sincerely yours, 

Shall 

PJH: bk 
Enc, 

Ne Letloe enclsved 

NrOree
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

May 4, 1942 

Mr. P. J. Hoffmaster 
Director, Dept. of Conservation 
lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hoffmaster: 

I want to heartily second Kenneth Reid's letter to you 
of April 30. It expresses in admirable form the 
conclusion reached at a little meeting we had here in 

Madison to consider the Porcupine situation. After 
trying for five years to get somé kind of federal action, 
I am about to give up and look to Michigan to h&lp itself 
in the matter of salvaging what there is to salvage 

in the Porcupines. 

I am hoping that you can exercise some of the ingenuity 
for which your Department is known, and if any of us 
outsiders can lend a hand, you have only to call on us. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mgmt. 

ce Reid 
Bradley 
Miles
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

222, North Bank Drive 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

April 30, 1942 

Hon. Karl 5, Mundt 
House Office bpp ding 
Washington, D.'8, 

Dear Karl: ’ 

I am enclosing copy of letter sent to the House 

Committee on 4griculture regarding the Prreupine Mountains, 
also resolution of the 19th annual convention on this 
watter, «nd copy of letter sent to Louis Radke, 

I hope you can find time to contact this committee, 
see what the status of this bill dsdand what suggestions 
they may have for accomplishing the objective. 

As you mey gather from my letter to Curley Radke 
IT am féd up on thege people who want to split hairs 
and argue their opinions on others, while leaving the 
real objective out on a limb umattended to. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth 4, heid 
Executive Secretary 

KAR/dm 
ec 
Leovold 
encl.
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* IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

222 North Bank Drive ? 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS h, re f w 

April 28, 1942 

Fon. Hampton FP. Fulwer, Chairman 
House Committee on Agriculture 
House Office Building 
Washington, BD. C. , 

Dear Congressman Pulmer: 

The Isaak Felton League believes thet the preservation 
of certain representative arvas in their primitive state 
ag ecological areas for the perpetual enjoyment of the 
people {e an essential part of sound land wategement. It 
believes that the *oreupine Mountain section in the Upper 
Peninsula of Michigen in such an area and it deserves 
the ettention of Congress before the economic onslaught 
of unrestricted tinber cutting takes it out of this 
Clageifiesation, At the present rate of tinber cutting 

action is needed now or the opportunity will be forever 
lest. 

The position of the League ie presented tn the 
attached resolution pasped by ite nineteenth annual 
convention, You will note that the resolution does net 

opunitiealiy endorse the so~celled Hook bill, 4.2.3793, 
now before your committee. fe felt that thig bill did 
not specifically provide for the avowed objective of 
ite sponsors, and furthersore, at a time when ve must 
concentrate our resourees on gigorous prosecution of 
the war, we question the advisability of pressing for 
such « large amount of money covering such a vast terri- 
ey eS ee Dee eee coe be 
required to accomplish the specific objective of saving 
the remaining weut aren of the Porcupine Mountains frea 
destruction. 4



Page 2 
Hon. Hampton P. Fulmer, April 28, 1942 

The objective is mtated in the resolution. ‘The sechanica 
and means to attain that objective we are perfectly willing to 
leave to Congress. If Congress feels H.8.3793 is the proper 
instrument to attain the desired objective 1t is 211 right with 
us, or 1f Congress feels the bill should be amended to be nore. 
specific that ia aleo all right with us. We do feel that some 
positive action ie imperative without further delay, and that 
the best interests of the nation demand such action now, 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth 4, Reid 
Executive Secretary 

KAR/dm 
enel. 1 

pling cet =, 

f ‘opold ‘, 
: Miles \ 

Bradley \ 
\ Aberg } 

\ The same letter was writted to Ellison D. Smith, 
* Chairman of the Senate or nak on Agriculture and 

‘i Forestry, referring to Bill $.1131.



s PORCUPINE MOUNTAIN 

WEESEAS - an orgenized effort is now being made by the "Save The Porcu- 
pine Mountains" Association, for the preservation of the 
Porcupine Mountain Forest Area, on the south shore of Lake 
Superior in Gegebic and Ontonagen Counties of the Upper Penin- 
sula of Michigan covering more then 165,000 acres (and more 
than 250 scuere miles) within the boundaries of the Ottawa 
National Forest; and 

WHEREAS - this Porcupine Mountain Forest Ares is the lust great stand 
of virgin hardwood forest in the United Staies; and 

WHEREAS - the Chief of the Forest Service of the United States Denart- 
ment of Agriculture has de\srmined that the seenic and esthetic 

values of the region are of outstanding social and economic 
value, and hus expressed a share in the "general concern over 
the possibility that much of the scenic charm and recreational 
value of that section may be depleted or destroyed by the 
promiscuous utilizetion of timber resources and the regrettable 
conditions which usually follow as the aftermath"; and 

WHEREAS - to the people of the heavily populated centers over a wide por- 
tion of the United States, this region is an accessible natural 
pleyground and affords an opportunity for types of outdoor 
recreation indispensable to modern standards of living, and 
offers to local communities, people and industries, en income 
attracted by the recreational resources indispensable to eco- 
nomic wealth, and 

VHEREAS - as mineral resources are further exhausted or are so mechanized 
as to reduce their employment potential, as the less favorable 
farm scils become increasingly sub-marginal, and as the econony - 
of the entire region will be increasingly dependent upon timber 
production and utilization, as well as the associated uses of 
the forest area for recreation and wildlife, the proposal to 
conserve Porcupine Mountains and related lends is inspired by 

a definite economic need as well as a major social purpose, and 

WHEREAS - this constitutes a great National Project and the benefits there- 
from may only ke realized xs such; therefore be it, 

RESOLVED ~ that the Izaak Walton League of fmerice, in convention assembled 
this 28th day of March 1941 at Washington, D. C. cordially en- 
dorses the object sought to be accomplishec. by the "Save Porcu- 
pine Mountains" Association and urges the Congress of the United 
States to immediately enact appropriate legislation which will 
assure the accomplishment of that object. 

Adopted by } 
19th Annuel Convention 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Merch 28, 1941



aE £ i ort cue Annrked nie 

42h University Farm Place 
Pebruary 13, 1942 

Mr. Harold Smith 

Director of the Budget 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I understand that you are giving favorable consideration 

to a plan for saving the remnant of virgin forest in the 

Porcupine Mountains in Michigan by means of an R.F.C. loan. 

I am very keenly interested in this project, and have 
been earnestly hoping that some plan could be worked out. 

It is welcome news that you are about te give this question 

your attention. This is just an expression of my enthusi- 

astic interest in your efforts. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management 

NK 

\



42h University Farm Place 
February 13, 1942 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Socicty 
1840 Mintwood Place : 
Washington, D. 0. 

The correspondence on Wilderness Area definitions is very illuminating, 
and proves again how hard it is to standardize. I have in mind expecially 
Dr. Griggs! protest against the recognition of grazing as a land-use. 
In the kind of cases he deseribes, I am 100 % with him, but I can't 
help thinking of the Gila Wilderness in New Mexico where stock was present 
for decades before the wilderness idea was born, and where our original 
efforts to creat the area received its main support from cow men who did 
not want their ranges invaded by tourists. It would seem a questionable 
procedure to now turn around and oust them. Moreover, a cow ranch based 
on packing and trail herds may be said to add flavor to that partioilars 
country. 

There has,of course, been ruinous overegrazing both by cattle and deer, 
but that is true both outside and inside, and is now partially corrected. 

When a new definition is drafted, I hope the selentific value will be 
included. My paper "Wilderness as a Land Laboratory" might supply the 
framework for whatever definition is needed. 

I, too, had heard the upturn of events in regard to the Porcupines. Harold 
Bradley, one of our active local members, attended a meeting at which the 
new scheme for an R.F.C. loan was discussed, and was favorably impressed. 

I can't tell you what the basis is for the assumption that Ganeral Motors 
might donate land. I have simply heard from the beginning that they might. 

I may tell you confidentially that Philip Miles, Harold Bradley, and I 
recently made an attempt to broach the Porcupine situation to Mr. Rockefeller, 
but we did not get anywhere. 

I am returning the Porcupine correspondence. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON : 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY 

SERVICE MEMORIAL INSTITUTES 

February 10, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Dept. Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have one heartening news item to contribute. I attended a 

Sizeable meeting in Ontonagon Tuesday evening last, along with 

several of the Foresters from Milwaukee and elsewhere. We all 

spoke on the Porcupine problem and I showed movies and slides. A 

Mr. Walsh, whom I had never met but who is evidently an important 

citizen had just returned from Washington where he had been work- 

ing on the project for a few days. He reported that a formula 

for finding the money had been developed=-namely a loan from RFC-=- 

by which the area could be acquired, and that Budget Director 
Harold Smith was favorably impressed with the proposal. I suggest 

we write him our favorable reactions right away and our hope that 

this, or some other formula, will speedily be found to carry the 

project forward. 

I had two excellent days of skiing in the region, and ran 

onto the fresh trail of three timber wolves that made me wish I 

had a companion, or at least a gun or a small axe. About two 

feet of good snow in the woods. 

Cordially, 

Moe.



VICE PRESIDENT PRESIDENT AND PERMANENT SECRETARY TREASURER 

BENTON MACKAYE ROBERT STERLING YARD HAROLD C. ANDERSON 

COUNCIL . COUNCIL 

Me Disreicitor oLummia THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY ALD GECONSIN 

Bimcrcroeiia 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE SENT ON MAAN 
HARE eRCOMe WASHINGTON, D. Cc. GEORGE MARSHALL 

NEW YORK 

IRVING M. CLARK 
WASHINGTON JAMES MARSHALL 

BERNARD FRANK February 9, 1942 ee are 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA OLAUS MURIE 

ERNEST STACEY GRIFFITH eX OMING: 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ROBERT FISKE GRIGGS BRN Ce pOBER BOL IZan 
MARYLAND 

DOROTHY SACHS JACKSON ROBERT STERLING YARD 
MARYLAND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

I have not been able to get anywhere in the Porcupine matter all this 
time till I got in touch with Mrs. La Budde of the Wisconsin Conserva- 
tion League. Meantime, Irving Brant would be heard of talking for a 
Poreupine national park; of late urging that everybody write to General 
Motors begging gifts of their lands. 

No one could or would tell me why General Motors were likely to give 
away perfectly good lumber acquired no doubt to be sure of supplies 
for their own purposes. 

At last I have the actual situation. Suppose you examine the enclosed 
in the order I have numbered them, and return with your advice as to 
what had best be done. 

Have you read "Joe Cox's Trees Live On" inthe Saturday Evening Post 
| of January 317 Be sure you do. Another and a better "Cook's Forest" 

-- and safer in Forest Service than in State Forest hands. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:va ROBERT STERLING YARD 
enclosures
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FOREST SERVICE Cyr” 
NORTH CENTRAL REGION Gta P Lt, 

623 North Second Street 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

REGIONAL FORESTER 
¢ Fo) % x 

AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

D 
SUPERVISION 
Programs 
Porcupine Mountain . 

Wilderness Area ; February 6, 1942 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reply to your letter of January 28 has been awaiting my return 
from a trip in the southern part of the Regione 

As far as I can learn, the Hook bill has not yet been given either 
a blessing or a turn-dow by the Congressional committee. I pre- 
sume that the agricultural and other committees have been working 
on things that appear of greater urgency.e I know, however, that 5 
considerable public interest continues to be shown, and I think a 
that the proposal, or some substitute proposal with the same | 

objectives, is likely to receive serious consideration soone 

My guess, as well as my hope, is that the matter is still decidedly Bee 

in the running. Ms 

Very sincerely yours, oe 

JAY RICE ss 
Re Forester € 

JHP MJB 

Pe Se I note that your letter was addressed to 6168 Washington 
Circle. My home address is now 2013 North 74th Street. 
Our office is also in a new place, at 623 North Second te 4 
Street, one-half block south of Wisconsin Avenue. Ne r 

Al 

J. He Po
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4oh University Farm Place 
February 3, 1942 

Mr. Philip B. Miles 
Camp Tenderfoot 
Lend-o-Lakes, Wisconsin 

Dear Phil: 

I am afraid we are set back on our haunches by the 
attached letter just received from Mr, Packard. 

As you have noted from the carbon letter I sent 
you, I wrote Mr. Packard instead of phoning him 
because I felt that phoning would look a little 
bit like rushing him. 

His reply now seems to make it clear that his 
former invitation was only a polite formality. 

I have called Harold for consultation as to what to 
do, mt find he is out of town until tomorrow. I 
will write you further when I have seen hin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



as cut ji § 

corr 

Room 5600 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York City 

. Jamary 30, 1942 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of January 28th. While, as 
I wrote Mr. Miles, I should of course be glad to see you, I 
dislike to encourage you to make a special trip to New York : 
for a conference on this subject when it is so clear that the 
Porcupkne Mountain situation is not one in which Mr. Rockefeller 
could be helpful. Would it not be preferable to postpone the 
matter until some time when you could fit our appointment into 
other plans which brought you to New York? 

Perhaps under the circumstances it would be better if you 
sent me a written statement outlining the proposal you have in 
mind making to Mr. Rockefeller. I should prefer using such a 
statement ag a basis for clearing the matter to a further point 
before agreeing to a procedure which involved you in the making 
of a trip to New York for the purpose of a conference alone. 
Under the circumstances I think I should say frankly that I 
do not believe a conference would sufficiently serve the purpose 
which you have in mind to make you feel afterwards that the trip 
had been justified. 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur W. Packard
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30 Rockefeller Plaza | 

New York = 

ar 
Room 5600 

January 30, 1942 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of January 28th. While, 
as I wrote Mr. Miles, I should of course be glad to see you, 
I dislike to encourage you to make a special trip to New 
York for a conference on this subject when it is so clear 
that the Porcupine Mountain situation is not one in which 
Mr. Rockefeller could be helpful. Would it not be preferable 
to postpone the matter until some time when you could fit 
our appointment into other plans which brought you to New 

York? 

Perhaps under the circumstances it would be better 
if you sent me a written statement outlining the proposal 
you have in mind making to Mr. Rockefeller. I should prefer 
using such a statement as a basis for clearing the matter to 
a further point before agreeing to a procedure which involved 
you in the making of a trip to New York for the purpose of a 
conference alone. Under the circumstances I think I should 
say frankly that I do not believe a conference would suffi- 
ciently serve the purpose which you have in mind to make you 
feel afterwards that the trip had been justified. 

Sincerely h + 

ater iacor | 
Arthur W. Packard z 

Mr. Aldo Leopold , 
424, University Farm Place e 
Madison, Wisconsin



At Poscenpnes 

42h University Farm Place 
_ January 28, 1942 

Mr. Jay H. Price 

6168 Washington Circle 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Jay: 

Do you have any news of the Hook Bill? I am 
presenting the Porcupine situation at a meeting 
shortly, and would like to be able to give an 
up-tordate report on whether the bill has any 
chance. I would, of course, not disclose the 

_ souree of information. 

I don't want to bother you with a long or 
detailed explanation; just your personal 
opinion as to whether the bill is still in the 
running is all I need. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Fosee oper fe 

424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 26, 1942 

Mr. Arthur W. Packard 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York City, New York 

Dear Mr. Packard: 

Philip &. Miles has told me that you are willing to 
have me present the Porcupine Mountain situation. 
Phis refers to your letter to him of January 21 and 
his reply of Jamary 26. 

By reason of classes, it is difficult for me to make 
the trip to New York except at the end of the week. 
I can arrive in New York by 3:45 p.m. any Friday | 
during the next month, beginning with Friday, February 6, 
and could call at your office either Friday, shortly 
after 4:00 o'clock, or at your convenience Saturday 
morning. 

I would appreciate your setting a date within the 
above limitations when I may call on you. 

The situation deseribed in your letter is thoroughly 
understood both by Mr. Miles and myself, but we would 
nevertheless like to make you acquainted with the 
Porcupine problem. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Miles



January 26, 1942 

Digest of 
Porcupine Mt. Wilderness Question 

(A) Ownerships in Area Proposed for Purchase 

20,000 acres General Motors 
—___.. Kewenaw Land Co. 
een, wongyear lumber Co. 

Ford Motor Co. 
Capper Dist. Power Co, (near Carp Lake) 
Fisher Body Co. 

———...., Mosinee lumber Co. 
Marathon Lumber Co. 

(B) Rough cost estimates 

$350,000 © 140,000 seres uncut @ $25 (Estimate as of April 1, 1941) 

150,000 = 30,000 acres cut-over @ $5 (Possibly would be donated by 
iaiiaiieiliias counties) 

$500,000 

(C) Cuttings, Roads, and other Threats to the Area 

Within blue line cutting since 1939 has averaged 20 sections per year. 
O,tside blue line is practically all cut. 
fo be cut this winter (estimate) 14,000 acres, 108 million board feet. 
Road north from Merriweather haa advanced 10 miles in 2 years. 
Cut area north of Wakefield is bisected by a recent road; a railroad 

will cross Presque Isle this winter. 

(D) Area proposed for purchase. (Inside blue line on map) 

140,000 acres uncut timber 
30,000 acres cut but necessary to block up area 

70, Total 

(2) Proposed Land Use under Book Bill 

20,000 acres in main Porcupines to be reserved as wilderness (personal 
assurance of District Forester, Jay Price. 

150,000 acres within blue line to be subject to selective Forest 
Service cutting 

acres outside blue line to be purchased under Hook Bill
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Digest of 
Poroupine Mt. Wilderness Question 

(A) Ownerships in Area Proposed for Purchase 

20,000 acres General Motors 
ae eowonaw Land Co, 

—emenemeneen Dongyear lumber Co. 

Capper Dist. Powor Co. (near Carp Lake) 
Fisher Body Go. 

rf Mosinee lumber Go. 
Marathon Lumber Co, 

(3B) Rough cost estimates 

$350,000 » 140,000 acres uncut @ $25 (Mstimate as of April 1, 1941) 

150,000 = 30,000 acres cut-over & $5 (Possibly would be donated by 
‘aia counties) 
$500,000 

(C) Cuttings, Reade, and other Threats to the Area 

Within blue line cutting since 1939 has averaged 20 sections per year. 
O,teide blue line is practically all cut. 
fo be cut this winter (estimate) 14,000 acres, 108 million board feet. 
Road north from Merriweather hag advanced 10 miles in 2 years. 
Gut area north of Wakefield is bisected by a recent road; 4 railroad 

will cross Presque Isle this winter. 

(D) Area proposed for purchase. (Inside blue Line on map) 

140,000 acres uncut timber 
,000 acres cut but necessary to block up area 

ase Total 

(2) Proposed Land Use under Hook Bill 

20,000 acres in main Porcupines to be reserved as wilderness (personal 
assurance of District Forester, Jay Price. 

150,000 acres within blue line to be subject to selective Forest 
Service cutting 

acres outside blue line to be purchased under Hook Bill
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 EXYPED Copy 

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 
New York 

Room 5600 

¢ 

January 21, 1942 

Dear Mr. Miless 

I am writing in reply to your letter of January 
17th to Mr. Edward Robinson regarding the preservation of 
the Porcupine Mountains region in the Northern Peninsula 
of Michigan. 

It would be a pleasure to see Mr. Leopold on Nr, 
Rockefeller, Jr.'s behalf for the purpose of discussing ‘ 
the matter about which you have written. Perhaps I should 
say, however, that many appealing opportunities such as 

: this are presented to lr. Rockefeller; and, interested 
though he is in such enterprises, he has felt it necessary 
to make it a rule to confine his interest in this field to 
those undertakings to which he is already committed. Even 
in the instance you present, I do not believe it would 
prove possible for him to make an ney Peay to the course 
which he has found it necessary to follow, but of course I 
should be glad ta see Mr. Leopold if in the light of this 
knowledge he wishes to get in touch with me. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Arthur W. Packard 

Arthur W. Packard 

Mr. Philip B, Miles y 
1900 Arlington Place s 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

ws 
xy
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L 
LEGISLATION 
Federal Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
S-1131 - H.R. 3793 November 13, 1941 

FOREST SUPERVISOR, OTTAWA: 

Mr. Phillip E. Miles of Madison, Wisconsin, has inquired of this 
office concerning a purported sale of the Sylvania tract in Michigan. 

We have heard nothing in this office in connection with the sale 
of this tract of timber, and would appreciate it very much if you 
could furnish direct to Mr. Miles at 1900 Arlington Place, Madison, 
any information you have in connection with the matter. I believe 
Mr. Miles would like to have this information by Monday, November 17 
if it is at all possible for you to make any determination by that 
time. 

R. U. HARMON, 
Assistant Regional Forester 

P. S. To Mr. Miles: 

Mr. Price has indicated that you desire to know when the Hook Bill 
was introduced in Congress. Congressman Hook introduced his Bill 
in the House of Representatives on March 4, 1941. Senator Brown 
introduced a companion Bill in the Senate on March 17, 1941. 

As you know, a number of hearings were held before the House Sub- | 
Committee on Agriculture but I understand that the Bill is now 
pending the final report by the Department of Agriculture. There 
has been some difficulty in the preparation of the Department's 
report, but it is thought that it is nearing completion and, perhaps, 
will be available for presentation in the very near future. This | 
office does not have any knowledge concerning the disposal of the 
Sylvania tract but if it has been sold, Supervisor McKennan will 
know about it and will advise you direct. | 

(Signed) R. U. Harmon = 
2 

R. U. HARMON ‘ 
RUHarmon:BR a 

re 

7 
nm
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

Ottawa National Forest 

Address Reply To Ironwood, Michigan 
Forest Supervisor 

And Refer To November 14, 1941. 

L 
— 

eral 
$-1141 - H.R. 3793 

Mr. Phillip £. Miles, 
1900 Arlington Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ' 

Dear Sirs: 

We are in receipt of a letter from the office of the Regional 
Forester in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, asking us to give you any 
information which we have in connection with a purported sale 
of the Sylvania tract near Watersmeet, Michigan. 

We learned approximately a year ago that the Sylvania people 
had disposed of the entire tract to the Fisher Brothers of 
Detroit, Michigan, or to Fred Fisher. Subsequent thereto, Mr. 
Fred Fisher has cecessed, and so far as we know, the property 
is still vested in the estate, except for something like a 1/12 
interest outstanding in C. M. Christiansen of Phelps, Wiscon- 
sin, which interest we understand he owned even during the time 
the Sylvania people held title. 

There appears to be nothing of record in the local County of- 
fice concerning any transfer of title out of the Fisher Estate, 
and we have made local inquiries of public officials likely to 
know of any such transaction, as well as of the local repre- 
sentative of the Fisher Body Corporation. All have advised 
that they know of no such transfer. If you wish further in- 
formation, we suggest that you inquire of Mr. Charles T. Fisher, 4 
Administrator of the Estate of Fred Fisher, Fisher Building, x 

' Detroit, Michigan, f 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) R. B. McKennan X 
® 

R. B. MC KENNAN, » 
Forest Supervisor.
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PHILIP E. MILES 
MRXXXXXAKAKAAXAKARAXAKAAKAL 

1900 Arlington Place 

November 14, 1941 

Mr. Re U. Harmon, Assist. Regionel Porester, 
U. 5. Forest Service, 
Plankinton Blidge, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Dear ir, Harmon; 

I acknowledge receipt of yours of the léth inst., 
and desire to say that the cooperation extended, 
is very much appreciated, 

With much respect, I am 

Very truly yours, 

PERS ej Philip E. Miles. 

_ (COPY /
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PHILIP E. MILES 
XMXXMMKEAAXARAAKMAKKERAK 

1900 Arlington Place 

. : January 17, 1942 

Mr, Edward Robinson, Treasurer, 
Room 5400. 

49 West 49th Street. 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Ted; 

In informel association with Mr. Aldo Leopold (Professor 
of Wildlife Management at the University of Wisconsin, 
Regional Director of The Wilderness Society, and meaber of 
various organizations in related fields), and Dr. H. C. 
Bradley (Professor of Physiological Chemistry at the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, Director of The National Ski Associ- 
ation of America, and a widely know outdoorsman), I have 
become it a interested in present efforts to preserve 
the Porcupine Mountains region, in the Northern Peninsula 

of Michigan. 

This area is reliably reported to be the outstanding example 
of virgin, primeval henlock-hardwood forest remaining in the 
North Central ~~ of the United States, It is a belt of 
forest land adjoining the scuth shore of Lake Superior, and 
situated in Ontonagon and Gogeble Counties. Roughly, and 
very roughly only, it may be loeated as a at a point 
about aorth by west of the town of Bergland, Michigan 
(whieh is situated at. the north-east corner of Gogebic Lake); 
and extending westward to a point about north-north east of 
the tow of Bessemer, Michigans: all as modified by cuttings 
from day to day. 

The remaining forest is now seriously threatened by lumber~ 
ing operationst--which were facilitated by the tion 
of certain outlying public reads; and are intensif by the 
existing inereased demand for lumber. 

Efforts have been, end are being, made toward preservation 
of this area. The "Save the Porcupine Mountains Association" 
(of which Mr. Raymond Dick, of Ironwood, Michigan, is Secre= 
tary), has rendered real service in bringing the area and 
its needs to public notice. Two Bills in some part relating 

COPY



PHILIP E. MILES 
AKEXANANA RANI KI. 

Mrs Edward Robinson ~~ January 17, 1942 

tothe area,--the Hook Bill (H.R. 3798), and its Senate 
‘eompanion the Brown Bill (8, 1181),--are penesag in Congresss 
Introduced in March of 1941, they are still in Committee, 
They are reported to have politicel backing in Michigan and 
Wisconsins and (with particular reference to the Poreupines) 
they are receiving the support of such organizations as 
The National Ski Association and The Wilderness Socicty,. 
According to the Forest Service, they would permit of pre+ 
eae at least a portion of the area in substantially its 
present form; though I find no provision to that effect in 
the bills themselves. So far as I could learn, every present 
endeavor is focused on the said Bills. According to a 
statement made to me by Mr. Dick approximately xty days 
> an effort was to be made to bring them to the attention 
° the President. Should they fail, an effort may poreere 
be made to re-draft them as a defense measure. Legislation 
aimed directly at the Porcupines has been unsuccessful, and 
is presently deemed inexpedlent: in vart because the total 
Federal agpropriation for forest acquisition was respectively 
one million, and one-and-one half million, dollars, in the 
fiscal years 1940 and 1941, i 

There may be reason to believe that efforts to preserve the 
area through legislation, will be lneffective,--in time to 
be of uses Primarily, there are the tremendous, competing 
expenditures caused by war, At least according to uy reading, 
the transcrist of testimony given before Subcommittes io. 1 
of the House Committee on Agriculture on June 10 and 11, 1941, 
reveals that there was then considerable doubt as to finding 
funds for the Hook Bills; and thet an effort made the preced- 
ing year to preserve the Porcupines ae because it 
contemplated purchase thereof out of thé federal appropria- 
tions for forest acquisition. I desire here to obviate a 
summary Of the Hook and Brown Bills; but it must necessarily 
be stated that they comprehend an area very much larger, and 
would permit of expenditures many times greater, than is 
required to preserve the Poreupine Mountains region itself,+~« 
which contelns the outstending remaining forest. 

a cutting of the timber proceeds at a truly appalling c 
Paves : 

The ideal solution is, and has been, a private donor or 
donors, Among the prineipal land owners of the Porcupine 
Mountains region, are General Motors Corporation, Keweenaw 
Land Co., and Longyear Lumber Co, Reports received over | 

: ; - COPY



PHILIP E. MILES 
XMRAXXAAKRAKAAAALKAERARRA 

Mrs Edward Robinson whe January 17, 1942 

severel years, were to the effect that General Motors was 
dissosed te donate a sertion of Lite holdings, if matched by 
others, It is with regret thet I must add thet Mr. Hook 
gome sixty devs ago, indleated that Generel Motors was then 
disposed to yield ite holdings te lumbering operations; 
though ir. Dick stated to me that some intereession would be 
made for an extension of tiue. 

On any eceasion such as this, it is imposaible act to re- 
meabey the principal donor of the Redwoods and of the Great 
Smokies, If ir. Rockefeller, or his representative, sould 
be willing to hear the case, Br. Leopold would be ghee to 
arrange the presentations through the Wilderness Soclety 
if that be desired; and otherwise in some other manne). te 
Forest Service has prepsered a report upon this matter, and 
unquestionably Kr. Leopold would reeeive the eooperation / 
of the Forest gervices [ 

Professor Leopold tells me that while the main reason for 
preserving the Poreupine Kounteins — is aesthetic, there 
are also strong selentific anc economie reasons: that mille 
lions of acres of land in the Sake States are pro-eainently 
adapted to the growing of hemlock-herdwood forest; that 
science has by no means completed the job of learning ae 
to grow themjy thet to learn how, requires some sauple stands 
of untouched, =e timber, to be used as a norm for seien- 
tific studies; that the Porcupine Mounteine region cone 
tains one of the few remaining; saapless 

Gnquestionably, he is fewlliar with eaeh ef the several 
aspects of the value, and appeal, of wilderness. 

If, in connection with this letter, I may adé a personal 
word or two, I would say thet I aa oe, femillar vith 
the areds Fo: me, the type of forest which it exemplifies, 
ds the gost friendly the most useful of them all, to man. 
Theat may be in part because, through nesrneas, 1 heave becone 
better acquainted with ite [ wish here ta obviate asy attempt 
at detailed comparison and contrast. But surely it sey be 
oaid that it is richer in useful trees than the forests of 
Quebee, for example, from which (as i know) many trees found 
here are leeking; it Le epen oe barring aatarsl obstacles, 
end sweaps in summer) to permit convenient travel in any 
directions; wherene there, the brush is sometimes bed enoughe 

COPY
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Mr, Edward Robinson ode January 17, 1942 

I believe in this project. (Within the past year, Bleanor 
and I purehased 60 acres of unplowed, ungrazed prairie land 
near Lake Mills, Wis., so thet it might be preserved: but 
my primary interest is in forest. We would gladly give what 
we ean to any successful effort to preserve the Porcupines 
region; but to this time, what we could contribute would be 
of no avail whatever), 

It is for those reasons that I am writing you. If you cen 
my refer us to the person or persons whe represent 

Mir, Rockefeller upon such matters, that would be very much 
appreciated. It is however understood that in the circum- 
stances, you may prefer to have no connection with the matter. 

Any one of these days, in the Porcupines, the snow may sift 
down quietly out of a grey sky. Perhaps a cold day, the deer 
hnudé@led under bushy evergreens, and grouse exploding unexpect+ 
edly out of deep, loose snow, near the tip of ski or snow- 
shoe. Or it avery be @ clear, windless night, grey-brown 
smoke from the fire aoe straight up, the Light of e full ; 
moon catching snow-crystals which have never sielted nor known 
the soot of chimneys; and, in the immeasurable vastness of 
heaven, stars burning brighter than they ever do in town. 
Rarely, one might happen to hear a chorus of timber wolves,-~- 
of which few remain,--suddenly raised, and as suddenly hushed 
again. 

But meantime, each day, the axes ring in increased tempo in 
the Porcupines, and each day, many trees go down, 

Very truly yours, . 

PEMsej Philip E. Miles. 

Air Mail. 
Special Delivery. 

COPY
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

OTTAWA NATIONAL FOREST 

Address Reply to Ironwood, Michigan 
Forest Supervisor 

And Refer to November 12, 1941 ) 

D | 
SUPERVISION | 
Programs 
(Porcupine Mountain Area) 

Mr. Philip E. Miles | 
1900 Arlington Place A 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Miles: 

Reference is made to my letter of November 10. 

Under separate cover I am sending a one-quarter inch base map of the | 
Ottawa National Forest, on which I have indicated some of theinforma- | 
tion in which you are interested. The blue line shows roughly the 
boundary of the so-called Porcupine Mountain timbered block. Lands 

‘to the east and south of this block are, as you know, almost entirely | 
cut over. Inside of the block and between the Black and Presque Isle 
Rivers I have indicated those portions of the area which have already 
been cut over or will have been cut over within the next few months. 
You will see that quite a section of the tract is being rapidly cut 
over, and although the operators may have in mind leaving a fringe of | 
timber along the Superior Lake shore I do not know that this is the | 
case. At any rate, the bulk of the area between the two rivers is | 
gone.” I have also indicated by the letter "G" a few descriptions owned | 
by the Government. ae 

Somé‘of the area between the Black River and Little Girls' Point and xy 
lying within the blue line, has also been cut over, as is also the case —~ 
in the tract to the east of the Presque Isle.. I understood that you 
did not necessarily want accurate information regarding the cuttings hs 
in the area east of the Presque Isle, but I have shown these, me 
approximately, with red crosses. A road was built north from * 
Merriweather about 10 miles two years ago, and some heavy cutting has . 
already been done and no doubt will continue in that vicinity. Several a 
sections have been and are being cut over in Township 50 North, Range @ 
43 West, and Township 49 North, Ranges 43 and 44 West. There has not
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been a great deal of cutting in 49-44, but it is my understanding 
that some sales are being negotiated and perhaps have been con- 
summated which, if this is true, will probably involve some 10 or 
12 sections in this towmmship. I assume that heavy cutting in this 
township will naturally follow. 

I hope that I have given you the information you desire, but if there 
is any additional information desired I will be very happy to send it 
to yOue . 

According to information we have, it appears that some 15 operators 
are logging at the present time within the Porcupine timbered block, 
and as brought out in my letter of November 10, there is a very 
definite trend toward increased heavier cutting than at present. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) R. B. McKennan 

R. B. McKENNAN 
Forest Supervisor 

ecs With map.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

Ottawa National Forest 

Address Reply to Ironwood, Michigan 
Forest Supervisor 

And Refer to 
D 
SUPERVISION 
Programs 
(Porcupine Mountain Area) November 10, 1941 

Mr. Philip E. Miles 
1900 Arlington Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Miles: 

Reference is made to our conversation the evening of November 4 
relative to the areas being cut over in the Porcupine Mountain 

timbered block. 

The plat which I showed you is a few months out of date and I 
have taken steps to secure current information which I shall be 
glad to send on to you as soon as it is compiled. I am asking 
the field men for information so that it will be as accurate ih 
as practicable but I am hopeful to submit it to you this week. C ad 
From informetion now at hand, we estimate that some 14,000 acres Ov) M 
within the block will be cut over during the 1941-42 season. If 
this acreage is correct and I believe that it is reasonebly so, 
this will mean a total cut of approximately 108 million board Go¢ 000 4), 
feet. This is several million more than was cut from the area 
during the previous year and the trend is very definitely toward 
increased heavier cutting. This is due to the fact that timber 
supplies are being exhausted in other parts of northern Michigan ' 
and Wisconsin, and each year seems to bring more logging operators 
into the Porcupine block. * 

s 

I hope to give you a fairly accurate picture of the present status c 
of cutting between the Black and Presque Isle Rivers within a few Sy 

days. ee 

“a Very sincerely yours, ti | 

(Signed) R. B. McKennan wa 

R. Be. McKENNAN 
Forest Supervisor
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

House of Kepresentatives 

Washington, Db, C. 

November 12, 1941 

lire Raymond Dick, Secretary 
"Save the Porcupine 

Mountains" Association 
Tronwood, Michigan 

Dear Rays 

The only further information I can give you on H. R. 3793 is that 
I have had several very important conferences since I talked to 
you. However, we haven't been able to make much progress. 

I have been informed that General Motors is about. to enter into a 
sale of the timber that they own in the Upper Peninsula and com- 
mence cutting, which would be bad. I fully realize the situation 
as well as you do. I am alarmed about it. However, if you could 
understand the war hysteria that seeus to be sweeping over Wash- 
ington through the halls and corridors of the offices and buildings 
you would realize that it is practically an insurmountable thing to 
get action on legislation that is not directly connected with 
national defense. My personal opinion is that it is not a healthy 
condition and we must meet it in the best method that in our 

/ opinion will bring the desired results. 

As I stated in the beginning of this letter, I have had several 
important conferences, most of them with the Forest Service, They 
inform me that they have made their survey and it is now being 
compiled and is almost finished. The Bureau of the Budget is 
practicaily the stumbling block. It would be highly improbable 
that a favorable report could be obtained out of the committee if m 
the Bureau of the Budget gives us an adverse decision. Therefore, v 
it is our object to try to break down the resistance of the Bureau ‘ 
of the Budget before having the Forest Service file their report. ‘ 

~ 

I had a conference with Wendall Lund, who represented the Governor e 
of Michigan. I advised Lund to confer with the Forest Service, a 
which he did, and they advised him along the same lines that we sy 
are now discussing in this letter. Lund advised me that the hu 
Governor would personally request General Motors to withhold any a 
negotiations for the sale of the timber if we could get assurance % 
of the passage of this bill. Following this up, I again conferred = 
with the Forest Service and was advised that they are very much in A
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Mr. Raymond Dick, Secretary -2- 11/12/41 
'Save The Porcupine 

Mountains! Association 

favor of this legislation and that it fits in with the over all 
plan that was mentioned by the representatives of the Bureau of the 
Budget when you, Mr. Crooker and I conferred with them. However, 
they are hesitant in calling for a report from the Bureau of the 
Budget, fearful of an adverse report, which would definitely place 
the bill in jeopardy. 

I am in the process of negotiating an appointment at the White House 
for a finel show-down with regard to this. It is rather a difficult 
proposition to obtain appointments at the White House because of the 
war situation, Senator Brown has agreed to join me in such a confer- 
ence. We are now attempting to obtain such a conference. I do not 
know how soon that will be. Just as soon as we have anything defi- 
nite, I will be more than pleased to advise you, but we do not want 
to do anything that will actually jeopardize the passage of the bill 
and. any rush action might, because of the situation as it is at pre- 
sent, be more harmful than good. 

You may rest assured that everything that is possible to be done 
within the reasons of good sound judgment is being done. I should 
have something definite to report to you within the course of the 
next two weeks. I am hoping that it will be favorable. 

I wanted to write you a letter with regard to this, but it 1s — 
rather difficult for those outside of the Washington situation to 
realize the difficulty of pushing non-defense legislation at this 
time, ' d 

I have attempted to not only connect it up with national defense 
but I am suggesting that it is worthy of consideration in the post 
defense program and in order to be of any use in the post defense 
program the bill must be put into effect and the program started at 
the present time. These are matters that will be discussed with 
the White House when we are able to obtain the necessary time to do 
this. 

I fully realize that everybody is demanding action, but there are 
more powerful forces demanding action along the defense line and it 
is necessary for us to bide our time in the interest of our own pro- 
blem. I fully realize that the slashing that is going on is a crime 
and I hope that we will be able to get some results very shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

FRANK E. HOOK, M.C. 
FEH?ML
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The Porcupine Mountains i 

: 1. Location, The area designated as the Porcupine Mountain area in this folder, 
extends roughly thirty miles east and west by twenty north and south, On the 
north it is bounded by Lake Superior; on the east by Highway 64 running north from 
Bergland through White Pine to the lake shore; on the south by Bergland, Lake 

Gogebic and a line west to the Black River; on the west by the Black River as it 

runs north to Lake Superior, 

2. General Character, The area contains one of the few ruggedly hilly regions of 
the north-central states. From the shores of Lake Superior the first ridge sweeps 

up to its erest some 1200 feet above the lake, To the south of this first ridge 
lies a spectacular rift valley containing Lake of the Clouds and its tributaries 
and outlet, the Carp River, which continues westward parallel to the Superior shore 
line and finally turning north bursts through the barrier ridge in steep gorges to 

empty into the great lake, A second ridge roughly parallel to the first rises to 
the south and culminates in Govornment Peak, the highest point in the area, and 

about two hundred feet higher than Cloud Peak. South of Government Peak lio the 
lower rolling valleys of the Little Iron River and Iron River which head in southerly 
trending ridges and hills. These continue on to the southern boundary of the area 
and form a watershed for streams flowing east or west end then north into Superior, 
The Little Carp is one of these streams, heading in a basin south west of Govern- 
ment Perk and emtaining Mirror Lake, The Presquo Isle River heads among the hills 
of this watershed and flowing west and north cuts its way through the east-west 
barrier ina series of gorges and roars down to the lake in fast water and splondid 
falls, There are several other lakes to be found in the southern section of the 
area, Streans and la kes abound with trout. 

This whole area is covered with a magnificent hardwood-hemlock type of forest, 

said to be the finest stand left in the north-central region, Most of it is un- 
touched with axe or fire--a genuine section of virgin timber and wilderness, While 
it is penetrated at some points by trails and old tote roads now grown up with brush 
and trees, it is accessible only on foot or horseback and has been protected thus 
far from the despoiling effects of autmobile traffic, It is used by fishermen, 
hunters and trempers in summer, and is beginning to be used by skiers. Qne auto- 
mobile road runs along the lake shore from Silver City+-a cluster of cabins marking 
an old mining venture of the last century--where it joins with Highway 64, and climb- 
ing the north slope of the Porcupines ends under the shoulder of Cloud Peak some 900 
feet above Lake Superior a nd commanding a magnificent view of the north slope for~ 
ost and the blue waters of the lake, It is onjoyed by tourists and sight scers 
throughout the open season and gives access to an old Indian trail which ascends 
to the summit of Cloud Peak, runs south to Mirror La ke and on to Bergland, The 
highway provides ready access tc the north slope, where eventually there should be 
an intensive development of open slopes, tow and ski trails of varying degrees of 
difficulty between the road and the shore line 900 feet below, 

Se pees The Porcupine area may be approached by the highweys. already 
mentioned, and which are available the year round for travel from the south, The 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul road ends at Ontonagon and can readily provide for 
snow traffic direct from the heavily populated industrial regions about Chicago 
and Milwaukee and the Lake Michigan shore. This is important in making any long 
time appraisal of the recreational value of the Porcupine area, When there is demand 
we may assume that overnight trains for winter recreationists will carry visitors 
from Chicago to Ontonagon and return, making week-end skiing available at reasonable 
cost, Such has been the history in the sndW regions cast and west, and will be the. 
history here. Ontonagon is fifteen miles cast of the Mounteins by good highway,
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A small inn is now operating near the foot of the mountains which provides winter as 
well as summer accommodations for a limited number, As demand increases it can in- 
crease its capacity and plans to do so, It is used now by skiers in winter and is 
entirely satisfactory. In gencral then we may say that the arca is well serviced 
by highways and railroad from the south and cast for immediate entrance into the 
more hilly and interesting portion and the portion best adapted to all sorts of 
skiing,-and accommodations will increase as demand and use warrent, 

iw On the western side Highway 765 out of Bessemer a nd Ironwood leads to the 

Black River and northwards to the shore of Superior, 

4, Scenic end related values, The area is true wilderness and empty of human in- 
habitants, Because of its rugged hills, deep rift valley, gorges, lakes, water 
falls, and unbroken forests it has aesthetic values that are very great, While it 
does not compare with the spectacular scenic ranges of the east or west, it never- 
theless possesses great beauty and cherm of its owmm, Trampers, fishermen and hun- 
ters appreciate this, and winter recreationists and skiers particularly will do so 
in increasing numbers as it becomes better known, The road north of Cloud Peak is 

much used in summer by tourists who travel far to see the view out over the forest 
to Lake Superior, , 

Within the area are a number of old mining camps long since shut down and 
abandoned, They are now picturesque ruins of what wes once intense activity and 
remind one of some of the ghost towns of California and Nevada, 

In October and early November the fall colors of the hardwoods provide a 
memorable spectacle, From the vantage point of Cloud Peak the view south across 
the valley of the Carp toward Government Peak is particularly beautiful, with the 
dark green of the tiemlock groves mingling and contrasting with the flame colors of 
the hardwood forests, 

5. Winter recrvation and skiing possibilities, In appraising this area and the 
project to rescue it from the destructive effects of being logged off and burned, 
one must be prepared to leok beyond the immediate present, So far as we can find 

out there was no skiing in the area until two years ago, At that time a group of 
: Ontonagon out-of-door enthusiasts began arranging winter sport days on one of the 

eastern flanks of the mountains, Last year this group became more ambitious and 
cleared a downhill ski slope on a cut over section of Weatherhorn Peak near the 
northeastern edge, put up a tow and a warming house, and organized a ski club which 

; is now a member club of the Central and the National Ski Associations, Their slope 

enjoyed enthusiastic use by the local group last winter and was visited by a number 
of skiers from elsewhcre, This is just a beginning, but one can easily foresee its 

further rapid development ond use. 

Through the Presidont of the Ontonagon Club arrangements were made last winter 
for two groups of touring skiers from Madison to use trails a nda privately owned 
cabin in the interior of the area on Mirror Lake, These trips were of several days 
duration and demonstrated the value of the whole area once trails have been cut and 
marked and shelter cabins provided for touring use, There is room and terrain for 

, a hundred miles of interesting ski treils back in this interior section of the area, 
--once the small outlay for trails ond cabins has been met,. For the Central Divi- 
sion this will provide a unique and we believe highly appreciated and much used 
opportunity for touring skiing for those who have passed the competitive age and 
still desire to enjoy the milder forms of skiing, An account of these preliminary 
expeditions into this region has boon made for the Annual, if anyone is interested 
in a more detailed picture. Since the land is privately owned, there is no way at
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present to cevelop the touring potentialities of the Porcupines beyond their pre- 
sent stage. The ilaying out of trails, marking and cutting out brush and erecting 

shelters will necessarily have to await an owner equipped and interested in assist- 
ing this sort of winter recrmtional skiing, as a worthwhile recreational project 

for the gmeral skiing public, 

On the north slope, from the road along the Porcupines to the shores of Lake 
Superior is an area susceptible of intensive skiing development with minimal damage 
to existing forest cover and year-round aesthetic values. One may envisage an 
adequate shelter cabin near the road, with a tow straight down to the lake shore 
where a second shelter cabin might be placed. High speed trails from the tow-head 
to the foot could be constructed for thoroughly canpetent skiers, Other trails at 
varying pitches might lead off and down through the woods, all of which would end at 
or near the foot of the tow. Some of these trails for beginners and older skiers 

might well be several miles in length and of great interests and scenic beauty, 
They could be made with little disturbance to the forest cover and no serious camage 
to the view from the road, The tow line itself would be narrow and practically 
invisible except along its axis. In this way the north slope could minister to the 
needs of large numbers of skiers of all degrees of campetenco, The main shelter 
cabin at the tow-head would also control the administration of the touring trails 
to the south, Cabin privilegos could be secured thore, keys to cabins-and food 
lockers, etc, deposits to cover return of keys and equipment provided, 

6, The present emergency, Alarm over the fate of tho Porcupines stoms from a ris- 
ing market price for lumber and the need for hardwood in defense industries, Small 
private owmmers are inevitably going to find it imperative to cash in on the present 
situation and as rapidly as possible. The .larger and more conservative omers 
will be forced to follow suit to protect their investment, Fire hazards will be 
increased enormously and the danger of having their timber burned off as it stands 
is likely to result in earlier :.md more rapid logging than has been planned, That 
these factors are already operating is shown by the penetration now reported along 
the westem edge from Black River in toward the Presque Isle. Logging operations 
are now active there and a logging railroad driving eastward into the area described, 
The procedure willbe a complete stripping of the forest, leaving a desolate waste 
of stumps and slash and dowm timber, to be eventually burned in a dry season with 
complete loss of every knovm value present there today. There will remain unsightly 
rocky land fit alone for forest.crops but denuded to the point where there can be no 
forest crop for two hundred years perhaps. The land alone has no value and will 
return to the counties unfortunate enough to include it, for taxes, 

The north-central states have a lready provided the demonstration of the crim- 
inal folly of pormitting this sort of ruthless waste of a producing area and its 
conversion to a worthless desolation, on a grand scale, Shall we permit it to add 
one of the little islands that so far has escaped this fate to its nearly completed 
toll of forest destruction? The dangor has been imminent for some years, Right 
now the destruction is under way with the same well knovm formula. The owner is 
not to blame, If he is a small owner he cannot figure out a return to himself 
from solective logging and preserving the forest, Even a large owner needs assur- 
ance that his holdings will not be subjected to the fire hazards incident to lumber- 
ing operetions of the old type close by. Ina few years time, with the accoleration 
which opening up provides in the way of access anc trensportation facilities, the 
Porcupines can be completely and permanently wrecked, They.will be so wrecked for 
nature lovers, conservationists, fishermen, hunters, and skiers alike unless immo- 
diate steps are taken to stem the tide, From an all-time produé¢tive timber plant 
it will be emverted into a valueless wasteland,
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, Remedy. The obvious and only remedy for the destruction of this valuable little 

area is to put it in the hands of the Government so that a long-range policy of 

conservation can be put in operatiion,. This might be done if a sufficiently wealthy 

donor could be found who would buy up and present the area to the Government for 

perpetual administration, The difficulty of finding in these days such a philan- 

thropist need not be enlarged upon. 

The second remedy is like the first. Authorize Government acquisition of the 

region to be administered as part of the National Forest, 

Finally, both solutions are possible, and it seems likely that at least one 
of the larger corporate owners will be willing to donate soe of its holdings in 
the more rugged areas for public gooc under terms which will insure its maintenance 

as a permanent wilderness, 

In any svent, the best possible remedy that seems feasible today to prevent 
the imminent destruction of this little gem of hills, lakes and fine forest is for 
us to get behind. the proposed legislation for government acquisition and manag ement 
of the area, This objective is sought in bills now before cmgressional committees. 
These bills are likely to die in committee or be reported out adversely because of 
the tremendous competing interests of defense, Actually the conservation of the 
timber producing plent is a real measure of defense, but it is easy to miss this 
point, Under selective logging the forest may be made to produce hardwood lumber 
so needed now, and also for alltime to come. Anditcan be done, as abundantly demon- 
strated by the Forest Service, without disturbing seriously the other values, 

8. The Hook Bill (H.R. 3793) and the Brown Bill (S. 1131) 

The two bills above are now before committees of the House and Senate respec-~ 
tively. The "Save the Porcupine League" has done a fine service with what strength 
it could muster for their passage. Unorganized nature lovers gnd conservationists 
have added weight, It is very coubtful, however, whether the bills will be reported 
out favorably because of the emergency and the desire to cut down unnecessary expense 
of government, The ultimate value of a oontinuing production of hardwood lumber 
should clearly indicate that the expense is a self liquidating one and so should not i 
be considered as funds gone, but as funds wisely invested, However there is no quese 

tien but what the legislation is likely to fail unless more interest develops. 

The country lies in the deep snowbelt and is skier's country. We believe a 
resolution from the great organized skiing interests of the country will add weight 
and represent new interests to the committee worth consicering. We hope that this 

convention will pass unanimously such a resolution, It may seem to be a local 
matter only. It is much more than that, and even if it were only a local problem 
we believe the National Association would gladly throw its weight to the advantage 

of one of its local units. 

Furthermore we hope that the delegates here assembled will take home with them 

the literature, and ask their local clubs anc club members to write individwlly 
and collectively to their representatives in Congress urging the passage of these 
bills or such modifications of them as will secure the objective outlined above, 
If we can get such widespread help from all over this country, it will have its 
political weight and may indeed be sufficient to swing the tide favorably to the 
passage of this legislation,
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For any help which the Association, its individual clubs «and club members oan 

give, we wish to express our very great appreciation, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold Prof. Wildlife Management, formerly a 
Forest Ranger, U. Wis. and well known 
authority on conservation subjects, 
Director of the Arboretum of the Univ. 
of Wisconsin. Recreational skier. 

Mr, Philip Miles Representing the great body of Nature 
lovers and out-of-door sportsmen, in- 
terested in the conservation of our 
forest resources and scenic beauties. 
Recroational skier. 

Mr. Pat Gould, Chairman, Recreatioal Skiing Dovelop- 
ment Committee of Central Division. 

He C. Bradley Member National Cross Country Committee, 
Chairman Contral Cross Country Committee, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
November 28, 29, 30, 1941
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A Resolution pertaining to the preservation of the Porcupine Mountain Area of 

Michigan. 

Preamble 

The National Ski Association of America, now meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
in Annual Convention, lms been apprised of the fact that lumbering operations are 
now under way in the Porcupine Mountein area on the south shore of Lake Superior 

in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 

The area mentioned has long been recognized as the outstanding example in the 

entiré Lake States region of a rugged, hilly region covered with virgin hard wood 
and hemlock forests, It is located in the deep snow belt and offers exceptional 
advanteges both in summer and winter for nature lovers of all sorts. It is prized 

by fishermen, hunters, and those who love to tramp in unbroken forests, and so is 
used by large numbers in season each year, It offers the finest single area in the 
northwest for all types of winter recreation and in particular skiing, when the 
proper development has taken place, It is the best and almost the mly sample of 
genuine wilderness which the north central possesses, In addition it has great 
value as a source of hardwood and hemlock lumber, 

If private cutting goes forward, as it has in the past anc as itis today, 
this area will be reduced in a short period to the sort of desolation which has 
overtaken all the timbered areas of the mid-west, The increasing market for lum- 
ber makes it inevitable that the private owner will cut now and cash in on the 
present emergency. The area can-eand will--be ‘denuded, within a five to seven year 

poriod, , Its aesthetic and recreational values will be gone in a shorter time, 

On the other hand if selective cutting is conducted under the cirection of 
the National Forest Service, this forest will be practically undisturbed and may 
continue for all time to produce the crop for which alone it is fitted. Asa 
timber resource it will remain for future generations while it contributes to the 
present emergency os well, Theo intangible values of the wilderness will be con- 
served, its beauty will remain undestroyed, it will emtinue to be sought by vaca- ! 
tionists and nature lovers, and it will uncoubtedly become the outstanding ski cen- 

ter of the mid-west region, There is no other area its size in the mid-west which 
can offer such opportunities for winter recreation. This is 4 field which in the 
midwest is in its infancy. Its future my well be plotted from what has happened 

within the last ten yvnrs in the mountains of the east ond the far west, The dif- 

ference is that while in both the east end far west there aro numerous real mountain 
ranges and hundreds of miles of mountain and forest terrain suitable for skiing, 
this is the only sample of this type of country located in the mid-west. Its value 
therefore as a future skiing area is incalculably greater for the future, 

In view of the above facts, we the National Ski Association of America here 
assembled do pass (unanimously) the following resolution, looking to the preser- 
vation of this area and its many values intact and in perpetuity;~-



Be it Resolved:- 

That we, the National Ski Association of America, 

t assembled in Annual Convention at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 

November 28th to 30th, 1941, go on record as strongly 

favoring the passage of the Hook Bill (H.R. 3793), ‘the 

Brown Bill (S, 1131) or adequate substitutes therefore 

to effect the acquisition of what is known as the 

Porcupine Mountain area of Upper Michigan by the U. S. 

Government to be set aside as part of our National 

Forest system, and administered by the U, S. Forest 

Service.
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June 25, 1942 

Mz. Kenneth Reid 
Igaak Walton League of America 
Merchaniise Mart 
Chieago, Tllinois 

Dear Ken: 
| 

I shared your aversion to the complications of the Hook 311 
bat changed my attitude when I was assured by Jay Price that 
if the bill were carried out, we would get at least a emall 
wilderness area (my recollection is 13,000 acres although I 
am not sure) plus dense forest on the rest of the Porcupine 
region. An associate, Mr. Philip Miles, also looked up Mr. 

Dick and his crowd and was well Teppauees vate their general 
Caliber and substantial quality. 

Sinee there seems to be no other chance, even a remote chance, 
of getting any action at all and since everyone agrosa that 
the region is dissolving fast and it 1s about last call to 
ao anything, I indicated my support of the Hook Bill. I want 
to express the fact that I do not know exactly what is in 
the bill, and if you can rectify my reasoning, I would be 
grateful to you. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold f 
Professor of Wildlife Managonent 

ce Yard, Miles 

|
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MARYLAND 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

re June 19, 1941 
BENTON MACKAYE 

MASSACHUSETTS 

GEORGE MARSHALL 

ear Professor Aldo Leopold 

Serer oUIeh University of Wisconsin 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER Madison 

—— Wisconsin 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

My Dear Aldo: 

Ken Reid has sent me, without:comment, his letter to 

you of June 14th. Perhaps it explains why no League man 
appeared at last week's hearing of the Hook bill. Not even 
the local Michigan League man was heard from, although pre- 
viously committed to the bill. 

There will not be another public hearing, says Dick, 
so Ken must act promptly against it if at all. 

Irving Brant, the Hook bill's other opponent, who ask- 
ed the committee at the hearing to make part of the Porcupine 
Mountains a national park, had posed as an official of the 
National Park Service during the Kings Canyon fight, where he 
opposed the Wilderness Society position. He said at the 
Poreupine hearing that he represented Mrs. Edge's "Emergency 
Conservation Committee." Yesterday, the Park Service told me 
that he was no longer on its rolls, but had a job in the 
Congressional Library. 

I am not writing either Ken or Irving Brant about the 
Porcupines. 

Sincerely, 

aes Yard 

RSY:ne ’
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Aldo Leopold, June 14, 1941 

piece of legislation as the Hook bill would do that. That 
is the reason that in the resolution of the national convention 
concerning the Pe orcupines, specific mention of the Hook bill was 

omitted. 

If we have overlooked something in the bill, or have wrongly 

interpreted it we would appreciate your calling these points to 
our attention. 

Sincerely yours, 

lenneth A. Reid 
ecutive Secretary 

KAR/dm 
ec: 

Yard 
Gregory
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OLAUS MURIE Professor Aldo Leopold 

SANESTICLERHCrzEn | University of Wisconsin 
MINNESOTA Madison 

ROBERT STERLING YARD Wisconsin 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

My Dear Aldo: 

Dick had no time to write me that piece for the Living 
Wilderness and I'll carry a news note of my om. I did not really 
expect he would write it. He promises to write me at greater 
length for the number I hope to get out in October or November, 
and gave me right then the pictures to illustrate it. 

The Porcupine hearing ended with its second session at 
noon today. There will be no other public hearing. The Committee 
on Agriculture will handle it hereafter behind closed doors. 

Among the many who spoke today were Mrs. Wiley of the 

General Federation of Women's Clubs and myself, who expressed our 
deep interest; also Irving Brant who wanted the best part of the 
Porcupines made a national park. 

Brant said he represented Rosalie Edge's Emergency Con- 
servation Committee. The last time I saw him was at the Olympic 
hearing where Ickes spoke. Brant was then a National Park Service 
man playing information secretary to Ickes. Later he wrote as a 
National Park Service man, now he seems to have gone back to Rosalie, 
but still works for Ickes. Also, he is Irving Clark's special ad- 
viser. He and I nod, but at this hearing he failed even to see me. 

It was clear today that he made no hit with either the 
Michigan bunch or the sub-committee. At a talk I had with Dick 
after all the rest had gone, he said he was definitely opposed to 
any invasion of the National Park Service. 

After two months of getting and keeping a proper secretary 
against the competition of the government, during which I have played 
myself nearly out, I have got a girl of ability and rare experience 
coming to me on Wednesday. It has been the first serious difficulty 
I have ever had with clerks, and hope that it will be the last. 

Sincerely, 

RSY:ne y
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Mr. Doxey. Now, I know Mr. Hook has given a lot of thought 

and study to this and has got « number of gentlemen here this 

morning who I understend wants to testify before this committee, 

I have not discussed with Mr, Hook the arrangements with reference 

to the manner in which he is going to put the testimony on, but I 

am sure it will be the proper procedure to have Mr. Hook tell us 

this morning in his own way just about the purposes of the bill 

and mention some of the provisions. We can begin our hearings in 

: that menner, end then as to who is going to follow Mr. Hook, thet 

is a matter you gentlemen can get together on, This committee is 

going to be able to hear you up until a little before 12 o'clock. 

We have to adjourn at 12 o'clock, on account of this appropriations 

pill, a very importent bill, that is going to come up today. 

Mr, Hook, we will be glad to hear from yous Some of the mem- 

bers of the committee will not be able to be here this morning, but 

we want to cover as much ground in regard to this important subject 

as possible this morning. 

STATEMENT OF HONORABLE FRANK E. HOOK, A 

eee 
Mr. Hook. Members of the committee, H. R. 35793, as is stated 

in the title of the bill, is a bill to safeguard and protect the 

public interest through the creation of conditions under which the 

remeining uncut stands of timber of the hemlock hardwood types in 

the northern parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin can be 

conserved and utilized. 

We have in northern Michigan ond Wisconsin, and especially in 

northern Michigan, the largest stand of virgin hardwood in the 

United States today. In fact, it is the only real stand of typical
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virgin hardwood in the United States today east of the Rocky Moun- 

tains, and I believe in the United States. 

At one time this was a forested area, lumbering was one of the 

chief industries, and as the lumbering industry developed the large 

operator went in there and slashed off the timber without any re- 

gard to the future. They left the land clear, with the exception 

of brush and underbrush and what we call “slashings." It is now, 

a great part of this is what we call a cut-over area. This remain- 

ing stand of timber is now being cut at the rate of three hundred 

million feet a year. 

Now, if this is allowed to go on, within eight years this whole 

area will be completely denuded, erosion will set in end the top 

soil will be completely down into Lake Superior and Lake Michigan. 

Mr, Gilchrist. It is oll hardwood that is being cut? 

Mr. Hook, Hardwood and hemlock, 

Now, what we were trying to do was to set up some provision 

so that we might be able to save this remaining timber, not only 

for the industry but for the purpose of the tourist business, 

which is one of the things that will be the salvation of that area 

from an economic angle. And, by the way, the northern peninsula 

of Michigan and northern Wisconsin is one of the hardest hit from 

an economic angle in the United States. Right at the present, 

even under the National Defenseprogram, we have somewhere around 

50,000 of your people on relief. 

Now, if a program can be set up whereby we could have part 

‘fame industry and part time agriculture, along with the tourist 

business, 1 am satisfied that we can, through the development of 

* our netural resources there, take care of twice as many people as 

we have really in the peninsula and not have any of them on relief,
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The Forest Service has gone into this problem very thoroughly, 

and we hed before us before a bill asking for an appropriation of 

$10,000,000 to set up some sort of a program within the Upper Pen- 

insula and especially within three counties, Of course, the cost 

of the land that we asked as an appropriation, as the chairman of 

the committee well knows, was much beyond the amount that was euth- 

orized for the actual purchase of land throughout the United States 

in the forest arcas. So that the Bureau of Budget could not go 

along with that situation, ; 

Now, it is the contention of those who are acquainted with 

that area and with the suggestion, and especially the Forest Serv- 

ice, that this program can be set up on a self-liquidating basis; 

end that is the purpose of H, R. 3795. 

To explain the method which they expect to follows, and it is 

fairly well covered in the bill itself, In section 7 of the bill, 

which I believe is really the backbone of the bill on the working 

of it, you will find on page 10 that section which provides that 

to carry out the provisions of the Act, ineluding the examination 

of the title end the costs connected with the acquirement, the sec- 

retary, referring to the Secretary of Agriculture, would be author- 

ized to borrow from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and directed 

to advance to the Secretary from time to time as called upon, but 

not later than June 50, 1950, sums not exceeding in the aggregate 

the amount of $30,000,000, and such loans to bear interest at & 

per cent, end so forth. 

Now, I had a talk with Mr, Harold Smith, the Director of the 

Bureau of the Budget, and of course if it was an appropriation 

then the same objection that arose in the previous bill would be
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prought forth by the Bureau of the Budget. We discussed that, 

and he said he would like to have the thought of Mr. Jesse Jones. 

So I went down and discussed the bill and this provision 

with Mre Jones. Mr. Jones was very much in favor of the provis- 

fons of the bill, and made this suggestion: He said that on page 

10 in line 17, if the words "and directed" were stricken from the 

pill that thet would take it out of the realm of an appropriation, 

and thet he could see no reason for any objection whatsoever, 

Because this is what it would do: It would authorize the 

Reeonstruction Finance Corporation to go into this proposition 

and determine whether it was a sound investment, and if their opin- 

ion it was a sound investment and would return the money, they . 

would then make the loan. But unless they determine, first, that 

it was a sound investment and would return the money and pay the 

loan, theywould not make the loan, 

So the real beckbone of this bill is nothing more nor less 

than to authorize the Reconstruction Finanes Corporation to loan 

to the Secretary of Agriculture the money necossexy to go in and 

put this program into effect and, as I say, unless something is 

done, unless there is a program of selective logging set up, this 

. country will be completely denuded, 

Now, they do not intend to go in there and buy the timber 

. and land outright. What they will do is to make their cooperative 

agreements with the owners of the land, especially the operating 

owners. The operating owner would then go in and make his cut 

under a selective logging, good forestry practice and the United 

States Government, then, through the Secretary of Agriculture, 

under this agreement with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

would buy the land and the residual timber. 

Mr. Gilchrist. Would do what? .
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Mr. Hook. Would buy the residual timber, the timber that is 

left stending. Now, es I understan@ it, on a good forestry prac- 

tice, in selective logging. 

Mr, Gilchrist. Thet is, after the owner takes the first cut; 

the residual? 

Mr. Gilehrist, That is right. 

Mr, Gilchrist. That would be devoted to this purpose, to pay 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation? : 

Mr, Hook, ‘That is right. Now, as they cut that, they can go 

in and keep cutting as the timber matures. 

Now, the best illustration 1 know of the success of that is 

over in Wisconsin at the Menominee Reservation. A good many years i 

ago there were two Indian reservations there that were both covered 

with beautiful pine timber. One was known as the Bad River Reser- 

vation in northern Wisconsin. ‘The other was the Menominee Indian 

Reservation in the central part of Wisconsin. The Stearns Lumber 

Co, went in to the Bad River Reservation without any restriction 

and sleshed the timber. That reservation is completely denuded, . 

There is hardly even a jack pine left; it is just barren waste and 

sand, The Indians that were on there are now wards of the government, 

practically all of them living on relief, with no future ahead of 

them at all. 

On the other hand, at the same time in the Menominee Reserva- 

tion they set up this selective logging program, and today they 

are cutting more timber off of the Menominee Indian Reservation 

than they were cutting when they first started. It is a flourish- 

ing end successful logging industry, with none of those offenses, 

or none of the people that were in that area on relief, That, in 

my opinion, is the most glaring exemple I know of along those lines. 

Mr. Rizley. Who owns all of this lend up in northern Michigan
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you are talking about? 

Mr. Hook. Most of the land is owned, that is the operating 

land is owned by what is known as the Long Ear or Connor Co., 

the General Motors, the Ford Motor Co,., Fisher Body Co,., the 

Mosines Lumber Co., and I think the Marathon Lumber Go, owns some 

up in there. And then there are tracts of it in the area owned 

by individual farmers who carry on their farming operetions in the 

' guamer and do a little logging in the winter, 

Here is what will happen: ‘These large logging corporations 

will probably take off their first cut and sell the residuel tim- 

ber. Now, those who have come from other areas, that have fol- 

lowed these large lumber companies in there and that are only a 

temporary patronage in that area, will leave end local people, the 

local farmers and the local operators will be the ones who will 

benefit from this program. 

Now, the question comes up then, as to what will heppen if 

this is taken out of the taxation; end thet is provided in the 

bill: "if payments to states for distribution to counties, under 

authority of the Act approved May 25, 1908" -- : 

Mr» Gilchrist. Where are you reading now? 

Mr, Hook. Page 4, line 16 =-- "25 per centum of all money 

received from lands purchased under the provisions of this Act do 

not return to any county annually in whieh said lend is situated 

. an amount equal to 1 per centum of the eppraised velue of said 

land within said county, there shall be paid annuelly to the State 

for distribution to said county out of the receipts from the Na- 

tional forests in the Stetes of Michigan and Wisconsin such addi- 

tionel amounts, the appropriation of which is hereby authorized." 

Now, what thet will do, as they develop this land and they 

sell the timber, 25 per cent of the returns will go back to the
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community in which the timber is located, in lieu of taxes, So 

that this is what will be the advantage there: As it is now, an 

operator goes in there and slices the land off and it becomes just 

a cut-over areae They pay no more attention to the taxes, end they 

leave the taxes go delinquent and it returns back to the state and 

there are no tex revemues from it whatsoever. 

If this program is set up, there will be a continuous flow of 

taxes into those communities, instead of it being a barren waste, 

Mr. Poage. What have those states been doing with that land 

when they got it, the cut-over land? 

Mr. Hook, ‘The cut-over land goes back to the state, and it 

goes on to the delinquent roll first, and then as the taxes are de~ 

linguent in return it goes back to the state, Well, they generally 

have a tax sale each year, and somebody buys it, if it is near a 

lake, and a little of it is probably cleared. But most of it re- 

mains in the state without making any return, 

Mr. Poage. is either one of those steps made in there to uti- 

lize thet lend? 

Mr. Hook. Yes; we have done this in cooperation with the For- 

est Service and the Forest Reservation. ‘The chairman knows that one 

time they authorized a purchase area of certain sections of the Pen- 

insula, and they go in there and they heve put on a very fine refor-= 

estation program throughout the area that has been denuded, And 

that is going along in wonderful shape. 

But whet we are trying to do is to save the remaining timber 

there from being slashed and just simply ruined for the future, It 

would not only, as 1 seid before you came in, it would not only wipe 

out the industry, but it would wipe out every bit of beauty that is 

there, And it is a great recreational area and is developing a fine
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; tourist area to a point where it will sustain itself. And I am 

assured by the Forest Service, efter many years of study, that this 

is a self-liquidating proposition, and we are not asking for an 

appropriation, All we are asking is for the authorization to let 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation loan to the Seeretary of 

Agriculture the money to put this into operation, And he will not 

loan it unless he feels it is sound end will return the investment 

back to the government, 

Mr. Doxey. May I interrupt you there? In order to give this 

authority and jurisdiction to the Secretary of Agriculture, you 

are going to have to establish this territory os a National forest, 

are you not? 

Mr, Hook. Most of it is established as a National forest, nows 

Mr. Doxey. Is most of it in some nationsl forest, now? 

Mr. Hook, Yes; there is the Ottawa National Forest, the Hie- 

wathe National Forest and the Marquette National Forest, all in the 

upper peninsula of Michigan, And then there are several large na- 

tional parks in Northern Wisconsin in the area that is to be con- 

sidered here, 

Mr, Doxey. Well, the point I am making, the Secretary cannot 

have any jurisdiction over it without it is in the national forest. 

Mr, Hook, Theat is right, end that is provided in the bill, 

Mrs Doxey, All right. Now, of course you know we feel the 

purposes of the bill, as the bill you introduced last year, are 

quite laudbble. But, as you sey, the reason the bill broke down 

last year, was that it provided for an eppropriation to come out 

of the fund that is annually appropriated for acquisition purposes 

in National forests, and there are sbout 161 national forests in 

the United States, and with these small amounts, just about $1,500,- 

000, that we had to use, it was not practical to take that much
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money and devote all of it to this particular area. 

Mr, Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. Now, of course I can appreciate what you say about 

this area, and that holds good about every area. 

Mr, Hook. That is right, 

ir, Doxey. What I am thinking about now, Mr, Hook, is this: 

You have got a proposition here about borrowing money from the Recon- 

struction Finance Corporation in order to carry out the good forest 

practice of sustained yield, which we are all in favor of. Now, you 

say it is to put that back over a period of years. Of course, you 

“have got to provide that, because this Reconstruction Finance Cor- 

poration is a banking institution, 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr, Doxey. And, as you said, they have got to find out whether 

it is an economic investment, or not. 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. Now, you state here it is to be put back from various 

sections in lieu of the losses for taces, and so forth, one per cent 

of the assessed value to go back for these taxes, As the law now is, 

25 per cent goes back to the counties. 

What I am leading up to, you say if there is a deficit it is to 

come out of the receipts due the other national forests in Wisconsin 

and Michigan, Now there are other national forests that are not in 

this immediate area, 

Now, my question is: Have you or the authorities here agreed 

with these counties within the other national forests in these two 

states that they would be willing to take their receipts and devote 

it to this activity in this particular area? That is something we 

have got to consider, end1 just wonder, has that been worked out? 

Mr, Hook. No; I presume that would heve to be worked out with
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the Forest Service, 

Mr, Doxeye Well, you can see there is a little bit of selfish- 

ness in everybody, it does not matter where they live, 

Mr, Hook, That is right. 
Mr, Doxeye And if you have got the Huron National Forest, or | 

some other national forest up there that is getting these benefits pro- | 

vided by the lew going to them, I doubt if 1t would be good legisla-~ 

tion to take that awey from them to apply on this project up here, | 

without you had some understanding, | 

Now, I am just bringing that question up, because if we get on 

the Floor of the House with a thing like this, we are going to have 

to answer thate 

And I notice this: I am heartily in accordance with the sugges- 

tion of Mr. Jones, to cut out "and directed," because if you leave that 

in, thet is an appropriation, But if you leave it like you have it 

here, it still leaves it a diseretionary power with the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation as to whether they will do it. 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr, Doxey, iI know that the forest program is a long-range pro- 

gram, end that is the reason the bankers do not consider it a good 

investment, because it takes so long to get a return. 

Now, there is this question, and I am through: I am as much 

interested as anybody in preserving this virgin timber up there, and 

I know why it is being destroyed. But here is something I do not get 

clear from your explanation: You leave these owners of this land, 

these timber operators you say come in there and they cut it under 

the supervision of the Forest Service, 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr, Doxey, That is the sustained yield in good forestry 

practice. 

Now, you know from your practical experience, and you have had
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a lot of it, as to just what sort of return the government is going 

to get? Whet sort of arrangement they are going to have about this 

return? We do not want to legislate here now for these private con- 

cerns to get all the benefits, We want to give them any kind of a 

break they are entitled to, but at the same time we want to have some 

safeguards around where these profits are going, how it is financed to 

obtain these benefits. 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr, Doxey. Of course, that is regarded as a little less valueble. 

Mr, Hook, That is right. . - 

Mr, Doxey, But is there any limitation about that? I want to 

know something about the practical application of it. 

Mr. Hook, That will be left to the discretion of the Secretary 

of Agriculture, 

Mr, Doxey. He goes in there without any competitive bids, or 

anything, and just says, "now, on account of the cost or your prox~ 

imity to this particular piece of timber", and this timber is not 

owned, all of it, by these individuals; it is owned by the Government, 

it is a government forest areas : 

; Mr, Hook, That is right; the government will own it. ‘The gov-= 

ernment will own the residual timber, 

Mr. Doxeys Why do they now own some of this virgin timber? 

Mr. Hook, They will; but they acquire it through the euthority 

to acquire some of this virgin timber. 

Mr. Doxey. Well, they have got that authority now. 

Mr. Hook, Yes, 

Mr. Gilchrist. By the bill? 

Mr, Hook, No; by the general laws 

Mr, Doxey, If they have got the money or can get the money to 

pay and agree on the price of the lend, they have got the law. If
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it is a part of the national defense, they can buy it tomorrow. 

| But this gives the Secretary of Agriculture additional power 

to deal with these individuals, does it not? 

Mr. Hook, That is right. Now, as I understand, from what I can 

get from the Forest Service as to their thought on the matter, that 

they will go in and after they have acquired that land the timber 

that they own will be put out on competitive bids; that they will get 

the best price they can for it, and in keeping with trying to see | 

that the mills are operated and operated fairly successfully. 

Now, that is their program, Mr, Tinker set that up fairly well 

in his testimony e year ogo in the hearings, Now, the actual workings 

of what the Forest Service would do, I thought I would present through 

some of the Forest Service officials and have them give their idea of 

how they are to handle it, as it goes along. 

Now, of course your section 2 sets up this proposition, that all 

these matters have to receive the concurrence and approval of the 

National Forest Reservation Commission. It says that in order to 

effectuate such policy and purpose, the Secretary of Agriculture is 

hereby suthorized, subject to the concurrence and approval of the 

National Forest Reservation Commission, to purchase and thereafter to 

administer as national forests, except as provided, net to exceed 

1,500,000 acres of forested hemlock hardwood type lands. Now, all 

this offer of bids after it has been ecquired is subject to the 

approval of the Nationel Forest Reservation Commission, 

Mr. Doxey, Well, it is subject to the extent that they cannot 

get any pay until it is approved and authorized by the National Forest 

Reservation Commission; but in the actual working of that commission 

it does not have time to go into any of the details. 

Mr, Hook, That is right. 

Mr, Doxey. It just becomes an agenda that is presented to them,
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and if they feel the value is right and the other conditions, they 

just approve it; and then when they approve it the money is paid out. 

Mr. Hook. Theat is right. 

Mr. Doxey. It is all right to have it in there, but the Secre-~ 

tary of Agriculture and those umier him are going to be the people 

that administer this and the National Forest Reservation Commission 

do not heve much to do with it, 

I did not want to interrupt you, but I just wanted to make that 

observation, : 

Mr, Gilchrist. Along the line of what our chairman is suggest- 

ing, I notice lines 8 and 9 on page 11 indicate thet possibly there 

will be a deficiency, and that the receipts will not be sufficient 

to meet the interest and amortization payments in which case, accord- 

ing to the language there, a sum sufficient to make up the balance 

really is to be paid out of the Treasury. 

Mr. Hook, Yess 

Mr, Gilchrist. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation payments 

will be an appropriation from the Treasury. 

Mr. Hook. Where are you reading from; what page? 

Mr, Gilchrist, I am reading from page 11, line &, 9, 10 and 

ll. Well, start at line 5, as follows: “If such receipts are not 

sufficient to meet interest and reasonable amortization payments on 

the outstanding loan, a sum sufficient to make up the balance shall 

be paid to the Reeonstruction Finance Corporation from any funds in 

the Treasury not otherwise obligated and the Secretary of the 

trenmy is hereby authorized and directed to make such payment." 

Mr. Hook, Those words "and directed," should be taken out of 

there, too, in line 11, 

Mr. Gilchrist. Well, even with it out, that language would : 

indicate that the deficiencies are to be paid by the Treasury; even
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with the word "directed" out of there, would it not? 

Mr. Hook, It would authorize; it would be an authorization. 

Mr. Gilehrist, Well, it says up there in line 8 that a sum 

sufficient shall be paid to the Reconstruction Finanee Corporation 

out of the Treasury. I think that is what that means, 

I em very much in favor of your bill, Congressman, I like it, 

and I like your explanation of it and want to help you in it. 

Apparently there is some suspicion that there will not be funds coming 

in sufficient to pay for your project here, in which case it is to 

be paid out of the Treasury. 

Mr. Hook. That is true; but, you see --— 

Mr, Gilchrist. I cannot make anything else out of that language, 

Mr. Hook. But as a basic principle, beforethe Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation goes into it at all, they will determine whether 

or not this is a good investment and a self-liquidating proposition. 

Mr. Gilchrist. Yes; that is ture. 

Mr, Hook, If they find it is not, they will not go into it. . 

Mr. Gilchrist, Yes; but if they make a "bad bet," and think it 

is a good proposition and then their ideas fail in thet regerds, the 

Treasury loses a part of it; et least under that language. 

Mr, Hook, That is true. Of course, the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation has not made many "bad bets", 

Mr. Doxey. I do not want to interrupt you, but supposing the 

Secretary of Agriculture had gone in there and already made some 

contracts with these people referring to this sustained yield cut. I 

mean, I do not know how it is going to be administered, but he would 

not start anything until he knows whether the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation is going to let him have that money or note 

Mr. Hook, That is rights 

Mr. Doxey.e He does not start anything until he knows the Recon- 

struction Finance Corporation will give him the money. And you know
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without there being some security and being a pretty good financial 

risk, and with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation being pretty 

definite about what they are doing, if they do not let him have the 

money from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, we have not got 

any benefits under this bill, 

Mr. Hook, That is right, and we are ready and willing to state 

the proposition that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation will be 

satisfied it is a self-liquidating proposition. 

Mr. Doxey. Haven't we got a report from anybody in the Depart~ 

ment about this thing; or do you know? 

Mr, Hook. No; and I will tell you why, I will be frank with 

yous 

Mr, Doxey. We are just thinking out loud here, 

Mr, Hook, As you know, the Bureau of the Budget is the hurdle, 

and was the hurdle last time, 

Mr, Doxey. Right. 

Mr, Hook, I went down and talked to Harold Smith, and then went 

over and talked to Mr, Jones, 

Now, we have not called for a report from the Department because 

we wanted to find out just what the others thought of it before we 

called for the report, There was not much use calling for a report 

from the Department if the Bureau of the Budget was just simply going 

to give us an adverse reports 

Now, we are satisfied that that will be all right and that a 

report will be made by the Department. They tell me they have made 

their complete researeh and they sre ready to give us a report. It 

all hinges on the action of the Bureau of the Budget. The Agriculture 

Department and the Forest Service are very, very much in favor of the 

provisions of the bill and the action. 

Now, I just wanted to call your attention, Mr. Chairman, to the 

question that you asked about how they were going to handle this; on
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whether it is going to be competitive bidding, and whether these 

large companies are going to be able to control it. 

On page &, line 22 in subdivision (f) it is provided there 

that before the establishment of any sustained-yield forest units 

shall formally be declared by the Secretary and before any coop- 

erative agreement or sale agreement made without competition and 

involving more than $500 in stumpage value shall be entered into 

under the provisions of this section, the Secretary shall csuse 

advence notice thereof to be given for not less than thirty deys 

by publication at least once each week in one or more newspapers 

of generel circulation in the State where the land is located, as 

the Seeretery deems necessery. In that way they intend to set up 

either a competitive proposition on the handling of this land or 

the timber after they own it. 

Mr. Doxey. Now, what does it mean, in case of a proposed 

sale without competition the reasonableness of the appraised velue 

of the timber is to be stated, and so forth. Do I get it that he 

has got the right to let these contracts to the people and he does 

| not have to have competitive bids, does he? 

Mr. Hook, Not if it involves over $500, Then he has to pub- 

lish it in the newspapers. 

Mr, Doxey. I understand; but when he publishes it in the 

newspapers, does that call for a competitive bid, or is that just 

Lettint the community know what is going to happen? 

Mr. Hook, That just lets the commnity know what is happen- 

ing, and that there will be a public hearing. 

Mr. Doxey. To determine whether or not the price agreed on 

is fair and reasonable? 

Mr. Hook. That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. But he does not have to have competitive bidding?
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Mr. Hook, That is right, 

Mr. Doxey. Understend, I am not so strong for this competi- 

tive bidding, but I know if we get it over on the Floor if they do 

not have competitive bidding there is a great howl made about it. 

But sometimes there is a fellow concerned right next to it who 

should hendle it and it means something for this village, and a 

dozen other things that in the long run mean more than if you get 

somebody in, coming from other parts of Wisconsin and Michigan to 

do it for the timber prices. I think we ought to give that discre- 

tion personally to the Secretary of Agriculture to consider ite 

Mr. Hook, That is right, 

Mr. Doxey. But this publication is just for the purpose, not 

of getting competitive bids, but to let the people know what is 

going on? 

Mr, Hook, That is right, and to heve a public hearing, that 

is for the purpose of holding a public hearing. 

Mr. Doxey, And youre trying to keep some of these towns from 

being "ghost towns," in order to keep the industry going on? 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. And if it maybe costs a little more to do it, it 

is money well spent to make such a contract according to the condi- 

tions? 

Mr, Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. That is what I am trying to do, and this bill pro-' 

poses to make contracts without competitive bids? 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. Now, you wanted to ask :omething? 

Mr. Gilehrist. Yes; I do, Along the same line I last inter- ; 

rogated you, Congressman, referring again to the language on page 

ll, lines 8, 9, 10, and 11, indicative of the fact that there might
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not be sufficient returns to meet the payments. There ought to 

be there at least something following line 11 that these payments 

should be reimbursed, the deficiency payments that are spoken of 

at thet point should be reimbursed at a future time if there be 

eny in which the receipts would be sufficient to meet those pay= 

ments. It now reads if the receipts are not sufficient, then it 

is paid out of the Treasury, that 1s the annual interest and amor- 

tization payments, All right; if the future times should be pros- 

perous and they would get the money, they ought to get back and be 

reimbursed properly for the annual payments that they made last 

year or three years ago or five years ago, it seems to me at that 

point, if you have that language in there at all. 

Mr. Hook. Well, as I understand it, if the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation makes the loan and there is a deficiency and 

it is paid out of the Treasury, and the money comes in later, the 

loan is still there and subject to repayment back to them. 

Mr. Gilchrist. Well, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

now has got this money and it is three years from now, and three 

years ago the Reconstruction Finance Corporation were paid; so they 

do not have any further interest in getting money, beceuse the 

Treasury has paid for it, 

Mr, Poage. If you did not, that is going to the Treasury 

from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and they make the 

tem of the contract as short es possible with the Reconstruction 

Finence Corporation, because the Reconstruction Finanee Corporation 

is meking money fast and those people may pay out; but the public 

treasury will ultimately foot the bill. 

Mr, Hook. I can see that, and I ean prepare a proviso in 

there slong those lines. 

Mr, Gilchrist, I think you ought. :
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Now, Congressmen, let me say that this bill provides also for 

exeminetion of title and all this and that; they are going to exam- 

ine the titles of such companies as the Ford people, who now own 

this lend. That is the ides here, that all those big companies 

. will have to examine their titles and to buy land from them; is that 

the idea? . 

Mr. Hook. That is right. 

Mr. Gilehrist. And to do so on the residual cut of the timber, 

to reimburse them? 

Mr. Hook, I might say this, that the General Motors is quite 

in favor of this, to such an extent thet they said that if the pro- 

gram was put in, whether they are in position to do it now or not, 

I do not know, but a short time ago they said that they would actu- 

ally donste 4,000 acres of their virgin timber up there, Becsuse 

they see the sdvantage of the continued resource there of the tim- 

ber, instead of having it slashed, 

Mr. Doxey. I think that advantage is there, but we have just 

got to be practical, Our trouble is getting to the financing of it. 

Mr. Hook, That is right. 

Mr. Doxey. Now, we have got to work it out, if we reach an 

agreement, some way to finance it. ‘The way that is worded there, |. 

that is an unlimited drain on the Treasury. It might involve a 

Treasury payment of twenty million dollars. We have got to perfect 

this bill, in my judgment, along the financing of it. Because there 

is no question you can make out a case on its merits, 

Now, we have got to know whether or not the compenies who own 

this land are going to be willing to sell and st what amount they / 

are going to be satisfied, what the price is going to be; and there 

are a lot of things. This bill is a far reaching bill, and this 

: committee is going to have to go into it pretty thoroughly if we
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are going to be able to answer all these questions. 

Mr. Hook. There are about 1,500,000 acres of Northern Mich- 

igan and Wisconsin virgin forest, and as I understand, an average 

cost or the average price right now, if they are to acquire the 

outright timber, would be about -- Mr. Herman, about $20-some an 

acre? 

Mr. Herman, in virgin timber, around $55; depends upon the 

density. : 

Mr. Hook, And that would involve about $20 an acre of the 

residual, 

Mr. Herman, The average, perhaps. 

Mr. Doxey. It runs into money, does it not? 

Mr. Hook, Now, you see they are not going to have to cut any. 

Now, that is your whole area. 

Mre Doxey. Not owned by the government; owned by private in- 

dividuals, 

Mr, Hook, That is all overs 1,500,000 scres, 

Mr. Doxey, In private ownership? 

Mr. Hook. That is right. Now, what they are interested in 

here is the Notional Forests. 

Now, do you know about how much acreage is in the National 

Forests? — . 

Mr, Herman, I think when the Department is called upon for e 

report, Congressman, the informe'ion would probably ell be presented. 

I am not prepared to present it nows 

Mr. Doxey, Well, I think that is a good suggestion. When we 

talk to the Forest Service, we can get all those det«ils, because 

that is their business. 

Mr. Poage. Why are we not going to be pulled a whole lot 

further? Why ere we not going to be forced to apply this other 

than to Michigan and Wisconsin? I do not represent a forest area
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put why does it not apply to your area, the seme as Michigan and 

Wisconsin, or wherever they grow trees? 

Mr. Hook, Let me say this, that if this works out in Mich- 

igan and Wisconsin, you will find it authorized in every area 

that will be able to carry it on and carry it as a self-liquidat- 

ing proposition; end will do more from the educational angle in 

this country to make people cognizant of good forest practice and 

sustained yield, than any other one thing that could be brought 

before the country. It could be used as a definite example of 

what can be done, and I think that the time is going to come when 

we are necessarily going to have to come to a sustained yield basis 

and stop this wild slashing of forest timber in the United States. 

Mr. Doxey. Well, have you got some gentlemen here that pos- 

sibly went to get back? Now, as far as the Forest Service, we can 

take them any time, I thought maybe you had some visitors heres 

Mr. Hook. That is what I thought, we could take the Forest 

Service. 

Mr. Gilchrist. Let me say, Mr. Cheirman, I must go now, and 

I do not go because I am not satisfied, I am in sympathy with the 

idea here in the bill, if you take out the words "and directed" 

wherever they appear. 

But if there is anyone opposing this bill, he is the fellow 

I would like to talk to, if there owe people anywhere, Do you 

know of anybody who is against this idea? ‘Those are the fellows 

I want to hear now. 

Mr. Hook. We have practically scouted the country and we 

have letters of encouragement from all over the country, different 

organizations throughout the United States, and we have not had one 

that has opposed the bill, that I know of, 

Mr. Murraye Will the gentleman yield there? 

Mr. Hook, Yes. .
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Mr, Murrey. Within the last few days, have you copies of 

the resolution of the women's club of the state? 

Mr. Hook, Yes; the women's clubs of both Wisconsin and Mich- 

igan have approved the bill, 

Mr. Murray. I got one yesterday from my district, also ap~- 

proving the bill. 

Mr. Hook, I might say this also, that the Walton League at 

their nationel convention has adopted a resolution approving the 

: bill. ‘The Wildlife Conservation group have spproved the bill. 

The American Federation of Labor voluntarily sent a representative 

here today to voice their approval of it. We have many letters 

from national orgenizations throughout the country, and 1 have not 

found one of them yet that has disapproved the bill. 

At this time, if there are no further questions -- 

Mr, Doxey. ‘The purposes, as 1 said before, are laudable, 

and we all know it goes to good practice. The only question before 

the committee is this financing proposition, 

Mr, Gilchrist. Certainly. 

Mr. Doxey. I am willing to sit here and listen to the merits, 

but I am satisfied as to the merits of the bill. 

; Mr. Gilchrist. And that is why I em leaving now, Mr. Chair- 

men. I would like to hear from some fellow that could tell me why 

the bill ought not to be passed. 

Mx, Doxey. Except for the financing from the Treasury and that 

it has not got the “green light" of the Budget and various things; 

not thet I am limiting it to anything, but those are the things the 

conmittee has got to consider, 

Mr. Gilehrist. And I want to find out, well from both sides, 

if there is such a thing as another side, let us find out. 

Mr. Boxey, And you are a very good judge of humanitarian .
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legislation, too. 

Who is next? 

Mr, Hook, I have Mr, Raymond Dick here, who has been very 

much interested in this, He is from Ironwood, Michigan, the pres- 

ident of the "Save The Porcupine Mountains" Association, 

Mr, Doxey. Have you finished? 

Mr. Hook, I have finished unless there are same more ques- 

tions. 

Mr. Doxey. I want to say to you gentlemen now that I have got 

a note from Mr. Garl D. Shoemaker, who says he represents the Na- 

tional Wildlife Federation, that they are all in favor of this 

bill, and he has to go to another importent meeting and he wanted 

to know if he had the privilege to prepare and file a statement 

with this committee, I want to assure all of you gentlemen out 

there, those interested, if any of you have got a statement that 

is apropos to the issues presented by this bill, you have got a 

right, to file it and make it a part of this hearing, whether we get 

to hear you or not. 

J
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Mr. Hook. Mr, Irving Brant, 

STATEMENT OF IRVING BRANT, CONTRIBUTING 
EDITOR, ST. LOUIS STAR-TIMES, APPEARING 

IN BEHALF OF EMERGENCY CONSERVATION ‘ 
COMMITTEE. 

Mr. Doxey. All right, Mr. Brant; we will be glad to hear 

from you. Give your name and title to the Reporter, please, sir. 

Mr. Brant, My neme is Irving Brant, Contributing Editor of 

the St. Louis Star-Times. I eam appearing in behalf of the Emergency 

Conservation Committee of 754 Lexington Avenue, New York. Since I 

have in the pest acted as a government consultent in matters affect- 

ing public lands, I wish to say that I do not now hold a government 

position and am expressing only my own views and those of the com- 

mittee for which I speak, 

The Emergency Conservation Committee strongly indorses the 

purposes and general features of H. R. 3793, for the preservation 

of the Poreupine Mountain wilderness in the northern peninsula of 

Michigan and for government ownership snd selective logging of the 

forested region adjacent to it. 

The scenic heart of this area should be completely protected 

against any form of lumbering, selective or otherwise. It is the 

last fine example of a northern hardwood forest in the magnificence 

of its virgin growth. Onee the primeval growth is cut, it is gone 

forever, The heart of this region -- the area of greatest scenic 

beauty -- should therefore be set aside as a perpetual wilderness, 

protected from all timber cutting whatsoever. 

The larger forested district edjoining Porcupine Mountain 

should be acquired by the government for a different purpose, If 

this region is left in private hands and lumbered by the usual 

methods, one more great and valuable land area will be converted 

from a hardwood forest to worthless rolling sand dunes. This land
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gan be saved for perpetual use, psying for itself, with no final 

cost to the government, or it can be destroyed, with a total loss 

of all value beyond the stending crop of timber, 

in estimating the cost of this project, you cannot simply 

choose between spending money and not spending it. ‘The choice is 

between saving a national asset and seeing it utterly wiped out. 

The wasteful, costly course is to do nothing. That will save money, 

the way a farmer saves money by refusing to buy fertilizer. 

Coming now to the specific provisions of H. R. 3793, I wish to 

point out a place where it needs improvement. The features of this 

bill that has stirred the greatest public response is to preserve, 

for the pleasure and benefit of the American people, a last mar 

velous exemple of the great hardwoods of the North, That is the 

hope of 211 who have responded to the appeals of Mr, East and Mr, 

Dick and Representative Hook, and thet is the hope of these men 

themselves. 

The bill, however, in its present form furnishes no assurances 

that the Porcupine Mountain area thus set aside will be preserved 

as a Virgin forest, even though it is acquired by the government. 

The scenic area is to be safeguarded only by an administrative 

order of the Secretary of Agriculture setting aside a portion of the 

national forest, to be free from cutting, What one Secretary does, 

another can undo. 

I have no doubt of the sincere desire of the present Secretary 

of Agriculture, and the present Acting Chief VYorester, to preserve 

the heart of this region against even their own superior methods of 

lumbering. The difficulty is that the protection set up mist cover 

a hundred years in the future, and every year out of that hundred, 

If, in the next century, we have a single President of the United 

States, or a single Secretary of Agriculture, or a single Chief
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Forester, who does not see that some merchantable timber is worth 

too much to be cut, if we have a single one of these high officials 

who does not see end feel the difference between a virgin forest 

and a lumber-crop forest, the virgin forest will disappear, Once 

it is cut, it is gone forever. 

I therefore strongly urge thet the scenic area to be protected 

from cutting be given full statutory protection, under the same 

terms of law that are used to protect national parks, That is 

really what you are setting up in this bill -- a national park in- 

gide a national forest, only, instead of being made « national park, 

it is to be devoted to national park purposes without national park 

protection. 

I see no reason why this bill should not be amended to establish 

the scenic area as e national park inside a netionsl forest. That is 

where most of our national parks are located, and I have no doubt 

thet if your committee requested it, the Forest Service and the Na- 

tional Park Service would work out mutually satisfactory boundaries 

and other arrangments., Certainly the Porcupine Mountain erea meas- 

ures up to the highest nationel park standards, and it would be far 

easier to sdminister if the normal division of functions is main- 

tained. 

However, wheat I wish to urge upon you most strongly does not 

relate to who administers this land, but how it is to be protected. 

If it is administered entirely as e national forest, then there is 

for more need for statutory protection of the seenic heart of this 

regions 

Let me make a further comparison between national park and 

nationel forest administration. Lumbering is forbidden by Congress 

in national parks. I do not believe there is a person in this room 

who would withdraw thet sefeguerd, unless he wants timber to be cut
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in nationel parks. I do not believe there is a person in this 

room who would vote to put that metter in the discretion of the 

Secretary of the Interior, because it would mean trusting to the 

diseretion of all the Secretaries of the Interior who will be ap- 

pointed in the next hundred years, with disaster if a single one of 

them fails. 

The same will be true regarding all the Secretaries of Agricul- 

ture in the next hundred years, if you pass this bill without defining 

the area that is to be protected against cutting, and without giving 

that area statutory protection. The effeet of setting up this scenic 

area without statutory protection ageinst lumbering would be just the 

same as taking a statutory protection away from an existing national 

park, and trusting to the discretion of an administrative bureau or 

a political appointee above that bureau, 

Reverting once more to the more logical system, which simply to 

make a national park inside the national forest -- the same system 

that has been used throughout the West ~~ I see no obstacle to it 

except a possible lack of teamwork between two bureaus, and that, I 

think, would have been more of an obstacle six or eight years ago than 

it it should be todays There need be no financial complications, if 

. that policy is pursued, No matter how the scenic area is administered, 

or who administers it, if there is no lumbering on it, the cost of 

acquiring it will have to be met from the profits from lumbering in 

the area open to selective cutting, Any argument that this could not 

be done, if the scenic area is made a national park, is the same as 

saying that the scenic sreas must be lumbered in order to pay their 

own way. If they are lumbered, they are ruined, so far as the purpose 

of preserving ea primeval wilderness is concerned, 

My final plea is that protective action be taken at this session
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; of Gongress, lLumbering of the most destructive sort will not long be 

delayed in the Porcupine Mountain region, Let it not be said that in 

our effort to protect our lend against aggression from overseas we 

allowed it to be destroyed by ouw own people. 

Mr. Doxey. Well, we thank you very much, Mr. Brant. I want to 

ask you this question: Is the area that you have deseribed that you 

recommend be set aside absolutely free from cutting, not only in this 

generation, but in generations yet to come; is that this entire area | 

here (indicating on map)? 

Mr, Brant. How many acres are there in that area? | 

Mr. Doxey, Well, it is described as the Porcupine Mountain Area. | 

Mr, Dick submitted this map. | 

Mr. Brant. Do you know the size of it? | 

Mr. Hook, 165,000 acres. 

Mr. Doxey. The point I am getting at is this: I appreciate your | 

suggestion and such like. Now, under the Weeks law, of course we have | 

the rights and the jurisdiction of national forests in Agriculture, 

‘and the lew is pretty consistent that it means to carry out forestry 

practices, which this bill does, and does not prohibit the cutting of 

trees anywhere within this prescribed area, 

Now, of course when you prohibit the cutting of trees, you very 

correctly set out that it is more then in the nature of a national 

park than it is a national forest, It is a national park within the 

service which we all readily know is administered by Interior under a | 

different set of rules and laws and regulations. Of course, we would | 

not want any conflict, and we would have to have those two operations, | 

as you suggest, to work that thing out, 

But the question is, if this is set aside as a national park, in 

making the virgin timber perpetual, at least to all of us, that would 

necessarily take away some of the revenues that are contemplated in this!” 

pill. . |
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Now, I do not know what the will of the committee is on that 

master today, but we as 4 comm ttee have got to look pretty carefully 

into giving one department jurisdiction over affairs that are guarded 

very jealously by other departments, because we run into complications, | 

certainly. 

Mr, Brant, Yes, sir, : | 

Mr. Doxey. That is, in the administration of them, And that | 

is the reason I want to know, wanted you to very definitely outline 

the area that you recommend here todpy to be set aside by an amend- | 

ment to this bill so as to be absolutely free from cutting for time | 

to come, 

Of course that would not amount to anything because, as you say, | 

one Seoretary can do one thing and the next secretary can do another. | 

So can one Congress; one Congress can do one thing and enother Con- | 

gress can come along and do another thing. | 

But that 1s the purpese of my question, Now, you identify, if | 

you can, that area to which you refer? | 

Mr, Brant, That is the part of the area whicl was originally | 

suggested as a nationsel park wien Mr, Hook first brought the mat- | 

ter forward several years ago. I have seen some reports, I think | 

that were made at his request, on that which pointed to a tract of 

about 150,000 acres. But I also recall that there was ‘an estimate 

that the cost of that portion which was suggested as a park, in com- 

parison with the proportion suggested for selective logging, was about | 

forty per cent. That would not correspond with the acreage that you | 

have been speaking of, as shown on the map, 165,000 acres, 

Mr, Rizley. In line with what the chairman has suggested, do you 

have any figures, or heave you made any survey or you might sive us the 

benefit of your opinion, at least, as to whether the remaining portion 

would be sufficient to finance the whole thing under this program, 

Mr. Brant. Well, I have not the technical quelifications to pass
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on that. 

Mr, Rizley. I see. 

Mr. Brant, I think 1t would be a matter of the ratio of one to 

the other, in size, 

Mr, Rizley., It strikes me, of course, we would want to; I think 

everybody on the committee would be in favor of creating a national 

park and use this thing if it could be done and still we could finance 

the thing. But we have got to look at the financing of it, and whether 

it would be enough left so thet this selective logging progrem would | 

pay for the whole thing, would be a matter we would have to consider. 

Mr. Brant. Would that not be a matter of a number of years in 

. which it is cut? 

Mr, Rizley, Of course, that is all in it. 

Mr. Brant. If you have a margin of profit to pay any part of it, 

then you would have a margin of profit which would continue to pay for 

more of it further in the future. 

Mr. Poage.e Well, as a practical matter of getting this passed 

and getting those trees protected or preventing the slashing of that 

country, had we not better try to concentrate our efforts on going by 

what Mr. Hook has introduced here and pass this, and let you go and 

try to get a national park or a national monument, as it actually would 

be as I understand with a thing of that size, in the regular way of 

getting a national monument and with a regular appropriation therefor, 

instead of trying to put it in here, 

You have got a thing right now which is just on the verge of not 

peing economically sound from the standpoint of borrowing money. We 

are talking about borrowing money from Jesse Jones and giving no 

security except what we are buying. Now, not many bankers will take 

my note unless I heve some security for its; some of them would take 

somebody's note, and possibly they would the government's, Or possibly 

you could get it financed by pledging all the revenues from what you
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} purchases But if you just say, "well, now, we are going to buy 200,-= 

ooo acres of land and we will give you the revenue on 100,000 acres 

of land but we will not give you anything on the other 100,000 acres"; 

I have an idea Mr. Jones has been in business too long to loan money 

on that sort of a deal; and that is not the way he built those hotels 

at Houston, and I do not know that he is going to make this loan any 

different for the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

Mr, Brant. I think that the record shows that dhe ultimate 

establishment of a national monument was within the general purpose 

of what you are doing, and trying to do, and it certainly would be a 

partial protection, 

Mr, Poagee A national monument would give protection, but it 

would be an entirely different proposition than what we are doing here}; 

would it not? In other words, if it is a national monument or park 

proposition, it should be based on its merits as a park, Frankly, I 

think Mr. Hook has got a vast policy, the way it looks to me, and it 

looks to me like it should be extended to the whole nation, instead of 

just to the one areas. 

Mr. Brant, I do not see why he drew those lines so small, 

Mre Poage. But his policy is based on the purchase of the prop- 

erty and to pay it out, and if you take that away you destroy the 

possibility of putting this policy into effect, es 1 see it. 

Mr. Brant, But if you limit your jurisdiction to the part that 

desires protection as a primeval wilderness and undertake to protect 

it by selective logging on it, then your primeval wilderness is gone. 

Mr. Poages But are we not coming back to one thing, when he is 

asking the Committee for one meritorious thing, at least it seems to 

me meritorious, and now you are asking for another meritorious thing, 

to pass another thing. He is asking us to operate and finance and 

protect certain lands. He is seeking to operate and finance this 

thing, and it seems to me that, no matter how meritorious the national
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( park proposition may be, and 1 am not questioning that, I think there 

are lots of areas in the United States that ought to be ineluded in 

national parks and ought to be saved, and 1 know a lot I would like 

to see taken over right now and saved. but no matter how meritorious 

that is, should it be set up here to weaken the possibility of estab- 

lishing another desirable policy? 

Mr. brant. well, why does not the entire Uttowa National Forest 

eome within the seope of this bil}; why should it not? - 

Mir. Poage. I do not know why the entire United states should not 

come within the scope of it. Do you know any reason why it should not 

be extended to the whole nation?? 

Mr, Brant. I would like to see it extended, 

Mr. Uoxey. What do you estimate it would cost for the United 

States as a whole? You have got to think about some sort of cost. 

Mr. Poage. I think if you made it applicable to the entire United 

States and Jesse dones was willing to loan the money for this broad 

program, it would be fine, but if he would not loan any more, you 

have not got eny further. But il do not think you can hope to make 

it applicable for the entire country; he is not going to loan the money 

to make it applicable for everything in the United States, You know 

that. i 

Mr, boxey. I should not think he would, 

Mr, Brant. i think this area on the map, this 150,000 acres is 

a very modest part of the Ottowe National Forest. 

Mr. Doxey, Well, this is all food for thought, gentleman. We 

are back now to the original proposition. As Mr. Poage says, this 

committee is hoping to get some results, and the resuits will depend 

upon how much money we get, if we get any at ali. And the fact it 

appeals to us is not the ithings if it appeals to Jesse Jones,’ we may 

be getting somewhere. You know that as well as I do,’ 

4
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' i might say as to your statement, that you know we are treading 

on dangerous ground when we go to try, as one committee to legislate 

in one bill the functions of two very great departments of this gov- 

ermment in trying to administer the same area, That has got to be 

: worked out. If you are going to do that, we might heve a wer made on 

all national forests that we are trying to turn into perks and monue 

ments, and that is not the originel purpose of national forests. 

Mr, Brant. Nos but you heave two very different purposes in this 

bills; you have the functions of both a national park end a national 

forest provided within this bill, 

Mr. Doxey. I know it; this is a national forest problem, with 

the additional instance of this wonderful stand of virgin timber that 

all of us want to perpetuate for future generations, end that is the 

additional item you are stressing. 

Mr. Brant. Yes; I think it must have statutory protection if it is! 

going to be assured protection. It makes no difference to me who 

administers ite 

Mr. Doxey. I know; but we have got to think of something along 

that line. You fellows must realize there sre lots of things we have 

to think about, Is there something else, now? Anything further? 

' Mr, Brant. no; nothing more, 

Mr. Doxey, What is the next witness?
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42h University Farm Place 
Jone 3, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, BD. ¢. 

Dear Bob: 

Mr. Philip BH. Miles, who has been working closely with me 
on wilderness questions, has just phoned me from Ironwood, 
Michigan, where he has been conferring with Mr. Dick of the 
Porcupine Mountain Association. He has a very favorable 
impression of the Hook Bill, of the Association, and particu- 
larly of Mr. Dick's leadership. He also tells me that the 
Hook Bill will come up for a hearing before the House Sub- 
committee on June 10. 

He has learned, furthermore, that the Connor Lumber Company 
is actively cutting in the Porcupine this summer, and that 
prolonged delay would leave very little timber worth saving. 

I am about convinced that the Hook Bill is worthy of the 
suppert ef the Wilderness Society and am sending you the 
above items in case they gre news to you. I am also sending 
eopies of this letter to Kenneth Reid of the I. W. L. A. 
and Mrs. Wilda Quimby of the Wisconsin Conservation League. 

echudd ere With best regards, 

Oo ae Loe stud te 
Alde Leopold 

Py y ae Professor of Wildlife Management 
j nada? FAA 

I



424 University Farm Place 
April 14, 1941 

Mr. Philip BE. Miles 
122 W. Washington Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Phil: 

I would rather not ask Kenneth Leith about minerals in the 
Poreupines by letter. The answers to such questions are 
seldom plain "yes" or plain "no", and a man always says more 
verbally than in writing. A better bet for us would be to 
see Wrnest Bean, state geologist, who may be able to reflect 
Leith's opinion. 

Meanwhile, I have suggested to Jay Price that he see leith 
in Washington. 

' With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

, Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
April 8, 1941 

Mr. Jay H. Price 
o Club 5 

E ington, D. CG. 

Dear Jay: 

I appreciate your taking the pains to write me, and I also want 
to thank you snd Mr. Harmon for your courtesies to Philip Miles. 

I talked over your advice with Mr, Miles this morning, and also 
the matter of the presence of absence of minerals. Since you ask 
what you might do in Washington, I am taking the liberty of 
suggesting that you might look up at the Geological Survey or 
the Natural Resources Board whether or not the Porcupine Mountain 
minerals are ranked as potentially important. 2 

Meanwhile, Miles and I are approaching the thing from the other 
end by asking Professor 0. K. Leith who I think is on the Natural 
Resources Board and is a specialist in copper. Whatever I learn 
I will hand on to you on the chance that it might interest you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I have just learned that Professor Leith will be in 

Washington for an indefinite pericd, no doudt in‘connection with 
his duties with the Natural Resworces Committee. I suggest, there- 
fore, that if you are anxious to get the lowdown on Porcupine 
minerals, you lock him up. I would be glad, of course, to have 
you 2's I suggested it. His address is Dr. ©. K. Leith, 
2927 th Street, Washington, D. C,



‘ PHILIP E. MILES 
617 WISCONSIN POWER AND LIGHT BUILDING 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

April 9, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Maddison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

Re:.- Porcupine Mtns. Area. 

Thank you very much for sending me copies of your letters 
dated Apr. 8, 1941, to Mr. Price, and to Mr. Raymond Dick. 

In view of the uncertainty as to the date of Dr. C. K. 
Leith's return to Madison, the meeting which it was proposed 
to arrange with him and Dr. Bradley, must apparently be 
postponed indefinitely. If I may think out loti for a mo- 
ment, I am wondering whether you would feel that a letter to 
Dr. Leith, might evoke a frank statement of his opinion as 
to the importance of the mineral situation,--or at least 
prepare the way for a meeting at some later date? Should 
you conclude to write, his present address (according to his 
office), is 2927 Forty-Fourth St., Washington, D. Cc. 

As. you know, I would be willing, on rather short notice, to 
go to Ironwood, also to Bergland, to make contact with in- 
terested groups thereabouts, and to attempt to secure infor- 
mation on such points as you may care to suggest. 

I trust you will bear in mind my hope that in due course, 
and under such circumstances as you may deem desirable, a 
meeting may be arranged between you and the local groups, 
(or at least the leaders of tek); and at your convenience, 
I would be very glad to hear further from you in that regard. 

Sincerely yours, 

PEM: ej Philip E. Miles 

Enclosed herewith, are copies of correspondence recently 
exchanged upon this matter, and of prior correspondence 
which I may not have brought to your attention. Pry
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TYPED COPY t yy 

a Jay Samuel Hartt 
Consulting Engineer 

June 25, 1937 
= 

MEMORANDUM TO MR. MILES — 

The largest owner of property around Porcupine 

Mountains and Lake of the Clouds is the Keweenaw Land Associa- 

tion operated by B. L. Sherman of Marquette, Michigan. Other 

land owners are General Motors, Fisher Body, Wm. S. Seymour, 

William Boniface Lumber Company which is controlled by the 

Kimberly Clark Paper Company of Menasha, and Frank Speese of 

Ontonogon, Michigan. 

fl



424 University Feros Place 
April 3, 19421 

Mr. Jay H. Price, Regionsl Forester 

Piankinton Building | 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Jay: 

This is to convey to you in person the background for my phone 
call of the other day on behalf of Philip Miles, Hr. Miles is 
@ personal friend of mine, and is intensely interested in con- 

. servation, including wilderness. To give you an indieation of 
the intensity of his interest, he took the time to take my Wildlife 
Reology course last year. ie summers in northern Wisconsin, I 
think in Forest County. 

Four or five years ago, before the Forcupines were set up as a 
purehase unit, ho made a trip there, and he and I did « little work 
on the possibility of public acquisition of the Porcupines as a 
wilderness aroa. However, we could not visualize any scheme for 

making the idea effective, so we dropped it, 

Meanwhile, the Wilderness Society was organized, the area was 
partially invaded by rosds, saad your purchase unit was set up. 
With the publication of Ben Hast's article and the formation of 
the new association in Ironton, the idea was revived in our minds, 
and just about that time Robert Sterling Yard wrote me and asked 
me if l knew of anyone who could serve es a lender. for solving the 
Poreupine question. I told him I knew of no one in Michigan who 

had the necessary intensity of interest, but I suggested that 
Philip Miles might develop into a position of leadership. Robert 
Yard wrote him and he responded with enthusiasm, and ay call to 
you about status maps direetly followed. 

. Naturally Mr. Miles and I would prefer to ses the Porcupines become 
@ public wilderness area under Forest Service administration, but 
I told him I doubted whether the Forest Service or any other bureau 
could or would buy land for wilderness purposes, although they 
might administer it, once it was bought. Mr. Miles and I have a 
remote hope that some private donor might be interested in such a 
purchase, although I need hardly explain that the hope is very remote.



Mr. Jay i. Price Qe ‘April 3, 1941 : 

Our second choice is acquisition by the Forest Service as a 
national forest unit with such recognition of wilderness as you 
were able to give. I have not been there, 80 I have not mech of 
an idea of the extent or location of wild, roadless areas that 
might be practicable. 

The above is, of course, a bare outline for which Mr. Miles will 
de able to fill out details. We would welcome any suggestion 
from you as te ways and mosns of making ourselves useful, either 
on alternative one or alternative two. 

I appreciate your offering to let us see your records, and I hope 
that at some early occasion T may have a chance to discuss this 

; and other mattefs with you in person. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Yok University Farm Place 
March 27, 1941 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 
Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Bob: 

HR3793 provides, as I expected, for a national Forest Purchase Area, 
with the implied assortment of resorts, roads, and silviculture in 
the Porcupines. Of course this would be better than to have the 
area skinned by lumber sompantes. 

If there is a Bureau wide enough between the eyes to actually buy land 
for non-use, or a Congress far-sighted enough to allow them to, then 
I'll have to start all over in my appraisal of contemporary affairs. 

I see no chance for a real wilderness in the Porcupines, except by 
private gift. Bven with such a ¢ift, what Bureau could be entrusted 
with administration? 

It would be an interesting challenge, wouldn't it, to have somebody 
hand FDR the Porcupine area with the proviso that it be kept roadless, 
resortless, plancless, and no cuttings! Whanwould he hand it to? To 
raise this iscue clearly might be worth the price of acquisition--the 
actual area would be velvet. i 

Is there in the United States the combination of a long purse and deep 
understanding of wilderness values? I never heard of svch a man. 

Thanks much for so promptly dispelling my worries about an impending 
transfer. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

| ‘ 

|



Wisconsin Contewation League Madison, Wisconsin 

eo TA T E Hoe A Oa hee Tein Ss. sR CA ROR aot ee 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS H. R- 3793 proposes the acquisition by the Federal Government 
and inclusion of the largest remaining virgin hardwood forest into the 
Ottawa National Forest, and whereas such aequisition and inclusion is 
not only essential from a conservation standpoint but also on economic 
grounds to safeguard and protect the public interest through the 
creation of conditions under which the remaining uncut stands of timber 
of the hemlock hardwood types in the northern parts of the States of 
Michigan and Wisconsin can be conserved and utilized in orderly and 
constructive ways which will perpetuate the economic and social 
potentialities of this forest resource and the people and communities 

dependent upon it. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Wisconsin Conservation League 
in meeting assembled at Madison, Wisconsin, this 23rd day of March, 
joins wholeheartedly in the efforts of all conservation-minded people 
of the country and their petition for passage of H. R- 3793+ 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the secretary be authorized and directed to 
send a copy of this resolution to all members of the Wisconsin 
Congressional delegation, all members of the Committees on Agriculture 

of the House and Senate, and the Secretary of Agriculture. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE 

(Signed) P. M. Parkin 

W. D. LaBudde 

R. Fs Deerwester 

Approved and unanimously adopted by the Executive Board of the Wisconsin 

Conservation League in regular meeting, Madison, Wisconsin, March 23, 1941, 

of fy f 

Attest: rae ALA HTN 
ugh »/ Executive Sec. 

¢ aA
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DOReT AY sachs JACKSON March 20, 1941 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
WISCONSIN 

BENTON MACKAYE 
MASSACHUSETTS 

GRORGK) MARSHALL Professor Aldo Leopold 
NEw TO=e University of Wisconsin 

CLAUS MURLE Madison, Wisconsin 

ERNEST OBERHOLTZER 

MINNESOTA My dear Aldo: 
ROBERT STERLING YARD 

gene ante In response to my letter to Raymond Dick, I received from him 

late yesterday a letter of some length upon green letter paper, headed 
by a picture of a lake and the title of the "Save the Porcupine 
Mountains Association" of Ironwood, Michigan. The statement embodied 
in the heading says this Association was organized to preserve the 
Porcupine Mountains forest area, last great stand of virgin hardwood 
forest in the United States, covering 165,000 acres (more than 250 
square miles) on the south shore of Lake Superior in Gogebic and 
Ontonagon counties, in the western part of the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan. Sponsored by Ironwood Kiwanis Club, Ironwood Association 
of Commerce, Conservation Committee of Gogebic county board of Super- 
visors, other civic groups and public spirited citizens. No date for 

its organization was given. 

There was also enclosed a bill in the House (H. R. 3793) by 
Representative Hook of Michigan "to safeguard and protect the public 
interest through the creation of conditions under which the remaining 
uncut stands of timber of the hemlock hardwood types in the northern 

parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin can be conserved and 
utilized in orderly and constructive ways which will perpetuate the 
economic and social potentialities of the forest resources and estab- 

' lish the best practicable balance between the current needs and future 
requirements of the people, industries, and communities of the regions 
in which such forest resources are situated and of the remainder of the 
United States, and for other purposes." The bill bears date of March 4. 

There was also a mimeographed letter from the acting chief of the 
Forest Service under date of February 24. Also a printed invitation to 

become a member of the "Save the Porcupine Mountains Association" with 
dues ranging from a dollar to twenty-five dollars. 

No one among organizations here whom I have phoned knows anything 
about this association. The bill was referred to the Committee on 
Agriculture. 

I wired him to mail you two sets of what he mailed me and send me



Professor Aldo Leopold -2- March 20, 1941 

another set. 

At this writing I have not yet read the long bill, but will get 
copies of it here and take it up within the next two or three days. 
None of the persons to whom I have written,including those you named 
to me the last time this proposition was up before us, appeared to lmow 

anything about this association. At least they have not mentioned it 
in their replies. 

Sincerely yours, 

RSY:Y a



i ; UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF TEE INTERIOR 

" “NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASH GTO 

f March 14, 1941. 

Mr. Raymond Dick, Secretary 
"Save The Porcupine Mountains' Association, 
m Ironwood, Michigan. 4 i 

Dear Mr. Dick: i 

In the absnece of Director Drury I have before me your letter 
of March 1, concerning the Porcupine Mountain hardwoods, and enclos- | 
ing a reprint df Mr. Ben Bast's excellent article which appeared in 
"American Forests" entitled, "Porcupine Wilderness." 

Director Drury will return to Washington about March 17, and I 
shall, of course, call your letter to his attention. Subsequently 
we may have some useful suggestions. We are familiar with the ob- 

. jectives of your association; and with the finer portion of the Poreu 
pine Mountains forest. We agree with you that at least this portion 
of the forest should. be preserved. The problam of financing the 
acquisition of a suitable area from the national park standpoint has : 
appeared unusually difficult, although Representative Hook's deter- 
mined and consistant efforts to produce the means for conservation 
of the Porcupine Mountains region are encouraging. 

Sincerely yours, 

: A. H. Demaray, 

Acting Director. ;



Tira CONGRESS 
Isr Szssion 3793 

° ® 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Marcu 4, 1941 

Mr. Hook introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com- 
mittee on Agriculture 

To safeguard and protect the public interest through the creation 

of conditions under which the remaining uncut stands of 

timber of the hemlock hardwood types in the northern parts 

of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin can be conserved 

and utilized in orderly and constructive ways which will 

perpetuate the economic and social potentialities of the forest 

resources and establish the best practicable balance between 

the current needs and future requirements of the people, 

industries, and communities of the regions in which such 

forest resources are situated and of the remainder of the 

United States, and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That the Congress hereby determines and declares that the



2 

1 early and complete exploitation of the remaining uncut stands 

2 of timber of the hemlock hardwood types situated in the 

3 northerly parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin, 

4 without due regard for and consideration of the effect of such 

5 cutting on the permanency and integrity of the industries and 

6 communities dependent upon such timber for their continued 

7 existence, upon the welfare of the individual workers de- 

8 pendent upon such timber for their continued employment 

9 and economic welfare, and upon recreational use and industry 

10 dependent upon maintenance of proper forest conditions, 

11 would so adversely affect the social and economic security of 

12 said people, industries and communities and the general social 

13 and economic interests of the Nation as to warrant and de- 

14 mand the employment by the Federal Government of all 

15 practicable means to stabilize the utilization of such timber and 

16 to preserve the forest capital or growing stock indispensable 

17 to a realization of the optimum capacity of the lands to pro- 

18 duce the timber commodities or render the other services 

19 essential to national welfare and interest, and it is hereby 

20 declared to be the policy and the purpose of the Congress, 

21 through this Act, to conserve and perpetuate the said timber 

22 resources and thereby to insure the stability of the employ- 

23 ment, industries and communities dependent upon them 

24 through expanding publicly owned forests, through securing 

25 better management of privately owned forests and through
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1 securing coordinated management of interdependent publicly 

2 and privately owned forests. 

3) Src. 2. That in order to effectuate such policy and pur- 

4 pose of the Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter referred to 

5 as the Secretary) is hereby authorized, subject to the con- 

6 currence and approval of the National Forest Reservation 

7 Commission created by section 4 of the Act approved March 

8 1, 1911 (U.S. C., title 16, sec. 513), to purchase, and 

9 thereafter to administer as national forests, except as provided 

10 in section 3, hereof, not to exceed one million five hundred 

11 thousand acres of forested hemlock hardwood type lands in 

12 the northerly parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin: 

13 Provided, That forested hemlock hardwood types lands, as 

14 designated herein, are defined to include virgin timber lands; 

15 selectively logged lands; lands subject to the prior or subse- 

16 quent removal by the vendors, successors, or assigns of a part 

17 of the original stand of timber; lands supporting a well- 

18 advanced second growth of desirable species and volume ; and 

19 lands deforested or of other types constituting minor parts of 

20 areas predominantly forested and of the hemlock hardwood 

21 type. 

22 Src. 3. That if the Secretary shall find that certain 

23 of the lands purchased under this Act are so situated in 

24 relation to permanently established and administered State 

25 forests that they could most effectively and economically
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1 be administered in conjunction therewith, and if the State 

2 in which said lands are situated will legally obligate itself 

3 to assume and conduct the subsequent administration of said 

4 lands on a sustained yield basis and in full conformity with 

5 the provisions of the Act of August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 963; 

6 16 U.S. C. 567a, 567b, 567c), and such other provisions 

7 as the Secretary may prescribe to accomplish the purposes 

8 of this Act, and additionally will obligate itself annually to 

9 repay to the United States the amount paid that year by 

10 the United States as interest on the outstanding balance of the 

11 funds borrowed to purchase said lands, the Secretary, in his 

12 discretion and to the extent he deems advisable, and through 

13 agreement in conformity with said Act of August 29, 1935, 

14 may transfer said lands to the State in which they are 

15 situated. 

16 Sec. 4. If payments to States for distribution to counties, 

17 under authority of the Act approved May 28, 1908 (35 

18 Stat. 260; 16 U. 8. C. 500), of 25 per centum of all money 

19 received from lands’ purchased under the provisions of this 

20 Act do not return to any county annually in which said land 

21 is situated an amount equal to 1 per centum of the appraised 

22 value of said land within said county, there shall be paid 

23 annually to the State for distribution to said county out of 

24 the receipts from the national forests in the States of Michi- 

25 gan and Wisconsin such additional amounts, the appropriation
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1 of which is hereby authorized, as may be necessary to make 

2 the total annual payments, on account of lands purchased 

3 under the provisions of this Act, to said county equal to 1 

4 per centum of said appraised values, but the provisions of 

5 section 500, title 16, United States Code, and of this section 

6 shall not be applicable to lands transferred to the State under 

7 section 2 of this Act. The appraised value in this section 

8 shall be the consideration paid for said lands by the United 

9 States, adjusted for subsequent reduction of timber volume 

10 resulting from cutting, fire, insects, disease, storms, or other 

11 causes. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 600, title 

12 16, United States Code, payments to counties on account of 

13° Jands purchased under the provisions of this Act may be 

14 used, in their discretion or as the State legislature may 

15 direct, for other purpose than public schools and public 

16 roads. 

1 Src. 5. (a) In order to promote the stability of forest- 

18 using industries, employment, and communities through con- 

19 tinuous supplies of timber, the Secretary is hereby authorized 

20 to enter into cooperative agreements with public agencies 

21 having jurisdiction over forest lands and with private owners 

22 and operators of forest lands within and in proximity to 

23 national forests in the States of Michigan and Wisconsin for 

24 the purpose of establishing and organizing economic units 

25 susceptible of permanent sustained-yield management: Pro- 

H. R. 3793——2
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1. vided, That no lands withdrawn from public entry under 

2 the provisions of the Federal reclamation laws or for other 

3 public purposes and not also under national forest withdrawal, 

4 or Indian reservations, shall be included in any such coopera- 

5 tive agreement or unit except with the consent of the head 

6 of the department having jurisdiction over such districts, 

7 areas, or reservations. The Secretary is further authorized 

8 to determine, define, and declare formally the establishment 

9 of sustained-yield units comprising the land areas covered 

10 by such cooperative agreements, and such other lands as may 

11 reasonably be expected to be later included under such 

12 agreements. 

138 (b) Each such cooperative agreement, which shall be 

14 binding upon each private owner and public agency con- 

15 cerned and upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of each 

16 of them, shall provide for coordinated management of the 

17 lands of said owner or agency with the national forest lands 

18 in each such unit, including but not limited to the adoption 

19 by such owner, operators, and agencies of forest practices, 

20 logging methods, and rates of cutting that the contracting 

21 parties with the approval of the Secretary may determine 

22 to be essential for giving reasonable assurance of permanent 

23 sustained-yield forest production within the unit. Each co- 

24 operative agreement entered into hereunder shall also 

25 expressly provide that any privilege, benefit, or control con-
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1 ferred by its terms shall not extend beyond the period during 

2 which said agreement remains in full force and effect; shall 

3 prescribe terms and conditions under which the owner or ~ 

4 agency may sell to any other person, timber or other forest 

5 products located upon the land of said owner or agency 

6 within the unit in question; and shall require that each con- 

7 tract of sale made by the owner or agency shall obligate the 

8 purchaser to comply with the conditions and requirements 

9 of the agreement; and the owner or agency or the Secretary, 

10 as may be mutually agreed, shall take appropriate action 

11 to insure such compliance. | 

12 (c) The Secretary shall cause each cooperative agree- 

13 ment entered into under authority of this section to be placed 

14 on record in the county or counties in which are located the 

15 lands of cooperating owners described therein, and he is 

16 hereby authorized to pay the cost incident to such recorda- 

17 tion out of any available funds appropriated for the activities 

18 of the Forest Service. 

19 (d) In consideration of such agreements by the cooper- 

20 ating owners and operators, and in order to insure steady 

21 supplies of timber to sawmills and other manufacturing plants 

22 depending on such units for forest raw materials, the Secre- 

23 tary is hereby authorized, at his discretion and when he 

24 deems such action to be in the public interest, to contract 

25 to supply such cooperating owners or dependent plants with
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1 national forest timber, in quantities not exceeding the sus- 

2 tained-yield capacity of the national forest land within each 

; 3 cooperative unit. During the period that the cooperative 

4 agreement is in effect, such timber may be sold without com- 

5 petitive bidding, at prices not less than the duly appraised 

6 values as approved by the Secretary. The sale agreement 

7 shall provide that the appraisal may be revised from time to 

8 time during the life of the agreement in such a manner and 

9 at such- periods as the Secretary shall prescribe. 

10 (e) Whenever, in the judgment of the Secretary, the 

. 11 maintenance of stable communities in areas where national 

12 forest timber only is involved, cannot effectively be secured 

18 by applying the usual Forest Service policy and procedure in 

14 making sales of such timber, he may, in his discretion, define 

15 and formally declare ach areas as sustained-yield units for 

16 the maintenance of stable communities. Subject to the con- 

17 ditions prescribed in paragraph (d) of this section, and such 

18 other requirements as he deems necessary, he may sell such 

19 national forest timber from time to time to responsible pur- 

20 chasers already established, or to be established, without 

21 competitive bidding. 

22 (f) Before the establishment of any sustained-yield for- 

23 est units shall formally be declared by the Secretary and 

24 before any cooperative agreement or sale agreement made 

25 without competition and involving more than $500 in stump-
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1 age value shall be entered into under the provisions of this 

2 section, the Secretary shall cause advance notice thereof to 

3 be given for not less than thirty days by publication at least 

4 once each week in one or more newspapers of general circu- 

5 lation in the State where the land is located, as the Secretary 

6 deems necessary, and he is authorized to pay the cost inci- 

7 dent to such publications out of any available funds appro- 

8 priated for the activities of the Forest Service. This notice 

9 shall state (1) the location, the estimated quantity, and the 

10 expected rate of cutting timber; (2) in the case of any sale 

11 the appraised value of the timber and where the appraisal 

12 report may be inspected; and (3) the time and place of a 

13 public hearing, to be held after the completion of the said 

14 publication of said notice if requested by any person having 

15 an interest, for the presentation of the advantages and dis- 

16 advantages of the proposed action to the community oF com- 

17 munities affected and, in the case of a proposed sale without 

18 competition, the reasonableness of the appraised value of the 

19 timber. If the proposed cooperative agreement is entered 

20 into or sale made, the record of the hearing shall be available 

21 for public inspection during the life of said agreement or sale. 

22 (g) The Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regula- 

23 tions as in his judgment are necessary for carrying out the 

24 purposes of this section, and for the protection of the public 

25 interests involved. ;
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1 (h) Nothing in this section shall be construed so as to 

2 limit or restrict the authority of the Secretary under any 

3 other provision of law. 

4 Src. 6. In order that the program herein authorized 

5 shall be coordinated in the fullest practicable degree with 

6 other plans and programs of land and resource management 

7+ within the States of Michigan and Wisconsin, the Secretary 

8 is hereby authorized to solicit the advice and counsel of the 

9 State planning boards or other planning bodies of the said 

10 two States and other persons and agencies interested in the 

11 use of such lands and resourees in the formulation and execu- 

12 tion of plans designed to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

13 Sno. 7. In order to carry out the provisions of this Act, 

14 including land examination and title and other costs connected 

15 with aequirement, the Secretary is hereby authorized to bor- 

16 row from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and said 

17 Corporation is hereby authorized and directed to advance to 

18 the Secretary from time to time, as called upon but not 

19 later than June 30, 1950, sums not exceeding an aggregate 

20 amount of $30,000,000. Such loans shall bear interest at 

21 the rate of not to exceed 3 per centum per annum and shall 

22, be repaid within a period of not more than forty years. For 

23 the purpose of paying the interest and principal of said loans, 

94 the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to pay 

95 amually to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation all
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1 receipts from the national forests in Michigan and Wisconsin, 

2 including the lands to be acquired and held by the United 

8 States under section 2 of this Act, excepting the contribution 

4 to States provided in the Act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat. 260; 

5 16 U.S. G. 500), and in section 3 of this Act. If such : 

6 receipts are not sufficient to meet interest and reasonable 

7 amortization payments on the outstanding loan, a sum suffi- 

8 cient to make up the balance shall be paid to the Recon- 

9 struction Finance Corporation from any funds in the Treas- 

10 ury not otherwise obligated and the Secretary of the Treasury 

11 is hereby authorized and diicetad to make such payment. 

12 Sc. 8. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated 

13 for carrying out the purposes of this Act such sums not other- 

14 wise provided for in section 7, as Congress may from time to 

15 time determine to be necessary. 

| 
; 

| 

{
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To safeguard and protect the public interest through the 

: creation of conditions under which the remaining 

uncut stands of timber of the hemlock hardwood 
types in the northern parts of the States of Michigan 

and Wisconsin can be conserved and utilized in 

orderly and constructive ways which will perpetu- 

ate the economic and social potentialities of the 

forest resources and establish the best practicable 

balance between the current needs and future re- 
quirements of the people, industries, and commun- 

ities of the regions in which such forest resources 

are situated and of the remainder of the United 

States, and for other purposes. 

_—_—_—_—_— 

_ By Mr. Hoox 
——————————————— 

Marce 4, 1941 

Referred to the Committee on Agriculture
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Marcr 17, 1941 

Mr. Brown introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred 
to ‘the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 

To safeguard and protect the public interest through the creation 

of conditions under which the remaining uncut stands of 

timber of the hemlock hardwood types in the northern parts 

of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin can be conserved 

and utilized in orderly and constructive ways which will 

( perpetuate the economic and social potentialities of the forest 

resources and establish the best practicable balance between 

the current needs and future requirements of the people, 

industries, and communities of the regions in which such 

forest resources are situated and of the remainder of the . 

United States, and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That the Congress hereby determines and declares that the



2 

1 early and complete exploitation of the remaining uncut stands 

2 of timber of the hemlock hardwood types situated in the 

3 daribotly parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin, 

4 without due regard for and consideration of the effect of such 

- 5 cutting on the permanency and integrity of the industries and 

6 communities dependent upon such timber for their continued 

7 existence, upon the welfare of the individual workers de- 

8 pendent upon such timber for their continued employment 

9 and economic welfare, and upon recreational use and industry 

10 dependent upon maintenance of proper forest conditions, 

11 would so adversely affect the social and economic security of 

12 said people, industries and communities and the general social 

13 and economic interests of the Nation as to warrant and de- 

14 mand the employment by the Federal Government of all 

15. practicable means to stabilize the utilization of such timber and 

16 to preserve the forest capital or growing stock indispensable 

17 to a realization of the optimum capacity of the lands to pro- 

18 duce the timber commodities or render the other services 

19 essential to national welfare and interest, and it is hereby 

20 declared to be the policy and the purpose of the Congress, 

21 through this Act, to conserve and perpetuate the said timber 

22 resources and thereby to insure the stability of the employ- 

23 ment, industries and communities dependent upon them 

24 through expanding publicly owned forests, through securing 

95 better management of privately owned forests and through
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1 securing coordinated management of interdependent publicly 

2 and privately owned forests. 

3 Src. 2. That in order to effectuate such policy and pur- 

4 pose of the Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter referred to 

5 as the Secretary) is hereby authorized, subject to the con- 

6 currence and approval of the National Forest Reservation 

7 Commission created by section 4 of the Act approved March 

8 1, 1911 (U.S. C., title 16, sec. 513), to purchase, and 

9 thereafter to administer as national forests, except as provided 

10 in section 3, hereof, not to exceed one million five hundred 

' 11 thousand acres of forested hemlock hardwood type lands in 

12 the northerly parts of the States of Michigan and Wisconsin: 

13 Provided, That forested hemlock hardwood types lands, as 

14 designated herein, are defined to include virgin timber lands; 

15 selectively logged lands; lands subject to the prior or subse- 

16 quent removal by the vendors, successors, or assigns of a part 

17 of the original stand of timber; lands supporting a well- 

18 advanced second growth of desirable species and volume; and 

19 lands deforested or of other types constituting minor parts of 

20 areas predominantly forested and of the hemlock hardwood 

21 type. 

22 Sno. 3. That if the Secretary shall find that certain 

23 of the lands purchased under this Act are so situated in 

24 elation to permanently established and administered State 

25 forests that they could most effectively and economically
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1 be administered in conjunction therewith, and if the State 

2 in which said lands are situated will legally obligate itself 

3 to assume and conduct the subsequent administration of said 

4 lands on a sustained yield basis and in full conformity with 

5. the provisions of the Act of August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 963; 

6 16 U.S. C. 567a, 567b, 567c), and such other provisions 

7 as the Secretary may prescribe to accomplish the purposes 

8 of this Act, and additionally will obligate itself annually to 

9 repay to the United States the amount paid that year by 

10 the United States as interest on the outstanding balance of the 

11 funds borrowed to purchase said lands, the Secretary, in his 

12 discretion and to the extent he deems advisable, and through 

13 agreement in conformity with said Act of August 29, 1935, 

14. may transfer said lands to the State in which they are 

15 situated. 

16 Suc. 4. If payments to States for distribution to counties, 

17 under authority of the Act approved May 23, 1908 (35 

18 Stat. 260; 16 U.S. C. 500), of 25 per centum of all money 

19 received from lands purchased under the provisions of this 

20. Act do not return to any county annually in which said land 

21 is situated an amount equal to 1 per centum of the appraised 

22 value of said land within said county, there shall be paid 

23 annually to the State for distribution to said county out of 

24 the receipts from the national forests in the States of Michi- 

25 gan and Wisconsin such additional amounts, the appropriation
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1 of which is hereby authorized, as may be necessary to make 

2 the total annual payments, on account of lands purchased 

3 under the provisions of this Act, to said county equal to 1 

4 per centum of said appraised values, but the provisions of 

5 section 500, title 16, United States Code, and of this section 

6 shall not be applicable to lands transferred to the State under 

7 section 2 of this Act. The appraised value in this section 

8 shall be the consideration paid for said ands by the United 

9 States, adjusted for subsequent reduction of timber volume 

10 resulting from cutting, fire, insects, disease, storms, or other 

11 causes. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 600, title 

12 16, United States Code, payments to counties on account of 

13 Jands purchased under the provisions of this Act may be 

14 used, in their discretion or as the State legislature may 

15 direct, for other purpose than public schools and public 

16° roads. 

iW Suc. 5. (a) In order to promote the stability of forest- 

18 using industries, employment, and communities through con- 

19 tinuous supplies of timber, the Secretary is hereby authorized 

20 to enter into cooperative agreements with public agencies 

21 having jurisdiction over forest lands and with private owners 

22 and operators of forest lands within and in proximity to 

23 national forests in the States of Michigan and Wisconsin for 

24 the purpose of establishing and organizing economic ite 

25 susceptible of permanent sustained-yield management: Pro- 

8. 1131——2
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1 vided, That no lands withdrawn from public entry under 

2 the provisions of the Federal reclamation laws or for other 

3 public purposes and not also under national forest withdrawal, 

4 or Indian reservations, shall be included in any such coopera- 

5 tive agreement or unit except with the consent of the head 

6 of the department having jurisdiction over such districts, 

7. areas, or reservations. The Secretary is further authorized 

8 to determine, define, and declare formally the establishment 

9 of sustained-yield units comprising the land areas covered 

10 by such cooperative agreements, and such other lands as may 

11 reasonably be expected to be later included under such 

12 agreements. 

13 (b) Each such cooperative agreement, which shall be 

14 binding upon each private owner and public agency con- 

15 cerned and upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of each 

16 of them, shall provide for coordinated management of the 

17 lands of said owner or agency with the national forest lands 

18 in each such unit, including but not limited to the adoption 

19 by such owner, operators, and agencies of forest practices, 

20. logging methods, and rates of cutting that the contracting 

21 parties with the approval of the Secretary may determine 

22 to be essential for giving reasonable assurance of permanent 

23 sustained-yield forest production within the unit. Each co- 

24 operative agreement entered into hereunder shall also 

25 expressly provide that any privilege, benefit, or control con-
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1 ferred by its terms shall not extend beyond the period during 

2 which said agreement remains in full force and effect; shall 

3 prescribe terms and conditions under which the owner or 

4 agency may sell to any other person, timber or other forest 

5 products located upon the land of said owner or agency 

6 within the unit in question; and shall require that each con- 

7 tract of sale made by the owner or agency shall obligate the 

8 purchaser to comply with the conditions and requirements 

9 of the agreement; and the owner or agency or the Secretary, 

10 as may be mutually agreed, shall take appropriate action 

11 to insure such compliance. 

12 (c) The Secretary shall cause each cooperative agree- 

13 ment entered into under authority of this section to be placed 

14 on record in the county or counties in which are located the 

15 lands of cooperating owners described therein, and he is 

16 hereby authorized to pay the cost incident to such recorda- 

17 tion out of any available funds appropriated for the activities 

18 of the Forest Service. 

19 (d) In consideration of such agreements by the cooper- 

20 ating owners and operators, and in order to insure steady 

21 supplies of timber to sawmills and other manufacturing plants 

22 depending on such units for forest raw materials, the Secre- 

23 tary is hereby authorized, at his discretion and when he 

24 deems such action to be in the public interest, to contract 

25 to supply such cooperating owners or dependent plants with
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1 national forest timber, in quantities not exceeding the sus- 

2 tained-yield capacity of the national forest land within each 

3 cooperative unit. During the period that the cooperative 

4 agreement is in effect, such timber may be sold without com- 

5 petitive bidding, at prices not less than the duly appraised 

6 values as approved by the Secretary. The sale agreement 

7 shall provide that the appraisal may be revised from time to 

8 time during the life of the agreement in such a manner and 

9 at such periods as the Secretary shall prescribe. 

10 (ec) Whenever, in the judgment of the Secretary, the 

11 maintenance of stable communities in areas where national 

12 forest timber only is involved, cannot effectively be secured 

13 by applying the usual Forest Service policy and procedure in 

14 making sales of such timber, he may, in his discretion, define 

15 and formally declare such areas as sustained-yield units for 

16 the maintenance of stable communities. Subject to the con- 

: 17 ditions prescribed in paragraph (d) of this section, and such 

18 other requirements as he deems necessary, he may sell such 

19 national forest timber from time to time to responsible pur- 

20 chasers already established, or to be established, without 

21 competitive bidding. 

22 (f) Before the establishment of any sustained-yield for- 

23 est units shall formally be declared by the Secretary and ; 

24 efore any cooperative agreement or sale agreement made 

25 without competition and involying more than $500 in stump-
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1 age value shall be entered into under the provisions of this 

2 section, the Secretary shall cause advance notice thereof to 

3 be given for not less than thirty days by publication at least 

4 once each week in one or more newspapers of general circu- 

5 lation in the State where the land is located, as the Secretary 

6 deems necessary, and he is authorized to pay the cost inci- 

7 dent to such publications out of any available funds appro- 

8 priated for the activities of the Forest Service. This notice 

9 shall state (1) the location, the estimated quantity, and the 

10 expected rate of cutting timber; (2) in the case of any sale 

11 the appraised value of the timber and where the appraisal 

; 12 report may be inspected; and (3) the time and place of a 

13 public hearing, to be held after the completion of the said 

14 publication of said notice if requested by any person having 

15 an interest, for the presentation of the advantages and dis- 

16 advantages of the proposed action to the community or com- 

17 munities affected and, in the case of a proposed sale without 

18 competition, the reasonableness of the appraised value of the 

19 timber. If the proposed cooperative agreement is entered 

20 into or sale made, the record of the hearing shall be available 

21 for public inspection during the life of said agreement or sale. 

22 (g) The Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regula- 

23 tions as in his judgment are necessary for carrying out the 

24 purposes of this section, and for the protection of the public 

25 interests involved. {
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1 (h) Nothing in this section shall be construed ‘so as to 

2 limit or restrict the authority of the Secretary under any 

3 other provision of law. 

4 Sec. 6. In order that the program herein authorized 

5 shall be coordinated in the fullest practicable degree with 

6 other plans and programs of land and resource management 

7 within the States of Michigan and Wisconsin, the Secretary 

8 is hereby authorized to solicit the advice and counsel of the 

9 State planning boards or other planning bodies of the said 

10 two States and other persons and agencies interested in the 

11 use of such lands and resources in the formulation and execu- 

12. tion of plans designed to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

13 Src. 7. In order to carry out the provisions of this Act, 

14. including land examination and title and other costs connected 

15 with acquirement, the Secretary is hereby authorized to bor- 

16. row from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and said 

17 Corporation is hereby authorized and directed to advance to 

18 the Secretary from time to time, as called upon but not 

19 later than June 30, 1950, sums not exceeding an aggregate 

20 amount of $30,000,000. Such loans shall bear interest at 

21 the rate of not to exceed 3 per centum per annum and shall 

22 be repaid withm a period of not more than forty years. For 

- 23 the purpose of paying the interest and principal of said loans, 

24 the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to pay 

25 annually to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation all
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1 receipts from the national forests in Michigan and Wisconsin, 

2 including the lands to be acquired and held by the United 

3 States under section 2 of this Act, excepting the contribution 

4 to States provided in the Act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat. 260; 

5 16 U.S. C. 500), and in section 3 of this Act. If such 

6 receipts are not sufficient to meet interest and reasonable 

7 amortization payments on the outstanding loan, a sum suffi- 

8 cient to make up the balance shall be paid to the Recon- 

9 struction Finance Corporation from any funds in the Treas- 

10 ury not otherwise obligated and the Secretary of the Treasury 

11 is hereby authorized and directed to make such payment. 

2 Sgc. 8. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated 

13 for carrying out the purposes of this Act such sums not other- 

14 wise provided for in section 7, as Congress may from time to 

15 time determine to be necessary.
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To safeguard and protect the public interest through the 
creation of conditions under which the remaining 

uncut stands of timber of the hemlock hardwood 

types in the northern parts of the States of Michigan 

and Wisconsin can be conserved and utilized in 

orderly and constructive ways which will perpetu- 

ate the economic and social potentialities of the 

forest resources and establish the best practicable 

balance between the current needs and future re- 

quirements of the people, industries, and commun- 

ities of the regions in which such forest resources 

are situated and of the remainder of the United 

States, and for other purposes. 

By Mr. Brown 

Marce# 17, 1941 

Read twice and referred to the Committee on 

Agriculture and Forestry
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FOREST SERVICE ; : i 5 

: WASHINGTON 
fe Address Reply To 

Pebruary 24, 1941 ; 
Chief, Forest Service 

4nd Refer To ; 
L . 

ACQUISITION, Ottawa 
Furchase ; 
General 

Honoreble £rentiss M. Brown 

; United States Senate 

Dear Senator Brown: é : 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of February 20, transmitt- 
ing for consideration by the Forest Service the letter addressed to you 
under date of February.13 by Mr. Raymond Dick, Secretary of the "Save The 
Poreupine Mountains" Agsocieation of Ironwood, llichigan. 4 

As' you will seeby the inclosed map, the Porcupine lfountains, and the 
other chains of mountains and hills in that vicinity, are within the bound- 
aries of the Ottawa National Forest. For that reason particularly, the , 

4 Forest Service shares in the general concern over the possibility that 
much of the scenic charm and recreational value of that section may be de= 
pleted or destroyed by the promiscuous utilization of timber resources 
and the regrcttable conditions which usually follow as the aftermath. 

Phe scenic and esthetic values of the region unquestionably are of 
. outstanding social and economic value. fo the people of the heavily 

populated centers to the south, the region is a natural playground and 
opportunity for types of outdoor recreation which are noW almost indis- 
pensable to modern Standards of life. To the local people, industries, 

j columunities and counties, the income attracted by the recreational re- 
sources is indispensable to economic health. As mineral resources are 
further exhausted, or are so mechanized as to reduce their employment 
potential; as less favorable ferm soils become increasingly submarginal; 

4g s 24 y ie 2 : e ‘e . 
the economy of the entire region will be ineréasingly dependent upon | 
tiuber production and utilization and the associated uses of the forest as 
for reereation, wildlife, etc. ‘the proposal to conserve the Poreupine —. 
Mountains and related lands, therefore is inspired by a major social : 
purpose and definite economic need.
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Senator Brow - 

The gross area within the boundaries of the Ottawa National Forest : 
: is 1,745,308 acres. @f that, however, 752,949 acres are regarded as 

more valuable for purposes other than forest uses,’ and their acquisition 
has not been contemplated by the Federal land acquisition program. There 
thus remains 1,010,559 acres of which the highest economy appears to be 
for purposes of forest production, and the long range program for the 
Ottawa National Forest conteuplates the Federal acquisition of that area. 

Thus far, the acreage acquired or in course of acquisition amounts 
to ‘616,843 acres, for which the consideration has been $2,206,817.00 or 
an average of $3.57 per acre. To complete the program there remains to be 
acquired approximately $93,500 acres; of which a considerable part is with- 
in the general range of the Porcupine Mountains. 

: Were the funds available, the plans of the Forest Service would be . ° 
to acquire this remaining land as rapidly es agreement could be reached 
With the owers; and efter acquisition to so administer it as to per- 
petuate its scenic quality and recrestional values, coincident with the 
production of timber for industry. The principles of management which 

: the Forest Service would apply to such an area would, I think, largely — 
and, probably fully meet all expectations of the various large groups 
who are interested in perpetuating the beauty of the Forcupine Mountains. 
Experience has demonstrated that under sound principles of management, ther 
can be @ rather complete utilization of the merchantable timber without 

appreciable conflict with the esthetic and recreational velues. 

: At. the moment, however, progress in acquiring the remaining lands. 
is regrettably slow. The total appropriation for the purchase of lands 
under the Weeks Law during the fiscal year 1941, is only $1,000,000.00, 
which must be distributed over about 80 purchase units situated in 33 
of the States and in Fuerto Rico. The budget for the fiscal year 1942 
carries en item of $1,988,000.00 for the same purpose. With the funds ’ 

: thus limited, in relation to. the widespread need, the amount of lads 
which can be acquired in the Ottawa National Forest is less than that 
which should be acquired, if the social and economic values are properly 
to be safeguarded against form of exploitation inimical to the scenic 
and recreational values. 

Were the Porcupine llounteins area the oniy one in which such an 
emergency existed, the problem would not be se diffic.it; but unfortunately, 

‘ somewhat comparable conditions exist in many other wide areas and equally 
demand attention. In its represent»tions to the Joint Congressional 
Committee on Forestry, the Forest Service has had such situations in 
mind and has endeavored clearly to pring out the Gesirability of their
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- prompt correction through appropriate Federal or State action. It is 
the hope of the Forest’ Service that the neei for Such action will in: 7 
time be recognized and providedifor in an adequate way. 

i Integrated as it iw with the remainder of the Ottawa National , 
Forest, the Porcupine Mountains area would lend itself? to a single 
unified administration as a part of the National Forest. The at- 
tainment of that condition wil,l, of course, require Federal acquisition . 
of the remaining forest land. Al that can be said at present is that 
the Porest Service is keenly alive to the needs of the situation ana 
will do what it ean to meet it, with due regard to other requirements. 
In the present circumstances, however, the maximum effort available to the 
Forest Service will not be adequate fully to meet the requirements of the 
situation. 

Mr. Diek's letter and the pamphlet accompanying it are returned 
herewith. . 

Very sincerely yours, 

Acting Chief, Forest Service. 

Enclosures ‘ 

} : a ‘ 

bi \ ; 0 :
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ce fuk 4 
Resolutions Approved by National Convention 

VERY effort was made this year to OIG Their Objectives Commit the League to Action 
keep the number of resolutions to DOr 
eee arnt heeamenrne OM) and Thus Become Part of Our Current Program 

seek expression on current important 
issues. Much credit is due the Resolu- ee . , . . 
tions Committee for its earnest efforts, ¢xplore the possibilities of restricting will be increasingly dependent upon 
and for a job well done. The resolu- the erection of resorts in this area un- timber production and utilization, as 
tions are printed herewith in full and der zoning regulations, as contrary to well as the associated uses of the forest 
additional copies of any one or all of the interest of the Government which area for recreation and wildlife, the 
them may be obtained from National "OW Owns approximately 85% of the proposal to conserve Porcupine Moun- 
Headquarters. land and is committed to purchase of tains and related lands is inspired by a 

the remainder as funds will permit. definite economic need as well as a 
Military Use of National Parks Be it further resolved, That copies major social purpose, and 

fl 2 of this resolution be forwarded to the WHEREAS, This constitutes a great 
oe aioe cna eae President, the Secretary of Agriculture, National Project and the benefits there- 
standing natural areas for the per- the Secretary of State, and the Na- from may only be realized as such; 

manent pleasure and enjoyment of all tional Forest Reservation Commission. therefore be it, 

the people of the United States, and (Ed: $ - R169) Resolved, That the Izaak Walton 
WueREAS, Under the banner of na- . 4 League of America, in convention as- 

tional defense certain proposals have Porcupine Mount sembled this 28th day of March 1941 
been made and are expected to be HEREAS, An organized fort is at Washington, D. C. cordially en- 

made to Congress for their use for mow being made by the “Save the Por- dorses the object sought to be accom- 
military training camps, bombing cupine Mountains’ Association, for plished by the “Save Porcupine Moun- 
ranges, etc., and the preservation of the Porcupine ‘ains” Association and urges the Con- 

WHEREAS, Such use of these special Mountain Forest Area, on the south gress of the United States to im- 
areas would be both unnecessary and shore of Lake Superior in Gogebic and mediately enace app opuate legislation 
inimical to their purpose and would Ontonagon Counties of the Upper which will assure the accomplishment 

tend to establish a dangerous precedent Peninsula of Michigan covering more Of that object. 
inviting further abuse of a non-military than 165,000 acres (and more than a : 
nature after the present emergency. 250 square miles) within the boun- Public Water Conservation 

Therefore be it resolved, That the aries of the Ottawa National Forest; WHEREAS, It is not sound conserva- 
Izaak Walton League of America in and tion to destroy existing broad public 
convention assembled this 28th day of WHEREAS, This Porcupine Mountain values in order to create a new value 
March, 1941, in Washington, D. C., Forest Area is the last great stand of for the benefit of some special interest 
opposes any such use of our National virgin hardwood forest in the United or local minority, and 
Parks for military purposes and urges States; and WHEREAS, Governmental high dams 
that road building and other so-called WHEREAS, The Chief of the Forest have commonly been surveyed solely 
developments for non-military pur- Service of the United States Depart- by hydraulic engineers with little or 
poses which tend to encourage mass ment of Agriculture has determined no regard for existing public aquatic 
use, be curtailed to the absolute that the scenic and esthetic values of values or sound economics of the 

minimum. the region are of outstanding social project, and 
: . and economic value, and has expressed WHEREAS, The sacrifice of such 

Superior National Forest a share in the “‘general concern over aquatic values has often been obscured 
WHEREAS, The Quetico-Superior the possibility that much of the scenic by assuming that the principal purpose 

Program approved by Congress and charm and recreational value of that of all high dams is public water con- 
the President provides for administra- section may be depleted or destroyed servation, 
tion of the border lakes region of the by the promiscuous utilization of tim- Therefore be it resolved, By the 
Superior as a wilderness canoe country, ber resources and the regrettable con- [zaak Walton League of America in 

and ditions which usually follow as the convention assembled in Washington, 
WHEREAS, The increased commer- aftermath”; and D. C., this 28th day of March 1941, 

cial use of the hydroplane which WueEreEAs, To the people of the that before any more high dams be au- 
needs no roads, threatens to nullify heavily populated centers over a wide thorized or built the advice of com- 

this long time program, by making portion of the United States, this re- petent scientists and economists be in- 
small interior private holdings acces- gion is an accessible natural play- cluded in the surveys, their reports be 

sible for resort purposes, therefore ground and affords an opportunity for made public, and unless such reports 
Be it resolved, That the Secretary of types of outdoor recreation indispen- clearly show that the new values re- 

Agriculture make every effort to ac- sable to modern standards of living, placing existing ones exceed the latter 
quire speedily under public ownership and offers to local communities, people from a broad public standpoint, the 
the remaining strategic parcels of pri- and industries, an income attracted by construction of such high dams be 
vate land in the roadless area of the the recreational resources indispensable disapproved, and 
Superior and at the same time cooper- to economic wealth, and Be it further resolved, That we pro 
ate with the State Department in an WuerEAS, As mineral resources are test as being both erroneous and mis 
effort to ban the use of hydroplanes in further exhausted or are so mechanized leading, the present designation 
other than official business, from this as to reduce their employment poten- such water exploitation projects 
border lake area, and tial, as the less favorable farm soils ‘“‘public water conservation,” and 

Be it further resolved, That the become increasingly sub-marginal, and Be it further resolved, That ce 
Secretary of Agriculture be urged to as the economy of the entire region of this resolution be sent to the *
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HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 22 In Which I Meet One of My 

By Joint Committee on_Conservation World War Officers 
of Resources and Fish and Game. 

As reported in the Morgan Messenger by 

Lewis H. Buzzerd, its editor, and secre- 
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION tary of the newly organized Morgan 

a ings, West PETITICNING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO PASS A BILL FOR AN cee Se ey ee anua vce 
ACT TO ABATE EXISTING POLLUTION, TO PREVENT THE FUTURE POLLUTION ; a 

. Friday of last week, in company. 
OF THE WATERS, STREAMS, AND LAKES UNDER PRESENT FEDERAL CONTROL willieSenator UProctemsl DeeaWwillacd 
AND TO IMPRESS UPON THE IOWA MEMBERS OF THE NATICNAL CONGRESS THE and Marshall Beard, I attended, as a 

DESIRES OF THE IOWA PEOPLE FOR THE ABATEMENT AND PREVENTION OF member of the baby chapter, the Na- 
tional convention of the Izaak Walton 

SUCH POLLUTION BY NATIONAL LAW. League of America at the New Wil- 

lard Hotel in Washington. 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE, THE SENATS CONCURRING, While listening to the proceedings I 
had a feeling that some where in the 
dim past I had met the president of 

That the Congress of the United States is hereby memorialized the organization, Tappan Gregory, of 

and requested to pass a law along general, broad, and effective lines Chicago. That feeling continued to 
Nee oe ute , ee ‘ grow and finally it dawned on me that 

to abate existing pollution and to prevent the future pollution of the President Gregory was none other than 

Federal waters, streams and lakes of the United States. Captain Gregory, Regimental Tele- 

That the Governor of the State of Iowa is hereby requested to phone Officer of the 313 Field Artil- 
i lery, with whom, I, as a Private, had 

officially convey such memorial and petition to the Congress of the seen service in the Argonne Forest of 

United States and to the Iowa members thereof. France during 1918. 

At the first opportunity I asked him 
: if he had not been a member of the I hereby certify that the forego Concurrent Resolution : sci z 

on J ES a aes 80th Division during the World War. 
adopted by the Forty-ninth General Assembly. He said, “yes, and I know you too.” 

J / “You are Buzzerd.” He then asked 
; me if I remembered when I had accom- 

0. Gustarscn panied Lieutenant Cowardin and him- 
Chief Clerk of the flouse. self on a reconnaissance North of Hill 

etes® 281 and on our return the Boches had 
Congratulations to the Iowa General Assembly on the foregoing evidence of its picked us up from one of their ob- 

attitude toward the pollution problem. Unlike some states, which have beclouded servation posts and began sniping at i 
the bigger issue by a provincial conception of states rights, lowa’s action in ith 77’ 
recognizing the need for federal control is refreshing indeed. The memorial to US W! S. 
Congress is a mandate particularly to lowa’s members in Congress to support I assured him I remembered the 
such measures as the Gillette-Mundt bills. It is especially meaningful as a declara- incident 
tion to Senator Gillette of Iowa, sponsor of S. 1121 which is the companion measure ia k 
of the Mundt bill, that his state stands solidly behind him in his efforts to obtain The time came for the presentation 

effective contro] of pollution on interstate and navigable waters. of the charter to the baby chapter” 

and, as Senator Proctor, who had been 
— —————~—~<~;7;7Y)~|lhmamed a delegate, was not in the con- 

SUPPORT LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM ee ee ae 
sent to the secretary who asked me to 

1. Pure streams bills, S. 1121 by Senator Guy Gillette of Iowa, referred to Senate Come forward to receive our charter. 
Commerce Committee, and H. R. 3778 by Congressman Karl Mundt, referred to Following the presentation remarks by 
House Rivers and Harbors Committee, companion bills identical in every way. the secretary, the president took the 
H. R. 4106 by Congressman Samuel Weiss of Pennsylvania is a copy of the two pre- fl to tell the convention’ that when 
ceding bills, except that it carries an appropriation of $300,000 instead of $250,000 ie Snore 
for administrative purposes. The Congressman says he doesn’t “care a tinker’s damn” he had last seen me Was)on June 3, 
which bill is passed, just so it is effective. At the convention, he pledged support to 1919, and of the above incident. 
our pure streams program, saying: “You need a skipper in Congress to put a bill ‘ i 
through, and I think one of the ablest men in Congress is Karl E. Mundt. He is a _Not expecting anything of | the 
Republican and I am a Democrat .. . we are both Americans and sportsmen, and we kind, needless to say, I was practically 
are going to have support on both sides of the House.” overwhelmed. I should have been ren- 

2. On the wilderness front, H. R. 4169 by Congressman Vincent Harrington of dered speechless as well for I feel sure 
Iowa, for the purchase of strategic private holdings in the Superior National Forest. the reply I made must have been 
As long as these lands remain in private ownership, they stand as a constant threat unintelligible. ae 
to the integrity of the wilderness canoe country. Bill referred to House Committee 
on Public Lands. e 

In view of the present emergency we have reduced our immediate legislative pro- 2 a i 
. sue - . i (Editor’s Note:—In his modesty, Mr. Buz- gram to the minimum but will concentrate on the foregoing measures. ser sefrained fromutenoranestiec Kish liebe 

“a of President Gregory’s comments about their 
On the other side of the legislative picture every American who has any regard reconnaissance out in front of Verdun, when 

r public rights should VIGOROUSLY OPPOSE S. 1030 by Senator Johnson, now some men at a nearby observation post got 
fore the Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys. This bill would in effect the benefit of the Boche’s shells. Said Presi- 
a over the management on National Forests to the very stockmen who in many cases dent Gregory: “When we heard these chaps 
presently responsible for serious overgrazing and is aimed to give them vested yell... this man, [Buzzerd} with a fine dis- 
s in these federal lands. regard for his own safety, was the first to 

run back there and pick up one who was 
—————————————————————————__ hurt and help him to cover .. .”)
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Por (2 ne Wilderness 

A Call to Guard This Rugged, Untouched Wilderness on the Shores of Lake 

Superior, Where Stands the Largest Virgin Hardwood Forest Left to the Nation 

By BEN EAST 

THERE are those who will tell you that Americans there was enough white pine in Michigan to last the 

don’t repeat the mistakes of the past. I wonder! world forever. I reckon they believed it. Well, the 
In the summer of 1865, when the disbanded armies of axes rang in the snowy woods, and yellow lumber mount- 

the Blue and the Gray were straggling homeward along ed in giant piles along the banks of the Saginaw and the 

dusty roads, one of the finest pine forests then in exis- Grand, the Muskegon and the Manistee, the AuSable 

tence on the North American continent blanketed the and many another river. 
northern half of the mitten-shaped wedge of land be- The towns and villages that spread across the prairie- 

tween Lake Michigan and Lake Huron that is the Lower lands were built with Michigan pine. Chicago burned 
Peninsula of Michigan. It stretched in an almost un- in 1871 and pine from the roaring mills across Lake 

broken blanket, this stand of white pine, from the val- Michigan to the east went into its rebuilding. Today, of 

leys of the Grand and the Saginaw Rivers, northward the virgin pine that was to last the world forever, there 

| two hundred miles to the Straits of Mackinaw. It shut remains south of the Straits of Mackinac two eighty-acre 

out the full light of the sun from 12,000,000 acres of land. 

The early lumber barons who began the harvest of that 
timber—a crop it had taken two patient centuries and . . 
more to grow—predicted with boisterous confidence that Tall pines stand guard exer Lake-of-the-Clouds, lying 

like a silver platter in a craterlike bowl of green hills 
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tracts. One stand is in the Hartwick Pines State Park gin hardwood, dropping steadily as the river drops on 

near Grayling, the other not far from Interlochen. its way from the rugged uplands down to Lake Su- 

In the span of one man’s life the harvest of the pine perior. At the mouth of the Black the road ends. From 
was finished. The first sun of the new century, rolling that point to Lake of the Clouds, twenty-five miles to 

above the eastern rim of the pinelands on the morning of the east along the Superior shore, no highway comes 

January 1, 1900, reddened 12,000,000 acres of desolation within a dozen miles of Superior. The virgin forest 

where the pine had stood, 12,000,000 acres of fire-charred runs back from the lake like a lush green carpet laid 
stumps, dotted here and there with the crumbling sills of down on the rugged Porcupine ranges. Travelers who 

ghost towns. County after county in the pine country penetrate that wilderness must go afoot. The rivers 

was bankrupt, whether it knew it or not. 4 are too wild and rock-broken for canoe travel. 
On the heels of the logging crews fires had run un- In its last ten miles the Black plunges over four 

checked summer after summer through the tangled, sun- ledges to form a series of the most beautiful waterfalls 

dried pine slashings. They “burned Michigan over’ an- along the south shore of Lake Superior. At the first 
nually in those years, until the scant fertility that lay at falls, the Great Conglomerate, a rocky island splits the 
the surface of the sandy land was gone. When the job river into two channels and the dark water goes ham- 
was done millions of acres were left naked of any mer- mering down through two long chutes, one on either 

chantable crop for a half century to come. side. At the second falls the river makes an abrupt 
Only within the last decade or two has sane manage- drop of thirty or forty feet into a pool where it boils 

ment of this vast area of idle land—coupled with a lusty and eddies under a curtain of rainbow-decked spray, 
young recreational industry that.is founded on the com- finally surging out between pine-crowned walls that let 
bination of forests and water and that now trails second no more than a couple of hours of sunlight touch the 

only to the automotive industry on the list of Michigan’s water at midday. That is Gorge Falls. The third and 

wealth producers—begun to take up the economic slack fourth falls, Sandstone and Rainbow, are less spectacu- 

and relieve the destitution that resulted. lar but hardly less beautiful. 
It’s an incredible story, the story of the pine harvest. Between the four falls and above and below them the 

But it happened, and it can happen again. What’s more Black plunges and roars down its bed in a thundering 
significant, apparently it’s going to. succession of steps and rock-shattered rapids. And on 

Today the largest tract of virgin hardwood forest re- either side the gorge soars up into the sky, decked with 
maining in the United States is located within the bor- dark pines and hemlocks. The road parallels the river 
ders of the same state that once had enough white pine all the way down the gorge at a distance of a quarter 

to last the world forever. That’s sort of surprising in mile to a half mile, and well developed trails lead down 

itself. But it’s true. The biggest block of virgin hard- from the road to each of the waterfalls. On the op- 
; wood left within our borders, according to the United posite side of the road Copper Peak frowns down, the 

States Forest Service, lies on the south shore of Lake highest hill in the district west of the Porcupines, a 
Superior, in the western end of the Upper Peninsula of lofty landmark that looms, smoke-blue with distance, on 
Michigan, just east of the Wisconsin border. It blankets the western skyline for visitors who stand above Lake 
the Porcupine Mountains and considerable wild and of the Clouds in the heart of the Porcupine ranges, 

tumbled country around them. twenty-five miles away. 

And unless something is done about it, and done soon, ‘Whatever claims the Black may make to wild beauty, 

this tract of hardwood is destined to go the way the pine however, it is no more than a curtain raiser for the 
went seventy-five years ago—down to the hungry mills mighty Presque Isle that thunders into Lake Superior 

to the last stick, with never a thought for the generation five miles to the east. 
that will live among the stumps or for how it shall make The Presque Isle was named by the early French ex- 

its living. plorers who voyaged along the south shore of Lake Su- 
The Porcupine Mountains, where this forest grows, perior. The name translates out of their language “almost 

are the highest range between the Black Hills of Dakota an island.” The visitor who lands at the mouth of this 
and the Adirondacks of New York. They shoulder their wild and lonely river quickly discovers the reason for 

way abruptly up from the Lake Superior shore in rug- the picturesque name. 
ged, tangled terraces. Their blue-hazed peaks rise 2,023 A small timbered island blocks the Presque Isle at 
feet above sea level, 1,421 feet above the broad plain of its mouth, dividing it into two channels. But it isn’t 
Superior, mightiest of the world’s fresh-water seas. And an island the year around. Once the freshets of spring 
their slopes are clad, mile upon mile, ridge upon ridge, have thundered down their rocky chutes into Superior 

valley after valley, with open parklike forests that have and the river has receded to its normal summer levels 
never known ax or fire. Maple and beech, birch and and its more tranquil summer ways, the eastern chan- 

hemlock, some oak and here and there a scattered growth nel becomes a dry bed and the visitor can cross over on 

of lofty, green-crowned pine. a ledge of smooth rock that has been worn and pol- 
The Poreupine country is today as it was in the be- ished by the waters of countless springs. It is only in 

ginning, an untouched roadless wilderness. And it has the flood time of April, May and early June that the 
more than trees. It has beauty to take your breath bit of land in midriver becomes a true island. 
away. Lonely lakes lie hidden in the deep-walled val- For many miles above its mouth the river comes 

leys, lakes that do not know the dip of a paddle blade down a steep-walled canyon, raging through endless 

from one year’s end to another. Brawling mountain rapids, plunging over beautiful falls, swirling and foam- 
rivers, wild, dark and rock-shattered, go roaring down ing around tables, shelves and steps of red sandstone. It 

to Lake Superior through steep-walled gorges, drop- cuts through the heart of the roadless forest along the 

ping over ledges in countless mist-hung waterfalls. western shoulders of the Poreupines, and because its 
Take the Black River of Gogebie County, for exam- valley is roadless few persons have ever followed it the 

ple. The valley of the Black lies at the western fringe last ten or twelve miles of its wild way to Superior. 
of the Porcupine forest, in the shadow of the long ridge It’s no canoe road, the Presque Isle. Its bed is floored 
known as Copper Peak. Highways end at the Black. with rock and it comes down from the uplands in a 

A county road winds down its valley, through the vir- welter in which no canoe could hope to live.



As a matter of fact, few visitors have ever seen the The valley is really a flat, gently sloping tablelana, 
Presque Isle, even at its mouth. From the end of the buttressed on either side by lofty ridges. At the far end 

road at the mouth of the Black they must travel afoot of this tableland, ten or fifteen miles in the west, the 

or by boat along the Superior shore. Deep ravines filled visitor will catch on a sunny day the shine of distant 
with fallen timber cut the high clay banks at frequent water. That will be Lake Superior, off the mouth of the 
intervals all the way between the two rivers, making the Carp. And still farther in the west a blue hill rises on 
trip afoot one that even experienced hikers shun, And the skyline. That is Copper Peak, beyond the valley of 
for one reason or another not many have bothered to go the Black. 

by boat. At the visitor’s feet, far below, lies Lake of the Clouds 
But the Presque Isle will not be a roadless river much itself, a great silver platter in a craterlike bowl of green 

longer. The work of surveying a county highway was hills. On three sides the timbered mountains hem it in. 
begun in the summer of 1940. The road will come down On the fourth side, where the trail runs and the visitor 

f along the river gorge and in a few more years it will will stand, a wall of rock rises sheer as the side of a 
make accessible some of the finest scenic beauty of the house, hundreds of feet from the floor of the valley. 

| Midwest. Along the rim of the cliff a few clumps of pines mount 

» Fifteen miles to the east of the Presque Isle as the their century-old guard. 
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There are few rivers in the midlands of this country as completely wild and 
isolated as the Carp, cutting its way through miles of roadless forest 

raven flies, hidden among the green, timbered ramparts One thing may trouble the visitor. That is the name 

of the Poreupines, is the best known and perhaps the of Carp for the little river that feeds and drains Lake 
most beautiful spot in all that wild and beautiful moun- of the Clouds. If he knows the clear cold waters of 

tain country, Lake of the Clouds. The visitor who stands the Lake Superior country he will surmise that no carp 
at the top of the sheer cliff running along the north side has ever been within a hundred miles of that bois- 
of the lake looks out in three directions upon breath- terous mountain stream. And he will be right in his 
taking wilderness beauty. surmise. 

To the east he can look up the valley of the Carp It would please him to know the story of the name and 

River, a tiny stream winding like a silver ribbon far be- how the river came by it. Close to a century ago, when 

low him, and across the mountain ranges to the level land the copper mining industry of Lake Superior was a 
that lies beyond. To the south he can look across the newborn infant, a group of Cornish miners, newly ar- 

lofty green ridges of the mountains to a tree-crowned rived from their native Wales, stood atop the rock wall 
knob higher than all the others. That is Government above the valley and bestowed the name of Escarpment 
Peak, highest land between the Adirondacks and the on lake and river alike. From Escarpment the name 
Black Hills. To the west he can look down the wide “Searp” evolved, and later those who had neither knowl- 
valley of the Carp, flowing out of the western end of edge of nor regard for geology corrupted it to Carp. 

the lake. The river itself he cannot see. It is lost in From this undeserved title the lake was rescued a few - 
the timbered valley. years back.



There are few rivers in the midlands of ber. Much of it is ripe and ready for off the timber crop, or to donate them to 
this country as completely wild and iso- harvest. But the logging methods in the public. Such scenic spots in the Por- 
lated as the Carp. From the place where vogue today among private timberland cupines should be purchased as part of 
it leaves Lake of the Clouds it winds for owners, the methods already in use along the entire tract, for permanent public 
some ten miles down its broad valley be- the margin of the Porcupine country, are ownership, and properly safeguarded 
fore it turns abruptly to the north, breaks the methods that have laid waste millions when lumbering plans are drawn up. 
through the last of the mountains and of acres of land in the Lake States. They No one suggests converting this great 
goes booming down to Lake Superior in leave in their wake a brand of ruin of wilderness area into a park and “locking 
a succession of rapids and low waterfalls. which this country has seen far too much. up” its timber resources. All that is 
Along all the length of the river, from Should not the Poreupine forest be Urged is a wise harvest in place of waste- 
Lake of the Clouds to Superior, there is spared that fate? All around it, to the ful destruction. 
not even a hunting shack. The Carp cuts east, the west, the south, lie other tracts Individuals and groups living in the 
its way mile after mile through parklike of eutover, If proof is needed of the Poreupine country have urged for years 
roadless forest, and many miles of its pankruptey of such lands, plenty is avail- the acquisition of this great timber tract 
banks do not record a human footprint able. Must the nation’s biggest block of 8 part of the Ottawa National Forest, 
once a year. The few who venture along hardwood take that same road to ruin? within the boundaries of which it lies. The 
its course are lured by trout fishing of a he United States is spending millions of United States Forest Service would be 
brand that only roadless rivers offer. dollars—and will have to spend manyfold delighted to gain possession of the tract 

A mile from its mouth another stream millions in the future—to rehabilitate cut- @nd administer it. 
pours into Superior, the Little Carp, com- over lands from which the harvest was For several years there has been before 
ing down from Mirror Lake, hidden in the taken too quickly and too wastefully. Is Congress a measure known as the Hook 
same green hills of the Porcupines. The it sensible, is it sane business practice, to Bill, which would appropriate $10,000,000 
little river travels the same wild country add the largest remaining hardwood area for the purchase of the area. To date, 
and offers the same untutored and stout- to the list eligible for dole? BUR oe coe en pace me 

: z : ; e seems scant reason to 
hepried out : : Placed in public ownership and logged  jolieve that it has any chance of ultimate 

What is to become of this mountain on a selective, sustained-yield basis this assaver in the dime vl th f 
wilderness? Is the largest tract of vir- tract of timber would furnish lasting em- P2SS@8e; Jn Ine lirst place, the sum 

: A 5 5 money involved seems to be prohibitively 
gin hardwood left in the United States ployment for a major share of the present jase in the minds of £ 
destined to meet the fate of heedless de- population of the region, competent for- chee ae cte In s Seana balls 
spoliation that has swept away, one after esters say. It requires no great imagina- aoe et a een aay eee aan : f 
another, the bulk of the other big forests tion to see what will happen to that source ee a any dient a ee ee 
of the country and left desolation in the of employment if the timber harvest is ihe eounee: Geel a ane ie W a - 
place of beauty, bankruptcy in the place completed in a decade or so. Plenty of ton ad ‘setting ana BH ReAant moe 
of wealth? : : examples of that are in the record. For no better reasons the death warrant 

_ These are questions to which conserva- Finally, there are sections of the Poreu- of the Porcupine forest wil] finally be 
tionists—and I use the term to include pine forest that should be spared perma- signed, unless a sufficient number of 
hard-headed business men as well as nently, sections that have values higher Americans intervene. What is needed as 
dreamers who kneel at the shrine of wil- than the market price of their crops of 4 first step, apparently, is a Save the 

derness wherever they find it—in many  sawlogs. The south shore of Lake Su- Poreupines Association on a nationwide 
sections of the Lake States are seeking an perior has no wilderness spots that out- scale. After all, this beautiful tract of 
anew eb rank the wild gorges of the Black and the forest is the largest of its kind left in the 

Today the dual threat of logging and Presque Isle Rivers. The majestic tim- nation. Is it not the nation’s concern to 
fire hangs over the Poreupine country like ber that guards those gorges, the wilder- see that it is protected and utilized in 
twin swords suspended by a single hair. ness character that is their greatest charm, the wisest manner possible? 
When one falls the other will fall beside can be destroyed in a single winter of The conservationists, the forest lovers 
it. Lumbering operations are under way logging. Not in two centuries can such of America should ery out with one voice 
at many points around the edges of the assets be replaced. against the indiscriminate march of ax 

tract. They gnaw deeper month by month. Michigan and many another state have and fire through the roadless valleys of 
They await only the building of more proven over and over again that such the Poreupines and across those wild 
roads to eat into the very heart of the big scenic areas are too valuable to be lost. mountain shoulders! 
forest. In ten years they will leave the hey are the core of a fast growing, prof- They say Americans never make the 
bulk of it just one more piece of eutover. table recreational industry. But private same mistakes twice. The story of the 

No one wants to block outright and owners can hardly be expected to pass pine harvest is clear in the record. There 
completely the cutting of this tract of tim- them by when logging crews are taking is still time to avert a duplicate chapter.



WE INVITE YOU TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE 

SAVE THE PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS ASSOCIATION 

Organized to fight for the preservation of the Porcupine Mountains 

forest area, last great stand of virgin hardwood forest in the United 

States, covering 165,000 acres (more than 250 square miles) on the south . 

shore of Lake Superior in Gogebie and Ontonagon counties, in the west- 

ern part of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Sponsored by Ironwood 

Kiwanis Club, Ironwood Association of Commerce, Conservation Com- 

mittee of Gogebic county board of Supervisors, other civie groups, and 
public spirited citizens. 

Regular membership, per year... $1.00 
Contributing Membership, per year. $5.00 
Sustaining Membership, per year $10.00 
Patron membership $25.00 

Save The Poreupine Mountains Association, 
Raymond Dick, Secy. 
Tronwood, Mich. 

I hereby apply for 0... membership in the 
Class 

SAVE THE PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS ASSOCIATION and enclose 
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In my opinion, these persons whose names and addresses are given 

below are eligible for membership in the Save The Poreupine Mountains 
Association. 
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for One _.... membership in the SAVE THE POR- 

CUPINE MOUNTAINS ASSOCIATION. 
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eer hans hig gs Organized to fight for the preservation of the Porcupine Mountains 
Coe Bere Ry great « virgi : i i i SFE wey, Cade A 7% Mh, forest area, last great stand of virgin hardwood forest in the United 
"a Hite ses ee Sey oe ee ay" States, covering 165,000 acres (more than 250 square miles) on the 

ee Ne ree nO Nee WMC i! south shore of Lake Superior in Gogebic and Ontonagon counties, in 
= the western part of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Sponsored by 

Lake of the Clouds, in the Porcupine Mountains Tronwood Kiwanis Club, Ironwood Association of Commerce, Conser- 

vation Committee of Gogebic county board of Supervisors, other civic 

groups, and public spirited citizens. 

Dear Frienp: 

We would like to enlist your aid in our effort to save the Poreupine Mountain 

Wilderness from destruction—the last great stand of virgin hardwood forest in the 

United States. In this booklet, Mr. Ben East, the noted conservationist, describes 

this beautiful area and makes a plea for its preservation. Our association is designed 

as a nucleus of a nation-wide organization to arouse interest in this area and get be- 

hind a movement to bring it under some form of public ownership. Inasmuch as the 

tract lies within the confines of the Ottawa National Forest, the most logical step is to 

make it a part of this forest through an outright purchase by the National govern- 

ment. 

Our program calls for as large a membership as possible all over the United 

States to get behind two bills which have been presented in the present Congress, 

namely, HR 3793 and S 1131. These two companion bills will bring this area under 

the control of the U. S. Forest Service to be administered for the public good. At 

present, most of the ownership is in the hands of non-operating companies who are 

ready and willing to sell at a fair price and even donate a large portion of it outright. 

It remains for the people of this country to make their wants known to their repre- 

sentatives in Congress so emphatically that the necessary funds will be set aside to 

bring it under Federal ownership. We need your help in this undertaking and we 

need it badly. We want you to feel that this is your fight—that this last great stand 

of virgin forest may be preserved in its majesty for all times to come. 

May we hear from you with any suggestions or advice? 

Sincerely yours, 

Raymonp Dick, Secretary, 

“Save The Porcupine Mountains’’ Association.



Library of 

Porcuyat Wilderness 

A Call to Guard This Rugged, Untouched Wilderness on the Shores of Lake 

Superior, Where Stands the Largest Virgin Hardwood Forest Left to the Nation 

By BEN EAST 

| 

| THERE are those who will tell you that Americans there was enough white pine in Michigan to last the 
don’t repeat the mistakes of the past. I wonder! world forever. I reckon they believed it. Well, the 

| In the summer of 1865, when the dishanded armies of axes rang in the snowy woods, and yellow lumber mount- 

} the Blue and the Gray were straggling homeward along ed in giant piles along the banks of the Saginaw and the 

! dusty roads, one of the finest pine forests then in exis- Grand, the Muskegon and the Manistee, the AuSable 

| tence on the North American continent blanketed the and many another river. 
! northern half of the mitten-shaped wedge of land be- The towns and villages that spread across the prairie- 

tween Lake Michigan and Lake Huron that is the Lower lands were built with Michigan pine. Chicago burned 

Peninsula of Michigan. It stretched in an almost un- in 1871 and pine from the roaring mills across Lake 

broken blanket, this stand of white pine, from the val- Michigan to the east went into its rebuilding. Today, of 

leys of the Grand and the Saginaw Rivers, northward the virgin pine that was to last the world forever, there 

two hundred miles to the Straits of Mackinaw. It shut remains south of the Straits of Mackinac two eighty-acre 
| out the full light of the sun from 12,000,000 acres of land. 

! The early lumber barons who began the harvest of that 
} timber—a crop it had taken two patient centuries and ; . 

more to grow—predicted with boisterous confidence that Tall pines stand guard over Lake-of-the-Clouds, lying 
like a silver platter in a craterlike bowl of green hills 
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tracts. One stand is in the Hartwick Pines State Park gin hardwood, dropping steadily as the river drops on 
near Grayling, the other not far from Interlochen. its way from the rugged uplands down to Lake Su- 

In the span of one man’s life the harvest of the pine perior. At the mouth of the Black the road ends. From 
was finished. The first sun of the new century, rolling that point to Lake of the Clouds, twenty-five miles to 
above the eastern rim of the pinelands on the morning of the east along the Superior shore, no highway comes 

January 1, 1900, reddened 12,000,000 acres of desolation within a dozen miles of Superior. The virgin forest 

where the pine had stood, 12,000,000 acres of fire-charred runs back from the lake like a lush green carpet laid 
stumps, dotted here and there with the crumbling sills of down on the rugged Porcupine ranges. Travelers who 

ghost towns. County after county in the pine country penetrate that wilderness must go afoot. The rivers 

was bankrupt, whether it knew it or not. are too wild and rock-broken for canoe travel. 
On the heels of the logging crews fires had run un- In its last ten miles the Black plunges over four 

checked summer after summer through the tangled, sun- ledges to form a series of the most beautiful waterfalls 

dried pine slashings. They “burned Michigan over” an- along the south shore of Lake Superior. At the first 

nually in those years, until the scant fertility that lay at falls, the Great Conglomerate, a rocky island splits the 
the surface of the sandy land was gone. When the job river into two channels and the dark water goes ham- 

was done millions of acres were left naked of any mer- mering down through two long chutes, one on either 
chantable crop for a half century to come. side. At the second falls the river makes an abrupt 

Only within the last decade or two has sane manage- drop. of thirty or forty feet into a pool where it boils 

ment of this vast area of idle land—coupled with a lusty and eddies under a curtain of rainbow-decked spray, 
young recreational industry that is founded on the com- finally surging out between pine-crowned walls that let 
bination of forests and water and that now trails second no more than a couple of hours of sunlight touch the 
only to the automotive industry on the list of Michigan’s water at midday. That is Gorge Falls. The third and 
wealth producers—begun to take up the economic slack fourth falls, Sandstone and Rainbow, are less speetacu- 

and relieve the destitution that resulted. lar but hardly less beautiful. 

It’s an ineredible story, the story of the pine harvest. Between the four falls and above and below them the 

But it happened, and it can happen again. What’s more Black plunges and roars down its bed in a thundering 

significant, apparently it’s going to. succession of steps and rock-shattered rapids. And on 
Today the largest tract of virgin hardwood forest re- either side the gorge soars up into the sky, decked with 

maining in the United States is located within the bor- dark pines and hemlocks. The road parallels the river 
ders of the same state that once had enough white pine all the way down the gorge at a distance of a quarter 

to last the world forever. That’s sort of surprising in mile to a half mile, and well developed trails lead down 
itself. But it’s true. The biggest block of virgin hard- from the road to each of the waterfalls. On the op- 

wood left within our borders, according to the United posite side of the road Copper Peak frowns down, the 

States Forest Service, lies on the south shore of Lake highest hill in the district west of the Poreupines, a 

Superior, in the western end of the Upper Peninsula of lofty landmark that looms, smoke-blue with distance, on 
Michigan, just east of the Wisconsin border. It blankets the western skyline for visitors who stand above Lake 
the Porcupine Mountains and considerable wild and of the Clouds in the heart of the Poreupine ranges, 
tumbled country around them. twenty-five miles away. 

And unless something is done about it, and done soon, Whatever claims the Black may make to wild beauty, 

this tract of hardwood is destined to go the way the pine however, it is no more than a curtain raiser for the 
went seventy-five years ago—down to the hungry mills mighty Presque Isle that thunders into Lake Superior 

to the last stick, with never a thought for the generation five miles to the east. 
that will live among the stumps or for how it shall make The Presque Isle was named by the early French ex- 

its living. plorers who voyaged along the south shore of Lake Su- 
The Porcupine Mountains, where this forest grows, perior. The name translates out of their language “almost 

are the highest range between the Black Hills of Dakota an island.” The visitor who lands at the mouth of this 

and the Adirondacks of New York. They shoulder their wild and lonely river quickly discovers the reason for 
way abruptly up from the Lake Superior shore in rug- the picturesque name. 
ged, tangled terraces. Their blue-hazed peaks rise 2,023 A small timbered island blocks the Presque Isle at 

feet above sea level, 1,421 feet above the broad plain of its mouth, dividing it into two channels. But it isn’t 
Superior, mightiest of the world’s fresh-water seas. And an island the year around. Once the freshets of spring 
their slopes are clad, mile upon mile, ridge upon ridge, have thundered down their rocky chutes into Superior 

valley after valley, with open parklike forests that have and the river has receded to its normal summer levels 
never known ax or fire. Maple and beech, birch and and its more tranquil summer ways, the eastern chan- 
hemlock, some oak and here and there a scattered growth nel becomes a dry bed and the visitor can cross over on 

of lofty, green-crowned pine. a ledge of smooth rock that has been worn and pol- 

The Poreupine country is today as it was in the be- ished by the waters of countless springs. It is only in 

ginning, an untouched roadless wilderness. And it has the flood time of April, May and early June that the 

more than trees. It has beauty to take your breath bit of land in midriver becomes a true island. 
away. Lonely lakes lie hidden in the deep-walled val- For many miles above its mouth the river comes 

leys, lakes that do not know the dip of a paddle blade down a steep-walled canyon, raging through endless 

from one year’s end to another. Brawling mountain rapids, plunging over beautiful falls, swirling and foam- 
rivers, wild, dark and rock-shattered, go roaring down ing around tables, shelves and steps of red sandstone. It 
to Lake Superior through steep-walled gorges, drop- cuts through the heart of the roadless forest along the 
ping over ledges in countless mist-hung waterfalls. western shoulders of the Poreupines, and because its 

Take the Black River of Gogebie County, for exam- valley is roadless few persons have ever followed it the 

ple. The valley of the Black lies at the western fringe last ten or twelve miles of its wild way to Superior. 
of the Porcupine forest, in the shadow of the long ridge It’s no canoe road, the Presque Isle. Its bed is floored 
known as Copper Peak. Highways end at the Black. with rock and it comes down from the uplands in a 
A county road winds down its valley, through the vir- welter in which no canoe could hope to live. 
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As a matter of fact, few visitors have ever seen the The valley is really a flat, gently sloping tableland, 

Presque Isle, even at its mouth. From the end of the buttressed on either side by lofty ridges. At the far end 

road at the mouth of the Black they must travel afoot of this tableland, ten or fifteen miles in the west, the 
or by boat along the Superior shore. Deep ravines filled visitor will catch on a sunny day the shine of distant 
with fallen timber eut the high clay banks at frequent water. That will be Lake Superior, off the mouth of the 

intervals all the way between the two rivers, making the Carp. And still farther in the west a blue hill rises on 
trip afoot one that even experienced hikers shun. And the skyline. That is Copper Peak, beyond the valley of 

for one reason or another not many have bothered to go the Black. 

by boat. At the visitor’s feet, far below, lies Lake of the Clouds 

But the Presque Isle will not be a roadless river much itself, a great silver platter in a craterlike bowl of green 

longer. The work of surveying a county highway was hills: On three sides the timbered mountains hem it in. 

begun in the summer of 1940. The road will come down On the fourth side, where the trail runs and the visitor 

along the river gorge and in a few more years it will will stand, a wall of rock rises sheer as the side of a 

make accessible some of the finest scenic beauty of the house, hundreds of feet from the floor of the valley. 

Midwest. Along the rim of the cliff a few clumps of pines mount 

Fifteen miles to the east of the Presque Isle as the their century-old guard. 
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There are few rivers in the midlands of this country as completely wild and 
isolated as the Carp, cutting its way through miles of roadless forest 

raven flies, hidden among the green, timbered ramparts One thing may trouble the visitor. That is the name 

of the Poreupines, is the best known and perhaps the of Carp for the little river that feeds and drains Lake 
most beautiful spot in all that wild and beautiful moun- of the Clouds. If he knows the clear cold waters of 
tain country, Lake of the Clouds. The visitor who stands the Lake Superior country he will surmise that no carp 

at the top of the sheer cliff running along the north side has ever been within a hundred miles of that bois- 

of the lake looks out in three directions upon breath- terous mountain stream. And he will be right in his 

taking wilderness beauty. surmise. 

To the east he can look up the valley of the Carp It would please him to know the story of the name and 

River, a tiny stream winding like a silver ribbon far be- how the river came by it. Close to a century ago, when 

low him, and across the mountain ranges to the level land the copper mining industry of Lake Superior was a 

that lies beyond. ‘To the south he can look across the newborn infant, a group of Cornish miners, newly ar- 
lofty green ridges of the mountains to a tree-crowned rived from their native Wales, stood atop the rock wall 

knob higher than all the others. That is Government above the valley and bestowed the name of Escarpment 

Peak, highest land between the Adirondacks and the on lake and river alike. From Escarpment the name 
Black Hills. To the west he can look down the wide “Searp” evolved, and later those who had neither knowl- 

valley of the Carp, flowing out of the western end of edge of nor regard for geology corrupted it to Carp. 

the lake. The river itself he cannot see. It is lost in From this undeserved title the lake was rescued a few 
the timbered valley. years back. (Continuing on page 46) 
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Protective Legislation and Proper Management Are Proving a Good Tonic 
for Wildfowl Population and Big Game Animals, Now on Increase 

By LOGAN J. BENNETT 
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As shown by the chart above, the American waterfowl population though dropping from 140,000,000 birds to 27,000,000 
in the short span of thirty-five years, is now definitely on the increase due to a continental program of restoration and 
changing weather conditions. The 1940 inventory reveals 65,000,000 birds, or more than double the 1935 population 

SIXTY-FIVE MILLION ducks can’t be wrong! Yes, Since 1931 the Great Plains have witnessed the most 
there are on the North American Continent in this year terrible drought in history. In that region, our most 
of 1940 about 65,000,000 wild ducks and geese that will productive duck territory, rainfall began decreasing and 
have provided sport for 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 waterfowl water levels were lowered before 1900. In the long dry 

hunters and pleasure for an even greater number of period that followed, about 100,000,000 acres of water- 
nature lovers. fowl marshlands were drained. At the close of the duck 

From 1900 to 1935 our wild duck population dropped season in 1933, many sportsmen were ready to write the 
from an estimated total of 140,000,000 birds to the obituary for waterfowl. If each of the million duck 
alarmingly low figure of 27,000,000. The plight of this hunters had killed one and a half days’ bag limit in 1935, 
diminishing host of Americans was recognized as early our ducks would now be in the same category as the 
as 1913, when the Migratory Bird Law was enacted. In extinct passenger pigeon. 
1918 the Migratory Bird Treaty Act between Great The cold facts of the great decline, however, spurred 

Britain and the United States was ratified, our first big sportsmen, nature lovers, scientists, and conservationists 
attempt at wildlife conservation, Under this treaty, to redouble their efforts to save this resource. The Mi- 
among other protective measures, the spring shooting of gratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act was passed in 1934. 
waterfowl was prohibited in Canada and the United This law requires all duck hunters over sixteen years of 
States and the hunting season was definitely limited. age to purchase at $1 a migratory bird hunting stamp. 

The treaty, however, did not stop the downward plunge The funds thus raised, amounting to about $1,000,000 a 

of the waterfowl population. year, are administered by the federal Fish and Wildlife 
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Porcupine Wilderness 

(Continued from page 9) 

. There are few rivers in the midlands of 

our em ers I this country as completely wild and iso- 
lated as the Carp. From the place where 
it leaves Lake of the Clouds it winds for 
some ten miles down its broad valley be- 
fore it turns abruptly to the north, breaks 

AROS an oo S through the last of the mountains and 
goes booming down to Lake Superior in 
a succession of rapids and low waterfalls. 

Members of the Association are entitled to a 10% discount on Along all the length of the river, from 

practically any book published, including fiction and biography, with ae Shee ee ee ce 
the exception of a few textbooks. Take advantage of your member- its way mile after mile through parklike 

ship in ordering books. roadless forest, and many miles of its 
banks do not record a human footprint 

A few recommended books on forestry and outdoor subjects are once a year. The few who venture along 

listed herewith. Prices quoted are not guaranteed, but to the best its course are lured by trout fishing of a 
A Tete list-of imatel brand that only roadless rivers offer. 

of our knowledge are correct. more complete list of approx ly A mile from Gts mouth another streatt 
200 books will be mailed to you on request. pours into Superior, the Little Carp, com- 

List ing down from Mirror Lake, hidden in the 
AUTHOR TITLE PRICE same green hills of the Poreupines. The 

Allen, Shirley W. INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN FORESTRY $3-50 little river travels the same wild country 
Ayres, Quincy Claude SOIL EROSION AND ITS CONTROL ee 3050 and offers the same untutored and stout- 
Baer, Marian E. PANDORA’S BOX—THE STORY OF CONSERVATION sun 2,00 hearted trout. 
Beard, Dan AMERICAN BOYS’ BOOK OF BUGS, BUTTERFLIES AND BEETLES... 2.00 Wiltatiae tolhacomenotithiatmontair 
Bennett, Hugh Hammond SOIL CONSERVATION ee 6.00 : sf Ts the lareest track of vire 
Blakeslee and Jarvis TREES IN WINTER. 2.00 Bauder ere od fone i ha ‘Udited! States 
Boyce, John Shaw FOREST PATHOLOGY 02-2 --eecc-eee occ ceeeeceeenceenneneneneeeeneene 5.00 f a aerate: oil iaedieeral 
Brown, Nelson C. GENERAL FORESTRY BS estined to meet the fate of heedless de- 
Bruce, Donald and Schumaker, F. K. FOREST MENSURATION. 350 spoliation that has swept away, one after 
Bush-Brown, Louise and James AMERICA’S GARDEN BOOK... 3-50 another, the bulk of the other big forests 
Camp, Raymond R. ALL SEASONS AFIELD—WITH ROD AND GUN. 3.50 of the country and left desolation in the 
Carhart, A. H. TREES AND SHRUBS FOR THE SMALL PLACE... 1.00 place of beauty, bankruptcy in the place 
Doane, R. W. et al FOREST INSECTS 00000020 ceeceeeeen eens 450 of wealth? 
DuPuy, William Atherton THE NATION’S FORESTS 3.00 ° , 
Durand, Herbert FIELD BOOK OF COMMON FERNS ee 250 _ These are questions to which ae 
Elliott, Charles N. and Mobley, M. D. SOUTHERN FORESTRY ---_1-60 tionists—and I use the term to include 
Fairchild, David THE WORLD WAS MY GARDEN oe TS hard-headed business men as well as 
Ferguson, J. A. FARM FORESTRY | 2,00 dreamers who kneel at the shrine of wil- 
Gabrielson, Ira N. WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 2 850 derness wherever they find it—in many 
Hall, A. Neely CRAFT WORK AND PLAYTHINGS 92000000 pices 2.50 sections of the Lake States are seeking an 
Hawley, Ralph C. FOREST PROTECTION 2220 2095 anewer. 
Holbrook, Stewart H. HOLY OLD MACKINAW oe 250 h - 
Hunt, George M. and Garratt, George A. WOOD PRESERVATION... 2-2-0500 Pet re 9 eae e logging ane 
Illick, Joseph S. AN OUTLINE OF GENERAL FORESTRY een 1.50 lee pee a : 
Kauffman, Erle KINGDOM OF THE TREES... 2.00 twin swords suspended by a single hair. 
Kephart H. CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT 250 When one falls the other will fall beside 
Lamb, F. H. BOOK OF THE BROADLEAF TREES sooner arenes) “3075 it. Lumbering operations are under way 
Laurie and Chadwick MODERN NURSERY 5200 at many points around the edges of the 
Leopold, Aldo GAME MANAGEMENT... =e 500 tract. They gnaw deeper month by month. 
Levison, J. J. THE HOME BOOK OF TREES AND SHRUBS_..-------.._ 5.00 They await only the building of more 
Makins, F. K. IDENTIFICATION OF TREES AND SHRUBS. ---------00---2--2--— 400 5 . z - 
Mathews FIELD BOOK, AMERICAN WILD FLOWERS 3.50 cle ae the ae heart a the be 
JACK MINER AND) THE BIRDS: 22 occ 100 Soren cor auLe yuu cr ye Uae 
Peterson, Roger Tory A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS... 2S bulk of it just one more piece of cutover. 
Phillips, A. H. GARDENING WITHOUT SOIL. 2.00 No one wants to block outright and 
Read, Arthur THE PROFESSION OF FORESTRY ee eee eo completely the cutting of this tract of tim- 
Sargent, C. S. MANUAL OF TREES OF NORTH AMERICA 5-00 ber. Much of it is ripe and ready for 
Sechrist, W. C. FORESTER’S FIELD MANUAL... ee 150 harvest. But the logging methods in 
Seton, Ernest Thompson , : 

LIVES OF GAME ANIMALS 4 volumes (less 20% discount) 22.00. 20.00 vogue oe sions: peyae cutee 
TRAILS OF AN ARTIST-NATURALIST, The Autobiography of Ernest Thompson Owners alle ane HOGS area yan Use ane 

Seton, illustrated with his own drawings. eee ences | BTS the margin of the Porcupine country, are 
Shirley, Clifford REDWOODS OF COAST AND SIERRA 202-1 the methods that have laid waste millions 
Taylor HANDBOOK FOR RANGERS AND WOODSMEN @2 2922-02300 of acres of land in the Lake States. They 
Toumey and Korstian SEEDING AND PLANTING IN PRACTICE OF FORESTRY... 5.00 [eAvel ah eee aiola brandiot anintot 
Vareschi, Volkmar MOUNTAINS IN FLOWER 2000 -esee ee 3200 sch thi : 5 
Westveld APPLIED SILVICULTURE IN THE UNITED STATES... 5.00 ae ae sound a seen far a ae 
Whelen, Townsend THE HUNTING RIFLE 0000 eS MONG ROR) a praubetca ore te 
Yard, R. S. BOOK OF THE NATIONAL PARKS . Oe nnneeeennneeeee 300 spared that fate? All around it, to the 

east, the west, the south, lie other tracts 
of cutover. If proof is needed of the 

10% Discount on these prices is your privilege as a Member of bankruptey of such lands, plenty is avail- 
able. Must the nation’s biggest block of 

THE AM ERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION hardwood take that same road to ruin? 
The United States is spending millions of | 
dollars—and will have to spend manyfold 

919 17th STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON, D.C. millions in the future—to rehabilitate eut- 
over lands from which the harvest was 
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thing like one million years ago, the snows Geologists estimate that the mighty cas- 
and rains and frost year by year finally cade of turbulent water took between six 
succeeded in wearing away the hard and seven thousand years to grind out the A CORDIAL 
blanket of basalt covering that drowned Grand Coulee canyon, exposing to the 
forest of the Miocene period, revealing it curious eyes of the Twentieth Century the WELCOME 
in a wholly unfamiliar setting. body mold and bones of Aphelops, the 

Where there had been ee a vhino, recently discovered in the basalt AWAITS you! 
parched landscape of sage and rocky bluffs ¢s¢arpment above Blue Lake ; and the 

stretched to the banks of the Columbia Petrified logs of giant Sequoia, sweet gum, Enjoy the modern luxury of the 
river. Where there had been cypress and Spruce, and other remnants of that forest Hotel Raleigh. Bright guest rooms 
tupelo gums, there were only shrubby of ven On ets Bee st embedded in set. a mew standard for-comfort. 
junipers and sage. Once there hi een Sasa au preserve em, or repre- seat : 
aquatis rhinos ae eee da hese sented them by a perfect lava mold. Lo a Sees oe 
there were horses, but without the second The petrified forests of Washington are iid na uch hh leering 
and third toes; elephants, but without the only ones known to be buried in liquid the capital’s smartest dinner and 
lower tusks; deer and antelope, with new- lava. lente: speiized as oes supper rendezvous. e 

ly-acquired horns; sloths and armadilloes 1" ancient muds; a few in volcanic ash. i 
from. South America; bison and bears Professor Beck, writing on the subject 450 Beautiful Rooms from $3.50. 
from Asia. in a recent issue of “Northwest Science,” “Just 2 short blocks from the 1 

Moropus, the clawed horse, was gone comments: “There can be little doubt but United States Forest Service” 
forever from the earth. Gone, too, was that the (entombment) process was effect- —— 
Aphelops, the rhino. Maturely developed ed in the presence of standing water. Write for illustrated booklet. 
descendants of the horses, camels, and Abundant water at. hand seems to have 

elephants had survived the millions of Served as a protective agent against the C. C, SCHIFFELER, Gen. Mgr. 
years. Huge, sabre-tooth tigers, lions and heat of the liquid lava, thus accounting 
packs of fierce wolves had evolved from for the preservation and immediate petri- HOTEL 
the cat and dog tribes. faction of the trees. Less abundant water a 

The lifting of the lava plain and the Seems to have resulted in the production 

shutting off of abundant rain from the f tree molds only . . .” é 
Pacific by the rise of the Cascade Moun- “A plenitude of water seems to have 
tains had changed the climate, so that been necessary for the chemical reaction 

many trees and animals drifted south- Setting free the quantities of siliceous gel 
ward, or became extinct. The winters be- Which invaded the cell lumens of the trees PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE AND 

came longer and more severe. Arctic entombed. To repeat, it seems that the 12TH STREET, N. W. 
plants and animals—caribou, moose and Water served the dual purpose, when abun- 

musk-ox—began to filter into the country. ant, of protecting the logs from combus- WASHINGTON Dc 
It was the Age of Ice, tion and of providing for their relatively ES 

Huge ice cakes jammed the gorges of T@pid petrifaction.” SS ee 
the Columbia, and most of the basin coun- It, is estimated that there are from five ————..——_-- -smagmn 
try was covered with ice. Several times to ten thousand logs in the Ginkgo pre- 
the climate swung away from the extreme ‘Serve alone. Greater Ginkgo forest in- 6 
cold, with contrasting intervals of almost cludes some 3,000 square miles, although Direct Subway Entrance 
sub-tropical conditions. With the passing isolated evidences of it oceur beyond this 

of the last advance of ice, the sabre-tooth Zone in a northeast-southwest belt thirty to All Points of Interest 
tigers, the lions, camels and elephants of miles wide and 150 miles long. Approxi- 
that period became extinct. Bison and mately one hundred and fifty logs are to 
antelope flourished, and man, Asiatie in be seen i fore area ee 320 oe Four i ° 
type, appeared—probably having followed types of forest conditions are found: i 
the route of animal migration oe the Rafts of prostrate logs; empty tree molds, CMU LOYKS on 4 
Alaska land bridge. Being men, they both horizontal and erect; petrified blocks H OT EL 

were hunters, in need of flint-like material of chips; and complexes of roots, logs and 
for their arrow and spear points. stump crowns. 

They found the exposed stony material Forests occur at scattering intervals in 
of the petrified forests. They found what from six to fifteen levels throughout liquid 
is now called the Ginkgo forest in central basalt flows, averaging a half-mile in 
Washington, and the lava-preserved logs ath. The a, known as a Columbia 44th TO 45th STS. AT 8th AVE. 
of the amazing natural phenomenon that iver series, make up one of the largest 
is the Grand Coulee. The Grand Coulee, Ange. of this kind extant, covering 200,- OUR CHOICEST ROOMS from 3 ; 
awesome, mysterious scar from the past. square miles and containing 1,000 * 
is fifty-three miles long, two to five Lee cubie miles of lava. 1400 ROOMS each with | 
wide, and was formed in the Columbia It is estimated that fifty per cent of the Bath, Servidor, and Radio. atch 
Basin during the glacier period by the ice forest — or about thirty-seven tree types Four fine restau- aac” 
forcing the north rivers to a focal point — represents trees which no longer grow rants acclaimed ee bs, 
near the now building Grand Coulee Dam, north of Florida. Their average diameter for cuisine. aS | ~ 
causing them to flow down the valley and is above two feet: witness six-foot oaks, ing ee 
erode through the basaltic strata of per-  five-foot maples, four-foot red gums, five- Eve yer 
haps fifteen million years of time. foot walnuts, four-foot spruces, ten-foot MARIA KRAMER | | \ ial 

In this deathbed of the Ice Age was sSequoias. Logs up to 100 feet in length PRESIDENT | \| 
formed the famous Dry Falls, over which have been found. John L. Horgan 
in ancient times flowed the Columbia and Meanwhile, men of science continue to Gen. Mgr. u | 
flood-waters from the rivers of the Okano- explore the stone forest of the Ginkgo HOTEL EDISON | 
gan and Canada, together with the residue area and the mold “forest” in the scab a STENT 
of melting ice-caps; to crash with a flood- lands of the Grand Coulee; and tomor- Bene eC See, = os 
tide fifty feet high over the five and a row, or possibly next week, or next year, 
half mile long brink. Over two and a one of them may come upon a new link IN THE CENTER OF 
half times the height of Niagara, and with to the past which will deliver to the lay- 
eighty times the volume, it was the great- man another ancient wonder at which to MID-TOWN NEW YORK 
est waterfall the world has ever known. marvel. 
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taken too quickly and too wastefully. Is 
it sensible, is it sane business practice, to 
add the largest remaining hardwood area 
to the list eligible for dole? . a 

Placed in publie ownership and logged ssociation oo Ss 
on a selective, sustained-yield basis this 
tract of timber would furnish lasting em- 
ployment for a major share of the present y L a b 
population of the region, competent for- an 
esters say. It requires no great imagina- or ou r j ra ry 
tion to see what will happen to that source 
of employment if the timber harvest is —— 
completed in a decade or so. Plenty of 
examples of that are in the record. AMERICAN CONSERVATION 

Finally, there are sections of the Poreu- Ov Boren 
pine forest that should be spared perma- 
nently, sections that have values higher $2.50 

than the market price of their crops of This volume presents a clear picture of America’s organic natural resources, 
sawlogs. The south shore of Lake Su- the part they have played in the development of the nation, the manner and conse- 
Be Or ee oC a ernest pote pias sOny- f thei d the spread of the conservation movement from its begin- 
rank the wild gorges of the Black and the quence Or IPE Use, an eDreAg OF ine : es e 
Presque Isle Rivers. The majestic tim- ning in the United States down to the present time. More than 200 pictures and 

ber that guards those gorges, the wilder- brief paragraphs tell the story. 
ness character that is their greatest charm, 
can be destroyed in a single winter of THE FOREST MANAGER 
logging. Not in two centuries can such Dr. Kart DANNECKER 
assets be replaced. $2 00 

Michigan and many another state have a 
proven over and over again that such A translation of a German forestry classic, describing the application of 
scenic areas are too valuable to be lost. forest management to privately owned forest lands. Tells with simple clarity 
They are the core of a fast growing, prof- why the selection forest is both economical and profitable; why and how the 
itable recreational industry. But private natural forest form should be retained. A book especially commended to the 
owners can hardly be expected to pass attention of all forest owners and managers. 
them by when logging crews are taking 
off the timber crop, or to donate them to FOREST FIRE AND OTHER VERSE 
the public. Such scenie spots in the Por- 
cupines should be purchased as part of Joun D. Gururte 
the entire tract, for permanent public $1 50 

ownership, and properly safeguarded For those who love the out-of-doors, this collection of verse and songs brings 
when lumbering plans are drawn up. 7 oe 

N he . the feeling of melody and rhythm, pathos and humor of life in the open. More 
0 one suggests converting this great : 

wilderness area into a park and “locking than 300 well known ballads and many new poems—a thoroughly enjoyable book. 

up” its timber resources. All that is 
siege is a wise harvest in place of waste- RANGERS OF THE SHIELD 
ful destruction. Ovin BuTLeR ; 

Individuals and groups living in the $1 00 
Porcupine country have urged for years . =a i . A 
the acquisition of this great timber tract Forest ranger stories. Thrilling adventure stories of forest fires, exciting 
as part of the Ottawa National Forest, man hunts, timber disputes, encounters with wild animals and other experiences. 
within the boundaries of which it lies. The 
United States Forest Service would be TREES OF WASHINGTON, THE MAN — THE CITY 
delighted to gain possession of the tract ERLE KAUFFMAN 
and administer it. 1.00 

For several years there has been before $ rf 
congress a measure known as the Hook An intimate glimpse into the First President’s life with trees—records that 
Bill, which would appropriate $10,000,000 he wrote in his diary concerning his love for them. Tells also of the famous 

for the purchase of the area. To date, trees associated with him, particularly the trees of Washington, D. C. 
however, this proposal has made little 
progress, and there seems scant reason to KNOWING YOUR TREES 
believe that it has any chance of ultimate Came on oon 
passage. In the first place, the sum of say 
money involved seems to be prohibitively $1.00 
large in the minds of congressmen from A book on trees which contains actual photographs of each tree, and of the 
other districts. In the second place, bills leaf, bark, flower and fruit. It contains 500-word descriptions of fifty of our best- 
appropriating funds for the purchase of known American trees—the natural range, commercial uses and identifying charac- 

Hos pone = aut aes oe of teristics peculiar to each tree. Simply written and handsomely illustrated, it is 
e coun By ee Oo secu DORE ; ees the ideal book for the young or the old tree lover. 

ton as “setting a bad precedent.” 
For no better reasons the death warrant ——_— 

of the Porcupine forest will finally be 
signed, unless a sufficient number of ORDER ALL BOOKS FROM 
Americans intervene. What is needed as 
ae Biep) spperenuly, is a Save a THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
oreupines Association on a nationwide 

seale. After all, this beautiful tract of 919 17th STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
forest is the largest of its kind left in the 
nation. Is it not the nation’s concern to 
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see that it is protected and utilized in - WHO’S WHO i=” 
the wisest manner possible? 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS The conservationists, the forest lovers fi . 
of America should ery out with one voice Among the Authors in This Issue 
against the indiscriminate march of ax rr 

January, 1941 and fire through the roadless valleys of Ue 2 Nie eA 
the Poreupines and across those wild Ben East (Porcu- yy Ao 
mountain shoulders! pine Wilderness), | _— 

PAGE They say Americans never make the outdoor writer and _ = 
Addi Mfe. C 43 same mistakes twice. The story of the editor of Michigan, ae : 7 4 
GUO UMD pares pine harvest is clear in the record. There has long beenacham-  — er % 

American Telephone and Tele- is still time to avert a duplicate chapter. pion of conservation, is 
. 1 e ‘ a and his plea here is = graph Company ...........2Np Cover dj 

Recuperating for the protection 4 
Ashley Automatic Wood Stove = and preservation of ad 
Company .....-..-......_ 87 Americans the last eres remain- 

. Continued from page 12) ing virgin hardwood Atkins & Con EC... 41 ( ee ean 
me ae are responsible for the welfare and in- nae ae Michigan Ban Ear 

crease of the big game. Most states are Wi GCTness. ae if 

Bartlett Manufacturing Com- doing a good job. The Pittman-Robert- Logan J. Benner  (Recuperating 
many pe ag son Act passed by Congress in 1937 has Americans) is a native Missourian and 

greatly aided the states in carrying on Wildlife expert. Attached to the United 
Beebe Brothers 004 wildlife conservation, This act authorizes States Fish and Wildlife Service as a 

the appropriation of funds derived from leader in the wildlife research work, first 

7 the federal excise tax on sporting arms 12 Towa and now in Pennsylvania, he is 
Caterpillar Tractor Company. 3 and ammunition for carrying on wildlife @n authority on quail and waterfowl man- 

restoration work. Appropriated funds agement. His book on the blue-winged 

. are apportioned on the basis of area and teal was based on a field study requiring 
Fechheimer Brothers Company 41 the number of paid hunting licenses in travel from Canada to southern Mexieo— 

each state, and participating states are and his main hobby is training bird dogs. 

required to bear twenty-five per cent of CamppBELi Davis (An Ancient Forest), 
Herbst Brothers 37 project costs. Projects for the restora- virile biographer of our Northwest, writes 

tion of game and nongame species have from Yakima, Washington, a vivid tale 
- been started, and wildlife research on revealing secrets of that region buried 

Keene Forestry Associates. 39 game management problems initiated. since the days “when the lava flowed.” 
vf = 97 Thousands of acres have already been W. C. LowpermmK (Cedars of Leba- 

me cbeyeNuzcry|berrice a 2 purchased for wildlife with these funds. non—Then and Now), a ee 
Tn a few years many states will have re- js with the Soil Conservation Service. 

Lincoln Hotel 45 stored numerous species of birds and Widely known as a scientist and writer, 
' mammals through this program alone. his description of the Cedars of Lebanon 

Loring. d.Alden...2.5.0 2 Al To conservationists the present status and the part they played in the lives of an 
of waterfowl and big game holds much ancient people is of fascinating interest. 
hope for the future. Individuals, states, Fiovp W. Scumon (Zhe Forest and 

Musser Forests, Ine... 39 and federal agencies have brought most  yyo,,7. Souls), een U aan eel eacaral 

ae ae oe ieee, ist and lecturer on nature subjects, was 
; ruly, we have = i ‘ 

New Hampshire Nature Camp 41 perating Americans that are proving ex- P ae At Rainier 
cellent patients under the care of a public o + ear 

a ‘ National Park in 
_ that is becoming a good doctor. > d Woashinctou 

Pacific Marine Supply Com- a oak tenn (GC Beers 

PAD a AB Regulation ce (Lh 5 ht 4a tha “oy \ ve igh or ve 

4 ..... Elms), in charge of (Continued from page 41) ae , ge 0 

Raleigh Hotel AB time economy we should know our wood a. ae oe ae 
and what can be done with it. We need , Fai ac "Ge | ie ee 

Randolph, L. F.___._ 37 more, and still more, research on the tech- SY hae ae ow aentiied 
Riteway Products Compa: 43 nology of forest grown materials.” e Sees y pany... 5 7 for years with plant 

Resolutions adopted by the conference sete controlltdin 
urged continuation of efforts to improve Pelandin eae a 

Sandvik Saw & Tool Corpora- protection by organization and research, E. G. Brewer naeacial 8 

OL cemeieicnas aniaiaarcann oF a pespentisly 0 piesenh iG oe Herserr B. McKean (Beautiful In- 
Save the Redwoods League... 36 its predeodsson, a P ] ene of Wiced) en in See 

z ‘ ee utilization and teaches forestry ai e 
Smith & Company, D. B.. 35 i ee ee ee Louisiana State University. 

sre: G. F. Jewett, a ‘ . 
Southern Seed Company... 39 kane, Washington, president; W. C. Lu- , Roperr Isaac (Mice and Conifers) ma- 

brecht, Bonner, Montana; §. G. Moon, jored in agriculture at the University of 
; . , Boise, Idaho; C. B. Sanderson, Seattle, Wyoming—lived through an interesting 

Timber Engineering Company Washington; E. §. Collins, Portland, time during the depression of the late 
4rH Cover Oregon, and G. B. McCloud, San Fran- 20’s and then associated himself with the 

cisco, California, vice presidents; Ey De a eee Wualite Bers a yaaa an 
; nes 1. G. S. “Marti ._ pacities. He is now in Montana—work- 

Vogue Binocular Company... 43 ee Pegs The ing on the control of predators and ro- Fy Os) . 
Standing Program Committee was ap- dents. . 

Western Maine Forest Nursery 39 pointed as follows: J. B. Woods, chair- THE Cover—The magic beauty of the 
man; Norman Jacobson, W. G. Tilton, Black Oaks of Yosemite in winter. Photo- 
Stewart Moir, N. S. Rogers——Eprror. | graph by the National Park Service.
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Z\EDITOR:S| LOG 
NVV\UUUN N74 SY HY THE wish being father to the thought, it is 

LAAN St SI 7], appropriate here to record, in this January 

NO ee A/ So 1941 issue of AMERICAN Forests, the editors’ 
SSN A ae cordial wish for a Happy New Year to all 

oe readers and especially to those who, as mem- 
uamsaieresg iS” bers of The American Forestry Association, 

are by the same badge members of the edi- 

torial family. 

To you, wherever you may be, we would have you know that our wish this year 

is quickened by the conscience that we are exercising a privilege today denied to many. 

It is the privilege of saying Happy New Year with the knowledge that this wish 

is meaningful and carries promises of fulfilment, because we here in America are 

especially blessed with those things that make happiness possible—peace, freedom, re- 

sources and opportunities. May we all hold fast to them. And by our honorable 

actions, our good-will one to another, our united purpose throughout the year, may we 

next January 1 be able again to say “Happy New Year” with the same knowledge that 
our pillars of happiness still stand firm. 

* * * * * 

Over 2,500 new members joined The American Forestry Association during 1940. 

Among them are an unusual number of well-known people. To mention a few: Edward 

Everett Horton, “Believe it or Not” Robert Ripley, Senator Guy Gillette, Edgar Bergen 

of Charlie McCarthy fame, Walter Lippmann, Fritz Reiner (Director of the Pittsburgh 

Symphony Orchestra), Rexford G. Tugwell, Yehudi Menuhin, violinist. 

Of our 1940 new members, sixteen enrolled as life members. They are: C. E. Blanco, 

Mexico; Edna H. Cahoone, New York; Norman Dwight Harris, Florida; Albert A. 

Jackson, Pennsylvania; Keith L. Davey, California; Kate Cary, Massachusetts; Mrs. 

G. Lister Carlisle, Connectieut; Mrs. William Amory, Massachusetts; J. Thompson 

Brown, Delaware; H. M. Lucas, Ohio; L. G. Parker, Ohio; Mrs. William A. Parker, 

Massachusetts; Robert W. Davisson, Georgia; Lessing J. Rosenwald, Pennsylvania; 

Mrs. Joseph M. Cudahy, Illinois, and S. Elliott Stearns, California. 
* * * * * 

Carl Eppert, noted symphonic composer of Wisconsin, has written a forest sym- 

phony entitled “TIMBER,” which is now being made ready for presentation by symphony 

orchestras in Chicago, Philadelphia and other large cities. The composition is in three 

parts: the first giving musical expression to the birth and growth of trees and forests; 

the second to the peace and tranquillity of a primitive forest before the advent of man; 

the third to the coming of man, the destruction of trees by his hands and finally a 

grand coda expressing the regeneration of the forest. 

Back of Mr. Eppert’s work is an interesting story. Several summers ago the com- 

poser sought nature in the mountains of Montana and lived close to it in a cabin where 

he had an opportunity to see and learn forest conservation as carried out in the national 
forests. He became so inspired by his vision of a renewed America through reforesta- 

tion that he dedicated himself to the writing of a symphony that would carry the 

message to the whole country. 

But when he completed the work and returned to Wisconsin, there was no money 

for the preparation of the score and the orchestral parts without which it could not be 

made available for orchestra rendition. Mrs. Edward La Budde, a former vice-president 

of The American Forestry Association and long active in conservation in Wisconsin, 

called the need of funds to the attention of The American Forestry Association which 

undertook to raise the amount required from some of its music-loving members. Among 

them was Mrs. John Erskine of Wilton, Connecticut, whose distinguished husband is 

chairman of the board of the Julliard School of Music. A few days ago the editor 

received from Mr. Osear Wagner, dean of the School, a letter saying that the conduc- 

tor’s score and the orchestral parts of “TIMBER” are now being prepared by an award 

made by the Julliard School of Music. So watch for “TIMBER” on your orchestra 

‘ programs. 

~ Zz 

One Cr 
Editor.
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: “ie, Jay MW. Darling : 
Des Moines 

Towa 

: ; Dear Jay: . 

As usual in going over a job for the second time, one thinks of points that 
; aid not come up the first tine. Accordingly the rought draft of a revort which I 

, &2 sending you herewith is. not exactly the same eas the draft we wrote in Chicaso. 
Ioem hoping thet you will be edle to revise it to meet your mental picture, and 
then-send it on to Mr. Beck for him to revise or rewrite according to his mental 
pictwe. It is obviously intended merely es something to start’ the ball rolling 
end ag & partial offset to my inability to meet with you end ltr. Becl: last wees. 

Mee-messes. The set-w Cescribed in the draft contains two possible weelmesses, 
. £ neituer. of which we had time to discuss in Chicago. 

fhe first is the ovestion of whether there are funds to improve end efminister 
; areas after they are purchased. he Duck Stem) Bill is a vertial answer as fer as 

mexshlend areas are concerned. Another partial answer is to tell the state that 
we will buy the land if they will izprove end administer it. This, however, is not 
® real answer because many states simply cannot dig wo eny additional fiumds, 

morcover they already have olenty of land in the form of tax reversions. Further- 

more, I think it is bad principle to be wholly dependent woon shooting fees for 
' improvement end administration. Accordingly we really need authority to syend 

agricultural relief money for izrmrovements. This authority ney elroady exist, but 

if it does not, we possibly ought to tell the Secretary to asx Congress for it, if 
J that is possible. 

The second wealmess lies in the "suvsistence farms" schene wich in owr Chicago 
talk I accented as sound, but to which I now foresee objections. If we meke a 

contract with a farmer and he signs a note for a subsistence farmu, ve are in danger 

oi being tied to that men "for better or for worse," and it may prove to ve far worse. 
Tie Forest Service ren into the same obstacle in trying to use subsistence farms 
&5 a neans of building up-a labor supply on new Mationel Forests. I have still 

not given w hope thet the subsistence Term principle may fit our necds in a Few 

cases, but I an dowbtful whether we are justified in giving it any exphesis in 

the plan as a whole. I am ready to be talked out of this opinion, anc I hove I an 

weong an it. You will notice that my wording in the draft with regerd: to this soint 

is guarded and. ambiguous. 

: There is a third weakness in tne wolend farm purchase seneme, -but.it can de 

averted by siill in selection of areas: It is thise In soe ee a ; 

'' #inds of game you injure rather than improve gasc by ronsyic. covigaliuve. a 

toni] in the Ozarks would decrease if the scatisrec Farns sxe Doe Orie ee tne 

otner hind, wild turkeys might increase, provided a few food yatc.es wore lest.
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Moreover it seems to me there is often a guestion whether these bacinvods famns 
reclly contribute to overorcduction of staple crops. Do not they usually conswee 

: most of the crop themselves? 

Sy reeson of these new thoughts, I have reduced the estinsted upland acrease 
From 20,000,000 to 10,000,000 acres in the draft. Again I aa more than reedy to 
ensnge my mind if I have gotten off on the wrong tracic. 

Cone Administrator, The more I think ebout the Comaittests job, the more I on 
convinced that our success deyends not on the revort that we write, but on the man 
who is chosen to execute the orogram. I an sure that ony attommt to do the job : 
by ourselves with only the hely of the remmant of the Biological Survey would be 

. hopeless. : 

I have been able to think of only two places to loo’ for Inmen woterial. 

Cne is to ask for the loen of a high-srade executive from the U. 8. Borest 
Service. I have no varticuler neme in mind, but there ere e fow nen who one pretiy 
Sood, They would probably vrove strong on the lend acquisition and executive york, 
but weal on eny pre-existing understending of ell the ins end outs of the sportsmen!s 

: movenent end of policy questions. There is the further objection that the Forest 
‘Service might not be able to loen us a man immediately. 

Ly other thought is of ean actual individual-——lMajor L. ii. 0. Valler, Jr. of 
Mee@ovorook, Pennsylvania. ‘Weller would azost certainly turn Cow eny offer that 
emacled of an ordinary goverment exeoutive position, termorary or othervise. Me 
might, however, consent to be drafted if tie Secretary of the President put if 
that way. I don't imow waether Mr. Beck is acoveinted with Waller. 

: Rather than give you a detailed description of Waller, I am sending you a 
' specch he mede at the last Game Conference entitled "the Need for Educated Menouver ." 

I think this tells more about his measurement betreen the eyes than anything else 
I could, submit. 

His pedigree is rowzbly this: Age, about 45. Mejor in the Merine Coras wi : 
to 1927. -Director of game research for DuPont, 1927-1951, also editor Gene 
Conservation News and organizer of the gene management field staff now telcen over 

: by the American Geme Association. He also started the game cemonstration oreés 
: now conducted by the A.G.A. end the U.S.3.S. : 

, Waller's outstending characteristic is his ability to use science without 
being a scientist, end his force as en orgeniser and executive. He is ace-his: 
with a variety of veople ranging from local summers to biolovists of the National 

: Research Council. He imows geme conditions and seme sentiment oil over the U.3., 
inclu€ing the ins end outs of state conservation denertments and fecers] burecus, 

without, howeyer, beings beholden to either. He is sersonally friendly with the 

: U.S.5.8. officers, but has always been intellicently end franidy critical of their 
és neriormance. During ny connection with the Institute he was my principal packer in ; 

reseercr fellowships, American Geme Policy, end all my other moves riiich misht be 

considered worthwhile. He is the one man I heve been able to thini: of who might 
. cosine sneed and soundness in executing this job.
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Let me meke it verfectly clear that this draft of a report is merely an 

j ettemot to combine what you told me about the thoughts arrived at by you end Mr. 

Seck, with the thoughts which have come to me. Likewise this letter of com-ent 

is serely to make my oresent opinions of record, for the consideration of yourself : 

end Mic. Beck. JI hope one or both of you will rewrite the thing. 

You mentioned lr. Keemerle as having been discussed. I told you thet Ihave | 
formed a real resvect for his witings—-including "Nore Waterfowl" and esvecially 

his lest report on the breeding grounds, which was a scholerly and scientific 
‘piece of work. He impresses me as a very sound technicien, out it had not 

occurred to me that he had proven his ability as an executive, or had ever had a 

enance to. I would welcome the idea of giving hima high place on the technical 
stclf, but this is a different matter from Gane Administrator. 

Do you think we could get the Secretory to teke a look at both Kaemerle and 
Waller in person? After all, he has to make the appointment. 

. 

. : Yours as ever, 

. 0 A Le # 3 , ; 
CL cls Leefoe| en 

—___+--— ° 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh : : 
incl.
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; es “ Honorable Frederick €. Yalcots . : 
ee ye Committee on Wild Lite Rasources | : 

Pe ON, : Senate Office Building 
1 gS\ Weshington, &. 6. : 
yA t . 

ie ve Dear Senator Walcott: : 

: : It has no doubt come to your notice thet the bucset has 
virtually abolished the food habits, bird bandins, and disease . 

investigation work of the Biological Survey at the seme tine 

He that an enormous fund has become evalleble for ths purchase 
: ‘of waterfowl breeding grounds and other geome arezs. I on sure 

; it has occurred to you that this flacsrant inconsistency if 

allowed to’stend will reflect discredit on your comalttce and 
also on mine, . ; ; fu} : 

This I en sure is all no news to you. It may be of interest, 

. though, for we to noint out thet these three lines of work oy the 
: Biological survey ore important, not beesuse the Biclogienal Survey 

: is doing then, but because the Biological Survey has deon the , : 

heaiquarters and clearing-house for what everjoody else is doing : 
along these line. ‘ 

: ; . . et me illustrate: Zor. several years I had five game 
research projects going in various esricultwral colleges, and 2 

: now I have three new ones going on in this esriculturel collese. 

In sach of these projects the collese was doing the actual : 
research work, but the Biologiesl Survey wes the central resosi- 

tory for records and the central clearing-house throws wich 
the results. were made available to the rest of the comiry. It 

“+ Will be a very severe hendicey on the future execution of like 

. projects if this central service is abolished. hile it mey 

seve the zovernnent $50,000.00, it is equally certain to result - 

in the wastese of a much lerger sum in the various states, end 

: : in this state a vart of this sun consists of vrivete subscriptions 
made with the understanding that we vould contimus to lave the 
benefit of the Yashington clearinghouse. ‘This cones pretty 

close to home. J dero sey, however, that the bulyet thought 
: thoy were merely cutting off a piece of federal work viien 

maybe could be bstter done by somevody elsso. If you hove time 
to read my troubles at a little creator longth, let mo bo 

specific. ig Biolozical Survey bes been elbrins in $4,900.00 

: . per yeer for a study of the diseases which cocsed the come cycle. 2 
: his work ig done by De. Grecns at the Univorsity of Ninnesote.
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Ee is coverinz vhet migat be called the leboratory end, and has , 

’ made brilliant progress. 

_ Nobody, however, was covering the ficld end. Last month 3 

raiseé. $6,000.CO in contributions from a large munber of sports- 

- men all of moderate msens, to employ If. Wellace Grange on a 
: field study cf the cycle to supplement Mr. Greenets Leboretory 

. study. Obviously each would be crippled without the other. Now 
comes Congress end abolishes the laboratory stusy and my contribu- 

tors are out on @ lind. 

; Again to illustrate: The University here hes given me a 

fellowship to employ Mr. Franklin Schaidt to band prairie chickens 
and find out what movements eve to do with the monaseuent of these 

birds. Schmidt gets his bands from Lincoln of the Biological 

Survey, credits his banding record through Lincoln, Finds out from 

Lincoln every other indtance in North Ancrice whore preirie chicken 
hes been banded, and in general, is dependent on Lincoln for a : 

, central servics without which tho local effort is decidedly handi- ; 

, capped. Yet I dare say that in abolishing Jnincoin's work, that - 
, the bulget thought they were merely cutting off something which 

: somebody clse would be stinmilated to do it the federal governuont - 

quit doing it. 

Again to illustrate: All of the eight goms research projects 

with which I have been vorsonaliy connected, have gathered snalyses 
of geme stomachs. MeAtes has been the central agency which, first 

3 of all, toucht these. eizht mon how to do their job. Tnaen hoe became 

: the central rooository in which their results were filed and made 

, availeble.to the vest of the country. Yuat I am trying to make 

. + @lear is thet the shurinixze in appropriations has long ago wut 

the Biological Survey out of being anything bub a central head- 

quarter for the effort of private and state orgonizations all 

: over the country. It was possibly a healthy ting to simzinic the 
. eppropriations so that the states were forced to do these things 

‘for themselves, bat it is not a healthy thing to abolish the 
. residual headquarter sorvice on which local efforts such as mine 

: depends for its effectiveness. : ‘ 

Gongress cannot, of course, plead. noverty as the reason for 
abolishing this servico. All that is necessery is to transfer 

. en insimmificant fraction of the money now set wo for land pur 

: chase to the maintenones of tiis essential research service. My 

comaittee I am told, has no enthority to maxe any Suck trensfer, 

. but -your comaitiee presvusbly hes the authority to uring it 

ebout. 

fF Yours sinccrely, 

4 ALDO LACFOLD 

as ‘At/ea : Gone Monager
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f 

ta : 
- é 

Mr. Jay N. Derling ~ f 
. c/o Secretary of Agriculture N f 

Weshington, D. C. five f 
Wye oF 
jy g 

Deer Jay: \ - 
: f : 

In view of ovr committee's failure (so far) to agree on 
a report, I would like to place in your hends a brie? statement of 
my views, wuich you may use in your 4iscretion. 

/ The Secretary has asked us: "Can the government select : 
its ferm-retirement surchases so as to expand wild life as well es . 
shrink comercial agriculture?" : 

i My answer is a qualified one: Yes, if the selecting is i 
done with sili, an@ if a strong agency to administer the lend is 

: to be evailesle. Dowvtfal, if the selecting is clunsy or the 
acministration weak. ; 

The cuestion, in short, boils dowm to this: What is a 2 
strong federal wild life agency? How is it to be obtained? 

On this I have three things to sey: 

. 1. It is not to be obtained by scrasping the Biological 
Survey and starting defiovo . The job is to texe the good men and 
the good ideas now in the Survey end builé on then. 

2. Woo can do this? Tne Survey cannot rebuild itself, 
nor can enybody who either hates or loves it, nor anybody vho vants 

i a job for himself or nis adherents, nor anybody entensled in its 

pest history or controversies, Mor can it be done by drawing vretty 

i organization charts, or by executive orders snifting functions. 

3. There ave two main nitfalis to be avoidet: tne undue 
feceralization of administration (as distinguished from land-ourciase), 

: and the piling wo of an undue federal liability for maintenance. 

Bota of these considerations soint to @ delezetion of acuinistretion ; 
Z to states, uncer a federal inspection systen. 

All this is tatamnount to saying that hand-in-hend with 

: the lané-buying job mast go the jod of building a new fecsral wild-~ i 

life policy. If the two do not go together we shall be left wita
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a lot of land and nobody who mows whet to do with it. @ne shesing 
, of a new volicy, and the building of an azency to execate i+, cannot 

be done in a imrry by a comiittee: It can ve done by broad—guege 
: edministrator, who should take ot least a yeer to it, and make his 

moves one by one as they become clear. Then he can step out. During 
this year of rebuilding he cen also direct the land-surchese prosran. 

Here are-some of the changes waich the administrator should 
consider, in consultation with the Biological Survey and others: 

(1) The delegation to states of the vresent federal police 
; function of enforcing the migratory bird regraletions. 

: ; (2) The delegation to states of the efministretion of most 
5 federal geme lands. 

(3) The delegation to states of es much of the research 
é function as possible, using the federal agency as a f 

Cleering house end coordinator,-raether than - doer, i ‘ 
(es other agricultural researcn bureaus now do, and 

. have alweys done.) 

. (4) fhe use of the funds thus released for a syston of 
: federal aid to states, to be allotted to stimulete 

good state cooperation and penalise bed. Ge oossible 
: differential use of regulatory powers to this seme end.. 

The present imoasse on such questions as baiting, seasons, 
and bag limits is due to the lack of flexible localised regulaticns, 

: and of effective cooneration by states in enforcing thea. The states 
‘are "passing the back", and the whole vresent felerel wild-lire 
structure is Cesigned to encourass it. The vresent vrogram will 
either vastly augment this tendency, or abolish it, cenending on 
the wisdom with which the alministrctor does his job. 

The present willingness of the states to join the stomede 
for fedevalizetion of game does not meen they want it. They merely 

. have their eye on the nurse now open, and they Imow enous not to 
: rock the boat while the emergency money is being pessed owt. Wheir 

complaints will be neard later.. 

To sun wos we must not delude ourselves by seeing this job 
as merely a heaven-sent. chance to buy soe seme lends. It is, whether . 

we will or no, the chence to meice or breelk feceral leadersiio in wilé- 

life consérvation. Every step bes fer-reauning imlicetions. The 

fact that the renic and file of conservation entiusicsts ere unaiyare of 
: those implications maxes us all'the more responsivle for Toresesins 

: them. Hence my solicitule over what mey sea trivial cetcils in our 

report. Bs
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: If we could be sure of a quelified adainistrator, with 
. this broad conception of his duties, I would not cere whet the 

report said, or whether we submittel any at all. 

. Yours sincerely, 

E : ah rt. CU ek cpg L 
. _f ‘ 

; ALDO DUOFcLD 

AL/ ga Game Manager :
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( ir, Aldo Leopold, 
: Gow Solis Baillding, : 
i ; Univeraity of Wisconsin, : ; 5 
i Eedisou, visconein, 
; 

EB oe ie MG | i MGaY fe, LOODOLCt 
| 2 ‘ 

ae i am intoed encouraged by yoor lotter-of Hebraary 15th. - 
t I soprectate your attitude most sincerely. , 

i | With regerd to “Restoration Goumissioner” this was 

i inserted aftor carefel thoogivs and disenssions had at our : : 
ae interdepartmentel dinner and we really fecl that it lias the 

| : proper Yiaca in the schomo of thinga, 

é With regard to Page 23, the intention was to convoy 
} the idea that the scope of the plan wan so great that ths 

{ presont staff was unequal to the tam. ‘the wording could 
é have been improved moterisliy. i 

: With regard to stato administration, IT masbomey that 
i there seoma to be Little Cissosition here to enceurage that | 
5 = at this tine and moreover our correspondence with many of the 

J State Fish end Gams Departments indicates that no omell number : 
£ of thom are utterly unfitted to carzy on any program, However, 
b we felt that this question would adjust itself as the progran 

: : was vat into execution and develoned, 

ee Again thanicine you sincerely, I am , 

pes 
& : Very cordially yours; 

f 2 Thomas H. Dock, 
“ § : Chnivman, President's Gomaittes, 

i Wild Lite Restoration, - 

. Bec sn ile al ti a nat aT Ca tn i iia lac Slick aaacgen eet ds ea IN eee
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Thomas H, Bec ' : 
207 Asriceltural Adminsitration Bldg. 
Washington 

Dear Mr. Beck: : 

/ I have just received the comiittee report, I em 
well satisfied with it excent for the following voints, 

waich I mention in recording my accentence of the final cocu- 

ment: 

. po. 22-23. I doubt the riséom of our raising the inter- | Sf 
Gevartnental isswe. I also donst the feasi- i ‘ 

: : bility of the "Restoration Comaissioner" t 
plan, 

t Dp. 23. The adwission that the Biological Survey . 
contains icach of the talent needed, but is ‘ 

quite unetuel to the present tas, sounds i 
somevaat contradictory. I vould have pre- i 

= ferred the vrevious wording of our attitude 
toward the Survey. 

Delis State administration of ferersl purchase 
} : areas is’ specifically mentioned here, (sons- 

‘ birds) tut not in p. 14 (upland same) or \ 
pp. 11-12 (migratory gene). As you imow, \ 
I favor state adsinistration as a generel 

2 i rule for all areas. 

. On the whole, I think you end Mr. Darling have labored ©: 

to excellent advanteze, and I em very glad to give you this ac- 

ceptance of the use of the proxy which I left in Mr. Derling's 
i hands. JI em sending him a cony of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

' A rf Cts Kebobef 
. . a o_o 

. ALTO LAOFOLD i 

2 In Caarge, Gesse Researca 

' s AL/mis ;
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AN DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Hy :  } \ WASHINGTON, D.C. 

es Room 207 : \% Dat ‘ee Y 2 

zee Administretion Building. 

February 8, 1934. 

The Honorable, 
The Secretary of Agriculture. 

: Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Our report, in the preparation of which 
this Committee has been engaged continuously since 
January 6, 1934, is herewith respectfully submitted. 

You will find that it encompasses a 
National Wild Life Restoration Program of the broad- 
est scope. 

We commend to your attention the fact that 
we have considered all species of wild life and all 
values of restoration, instead of confining our- 

oS selves to game. 

May we hope that our work, which has been 

vividly interesting and stimlating and in which we 

have had most generous cooperation and support from 

departments, bureaus and individuals, will meet with 

approval. 

Thanking you for your helpful advice and 

cordial aid, we remain 

: Respectfully yours, 

President's Committee on 
Wild oa. 

Thomas H. Beck, 

Chairman. 

( 3
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THE PLAN TO WITHDRAW BY PURCHASE SUB- 

MARGINAL LANDS UNSUITED FOR PROFITABLE AGRICULTURAL 

USE AFFORDS AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY TO CARRY OUT A 

VAST AND PRESSINGLY URGENT NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR 

WILD LIFE RESTORATION. 

AT NO TIME IN HISTORY HAVE WE HAD SUCH AN 

OPPORTUNITY TO FULFILL OUR OBLIGATION UNDER THE 

( MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY AND TO ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY 

IMPOSED BY THE LACEY ACT PASSED IN 1900. 

FOR RECONDITIONING THESE AREAS, EMERGENCY 

FUNDS (PWA and CWA) PROVIDE THE NECESSARY MONEY. 

(
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FOREWORD 

This Comnittee has completed a preliminary 

study of the plan we were appointed to investigate. 

We have conferred with Federal and State of- 
ficials and many leaders in wild life conservation, and 

have examined a vast amount of material and data bearing 

on the subject. 

: We find the plan in its general aspects and in- 

_ tent practical, vitally necessary, national in scope, and 

of great economic and social importance. ; 

With your encouragement, we have expanded the 

prospect of this report to include the restoration of all 
species of bird and mammal wild life that are, or are be- 
Coming, scarce. 

There is incontrovertible evidence of a critical 

and continuing decline in our wild life resources, es-— 

pecially migratory waterfowl, due to the destruction and 

neglect of vast natural breeding and nesting sreas by 
drainage, the encroachment of agriculture, and the random 

: efforts of our disordered progress toward an undefined goal. | 

We found no evidence of the existence of a compre- 

hensive or coordinated plen or effort to correct the situ- 
ation, which is patent to all informed persons. Therefore, 

: the need for a national program seems too apparent for ex- 

tensive comment. 

At present, as in the past, authority over wild 

life is scattered through several departments and bureaus 

(for list, see Uxhibit "A"), to the great disadvantage of / 

orderly progress in conservation and restoration. 

The President has ample authority under existing 

, law to consolidate and coordinate these scattered respon- 
sibilities. 

Nothing included in this report, so far as we 

know, requires any immediate legislation and, therefore, 
the proposals, if approved, may be put into execution : 
promptly. i 

{ >
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Your appointment of this Committee and its 

responsibility for making a report has been widely and 

favorably publicized and practically all individuals 

and organizations contacted have been enthusiastic in 

their attitude and urge action. 

Striking evidence of unanimous and unified 
support for immediate action on the proposals we are 
making is had in the "treaty" drawn and signed by the 

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Conservation of : 
: Wild Life Resources, the Chairman of this Committee and 

the representatives of 47 interested organizations, in- 

cluding the National Grange and the American Farm Bureau 

Federation, at the Senate Comittee hearing held January 

25, 1934, and presented to the President by 2 select Com- 

mittee on Jenuary 26, 1934. (See Bxnibit "B") 

THE ADOPTION OF THIS PROGRAM AND PUTTING IT 
IN PROMPT OPERATION WILL BET WITH THE UNQUALIFIED AP= 
PROVAL OF, AND CAPTURE THE IMAGINATION NOT ONLY OF 
7,000}000 LICENSED SPORTSMEN BUT WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT, 
MILLIONS OF NATURE LOVERS, STUDENTS OF WILD LIF® AND THE 
CHILDREN OF THIS AND FUTUR? GENERATIONS. 

( THE ECONOMIC VALUES ARZ ENORMOUS AND THE 
COST LESS THAN ONE GREAT BRIDGE OR HOUSING PROJECT. 

(
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A national wild life restoration program is 
economically justifiable and immediately practical by 
utilizing sub-marginal and commercially unprofitable 

egricultural lands now contributing so largely to the 

surplus of agricultural products. 

Projects comprising about 5 million acres 
have, at this writing, been selected and are herein 

submitted for immediate consideration. 

A much larger acreage may be utilized upon 
further study, but circumstances which constitute an 

emergency requiring imnediete action prompt this Com 
mittee to submit a partial list of projects at this 

time. 

Qur program for nation-wide life resto- 
ration divides itself naturally into five parts; 

1. Migratory waterfowl and shore birds, 

( such as ducks, geese, sWans, snipe and plover, 

which demands immediate action if it is to have 
any beneficial effect on this year's population; 

2. Upland game, including wild turkey, 
quail, ruffed, pinnated and sharptail grouse, 

rabbit and all other native species; 

3. Song, insectivorous and ornamental 

birds, many species of which are becoming 

scarce and all of which are either of great 
, economic value in insect control or of major 

importance because of their spiritual, re- 

creational and spectacle values; 

4. Mammals, including big game and fur- 

bearers, which heretofore have had but little 
consideration notwithstanding enormous possible 
values in meat, wild hides, and fur; 

5. A new administrative set-up designed 

. to insure continued, co-ordinated and business= 

like execution of the plan for the nation-wide 

(
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( restoration and conservation of our wild life 
resources. 

AFTER FULL CONSIDERATION, THIS COMMITTEE RECOMIENDS: 

1. The immediate acquisition of 4 million acres 

potentially or actually suitable for migratory waterfowl and 
shore bird breeding and nesting grounds. 

To insure immediate possession and control 

and still provide time for careful surveys, proper selection 
and construction work, we sugzest one year leases (5% of 
purchase price) with option to buy at an agreed price any 

time during the lease period. 

Areas thus acquired to be inviolate. 

(Confidential list of projects attached) 

2. he purchase of 5 million acres of sub-marginal : 
land suitable for development and management as upland game 

areas. 

At such time as the game population of these 

areas becomes sufficient, the surplus may be used for stock= 
ing other areas, or regulated shooting under State super- 

vision may be permitted by the granting of trespass rights. 

The acreage for upland game should be ex- 

tended to include at least 10 million acres, as ranidly as 

suitable tracts are found for withdrawal from unprofitable 

agricultural production. 

(Confidential schedule of areas attached) 

3. The purchase of at least one million acres of 

areas known to be used as breeding and nesting places and 
rookeries by such species of song, insectivorous, ornamental 

and non-game birds as are becoming scarce andof which suf= 

ficient seed stock still remains. 

4. () Acquisition of 2 million acres needed for 
the restoration of big game, fur bearers and other valuable 

mammals. This should include the purchase of outlying farms 
or ranches where grazing privileges interfere with the pro- 

tection of wild life ranges, and depletes the soil conditions. 

(B) The withdrawal of grazing privileges on 

(
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extensive tracts of public domain and in the national parks 
and forests where the acreage necessary to graze a head is 

too great to permit of any profit, and the reourchase of the 

water rifhts in such areas. 

(C) The taking of title, by the Government, to all 
reversion land in the public domain and its retention for the 
restoration of wild life and improvement of soil conditions. 

5. That Subsistence Farm Yomes in sufficient numbers 

be established on all areas acquired, the farmers to serve as 
caretakers and maintenance men under the direction of trained 
district supervisors. Farmers with satisfactory housing now 

reside on most of the areas and will be available for this work. 

Subsistence maintenance cost for the first year 

should be provided out of emergency funds and thereafter from 

the following sources: 

(a) Duck Stamp revenue; 
(b) Part of the funds to be made available 

under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act; 
(c) The proposed tax on arms and ammunition al- 

/ ready agreed to by the parties interested; 
(a) Appropriations of public funds, such as are 

made for forests and parks. 

6. For Presidential approval, a new coordinated and 
comprehensive administrative set-up, including the creation of 
a Wild Life Division out of existing personnel, and the ap- 

pointment of a Director competent for the execution of this 

vrogram of national wild life restoration and future con- 

servation. (See Exhibit "0") 

7. ‘That if the conclusions set forth in the above 
paragraphs prove to be justified by the analysis of the facts 

hereinafter stated, that $500,000 be immediately alloceted by 

the CWA for the work of technical examination of the areas 
listed,for the purpose of securing deta not now available upon 

which final approval of taking title mst depend. 

(See estimate of cost and employment at- 

tached - Exhibits "D" and "g") 

8. The "ear marking" and use of $25,000,000 to 
start the acquisition program by the purchase of areas sched- 

uled to such an extent as the above sum will cover. 

9. And finally, that $25,000,000 of PWA and CWA 

( monies be allotted for restoration and improvement of the
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( 
lands acquired. Definite improvement projects to be submitted 
in the prescribed manner. : 

This work includes: 

A. Construction of dams and dikes; 

B. Fencing and ditching; 

C. Excavation and blasting; 

D. Food planting and land clearing, etc. 

(
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MIGRATORY WATERFOWL 

A GREAT ECONOMIC AND RECREATIONAL ASSET 

ONCE PRESENT IN PROLIFIC ABUNDANCE, NOW THREATENED 

WITH VIRTUAL EXTINCTION BY THE DESTRUCTION OF BREED- 

ING AND NESTING AREAS. 

AN IRONIO COMMENTARY ON OUR NEGLECT OF WATER- 

FOWL NUSTING AREAS IS HAD IN THY PROCLAMATION oF . 

PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT SETTING ASIDE LOWER 

. KLAMATH LAKE, OREGON, AS A SANCTUARY, IN WHICH HE 

\ SAID, "THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST WILD FOWL NURSERIES 

IN THE UNITED STATES. = +» AN OUTDOOR MUSEUM..... WHICH 

WILL PROVE OF GREAT EDUCATIONAL VALUE" -~ 

AND IN THE REPORT OF F. L. LATHROP IN 1932 

WHICH STATES, "LOWER KLAMATH LAKE WAS DRAINED AFTER 

MUCH DIFFICULTY AND EXPENSE AND DRIED UP - DEVASTATED 

BY NUMEROUS FIRES AND ABANDONED AS UNFIT FOR AGEI- 

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT." 

(
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MIGRATORY WATERFOWL 

The rapid depletion of the migratory waterfowl re- 
source, now universally admitted to be a fact, is in large 

part a result of the unwise exploitation of a submerginal lands. 

Drainage operations, intended to bring more land under 

cultivation, have directly destroyed millions of acres of former 
breeding grounds, and by lowering of water tables, have indir- 
ectly destroyed millions of acres more. 

Grazing of the remaining marshlands and ranges has pre= 
vented successful nesting and reproduction of breeding stocks. Mow- 

ing of hay and fires have destroyed many nests and nesting sites. 

This destruction of nests by grazing and mowing the 

shores of lakes and sloughs has reduced the annual increase from 

a normal expectancy of 300% to as low as 15% in areas under ob- 

servation. 

These destructive agricultural factors are all as- 

sociated to a large degree with the over-extension of the farm 
area. Coupled with them has come an unprecedented series of 
drought years, further shrinking the available breeding area, 
The net effect is that the natural increase from propagation 
no longer equals the annual losses from all causes. 

Natural propagation has been curtailed to such an ex- 
tent that no amount of further restriction of the take or methods 

of taking will suffice to restore wild waterfowl. 

There is need for prompt and decisive action. 

The Spring migration northward to the nesting grounds 

will be under way by the last of February and the main nesting 

season ended by August 1. It is the belief of the Committee 
that material results may be obtained this season by retiring : 
from grazing and hay mowing the marginal lands in the duck nest- 

ing areas. Some progress can also be made this season toward 

restoring water on drained areas where the only requirement is 

to dam up the drainage ditches. 

Up-to-date figures and surveys are now available for 
$25,000 acres of proved nesting areas, and we recommend their 
purchase as soon as the executive organization has checked them 
over. 

For the remaining portion of the areas under consideration, 

(
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the information is incomplete. For these incomplete projects 

the Committee recommends immediate surveys by competent in- 

vestigators, and where the prospects leave room for doubt, 

that the areas be acquired by lease for one year at 5% of the 

land value, with option to buy, rental to apply on purchase 
price. This method will allow large areas to be immediately 
available for nesting grounds. 

Types of land to be submitted for consideration: 

Natural nesting marshes now made useless by grazing 
“ and mowing. 

Marsh lands drained and under unprofitable culti- 
vation. 

Grazed or cultivated lands on the shores of lakes 
or rivers used by breeding birds. 

Low-valued flat lands subject to damming for ar- 
tificial lakes and adapted to nesting. 

Drained lakes and marshes which will require dam 
construction for restoration. 

Heavy alkaline lakes, subject to duck sickness, 

which mst be freshened or drained. 

. River bank areas suitable for the creation of ar- 

tificial lakes by damming. 

Nesting areas on which drainage projects are now 
being promoted. 

Nesting areas where food was abundant, now lacking, 

but which will come back if water is restored. 

Watered areas where food is scarce but can be re- 

stored by planting. 

Dry lakes in areas which may be restored by ar- 

tesian wells. 

(
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UPLAND GAME 

OUR SUPPLY OF NATIVE UPLAND GAME 

BIRDS, ONCE THE FINEST IN THE WORLD, HAS BEEN 

REDUCED TO A REMNANT OF ITS FORMER ABUNDANCE 

: ON LARGE AREAS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

EXTENSIVE RESTORATION OF WILD TUR- 

KEYS, GROUSE, QUAIL, AND OTHER UPLAND GAME 

\ ' WILL PROVIDE PROFITABLE UTILIZATION FOR MIL- 

LIONS OF ACRES OF RURAL LAND WHICH IS UNPROFIT- 

ABLE FOR FARMING AND STOCK RAISING AND MUCH OF 

WHICH IS IDBALLY SUITED TO THE PRODUCTION OF 

GAME CROPS. 

(
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UPLAND GAME 

The retirement of sub-marginal farms will have a 

very beneficial effect on those upland birds which feed on 

wild foods rather than on agricultural grain and weeds. 

This includes many of the species of birds now most in 

danger of depletion. 

Such areas, when cropped for game, can become 

valuable object lessons to demonstrate that the growing of an 

underproduced crop like wild life is a better and more profit- 

able use than the growing of overproduced staple crops which 

has heretofore prevailed. 

; Most States own a large acreage which has already 

been retired by the process of reversion for unpaid taxes. 
Such lands are now commonly idle. The proposed demonstra- 
tions of upland game cropping on Federal purchase areas 

should stimulate a like use of tax-reverted State lands. 

There is no accumlated exact information on spe- 
cific tracts suitable for upland game. However, the land- 

use, soil, and economic surveys, already made in the several 

States, plus the information on upland game obtainable from 

State and Federal agencies, will, when duly co-ordinated, 
furnish a very sound basis for selection of areas. Such co- 
ordination, of course, is beyond the powers of a volunteer 

Committee. Hence, to an even greater extent than in the 

case of migratory birds, there is need of a competent ex- 

ecutive staff to survey and appraise the best locations. @ 

The upland game program, while slower in the in- 

itial process of establishment than the migratory bird pro- 
gram, can be made to yield more tangible revenues in game 

and fur crops. The species involved are less depleted, and 

once a full stand has been built up on a given area, an 

annual surplus may be utilized for stocking other areas or 

harvested by regulated hunting or trapping. 

Types of land to be considered; 

Sub-marginal upland farms which are or would be- 
come suitable for wild turkey, woodcock, prairie chicken, 

sharptail grouse, ruffed grouse, sage hen, or other upland 

birds, not requiring cultivated land. 

Sub-marginal upland farms now supporting a small 

( accidental population of common game but more valuable if
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retired and put under a program of game management. 

Sub-marginal upland farms which should be re- 
tired for erosion control, recreation areas, or other 

special purposes, but which would be incidentally use- 
ful as range for any upland species. 

Government-owned lands suitable for game 

management. 

(
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SONG, INSECTIVOROUS AND ORNAMENTAL BIRDS. 

NO COMPREHENSIVE PROPOSAL HAS EVER BEEN MADE FOR 

THE RESTORATION OF SUCH OF THMSE BIRDS AS ARE BECOMING 

SCARCE, 

REMEDIAL PROGRAMS, UNLESS SUPPORTED BY PRIVATE 

FUNDS, HAVE DEALT AIMOST ENTIRELY WITH SHOOTABLE 

GAME. 

THE ECONOMIC, INSPIRATIONAL, RECREATIONAL aND 

SPECTACLE VALUE OF THESE BIEDS IS INCALCULABLE. 

(
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SONG, INSECTIVOROUS AND ORNAMENTAL BIRDS 

The time has come for the definite affirmation, not 

by words alone but by deeds and dollars, that all wild life is 
an invaluable public resource, entitled not only to protective 
laws but also to effective aid. We recommend, therefore, the 

present land-purchase program be directed specifically to the 

welfare of non-game species of svecial value, whether or not 

game values are also present. 

Most migratory non-game spyecies are directly bene- 

fited by the migratory game program, but not all. Some rook- 

eries or nesting sites of valuable birds, such as herons, 

eerets and cranes, are exposed to serious destructive factors 

which can be removed by the acquisition and protection of ad- 

jacent areas. Where birds concentrate their nests in colonies, 
the retirement and supervision of a relatively small tract 
would often greatly benefit the status of the species concerned. 

The last remnants of a long-billed curlew in New Mexico, 

Utah, and probably elsewhere, are definitely known to be on the 

decline due to the grazing off of nesting cover on their breed- 
( ing grounds. No particular game values are involved. The pur- 

chase of the grazing and farm lands needed to relieve this 
pressure is indicated. 

Some species of rare songbirds of very restricted 
breeding range are known to be shrinking due to grazing or 
cutting of farm woodlots. The purchase of such farms, if 

sub-marginal, is indicated. 

A special inquiry should be made by the wild life 

administration to find out whether such rare species as the 

whooping crane, the white pelican, and the sandhill crane 

could be benefited by the retirement of farms or grazing 
ranches either on the breeding grounds, on the migration 

routes, or on the winter range, if sufficiently localized. 

Land purchases for non-game wild life mst often 

take the form of small parcels, insufficient to justify the 
services of a resident custodian. Administration of the 
lands will usually have to be entrusted to State or local 
agencies under co-operative agreement. i 

(
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MAMMALS 

THE POSSIBILITI#S FOR LARGELY INCREAS- 

ING THE POPULATIONS OF BIG GAME AND FUR BEARING 

SPECIES AT SMALL COST ARE EXTRAORDINARY. 

THWIR RESTORATION IS OF GREAT ECONOMIC 

IMPORTANCE AND WILL AID IN CHECKING SOIL EROSION. 

(
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Outlying farms or ranches of a submarginal character 
may interfere with wild life restoration in many ways. The re= 

tirement of such holdings will frequently involve the vurchase 
of not more than 160 to 640 acres of privately owned land on 
which the ranch is located, but will free thousands of acres of 
over-grazed public lends which surround it, and can accomplish 

the dual purpose of shrinking comnercial livestock or farming 

and expanding wild life, and, incidentally, in many cases, 

stopping erosion and depletion of the range. 

The most comaon and important (obnoxious) type of in- 
terference occurs where an outlying ranch controls the grazing 
privilege to the surrounding range vitally needed by the large 
or rare big game mammals and-prevents the exclusion of live- 
stock from such range. 

The selection and purchase of such properties can 

usually be performed through the administrative agency managing 
game on the surrounding range. Most of such lands will be in 

the National Forests, National Parks, Indian Reservations, on 

the Federal public domain, or in some State refuge, forest, or 

park, so that no expense for administration or maintenance is 

involved. 

The Federal Wild Life Director should cooperate with 
the agency concerned to buy such lands. 

Less commonly, the outlying ranch will be on private 
or unregulated public range. The action, if any, mst be suited 

to the circumstances. . 

Types of land to be submitted for consideration: 

A grazing ranch headquarters situated on public domain 
where the grazing vermit has already been reduced to a minimum, 

but where grazing still interferes with some valuable big game 
herd, such as mountain sheep, antelope, or elk. 

A grazing ranch headquarters located on a bear range, 

where bear commit occasional depredations and have in the past 

been subjected to trapping or poisoning, but where the real 

: remedy is to buy the ranch and let the bears have the range. 

Outlying farm properties serving as a base for poachers,’ 
market-hunters, or other illegal damage to valuable game herds. 

-An outlying farm now a source of damage claims by reason 

( of beaver colonies, elk herds, or other mammals using nearby range. 

: To retire the farm is good agriculture, good economy, and good con= 

servation. 
f 5 :
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An outlying sheep ranch liable to transmit scabies 

to mountain sheep. 

Outlying ranches-which, by fencing or diversion of 

natural waters, could be retired to the advantage of wild 
life. . 

\
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ADMINISTRA 2.0 N 

AND 

START? 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH HAS FOR YEARS TABULATED 

THE FACTS OF THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR WILD LIFE AND PRE- 

SCRIBED THE FORMULAE FOR ITS RESTORATION, BUT THE MEANS 

FOR APPLYING THE INFORMATION HAVE NEVER BEEN PROVIDED. 

NOW, IF BVER, ACTION IS POSSIBLE. 

\
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ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF 

(See chart--Exhibit 0) 

The immediate need for an Administrative Executive 

is imperative. 

The work of putting into effect this or any national 

wild life restoration program and carrying on the essential 

conservation cannot be done with the requisite speed or re=— 
sourcefulness by the pre-existing personnel or through pre- 

existing procedures. 

On the other hand, it is absolutely essential that 

every trained man and all available information be utilized 
to the utmost. . 

To coordinate all co-related Federal conservation 
and restoration effort, the Committee has the temerity to sug- 

gest the appointment (by promotion) of a RESTORATION COMMISSIONER 
under the direction of a Conmittee of the three Cabinet members 
most concerned, i.e., the Secretaries of the Interior, Agricul- 

ture and Commerce. 

The Commissioner should supervise and coordinate the 

wild life restoration work of the following services; 

Federal Parks 
Federal Forests 
Reclamation 

Fisheries 
Wild Life (new) 
Erosion Control 
Public Domain 
Emergency Conservation Work 
Mosquito Control 

The President should be respectfully asked to issue 

an executive order requiring this and to place the jurisdiction 
over all wild life in the United States and possessions under 
the Federal Wild Life Director. This jurisdiction is now scat- 

tered "all over the lot" from the Light House Sérvi¢e to the 

Marine Corps. 

Under the Director of Wild Life Resources, there is 

need for division heads, as follows: 

; A. Migratory waterfowl, shore birds, etc. 

( B. Upland game 
C. Song, insectivorous and ornamental birds 

D. Mammals
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These men mst have available the services of 
divisions, as follows: 

A. Land acquisition and restoration 

B. land and wild life crop management 
C. Research (imperative) 

Much of the talent required for the above 
positions is available in the Biological Survey, a mis- $ 

named, quasi-scientific bureau quite unequal to the 
present task. 

There is a shortage of trained field men needed 

for district supervision. This shortage can be partially 
overcome by a series of local training camps to be attended 

by the field staffs to be set up for the execution of this 
program, and also by men selected from State conservation 

departments, agricultural colleges, and other local agencies 

for the execution of local wild life conservation work. 

Migratory bird and upland game areas purchased 
under this program will usually require a resident custodian 

service, and also a technical supervisory personnel. ‘The 

functions of this personnel will include patrol, posting, 

food and cover plantings, predator and disease control, 
maintenance of water levels. 

On the average one custodian will be needed for 

each 3,000 acres, and one supervisory manager will be . 

needed for each 10 custodians. 

The cost of this field service, and the ways of 
meeting this cost, is discussed under the next caption. 

It appears likely, however, that the cost for custodians 
can be materially reduced by providing them, in co-opera- 

tion with the Subsistence Farm Home Administration, with 

subsistence farm homes as part of their compensation. This 
can usually be provided by rehabilitating some existing 
farmhouse. Satisfactory performance of duties, however, 

mast be the basis of employment. Kevenues from cropping 
game or fur, where they exist, can be used to amortize sub- 

sistence farm homes for custodians. 

It is of the utmost importance, however, that no 

Federal wild life area be so organized that its maintenance 

depends on utilization of wild life crops over and above 
the safe take. It is incumbent on the proposed adminis-— 
tration to see that no such situation arises. 

(
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Any National program for wild life resto- 
ration that might be devised would be predestined to 

failure if its administration is left to the decen- 

tralized Government bureaus whose functions bear upon 
the problems. 

It is hoped that administrative costs that 

are temporarily in excess of the present budget can be 
; met out of emergency monies for emergency work. 

(
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C 0 § 2 8 

GOOD PARTIAL MINIMUM 

JOB JOB _ JOB 

Emergency fund for sur- 
veys, examinations, etc., 

of projects (Source CWA - 
see Exhibits "D" and "Eg" 
HOE Geteilas os .% csccwsiene s $ 430,910 430,910 430,910 

Land to be withdrawn from 

commercial agriculture and 

used for wild life restora- 
tion (Source FSRC)........ 25,000,000 18,000,000 12,000,000 

Restoration of land 
(Sources PWA and CWA)..... 25,000,000 18,000,000 12,000,900 

Maintenance first year out 

of CWA, CCC and Subsistence 

HOMO: 6 es cwswiene s wesw a * 

MOPADS s)0)s/066 20.0 ¢ ss se wie see oe P00, 400,910 36,430,910 24,430,910 

Maintenance after first year: 

Revenue sources: 

Duck Stamp Proceeds......cccccscceccccescccscsecccseee $ 700,000 
Migratory Bird Conservation Act Appropriations........ 300, 000 
Ammunition Wax cas «os cecwewrels sss cibvunincsssesswieuueste 0,500,000 
Game and fur cropping. 12% Sincwjecs «oc as sicicesisic + 6 see miniers) * 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE $ 33,500,000 

*Estimates not feasible at the present time. ‘ 

(
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AND FINALLY 

THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR ONCE ABUNDANT WILD 

LIFE RESOURCES, THOURGH WASTE AND NEGLECT, CONSTITUTES 

ONE OF THE SORRIEST CHAPTERS IN OUR NATIONAL HISTORY. 

THE KNOWLEDGE, THE FACILITIES AND THE FUNDS . 

NECESSARY FOR RESTORATION ARE AVAILABLE IF WE WILL PUT 

THEM TO WORK. 

EXTENSIVE RESTORATION OF OUR WILD LIFE WILL 

RE-CREATE A NATIONAL RESOURCE OF INCALCULABLE VALUE, . 

WHICH WILL ADD MEASURABLY TO THE HEALTH, HAPPINESS AND 

PROSPERITY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES. 

(
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PROJECTS 

A CONFIDENTIAL LIST OF THNTATIVE PROJECTS 

FROM WEIGH DEFINITE SELECTIONS WILL BE MADE AS SOON AS 

THE $500,000.00 NECESSARY IS AVAILABLE, IS SUBMITTED IN 

A SEPARATE BINDER. 

THOSE MARKED WITH AN ASTZRISK (*) AR® FOR 

IMMEDIATE ACQUISITION. 

: ALL GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES, STATE COMMISSIONERS, 

SPORTSMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS AND MANY INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS 

WERE ASKED TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS. 

(
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EXHIBIT Wal 

DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS OF THE FEDBRAL 

. GOVERNMENT HAVING AUTHORITY AFFECTING 

WILD LIFE: 

Department of Agriculture: 

Bureau of Biological Survey 

Forest Service 

Department _of Commerce: 

\ Bureau of Fisheries 
Bureau of Lighthouses 

Department of Interior: 

: National Park Service 
General Land Office 
Reclamation Service 

Navy Department: - 

Administration of game on 5 areas in 

Virginia, Hawaii and elsewhere 

War Department; 

Administration of game on 17 areas 
in 8 States. 

(



- EXSTBIT "Bp" 

( MEMORANDUM OF AGRES.ENT ON WILD LIFE RESTORATION 
SIGNED BY REPRESENTATIVaS OF 47 ORGANIZATIONS AND 

PRESENTED 10 THE PRESIDENT JANUARY 25, 1934. 

Honorable Franislin De Roosevelt, i 
: The Waite House, : 

Washington, De C. 

My dear Mr. President: 

We have the honor to present to you the unanimous vote 
‘ of a large group of representative conservationists who met 

today at the Senate Office Building at the request of the 
Special Committee of the Senate on the Conservation of Wild 

Life Resources to consider certain legislative phases of a 
program presented by this committee and certain administra~ 
tive and executive phases of a plan proposed by your com- 

mittee of three, know as the President's Committee on Wild 

Life Restoration. 

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to express 

to you the enthusiastic appreciation and the hearty coopera~ 

tion pledged by the sportsmen of the country, the nature 

lovers, the farmers! organizations, the conservation commis-— 

sioners, the representatives of the National Association of 

, Audubon Societies and the sportsmen's magazines for a com- 
prehensive plan with the possibility of a large fumd in sup- 

port of this plan for the restoration of our migratory water- 
fowl, wpland game birds and insectivorous birds, and the pur- 

chase, for these purposes, of large areas of sub-marginal 
lands. 

The conference unanimously approved the following: 

(1) The Duck Stamp bill prepared by the Special Senate Com- 

mittee on the Conservation of Wild Life Resources, 

Senate Bill 1658 and House Sill 5632. 

: (2) Senator Joseph T. Robinson's Wild Life Refuge Bill 
Noe 2277s A bill to establish fish and game sanctuaries 

in the national forests and on other public lands, ap- 
proved by the Senate Comaittee and now on the Senate 

Calendar. 

(3) The Coordination Bill, introduced by the Senate Come 

mittee, to coordinate conservation activities of the 
several federal departments, which passed the Senate 
and was approved by the House Committee in the last 
session. i 

C)
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Honossdle Franklin D. Roosevelt. Jamiary 25, 1934. 

(4) Your stimlating order setting aside the oun of 

$25,000,0°O for the witadrawal of svbnarginal lands 
from commercial-asriculture which suszests the use of 

i" certain portions of these lands for mlzvatory water- 
fowl and upland zame, 

i (5) That appropriations snould be made as authorized under 
y the Norbeck Andresen bill aad the policy established 

therein for a period of ten years (five vears hove already 

Zone) saould be renewed. 

(6) The treaty with Canada established our duty to conserve 

migratory oirds along their annual flisht loves within our 
country. When these birds reach tho Nexican Border, or the 

Gulf of Mexico, many of them cross into the domain of our 
sister republics to the South, particularly Mexico. We 
recommend that nezotiations be entered into to bring about 
a treaty witn Mexico similar in character to taat with 

Canada, 

{ Proposals for a Plan to be sudmitted to the Presi- 
dent by the President's Committee on Wild Life 
Restoration. 

(1) Restoration of mizratory vaterfowl nesting areas by purchase 
(one year lease with option to buy, to nasten possession and 

guard azainst error) of a large number of such arenas in the 

: States where these Sirds naturally smltiply if ziven proper 

environment and food. 

; (2) A nation-wide woland same restoration srocram, with specific 
projects. 

(3) A nation-wide plan for action involvine tae acquisition and 
restoration of areas suitable for facilitatinz a vrolifie 
nature in increasing the population of all wild life, es- 
pecially those species which are, or are becoming, rare. 

, 

(4) A proposal for a mch-neaded corrdinated oud businesslike 

administration set-up to carry the plen into successful exe- 
caution if or when the report is approved by the President. 

\ 

(
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Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt. Jamuary 25, 19344 

For the first time in the history of organized conservation, 
there was a unanimity of action in a broad program which, in our 

Y belief, will redound to the great denefit of future zenerations. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(s) Frederic C. Walcott 

Chairman, Senate Comittee on 
the Conservation of Wild Life 

Resources. 

(s) Thomas H. Beck 

( Chairman, Presideat's Comittee on 

Wild Life Restoratioa. 

(see followings pases for otner signatures) 

1 

( )
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| SIGNATURES ATTACHED TO THE REPORT FILED WITH THE PRESIDENT - Friday,January 26,1934 

( By THS SENATE COMMITTEE ON WILD LIFE RESOURCES AND THE PRESIDENTIAL 

COMMITTEE ON RESTORATION OF WILD LIFS 

American Game Association Seth Gordon, President 
Investment Building, Wash., D. Co 

Izank Walton League S. Barry Locks, Conservation Director, 

222 North Bank Drive, Chicago, Ill. 

More Game Birds in America, Inc. Arthur F. Foran, President 

500 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 

National Association of Audubon 7. Gilbert Pearson, President 
Societies 1775 Broadway, New York City. 

International Association of Fish and William J. Tucker 

Game Commissioners Austin, Texas 

Western Association of Fish and Game Nathan Moran 

Commissioners 41 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif. 

John L. Farley, 

Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. 

American Fisheries Society Fred A. Westerman 

( Lansing, Michigan 

New England Fish and Game Association John C. Phillips 

41 Mount Vernon St., Boston, Mass. 

Western Game Association Thomas A. BE. Lally 

404 Bell Street Terminal, Seattle, Wash. 

American Forestry Association Ovid Butler 
1727 K. Street, Washington, D. OC. 

} Southern Association of Fish and Game I. T. Quinn 
Commissioners Montgomer, Ala. 

Farmers Union John A. Simpson 

Oklahoma City, Okla. 

National Grange Fred Brencknan 
630 Indiana Avemme, Washington, D.C. 

American Farm Bureau Chester H. Gray 

Munsey Building, Washington, D.C. 

New York Zoological Society W. Reid Blair 
New York City 

( Camp Fire Club of America William B. Greeley 
38 Park Row, New York City 

American Rifle Association M. A. Reckord 
Barr Building, Yashington, D. Ce.



Hmergency Conservation Committee 7 ea ealte Edge 

( : 734 Lexington Avenue, New York City 

American Game Conference William C. Adams 

State Office Building, Albany, New York 

National Legislative Committee E. Lee LeCompte 

Munsey Building, Baltimore, Maryland 

Western Fish ond Game Association Newell B. Cook 

Salt Lake City, Utah 
David H. Madsen 

§alt Lake City, Utah 

Conservation Conmittee of the Arms and E. E. Handy 

Ammunition Institute Bridgeport, Connecticut. 

American Geographical Society Isiah Bowman 

Broadway and 156th St., New York City 

Mid-Westermm Duck Club Association Robert Iungstras d 
: 3101 S. Vandeventer Aye., St. Louis, Moe 

Conservationi st-at-Large Harry B. Hawes 

Transportation Building, Washington, D. C. 

American Conservation Society Guy Amsler 

( Little Rock, Arkansas 

Conservation Commission of Ohio William H. Reinhart 

F Columbus, Ohio 

National Parks Association Robert Sterling Yard 

np 700 20th Street, Washington, D. C. 

Arkansas and Tennessee Duck Club Nash Buckingham 

Association Mamphis, Tenn. 

Personal Representative of the I. He Larom 

Governor of Wyoming Valley, Wyoming. 

American Nature Association P. S. Ridsdale i 
1214 16th St., Washington, D. C. 

Magazine Editors u 

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN William H. Foster 
108 Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

OUTDOOR LIFE Harry McGuire 
Mt. Morris, Ill. 

( FIELD AND STREAM Ray P. Holland 
578 Madison Ave., New York City
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( Migratory Advisory Board 

William Finley, Jennings Lodge, Oregon. 

Lee Miles, Little Rock, Arkansas. 

Brooks Anderson, Chicago, Illinois. 

The President's Committee of Three 

Thomas H. Beci:, Hartford, Conn. 

4 J. N. Darling, Des Moines, Iowa 

Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wisconsin 

House of Representatives 

Richard M. Kelberg, of Texas 

Tom D. McKeown, of Oklahoma 

A. Willis Rovertson, of Virginia. 

: Senate Committee on Wild Life Resources 

Senator Frederic C. Walcott, of Connecticut 

Senator Key Pittman, of Nevada 

Senator Charles L. McNary, of Oregon 

Carl D. Shoemaker, Secretary 

( )
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NATIONAL WILD LIFE RESTORATION PROGRAM 
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Acquisition Development Managemen?



( EXEIBIT "DN" 

PURCHASE PROCEDURE - MIGRATORY WATERFOWL 

Each project submitted will be subject to the 

following surveys before final acceptance; 

1. Potential capacity of the area to breed birds. 

2. Land acquisition. 
3. Engineering. 

(a) Present water conditions and possibilities. 
(0) Practicability of planned construction work. 

Detailed reports of each survey will be submitted. 

Final acceptance or further. surveys of the project will de- 
pend on satisfactory reports. 

The original survey party will consist of: 

1. <A Project Inspector accompanied by a Flant Ecologist. P 

The Project Inspector will visit and inspect the area included 
in the project in order to ascertain its possibilities as a 

breeding and nesting ground. The points to be covered in this 
survey are? 

( 

(a) Location 
(b) Potential capacity to produce birds 
(c) Relative importance in comoarison 

with other projects 

(d) Environmental conditions in and sur- 
rounding the area, i.e., grazing, 

agriculture, natural enemies, etc. 

(e) Management problems 

: The Plant Ecologist will accompany the Inspector to in- 
vestigate and report on the vegetation in the area, character 

of the soil and water, and the possibilities of providing suit- 
able vegetation for food and cover. = 

For the purpose of estimating costs, each Inspector : 

and party will cover an average of 10 projects on one trip out 
of the District Headquarters which will be centrally located and 

established by the Supervisor to be employed as explained below. 

To properly carry out the work of locating the most 
practicable, useful and economical projects, a temporary inspec= 

tion staff should be organized for a period of four months. 

This staff should consist of: 

( 
5 District Supervisors 

10 Assistant Supervisors 

2 Supervising Engineers
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2 Supervising Plant Ecologists 
20 Game Inspectors 
20 Plant Hcologists 

2 Engineer Office Assistants 
15 Land Exaniners 
10 Clerical Assistants 

Upon receipt of a satisfactory report from the pro- 

ject Inspector and Plant Ecologist, the District Supervisor will 
visit and inspect the area, pass upon it and arrange for an en-= 

. . gineering survey after contact with the State Game Commissioner 
and State Ingineer. 

2. Upon receipt of a satisfactory report from the Dis- 

trict Supervisor, a Land Acquisition Examiner will be sent to 

negotiate with the owners for control of the necessary property 
on a lease with option to buy within one year. The amount paid 
for the lease is not to exceed 5% of the purchase price and will 
be considered as part payment if the property is purchased within 
the tenure of the option. 

Upon a report from the Land Acquisition Examiner, 
indicating that control of the property has been obtained, the 

District Supervisor will arrange for an engineering survey. 
( 

3. Engineering Survey. This survey will include: 

5 (a) Inspection and revort of present water con- 

. ditions and the possibilities of additional water for the 

project area. 

(b) Construction work survey. 

The report will include recommended construction 
work with plans and specifications for the tyne of work nec- 
essary to maintain suitable water levels with estimated costs. 

The District Supervisor will keep in close touch 
with the Surveying Engineer to see that the engineering or con- 

struction work is designed to give the best results foi suit=- 

able breeding and nesting grounds. In some cases, it wight be : 

: necessary for the District Supervisor to accompany the Engi- 
neer's Survey Party. 

It is estimated that each recommended project will 

require on an average of six days' time of one project Inspector's 

survey party. Three days for the original survey of the project 

and three days for the work of overseeing engineering parties. 

(
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( 
It will therefore be necessary to set up a temporary 

inspection organization equipped with motor vehicles for a per= 

iod of four months. 

The estimated costs of this organization are: 

5 District Supervisors @$1, 200.00 $ 6,000.00 
10 Assistant Supervisors 800.00 8,000,00 

2 Supervising Engineers : 1,200.00 2,400.00 

2 Supervising Plant Ecologists 1,200.00 2,400.00 

20 Project Inspectors 800.90 16,000.00 
20 Plant Ecologists 800.00 16,000.00 

2 Engineer Office Assistants 600.00 1,200.00 
15 Land Examiners 1,000.00 15,000.00 

10 Clerical Assistants 400.00 4,000.00 
39 Automobiles 550.00 21,450.00 

$92,450.00 . 

; Gas, oil, tires and repairs, 

120,000 miles @ .04 4,800.00 

General traveling, 74 men for 

120 days = 8,880 man days @ $4 35,520.00 

( $132,770.00 

Aerial surveys can be made over many of the projects 
advantageously. Views of the area photographed from the planes 

will often give sufficient information to properly classify 

the project. No estimate of the cost of such surveys is in- 
cluded in these inspection cost figures as Army planes can 
be used for the purpose. 

It is estimated that 25% of the projects originally 
submitted will not pass the first inspection. On this basis 
there will be 225 projects recommended for engineering survey. 

The costs of the preliminary engineer's survey are 

estimated as follows: 

: 1 Bngineer @ $25'a day for 10 days $250.00 
1 Engineer's Assistant @ $5 a day 

for 10 days 50.00 
: Average cost preliminary Engi- : 

neer's Survey $300.00 

225 projects @ $300 $67,500.00 

(
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Aporoximately 10% of the projects will fail to pass 

the preliminary engineering inspection. Therefore, it is 
estimeted that 200 projects will be submitted for the con- 

struction survey and mapping of the project. 

1 Engineer $25 a day for 15 days $375.00 

3 Assistants $5 a day for 15 days 225.00 

$600.00 

200 projects $600 $120,000.00 

Summary of estimated costs for surveys of proposed 

projects. (This does not include administrative expense): 

Temporary inspection organization $132,770.00 
Preliminary engineering survey 67,500.00 

Final engineering survey 120,000.00 

POTR ecw a6 « $320,270.00 

An executive should be apnointed head of the 
( Inspection Staff with offices at Washington. He should be 

assisted by an office force of axwroximately six clerical 

assistants. To the total given above, there should be added, 

therefore: 

1 Executive, 4 months $2,000.00 
6 Clerical assistants $400 2,400.00 

Since this work falls definitely within the class 

‘of men who are largely unemployed at this time, provision 
should be made for payment out of CWA funds. 

(



( EXHIBIT a" 

PURCHASE PROCEDURE - UPLAND GAMB 

Bach project will be subject to the following surveys a 

before final acceptance: 

1. Potential capacity of the area to breed birds 

2. Land acquisition 

Detailed reports of each survey will be submitted. 
Further surveys or final acceptance of the project will depend 

on satisfactory reports. 

The original survey party will consist of: 

1. A Project Inspector accompanied by a Plant Ecologist. 
The Project Inspector will visit and inspect the areaincluded 

in the project in order to axcertain its possibilities. The 
points to be covered in this survey are: 

(a) Location 
(bd) Potential capacity to produce wild life 

(c) Relative importance in comparison with 

( other projects 

(a) Bnvironmental conditions in and surround- 
ing the area, i. e., agriculture, live 

stock, natura] enemies, open land, tim- 

bered land, topography, water, etc. 

(e) Manazenent problems 

The Plant Hcologist will accompany the Inspector to in- 

vestigate and revort on the vegetation in the area, character 

of soil, and the possibilities of providing suitable food and 

cover for the wild life native to the section. 

To properly carry out the work of locating the 

most practical, useful and economical projects, a temporary 

inspection staff should be organized for aperiod of four months. 
. This staff should consist of: 

1 Ruffed Grouse Supervisor 
1 Quali Supervisor . 

1 Prairie-Chicken, Sharptail Supervisor 
1 Exotic Specie Supervisor 

2 Game Animal Supervisors 

6 Assistant Supervisors 

5 Land, Examiners 

2 Supervising Plant Ecologists 
15 Project Inspectors 

\ 15 Plant Ecologists 
10 Clerical Assistants
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Upon receipt of a satisfactory report from the 

( ) Project Inspector and Plant Ecologist, the Specie Supervisor or 

an assistant will visit and inspect the property and con- 
tact the State game authorities. 

2. Upon receipt of a satisfactory report from the 

Supervisor, a Land Acquisition Examiner will be sent 

to negotiate the terms as described in Exhibit "D" (Pur- 

chase Procedure, Migratory Waterfowl). 

The Supervisor will prepare a plan of manage- 

ment for the property to be put into operation as soon 
as control is obtained. 

It is estimated thet 100 upland game projects 

will be inspected and passed upon. The estimated costs of 
an inspection organization equipped with eutomobiles to 

take care of these projects are; . 

? Supervisors @ $1,200 $8,400.00 
7 Assistant Supervisors 800 5,600.00 

2 Supervising Plant Ecologists 1,200 2,400.00 

2 Soil Experts 1,200 2,400.00 

15 Inspectors 800 12,000.00 
15 Plant Ecologists 800 12,000.00 

10 Clerical Assistants 400 4,000.00 

(J 10 Land Examiners 1,000 10,000.00 : 
: 32 Automobiles 550 17,600.00 

: $74,400.00 

Gas, oil, tires and repairs, 

100,000 miles @ $.04 4,000.00 

General traveling 58 men for 

120 days = 6,960 man days @ $4 27,840.00 
$106, 240.00 

There should be no additional administrative 
expense as this work can be carried on in the office of 

the Executive in charge of Waterfowl Surveys. 

(
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March 15, 1948 

Mr, Bynest 6. Oberholtser 
1218 Flour Uxchange 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota 

Dear Hynest: 

fhanke for your good letter bringing me up to date on de~ 
velopmonts in the Quetico~Superior, 

the vest news to my enre ia the feet thet Sig Olsen is now 
giving the project full time. That isa cweeilhle + and heartening. 

It em moh pleased that the. shore-highway has been delayed. 

I had heard about the dispute about reimarsing thecountios. 
Tint one leoks like a hard mt te cradic. 

i yecently heard severnl coments by Concdian officials giving 
me gone ineight ae to their goneral attitude. I am told that 
Canadian officials do not consider the Quetice asa o high grade 
or Valusble aren, and when I gry to pin down why, I infor it 
is becouse it le short on game. This ie « reavealing elreun- 
ange Steere ee eee travel as such is not yet 
pence lege gt ryote nd up there. Most of the dis- 
cussions with the question "if you want to withdraw 
wildermess, why don't you pick a good one?® This is the fate- 
fal walt-until-noxt-time attitude that has already pushed 
nost wilderness areas into the ocean. 

A former student of mine, Tom de You, is now lonated at 
Pert Arthur, representing Ontarle in technical wildlife 
matters. I told him to drop in to see you when opportunity 
offered. He is the author of 4 mumecript on the vanishing 
species of the world, and I think you will Mike him. Ho may 
need gone moral support from your region, 

With Dest regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Abrpm Aldo Leopold 

P. & I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this to 
Olea lurke.
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Quetico-Suprerior INTERNATIONAL Peace Memoria Forest 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer, President QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL 
J. G. Byam, Treasurer Associated with 
Prec eRCOMM Tr TEE March 25 1948 Izaak Walton League o merica 

ete ; 1218 Flour Exch 
Vos Chairman Ainraanaira si Rn, 

J. G. Byam . 
W. C. Coffey 
F. Peavey Heffelfinger Professor Aldo Leopold 

ee uaa University of Wisconsin 
George M. Laing Agricultural Hall 
Fe eon Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dr. William R. Bagley Dear Aldo: 
Robert H. Hood 

Michael B. Hurley In the course of much travel and negotiation for 
Gee EB olen our work, I am afraid that no acknowledgement has been 

Ey made of the copy of the letter you wrote December 8 to the 
chairmen of the twc committees in Washington that are 
handling the acquisition bill for the Superior roadless 
area, That was in every way an excellent letter. I be- 
lieve there was another from you too, for both of which we 
are very grateful. 

I am glad to tell you that Sig Olson of Ely, Minnesota, 
is now located in Chicago and is giving full time to our work 
in addition to what Ralph Wentworth is doing in the east. Our 
publicity campaign is rapidly gaining momentum, and there are 

many encouraging developments, particularly in Canada. 

Sig Olson recently accompanied me to Washington, where 

among other things we made inquiry about the Tri-County Bill. 
As you probably know, it is pretty well stelemated at present 
by the difference of opinion between the Forest Service and 
the local counties about payments to the counties in liéu of 
taxes. The Forest Service is trying hard at present to find 

a reasonable basis of agreement and thus facilitate passage 
of the legislation. At the sametime, we are trying to get 

more activity out of Senators Ball and Thye, who sponsored 
the bill in the Senate. They are in a much better strategic 
position to accomplish something then Blatnik in the House; 

yet the Senate version has not even had a public hearing. ‘ 

Blatnik has done hard work and very effective but is Farmer- 
Labor and is a new mans 

Colo SAL Wie Me dtc] 3 
[i give my pledge to save and faithfully to defend from waste the natural resources of my country - its soil and minerals, its forests, waters, and Sree



Professor Aldo Leopold “26 March 2, 1948 

There are two ways of getting at this roadless problem, as 
you knows One is to have the government acquire the rest 
of the private landse The other is to regulate planes so 

that they cannot land in the roadless areae Hither one 
might end most of the trouble. Both are very much needed, 
but not much progress has been made in either direction. 

This is unfortunate not only for our own rather hodge-podge 
roadless areas but for its affect upon sentiment in Canada, 

where there is so much more that is worth savings 

By far the finest roadless ares’ in Minnesota at 
present, in my opinion, are those established by the indian 

Office on the Grand Portage Indian Reservations They are not 
so large, of course, and do not contain so many canoe waters, 

but they ere really wild and beautiful and they are almost 
entirely free of private ownership. The forest growth, largely 
hardwoods, is a real delight; and there are a number of un- 
blemished lakes besides the border waters. I do not know any 
place in Minnesota where I would rather spend two weeks» 

Of course these wilderness areas on the indian 
Reservation are still threatened by two main developments== 
the Pigeon River power project and the new Grand Portage high= 

ways The power project is still a threat, though its backing 

mayy not be very substantial. Proponents have revently been 
at work with officials in the Department of the Interior, but 
have found themselves up against a stone wall when they finally 
got as far as the Indian Office. The road matter seemed a total 
loss to us a few years ago after much hard work on our parte 

However, the mills of the gods,though they grind slowly, seem to 
be working somewhat in our favor. There is much talk now that, 
though the State has every known authorization for the new high- 
way, it may never be built. Altered costs and times, plus the need 
to take care of accumulated road work near large centers of pop- 

ulation are important factors in the new situations. There is no 

telling now what other reasons there may bes I am hoping that 

there may be a somewhat similiar situation all over the continent 
and somehow the riot of road building may be more definitely con- 
fined for a while to populated areas. 

Best fortune to you and the hope of seeing you soone 

: Sincerely, 

Ofer 

Ernest Ce Uberholtzer ! 

ECOsmp
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GE The President's Committee 
for the 

Quetico-Superior Area 

919 North Michigan Avenue 
A % 1S Chicago 11, Illinois 

Quetico-Superior INTERNATIONAL PEACE Memoria Forest 

Vol, 1, Ne. 2 
November, 1947 

From time to time the President's Quetico-Superior | 
Committee makes a report of what is being accomplished and what 
is proposed for the future. This is the second in a series of 
letters for this purpose. 

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTER 

Under date of September 6th, 1947, President Harry S. 
Truman renewed and amended the Executive Order under which the 

Committee for the Quetico-Superior area exists, The new order 
authorizes the Committee "to consult, advise with, and invoke 
the aid of" various departments of the Federal Government, the | 
State of Minnesota, "and other civic, scientific, educational, 
and conservation organizations." | 

; Also President Truman appointed Dr, Olaus J. Murie, | 
Director of the Wilderness Society, vice S, TL Tyng, deceased, 
to serve as a member of the President's Committee. Dr, Murie's 
appointment brings the membership of the Committee to its full 

original strength again, | 

LEGION RESOLUTION 

At its recent State Convention the American Legion, 
Department of Minnesota, adopted a new resolution reconfirming and | 
expanding its prior endorsement of the Quetico-Superior program. 

The resolution specifically calls for "dedication (to) be made in 
the name of veterans of both wars from both countries".... “prompt 
protection -- of the wilderness areas already established in the 
Superior National Forest, but (also) for the earliest possible 

GEONR consolidation of public lands within the Superior National Forest, 

(YOE including the Kabetogema and the Grand Portage State Forests --"... 

=| (Qs We "we request the Minnesota State Legislature to give consent and 
BC Sy i) invite the United States to acquire the private lands within the 
SS tS Superior National Brest, including the Kabetogema and the Grand 

TAL 7O” Portage State Forests y oo." The resolution also requests that 
active steps be taken to carry out the provisions of the 
resolution,



SENATE 1090 - H, R, 2642 

With the reconvening of Congress this month, the possibility of 
furthering the progress of Senate 1090 and H. R, 2642 (commonly known as the 
Ball--Thye Bill in the Senate and as the Blatnik Bill in the House) is brighter. 
While there is still a small area of disagreement on Section 5 relative to 
compensation to be paid to the counties in Minnesota in lieu of taxes lost by 

the very desirable land acquisition proposals of the bill, undoubtedly these 
differences can be rationalized. What is most important is to get the bill 

out of committee and passed, along with its companion bills in the Senate. 

Prompt affirmative action is essential if the wilderness core of the 
Quetico-Superior program is to be saved, Canada igs only holding off tentatively 
to see what happens, Failure will probably mean that Canada will open all Crown 
lands in Quetico Park and adjacent areas to lease, exploitation and resorts and 

that would be the end. 

All friends of Quetico-Superior, of wilderness, of forestry, of 
conservation should know that H, R, 2642 still reposes in a pigeon-hole of Sub- 
committee No. 2 of the Committee on Agriculture of the House of Representatives. 
Washington 25, D. C. The Ball-Thye Senate Bill was referred to the Senate 

Standing Committee on Agriculture and Forestry last April. 

The Conservation Department of the State of Minnesota, a joint statement 
of the House and Senate of the Minnesota State Legislature, the Izaak Walton League, 
the American Legion, and many other local, state, and national groups have already 
given substantial and impressive backing and support to this bill. Subcommittee 

No, 2 of the Committee un Agriculture membership is as follows: Anton J, Johnson 
of Illinois, Chairman, Edwin Arthur Hall of New York, Chester H. Gross of 
Pennsylvania, Abe McGregor Goff of Idaho, Harold D. Cooley of North Carolina, 

W. R. Poage of Texas, and Eugene Worley of Texas. 

The Ball-Thye Bill reposes with the Senate Committee on Agriculture 

and Forestry. The members of this committee are; Arthur Capper of Kansas, 

Chairman, George D, Aiken of Vermont, Harlan J, Bushfield of South Dakota, 
George A, Wilson of Iowa, Milton R. Young of North Dakota, James P, Kem of 
Missouri, Edward J, Thye of Mimesota, Elmer Thomas of Oklahoma, Allen J. 
Ellender of Louisiana, Scott W. Lucas of Illinois, Tom Stewart of Tennessee, 
Clyde R, Hoey of North Carolina, and Claude Pepper of Florida. So far no 

hearings have been held on the Senate Ball-Thye Bill, 

With the wilderness in jeopardy and time running out, you and your 
friends mst rally to support the President's Committee on this matter in which 

it has great interest and concern, 

USE OF AIRPLANES 

For several years now "flying in" to the wilderness areas of the Rainy 
Lake Watershed, which comprises the territory of the Quetico-Superior program, has 

become increasingly popular. The objective of the program will be destroyed if 
this wilderness area can be invaded through the use of planes, Furthermore, fish 

and game are not sufficient to withstand such intense mechanized exploitation, 

wee



Time is running short in starting a study looking to the solution of 
this problem. The President's Committee, therefore, is seeking the early 
appointment of a conmittee of lawyers representing the Department of Interior, 
the Department of Agriculture, and the Civil Aeronautics Authority and others 
interested to canvass the possibilities of regulating the use of airplanes in 
wilderness areas. 

AMERICAN FORESTS MAGAZINE 

In a forthcoming issue of "American Forests," official publication of 
the American Forestry Association, there will be a new article on the Quetico- 
Superior program, It is sincerely hoped that all our friends wil endeavor to 

read it. Reprints will be available on request to distribute to others, The 
article will deal with the economic aspects of recreation in wilderness areas, 

especially the Superior National Forest. 

ANNUAL MEETING - SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 

On December 17-20, 1947, the annual meeting of the Society of American 
Foresters will be held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Mr, Jay Price, mmber of the 

‘ President's Committee representing the Secretary of Agriculture and the United 
States Forest Service, is on the agenda for a talk on the Quetico-Superior program, 
In the evening of the same day, the President's Committee has made possible the 
availability of motion picture footage primarily showing wildlife scenes from 

wilderness areas, 

The President's Committee: 3 

Charles Scott Kelly, 

Acting Chairman 
Ernest C, Oberholtzer 
Dr, Glaus J. Murie 
Jay EH. Price 
William Zimmerman, Jr. 
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(7 The President's Committee 
for the 

Quetico-Superior Area 

x 919 North Michigan Avenue 

Chicago 11, Illinois 

Quertico-Superior INTERNATIONAL PeAcE MEMorIAL Forest 

NOR Lae Non! 2 
June, 1947 

(Confidential - Not for Publication) 

GREETINGS, FRIENDS OF QUETICO-SUPERIOR 

During the war our efforts were restricted to preserving 
what had been achieved up to the advent of hostilities. Since the 
end of the war substantial progress has been and is being made. 

This is the first in a series of news letters intended to 
give periodically a current report of progress with reference to 
the Quetico-Superior program. It will go only to those who are 
actively supporting the efforts of the President's Quetico-Superior 

Committee, 

THE REVIVED PROGRAM 

The principal matters receiving attention include: 

1. Public acquisition of lands in the roadless area 
of the Superior National Forest as rapidly as 

possible to minimize harmful commercial develop- 

ments. 

2, Adequate regulation of the use of airplanes over 

the roadless area, h 

3. Public ownership of privately-owned lands in the 
portions of the U.S. area affected by the Quetico- 
Superior program which lie outside the roadless area. 

KpnoNae 
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kf V (Dy o\ 4. An agreement between the government representatives 

= N« A Fi on both sides of the border for the adoption of a. 

EN SS) o] common policy of administration for the areas under’ 
NOs MY their respective jurisdictions. 
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The first two of these are of immediate concern because delay in solving 
them will result in immediate and almost irreparable damage to the area, 
Achieving the third is also essential but not as urgent. The fourth item 
is the ultimate objective of the Quetico-Superior program. ‘i 

PRIVATE LAND ACQUISITION 

Late in 1945 substantial funds were raised and donated to the 

Izaak Walton League Endowment. for the purpose of acquiring key tracts in 
the roadless area for ultimate resale to the Forest Service as funds become 
evailable to the Service. The Forest Service has given acttve aid in making 
purchases with this fund. During 1946 the Forest Service also made sub- 

stantial purchases out of funds appropriated by Congress. While there are 
many tracts still to be acquired, the progress in that direction is encouraging. 

Representatives of the county governments for the counties in which 
the Superior National Forest is located have requested Congressman Blatnik and 

the two Minnesota Senators, Messrs. Ball and Thye, to introduce identical bills 

providing for appropriation of funds to permit acquisition of sites within the 
roadless area which cannot be obtained at the prices normally paid for forest 
lands. These sites have special value because of their possible use for resort 
purposes. Their use for those purposes would be harmful to the Quetico- 

Superior program. Hearings have been had in the House. Enactment of this 

bill has been endorsed by the Legislature of Minnesota, by the Minnesota Con- 
servation Department, and by the Quetico-Superior Council, the Isaak Walton 
League, the Wilderness Society, and many other organizations having an interest 

in accomplishing the objectives toward which the bill is directed. The 
f President's Committee has consistently supported the bill. 

GOING FORWARD 

Conservation organizations are cooperating to make available to the 
President's Committee the services of Mr. Ralph Wentworth. He is helping the 

Committee to carry out the purposes for which it was created. He has under- 
taken the preparation of a complete and detailed statement concerning the 

nature of the Quetico-Superior region and program. There has long been a need 
for such a "facts booklet", as the program is substantial in character and not 
easily stated. This booklet will give a complete story, historical, technical, 

and otherwise, of the entire program. A first draft manuscript has been com- 
pleted and it is hoped the booklet in final form will be ready for early 
distribution. 

Mr. Wentworth is also directing research and assembling of other 

material bearing on the nature and possible uses of the Quetico-Superior area. 
This will include a documentary film. After much time spent in scouting and 

prospecting as to how this film could be achieved, it can now be reported that 
a sufficient amount of film footage has been discovered and donated so that a 
satisfactory descriptive and educational film can be edited and assembled. A 
sound track will be prepared and it is expected that the film will be ready 
for distribution in the early fall. 

ae



PUBLIC EDUCATION 

There is increasing interest in the Quetico-Superior program. A 
fine article by Robert C. Mueller, Managing Editor of Sports Afield, con- 
cerning this program appeared in the October 1946 issue of that magazine; 

another by Kenneth A, Reid, Executive Director of the Isaak Walton League, 
dealing with the problem of private land in the roadless area appeared in 
the December 1946 issue of the same publication; Dr. Olaus J. Murie,’ 
Director of the Wilderness Society, will have an article on the Quetico- 

Superior area in the June issue of the Living Wilderness. 

Late last winter the Izaak Walton League invited Mr. Ralph 
Wentworth to present the Quetico-Superior program at the League's Silver 
Anniversary National Conference in Chicago in March. The League requested 
that ea special "facts leaflet" be prepared for distribution at the 
conference end that an adequate exhibit be prepared and set up for the 
conference, The exhibit consisted of our official seal with flag decorations, 
a Forest Service map of the area, an Izaak Walton League map showing land 
acquisitions, many fine photographs, and appropriate slogan cards. The 

exhibit attracted mch attention and received favorable comment. 

CANADIAN HELP FOR OUR PROGRAM 

In Canada a similar increase in interest and support for the 
program is developing. The merits of the program have been presented 
before the Ontario Royal Forestry Commission at hearings in Toronto. The 

report of the Commission is expected soon. At that hearing the Canadian 
Legion appeared in support of the program. Endorsement of the program was 
also voted at a meeting of the Toronto Hunters and Anglers Association, and 

a committee of the Association was appointed to help bring about the adoption 

of the program. This organization is similar to the Izaak Walton League. 

FRANCIS LEE JACQUES 

The Committee wishes to express its thanks to the eminent artist 
and illustrator, Francis Lee Jacques. Mr. Jacques has drawn several out- 
standing sketches for the use of the Committee. These sketches include a 

new official seal, a letterhead, parts of the cover sheet for this news 

letter, and several other items. All this work was donated by Mr. Jacques. 

The President's Committee: 

Charles Scott Kelly, 

Acting Chairman 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer 
Jay H. Price 
William Zimmerman, Jr.
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1840 Wintwood Place, N. W. 

Washington 9, D. ¢. 

May 275 19h7 

42h University Farm Place 
( 4 Madison, Wisconsin 

United States Sonate 7 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Senator MeCasthys 

I am writing you in behalf of ae Bill 1090, veeently introdused by Senators 
Ball and Thye, for the purchase of private lands within the roadleas area of the 
Superior National Forest in Minnesota. 

For many years there has been mtual agreanant between the Fornst Service, many 
econsorvation societies including this ono, and the Province of Ontarie to the 
effect that a certain portion of the Superior Metional Forest should be left as 
a roadless ,ren and devoted primarily to wilderness recreation. ‘the area has 
always been shotgunned with certain private holdings, and it has always been 
underatood that these would gradually be eliminated by purchase. This, however, 
has not been dono partly beasuse Conzresa failed to appropriste the funde, and 
partly because the Forest Services failed to concentrate its purchases go as to 
consolidate the roadiess area. The orivate holdings were considered harmless 
because thay could not be commercially developed except by ronde crossing 
Hational Forests land. 

During recent years this asswaption thet privete holdings are harnless hag 
proved to be a tragic error. Many commercial resorts have suming w within 
the roadless areas and are sorved by hydreplenes, Unless the congelida tsa" 
program io quickly completed, such resorts threaten the ultinate rain of the 
area for purcoses of wi ldasMovrccrention. 

This ie the only large public wildemess area cast of the Rockies, and ite 
loss would be a very serious matter from the standpoint of the minority repre- 
sented by the Wilderngss Society. I hope that you will net only support, but 
work actively for Senate Bill 1090. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Alde Leopold



President and Secretary Chairman, Executive Committee Treasurer 
Ernest C. OperHo.tzer, Ranier, Minn, Freperick S. Winston, Minneapolis, Minn. J. G. Byam, Vice-President First Nat'l Bank 

Minneapolis, Minn. 

QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL 
ASSOCIATED WITH 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

ORIGINAL ADVISORY BODIES, U.S.A, DIVISION 
AMERICAN GaME Protective AssocIATION 
American Society or LanpscaPpE ARCHITECTS GENERAL OFFICE 
Camp Fire Cius oF AMERICA 1218 Frour ExcHance 
Izaak Warton Leacur oF AMERICA 
Nationa, Counc. oF Parks, Forests AND WILDLIFE MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

‘ May 5, 1947 

Dear Friend of Quetico-Superior: 

How can you help the Quetico-Superior program? There are three steps 

that should be taken immediately to hasten the all-important consolidation of 
Superior National Forest which has been delayed many years to the point where 

speculation now threatens the whole future of the area. 

The first is to support in Congress H.R, 2642 introduced in the House 

by Congressman Blatnik and 5. 1090 recently introduced in the Senate by Senators 

Ball and Thye. These are identical measures, a copy of which, lacking only the 
lengthy legal descriptions, is enclosed for your information. The Bills authorize 
a special appropriation of not to exceed $500,000. for the purchase of private 

lands within the roadless area of the above forest. They also provide for exchange 

and condemnation of lands and for compensation to the counties in lieu of taxes-- 

all in furtherance of the same purpose. These are the key recreational lands in 
the lakeland area, beyond the reach of ordinary forestry funds. Appended are the 

Committees dealing with these Bills. For the House write to or wire Hugh Soper, 
House Committee on Agriculture, Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C. 

For the Senate write to or wire, Senator Arthur Capper, Chairman, Senate Committee 

on Agriculture and Forestry, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. Likewise 

; write your own representatives in both houses and any committee members with whom 

you may have influence. A copy of Congressman Blatnik's supporting remarks in the 

House is enclosed herewith. 

The second step is to press for larger current appropriations under 

the Weeks Act, which provides funds for ordinary forestry purchases all over the 

country. The appropriations for the current fiscal year were $3,000,000. They 

are set by the present budget at only $1,000,000. for the next fiscal year. They 

should be at least $2,000,000. Superior National Forest will receive a share, and 

every national forest will benefit in proportion. The Committees concerned are 

appended herewith. Write the Chairman, any member that you know, and your own 

representatives, 

Thirdly, if you are in position to aid with money, add your contribu- 

tion to the Revolving Fund that has been set up within the Izaak Walton League of 

America (31 N. State Street, Chicago 2) for emergency purchase of key lands pend- 

ing eventual acquisition by the Government. Such contributions not only perform 

a noteworthy public service at a time of crisis in many of the roadless areas the 

country over but are deductible from income for federal income taxes, and may be 

used again and again as the fund revolves to meet similar threats from private 
é exploitation. 

Address all communications for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. 
All others, unless otherwise instructed, to the General Office.



The treaty proposed by the’: QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the most historic 
regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its lakes, and its richly 
romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations —a practical work of peace and a bond of 
friendship between two great nations. It has brought recognition from American leaders, both men and women, who appre- 
ciate its fundamental economic character and who realize likewise that out of such regions as this come the song and story 
of the nation. The honorary vice-presidents and national board of advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable 
aspect of the project, are as follows: 

Dr, James T, Shotwell, Carnegie Endow. International Peace. 
HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS Mrs, John F, Sippel, Past President General Federation Women’s Clubs. 

é : Amos Alonzo Stagg, Former Director of Athletics, University of Chicago. 
Hon. Gifford Pinchot, Former Governor of Pennsylvania. Vilhjaimur Stefansson, Arctic Wxplorer, Anthropologist, Geographer. 
Ernest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, Artist, Author. H, M, Tillinghast, R. Hoe & Co. Inc., New York. 

Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University, 
Tom Wallace, Haitor. Loulsville ‘iiues, a . 

ADVISORY BOARD rof, Wilson’ D, Wallis, Anthropologist, University of Minnesota. 
Richard J, Walsh, Author; President, Join Day Publishing Co, 

. Mrs, Frank M, Warren, General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Ue Chatles OL Adena, Zoologist, Boologist. James E, West, Chiet Scout, Boy Scouts of America. 

rof, Shirley W, Allen, School of Forestry, U. of Michigan. w: ward White, Author, Wiiderness Authority. 
Brooke Anderson, Camp Fire Club of Chicago. Alvin G. Whitney, Assistant Director, New York State Museum. 
Prof, William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Dr, Clark Wissler, Authority on American Indians. 
Philip W, Ayres, Soc. Protection New Hampshire Forests, Phelps Wyman,, Landscape Architect, Milwaukee 
Prof. Inving W, Bailey, Professor of Botany, Harvard, Dr, Raphael Zon, Forester. 
ohn eless, Editor, Lecturer, Author. ‘ . i Margaret “Culkin Banning, Writer and Lecturer. Nash Buckingham, Author, Wildfowl Authority 
x, Paul Bartsch, Curator Smithsonian Institution, iti i l= Bab eacker contloon: Holton, Chicane, Game, i In addition, the following members of the board are serv: 
es SR eS ae ee ing in a representative capacity: 
Frank Chapin Bray, Canadian Border Gontact Survey. evGad ie 
De. Herman NM, Bondeson, Past President, American Health Association. Bre aatten Accbclsted: Geottawion of Gniitontia: Thorton Burgess, Author Famous, Beatie’ Stories, Guid (Butler, American Worestry Assocta tion: 
William B, Cabot, Engineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston. A. C, Emmett, ‘Canadian Antomobile Association. 
= re. Seen Cady, fe ae 3 William B, Greeley, Campfire Club of America. 
ke ee ey Miss Margaret Lehman he Prarie‘ of Chicago, 

- 3% 3 . i tional Conference on State Parks. 
ohn, Biden, Carneuter, Composer. David O.. Mills, Netional Association of ur Industry 
ee ee eee Leena F Charles H, Ramsdell, National Council on Parks, Forests, Wild Life. 
eee Gale’ Waturelion cinivenite at Winona of Minnesota. James Sheldon, American Society Prevention of Cruelty’ to Animals, 
Laurence Vail Coleman, American Association of Museums, ey Gey aera | ene ea Ou Piven Seco Noe ae 
John Collier, Former Commissioner cf Indian Affairs, Se eT Tae ER y ° ef Young Men's Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade, Fei o Cece os Loran aes ee are of Technology. 

r, William 8S, Gooper, Plant Wcologist, University of Minnesota. 
Wm, T, Cox, Organizer Minn, Forest’ Service and Conservation Dept., IN MEMORIAM 

Brazilian Forest Service. 
Marvin A. Creager, Editor Milwaukee Journal, : . Mrs, 8. V, B, Crosby, Gurden Club of America, Jane Addams, Head Resident, Hull House, Chicago, 
Bror Dahlberg, President, ‘The Celovex Corporation, Dr, Felix Adier, Founder New York Society of Ethical Culture. 
Walter Damrosch, Composer and Orchestral Director. T. W. Allinson, Prairie Club, Chicago. 
R. L, Duffus, Author, Editor. Mary Austin, Lecturer and Playwright, 
Dr. Morton J. Elrod, Biology, University of Montana, Carlos Avery, American Game Protection Association. 
Herbert Evison, National Parks Service. Prof, William F, Bade, Literary Executor, the late John Muir. 
Rt, Rev. Msgr, E, J. Flanagan, Boys’ ‘Town, Nebraska. Dan ‘Beard, National Scout Commissoner. 
Seth E, Gordon. Lixecutive Director, Pennsylvania Game Commission. _ 1 oe er, see ot Wor Correspondent. 
Prof, George R, Green, Pennsylyania State College. ward W, Bok, Hditor and Peace Proponent. 
William Green, President, The American Federation of Labor. Commander Edward Breck, Anti-Steel Trap Association. 
Glenn Griswold, Griswold News Service. Revi Burckeirs trem ATeOr,— Witte tow —saethoritre 
Chauncey J, Hamlin, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. Prof, Herman C, Bumpus, American Association of Museums, 
Edmund Heller, Fleishacker Zoo, San Francisco, irvin S, Cobb, Author and Lecturer : . Dons Hocch, Vormer Wrector of Publicity, 1. W. Li of A. Dr, Anna Botsford Comstock, Naturalist, Cornell University. 
Ernest Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. Prof, Henry C, Cowles, Professor of Botany, University of Chicago. 
Miss Harlean James, Secretary, American Planning and Civie Assn. Prof, Roland B, Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University. 
Harland P, Kelsey, Secretary, Standardized Plant Names, Dr, Henry van Dyke, Author. a ed 
E, C, Kemper, Hxécutive Secretary, American Institute of Architects, Pi Gunite Bet MAC Ben H, Lampman, Author, On Statf the Portland Oregonian, Gale, ._ Poet, I cht. 
Aldo Leopold, Forester, Game Manager, University of Wisconsin, Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. 
Mrs. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Springfield, Ill. Gass Gilbert, Architect. 
J, G, Lipman, Director, New Jersey Agricultural Expt. Station. Prof. U. S. Grant, Geology, Northwestern University. 
Bl Bi toske, Régional ‘Director, Wish and Wildlife Service, Boston, ut ae PONTE Ones 
Mrs, Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. ot c. f ee peo eee Bont Lake Geneva, Wis. 
Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America, ONE Se TiOe Se mnloes AM IOE Raa set 
ohn P, Marquand, Author. Dr, David Starr Jordon, President Rmeritus, Leland Stanford University. 
Prof. D, E, Minnich, Zoology, University of Minnesota. Dr. ceenee Juday, Biologist, State of Wisconsin. GW Mier Mngiieee, See Work Rt. Rev. James J, Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque, 
Barrington Moore, National Council Forests, Parks and Wild Life. Beige aeeert ehee ake Peat bingice a ne 
xthur E, Morgan, Engineer, Educator. Nay . ace 

Dr, T. H, Morgan, Emeritus Prof. of Biology, California Inst. of Tech. Dr, George F, Kunz, Gem Expert pe Rs ee 
Prof. 8. E. Morison, American History, Harvard University, Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, Baseball Commissioner. Br Rosset Th Moca, Ruther Burseon’ Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 
Mrs, Wilbur A, Nelson, Former Secy. National Conference State Parks. Dr, Thomas H. MacBride, President Emeritus. University of Iowa, Joscoh B; Nutt, Banker, Cleveland. John A, McGuire, Former Bditor, Outdoor Life, Denver, _ 
Trederick’ Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect. ee aeeeey roe ces ees ue . Pak Service. 
Chase S. Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. SET eee Wat tO ane. Cech aT Vere s 
Dr, Wilfred H, Osgood, Zoologist, Chicago. Dr. C, Hart Merriam, Naturalist: Smithsonian’ Institution, 
Prof, E, Laurence Palmer, Sec. American Nature Study Society. ack ies Onuadian Chniervetionist)/ 24  Biologiva Robert R, Moton, Principal, Tuskegee Institute. Dr. T. 8. Palmer, Naturalist, United States Biological Survey. a qj ; 
Dr, Arthur C, Parker, Director, Rochester Museum of Arts and Sciences. Z, Gilbert Pearson, National Association of Andubon Socteties, 
Mrs, Ida White Parker, Director Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. Walter H. Pollak, Counsel New York State Park Commission, i Prof, James 8. Pray, Landscape Architect, Harvard. John M, Parker, Former Goyerner of Louisiana. 2 irchite d 
Mrs, Charles 8, Pillsbury, Minneapolis. Ee pseHn WE Olac ae Sona ren aeociation: 

R, Putnam, a. 8. issi f Lighthouses. » Bx Sportsman. 
Sore. Boies een UAW CIC eee Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. 
PR. L. Ricker, President Wild Flower Preservation Society. oy oo, a Ld a we and Sore 
Percival §, Ridsdale, Washington, D.C. enry Justin Smith, Managing Editor, Chicago Daily News. 
pas Ringland, Former Secrotary,, National Conf. Outdoor Education. gent eer Senos a. Cee Canal, 

, G, Roberts, Gordon Van Tine Co, Davenport, Iowa. orado Taft. 3 Le al nstitute, Chicago, 
Nicholas Roosevelt, The New York ‘Times, Dr. W. 8. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Association, 
H. L, Russell, Director, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, Raymond H. Torrey. Secretary, Association Outdoor Clubs of America. 
Ellen G, Sabin, President Emerita, Milwankee-Downer, College. Prof, Alfred H, Tozzer, Anthrop., Peabody Museum, Harvard, 
Carl Sandbure, Poet, Biographer, Journalist. 8, T, Tyng, Lawyer, New York; Rainy Lake Authority. 
Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern University. Prof, Frank A. Waugh, Horticulture, Mass, College of Agriculture. 
Charles W, Savage, Emer. Prof. of Phy, Ed, and Dir, of Ath., Oberlin, 0. E, H, Wilson. Keeper, Arnold Arboretum, Harvard. 
E, J. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park, Mrs, 'T. G, Winter, Past President. General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Edmund Seymour, Ex-President, American Bison Society. Robert Sterling Yard, Wilderness Society. 

We Preserve Our Masterpieces of Art. Why Not Preserve Also a Few Masterpieces of Primitive America?
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Since November, 1927, when the Secretary of Agriculture agreed to the 
consolidation by the U. S. Forest Service of the forest lands of the Rainy Lake 

watershed and of adjacent areas of similar nature, conflicting private ownership 

has continued to be the number one problem. There can be no effective control in 

the public interest so long as the area is interspersed with any considerable 

amount of unregulated private lands, particularly on the shores of lekes and 

streams. These lands for the most part have long been available for public pur- 

chase but through lack of funds they have become increasingly a speculative threat 
to the public policies of the whole area. Instead of being safely lodged in public 

hands for restoration and protection, they have been bandied about privately and 

have served only the interest of the exploiter. 

This situation greatly complicates the task of public administration 

and places the Government in a weak position to protect the essential public 
interest. The steps outlined at the beginning of this letter are designed to 

correct this. 

Money spent for consolidation of national forests is in an entirely 

different category from ordinary public expenditures. It is an investment in 

two of the fundamentals of human economy--land and forests--to say nothing of 
health and recreation. It is the last place to be penny-wise and pound-foolish. 
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Ernest C. Oberholtzer



REMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN JOHN A. BLATNIK AS THEY APPEAR ON PAGE 212 

OF THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF MARCH 20, 19h7 

Mr. Speaker, I have today introduced a bill which has as its purpose the 
preservation of the roadless area of the Superior National Forest in northern Minnesota 

as a permanent national heritage for ourselves and future generations. The bill 

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, acting through the United States Forest Service, 
to acquire private lands located within the region for the purpose of consolidating and 

: preserving the remaining border natural forest and lake area as a primitive region for 

use as a wilderness canoe country. 

The Minnesota border territory, famous throughout the country for its interlacing 
network of scenic canoe routes, is one of the last sizeable regions in the United States 
where the natural attractions of lakes, streams, and forests still remain in a more or 
less primitive condition. This region is centrally located in the continent and access- 
ible to all who seek rest and recreation in the wilderness. It lies in the Rainy Lake 

watershed, which embraces boundary lakes and forests in Cook, Lake, and St. Louis 
Counties in Northern Minnesota. 

; The idea of preserving the natural features of this region for the perpetual use 
and enjoyment of the public has been the dream of conservationists and sportsmen for 
over 10 years. The project has the endorsement of the Izaak Walton League of America, 
the Quetico-Superior Council, the American Legion, the Minnesota Conservation Commission, 
The Minnesota Arrowhead Association, the regional Council of the Boy Scouts of America, 
the county boards of Cook, Lake, and St. Louis Counties, as well as the fullest support 
of virtually every sportsman and conservation organization in the United States. 

This program for consolidation and protection of the roadless areas is supported 
not only by the conservationists interested in preserving the natural features of the 
region for the public benefit, but by the great majority of the resort and business 
interests of Minnesota, who realize that the border wilderness country is their chief 
drawing card, and that if it is broken up by private developments it will be like killing 
the goose that lays the golden egg. Seldom has a project of this kind had such widespread 
and universal support and so little opposition. 

Proponents of the project hope to see the establishment of a similar roadless 
area by the Government of Canada in the near future, thus merging the proposed Superior 
National Forest roadless area with the Quetico Park in Ontario into one great wilderness 
area. The program in its entirety would mean the conservation of a 10,000,000 acre area 
as a great international forest for the enjoyment of both the Canadians and the Americans. 

It has been proposed that this region, the Quetico-Superior International Forest, would 
stand as a fitting memorial to the Service men of both countries who fought as comrades 
in both World War I and World War II. This suggestion has the approval of both the 

American Legion and the Canadian Legion. 

Recent developments in northern Minnesota make it mandatory for the Congress to 
act at once if the dream of the roadless area is to be realized. The project is endangered 

by the presence of a large number of private land tracts, including many lake-shore sites 
which are legally available for improvement and use as resorts, summer cabins, and other 
private purposes. Formerly the absence of roads in the area prevented such developments, 
but with the advent of air transport, resorts and summer cabins have been springing up 
like mushrooms in the roadless areas. Unless action is taken in the near future to pre- 

serve the region from commercial exploitation through Government acquisition of the unim- 
proved lake-shore sites, the cost of acquisition will become so prohibitive as to end all 
hope of preserving or restoring the wilderness character of the territory. Thus it becomes 
imperative for the Eightieth Congress to proceed without delay to acquire the unimproved 
private holdings so as to prevent further development. 

The bill which I have introduced today to speed the establishment of the roadless 
area has the approval of the United States Forest Service, the Minnesota Conservation 
Commission, and a committee representing the three Minnesota counties affected by the 
project, namely, St. Louis, Cook and Lake Counties. This bill contains three major 
provisions. 

The purpose of this bill, Mr. Speaker, is to preserve the wilderness character 
of this region and its pristine resources of lakes, streams, forests and wildlife for the 
benefit of all Americans. It is not a partisan proposal, but is one which will receive 

the most favorable reaction from those of both political parties and from all men and 
women who love the great outdoors. It is in a spirit of nonpartisanship that I submit 
this bill for the consideration of the Congress.



A BILL 

To safeguard and consolidate certain areas of exceptional public value within the | 

Superior National Forest, State of Minnesota, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Amer- 
ica in Congress assembled, that to protect and administer more effectively the publicly owned 
lands within certain parts of the area described in section 1 of the Act approved July 10, 
1930 (46 Stat. 1020), and to accomplish certain public purposes explicit and implicit in 

sections 2 and 3 of said Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to 
acquire any lands or interest in lands, and appurtenances thereto, situated within the area 
described in section 2 of this Act, where in his opinion development or exploitation, or the 
potentialities for development of exploitation, impair or threaten to impair the unique 

i qualities and natural features of the remaining wilderness canoe country: Provided, how- 
ever, that under the authority of this Act no contiguous tract of land in one ownership, 
not exceeding five hundred acres in the aggregate, shall be condemned if at the time of the 
approval of this Act it is encumbered with a structure or structures of a permanent type 
suitable for human occupancy and if the owner thereof files written objections before ex- 
piration of the time for answering the petition in the proceedings. 

SEC. 2. That the authority granted in section 1 of this Act shall be supplemental 
to the authority granted by existing Acts relating to the acquisition of lands for national- 
forest purposes and shall not be deemed as repealing any portions of those Acts; and said 

supplemental authority granted by section 1 of this Act, but not the authority granted by 
existing Acts, shall be confined to the following described areas in Cook, Lake, and Saint 

Louis Counties, State of Minnesota: 
HHH HK KHIR IR HHH KIKI II 

SEC. 3. That lands shall be acquired by purchase or condemnation under the supplemental 
authority granted in section 1 of this Act only with prior approval of the National Forest 
Reservation Commission created by section 4 of the Act approved March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 961) 
as amended, and lands so acquired shall become parts of the Superior National Forest and be 
subject to the provisions of said Act (36 Stat. 961), as amended, and of such other laws as 
apply to land acquired under the provisions of said Act (36 Stat. 961), as amended, except 
as hereinafter provided. 

SEC. 4. That upon finding and determination by the Secretary of Agriculture that the 
public purposes and objectives explicit and implicit in the Act approved July 10, 1930 (46 
Stat. 1020), more effectively can be accomplished by exchanging lands of the United States 
situated within the boundaries described in said Act for other lands in State, county, or 
private ownership situated within the said boundaries which are more suitable for public 

ownership, management, and use, for the purposes contemplated by said Act, such lands of the 
United States shall be subject to exchange under the provisions of the Act of March 20, 1922 
(42 Stat. 465), as amended, or the provisions of the Act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1215). 

SEC. 5. That in addition to the payment of the State of Minnesota under the provisions 

of the Act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat. 260), and of Section 13 of the Act of March 1, 1911, as 
amended, (36 Stat. 961; 38 Stat. 441), there shall be paid annually by the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the State of Minnesota such sums as shall be certified to him by the Secretary 
of Agriculture as equaling, as of the first day of the preceding fiscal year, the number of 
acres of national-forest land situated within the areas described in Section 2 of this Act 
multiplied by 12 cents per acre; and such sums shall be expended for the benefit of the 
counties in which said national-forest lands are situated in the manner prescribed by State 

law for the expenditure of payments made under the Acts cited above or in such other manner 
ag the State Legislature may hereafter prescribe: Provided however, that the first payment 

to the State of Minnesota under the provisions of this section shall not be due until the close 
of the first full fiscal year after approval of this Act. 

SEC. 6. That there are hereby authorized to be appropriated annually such sums as are 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, however, that the total approp- 

riations under the authority of this act shall not exceed $500,000. for the purchase and 
condemnation of land.



Names of Members of the Committee on Agricultural of the Senate and of the Sub- 
Committee of the Agricultural Comnittee of the House. These two Committees will 

act on the Tri-County Bill in Congress, the Bill which provides a special approp- 

riation to help consolidate federal ownership in the roadless areas of Superior 
National Forest. 

SENATE 

CHAIRMAN......++, -ARTHUR CAPPER Elmer Thomas 
George D. Aitken Allen J. Ellender 
Harlan J. Bushfield Scott W. Lucas 
George A. Wilson Tom Stewart 
Milton R. Young Clyde R. Hoey 
James P. Kem Claude Pepper 
Edward J. Thye 

HOUSE 

CHAIRMAN.........-ANTON J. JOHNSON Harold D. Cooley 
Edwin Arthur Hall W. R. Poage 
Chester H. Gross Eugene Worley 
Abe McGregor Goff 

Names of Sub-Committees on Agricultural matters of the Appropriations Committees 

of the Senate and the House. Before these Sub-Committees will come the question 
of the amount to be appropriated for forest acquisition under the Week's Act. 

SENATE 

CHAIRMAN........+.+C,. WAYLAND BROOKS Carl Hayden 

Chan Gurney Millard E. Tydings 
Clyde M. Reed Richard B. Russell 
Homer Ferguson Pat McCarren 
Guy Gordon Joseph C. O'Mahoney 
Milton R. Young Henry C. Dworshak 

HOUSE ! 

CHAIRMAN.........-EVERETT M. DIRKSEN Clarence Cannon 
Charles A. Plumley Harry R. Sheppard 
H. Carl Anderson Jamie L. Whitten 
John Phillips
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Novembers8, 1946 

Mr, Herman H, Charman 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connegticut 

Dear Herman: 

I have run down the disputed Mr. Harkness, I got my 
information from Ernest Swift who had just attended State 
Forestry meeting in Maine and also the International Game 
and Fish Commissioners in St, Paul. I erroneously assumed 
that Mr, Harkvess had been at the Meine meeting whereas I 
now learn that his statement about the quetico was made at 
the St, Paul meeting, LTikewise, that he is a game man and 
not a forester, It falls, of course, that I should have 
directed my letter to a game group rather than a forestry 
ZTOUP. 

The Wilderness Society and also yourself will, I think, 

share my anxiety regardless of Mr, Harkness's provisional 
Classification. I am sorry about the error. 

I am sending you an extra carbon of this letter should you 
wish to send it as an explanation to Mr. Rendall, 

sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

AL: RL
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November 5, 1946 

Mr. Olaus J. Murie, Director, 
Wilderness Society, 

Moose, Wyoming. 

Dear Dr, Murie: 

I am delighted to receive yours of October 23 
on the Quetico-Superior area which clearly sets forth 
your ideas as of the present on the question. 

That all interests can unite on the effort to 
save the existing Roadless Area is illustrated by the 
action of the Board of Direetors of the National Parks 

; Association of recent date. 

while the overall and long-range picture is 
necessarily involved with past history and ultimate 
objectives, the present moment and course of action is 
always the important thing. On this course we are evi- 
dently all in agreement. 

Sincerely, ; 

{ 

H. H. Chapman 

y ; i
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The Wilderness Society : 
1840 Mintwood Place, N.W. 
Washington 9, D. C. 

Moose, Wyoming 
October 23, 1946 

Dr. H. H. Chapman, 
Yale University, Sehool of Forestry, 
New Heven 11, Connecticut. 

Dear Dr. Chapman: 

I am glad to have your letter of October 15. With your interest 
and experience in northern Minnesota you have the right to request 
clerification of my views on the Quetico-Superior situation, and since 
my fellow workers, including the Wilderness Society Council, may also 
be wondering about it, as you did, I would like to teke this opportun- 
ity to send them copies of this letter. 

in view of the present circumstances and the contents of your 
letter, I shall discuss the matter partly fmm my pers nal angle and 
pertly from the standpoint of the Wilderness Society. 

I note by your first paragraph that your experience and intimacy 
with the northern Minnesota situation far exceeds mine. You were ex- 
emining the Superior Wilderness about the time I was a sophomore in 
High School, and others, too, have been carrying the ball for Wilder- 
ness preservation years before my last swaser's experience in that 
country. Therefore i approach this task with humility, and apprecia- 
tion of all the groundwork that has already been laid. But I did 
manage to be born in Minnesota, grew up and went to school there, 
grubbed in Minnesota farm soil with my hands, and was familiar with 
wall-eyed pike, and catfish long before I knew anything about western 
trout. I still have relatives and friends there, speak the traditional 
Minnesota language, and have a special fondness for the state that 
was the scene of rich boyhood living. 

‘ It is no doubt true that Mr. Zahniser accepted the findings of my 
report on the QueticoSuperior project, but I hardly think I would 
agree to the way you have stated it, namely: "...supporting Mr. Ober- 
holtzer's program as opposed to that of those who do not accept it in 
its entirety." ue would like to elaborate on this a little, since it 

is the key to what I have to saw here and involves my own reactions to 

the problem. I Believe Mr. Zehniser's thought is positive, not nega- 
tive, He does not necessarily “oppose” someone when he approves of a 

program like this. Nor do I. 

I wnet into the Wilderness area last summer with my family partly 
for a genuine wilderness experience. ‘This gave me an opportunity to ‘ 

come in close touch with the meat of what all the fuss is about - wilder- 

ness recreation in canoe country. I had an opportunity, moreover, to 

become acquainted with some of the most sincere conservationists in the 

country - such men as Oberholtzer, Sig Olson, Frank Hubachek, ad z 

value their friendship. Incidentally i was struck by the generous manner 

in which Oberholtzer sppke of those who had opposed him. His fairness is 

striking. Especially, I enjoyed meeting other wilderness travekers - the
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kind of people who benefit by efforts to preserve wilderness country. And I met some Canadians - people who were all for the wildemess. in many respects it was a heartening experience. 

I came away with the following convictions: The country that I sampled - Superior National Forest and Quetico Provincial Park - are unusually suitable for wilderness recreation. Furthermore, partsof this ares were already heavily used in this year 1946. What will it tw in the year 20007 The Guetico Superior program as a whole appealed to me strongly as a possibility to accomplish something that future Minm sotans would be everlastingly grateful for - tot to mention Canadians and Amer- 
icans generally. The progrem, as I see it, appears very reasondble,. 

That is my positive stend. In my recommendation to the Wilderness 
Society I did not enumerate a lot of things we should be against. In 
short, Dr.Chapman, I could not presume in so short a time to pass ade- 
quate judgment on all that has gone before. I do not know enough 
about it. As time goes on, and individual phases of this program come 
up, I realize that we may undoubtedly wish to know something of historical 
background in order to evaluate motives and various undercurrents, as thy 
may impinge on the problem at hand. Political and commercial motives do 
affect our work. But I heve not as yet asked the Wilderness Society to 
consider some of the detailed aspects of the big picture in northern 
Minnesota. We ar: interested in essuring adequate wilderness environment 
for the future. dot a mere token piece of land thrown at us grudgingly, 
or a fenced-in museum piece, but a section of country involving a type 
of land use that contributes materially to social well being, The pro- 
vision for certain types of lumbering in the general Yuetico-Supe rior 
region, and for certain types of lumbering in the general Guetico-Supe rior 
region, and recognition of other interests in parts of the erea, show a 
broad-minded approach, end the area as a whole has much to offer in met- 
ing the growing demand for wild canoe country. This sums up my impressions, 
that I conveyed to the Council of the Wilderness Society. 

I don't believe that you and I disagree on these generel premises. 
But you ask me specifically for my stand on certain points, on which you 
list your own convictions. This resolves itself to the issue of federal 
or state control of the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas. Briefly, 
I heave not taken a direct stend on either of these issues. I have not 
hed time to study them. I expect to get deeply into the matter in due 
time, and if possible, would like to do so by personal contacts md 
first hend information. But T sp make a personal statement on the 
general issue at stake here - ate versus federal control. I sincerely 
believe that this issue must be settled by careful study and experience, 
and not by politicians. The matter of sovereignty has sadly degenerated 
into political slogans, that do not in the least halp to clerify the 
matter. They merely appeal to regional jealousies and arouse a spirit 
lacking in true regard for general welfare. 

i have spent 25 years in the federal service and I surely know its 
weaknesses. I have also worked for state goverment - and for private 
institutions. i find the same kind of people in all of these categories. 
Whet we must decide is what responsibilities should belong to the state 

i and what to the federal government. I have no prejudice against s tate 
ownership of lands in certain circumstances. So far as I am comerned, 
and I believe it would be the feeling of the Wilderness Society, whatever 
agency offers the greatest assurance of preserving the wilderness is the 

one I would approve of.
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I wish I could be more specific, Dr. Chapman. I know you have a 
right to a direct answer, end I feel at fault in not being able » say 
@ decided yes or no to the question you put to me. But in all such 
questions I feel that the issue must be dedided on what seems best in 
the public interest. I do not wish to be influenced by previous contro- 
versy, or by any personal loyalties that I may feel. I want to study 
these issues in the interests of the Wilderness Society, giving due 
consideration to other public values. 

I do not want you to gain the impression that I have not f ormed 
opinions on the controversial points you have raised. I am not that 
"neutral". I have heard much of the testimony, have certain convictions 
in the controversy, probably have prejudices. I am human, like myone 
else. But of course, I can not let personal feelings interfere with 
right degisions on what is best in the public interest. Certainly, in 
the matter of Kebetogama md Grand Portage, I must request further 
opportunity to become familiar with the alternative proposals md their 
merits. 

Happily, for the present we cen all agree on one phase of the 
problem that is urgent. My plea is that we sincerely cooperate on this, 
the roadless area, and I pledge you one thing at least, that so far as 
the rést of the program is concerned, any conclusion I reach will be 
arrived at with a minimum of personal bias, and with a sincere attempt 
to understand all publie interests concerned. 

Sincerely, 

Olaus J. Murie 
Director
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October 31, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Commissioner Leopold: 

I am enclosing correspondence from Raymond Rendall 
of Augusta, Maine and Mrs. Virginia Spence. 

Undoubtedly the day that we were talking wilderness 
areas, too many places were discussed. The man I told 
you I had talked with was definitely Mr. Harkness. He 
told me he was director of conservation for Ontario. 
The place I discussed wilderness areas with him was at 
St. Paul at the International Meeting and not in Maine. 
The information is all correct except the place I met him, 

Mr. Harkness informed Mr. Vanderwall and me that he 
could see no virtue in a wilderness in the Quetico and that 
he was going to propose that a road be run east and west 
north of the International boundary. 

es truly youra, 

nu, F as 

Ernest Swift 
Assistant Directdr 

ES:IE 
Ene,
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» RAYMOND E. RENDALL 

FOREST COMMISSIONER (Lane orice) ree cee 
GEORGE A. FAULKNER 

e Augusta HARRY G, TINGLEY 
REX E.GILPATRICK 

HENRY B. PEIRSON ROBERT G. HUTTON 

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST 
ORGANIZED TOWNS 

WALTER O. FROST AUSTIN H. WILKINS 

BLISTER RUST AGENT 

October 16, 1946 

H. H. Chapman 

Yale School of Forestry ~ 
f New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Profs: 7 

I am returning enclosed herewith the copy of a letter con- 

cerning Mr. Harlmess, the new Director of Conservation for Ontario, 

I never heard of Mr. Harkness but I can definitely assure you 

that there Was no such man et the meeting of the Association of 

State Foresters at Centre Lovell, Meine, October 2 - 4, neither was 

there any representative from the Dominion of Canada. I will keep 
this man's name in mind and shovld'I be able to further advise you 

as to who he is I will do so. 

I think the enclosed photograph is self explanatory. I shall 
orize it among my mementos of our very pleasant meeting at Kezar 

Lake, Maine. 

With kindest regards. 

Very truly yours, 

Ragmrrel . © 

RAYMOND E. RENDALL 
Forest Commissioner 

pr. encl. 
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October 22, 1946 

Mr. H. H. Ghapman 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Chapmans 

"Mr. Leopold has asked me to write to tell you that the 
man to whom he referred in his lest letter is Dr. Wi. J. 

’ K. Harkness. Ina publication which we have recently 
received: See vol. 2, Wo. 2, 1946, on page 6h of 
*ithots Who $ Issue" I quoter 

"Dr. W. J. K. Harkness: prior to taking over the helm as 
Ghief of the recently created Division of Fish and Wildlife 
in June of this year, was closely associated with the 
Department in his capacity as Director, Ontario Msheries 
Research Laboratory, which post he held from 1924 to 1946. 
This association became even closer when they established 
their laboratory in Algonquin Park in 1935. Dr. Harkness , 
holds the degrees of Doctor of Science and B.A.M.A. in 
Zoology, and is an associate Professor of Limology at 
the University of Toronto." 

Spee‘ published by and for the members of the Department 
3 s and Forests of Ontario. 

Sincerely, 

(Hrs. DR.) Virginia Spence 
for Professor Leopold
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Oetober 22, 1946 

Mr, Howard Zahniser 

Wilderness Society 
184) Mintwood Place, N. W, 
Washington 9, D. Ge 

Dear Howards 

Thanks for writing me, I admit that your consideration of 
oprosing froup is ao good felt, 

A new student of mine, Dick Taber, has first hand knowledge 
of the invasion of Kodiak Island by livestock ani of the 
attendant reduction in bear, This livestock development 
seeme to have the blessing of government bureaus, and 
seems to be an admirable example of how government agencies 

i are destroyine wilderness, I have urged Dick to write 
this up for your consideration as an article, I told 
him that Oleus would doubtless be willing to read the 

manuseript for check: on ceneral fairness and accuracy. 
Diek was assigned to the Island on military duty, I am 
sending a copy of this to Olaus, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leo pold 

ALIRL 

ec! Olaus Murie 

PF, 8, Chapman's letter of October 15 to Olaus is the clearest 
summary of the issues on the Quetico~Superior that I 
have seen, If Olaus replies, I would apyrectate a 
copy. This ought to define the issue which has 
deeply disturbed me, amonz others,
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PRESIDENT COUNCIL bee THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY Lene tee ies 

arrose 1840 MINTWOOD PLACE, N. W. IRVING M. CLARK 
ALDO LEOPOLD BERNARD FRANK 

WASHINGTON Q, D. C. ERNEST S. GRIFFITH 

SeNEe ewer October 14, 1946 Renee eicnenereey 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

DIRECTOR BENTON MACKAYE 
OLAUS J. MURIE GEORGE MARSHALL 

JAMES MARSHALL 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OLAUS J. MURIE 

HOWARD ZAHNISER ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 

' JOHN N. SPENCER 
CHARLES G. WOODBURY 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, ; 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

You say that your only criticism of my American Forest Congress paper is 
thet I was "too polite," and I'11 have to confess the fault myself. The 
final draft that I presented was a bit! stronger than the one I sent you, 

however, and I believe we did accomplish our purpose. I had a generous 
place in the general session, on the opening day, and hed a good audience 
reception, The wilderness seemed entirely out of mind on the opening dey, 
but in the last two days it seemed to be in almost everyone's mind. That 

was about as much as we could hope to accomplish at this particular meeting. 
And if at the same time we discharged an obligation to be polite perhaps we 
are in a better position to fight herder from here on. Sometimes, however, 
I wish I didn't FEEL so polite. I like people. 

The Associated Press just called (Monday, 10 a.m.) end is sending a man 
over to follow up on my paper. I believe we really have a fine opportunity 
for widespread support - if we can reach the people. 

I had a visit with Mrs, Max J. Schmitt looking toward getting a LIVING 
WILDERNESS article on your Wisconsin 26-county rural-zoning program. I 
think that idea has good general germinal value for our readers. I hope that 

some one from out there can tell us the essentials of this program and do it 

within the framework of an article that primarily calls attention to the 
preservation of wildness in the whole zoning program. 

I'm glad you sent a-carbon of your October 9 letter to Olaus, for he is 
following up on the Quetico-Superior program and has had some effective 
correspondence with Canadians. We certainhy need a strong wilderness group 
in Canada, and I hope that Oleus and I can get something of a program to 
this end worked out soon. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

“yh, 3 
eS 

Tole 3 Howard Zahniser 
0. ela 1 & We Y 

Z/c



From THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
1840 Mintwood Place, N. W. 
Washington 9, D. C. 

A FOREST PROGRAM MUST INCLUDE WILDERNESS PRESERVATION 

A statement by Howard Zahniser, Executive Secretary of The Wilderness 
Society, for the American Forest Congress in Washington, D. Co, October 9-11, 1946 

WE WHO ARE STRUGGLING to preserve our relatively few remnants of the 
American wilderness are not trying merely to arrange a "peace-for-our-time" 
settlement. We are fighting for the future. And to succeed we must feel 
that we are accomplishing something for all time. 

As far as we ourselves are concerned -- as individuals -- there yet 
remains more wilderness than any one of us can ever hope to experience, more 
than enough for a lifetime of vacations. If the areas we explore are destroyed 
behind us, we ourselves shall not be deprived of a wilderness opportunity in 
any vacation ahead of us. Our struggle is rather foolish if we think only of 
our own lifetimes. We might better enjoy ourselves without worrying. 

But it is not for ourselves that we are struggling. It is for our 
children, our children's children, and all the future generations of America. 

: And if we are to succeed we must enlist the long-time cooperation of all who 

are concerned -- cooperation with an all-time purpose. 

Among the groups who are most important to the success of this enterprise 
are the foresters of America. Fortunately, they include some of those who are 
most enthusiastic in their appreciation of wilderness values.: Wilderness 
preservation as a distinct land-use purpose was in fact a‘concept that 
developed first in the minds of foresters. And our foresters include many of 
those who are most keenly aware of both the watershed~protection and the recre~ 
ational values of the wilderness. A forestry congress should thus be a most 

favorable scene for mobilizing support for wilderness preservation. 

Anyone who works for the improvement of American forestry is indeed doing 
a good turn for wilderness preservation — if he so wills it. Good forestry — 
that is, making the most prudent possible use of our forest resources — is in 
itself a wilderness preservation measure, for as we approach the maximum 

utilization of forests outside the wilderness we wish to preserve, we lessen 

the needs that might later provoke demands for lumbering within the wilderness 
itself. For this reason we who are thinking most of the wilderness are trying 

to help in every way that we can to promote good forestry. 

We are greatly pleased to see in the Higgins Lake forestry program a call 
for a coordinated nation-wide campaign to enlighten the public on the im- 
portance of forests and to obtain concerted action in applying effective 
forest management. We are much impressed with the soundness of this program's 
section 9 on timber management and utilization, calling for "measures that 
utilize the contents of standing trees much more fully and effectively," and 
emphasizing the importance of “outlets for the profitable use of low=value 
species, cull trees and logs, and small sizes of wood in order to reduce the 
large volume of material now left unused both in the woods and at the mill."
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We believe, too, that this program is both sound and forward-looking in 
its recommendation of studies for land-classification and zoning legislation 
that will lead to the best use of forest and other lands. Our wilderness 
preservation effort, in fact, is essentially an effort to zone certain areas 

for perpetual preservation, and we are agreed that such zoning should be done 
with all the needs of the people carefully studied and well understood. 

Yet I would be far from candid if I did not say that this Higgins Lake 
program, as a comprehensive outline of objectives in American forest manage- 
ment is greatly disappointing, because of its total failure to include 
wilderness preservation as one of its specific objectives. Indeed, the way 
it deals with the whole importance of the forest as a recreational resource 
seems far from adequate and quite lacking in clear-cut statements of recreation 
objectives. I earnestly hope that this congress will remedy such omissions — 
perhaps by adding a number 6 to the list of five "essential uses" that con- 
cludes the section on "Forest Management for Multiple Use." And in including 
such clear-cut statements it would also seem necessary to review and qualify 
such statements as those in section 10 under "Timber Management and Utilization;" 
that is, to qualify or define them so as to make them explicitly involve the 
perpetual preservation of areas zoned as wilderness. 

If the Higgins Lake program for American forestry is thus disappointing 
from this viewpoint, the Report of the Forest Resource Appraisal distributed 
with it is actually alarming. If the omissions from the program are to make 
way for the positive threats of the report, we must indeed call for an earnest 

soul-searching on the part of American forestry. 

Do we really intend to preserve wilderness areas, or are we merely giving 
lip-service to an attractive, sentimentally satisfying idea for the time being? 
Do we mean to preserve our wilderness areas, or are we simply saving them till 
we get ready to cut them? Are we perpetuating a heritage for the future, or 

simply kidding our own generation? 

In the context of this report it is, for example, very disturbing to see 
it specified that "particularly in the primeval stands" is it "imperative that 
additional national forest production be developed immediately." It is highly 
disturbing also, in the context of this report, to see a section on epidemics 
concluded with this sentence: "Primeval stands suffer enormous damage about 
which little can be done unless and until they are opened up to intensive 
management." There is an unfavorable significance in having it pointed out, 

in the context of this report, that "Remote areas, removed from possible 
entry or sale to private interests long in advance of actual demand, are now 
found to possess important commercial valves." 

Bach of these statements here quoted as samples of the report may indeed 
be sound enough by itself. That is the reason for reiterating in this criti- 
cism the qualifying phrase “in the context of this report," for I must be frank 
to state that this appraisal report at present reads to me like an outline of 

lumbering prospects rather than like an appraisal of our total forest resources. 

Even the section entitled "The Public Stake in Multiple Use" leads to the 
conclusion that the forester who "manages woodlands for commercial wood 
production" must be “unhampered" in his operations and that only with
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"security in these matters" will he "gladly" provide "water, forage, recrea~ 
tion, and sport as well as wood." 

Finally, the conclusion of the report's section on "Who Should Own 
America's Forests?" seems to be a most radical attack on the public policy 
that gives us our greatest present hope for wilderness perpetuation. One can 
hardly believe he is reading truly at this stage of American conservation 
history when he sees here the statement: "Public ownership, whether State or 

Federal, should be of a custodial nature, subject to later relinquishment." 

Wilderness conservation, it may be reiterated, is part of forest con- 
servation generally. And, as Benton MacKaye, President of The Wilderness 
Society, says: "Basic to the full use of the forest, whether for productive 
or protective or recreative aims, is the necessity of keeping the forest itself 
intact as a plant and animal community. This requires long-term management 

and hence long-term control." Such a proposal as we are here considering, 

Mr. MacKaye points out, "would mean to expose to the short-term exigencies 

demanded by the short-lived individual the long-term process of forest growth 
required for the long-lived nation." And it would mean diminishing hopes for 
wilderness preservation. 

If the Higgins Lake program and the appraisal report are simply steps to 
rationalize a further exploitation of American forests, with an up-to-date 

terminology, perhaps it is presumptuous to point out something that was 
planned that way. In these circumstances we should reluctantly heve to charge 
our expectations up to disillusionment and enter a prolonged period of 
fighting for wilderness preservation with our guard up whenever "good forestry" 

is mentioned. 

If, however — and this is what I have understood and what I prefer to 
take as our working basis — if, however, these documents are in preparation 

for a better balanced, more enduring forestry in America in its broadest 

sense, let us by all means see that all the public interests are given due 
consideration — and each interest, as far as possible, from the point of 
view of those who are most concerned with it. 

Among these interests is the preservation of wilderness areas =- an 
already established public policy that is constantly being strengthened as 
far as its general support is concerned. It deserves, and greatly needs, the 

specific endorsement of the foresters of America. 

Nor is it an extravagant demand that is being made. The demand is simply 
this: Let us zone certain remnants of primitive America as wilderness areas, 

and then let us plan our sustained yield programs without figuring these areas 
into our working capital of future cuttings. 

Applying this and related considerations to the Higgins Lake program, I 
should therefore like to recommend the following amendments: 

I. Under the heading "Protection of the Forest Resource" in the first 
section numbered "3" in line 5, strike out the words “economic value" 
and insert “economic, water-shed, and recreational values."
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Il. Under "Timber Management and Utilization" - 

A. In section 1, line 6, strike out the word “economic." 
B. In section 10, line l, after "Intensive forest management" 

insert "on areas other than those designated as wilderness." 
And in the third line from the end, after "undeveloped 

localities" insert in parentheses "(except designated 
wilderness areas)." 

III. Under "Forest Management for Multiple Use" at the end add, as number 

6 among the essential uses of forest, the following: 

"6, Preservation of wilderness areas excluded from all plans 

for commercial use and devoted to the perpetuation of 

wildlife, to watershed protection, end to the provision of 

opportunities for scientific study and the type of 
recreation possible only in such areas."
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Prof, B.8.Chapman i 
Yole Sehoo] of Forestry | Se 

New Mevan, Conn, 

Dear Chapran: ; 

t the recent mooting of the Executive Committee of ' 
the Hetioneal lorks -sesoeiation, the Quetiee-iuperior problem ti 
Was discussed, ond the following resolution psased: / 

“The Hetional Porks Aseodlotion has always favored and | 
sided, and still fevors, the projeot for the ‘uesico~ | 
Superior Netionel “Yilderness srea in northern Minnesote 3 
and the adjoining portions of Onterio. Progress towards 
its reelization, however, has been slow and often diffi- 
@ult during recent years. low its very existence is : } 
threatened by impending development of priyate holdings i 
within the roadless area of the Superior National Forest. , 

To meet this situation, a three-point progrem for 
immediate legislation hes been proposed, 

1. Authorization of exehange of federal lands ow side 
the rosdigss area for private lends within. 

&. Appropriation of a substantial sum for pw ehase 
of interior private holdings. : 

3, Provision of an equitable method for compensating 
the local governments for loss of taxes on lesds : 
acquired by the Federal gvernnent. 

The Executive Oormittes of the Kational Parks Agsociation M 
neeting on October &, 1946, records iteeif as heartily in favor 
of this emergency progrem. and ready to belp in any way possible." 

I hope thet an opportunity will soon be given for us to 
go to bat for the necessary ted. eiseien, : 

Sincerely yours, 

Wm. rR Wherten .
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i Goteber 15, 1940 en 

| 

@. o J » Dirsetor, ae 
Uilderne se toty, 

OOS» inge i 

Deer Dr, Murkg: i : ; 

oned Tink sopy of & letter f Me Seawrd ahpe 
iser regarding the ourtieos uperior area aie om have BO 
recently eawiive 4, You may know of my 1h poe dete aed tila ti 
rea, and in “innesots where | ese raised, predueted in ‘ele nee, + 
end lgrioulture, naneged the Ctate Sxperingat Station et Grand 
Sepide for seven years, sacured wat then of the ‘orris Aet 
ereeting the Chippews Seticaal Fo 1902, camained the Superior 
*ilderons 2 “- im 1906, and heve atively ‘Sen a inter 
eecasions in furthering 4 sound development of stote fareatry, ' 
satiate fereste, anit fire protestion, nee ie my interest snd hl 
work Cor antione, forests md for tecreatiote] orone, (fave served 
on the eet haxk and Porest eras einee 1915, by reaye 
polatecute « longest tern of any op peiated comuissiousr of perke 
ané@ forests in the United States, 1 velLave.) 

i 8 drasn into the investiqutioa of te (uet ieoqluperior 
patter by jerein pubsicity isqued ty enest ©, Oberholtzer whom I 
kuge en@ liked « in whick Clsimed thet dovemeor (teseen kad pub 
through two state levs repudicting be plin een eae eee er 
this aren, and urging wapvert for their ™~ al to save wilderness, — 
Tras then on for whet ia now four yoars 1 dug inte the eituation te . 
sacertain the + from sasherseannve eouncee sudh es atatutea, | 
exleting eorred woudonee, publiched steterente ond personal letters 
and interviews ; 

hat i found 444 not e¢ree with of the stetemn te 
publicbed by ‘uv, Cberhaltwer., in fact if 1 to quote these | 
yayliates o 6 of hia, *ithout to other moteriel in 

» ood lel thes with the fects obfeined from the Velie 
¥Yoreat verviee, on) other autheritiga, it 4 te extremly dig« | 
tPeesina to everyone who la sinesrely iateroated in the ob petives | 
for which he has oo long aal persieteatly worke 4. | 

Mt Sahaieor @ ourteously @ himself oa record an 
supp ming "fy Sberholtenyte progtea 00 Opp to thet of those 
who do eocapt it in ite entirety, Cy oe a 
thres point are of the Forest cervieo Gounties, the otate, 
tho Taask "alton Longue, the Sutional Perks istion, and the 2 

 Ciiderness Society « so thetie sot the are Be apparently 
oo 9 ge gdh ae cae ball mu Oe Seta 
would very helpful to ae you oo @lerify your pool 

with reepect te the controversial points which bave vot been agresd
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Weet 7 Huriea, ‘ 

om end whil eatinue te come up if ad when the fosdlesas aren is 
See Se eer Te everyone le worke 

/ The one @atetanding point at teow now, in the post and in 
the future, ia the contention which has book the ume of oil the 
trouble, nenely, thet the federal gove mae ee ae Yor oat 
Sgrviees wast acquire absolute aoutrol, ss wah oo ovm Belly, 
of the entire bowery aren oxteniing from Re northeest corner 
at the Jtete .'. preotioally to con bmg Palle. This 
eontention ta va the folbowing supporting arguanta: y 

2. Only to this enn effeetive a be made in seouring 
the tere GbE: the Teninton ef Cannta, ty Galan te Snye In fhe 
Kup tieo aad ew sowing region oon be dedicated alom with this 4 
eatire Fegien ia Minnesota ac « mwerentions] ares ae i] i 
but primarily reerestion md wildormess in gesory of “orld ‘ar 
veteran \ ' ; 

2, Sines the tebe of “daness ta ores ond manegen atate forcote =. 
within this eren, the State should relinguieh these etate forests ? 
and fetire fren the areas 

tn wereoee of theses two objectives @ state exchanges? land 
with the Intergnetionsl Vis ck ak whieh would heve or the 

se Sh,be0 cotta, An camenge Say D908 caine! Of Gee Soren GUN. 2 aotos nemee spre 
veluatle tar reorsation, ane defeated this vena ee ae ; 
and mlerepresenteticone of Cherles Porm ani othere, Thie ive an 
exeaple of the golicy * whieh Lt ie sought to prevent the (t te 
from toneolideting the Lends in publie ownership, one boom se | 
it ie beld the} unleen federal ett goorred it is better to 
let the areee temmin in. veig pos banda. which ¢use developmeate 

' gimtler to thoae in the Aleee @ee gan srocesd wunehecket, — 

Tt bave & compliction of 259 treerrh pease suse le 
the history of the struggle from ite ineersiba to dete end coud 
a tate ree iXtcat any time if desired, ne of ay 
studente, eu rvieer ef the er batioand Forest and 
is bending evety effort to secure the private lends within the 
Sas ntotuee tn onan i everined sn 1908, het i #422 not start on 
the hietory in the letter, ay: 

i entirely agree with you ee te the depirebility of mving 

ee uae t sie Gatien ues tha Siveak iarelee uaa ey a 

Gee arb ears keen Bern ae 
should also be seqaized by the Forest cervice, ly reasons ¢ 16: es 

Ls Thet the ao-oslied “hetreyel” of the "policy" estebliched 
by Sovernor Olsen of mlinguiehing theese atete forests wae actual ly t 
Sin ab Pains aaehtaend, and eakoeal. bp Boek eistawe wacseaak i. 
Lew oF public sentiment, ead a by Bark Tisker, hog. z
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Wt, Sed Murias 

Yorester, of an agrecmont reeehe’ beterra efate ond fodere] suthere j 
itiee ea to the apheres of aejuieition respectively by state end 
Peta red neice, The at ami publdco under Stassen wiped 
oa thie theghens ani © ized tie legal god histories] policy. 

Se That the » that a tresty wili te feeiliteted only by 
febdvel eequiaition of ali the boundary eed has net @ 10g te f 
etené on either on this eife oF, cepesialiy on the other ee of 
the Goundery., i could gm inte this euphioitiy. , 

Be Thet the Fight shout lalw levele and ing haw 26 th 
whatever to d@ #ith lend preerenig public private tat ie 
in the abel the Intercetionel Joint © lavion under the sr 
treaty of oud 11 the talk about this ae « resesen for federal 
cenerahip is @ sewke sorsen, | 

& thet the troenty tteelf is favored aeit#ar by the 0,5, department 
of Otete nor the Genedien Proving:1 oars. The Daeperteent of 
Ptate has put in vviting te re the opinion that G11 the objectives 
aought oon tetter be attained by cooperation betreen United ot tee 
and Utese on thie side, aud Previuee of “nearte on the otter. The 
Coninien eamet teke away fron Onterko the ¢onbrol of provineic) 
lends, teme the treaty itself, which serveg os tha erevee for the 

euxpe en egeinet the etate, is woeful seiaiy oa 6 mene of arousing 
public wupsert for the pregrex without ony foundetion in feet, lew 
or logic. 

&, *oret of @li, the odjostives thas ret i ove repulted in an 
setoniching siimat of glarepresantetion Gipee at the Sta te of 

' Kinsesote ond its public offielcls, all of whow have wnok tently 
supported the consolidation of the focdleos Gres ani the we of the 
eutire tegion for reecontion, eid have drown the line only on reline | 
quighwent of state forsate on the boundary. 

&, Ag for the Ente tagenn, | have stundest infomation intiestiag 
thet i ie much lese weld adapted for @ wildarnmes crea end cance 
routes then the federal roadlese eres, ond is adepted better for tha 
Kind of roeer®? ard home developaant which is now Tuining the Roedless 
eree by Porson of paet mintekes in sacttering the federal purcinese * 
ineteed of concentreting within the Nosdless are, 

if i heve meade Ghe iecus eleur in this brief sweary, may 7 
eek you for the olarifiection of your position, on which Yr. iehaieer 
bases his letter, 

Qe you hold that the Stete of “dum sete ahoud velinguieh the — 
Sabo tegann ond Grand Portege areas, 98 o gine qua non of the entire 

+ peogewan for the region’ ‘ 

OF do you believe thet the best reeulta will be atta ned by 
eocperetive sfforte of state and federal mvermente, each within the _ 
pregent estebdlighed hounds ries? 

/ Mest sineorely, ae Tied 

ITA Ce 

BR. RB. Chapman oe
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fhe Wilderness Society : 
1840 Minttwood Place,N.”. 
Washington 9, Dee . 

September 10, 1946 

Dr. H. H. Chapman 
Yale Sehool of Forestry 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Professor Chapman: ~ 

I have continued to appreciate your sendihg carbons of import- 

ant correspondence on our mutual interest in Minnesota, and I have been 

looking forward tw seeing you again for a discugsion. In the meantime, 

i feel that I ought to keep you as nearly up to date as possible on the 
ae in my understending of the situstion. Some aspects seem 

much clearer to me now then they did last winter and I think I come 
Closer to having a personal position, if you might call it that. 

What I would now favor is the closest possible cooperation in 

Pre@lizing Mr. Yilgon's 3-point program, but infavoring this I would 
want to be understood as also supporting the long-time program of the 
Quetico-Superior Jouncil. I presume there ere adjustments indetails 
thet will have to be made, but we should not, I believe, do — 
that would make it impossible to realize, as soon as it might feas- 

ible, o wilderness canoe area extending oh both sides of the int er- 
national boundary. 4 

You will recall thet I wae oxpecting that Dr.Murie wuld be 

able to visit this country and thet we would have some excellent giidance 

from him after his visit. He hes now becn there end has come out with 

strng convictions that the program of the Guetico-Cuperior Council is 

sound and thet the area it contemplates will be none too large. Dr. 

Murie was impressed with how quickly it is possible to go across the 

wilderness cenot country that there is still a chance to preserve. 

This does not modify my opinion that we should a11 work as 

closely as we can to reelize the immediate acquisition of the Superior 

Roadless Area private lends, for i think that this is in the United 

States the important immediate action from all points of view. This 

opinion would thus restrain me from arguing with you about the Quetico- 

Superior Council's program, but in ail candor I think i should now tell 

you that personally I would hope to see this program realized and I 

beligve it will be the policy of this Society to further its realization. 

Personally, es I expressed mysolf last winter, i do not think we should 

at this time be arguing our differences in public but rather suppor ting 

in common the actions we e1l went. I write this only because I think 

I owe it to you to let you know where I stand. - 

I know you respect frankness, and 30 am now all the more eagerly 

looking forward to e discussion of how we can best merge our divergen~ 

eies in supporting our common aims. 

Sineerely yours, 

Yoward Zahniser 

1
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August BO, 1946 

ah Pm P, Sherton, | 

Massachusettes. 

Sear “x. Tharton: : 

wee Oberholtger sent me 6 copy of hie letter to you 
of August,19, 1046, i 

from ite contents 16 is evident that the “uetico-fumrior 
Coune1l is behind the program for ecquinition of the private 
lends in the Sos dlese area ond the payment to counties. Ne dow 
not mntion the land exchange aet becsuss he Soir peeeeree 
thet neither be nor the Council have receded from their position 
of seoxing tt wntsol of the ontire a teak aroe of northern 
Mannesota from (to correst my “inaccumey") 15 miles cast of 
intersntions! Yalls to the eastern tip of the ctate (obviously 
not to Port Arthur in Canada). 

The Leo corre mee indios intention 
to avhtinue to “< erie etete ae See eS (and 
Srend Yortage?) aren and a possibility that he is ezain stirring 

- thie up. ‘ 

Ae te the ogreaont by the Forest Service, in 1927 to 
conaclidate tha Besdless area, he says nothing about the extension 
ae in 1956 and ister to the Kebetegama which diverted 

fron this objective for this etate forest area was included 
in the cuetioo-Councll objectives, aid the aren to the south to 
which he ob seote 1s not. 

Yes, there can te concerted effart to eoquire the private 
lends in the Nosdless areas, for the §-5,Gouncil enf «11 other 
agencies state and federal are united on this seasure. 

What there con nover be is concerted effort to oust the 
etete from the Kebetoguma area. To the extent thet thie, whioh 
ie the reiterated of the Gwtico Superior Counsi!, is 
poeoesé an @ spuollasy %0 the saving of the Rondlese area it will 
eemte to sone alive the divisions ond recriminetions (ineluding 

gee of ine eo of sdmin&’ tretion, inability to “2 ee 
etc. aminst the state; whieh have Gone muck to alienste pub- | 
lic sentiment of the Provinee of Onterio and confwme the supporters 
of the whole pro fect. 

I enswered thet point about mene of pager ims Mp letter 
to Ieopold. Doesn't Sberholteer know the fecte regarding control 
of the Inernetiqnel watere, whieh I took such pains to secertain’? 

:
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vr, Filldem ®. tharton. Re 

He was intimately aseccicted with thet plese of the ei tuation 
from the start. 

As t his a@mission of « misetetement regarding the 
former deputy comaideioner’s being fired, i eoosten bul Sy got. 
infomation from %. &, Sanderson, Publicity Dixeetor for the 
Netionel Audubon Society, and thir is whet he wrote Sanderson: 

“t was ineorrest in saying that was @iemiseed, Ne 
wre sae ‘permitted to resign’, ‘ 

Then he bringe inte your letter some further ste temonta 
sontios * @iscredit the man. I do not like thie and it ie 
not fair play. If il vere out t diseredit “r. Obewholtzer i 
could gubmit al) the facets I have run down, parallel to his 
published statenente, My intrest ie and hes veen the esteb- 
ishnont of fair play, recognition of both estate and federal 

Tights end shove everything elee, the seving of the Kon dlesa 
area. : 5 

I showld be extresely sorry to he ) lar, Oberholt ser 
eS re on the Kebetogana fight, »b the Resdleas « rea 
ie aa but I heve- no eceurance. that—he-#i]]- refrain... 

lost the «tate Oe ee ee ee 
public @nente dn that lend exehense, in which he jed tha: 
6 constitutions] erendmant adopted by a re vote wes intenied 
to permit Sameer of privete land « though it 414 say and 
mean just thet and without thet power the amendment would be 
Een the opposition of ‘orn and others to thie exchange was 

eaxiety about school trust funds but opposition to extend- 
ing stete ownership in the Ksbetogem. 

Sincerely, | 

0 eee 

H. Hy Gheapmen 

-
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DR. Lewis RADCLIFFE < iB ec 
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August 19, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS 42) University Farm Pl. 
jae Re Madison 5, Wisconsin. 
EDWARD M. APPLE. actor mcm, : 

pam atanes eam oon Dear Aldo: 

CHA UEES eORCUSLTON merce wt I certainly want to say “Amen" to your letter of August 15 
Peet MCD EN ekeaitts to Professor Chapman. I could add a lot more but will sim- 
i Sateen ply say that both Wilson and his predecessor have done much 

Aunenr ony. sce to obstruct this program for the past several years, and 

OSETIA E, Benne. Poo 6- = Chapman semns to have been working with Wilson in playing 
SOHN 'B. EBINGER, eanern races one the same game. 

JOHN EL OREOGRY. rescrron uur : ; fae of : Wroni 
DANIEL GULBAN, wovany, ne Apparently just missed getting Jim Simon of Wyoming for 

OR HOWARD W. HEINE. rnwon ne Bibl Voigt's vacancy. It's going to be a job to replace 
Hoe pean tae him and I'm looking forward to looking over a number of 

BW HOLTON, caw ene: prospects at the meeting in St. Paul. Hope to see you there 

fan cee ee and perhaps you'll have an idea. 
RIGHARD FRUGK: ootiee eu 
MALL eee nn ; 
RALPH LLEWELLY®. sean worn Sincerely, 

Snags Man acon Ph oi eee Bo\ 
ee Kenneth A. Reid, per 

J perme revere Executive Director. 
+ PALANECUR uommemerer os 

WE/SANGENSON Game t kar;ld 

TACK STOWELL: wimerevon or 

Ue ec-Olaus Murie
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Ranier, Minnesota, 
August 19, 1946. 

Mr. William P, Wharton, 
President, NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION 
1214 Sixteenth Street, N.W., | 
Washington 6, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Whsrton: 

Your inquiry of August 9, just received on my return to my 

home, evidently crossed my letter of August 10 to you ~ both concern- 

ing Profeseor Chapman's letter of July 25 so you about proposed action 

to protect the present roadless areas of Superior National Forest. | 

We agree with Prof. Chapman as to the seriousness of the 

threat to the rosdless area. We also agree as to the urgent need tor 

the remédial measures outlined in the reprint of an article in the Con- 

servation VYolunéeer published by the State of Minnesota. The coopera- 

tion of the state, though belated, ishuore then welcone. : 

The President's Quetico-Superior Comittee, with the f ull 

knowledge and agreement of the Quatico-Superior Council, ms been on 

record for some ten years for acquisition Ls special epewouet aston of 

the private lands in the roafiless ereas wit priority for these lands 

strategically situated on the waterways. The = is true of the 

principle of compensetion to the counties for loss of tax revenues. 

A. special delegation from the counties for this latter purpose was heard 

by the Committee and favorably received long before the war. The 

Committee has also recognized andgat-variots*times given consideration 

to the possible need for slight revision of the pounderies of the road- 

less ‘areas. 

In its report to the President, 1948, the Q.-S. Commit tee 

seid (pp.23-24): 
"The United States Forest Service estivates that the total of 

purehasable lands within the Que tico-Superior area if 901,000 acres, 

which at about 22.50 per acre would cost approximately $2,250,000. 

However, excluding portions where usable lakes end streams are not 

involved and including only th ort ons thet, ore of imme dia te 

cessity to_ th ran, it appears that ery effective control 

oe de hie % ate Forest Service at a cost of about $1,000,000. 

“The suggestion has been made that funds for this purpose might 

pe allotted by the President from imergency sources, if avai lable. 

If, however, no way can be found to provide immediate funds, than a 

special appropriation fron Congress would appear to be more than 

justified. There is every reason to believe that such control can 

be bought now for much less than later. Ite purchase now would not 

only safeguard the public program, but wuld prove a true economy in 

ultimate results.” 

It was fully recognized that, whatever the amount of the special 

appropriation, priority of purchase should apply to lands én ldces and 

streams within the roadless areas, where values were highest end where 

the regular Weeks funds were not sufficiently flexible to meet the need.
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I spent mony months in ash on during the following yoore ; 
until the wer, working fr the grorosed appropriation, The matter we 

taken to, the Fudgat Bunsen end to the President. f. Both were 
wpothetie but % that, in view of the rapj @y approeching war clouds, 

the appreprietion would have to ge wey to mom urgent ee ®r 
sonfliet and thet in eny case not much was te be % during war | 
by the delay. Th rineh ty becemns oviéens 6 thet no one in conscience | 
could further urge the appropristion, even to the extent of $250,000 or 
leas es finally proposed, in view of the nationdl emergency, 

Both the Council and the Cousssaittes therefore ere for ene posou? 
preposed appropriation snd the meessery steps to ee ite ie is 
more then ovely true sow, since as foreseen even in 1930 « very speculative 
land situstion hee arisen; end in sddition the rapid development of air 

pe gy Sg ag lly dh ee mye threat to the rondless area compar- 
able to rosde. Through '.Charies 5. Melly of Shiengo, apeaking for 
both the Gouneil and the Committee, both egencien ae well os the Jnonk 
Walton League have sought to work out through th U,i).foreet Service an 
ee icaautaat with etate officiale where sumtothing construetize can 
be ot en early dete. i heave had no personal pert in it 
apeene bat have been kept informed ani beve beon gratified ay preneaite 

All converned, wo think, are to be complimented for the work el ready 
done in the direotion of & solution of the ismediate problem in the 
rosdlesa arens. : 

Bo not misunderstand m, however, in a ing the pr poved 
eation ta the Sealibes aseas of hupeater fadienh Pewest an & eeheth tute 
for the (vueticosSuperior program, No one thet 7 knew in the quetico- 
Superior Couneil or Committee hae any euch ideo. Yrom the public state- 
monte of Mr, Fenneth Reid of the Izask Palten Lengue 1 judge thet tie 
gene ia true of that pa ren aye We value the foolless arene not only 
in themselves but in ation to a larger progrun involving Censda ae 
Well. So understandings have beon reeohed or counitaents mde © the 
contvary. This is trie, of course, though we have sought collaboration 
from opponente of the (upticoeiuperior pregtem, 

A@ to whether that progrm will ultimately in ite mein outlines 
abd objectives be realized or sot, of course I om no meghete ite . 
opponents, thee whé have hed least to do with ite formuletion and 
achievement, or those from efak may know more shout it timn those on 
the ground who heve doeit intimately with every 1 speet of 1% for 20 
years or more, That is not 7 vee of wurse, I know the region, its 
eee, end the soundness of public peogran for ite protection. i 

Ve epent o lifetine at it. I have the sae feith in the coe 
of the plen as in the beginning, end no amount of slure on eincority 
the honesty, or the general character of myself or our seseecin ted can 
in any wey undersine that faith. The _ is st a vant dissdvantage 
in uch matters, but 1t in the public the ond, thet must determine 
whether there is to te » better doy ar not, 

Professor Chapman geass to think that there cannot bee ny cone 
eerted effort to protect the wilderness areas of Superior, unless the | 
eran ae ae program ies dropped. i do not agree, unless he mans 
that thet the only condition on whid; the opponanta of thet progran 
will egree to omeeee eonsolidation of the wilderness eress; as to that 
leet < am not in position to ore i’m gonvinced, though, that the cone 
servetion groups everywhere w respond wholoherrtedl ys
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~ I do not agree with Professor Chapman that the Q.-S.Council 
or ps of the conservation groups are in any way responsible for what 
he s&ye "has as predicted ruined most if not quite all of the wilder- 
ness area". He knows that up to now there has been no special appro=- 
priation to supplement acquisition of recreational lands that were 
beyond the reach of the reguler funds under the “eeks law, though the i 
Q.-S. Couneil worked for years to foster such an appropriation. He 
knows too that the greatest war in history intervened. He also knows 
that in the Superior watershed to the south of the Rainy Lake watershed, 
where there were no suitable roadless areas, the state approved and 
supported vast extensions of Superior National Forest when those funds 
might instead have been spent in the areas now under considefation - an 

bia moreover, which the Forest Service in 1927 had agreed to consol- 
ate. 

For the sake of the record there are many loose statements in 
Professor Chapman's letter ani articles that shovld be cleared up, 
though for the sake of harmony in achieving any cons tructive action 
these Weve been allowed to go unchallenged. He mentions "past attempts 
to annex the entire erea of northern Minnesota from Port Arthur to 
International Falls”. The airline distance from the northeast tip of 
Minnesota to the outskirts of Port Arthur is about 26 miles. No part 
of the proposed area on either side of the boundary of urban and indus- 
trial ee beyond that point, the boundary only goes to the 
Koochiching County line except the slight bulge that completes the 
Kebetogema peninsula between Rainy Lake and Kabetogsmea. That line is 
16 miles east of International Falls. One of the first acts of the 
Predidént'’s %.-S. Committee was to limit the Minnesota area in that ~ 
fashion. Similarly only the other day I heard a prominent elected 
Minnesota officiel declere that the area on the Ontario side inclutied 
everything to York Factory (on Hudson Bay). Of course such statements 
are unfortunate from any point of view, also injecting the idea of 
"annexation", 

The “blind opposition, headed by one Charles Horn of Minnea- 
polis”, mentioned in Professor Chapman's second paragraph is certainly — 
not opposed to whatis proposed in the reprint enclosed with the Chapman 
letter. Horn did oppose, it is true, the proposal of the M. and 0, 
Paper Co. to exchenge 49,000 acres of lend in the Kabetogema area for 
@ much smaller amount of high grade spruce lands in Itasea County. These 
lands had been acquired by the Company after Governor Stassen had 
refused to permit the Forest Service to purchase them from their previous 
omer, for inclusion in the Kabetogama Purchase Unit of Superior National 
Forest. It was not known until two years after the proposal was made 
that, though the valuation was practically the same @s at the time ofthe 
attempted federal purchase, the right was reserved by the Gompany to 
flood the shores of these lands to a height never authorized before by 
any agency, though the state has a historic policy of refusing flowage 
easements on its own lands. I am enclosing a copy of the pamphiet 
thot Mr. Horn distributed at the time. You will see that his opposition 
was based on much broader grounds than the Queti¢co-Superior program 

alone; it included the whole question of trust fund lands and policies 
under the trust fund provisions, 

At the bottom of page 1 of his letter Professor Chapmen refers 

to the "Conservation Volunteer (the publication accused many times by
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Quetico-Superior over-all advocates of being devoted to private exploit- 
ation". I don't know to what "advocates" Professor Chapman refers; 
hut, if he has me in mind, I think he will find no accusations but 
merely factual statements or quotations from the publication. 

In connection with statements of mine about the opposition of 
state officials to the Guetico-Superior program the only demial I mm ve : 
ever had conserned a reference to the present Deputy Commission of 
Conservation as having been "dismissed" from offiee while previously 
serving as Commissioner of Conservation under Governor Clson. ‘This was 
proved to be a most unfortunate error, for which I apologized to Mr, 
Willard at once and made amends in every way I could think of. I was 
happy that I had not mentioned him by name. Evidently the publicity at 
the time had impressed my memory beyond the facts; it was true that 
dismissal proceedings had been started and, that the Commissioner had 
fainted et the hearing. However, the matter was never brought up again, 
and a successor was not appointed until the end of Mr. Villard’ tera. 
Mr.Willard has served the state for many years in a number of capacities. 

There hes been no fight against the state as such. Neither 
is there any real issue between state ond federal. There are no better 
friends of state forestry than the advocates of the Quetico-Sup rior 
program in Minnesota. They are prepered to fend off any hostile acts 
by state officials but at the same time to weleome friendly ones with 
the same zeal. They ere not ready in any way fo compromise the Quetico- 
Superior program as originally agreed upon in 1927. On the other hend, 
they are not foolish enough to oppose an appropriation for the roadless 
areas of Superior National Forest just because the appropriation does ‘ 
not at the sane time achieve the Quetico-Superior program as a whole. 

I am glad you wrote me as you did and would certainly say that 
the least all conservationists can do is to support the plan to con- 
solidate in federal hands the private lands inthe roadless ereas of 
Superior National Forest, as proposed in the pamphlet enclosed by Profes- 
sor Chapman. I hope also that they will go to bat for the earliest 
possible zoning and regulation of airplane travel in these and similar 
areas throughout the United States. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Ernest C. Oberholtzer.
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Last Chance To Save 

The Quetico-Superior Wilderness 
A Program of Action to Preserve the 

' Northern Border Canoe Country 

REVISED by 
REPRINT Chester S. Wilson 

Commissioner of Conservation 

isa | Through the joint efforts of This program has been endorsed by 

Sime the U. S. Forest Service, the the three county boards and the exec- 

Fac} Minnesota Conservation De- utive committee of the Minnesota 

partment, and a committee represent- Arrowhead Association, representing 

ing Cook, Lake, and St. Louis Coun- civic, business, and conservation in- 

ties, in which the Superior National  terests of Northeastern Minnesota, as 
Forest is situated, there has been set well as by other local groups, and has 

up for presentation to Congress a been approved as to its essential 
working program offering the last features by the state and national 
chance to save what remains of the conventions of the Izaak Walton 

famous wilderness canoe country League. It consists of three proposed 
along the boundary between Minne- measures: 

sota and Ontario from the threat of (1) A bill to authorize the Secre- 

permanent commercial exploitation. tary of Agriculture (acting through 

1
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the U. S. Forest Service) to acquire comprise the best portions of the 
the private land necessary for pro- Minnesota canoe country which still 
tection of the lake shores and other remain largely in a state of nature. 
natural attractions of the roadless They contain a gross land and water 
areas in the Superior National Forest, area of 1,076,860 acres, and extend 
with an initial appropriation of $250,- from east to west approximately 110 

000 out of a total authorization of miles, airline distance, covering the 

$500,000. This bill applies only to greater part of the northern boundary 
certain interior portions of the road- of the Superior National Forest. 

less areas where government acquisi- Present ownership (subject to chang- 
tion of private sites now available for es which may take place from time 
resort or cabin development is most to time) is divided as follows: 

urgent, leaving out a marginal fringe United States 660,725 acres 
where such acquisition is less import- State of Minnesota 113,483 acres 
ant and where the county boards and private 185,944 acres 
other local groups have requested Water 166,708 acres 
certain readjustments of the roadless aes 
area boundaries. Under the bill re- Total 1,076,860 acres 
sorts and other improved private real THOUUMS ores Setvies has esti! 

estate a contiguous a oat one mated the cost of acquiring all the 

ve a Joli, pean La private land in the roadless areas at 

tures suitable for human occupancy ot ie bea es eves 
- $500,000, as authorized in the pro- 

at the time of the passage of the act Foseq bill, will probably be enough 
will be protected against condemna- P i P y 8 
titin! dn de lad TREO Aire to cover the lake shore tracts most 
fileu  objentioria Wichéte thie epiektion needed ‘to protect wilderness values. 

z as The government has had the full 
of the time to answer the petition leat pth i 
= ¥ ga. consent of the state whenever 
in the proceedings. Oe Wie f 

j quired for acquisition of any de- 
(2) A bill authorizing the ex- sired private land in these areas, 

change of private land within the granted by express legislative act as 
roadless areas for government land i the portions within the original 

outside of those areas but within the poundaries of the Superior National 
Shipstead-Nolan area. Forest and by order of Governor 

: (3) A bill to provide for payment Harold E. Stassen, under statutory 

of adequate compensation by the authority, as to the remainder. Gov- 
government to the counties in lieu of ernment acquisition of the state land, 
taxes lost on government-owned land. which includes much attractive lake 

The three roadless areas (see map) frontage, is a possibility through ex-
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change. However, that is not so urg- in 1938; 

ent as acquisition of the private land, (8) Rejection by the International 
as the state holds its land under sub- Joint Commission in 1934 of an am- 

stantially the same protective restric- bitious private project for hydroelec- 
tions as the government. tric power development in the waters 

This Minnesota border territory, of the Rainy Lake watershed; fol- 
noted throughout the country for its lowed by the adoption in 1940 of a 

interlacing network of scenic canoe treaty with Canada subjecting those 
routes, comprises the last sizable re- waters to further control by the com- 
gion in the United States where the mission, in connection with which the 
natural attractions of lakes, streams, state of Minnesota has taken a lead- 

and timbered shores still remain in ing part in efforts to prevent de- 
a more or less primitive condition, structive exploitation and to secure 
yet centrally located on the conti- effective regulation of the waters for 

nent and accessible for all who seek the public benefit; 
rest and recreation in the wilderness. (4) Establishment by the U. S. 
The idea of preserving the natural Forest Service of the three roadless 
features of this region for the per-. areas in the Superior National Forest 
petual use and enjoyment of the pub- in their present form in 1938 and 
lic was conceived many years ago and 1939, under regulations of the Secre- 
embodied in a program sponsored by tary of Agriculture involving exclu- 
the Quetico-Superior Council, repre- sion of public roads, restriction of 
senting a number of affiliated national timber cutting on federal lands, and 

and local organizations concerned other measures designed to preserve 
with conservation. Progress toward primitive conditions as far as possible 
the achievement of the objectives of (see map). 

this movement was made by the fol- Notwithstanding all these gains, 

lowing measures: the ultimate aim of the entire pro- 
(1) Passage of the Shipstead- gram, protection of natural conditions 

Nolan Act by Congress in 1930, re- for the public benefit, is now in im- 
serving remaining federal land from minent danger because of the presence 
sale, protecting the timber thereon throughout the roadless areas of a 
along lakes and streams, and restrict- large number of tracts of private land, 
ing the alteration of water levels for including many desirable lake shore 
power development or other purposes sites which are legally available for 
in the area covered by the act. improvement and use for resorts, 
(see map). summer cabins, and other private 

(2) Passage of a corresponding purposes. Formerly the absence of 
state act by the Minnesota legislature roads prevented such developments
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more or less effectively, but with the other materials for new construction. 

advent of modern airplane transpor- A great increase in such air traffic is 
tation, now increasing by leaps and in prospect not only from bases in 
bounds, resorts and summer cabins the vicinity but from the large cities 

have been springing up like mush- and other points throughout the Mid- 
rooms in the roadless areas. Already dle West. There is no time to lose in 
there are sixteen such establishments carrying out the proposed govern- 
scattered in various parts of the areas ment acquisition program if the 
(see map), not including the more wilderness character of the border 

extensive resort and tourist service canoe country is to be saved. 

facilities (not shown on map) on | Supplementing the acquisition of 
Saganaga, Sea Gull, and Basswood the private sites yet undeveloped, 
Lakes and the western portion of Lac which is of first importance, the plan 
La Croix, where such developments js so far as funds may be made 

have gone so far that it would now available, to acquire also the resorts 
be practically impossible to eliminate and other improved private property 
them, even if desired. It is possible, in those portions of the roadless areas 
however, tO save'the mostivaluable ‘shere sestoration of wilderness con- 

remaining portions of the canoe coun- ditions is feasible. This, however, will 
try by proceeding without delay to take considerable time and money. 
acquire the unimproved private lake Jy many cases it will probably be 
shore sites so as to prevent further necessary, as a condition of purchase 
development. Unless this is done soon agreements, to permit the owners to 
the resort boom which is now under yse_ their property long enough to 

way, spurred on by an unprecedented yealize the value of their investments. 
post-war demand for outdoor recrea~ Under the proposed bill such im- 
tion, will result in the building of so proved property can be acquired only 
many resorts and cabins in the road- by voluntary agreement with the 
less areas as to make the cost of owners, who are protected against 

acquisition prohibitive and end all condemnation by the special provi- 
hope of preserving or restoring the sion already referred to. Some of the 
wilderness character of the region. property owners have already ex- 

In the summer of 1945 eleven pressed their willingness to sell or 
private airplanes were flying from the trade if they can find suitable sites 

seaplane base at the city of Ely, near elsewhere. 
the southern edge of the main road- The Izaak Walton League has 
less area, carrying passengers and sup- raised a fund which is being used 
plies to the various interior resorts with the cooperation of the U. S. 
and even transporting lumber and _ Forest Service in purchasing some of
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the private property in the roadless of the relatively high values of many 
areas where the need for acquisition of the private sites in the roadless 
is urgent. It is expected that these areas, enhanced by reason of lake 
sites will be taken over by the gov- frontage, timber growth, or other at- 
ernment, with reimbursement to the tractions. Some of the less valuable 

league, if the proposed acquisition private land could be acquired under 
bill is adopted. the Weeks Act if funds should be 

This program for consolidation and made available. 

sane a cao i ie tae Some of the acquisitions of private 
lin y eed an wd 5 i the natural Property by the government can be 

Ce heaae a in i the public handled by exchange instead of pur- 
Peete St ne f chase. This process will be facilitated 

benefit but by the great majority o! by the proposed bill authorizing ex- 
the resort and business interests of i ake ‘ 

; i changes within the Shipstead-Nolan 
northeastern Minnesota, who realize wee a elhnber Tee vate aieeacl iat 
full well that the border wilderness ore eee eee abin davies 

Ce ea os le ae ments reached by roads outside the 
ae Ot a i: ie a id roadless areas. The government has a 
He cee nytt ae live th number of good resort or summer 

is Boe oe eae). cabin attest in the Shipstead-Nolan 
Cs ee ¢ : ihi area outside of the roadless areas, 

y each | aan ie i ile but such sites are not available for 
ibe 0 estanish 2 sensi>’© exchange under present laws. The 

zoning system, whereby the wilder- proposed till would make them 
ness attractions of the border region avaalablekBedthe UGS, Paves See 

“a Dei eee ice and the Minnesota Conservation 
private summer homes can be located Department aré interested vin en: 

eee ae hang ond oF couraging the development of resorts 
CU ee an and! sunutier, cabins ‘at proper loca- 
same time accessible themselves to |. a ‘ ) ‘ 
te ton Ui Ag aad oth tions and in making suitable sites on 

‘ansportation by roads and other €s- federal or state land available there- 
tablished means from the outside. 4 

for, if needed, so far as authorized by 
A special acquisition bill, with an 1,,, 

appropriation, is necessary to carry 
out this program because the provi- In that connection the U. S. Forest 
sions of the Weeks Act, under which Service has agreed to make an in- 

previous national forest land acquisi- vestigation of the boundaries of the 
tions have been handled, are not roadless areas with a view to con- 

broad enough to authorize payment sidering some readjustments _re-
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quested by local interests in order to designated as roadless areas, and in 
promote development of roads, re- general the civilized development of 

sorts, and other improvements around _ the resources of the region made con- 

the outside of the roadless areas and siderable progress. The people natu- 
' provide the public with better means rally expected that this process would 
\ of access and accommodations for the be permitted to continue, and made 

use and enjoyment of the wilderness _ their plans, invested their money, and 
fd attractions within. applied their labor accordingly. 

Essential to consummation of the The piecemeal reservations of ir- 

present program is the provision for regular groups of federal land for the 
payment by the government of ade- Superior National Forest, made from 
quate compensation to the three Min- time to time beginning in 1909, im- 

nesota counties embracing the Su- posed no legal restrictions on the de- 
4 perior National Forest in lieu of taxes yelopment of private property inter- 

lost on government-owned land. The mingled therewith, and manifested no 
justice of this demand is generally general intention on the part of the 
recognized and is amply supported government to set apart any large sec- 

by the history of the region. tions of the territory as wilderness re- 
Years ago, before the Superior Na- serves. A large corridor running 

tional Forest was created, the govern- through the very heart of the present 
ment patented to private individuals Superior Roadless Area was not in- 
many tracts of land throughout the cluded in the Superior National For- 
territory later embraced within the est until 1936. The first concrete le- 
forest boundaries, leading the public gal step in the direction of a general 

\ to believe that the area would‘be federal policy for limitation of civil- 
open to settlement and development. ized development and_ preservation 

/ Then, long before the government of primitive natural conditions in the 
adopted any concrete policy for pro- region on an extensive scale was tak- 
tection of natural features against en with the passage of the Shipstead- 
human activities, the more accessible Nolan Act in 1930, supported by the 
parts of the region were settled, com- corresponding state act in 1933, fol- 

munities were built up, cqunty and lowed by establishment of the three 
local governments were organized, roadless areas in their present form 
roads, schools, and other facilities in 1938 and 1939. These measures 
were established, numerous resorts, manifested a reversal, or at least a 

summer cabins, and other artificial substantial modification, of the gov- 

improvements were constructed at ernment’s earlier policy respecting the 
various places, including a substan- development of the region and 

tial number within the territory now created serious problems of readjust-
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ment for the counties, communities, ernment, based on 25% of the forest 

and private property owners, for the income, but this is utterly inadequate 
solution of which no adequate provi- and never will be adequate in this 
sion has yet been made. territory, for three reasons: 

By reservation or acquisition the (a) The timber yield is relatively meager 
government now owns a major part because of slow wood growth rate and high 
of the land in the Superior National — Percentage of water surface, bogs, and rocky 

Forest, paying no taxes thereon. ‘This, ea reel: ; : 
couple do withethn cHeeeoe tae Ship- (b) Restrictions on timber cutting for the 

protection of lake shores and .other natural 
stead-Nolan act and the roadless features, especially in the no-cutting portions 

areas in deterring the civilized de- of the roadless areas, will cut off a consider- 
velopment of the region, has cur- able part of the income which would other- 
tailed the revenue of the local coun- wise be derived from normal harvesting of 

5 s * timber; 
ties more severely in proportion to Na 
Theme neadut aid’ cecnureesmnety te (c) Restrictions on Tesort developments 

k and other private uses in the roadless areas 
probably the case anywhere else in will likewise reduce potential tax revenue 
the country. This effect will, of from that source until the process of zoning 
course, be aggravated as more pri- and readjustment has worked out. 

vate property is acquired by the gov- Several bills are now pending in 
ernment and removed from the tax congress to provide more adequate 

rolls. compensation to counties containing 

Yet the counties must continue to national forest land throughout the 
maintain roads and schools in the country. After studying all these bills, 
territory adjacent to the roadless the federal, state, and county officials 
areas, as well as law enforcement concerned with the roadless area pro- 

and other local government services gram have agreed that the most satis- 
in the entire region, not only for the factory measure from every stand- 

regular inhabitants but also for the point is the Cordon bill, S. 868, pro- 
benefit of federal administrative per- viding for payment based on 2% of 

sonnel and visitors to the national the total value of the government- 

* forest. The federal government, hay- owned forest land within each coun- 
ing brought about this condition in ty, with provision for revaluation ev- 
the furtherance of national public ery ten years by the Secretary of 

purposes, clearly owes the counties Agriculture. 

fair compensation for the resulting As an alternative in case the Cor- 
financial loss to them. don bill is not adopted the county 

The present federal law provides authorities have proposed that the 
for payment of compensation in lieu present federal law be amended so 
of taxes to the counties by the gov- as to provide for a graduated scale of
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payments at certain fixed rates per million acres, in charge of the Pro- 
acre plus a percentage of the federal §vincial Department of Lands~ and 
forest income. Estimates of the yield Forests. This park, though largely 
from this proposal indicate that the stripped of heavy virgin timber, con- 
returns would be reasonable and sub- tains a wealth of beautiful canoe 
stantially in line with but not greater routes with wooded shores and other 
than the returns under the Cordon natural attractions, and is in better 
bill. Either the Cordon bill or the position for future protection than 
county proposal, preferably the for- the region on the American side be- 
mer, should be adopted. cause it is in solid public ownership. 

There are some important aspects As yet no improved roads, resorts, or 

of the roadless area program which other permanent artificial develop- 
involve relationships with Canada ments have been permitted in the 
and the Province of Ontario. The park, although the provincial depart- 
general Quetico-Superior program ment has received a number of ap- 
contemplated the setting apart and plications for permits for resorts, cab- 

protection of wilderness areas on both ins, or other tourist facilities, and a 
side of the international boundary. preliminary reconnaissance has been 
In 1929 the American Legion and the made for a highway running through 
Canadian Legion, representing vet- the park from Fort Frances to Fort 
erans of the First World War in both William and Port Arthur. 
countries, adopted resolutions recom- We have been carrying on corres- 

mending that such areas be dedicated pondence and negotiations with the 

Be a international peace memorial. Ontario provincial authorities since 
That idea has a more powerful appeal the spring of 1944 in an effort to 
than ever since the second World gain their cooperation in setting apart 

War, and there sino doubt that it, /Shetiational wilderness! "memorial 
will be widely supported by the vet- areas on both sides of the boun- 
erans of that war, who want and need dary, both to commemorate the com- 

the type of recreation to be found in yon associations of our two countries 
the wilderness areas and who will ap- and their fighting forces in both the 

preciate the importance of protecting great wars and to establish a sound 
those areas for themselves and future zoning program for reserving wilder- 

generations. ness areas of reasonable size for the 
Action on the Canadian side de- public benefit and promoting better 

pends primarily on the Province of development of resorts and other es- 
Ontario, which owns practically all tablishments outside of those areas. 
the land in the Quetico Provincial Our immediate object is to get the 
Park (see map), comprising over a Ontario department, if possible, to
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agree to close a suitable area on the tect wilderness values against ex- 
Canadian side of the boundary to ploitation without federal acquisition 
construction of resorts and other arti- of the remaining private land in the 
ficial developments for such reason- affected area, and that no treaty can 

able time as may be necessary to en- be effective on the Canadian side 
able the U.S. Forest Service to ac- unless the Province of Ontario will 
quire the most important private first consent by legislative act to sub- 
sites for restoration or protection of ject its lands thereto. Treaties take 
wilderness values on the American time, and unless immediate action is 

side, with the understanding that if taken to carry out the proposed work- 
that is done a more permanent ar- ing program for acquisition of the 
rangement for the international pro- private land in the roadless areas, 
ject will be effected. If the province private developments will proceed so 
is going to permit construction of re- far as to defeat the project before a 
sorts, cabins, and other facilities treaty can be consummated. We can 
along the boundary waters on the hardly expect the people on the Can- 
Canadian side, it will be futile to adian side to dedicate any consider- 
spend money acquiring private sites able part of their undeveloped terri- 
to protect wilderness values immedi- tory to an international wilderness 
ately adjacent to the same waters on project by treaty or otherwise when 
the American side, because those the area on the American side is 

waters could be thoroughly commer- dotted with resorts and cabins. 

cialized by resorts on the Canadian ! 
side, as they already have been in At any rate, there are still left some 
some places (such as Crooked Lake) very fine portions of the canoe coun- 

by resorts on the American side. try in the roadless areas back from 
The original program of the Quet- the boundary on the American side 

ico-Superior Council contemplated a where private developments have not ; 
treaty between the United States and et advanced beyond recovery, and 

Canada which-would define the ob- We can and should proceed to con- 
jectives of conservation and adminis- solidate and protect those portions 
tration of the natural resources of the Tegardless of what may be done along 
protected areas on both sides of the the boundary. These last remnants of 
boundary. Conceding for the sake of the wilderness in the Superior Na- 
discussion that a treaty may be de- tional Forest can be saved from ir- 
sirable for some purposes, the fact retrievable exploitation only through 
must be faced that on the American passage of the proposed measures by 
side no treaty can be effective to pro- Congress without delay.
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November 6, 1945 ‘ : 

. ar Suea tee Le Porn, 

Vinnespolis, Minnesota. 

Deer Mr, Horn: 

i have cerefully read the pamphlet entitled Deel or Misdeal 
accompanying your letter of October 31, Mot only ite tone but that | 
of the letter is somewhat different from the one-page clreulear en« 
titled thall Truth Prevail, e* in ite perusel I found no new faete, . 
but merely « tee ar of the statenente end arguments «hich firet } 
eelled my attention to this matter through the attack on Governor 
Staessen, ond whieh were so convineing in their tone of sincerity ond 
publie epirit that I made it my business to find out whether the 
fecte eube tan tiated the charges « if eo, I was with ‘em, wd if not, | 
there would be some expleining to do, 

in yow firet letter you openly secused me of being in the poy of ; 
the Yinnerota end Ontario Company, in your last, you modify this 
charge by ateting thet sinee my residence in “inm aote preceded 1904 | 
it follows thet 1 approved of the destructive explo. tetion of those . 
years s6 indiented by my “fixed” opinions, and that I am etill, and . 
alwaye wee, interested in the despoliation ef the forsst, and you 
nek me properly, to whom 1 owe my allegiance. ‘ 

The only reagon yhich juetifies mm in telking about elf ia fl 
that from the tone of shen poghies and in epite of your wittintnens t 
to impeaoh my integrity wit my evidonee except my published | 

; epinionsa, { bel le ve = are honest in your convictions, I ® not 
believe this of ey, Yaupanger, whom I ng wrote Shall Truth Pree. 
weil, for in 192726 when i epent 14 months away fmm my femily, cone 
ducting the UeSeForest Toxation Inquiry study in Minw sota, I decided 

‘ ou the bagis of hia tehavior that he waa untrustworthy, though repre- | 
ee laeek “elton 1 Se you probably know, he is no longer — 
eonnee with the Leegwe and 1 was told the reseons why. i . 

i gefer you thorefore to Yolwell's Histerzy of Minnesota, Vol IV 
Chapter IV on the Chippewa Indians, page 253 “The i. Wetionah = 
Forest’, On ~~ 255 you will find the pretetype of present ‘ 
ebjeotives to pice the entire bowery region from international Faille — 
to Pigeon River in nation] lends, by reading sbout Col, Cooper's | 
pre ject which extended from Duluth to Bomidgls The tw fMless are 
very similer, the second being moved north of the firet as the settlers — 
and the Chippewa campromise dieposed of Cooper's plen, 

You #111 aleo note that the movement was originally for a 
netional perk, This ascend moverent would have taken that form had it 
not been, first, that the eld gaine in policy achieved by the Morris
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Aet end to National Forests put the4 goal so fer beyond reach tt 
those seeking ond securing the nationel end state ephaloties for 
protection of the shores @n the boundary area (Shipstead=Nolen Acts) 
were wise enough not to refeat Cooper's mistake. The second reason 
was that Congress has bean very slow about appropriating money to buy 
lands for uneconomic, purely recreational purposes, and over half of 
this srea still hai to be bought even within the Superior National 
Forest, not to mention the areas east end west,of substandard quality, . 
in whieh the state hed large holdings and interests, The “uetico- 
Superior group consistently and honestly deny any intention of later 
seeking national park status for this region. The National Park 
Service examined the area but lost interest on finding so much land 
still in private hands. It would be extremely easy to start a move- 
ment for national park status ofter the Forest Service has been able 
to consolidate its holdings within the present boundaries and knowing 
the methods and past history of the Netional Park Service, and the 
part which the Secretary of the Interior played, first in regard to 
blocking Highvay 61 for ten years, and second, in overriding Forester 
Sileox end securing epproval of the Katetogama and Grand Portage pure 
chase areas from the Nationel Forest Reservation Commission i an 
predicting that this move von one meade when the time is ripe, Tregard= 
less of the present sitwtion attitude of the supporters of the 
Greater Cuetico-Superior project. I believe a national park would be 
opposed by this group, who ere and have been consistent, and I know : 
it is opposed by the Netimal Park Association, so this predic tion 
can just be teken for what it is worth. So much for Col.Cooper of 
Chicago, : 

On Page 256 of above referenee you will find the evidence 
that I broke a deadlock md secured the passage of the amended Morris 
4et of 1902, thus becoming the author of the Chippewa National Forest. 
In the Journel of Forestry 36:867-869, 1940, you will find a reprint 
of an article delivered, md printed, in 1903 in Minneapolis at the 
meeting of the American Forestry Association, entitled “The Influence 
of the Chippewa Netioneal Forest Reserve". This erticle wuld Mve 
cost me 4 job but anticipating that fact I had resigned effective 
Jan. 1, 1904 and taken up a forestry career as the best way further 
the economic land policies needed in Northern Minnesota. My report — 
on Forest Taxation in these counties you can find in the 20th National 
Tax Conference 1927, National Tax Association. Unclosed is a copy. 
By thet year the region had begun to recognize that my predictions 
of 1903 were accurate, and the movenent for state forest administra- 
tion on state-owned lands, and the blocking out of state forests had 
commenced, In that year, 1927, I was over the Kabetogame, the Super- 
ior, and in every northern county, as I hed been in 1905, 

State Forester Cox told me of the egreement - verbal or under- 
stood - with the Forest Service existing et that time that the bound- 
ary within state end netional jurisdiction was the east line of the 
Kabe togama area, 

fo further dispose of your assumption that my position carries 
with it the conviction that I om in favor of forest despoliation in
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Minnesota, let me any thet when the seandale about stealing Indian 
timter unter deed and down troxe, I wes present ea the sole out oider ; 
(following s tip off). in the courtroom when « very prominent lunber~ 
a oo piek a See soe bee ees equally or more 

Se mi heard him jaentify the + Gefendent to the veniremens 
Seige ordered a fine of 927000from the bench, The timber stolen 

: wos on Little “inesbigoehieh Lake. 

The two things I heve ap eomi stently ere selfish, wen 
lightened exploitation of natural resourcae purely for iened iste 
profit on the one hand, and on the other, famtieul, uwnressoniag ine 
sistence on unneesesary and cer extension or exe lusive 
Yeorentionah use over sreea Sil out <n te the setual neade 

ee of the public or the wes hich the public is eapeble of making of 
them, “y record ie concictent along both lines, consequently it ie 
no now experience for persone enthusia@tiec about reersntion, wildere 
nees aress or national park extenalon te cone to the ranks of 
the exploiters or for unscrupulous orgenizetions devoid of public 

, intercet t designete m ce on opponent of eound seonomies, You scom 
to be in the former, not the latter, Glas. Ny three articles on the 
ug ti@oecuperior area, enclosed, = aay the regulte of 50 yeare 
of close contact with Minnesota affeire, not, ee ie think, torminated 
ia 1904, but conetently renewed, { defsated, in 1916-17, Sov, Bura- 
ss propose] to wipe out the independence and authority of the 
erestry Commission in hig bill for reorgenisaing the Stele Comervetion 

activities, I was in Minnesota et the time and took it up with the 
pteas, Cox has the facta on thie. 

The significance of the great extaneion, ith leesl sormeeets 
of tie Chippewa Netional Forent, covering moet of the choles iake - 
region around the “iseissippi hesdwaters, ia proof ef the soundness 
of wheat I have termed the ““ianesote Plan” of reserving only what the 
public will use, omens the lake shores ,for recmetion and practicing 
forestry on the reneinder. 

‘After conmmidershle delay I e to the tettom of the events 
which reeulted in the reversal = ersor aoe ote eutablished ; 
eer eteto forests in te tegene and Portage area, md 
the sbeolute lnek of logolity of thin performance. i have the rocord 
ef the confermce botwoon Coffsen, President of the University of 
“innessta, the “tate Conservation Sepertment, and the Forest Service, 
at whieh in 1054 agrowent was confirmed, based on previous under~ 

Alva eemeteaee that the “tete chowld continue to heve the Fabetogamea, i 
heve “Lleox's lettere ime Se Torent Cerviee policy & not sone 
flieting wit, the State's policies, and 1 have the record of just how 
end why those understandings were upset 7 Yinker (fegional Forester) 
and by lokes, efter the great victory of the federal set of 1939 end 
the stote lav of 1938 proteoting the lake ehores « a reversal which 
was and ie the cause of «11 oubseqwnt turmoil and misusdorstendings. 

When I got to the bottom of all the feetea 1 could got hold of, 
end you in your pamphlet heve added no new ones, I wan flebbergaeted 

. that eueh an amount of mieinfemetion could heave reesived euch wide
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Mr, Charles L. Horn. ; 

netionel circuletion without effective refutation, and decided to do 
something about it, without resorting to an appeal for financial 
assistance such as hes constently been made in oer ef the Greater 
Quetico-Superior program, $o I have stood, and will continue to stand, — 
any @xpense etteched thereto ae a pera nal contribution to right 
thinking dm this vitel iseve. 

I am as much interested in stopping further destruction of lake 
shotes os enyone cen be, and equaliy es interested in getting those 
Tivate lands in the Kabetogam inte state ovnership, se I em in save 

tae the rement of the Hoedleas erea from inveding resorts, which in 
turn is the job of the forest Service. or hove 1 heard that the 
state which owne 365,000 seres within the Superior Netionel Forest, 
much of 1% in the Rosadlesa@ eres on lake shores, hae exercised ite 
right to lease resort Aites in this -— which it would legally do if 
it were not heart and soul behind the "ilderness ides in that area, 
This ile the only area left that is @ true wilderness not already deve 
eloped for resorts, but soon will be because of the private lands 
which the federal @vemment failed to secure during the time when & 
sought to annex the whole ee ani swallow the state forest areas 
in the Kebetogama ond Grand Portege, at the time it head the funds to . 
buy land. 

{ also enelose copy of my bibliography, incomplete, and an 
outline of my activities for the SS forty yeare or so, i Inve had, 
for over & year, & manuscript of 175 pages covering the facts on the 
Cue tico-Superior, which oan be brought up to dete to deal with the ‘ 
proposed lend exchange, but lack of funds and preseure of numerous 
other duties has prevented its publication. : 

Regerding thet lend exchange, which is the present focus of 
opposition by om md Mr, Oberholtzer, this oppoeition is fundamentally 
based on the P of ousting the state from the Kate togema, in pursw nce 
of the overall idea so exhmustively advertised over 20 years in the 
nation's prese. The proposal of the M. & 0, to reserve water flowage 
fights gives a vory or ehanece to try to defeat the public interest 
in the eequisition of 100 miles of shoreline and the toed lands that 
go with the exchange. Naturally i do fot epprove of this reservation. 
But I approve still less of the effort defeat the exchange on this 
tesie and on appeal to preserve the sehool fund, 

I enclose copy of a letter from the internetional Joint Comais- 
sion which posit sveke estetes whet I suspected, nemely, that the power 

‘to flood, or raise water levels on those internationsl waters resides 
entirely in thie Comission; it follows thet the federal and stete 
Shipstesd-Nolen Acts are effective only on inlend, not international 
waters and that it will be the Commiesion, and not the Fforest Service or 
the State, which will determine the result. If these flood reservations 
are accepted in order to get the lend, it wuld prevent collecting dam- 
ages to the state if flooding occurs, but it would lmve no effect win te 
ever on the exercise of these rights by the company, which is not and 
never ean be in the hands of the state or the Forest ‘Service, both of 

‘ whieh now, own land affected by these waterlevels. Hence it leoks to me 

Caled, }
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Mr, Cherles lL, Horn. 

like one more argument against public - state - ownership of these 
100 miles of shore line to the detriment of the huge recreational 
future of the region, j 

As for the attack centered on preserving the school lands, 
thet sounds as fishy as the first point. The value of the school 
properties will not be decreased one cent if the exchange goes through 
on on equitable basis, and there is but a few thousand dollers differe 
ence in the two estimates. The future velueto the school fund is 
probably 10 times as great for the proposed acquisition as it is for 
the swamp spruce lands, of very slow growth, to be exchanged, Fur- 
thermore, while granting that instead of cash, the state receives a 
tenfold increase in school lends, this is either in the public inter- 
est or else the entire policy of the Forest Service on the national 

‘ Forests including those in Minnesota is fundewentelly wrong. Yor since 
1922 (Aet of March 20, 1928, 42 Stat. L, 465 amended by Act of Feb.28, 
1925, 43 Stet. L. 1090) the Forest Service hes hed and exercised the 
power to consolidate national forests by exchaneing federel timber 
stumpage for private lands within (and within six miles of the bound- 
ering) Of) tone national forests} even though these exchanges deprived 

: the dounties of 25 per cent of the revenue from sale of the federal 
timber. In this state exchenge, by contrast, the state school fund 
loses not a cent, but merely reinvests sbout $100,900'of stumpage for “i 
lend which will ultimetely produce ten times this value on the basis 
of @ perpetual ineowe or sustained yiela. is the state school fund so 
broke that the state must imitate the lumbermen who exploited this 
region for cash profits of immediate realization or can it better afford 
to defer the cash income amounting to less than 1/10th of 1 per cent 
of its cesh assets, for the sake of greatly increased future income, ' 

: Or does the state prefer to mnvert all its state timber into cash and 
then try to invest it in income-beering securities, as it ms done in 
the process of accumulating this §100,000,000 fund, instead of reel izing 
thet the foundstion of all income and economic activity is our natural 
resources and building up this foundation by such measures es this land 
exchange, And how are these state forests ever to be consolidated and 
administered economically for the benefit of the school fund if such 
wise measures are misrepresented and frustrate unrealistic attacks 
appealing to sentiment in defience of sound public policy? 

I will not here attempt to rehash the points you make covering 
the material dealt with in my enclosed articles. The tone of your 
pamphlet convinces me of your sincerity, but I have never yet found 
that sincerity is a substitute for painstaking analysis of facts, end 
as oneywho at least claims to be a scientist in method, I prefer to 
find out all facts bearing on any public contention, before subs cribing 
to statements such es you mve issued in "Deal dw Misdeal" and "Shall 

: Truth Prevail". 
Sincerely, : 

‘ BH. H, Chepman
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Hinnesota Emer geney Conservation Comnit tee 
2509 Foshay Tower 

Minneapolis, “innesote 

October M1, 1945, 

Professor H,.8,Chapmah, 
Yale University 
Sehool of Forestry 
New Haven 11, Connecticut. 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

i am in receipt of EB lic Letter to m of October 15 criticis- 
ing 4 ¢ireular of the “innesota Conag on Committee dated Sep tember 
17 and dealing with the attitude of the Minnesota Conservation Department 
toward forestry problems on the sorthern border, ‘You present your under. 
stending and interpretation of the foete and characterize our own stetee 
mont by such terme as “ean unquelified falsehood” ma “a perversion of facts.” 

It is « truiem, of course, thet the Shipstesi«liolen Act forbids 
logging only within a 400 foot margin slong lekes am stroens and that 
its provisions likewise ere effective only as applying to feder@ lands 
in the designated orea, Also state forwtry, as you s » "is ae inport- 
ant to Vinnesote as federal restry, if not mre innate” Above ali 
we ere 611 in complete agreaent w to the urgency @or a federal appro- 
pristion for the purchase of the remaining 157,000 seres of private lands 
in the existing roadless areas of Superior Hatd onal Fomst. hen you 
speek of the possibility of thie effi rt failing "by reason of miteken 
opposition,” I do not know of any such opposition, Gur own opposition is 
direoted solely toward the proposed lend exchange with the Minresada and 
Onterio Paper Reacts in the Kabetogeme erea, which lies weat of the 
existing rosdless oreas, Am I to gether oe unless this exehenge with . 
the. state is pemitted to go through, the state will refuse to support 
the movenent for federel consolidation in the roedless areas thenselves? | 

When you esk on pace 2 of yow letter, “Why make the felee assertion 
that It is the State ‘s business to save the Superior Nationel Forest i 
rosiless areat,” you ere evidently confwed and osreless of the facts, 
There ie nowhere in our ciroular any such statenent. The cirevler rr 
sizes the desirebility ond necessity for federal purehase of private ds 
in the entire Shipstead-Nolan srea. 

The paseage in our cireulor, which you called “en unqualified felse- 
hood,” wes © perephrsse of an ofitorial in the Stt Paul Pioneer Press at 

the conelusion of the 1943 session of the legislature. The exact lenguage 
of the editorial wes ss followa: “The seasion just closed resulted in the 
‘worst setback for forest conservation sinee the movenent started. Under 
the battle ery of ‘etates’ rights’ federal forestry hes been hanstrung in 

' Binnesota." Ag juetifiection for your opinion you cite that federal . 
"forestry hes the entire area of the Superior and Chippewa National fore — 

; ests, now tetalling 5,481,072 aeres, within which it still must seqire 
1,099,399 acres of private holdings." You fail, however, to point out 
that, according to varying official reports, the state of Minnesota hes 
from 7 to 22 million acres of land of its own - for most of whieh lend it
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has no program of rehabilitation at all. When the 1943 legislature \ 
attempted to eut off from Superior Netionel Forest ite two remaining \ 
units « nemely, the Kabetogema end the Pigeon River + in which the 5. 
Forest Serviees alreedy had a large investment, Superior National Forest 
was refused the ce that had been promised by Secretary of Agri- ‘ 
culture Jerdine in 1927 and clearly contempleted by the Congressional 
Shipstead-lolan Act cf 1930, Our own opinion strongly supports the 
Pioneer Presse that thie reversal of poliey, instesd of a gain to the Stete 
was a tragic loss. “a also believe that iteas am act of bad feith and 
that the Conservation Commissioner, in referring to the federal purchase 
progron 6s “a mess of pottage” Gisquelified himself for hie important 
office. { 

You make the unwarranted stetenent about the Kabetogen« end the 
Pigeon River purshase unite ef Superior Netionel Yorest thet they were 
"illegelly sponsored by Governor Olson end op proved by the National Borest 
Reservation Cowmmisaion on the basie of false assumptions." The procedure 
for stete consent to federal purchases of private lends in these sarees 
wee exactly the same es it always bed been end in secordance with prece~ . 
dents At “ashington, Not only Coverner Olsen, responiing to the appeals 
of the conservation groupe of the state, but the Comservetion Commission 
and members of the “Minnesota delegstion at “ashington all requested estab- 
lishment of these teo purchase unite in fulfillment of the Shipstead-liolan { 
ate the earlier understmding with Seeretary Jardine. None of the 
other large purchase units to the south, which have since become 2 of 
Superior National Forest, had any other, if es much, official basis in 
Minne so tae. 

when Governor Stacsen in 1942, without consulting conservation 
@roups, reversed the process, refusing his consent to federel pw chases 

‘ of private lange in Kebetogama, he was seting alone. His authority arose 
from an Act whieh his om administration had sponsored the year before 
but which state officials hed pranised orslly and in writing would not te 
used agsinst federal purchases in the Shipstesd-Nolen area. 

You express the opinion that in view of ite large land holdings and | 
its power to exchenge lands the state does mot need t gend mong to buy | 
forest land. But, if instead the state must use ite best producing timber | 

lands to acquire cutover, burned and tex-delinquent lands, e8 proposed | 
in the Febetogema exehange, is that not the seme as spending in advance 
the money thet otherwise would have ecerued to the trust fund and is the 
state not thereby seorificing an assured torte tease oo neervat ion 
asset for something purely speculative? Thet ia et 1t from the 

trust fund engle, which every \innesotan must take into consideration. 4 

In studying the proposed Mabe tegena exchenge there are many waic 

facts, which perkepe teceuse of your zeal for state forestry or teeese 
of closer relstionships with state and privete opponents of the larger 
public pre ject you have evidently overlooked. Yor instance, you should 

know thet, though it wes never brought out except through questioning of 
_ the conservation somais sioner last Deeoaber, the Minnesota and Ontario 

Paper Company is reserving tle right to flood ail the shores of these 

Kabe togama lends to pointe fer ebove the mturel high water morks. Thus 

the state will te in an anomelous position of having reserved all water |. 

rights on its lends on thie sme besin heretofore while freely granting 
them now on the lends to be newly acquired, either is there the elightest
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j oes tee that the state is to be compensated in any way for this highly : 
Valuable consideration in favor of the existing power development. There 
are % many other factors, past and present, entering into a fair jJude- ts 
ment of the merits of the Kebe togena proposal that the Minnesota Emergency 
Gonsefvetion Committee hoe prepered a epecial pamphlet reviewing the whole 
subject, A copy of thet pamphlet called “Deal or Misdeal” is enclosed for 
your consideration. 

it is ineredible that you should not be fully aware of the hostility 
end defestist ¢aapaign carried on by steté officials ani the syoecent come 
panies sgainst the (uetico-Supe rior program. Your own pamphlets are being 
widely distributed by these agencies for this very purpose, Thet hostility 
hes teen bitterly expressed, beginning as early as the June 1942 issue of — 
the Sonservetion Volunteer published by the state, 

impertent end urgent as the consolidation of the roadless areas in 
Superior Metional Forest is and weleme as any help in thet direction from 
state officials is bound to te, these should not be permitted to divert 
attention from the larger issves of the pronlem. The effort to blame the 
present situation in the roedlees ereas upen the conservationists them - 

. Selves mey seem good opposition atretegy but is without a leg to stand on. 
The conservation groups have labored day im snd day out for years to insure 
public ownership of the whole Shipetead-liolen area, This could have been 
sem@mplished years ago but for opposition by state officiels, If these 
officials will recognize this public need now, eve at this late date, and 
will cooperste vigorously to mect it, there is still hope of rectifying 
some of th: lees, 

The lands, which the Mj & 6, Paper Compmy is offering to exchenge 
with the staté for high grade spruce lends are the same that the 0.9, forest 
Service sought to buy in 1942. Refusal by the Governer at the time, not | 
only blocked purchase m4 protection for public use but threw the lands 
directly into the hands of the M. & 0, Paper Company, If the State is now 
te sequire these lends mbject to coniitions leid down by that company pai 
to flood 190 miles of recreational shore line for power pumposes, would it 
not be fitting thet the fomet should bear the name, not of the Kabetogema 
State Forest but the trade name of ite maker + the M. & 0, Paper Company? 
In other wrds, it wuld be enlied The Mando Stete Forest. And for the 
future, the compmy's trespassing on state lands for power purposes, whieh 
hae gone on #0 many years, would be lecalized over the greater pert of the 
shom line. | 

In Gonelueion i wish te remaind you it ha been _ years since 
you have been « resident of the Gtate of Minnesota. You left it during 
those days in whieh forestry and lend grebe by speculators and luwuber 

- Gompanies prevailed end they were taking what they wanted, and the people 
of “innesote stood quietly ani dunbly by and let it happen. 1 ask you, i 
Professor Chapman, is this the kind of 4 Minnesota which you wish to see 
preserved - the kind you left in 1904 when the speculstors took whet they 
wahted ond left Winnesotawith nothing but eutover lands, or do you went 
to have ‘the State of Minnesota preserved and sonething left of ite wilder- 
nese area? Thet is the kind of a Minnesota we wont dey. We are not 
thinking of 1904. Wow Professor Chepman, if you are so fixed in your opine 
ione and are willing to approve the 1904 prectice, my assertion that you 
are interested in the despolistion of the forests istrue and I Inve but one 
tonelusion te draw end tht is that you must approve that kind of a program 
ané I then properly ask to le - you owe your @llegisnge? j 

Yours very tru : 
inneso te Bue rgeney Conservation Comaittee ; 

ALT ewe = Mh
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Weyerhaeuser Timber Company - 
‘ Tacoma 1, Yash. i 

Prof, H.H.Cheapman Novenber b, 1945, i 
Sehool of Forestry 
Yele University 
New Haven, Connecticut. 

Deer Prof, Chapman: : 

i appreciate very deeply your confidence in my feirnese and ability 
te deel with some of the controversial questions which will com before 
the Soelety during the next two years. As # matter of fect I would 
rather merit your good opinion then thet of any other forester in the 
United Statea., 

Aetually I now have two convictions in mind, should I by ony 
off-chance be chosen to bead the Society of American Foresters. 

One is, that fue to rapid development of forestry as a profession 
in this country, we have become segregeted into vericus groups which ; 
tend to adweoste their own group interests, sometimes very heatedly 
end not always with due regerd to overall national interests and a high 
standard of professional integrity. ‘Some of these groups have sought 
to impose their solutions of national problema ¢s 4 basis for notional’ 
policy. 

Ag a whole, the school group he best reteined ite obpetivity in 
thought and re gh uf of better forestry. This is naturel and has led 
to the selection so mny echool men as head of the Society. And of 
811 the school men none has kept his sense of balance and fairness on ; 
e higher plane than Sem Dane, 

“ow I do not believe we ean ever devel op # gound end workable nation+- 
al forestry policy without consultation and st least « mensuresble agree- 
ment emong all of these groups, iio one of them is vise —— to write 
the baste principles of « mtionel policy inot legislative fommand a fer 
it as the final answer to the problem. 

in other wards, I would like to break dow this conseption of group 
interest emong foresters. I would like to see ucre consultation and i 
ete ana es sYe should consider snd weigh such matters es 

: sessional men and not in a epirit of reerimination end self inter- 
est. , 

My second concern is to continue to improve the Journal of Poreat ry 
to e point where foresters gemreally will realize thet they cannot keep 
abreast of the profession without reading it. 

I have felt so for some years now and habitually pase on mrked 
articles to our top men tho ere seeking an intelligent understnading of 
foreatry problems. And they read and discuss these articles. 

My own generel attitude now is thet of most foresters. I have 
nothing to geck for myself and never have been ecked by myone to act
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other than from convietion end experience, iI only went it. said of 
me thet I have contributed my emall bit to the advancement of good 
forestry. 

I realize thet the prospect of election as grobanty slight. But 
I feel honored that a substentiel musber of fel foresters ve 
thought m worthy of nomination, 

Thanks for writing m. 

Sincerely, 

Clyde Mor tin ;
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St. Paul Dispatch 
St. Paul Pioneer Press | : 

November 12, 1945, 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Sehool of Porestry ; 
Yale University 
ew Haven, Connecticut. } 

Dear Professor Chapman: : 

Thank you for your letter of November 9. The subject with which we are 
Gealing here is indeed a very complicated and difficult one. I have gone through | 

the material which you sent end I find it very interesting and useful. These 
newspapers have no interest in this matter except the best use of the resources 
of the state and their continued development. lie have opposed the land exchange 
principally on the ground of the reservations which you discuss so extensively — j 
but also on the groad that it is not sound public policy te dispose of public 

lands at a private sale. If the land which the M. & 0. wants to acquire is to be 

sold, it should be sold at « properly safeguarded public auction. The proceeds 
of the sele can be used to acquire the land in the Kabetopgama areas if that is 
thought advisable. ; 

From my personal contacts with the Minnesots Conservation Commission I i 
know that there was for a long time opposition to federal forest purchases in 
the state in this and other areas. ‘There axinted for a time a real opposition to 
extension of federal holdinge in Minnesota. This opposition was based principally 
upon a narrow bureaucratic consideration and a misguided notion of state sovereignty. 
It has always been our belief that land belenging in public ownership should be 
put in public ownership whenever possible. I think it wae a mistake for the 
state to oppose federal purchases wen very large purchasss could have been made. 
From what Mr. Wilson says, the attitute of the State Conservation Department appears 
to be much better now than it was a few years ago. I hope this is so, 

Sincerely, 

3. Re Wiggins, Baiter



November 17, 1946 

Me. Js Re Wiggin, BAitor, 
St. Paul Dispateh, 

Ot. Paul, “innesote. , ; 

Deer Mr. Wiggin: 

My thought regarding the proposed land exchange in thet if the process 
of consolidation of either state or nutional forests, under the state's consti- 
tutional ementment which legalized exehanges of equal velue, did not contemplate 
exchanging any land by the state which had timber on it, if was not so states in 
the amendment and the necessity of selling the timber end then using the funds 

‘ to buy other lands would encounted the same objections which Nr. Horn raised 
ageinst diverting funds from the school fund. 

Regarding the opposition by the state to extension of the national forests, 
the great extension of the Superior National Forest wouthward to its present bound- 
arice was agreed on by Connet, Sehmitz and the Forest Services, representatives 
March 25, 1934 eat the conference in St. Paul. This conference wan celled by Walter 
Reiff of the State “onsefvation Commission and was ettended by 4.C.Ghaw (I have 
resent acknowledgement from him), R. U. Harmon and 3. M. Walley of the Milwaukee 
offlee of the Forest Service, Grover Conzet, A. . Gppel and A.H.Weber {who could 
confirm it) of the State Forest service, and R. Glement, with Henry Sehmitn, Gheix~ 
man. This conference wes brought ebout by Dr. Lotus doffnen in an effort te agree 
on the respective spheres of acquisition and administration by state abé federal 
agencies. 

De. Sehaits sent me this file on September 7, 1944. In his letter of 
April 3, 1934 to ©. V. Willard, he apeske of & map on which the tentative egree- 
ment was outlined and says “You will note that the Forest Service, U.2.D.A. is 
primarily interested in the possible enlargement of the Chippewa and Superior 
National Forests. ‘The proposed extension of the “uperior Setiona] Forest is of 
particular interest. You will aste thet the proposed extension dees not econten- 
plate amquisition in the esteblished Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forest. 
. The federal Forest Service menbers of the committee indlested no interest, on 
their part, in these areas, but they did call attention to the feet that outside 
influences were presuing the extension of the Superior in these ereas. ” 

" ron a stete point of view, 4% would be most helpful if the federal Forest 
Service would isewe a public statement to the effect that 1% is not interested in 
land acquisition outside of the areas outlined on the enclosed may particularly 
that 1% ie not interested in acquisition in the Kabetoguma and Grand Portage 
State Forests. This would clear the way for the state program and would quiet 
the general clamor for fedevel acquisition outside of the areas agreed upon. In 
my humble opinion, this pronouncement should come from the federal Forest Service 
and it should not be necessury for the State Conservation Commission to bear the 
erief which would inevitably result in any opposition to the federal expansion 
program.
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Mr. J. R. Wiegin. 

"Tt was of courwe understood that the action of the committee was in no 
oe, 5 

On April 4th, 1954 Harl Tinker, Regional Forester at Milwaukee rejected 
the committee's report ond threw his weight with these "outeide interests", mean- 

while reteining all the lands which the state had agreed to relinquish from its 
sphere, nemely, on the Superior, 

Des. 88, 1926. 1,215,895 aores added to the 1655,162 eres then 
ineluded. 

eel, 29, 1956. 1,000,179 sores aided to the Chippewa, inereasing 
it to 1,512,838 acres in the heart of the best lake country. (I know that 
country!) 

Vigerous protests from the Conservetion Comission aguinet the rejection ‘ 

‘ of this agreement, including e formal resolution by this Commission, resulted 

in letters fron F. A. Sileox, U.&.Forester, dated Mey 14, and June 6, 1954. On 
May 23, 1934 ur. Willard wrote hin. "The fact remains, however, thet the @rend 
Portage State Forest and the Kabostogema State forest vere created by an act : 

of the legislature passed at the last session." If it was & alstake to have 

these state forests designated in the manner proposed by the Conservetion 
Commission and approved by the legislature, then the mistake must be rectified 
by a future legislature." hen the legicleture did act, it confirmed these | 
state forests, after Covernor Stassen had teken office. 

I knew Cox, Conzet, Tinker, Gileox and others throughout this peried, 

but 444 not see Siloox'’s letters or the report of the conference of Hay %, 1954 
wntil 1944 after my investigation had continued for months. Tinker had fore : 

- knowledge of the dicmissel of Conzet, and mail from his offiee arrived adéressed 
to Conzet’s successor before Yonzet knew he wee going to be fired. 

~ IT believe I sent you copies of Sileox's letters to Willard. The artiele in 
the Conservetion Volunteer whieh was the basis for much of the arguaent as to 
hostility of the state towards federal sequisition was, I thought, when J got and 
read it, 2 reasonable attempt by state officials to protect state interests. the 
point of al) this is that after ceding the rights on %,926,018 additional acres 
ef land to the Forest Service for acquisition the state gould hardly be accused 
ef inherent opposition to federal purchases nor blemed when the government joined : 
forces ne oe ee Gee ee ce eee eee ek oe eee oe 
addition to what had, and in defiance of legislative % and purpose. 

Thies is just some of my 175 pages of evidence, 

: Sdneerely, 

HB. He Chapman 3



Reprinted from The New Republic, July 16, 1945 

THE QUETICO-SUPERIOR WILDERNESS AREA 

SIR: The roadless area of one million acres on the International 
Boundary within the Superior National Forest in Minnesota is in danger 
of permanent ruin by the invasion of resorts catering to tourists and 
served by airplanes and motor boats. Two commercial resorts, in the 
heart of this matchless solitude are already established on Crooked Lake, 
with more in the offing. Unless these developments are checked and 
the land acquired by the United States Forest Service through federal 
appropriations and by condemnation, if necessary, the main purpose 

of the great effort put forth by many interested and unselfish organi- 
zations and citizens, of which Presidnet Roosevelt’s five-man Quetico 
Superior Commission is one, will be brought to nought. 

The purchase program, by which the Forest Service has acquired 
all but 136,000 acres within the wilderness area, remains unfinished 
through lack of further appropriations for buying land for national 
forests. An effort must be made to procure the necessary funds, esti- 
mated to be about $700,000. 

It is most untortunate that in their enthusiasm for obtaining an 
area ten times as great, six-tenths of which lies in Ontario, the sponsors 
of this program have endeavored, by unrealistic arguments and in- 
accurate statements, to force the sovereign state of Minnesota to relin- 
tee its two state forests, adjoining the wilderness area but wholly 
ifferent in character and developed much more for extensive use by 

persons seeking pleasure and relaxation by automobile. These develop- 
ments now exist, nor would they be changed by transfer from state to 
federal ownership. 

The water levels of the border lakes have been safeguarded first 
by the national Shipstead-Nolan Act of 1930, supplemented by a similar 
state law, which laws reserve the timber on publicly owned lands and 
prohibit flooding, and second, by a treaty with the Dominion of Canada 
ratified in its present form in 1940, under which an International Joint 
Commission has jurisdiction over lake lands and dams, its recommenda- 
tions being subject to ratification by the respective governments of the 
two countries. An important state-land exchange, by which Minnesota 
would acquire 50,000 acres and 100 miles of shore line, is being opposed 
on the basis that the private owners wish to reserve the right of raising 
the water levels—a question coming wholly under the existing treaty, 
which was obtained by these same opponents. These differences with 
the state of Minnesota constitute the chief stumbling block at present 
to the preservation of this true wilderness area. 

New Haven, Conn. H, H. CHAPMAN



New Haven, Conn. 

October 15, 1945 
To the Publisher: 

The enclosed statements concern a subject of immediate interest to northern 

Minnesota, where I spent the first seven years of my professional life in charge 

of the Agricultural Experiment Station at Grand Rapids, 1897-1904. I never heard 
of Mr. Horn until I received a copy of his statement entitled "Shall Truth Pre- 

vail" dated September 17, 1945. His letter, copy of which I enclose, I received 

after I had prepared the reply to this statement. Enclosed find reprint of the 

7 New Republic clipping. I make no comment on his personal accusation except to 

say that I know no one connected with the Minnesota and Ontario Company, have re- 

ceived and sent no communications, and have paid all expenses of my articles per- 

sonally in the interest of decent public policy for my home state. Mr. Horn and 
I seem to have different standards in some respects» 

a. CO a 
Herman H. Chapman 

Professor Emeritus 

Yale School of Forestry 

2300 Foshay Tower 

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota 

October 4, 1945 

Professor He H. Chapman 

School of Forestry 

Yale University 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Somebody handed me a copy of the reprint of your article which appeared in : 

the New Republic of July 16, 1945, and I refer particularly to the last paragraph, 
Professor Chapman, you are either an optimist or you do not know what you are 

talking about. 

The interests opposing this trade are opposing it on many grounds besides 
what you mentioned and your statement that the border lakes have been safeguarded 

first by the National Shipstead-Nolan Act of 1930, supplemented by a similar state 
law, is just a joke. I have been wondering in whose pay you were, I have come to 

the conclusion that you are paid by the M. & 0. Paper Company to write articles, 

We have had a man in that area for about six weeks and we are getting inforw 
mation which will probably blast some of the statements which you have made about 

the desirability of the State of Minnesota giving away its timber, " 

Yours very truly, 

Charles L, Horn 

CLHorn:G



October 15, 1945 . 

lf. Charles L. Horn, 

2300 Foshay Tower, 

Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Near Sir: 

I am in receipt of a copy of a.circular dated September 17, 1945, 

issued in your name as Chairman and that of Mr. O.L. Kaupanger, Secretary, 

of the Minnesota Emergency Conservation Committee, and entitled "Shall 

truth prevail?" and purporting to state facts regarding the Quetico-Superior 
question. 

AS a citizen of Minnesota, 1881-1904, in charge of the Agricultural 

Experiment Station at Grand Rapids, 1897-1904, a forester 1904 to date, and 

a member of the faculty of Yale University for forty yeers, I have kept in 

constant touch with Minnesota affairs, and in 1900 was responsible for the ‘ 

creation of the Minnesota (Chippewa) National Forest (Folwell's, History of 
Minnesota, Vol. IV). For the past two years I have been engaged in running 

down every fact in connection with this controversy and as to the result 

published three articles, copies of which are enclosed, plus 4 clipping 

from the New Republic. I have obtained authoritative statements from the 

International Joint Commission and from the U.S.State Department, and the 
Forest Service, and have records of laws, correspondence and publications 

on this subject from the Quetico-Superior Council, Quetico-Superior Cammittee 
and many citizens, including the official records of the State of Minnesota. 

On the basis of this information I have the following comments in 

answer to your question "Shall truth prevail?" It will not prevail if 

basic facts are ignored or distorted! r 

1. The Shipstead-Nolan Act nermits logging of timberwithin the area 

to which it applies, including what you refer to as the "last remaining . 

wilderness in central United States," protecting only the shores for a 

400-foot strip against commercial logging. 

2. Water "power" and flooding of the international boundary waters 
of the Rainy Lake and Namakan reservoirs (including Lake Kabetogama), con- 

trolled by the dams of the Minnesots and Ontario Paper Co., were not con- 
trolled by the Shipstead-Nolan Act, but are now subject to regulation under 

the treaty with Canada, ratified in 1940.arnd administered by the International 
Joint Commission, 

3. The State Legislature never on any occasion passed acts permitting 
the acquisition of land by the U.S. Forest Service outside of the constituted 

boundaries of the Superior National Forest. This procedure was illegally 

sponsored by Governor Olson and approved by the National Forest Reservation 

: Commission on the basis of false assumptions. : 

4. The Shipstead-Nolan Act anplied only to federal lands within the 

"area designated by the act.” The companion state act of 1933 gave similar 
protection to areas owned or acquired by the state within the same region. 

Neither act was effective in controlling the boundary waters of the Rainy 

Lake and Namakan reservoirs.



2. 

Mr. Charles L. Horn 

5. The statement that the state's reaffirmation of its intention to 

maintain its st¢te forests ~ 1943 was the worst setback for forest conserva~ : 

tion since the movement started, and hamstrung federal forestry in Minnesota 

- is (pardon my language) an unqualified falsehood. Federal forestry has 
tie entire srea of the Suverior and Chippewa National Forests, now totalling 
3,481,072 acres, within which it still must acquire 1,099,399 acres of pri- 

vate holdings. On the other hand, state forestry is as important to 

Minnesota as federal forestry, if not more important, and is as efficiently 

conducted. 

6. It is true the state lacks funds for purchase of land. So does the 
Federal government. In view of the state's present large land holdings and 

its power to exchange and consolidate lands in the public interest, as ap- 

proved by the voters and in a constitutional amendment, it is not necessary 

for the state to spend money buying forest land. It is important for the 

Federal government to acquire private lands within the national forests, and 

the state is supporting this progran. 

7. (If desvoliation will result from the impossibility of depending on 

Federal funds for acquisition of lands outside of the Superior National 

Forest and within State territory, how does it happen that violent opposition 

is voiced to the acquisition by the state of 50,000 acres of reforesting land 

and young timber protecting 100 miles of lake shores, by means of land ex- 

change for swamp spruce, which is of no value whatever for recreational use 

unless wading in muskegs and mosquito bites have such values? 

8. Since resorts in the only remaining wilderness area are objection- 

able and this is the key issue of the whole situation: How does it happen 

that the fact is not mentioned that these resorts are in the heart of the 

Roadless area within the Superior Netional Forest, and are there because 

previous Federal purchases were not concentrated on its protection, but were 

unwisely scattered beyond the National Forest boundaries into the Kabetogama, 
which is not a wilderness area, has had roads for years, and has over 

$1,000,000 worth of resorts to take care of those who prefer this class of 

recreation. And why make the false assertion that it is the State's business 

to save the Superior National Forest Roadless area, and thus blame the State 
for offering support to the Forest Service for seeking funds to acquire these 

private lands? Or does the person who wrote this article not know the differ- 

ence between federal and state forests? If there is any "screaming for help," 

or if the presentation by the Regional Forester, Jay H. Price of Milwaukee, 
of the urgency of acquiring, by federal funds, the 137,000 acres of private 

land within the Federal Superior National Forest Roadless area can be so 
abusively designated, it is the state, and the national organizations such as 

the Izaak \alton League, to whom this plea for help is addressed by the 

federal officials and not vice versa. 

9. ‘The statement tht the State of Minnesota is doing its best to wreck 

the entire Superior Forest program at the very time vhen it is exerting it- 

self through the Conservation Commissioner and many state organizations to 

come to the support of this program and prevent the final and complete ruin 
of the Roadless area by resorts is a perversion of facts so remarkable as 

to leave one breathless,
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Mr. Charles L. Horn 

10, Does this all boil down to some picayune point about opening an 

area for huniving? If so, what area? The state has co-operated with 

federal authorities by effective game management within the Superior National 

Forest. There is no wilderness area outside of this forest. Has the 

mountain labored to produce a mouse? 

The invasion of the remaining unspoiled lakes in the heart of the 
Superior National Forest ° wilderness, by resorts built on private lands is 
proceeding so rapidly that but a short time will suffice to destroy the 

primitive character of this entire Roadless area unless all interests unite 

to secure from Congress the funds, estimated at a minimum of $500,000, with 

which to purchase 137,000 acres of these private holdings and add them to 
the National Forest. Should this effort fail by reason of mistaken opposi- 

tion, the blame will not fall on the State Conservation Department, or the 

U.S.Forest Service, but squarely on those who, for reasons of their own, 

have sought to becloud the issue. 

Very truly yours, 

H. EH, Chapman



Charles L. Horn, Chmn. 0. L. Kaupanger, Secy. 

2300 Foshay Tower Mound, Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minn. ; 

MINNESOTA 
EMERGENCY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

2300 Foshay Tower 

Minneapolis, Minn. 

September 17, 1945 

SHALL TRUTH PREVAIL? 

Minnesotans, generally, are familiar with the long struggle te secure 

passage of the Shipstead-Nolan Act. In the bitterest fight ever made on a 

: conservation measure, private greed, masked as “development”, went down to 
defeat. Without a dissenting vote, Congress decreed that the despoiler should 
be kept out of the Superior National Forest, the last remaining wilderness in 
central United States. 

To those familiar with the issues involved in the legislation, it was ev- 

ident, enactment of the law would not end the controversy. The waterpower and 

timber within the restricted area are too valuable to be given up without 

further desperate efforts. 

The first successful attempt to upset the program outlined in the Act was 

made by the present State Conservation Department administration in 1943 when 

it succeeded in getting the Legislature to pass legislation seeking to forbid 

the U.S. Government from acquiring State ovmed and privately owned lands in the 

area designed by the Act. This action resulted in the worst setback for forest 

conservation since the movement started. Under the battle ery of "states rights" 
federal forestry was hamstrung in Minnesota. 

The Emergency Committee fought bitterly against the legislation and point- 

ed out that the State lacks funds for the acquisition and management of the 

private lands from which the federal is excluded. The Committee cautioned that 

the inevitable result of such policy would be despoilation. 

And despoilation it will be! 

At a hearing held last week at Ely, Minnesota, it was revealed that private 

interests are making inroads in the wilderness area through the building of re- 
sorts on private owned lands. More resorts are contemplated. The State Con- 

servation Department is powerless to act - ~ it has no money to buy up the pri- 
vate lands and it is now asking the federal government to step in and save the 

day. ' 

The Conservation Department that in 1942 saw fit to open up a part of the 
area for duck hunting, thereby encouraging resorts; that in 1943 asked the 

Legislature to forbid federal acquisition of private lands; the Department which 

is still doing its best to wreck the entire Superior Forest program, is now 

screaming for federal help. 

The thing which the Emergency Committee said would happen is happening. 
The Committee opposed opening up a part of the area for hunting because it 

would mean more areas being opened up - - that resorts would spring up. It 

told you that the State had no money to buy up private lands in the area and 

urged the defeat of the vicious legislation passed in 1943.



If the new turn of events, that of the State asking the federal government 

to purchase these few private lands, meant a changed policy on the part of the 

State Conservation Department, we could rejoice, But it is not. It is but a 

ery of desperation of a department confounded. Meanwhile it goes on with its 
intent to harass and block federal forestry in Minnesota. It still hopes to 

acquire the Kabetogama lands in the Forest to stop the planned wilderness pro- 
eran of the federal government, even though it means sacrificing the finest 

stand of spruce in the state through exchange, all this at the expense of the 

school trust funds. 

It was the Conservation Department that stopped the federal acquisition 

program in the Kabetogama area in 1942. The Federal Forestry Service sought to 

purchase these lands, to pay up back taxes and devote the lands to a wilderness 

program of restoration and conservation, something that the State cannot do. 

The program was blocked by the state administration, and such is still the avowed 

program and policy of the State Conservation Department. 

This shortsighted policy is a continuance of past mistakes which, it has_ 

been thought, the people of Minnesota were determined to correct as far as poss- 

. ible and in any case not to repeat. 

If the policy of the Conservation Department had always prevailed, there 
would be no Superior National Forest. 

Many of us, and we believe that we bespeak for the great majority of Minne- 

sota citizens, wish to have this area preserved as a wilderness. We have opposed 

sacking it as being unjust and foolhardy. We have pointed out time after time 
that logging, opening up the area to hunting, as the Department urges and con-— 

dones, and the building of rescrts, will mean more roads, more airplane travel, 

thence fires and finally the end of the wilderness. 

There is only one way it can be preserved and that is through the program 
outlined in the Shipstead-Nolan Act which demands that all of the lands in the 

area designated by Congress be under the control of one governmental agency. 

These lands must be publicly owned - - the State cannot buy them; the United 
States can buy them! 

If we want more.than a skeleton of virgin timber, some token of magnificance 

of nature, we need to make possible the complete federal acquisition of lands in 

the Superior National Forest wilderness area. ‘hen Commissioner Wilson and 

Forestry Director Weber seek to block this program, they are joining hands with 

those steeped in the Paul Bunyan philosophy of a yesteryear, measuring this 

primeval beauty in board feet instead of the feet of the pilgrim come to worship 

and pay tribute to the shrine of living trees. 

The Conservation Department is now begging for help for it is confounded and 

confused, but it is still under the hypnotic spell of the lumber and power baron 

and it would continve to stuff the State's irreplacable forest inheritance in 

the maw of his whining saw though the god it worships forces it to starve in the 

graveyard of stumps and tax delinquency. 

Very truly yours, 

MINNESOTA EMERGENCY 
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

Signed: Charles L. Horn, 

By: Charles L. Horn, } 
Chairman
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Daptenidor 26, 195 

Me. Ofto 6. Rooving I 

Blooge ly fiidaoke 

Dear Mee Doorings : 

T have road Qugiide Mom's mimeogmmh with intense interest. Ho 
aris 0 ag sutton ailiely ty Kengsneee an Wy Rineed Chemehany 
Woarsinly sare par odeirtion ee in a tee 

Ge eke ov tas Gh ged cee ‘i 

The azgument is verouseiive, tub Chester leon oon write an aqually 
perounsive one and as you mow Professor Chapman hee recently done 
go in hie bemif, 

I have Long pinse coneludel that the citustion is too complicated 
to be unlegetocd ty ont-olders. 5S on eee ee 
etend 4%. The only thing I imow for save io tyegedy of concern. 
Sea OA oe oe eee ee ee 
poooesnes which will exupa? ua i ean seo through 
one Little part of the tnte by Charlie's committes. The 
committee somes the of Wlocking aagudsition of orivate 
ee ee eee ee ee 

wildemess area. O the hand the stnte can justly csouse 

of pwivate lands over a bage ores of contenteating ito 
a peed Aegan = y Slot ayes. i gamma if this ; 

‘boen done thome would be nothing te prmwts. 

The Long om short of 1% ages to be that iaguea in conservation 
are Deonins 0 tangle Suet tho extakdnr 49 halsloes vite thn 
inoider is co Ww lool hdotory that unanimity fe tinposslbie. 

Yours sinoaraly's 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Aborg 
Gvigno



OTTO C.DOERING 
333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

BUILDING 

CHICAGO 

1 September 

Twenty One 
ARG ai nis 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I believe it will interest you to read 
the attached from Charlie Horn. I know Charlie, I be- 
lieve, better than you do, and I know what a, shall I 
say, forthright individual he is. However, I have 
absolute confidence in his honesty of purpose and in- 
tegrity. Mr. Horn is interested in many projects, | 
among them the manufacture of sporting ammunition; 
and yet he takes a position in conservation that is 
against his immediate monetary interests. 

This paper is interesting because of 
his estimate of the Conservation Department of Minnesota. 
I don't know Mr. Wilson at all, but I recall that when 
I was president of the I.W.L., Minnesota was one of the 
very bad boys when we tried to line up the states 
bordering on the Great Lakes for a uniform fish con- 
servation bill. I believe Harold Stassen appointed 
Mr. Wilson, and the former is no more interested in 
conservation than is the man in the moon; that, at 
least, is my opinion. I don't have to tell you that 
real conservation is not popular among politicians, the 
public has not been sufficiently aroused, and the interests 
are taking care of their own. 

i am writing this rather long letter; 
much longer than I had intended; because it apparently 
has such a direct bearing on our former correspondence 
in regard to the Quetico-Superior problem. I do wish 
there were something that a plain citizen might put 
his teeth into in the interests of conservation. 

: With kind personal regards, I am 

Singerely yours, 

Prassor Aldo Leopold, - ( : 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. Worry



August 6, 1945 i 

Me. Sewell T. Tyng, i 
75 West Street, i 

New York, N. Ye 

Dear Mr. Tyngs 

: Perhaps I should have omitted the phrase you took exception to in my 
letter to the State Vepartment. 4 

In wy two years of research into the facts bearing on the  juetico- 
Superior project I endeavored to go to the sources for information covering 
all statements issued by those who had been responsible for advocating the 
treaty and the scope of the project. 

In many specific cases I found that these facts were different in 
important aspects from statements made chiefly by Mir. Oberholtzer. 

But I wished te avoid as faras possible any effort or appearance 
of effort to diseredit him as an individual. If were my objective I 
Sane tase te louie Ge aibertice dheahe a4 alice coon tee, 
ee ae tone renee Er ree meee it one ee ee Sean 
a whole file » and @ manuscript of 170 pages which I never published, 

What I am interested in is to secure the Superior Wilderness from 
immineng ruin, well on the way, as indicated by fresh information received 
ee gee he ed Ge Gen ae ee ee 

, were not purchased chiefly because 187,000 acres were purchased 
on the State sone represented by the Kabetogama, 

i have been tty well convinced by the opinion of the State Depart- 
nach and ten, iunabeasiensh delat Genahenion shat the pather beiy 42 the nly 
one which can and will protect the international shore line, under the 
treaty of 1940 from further damage, and that federal or state ownership 
alone will not accomplish this end - and secondly, that the treaty sought 
po gap ten. iyi Bice gin, Raed madig lame deny ig Doe perp cng, a me 
Ce ee ety Ue cee ae at tion the remain- 
ing private lands within the Wilderness area - » that the way to make 
progress on the Ontario side is by direct cooperation with the Province instead ; 
of by seeking to impose Jominion control through a treaty. The arguments for 

? federal ownership in the United States and provincial ownership in Ontario 
appear to me to be diambtrically opposed in logie. 

But I am as open to the reception of new facts as I always have been. 

ost sincerely, 

er 

Hie He Chapman s
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YALE UNIVERSITY pw 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY Yo 

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT oe 

cates 
July 26, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Enclosed find copy of an official statement from the Department of 
State, Washington, D. C. dated July 19, 1945, in reply to an inquiry sent them on 
May 29, 1945, and a comment by the writer on the Department's statement. This state- 
ment’ has an important bearing on the question as to whether a proposed treaty 
with the Dominion is either necessary or advisable in seeking the preservation of 
the Wilderness area. i 

Sincerely, 

Wht Che pe ry 

H. H. Chapman
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Departasnt of State 
Vashingten 

bess. duly 19, 1945 

My dear Professor Chapanns : 

Referente is made to letter of 29, 1945, in which inyulre regarding 
the attdbnde of Ube Digurtasad and posible obsiammke ty St in’ fe nat wren 
natior of @ proposed treaty between the United states and Canada to convert the Superior 
region ln Minnesota and the adjoining .ebiee region in Ontario inte an international 
perk. The questions stated on pages 7 and @ of your letber are answered in the order 
there stated, 

a G) te Rorertnnh const mstevtahe to Stabe shether the emomt <f the Pvrdase 
Untario would be necessary tconslusion of a treaty on this subject between 

the United States and Canada, 

(2) the to wheter Lt is te conclude declar= 
sili ah oo eae ade or ieade cided saiaies tr ce ey ae 

heady wag od dems ye Png -aplerf  haghgnrber wag ors amy Ange . 
ee Ne eee Se i do not undertake to state wach @ 
treaty oe acceptable to this dovernsent. | 

(3) As to your third question thio Departuent here heretofore taken the position 
that it would be necessary for the United States te obtain control of any lands on | 
this side ef the border te be included within the scope of a treaty. il 

iD sa the euties staiber thn Hotuidh. Sevmmeah ine lagh. pour te oeuiet 
lands fer the purpose here in contesplation without the of the State, the 
Separtments prefers to express no view, unlese and until it should become seeessary 

ieee eee However, your attention is called te the Convention 
and eoneerning the of the Level of the Lake of the Ueods con 
uted by the Gated stehes aot Pelveny Me 30S» guetaing Sn okeee Ee i 

Seo Seman eee ee ae a on af the Weods in the United / 
tates. Genvention end Pretecel will be in Yolune 44 of the Statutes at 
Largs, page 2106. : 

(3) In reply to your Se et Gr cates ae ae 
eS oe ee ree Coes Queiico-~Superlor in the } 

sense of the answer above to your third question. i 

with respeet to your sixth question, ape informed that the Separtaent " 
sand maa See sie ene eae ma Sateen at, Se ee i 
he Staey a Misnevee S> Guenter to, tie Telia, Ganement Stake oteet, evar i 

State-omed forsete within the region in question. In fact the Separtaent is act % 
convinesd that the treaty process is the only seane by which the region in the United 

ee ee 6F SORNNee Se Waly oenen Soke 14 
nature for recreational or other purposes. "i 

For the Aeting Secretary of States 

Green He. Hackworth
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Statement by H. fi. Chapman with reference to the letter of . 
daly 19, 1945 Seem Green H. Hackworth, Legal Adviser to the Depart~ 
ment af State, Sashington, &. 6. 

‘The replies are to questions numbered as follows: 

Qaewtle: L. Is 14, posmlhie for a treaty to be rabified betwem the United 
Stetes and the Seminion of Canada which contemplates control over internal mtural =| 
resources of Ontario without the consent of that Province? 

pepents it ie obvious that the dominion and not the United States should 
be the souree of information as to Provincial participation in a teeaty with Canada, } 

‘moshion 2. Is & possibie for aww sort of « “treaty” to be ratified which | 
Ne OT cet we ee eee eae ere or eae, eee ae 

assauption ef by the Coninton over the resources of Ontarin? | 
‘Gamment: Sane considerations 

Guestieon 3. Is it necessary, in either instance, for the United States to 
obtain jurisdictional control (sy incorporation within a national ferest) ef the 
entire boundary between the eastern tilp of Minnesota and Interuablonsl falls ap 
a prerequisite for negotiations for a treaty with the Goainien? 
Peoria The State cepertaent's position that such a treaty should invelve 

only iania, woull if applied te the Jominion, automstionlly rule out a treaty 
; involving exeluaively lands omed by the Provinos on Ontario, But seoapting this 

statement of poliey for the United itates does not rule out a treaty which would 2 
apply enly to the present erea of the Superior Matianal forest. ihe preawsption that 
no truaty is possible wiless the Forest, cervios scquires the reasining area west of 
Crane Lake and mutending te Intemational Palle, taking in Kapebagama, saxl Point and 

_ Raiding Lave is based entirely on the positden taken by the “ueticoiuperior Council 
timt thie additions, srea. ia indispensable te the completion of the project, and failure 
te acquire it faderally would rule the entire progras, a contention in se way supported 
by phyaieal conditions, histerie facts or economic nevoasity, fraught with danger to the 
true ilderness area by inclusion of subnormal areas extensively developed oy resorts 
ami ronds, ond ivelvine the axpulaion of the State frem its established state forests 
on the bemviary. The iasistenee on this pregram, wich ls absolutely umeoessary for 
the econwuemeation of « treaty, ie and has been the main reasan far iach of progress 
in seoaring any tweeky oh alle : 

aestion 4. Hae the federal sowemment any legal power te acquire lands far 
thie ourpese without the consent of the State? 

P It is sot necessary for the Separbeest of state to express Lia views 
as to Pen camel en une 4, 1 ee ce he tev hy Phe tan 
«oe = 23 os amended on dane 7, Chaps Vol. 36, Fart 1, Pdio Lewes, 
pel.) is the only agenmy ani sethed under which these forest lace have been 
purchased or through which further purchases are conterplatel. <estien 7 ef the Law 

= the "eoretary of‘ -rioulture under this ak te inghahehune of or oy % ack 

Tee suete da talgh tae Seek tee hawe consented to the sequlsition ef such land 
the Undted States (for the purpese ef preserving the navigebility of savigeble | 

Setates Clieaan- de suuaabaaerediidine: tr deateek of tae t 252k). The legisiatare 
of the State of Kinnesota specifically refused to pass legislation consenting to the 
acmisitien by the Forest cerviee of lande within the Mebeteguas and Grand Fortage State 
cog the Reagage eed: og ap Penge Mgr ding ong enedg wwe rey dened + sega 
pomp aged Bede pe sed Bag Ros gy ow afb peta th = — aw 

sappert of the true “Liderness crea within the Superior Nations) Forest, and of 
developed recreational use on the “abetogaua ani thes in active support ami agmpathy 

4



7 Py 
with the attainable progran, inclaling the regulations of qlowage on the Tsing Lake 
draivage arene 7 

‘the reference te Art. VIZI of tie Convention and Protesel of Lake of the Woods 
reads ag fellows (Pinel lepers of the Internxtienal Joint Cowdssien on the Raing Lake 
Referense 197k, pe 79) 

“4 Tlgeage sasenent shall be perndited ap te clevetion 1044 sea-level detun upon 
ee tat casas os ten eee in the United States, end the United 
ctates, sccumses iiasility te the omers of such lamis for the costs of ouch 

“The Government of the United Jtates aall provide for the follewiag protective 
works and seamures in the United otetes along the shore of Lake of the “oods and 
‘the banks of Salay River, ts oo far as such protective ware and meamaes may be 
Pl cdddtinssie Gr nadie wien dunia aaa 
sent conventions Lhe pemoval ar protection of yuildings injurlously 
affected by oresion, ami the protection of the banks at the mouth of Karrend | 
river where subject to erocian, in so fer in both cases os the eroolon resulte | 
Seer aie ak tee a ok tees Peet, ie me ie oe ee ee 
ment east foun ne ee 80 es it sag be necessary 
prevent eurface flootin: of the st anh, UF oe Dt emecine tr eae 
the aaking of provialon for the inareased cost, Lf any, of operating the 
ee ee La aa aad tho peoheniitns af Uh cael ob 

the of Seudethe, Minnesota." 

This right, by treaty, invebrad only the flowage eavenente and not the taking 
of state-omed Jan. ‘ 5 

cuention 5. Have any written sssurences or statemnte been nade the Jovertaant 
ot sate to the Vrsianstts amtieomnrvior vomlven covering or dckder =i 

Sigg The information given to kre Tyng was apparently verbal according tw 
correspondence between Uei.telly ant Ll Gucna. dea ay Copan on oeation 3. 

‘scgetiion 6. In view of the ethitude of the dtate of Minnesota in epposing federal 
aogialtion of her two atale foresta, the iaseteguas and Grand Portage, on the inter 
national beundary, can the {teste oepartaect express ite general attliede, for the in- 
formation of the State, los efficiale amt ite cltisens, ee to the desivanility of lending 
sapgert to this effert to dyprive the State of its tuo atete fewcnts in the interest of 

Ls tae cities of Ue nastteieh of seks equnent Se Win sengual i ampere 
consttit Uitthten sath, Gah of tas Stake atthahake of Mamnenan, van uve weivtan on 
at length discussing in a practices manner the relative perkte and chances of success 
af the tweaty, vorsas cooperative action by the forest,derviee Gad the stste 
of y_ forthe Enited Stabes, and the Preringe of Ontarli fer Canada, oualgsis 
of these facte fally justified the support which is now given Wo this view 
pedis’ by the capertaent of state. 

chile the writer is not the muuthpleor for the Farest Jervies he has in his 
possacaion coples of letters from F.A.cgleax foraster, Usi.forest Servies, which states 

lather Sileox to Willard, Hay ls, 193h2 

Be Seay & knw ae Os bates preniodas anes aah 
sent of adequate systems of state forente ard neither desire nor intend that 
the fxiewal. program of forest land purchase shall conflict with or militate against 
state programs of forest Land management. ee es a eer 
& strong fediing te evident on the part af both the public ant the e .



Be 3 . 

the flational forest Reservation Comission that the territory 
oe ee ee oe Late sdk ote ae 

_ than slate setion. Otherwise, the proposed additions willingly would be dropped 
from ¢onsiderstien, for there are seny areas in Mimesote and other stated in 
whieh lands of equal ar greater timber productive, evonomic and social value are 
obtainable upen equally attractive terns, with the full consent of the state , 
involved and as e matter of peace and comity 1 would just as soon sve available 
funds expended in such other areas." 

Letter, Willard to sileox, May 23, 1934: | 

raya Gomaigee Getialas nt eed i ae ee ae 
proposed Censervation Comdsedien by legislature, then 
te" eistale met iw Fetifind fy « fubre legislate In the meantime we should : 
be given credit for being sincere in the we have taken and shatid not ‘ 
be brought te task for doing that which 1s expected of as." 

Latter, Sileex to Willard, June 6, 1934: ke 

meant SF ue cert, rag an oop It 4s ee” ene ay 

TS'coce Beisaek teks of'o choens ond wath Seavert ei =. mag in ech forested state ef a strong aml wall supported state forest 
or conservation departaent and of an adejate systes of state owned and controlled 
forests. It is ay fiw intention to do all that I can to bring this about. That 
being the ease there naturally would be no desire on my part te have the forest 
Services act in any say which would retard the attainment of that objective. As I 

Seka tan Poel segedandlone fay seanavenaervasion Cand some i aah th State and Federal, for Torest- conservation would make it not only 
debizable but necessary that thore should be the madlown attainable degree of cooper 
atden aul unity of purpose bebween the teo croupse” X - 

i as ‘ in stating that this is «til and always has bem the 
detidsuh ca UMM Slits at tan Cones tonto 

i.e 2 Chapman
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Mew Haven, Connecticut 
May 29, 19S. 

NS ie ad | Tashinctony De te 
Dear Sirs 

a De egret. <6 Toe Garter 5. Wiley Comtesioney of Gmmrention 
i ees lo whose Letter is enclosed) it seems necessary at this time for 
me to inquire of State Department conserning ite attLtude and poscible past state- 
sents on the matter of the proposed treaty between the United States and the Dominion 
Ted eee cdtiaies tea, endien ie a ee ae ee 

cabaret of the ining it sa aisee: a dan at ahecnationsh Pails, Mionsestns 

Ag bearing on the problem posed by this proposed treaty, find enclesed copies 
of three articles . in the National Parks the Journal . aad te ted deaeak aed aloe Magazine, 

The which omlisted the of the .uetles See a Sceepachibech om a Rebiten Wolta, vate lak Sastgh taker oak seasons enero tad 
Groce cated ded eee, te cheat ad mele ee aoe ee 

prone’ dhe rman gg lheged gery my yey ae § ently yy 
readless area for recrestion. * ' 

Under the of January 1909, Article 9, establishing the International 

dust “otdony ie Cosa, carta ay ¢ry fukn nl ston apd on securing idestieal action by the two govermments. The Comission, however, 
against extending the aystem of daus to the upper lakes above mentioned and they are 
still unspoiled, Since the levels of iiainy Lake, and of the Kabetogema unspoiled. Since . 
the levels of Lake, and of the Kabetogema chain, could be raised by these dams to 
belchts Consideranly sbove neem high water lovely aid the Comission td ome 
to prevent damage from this source, complaints : 

Finally on October 1949 a Protecel was ratified by the two ountries giving 

con= 
ditions and regulating by mandatory orders the flow of water uum the theol gules of 
these dams. 

: Before the engineers of the Coumiesion had completed their report one of the 
worst floods occurred, in 1941, doing great acditional damage to shore property and timber, 
But this report is now campieted and the Commission is te meet on the ground during July 
te put in force the regulatory measures required to prevent these occurrences in the 

This preliminary statenent is necessary to explain the situation about whish 
the State of Minnesota, ite citizens and its Conservation Department. have been concerned 
sinee the movement for the quetico~juperior Wilderness area was insugurated back in 
3925. the State and ite officials have been behind the above effort to protect the 
shore lines of these wilderness lakes, 100 per cent, and joined in the briefs presented 
to the International Joint Comission subsequent to the Protecol of October 18, 1940, 
EN he Setiedion Ce eens She Yew eetanity Se aah Sn Gad Ce Sheet Deve Be
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Unfortunately for all concerned, the uetico~dupericr Council, Emest GC. Ober= 
Pace sede rpm day Angle tong tay or dag yrds wn mngh agpay Sor 
FeDeRocoevyelt in June 1934 (Sewell Tyng, HeYs, Chadermany £0, oe eet neato 
BS» Ke: Chicago, day H.Pries, Forest Jervice; , William imernan, dir. Interior) 
itay ing its second foummyear extension, seb up in 1927 @ goal. which went far beyond 

the mip mer seg Toa og nlp omen md ene Severe mage g bg teeny 9 
ness erea in the Superior Uational. Forest, and securing the protection of timber along 

Soha a of ide ps tankiay seune Chapter 412, of 1933, finally a ’ > the 3 act, lawe By and 
by the Protecel of Oct. 16, 1940. The ehtire area on the Minnesota side which remained 
Ss Gaibcnaally Geaaal in cobettes clk Ue te koe ee ae 
the “uetico-duperior Council in conference with the forest service, May 4, 1 

the objectives set up by the .wetico~Superior Couneil in 1927, and for whose | 
attainment the President's five-man Comelttee was constituted, went far beyond these attain- 

ee eee mnt *° states have been or are being attained. The broader objectives 
centenplate another, separate, treaty the Dominion and the United States. The | { 
proposed treaty would set up as a war memorial for the veterans of World War I, and now Il, | 
am area of 109 million acres constituting the entire ainy iver watershed of which six 
million acres Mes in awl is practically all owed by the Province of Ontario, and four 
million acres in Minnesota, extending from the eastern tip of the State to International 
Felis, teking in the Nainy River watershed and also that of the Pigeon River flowing inte 
lake Superior, 

While the portion of the Superior National Fforest lying south of the divide 
between Lake Superior and the Nainy Kiver, except fer the Pigeon Siver, is now included 
on the objective, the federal ownership in the region concerned totals bub 1,980,502 acres 
out of 3,727,540 acres or 53.13 per cent. The State of Minnesota owns 612,400 acres, or 
46.43 per.cent, ‘ma in privite' emership there yexins 1,174,698 acres, a We4h = 
cont. To accentuate a critical situation, 134,000 acres of privately omed lands 
within the Roadless jilderness apes of the Superior National Forest, and ure being 
developed for ec:mercial resorte, supplied by airplane, and exploying soter boate fer | 
lake travel. 

z ‘the urgent and immediate need, if the last vestire of wilderness is not te be 
invaded ani destoyed by these developments, is the concentration of effort by all con 
Sine can tn Ge edie Made Eek. te den ok oe eee ee 
Roadless aren in the Superior National Forest. This does not rey a treaty with the 
Dominion of Canada. | 

The Guetice-duperier Council. is properly and justifiably concerned over the 
treatment accorded until wry recently to the timber stands lying within the wetieo 
Prowincial Park. This Park covers 1,000,000 scres and bounds the border for about 
one-third of the boundary covered by the Supwrier National Forest. Until 1942, under 
the authority of the Provincial Park Act, Chapter 15, 304, leorge ¥, and Provincial 
Park Aet, Chapter 94, 2 S 6 192 C, G G2, 5 1, no restrictions were placed on the cuthing 
Se cous dit a died cat Game ee a en ee ee 
ef the virgin stands of white ani Norway pine, with the remining lek « shores along 
boundary, opposite the Superior Koadless area, being invaded and stripped in turn. This 
is a “park” only in name, provision being mute for conservation of gaue and fish bub not 
of timber until 1942, when the agitation of Aueriean interests induced the Frovines, nob 
the Jominion Pe eee eee eee eee ee Sees on aren ae 
certain of the lake shores opposite the Roadless area. In 1943, La 11 duly 19, 

- ye estes te anh ene chutes Doordioes tabtien’ ts notte aan aie idaee 
: ot shores throughout Ontario, on public . highways 

(Circular Ti 20, 6, 1943.)
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Purthermore, as of 1942, the Department of Lands and Foreste of Ontario 
entere’ inte » working agreement with the Regional office ef the Forest Service at 
Milwanke@, ‘ide, stipulating that the legional Foresters on both sides of the boundary 
Scola. matteantie tale te tetas ale af datennn aan ie 
management. lore recentiy ay, ee ea cen ennens Sees oe Dees 
and Forests, Ontario, to iniotinagman) “eouversations have bo: with Minnesota and 
a@ somewhat similar arrancesent likely result", 

It wild be noted that all. these for conservation of 
lake shores and preservation of wilderness foaldae adie ache ek ee 
Federal and State governments in the United States. 

; Provincial omership and control of natural resources in the Geninion is far 
sere extensive than state omership and control in the United States by reason of the 
fact that in the Dominion the Provinces seeured for themselves practically ali the public 
lands, while in the United Stetes the nation succeeded in retaining about 20 per cent of 

Guelalty Gehan, noah tale tap ae eae a oan one th are more on 
Eicon, ccs cea au anh oll adtnaie te eabeck tthon delat, eeaain alee 
natural resources in land, timber and ginerais. 

On the Minnesots side, the state established cei‘tain state forests on the 
Ree eee SEE SP RE 90 SEF ie Sie Senay Senate Seer Veaniaiee 
Oe ere a cenn Se ee Bem Site and defined these state —- 
forests in 1943 (Chap. 173), provided for exchange ami consclidation of state lands with 
federal avi private lands in 194) (Chap. 393) under o sonstitubional anendment adopted 
by popular vote in 1936. 

5 The position of the jumtice-Guperior Gounell (1927) and of the President's 
Committee (1934) as consistently maintained to the present has been, 

le Mad & coy Sealy aie, Oe Retaten Se senmety Conperdiene of te eee ot 
1909 ond the Proteesl of 1940) in ee oe ae Scone ee 
the use of 21] the natural resources of four million acres in and six million 
acres in Ontario. 

oe nt Ene Se Nae war Ses Sa he hanes & eae 
oinerals, agriculture, or the cutting and use of timber, and the establishuent summer 
hones, resorte, and centers of population dependent on these resources. 

3. Sut that the athainment of these objectives is best accomplished by a treaty with 
the Deminion, by which the Dominion can, with Gntariets consent, exercise authority over 
these developments and uses for the purvese ef conserving the wilderness values where 
possible, and setting by “b.ffer" areas surrounding pine wilderness areas, to prevent 
“invasion” by roads, fires and other encroachments. 

44. That since Onterie owns all of her resources “only one agency need consent", namely 

5. That, in Mimesote, tro agensies are in the field, not te mention the large inter- 
ceed, ee eet Goeee ice oe dee fee ee 

nent te acquire juriedictional control (to be finally by complete ounership of 
state and of private lands) over the entire area eéntemplated, namely, the watershed of 
Rainy Lake and tributaries, plus the Pigeon River watershed. 

6. That the State Jepartaent has verbally assured the President's juetico-Juperior 
Council inuthe followLng words quoting Mir. Charles SeKelly of the Committee: “Our State



he ‘ 

Sn Senegll wder Uden euuady 4 tee arene of Ge ue cn is be suecess- 
fal". Einar Stennis bo 5A Reeminy Se My ihe wl and "the ; 
iam ie i. Gn oe melting’. Catia oy 

Chapsan dune anewer to inquiry, H.lisChapman to 6.5.Kelly, dune 20, 
1944, quoted as follows: ’ 

‘I am very much interested in your statement that the State Jepartment has indi- 
cated that 16 is essential that the Aseriean portion ef the area be largely under 

hae fo Saat semoaet ek eis io dae aioe ae eek: a & province can enter into agree~ 
ment with « veminien government, apon the basis of which the Sowinien Goveronent 
san goualt iteelf by treaty tothe sane extent as if it had omership in its ow 

Te in letter C.SsKelly to lil.chapman, dune 1é, 1744, Hr. Kelly states om page 28 

"There is a practice recognised in Canada by which a province can enter inte 
en agreement wlth a lominicn goverment, upon the basis of which the Dowlnien 
goverment can comdt ltself by treaty tothe same extent as if it had omership 
in its om right." - 

fursuant te this consistent policy and opinien, the -yetico~superior Council, 
Ernest C. Goerholtser, Fresident, secured, 

i. A reversal of the position of Governor Oleon, in 1935, of his act in approving 
the final definition and establishment of the Aabetogama and Grand Portage State forests 
adjoining the Superior National Forest on the west and east respectively, (Chap. Al9,1933)< 

2. Disruption of the previous mesbership of the State Souservation Commission of 
five menbers, his replacement of three members by persons who would approve of this ; 

é Sremeah ak ilies dak Genead Gide Gate of Gahelties te cus tele enum 
nent of lands within these two atats forests. (Sinue the legislature which in 1933 hed 
established thes, in 1935 refused te repeal the act, there wis and is no Legal authority 
for the pesition af the Governor or of the state Comdssion.) 

ce Serres, ber tes eels, Sates Reservation Soetecien of Cn peterp suns tate 
without (and stil] without) the boundaries of the superior Nationsl Forest in disregard ef 
the atbtitode of F.awsilcox, U.s.forester, who was averse to the trampling of state!s 
= (letter F.Ascileox to K.V.illare, Cowtlesioner of Conservation, Minnesota, dune 9, 

' 1934, which states, last paragraphs 

‘as 2 previously have stated, the oppertunities for constructive work by 
the Federal. government in forest management, bothnin Minnesota and in other 
nape tanta nny ye od «Mpegs yp tengedies Bf mg ag ae 
consequence, thare no need @ conflict setueon 

af te ee as a ce et ee ok be ce ek ete at ee 
interests through the withdrawal ef the forest Jerviee frem any further consider~ 
ee ee ee een The final. conclusion of the 

‘ National Farest Ses eect or cena oe ee ee noes 
shall be quite happy if the Coumiasion and accepts the laudable desire 
of the state to have a direct part in the development of its natural resourees — 
along ite northern boundary, and authorises the forest Service to drop the Grand 
Portage and Kabetogama areas from further consideration as potential forest areas.” 

tye Purchase by the Federal governuent of 165,554 acres of land within the Kabetogama, 
and of 23,426 seres within the Grend Portage State Forests.
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5e Refusal to consent te exchange of these purchased lands for a portion of the 
385,000 acres of state lands within the Superior National Porest. 

6. Kefusal to purthase additional lands within the Kabetogama state Forest for 
purpeses of further exchange and consolidation, permission for which additional. pur 
ehoses was formally given by the State Land Mechange Comission threugh @ evernor Stassen. 

J. Determined opposition in 1944-45 te the conswantion of a land exchange between 
Gude Mlb aad wl blade aoe ee ee an 

acquire $0,000 seres and 106 miles of shore Line in the State Forest. : 

8. Inaccurate statemnte widely distributed through magesines of national distri-~ 
bution and in prominent whieh misrepresented egtablished facts of record 
Gad Gachalnnt. caidauh anpeplens Gite aie Sebth of chile ottialeda, Ge Gaudin 
information furnished their anthor repoatedly as to these facts. 

Je Loss of confidence of the public both in Minnesota and Ontarie as to the sound- 
a i Se eee Sans Sey eee Oe Meee Se nee oF Se ee 
and the stetesents lasued in behalf of PROGrEa. 

Efforts to secure agreement on the program, and to concentrate on saving the 
Roadless area in the Superior National Forest have met with the attitude that any re- 
treat from the original plan would coristitute defeatiam, ami would violate good faith 
to the nuzerous clicntele of supporters throughout the United States (and Canada) whe 
heave stood by the Council in its fight ami contributed liberally for the support of 
the procran. 

While this not too brief swmary of the situation which has kept innesote 
dn a turmoil for tro decades could be indefinitely expanded (1 have 200 typed pages of 
factual evidence covering all phases of the subject), ay purpose in addressing the 
State Jopartimnt, in venalf of the conservation Jon seiener ani tate of Kinesotny and 
the recreational interests of the nation at large, is confined te the question of 
eae ee eee ee eee 
of 19 million acres in Ontaric and Minnesota as outlined, 

the questions which should be clarified and of which I respectfully seek your 
Anterpretetion ares 2 

1. Is it poesible for a treaty to be ratified between the United States and the i 
Dominion of Canada which contesplates contrel oved internal natural resources of 
Ontarie without the consent of that province. 

2 ise it possible for some sort of a “treaty” to be ratified which is 
en rE Oe ee aalee oa nce ok en tee cael s 
ef contrel by the lominion over theresources of Untario. 

3. Is it necessary, in either instence, for the United States to obbain jurisdictional 
control (by incorporation within a national forest) of the entire boundary between the 
a ee eS nee Oe Meee SY 

a treaty the Jominien. F 

he Has the federal government any legal power te seqmire lends for this purpose 
without the consent of the jtete. : 

$. Have any written assurances or statements been ade by the Uopartment of state 
te the President's quebico~iuporios Comittee covering or dealing with qestion 3.



, 

& In view of the attitude of the State of Minnesota in opposing federal, acquis- 
ition of her two state forests, the Sabetegama and Grand Portage, on the International, 

ef tse abe, ite offictais an ite eitivns, a2 tote deciahility ef lanting : 
to this effort te deprive the State ef its two state forests in the interest. rs 
ing such a treaty. 

there ave aiclosed couples ofs ; 

he Lother PeA,3 Forester, ".S.Porest Service, to Z.V.Willard, Commissioner of 
Genaelaen Mipassted tes to ai 

Cr tether, wiland to'3 Ge Lebiar, te Silleox; Way 23, 1734- 
Beto Ja inclusive. Letters, Mli,Chapaas and C.oeKelly; May %6, 19M, to Novel7,194h | 

K. Lobier RelleGhapman to KacKenale King, Premier of Ganada, March 19, 19hS. 
. Ie lather, Jaskead, Uniersecrotary of State for ‘uteral Aetatra, to XHaCnapman, 

wareh » DiSe 

ke Letter Chester Somaiesionsr of Conserva' State of Minnesoba, to 
Rienetes dee te led dees eemeeel toes 

‘ Very traly yours, ; 

H. H. Chapean ait “ 

Member, Connecticut Park and Forest Comission 
Kenmber, Conmevticut Gammission on Forests and Wildlife 
Hesident, Minnesota, 1262 te 1903 inalusive,
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4 OUTDOOR AMERICA 

i , jell Water, the Orphan a *h, 

, oy; i a Pa 

ge ee ial Are We to Be Completely Dammed? 
of : Fs ee 

é F aw roa By KENNETH A. REID 

eas: ee * 
OE BO Bae at emi ae * Agee. aan “eee se é KILOWATT HOURS GOING TO WASTE! 
ee a oe ne ae Perhaps so from the narrow viewpoint of the hydromaniac; 

eee eee See ee ee but G. I. Joe will be more interested in the trout than the 
wheel eaten SBF ee kilowatt hours. 

N OUR various Federal land agen- pense. Also today, after 43 years of that a natural river is of no value and 
[ss we have pretty good manage- scouring the country for the most at- its water is going to waste unless it is 

ment of these lands in the interest tractive and feasible irrigation sites, “harnessed’’ by man to generate kilo- 
of the whole American public. True, those that remain to be developed are watt hours, diverted to irrigate desert 
the management is not perfect and on much less desirable and their cost per lands, or canalized as an avenue for 
occasion, we have to take issue with acre correspondingly higher. Accord- boats. We need to remove the blinders 
certain policies where private uses con- ingly, in order to continue to develop from our governmental mentors so they 
flict with broad public uses; but, the cen- projects which are known in advance may recognize the biology of water as 

tral theme of management is to adminis- to be incapable of paying out, the Bur- the primary function, and the rights of 

ter these Federal lands in the best inter- eau is advocating the philosophy that the whole public to the use and enjoy- 
ests of their owners, the whole American irrigation projects benefit the whole ment of the resulting aquatic resources. 
public, with private uses regulated so country and therefore should be paid A review of the major utilitarian uses 
they may not seriously interfere with or for by the whole public! contemplated by the great engineering 
subordinate broad public values. Long before the creation of the Bur- developments proposed for America’s 

But, with water, no such policy exists; eau of Reclamation, the Army Engineer tivers from coast to coast may help in a 

yet water is more truly public than any Corps was given jurisdiction over rivers clearer understanding of the public 
other natural resource. There is nowhere for protection and development of water problems they present. 
in our Federal Government any coor- ttansportation and, secondarily, hydro- Fan 
dinated national water policy. Amongst power and flood control. It is charged Navigation 
the various agencies having jurisdiction by Congress primarily, with maintaining Navigation is described in law as the 
or control over water, not one is navigation, and as we were informed by first use of water. At the time of the 
charged by statute, or by settled policy one Army Engineer at the hearing on Continental Congress it was properly 
under that statute, to give fwst consider- the upper Mississippi River some years given the green light over other uses 
ation to the public values inherent in ago, they would discharge that duty to so nothing would permitted to interfere 
natural waters or to give them any pro- the letter even if it meant killing the with these vital arteries of commerce. 
tection. On the contrary, such agencies last fish, the last muskrat and the last Except for a few short roads on the 
as the Armv Engineers and the Bureau duck in the Mississippi River! Under eastern seaboard, there were no roads, 
of Reclamation are authorized and di+ the statute also, the Engineer Corps and no railroads, no automobiles and no 
rected by law to exploit certain artificial the Federal Power Commission are au- aeroplanes. With the river systems con- 
or new values in water for the benefit thorized to file upon any sites on any stituting the only transportation system 
of special interests without any provi- of our rivers for the so-called “higher through the great bulk of the country, 
sion for protection of existing natural use’’ of hydro-power development. Sim- inland water transportation richly de- 
values and the public’s right to their ilarly; under the Reclamation Act, itti- served the green light it received then. 

use and enjoyment. gation is given a preferential status by Today, with the greatest network of 
‘ authorizing the Commissioner of Recla- highways in the world, with railroads 

Te Bureau of Reclamation was cre- mation, with the approval of the Secre- paralleling practically every important 
ated by. Congress in 1902 for the tary of the Interior, to file upon any stream, and with air transportation rap- 

purpose of irrigating desert areas of sites for the so-called “higher use’ ,of idly assuming tremendous proportions, 
the public domain so these lands might irrigation. Under our antiquated laws the picture is totally different: Yet the 
be passed to private ownership capable favoring special interests, there is in same old green light continues to clear 
of supporting human life. For all ae fact.no legal protection for broad public the way for inland water transportation. 
tical purposes, that job was completed values in water. Consequently, the pub- 
some years ago at great expense to-the lic is obliged to fight its own govern- lene Ocean, the Great Lakes and the 
taxpayers of the Nation, for the gréat ment to protect its own rivers from larger rivers that are normally navi- 
majority of government irrigation proj-. ruthless exploitation. gable and need only minor improve- 
ects have never repaid the government ments and maintenance to make them 
investment in them. Today, and fora; Ay us legislation and the water man- navigable in fact, will probably always 
number of years prior, the activities of agement policies stemming from.it, remain an important means of transpor- 
the Bureau have been directed toward are apparently the outgrowth of a nar- - tation, especially for the heavier, low 
irrigating “private land at public ex- row minded and: ignorant philosophy priced tonnage. Such water transporta-
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June 23, 1945 ee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Also: 

The copy enclosed of reply to my inquiry of the International Joint 
Commission has an important bearing on the entire question of the Quetico- 
Superior area in Minnesota and Ontario and is sent to you for your information. 

Sincerely, ; | 

AU CB 

H. H. Chapman



‘ 

dune 23, 1945 

Mr. Ovid Butler, 
919 L7th Street, N.W., 

Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Butler: 

In reply which Mr. Oberholtuer published in the National Parks Magazine 
to my previous article, the statement which he introduced in his last paragraph 

dealing wit ne resermation of rite to alter mar levels in te srapaned 
exchange of land with the State of Minnesota necessitated an / 
covering about two months to get to the root of the matter. | 

letter from the International Joint Coemission indicates what I suspected, 
namely, that the Commission in rebaining this clause in said exchange, if they 
do so, would receive no power whatever to effect such alternation in water | 
levels. Tat I have objected to tn hr. Oherholtser'e publicity is his intro- 
duetion of statements to this which I term half-truths and which are | 
Siseanaae lod theron leciiedan of Ge same on te The fact that Mr. 
Oberholtser had knowledge of the power of the International Joint 
Commission was indieated by a brief statement, copy of which I was furnished 
by aff Goneithen, via wae pravered be Hr, Cotiiiner Ser omelauaion sf : 

ee eee fo eee ooeeree See ee ee 
further damage. In spite of this knowledge Mr. Oberholtzer introduced 
extraneous material in his last article, 

If I have been guilty of making any statements which are in any way : 
incorrect it has been due, I believe, to my failure to get to the source for | 
the authoritative information. In general, I believe, that the American ‘ 
Forests ought to publish something on this subject besides the article of | 
Me, Oberholtzer. Incidentally, I mentioned the subject to John Woods, without 
Boomneind Soe Sueite Saray Seinen wie ie) She seguiens Sere Seer 
articles on both sides of an issue. 1 am not making statenentto urge you 
to publish anything of mine, but merely as my reaction to your position. ‘ 
I believe I am sound in assuming that the position taken by the quetico-Superior 
advocates whiten is intransigent and based upon a position teken some twenty or i 
more years ago, also unrealistic, bound to fail and will result merely in ; 
eontinuing the situation which ean only have the net effect of dividing and a 
diverting the effort to complete the federal ownership in the wilderness area 
of the Superior National Forest without which accomplishment the last vestige ii 
pn peer oy de ig ptt ped oth coy A nae te Ph gps llr» gggeaas Pi 

power motor beats. I cannot emphasize situation too strongly. 4 

Sincerely, : | 

e 

; 
H. H. Chapman



dune 23, 1945 

Me. Charles &. Kelly, 
919 Nerth Michigan Avenue, 

Chicago, Illineis. 

Dear Ma, Kelly 

in view of the discontinuance by you of contact last December in 
i A got geoadhcw minh otha g cigtwer nr; Arig or slog le Pr vempemgros gas 5 
until I had something factual to ¢ yap tin mag Emons gy I have 
no personal feeling about this case whatever and am only by desire 
to contribute to ite oreper solution. 

When Mr. Sewall Tyng dn our one interview in New York made 1t plain 
that his primary concern wes with the damage done by fluctuating water levels 

ee in Kainy and Kebetogam, Lakes it occurred te me to question in my own mind 
the bearing, ag ag sn van sarge: Rane gre dy an sind state or national, on 
thie’ problea in view of the jurisdic of the International Joint Commission 
under the photeec] of October 10, 1940, and, second, the bearing of the 
Shipsteed-Nolan Act of 1930 and of the Stete Act of 1933 on the same question. 
iis thought wes that the control of the damaze would require federal omership 
of these shores. J] doubted the bearing of thie on the question but did not 
discuss it, not being then sure of my facts. 

EB Then ir, Oberholtser in the National Parks Magasine for April-June 
1945, "A reply to Professor Chapman", pages 20-21 stated: : , 

"“Sinee publication of the Council articles last summer there is one L 
further development of particular interest. It became know recently 4 
that the Mimesota and Ontario Faper Company, leading indsutrial oppe- ; 
nent of the (uetico-superior project, in propesing to trade ite | 
RKabetogama lands in the “uebleo-duperlor area to the state in return ‘ 

See ee Se eee Se eS eres Se Hl 
right to fleed the shores of lands to elevations far above the , 
Ses tn ten ae cee den tt te le tania @ 
of the two governments. From the point of view of the S 
se apr alee ye caption tage nets sags pie any fh re i 
Forest Service sought te buy for the superior Na Forest in 1942, 3 
and which involve soe one hundred miles of shore Line, are nox lodged : 
in the hands of the Minnesota and Ontarie Paper Company and that the 
Gempany is thus in position te impose its om terms as to future 
developments. The Council meantime is patiently seeking reasonable : 
and harmonious solutions without sacrificing any of the fundaments i 
the program. Thege efforts in tam depend above al). upon fl) public f hahaa e 

This statenont wes in te ay article in the saue mgexine for 
sectao 10h, ah iniroucad na satiety sida, 20 uty had to beta dom and 
ether er disproved since it aight constitute a half truth ~ the factual :



2 
- ‘Mire Chaves 3. Kelly. 7 

ér truthful portion being the reservation of the right in the deed ~ the rest 
Fe ae ae ee ene wee ie Sie) HES ne Sey Sere oe 

Cade 

Saneter stenjey's finally obtained on dune 14, 1945, states 
soocuivonily tat the relation of leriie of bounty water Le nelly within 
Se eee & Va Senienen, has full power to direct 
Teas tae Setek soeios une eee saleate neither the companies, the 
state ‘ner the federal covernuent has any on over boundary weters that 
cedar ele temas emai tie on atime Gund mae ca 
beundary waters (henee ownership has ne effect whatever on the and 
that any clause inserted in an exchange agreement 2s to reserving rights to 
alter water levels is without power and meaningless, furthermere, that the 
protecel of Getober 18, 1940 constitutes the law regardless of any and all 
previous statutes or agreements with the United dtates or Canada. 

Oe Ne SOG oe Vibe cheneene tae ceeniee te Stee 2 ae 
heltazer's new material in his article in the liational Parks Magasine is mislead- 

‘ ing end intended direetiy to prevent the Jtate of Minnesota from da 
pubile rater tins private exerdilp 100 alice ef shore Line and Sql00 ners 
of land on the Kabetogama peninsula, and that his attitude is ¢ opposed 
to public interests both state and national, 

Please be advised, if you do not already imow it, that the International 
Joint Ucemission will meet on the Boundary during duly to make final decisions 
based on the reports of its engineers {and the flood of 1941) for measures which 
will compel the Minnesota and Gatearle Company to antictpate the danger of fleeds 
by opening the flood mtes in time te provide storage for any euergency without 
raising the water to damaging heights. I ameending a copy of thie letter to iy. 
Oberholtzer, and to vr. Tyng. : 

: 
; ii, H. Chapman ) 

: 

f



¢ @ PM 
International Joint Commission 

Yashington, D. C. : 
; 14 June 1945. 

Professor H,H.Chapman 
Sehool of Forestry ; 
Yale University { 
New Haven 11, Connecticut. 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Am in receipt of your favor of recent date making certain in- 
guiries as to the Commission's interpretation of the Protocol of Oct. 
18, 1940, end the extent of its powers and duties under that instrument, 
As to Question (1): ¢ 

1. Has the Commission under the protocol of Oct.18, 1940, the initial 
and conclusive power, acting under the terms of this protocol, so to 
regulate the water levels of the storage reservoirs of Rainy Lake and the 
Kabetogama, Namekan,Crane,and Sand Point basin for the companies owning 
and operating the dams at International Falls and Kettle Falls respec- 
tively, that the raising of these wafer levels above natural high water 
mark esn in the future be prevented, and the killing of additional timber 
and demage to the property of owners terminated: 

The Protocol clothes this Commission with additional powers 
supplemental to the controls over the levels of boundary waters or uses, 
obstructions of diversions thereof, as enumerated in the Treaty of Jan, 
11, 1909. In case the damages referred to are clearly attributable » the 
“emergency conditions" mention:d in the Frotoco], théé Commission is, in 
my opinion, authorized to take appropriate action in the premises. 

"The International Joint Commission * * is hereby clothed with 
power to determine when emergency conditions exist in the Rainy Lake 
Watershed, whether by reason of high or low water, and * * to adopt such 
measures of control as it may deem proper with respect to existing dams 
at Kettle Falls ad International Falls, as well as with respect to any 
existing or future dams or works in boundary waters of the Rainy Lake ? 
Watershed, in the event the Commission shall determine such emergency 
conditions exist." | 

To whatewer extent "the killing of additionel timber and damage 4 
to property owners" resulted from the conditions mentioned in the Proto- . 

.eol, the Commission's power to act is obvious. 
As to Question (2) viz: 

2. Does this authority supersede and control any and all previous 
rights and easements granted by the United States through Congressional 
action or by the army engineers, or by the Dominion of Canada, to con- 
struct dams and raise or establish water levels to the height possible. 
for said dems? ; 

In other words, to what extent is the Protocol affected by prior 
legislation of either the United States or Canada, inconsistent with or 
in restriction of the powers conferred by that instrument. In my opinion 
the Protocol is valid in toto, any previous enactments of either country 
to the contrary notwithst ending.



2. 

As to Canada - under the terms of the Parliament of the Dominion 
of Canada, for the purpose of carrying into effect the Provisions of the 
Treaty of January 11, 1909 (Chap.28 1-2 George V), it is provided among ~ 
other things that - 

2. The laws of Canada and of the several Provinces thereof are hereby 
amended and altered so ss to pemit, authorize and sanctién the perform- 
ance of the obligations undertaken by His Majesty in and under the said 
treaty; and so as to senetion, confer, and impose the various rights, . 
duties and disabilities intended by the said treaty to be conferred ar 
imposed or to exist within Canada." 

; As to the effect of any prior acts of Congress of the United 
States repugnant to or in conflict with the terms of the Proteeol, this 
Treaty is “on all fours" so fer as its validity is concerned, with an 
Act of Congress of an identical date. Article VI of the Constitution of 
the United States smong other things provides that - 

"This Constitution and the Laws of the United States which shall be 
made in Pursvance thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be mde 
under the Authority of the United States, shall be the suprems Law of 
the land." ‘ ‘ 

As stated by Craniell (Treaties, Their Making and Enforcement, 
See. 72, Pp. 161) ~ 

"Treaties and lews of the United States are both declared by the 
Constitution to be the supreme law of the land. No superiority is here 
given to the one over the other. Accordingly, it has been held by the 
Supreme Court that an act of Congress supersedes a prior inconsistent 
treaty as a law binding the courts. Conversely, it hes been frequently 
declared thet so far as a treaty operates of its om force, as municipal 
law, it supersedes prior inconsistent acts of Congress, “When the two 
relate to the sane subject, the courts will always endeavor to construe 
them so as to give effect to both, if that can be done without violating 
the language of either; but if the two are énconsistant, the one last 
in date will control the other, provided always the stipulation of the 
treaty on the subject is self-executing.”" Quoting Justice Harland to 
the effect - "Theat i# was competent for the two countries by treaty to | 
have siperseded a prior act of Congress on the same subject is not to be 
concluded in the mode prescribed by that instrument, shall be the supreme 
law of the land, would not have due effect." 

"By the Constitution, a Treaty is placed on the same footing and 
made of like obligation, with an Act of Congress. Both are declared by 
that instrument to be the supreme law of the land, and no superior 
efficacy is given to one over the other. "hen the two relate to the same 
subject. the courts will always endeavor to construe them so as to give 
effect to both, if that can be done without violating the language of 
either; but if the two are inconsistent, the one last in date will contre 

ie other, provided always the stipulation of the Treaty on the subjeco | 
self executing." | 
Whitney v Robertson, 124 UG 190-194) | 

In a written opinion communicated to Jonathan Trumbull, Mareh 13, 

1796, Chief Justice Ellsworth said - 4



d : 

Be ' ; 

"The instant the President and Senate have made a treaty, the . 
Constitution makes it a law of the land; and of course, all persons and 
podies in whatever station or department within the jurisdiction of the 
United States are bound to conform their actions and proceedings to it. 
Such a treaty tpso facto repeals all existing laws so far as they inter- 
fere with it. 4 wend 

Chief Justice Marshall in 1801, in the case of the United States 
v Schooner Peggy, declared that a treaty under the Constitution of the 
United States bevame upon its conclusion the law of the land, as much 
to be regarded by the courts as an act of Congress, and as such affect-. 
ing the rights of parties litigating." 

-(United States v Schooner Peggy, 1 Cranch 103) 
To the same effect see: 

Head Money Cases, 112 US 580, 599; The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130 
US 581, 6003; Horner v United States, 143 US 580; Fond Yue Ting, 149 Us 
698; Johnson v Browne, 205 US 309, 321; Charlton v Kelly, 229 US 447, 
463; United Shoe Machinery Co. v Duplessis Shoe Machinery Co., 155 Fed. 
842, 845.) . 

Of course nothing herein can be taken as an admission, express 
i or implied, that the several Orders in Council of the Dominion of Canada,, . 

or the veious Acts of the Congress of the United States relating to the i . 

dans at Internat ional Falls and Kettle Falls or the Shipstead-Nolan Act 
are inconsistent withor in any way in controvention of the provisions 

of the Protocol. 
4s to Question 3 - | 

3. Has the Commission-full power to prohibit or control any further < 

development of storage by dams in the waters lying to the east and above | 
the Kabétogama basin, along the boundary? wen 

It is evident that the powers vested in this Commission over 
present or future structures in this region apply without exception to . 
all dams erected or to be erected in the waters of the Rainy Lake Yater- 
shed, the protocol havitg expressly provided that, - 

" * the Commission is hereby empowered to adopt such measures of con- 
trol as to it may seem proper with respect to existing dams at Kettle é 
Falls and International Falls, as well as with respect to any existing or 
future dams or works in boundary waters of the Rainy Lake watershed, etc. © 

Whatever its jurisdiction under the Protocol, that jurisdiction 
is co-extensive withthe entire Rainy Lake Watershed, and is neither 
greater nor less in such waters east of Lake Kabetogama. This Commission 
in its final report (May 1, 1934) on the Rainy Lake ieference of Feb.27, . 
1925, defines the area of this basin, in part, as follows: | 

"The Rainy Lake drainage basin, * * comprises an area directly west of 
the Lake Superior drainage system, and extends south of the international 

boundary into Minnesota to the northern limit of the Mississippi basin.* = 
"Rainy Lake, with an area of approcimately 345 square miles, forms the 

collecting basin for the upper Rainy watershed, an area of 14,900 square 
miles. * * * Approximately 150 miles to the east and at an elevation of 
475 feet above Rainy Lake, the drainage commences in North Lake on the 
international boundary." 

(Pages 10 md 11) | 

; |



4. 

The Report then proceeds to state that this basin includes all 
the lakes and their connecting streans and portages, forming the boundary 
for 150 miles from North Lake to and including intermational Falls. 
As to Question (4) - 

4. Does the Shipstead-Nolan Act of Congress 1930 which prohibits the 
injurious alteration of leke levels within a wide area from the Inter- 
national Boundary southward, sstablish the right of the United States to 
prevent the construction of additional dams or raising of the height of 
existing dams, independent of the jurisdiction of the International Joint 
Commission and of Dominion interests or d the powers of the Commission 
under the Protocol of Oct.18,1940 supersede and override the provisions 
of this act as to boundary waters? 

The ShipsteadNolen Act does not relate in any way to the fixing 

or regulation of the levels of boundery weters since such regulation by | 
long established principles of international law is permissible only by 
the concurrent action of the countries involved. In the present instance | 
the jurisdiction of each country extends only to the boundary line 
running through the waters in question. 

"The flow of non-national boundary, and international rivers is not 
1 thin the arbitrary power of one of the riparian states, for it is a 

of ternetional Law that no state is allowed to alter the natural condi~ 
tions of its own territory to the disadvantage of the natural conditions 
of the territory of a neighboring state. * * 

The Institute of Interneational Law, at its meeting at Madrid in 
1911 adopted the following, emong other things: 

‘When a stream of weter forms the frontier of two statés, neither 
state may, without the consent of the other * * make any changes pre jud- | 
icial to the bank of the other state, nor allow any such changes to be 
made by individuals, societies, etc." 

Oppenheim's International Law 
Vol. 1, 2nd ed. Sec. 178a, pp 243, 244. 

| 
The Shipstead-Nolen Act relates exclusively to certain areas i 

entigely within the territorial limits of the United States, via: 

. "All public lands of the United States on the shore lines of lakes 
and streams forming the internat ional boundary so far as such lands lie | 
within the areas. hereinbefore described in the Act." 

And, in Section II, it provides that - "No further alternation in th | 
: naturel water levels of amy lake or stream within or bordering upon the i 

designated area shall be authorized, etc." 

With the additional proviso: "That nothing in this section shall be 
construed as interfering with the duties of the International Joint Com- 
mission created pursuant to the Convention concerning the boundary waters 
between the United States and Canada and coneluded between the United 
States and Great Britain, Jan. 11, 1909." 

(See Public Law 539, Enacted July 10, 1930) | 

The Treaty, herein referred to, pleces the sole and exclusive i 

; ‘
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control of the levels of international or boundary waters in thig commis- 
sion, the relevant parts of Article III providing - 

"It is agreed that * * * no further or other use or obstructions 
or diversions, whether temporary or permanent, of boundary waters of 
either side of the line, affecting the natural level or flow of boundary 
waters on the other side of the line, shall be made except by authority 
of the United States or the Dominion of Canada within their respective 
jurisdictions end with the approval, as hereinafter provided, of a joint 
commission, to be known as the International Joint Commission." | 

It will be seen that the Shipstead-Nola Act does not and can not 
"establish" or exercise any right or juriédiction whatsoever over | 
the levels of boundary waters of "the construction of additional dams or 
the raising of the height of existing dams" or any other structures what- 
soever located within such waters. 

There are no provisions in this Act relating to boundary waters 
and no provisions in the Protocol of Oct.18, 1940, relating to the Ship- 
stead-Nolen Act. | 
As to Question (5); 

5. What is the Commission's interpretatim of its powers under Article — 
I of the Protocol of Oct.18, 1940. | 

The terms of this Protocol appear to be explicit If further 
explanation or interpretation is required, I would refer you to the con- 
struction of our State Department as expressed by the Honorable Green H, 
Hackworth, himself a recognized authority on International Law, and made 
at the time of the reporting of this Protocol to the Foreign Relations | 
Committee of the Senate , viz.: 

"I think all this Convention does is to give the Internetional Joint | 
Commission anthority to regulate this watershed above International Falls 
and the dams that have been built or that may be built, so as to prevent i 
the occurrence of damage, and the Commission is given very broad latitude 
in that it can step in at any time emergency conditions exist. * * Inmy | 
judgment, the Commission can take any action that to it might seem desir= 
able or necessary, and still be within its latitude under the so-called 
"emergency av thority". 

"The whole purpose of the recommendation and of the Convention is to — 
prevent damage on either side of tne border. Having that in mind, it seems 
to me the Commission would be derelict in its duty if it allowed conditions 
to at to the point where it was unable to ward off damages." | 
Question (6): } 

q 

6. Would the reservation of the right to raise the water level in 4 
Rainy or Kabetogama Lakes, by the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, as 
a condition of sale or exchange of lands with the State of Minnesota have 
any meaning or indicate that this Corporatim could in any way alter these > 
water levels independent of the jurisdiction of the International Joint | 
Commission? | 

The Protocol relates solely to the regulation, construction and 
operation of structures erected or to be erected in international waters 
and the control of their levelsi and in no way to the charecter of the
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ownership of the shores snd banks of such waters. ‘The powers and juris- 
diction of the Commission under the Protocol can not in my way be en- 
lnrged or restricted by the nature of the title to such holdings and no 
form of ecquisition or aliemtion of such lands by the Minnesota and 
Ontario Paper Company oan in any way increase or diminish its rights 
in the premises. ‘ 

This Commission can render an “official opinion" or judgment only 
upen questions or matters of difference arising between the two countries 
or the nationals thereof when brought before it under the procedure 
proscribed by the Treaty ereating it. 

I am pleased however to give you my interpretation of the Treaty ; 
as it relates to the foregoing questions and I may state that my esteemed 
colleague, Mr. McWhorter, concurs in the opinions herein expressed. 4 

If you desire a like expression on the part of my able colleague 
constituting the Canadian Section of this Commission, may I suggest that 
you communicate with the Chairmen, Honorable Charles Stewart, or the 
Secretary Wr. Lawrence J. Burpee, in care of the International Joint 
Commission, Ottawa, Canada. 

Yours very truly, 4 

A, 0. Stanley 
Chairman, United States Section a 
International Joint Commission. ‘ 

j 

/ 

4 

/
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ee eS May 

Thirty One 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just received attached from Mr. Wilson, 
and I am delaying writing him until you have had a 
chance to read this and make any suggestions that may 
occur to you. F 

Mr. Wilson has evidently taken his trouble 
with Mr. Oberholtzer to the officials of the Izaak 
Walton League, and in that case I should prefer to 
withdraw from the picture. I don't want to be ina 
position where I might find myself at odds with the 
League; and in any event, they are endeavoring to handle 
the matter and intervention of a third party will prob- 
ably do more harm than good. If you concur in thése 
views, I will simply write Mr. Wilson that I shall be 
delighted to see him any time he is in Chicago, and 
certainly will call on him if I am in St. Paul. 

I do so much wish I,could sit down and talk 
some of these things over with you and Bill Aberg. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 
f ‘ 

Professor Aldo Leopold, C- i 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin.
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AN URGENT APPEAL FOR WILDERNESS § (_ ‘ fh WA \ 

‘ ke / 

As a Waltonian you aie doubtless familiar with the longtime objective of 

the League in the Quetico-Superior, which includes protection and admini- 

stration of the heart of the forest along the Border Lakes, known as the 

Roadless Area, as a wilderness canoe country without roads, cotteges, resorts 

or other works of mane So we will not review that, but get right down to the 

meat of the present emergenoye 

Within the Roadless Area there remains approximately 15%, or about 

135,000 aeres, still in private ownership. The war stoppod federal acquisition 

of forest land, as well as negotiations for a treaty with Canada to accord the 

Shipstead-Molan area on this side, and a larger area on the Ontario side, the 

permanent protection of treaty administration. The war also brought about ; 

a trevendous development. of the airplane. Thes@ factors.acd up to a crisis 

for the wilderness canoe country as soon as the war is over -- or even this 
summer -- and they will spell disaster through establishment of airplane re- 
sorts in the Roadless area unless we, who appreciate the great value of this 
last remaining wilderness canoe country, take prompt and vigorous action. 

We are making this appeal nationally throughout the League because this” 

unique area is of national importance and it needs the help of alle If you 

live on the West Coast or the East Coast, the whole thing may seem at first 
to be very remote and unimportant to you, but it is only by the support and 

cooperation of all Waltonians, wherever they may live, that such important 
things can be accomplished. Next time our nationwide appeal may be for _ 

something in your back yard! 

Legislation is being drafted for purchase of these specific lands to pro= 
tect the wilderness values, and to permit condemnation of interior properties 
that attempt to capitalize ohn the large federal holdings surrounding them. 
When this bill is introduced we will appeal for all-out support from all con- 
servationists all over the country. But in the meantime emergency action is 
urrsently needed. Speculators are even now scoutin; about for strategic resort 
locations in the heart of those large federal holdings, and a matter of weeks 

may mean the difference between success and failure. r 

In the Endowment and Special Fund folder sent you early this year, the 
establishment of the Revolving Land Purchase Fund was outlined on the back 
pagee To date approximately {32000 has been contributed to that fund, and we 
have the pledge of another $5000 from one interested individual. But a total 
of $70,000 to $80,000 is needed to buy the most vulnerable private property 
al ong lake shores until the slow wheels of Government acquisition get moving
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again to complete the jobe We have asked the Forest Service to start purchases 
immediately up to the meager limit of our presently available funds and to 
take options on the balance of the lands needed pending receipt of additional 
contributions and passage of the federal legislation. 

No more worthy contribution could be made for completion of one of the 
longtime major objectives of the League, and no appeal for action is more 
urgent. So, if you believe that protection in their natural state of the com= 
paratively few sizable wilderness -= and the only real primitive canoe: country «= 
areas remaining is an essential part of the America that the boys on the far 
away war fronts are fighting for; and if you would like to preserve a little of 
primitive America for yourself and your boy, please bestir yourself to do 
something about this nov$ 

, 

Some chapters are long on funds and short on local conservation activities. 
Here is a golden opportunity to put such funds to work. Most, if not all, 
chapters have some members who are looking for worthy causes for contributions 
deductible from their income tax. Ask them; ask others! We need contributions, 

large and small, to the Revolving Land Purchase Fund -- and we need them now if 
the wilderness canoe country of the Border Lakes is to be saved. 

And don't forget that while the capital of your contribution will be spent, 

it comes back in the fund when the Government repurchases this land from us, so 
it can be used over and over again for protection of wilderness in other loca- 
tions in future years. A few thousand dollars now will do the work of many 
thousands later, and in this particular emergency it is probably "now or 
never," for resort properties once established and developed are very difficult 
and expensive to buy out. The old adage: “an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure," applies perfectly here. 

Please make out the checks to: I.W.L.A., Spectal Fund #4 -- and please 
send in as much as you can, as fast as you cant 

KENNETH A. REID 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

5/18/45 :vle 
IZAAK WALTON LEaGUE OF AMERICA 

ENC: Endowment Folder; 
Special Fund Blank Check; 
Return Envelope. 

MAILING LIST: W.a TIONAL OFFICERS 
CHICAGO CHAPTER MEMBERS 
SPECIAL MEMBERS: Life, Special and MAL 
ALL CHAPTER OFFICERS 
ALL STATE DIVISION OFFICERS



June 1, 1945 

Mr. Otte 6. Doering 
333 N. Michigan Aveme 
Chicago 1, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Doering: 

Neither you nor I want to referee anything 
between Mir. Oberholtzer and Mr. Wilson, 
especially since the Minnesota League 
is now in the picture. 

I read between the lines that the quarrel 
has now gone so far that neither party is 
willing to shake hands. 

You and I as outsiders can see what a tragedy 
this is for the cause of the Suverior 
Wilderness, but neither of us has the know- ! 
legge of detail needed to judge the merits 
of the quarrel. The only thing I can think 
of is for the League to tell both parties 
that i¢ will not stand for any more personal 
hostilities. I doubt, though, whether this 
will do any good. 

You probably know that Professor H. H. Chapman 
has attempted to judge this quarrel and has 
found in favor of Wilson. He knows more about 
the details than we do but beyond that I ogn't 
be sure of anything. His findings are mb- 
lished and if you have not seen them I'11 
loan you my copy. 

Ken Reid, on the other hand,seems to be sure 
that Oberholtzer is right. What are you and 
I to do in such a case? 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.8. dust after writing the above Ken Reid's 
of May "45 appeared on my desk. Ken Reid fakes 
exactly the right attitude, namely demanding 
action and ignoring the quarrel.
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May 28, 1945, 
St. PAUL 1, MINN. 

Mr. Otto C. Doering 

233 North Michigan Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Dear Mr, Doering: 

I have your letter of May 23rd, 

I appreciate most sincerely your desire to 
effect & reconciliation between Mr, Oberholtzer and this 
department. At least you may be assured of this, that there 
is nothing personal in my attitude towards Mr, Oberholtzer. 

There was 4 time when I admired and respected him greatly, 
though I did not agree with his views on all points, and I 
assumed that he felt the same toward me, What now appears 
to be a rather marked divergence between us has arisen solely 
because it has become necessary for me, since I becane commission- 
er of conservation, to take a stand upon issues upon which Mr. 
Oberholtzer had not only misrepresented the facts but had 
advocated measures which, in my judgment, were in conflict with 
the best interests of the public and, in fact, inimical to the 
advancement of the very program which he professed to support, 

I am always willing to meet and diseuss con- 
, servation matters with anyone who may be interested, including 

Mr, Oberholtzer, I should be very glad indeed to have a chance 
to exchange views with Professor Leopold and yourself, and if 
you wish to include Mr. Oberholtzer,I should certainly have no 
objection. 

However, it occurs to me that before arranging 
such an interview it might be desirable for you to acquaint 
yourself a little more closely with recent developments in 

i connection with this matter in Minnesota, especially in Izaak 
Walton League cireles. I have an appointment to meet with 
Mr. Paul Clement, National President, Dr. F. MN. Shouse, Secretary 
of the Minnesota Division of the I1.W.L.4,, Mr. Paul Struck, 
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Minnesota Division, 
and other prominent members of the league on Tuesday of this 

l week, to discuss the Quetico-Superior program and other matters, 

‘ From previous assurances which they have given me, I have no 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MDLK |) AND) (BUTT ER FOR VICTORY
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doubt that they will be prepared to give active support to the 
efforts which I recently initiated to secure a congressional 
appropriation for advancement of the program of the U. S. Forest 
Service for consolidation of the roadless areas in the Superior 
National Forest. What the attitude of this group towards Mr, 
Oberholtzer may be, I do not know. If anything transpires in 
that connection at the coming meeting, I shall be glad to advise 
you, You might also communicate direetly with Mr. Clement or 
any others interested, if you wish, 

What is most needed at this critical time is 
united support for a comprehensive conservation program, It 
is nothing less than tragie for those who call themselves 
conservationists to be wasting their efforts in fruitless 
dissension, It is most gratifying to be able to say that, in 
contrast with earlier years, there is most effective team work 
today among practically all the organizations interested in 
conservation in Minnesota, Although I am not a member of the 
Izaak Walton League, I am happy to say that the present leaders 
of the league in this state deserve great credit for the part 
which they have played in promoting s spirit of cooperation 
and securing united support for our conservation program, 

Answering your question about the Minnesota 
Arrowhead Association, it is a very large and influential organiza= 
tion representing the business, tourist, and conservation interests 
of northeastern Minnesota, with a permanent office at the Hotel Duluth, 
Duluth, Minnesota, The association has been on record for some time 
past with a definite policy respecting the Quetico=Superior program, 
If you will write to Mr. S. Valentine Saxby, the Executive Secretary, 
I am sure that he will be glad to send you a copy of the statement 
of this policy, as wéll as any other information you desire con= 
cerning the association. 

The next time I go to Chicago I shall be glad to 
let you know and to neet with you and any others whom you may care 
to invite. Should you come to the Twin Cities at eny time, please 
be sure to call on me, 

Very truly yours, 

' | 

| 
Chester S. Wilson 
Commissioner of Conservation 

csw/R |
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Fifteen 
1945 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have taken the liberty, in writing 
Mr. Wilson per copy attached, of using your 
name. I hope that you agree with this. If 
such a meeting can be arranged, I think it 
would be of the utmost importance to have you 
present, even if it had to be held in Madison. 

With kindest regards, I am 

5 ely vores 

LG... 
Professor Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wismnsin. ‘ 

\
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Mr. Chester 8. Wilson, 
- Commissioner of Conservation, 

St. Paul 1, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Wilsons 

_ After recoiving your letter of April 12th, 
with enclosures, I had some correspondence with Aldo 
Leopold, and he has some very nice things to say about 
you. As you know, we have never met; I hope this may 
be remedied soon. 

The one thought that is uppermost in the minds 
of Mr. Leopold and myself is that two men who have both 
done such good service and are so sincerely devoted to 
conservation should find any cause for disagreement. I 
wish there were something we could do to eer this 
out. The Quetico-Superior project and the ing of 
the. entire northern part of Minnesota is of such great 
importance that it mustn't be allowed to suffer because 
of these misunderstandings. 

I believe that 4f the four of us could sit at 
& tabls and frankly discuss the issues involved, an 
agreement could be arrived at. If wo can't do that, then 
certainly the thought of the conference at San Francisco 
is worse than a futility. 

} I have had a recent letter fron or Seek 
Charlie Horn, addressed to the members of legislature, 
in which he says some nice things about the work accom- 
plished by this body. 

If you believe that I can be of service, let me 
know, and I will do. everything and anything I can. I am 
eonfident I can speak for Mr. Leopold in this, too. - 

: Sincerely yours, 

Copy to: Tos 
Aldo Leopold *
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April 21, 1945 

Mr. Otto C. Doering 
333 N. Michigan Aveme 
Chicago 1, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Dering: 

I am glad you wrote me about Chester Wilson because I would 
certainly not like to leave the impression in your mind that 
I am taking any part in the controversy between him and Ernest 
Oberholtzer. I asked him to send you a brief outline of his 
present policy becuase in a recent letter to Ken Reid you asked 
Ken why Wilson had not been intited to the recent conference at 
Minneapolis. I have met Wilson and failed to detect any flaw 
in his attitude or actions. I hope he didn't flood you with 
materials. If so, I did not suggest it. I simply gathered from 
your letter to Ken that you were anxious to see both sides of this 
thing. At the present moment, the case of Oberholtzer versus Wilson 
strikes me as one of those unfortunate instances in which two 
people in both of whom one has confidence fail to have confidence 
in each other. I do ##£ think it would be a mistake for the ; 
Isaak Walton League not to credit the Minnesota Department with 
a gemine interest in the Superior when that genuine interest 

exists. 

Bill Aberg and I think and speak of you often, and did-so 
especially the other day when we passed through Fifield in 
the middle of the night after a commission meeting. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)



April 19, 1945 

Nyse. Leurette 3, Collier 
Seeretary to Mr. Yard. 
the Wilderness Seciety 
1740 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mrs. Collior: 

The attached correspondense sent mo ty Chester Wilson indicates 
that Gongresamn Pittinger of Minnesota may be willing to go 
to bat for cleaning up the alienations in the Superior wilderness 
area. If you are not already aware of this, I think the Wilderness 
Seelety should express its approbation. In my opinion, we are 
liable to lose the whole area unless these airplane resorts 
ean be checked. 

‘I know you mst be erippled with Mr. Yard eti11 sick, tat if 
there is anything you can properly do, this correspendence will 
give you the requisite informtion. 

I am not at liberty to release this correspondiente ao please do . 
not make any direct use of it without Mr. Wilson's approval, 

Incidentally, I think the Society will do well to keep in touch 
with hime I, for one, am Convinced that hig backing of the 
Superior project is gomine, ani that he has a practicsl grasp 
of the neeessary sequence of moves to enrry it out. 

Please give wy personal regarde to Bob Yard when you see him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec My. Vileon 
Mr. Reid ie
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CHICAce April 

Nineteen 
; 9 125 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I have a letter from Chester §. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation of the State of Minne- 
sota, enclosing copies of considerable material con- 
cerning the Quetico-Superior program. He says that 
this matter was previously submitted to you and 
that these papers are sent to me at your suggestion. 
For the most part, the copies of correspondence that 
Mr. Wilson sent me relate to a controversy between 
his office anda Mr. Oberholtzer, for whom I have 
long cherished a high regard. I do not know 
Mr, Wilson. 

Is there anything you .had in mind when 
you asked that these papers be sent to me, or any- 
thing that you feel I ought to do about it? 

it has been a very long time since I had 
the pleasure of seeing you, and I hope that can be 
remedied in the near future. 

I trust you have been well, and with kindest 
regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

t 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, VEELAL: 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

eens9 34
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A Factual Analysis of the Quetico-Superior Controversy 

H. H. Chapman’ 

After reviewing the history of the Quetico-Superior project, the author comes to the conclusions 

(1) that the greater project embracing some 10 million acres in Minnesota and Ontario should be 

dropped, and (2) that interested organizations and individuals should concentrate their efforts on 

obtaining federal appropriations for the preservation of the roadless wilderness area in the Superior 
National Forest. 

N a democracy, the furtherance of popular rity of the officials of the State Department of 

I measures depends on two elements which are Conservation of Minnesota, including Governor 

not always in agreement, namely, emotion Harold E. Stassen. It was charged that through 

and facts. Popular appeals rely most strongly on _ their influence two laws had been passed, in 1941 

the former, but the validity of these measures, and 1943 respectively, which were intended to 

and their probable success or failure if enacted; completely defeat and ruin this entire project, 

has very little to do with the enthusiasm of advo- and would succeed in doing so if they were not 

cates unless they are firmly founded on facts. repealed. Articles appeared in many prominent 

Ever since 1925, or for 19 years, a controversy newspapers and in conservation magazines of 

has raged over a project along the international national circulation, calling upon all interested 

border between Minnesota and Ontario in what citizens to bring outside pressure to bear on state 

is known as the Quetico-Superior region. This sentiment in order that the citizens of the nation 

region embraces on the American side the Su- at large should not thus nefariously be robbed 

perior National Forest, the Kabetogama and of their heritage of wilderness lakes and rivers 

Grand Portage State Forests, and the Grand Por- through servile acceptance, by craven state min- 

tage Indian Reservation, taking in the entire ions, of the dictates of predatory waterpower 

northern boundary of Minnesota from its eastern and lumber interests whose only desire was profit 

tip to within 3 miles of International Falls on through destruction of the last remnants of the 

Rainy Lake. It includes a corresponding area region’s forest resources. If the above statement 

belonging to the Province of Ontario, and includ- appears overdrawn it can be verified by refer- 

ing the Quetico Provincial Park. About one- ence to the appended list of selected references. . 

third of the international boundary of Ontario Professional men, (including, we hope, forest- 

also bounds the park. ers), and citizens possessed of a desire to get at 
the root of a matter of such importance, with 

Waat tHE Prosecr Is such real values at stake, may na to follow 
The project, which has been the subject of the precept of the late Al Smith, and look at the 

nationwide propaganda, is, briefly, to dedicate as_ record. This is what the writer has been en- 

much of this area as is suitable for a memorial gaged in doing for the past two years, and the 

to world war veterans of both countries, to be purpose of this article is solely to make the facts 

devoted to recreational uses as an international accesible, and to indicate what has actually beén 

playground, principally for canoeing and camp- accomplished, and what remains to be done to 
ing. This is to be accomplished by a treaty be- safeguard public interests in this region. If the 
tween the United States and the Dominion of facts, as determined, seem to indicate conclusions 

Canada which would control the use of the re- at variance with the propaganda and objectives 
sources of the land and forests, prevent destruc- of any organizations or persons, the intention is 
tion of lake shores and timber, restore the forest neither to impugn motives, to question sincerity, 
growth, and establish recreation as the control. nor to add fuel to a controversy. This presen- 
ling objective for the region. tation is confined to thoroughly established and 

During the winter of 1942-43 the publicity incontrovertible facts, and their interpretation 
given to this project took the form of a violent and application are left to the good sense of the 
and sustained attack on the good faith and integ- reader. 

Sr SEARS pst The form in which the project is now pre- 
Veit Bs ce tes aces sented to the public by its atlvovates may be 

American Foresters. stated as follows: 

”
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1. The plan is international in scope, hence boundary region between the eastern tip of the 

is wholly dependent for. its consummation on a ‘state and International Falls which were then, 

treaty between the United States and the Domin- or could in the future be kept, free of auto roads 

ion of Canada. and traffic, and at the same time be large enough 

2. The project takes in the entire watershed to warrant complete future exclusion of all 

of Rainy Lake and tributaries, or roughly 4 mil- recreation except wilderness travel by water, 

ion acres in Minnesota and 6 million acres in were the Superior with 925,000 acres and the 

Ontario, and includes also the Pigeon River Little Indian Sioux with 110,000 acres, a total 

watershed in Minnesota, draining into Lake Su- of 1,035,000 acres. The Caribou, with 46,000 

perior. acres, was similar in these respects, but not large 

3. The controlling objective is the preserva- enough to be given. official status. The: term 

tion of a wilderness area with special regard to “Roadless” as distinguished from “Wilderness” 

«maintaining natural water levels and timber belts WS given to these areas for the reason that log: 

along shores, but elsewhere all other kinds of use 8178 Was permitted within them under the Ship- 

and development, including resorts, homes, agri- ‘stead-Nolan Act. Due to! permanent roads, ae 

culture, power, mining, and lumbering are to be Sorts, and’ other private improvements, includ- 
permitted. ing railroads, no other suitable areas could then, 

The fight to preserve the lake shores from or ever can be, added to the roadless areas thus 

flooding by dams built to obtain additional water established, in Minnesota. aan i 

storage was won in 1930 when Congress passed The use made by recreationists of the remain- 
the Shipstead-Nolan Act, which was supple- 178 road-supplied areas, both national and state, 

mented in 1933 by a similar state law. These through access by auto, is about 45 times as 

acts applied respectively to federal and state Steal as that made of the roadless areas. The 
lands adjoining lakes and rivers in a wide area number visiting the Superior National Forest in 

along the boundary, and contained provisions for 1940 before gas rationing was 91,628, of whom 

preserving strips of shore timber. ~ but 2,000 took the wilderness canoe trips. All 

Except for a zone from three to ten miles in of the latter had by reach the jumping-off places 

depth on the boundary within the Superior Na- ree ei Pi ha te Foren ‘h 

tional Forest, where further cutting is to be pro- Ni ai “6 o d Pace ay f ron ‘ on he 

hibited ly the Forest Service, tlie cutting of tim. We oe ee ee ee re eee 
Remotes! cores prachces i) authorized east of the established boundaries of the Superior 

throughout the federal and state holdings to National Forest are suitabie.for segregation) as 
eatin 400 cfect of the chose tines roadless areas. There.is a comparative scarcity 

Ceicaet pupeeela Asc eee ee of suitable, safe, or protected canoe routes and 

ied kaustively b I “a cat these state forests are best adapted to auto travel 

eae eae oo aw and resort uses.. The present value of resorts and 

i ee R . Riv 2 hed Y other improvements is given in Table 1. 

on dth mpper etay Saver ork ecs emp he There has been much argument about the 

ee a aati ih vo the unlike i. relative expenditures on the Superior National 
Treation. alues 3 e: n > .. 

wey of Hee ‘eels fe 7. ‘her nee - . Forest with a gross area of 2,847,535 acres, and : 

ek aie i P ecoming © on ‘the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State 

PER DORLA UTAD HDPE S VENER sis : Forests with a gross area of 852,945 acres. The 

_ CHARACTER AND ADMINISTRATION or Lanps . Taste 1—Numpsr AND VALUE OF IMPROVEMENTS ON 

sales Sy ANVORVED 3. Ua) 5 : KaserocaMa AND Granp Porrace State Forests 

. Final and éomplete-elassification: of the areas decile TTT ook Sg eee Number: Value: 

south of the boundafy--as:to availability for. “‘wil- ee a ee land. 240 $765,000 

} derness” recreation, meaning the exclusion of Grand Portage State Forest ~ a 4 61,500 

roads, resorts, and .summer homes, was arrived Roads and alle Aes alls oF Kabe- 
. togama ate orest, mues on * 

at by oe between the Forest Service and Grand Portage State Forest)... 108 76,100 

the President’s five-man Quetico-Superior Com- Ranger cabins 00. 10 89,300 

mittee at Chicago,on.May 4,-1936. It was found Telephone, lines, miles =... 156 15,600 
and agreed that the only areas within’ the entire : ..») $1,007,500
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official figures show that on the Supérior Na- quiring absolute title to forfeited tax lands with- 
tional Forest, between 1909 and 1942, the total in state forest boundaries. These lands have 
expenditure was $6,914,996. Of this amount, universally been cut over and then abandoned 
$2,610,777 was spent for the purchase of land, by the owners, and the state has not yet adopted 
leaving a net cost of administration of $4,314,- the policy or made the appropriations required 

219. The sum of $25,000,000 quoted as having for the purchase of lands which under these laws 
been spent by the Forest Service on the Superior will be forfeited to the state without such pur- 
National Forest includes $18,963,110 by the chase. 
C.C.C. and C.W.A. agencies, though this fact The area of private land remaining within the 
was never brought out. established boundaries is: 

C.C.C. expenditures between 1933 and 1943 , | Acres Percent 

were $1,967,200 on the Kabetogama State For. Sips, Naignl Foret. G6} 
est and $353,737 on the Grand Portage State Grand Portage State Forest 50,217 49.26 
Forest, making a total of $2,320,937. Though a ha 

: 1,133,316 30.17 
state expenditures were undoubtedly less per acre. 
than federal, in actual results the state has got At the past average price of $2.39 per acre, and 
as much or more benefit for its money, and the disregarding the value of private improvements, 
general condition of the state forests is quite as the sum required for public acquisition is $2,- 
good as the national, as stated to the author by 708,625. The sum already spent by the Forest 
Dr. Henry Schmitz and Professor E. G. Cheyney Service on acquisition in the Superior National 

of the University of Minnesota and generally con. Forest and two adjoining purchase areas is 
firmed by other observers. $2,628,157. The cost of acquiring only the pri- - 

The administration of these two state forests, vate land in the Superior National Forest exclu- 
as all impartial testimony shows, has been equally _ sive of the two purchase areas would be $1,665,- 

efficient with that of the Forest Service. This 235. Federal expenditures would be reduced’ by 
fact is mutually stated by the local administra. any acreage forfeited to the state for taxes, or 
tive personnel of each Service and is borne out purchased by the state; but where a federal pur- 
by relative per-acre fire losses, conduct of timber Chase program is active, it tends to keep lands 
sales, and handling of recreational activities. The from being forfeited for nonpayment of taxes. 

state personnel have been as free from political Coysoripation OF FEDERAL AND STATE Forests 
interference and administrative changes as that Th bl ahd a 
of the Forest Service, and their tenure of office a por pone an woborance 1s tie muta 

has been equal in length or even longer than that °°?S° ater oeaederal ae sale forests: each 
Sa hGnG eon Senca within their own boundaries. The Superior Na- 

Z tional Forest was established finally on Decem- 
Pusiic AcQuisiITION OF PRIVATE Lanps ber 28, 1936, and now contains 2,873,273 acres. 

The outstanding problem in this region is now The Kabetogama and Grand Portage State For- 
and always has been public acquisition of pri- °S'8 were established by state law in 1933, and 
vate lands, which throughout the greater part of contain 852,945 acres. A constitutional amend- 

the area, and especially on the Kabetogama ™ent adopted in 1938 by popular vote pom : 
State Forest, have been cut over for sawlogs and the state to exchange lands for other lands of 
pulp. These lands have also suffered from past equal value. Tt was followed by legislation in 

fires before federal jurisdiction was completed 1941 defining the powers of a Land Exchange 
in 1936 and state jurisdiction in 1933. Federal Commission covering this subject. The areas 
acquisition since 1928 has totalled 1,100,173 "0W available for these exchanges are: 

aon on the Superior National Forest and two State lands within Superior National Forest 308 500 
additional purchase areas, at an average cost of Federal lands within the Kabetogama and : 
$2.39 per acre, a figure which indicates that Grand Portage State Forests 188,100 
practically no commercial timber was acquired. Surplus of state over, federal lands... 196,900 
The state has spent a relatively small sum in out- In order to complete the consolidation of each 
right purchase but did buy certain key areas to ownership, the federal government would have 
presérve standing timber on international waters. to acquire by purchase the above excess acreage 
The state perfected legislation in 1943 for ac- from the 436,565 acres of private land within
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these two state forests, leaving 239,665 acres for ests, and that on this basis the National Forest 

state acquisition, and 696,751 acres for the gov- Reservation Commission established these pur- 

ernment to purchase within the national forest chase areas and the Forest Service in good faith 

boundary. purchased 188,980 acres of land within them. 

This program of mutual consolidation is ap- The state laws of 1941 and 1943, which re- 

parently not acceptable to the Quetico-Superior affirmed the state’s intention to retain these two 

Council, to the President’s Quetico-Superior Com- state forests, are regarded as a reversal of this 

mittee, or, as yet, to certain supporting organ- policy, making it impossible to complete the 

izations, among them the Izaak Walton League, project as conceived. The facts, as ascertained 

the National Parks Association, and the Wilder- from the laws and from records of transactions, 

ness Society. The reasons given for this rejec- appear to be as follows: 

tion of consolidation by exchange and for refusal 1. Prior to 1941, state law granted blanket 

to recognize the state’s equity in the program consent for federal forest land acquisition. Ap- 
are: : proval in advance by the governor or any other 

1. Necessity for completion of public acquisi- agency was not required. Neither the governor 

tion of the remaining private lands, and the past nor the Conservation Commission had power to 

ability of the federal government to spend large adopt any policy or make any commitments bind- 

sums for land purchase, by contrast with the ing upon the state respecting future land acquisi- 

state’s policy as outlined, thus indicating the _ tion by federal agencies. 

federal government as the sole dependable agency 2. At all times an important controlling fac- 
for land purchase. . tor to which the federal acquisition program was 

2. Necessity for a treaty with the Dominion necessarily subject has been the existence of the 

of Canada and the claim that on the part of the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forests, 

United States such a treaty can be consummated set apart by earlier acts of the legislature, for- 

only if the lands affected are federally owned, mally confirmed and re-established by the legis- 
while at the same time ignoring the complete lature in 1933 and again in 1943. No action by 

provincial ownership of Ontario lands. the governor or the Conservation Commission in- 

It is insisted that the entire length of the viting or approving expansion of the national 

boundary on the American side be included in forest in conflict with maintenance of the state 

the proposed program of federal ownership, and forests could have any legal validity. 

that the state relinquish her two state forests on 3. Efforts made in 1935 to secure express 
the boundary, both because of the above reasons _ legislative sanction for federal expansion in the 
and because the state administration is held to two state forests were unsuccessful. The legis- 
be less efficient than that of.the Forest Service lature has never adopted any measure abrogating 
in spite of the above-mentioned evidence to the or abridging in any particular its acts establish- 

contrary. Acquisition of all state lands would ing these forests. 
cost the federal government $5.00 per gcre for 4. The Conservation Commission chairman 

land alone (except swamp land, which is one- on March 23, 1934, attended a conference called 

third less) plus the value of the timber, or a by President Coffman of the University of Min- 

. minimum sum of $3,062,000: This would be in nesota, at which Dr. Henry Schmitz, director of 

addition to the cost of private lands, whose pub- the School of Forestry, was chairman. It was 

lic acquisition must take precedence in any case. attended by three representatives of the regional 

Nevertheless on the Canadian side the Quetico office of the Forest Service and by four state men. 
Provincial Park covers but one-third of the inter- The publicly announced purpose was to reach 
national boundary. an agreement on the relative spheres of acquisi- 

F tion of state and federal forests in the boundary 
Minnesora’s Position region and southward. At this conference a 

In justification for this stand, the fact is cited tentative agreement was reached between the 
that in 1934 Governor Floyd Olson, with the federal and state representatives upon the pro- 
approval of his Conservation Commission by a _ posed extensions of the Superior National Forest, 
vote of 3 to 2, consented to the creation of two corresponding substantially with those pro- 
federal purchase areas, blanketing respectively claimed and added to the forest two years later 
the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State For- (December 28, 1986). These extensions added
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1,215,833 acres to the former area of 1,655,162 sition by the federal government of land within 

acres, or 74 percent (making a total area of the state forests, and after the expulsion of the 

2,870,995 acres since increased to 2,873,273 acres farmer-labor regime of Olson and his successor, 

by minor adjustments), but not encroaching ma- Benson, by the election of Harold E. Stassen in 
terially upon the Kabetogama or Grand Por- 1938, measures were passed in 1941 and 1943 to 

tage State Forests. At that conference no pro- Clarify and reassert the state policy of mainte- 
posal was made for further extensions over the ance of the two state forests for the reasons 

state forests. set forth. 
5. This tentative agreement with the Forest Laws or 1941 anp 1943 

Service was almost immediately repudiated by These laws are the most recent focus of attack. 
U. S. Regional Forester Earl W. Tinker, who Chapter 343, Laws of 1943, provides that consent 
declared that the federal purchase program would t. acquisition by the United States of land in 
include these two state forest areas. In spite of Minnesota may be given by concurrence of a 
protests by the state authorities represented at majority of the members of the Land Exchange 

the conference, this position was adhered to by Commission, which consists of the governor, state 
the U. S. Forest Service. auditor, and, attorney general. This clause, ap- 

6. Governor Olson signed the bill reestablish- proved by Governor Stassen, deprived him of the 
ing the two state forests in 1933, and was ap- sole power formerly in the executive under the 
parently in accord with the stand of the Con- Act of 1941. The part of Section 5 which has 
servation Commission for retaining them under heen quoted as a deliberate attempt to hamstring 
state control until some time in the spring of the entire national forest program reads that 

1935, when he yielded to pressure by the Quetico- “consent of the state is given to the acquisition 
Superior group and reversed his former position. by the United States of lands lying within the 
By appointing two new members on the Con- original boundaries of the Superior National 
servation Commission, the governor also suc- Forest.” Actually, this clause is permissive and 
ceeded in obtaining a reversal of policy by the in no way affects the power given in the same 
commission. As before stated, these expressions Jaw to the Land Exchange Commission to permit 
by the governor and the Conservation Commis- purchases elsewhere. But critics of the law also 
sion had no legal validity. Nevertheless Governor overlook the final “repeal” clause which reads, 
Olson proceeded to make direct overtures to the “Such repeal shall not affect any case in which 
Washington office of the Forest Service, to se- consent of the state to the acquisition of property 
cure from the National Forest Reservation Com- was given by, or under, any of said provisions . . . 
mission the establishment of these conflicting nor any case in which the consent of the state 
purchase areas in the two state forests. The was given under laws of 1941, Chapter 66 before 
influence of the Quetico-Superior Council and the taking effect of this act.” Since Governor 
supporters was also exerted to this end. The Stassen had under this 1941 act already given 
Secretary of the Interior favored federal rather the state’s consent to federal acquisition of lands 
than state ownership of the disputed areas. For- throughout the proclaimed, i.e., the present, 
ester Silcox recognized the rights and position boundaries of the Superior National Forest, full 
of the state, as established by legislative acts, legal consent has been continuously operative for 

but nevertheless, on the strength of the extra- the entire purchase program, without restrictions, 
legal declarations by the governor and the Con- except as to lands without the proclaimed boun- 
servation Commission, and the opportunist at- daries, lying within the two state forests. 

titude of the regional office of the U. S. Forest In addition to this unrestricted consent, Gov- 
Service, the National Forest Reservation Com-  ernor Stassen formally consented under authority 
mission concluded that the state was behind this of the law of 1941 to further acquisition of land 

plan and created the purchase areas in the two by the federal government within the Kabeto- 
state forests. Here 163,762 acres were acquired gama and Grand Portage State Forests, but on 

by purchase, which, with existing federal lands, condition that such lands be acquired only for 
brought the total to 188,980 acres. purposes of exchange and consolidation with the 

7. The state legislature had never expressly state. The Forest Service at that time was un- 
authorized nor approved this program of acqui- willing to accept this condition and is solely re-
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sponsible, on this basis, for discontinuance of Quetico-Superior Committee since its creation in 
purchase within these areas. 1934, this year manifested an interest in provin- 

cial cooperation with the State of Minnesota and 
PRoroseD TREATY WITH CANADA the Forest Service to the extent of suggesting the 

The proposed treaty with the Dominion of reservation of a belt of uncut.timber on certain 
Canada, as applied to the resources of the Prov- boundary lakes, about 5 miles deep but extend- 

ince of Ontario, is highly commendable in objec- ing only about one-fourth of the distance of the 
tive provided it is clearly understood that no similar proposed belt on the American side. The 
such treaty can in any way bind either the prov- prospect that these authorities will cooperate in 

ince or the State of Minnesota. Much has been securing a treaty which in any way substitutes 
said about the treaties between the United States dominion control for provincial authority is so 
and Great Britain on international waters. It remote as to be fantastic. 

may not be understood that down to the present _—‘The chief present obstacle even to this limited 
time the International Joint Commission, dealing voluntary cooperation is the uneasiness and dis- 
with waters, has no power whatever to enforce a _ trust created by the reiteration in the American 
single provision on either country, and until re- press of the program for a treaty which would 
cently could not even initiate inquiries until asked affect the entire Ontario watershed of the Rainy 
to do so by the respective governments. Adoption River, with no agreement among its proponents 
of recommendations lies wholly with the parties as to the extent of control over provincial re- 

to the treaty, acting in their sovereign capacity. sources or the methods of effecting this control. 
The Quetico-Superior advocates know that no Ontario is not primarily interested in this par- 
treaty signed by the United States can bind the ticular area as a wilderness. Its true undevel- 
State of Minnesota in the management of her land oped wilderness areas lie to the north and are of 
resources, but fail to recognize that an exactly huge extent. This particular area, while highly 
similar rule may apply to Ontario. Hence all prized by Americans for wilderness use, is re- 
that such a treaty could express would be a garded by Ontario as part of her southern dis. 
declaration of intent or policy, which to become  tricts, to be developed for maximum use and 

effective would have to be accepted not by the revenue. This means railroads—one now bisects 
dominion but by the province alone. This con- the watershed—roads, resorts, and homes, with 
dition is permanent and there is no easy way taxes and revenue. The province is fully aware 
around it. that the numbers who prefer wilderness recrea- 

The Province of Ontario, owning and deriving tion are small compared with those who desire 
revenue from practically the entire area of the access by auto or rail. She is willing to make 
Rainy Lake watershed, has permitted most of the some sacrifice to American sentiment as a friend- 
pine and pulpwood stands on ‘this 6 million acres ly gesture, but will not be coerced into a wilder- 
to be cut, under practically no restrictive regula- ness program involving a huge slice of her mid- 
tions as to reforestation, seed trees, slash disposal, waist which separates the denser populations to 

or protection of lake shores. the east and west. These sentiments were def- 
The Quetico Provincial Park management dif-  initely expressed in a meeting of the chamber 

fers in no respect from that of other provincial of commerce of western Ontario, held at Fort — 

lands as to the cutting of timber. Its regulations Frances in June, 1944, which was attended by 
apply primarily to protection of game and fish, the premier, U. S. Forest Service officials, and 
and its ostensible legal purpose is for recreation. representatives of the State of Minnesota. 

No effort was made by the province to protect 
the lake shores in the park from clear cutting Roapiess AREAS IN SUPERIOR NATIONAL 
until 1942, when certain lakes were put under Forest 
regulations reserving timbered strips. In 1943 On May 22, 1944, Jay H. Price, regional for- 
similar regulations were applied to all waters in ester at Milwaukee, stated to the writer the def- 
the entire province, but this did not restore shores _inite intention of the Forest Service, as soon as 
already denuded, either within or without the war conditions permitted, of marking the boun- 

park. daries of a no-cutting area along the international 
The provincial authorities, after politely ignor- boundary, extending practically its full length, 

ing and evading the requests of the President’s to a depth of from three to ten miles.
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On March 31, 1944, Mr. Price addressed the Lake states Foret Experiment Station.. Forest areas 
‘ : and timber volumes in the Lake States. Economi annual convention of the Izaak Walton League Notes No. 10; @Aleg Forest’ Sasvey | Sariet Rea 

at Chicago and stated that there remained 137,- May 1, 1935. : 

000 acres of private land within the three road- Munnesols Statutes. Conservation lands. Chapter 511, 

less areas of the Superior National Forest, the Federal acquisition. Weeks Law Enabling Act (State). 
prompt acquisition of which would be necessary Chapter 55, 1925. 

to prevent postwar development of tourist resorts Federal srqusitions, Chapter 66, 1941; and Chapters 
ways a an : i 

and cottages within these areas, thus permanently Land exchange commission, power over federal pur- 

obstructing realization of the objectives for which chases. Chapter 343, 1943. 
: id also that the cost of Land exchanges. Chapter 393, 1941. 

they Were created. He sai Pee $600,000 and Regulation of private cutting. Chapter 290, 1943. 
acquisition would run to between 2 a State forest boundaries established. Chapter 171, 

$700,000, No funds are at present available for ue 
5 ; squisiti £ ‘state State forests, establishment. Chapter 448, 1917. 

purchase of these ee SHRUB ae ate State forests, Kabetogama area. Chapter 263, 1931. 
owned lands, amounting to about 114,000 acres, State forests. Chapter 171, 1943. 

he regarded as desirable but not necessary. State Shipstead-Nolan Act. Chapter 412, 1933. 
Te oucles lands for state forests. Chapter 511, 

CoNcLUSION f 
y ; ; - Tax lands for state forests. Chapter 283, 1931. 

The conclusion from this summary of facts is Zoning. Chapter 340, 1939. 

that all interested organizations and persons National Forest Reservation Commission Report, Land 
Bole 1) art Exchanges, p. 35, 1927-28. 

should concentrate on obtaining appropriations 3 

i t toue earmarked Oberholtzer, E. C. Attention, please, for Quetico: 
from the federal government to : Superior. National Parks Magazine 78:11-15, July- 

solely for the preservation of the roadless area in September, 1944. f 

the Superior National Forest: that the treaty Gane ‘sl ee the fight. Living Wilderness 

with the Dominion of Canada, if nas Hangs across the border. Amer. Forests 50:428-431. 

id of compulsory pravisions directe . , 
bs prin Prowl P f DG thar consolida: Letter, New York Times, May 15, 1943. 
against the Province 0 3 - State wins first Quetico-Superior battle. Wilderness 

tion of state and federal forests should be accom- News 17, May 11, 1943. 

plished speedily; and that all. mention of the Wet of Quenes- Speer Wilderness News 16, March 

greater Quetico-Superior project of 10 million Olson, Sig. Quetico-Superior Wilderness, international 

acres should be dropped permanently, if the real and unique. Living Wilderness 7 (8) :30-31. 1942. pped p : 

and attainable objective of a Quetico-Superior foos end Paul. Forestry setback. Editorial, 
i i btained. nee ee : 

roadless wilderness area is ever to he ol : Presidente QaetienSlperion Comuatter, Establishment. 
: e xecutive order, June 30, 1934. 
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PARK TIMBER RESERVED AS A STRIP ALONG NORWAY BEACH ON CASS 

: LAKE, IN 1902, ILLUSTRATING THE PRINCIPLE OF PROTECTING THE 

SCENIC VALUES OF LAKE SHORES, WHICH WAS LATER ADOPTED IN 
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ACT OF 1930. 
U, S. Forest Service Photo. 

Taken by H. H. Chapman in 1905 
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Lessons from the Quetico-Superior Controversy 
By HERMAN H. CHAPMAN 

In northeastern Minnesota the great 1933. The threat to the lake shores was swamps, and dense growth, practically no 
Laurentide granitic Shield of Canada ex- over. This fight concentrated public in- tourist ever set foot, while the compara- 
tends south to Lake Superior forming a terest on the region, and the Forest Serv- tive flatness of the region gave no incen- 
region of innumerable lakes and rivers, ice in consultation with a new President’s tive for mountain climbing for distant 
interspersed with the usual glacial debris, “Quetico-Superior” committee of five views. Protect the shores, their water 
potholes, small muskegs, exposed rock men took up the matter of creating a levels and timber, and you protect. all 
surfaces, gravel and glacial till. Before wilderness area within the National For- recreational values. Further reservations 
the invasion by tourists this was the home est, which should be the mecca of canoe would merely withdraw natural timber 
of the moose, now for the most part travel, for which it was so eminently resources from industry with no com- 
driven into more secluded fastnesses be- adapted. pensating advantages. 

yond the border. Through the heart of But here the problem encountered was The third reason was historical. These 
this wilderness a great fire swept, in 1865, wyofold. In the first place, wilderness principles had received the acid test of 
destroying whatever white and Norway areas elsewhere in the National Forests are application as early as 1902 at Cass and 
pine existed at that time, and bringing in protected against all forms of exploitation Leech Lakes on what later became the 
a second growth of Jack pine and aspen, oF resources including logging, and must Minnesota, now known as the Chippewa 
possibly as successors of the same species ot be accessible for automobiles, nor National Forest. Based on common sense, 
existing before the fire. developed privately or publicly by hotels, observation, and his own experiences in 

In any event, the timber cruisers who resorts or summer homes. The Superior camping, the author of this article was 

gridironed the region in the decade 1890- National Forest was penetrated in many able to suggest in that year the plan by 
1900 saw no value in this 25 to 35-year- places by old well-established roads such which the park and recreational interests 

old scrub growth and the land remained as the Gunflint trail to the boundary — received the concession of a strip of frac- 
public property. cereus ook ecu and the ily eg Hone borane Hoke ay and Nor- 

5 é . state highway on the west. This was way Beach, with Star Island thrown in, on 

oe ane oe i mes ae even more true of the area west of the which the timber should be preserved for 
present Superior National Forest whose National Forest boundary, representing recreational value. The photograph shown 
outer boundaries now embrace 2,873,273 the Kabetogama State Forest. When the on the cover was taken on Norway Beach 
acres, of which 1,791,522 acres, or 62 per conferees had studied the entire situation, 1m that year. On the remainder of the 

ent, is already federally owned. 385,000 they reached an agreement on three areas area designated for forestry, seed trees 
eer a Gata ‘ent belongs tu the State Within the Forest, totalling about a million were _I¢ft_and_the slash burned. under a 
of Minn Sa 6 Awer eee ee aq per acres, as constituting all that could pos- crude jegislative provision for  silvicul- 
pase ye call si ouverte ends: “Under the _ sibly be preserved for wilderness uses on ture—but even then the mistake was not 
Weeks eas ot rot, as extended to the the American (Minnesota) side of the made of legislating a diameter limit, and 
Labe Suites ja 1925, the National Forest boundary. These conditions remain un- the seed trees left were of the best. ; 

Reservation Commission purchased 1,098,- changed today except for further devel- This compromise proved then and since 

os acres to add to the public holdings in opments and building outside of the re- to be perfectly satisfactory to the public, 
he vee” served areas. As it stands, the protected the Indians, the industry, and the local 

N 4... area is fourth in size of all the wilderness residents and has stood the test of time, 
Meanwhile, as early as 1909, the Rainy areas of the Forest Service, in the moun- with the sole later blunder of permitting 

River. watershed of 10 million acres, 60 tain fastnesses of the west. Thus the summer homesites to be developed in the 
per cent of which was in Ontario, a first problem was met by the total exclu- park strips. With this example of 30 
been hanieseed fon pow ee puree er sion of areas penetrated by roads. years before them, even the Quetico- 

ee al Ae Teeaaceral But this Minnesota wilderness differs Soperon Conrail feae agreed that it was 
Falls. In 1914, a second upper great lake from all others in another important N0t eee to blanket the entire million system was dammed at Kettle Falls, ex- Tespect, in that the cutting of timber fee ue dh oe a National Park, and 

tending the flowage and damage to shores under forestry regulation has always been Fee heen Shit t as Position. So we 

eastward but still leaving the remaining permitted within the protected reserva~ [1M aie ies a olan Act and the 
chain of border lakes intact. But in 1925 tions as well as on the remainder of the State ve pes peace of protected 

he engi f the International Joint Forest. There are three very definite  Sttips of timber to a depth of 400 feet, be- 
Connie, ce finding body, brought —T©2S0ns why this was done. yond which timber may be sold, cut and jommission, a fact~ , = 5 if ‘i 
in a report showing the possibilities of The first is that the people of the state ates ace te eee Roe 
further power development, extending and region did not believe in the principle ‘Area to distinguish it from areas Shale 
along nearly the entire boundary eastward of locking up timber resources and locked up from Briher Catena basis tte 

to Saganaga Lake. Mr. Backus urged withdrawing them from use and renewal Olympic National Park hee ie 
these developments but was opposed by under forestry practices, unless higher equally difficult to see any timber ove: Bi 
Minnesota state departmental authorities, values would thereby be destroyed, but fey, hundred feet from trails and wl es 
who were joined by various groups in- preferred the policy of multiple use under there are practically no Take or ae 

cluding a newly organized body termed which the greatest total good could be shores to be protected. In fact. in Min: z 

the Quetico-Superior Council affiliated derived from the land—and even in the Oni co fae the unbalanced and Seen 

with the Izaak Walton League. great Sete of nese a million acres able’ efforts of persons and organizations 
In 1930 the united efforts of these agen- VERY AS ELE MAGIC he : determined to secure large timbered areas, 

cies secured the passage of the Shipstead- The second and controlling reason was _ the larger the better, and withdraw them 
Nolan Act through Congress, which pro- that the recreational values in the region completely from the economic life of the 
hibited any further change in water levels were confined to the waterways and nar- country, have not been successful, due to 
affecting federal lands along the bound- row strips of protecting timber along their the victory of common sense as shown 
ary. A similar state law was passed in shores, back of which, in the brush, on these two National Forests, and the



public support given to the principle of _ fires have run through the slashings, com- the west, and the Grand Portage State 
the greatest good to the greatest number _pleting the destruction in true Lake States _ Forest on the east of the Superior Nation- 
of persons by protecting the rights and — style. Since 1943 general provincial regu- al Forest, to the federal government. 
welfare of as many interests as possible. lations have been imposed for leaving which could then, as far as this country 
Another illustration of this principle is timber along lake shores, either without — is concerned, ratify its half of a treaty and 

seen in the character of recreation itself, rf within Provincial Parks, and as a result, presumably extend the benefits therefrom 
The wilderness, or roadless area is the Some of the shores on the Ontario side of over the entire stretch of boundary from 
ideal for those who prefer it, and is worth the Quetico have been saved from im- the eastern apex to within 3 miles of 
all it costs. But how many know that Pending ruin. the settlement of International Falls. 

out of 91,628 recreationists visiting the These natural resources, land and tim- Neither the Kabetogama a the Grand 
Superior National Forest in 1940 or before ber, all belong to Ontario, not to the Portage State Forests conform in any 
the war, only about 2,000 left civilization Dominion, Furthermore, the Province Sense to Roadless Areas nor are they of 
behind and plunged into the compara- has a plethora of untapped wilderness in suitable character for canoe trips. They 
tively safe waterways of the Roadless its vast northern reaches. It regards the 2%€,, however, already developed wit! 
Area where they have to depend on southward extension of the Laurentide roads, railroads, and nearly $900,000 worth 
themselves? Perhaps the Roadless Area shield to Lake Superior as a huge barrier of private buildings, and thus serve the 95 
could be extended by closing the access between the fertile well developed dis- Per cent of the public who prefer this 
roads and buying up and tearing down _ tricts lying east and west, and its interests form of recreation. It is well known that 
the resorts. In that case I believe Jess lie in developing this strip west of States have absolute Congressional author- 
people would or could penetrate it. Is it Port Arthur, not in adding it to the ity to determine where the national for- 
not time we faced a few facts, namely, other millions of acres of bush to the st purchases shall be permitted and where 
that the spirit actuating wilderness move- northward. A railroad bisects the Rainy excluded. The State of Minnesota, which 
ments is that we don’t want anyone there Lake watershed, and extensive develop- permanently established these state for- 
but ourselves, provided we can get there ments for summer homes and resorts have &StS, IN_ 1933, although their origin goes 
at all! What this means is that before we taken place, with more hoped for. On- back to 1911, has no intention of relin- 
indulge in efforts for unlimited extension  tario citizens with a passion for solitude quishing them, nor is there any valid reason 
of wilderness areas and exclusion of all can explore the unlimited stretches of the why it should be done. Not an acre could 
commercial uses it would be well to con- wild north lands, while the Province thus be added to the existing Roadless 
sider the other fellow and his rights and develops its southern strip for those, 50 Areas, nor could the possibility of the 
welfare, and try to arrive at some fair times as numerous, who prefer auto travel ‘eaty with the Dominion be advanced a 
division of benefits to the many, not exclu- and comfortable inns or summer homes. S*¢P by this procedure. 
sively to the few. This in their mind applies as well to visi- , Another article could be written regard- 

While the wilderness spirit seeks soli- tors from the States, who build taxable ing the history of this dispute with the 
tude and exclusion, the park goal is vast Structures, hire guides, and spend money State of Minnesota since 1934, but space 

crowds. Both are opposed in turn to the in the Province. The entire picture in does not permit its coverage in this one. 
use of any of the natural resources except Ontario is one which lends little support The one outstanding fact at present is the 
the scenery alone. Both park and wilder- the enthusiasm of United States citizens need for federal purchase of a remaining 

ness champions have indulged in criticism Who hope to add vast areas across the area of 136,000 acres of private land still 
of the “false front” on the Superior border to the nucleus of the Superior owned within the Roadless Areas. If 
Roadless Area, represented by the pro- Roadless Area. Yet something can be these lands are developed as resorts, the 
tected shores, preferring of ccurse to done along this line if the proposals are entire purpose of the Roadless Areas will 
expel lumbering and forestry from the en- | ™oderate and reasonable, and if the Pro- be thwarted. Except for this fact alone, 
tire region. A concession to this senti- vincial people themselves are allowed to the ultimate goal of the wilderness play- 
ment has in fact been made within the take the initiative and retain control. In ground in northern Minnesota was fully 
Roadless Areas, where all cutting will fact, an area of about 5 miles in depth has achieved to the greatest possible degree, 
henceforth be prohibited within a strip been proposed by these authorities, ex- back in 1937 when the Roadless Areas 
along the boundary varying in depth from tending, it is true, but one-third of the were finally secured and established. That 
three to ten miles. Most of this timber is distance covered by the similar federal is the significant fact emerging from a 
commercially inaccessible and may well Proposal on the Minnesota side, but quite study of this controversy which has oc- 
be devoted to purely aesthetic uses. How 2 concession considering the existing facts.  cupied the author for nearly two years. ' 
far the tourists will penetrate those forest Most unfortunately, the organizations Concentration on the final acquisition 
strips from their canoes and camps is in on the American side which were respon- and protection of the Superior Roadless 
this case immaterial. Perhaps trails for sible for the original success and achieve- Areas should be the immediate concern 
hiking jaunts can be developed to such ments on the Superior have for the last of all who hope to preserve this unique 
groves of pine as may still remain intact 20 years refused to accept these facts, and region from further invasion and desecra- 
in this scenic belt back from the shores. have striven in a nation-wide campaign tion. Further scattering and_ dividing 

This is the situation on the Minnesota for goals utterly unattainable and self these efforts can result only in losing the 
side of the boundary. On the Quetico or defeating. Foremost in this program is _ last chance to achieve this goal. 
Ontario side it is not nearly so satisfac- insistence on the securing of a treaty with 
tory. The Quetico Provincial Park of the Dominion government of Canada for 
1,081,000 acres occupies a frontage along the control of the resources of six million 
the international boundary only one-third 2¢res of Ontario’s land, to be dedicated 
as long as that represented by the Superior 48 a war memorial to veterans. Except as 
National Forest plus the State of Minne- 4 noble but meaningless gesture, such a 
sota and Indian Reservation. Further-  tfeaty is impractical without the surrender 
more although these Provincial Parks are by Ontario of control over her own re- 
dedicated to recreational use and protec- Sources. Hence no progress has been or 
tion of wildlife, the regulations permit the Will be made in the direction of this 
exploitation of their timber resources, ¢0ercion. Its direct effect is to discour- 
subject only to Provincial regulations age the Province itself from going ahead 
which up to 1942 made no provision what- a cooperative basis to secure what in its 

ever even for the protection of lake judgment it can spare for a wilderness 
shores, or for slash disposal and the leaving Sanctuary. 
of seed trees. Most of the 6 million acres, But the corollary of this attempt is even 
including the ee portion of the less realistic. It consists of endeavoring 
Quetico Provincial Park, has already been to force the State of Minnesota to sur- 
logged for its pine and pulpwood and render the Kabetogama State Forest on
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The Quetico-Superior Program 

By PROFESSOR H. H. CHAPMAN 

Photographs by the Author 

Ae once wrote a fable about a dog, eastern and western empires, much in the 
which, while crossing a stream on a manner that the slender waist of a wasp 

plank, with a piece of meat in his mouth, connects its thorax and abdomen. Three 
happened to see its reflection in the water. railroads span the forests, one of which 
Thinking that the reflected image por- crosses the center of the Rainy Lake water- 
trayed a much more desirable morsel, he — sled from Port Arthur to Fort Frances. 
dropped the meat and lost it. The Province of Ontario owns all of its 

The Quetico-Superior International Wil- public lands. All lumbering is done under 
derness Area is today threatened with a contracts and leases from the provincial 
like fate. The “reflection in the stream” is authorities. Unlike the exploitation of pri- 
the much advertised project of including vate land on the United States side, the 
the entire Rainy Lake watershed of ten revenue from stumpage goes to the prov- 
million acres in an international area to be ince. What appears to Americans as the 
dedicated by a treaty as a memorial to vet- extension northward of an uninhabited 
erans of the two world wars. The “meat” wilderness is to the citizens of Ontario a 
already secured, but jeopardized by this _ lifeline connecting her more densely popu- 
propaganda, is the roadless area of over a lated areas, and one that her citizens wish 
million acres within the Superior National _ to see developed to the fullest possible use. 
Forest, and its counterpart of different Ontario, it is true, set aside the Quetico 
status but equal area within the Quetico Provincial Park on November 7, 1913, with 
Provincial Park in Ontario. an area of 1,100,800 acres. But the basic 

Since the people of the United States are act of 1927 on provincial parks provides 
less well informed regarding the conditions only that special regulations can be en- 
across the border, let us glance at a map of forced with reference to hunting and trap- 
Canada that shows distribution of popula- ping, and the cutting of timber. If the 
tion and resources. The agricultural sec- provincial authorities decide that it is ad- 
tions of the Dominion are severed into two visable, strips of timber can be reserved 
parts by the southward extension of the along the lake shores, but the creation of 
great granite outcrop known as the Lauren- the park does not in itself insure the pro- 
tian Shield, that extends south in Minne- tection or reservation of a single tree. Ac- 
sota to Lake Superior and forms the lake tually it was not until 1942 that any such 
country in the Arrowhead region. In this regulations were enforced within the park, 
triangle is located the 2,873,273 acres of and then largely on the insistence of United 
the Superior National Forest, and the 852,- States interests that were scandalized by 
000 acres of the Kabetogama and Grand the invasion of loggers into some of the 
Portage state forests. choicest pine stands on the border lakes. 

Across the center of the shield, which is Conferences occurring this last summer 
comprised of a rocky, lake-splashed, forest have secured tentative agreements on the 
wilderness unfit for farming, the Cana- part of the Ontario authorities to set aside 
dians have struggled to tie together their a comparatively small area extending from 
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Covered with white pine, this picturesque island escaped the fire of 1865, 

and is one of several in Lake Isabella located in the heart of the Superior 

roadless area thirteen miles north of the settlement of the same name. 

the east side of Lake La Croix through slash disposal (except a low and neglected 
Crooked Lake to the west side of Basswood diameter limit for cutting). At the present 
Lake, and averaging about five miles in time the principal operator in this region 
depth from the shores. Here special restric- states that practically all the accessible 
tions may, if the project is approved, be timber has already been removed and he is 
placed on removal of timber, to create a not interested in what is left and is in favor 
counterpart in Ontario to the much larger of the proposed restrictions. 
area in the Superior National Forest, ex- Meanwhile, the Ontario authorities and 
tending along two-thirds of the boundary, public are primarily interested, not in pre- 
where, for a depth of from three to ten serving the wilderness character of the 
miles, no cutting will henceforth be per- Quetico Park, much less of the remaining 
mitted. In addition, orders issued on March 5,000,000 acres that divide the western 
6 and July 19, 1943, and April 14, 1944, plains from Port Arthur and the east, but 
by the Deputy Minister at Toronto, stipu- in developing intensive recreational use of 
late that in the future all logging contracts this area, so as to encourage the building 
in Ontario will have clauses providing for of summer homes and resorts, and the 
the protection of lake shores and scenic and maximum utility of its fishing and recrea- 

recreational values on lands adjoining tional opportunities by the largest number 
lakes and rivers. Previous to these reforms, of persons, thus increasing both tax income 
logging of provincial timber swept over and tourist revenues. The dedication of any 
most of the 6,000,000 acres of the Ontario large portion of this life belt exclusively 
Rainy Lake watershed, including a large to a wilderness economy means a perma- 
part of the Quetico Park, with no restric- nent restriction of the numerical use of the 
tions whatever either in logging or for recreational resource. This fact is substan- 
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tiated by the official figures for the Superior zoned for different uses, such as wilderness, 

National Forest. Of the 91,628 persons lumbering, tourist camps, mining and agri- 

making recreational use of this area in culture! Is this the purpose of a wilderness 

1940, but 2000 penetrated the roadless area, and if so, how would a stroke of the 

area, the remainder being content to stop pen create conditions any different from 

at resorts reached by auto roads in areas those existing without, and even within the 

excluded from the roadless reservations. Quetico Park? And how would the abso- 

If Ontario in turn can induce nearly fifty lute control now exercised over these lands 

times as many people to use her lakes and and resources by the province be in any 

streams by establishing roads and private way affected, or the wilderness area ex- 

or public resorts, her officials and taxpayers tended, by any decisions other than those 

will hesitate to set aside any large propor- voluntarily made by provincial authorities 

tion even of the Quetico Park as a true in the full light of their economic prob- 

wilderness area, where all such uses are lems? 

excluded. Frankly, and I speak from facts, the 

It has been claimed that because the people of this portion of Ontario regard 

province owns all this watershed, it can the proposals of Americans for the dedica- 

be included in the greater Quetico-Superior — tion of Ontario’s entire Rainy River water- 

project merely by a stroke of the pen; that shed, under an international treaty, for a 

its dedication would in no wise interfere war memorial and playground for Ameri- 
with provincial sovereignty or control of cans, as a huge hoax and in that form, re- 

her resources; and that the area would be  gardless of the sugar coating of the pill by 

Little of the forest of the Superior wilderness is not second growth, 

but this grove of red pine on an island near the international 

boundary was intact, at least, up to the time the picture was taken. 
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concessions to zoning for all uses, they will The Superior National eres {see ee con- 
. J . oe tains 2,873,273 acres, of which 1,096, acres 

not swallow it. Nor should they. The res- are still to be purchased by the federal gov- 
toration of ruined provincial forests must ernment. 137,000 acres of the non-federal 
be accomplished by the province itself. The land is within the roadless part of the national 

Se i 3 8 forest. These non-federal acres are threatened 
dedication of any portion of the remaining with wilderness-destroying development by 
uncut/areato’ wilderness tise is acmatter for private interests, and, according to the author, 

: mal: J decide, for i acquisition of funds for their purchase de- 
public opinion in Ontario to decide, for it serves first consideration; otherwise the exist- 
is their own land, and does not belong to ing wilderness condition of the entire area 

mi may be lost. The author says that the two the Dominion of Canada. Dominion control purciietaduntie@inel Kaba tencimatsiatel rerey 
will not be tolerated in the province. on the west and the Grand Portage State 

Fred nntlielioheethekoroposaletorrs Forest on the east—are not wilderness, and 
ieee rae aa prop ii that to add them to the Superior wilderness, 

treaty with the Dominion is most unrealis- as some suggest, would degrade the standards 
tic. Why should Ontario cede to the Domin- of the whole system of wilderness areas of 
ion the control over her own domain under the United States Forest Service. 
any pretext whatever? Yet, unless the prov- 
ince agrees to do just this, no effective 

y with the Dominion can be consum- ‘ ; . 
Beaty syst 3 r Superior Wilderness and the consummation 
mated. This situation explains the consist- 2 goa ; 

Es ee of a treaty with the Dominion continues 
ent refusal of the Dominion authorities to ° . : 5 

a h Tend ee ie eornoil unabated, as shown by articles appearing 
B: ri Sal. x >: : T 4 

co eee Sto Deed ae ueee: ri a the it Nationat Parks Macazine for July- 
E 21Vi rl re . . i 

Se , oe SUPE er ies di September 1944, and in American Forests . ely. gestur . = treaty a y i she a a a as for September 1944. 

7 i . , : 
cating a desira ble ame Pree ZOR Lae This chimerical attempt at an impossible 
Province, under which it would, o a ©W" Dominion control of Ontario’s resources, 
volition, endeavor to gee es aria namely, the proposed treaty, is held as the 
its pine and other timber ang make wel principal reason for an even more unwise 
use of all of ils resources in perpetuity, it and unconsidered effort to expel the State 

Tep resents ea noble ideal, but wholly di- of Minnesota from two of her established 
vorced either from Dominion authority for state forests. the only areas she possesses 

enforcement, or from the fundamental re- on the international boundary, neither of 
quirements of a wilderness area, and any them in contact with the Quetico Park and 

attempt to put teeth ee would lead only neither of them in any way possessing the 
to confusion, frustration and international yequisite attributes of a wilderness area. 

misunderstandings. These state forests are the Kabetogama and 
This proposal is only too accurately de- the Grand Portage, lying west and east of 

scribed as the image of something better, the 160-mile stretch of roadless lake and 

in grasping for which the possibilities of — river wilderness already secured in part by 
attaining a real nucleus of wilderness may the U. S. Forest Service, and lying within 

be lost. In fact, the proposed treaty, cou- the established boundaries of the Superior 
pled with the insistent pressure for its ap- National Forest. These state areas, estab- 
plication to the entire watershed of the lished by the state legislature in 1933 in 
Rainy River, now constitutes the chief ob- final form, and never relinquished by the 

stacle in the minds of Ontario citizens to people of the state (despite the temporary 
the accomplishment of a reasonable and and unauthorized betrayal of their inter- 
ossible cooperative undertaking by which ests in 1935 by the late Governor Floyd P I } ) 

as much of the Quetico as can be spared Olson), are and have for decades been ac- 
may actually be secured for a wilderness. cessible by roads, crossed by railroads, and 
Yet, in spite of these facts, the pressure developed for intensive tourist use. On the 
and propaganda for the greater Quetico- Kabetogama alone, private developments 
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in cottages and resorts are valued at $885,- the state’s good will and integrity, and on 
000. Were it not for these developments the — its competence as an owner and administra- 
Kabetogama would be used only to an in- _ tor of forest lands—statements that are not 

significant extent, for it has few interior supported by facts. This was a very un- 
lakes and rivers suitable for canoe trips. fortunate procedure in the light of the fact 
The suitable areas all lie within the Su- that by the terms of the law that authorizes 
perior National Forest. the federal government to acquire lands for 

Extension of the national forest to in- national forests by purchase, the states, one 

clude the Kabetogama will not add an acre and all, are given the absolute right to de- 
of land to the roadless areas. The areas termine where and to what extent these pur- 
devoid of auto roads were mapped out in chases shall be permitted. 

1937 and agreed upon in a conference be- Even more than in Ontario, the results 
tween the Forest Service and the President’s _ of this course of action indicate that the re- 

Quetico-Superior Council, as constituting flection in the stream may cause the dog to 
the only areas remaining that could then, drop the real possession and spoil the road- 
or now, be set aside for wilderness pur- less areas. After the war, outdoor recrea- 
poses. The protection of these areas alone tion will receive an enormous impetus. 
was still possible of accomplishment, pro- Private lands within the wilderness areas, 
vided the Forest Service could buy up the much of it capable of development as re- 
remaining private lands within the borders _ sorts, is almost certain to be so used. The 
of the roadless reservations. one outstanding and pressing need is to 

The persistent effort to extend the Supe- save the “meat” by obtaining a large 
rior National Forest westward over this enough appropriation from Congress to 

substandard Kabetogama area cannot pos- enable the Forest Service speedily to mop 
sibly increase the true wilderness. If it up this 137,000 acres of private holdings 
should become part of a wilderness area, it within the wilderness area. How is this 

will bring about a degradation of the stand- ever to be accomplished if the unwise and 
ards, and it will adulterate the quality of unrealistic pressure persists to extend fed- 
the roadless areas—a result which poses a eral purchases to west and east, requiring 

threat to the inviolability of all wilderness many times the expenditure and dividing 
areas that would be just as menacing as the support for the true objective, which is 

that of including substandard areas in the an unspoiled wilderness of a million acres 
National Park System. capable of accommodating, with the maxi- 

There is not the remotest possibility that mum of satisfaction, many times the 2000 
this effort to drive the state out of its pos- voyagers who now make use of it? 

sessions in this region can succeed. No The numerous and persistent misrepre- 
basic reason justifies the citizens of Minne-  sentations indulged in by die-hard advo- 

sota in surrendering these lands. Just as in cates of the greater Quetico-Superior proj- 
the case of Ontario, this poorly directed ect can be forgiven if they realize this 
strategy has served only to delay the con- pressing need, abandon the folly of a bind- 
solidation of the roadless area, the only re- ing treaty on Ontario, grant to the State 
maining wilderness. Instead of concentrat- of Minnesota the respect to which its citi- 
ing on the purchase and protection of this zens are entitled, and go all-out for funds 
invaluable roadless tract in the heart of with which to save the roadless wilderness 
the Superior, the Forest Service was led to before it is too late. 

scatter its purchases over inferior lands to The time is short. Let us unite to save 
the west and east, and the proponents of — what is left of this most unique and price- 

the greater Quetico-Superior plan were less heritage of unspoiled lake and forest 
forced to use arguments reflecting both on — sanctuary, the Quetico-Superior Wilderness. 
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April 11, 1945 

Mr. Chester S. Wilson 
Commissioner of Conservation 
State Office Building : 
St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Wilsons 

I appreciate your taking the pains to give me your summary of 
April 2. 

If there is any legal doubt about the use of forest acquisition 
funds for cleaning up the private holdings, it seems to me that 
doubt should be pinned down and met either by legislation or 
in some other manner, This ia perhaps another opportunity for 
the state of Minnesota to take the initiative. 

Ie there any hope of regulating hydroplane traffic within the 
roadless area? I don't mean to ask you for a lengthy treatment 

of this question, mt I just wonder whether it has been considered. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopela 

ec Chapman 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)



EBB 9150 
MEMORANDUM 

from the office of 

COMMISSIONER OF CONSERVATION 

Date April 6-1945 

To 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

As suggested in your letter of February 19, 
I am sending to Mr. Otto Doering copies of 

the material which I sent you before, also 
a copy of the enclosed letter. 

Chester S. Wilson
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CHESTER S. WILSON oo Li ee S ~ er rORRENRY 6 eee COMMISSIONER [PEGRESTRY | {LANDS & MINERALS! J Le a ee 
Pe? lieles _Uiiare EE Panes) a ee 

cS ve Ctx Of, ras, a . a at WALTER S. OLSON 

; are EN OF GONSEROS CONSE 

St. PAUL 1,MINN. April 2, 1945. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was glad to get your letter of Feb. 
19th, but have been delayed in replying on account of legislative 
business. 

I fully appreciate the importance of your 
suggestion as to publicizing the policy of our department in 
supporting the program for protection of the wilderness areas. 
Since I first announced our endorsement of the plans of the 
U. S&S. Forest Service and our efforts to secure the cooperation 
of the Province of Ontario in establishing wilderness memorial 
areas along the international boundary at the National Convention 
of the Izaak Walton League in 1944, I have made public statements 
to the same effect before many meetings of the Izaak Walton League 
and other interested organizations in Minnesota. However, repeti- 
tion of a previous statement gets little space in the newspapers, 
so nothing much has appeared in print on the subject until lately, 
I have been and still am hoping for some kind of a definite answer 
to the proposel which we submitted to the Ontario authorities a 
year ago. This would have provided the occasion for an announce= 
ment of widespread public interest. However, no commitment has 
yet been made by the provincial government, 

Our contacts and correspondence with the 
officials of the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests indicate 

f that they are at least willing to discuss the proposal for estab= 
lishing wilderness areas, and that thus far they have granted no 
permits for construction of resorts in the Quetico Provincial Park. 
With respect to exclusion of roads and resorts up to date the i 
situation is under better control in Ontario than on our side of 
the boundary, Probably the most serious obstacle in the path of 
the wilderness program is presented by the two resorts established 

in 1940 and 1941 on the American side of Crooked Lake on private 
property in the very heart of the proposed wilderness area, ; 
These resorts are served by airplane transportation from Ely, and 
according to reports have been doing a thriving business. In the 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MILK AND BUTTER FOR VECTOR ¥:
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face of this situation the Province of Ontario cannot very well be 
expected to undertake to exclude resorts from the opposite area on 
the Canadian side, 

The only way to eliminate these resorts and pre- 
vent construction of others will be through acquisition by the 
United States of the private property whereon resorts are or may 
be established in the wilderness or roadless areas, for which 
(and much more) the government has the full consent of the State 
of Minnesota, 

This matter came up for discussion at a meeting 
of the conservation committee of the Minnesota department of the 
American Legion held in St. Paul in January of this year, at which 
both Mr. Oberholtzer, President of the Quetico-Superior Couneil, 
and I were present. As you doubtless know, the Minnesota legion, 
like the Izaak Walton League, has been on record for several years 
with resolutions endorsing Mr. Oberholtzer's program for extension 
of federal control over the purchase units designated in the Grand 

Portage and Kabetogama State Forests, The federal land acquisition 
program was in full swing at and for some time before the con= 

struction of the two resorts on Crooked Lake, I asked Mr. Oberholtzer 
why the government had not bought these sites so as to prevent con~ 
struction of the resorts. He answered that it was due to the 
“niggardly policy of the Forest Reservation Commission." 

This was an eye-opener, if there ever was one. 
Mr. Oberholtzer has accused the State of Minnesota of obstructing 
the Quetico-Superior program because Governor Stassen in 1941, 
after the requisite authority was vested in the governor by the 
1941 legislature, refused to permit the government to acquire more 
land in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forests, The fact 
is that the government already had large holdings in those areas, 
and Governor Stassen offered to approve further acquisitions, pro» 
vided the additional lands would be held subject to exchange with 

the state. It was the refusal of the government to accept this 
condition, not the opposition of the state, which stopped the 
federal acquisition program in the two state forest areas, 

As is well known, the Kabetogama and Grand Bortage 
areas were largely cut over in earlier years, contain many artificial 
developments, and cannot qualify as wilderness areas, What happened 
to them was of no consequence whatever so far as protection and 
consolidation of the roadless or wilderness areas in the Superior 
National Forest was concerned, Neither did the federal land acqui= 
sition program in those areas have any material bearing on the 
regulation of the international boundary waters or the control of 
power development therein, However, that is another story. 

At any rate, Mr. Oberholtzer has bewailed the fact 
that because the federal acquisition program in the Kabetogama and 
Grand Portage areas was halted in 1941, the money allotted for this 
purpose was diverted to other regions, Why, in the name of common 
sense, was not this money used to buy the potential resort sites 

and other private lands in the wilderness or roadless areas, com= 
prising, as Mr. Jay H. Price, U. S. Regional Forester, stated at
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the Izaak Walton League Convention in 1944, from $600,000 to 
$700,000 worth of land that ought to be acquired? Undoubtedly 
the private holdings could have been acquired during the depression, 
before the profitable resorts on Crooked Lake were built, a lot 
more cheaply than it will ever be possible to acquire them in the 
future, Certainly the money which the government actually spent 
plus the additional amount ear-marked fer acquisition of land in 
the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas, would have paid for all 
the desirable lake shore sites as well as a substantial part of 
the interior lands in private ownership in the roadless areas, 

Conceding the soundness of the proposal for 
acquiring the remaining private land in the roadless areas now 
announced by the U. S. Forest Service, it is apparent that a 
major strategic error was made when that land was not included 
in the active acquisition program which was under way before the 
war, Mr. Oberholtzer attributes this to the parsimonious attitude 
of the Forest Reservation Commission, There may also have been 
some legal question as to how far the commission could go in 

authorizing acquisition of lands on account of wilderness or 

recreational value as distinguished from suitability for strictly 
forestry purposes. Whatever the cause of the difficulty may have 
been, there is no evidence that Mr. Oberholtzer or his associates 
in the Quetico-Superior Council made any attempt to overcome it, 
This group seems to have had considerable influence at Washington. 
They got President Roosevelt to create the Quetico Superior Committee 
by executive order, They also persuaded the U. S. Forest Service 
(against its better judgment, we think) to embark upon the unnecessary 
and ill-advised program of expanding the Superior National Forest 
into the Kabetogama and Grand Portage forest areas. It is reasonable 
to suppose that if the Quetico-Superior Council or committee had 
really exerted their influence, they could have put through the 
acquisition of all the desirable private land in the wilderness or 
roadless areas, Yet they apparently made little effort in that 
direction, but on the contrary did everything they could to secure 
dispersion of the federal funds into areas where the need for 
acquisition was not nearly so great. Thus the door was left open 
until the horse was stolen, or perhaps it would be more appropriate 
to say, until the wolves got in and started to eat the heart out of 
the wilderness area--meaning no personal disparagement of the 

resort proprietors, who have simply taken advantage of what was and 
still is a perfectly legal opportunity. 

In his recent article in the National Parks Magazine, 

Professor Chapman has likened the situation to the dog in Aesop's 
fable which dropped the meat in its mouth while reaching for the 
reflection in the stream. A more fitting illustration could hardly 
be conceived. It is to be hoped that all who are interested in 
the subject will read this article, as well as those published in 
the Yale Forest School News and the Journal of Forestry. These 
articles give a most illuminating review of the problems involved 
in the Quetico-Superior program, based upon painstaking research 
by an eminent and disinterested authority, and will go far to 
dispel the cloud of confusion which has surrounded the whole 
matter,
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As Professor Chapman so graphically points out, 
the task of present crucial importance is the protection of the 
natural attractions of the wilderness areas on both sides of the 
boundary against further private developments before it is too 
late. It is apparent that the U. S. Forest Service is standing 
on the key log in the jam, that is to say, acquisition of the 
remaining private land in the roadless areas on the American side, 
especially the two resorts on Crooked Lake. It is up to them to 
loosen that log in order to get the drive under way. We are ready 
to give them all possible assistance, and have had a number of 
conferences and considerable correspondence with Regional Forester 
Price in that connection, In a recent letter he said that congress 
might be expected to appropriate money for renewal of the land 
acquisition program, but indicated that some special legislative 
provision might be required to authorize acquisition of the resorts 
on Crooked Lake. Meantime the forest service is proceeding to 
acquire some of the lands in question through exchange. Mr. Price 
expects to be in St. Paul soon, and we will then discuss the 
matter further, Whether an announcement of a definite plan of 
action on the part of the forest service will be forthcoming or 
not, I cannot say. 

As you indicate in your letter, the aim must be 
to set up a "matching" proposal, with protective action by the 
U. S. Forest Service and the state on our side of the boundary, 
to be balanced by corresponding action on the part of the provincial 
authorities on the Canadian side, The state has already put its 
shoulder to the wheel by subjecting its lands in the roadless 
areas to protective restrictions substantially identical with 
those imposed on federal lands, by consenting to federal acquisition 
of the private lands in question, by opposing water power development 
and other artificial encroachments in this region, and by authorizing 
a land exchange program under constitutional and statutory provisions, 
If we can get the U. S. Forest Service to make a forthright decla~ 
ration of intention respecting disposition of the present resorts 
and acquisition of the remaining private lands, I am very hopeful 
that we shall be able to get the Ontario authorities to go along. 

Returning to the matter of publicity, the editor 
of the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune (largest Sunday newspaper in 

Minnesota) recently started the ball rolling with an editorial 
entitled, "Let's Work Together on Conservation," published March 
4th, This was commended in a letter written by Mr. Paul Clement, 
National President of the Izaak Walton League, which was printed 
the following Sunday, March llth. Dissenting views were expressed 
by Mr. Arthur C, Andrews, a close friend of Mr. Oberholtzer's, in 
a letter published March 18th, countered by another editorial 
appearing in the same issue, entitled "01d Controversy Delays 
Conservation Progress." Meantime I had written the editor a 
letter complimenting him on his first editorial and giving a little 
information on the progress of the wilderness memorial project, 
This was also printed on March 18th. I enclose clippings of all 
these items.
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The appreciation of the editor's views expressed 
by Mr. Clement reflects the sensible cooperative attitude toward 
this matter which has developed in Minnesota Izaak Walton League 
circles during the past year or so. All signs indicate that they 
have buried the old hatchets and are prepared to support the 
U. S. Forest Service and the state in working out a constructive 
program upon which all ean go forward together, 

Not quite as much can be said for the American 
: Legion, ‘Their committee is still controlled by a small group who 

long ago nailed the federal expansion banner to the mast and 
apparently cannot see around it. At their meeting in January they 
reaffirmed the old resolution advocating federal land acquisition 
in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage state forests. However, I am 
satisfied that this attitude is based on a misunderstanding of the 

facts, I know that there is strong sentiment to the contrary among 
many leading Legionnaires and among the rank and file, especially 
in northern Minnesota, where they know the situation, I am confident 
that if a really representative committee or convention of the Legion 
(of which I happen to be a somewhat active member) had an opportunity 
to make a thorough study of the whole matter, they would call a halt 
to the rainbow chasing propensities of their present conservation 
committee and line up behind a constructive program. The state 
commander and other responsible officers of the Legion are well 
aware of the fallacies inherent in the program of the Quetico-Superior 
Council, and they do not intend to permit the important veterans! 
welfare program which they have submitted to the legislature to be 
jeopardized by a renewal of the old controversy over federal expan- 
sion into the state forests. In spite of the action taken by the 
legion conservation committee in January, they have made no move 

to raise the issue in the present session of our legislature. It 
is already practically too late to secure consideration of any 
such proposal, as the legislature must adjourn not later than 
April 19, under a constitutional limitation, and the calendar is 

already just about filled to capacity. 

Whenever any question is raised about the position of 
the American Legion on this matter, I always fall back on the sound 
principle embodied in the resolution adopted by the national convention 
in 1929, advocating the establishment of a wilderness memorial area to 
consists of "as much as is feasible" of the Rainy Lake watershed, 
referring to the Quetico Provincial Park and the Superior National 
Forest (then much smaller than it is now), but omitting all reference 
to the adjacent state forest. The project was endorsed by the Canadian 
Legion in the same yeare 

What we are trying to do right now is to get the 

authorities having present control of the areas on both sides of the 
boundary to determine what is feasible for inclusion in a wilderness 
memorial project, and to establish therein the necessary protective 
restrictions before it is too late. 

In my letter of December 5th last to Professor H. H. 
Chapman, of which a copy was sent you, I discussed the problems 
involved in the negotiation and administration of a treaty with 
Canada along the lines proposed by the Quetico-Superior program,
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Meantime Senator Shipstead, who, as you know, is a member of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee and has taken considerable 
interest in the boundary waters situation, has been making some 
inquiries through diplomatic channels, at my request, as to the 
prospects for opening negotiations for such a treaty. He recently 
sent me a letter, dated February 14, 1945, from Acting Secretary 
of State, Joseph C. Grew, reporting that in November, 1939, 
authorities of the Province of Ontario had advised the Dominion 
Secretary of State for External Affairs that "by reason of the 
intervention of the war, it is not possible to give any assurance 
that authoritative negotiations can be undertaken within any 
reasonable period of time." However, Mr. Grew stated that further 
inquiries would now be made, and that upon receipt of a report a 
further letter would be addressed to the senator. 

In that connection it is of interest to note the 
following comment by Mr. R. A. Gibson, Director of the Department 
of Mines and Resources of the Dominion of Canada, in his letter to 
me of April 27, 1944; 

"It is questionable, in view of the action which 
the province has already taken to date to manage this area for 
multiple purposes, if during the war it would be an opportune 
time to urge this matter on the Province of Ontario. However, 
you may wish to communicate your views on the matter to the Premier 

of the Province of Ontario", 

I think I sent you a copy of this letter. As I 
have stated before, I havehad considerable correspondence and some 
personal contacts with the authorities of the Province of Ontario 
concerning this matter, including a personal conference with Col. 

George A. Drew, Provincial Prime Minister, last summer, but have 
never been able. to get them to commit themselves, 

In any event, treaty making is a long and complicated 
process, Long before it would be possible to unwind the diplomatic 
red tape necessary to open negotiations for a treaty, the authori-~ 
ties now in charge of the areas in question, namely, the U. S. 
Forest Service on the American side and the Ontario Department of 
Lands and Forests on the Canadian side, will heve to establish and 
enforce the protective measures necessary to preserve the natural 
attractions of the wilderness, or the treaty, if and when con- 

summated, will be a futile gesture, As I indicated in my letter 
to Professor Chapman, it may be entirely fitting to have a treaty, 
acceptable in terms to all the authorities concerned, giving the 

memorial area a name and declaring the general purposes of the 

dedication, but the first essential step is to secure the subject 
matter to which such a treaty would apply. 

I shall appreciate hearing from you any time you 

have any further comments or suggestions to make, 

Very truly yours, 

Chester S. Wilson t 
csw/R Commissioner of Conservation
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To the Gditor, 2.07, . : 
Sew Agpublie. eid 

a Be Shes : i 
er Tart Lh ake : | 

Dear Sire ; : 

1a communioation from un. Renee Obewiol tran published j 
ee ee en eee Sn ra Cees wees ae that the 
gtete offic ia of finnescta had’ by ee Sone ee See 
ly the congummation of the pro eee err reereet / 
area elas Galt teak tot cok ak ho Dominion of 
Cenede end the United Stet hed been the objective of the Custien 
Capgente Semmes’ Sak ghtes erpmésesiess eters * 1S Seeeeee 
Cat eet ae tiative by the writer in : 
wt I Eig eter gy Mogg ig mam pe rg an Be 
eee Satie Tee oo toe Derensen, of See beers OF See haw 

a ig Ba <a S Saotond of fertecdite tae pletinie tie ae j 
moter te, and thet instead of furthering the pro. the ob- 
jectives of the (uetico-cuperior advocates, ne. Sees erean. or See ' 
ste Store aeneeel, 0 Se suhize pounseey Sn & ap 8 
co ite of euch o tresty, have thengel ves oe ee | 

eatin ee eT ke of ee ee de 7 
of sturbed Inke end wooded cance + the Als 

prfvete lands within the Superior “oudiees res totalling tS ¢ a 
aera must be a by : ees Servier nae or deter. 
This alone w requ tween S900, 
has the felt affieial suspert ef the atet hone 

The eituction can best be brought cut by quotetions fron 
“gr, Oberholtser's stetenente followed by an exposition of the facte 

| bearing on thens 
¢ 

Deteee ome Deeeeies 17, 1943: “Ye onn't have the Iabeto= 
| gama end Grand | Gs’ es Wesceee ak Weel"ts Shane 

project too.” , ae 

There is no velid reseon the Gua tiepemmperior r 

to Pelle, ines Pye vines Caterio omngs 7 
. @0Rly ell the Innd north of the boundery, ad must be « party te a | 

ap ag Be eels Ree Fg dg tle mttn dine) Ba a 
‘polled from ite holdings on this side as © sine-que-non of « treaty. 

| “The Kebetogame and Grand Pertage tate Yorests heve teen for the 
| past ten years merely on paper.” 

The inbetegasa State Forest hes teen for over ten 
most intensively menaged of all the etete forests. wee eteen saan " 

\ ; ;
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To the Editor, New Republic, 

este in this region date beck to Cimpter 448; lewe of 1917, and 
cover the Kebetogama and Grend Fortege arese; and in 1925, under 
Chapter 426, whieh extended state forests to other areas as well, 
the area within these state foreate on the border was 350,000 acres, 

In 1951, areas within the Mabe togema were redefined as state 
forests end in Chapter 283, Nevested tax lands were to be rettined 
for stete foreste. Finaliy in 1953, Chapter 419, the present bound- ~ 
enies of the Kabetogame and Grend Portege State forests were re+ j 
eatebliched by law, Administration of these foresta hed been under~ 
takeh previous to 1927 to my personal knwwledge. Governor Olson 
signed the lew of 1933. 

The Stete hes expended from July 1909 to June 350, 1943, a 
total of 07,161,521 on the edministration end proteetion of state 
forests, of which the Kebewgamn and Grend Pertage heave received 

propor tionately more od sere then the remining state forests. The 
C.Ge0. spent $2,520,937 on these twos tate Soa which the 
state omnes 227,400, which gives en ene of +21 per eore 
for 6.0.C. improvements, in addition the state expenditures 
eetinated roughly et one-tenth of the tetel, or $716,000, which is 
$3016 per ere. Either this money has been wasted, or these atate 
forests exist, in fact, andi not on paper, | 

Cireuler letter Verch 9, 1944, appealing for fineneial support: 
"Your interest and assistence were never more needed end never more 

; earnestly solicited. Addrese o11 communications to the Treasurer, 
+. G Byam, Piret Sational Rank, Minneapolis." 

"In the autwan of 1942 stete officials succeeded in getting ae 
Congress a rider to the eppropriation bill of the Department of 
eerretee, Geers 2 SNe oF See Sees Nee soeee Sarees Danley | 

Reservation a new trumk line hichvay to Cenade,” : | 

This was not new, but gonstituted « sound 
relocation of the extating Duluvh-Poxe Arthur trunk line, whose only 
previous connection was « dirt mad slashing through the oonter 
of the area between the boundary and Lake Superior, enh which wee bat 
See ede eee 0 aetna tee? Due to representations 
See “eet Sieeeetien Seammeres wt arness Volues in an area but six 
miles in le: this opposition delayed the completion of the high= 
way for near Seat oraee fre Semtees Ge atete, the region and 
the Indians to secure it finelly over the heed of the Secretery of 
the Interior, by an Act of Congress. The road will be comple ted 
after the war as a ecenie highway for the benefit of everyone who 
Grives & car, " 

"In the Conservetion Volunteer, June 1942 the boast wes made that a 
measure paseed by the preceding legislature « one which stete offici- 
ele hed given written esaurances would not be used to prevent the 
completion of Superior Nationdl Forest - was being so used and will 
bloek the completion of the Guetico-Superior program." —
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To the Editor, New Republic, 

This statement refers to Chepter 395, lews of 1941 which 
deprived the Governor (Stassen, with his own approvel) of the sole 
responsibility for passing on proposed exehanges of lend between 
the State and federal or privete owners,(by which means only could 
the intricate pattern of these three classes of owners ever be 
straightened out) and Jave it to « Land Exchange Commission, composed 
of the Governor, Attorney General and State Auditor. Tull consent by 

| this Commission was promptly given for the Forest Service to acquire ! 
lende within the officfal boundaries es how, and et that time, estab 
lished for this Nationel Fforest. Consent was also given Ay 
Governor in 1941 tc continued federal acquisition within Kabeto= 
geme and Grend Portage State Forests, for the purpose of later ex- 
changing these lends tm order to consclidete the national and state 
forest holdings, now inextricably mixed in both the state forests and 
the national forest. 

"The result ~ a complete stalemate on the “innesotsa side - is natur- 
ally being celebrated as a smashing vietory for the private groups 
that heve so long resisted public regulation of border woods and 
waters.* 

This stalemate, or cesention of federal purchases, is dir- 
ectly due to the position of Mr. Oberholtzer whe holde thet no treaty 
with the Dominion of Canada een be consumasted unless the federal 
Forest Service has dominmt control over the entire boundery extend- 
ing from the eastern tip to Intermtional Falis. This position i 
believe to be as unreclistic as if he insisted on Lake of the Woods 
os the western terminus of the region to be included. The Forest 
Service now has ee over 66 2/3 per cent of the boundary, the 
state 28 per cent, end the Department of the Interior in the Pigeon — 
River erea, 5 1/3 per cent. To say that the solid srea controlled 
by the Forest Service within the Superior Netional Forest, extending 
over twice the boundary controlled by the state, is not an adequate 
besis for a treaty, even if it did not apply to the berder areas of 
state forests, is an assumption not supported by facts. The stalemate 
is due to the unrealistic insistenee on ineluiing the entire boundary- 
but only to International Falls -,to the further insistence on expelling 
the stete from its oldest and best developed state forests, and to 
the utterly inconsistent attitude that Provincial ownership, in Ontario, 
does not constitute on obstacle to the treaty while state ornerhip  ° 
in Minmesota does, 

Furthemore, the "private interests” owning land within the 
Kabetogama State Forest, which lend was logged over long ago, are 
not trying to hold up public acquisition, but Mr. Oberholt zer is ae 
ao, Vigommusly, by opposing a stete exchange by which 56,000 acres . 
90 miles of shore line will become publicly owned. He is doirg so 
because the state will saequire this land, and rather then this should 
heppen he would defeat the exchange ani force the federal. government 
to purehsse it instead, at some future time when appropriations may 
become available.
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To the Editor, New Republic, 

"It is beyond belief that the stete Gam maintains its position for | 
long efter the return of peace provided that the’ struggle can be | 
carried on as in the pest.” | 

The stete's position is historieslly, ethicelly and legally 
sound end there is no eutherity in the federal laws to force the state — 
to relinquish its forests. The very lew (U,S,ommte March 1,1911) : 
which provides for feders1 sequisition of forest lands within the 
etates explicitly requires the previous legislative consent of the 
state, which can control seid sequisit ions as to acount and location, 
ag has tem done in Winmesota, Viseonsin, Michigan ani #11 other states — 
containing purchased national forest lang, 

The stete legislature never authorized the creation of the 
federal purchase areas covering the Kabetogama end Grand Portage State — 

. Forests; re-osteblished these two etete forests permanently in 1935, 
three yeare preceding the eetion of the Hetionel Forest Reservations 
Soumission in creating the two additional oud unsuthorized (by the 
state) purchase arenes; and renewed the state's delineation of these 
areas in 1943. The state will not and hes no valid reason to abandon 
its state forests on any claim that they constitute an “unsurmounteble” — 
obstacle to a treaty and block the conswmation of the (uetico-Superior © 
project. This daim is made by its See on the grounds that the 
entire 10 million acres, @ which 6 million acres lies in Ontario, 
must be included or they will take nothing. 

Does Mr, Oberholtzer hold the same position with regard to 
Ontario - gay that 6 million ecres must be included by the Provinces 
or e treaty is blocked and the project brought to naught? Thet is 
just what the citizens of Onterio fear. 

. From all thet IT em learn, 2 treaty if desired could apply 
first, only to the federal ereas ani second, would be acespted as 

applying to the state area provided the state (as is the case with 
Onterio) renains in control of ite stete forests, 

To euch & solution the state officiale and publie are not 
opposed, but actively favor it. The obstacles, therefore, are wholly 
the result of the uncompromising attitude of ir, Oberholtzer and the 
Cyne tieo-Superior Couneil. 

Article, New Republic, Novenber 22, 1945: ‘From the s te@#$, the project 
has been opposed by powerful Minnesota timber companies, all of them 
interested in watorpower as well eae timber.” 

wr, Oberholtzer mekes no mention of the fect that through his 
own efforts ably seconded by the State of Minnesota, the Imask Yalton 
League and other orgenizations, a treaty with the Dominion of Cenade was 
finelly ratified in 1940 after fifteen years of delay, which through an 
Internationa Joint Commission hasten responsibility of reguleatime the 
water lends of the border lakes, or thet through the passCage of the 
Shipstead-Nolen Act in Congress, 1930 (5.5. 577)(See New Republic April
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To the Editor, New Republic. 

16, 1930) followed by « Minnesota Act 42-2935 (Chapter 412, Laws of 
1933) wbth state and federal lends adjoining ell watersays covering 
the boundery snd extending deeply into the lake region to the south 
were permanently protected against flooding end timber cutting end 
preserved to the public, and tmt these seme laws, with the approval 
of Wr. Oberholtzer end the “uetieo-fuperior Couneil, permit timber 
cutting on ell these lends exeepting o strip 409 feet wide along the | 
shores, Furthermore, that logging had been precticelly completed ! 
throughout most of this sree previous to the passage of these laws, and — 
for the most part, only cutover lends were involved. On wheat resgon- | 
able basis could the lergo timber companies oppome, at this time, the 
completion of federal or stete acquisition of these cutoever lands, or 
the practice of forestry thereon, to restore a second crop for escnoms: 
perpetuation of their-existence? There has been no such opposition . 
a. to the proposals for complete federal dominance and expulsion 

of t state from the region, end this opposition does not rest on 
the shoulders of the "big timber interests”. : 

"The choice of the border area of Minnesota is really not between fed= 
eral forests ond stete but between federal farests and none. The 
private lands, which ae the crux of the problem, are left wide open 
to waste.” : 

Then why the opposition 60 state sequisition by exchenge of 
50,000 eeres of privete lmd in the Nebetogeana area, which refut es 
the idee that the state is uneble to acquire these privete lands? Ang 
why the insistence on complete federal control, which is the reason 
for failure to concentrate federal purchases within the only remain- 
ing Roadless area of 1,000,000 acres in the Superior Nationst Forest 
thus encouraging the estsblishment of resorts in the heart of this 
area, two of which are now enjoying for private prefit a monopoly 
of the peeple’s heritage, introdwing airplanes and motor boats to 
shatter the quiet of the primeval forest end lake region, from which 
ronds have so far been excl uded, 

“It seems unfortunste that state of ficisls should have chosen to 
reverse state policies while the young men of the stete and netion 
are away st wer,” is 

The present state of fielels, dating from Governor Harold : 
Staseen, heave serupulously adhered to the state policies esteblished . 
by law, reversing the illegal position of former Governor Olson in 
giving his personal consent to federal invasion of the state's forests 
in 1935 after he had approved of the lew of 1953 which esta lished ; 
theese sexe state forests. is the direct consequence of this tetrayal 
of both state and federal interests the federal purchase program failed 

to protect the Roedlees “ilderness eren, and the returning soldicrs 
who mey seek rest and solitude in this million-aere reservation will 
be Justified in asking, “Who is responsible for the deseoration of 
our last sreat sanctuery ond where else can we go to got away from the 
intrusion of throbbing motors and mechanical civildzation?*
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Unless the <uetico-Superior advocates ani Mr. Oberholtzer | 
join hands with the Forest Service and the of ficemls and citizens of | 
Minnesote end Ontario to secure, speedily, th funds for consolidat- 
ing the Superior Roadless erea by purche se of these private lands and 
resorts, the (uetico-Supa@rior project, treaty or no treaty, will soon 
be en empty shell. 
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Mr. Warren W. Chase, i | 
4650 N. Port Washington Road, : 

Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin. ; } 

Dear Mr. Chases it 

I mailed you reprints of three articles on the | 
Quetico-Superior. i | 

Hine 

If you can get Prof. Aldo Leopold, University ee 
: of Wiseénsin, and member of Wisconsin Conservation le 

Commission, to lend you the typewritten data I sent hin, Ne 
especially Commissioner Chester S. Wilson's letter to oe | 
me of January 5, 1945 discussing the treaty with Canada, ti 
it would, I think, throw considerably more light on this ; 
subject. 

‘ 

Sincerely, i 

y 

H. H. Chapman 

Las 

fi
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March 18, 1945 

‘ar, Villiea P. Tharton, : 
Groton, ; 

Hassachuset te. 

Dear Mr. Wharton: 

You are the only person to whom I have been able 
to send the outire correspondeme relating te the quetico- 
Superior program. I greatiy oars your fairness in 
permitting the publication of article in the National 
Parks Magazine. 

Yalter Meyer told me that you were still not con~ 
; vineed regerding the merite of the ease, and I feel that 

thie is due to umertainty with respect to the proposed 
trenty with the Uominion of Venade. 

I have just been sble to oe weit a letter from | 
Chester S,. "ileon which deels with subject very fully 
and explicitly end 1 hope you may find time to resd it. | 

My digappointment regarding Mr. Oberholtger's 3 
attitude increases. Tis position, that the State must be 

/ Sng eee Seen Se emeee eee SS 2 pee. Lee 
with Censde bas led him inte violeat opposition of e land 
exchange between Minnesota and the @. &-O. Paper Company» by 
which the State wuld get 50,906 acres on the Eabetogoma 
over $0 miles of shore line. 

i have never eaked you for eh expression of opinion 
on this subject and do not now intend to do so. I have spent \ 
anes Se ere’ th: root of this matter than on any 
similer subject I ever seeaanle as em eo up that 
tresty proposition ae thoroughly es i an able. ( 

The ee the point on which Ovid Butler refused ' 
to ne my erticle, taking the position that discussion would 
be imental to the congummation of said treaty. I have read 
everythings I could get hold of, written by Cberholtzer and others, 
about the sate end do not fina any Gleer expression or any 
refutation of pointe mde by Ur. dleon. 

I am not prepared to subseribe to « position that none | 
of Ur. Oberholtzer's statements have been proved wrong, and that : 
any questioning of them is proof of unethioal or questionable 
motives on the part of Mr, “ilson end those who believe in the | 
Stete’s program. i heve found ir. “ileon to be serupulously :
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Mr. Villiem P, Therton, 

exact im all hie statements, and he lume not hesiteted to : 
point out eny slips I made in drafte of articles, regerdiess 
of their bearing for or against the “uetico-Superior program, 

if I vere now to prepare en analysis of the state- 
mente made end circulated by Yr, Cberholtzer, sné tp 
them with the fects 1 heave obtained from many infepe % 
souress, it would not be creditable to ~ * am not inter~ 
ested in discrediting Ur. Oberholtzer. progrem is not 
® matter to stend or fell for the benefit of one men's reput~- _ 
ation for verscity, but is of wideepresd public concern end 
should be settled on the tasie of facts. | 

Most since.cely, 

li, Be Chapman 5
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Ste Paul 1, tinn{ 

ror: BH, Chapman : = Pyofensor 
Yele Seheol of Yorsetry : 
New Neven, Conneetiout 

Deer Prefescor Chepman: 

Your letters of December 19 end December 22, 1944, wero received, 
but a reoly bas been delayed ‘Tesmiek auinita of ar Gee 
of reports and budgets for the Diemiial session of our ie 
which has just convened, 

The nke So aay yee letter of December 19 to tr. Bubachek. 
“ith reference to forestry practices of the Minnesota and Ontario 
ee eee eee Pee eee ene you might note thet . 

im addition te employing ‘ir. Koski, a — of your sehool, the 
Oe ee ae eeeaee foresters who are now aet- 

warly on the job ting ites timber manegecent and cutting op rations, 
ee oo ee smidon, one of the outetanding graduates of the 
Minnesota Sehool Forest ge the employ of this departeent. 
Ye Sane Vaay conte be lane kit, but t company etfered a wash Kigher 
salary then we could pay. There is no doubt but that the company is 
Gefizitely comsitted, as « metter = en business end self-preserve- 
tion, to a policy of managing ita ar resouress on sustained —_ 
ee’ eo far es ers tax lewe end other factors beyond 
eon! of the company will permit. 

Regarding the matter of ertting suthentic information from Canedian | 
sources about the treaty bus iness SS ee to the copy which | 
x gent you of ny letter of vareh tay 1 » to the Department of Lends 
and Forests of Province on Onterio, you will see thet I uade a def- 
inite request therein for information aleng thet pag A The reply 
which I reesived from Yr. ee minister of Geparteent, sa 
well es subsequent letters rece from hie office, heve given no in-« | 
formation uhatever as to their attitude towerde the proposed on | 
pone ag Ny cel gio age eg emcee dl ce Bad may he Bh | 

. Question thet they do not eare to gomsit theneslves on the aatter in | 
tine However, in converastions which i have hed with provincial 

office ag well op prominent private citizens (inoluding Col Geo rmesie 
Drew, °rime Minister cf the Frovince, “Mesers, U.",Croebie and ”.F."eaver 
menbers of the staff of the Department of Lands and Forests et Toronto, — 
Bits oa, eee Yorester of i, Arthur Vidnell, Presale 
dent of the lesocietion of Chambers of of western Gntsrio, | 
Tourist Oirsetor of the City of For’ © od others) it wes made | 
Oty Sines Bed Ve area wat Jeeees Se pearinee deteruined 
© monece their opm resources ani they ore / 
te submitting those resources to sny measure of control by | 
or intermtional avthority, under « treaty or otherwice, exespt as to 
netters which are ossentisfay in tarnetionnl in chareeter and which come 
within the jurisdiction of interpatione] Joint Cowsiesion, such se 
regulation of the intermtional boundary waters. 

One interssting deve in this connection was effort to 
communisete with Dr. Seteeatae tx 40 not heve hie initials). 6 member 

a
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of th: feeuity of the University of “estern Onterio et London, Onterie, 
—— ge ty been given iste’ HessTs. a eae — - 

the: st Chiesgo, as ¢ ouprerset ae tiee=Superlor . 
rem in Cameds. They —— that I weite him. ‘Towever, not eish- 
to get my wires oro seed my relations with the — aepert- 

ment, i wrote to Hinister tg es him of aes meade 
to me by his subordinates, ask net he Grane none! and 
deferring to his aivice. ‘Ne replied that he that ‘the best eppro 

ach: . be to heve Or. Detre come to the depertnent on his next 
vieit to Toronto for a conference, : r 

Meantime, in the letter pert of April, 1944, Mr, “eber, our dim 
ector of foreatry, ant I, together with Er. ?riee Regione) forester, snd 
er, Ball of the U,5.forest Service, met with kr, Cram et a 7 
Falls ond diseuesed the proposal for esteblishnent of an interne | 
wilderness memorial ares, w= 1 haye previously written you. 

A few weeks later I received a letier from Minieter Thompson, 
dated Moy Gl, 1944, as follows: : 

“Dear Hr, "4leon: 2 
Sinee writing te you, Or. Detweller has been in to see me and 

we hed « long discussion on the problem of the (uetioo Superior 
Region, He sleo reviewed the correspondence while here. 

The report of lr, Oram has been carefully oatlysed ani is now 
being cone idered * the our waa 

ours ¥e '* 
+b sthospenn 
Minister of Lends ond Forests.” | 

Go far ae I heve been ebhle to leern, thet fe eo. . the metter 
etends officialiy-at present. I hare wel tten Ls a couple of — 
timea since, inquiring es to developments, but here received no definite 
angwere 

Al tho I naturally do not wish to judiece owr very friendly 
official celaahens with the previncial outnenthiog by writing te or. 

seaeetien, $0 aon dala an ois ak "nce Pedieene tein lens 2 j o * you Om ep a 
pg apg ay an oR Re a I 

. 2 gles wrote to Mr, Roy A. Slason, director of the lands, parks and 
forests brengh of the Department of Mines ani fesources of the Joninion 
of Cenada ot Ottawa, under date of March 15, 1944, = letter subetentially 
ident ileal with = ligtter of “ereh 14 to the — departeent. I. 
pores lt | my letter to tar. 91 8 & eopy of hig reply, 
dated et 1844. Ac Mr. Gibson out, in view of the menner 
= which the inter, miners and a enact ef the i a -~—, 

ve teen devaloped province ple pixpeses des 
weet eee of the dominion statutes governing tne establigh- 
ment of sationel perke, and he doubts shether during the war it would te 
oo copecmens time to urge this matter on the Province of Onterio. His 
eoneluding ctatenent, ""e are act in a position to teke the initistive 
on the perk emnqee en manifests the anxiety of the dominion te avoid 
Wwesting oe toes of the provines. I have bed no further contact 
with ieicl sources in Connde to which I could refer you for additionel
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infomation. I note that Lr, Oberholtzer, in his letter of Kovexnter 
27, 1944, to Ur, Ovid Butler, referred to the bepartaent of External 

' atfeire at Ottawa se euthort ty for certain statements conserning a 
—- treaty orn Provinee of Onterio, It vould certainly 
no hare to write to pay ote Ridin Sip Mage Seve os ed i 

minister's rn Sees tion es to the possibility of such ~ 
e tresty as “r, Obverholtzer proposes. 

why not write to Mr, Sberholtser himself od ask him for the names 
ond addressees of officials or private citizens in Ceneda on whom he is 
relying for support of the proposal for a tresty? 

Another thing Yr. OCberholtzer showld be esked te do ia te mt 
together with his ascoecictes end prepare « draft in express terss ef a 
treaty such as they desire. to now the proposel has been couched 
in terms of the veguest ities. 7hmt dose Mr, Oberholtcer man 
when he seys in one treath thet it is neceseary to heve a treaty for 
the proper menegement of the area, ami in the sext, in order to sllay 
the epprehensions of the province, thet the peepee tresty would not 

p+ agen the provines @ give up ite jur iedietion or rights of owner 
p over its resources? Now could o treaty ba effective if it did not 

require at least some Spear submission on the part of the anes 
: in respect of authority manege or control the resources, which is 

really the eesential attribute of Juriediction or ownership? re Obere 
holtzer is simply bocce 2s Hg peredoxes when he - of 8 treaty that 
will provide for tect end conservation of resources of the 
area without deol vine the present governing agencies of jurisdiction 
or oumer=* ip. : 

To illuetrete concretely, —¥ that a treaty of the kind desired 
by Me. Cherholtzer woe in force and that the Frovinetal peo er 
Lends end Forests, in conflict with a reguletion geome by the tresty 

, authority, wished to a the este blichwent in the “uetico Provincial 
Park of certein resorts (for which eugstocthious weve pond ing bere the 

 departaent last ~ With all indications of fa consideration), 
or suppose thet treaty authority shoul ¢ TO te veto the decision 
of the pene. govetmawnt to eatablieh the hichvaye elready projected 
for poot-' cons true tion SS ae shore of Lobe Superior and 
between Fort “iliiem and fort ~ how would the iesues be reviewed 
ond whese decision would eentrol? 

These ozunples Saeet themealvea becawe they involve projects 
under actual consideration. Cther eases likely to erise are readily 
conceivable. It wuld be of intersect to nao for discussion a com 
plete set of poseibls cases ani questions er exch of the four points 
whe mon the Curtico<"uperior oro gran —_— a. thet "without ehenging 
jurisdiction or sdminietretion on ei side, the two countries shell 
agree by treaty". 

"1. To keep all lskea ami streaus, with their os, wane 
waterfalla, beeches, wooded shores, end other 2 features 
wndieturbed in a atete of nsture.” 

oer another bed of iron ore SF et ee ae tee 
ghoul d discovered unior some attractive wilderness lake, like : 
izmon deposit et Steep Boek Leke. ‘Yould the treety prevent the mining
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of such a deposit? If not, by what authority ani under whet conditions 
would the draining of the iske end the mining of the ore be controlled? 

"2, To ndminiater the forests wider modern forestry practices 
for a sustained yield.” 

Suppose thet the treaty authority should differ @ith the 1.9.Fore 
est Service, the Minnesota depar * + the Onterio depertment on sone 
foreet cdminietration policy or fect (such as timber cutting in the 
Superior rondlese sreas, cons trac of service rords in the oe 
or lake shore timber reservations in the Guetieo), how would action 
these metters be effected by the treaty, ond how would the differences 
of opinion te resolvet? : 

or again, suppose thet either the U,5.Torest Servioe on the txsricen 
elfe or Provineial oars of Lends and Foreste on the Canedian | 
aide should propose to long term contracte with the Minnesote & 
Ontearic Paper Company, or any other industry, in sccordence with their — 
respective laws and a siready in force, granting p-fority. aon 
for the cutting of ecertein timber om the watershed upon terme in con- 
flict with the policies or rogulations of the treaty authority. “ould 
the meking ef a:ch contracts te prevented by the treety, md if not, 
how and by whom would ineidental questions be determined? 

Present lers ¢o not permit the pene ne gueh lone term timber . 
eontrocte by the Minnemote deper trent. our timber nust be sold at 

public eettan, except lots of lesa than $250 in velue. The Us5.Foxr~ 
est Service the Onterio department are aleo waking divest eles of | 
timber at public euction or otherwise. Theat authority and are 
would govern in ease either of these opnases should et &enie of 
timber contrary to some sanifesto of tresty outhorityt ; | 

"3. To bagel ce geeks fish, end fur tearing animela for 
max ian prodve tion.” 

tana he 'fapoted oe oaatal soni Sata salty ais Srebeeiag hc One genercl euestion: | Ey i 
either country wuld soch uenagenent be udteeltle Tenens issw4, 
fees collected, lars onl regaleticns esforeed, measures for ce 
mda propagation of wild life carried out, md cost of opere paia? 

and fimally, 

: "4. To set up advisory board or committer made up of bielogicsl, 
forestry, wi perk officiele fron toth countries to bee 

goer dinet @ practices under the principles agreed upon the 
a i | 

That offlelele in both epuntries ere considered for wemberm ip on 
such @ board or committees? “ht will te the seope of their functions 
epee Se vyerlious fielde of activity above set forth? Sow wili 

they eet infomaation necessary te enable them to pass intelligent 
gnenes om the mult iferious. yeehleus ene within the porview of 

@ treaty throughout the tmmense diversified erga of the Neainy Lake 
end Piseon River watersheds? for euch tine wuld they be expected to 
teke eway from their regslar work for activities under the t reaty? 
Kew vould mattera recuiring their ettention te trousht before thea’?
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Upon whet setice and in what manner would the ir proceedings de con- 
a@ucted and decisions resehed? To whom ond in whet form would their 
adviee or other conclusions be direeted? hat adminis tretive or 
technical eteff would be required for their services? ‘het would be 
the estimated cost ee ee ee en” end by whom 
would it be paid? ‘Yo the resp active ——- ———— scon= 
cerned be required to delay their operst eo awaiting 
investigation md action by the treaty authori t; 

It is aleo eee to inquire whether it ie probeble that the 
findinge or conslueions of such « heterogenscu® ifterneational at 
upon the verious a with whieh they might be coneerned ~ 
be a a ve in serving the public welfere than the deter+ 
minetions of the present sovernmentel sgencies femilier with ead 
cs pa far guch mitters in the raepective countrios. In what 
pe solers ora the preoes agencies incompetent to serve the seet 
— of the public, ae that a bp — iin 

egensies, are imperfeet, wo proposed international body 
best or only renedy hr their sheorteomings? 

I & not mean by these questions to dispersege the idea of setting 
up @n interaetional bosrd or comittee to promote sollaborstion be~ 
tween the tye counteies on matters of mutual interest, on the contrary, 
¥e in vinnesote are strong for thet type of eolisborstion, and we have 
initiated ee in many projects slong thet line. “e have 
found it possible to get action in mny eases by informal interstate 
or intermtional negotiations between the responsible euthoritice, 
without ~<iting for the creation of offieial advisory bodies by treaty 
or by statute. 

ror ome, we beve teckled the problem of pollution on the Rainy 
River at ond below Intermtional alle by direct cooperation between 
the oy health and conservetion agencies of the Stete of Minm seta 
end the Province of Ontario, without the intervention of the federal 
sathorities of either side or the Internetionel Joint Commission, 

Through joiat action under en iuformel segresment tw tween the 
agesicles concerned, © tecimiesl investigation has been finished and 
Glee botanic ao tae satinnan te tae ee en ee 

ee Tesponsible for on a ateps 
ebete it, This will saambeedir be done ae soon es casein vestric= 
tions on lsbor ani mteriale ore relaxed. If, instead of ns 

; by dizect cooperation between Ulanesotea ani Ontario, an effert hed been 
made to secure action on this river ae matter through the inter 
national Joigt Commission, with alk attendant prerequisites of 
ge gotiation ee >> tems of « reference tetween the — 
Sait te te ties of ae eee the ense would probably — ! 
atill be in the stage of incompleted investigation, i 

Anotter inadtanee of effeetive coordination serose the boundary 
which is ee pertinent to the interactional semerial project is the 
Interstate on the St.croix River, where Minnesota md Visconsia : 
have for years molntained tomplesentery facilities on aiktis ee aides 
of the river, conatitut ing together one of the finest perk esteb 
lishments to be foul enysbhe re.
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The aetuy River water pollution matter, the interstate prrhe and 
other ensee which have teen hendled in like manner sive point t whet I 
vegerd as © tasie principle, thet every interstate or international 

; — affecting intereste end requiring action on both sides should. 
agalt with by direct eooperation between the mthorities tore sorely 

regpongible incthe respective juriddictions, se far ex practicable. 
the intervention of higher authority, whether netionel or interantional 
shovid te invoked only in ense the regular egencies are unequsl to the - 
tesk or foil to perform it efter a reasonable —T cure xzpar- — 
jence hae proved thot observanes of thie prineiple gets reaulte mote. . 
quiekly and effectively in most enges then the practice ofresorting 
te higher acthority. Uhenever ae ca ng over sone subject matter - 
ie given toe higher tribunal, ro is « neturel bumen tenderey on the 
= ofthe teguler acencies whieh would otherwies be responsible to pase 

buck and delny ection avaiting the proceedings of their sum Priore | 

Of course there ore easee wiers the interests affected oa 
ing states or countries are so clomiy interrelated thet an ve 
solution is impossible witvout the exercise of aational or internation 
el authority. The most notdble exauple of this is reguletion of th: 
international bountery waters, In that field, as well a others that 
might be mentioned, it has team noesssary to fnvoke the jurisdiction 
of the International Joint Comminsien, and the work of thet commission, 
glow though it may be, Ine toon of Literally imestimeble velue to the 
tadted Stetes end Comda in bringing about auleable setthlenents of dige 
putes which might otherwise lsve been fraught with grave Conse jentes., 

The most importact mtter tefors the commission in recent years 
affecting the intercets of the State of “innesota involved the Nainy 
Leake end Nemeken reservoirs, controlled respectively ty the dus at 
intemationsl Falls and Settle Falle, bteginaing *ita the investigation 
of the snbiticeus. proposal of the ol¢ Minnesota & Unterio PowerCompany 
(Seekus corporetion) for large edditione] hydroelectric power develope 
nexte an these reservoirs snd the tributary wetera ebove, followed by 
the sdoption of the ao treaty for requlct ion of these waters, 
finelly retified in 1940, snl the investigations ani proceedings 
thereunfer which have ever since been im progrese. It is safe to aay « 
thet the Qtate of “innesota, through the conservetion depmrtment and 
the attormey genersl’a office, bse spent more money in making investie 
gations ead surveys, sroduced more material evidence, and put forth 
more effective effort bed pgp to the proposed power Sovelopaant 
and in furtherance of regulebion of tha waters in sceordance with the 
best interests of the public then any other one agency except the 
commission iteelf end the engineers of the tue wuntries eesigwd to ite 
service. 

It heppens that toth os, E.V¥.%illerd, former comsiesioner end pre- 
sent deputy commissioner of ar ee end myself, have taken en 
netive pert in these proceedings in tehalf of the state, beginning som 

yeers ago, ond we are quite familier with all the developments ia the 
matter, %e were beth called to “nslington in “ay 195), and agein in 
“ey 1940, to appear at hearings tefore « subcomal ttee of the Senate 
Foreign “elstt one Committee in reference to the treety, ae will eppear 
tron printed reports. ‘“e were the only represent: ives who appeared 
from Minnesota, end I telieve the recoré will show thet our testimony
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end statements contributed materially to overcoming chjections and seouw=— 
ing retifieation of th: treaty. The atete is still the most sctive | 
party to the procesdings, outeiie of the comaiscion ani ite service 
egemios, end we intend to Keep on until effective control of th waters — 
in eceordance with the best intereste of the public is permanently estab= 
lished. Here — o¢ in the pollution case, fester pmeress would 
haw been made bat for the wer, Torever, the commission hes devoted mech 
study and effort to thie mtter, ond has menifested « very dsfinite | | 
intention to de as good a job of reguleting the watere ae the linita- 
tions of the treaty will permit. “e ge confident thet substantial ~ i 
Fesuite may be expected as soon as the war is orar. 1 

| 

Theat ia sore signifiesnt shout this treaty io thet in the mgotie- 
tions which led up to ite adoption, Minnesote wes contending for « far- 
a which wuld have given the commission complete poxors 
of regulation and would have —_——— and protected a1] the rights and — 
intersets of the astute md ita ei whieh were affected, whereas the 
Cans@iene held out to the lest for e treaty giving the comuiesion es 
little authority es possible. As will be apparent from examination of | 
the treaty, the Canediens bid their way, end the comalscion wes expowered | 
to adopt measures of control only in the event thet it simll determine 
that emergency coniitions exist. In our @pearcoses befers the senate 
comsittee at “ashington we eontended for as literal an interpretation as 
this lengunage would tear, ani our views wers supported by the counsel 
fer the state departaent. The present commission, or at least the Amere — 
ican members, gear imelined to go along vith us, but ao ocession for a 
real test hae yot developed. 

I hove thus reviewed the history of thie mettor beceuse if Clearly 
forecasts what may be expected in onae « real effort is made to secure 
the adoption of a treaty embracing the “uetioo-Cuperior progrem, namely, | 
long deleys, protracted srgaments, ond reluctance on the part of the 
Smedians, not to mention (werlean intereate, to subsit their vested 
Fights or interests to ay see hogens the demande of urgent necessity. 
It took nine years fron time the beekse proposal wes subait ted 
through « reference to the Internetional Joint Commission in 1925 before 
the commission maie ite final report in 1934, moarenes me the proposal 
end recommending the adoption of @ mew treaty, and it took six — 
more to consuenate the treaty. This treaty covered only « single subject 
natter, pelts eS of the intermationel boundary waters of the 
Rainy Lake, wa shed, whieh by their very nature a the exercise 
ef intermetional outhority for effective control. endless poszibil~ 
ities for controversy and delay presented by m attempt tc secure the | 
egreenent of both countries upon the complicated issues involved in the 
One tleo-Superier program, embracing; as ateted in the eee eee 
aeeee a territory ae lerge es Messechusetts, Connecticut, od Rhode 

; igiand ¢ombined, may well stagger the imazinetion,. 

Feing on optimistic individual, I hesitate to eay that enything is 
impoesible. However, Il om certain from my contect with eS 
effieisle and citizens of Onterio, particalarly those of region 
directly effected, that public sentiment in the provinese, so far as it 
hee been expressed, is eitter completely indifferent or etrongly ap- 
poseGé to the ides of my such sweeping treaty, ma thet the people of the 
previnee will never approve the a unless thoroughly c@avinesd tint 
it is o matter of urgent necessity in furtherance of their omn test inter.
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: este. After oll, what elee would te expected of on independent, re~- 
sourceful, self-gverning population? 

And it may be teken as on aeeured fact that the responsitie offic- 
iels and the re publie of Minneecte, so for es they have mankfested — 
any interest the mtter, feel exactly the seam way, 

The trouble with the treaty fentare of the coatene taste pro- 
grem is that it would affect a miul€itade of mtters for which inter- 
national regulation, even of — advisory cheracter, is neither | 
mecessary nor desireble in the interests of the public. The only 
metter involvwd ea exercise of intermtionnl suthority is 
the remistion of the in’ tional boundery waters. The exercise of 
that euthority, whether under the present treaty or under any futere 
treaty thet may be adopted, is in no way contingent upon federal ov 
nership of the shore land on the ‘meriean side or upon the adoption 
of ony other feeture of the “uetico-Superior progrmm, if it hed been 
the present treaty could not have been adopted. The etrangest motiva- 
ting foree in all the proceedings hue teen end will continue to be the 
ownership by the State of Yinneso ta of a of land a 
on the waters Se teate "a the state incentive which has ma 
it the most active party in the proceedings. 

As to tho other aspects of the eae rior pro besides 
reguistion of the boundary waters, they ean e11 be effectively dealt 
with in the intercete of the public by the present responsible m thor- 
ities, a the cooperative me thode which I haw eer 
referred whenever necessary to secure concerted section. “wh more 
ean be done that wey then by sttenpting tc secure a treaty. Infact, 
if the netureal resources of the border lekes region are to be effeo~ 
tively ee ts must be teken By the proper public agencies on 
beth sides long before it wuld be possible even t: negtionte the pre- — 
liminerios of a treaty. Yigorous end progressive action is beim teken 
on thie eide by the 0.o.forest Service ani this department, working 
tegsther, and, se you have pointed out, in recent years there eve been 
encour ec ing signs of corresponding activity om the Cenadian side, though 
not eo for edvamed as in Minnesota. The most urgent need is for more 

pans ge finanel si ee for both state ani federal forest fire con- 
trol forees end other forest conservation operationa, 

is you hae aw deerly di seorne4, that hee deterred the Canadians 
more than anything eles from esyousing the “uet leo-Super ior F ae, 00 is 
th treaty proporal, vith its vague gomerealizetions, which they fear may 
te merely s cloak for efirtse on the pert of their vealthy neighbor to 
the south to impose restrictions qhich will heaper then in their ee 
for the Gevelopment of their own country. Uence, if the proponents of 
the dutico-Superior program reelly wieh to find out wht the Caedian 
people think of the treaty a. the sooner they make 4 complete 
and detailed dreft of the desired provisions, ith « rn ae ea to 
how they would operate in verlous comrete ouses likely t arise, the 
sooner they will get a definite answer. It should not be difficult for 
any faireninded person who will sesume for the moment the position of the 
Canediens to foretell whet the enewer will te. 

Meantime we intend to # right shead with our efforts to aid the 
U.S-Fomest Service in consolidating the wilderness areas of the Superior
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Hetional Yorest md our attexpt to eet the Srovines of Ontario to set 
apart a suseennting eres on their side for on international wilder- 
ness memorial. ts I hewe indicated nigh ye day eoeasions, ve are 

: oe @isappointed et the small size the gc pr Rpts Lake 
whieh heve indicated for eoneideration, « 64, acres, 29 

«ea with the million acresor more in the Superior roadlese arenge 
te hed hoped and ere still hoping thet the prevince mit ——— 
the eubire Cuetieo Provincial Perk, containing approximately sane 
cogrege te acresge ae the Superior Poedlese erens, If 1% were not for 

heir soprehenaions shout possible treaty restrictians, re with 
j the premense of the exieting resorte and rocds elrecdy established at 

vyerioug pointe onothe Areriean aide, the provineiel sutherities might 
be willing to go much further. 

There i@ one aapect of the progran sherein a treaty would be 
entirely eee ana wherein I believe thet the Cemdiens wuld | 
goneur, if assured that it would not be en enterine wedge for efforts 
to @zereine control over their affairs, Thet would be in giving the | 
international srea s mms after ite boundaries heave been agteed upon 
by the respective authorities in both sowmtries, and declaring it to 
be dedicated a2 a memoriel. iI made this sug cea tion in the course of | 
my remarks et the Chamber of Cogmeres Convention at fort Frencee inst 
sumiart, ond it sesexed te find favor with those present, | 

The trouble with the cnetioo=-Superior proponents ia thet they 4@p | 
not recognize the difference between a declarstery trenty, confined to 
the expreesion of Lo eg or the Gefinition of rights, and sn operative 
treaty, <« quiring on, kffeotive conservation of netural resources 
texee time, money, end effort. Somebody muct de the job and pay tha 
cost. ith the exception of the reguleticn of the boundary waters, every: 
thing secemplished thu: fer in line with the aims of the Cuet leo-Superior 
we pa bes been fom withort bomefit of any =a te including the =. 
bn coco tba extended < atete lew to eaten” —s oo ar re 

Cue erior war conee! ; se @ tart md pro 
tention Sf ahaa fowent Lanse in the Superior Feb ional Parest before 
the esteblishwent of the latter forest was completed, the Shipetead- 
Nolen Act of 1930, the corresponding state act of 1953, the rosdless — 

ile or the U,o.¥orest Service, our sesotictions with the *rovinse 
ario respecting the wildermese serorial project, as well as fire proe 

tection, timber monegenent, gum ami fish «doinietretion, and other 
eouserve tion measures which have beam earried on by the responsible state 
and federal “eee on the Ampricem side, ‘woh Ime teen dome and much 
more temeing Se Sone ane Seeee Raeee We EP cor enanly See ot | 
one atteaty, md little further progress will be ande 1f stion is 
deleyed waiting for » trenty. | 

ahs Sappanaeh Wo ty eoatenn, tne tees Mains alee tah Ctoeey Same ea many sow 8 beam me! 8 
progress in th boundary oases seaten end eleewmre for a lons tine 
past, gaining sore momentum in recent — and thet gongs | all 
ov the roully effective reeulte which bave teen gained wold heave 
brought stout in one way ox another even thouch there hed been no space 
jal saree with a Quetice-Superior lsbel, md even = sons of those 
whe teen prominent in thet commotion hod not been the picture. 

; — ha *
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Giving then eredit for all they did in arcu ing publie interest 
im the bomier lekes region and the need for protective measures there, 
the facr is that thoee responsible for the guidimee of the queticoe 
Superior progran have comitted four major errors in policy and atrat~ 
egy which hve had widespread effect in aliensting support which they 
might otherwise have bod an@-in obetructing the athiewment of their 
own professed sine. These errors are se follows: 

le The proposal for an operative treaty, covering a wide field of i 
sdministrative matters in which ‘mw ernational treaty ection was unnec- 
essary and impracticeble, thoreby srous ing — end suspicion : 
concerning the whole program, especially in Aa. ea4 

2. Diversion of federel funis for land acquisition into the sut-over 
areas of the Kabetogema and Grend Portage state forests, thereby delay- | 
ing the consolidation of the Superior rosdless areas and leaving the 
aoor open for the comstrection of such resorts as those on Crooked 
Loke, which now impair the wilderness velue of the area ami impede | 
faversble action on the Cmadian side. : 

3, Groundless sages he to the establishment of State — “4 
way Zo. 61 through Grenmi Portage Indien Reservation on the 
shore of Lake oe Slong the route selected by the State so 
Depertaent and the U.5.Bureau of Public fonds, locsted in secordm ce 
with the best interests of conservation, ee and 
the wilfers of the Indians ani the general ° : 

4 A widespread end persintent campaign of misrepresenteation as to 
the mantiimg ond effect of Minnesota laws, ~ er of the Minnesota - 
Legislature ani public officials, and other eriol faete bearing on 
the situation which hse been carried on, eee Ur. Oberholtser 
himself, disparaging the Stete of Ginneao ta nefore the entire country 
by groundlese caverhaks and ineinustions, 

I a not think th » tors af the (uetieo-cuperior aoe 
or at least those outside or re realize the extent ; whi 
tv, Vherholtcer has GUscredfted hiss and yds | the ehti re 
movement anong sembers of the legislature, public officials, and the 
general public in iimesota, especie lly those who know the fects snd 
who are not ot all deceived by oe Pee His utterly | 
Geese cone SS Gee eee ot atete and ite public officisle 
heve naturally sroused ee Se ee oe ae oe 
gerd the entire mere as a fantastic fabrication come. tor sote- 

amen sibhie "as Gok Gea GEE ee taneeee, Ot bee eee . o Fh ere en, tbeoau as ve 
tetele, me program hag some meritorious featires which I have suppor ted 
end ehall continue to s ~ so for as they ere consistent with out 
besie principle of auenting he greatest coed to the greatest number 
of people in the long run. 

Nevertheless I eennot condone the wholesale defamtion in which 
ey, Oberholtzer hes indulged. To infomed end faireminded ee in 
Minnesote he Re pa himself in a position very similar hat of 
a witnese in who has wilfully testified falsely concerning 
material mtters, end ehose testimony, as the judge will instruct the |
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fury, mey tinrcfore be entirely disregarded unless corroborated by 
Sthef eredible evidence, No corroboration is possible oe to many of 
a, Oherholtser's esvertions and insinustiona, beceuse they ere untrue. 

* . He himself, when caught, mde a beleted sonteasion of errar Se to one | 
“ hie most glering misetatements, in which he fulsely agserted that a 

Imr coumsissioner of congeryetion ‘was dismissed at the tive of his 
previous obetruction of the “uetieo-Superlor program”. 

“y attention waa eelled sete to an erticle in the Natural 

Tas abeatinte te’ tan Gatlen-oterinr pute rans ar ter tet aaten | supper me erior end, for * 
611 who oa1] themelyes conservationists, would do wail to reel and 
versed that article. 

The people of Minnesota, ae i have declared the length end breadth — 
of the state, hare omitted ond pemsi ttod erost waste of ‘their natural — 
Pesouwrees, Just lile the met of countsy, but they have never sunk 
to the Sapte 26 Sees Se ms Soren Freapooting oupieese- | 
tion — by Pra Zar... On the contrery, they are keenly | 
eware the reed fox agtion along oll lines of conservetion. Legise 
lative epproprictions for meny needed conservetion sctivities heve been, 
insdequata, it is true, but nevertheless much progress hes teen made. 
All pa ps give promise of greater advancemnt at the present session ‘ 
then even before. And the gee 7 ot the ane Seeeeyreneer Pea i 
Oe be See eee, at so for a8 they ere im line with owt 
public policy ani welfare, will receive full cousiderstion at the hands | 
of thir ~~ reger Less of the ragretteble teaetics puraued ty - | 
their ti .. leader. 

With ot to the international memorial jec&, in which, an 
® Veteran of ahs First Yorla Ver, I have alvays ton deoply interested 
I am eatiefted that if the ace eae would join with the 
VeSeForant Servier and the Mimnesota departeoat bn supporting a senzible | 
ead praoties] plan, we could get the Canndians t @ enne 6% the 
lest nations] convention of the Ieank “elton Langue at Chicago in Moreh 
3944, at whieh mony of the lesders of the movement were present, I sug- — 
geetec thet they call  mecting te a over the whole situation, and I 
offered te ettand sueh a meeting wherever it “es be hal@. several of 
thome present ex tTeaced their Ss of the idea, but so fer as 1 know | 
nothing hae been done to cerzy out. At ony rote, my offer is so 
standing one. 

while we are thinking of wemoricle te oucht to give some considera= 
tion te the welfere of the millions res men od women who ere earve 
ing in the emmed forces of both the 4 Stotes an@ Camds, “hen those 
who 2 ee a, are not going ues us if we spouel gr our 

oe ca) a ver a ulous & , 
feglect e peurie senoures shLok are necessery oy soketree e10p 

aval rs BpOn th their future starniaré of Living will 
depemi. i do uot think a @@ing to like 14 very *e1) aan ad ae 
igarn shout those tuo resorts on Crooked Lake, in the very twert of - 
sildernese aroa, directly sttributeble to th: illesdvised tactios of 
the Cuetico-Superior leadership. 

fn@ I om sure thet the wer veterans whe liw in or near the boundery 
wotere sree would feel that they had been flagrentiy double-croneed if 

. *s 4
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they were to come home end find thet while they were gone, without 
. giving then « chenee to express themeclvee on the matter, a treaty 

hed been slipped ower Wiyine up the resources of the region and 
hampering developments thet might provide them with jobs and oppor- 
tunities for oe from the shocks of war. 1% sust be rewembened e 
thet — 6 Very = fraction of the fetel oe those in 
good heslth, have the time, money, or phyeieal ability penetrate a | 
wilderness area, Meany thousands of those who will return from this 
wer will be go digebled es to prevent then from sver seeing the inter- 
ior of a reo] widerrmess (unlesr cerried in by sirplane, te which the 
GueticoeSupericr supporters stremuously object). Henee, thorgh pro- 
tection of @ reasonsble amount of wilderness is dosirabtle, it mat be 
commensurate in oxtent with the proportion of the population who will 
wee it. A lot ef people eogld get lost in the million-sere rosdless 
arees of the Superior “ationel Forest, or even in the 64,000 acre 
trect eugeested by the prov incicl authorities on the Camdian side. 

Te are etrong for living wenericle, swh aos the proposed wilder 
ne 8S area would be, but cur Tirat duty is to assure on opportunity 
for livelihood, recuperation, and reerention to the living war vetere 
SOBs ; se 

Simeerely yours, «= 

Chester ©. “ilsen 
Commissioner of Conservation 

: i deca



Phe Fabre Vv Prot Mido Leopold 

Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. 

424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

February 19, 1945 

Mr. Chester 8. Wilson 

Minnesota Departmant of Conservation 

St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Wilsons 

I appreciate your taking the pains to send me the correspondence pertaining 
to the Superior, and I am forwarding it to Bill Aberg. When he is through 

with it, I will keep it in my files so that when anything comes up, I 
will have a springboard to jump from. 

When I suggested an aggressive wilderness policy by the State, I did not, 
as I think you understand, imply that the State had actually been passive. 

I did imply that the interested public had been given that impression, 
and with this I think you agree. If I may take the liberty of amplifying 

my suggestion, it would be this: Get into print yourself, not on the 
past history, tit on the future strategy of the wilderness area. Your 
very gratifying response from Ontario on the matter of resorts is 
certainly a good start along this line. Gouldn't it be made the basis 
of a “matching” proposal, whereby Ontario keeps resorts out, and the 

Forest Service and the State each undertake a definite clean-up progran 

on alienations? 

In the matter of relations with the Chicago office of the Izaak Walton 
League, let me suggest that Otto Doering carries a lot of weight, and is 
inclined to see Minnesota's side. 

I am definitely encouraged by our brief visit, and only wish that we 
could develop our exchange of thoughts more thoroughly. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner 

ce sborg//
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St.PAUL I,MINN. February 16, 1945. | 

| 
Professor Aldo Leopold | 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

/ 

In view of the interest which you | 
expressed in the Quetico-Superior matter, I enclose copies of 
the following statements and correspondence which will give you 

an idea of recent developments in which we have participated: | 

Copy of letter from Professor EB. G. Cheyney to 
Mr. Ernest C. Oberholtzer, dated March 31, 1944; 

Copy of letter to Roy A. Gibson, dated March 15, 1944; 

Copy of letter from Roy A. Gibson, dated April 27, 1944; 

Copy of letter to Mr. W. G. Thompson, dated April 27, 1944; | 

Copy of statement to Izaak Walton League, by Mr. Chester 
S. Wilson, April 1, 1944; | 

| 

; Map of Quetico-Superior region; | 

Copy of letter to Department of Lands & Forests of | 
Toronto, Ontario, dated March 14, 1944; 

Copy of letter to Mr. W. G. Thompson, dated April | 
11, 1944; | 

Copy of letter to Professor H. H. Chapman, dated 
January 5, 1945, 

I take it that you have read Professor 
Chapmen's recent articles in the Yale Forest School News and the 
National Parks magazine. A third article will be forthcoming in 

the March number of the Forestry Journal. We checked the manuscripts 
of all these articles for accuracy so far as matters within our 
knowledge were concerned. 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MILK AND BUTTER FOR VICTORY |



#2 
Prof. Aldo Leopold : 

You spoke of the desirability of action by the state 
of Minnesota in furtherance of wilderness protection. I think 
that you will discover from the enclosures that we have already 
gone quite far along that line. The state was seven years ahead 

of the Shipstead-Nolan Bill in the act of 1923, reserving from 
sale all state lands bordering on or adjacent to meandered lakes 
and other public waters and water courses and the live timber 
thereon. The state handled the forest fire protection in the 
heart of the boundary waters area extending east from Basswood 
Lake for many years until the U. S. Forest Service finally got 

ready to take it over in 1935, The state owns a large acreage 

of land in that area, including some fine timber and lakeshore 
tracts, to which we have applied the same restrictions as the 
federal government. The state has also acquired and preserved 

some fine tracts of virgin timber in other places, such as 

Itasca State Park, Scenic State Park, the Cloquet Forest Experi- 
ment Station, and King Williams Narrows on Orane Lake. We have 
unqualifiedly endorsed the program of the U. S. Forest Service 
for consolidating the wilderness areas in the Superior National 
Forest, and initiated negotiations with the Province of Ontario, 
still in progress, for securing their cooperation in setting 
apart a corresponding area on the Canadian side for international 
wilderness memorial purposes. 

The impression created by the Quetico-Supverior propa- 

ganda that the State of Minnesota has obstructed any worthwhile 

feature of the Quetico-Superior program is one of the most out- 
rageous pieces of misrepresentation that was ever perpetrated on 
the American public. 

As you indicated at our recent meeting at Madison, there 
is imperative need for immediate action to acquire the remaining 

private lands in the roadless areas in the Superior National Forest 
and to establish restrictions for protection of the remaining 
wilderness values there, as well as on the Canadian side, before 
it is too late. We have engaged in negotiations and correspondence 

with both the U. S. Forest Service and the Ontario Department of 
Lands and Forests during the past year, urging them to take the 
necessary steps to that end. I have been unable to get any definite 
commitment thus far from the provincial authorities, but just 
yesterday I received a letter from Mr, W. D. Cram, Regional Forester, 

at Kenora, containing the encouraging information that they have 

turned down two applications for construction of resorts in the 
Quetico Provincial park, and that no resorts have yet been con- 
structed anywhere in the park. If we can get the U. S. Forest 

Service to announce a definite plan for acquisition of the remaining 

private lands in the Superior roadless areas, including the two 
existing resorts on Crooked Lake, we may be able to get the Ontario 

, people to go along. 

Anything you can do to clear this matter up will be 

greatly appreciated. You may pass this material on to Mr. Aberg 
or to anyone else who may be interested, if you wish. 

Sincerely yours, 

csw/R Commissioner of Conservation i



February 14, 1945 

Mr. Frederick S. Winston, 
1218 Flour ——- 

Minneapolis 5, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Winstons 

Thanks for copy of Mr. Oberholtzer's letter to Mr. E.V.Willard, 
in which he indicates his desire to correct the misstatement regarding the 
latter's "dismissal", 

The reason that you found no reference to Mr. Willard in lir. Sander- 
son's letter is as follows. In his letter to me of June 13, 1944, Sanderson 
says? 

"tA Communication - The Quetico-Superior Forest' from November 22, 1943 
issue of The New Republic, Along the side of the last half of the para~ 
graph which starts with 'Recently state officials, ete.' ending with 
'The Quetico-Superior program’, he has penned a comment as follows: 

cr 
"I was mistaken in saying Willard was 'dismissed', He was 7 
just' not re-appointed, '" | 

I seriously question the effectiveness or adequateness of Mr. Ober= 
holtzer's statement as above quoted, and as you say attached to any copies of 
the New Republic artticle of November 22, 1943, for the reason that I got, and 4 
anyone would get, the impression from the "correction" that while Mr. Willard 
was not "dismissed" his non-reappointment amounted to the same thing. 

The facts in the case are fully stated by Mr. Chester 3, Wilson as 
fo! in_a letter wrote to Hon. Henrik Shipstead on Jan. 23, 1945: 
ee Cea Bion none, 

"Recently state officials have resumed their opposition in mach 
bolder form under the plea of 'states'rights.' Governor Stassen first 
refused consent to a large federal purchase of private lands in the 
Kabetogama Purchase Unit of Superior National Forest, where the Forest 
Service has been operating with full state authority since 1936. His 
newly appointed Commissioner of Conservation refers to the purchase pro- 
gram for this purpose as a ‘mess of pattage' and appoints as his deputy 
the former commissioner, who was dismissed at the time of his previous 

___ obstruction of the Quetico-Superior program." fa Avie 
"The Commissioner of Conservation mentioned as newly appointed by Gov. : 
Stassen, was, of course, myself. I was misquoted on the 'mess of pottage’ 
statement, but let that pass. ‘The most ro, = "T cama in the 
above quoted paragraph occurs in the sta % I ap as my 
deputy the former commissioner (referring to Mr. E.V.Willard), ‘who was 
dismissed at the time of his previous obstruction of the Quetico-Superior 
‘program." The previous obstruction referred to occurred in 1933, 1934, 
and 1935, and originated, not with Mr. Willard as commissioner, but with
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Mr. Frederick 3, Winston, ; 

his superior authority, the old five man conservation commission 
which deemed itself bound to object to acquisition of private land 
by the government within the two state forest areas, except for pur-— 
poses of exchange with the state, on the ground of legislative establish- 
ment of the state forests, as above mentioned. Not only was Mir, Willard 
not dismissed as commissioner at the time this objection was expressed, 
but he continued to serve as such until his term of office ended July 1, 
1937, upon the taking effect of a new law revising the organization of 
the conservation department, Thereupon a new commissioner, Mr. Herman 
Wenzel, was appointed by Governor Benson, but Mir, Willard was retained in 
the service of the department as conservation consultant to the commission— 
er, at exactly the same salary which he had previously been receiving as 
commissioner," 

Of late, I have been at much pains to acquire all possible unforma- 
tion on the Kabetogama State Forest area, in connection with certain misstate- 
ments published by bir. Operhobtzer in American Forests, September 1944, and may 
yet analyze these statements with reference to the established facts, : 

The whole trouble centers, not on the desirability of a declaratory 
treaty with the Dominion setting up goals or objectives to ork for, but with the 
intransigent attitude of lr, Oberholtzer, and his influence on his associates, 
that a treaty to be accomplished necessitates expelling the State of Minnesota 
as a partner in the enterprise. His contentions as to the indispensability of 
total federal acquisition and control of these state areas are not only 
unrealistic but in many specific instances the facts affecting which I have: pains- 
takingly dug out, do not accord with these facts, but instead, contain statements 
which are contrary to the laws, th the factual circumstances, and to the attitudes 
of the state officials and even the private interests involved, 

His recent attack on the State Land Exehange within the Kabetogama State 
Forest is an example of his utterly illogical, consistent position of all or — 
nothing for the Forest Service, whieh itself, through Jay H. Prine, has properly 
concentrated on acquisition within the Roadless area, treaty or no treaty. 

He opposes the acquisition by the State of nearly 100 miles of shore line and 
thousands of acres of cutover lands in the peninsula, preferring that these lands 
should remain subject to private development and removal of pulpwood pending such 
futube time as the federal government can buy them thus diverting funds from 
consolidation of the RoadlLess areas. He confuses the issue by claiming that the 
whole project without the Kabetogama is like a "wounded bird" whereas I personally 
know that the Kabetogama is not typleak wilderness or canoe country, never can 
be included in the Roadless area, and ean best be administered by the State for 
summer homes and forestry. 

I wonder if’ you realize the alarming impact of these insistent demands 
for total federal control, coupled with equal insistence on including 10 million 
acres in the project, 6/l10ths of it in Ontario, on the prospects for cooperation 
by the Province to obtain even a declaratory treaty? I honestly think that if the 
present officials of the State did not have Mr. Operholtzer to contend with, they 
could secure cooperation from Ontario either by a treaty or by a cooperative deal 
between State and Province. But every time, the spectre of a treaty covering the 
whole waterwhed appears like Banquo's. ghost at the banquet and cooperation by
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Ere Froderick 3. Uinstom : 

Ontario oe dead Toa cist ve faulliar with the cooperative abtitade of tne 
‘ouakoatanar af consare tice towran the project of International Memorial, 

of Gao sete fue tae akotamen ant! Gad Fertems ee tan nee Gama 

us betwen deiartarypellay, cnt ndatatrttve conrale hays ve Urough a” 3 

me on January 5, copy of which you may have, but 1 enclose one. 

1 have Lead a Uifetiae of ex-erionce in activities dealing with public 
quubhenn of eae nates enh tame adean dheseveh tm tautumahes of eedtmnlaatda 
advocates of proposals almilar to thet of the aetieoJuperior projuct to taze 

_ a6 uncunproaising attitude whieh berders on famtialan by bebding all facts to serve 

sun thin taypermy the only pavelble roeouree is opecition to entre, pel tens 

aunt % Gee atthe Geovtainas aan eeaknesane Gh animdaat, mans tae 

that wes true in the case of the © = just og 
ee re Se eee Oe ee Oe ae We On  Be Sp ae Se 
timber Gaas 

1 ondlese of with Mr. Gutler on this ~ wileh 
to eg tee ek ee ig, evga 1 a had one conference et; 
Tork on this ah tos katt tas talce about a second conference, 
but after Lr. god he had had the talk, le. Nelly dropped the conference 

ie. SSep ess Satieeres 
Seeks welt Git aus Guaaole 

i dw net think his attitude is realistic alnce all of kx. (berholtaer's 
See ee Se Seay ale Gnas whee anda distribu- 

Hany 70k arg, hota af take Geabteenens sequeend Wy the ae 
injurlous. when bas it bean necessary te the quccess of a sowxl cauee to 
suppress the facts gonserning it? 

Moet sinceraly, 

e 

He Se Ghapaen
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WHEREAS, im 1927 there was formmleted in Snnesote with the approvel of ‘4 
stete offieisle « plan to esteblish by treaty between the United sta tes 
and Comada, sith the consent of tho Provines of Ontario, an inter- 2s 

ne teu ae ten Rainy Lake watershed, on both count rics we 
and eontiguous areae of mture, end @ 

OHEREAS, the consent of the Secretary of Agriculture st “sehington was 
sought ind ebtcined in lovento® 1987, fox the extension of superior j 

Rational ferest te extrnee. the vealonee of the available pri lends 
in the “innesote portion of this area, and a 

ERERAS, in 1929 the Minnesota legislature joint resolution 7 
ized Congress in support of. the Thipeteetetekas Bill, which declared a | 
reocesti onal ae the Minnesota portion ef the eabow eren, with- 
@rew all federal 1 from eniry or appropriction end protected shores — 
frou legging, fleeding and other forme of exploitetion, and 

; VRREBAS, in 1956 the govexmment of the Stete of Minnesota invited the 
U,2.Forst Serviceto make formal extension of Superior fetionsal Forest 
to include the balances of the Ghipetead-Kolan serena exclusive of the 
‘Grend Fortage Indien Neservetion, and 

WHEREAS, fm 1956 the Notional Porest leservetion Commission, acting on 
the above invitation of the State af Mimesota, created the ebetoguan f 
end the Gredi Pertage Purehoce Unite, and 

WHERBAS, the U. 5. Forest Serviee hee purchased sone 180,900 eeres of j 
land within these two purchese unite, end : 

WHERBAS, the plan formulated in 1927 for an international forest by 
tresty ins boon indorsed by toth te State ani the Netions} bodies of , 
the Azerie¢an. ee ae ae recommonmied thet the intern: forest 
ties orentad be d t ponce end te the soldiers of beth countries 
who served together in *orid Yar I, ami - 

THEREAS, it ts now wroposed that this dedieetion be extended to cover 
the gerviee men and women of Torlé “ear li, 

NOW, THOXEPORS, BE If RESULYED, that the Legisisturoen of the State of 
Minnesota direct tip Lend ixehenge Coamiesion to suthorize the U,".Forest 

' Service oe, au private iende available in the entire sup rior Nation- 
al Forest wling the Granl Portege ani Kabe togens Purchase Vaite. 

BE IT PURTWER RESOLVED that this suthorisation terminate when the 0.2. | 
Forest Services hes eonsolideted its holdings in the present Superior — 
Nations Forest end ite purehsge unite. 

(Thie Resolution wes approved the State Conservation Commit tee of 
the Americen Legion lest wdey night. It eleo received the endorse- 
ment . a &xecutive ttee of the Legion last Sundey after+ 

: ROG. » Be Be
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Custioo-Superior Couneil 
1218 Flour Ezehange i 
Minneapolis, 15 : 

February 9, 1945, 

Professor H. H, Chapmen 
Sehool of Forestry 
Yele University 
New Haven, Connecticut ’ : 

Deer Professor Chapman: 

It ig gratifying to mve your letter of January 31. indicat 
that under certein conditions you would be for a treaty az 
in the Cuetico-Supericr program, If your objection is to a treaty 

setting = S internat fone. giipbetrutive ~~ the various 
agencies the two countries, answer is % no euch thing is 
proposed. ‘The sduinistrative agencies on both sides, whatever they 
may be at the time of the treaty, would be left undisturbed in any 

~~ ee iteelf. ‘11 thet was proposed was m advisory 
committee to how the treaty is teing carried out and to make 

. Peoommendations concerning its tetter fulfillment. ‘The ee 
course, eee oe ee ee prineiples on which the var 
govemments wo be bound by their word to that extent. The purpose 
of the treaty is to provide uniform protection for the region as a 
whole under on overell program of conservation. ve have felt that, 
without such a comprehensive progrem for the region es a whole, con- 
flicting loeal developments, considered without reference to the larger 
plen, are bound toremlt in the sae sort of waste and loss as before, 

I believe you dready heave o copy of Mr, Oberholtzer*s long letter 
of November 1927, to Seereteary Jardine at Yoshington. This goes fully 
into meerly every — of the program, ee area, 
zoning, treaty, and contr lling objectives. is was the founda- 
tion of the whole program end was read et the meting in Duluth, at 
which both the a and the organization were leunched. There has 
been no fundamental change since thet time either in the program itself 
or in the character of the opposition. 

I do net understend your reference to the printed statement. You 
do not, I hope, attech any signifieame to the date it bears - July 1, 
1944, Tht wae > dete of ite last printing. As I wrote you 
when I sent you the statement, it was identical with the original state- 
ment of our progrem except for the notations adied at the bottom of the 
second page. 

with referenee to Nr. Oberholtzer's correction of the mistcken 
ate tement in the New Nepublie about “r. “illerd, ee” 
to know that our instructions here are to send out no copies of 
New Republic article without the following note: “I find that I em 
misteken in eet Mr. “Lillerd was officially dismissed, He was 5; 
just not reappointed. =.0e0." You will also find herewith sony of an 
apology which 'r. Obetholtzer mide to Mr. ‘illsrd on June 5, 1944.



Re 

: Prof. H. i. Chapman 

Se have looked up Mr. Obetholtzer'’s letter of June 24, 1944 to Mir. W.5. 
Senderson but find no references in it to Mr, Villard. it is possible 
that, if Mr, Obetholtzer wrote a correction on the copy of the New Repub- 
lie article in his om hendwriting, the words have been misread. 

With reapect to your lest peragraph about the rosdless area, we 
re Gaara de pelea we ae eel eae” 

dated in hands end fully tected. ve have worked for many 
i Wes tet Soumiake heh 3D yeaue ead, whan omnis 
ral funis were available to consolidate the whole Inkeland —_, 

the stete instead favored large extensions tothe south ow side of 
watershed, 

Sineerely yours, 

i Frederick S, Winston
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Quetico-Superior Council 
1218 Flour Exchange 
Minneapolis 15 

February 16, 1945 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Yale School of Forestry 
New Haven, 11, Connecticut. 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

I em sorry to find that in the press of wrk here at our office 
your letter of January 19 seems not to have had a reply. At least I 
ean find no copy in my office, and my errant memory gives me no help. 

Referring to your question as to whether the treaty proposal for 
the Que tico-Superior pro ject had has any publication previous to the 
action of the Legion, I may say thet the suggestion was first pre- 
sented publicly in a Sunday feature artic le by Arthur Hawkes of Toronto, 
whieh appeared in the Mimmeapolis Journal of November 27, 1927, and 
likewise the day before in both Yimipeg and Toronto papers. On Nov. 
29, 1927, the sctual program was launched at & public meting in Duluth 
end was given wide publicity in newspapers of Minnesota and all over the 
nation. The Minneapolis Journal of November 30, 1927 carried a front 
page story headed as follows: "10,000,000 acre U.S. - Canada Park Plan 
is Launched. Duluth Session Proposes a Treaty Combining Superior Forest 
and Ontario Tracts. The story begins "Negotiations of a treaty with 
Canada for development of a tract of 10,000,000 or more acres", 

Similar stories in growing number appeared in newspapers and mag- 
azines all over the country during the same year. One of the first 
national organizations to act was the National Council on Parks, Forests 
and Wild Life. Im every case treaty dedication was the ultimate goal. 

I seems to me most unfortunate and beyond understanding that a man 

of your position should be trying to east doubt upon the honesty of 
Mr. Oberholtzer, who has led this movenent from the beginning. He makes 
no pretense to be infallible but at least his knowledge of the problem is 
pesed on exhaustive first hand acquaintance with the region, with the 
forces contending over the fate of the area, and with the men and measures 
concerned with the outcome. No stone has been left unturned by those 
opposing the Quetico-Superior program to discredit Mr. Oberholtzer per- 
soneally. From the beginning he has been charged with lies, misrepresent- 
ations, selfish motives, and even theft. Not one of these charges has 
ever in any way been substantiated. iI know how much has been made of Mr. 
Oberholtzer's mistake in reference to a former Minnesota Commissioner of 
Conservation, but he was the first to acknowledge the error when it was 
called to his attention many months later and only too eager to apologize 
to Mr, Willerd in full. 

Yours very truly, 

Frederick S. Winston



: February 24, 1945 

My. Yrederick 5, “ins ton, | 
1216 Flour Exemnge, | 

Hinneepolie 15, “innesota. 

Dear My, “ine ton: 

x — thet some of our meil hae crossed en route. 
I wrote _ on February 14 as to the ee Gee are 
~ ee erholtzer regarding the dismissal of Mr. ¥. rd, and 

phrage he used in correcting this error, end received 
sopy of hie letter to Mr. “illard. iI still do not think that 
the correction was adequate to remove the impression that 

ee was seatenes Oar = attitude —_ the ae 
Supe rior * an 8 you copy o full temen 
covering eitiera which was eemkatant in Mr. filsonts letter to 
Senator Shipstead. 

Ta none of three published articles have I impugned 
My, Oberholtzer's pc, Bev But unless I refuse to accept the 
Gloer mooning of certein state laws, and disbelieve a very 
lerge number of facte obtained from unimpescheble sources and 
verified covering statements mide by him in nuserous articles 
end reprints, i am forced to believe that he did not exercise 
proper cece in verifying many statements in addition to 

whieh happened to mke in this one instance end on which 
he was direotly Sbaiionged. : 

I am not interested in individuals as euch, and cer- 
teinly net in Mr. Oberholtzer, end would be wasting my time if 
I were in my ae ore t to uniermine hie reputation or the 
eateom in which ie held ~ his friends end weenie: I have 
attenpted instesd to give oredit to him and the Couneil 

: f and Committee for the achievements represented + Roadless 
Avea, the treaties concerning the Internmetional Joint Comission 
on woters, the Shipstead Neola sa and the wisdom displeyed in 

i pemitting farestry practices wi the erea while preserving 
the shore lines, 

4 if there are fects which I have failed to uncover after 
; ooorey ‘two ee of effort backed @ Lifetime of intimate fan 
{ iliarity with “innesote forestry ehstane and national policies 

both in parke and forests, "a? seasies Tan mie and I 
@u still or? witness the inquiries I have ag ig 
} ll gd dh i@ea for « 10 million sere area, which for 
=. I believe is covered, for me at lesdt, in yours of 
Febtuary 16, 1945,
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Ur. Frederick 5, Yineton, 

I heave not rapes tog a feetuel comparieon of Mr. Oberholtzerts 
published stetenents for the most part are ee Te 
the ip egy A Rp me ggg ih get day offense 
only setting there fects. Put if I were undertake 

wise it would show, on unquestioned idehority, thet 
“cha’*ee" which 2S eS ee cee whether pur” 
posely or ignoran would cover a wide range of statements, and 
their refutation would be ee dee ae ence I heave no 
present desire to do this, for it a the emphasis ee 
away from the issue of saving the Kosdleas Area and gett & 

workeble treaty, to the petty ond inconsequential one of whether 
one individuel is dependable or not in his statements. The only 
way to settle this minor question is the examinstion of the evie 
denee or record. 

You realize I think that the practice of — ee” 
414 not yr with the "opponents" or "enemies" Mir. Ober~ 
holtcer. original charges, omitting the long fight over ea 
way 61, concermd Farold Staseen, the Conservetion Department i" 
the Stete, and loosely designated Jt interests in the form 
of induetrieal concerns. ‘Specifically they included bad faith, 
on the part of these persons and interests, misrepresented the con- 
tents of state legislation in 1941 and 1945, acoused the Stete of | 
violating a “contract” entered into by Covernor Olson  wogereans the 
Kebetogama eree, secuped the State forest service of leieney, 
misquoted figures on relative ong eee by State and federal 
authori ties, end accused the State officiels of intransigent hos- 
tility to the entire progran. It sleo stated thet the treaty sn 

depended for ite succese a on expe. 
the State Foon the Dorder region. 

I heave not found one of these a to eceord with 
existing fecte. On the surface I accepted t all, ae would and 
@14 ethe¥ uninformed readers. When I found, not es one copees® to 
the program but ee en advocate, that they were seniels i tions, 
whet was I te a about that? ff 1 kept still, cert I could 
not expect Y6 conversant with these facts to do so, and unless 
See I knew im ell reason thet the whole movement 

be ught to failure and ruin. 

Mistekes are made by all of us end I heave made plenty in my 
time, ueually from lack of full informetion. But where mistaken 
stetenents are repeated after they have been specifically challenged 
and ood offered, and this occurs not once but many times, se 
has the case spec ly with several of the above ment ioned 
points, one begins to wonder,where before he trusted. 

Thie whole case is a close parallel with the events preceding 
the establishment of the eeere, Hetionel Forest in 1902, when 
Sol. oa of Chicage esas @8 hie plan for making a netional perk 
out of entire area between Duluth and ae ve oe 
National Yoreet at Case Lake out of thet agitetion, but only. us0
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Mr, Frederick S$. Winston. 

the Federation of Women's Clubs (Mrs, Bramhall) and the Congres- 
sional delegation studied and accepted the factual conditions and 
Morris amended his bill to accord with the Quetico-Superior project, 
put in this case, so far, I have not discovered any willingness, 
at least on the part of Mr, Oberholtzer, to admit the facts that, 

i 1. The State is entitled by law, history, and good faith 
- to retain the Kebeto gama area. 

* 2. This does not constitute an obstacle to a declaratory 
treaty of intent, with Canada, * 

3. The State is fully in sympathy with a ressonable factual 
program. 

4. The State has not been guilty of bad faith, but Governor 
Olson was so guilty. 

, 5, The 10,000,000 acre program is the chief obstacle to eooper- 
ation with Ontario. 

_ 6. The Roadless Area is directly threatened with invasion and % 
nullifieation, chiefly because of dispersal of effort and confusion 
over the larger program. 

7. Ontario has no guarentee okarifying the intent behind this 
enlarged program, will not part with control over her resources, 
end will oppose any treaty which threatens this control. 

Refusal to recognize these facts, and not opposition by the 
State, is the main reason for lack of progress in securing what oan 
be accomplished. If any individual is chiefly responsible for this 
situation he must be so held. What I want to see is some kind of an 
agreement by all parties which will result as satisfactorily eas that 

i which established the present Chippewa Netional Forest and set the 
pattem for the Cue tico-Super ior achievement. 

: Sineerely, * 

H. H. Chapman
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February 24, 1945 

Me. Ovid Butler, Seeretery 
‘merioan Forestry Assos iction, 4 

91S = 17th Strest, Have, “ 
Yashingten, De CO. 

Dear Butler: 

I was evidently wrong in «os thet Ur. Kelly's sudden 
decision not to see me lest ceeeeane leur writing fe twice about 
@ second conference, had anything to do with his previous inter- i 
¥iew with you. It evidently rested on his own aoe entirely. 

i while I regret hia decision I heave no quarrel with it. either 
he nor Ur. Oberholtzer evidently desire to make the effort to get 
together on the feasibility of a treaty, the fom it might teke or 
the inherent cheracter of suck a document, a matter on which I 
recently received a very peinsteking ani helpful atatement from 
Mx. Chester S. Yilson. 

; You evidently are correct also in that << i Ss et 
send Dena a copy of Se oe oe ne ee ; 
reason for his Sesepbanee af my erticle for the February Journal 
of forestry. Of course your letter to me conteined your reasons 
for not pub teh ing in 4meriem Forestry any statement by me bear- 
ing on t controversy, end his answer discussed this erguzent. 
You > i not repeat this material in any letter addressed 

: directly to 

I ehall be glad to send to Mr, Winston a copy of this letter, | 
also to Mr, Kelly. 

ie for my 2 ane’ of facts beering on this matter, 
ye Big gM Mg ro PE en eardlin te meek Cos 
deol as to not publ ating oF eee ae he eee, the facts 
weite this ease from any other point of view ~~ that already 

lished, thet I would eppreciate the return of er 
of which f have only two other copies. This bas not been published 
and would cost toc much to publish as I a: not in receipt of funds 
for ow. such purpose and pey my own a expenses, But if 
oe ag heave use for these facts you may keep it as long as you 

i still feel thet my three articles which were accepted for 
publication elsewhere, and the one I sent you, contain facts which 
should be considered in my fair appraisel of the situstion ond am 
neturelly dieappointed that the «sagezine, to whose role of independ- 
ent services for forestry I gave so much of my time and attention for 
three years just ding your appointment as editor, should adept 
Gs geliag Gat tue propemache of Un pion em ouhiinel tr tre Snare
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Mr, Ovld Butler. 

holtzer are the only ones who should te heard on this subject. 

Sineerely, 

Be x. Chapman



January 31, 1945. 

liv. Frederick 5. : Winsten, 

Minneapolis 15, Hinnesota. 

: Dear Ur, Winstons 

i most emphatically do not bud have never rejected the statesent of | 
your program as embracing the treaty prior to its adoption by the legion. 

5 ee Oe Me Getenente hy Ee. Cherhehnner dn vaterenes ty ike 
treaty which originally caused me to it had been originated by the 
Legion, but I am not interested in explaining why I had got this impression. 
The important point was te get the facts, and te find out where and in what : 
form they appeared, 

While i had obtained a copy of the printed statement of the Council 
which you now have sent me, dated 1944, my copy was not dated, honce did not 
clear up the matter. 

I am more than amclous to give to the Council all the eredit due for its | 
magnificent work on the project, resulting in the Shipstead-Nolan Act of 1930 | 
and the treaties on international waters. 

As I have said, I have published nothing which contains the misstatement. 
I might have mace Rade had I not kept after the facts in the case. 

. Regarding Mr. Oberheltser's admiselon of his misstatement regarding 
ly. Wilson, it cane to ay attention, purely fortuitously that he had written a 
letter, after this acknowledgement, te an official of a national organisation in | 
which he sald, "I was mistaken in saying that lr, Willard was dismissed, He was | 
merely ‘permitted to resign'"(in quotations). Frankly I do not like this, as 
the second statement is as inaccurate as the first and conveys the Lspression 
that Willard's defenders were resorting to subterfuge to conceal what actually 
was a dismissal. 

if what is wanted by a treaty is a document declaratory of objectives ad 
Latent I would be for ity sod oo wuld everyone else I thiaks Bat I have as yet 
nso evidence that this le perpose of the proposal, What seems toe »e the intent 
Taree Macnee of ths ak eee ae ln we cs ee cee 

of sanagement of its om resources. This in my ean never be accom- 
Siled cay Ula Gee ten Sunlbn and etncdenmen: alileed to aoa ti chtae tet the 

Kabetogana. 

lieamwhile, how about the invasion of the Re@dlegs Area by r csorts, airplane 
supplied, and meter beats; due to lack of concentration on purchases in that area? 
You are going to lese the only wilderness that remains, largely by reason of diffusion 
and confusion of effort. . 

Sincerely, 

i. HE. Chapman "i



eo P, i 

; ot. Foul, “inanesote. £ 

Som. Menrik chipstesd i 
The Sonate, 4 ” : % 

Yashington, De Ue . ‘ 
4 

dese Sene tor: 
; 

Your letter of Jagusry 6th woe received, with enclosed of i 
atatenent fran the UilcForset Servite as to Glissation ef sossiste \ 
end encunt of expeniitures in the nationsl forests in Minnesota. = 

Se seabeeeepnetey Leste Seems te te wsented we Some = 
connection with aaa ee session of th legisiature though 
there ie really to make an issue over ot this tine. ve ore b 
in complete accord with the ae the U.°.Fforest Service, as 4 
amouneed by “r. Jay H. Priee, mal Forester, of Milwaukee, for 

. -Soquisition of private Lands tad camels detion of federal holdings 
within the reg. et ee ee ee ee 
eres Deroy Coen eee eeeceee ee ee ee 

the interant iona! Neeeaety wanes Oe Se Sumer Metional Forest. 
Unless there ie « change oo eee er hacen os eae 
eerie Sane tenes shee der poms gone or Grand 

: oe nee fox purposes of exchange with the state, 
to which we haw no objection, 

Nevertheless ir, Gherholtzer and «me of his associates ore 
etillL serrate Ge takes tans cused: teckean along the entire 
boundary within the r en Seas Pee the two state 

omstak lamoubanse te anapiiation ll Talk tanedn on aw ® ne gO 8 anada as pro= 
soot tar ta Caae-naanier teams ; 

Frofesoor BH, HM. Chapman, Yrefesser Bmeritw of the Yale forest 
Sehool, is witing a series of orticlesa setting forth the results of 
investigations of this whole matter which ke hee been cwking ding 
the past tem pears. Tis ae OS Sie sien ey oes 
of confusion which hee mrmunded this le business. first 
article hee already appeered in the Januery nunter of the Yale Yorest . 
Sehool News, ee Se eee Se ee ee 
Setional Parks “agna ine, whieh w be off the press ahortly. The 
ee eee tr ce eae etn. a an ee ee “e 
expect to get reprints of these articlos, md I shall be glad to send 
you euples. aed 

Professor Chapman has sent the manuseripts of his articles to us 
te cheek over as to feeta within out imovledze, oni ve have ocrried on 
® considerable correspondance with him. i enc lose a si, & letter. 
whieh I erete him under date of Jonusry 6, 1945, out) at some 

hd an” Tan aoa ae 
Superior program, I slso enclose oupier of the f 2 

Latter to Ur. Roy A. Gibson, Kec. Director, Lands, farks and Fore 
. ete Drench, Sepertnent of Mince end Sesouress, of the Dominion of Cemda



k Be a 

Gated March 15, 1944, (4 preeticelly idmtice letter was written ot 
the seme time to the Deparment of isnds end Forests of the Province of ‘ 
Ontario) : 

Mr. Gibson's reply, dated April 27, 1944; ; 

RS is Se Se Reatate Mn tants ane Senaeity 
the Provinee of Gnteric, a April 27, 1944. ‘) 

The letter iast mentioned ie eapecially seenat eee eines it a 
reviewed wy understending of the attitede of the off and people ‘ 
of the Province of Onterio, based on informticon gethered Som varioup 
emurees, I have never received any affirmetive wnfirmation from the’ 
— depertcent of oe eee ae set forth in this letter, 
‘mmever, no 4isagracunt rewith was exprecsed in subseement Letters 
reeoived frou tha depertient, and I om satisfied thet ny statement as 
to the prevailing sentiment in Ontario, at lesst in the weetera pert of 
the province, is substantially erreet, 

Perteps you herve gem mowe of Mr. Cherholtzer’s articles ang 
olteular letters, aolisiting eupport far hie tye end, on the tagis 
of wutterly qrounilees sasortions wd casunptions, portray: Governo? 
Stecsen, the state legialetare, and this departuent es oppes tha 
er of conservation in general and the “uetico-iuperior program 
bs agen ps A fair soeple wee a letter published over Sr, Ober 

holtzor's see in the Boveaber 22, 1945, lscw of the New Republic 
wagezine, which was replete with misrepresentation, especially in the 
following paragraph: : 

. “Segentiy state of fleisle beve resumed their épposition 
Oe ee ee ee ee te oor . 
ernor Staessen Tires refused consent to « ee” purcht se 
ot parse lende in the Kobe togam Purchase % of Superior 
Setioneal Forest, where the Ferest Gervies hus been operating 
with full etete authority sines 1936. His uewiy sppeinted 
Commissioner of Comgervetion refers te the . for ; 
ee ote SS ae Se ee c oe puty 

. the former comciscioner, sho wos dlamia at the time of hie 
previous obstruction of the ous tieo-Superior program.” 

The flawe in thie atet ment ye tne in the a eee Oe 
euuse the atete for yoors Ind been o¢tuclly administering tho Kate to- 

28S See eee Seem eee ee legally eatablished by 
the leglaléture, with ereditable remlte fully comparable ® tha e ss 
attained by the Y.0,Sorect Service in the netionel forsste, Governor 
Staessen offered to cpprove federul agquisition ef private fonds in 
these fereate only woon the conditian thet the lwads would be taken 
by th for exchenge vith the etete. Phie condition was 
re by the T.%.?orest Service, iniicating thelr intention to 
at t annax thoes areas to the Superior Heti mal Forest ins pite 

: of the confirmed legislative seteblishernt of the state forests. The 
u,%.Forest Service never undertook sny actucl So ak op rations in 
either the Kebetogens or Grand yong Pye though it bought consider~ 
eble lend in thoae erees before the 1941 ect was paesed requiring the 
Severnot's epproval in edvmee,. The Commissioner of Conservation . 
mentioned ag newly appeisted by Severnor Stassen, was, of cow ce, mp elf.
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I wee misqwoted on the *vece of pottage” steterment, but let thet pass. 
The soat cetwagie ws faleifiention in the above mote” patagreph oceurs 
in the statement thet I appointed as gy deputy tee former comals sioner 

; (veferring to Sr, E,V."illard), “who wes dismissed at the tive of his 
previous sbetfuction referred to occurred in 1993, 1934, nd 1935, ani. 
ariginsted, not with ur. “illord e commissioner, ‘but with his superior 
a ity, the old five san comervetion comsincion, whieh deemed iteelf 
bound te Spt to stquicition of privete lend by the govermeent within 
the two state foreat arcas, except for purpeess ef exehenge with the 
etete, on the ground of Llesialective establieleent of the estate forests, 
a@ shove mentioned. Hot only ene li, Jillard not diswissed as comie~ ( 
eloner et the time this objection was expressed, but he continwd te , 
serve as euch until his ters of office ended July 1, 1937, upon the 
a ofe now lew rovieing the orgenization of the comervetion — 
dom at. Themupen 6 new qoimissionsr, 2r. herman Yenzel, tas 
eppointed by Sovernor Peason, bat lr, v"illera woe rotalsea inthe ser . 
vice of the deperteent os conservation donsultant to the commissioner, 
at exsetly the sone sslary which he hed previously teen reveiving as 
commis sioner. 

This in just one illustration of the type of propagenda which Mr, 
Obe rholtzer has been circuleting in efforts to enlist aupport far his 
movement. As indiexted in my letter te Prefesser Cheapmen, he has 
thoroughly @iseredited himself with the legislature os well as with 
most of the public groups or orgenizetions which have taken an inter 
eet in this mtter. The lauck “alton Lesgue of Minnescte, formerly the 
main prop of the us tico-Sups rior movenent, is ehowing umeiatekable 
sigue of refusing to @ along with lo, OCberheltzer's extrene ond vision~ 
ary propoenla, end is lining up quite solidly behing the com tre tive 
eonserve tion program of our depertuant, including ecooperstion with the 
UeSe Forest corvice in consolidating the present nations] foreste, as 
abeve indiested. The euall ami wunrepresantetive state conservs tion 

. Committee ef the Averieus Legion recently reeffirmed the reselution 
adopted ato stete convention seversl yeers nm, advooeting federal 
eequieition of privete lend in th stete forest areas, but I om 6 otis : 
fied that this does not oe mbetontial bedy of inforned 
opinion in tie venk and fi at tas leche The chairman of the Comait- 
tee, M. %. Yan Putten, Supt. of Selwole et Aurere on the iron Senge, is 
& eteunoh supporter of - eee is opposed te the proposed feder- — 
al expmeion, We tells me thet thie represents the pravoiling sentiment 
@nong the Legion foe ts end the general public of northern ‘innesote, 
This ia confirmed by information from many other eageeeee ere sources, — 
regerdlese of politics. ‘hy, in the fect of thia, Legien ehould 
front for something which the U.%.?orest Servico is not asking hr is 
sore than I con #2. 

St omy rate, 1 war — peas by some of the lesdimg war 
veterans in the 1 caislature % they ere going to stend on what they i 

 Enow to be the genorel public sentiment againet further federal forset 
ezpanesion, in spite of the Legion resolutions. ; 

4t the Stete Igavk "alten Leagie Convention st “Sinneapelis last 
week the officers ond Executive Comittee, who had been shown a copy 
of my letter to Professor Chapmen, had on informal discussion on the 

; Cuetieo-tuperior program, though it wes not brought up for forse] dda- 
sideration at eny time during the convention. This in iteelf waa quite
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remerkeble, since this subject has been one of the principal bones of 
contention at every convention for many years pest. As I have already 4 
indicated, the present officers and comslttee are apparently taking a 
sensible view of the metter and are lining up behind us. i was told 
that ur. Kenneth A, Reid, Nationsl Executive Direetor of the Lesgue, of 
Chicago, who was presenty ,expected to teke a trip to Yeshingtom Shortly  — 
and thet it was his imtention to attempt to find out from the state 
er og ea wheat could be done along the line of negotiating « treaty 
with Ganada in furtherence of the sims of the Guetieo-Superior prranree 
and what response might be expected from Ceneda. Remembering the = 
culties which you encountered in securing ratifications of the geenpe J 
waters regilation treaty in 1940, I heave suggested to some of the people 
interested thet they cught to attempt to find out also what the reaction 
of the United States Senate towerds such a treaty would be. I shail 
appreeiate hearing from you at your convenience, with any comments which 
you may care to mke on this mtter, either as to the attitude of the 
Senate, the state department, or the Cam diens. 

In the enclosed copy of letter to Professor Chapman I Inve referred 
to our efforts to secure effective regulation of the boundary waters 
under the pending treaty. Although activity slong this line is pretty 
much curtailed on account of the war, some progress is being made. 
Col. Shenk H. Griffin, now on duty as U.S.Dietrict Engineer at Duluth, 
was in my office on another matter a few weeks ago, and told me that 
the International Joint Commission hed reeently requested the engineers 
of both countries to make some edditional wr in connection with the 
regulation problem, indicating that they are actively concerned with the 
matter. We am our part have ea reguler observation system established . 
so thet we ere in a position. to furnish the commission at ell times with: 
up to date evidence as to the effect of the fluctuation of the water 
levels. i have mgde it plein to the Minnesota and Ontario Paper ee 
thet the state means business in this matter, and I am confident that as 
soon ae the war is over they will proceed with some improvements already 
plenned which will enable then to reduce the fluctuation considerably. 

Ultimately, in order to secure really effective regulation, it will 
: be necessary to have a new treaty plecing the entire watershed, from 

. Leake of the “oods to the headwaters, under unified control. However, 
I om satisfied that substantial progress will be made even under the f 
limitations of the present treaty. 

You will be interested in peers ne that Highway Commissioner loff- 
man hag included the econstrection of highway 761 through the Grand 

* Portage Indien Seservetion in the first group of projects in his post- 
war progrem. ‘The plans are completed, ready for letting a contract as 

goon as conditions pemit. When 1 was up in Camde last summer i was 
told that the Provinee of Ontario slao expects to constfuct the connect 
ing highway elong the north shore of Lake Superior on their side of the 
boundary es soon as possible after the Var. I geve this information to 
a delegetion of the Chippewa Indian Tribe, including a representative 
of the Grend Portege beni, who called on me a few days ago. Naturally 
they were much pleased. They appreciate keenly all that you and Senator 

Thomas, ae well as Senator Ball, Congressman Pittinger, and the other 

members of the Minnesota delegation in Congress did in putting the 
bill throug: to authorize construction of this highray. ly the same 

token Mr. Oberholtser, whose opposition and influence with Secretary
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Se + 

Yekes blocked oup conetmetion of the ros4, is not very popul ey 
anon thee. Fens convey these sent imente, = my warmest ee. at, a 

I will write to Senator Hell deo, enclosing» copy of this letter, 
Sith beet régurds, and many thenks for your interest in these eH, 

matters, i a ¢ ’ 

; Sine rely yours, . 

Chester S, Vileon i 
Commiselonsr of Gonservetion “ 

i
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Quetico-Superior Council 
1218 Flour Exchange 

Minneapolis 15, Minn. 
January 22, 1945 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Sehool of Forestry Yale Univer si ty, 
New Haven 11, Conn, 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Your letter of January 19, 1945 has come. I cannot understand why 
you reject the statement of our program as evidence of the fact that the | 
treaty idea originated prior to the Louisville Convention of 1929. This 
program was prepared in 1927 and has not been changed in a single part- 
icular since that date. It may not have been published in any parti- 4 
cular periodical, but it was broadeast generally as the official state- 
ment of our program, 

I enclose herewith an excerpt from the letter written to the Secre- | 
tary of Agriculture (Jardine) by Mr. Oberholtzer on November 7, 1927. 

It is possible that in looking through my files I could find a 
statement relating to the treaty that was published prior to the Leg- 
ion Convention of 1929, I cannot, however, see the value of the re- 
quirement that the statement be published. The treaty plan is set 
forth clearly in every bulletin which we prepared on our program and 
was at all times at the forefront of our thinking on the objectives 
of the program, 

I attended a meeting last Saturday night of the State Conservation 
Committee of the American Legion, held at the St.Paul Notel, St.Paul, j 
Minn. Chester Wilson was present snd was handled not too gently by the — 
Legionnaires present. Mr. Wilson took occasion at that time to make 
publie his charge of misrepresentation on the part of Mr. Oberholtzer. 
Mr. Wilson has been sounding off on this complaint of misrepresentation 
in nearly every speech he hes made on the Quetico-Superior issue. How- 
ever, if ever I have seen a case of the mountain bringing forth a mouse 
it occurred Saturday night. Mr. Wilson dilated at great length upon a 
statement erroneously made about Mr. Willard by Mr. Oberholtzer in a 
communication published in the NEW REPUBEMC. Mr. Oberholtzer has already 
acknowledged the mistake in a letter to Mr. Willard expressing his regret. 
Mr. Wilson brought forth one more illustration, which is of no conse- 
quence whatsoever. That, apparently, was the limit of misrepresentation 
concerning which Mr. Wilson had raised such a great hue and ery. 

It my be of interest to you to know that at the close of the meet- 
ing, the Legion Conservation Committee voted for a resolution which may 
he introduced in the legislature, directing the State Land Exchange 
Commission to authorize the U.S.Forest Service to acquire land in Kabet- 
ogama and Grand Portage State Forests. 

I am not quite sure whether this information fulfills your specifi- 
cations, because I do not exactly understand them. If you desire any 
more information and I can supply it, I will be glad to do so. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frederick S. Winston
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January 19, 1945 

Mr. Fred 5. Winston, 
; ; 1228 Flour Exchange, 

‘ - Bhoneapelis 15, Minn. 

Dear Kr. Winaten: i 

While I had gathered, erroneously, from ay mlisinterpretation , 
of statements made by Mr. CGberholtazer that the inception of the treaty idea 
cane from the Auerican Legion, I never included this statement in eny 
article which will be published - even before Mr, Cooper called my atten- | 
tion to the fact that the idea of a specific treaty had originated pre- 
vious to the action of the Legion. In your letter to Mr. Cooper you say | 
that you yourself drew up the resolution which the Legion adepted. What 

IT stil would like to mow is whether the preposal for a treaty - not 
merely the formulation of the program, which of course antedated the ; | 
treaty, was formulated and published anywhere previous to the action 
of the Legion. : 

When I wrote the article for Mr. Butler, which he rejected, I 
: was still under the impression derived from Mr. Gberholtzer that the 

posta ge pearing only A sar ral ery flr em lamas geo Raggy 
change of & word or two in this would remove any such misinter- 
pretation if there were any reuaining intention on Butler's part to 
publish it. 

4 Tt has been my singere desire, accompanied by two years of pains- ; 
Sein eeeey, Se ae Se Serre ae tenes wea I wish 

x believe that Mr. Oberholtzer has used corresponding care to get ; 
all the facts straight and publish nothing which he could not verify : 
from available sources of information. 

I hope you can set me straight on the above poihts. | 

f Sincerely, 

; He. H. Chapman
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Minutes of the meeting on the Conference on the Quetico-Sugrior held in the ys “ 

Curtis Hotel, Januery 17, 1945. bad eee eal ~" 
: 6” 

Meeting Convened at 10:30 a.m. 

Attendance: Sig Olson, Fred Winston, Ernest Oberholtzer, Len Brisley, 

Frank Robertson, Paul Struck, Dr. Frank Shouse, George Laing 
C. F. Culler, Jay Price, Al Hamill and Ken Reid. 

Reid outlined the three main points for which the meeting was called and 

asked for the agreement of those in attendance that these were the three 

important. points for consideration: 

1. The boundaries of the areas to be embraced on the American side. 

2. Acquisition of interior private land in the Roadless Area. 

3. Control of the airplane, including hydroplanes, helicopters, 

etc. in the Roadless Area. 

After full discussion, the meeting reached agreement on these three 

subjects as follows: 

1. The area to be embraced Recognizing the attitude of the State of 

Minnesota in opposition to Federal land acquisition and ownership and adminis~ 
tration of the Kabetogama and Pigeon River purchase units, we should ascertain: 
(a) Will the U.S. State Department negotiate a treaty embracing the Kabetogama 
and Pigeon River purchase unit areas, with these two areas in state ownership 
and under state administration? If so, what sort of commitment will be required 
from the State of Minnesota by the Federal Government? (b) If the U.S. State 
Department advises that it can and will enter into negotiations for a treaty 

on the above divided land jurisdiction basis, will the State of Minnesota 
cooperate toward the attainment of the objective by entering into such an 
arrangement--with the State of Minnesota owning and administering the two areas 
referred to under a common formula, which would be set up by the treaty? 

Reid advised that he would be in Washington from January 25 through 

January 29; that Charlie Kelly would be there during part of that period and 
that the two of them would try to get the answer to question nye (an from the 

State Department while there. Then, and not until then, would we be in a 
position to get the answer from the State of Minnesota to (5) 

2. Controlling the Airplene All were agreed that zoning the airplane was 

absolutely essential to maintenance of wilderness canoe country, and that this 
matter required immediate and aggresive treatment. The solicitor for the 
Department of Agriculture has contended that the Federal Government had no 

zoning authority and that the zoning would have to be done by the State of 
Minnesota. It was agreed that consummation of the agreements outlined under 

"1." would facilitate the zoning of airplanes. Reid advised that he expected to 

see Chief Forester Lyle Watts while in Washington on this matter, and Price 
reviewed the approaches that have been made to Mr. Griggs of the National 

Research Council toward a solution of this matter. 

Recognizing the valid use of airplane to reach the area, it was the sense 
of the meeting that we should cooperate in the establishment of landing facilitie 

on the edge of the Roadless Area, while vigorously opposing eny commercial or
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private airplane travel into or through the area. As an example, it was 

suggested that seaplane landing bases might be permitted on the eastern and 
western edges of the area where roads penetrate such as on Saganaga on the east 
and Crane Lake on the west, with perhaps also a central landing point on 
Basswood Lake since this lake was already accessible by motorboat and shuttle 

truck portage and had considerable resort and cottage developments. 

3. Land Acquisition All were agreed that acquisition of interior private 

holdings within the Roadless Area of the Superior without delay was imperative, 

and that every effort should be made to have this acquisition completed as 
quickly as possible. The existence of these interior private holdings compli- 

cates administration and makes more difficult proper control of the airplane 

and other inimical uses. 

Reid outlined the new Revolving Purchase Fund established by the Izaak 

Walton League as an aid to the solution of this problem. Although solicitations 

for this fund had hardly started, contributions of several hundred dollars had 
already been received. Much good could be done with only two or three thousand 
dollars, althougn the objective of the fund is approximately ten thousand . . 

dollars. 

Reid reviewed the proposal discussed with Mr. Price of the Forest Service 
and Mr. Drury of the Park Service of introducing a bill for purchase of the 

needed private lands in both wilderness areas of national forests and in the 

national parks. There might be some merit in having such a bill to cover the 

requirements of both departments and get the support of both Agriculture and 

Interior Departments, 

It was the sense of the meeting that the steps as outlined should be 

followed and that no publicity be given to the discussions or recommendations of 

the Conference, and that further steps be determined by the answers received 
to "1.(a)" and "1.(b)" in their proper sequence. 

Winston and Qberholtzer reported that in the proposed transfer of land in 
the Kabetogama'from the W.& O. Paper Co. to the Statesflowage reservations or 
easements on these lands were to be retained by the company. Acceptance of such 
a condition by the State of Minnesota would seem to be in ‘direct conflict with 

an act of the Minnesota Legislature (the State Shipstead-Nolan Act) prohibiting 
further flooding of state lands by dams. Frank Robertson as President of the 

State Division of the Izaak Walton League was requested to check this act and 
wire the Attorney General questioning legality of such flowage reservations. 

Reid explained that both Charles Kelly and F. B, Hubachek were prevented 

from attending the meeting by unexpected developments the day before. They 

both wish to extend their apologies and best wishes for the success of the 

Conference. Reid is to advise the members attending the outcome of the 
Conference with the State Department so that the next step may be taken.
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Orr, Minnesota 
January 15, 1945 

Mr. Chester S. Wilson, 
Commis sioner of Conservation 

: St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

Enclosed, herewith, copy of letter directed to 
Mr. Weber relative to the last logging operations on the Rainy | 
Leke Peninsula. I hav not written previously on the logging 
history of that particular district of this area, but have 
discussed it with many of the oldest residents which, with my 
thirty-two years in the imsediatearea, provides the following 
historical data: 

The first logger to come into the area under discussion 
was a man by the nome of Buckham. He cut timber on the delis of 
the Vermillion River and at several other places along the bound- 
ary lekes ani was thought by early inhabitants to have had, “A 
Long Axe Handle." His cutting was done in the years of 1890 to : 
1892. Closely following the Buckham operations cam the firm of 
Graham & Horn who logged mostly on the Canadian side of the 
Nemakan Lake; however, it is said that they did some cutting on 4 
the Peninsula. This is more or less confirmed with the evidence 
of old cutting that I found on See. 16-69-19 before the 1936 fire. 
The Rat Portage Logging Co. began operations on the south shore 
of Namakan and Kabetogama Lakes in 1900 and continued on until 
they sold their interests to the Virginia & Rainy Lake Co. dbout . 
1911 or 1912. The Virginia & Rainy Lake Co. logged continuously 
in the lake district until 1928. During this time the Backus & 
Brooks Co. also had a number of operations on the lakes and took 
out their last cut in 1954, ; 

s Trusting that this information will be of some use to 
you, I an 

Yours very truly, 

Alex. T. Gerber 
Area Supervisor 

;
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CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

Dr. F. M. Shouse 

1771. Bryant Avenue, S. 
Minneapolis, Mimesota 

Dear Frank: - 

Thanks for data on the pheasant situation included in your letter of December 15, which 
we have forwarded to Mr. Doering. The letter on the films was also handled. 

With regard to the conference on the Quetice-Superior to be held in the Curtis Hotel, 
January 17, after mature consideration, I doubt the wisdom of the suggestion made in 
my letter of November 27 to Frank Robertson, namely, to include Chester Wilson in the 
afternoon session. I tink there are many good reasons for confining the attendance at 
this conference to now friends of the Quetico-Superior program. Mr. Wilson has not, 
Se hy saneenas 06 700 cone See ees I hope he will, but until that } 
happens, if it does, his presence would detract from rather than add to the potential 
accomplisiment of such e conference. So I would say nothing to Mr. Wilson about there 
being a conference on the 17th. If the conference should determine that Mr, Wilson's 
presenee during the afternoon or evening would be desirable, it can then try to make 
a Re Se te eee ee ees on eee 
notice, such outcome would be preferable to having him in conference prematurely. 

In your letter of December 15 you say: “Frankly I see no reason for having a meeting 
and only inviting those who are all for the program- --," and you supplement this in 
your letter of January 3 by saying that these people "~ - —have agreed for the past 15 
years." I'm not so sure about that, Doc, and that's the reason I feel we should have 
this conference. For instance, I consider you a friend of the Program and certainly I 
consider myself a friend of the Program. However, I suspect that we may differ on some 
details, and there are doubtless other sincere friends of the Program that differ on 
details, The real purpose of this conference 5 ee Se ee 
ences in opinion there nay be amongst those who agree ve broad objectives and are 
known to be wholeheartedly for these broad objectives telk these out to common agreement 

' go that we may be in a position to restate, if necessary, just exactly what those 
objectives are in a way that will be understandable to many people and organizations who 
ave somewhat hazy about it, but who should and would support the program with the proper 
presentation. 

Then when this has been done, it will be time enough to take on in conferenee or public 
debate those whose position is undertain or unkmom, to say nothing of those who have 
attempted to block attainment of the objectives. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth A. Reid 
Executive Director 

kariagm 

oct Le. Olson 
Obertal Ager a Kelly 5 

Clement i ;



Jamary 10, 1945 

i Mr. Kenneth Reid 
Executive Director, I.W. lA. 
Hotel. laSalhe 

: Chicago 2, Illinois 

Dear Kenneth: 

I am enthusiastic about the proposed informal meeting of 
the friends of the Quetico-Superior project, and I would give 

almost anything to be there, but it will be literally 
impossible for me to attend. During Jamary particularly, I 

am about as near swamped with work as I have ever been in ay 
life, and with things I am not in a position to push aside. 
For one thing, @ Farmers' Short Course has been thrust on me 
without notice, and I have nobody to whom I can delegate this 
work. 

Should I be able to find any way to pry loose at the last moment, 

I may come on short notice, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALsh 
Dietated January 5.
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December 28, 1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place i 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

On January 17, the day before our two-day Minnesota Division meeting at 
the Curtis Hotel in Minneapolis, a few of us are going to get together 
to discuss a few points in the Quetico-Superior program, with a view to 
re-stating that program clearly and concisely for public understanding 
and support. 

After some discussion with Charles Kelly, Jay Price, Will Zimmerman, 
and President Paul Clement, who happens to live in Minneapolis, we were 
all agreed that such a meeting should be a comparatively small meeting, 
and in no sense an open forum. In other words, it's to be confined to 
known friends of the program and the leaders amongst them, and not to 
critics who have opposed it. After this meeting, it will be time enough 
for any open forum for pro and con discussion that may seem advisable. 

If you can arrange to do so, we would like very mech to have you at this 
meeting to have the benefit of your counsel and advice. Furthermorey 
following this meeting, it seems to me it might be worthwhile to arrange 
a larger conference in connection with the Wildlife Conference in 
Washington in February, for acquainting and getting the support of a number 

-of organizations ep—wiieske represented there to whom the Quetico-Superior 
program is probably something vague and indefinite. At the Minnesota 
meeting on the 17th we expect to have representatives from the Quetico— 
Superior Council, Quetico-Superior Committee, the Izaak Walton League, the 
American Legion, and the U.S. Forest Service—-probably a total of not more 
than fifteen. Hope you can make it. 

K@nneth A. Reid 

Executive Director 
kar:agm 

P.S. To protect wilderness areas against the constant threat of interior 

private land holdings, we have set up a "Revolving Land Purchase Fund" outlined 

in the enclosed as Special Fund No. 5. I think it has tremendous possibilities 
and consequently put in the first $100.
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To the Honorable Edward J. Thye, Governor, 

and to the Minnesota Legislature of 1945: 

Answering numerous inquiries about the biennial report of 

the conservation department, the printing has been unavoidably delayed 

on account of war-time difficulties. The printer has promised it for 

about February 1. Meantime, for the information of all who may be 

interested, this brief preview of some of the salient features is 

submitted. 

Conservation Work Program 
An Outline of Major Recommendations 

For the purpose of emphasis at the outset and for the con~ 

venience of those interested, the more important recommendations - 

embraced in the long-range conservation program discussed in detail 

in the text of the report are outlined below. 

1, In view of the dependence upon natural resources of 

the future welfare and standard of living of the state, and in consid- 

eration of the benefits accruing to the entire state from conservation 

thereof, far outweighing the cost, state conservation activities of all 

types should be financed by adequate apvropriations from’ general revenue, 

except wild life conservation, which is supported from special dedicated 

receipts, 

2. In recognition of the vital importance of forests to the 

economy and general welfare of the state, ample funds should be provided 
for substantial expansion of the present inadequate forces of the 
Division of Forestry for forest fire control and other forest conservation 
measures, in accordance with the requests of the Division of Forestry and 
the recommendations of the Legislative Interim Commission on Forestry. 

This is the most urgent immediate need in the whole field of conservation. 

3. Recognizing that soil conservation is essential to the 

existence and economic welfare of the population, adequate state appro- 
priations and other provision should be made for expansion of this 
activity, in accordance with recommendations of the State Soil Conservation 
Committee. This is universally regarded as the major long-range problen 
in the entire conservation program, 

|
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4. In consideration of the importance of preventing and 
eliminating pollution of the waters of the state in the interests of 
public health, domestic and industrial water supplies, wild life and 
public recreation, agriculture, livestock sanitation, and other aspects 

of public welfare, and in view of the acute and increasing need for 
action on many serious water pollution problems, aggravated by war 

conditions, in various parts of the state, provision should be made for 
improved administrative machinery to expedite the handling of these 

problems, supported by adequate appropriations, in accordance with the 
plan recommended by the State Board of Health, the Department of Con- 
servation, the Department of Agriculture, and the State Livestock 
Sanitary Board, j 

5. In view of the extent to which successful conservation 

depends on public understanding and personal cooperation by individuals 
in various conservation activities (notably forest fire prevention, 

: observance of game and fish laws, and safety measures), and in recog= 
nition of the widespread demand from schools, organizations, and the 

general public for material for the study of natural resources, 
conservation education should be supported by adequate appropriations 
for the Bureau of Information, as the most important single subdivision 

of the department. 

6. To insure adequate legal service for protection of 

important interests of the state involved in conservation matters, 
ample appropriations should be made, either to the department or the 
attorney general, as the latter may deem best, for the department's 

legal bureau. | 

7. In, order to support an adequate water conservation program, 

including maintenance of existing water control structures and service 

to state and local agencies in connection with engineering, flood con- 

trol, drainage, water supplies, water pollution control, and related 
‘problems, ample appropriations should be made for substantial expansion 

of the forces of the Division of Water Resources and Engineering, 

8. In the interest of simplification and better administration 
and enforcement of the game and fish laws, the new code prepared by the 
Interim Codification Commission should be adopted, with such modifications, 
if any are found desirable, as the legislature may determine, 

9, For the reasons stated above in Paragraph 1, and in order . 
to support a comprehensive program of wild life conservation along the 
lines recommended in this report, the present provision for dedication 
of game and fish receipts to game and fish conservation purposes should 
be confirmed and safeguarded against diversion to unrelated purposes, 
and the present provision for diversion of five per cent of license 
fees to general revenue purposes should be repealed, 

10. In view of the importance of developing methods for use 
of low-grade iron ore, adequate appropriations should be made to the 
Division of Lands and Minerals for cooperation with other agencies 
along that line, in addition to funds necessary to support proper 
management and supervision of the state mines,
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11. Contemplated increase in the land exchange program for 
consolidation of federal, state, county, and private forest land holdings, 

relocation of settlers, and other purposes will require increased appro~ 

priations to the Division of Lands and Minerals and the Division of 
Forestry for this activity. 

12. In furtherance of the objects of the state park system 
in providing opportunities for healthful outdoor recreation and appre- 
ciation of the state's natural attractions for all classes of people, 
especially those who cannot afford high-priced vacations, and for 

the purpose of meeting the post-war need for rest and recuperation 
for men and women returning from the armed forces or released from 
war industries, ample appropriations should be made to the Division of 
State Parks for improvement and expansion of state park facilities as 
set forth in the report, and for acquisition of desirable new sites 
having scenic or recreational attractions, 

13. Recognizing that the tourist traffic is the basis of 

the state's third largest industry, with rapid growth in prospect after 

the war, that Minnesota will lose out to aggressive competition already 

under way from other states unless a much expanded advertising campaign 

is launched immediately, and that promotion of the state's advantages 
and attractions increases business, employment, income, tax revenue, 
and property values throughout the state, a special appropriation, 

immediately available, should be made to the Tourist Bureau for a 
spring advertising campaign, together with a substantial increase in 

the regular appropriation for the coming biennium, 

mR me 

: The main theme of the foregoing program is the need for 

more money, This is unavoidable. The job of conservation cannot be 
done by wishful thinking. It takes time, money, and effort. This is 
investment rather than expenditure. Every dollar pr@dently spent on 
conservation will return many fold in wages, tax revenue, and other 
penefits to the people. Much has been said and done about conservation 
in recent years, but it is nowhere near enough. This is no time for 

back-patting, but rather for back-bending to the job at hand, lest 

future generations face deprivation because we, as has been said, 
have lived off the capital and mistakenly called it profit. Considering 
the limited means provided, the Minnesota conservation program has made 

good progress, Its shortcomings are due mainly to inadequate support. 
The issue is up to the people and the legislature, 

Conservation of natural resources is indispensable to the 
survival of the race, Already depleted by years of ‘reckless waste, 
our resources are being consumed by the war at a rate unparalled in 

history. It is said that five trees must be cut for every one of the 

millions of men in the armed forces. Forest fires menace the remainder, 
The war-time drain is hastening the end of Minnesota's high grade iron 

ore, Erosion and over-cropping are exhausting the productivity of our 
soil, ;
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Nevertheless, everything needed to insure victory must be 

produced, no matter what it takes. Efforts must be redoubled to replenish 
the sources of supply, so that the young men and women who are fighting 

for America may not return to a shrunken standard of living but to a land 
of opportunity at least as good as that which we have enjoyed, The 
results of conservation must be weighed against the cost. The money 

must be found to do the job if future generations are to live as well 

as we, 

This legislature and the next will be called upon to meet 
the heaviest financial burdens in the history of the state. That makes 

it all the more essential to provide adequately for conservation of 

natural resources, for they are the ultimate source of all future 

income and tax revenue. When we skimp on conservation, we are like the 
shiftless farmer who fails to fertilize his fields, to sow enough seed, 
to spray his potatoes, to keep tight roofs on his granary and other 
buildings, or to carry insurance against fire, hail, and windstorm, 
He finds the money to do those things if he wants to keep on farming. 

Qtherwise he gets a different job or goes on relief, 

! Largely due to disregard of basic principles of conservation 
and land use, large sections of northern Minnesota as-well as other 
parts of the state have been in distress, and the state has footed 
the bill to the tune of many millions of dollars. The best and 
cheapest insurance against a recurrence of these conditions is adequate 
conservation and intelligent management of all our natural resources, 

including land, minerals, waters, forests, and wild life, together 
with effective development of the related activities of our state park 

system and tourist facilities to make natural attractions available to 
the public. 

For further information as to conservation developments of 
the past biennium and the future program of the department and its 
six divisions, your attention is invited to our forthcoming report, 

also to our budgets and special appropriation requests which have 

already been submitted, 

Respectfully yours, 

Mata. 7, Ce ® Lien 
: Chester S. Wilson 

Commissioner of Conservation 
cSsw/R
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January 5, 1946 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
: Yale School of Forestry 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Your letters of December 19 and Decem- 
ber 22, 1944, were received, but a reply has been delayed, as 
we have been swamped with preparation of reports and budgets 
for the biennial session of our legislature, which has just con- 
vened. 

fhanke for scopy of your letter of 
December 19 to Mr. Hubachek. With reference to the forestry 
practices of the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, to which you 
refer in that letter, you might note that in addition to employing 
Mr. Koski, a graduate of your school, the company has employed 
several other trained foresters who are now actually on the Job 
directing its timber management and cutting operations, including 
Mr. George Amidon, one of the outstanding graduates of the Minn- 
esota School of Forestry, formerly in the employ of this department 
We were very sorry to lose him, but the company offered a much 
higher salary than we could pay. There is no doubt but that the 
company is definitely committed, as a matter of good business 
and self-preservation, to a policy of managing its timber resources 
on sustained yleld principles, so far as present tax laws and other 
factors beyond the control of the company will permit. 

Regarding the matter of getting authentic 
information from Canadian sources about the treaty business, if 
you will refer to the copy which I sent you of my letter of Maroh 
14, 1944, to the Department of Lands and Forests of the Province 
of Ontario, you will see that I made a definite request therein for 
information along that very line. The reply which I received from 
Me. W. G. Thompson, minister of the department, as well as subse~ 
quent letters received from his office, have given no information 
whatever as to their attitude towards the proposed treaty, except 
the natural inference from their failure to answer my direct question
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that they do not care to commit themselves on the matter in writing. 
: However, in conversations which I have had with provineial officialg 

as well as prominent private citizens (inoluding Col. George A. 
Drew, Prime Minister of the Province, Messrs. H. W. Crosbie and W. 
F. Weaver, members of the staff of the Department of Lands and 
Forests at Toronto, itr, W. D. Cram, Regional Forester of Kenora, 
Mr. Arthur Widnall, President of the Association of Chambers of 
Gommerce of western Ontario, Tourist Director of the City of Fort 
William, and others) it was made very clear that the government and 
people of the province are determined to manage their own resources 
and that they are overwhelmingly opposed to submitting those 
resources to any measure of control by dominion or international 
authority, under a treaty or otherwise, except as to matters which 
are essentially international in character and which come within : 
the jurisdigtion of the International Joint Commission, such as 
regulation of the international boundary waters. : 

One interesting development in this con- 
nection was my effort to communicate with Dr. Detweiler (I do not 
have his initials), a member of the faculty of the University of 
Western Ontario at London, Ontario, whose name had been given to me 
by Messrs. Crosbie and Weaver when I met them at Chicaga as a : 
leading supporter of the Quetico-Superior program in Canada. They 

: suggested that I write him. However, not wishing to get my wires 
crossed in my relations with the provincial department, I wrote to 

: Minister Thompson, informing him of the suggestion made to me by 
his subordinates, asking him what he thought about it, and deferring 
to his advice, He replied that he thought that the best approach 
would be to have Dr. Detweller come to the department on his next 
visit to Toronto for a conference. 

Meantime, in the latter part of April, 1944, ‘ 
Mr. Weber, our director of forestry, and I, together with Air. Price, 
Regional Forester, and Mr. Ball of the U. S&S. Forest Service, met 
with Mr. Gram at International Falls, and discussed the proposal for 
establishment of an international wilderness memorial area, as I 
have previously written you. 

A few weeks later I received a letter from 
Minister Thompson, dated May 31, 1944, as follows: 

“Dear lir. Wilson, 

"Sinee writing to you, Dr. Detweiler 
has been in to see me and we had a long discussion 
on the problem of the quetico Superior Negion. He 
also reviewed the correspondence while here. 

5 "The report of Mr. Cram has been care= 
fully analysed and is now being considered by the 
Government. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) W. G. Thompson 
Minister of Lands and Forests."
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So far as I have been able to learn, 
that is just where the matter stands officially at present. I have 
written Mr. Thompson a couple of times since, inquiring as to deve- 
lopments, but have received no definite answer. : 

Although I naturally do not wish to prejudice 
our very friendly official relations with the provincial authorities 
by writing to Dr. Detweiler against Mr. Thompson's objeotions, there 
is certainly no objection to your doing so if you wish. If you fol- 
low up this lead, I shall be most interested in learning the outcome. 

I also wrote to Mr. Roy A. Gibson, director 
of the lends, parks and forests branch of, the Department of Mines 
and Resources of the Dominion of Ganada“éd Ottawa, under date of 
March 15, 1944, a letter substantially identical with my letter of 
March 14 to ave fesvemere department. I enclose a copy of my letter 
to Mr. Gibson, so a copy of his reply, dated April 27, 1944. As 
Mr. Gibsen points out, in view of the manner in which the timber, 
minerals and other resources of the Quetico area have been developed 
by the provinee for multiple purposes, it does not meet the require- 
ments of the dominion statutes governing the establishment of national 
parks, and he doubts whether during the war it would be an opportune 
time to urge this matter on the Province of Ontario. His concluding 
statement, "We are not in a position to take the initiative on the 
park proposal," manifests the anxiety of the dominion to avoid f 

- treading on the toes of the provinee. I have had no further contact 
with official sources in Canada to which I could refer you for 
additional information. I note thet Mr. Oberholtazer, in his letter 
of November 27, 1944, to Mr. Ovid Butler, referred to the Depart- 
ment of External Affairs 9& Ottawa as authority for certain state- 
ments concerning a previous treaty affecting the Province of Ontario. 
It would certainly do no harm to write to that department, or even 
to the dominion prime minister's office, requesting information as 
to the possibility of such a treaty as Mr. Oberholtger proposes. 

Why not write to Mr. Oberholtzer himself 
and ask him for the names and addresses of officials or private 
citizens in Canada on whom he is relying for support ofthe proposal 
for a treaty? 

Another thing Mr. Oberholtger should be 
= asked to do is to get together with his associates and prepare a 
7 Graft in express terms of a treaty such as they desire. Up to now 

the proposal has been couched in terms of the vaguest generalities. 
: _\ What does Mr. Oberholtgzer mean when he says in one breath that it 

is necéssary to have a treaty for the proper management of the area, 
and in the next, in order to allay the apprehensions of the province, 
that the proposed treaty would not require the province to give up 

: its jurisdiction or rights of ownership over its resources? How 
could a treaty be effective if it did not require at least some 
degree of submission on the part of the province in respect of 
authority to manage or control the resources, which is really the 
essential attribute of jurisdiction or ownership? Mr. Oberholtzer 

| is simply talking in paradoxes when he speaks of a treaty that . : 
' will provide for protection and conservation of the resources of 

the area without depriving the present governing agencies of 
jurisdiction or ownership.
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fo illustrate concretely, suppose that a 
treaty of the kind desired by Mr. Oberholtzer was in force and 
that the Provincial Department of Lands and Forests, in conflict 
with a regulation prescribed by the treaty authority, wished to 
permit the establishment in the quetico Provincial Park of certain 
resorts (for which applications were pending before the depart- 
ment last year, with all indications of favorable consideration), 
or suppose that the treaty authority should attempt to veto the 
decision of the provincial government to establish the highways 
already projected for post-war construction along the north 
shore of Lake Superior and between Fort William and Fort Frances-- 
how would the issues be reviewed, and whose decision would control? 

These examples suggested themselves 
because they involve projects under actuel consideration. Other 
cases likely to arise are readily conceivable. It would be of 
interest to propound for discussion a complete set of possible 
cases and questions under each of the four points whereon the 
Quetico-Superior program proposes that "without changing jJuris-= 
diction or administration on either side, the two countries shall 
agree by treaty". 

“1. To keep all lakes and streams, with their islends, 
rapids, waterfalls, beaches, wooded shores, and 

; other natural features undisturbed in a state of 
nature." 

é Suppese another bed of iron ore or other 
valuable mineral deposit should be discovered under some attractive 
wilderness lake, like the tron deposit at Steep Rock Lake. ould 
the treaty prevent the mining of such a deposit? If not, by what 
authority and under what conditions would the draining of the lake 

; and the mining of the ore be controlled? 

"2, To administer the forests under modern forestry prac- 
tiees for a sustained yield." - 

Suppose that the treaty authority should 
differ with the U. &. Forest Service, the Minnesota department, or 
the Ontario department om some forest administration policy or 
project (such as timber cutting in the Superior roadless areas, fs 
construction of service roads in the Kabetogama, or lake shore 
timber reservations in the Quetico), how would action in these 

: matters be affected by the treaty, and how would the differences 
of opinion be resolved? 

Or again, suppose that either the U. &S. 
Forest Service on the American side or the Provincial Department 
of Lands and Forests on the Canadien side should propose to make 
long term contracts with the Minnesota & Ontario Paper Gompany, 
or any other industry, 1n accordance with their respective laws and 
regulations already in foree, granting priority rights for the cutting 
of certain timber on the watershed upon terms in conflict with the 
policies or regulations of the treaty authority. Would the making 
of such contracts be prevented by the treaty, and if not, how and by 
whom would incidental questions be determined?
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Present laws do not permit the making of 
sueh long term timber gontracts by the Minnesota department. All 
our timber must be sold at public auction, except lots of less 
than $250 in value. The U.-S. Forest Service and the Ontario de~ 
partment are also making direct sales of timber at public auction 
or otherwise. hat authority and procedure would govern in case 
either of these agencies should attempt a sale of timber contrary 
to some manifesto of the treaty authority? 

"3. To manage all game, fish, and fur bearing animals for 
maximum natural production." 

It is unnecessary to elaborate under this 
heading. It is sufficient to propound one general question: How 
and by what authority in either country would such management be 
affected, licenses issued, fees collected, laws and regulations 
enforeed, measures for protection and propagation of wild life 
carried out, and cost of operation paid? 

And finally, 

"4, To set up an advisory board or committee made up of 
. biological, forestry, and park officials from both 

countries to help coordinate practices under the 
principles agreed upon in the treaty." 

What officials in both countries are con» 
sidered for membership on such a board or committee? What will be 
the scope of their functions respecting the various fields of 
activity covered by the treaty, as illustrated by the examples end 
questions above set forth? How will they get the information neces- 
gary to enable them to pass intelligent judgment on the multifarious 
problems arising within the purview of the treaty throughout the 
immense diversified area of the Rainy Lake and Pigeon Hiver watere 
sheds? How much time would they be expected to take away from 
their regular work for activities under the treaty? How would 
matters requiring their attention be brought before them? Upon 
what notice and in what manner would their proceedings be conducted 
and decisions reached? To whom and in what form venta their advice 
or other conclusions be directei? . What administrative or technical 
staff would be required for their service? What would be the estimated 
cost of operation of the entire agenoy, and by whom would it be paid? 
Would the respective governmental agencies concerned be required to 
delay their operations or projects awaiting investigation and action 
by the treaty authority? 

It 1s also pertinent to inquire whether 
it is probable that the findings or conclusions of such a hetero- 
geneous international body upon the various problems with which they 
ee be concerned would be any more effective in serving the public 

welfare than the determinations of the present governmental agencies 
familiar with and responsible for such matters in the respective 
countries. In what particulars are the present agencies incompetent 
to serve the best interests of the public, and, conceding that they, 
like other human agencies, are imperfect, would the proposed inter- 
national body be the best or only remedy for their shorteomings?
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I do not mean by these questions to dise 
parage the idea of setting up an international board or committee 
to promote collaboration between the two countries on matters of : 
mutual interest. On the contrary, we in Minnesota are strong for : 
that type of collaboration, and we have initiated and participated 

; in many projects along that line. We have found it possible to get 
action in many cases by informal interstate or international nego- 

' tiations between the responsible authorities, without waiting for 
the creation of official advisory bodies by treaty or by statute. 

: For example, we have tackled the problem 
of pollution on the Rainy River at and below International Falls 
by direst cooperation between the public health and sonservation 
agencies of the State of Minnesota and the Provinee of Ontario, with- 
out the intervention of the federal authorities of either side or 

' the International Joint Commission. 

Through Joint action under an informal 
agreement between the agencies concerned, a technical investigation 
has been finished and reported, and all that remains is to require 
the industry and communities responsible for the pollution to take 
the necessary steps to abate it. This will undoubtedly be done as 
soon as war-time restrictions on labor and materials are relaxed. 
If, instead of proceeding by direct cooperation between Minnesota 
and Ontario, an effort had been made to secure action on this river 
pollution matter through the International Joint Commission, with 
@ll the attendant prerequisites of negotiation and agreement upon 
the terms of a reference between the diplomatic authorities of the 
two countries, the case would probably still be in the stage of 
incompleted investigation. 

Another instance of effective coordination 
across 9 boundary which is highly pertinent to the international 
memorial project is the Interstate Park on the St. Oroix River, 
where Minnesota and Wisconsin have for years maintained complenen- 
tary facilities on opposite sides of the river, constituting to- 
gether one of the finest public park establishments to be found 

é anywhere. 

A . The Reiny River water pollution matter, 
the interstate park, and other eases which have been handled in 
like manner give point to what I regard as a basic principle, 
that! every interstate or international problem affecting interests 
and requiring action on beth gides, should be dealt with by direct 
cooperation between the authorities immediately responsible in the 
respective jurisdictions, as far as practicable, and the interven- 
tion of higher authority, whether national or international, should 

\| be invoked only in case the regular agencies are unequal to the task 
_| or fail to perform it after a reasonable opportunity. Our experience 

has proved that observance of this principle gets results more 
quickly and effectively in most cases then the practice of resorting 
to higher authority. Whenever jurisdiction over some subject matter 
is given to a higher tribunal, there is a natural human tendency on 
the part of the regular agencles which would otherwise be responsible 
to pees the buck and delay action awaiting the proceedings of their 
superiors.
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Of course there are cases where the interests 
affected in adjoining states or countries are so closely interrelated 
that an effective solution is impossible without the exercise of 

national or international authority. The mest notable example of this 
is epee shen of the international boundary waters. In that field, 
as well as others that might be mentioned, it has been necessary to 
invoke the jurisdiction of the International Joint Gommission, and 
the work of that commission, slow though it may be, has been of liter~ 
ally inestimable value to the United States and Canada in bringing 
about amicable settlements of disputes which might otherwise have been 

fraught with grave consequences, 

The most important matter before the commis- 
sion in recent years affecting the interests of the State of Minnesota 
involved the Rainy Lake and Namakan reservoirs, controlled respectively 
by the dams at International Falls and Kettle Falls, beginning with 
the investigation of the ambitious proposal of the old Minnesota & 
Ontario Power Company (Backus corporation) for large additional hydro- 

: electric power developments on these reservoirs and the tributary 
waters above, followed by the adoption of the present treaty for regula- 
tion of these waters, finally ratified in 1940, and the investigations 
and proceedings thereunder which have ever sinee been in progress. 
It is safe to say that the State of Minnesota, through the conser- 
vation department and the attorney general's office, has spent more 
money in making investigations and surveys, produced more material 
evidence, and put forth more effective effort in opposition to the . 
proposed power development and in furtherance of regulation of the 
waters in accordance with the best interests of the public than any 
other one agency except the commission itself and the engineers of the 

. two countries assigned to its service. 

It happens that both Mr. E. V. Willard, for- 
mer commissioner and present deputy commissioner of conservation, and 
myself, have taken an active part in these proceedings in hehalf of 
the state, beginning some years ago, and we are quite familiar with 

: all the developments in the matter. We were both called to Washington 
| in May, 1939, and again in May 1940, to appear at hearings before a 

| gubecommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in reference 
| to the treaty, as will appear from the printed reports. We were the 

| only representatives who appeared from Minnesota, and I believe the : 
| pvecord will show that our testimony and statements contributed materially 

_ to overcoming objections and securing retification of the treaty. The 
_ gtate is still the most active party to the proceedings, outside of 

. the commission and itsservice agencies, and we intend to keep on until 
effective control of the waters in accordance with the best interests 

| of the public is permanently established. Here again, as in the poliu- 
' tion case, faster progress would have been made but for the war. How- 
_ ever, the commission has devoted much study and effort to this matter, 
| and has manifested a very definite intention to do as good a job 
_ of regulating the waters as the limitations of the treaty will permit. 

We are confident that substantial results may be expected as soon as 
the war is over, 

What is most significant about this treaty 
is that in the negotiations which led up to its adoption, Minnesota 
was contending for a far-reaching treaty which would have given the com- 
mission complete powers of regulation and would have recognized and pro-
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teoeted all the rights and interests of the state and its citizens 
which were affeeted, whereas the Canadians held out to the last 
for a treaty giving the commission as little authority as possible. 
As will ‘be apparant from examination of the treaty, the danadians 
had their way, and the commission was empowered to adopt measures 
of control only in the event that it shall determine thet emergency 
conditions exist. In our appearances before the senate committee 
at Washington we contended for os liberal an interpetation as this 
language would bear, and our views were supported by the counsel 
for the state department. The present commission, or at least the 

| American members, seem inclined to go along with us, but no oecasion 
for a real test has yet developed. 

I have thue reviewed the history of this 
matter because it clearly forecasts what may be expected in case a: 
a real effort 1s made to secure the adoption of a treaty embracing 
the Quetico-Superior program, namely, long delays, protracted 
arguments, and reluctance on the part of the Canadians, not to men- 
tion American intereate, to submit their vested rights or-interests 

: to any control beyond the demands of urgent necessity. It took 
: . nime years from the time the Backus proposal was submitted through 

a reference to the International Joint Commission in 1925 before a 
the commission made its final report in 1954, disapproving the 
preposal and recommending the adoption of a new treaty, and it took 
six years more to consummate the treaty. This treaty covered only 
a single subject matter, namely, regulation of the international 
boundary waters of the Rainy Lake watershed, which by their very 

_, mature required the exercise of international authority for effec- 
tive control. The endless possibilities for controveray and delay 
presented by an attempt to secure the agreement of both countries 
upon the complicated issues involved in the quetico-Superior program, 
embracing, as stated in the Quetico-Superior report, a territory 
as large &s Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island combined, 
may well stagger the imagination. 

" Being an optimistic individual, I hesitate 
to say that anything is impossible. Howéver, I am certain from ay 
contact with representative officials and citizens of Ontario, 
particularly those of the region directly affected, that public 
sentiment in the province, so far as it has been cexpressed, is 
either completely indifferent or strongly opposed to the idea of 
any such sweeping treaty, and that the puaeee of the province will 
never approve the proposal unless thoroughly convineed that it is 
& Matter of urgent necessity in furtherance of their own best inter 
ests. After all, what else would be expected of an independent, 
resourceful, self-governing population? 

Ane 1% may be taken as an assured fact that 
the responsible officials and the general public of Minnesota, so 
far as they have manifested any interest in the matter, feel exactly 
the same way. ‘ 

The trouble with the treaty feature of the 
Quetico-Superior program is thet it would affeot a multitude of 
matters for which international regulation, even of a purely advisory 
character, 1a neither necessary nor desirable in the interests of 
the public. The only matter involved requiring the exercise of
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international authority is the regulation of the international 
boundary waters. The exercise of that authority, whether under the 
present treaty or under any future treaty that may be adopted, is 

s in no way contingent upon federal ownership of the shore land on 
ses the American side or upon the adoption of any other feature of the 

Quetico-Superior program. If it had been the present treaty could 
not have been adopted. The strongest motivating force in all the 
proceedings has been and will continue to be the ownership by the 
State of Minnesota of many tracts of land bordering on the waters 

i affected, giving the state the incentive which has made it the most 
| active. party in the proceedings. 

As to the other aspects of the Quetico- 
Superior program besides regulation of the boundary waters, they can 
all be effectively dealt): with in the interests of the public by the 
present responsible authorities, employing the cooperative methods 
which I have previously referred to whenever necessary to secure con- 
certed action, Much more can be done that way than by attempting 
to secure a treaty. In fact, if the naturel resources of the border 

—_ lakes region are to be effectively conserved, action must be taken 
f by the proper public agencies on both sides long before it would be 

possible even to negotiate the preliminaries of a treaty. Vigorous 
| and progressive action is being taken on this side by the U. 8. Forest 
Service and this department, working together, and, as you have 
pointed out, in recent years there have been encouraging signs of 
corresponding activity on the Canadian side, though not so far ad= 
vanced as in Minnesota. The most urgent need is for more adequate 
financial support for both state and federal forest fire control 
forces and other forest conservation operations. 

| As you have so clearly discerned, what has 
i deterred the Canadians more than eny thing else from espousing the 

| Quetico-Superior program is the treaty proposal, with its vague gener- 
_ alizations, which they fear may be merely a cloak for efforts on the 
| part of their wealthy neighbor to the south to impose restrictions 
| which will hamper them in their plans for the development of their own 
_ country. Hence, if the proponents of the Quetico-Superior program 
| really wish to find out what the Ganadian people think of the treaty 
| proposal, the sooner they make a complete and detailed draft of the 
j desired provisions, with a prospectus as to how they would operate 

| in various concrete cases likely to arise, the sooner they will get 
| @ definite answers It should not be difficult for any fair-minded bs 

i person who will assume for the moment the position of the Canadians 
to foretell what the answer will be. 

Meantime we intend to go right ahead with 
our efforts to aid the U. 8. Forest Service in consolidating the 
wildernegs areas of the Superior National Forest and our attempt to 
get the *rovince of Ontario to set apart a corresponding area on 
their side for an international wilderness memorial. As I have in- 
dicated on previous occasions, we are greatly disappointed at the 
small size of the area along Crooked Lake which they have indicated 
for consideration, about 64,000 acres, as compared with the million 

i acres or more in the Superior roadless areas. We had hoped and are 
| still hoping that the province might designate the entire Quetico 
Provincial Park, containing approximately the same aggregate acreage 

—> as the Superior roadless areas. If it were not for their apprehen- 
! sions about possible treaty restrictions, coupled with the presence
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i of the existing resorts and roads already established at various 
\| points on the American side, the provincial. authorities might be 
|| willing to go much further. 

There is one aspect of the program wherein 
a treaty would be entirely appropriate, and wherein I believe that 
the Canadians would coneur, if assured that it would not be an 
entering wedge for efforts to exercise control over their affairs. 
That would be in giving the internationsl area a name after its 
boundaries have been agreed upon by the respective authorities in 
beth countries, and declaring it to be dedicated as a memorial. If 
made this suggestion in the course of my remarks at the Chamber of 
Commerce Convention at Fort Frances last summer, and it seemed to 
find favor with those present. 

The troubhé with the Quetico-Superior pro- 
ponents is that they do not recognize the difference between a dec- 
laratory treaty, confined to the expression of purposes or the def- 
inition of rights, and an operative treaty, requiring action. Effec- 
tive conservation of natural resources takes time, money, and effort. 
Somebody must do the job and pay the cost. With the exception of the 
regulation of the boundary waters, everything accomplished thus far 
in line with the aims of the Quetico-‘Superior program has been done 
without benefit of any treaty, including the protection extended by 
state law to state lake shore lands and timber before the Quetico- 
Superior program was conceived, the setting apart and protection of 
state forest lands in the Superior National Forest before the estab~ 
lishment of the latter forest was completed, the Shipstead-Nolan 
Act of 1930, the corresponding state act of 1933, the roadless area 
program of the U. S. Forest Service, our negotiations with the 
Province of Ontario respecting the wilderness memorial project,-as 
well as fire protection, timber management, game and fish sdminis- 
tration, and other conservation measures which have been carried jon 
by the responsible state and federal agencies on the American side 
and by the provincial authorities on the Canadian side. Much has 
been done and much more remains to be done along these lines, but 
it certainly does not require a treaty, and little further presress 
will be made if action is delayed waiting for a treaty. 

; It is evident to any fair-minded observer 
that the conservation movement, supported by many sources, has 
been making slow but steady progress in the boundary waters region 
and elsewhere for a long time past, gaining more momentum in recent 
years, and that substantially all of the really effective results 
which have been gained would have been brought about in one way 
or another even though there had been no special program with a 
Quetico-Superior label, and even though some of those who have been 

' prominent in that connection had not been in the picture. 

Giving them credit for all they did in 
arousing public interest in the border lakes region and the need for 
protective measures there, the fact 1s that those responsible for 
the guidance of the Quetico-Superior program have committed four 
major errors in policy and strategy which have had widespread effect 
in alienating support which they might otherwise have had and in 
obstructing the achievement of their own professed aimss These 

. errors are as follows:
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; 1. The proposal for an operative treaty, covering a 
H wide field of administrative matters in which 
| international treaty action was unnecessary and 
i impracticable, thereby arousing apprehension and ; 
\ suspicion concerning the whole program, especially 

j in Canada; ' 

‘ 2. Diversion of federal funds for land acquisition 
j into the cut-over areas of the Kabetogama and 

Grand Portage state forests, thereby delaying the 
' consolidation of the Superior roadless areas and 

leaving the door open for the construction of such ; : 
i resorts as those on Crooked Lake, which now impair 

the wilderness value of the area and impede favorable 
action on the Canadian side. 

j 3. Groundless opposition to the establishment of State 
i Trunk Highway No. 61 through the Grand Fortage Indian 
! Reservation on the north shore of Lake Superior 
i along the route selected by the State Highway Depart- 
j ment and the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, located 

| in accordance with the best interests of conservation, 
} highway construction, and the welfare of the Indians 

and the general public, 

4. <A widespread and persistent campaign of misrepresenta- 
j tion as to the meaning and effect of Minnesota laws, 
; the position of the Minnesota Legislature and public ¢ 
i officials, and other material facts bearing on the 
i situation which has been carried on, principally by 
j Mr. Oberholtger himself, disparaging the State of 
f Minnesota before the entire country by groundless 

assertions and insinuations. 

I do not think the supportere of the 
Quetico-Superior program, or at least those outside of Minnesota, 
realize the extent to which Mr. Oberholtzer has discredited him- 
self and indirectly the entire movement among members of the legis- 
lature, public officials, and the general public in Minnesota, 
especially those who know the facts and who are not at all deceived 
by his specious propaganda. His utterly unfounded slurs on the 
good name of the state and its public officials ‘have naturally 
aroused indignation and have caused many people to regard the entire 
program as a fantastic fabrication conceived for somebody's special 
benefit, and having little concern for the welfare of the general 
public. I do not share this view, because, as I have said before, 
the program has some meritorious features which I have supported and 
shall continue to support, so far as they are consistant with our © 
basic principle of advancing the greatest good to the greatest number 
of people in the long run. 

Nevertheless I cannot condone the whole- ‘ 
sale defamation in which Mr. Oberholtzer has indulged. To informed 
and fair-minded people in Minnesota he has placed himself in a 
position very similar to that of a witness in court who has wilfully 
testified falsely concerning material matters, and whose testimony, 
as the judge will instruct the jury, may therefore be entirely
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disregarded unless corroborated by other credible evidence. No cor- 
roboration is possible as to many of iir. Oberholtzer's assertions and 
insinuations, because they are untrue. He himself, when caught, 

ee made a belated confession of error as to one of his most glaring 
misstatements, in which he falsely asserted that a former commis- | 
sioner of conservation “was dismissed at the time of his previous 
obstruction of the Quetico-Superior program". 

My attention was called recently to an F 
article in the Natural History magazine for April, 1944, entitled 
"The Modern Nature Faker". The supporters of the quetico-Superior 
program, and, for that matter, all whe call themselves conservation- 
ists, would do well to read and reread that article. 

The people of Minnesota, as I have declared 
the length and breadth of the state, have committed and permitted 
great waste of their natural resources, just like the rest of the 
country, but they have never sunk to the depths of indifference or 
even depravity respecting exploitation depicted by lir, Oberholtzer, 
On the contrary, they are keenly aware of the need for action along 
all lines of conservation. Legislative appropriations for many wee 
needed conservation activities have been inadequate, iti is true, 
but nevertheless much progress has been made. All signs give promise 
of greater advancement at the present session than ever before. 
And the proponents of the Quetico-Superior program may be assured 
that their aims, so far as they are in line with our public policy 
and welfare, will receive full consideration at the hands of this 
department, regardless of the regrettable tactics pursued by their } 
tituler leader. : 

: With respect to the international memorial 
/ project, in which, as a veteran of the First World War, I have always 

been deeply interested, I am satisfied that if the Quetico-Superior 
group would join with the U. 8. Forest Service and the Minnesota de- 
partment in supporting a sensible and practical plan, we could get the 
Canadians to go along. At the last national convention of the 
Izaak Walton League at Ghicago in March, 1944, at which many of the 
leaders of the movement were present, I suggested that they call 
a meeting to go over the whole situation, and I offered to attend such 

| a meeting wherever it might be held. Several of those present expres- 
\ ged their approval of the idea, but so far as I know nothing has been 

done to carry it out. At any rate, my offer is a standing one. 

While we are thinking of memorials we ought 
to give some consideration to the welfare of the millions of young 
men and women who are serving in the armed forees of both the United 
States and Canada. When those who survive return, they ars not going 
to forgive us if we dissipate our energies in fruitless dissension 
over a nebulous treaty proposal and neglect the specific measures 
which are necessary to conserve and develop the natupal resources upon 

'whieh their future standard of living will depend. do not think 
they are going to like it very well when they learn about those two 
resorts on Crooked Lake, in the very heart of the wilderness area, 
directly attributable to the ill-advised tactics of the Quetico- 
Superior leadership.
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And I am sure that the war veterans who live in or near the 

; j/ boundary waters area would feel that they had been flagrantly doubhe- ‘ 
i crosséd if they were to come home and find that while they were gone, 

without giv®ng them a chance to express themselves on the matter, 

: a treaty had been slipped over tying up the resources of the region 
and hampering developments that might provide them with jobs and 
opportunities for restoration from the shocks of war. It must be 
remembered that or a very small fraction of the total population, 

| even those in good health, have the time, money, or physical ability 
| to penetrate a wilderness area. Many thousands of those who will 
| Yeturn from this war will be so disabled as to prevent them from ever 

; - geeing the interior of a real. wilderness (unless carried in x air- 
plane, to which the Quetico-Superior supporters strenuously object). 
Hence, though proteetion of a reasonable amount of wilderness is de- 
sirable, it must be commensurate in extent with the proportion of 

| the La agate who will use it. A lot of people oy lost in 
‘the million-acre rogdless areas of the Superior Natio Forest, or 
even in the 64,000 acre tract suggested by the provinci&i authorities 
on the Ganadion side. , 

We aré strong for living memoriels, such as the proposed wilder- 
ness area would be, but our first duty is to assure an opportunity 
for livelihood, recuperation, and recreation to the living war vet- 

| erans. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chester 8. Wilson 
Commissioner of Conservation 

pa



December 27, 194 . 

la. Ovid Butler, 

Naghingtoty De C. 

Dear Sutlert 

when to you that lr, Minston m Soe wane wants van ost 

Ma. Oberholteer's methods, you wrote lir. Fred Sinsten with the 

in factual statements, I was disturbed but did nobning about it. 

; Yesterday, on his ow initiative, ir. c 
Frosaac of the ncticoeperiar One mrote at ectlmag the 
exact statement sade to ue de tata ae 
Ge nichcs anise be ay amines ue oe aoa bale 

on waist’ sues pare Ue sete were Svea 
Sinee by your decision WALL n@w have no use for my 175-pace 

cameitation of facta, my 7 nae tat you rebum as I haw Ok oe 
fer Copy. : i 

Sinceraly, : 

; i. He Chapeau



December 22, 1944, 

Pref. Yillien 4, Cooper, / 
eo of toteny, / 
versity of Minnesota, Seva 

Nimneapelis, Vinnesota. 

Deer “r. Qeoper: 

i am greatly obliged to you for running down the facts 
regerding the origin of the posal for the ‘ot I ees misled 
by the as which the publivetions of Mr, itzer on ; 
On the sotion of the a eaeediee an a aes ee hed 
originated the ides, Regardless of the fect ti gayecess it 

‘ hed, I hed slready eliminated the of fending statement & revi sion 
of the article you sav, é 

: i should te very glad to have in get confimeation of the 
faotes that you cite. My articles have been submitted to Mr. Obere 
holtzer and to hr, C.S Kelly for any eriticiem of facts contained 
the rein, ‘ ‘ ; 

It would not be unfair for me to. mention the feet that 
Vr. Oberholtaer hes neither eubnitted his statemente to the stste 
euthorities whom he opposes, nor has he corrected misatatensnts 
made by him in these articles after they were called to his atten- 
tion, except in one instance end thet not in a publicetion, That 
wee Ghout the “dismissal” of Wr, Strunk. Al in a letter to 
Butler he sdmitted hie error after Yr. “ilson . bao 
at oe ee Sonderaon of the Audubon Soslety to the eff : 
thet Strunk had not bean “dismissed”, he wae merely “permitted te 
resign”, 2 statenent which is equally ineccurete. ‘ 

it has teen my hope thet if Mr. Oberholtzer and those he 
represents, nemely, the Couneil and the President's Committee, could 
recognize the fsets of the true situetion, there would tuned iatoly 
Stee cee tae Petes ceeekan te TLS Ne troen thete Dotian, 9 

' state, and the Forest ervice at 6, which is no Longer 
headed by the opportunist, my former student, Serl Tinker, 

i I am sorry to aay thet Mr. Oberholtver not only has definitely 
refused to @operate in any menner , but ie néw engaged in ea violent 
attack on the ey land exehengs between the state and the Minne} 
or des cance aa eae tee Seer aatinmein ak We nats a? cleat 
$3,000 seres on the to gana peninsula «nd miles of shore line. 
Me is trying his best to stop this exchange for the sole resgon that 
he intends to see the stete driven out of the boundery region md the 
entire ares token over by purchase for federal lend « and would evi-
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Prof. “illiem 5. Cooper, 

‘ font pate t let theee shorelines remein in private hands ma 
ve ‘ap by epeeulators for private resorts, while waiting ; 
for the govermmnt to sypropriete funds to spread thin over tines 
eete wepes instead of concentrating on the 2090 aeres within 
the less Areas of the Superior iietionel Forest, which will 
require about $709,690 to acquire. 

‘iy former opinion of \r, Cherholtcer, because of these 
aetions, iz no longer what it was, end I een forsee the tine when 
paaetediacs © Sak cok aes cats Gal cane seanehean, Uedetateal’ 

background I can » S¢ane more and more senseless, unjustified 
gegen Ay owe Rg hg nls Mien I me te ® progren 

whith io self defeating both in Minnesote and Ontario. 
Sincerely, 

tH. Chen es z 

W. Hy Chepmen



December 22, 1944 

Mr, Chester S. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Yilson: Z ; 

: Mr. Oberholtzer in his article in the July issue 
of the National Parks Magazine, states regarding the 

; Kabetogama peninsula: 

"The whole area is privately owned. When the state 
blocked possible purchase of these lands in the early 
thirties, the owners sold the timber and, after the logging, 
fire swept the area, until a greater part of it was left 
bare. When the U.S.Forest Service tried again to buy it 
in 1942, in order to fulfill the Quetico-Superior program 

: the Governor refused permission, and, instead, an option, 
was taken on all the lend, some 50,000 acres, by the 
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, the concern that from 
the start has most vigorously opposed the Q.-S.program, 
The M. & 0. Paper Company has thus to all practical pur- 
poses become the final arbiter of what is to be done in this «=. 
region." j 

Can you throw any factuai light on these statements 
as to ownership, dates of logging, etc.? 

Sincerely, 

EH. H. Chapman
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December 22, 1944 F 

Mp. Ovid Butler, Seeretary, 
American Forestry Association, 

Veshington, D. 0. ( 

Dear Butler: 

Supplementing my letter regarding the Minnesote situation, 
I wish to keep you fully informed of developments, hence enclose a 
ee SSS eee ee peeenen Sane exchange between the State of 
Minnesota «nd the Minnesota and Ontario Company, whereby the state am, 
would acquire for public use, as an addition to the Kabetogama State 
Borest, some 50,000 acres of lend and 9% miles of leke shores. 

Mr, Oberholtzer is right now engeged in a violent campaign 
to defeat this exehenge, following his line thet the Kabetogama must 
become federal property as on essential for. the securing of the treaty 
with the Dominion of Cenada, whereby Ontario is not to be interfered 
with in her sovereignty over all the Canadian shore. 

Ms. Oberholtzer's article in Americen Forests for September 
contains the nnn stetements: ‘Without in any way eltering 
jurisdiction or administration on either side". “Chief emphasis 
would be placed on the wilderness character,im the hope being to keep 
the heart of the eréa free from rosis, occupancy and all forms of 
unchanged development. Travel could be over the natural watercourses. 
thet thread the area everywhere". 

“It i@ proposed now thet they (the Superior National Forest 
and the Pry, gerd Park) be extended on both sides to include © 
the rest of the i" 

"It is believed surrounding woodworking industries, now on a 
liquidating basis, would be assured of «a permenént timber supply". 

“The Province would enter into a contract with the Dominion 
government for fulfillment of the simple principles laid down under 
the. terme of the sgreement. Subject to the understanding as to iden< 
tieal objectives, neither side would give up any jurisdiction or 
administrative funetion”. se 

"Without some such plan for collaborstion between the two 
oe tries, thie superhative region of ug, af be inpen is doomed”. 4 

t a Tron’ t GherGvon aR ttone Wrest oomeFenip te aockived, the pFineiples 
of the Quetico-Superior program are immediately applied". 

: "There was né chance of restoration except in government hanis". 
"If and when the Province sees fit go extend the Guetico 

Park to inelude the rest of the lake land, all that is necessary is an 
order in Couneil.” 

"Nothing destroys the wilderness quicker than a road through
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ir. Ovid Butler, 

it”. 
- “Tf thie Perk were extenfed to include the rest of the watershed”... 

“loning on a vast eeale for the whole sree”. 
"Unrelenting oes of privete groups insisting on their rights 

of unbridled exploitetion.” 
“Extract the last tree and the last dollar.” 
“A mid-eontinent leke lend of 10 million seres". 

This article completely disreagerds the entire effort at eon- 
trol of the waters under international trenty, which was one of the 
achiovements of the (uetico-cuperior group and creates the impression 
that these waters are «till threatened, 

it cotpletely eliminates ¢11 reference to 9: tng progran 
in thie area, including the atate Shipe teed-Holen sat, atete forests — 
in the a’ area, and the state's cooperstion in seouring public 
adquisition of these sreas. : % 

It charges the predatory interests with intent to ruin the 

adopted hf ae tae enay cote ¢ socal Takaenete yo ny Gon 
and Ontario) Tha lee menbeneny law, oni the cutover eondition of 
the lende in question, : 

It ie en sbeolutely unfair, one-sided and destorted 
presentation of the situation with the eontrolling Ser a of 
ahaa the stete out of the boundary = at a cost of millions 
of dollere ani Tt a people of “Minnesota of their oldest, 
best known, most valuable, and most intensively developed and used . 
atate forest. : 

It would, in ot of the camouflage of zoning and multiple 
uae, which is assured without the extension, imperil the s tanderds 
of wilderness srene oe the United States by confusing the 
Rosdleas Area with the tiple use aren. It lead directly to Oter- 
holtzer's violent oppesition to the peecet state exehangs, stthority 
fer which and other Stee was ivwed by majority popular vote 
in 1938 in « constitu enendment. . 

It arrays the «xtreme forees of rationslistic extension of 
“noneuse" areas ageinst state ond federal cooperation in developing 
sane use by both state end federal authorities of lends within s tates, 
under proper spheres of juriadiction. : 

it hes avoiged vepetition of ucevbstantiated us just end 
untrue charges against the State of Minmnesote, by the device of omite 

‘ ting 611 reference to the state, perhepe for the reason that it is 
becoming inereseingly known to the advocates of the plen that these 
eherges were wusubs tanticted. 

our Your own course of section in publishing thie article and . 
Wie refusing to publish, in a forestry magezine, my rejoinder, was 
aotusted by the idea thet the siring of fuete would interfere with 
the proper working out of the objectives of the project. in further- 

:
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ance of this idea to have dissuaded Ur. Kelly from a conference . 
Sb peumad tbe a0 on Ale Gap Maths about otdidh be ind wenahen an Grkane 

Tite teen of ot fettuashe wae HEY yontiin, Mastide 
and reasonable and could have been brought about those who have been 
backing Mr. Operheltcer been brought to see the situation as it actually 
exists, and not as tr. Gberholtser has skilfully represented it te be. } 

There has never bean any attempt either te correct the uissatate— f 
wuahe Sane Ss Se Sy Seen , Sema a te pa Eee 
cations of diesussions of the situation, Sat as soon ae these views ware 
RRS Ser pellienthen your atttete fo that ony Serther Momasion whi 

‘do more hare than good, ? 

Wheat 1% has done is to go far te devtroy all promects of the 
proper settlement and the fight indefinitely, Bearahlle, the pri- 
rete lands in tin Sonece en re alteady bane developed by teoarts 
ree we es 8 ee Se ie ae beh ey om 
Senceing > Sree vanes this blind persistence in an inpos- 

sible course of action. - 

the i feel after ia the “atatn ot ta anlage Hit Sane” “ote pear goa "Den fice nl 
fired upon. Syt if they want a war, let it begin here and now", 

j Sineeraly, : 

It HCl ke 

; He Me Chapman 

|



December 21, 1944 

My, Ovid Butler, Seeretery, 
Ame Tig en ay Agso ciation, 

i 919 Seventcenth St. Haves 

 Weahington, Dp. Cc. 

Dear Butler: : 

I eon understand, and in fact, anticipated, your 
attitude towards the group who have worked for 80 long on the 
Que tico-uperior project as they see it. I realized this more 
or as I became more familiar with the objectives end fine per- 

sonalities of such men as Mesars, Kelly, Mubechek and Tyng. Uy 
original inéentive for investigation was in response to Mr, Ober- 
holtzer's publicity, whieh srouses enthusiasm and indignation . 
end spurs one to action. if 1t hed not been for two fectors in 
my background I would have let it go at that, i.e., by ae | 
passive support or any active help I had opportunity for, © further 
wheat I assumed t be a 100 per cent west 3 aceurately set : 

Sees by those who head devoted yeare unselfi to its attainment. 

The two factors which caused me to take the course which | 
& professional men should always pursue, namely, investigation of | 
statements rather then blind seceptance, were, first, my 40 years of 
susestetian with the forestry history of Minnesota os on setive part- 
—— TE have just gone through my file on this and it has brought | 

beok three oceasions of re participation et crucial times), 
and second, a very remarke set of circumstances which enlightened 
me years age ss to the charseter of Governor Olson end the contrast 
between his regime and Stassen's. I rightly, I think, regarded | 
Governor Stassen in exactly the cam light as I did Governor Jones of 
Louisiana who defeated the heirs of the infamous luey ae lvyea 
through this whole Louisiena faree at close hand, ae you » When 
I found that the motives and integrity of Governor Stassen were being 
attacked because of the two laws te which objection was made. I 
decided, for the above reasons, to write him direct. ‘hat I found 
out sterted other inquiries, which have con$inued until the present. 

I could write a text as long as the manuscript I sent you 
(which I hardly expected you to read through, et you may have 
done so) on the evolution of state forestry in Minnesota, the men 
responsible for its progress, such as C.C.Andrews, S.b.Green, ¥.T.Cox, 
Grover Conzet, yes, and even Repheel Yon, and the citizens’ orgeni-= 
getions end individuals - a field to whieh to my certain and definite 

aN knowledge is a closed book te the sdvoestes of the Greater Cuatico= 
Superior project. For if there is one phase of this movement which 
has cheracterized it above 211 others it is & complete distrust of 
all state authorities fmm the Governor down through the Conservation 
Commissioner to the State Forester, and extending to any citisen; no 

matter how respectable, who raised his head in opposition t the full 

sweep of demands for the conswmeation of the complete wilderness ddea,
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; Starting out with a stete government, beok in the 90s 
which was wholly sympathetic if not actually corruptly in league 
with the expoiters of the northern pineries who included sueh men. 
as Governor Pillsbury, T.B. “slker, £& Beekus, end others I could 
mention who robbed Indians, sehool childred and the future genera- 
— ee Bee li « a have ee ae actively parte | 

yeor s sete save and to restore the stete's 
isottane in foreets, - 

hy monet gg contribution in this process consisted 
of securing, through Congress, the Morris Law of June 27, 1902 : 
whieh established the first national forest in the state anéd the 
first by three years, which Gifford Pinchot in the Department of 
Agriculture hed ony authority over. - His suecess there with seed 
trees ond slash buming led directly td the trenefer of the =e, 
forests to agriculture in 1906. My second contribution consisted ~ 
of eecrificing my job as Superintendent of the N.#.Agricul tural 
Expeviment Stetion after 7 years during whieh I had cone to conelu- | 
sion regerding land use in thet region that I knew'eould not then 

| publish utZess I was prepared to resign. So I published them, re- 
signed end sterted agein at the bottom of the ledder in forestry in 
1904, whieh meant I had seven — behind me to add to the three- 
year stert I got over you in 1907. My third contribution was in 
1917 when my wife was 111. During the winter I spent in Minre sota 
on leave from Yele 1 wos responsible for defeating a “Public Domain” 
bill engineered by the still powerful eer interests, which 
would heve sbolished the forestry commission and reduced forestry 
to Coes enteae | a Sto he Cox had become the firet state forester 
in 1911 and it wae his ¢ to get the control of the state timber 
resources trensferred to the forestry board that marked this epoch. 

Then in 1923 the interests opposing this transfer, and loss 
of control or timber seies, found an ocension to attack Cox for the 
big fires éf 1918 and succeeded through Jake Preus, former auditor, 
who hed control of then, end now Governor, who by oe eet 
(Grashart) corrupted the Board and got Cox fired in 1924, making it 
stick over an aroused public, but digeing the grave of the Hoard which 
was Wiped out by the next legislature. ‘y connection with this event 

‘wee that I got wind of the Board's intentions and spread the news, 

In 1927-28 i spent 15 months in the state on the Forest 
Texetion Inquiry, secompenying the Interim Commission on Forestry 
in ite trip through the region and reported on tex dg¢hinguency in 
the Northern Counties, conditions I hed predictediin 1902 when I 
lest my job for saying so. (A recent economics research student 

wrote thet he had found 48 articles and editorials published in the 
region thet-year condemning my views, which had since been acoepted 
there.) : 

When the next turn of the wheel came, and the legislature 
agein created a commission, this time for conservation, of five men, 
with the Governor as a member (a mistake), Cox returned from Brazil 
was appointed Commiesioner serving under the Board, which was consti. 
tuted in 1929. Another interim commission hei cutlines a policy for’ 

coordinating the forestry work end the long fight to get state lenis —
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and timber under forestry managenent was won shortly thereafter. Conset had 
pm A pag sag Ag oll rae pag natn dhe or yt holy 

overturned triumph people assured, progress 
developnent and sanagement of state lands was blocked. ar ib wea chant with 

' & Pugh. Meanwhile, sere than once, the people of the state had paused consti-~ 
tutional amendments te clear the way for forestry and later passed 
another on land exchange. Not once then but repeatedly, interest in 
ee ee ne we Stes Sak, Stee ne, Sas Gert 
ult of passage, went across. The new Commission had an excellent personnel, 
Gox was again funetloning, Conszet contiming his work and the state forest 
system, begun way back in 1917 or earlier, was being arystallized, organized 
and developed. 

Then came the Olson regime. Again it happens that 1 wes tied in 
with what took place in a very unusual manner. Ny agricultural superintend~ 
Oe Oe ee ee en ene Oe Se See 
men, and best @ young sen ever hed. fis amall son, alter, his 
summers with ue on the farm, ie was warmhearted, lepulcive, ® ; 

See G Eien "Ge he adnas or Wo teas ee 
ami became a publisher. On the victory of a 
eal aaah ane te Fae ae ae te a i 

'. See ROS te, 2 5 Mee tone on Seat & as & good 
it did act Senne of SD eS Send OF Senememnan oe 

state affairs so vile that he underteok with all might te expose Olson 
and formmlated 12 charges for impeachment, which he was to present te a 
ios oar te On see of ae ie et ee a cee 
his car, in the presence of his wife and’ > and @urderer, though 
identified by ira. Licgett, ms cleared by perjured testinony of the state 

ee See Another Ce Sie Soe eee 
Minneapolis mivosing corruption. Liggett previously been framed on 

aouned te Gar Gaaie, Ga oan ab Gener clitiner be aan WAS as 

Gouge clita Ghigh foi tiioes Secabend anedetins topes econka tie 
the most dastarnily erie I have ever known ~ thet of attempted ruin of the 
een, Seperans 6 ae Date Ee Seat, ee Beeees & ie Eetaeing 
and Pas ee tee toe aaa tee o cc ee in 

: tg well mp ry Rane > rer Meee © 9 reading < 

cusitabion ai Ue tahadadin Webs ie tar Ee ue 
ae eee teens Ee nee Se eee cae Saete Senmial, 
politicians and criminals who defraused him in a stock transaction 
goneerning oll. : 

ho 3 ie Se De epaee to Tiny Os Caen a 8 
of the accrediting of schools of forestry and the Society of American For- 
esters of which I had been elected President in thet year, 1 got some 
first hand information regarding Gleon's manipulation of the 5-nan 
quumeainen ont he eatenk Sietag of Gen, shies it is acknowledged 
‘eeourred by reason of ehanges made in comm. saion
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by Olsen, which secured for him e majority of 3 to 2 who would do his 
bidding. ‘hat I ada gat know in thet year wae the close tie up which 
Olson's political es of the Commission hed with the 
Que tigoeSuperior council. I ee thie when I read in one 
of Mr. Oberholtzer's statements his assertion that the Couneil hed 
been instrumental and effective in bringing this about, end thet a 
great stride hed been taken for the schievement of the Greater Guetico 
Superior program. ny ts Ghemgy+ peer this wae quite « shock as I f 
knew thet much of the lend in dispute, namely, the Kabetogama State 
Forest ares. Gould have tom boughs Wy Gan fet bbe per ute tar the. stete had Olson's commission agreed, and I also knw, later, that 
one of the new commissioners owned a lot of lend he later sold to the 
government at o higher figure. 

With the second firing of Cox in 1955 followed by Olsen's 
Gefiunee of the state ead ar end espousel of the greater Cuetico 
Superior program, end be of the state policy in the Kgbetogema 
area, the Denson regime, Ferner-Labor, was able te hold the fort 
only'until the whole outfit was turned out by Stassen in 1938, In | 
1 the Depertment was reorgenized end the Commission sbélished, by 
creating the offive of Commiasioner, which Cheater Yileon holds. 

With this background, ae stated, I decided not to take the 
stetemente ieawd by “rr. Oberhol tzer aga inet the Governor, the Comeis~- 
Sioner and the Legislature without trying to got thefacts from Stagssen 
himself. ‘hen I wrote for these facte I was still under the impres- 
sion that the Legielature might have got nesty ebout federal expansion 
end tried to henstring the ee eee forests (which is the 
Glaim Oberholtzer made as to the effect of these lews). {f hed no idea 
that the objectives were so sseeping and I did not heve the facts 
about the lake level treaties under the International Joint Commis sion. 

Then I begen to get and read all of Obevholtserts ee. 
snd cheek his statements againet the facts end records, and found t 
many of his claims were unsubstantiated and the reverse of these facts. 
Then I further discovered thet he hed been fully informed of tie se 
errore by reputable persons, hed been asked to attend e conference to 
straighten things out, had not appeared, end hed then reprinted some 
of the same inaccurate statements, I began to wonder what hed happened 
to Oberholtzer. : 

The more I looked inte the proposed treaty the less realistic 
it appeared. I would weleome further discussion with ir, ae but 
since he saw you I heve heard nothing further from hie proposed confer- 
ence in New York, which he asked for. 

ve. Oberholtzer hese had the field entirely to himself in 
seeuring publicity for his statements, and his (I know now) unwarren ted 
attacks on the integrity of state officials and the state legislature. 
To read these articles one would conclude that none of the progress 
mede by the people of the state in sound forest policy had taken place, 
and that the whole state machinery incldding the legislature a 
#8 Venal ond qorrupt as it wae back in the days of old Deve ¢ 
before John laind sterted to bresk it up. Have you reed these articles
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of Oberholtaer's? He did not submit any of them for verification 
of facts to the parties he was Se tee tenes eae federal seenty~ 
In my eese the ~enuseripts went to the ce and to the 
state, ond to such men as Yonry Schmitz ond “illiem FP. Wherten, and 
I earefully corrected any misstatements that hed erept in. In your 
own ease you ong a Overholtzerts article, which contel ns misastete- 
mente regarding the Kebetogema without any such checking, possibly 
becouse you believed whet he said about the unreliability of the state 
opponents, but submitted my article to the seid test of Oberholtzer 
ean and then turned it down because I questioned the practica- 

bility @ treaty « and I still do. 

i wish you could realize the demage that this mic taken 
agitetion has done to the progress of sound policies on ®restry, 
multiple use, enf true wilderness ereas, in Minnesota, Se many pointes 
occur to me to refute his position thet there ie little use in 
lengthening this letter by reheshing the contents of his statement 
to you. You have meade your decision end I eccept it and will e xpect 
mo aid from the Averieen Forestry Associetion in correcting the situs- 
tion. : 

Most sincerely, 

(Cee ee 

HK. HE, Chapmen
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St. Paul, inn, 

December 12, 1944, 

Professor f.H.Chapmen 
Yale University Sehool of Forestry, 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Professor Chapman: s : 

I heve your letter of December 7, enclosing letter of December 5 

to you fromMr. Hubachek. Obviously his letter was written before he re- 
seived the material which we sent him on the Kabetogame innd exchange 
proposal. I em sorry if he feels thet we were dilatory in responding 
to his request for information on this matter. Ye sent him oli the up 5 
to date infomation thet we were able to put tegerher in written form 
juet as soonas it wes possible to do so. 

If Mr. Hubachek could stand by md wateh our mill run for e while 
he would understand what we are up sgeinst. ‘Ye are trying to handie a 

heevy normel work load with a short crew (over 100 of our 600 employees 
4 4a are in war service), and in addition to prepare biennial reports md 

budgets for the coming session of the legislature end teke eare of such 
extra jobs as this land exchang business. 

The Kabetogama land exchange propose] has had considerable state- 
wide publicity ever since it was submitted by the Minnesote ond Ontario 
Paper Company about two years go, especially since last winter, when we 
began to make public the reporte of our eer es fast as they cane 

in. In addition to the posted and published notice required by law, a 

releases was sent to every newspaper in the state on November 16, eoncern- 

ing the public hearing to be hela at Grand Rapids on December ath, | 

The work of digesting the reports of the apprelsers on both sides, 
paring saps ond swereers end compiling other asta for the public 

hearing was @ tremondous on which we were working at top speed until 
just.a few days before the te aring, se we wished to moke the presentation — 

of facts as complete and up to date as possible at thet time. Our 
appraisers hed completed their field wrk end filed their reports last 

sumer, but the company took iseve with their findings on several points. 

I teok e trip into the woods with « group of both state and company 

appraisers in order to get a first hend conception of the mttersa at issue 

though I was quite fenilier with the general territory from many previous 
inspection a The final statement of the conus © position on the 

coints in question was not received until along Novenver, Thereafter 
we held a meeting with our overs to review the entire matter, with 

particuler refersnee to certain points at issue, at Duluth on November 50. 

‘ Se then prepered, under date of December 4, & general 6 tatement 

——— iesves involved in the proposal. This was meiled to all 

ne wepspers the stete of December 5, and s copy was sent to Mr, Bubechek. 

_ We else prepared, under date of December 5, & more rene prelim- 

inary report for the informtion of the Land Exchange Commission ani others 

especially interested. The purpess of this was to have @ compilation of 

the most important data bearing on the proposal. ready for presentation at
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the hearing. Towever, it was impossible to have this report mimeo- 
grephed or printed for general distribution before the hearing. ‘Ye 
hed aome extra copies of this report typed, and one was sent to Mr. 
Mubechek efter the hearing. ft 

I enclose a copy for your information. . 

Ag you will note from the contents, this is what it yuweret to 
be, & pYeliminary report, not the last word as fer as this department in, 
eoncerned., Mo recommendation on the matter ¢an or will be made by this” 
department until we have anelyzed all of the meterial otherwise obtained 
The final decision will be up to the Land Exchange Commission, after our 

: final repert is made. Weantime the door is still open far Mr, Mubechek 
or anyone wlee to submit my information or arguments desired, es I in- 
formed him in @ letter which I wrote him under dete of December 8, 
transmitting the shove meutioned copy of the preliminary report. 

i am sure that the Cnetico-Superlor group at Minneapolis have 
been aware of the developments in this matter all slong. On Tuesday 
evening, December S, at the request of a state committee of the Izaak 
Yal ton League, we held an open forum discussion on the matter in the 
office of our Division of Forestry. They wére privileged to invite 
anyone they wished, and representatives of a number ef groups outside 
the Iuesk “alton League attended. Among others present was Mr. Frederick 
8. Vinaton, who. as you know, is Chairman of the Executive Commit tee of © 
the (uetico-Superior Council and is generally regarded as Mr, Oberholtzer's 
Glosest associate in the movanent. e made no complaint of lack of 
notice. ‘t this meeting 1 bad the first draft of our preliminary report 
and reviewed its entire contents. ‘ir. Weber, our Director of Forestry, 
end Mr. Nolan, our Direetor of Lands and Minerals, were present, and 
essisted me in answering 11 questions presented. 

On the whole, this was a very enlightening discussion, and I wish 
that we could have more of the same kind. At verious public meetings 
&s well es in a number of letters which I have written during the past 
yeer, I have appealed to interested organizations to appoint comnitttees 
to visit our offices, check over the mee and appraisers’ reports (which 
were #0 vOluminous thet they could not aupliceted), and «sk my ques- 
tions they desire. Thus far the Izeaek Yalton —— is the only organi- 
zation which has sveiled itself of this tunity. Meany otier or gan- 
izations Yave jumped at hasty and untested sonelusions concerning the 
matter, ond have adopted resalutions which, 4s I have pointed out, they 
may later find were in@ifect conflict with the objeets which they seek 
to attain. 

No formal appearence in bahelf of the Cue tiee-Superior Cowm il 
wes announced by anyone at the public hesring. However, a letter pro- 
testing agninst the proposed exchange was received, signed in behalf of 
the council by Mr. Ernest C,. Oserholtzer, President. Among the stated 
grounds of ob jection was thet the acquisition of the EH. & 0. Paper 
Company lends involved by the state through this exehange would prevent 
their ultimete acquisition by the federal government in furtherance of 
the (uetico-Superior program. In that connection I wonder whether Mr.
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Oberholtzer has considefed the following material factors: r 

1. The effect of timber cutting and private development of shore lands, 
heretofore held in abeyance, which will undoubtedly follow in the near 

’  fwture if the exchange is not consummated; 

2, The possibility of securing federal funds and setting up an acquisi- 
tion progrem in time to prevent such developments, in view of the announced 
intention of the U.S.Fforest Service to give primary consideration to 

_ the consolidation of the roadless or wilderness areas in the Superior 
Nationel Forest, the cost of which is estimated at from $600,000 to ‘ 
$700,000, if and when funds become available. 

As. I heave steted on many occasions, I am in complete accord with 
the aime of the Guetico-Superior program in conserving ell the netural 
resources of the border lakes region for the publie benefit, though I 
differ with the proponmts of the program as to the means to be adopted 
end the area to be covered. One feature of the program, the e steblish- 
ment of an international wilderness memorial area, has slways appealed 
to me strongly, as a veteran of the first Yorld Var, and I have done ; 
everything within my power to further the consummation of that proposal 
both in Canada and the United Stetes. The present land acquisition and 
consclidation program of the U.S.Forest Service in the Superior roadless 
areas, which I have unqualifiedly endorsed, is directly in line with 
this idea, : 

, On a recent vitit tothe 0.S.Forest Serviee office at Duluth I 
was given som figures indiceting that a highly profitable business has 
been done by these resorts during the past season. This means that they 
cannet be bought out cheaply. Following their example, other resorts 
will undoubtedly be developed as soon as labor and mteriuls are avall- 
able after the war. ‘The inevitable result will be that the cost of 
acquiring the private lend necessary for consolidation and protection of 
the roailess areas will be much greater than if it had been ecquired 
some yeers ago, when money wes available. . , 

In effect, the {uetico-Superior group got the U.5.Forest Service | 
to unlock the steble door at thet time, and some valuable horses escaped. 
Apparently the “uetico-Superior Council, or at least its president, 
Mr. Oberholtzer, proposes to renew the same tactics in connection with 
the Kabetogema lend exchange matter, However, regardless of what may 
happen to the ezchange proposal, present indications are that the U.S. 
Forest Service will not permit itself to be misled again, but will adhere 
to the sound policy which it has announced of consolidating the roadless 
areas. 4 

The state dibision of the Izaak “alton League was represented at 
the lend exehange hearing by Mir. Frenk Robertson, Dr, F.M.Schouse, Secy., 
end Mr. Paul Struek, Director. They took no part in the discussions, but 
merely presented e brief statexent advoceting public acquisition of the 
company land in the Kabetogama ares, without expressing my opinion as to | 
the merits of the proposed exchenge. 

Although, as pointed out in the enclosed statements, we consider 
that acquisition of this land by the state’ would be desirable. both for
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the purpose of consolideting state forest lend for timber production 
_ end for the purpose of protecting neturel attractions for public use end 
—- we have es yet made no finding on the ultimate question in- 
volved in the exchenge proposal eas to whether those and other vel ues t 
whieh may be attributed to the company land are sufficient to balence the 
velue of the stete land desired inceechenge. As abow indicated, we 
are now analyzing the evidence with a view to making suwh « finding. 
one eny commniestions which br, Hubachek or anyone else may desire 

to submit on the metter will receive due Gonsideration, the sume es if 
they had been submitted at or before the public hearing. Weg 

I willcend copies of this letter to i. Hubschek and to the 
Linneapolis offiee of the (ue tico-Superior Council. 

I return Me. Hubachek's letter of December 5 herewith. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chester S. Vilsoa ‘ 
Commissioner of Conservation 

|
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State of Minnesote : 
- f Department of. Conservation 

State Offices Bldg. ‘ 
Seint Paul, Dee. &, 1944 ‘ 

PRELIMINARY REPORT . KABETOGAMA LAHD BXCHARGE 

¥ 
Cheater &. Yilsun, Comaissioner of Conservetion 

This report is made to review for the benefit of eayone interested 

Sapied sa the 5 mine Fabetognce tascam, wae pending e proposal, on a 
public hearing will be held before the Land Exchange Commission {con- 
sisting of the governor, atate editor, the attorney ral) at the 
court hovse et Grand ~~ Mimmesota, DeGember 5, 1944, at 1 o*elock : 
PemM Apparently there much misunderetending as to the facts and 
present statue of the matter, in spite of the efforte made by the de- : 
partment to give ee, to all proceedings. in several cases indie 
Vieuals and organizations have jumped st conclusions wholly inconsistent 
with the facts and have expressed opinions which they may later find 
were in direct conflict with the objecte they seek to attein, As in all 
other conservation matters, it is the aim of this department te heve the 

_ Ultimate decision based upon the facts and in furtherance of the great~ 
est berefit to the public in the long run. 

This matter arose in 1942, upon a lend exchenge proposel made 
by the Minnesote and Onterio Paper Company, operstor ef the paper and 

: wood products plent at International Falls, under the anendwent to the 
state constitution, Article 8, Section 8, adopted in 1938, and the land exohange eet passed pursuant thereto, Love 1941, Chapter 393,. authorize 
ing the exchange of stete lends for other lends, federal or privete, for 
the purpose, emong other things, of consolidating the stata’s lend hold 
ings within the state forests. The company’s original proposal involved 
the exchange of about 49,500 acres of company lend in the Kabetogams 
State forest in St. Louis County for state land to be selected from a 

list of sbout 9,000 seres of state trust fund land in ne County | 
not within any atete forest. Under the lex en exchange must be based on — 
4 substential equality of gross lend and timber value, not-upon equal | 
acresee. : | 

Several of the stete tracts designoted in the original proposal 
were found to be unavailable for exchange for various reasons, including 
some in the extreme southern part of the county. These were eliminated 
end some of the company tracts were aleo dropped on account of title 
aefeete. Thereupon the company prepared a revised proposes] eovering 
45,970.34 acres of ae ee ae G&einst 5,615.14 acres of state land. 
The heering will te he Teo. ; 

All the etete lend ia truet fond land, coneleting ef 622.2 seres 
of school lend and 4,995.94 acres of swamp lend. If the exchange goss : 
through the Jend end timber received by the stete in exchange will be 
subject to the eame trusts in like proportion as the etate land given ; 
in exchenge besed upon velvetion, and the proeceds of timber eales snd 5 
ether income therefrom will go to the sane trust funds. alee j
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The Land Exehemge Commission took the original proposal under : 

consideration in October 1942, and authorized appreisal of both the state 
amd company Lond, as provided by the low, which requires that such lands © 

be ae by regular state oppreisers aml thet « publie hearing be 
he ld @ consuametion of an exohange. The lew also requires that the 
title to the lend offered to the state be examined and approved by the 
attorney general. Appraiesl of the lend covered by the revised proposal 
and examination of the titles was completed in the lete sugmer of 1944, 

4s announced through the ans Sea maps and appr eisel 

reports covering 611 the land involved, photographs of some typical 
ps sca Ran been om file in the offices of the dapartmeit at 5% Paul, 
 @pe nm exmination by — one interested, and duplicate general maps, 
suaneries of the sppraisel reports, and typical detailed eppreisers 
report sheets have been placed on exhibition et Grand Rapids, Internation- 
al Yelle, end Duluth. 

Following is a condensed summary of the state appraisals, ‘ 

i ue smprelesls 

Total area 5,615.14 acres iz 
Highest velue per acre: Land ere Timber pre Gross Oos5e 

i Lowest velue per sere: Land $1.00, Timber 40, Gross ° 
(*Lowest land value end lowest timber value did not coincide 

A Stas Jen sere? Land $2,526, Tinber $17,253, Gross 19,745 verage Value per sere: r 8S 
Totel val ue of land $i4,is5.54 
Total value of timber oes 
Gross velue, land and timber prise 

=e value per sere: Land $7.50, Timber $30.48, Gross }40.93* 
“Highest lend value end highest ‘timber value did not eolneide 

om ony one trect.) : 
Taueet ae sore: Lend Byes yo re “ee 

} va per sere: Land imber > . Gress ; 
7 aah velue of lend 365, 05 lee 

Total value of timber fate HES 3527. 
: Gross value, lend and timber 

4 shorn by these figures, the s tete appraisers valued the state land at 
about $17,000 more than fhe @wivmy lend, grows lend and timber value. 
The company Qicoutes the » tate appraisals on the basis of examinations 
wade hy its om eppreisers. The compmy claims thet its lend and timber 
are worth at leaet $26,000 more than the stete land and timber desired in 

exchange. : ’
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Following is a comparative tebulation: 

Comparison of State end Company jppraisels 
State Lend in Koochiching County z 

: F tit 7 veyed “et eget 

Shee Galen * : " 882156,5 Leber ¥ 
Grogs value, land and timber see Se seetee ss 

Sompoty Lend im Sts Loule Couby 

Land value 63,227.05 73,455.51 

crore vay ee = Gross value, lend ond timber edd, Mode yiié, 

Some differences are to be expected in valuations by different 
individuels im cesee like this where ths findings are nseesserily based 
on estimates end aponene end not on exact meeacurements. Valuation of 
lend in this cese o @ifficult matter, as thers is no considerable 
anount of desling in such lend whereby reguler market values Gould be fixed, 

Under the law, all euch questions as to lend and timber vehue ere 
for determinstion by the Commissioner of Comervation, with the approval 
of the Land Exehenge Commission. The lew recogniues that exchinges in- 
volve elements cf value not usually considered ia a mode for sale — 
purpeses (for example, benefite resulting ¢rom consolidetion and economy | 
of edainistration, value of reproduction, etc.) Accordingly the lew proe 
vides thet in determining questions of velue the Commissioner and the | 
land Exehange Coumiesion are not bourd by the appraiesie, but wy take | 
into considerstion evth other matters as they dsem nateriel. 411 concerned — 
may be assured that these officials will endeavor to arrive et « fair and 
impertial decision, besed on all the m&terial evidence available, end thet 
they will not appreve ary exehange exespt on a basis of subs tentiolly 
equal yelue, as the law requires, safegmrding the interests of the trust 

funds, nor unless it clearly sppears thet the exehenge will reevlt in sub-~ 
stantial benefits to the state. Thus far no official eetion tae been taken 
in the matter except to mrocoed with the appreisal and examination of title | 
ag provided by lew, end mo decision will be resehed on the morite of the i 
proposed exchange until efter the public heering. 

Adventenent of the public interest is the primary cim in cénneetien 
with my sueh exchange so fer se the state authorities are comerned. To 
understend how an exchange will affeet public interests it is sesential 
tc hove in mind the objecte for which and the smner in which state foresta 
are esteblished end operated. 

The principsl objectives of the state forests are os follows: 

1. To aid in cmserving the forest resources cf the state; 
8. To seeure the greetest possible return in the lene run to the i 

sehool funds snd other interested stete fuude fvou the sale of timber and 
other forest pmducts from state forest lends; : 

3. fo aid in providing a susteined yield of timber, pulpycod, md other 
raw forest produets for industries using the seme in order to furnish jobe
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and means of livelihocd for the i < the forest region of the stete, 
. imerease the public tax revenue the area, and promote business incident 

to the forest industries, thereby enhancing the general proaperity of 
the forest region as well ac the entire stete; 
S = protect watersheds and promote water conservation and erosion 

con 3 
S, To improve the habitat for wildlife; 4 5 
6 Te preserve natural seenic attractions and provide recreational 

opportunities for the public. 

. For the peice ve ta: efficiency of operation it is desirable 
thet state fores be fairly well consolidated. It is not essen- 
tial thet all the state lends on « given forest aren should be situsted 
tegether in a single block, or that all private holdings should be elin- 
inated, but it is desirable to heve the stete forest lends plecedin 
feirly lerge and more or less compact groups, reasonably aceeceible from 
the srea heedquarters or ranger stations for the purposes of fire protec-~ 

‘ tion and forest mnnugeient. 

The Eabetogena State Forest embraces one of the oldest sress in 
whieh systematic state forestry operationg have bean ppt yy Meg or : 
ning in 1911. Meny factors have contributed to make it one of best 
exemples of successful state forest sanagenent end one of the outstand- 
ing units in the entire stote "ca ak it is ~—s agreed 
among qualified observers thet in of the — eondit ion of " 

ferest resources the results of state management in this area compare 
favorably with similer areas in the national forests. 

As to the company lend in the Kaltetagena State Forest offered 

to the state in ar the question at issue in this matter is: how : 
will the public benefit from sequisition of this lend by the state, end 
how will the publie interests be affected if it is not acquired? 

Substantial publie benefits may be expected from soquisition of 
Sa land by the state. If there hed not been any such benefits 

ia neither the Land Exchanges Comauission nor the Conservetion De- 
partment would have enterteined the proposal at the outset or proceeded 
with the investigation, Bemfite which the state would obtein fmm 
sequisition of the company lend in exchenge would include: | 

l. Consolidation of a lerge area of timber producing land in the 
state forest for more sconomical and effective management, in further- 
oe Se es SS aa, nee conte to the state consti- 
tution and ad exchange act. 

2. Acquisition of a substential amount of standing timber, ineluding 
some — merehentetle se well ss much reproduction of verious species 
in different stages of growth. 

a greater total return in timber growth and value 
for the trust funde in the long run from the much larger area of company 

land then would be obtained from the state land. 
4. Acquisition of a large lake ond stream frontage, including some 

beautifully wooded tracts, eiving control over protection of the naturel 

ettractions of the shores for public use and enjoyment, os well us 

possible revenue from cabin site leases. :
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The company land does not lie in « single solid bjock, but in 

mony oe’ tractc of verying size interspersed with state ond other 
lend. In onolyzing and sumreriazing the sppraisel reports the cone 
lend «aa divided into four reaps, passed on location and chareeter 
iand «end timber. “mup one, 2.19 neres, lies in the easterly pert 
of the peninsula, between Kabetogome oad Zainy Lakes, bearing the best 
titber, which was saved from tle @isastrous fires of 1935 and 1936 — 
by the exertions of the state foress. Group two, 15,692.19 acres, lies 
in the east-contral pert of the paninevle, severely burned in the 1935-6 
fires. Group three, 22,450.53 seres, lies in the west pert of the penin- 
gula, sot durmed in 1955 or 1936 or since. Group four, 9,745.66 acres, 
lies im the srea slong the south side of Eabetogama ond Naaaken lakes, 

ee ee in places for sbovt twelve miles. It hes likewise - 
esoa pad Sires of recent yeers. , 

Thus over 5000 acres, or about four-fifths of the company lend 
lies on the pate Mans The tate already owns « substantial eereage on 
the peninsula, end if it acquires this company land it will own the mo jor 
part of the lend in thet crea, making an exeellent consolidation for 
ste = forest purpores. 

In the sre south of Kabetogama and Namaken lskes the stete now | 
owns & larger perveenteage éf the land than on oe pees: The federal 
goverument also owne a considerable acreage in t area. It is pyybable 
that the respective state end federal holdings will be more or less con- 
golidate’ by exchenge within tre next few years. in any oer the ace 
quisition of over 9,700 acres of company land in thie area will place ao 

sane ee pert of the aree under public omership, and will contri bute 
\. te texdally to ites ultimate consolidetion for public forestry management. 

: For the payee of future timber production the omer land wuld 
be o valuable addition to the present stete holdings in state forest 

: In fest, it alone, Ser 49,000 acres, would provide the besi 
foro sizesble, well diversified, sustained yiolé forestry operation. 
Although a ao pert of this lend hes been cut over end a portion on 

the poninsule has been severely burned, the canpeny lend beers & substan- 
tiel anount of nerchentable timber ee well as weqeeenet inn, valued by the 
state appraisers at ever $30,000, or about one-third of the timber value | 
on the state land desired in exchenge. The compony land varies in 

topography from recky hills to swemps, with different ground types 

between. It once bore considerc ble stenis of white, Norwey anc jack pine 

white spruce, and balsam, as well os black spruce, cedar, and tamarack ix 
the avanps. “there io a gubstadtial reproduction of 011 those species, of 
wall as a good deal of eepen, more or less well dia tributed through about 

tvoethirds of the company land, or more thom 30,000 acres, excluding Lent 

Group 2, the teadly burned section of the peninsula. Sven in the burned 

area ne ‘ure has wade an encouraging start with new growth thet has sprury 

up sinee the 1936 fire, gradually ewvering the fire sesrs. 

fhe stete elresdy owns within the state forest considerable lend 

interspersed with the ome lend and similar in topography ond timber 

growth. ‘The company lenf, if eecuired by the s tate, could be efficiontl 
end economically managed in eonsection «ith the present stete timber pro 

awetion of desimble diverfisied types, with © corresponding increase in 

the revenue from timber sales in proportion to expenses of e dmiinigratio 

*



Aside from the present value of the merchantable s tending Cimber, 
for which dur sllowences must be meade, there is no doubt that the come 
pany land in the state forest, with over eight times the area of the — 
etate lend in Koochieching County desired in exchange, «111 greagly out- 
caety the latter in amount, variety, end value of timber produced in 
the long run under proper management for sustained yield. The state 4 
lend ie mainly swamp, producing swamp types of timber, principally 
black spruee. Such timber, if large enough hes e high velue, but is of 
very slow growth, There is considerably swamp in the company land with 
productive cepacity for merechantuble black spruce and other swamp species. 
In addition, the compeny land comprises a much greater ares of upland on — 
which the reproduction of various species will reach merchantable size 
much sooner, in larger aggregate volume, and with greater total wahue in 
& corresponding period of time than the swenp reproduction “hich may be 
expected to follow the removal of the present stand on the stete land 
desired -im exchange. ‘Two or sometimes even three erops of merehantable 
timber willow on the uplend while one crop of tleck spruce is growing 
in the swamps, Otete appreisers have estimated thet the 9,700 aeres of 
company land south of Kebetogame end Nemaken Lakes slone will preduce in 
the long run as much or neerly as much merchontable timber value fron 
veproduction as the 5,600 seres ofstate land in Soochiching County, to 
say nothing of the substantial reproduction which may be expected from 
the much larger area of company land on the peninsula. 

All things considered, it 1s # practical certainty that the income 
to the school end swexp lend trust funds from the company lend, if ace 

quired by the state, would be greater in the long run then the income 
from the state land desired in exchenge, provided, of course, perp 
eajustment is mde for the present value of standing tiuber on groups 
of land. 

It is evident thet location as well as timber producing capacity 
of the lend on both sides are important factors in this matter, The state 
being elren@y established in the diversified timber production business in? 
the state forest, is in a position to manage the company land in that area 
and te realize th: value of the timber production thereon, if acquired by 

the state, much more effectively than the company, with ite specialized 
wood preeessing operations and its head uarfers located outside the s tate 
forset. On the other hand, the stete lend desired in exehange is located 
in the conpany's operating area, where it already hes a considerable scre- 
age of other timber producing land, including some in aukiliary forests 
unter long term yield contracts with the state. if the company oe 
the state land through exchenge, 1% will get not only a quantity of more 
oP less mitare high grade nleck spruce which it needs for manufacture of 

paper and other products, but also a treet of swamp land which will augment 
the company's other lend in t 6 area for future production on a sustained - 
yield beeis of timber especially suiteble for its needs, in accordance with 
the Geclared policy and established practice of the company (a point to 
which further refarence vill be mide later). ; 

On the whole, it is apparent that the proposed exchenge gives promise 
of very substantial bencfite to the statefrom the standpoint of present 
end future timber production in return for corresponding benefits, though 
of a different type and degree, to the company. 

The company land would also be a desireble addition to the present 
state holdings in the Fabetogeua State Forest €or the purposes of public
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reereation and protection of natural attractions, This applies parti«~ : 
eularly to tracte bordering om lakes ond streane, the spproximete fronte 
age of whieh is shown in the folloving table. ‘ 

Shove line on lakes and streams 

Miles (eppromimete) 

Rainy Leke «id channel below Kettle falls 29.2 
Kebetogene Laim cad islends 16,5 
Nemakem Leke end islends 1364 . 
Send Point Leke 4.5 3 
Crene Leke «3 

Vermilion River 2.5 : 
Inland lekes on Peninsula 30,0 
Inlend lekes south of Namalmn Leke ie 

: Total : 

The ebove figures are besed on ne Senruninett s including flowage 
fom the dame at Internetionel Falls snd Kettle Palle, éleo ummeandered 
lakes of any considersble size, The coapmy's estimate of total shore 
line was only 66.5 miles, but this was based on old government survey 
meps, not including the Plowage or unmeandered Ickes. 

Veet ef the shore treete offered by the compeny were vut over 
some years ago. However, there is eonsidercbie new and even sowe virgin 

’ timber growth slong the shores of these treete, the heaviest being in - 
isnd group 1, on the east end of the peninsula, including eave beautiful) 
timbered frontage on Auiny Lake. If the state should aequire these trac! 
the lend and timbex along the shores would automatically become preserve: 
age ine txtepsoying.2ax thes newsgrewth x inereasgs, cwaulaxctharaky rbaxparnanen! 
ageinst sale under state lews, and the omens of the shores, which i1 
eontinuelly improving as the new growth ases, would thereby be per~ 
manently protected. “ay of the tracts would afford good public eamp si: 
or pilenie grounds. ‘Some would he suitable for summer cabin sites end wo 
produce rental income therefrom for the trust funds, However, in accord 
ance with the eatablished poliey of the conservation departaent, ademat 
soace vould slwaye be reserved at suiteble places for public use. Lease: 
of eobin sites are mide either for short taras or subjeet to cance llatio: 
so that if the property shovld ever be needed for public use it could be 
recovered within a short time. : 

The state already owns considersble ied on the shores of the ler, 
lekes ebovws tered, ineluding some fine stands of virgin pine timber aequ 
for protective purposes along King *illiew's Narrows et Crane Lake aha 
the nerrows between Kabetogoma ond Secaken Lekes. These lakes are not 
wilderness lekes, There sre miny resorts and sumer onbing or residence 
at verious peimts or the shores of the large lakes ani conmeting waters 

ond these lakes are visited by thousands of tourists ennmenlly. Yet the 
major pert of the shores ond many islends ere wild and undeveloped. 
‘equisition by the state of the additional lend om the shores end ishend 
included in the propose] would eseure protection of » large extent of th 
shoreline on these lerge lekes and connecting waters. It would also giv 
the stete similar control and protection.over the major part of the sho _ 
lines around « dozen or more inland Inkes on the peninsule (including 
Trout or Cruiser Lake, Shoe Pae or Book Jeek Lake and others), as well «



considerable frontage on the Yermilion River and ® couple of smell lakes 
in theceres south of Nanmekan Lake. 4 

tf the compeny lend is not @equired by the state or som other pub- 

lie ey, the company OF any other p¥ivete owner of this lend #il1 be 
: forced, in order to protest the investzent in cost of lend'ani taxes, to 

gut the accessible merchantable timber ss rapidly as possible, exeept on 8 
few shoreline tracts suitable fot resort 8F summer residents sites, and 4 
possibly some sdjecent upland trects suitable for private hunting preserves 
which —— sold as such for more then the timber would bring. Included 
in the r likely to be cut would be much of that in lend group 1 on the 
eset end of the insula, since it is the most mature and the most vale ~ 
uable couraubtekire This would seriously mar the appearence of this area, 
generally regerded as an attractive scenic feature of the lake region. 

In case t'® Company land ie not sequired by the state or other 
publie agency, it is probable thet efter disposing of the merchented le 
timber and salable tracts of land, the omer «ill be forced to let the 
Trontinder forfeit to the state for taxes, whereas in cease of exchange te 
the state the texes due on this land at the time of exchange must be paid. 
Potfeiture requires five yeare efter the taxes become delinguent. Thus, 
if the exchange doss not go through, the unpeid taxes which would heve been — 

or paid upon exthange would te lost, except on tracts where land or timber or 
both are gold for privete use, end in the course of time the state (through 
ite egency, the County of St. Louis) would in ell probability get the bulk 
of the cut-over lend through tex-forfeiture, with considerable reprodusc- 
tive growth and potential capseity for future timber production, though | 

Z stripped of the merehentable timber ond salable lends, However, in thet | 
event the land would not becom: trust fund leni ss in ecese of exchange. . | 

Aesording to the company's statement, the taxea levied on its 
land for 1942 were $4,659.05. xcept for some of the best timbered or 
leke shore tracts, on which the taxes are paid up, the taxes are delin- 
quent for varying periods ageinst « lerge part of the company land. 
Fewever, aa above stated, if the exchenge if completed the taxes then 
due on the compmy lend will heve to be paid. 

& possible elternstive te tax-forfeiture, if the a is not 
tonsummated, would be the pleasing of the land under auxiliary forest con- 
tracts, if desired by the owner and Bm by the county board and the 
designated state autherities. That, ®, would not apply to merechant- 
ebie timher or to my tracts wed for swaner residence sites or other. 
purposes except timber production. 

A eonsidereble part of the present company land (though not ine 
eluding the finest timbered piece on Reiny Leke and many otte r desirable 
tracts) wan under consideration for sequisition by the 1.8 Forest Service 
in 1941. forever, when the goverment refused to agree te take the appli- 
eation for consent to the acquiaition, on the ground that it would be in 
conflict with the continusnce 6f administration of the stateforest as es- 
teblished for meny yours under legislative acts. Thereupon the govern . 
ment dropped the proposition. Nofederal funds are now available for ac- 
quisition of such land. Aceording to information received from 0.S,?orest 
Service officials, it is expected that if end when. further appropriations 
for forest land accwieition ere mde by Congress, primary consi derntion 
will be given to agquisition of the private lends in ths interior roadless



ees : 

er wilderness ereas of the Superior National Forest, estimated to cost 
from $600,000 to $700,600, in order to protest thoes sreas against further 
privates exploitation fa program to which the atate conservation en 

i hes already given ite unqualified support). it is sensaiveble that at 
sone future time, if the lend here in question should not be otherwise 
@ispored of, and if sufficient funis whould be avaliable, the government 
might consider purchosing it for exchenge with the state, but at present 
thet is purely a mitter of apeeulotion. 

‘he state land desired by the company in exchange is located in 
two separate groups. ‘The first group, consisting of 2,870.25 acres, lies 
in the oxtrene nar tienstern part of “ocehiching County, a short distance 
south of the weet end of Bleck Dey, an arm of Heiny Leake. The eecond 
group, comin ting of 2,747.89 acres, lies in te seuthengstern part of a, 
county, centering about ten miles west of the east county line end about © 
seven miles north of the south county line. As before stated, some tracts 
ef estate land in the extrem southe rm aa of the county designated by the 
company in the original preposel heve been dropped from the ravised proposa 

The state land iv seinly ewarp, with very Little upland. A large 
part of it bears « good stend of high grede black spruce, such of which 

i is meture enough to evt, with ths. reminder in veriocue stages of growth, 
Seme of the land is unproductive bog. This land is diffienlt of access 

' except when the — are frozen, and is not directly reeched by any 
passable reeds exeept winter loge ing roads, It has praetioally no re 
erentional or scenic value aveilabie to the general public. 

As rend aan out, the desired state Land is looated in the 
. ol gap area, and would provide the company with a subs tan 

tint pre and future supply of high grade pulpwood for ite plant at 
International Falls, auguenting ite other timber producing lend in the 
same geneTealsrea. ‘The value of this land ami timber to the company for 
voth present aid future tinher supply is obvious. © 

j There is also on element of public interest in the sequisition of 
such land ty an established “Minnesota wood processing infustry, This 
iand is outside of eny established stote forest. The federal government 
hae 5@ interest im aequiring it, so fer as known. Under the law it is 
avallable for exchenge to a privete perty, if deemed adviguble and in the 
public intercet. From the economle standpoint (at the same time giving 

: due recognition to recrestionnl end seenic values), the prineipsl aim of 
all forest conservation is to provide o well belamwed cont invous art 
of Par wood for induetries which wlll convert it into phe pd use to 
mankind, and in the proeess furnish jobs and means of livelihood fr the 
people cf the region, crente soures@ of tax revenue for the counties and 

- loeal subédivisions as well o the atate, and develop incidental business 
end infvetry. The future welfare and peoerty of northern Mince sota 
depends in very lerge part on the sia in’ ce of th: forests and the maz- 
imue development of wood processing industries in that area, 

i Of vitel significance in this comection ia the fect thet wod 
whieh is processed within the state produces many tines as much —— 
end taxes es raw wood eut and exported frou the state. 4 large mount of 
raw wood is now exported for processing in Yiesconsin mills or elsewhere 
becuse our own industries are not in position to handle our entire yield. 
This means a considerable lose to Minnesota in wages, taxes, and incidental 
business. =
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Survival of the wood ae" industries of Minnesota on any 
eonsidereble sele, to say noth ef expansion and ae of new ; 
intustries, —— on the existence of conditions favorable to their 
weaintenanee. Otherwise the future development of these. industries will 
inevitebly be shifted to other states where nore favorable conditions 
preveil, such es faster wood growth (ee in the south ond on the west 
coast), lowar operating costs and freight rates, proximbty of markets, 
end other controlling faeters. in short, as both state ani federal 
forest authorities egree, if Minnesota wishes to hove heslthy wood proces- 
sing industties every thing possible must be done to onetle them to opr- 
ate in this state in the feee of strong competition fran other areas. if 
these industries feil, the prospects of livelihood for the people of | 
northern “innesote are veryderk indeed. ‘e wlieve that with intelligent ' 
plemniing ond cooperation between federel, state, and local public agencies | 
on the one hand ond private industry on the other, Minnescte can keep up 
with the procession in the wood production field. “ he: 

It is genereliy sereed that one of the ezsentiale for maximus de~ 
velopment of the wood processing industries ile the ownership or control 
of adequate reserves of wood-producing lend. The industries do net expect 
er desire to own ell or even on ma jor part of their wood supply. In 
General they would be satisfied to om enough to meet a third or perhaps 

_ only e quarter of their potential needs. ‘This would serve as a backlog 
or Stabilizer, insuring an siequate supply of the right type of wood when 
needed, reducing losses erused by shortages or priee fluctuations in the | 
open market, facilitating long range plenning of operations; and supporting — 
inveateets in expensive machinery end other improvements whieh are nece 
essary to developuent of the industry. | 

There is danger that ownership by the wood processing industries 2 
ef reneoncsble reserve supplies up to one-fourth or even one-third df 
theirmnecds would enable them to control the timber market. Such control 
by private owners im now virtunlly tapossible in Minnesota, sime practi- 
enlly two-thinris of the present or potential weed producing land of 
northern Virnesota is or soon will be in public ownership, either federal 
or state (including trust-fund end tax-forfeited lend), and substmtially 
that proportion of public ownership seems likely to continue indefinitely. 
The large volume of timber that will be for sale at public auction from 
all these public lands ia « practienl gusranty that future timber stunp- 
age prices in “innesota will be fixed by free and open competition. 

4t present neither the Minnesota aad Ontario Yaper Company nor 
any other Minnesota wood preeessing industry owns anywhere near an ade- 
quate reserve of timber supply or timber+prdducing land. Under ee 
conditions if is unlikely that the industries vill be able to get all they 
need for that purpose, es there is not enough suitable and aveilable 
privetely owned lend left to satisfy their requirements. Whether they 
ere to be permitted to ccculre public lend for the purpose is entirely 
under the comtrol of the federel govemment and the etate (either directly 
or, as to tax-forfeited lend, through the counties), as the princi pal land 
owners in northern Minnesota at the present time. 

Taking into tonsideration the location and scresge of the desired 
atete land, the enmount of timber thereon, the total amount of such land ong. 
timber owned ty the state, end other availeble sources of supply, in rela-" 
tion to the needs of e11 iniustries using auch timber, it is safe to say
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that the acquisition of this lend ond timber by the Minnesota end Onteric. 
Peper Company, if permitted, will not imerfere with any other industry 
in obtaining its feix share of the totel supply. It is the aim of the 
state to give all industries fair ané impertial consideration in euch 
mattera. o 

4g the welfare of the public requires that the wood-proceseing 
industries bs meinteined and aevred of ox siecunte supply of raw tbaber, 
the public welfare alec requires thet the industries conserve their timbe 
supply for maximun production in the long run; in zhort, that thy prac- 

tice geod forest conservation upon their own tinbor-produuine lend. Fow 
the Minnesota snd Ontaric Paper Company will treet this stete lend end 
timber, if the exchenge goes through, is therefore a fair cuestion. The 
Compeny's representatives have de@lersd that they will maaiige 1t for maxis 
mam sustained gield under the sane general principles of ey forest con- 
servation ae would be practiced by tis state if it kept the lend. The 
ouly way to secure legal eseurance of this would te to put the lend under 
& long tex auxilicry forest contract with the atate, whereby the land 
would be curried at 2 low flat annual tex rate during the growing period 
of the new crop of timber, with a 10% yield tax on the tisber when cut, 
a to Yegaletion by the conservation ge bap as to meniwement and 
cutting of timber, The company hee already pleeed some of ite other timbe 
producing lend under such contracts, end ite representatives have stated 
thet such is their intention with reapeet te this land, However, thet 
eculad not te done in advenee of an exchange wider present lave, since 

: ' . @gteblishnent of en eusiliary forest reculres epproval of the — doard | 
28 well a6 state authorities, upon application of the oxvnar of the land, 

; Eowever, even without en auxiliary forest contrect, thera is an ed 
incentive for memegenert of the Len? and timber for maxivw: systained 

‘ yiel@, because it is to the imtercst of the eaupany to a so in order te 
: Fealize th: greatest possible value therefwon, © build oe future time 

ber enupply, to lagure continuance of ite operations, ma protest the 
large investeent in os and other facilities. fo a very large exten 
the ne he practi such methods in moaaging its own laid and timer, 
whether or auxiliary forest contracts or not. It reguleriy enpLoys 
trained and experienced foresters for thet purpose. 

Them is « further safeguard ngainst inprevident cutting of the 
state timber, in case tie compeny shonld sequire it, in the provisons of 
the timber eutting regulation act, Lews 1943, Chayter 200, which prohibits 
the cutting of spruce aii certain other species for pulpwood under ea pre- 
scribed miniwummeize (mot lese than a troeetiek tree six imches on the 
stump), ond requiring the leaving of ot least cignty thrifty seed trece per 
eere. Go fer se kmern to the oe ths Minnesota and Ontario Feper 
Compeny has serupulovely observed this lav, and ite representatives heve 
declared their intention of continuing to observe it. : 

if the worst should come to the worst, ami the ¢ompmy should simply 
eut the usable timber and let the lend forfeit fer taxes, the state would 
ultimetely get the lend baekibr future timter production or suck ot her dise 
position 2a might be provided for by law. In all probability this lend 
will prodwe sueceading erops of black spruce and other swemp timber after 
the present stend is cut. However, 2s ealreedy stated, these species are 
of wry slor growth, requiring frou si <tyefive to over one hundred years 
te each Feasoneble cutting size. Hence the future return from reproduction 
of timber on this lend, even under the best of management, cannot be 
expected to compare with the return from the much lerger area of diver=



sified timber land included in the ecompeny's holdings in the Kabetogama 
State Forest which are offered to the state. 

The whole mtter comes down to s question of ultimate velue. 
The test is, will the state gain or lose in the long run by making the 
proposed ee dato consideration the interests of the school 
end svamp land funds end all other public interests affects? As 
vefore indieated, no decision on the merits can or will be mede until 
after the public hearing. Thereupon this department will proceed to 
analyze all the evidence which has been or will be submitted, and will 
make a final report toe the Land Exchange Comission respecting the value 
of the land concerned on both sides and euch other matters as app er to 
be material. 411 concerned may be assured thet it will be the aim of th: 
Lana ane Commission and this department te safeguard the interests 
of the trust funds to the utmost and errive at « decision in the best 
interests of the public. E 

Meantime we suggest thst persons or orgmizations interested in 
the matter Sie A 05 aeqwint themselves with the facts as fully as 

: possible. io intelligené conclusioa on the merits is possible without 
a study of the facts on both sides, Full information on any point : 
involved, so fer as avealleble, will te furnished by the department to - 
any one interested on reqest. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Chester G. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation
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December 19, 1944 ~ 

Mr, F, B. Hubschek, 
919 North Michigan Avenue, 

Chicago, Ill. 

Dear Mr, Hubachek: 

I woited until I could get the facts before youyyine to : 
yours of December 5. Irom Mr. Wilson's letter received today, 
dated December 12, I learn that you were sent one of the spare 
copies of his full statement of December 5 on this exchange. I 
also note that Mr. Oberholtzer objected to this exchange on the 
besis that the Forest Service should continue to divert its funds 
from its now expressed intention of consolidating the roadless 
areas in the a National Forest, when and if it gets euch 
funds. Meenwh he is doing his best to block the eae of : 
Minnesota from eequiring and protecting this area and the 97 miles 
of lake shore to ba thus acquired and protected. 

Tsealso know that the Company is practicing forestry on its 
lands for it hired one of our om graduates, Ononi Koski, a very 
able man, as forester to make such plans and take charge of the 
work, which he will do after returning from militery service. 

' It is my sincere belief thet if Mr. Oberholtzer continues 
his obstructive and misinformed tactics, the only result of his 
success will be complete disaster fo the best interests not only 
of the people of the State, but of the roadiess area and the national 

. dmterests as well. His published statements, reiterated in a 
letter to Ovid Butler about the Kabetogoma area are not true to 
the faots, which sre that the whole area is heavily developed for 
cottages and resorts {over $1,000,000), is devoted to this cless 
of recreation, and has had roade of access for two decades. Mr. | 
Wilson's statement is factual end aceurete as to the values involved 
and the adventeges of the exchange. 

I have heped that a full, enlightened, diseussion of a11 the 
facts surrounding the Kabetogama issue would result in all elements 
supporting a sound sensible policy of saving the roadless area. But 
if a continuance of the controversy is preferred I shall do my best 
to see that these fects are made known to the public. 

Sincerely, 

: ’ f. H, Chapoan
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December 15, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

At Mr. Yberholtzer's suggestion, I am 

enclosing herewith copy of a letter which may 

serve to keep you up to date on the progress of 

the Quetico-Superior Program. 

Yours very truly, 

2 fe 
St acetal Ss al cae 

rederick S. Winston 

FSW/st 
Encl.
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: ‘ine Centre, Ontario 
i - December 7, 1944 

Mre Jay “rice : 

Regional Forester 
U, 8. Forest Service : 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Jay: 

Thin is in belated and apologetic raply to your letter of November 10, in 
which you told me of your contemplated trip to “t. Paul on November 17, I would 
have been delighted to see you at thet time, if 1 had been in the twin cities, but 
did not even get your letter in time te make a special trip. J have been away 
much of the time since then. 

The copy of your letter of Novexber 10 to “111 4immerman was naturally of 
great interest. “r. Griggs of the National esearch Council could be of great 
assistance, I'm sure, to the Quetico-Superior project. Air travel will unquestion- 
ably have a great influence on this area, perhaps much sooner than many people now 
suppose. it can be, like many other modern machine developments, of great help or 
great harm, according to how wisely it is controlled. It would seaw to io desirable 
off-hand that the same genersl principles sheuld apply to air travel in this region 
as to any other kind of mechanized travel. Planes should prove a large advantage 
in getting visitors to the outer lakes of the aren but should be restricted for 

' private or commercial use over the interior except for official requirements of 
adainistration or in zones established for secupancy. 

I am glad to know that you heve had somo recent discussions with state 

officials and especially pleased that you were able to meet with Kelly, Hubechek, 
and Ken Heid in Chicago. Kelly has written me rather fully about the Chicago con- 
ferences. 

I appreciate that the Kebetogama situation is a tough ene, though not hepelese. 
Personally, i a as much opposed as ever to any cutting down of the east and west 
extent of Superier National Forest as originally agreed upon by unanimous vote of i 
the listeuienaries Committee, ‘The ares incliided the whole of the Sabo Seunet 
peninsula and extended from Ylack Say on Rainy Lake right up to the Grand * ertage 
Indien Reservation on the east. On its merits i see no reason whatever to limit 
this area. On the practical basis of cost I recall that in 192% the Suetico-Superior 
Committee, on figures supplied by the Forest Service, estinated in lta rupert to the 
President that within this lakeland area, exclusive of the tip of the state east of 
Grand Portage, “effective control could be secured by the Forest Service at a cost 
of about $1,000,000." That by no means seems an exorbitant sum for a project of 
such size and importance, even after the war. : : 

Personally, I would feel very strongly against any arrangement which would 
exclude any of this east and west area from public ownership and from the treaty 
provisions of the &.-8. progrum. Limitations, if made, sheuld be te the west of 
Black Bay on Rainy Lake and south ef the lekeland. + recall that Mr. Harmon once 
explained that the only reason for making the Sabetogama ‘urchase Unit so large was
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. » fer trading p as, the idea being that lands might be picked up easily cutside 
: the approved Ansiesstapnier area and traded for these within, By limiting the 

western boundary of Superior National Yorest te the St. Louis--Koochiching County 
line except for the western bulge of the Kabetogame Veninsula, as originally 

appreved by the Q.-%,. Committee, the western end of Sabetogama lake with its resorts 
would be left out and without harm that 1 can see to the program as a whole and, of 
course, International Falls would not be approached. Likewise in the southern part 
of the “ahetogama Unit, and even in the southern part of the “igeon River Unit, 
there would be no need from the point of view of our project of including lands . 

outside the border lakes and streams. I do think, though, that thet is the irreducible 

winimnum.s ; 

I know, of course, that the lands in the Sabetogama ares are more or less ¢ 
wrecked and of little promise economically, as producers of timbor, for a long tine, 
Sti11, that is even more true of any other sections ef Superior National Forest that. 
had no similar recreational importance to recommend their inclusion. {+ is from the 
point of view of recreational uses of the forest and the overall plan that these 
east and west border areas, and particularly the “abetogama peninsula, assume their 
high impertances Vor protection of the setting of lakes and streams in the border 

area,for control of roads and eccupancy, and for full effectiveness of a wilderness 
zoning plan these areas appear to me as vital as any now owned, Unless we are going | 
to deny the preeminent recreational aspect of Superior “ational Yorest and limit it 
to timber growing, | do not see how they ean logically be excluded. ‘hat would be 
to violate the very essence of the Quetico-*uperior program, as submitted to | 

. Seéretary Jardine in 1927, ‘hat program seeks to give full recognition to recreation 

and places abiding faith in the U. &, Forest Service to met the requirements, 

In carrying out the practical consolidation of this area, 4 think we have 
all been agreed that all private lands should be acquired before any expense 
is incurred for state lands and that the key pieces of private lands on lakes and 

i streams should be given preference in purchase before the interior locations. ‘his 

precedure would furnish maximum protection with least funds in the quickest time, 

These are just my personal thoughts and convictions based on my long ac- 
1 quaintance with the region as a whole and the many years of effort to bring the 

Qe-5. project to fruition. In my absence from the Chicago conferences I merely 
urge them now for what they may seem worth to others, 

. tn this connection I showld like to ask how free the Forest Service is to 
accept pitts of land. Would it be necessary, do you think, to secure approval , 
by the Minnesota Land Exchangs Commission for scceptance of gifts of land located 
in the two purchase units of Superior National Forest? Is there any other reason 
why such gifts could or would net be accepted? 

I want to thank you fer your patience and tolerance in the whole matter 

and to hope that before long some final solution may be reached, : 

Kindest personal wishes. 

Bes Sincerely yours, rt 

Ernest ©, “perholtzer.
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Anerlean Forestry Association 
Washington, BD. ¢, 

December 12, 19k. 

. liv. Hel. Chapman 
School ef Forestry 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut : 

Dear Chapt 

cation of your Juetico-uperior Uy reason is that I its publication 
at this time at least, would be unfortunate and harmful to progress in achieving 
the larger objectives of the project. The obvious purpose of your article is to 
eee ete Re et ee ean > 6 Wie SHED Henibens anes 

in the Superior Forest. As I see it, there is mech more to the problen ~ 
caubnaniiie, eambeheatig ont tutahehhnutite. f 

+ & but a reading of your various lebters ami drafts of articles 
leaves ime he Healing Geek pou Many Sob gine teks Ge Gmaaaa GhA oF the posure 
pat en yoy Beda re sone gd tpn rset agen ngrnyl ang + pales 
pro and con involved. Since ay of s@verul days ago when I told I 
nas fur fron couvingod tint st would be  sutructive sctriotion on tne part of the 
Association to publish article, I have had « tony talk with Mr.c.s, a menber 
of tae Hovhiaalo Guatiae-dapalitay tentlthin. 

Certainly lr. Kelly does not bear out your assertion thal negotiation of a 
ee aes Gekeait os co ahah te cea a es Nor does it bear out 
your Statement to me that the leaders of the projech have not thouchb this 
question through. Mr. Kelly speaks not only from personal conferences with our own _ 
State Departacnt but with official representatives of Canada and Ontario. | 

He telis we that the treaty asking machinery of Canada is quite different 
from ours in that it ean neyotiate Uominion treaties through the Provinces. He tells 
me further that officials of Canada and Ontario are interested in the treaty faeture 
of the project and have indleated to him that they will be ready to tmke it up when 
the war is over. 

ee 6 eee ae alte e point of the resolution passed 
by the American Legien back in npn: Rigenty Aen tain yeni a regu 
to promote land extension. I do not poses ee eee eee a Seeenee 

seétion of the wich merely undertakes to : the general project as 
then proposed. In the "resolved" or endorsement section there is, to ay mind, no 
equivoeation whatever as respects endorsemant of the project as proposed, 

Without going into further detail, the reader effect of your article is to 
engender suspicion and distrust of the group which has been carrying the burden of 
rhe project for the pasttwenty-five years. I know Operholtser quite well and come 

Sie long campaign for a gi: gig aoe cnet Ge 3 , & given they are sen 
Sal © Gamab Golaine Teeey tase ween edie 0 Mlehanaih uptatee ar tebeehtoaall 
subterfage. Feeling ao, I do not thinkAMERICGAN PORSTS should publish an article 

which in the absence of clear evidence te the contrary elreulates that suspicion.
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lie. HHeChapman. ‘ - 

What the situation calls for, it scons to me, is a eampletely balanced, factual 
ee eS ake en ee Lee ae ee 
their evolution, As a first etep in that direction, I think that in the light of 

Verso eaaferenes rvthar than by the rechitaton of sie eentroversy that 2 
sure te engender bad feeling and public gonfidence in the Certainly 
no groand willbe lost by this course because little or ne progress is pessible until the 
end of the war. : f 

In returning hip tag 5 alse enclesing Oberheltserts letter of 
cnmuh with jan Goeeeaeaty Wa. inheuested Sn poullings te ie our auty anny © 
kindly return. 

Gineerely yours, i 

Ovid Sutler 
Editemin-Chief 

| 

j
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State of Minnesota 
Department of Conservation 

State Office Bldg. . 
, Saint Paul, Dee. 5, 1944 

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON KABETOGAMA LAND EXCHANGE 
by : 

Chester 8. Wilson, Commissioner of Conservation 

This report is made to review for the benefit of anyone interested 
the information obtained by the Conservation Department up to date in ¥ 
regard to the pending Kabetogama land exchange proposal, on which a 
public hearing will be held before the Land Exchange Commission (con- 
sisting of the governor, state suditor, the attorney general) at the 
court house at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, Redeuber 8, 1944, at 1 o'clock ¥y 
pem. Apparently there is much misundefstanding as to the facts and 
present status of the matter, in spite of the efforts made by the de- 
partment to give publicity to all proceedings. In several cases indi- 
vicuals and organizations have jwuped at conclusions wholly inconsistent 
with the facts and have expressed opinions which they may later find 
were in direct conflict with the objects they seek to attain. As in all 
other conservation matters, it is the aim of this department to have the 
ultimate decision based upon the facts and in furtherance of the great- 
est benefit to the public in the long run. : 

This matter arose in 1942, upon a land exchange proposal made 
by the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, operator of the paper and 
wood products plent at International Falls, under the amendment to the 
state constitution, Article 8, Section 8, adopted in 1938, and the land 4 
exchange act passed pursuant thereto, Lews 1941, Chapter 393, authoriz- 
ing the exchange of state iends for other lands, federal or private, for 
the purpose, emong other things, of consolidating the state’s land hold- 
ings within the state forests. The company's original proposal involved 
the exchange of about 49,500 acres of company lend in the Kabetogama 
Stete forest in St. Louis County for state land to be selected fram a 

list of about 9,000 acres of state trust fund lend in Koochiching County _ 
not within any state forost. Under the law an exchange must be based on — 
a substantial equality of arcss land and timber value, not upon equal : 
acreage. 

Several of the state tracts designated in the original proposal 
were found to be unavailable for exchange for various reasons, including 
some in the extreme southern part of the county. These were eliminated 
and some of the company tracts were also dropped on account of title j 
defects. Thereupon the company prepared a revised proposal covering 
48,970.34 acres of company land as against 5,618.14 acres of state land. 
The hearing will te held thereon. 

; All the state land is trust fund land, consisting of 622.2 acres 
of school land and 4,995.94 acres of swamp lend. If the exchange goes 
through the land end timber received by the state in exchange will be 
subject to the same trusts in like proportion as the state land given 
in exchange based upon valuation, and the procseds of timber sales ond 
other income therefrom will go to the same trust funds.
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The Land Exchange Commission took the original proposal under 
consideration in October 1942, and authorized appraisal of both the state 
and company lend, as provided by the law, which requires that such lands > 
be appraised by regular state appraisers and that a public hearing be 
held before consummation of an exchange. The law also requires that the 
title to the lend offered to the state be examined and approved by the 
attorney general. Appraisal of the lend covered by the revised proposal 

: and examination of the titles was completed in the late sumer of 1944, 

As announced through the newspapergy complete maps and appraisal 
reports covering all the land involved, also photographs of some typical 
spots, have been on file in the offices of the department at St. Paul, 
open to exmaination by my one interested, and duplicate general maps, 
summaries of the appraisal reports, and typical deteiled appraisers’ 
report sheets have been placed on exhibition at Grand Rapids, Internation- 
al Falls, and Duluth. ; 

Following is a condensed summary of the state appraisals, 

te A aisa 

state fand'in Kooohighing County 
Total area 5,618.14 acres 

Highest value per acre: Land Za Timber $87.87, Gross ered ; 
Lowest value per acre: Land $1.00, Timber § .40, Gross $1.90* 

(*Lowest land value and lowest timber value did not coincide 
on any one tract.) a 

Average value per acre: Land $2,516, Timber $17,233, Gross $19,749 
Total value of land $14,135.54 
Total value of timber eS 
Gross value, land and timber ’ ° 

SSe-R ie = area 48, 204 acres 

migQest value per acre: Land $7.50, Timber $38.48, Gross $40.98* 
*Highest lend value end highest timber value did not coincide 

on any one tract.) 
Lowest value per acre: Land iets Timber $0.00, Gross $1.00 
aaa value per acre: Land $1,266, Timber } .614, Gross $1.90 

nose value of land ar aaroee ; ioe 
ovenents 60.0 63, 227.0 

Total value of timber ep EE SS 
Gross value, land and timber . ° 

A shown by these figures, the s tate appraisers valued the state land at 
about $17,000 more than the compeny land, gross land and timber value. 

* The company disoutes the s tate appraisals on the basis of exeminations 
made by its ow appraisers. The compmy claims that its land and timber 
are worth at least $20,000 more than the state land and timber desired in 
exchange. :
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Following is a comparative tabulation: 

Compsrison of State and Company Appraisals 

State Land in Koochiching County . 

| Geese) Some speagest Land value gL00s ' j 1005. 
Timber value 8 88,198.58 
Gross value, land and timber TRGMT PEL ¢ 95, 9S 

Company Land in St. Louis County 

ned sone 63,227.05 73,455.51 
imber value 7 556.0 

Gross value, land and timber gs 98 rt sue Te Be 

Some differences ‘are to be expected in valuations by different 
: individuals in cases like this where the findings are necessarily based 

on estimates and opinions and not on exact measurements. Valuation of 

land in this case is 2 difficult matter, as there is.no considerable 

amount of dealing in such land whereby regular market values could be fixed. 

Under the law, all such questions as to lend end timber vahue are 
for determination by the Commissioner of Conservation, with the approval 
of the Land Exchange Commission. The lew recognizes that exchanges in- 

volve elements of value not usually considered in appraisals made for sale 

purposes (for example, benefits resulting from consolidation and economy 

of administration, value of reproduction, ete.) Accordingly the law pro- 

vides that in determining questions of value the Commissioner and the 

Land Exchange Commission are not bound by the appraisals, but mg take 

into consideration such other matters as they dcem material. 411 concerned 

may be assured that these officials will endeavor to arrive at a fair and 

impartial decision, based on all the m&terial evidence aveilable, and that 

they will not approve any exchange except on a basis of substantially 

equal value, as the law requires, safegwmrding the interests of the trust 

funds, nor unless it clearly appears thet the exchenge will result in sub- 

stantial benefits to the stete. ‘Thus far no official action ms been taken 

in the matter except to proceed with the appraisal and examination of title 

as provided by law, and no decision will be reached on the merits of the 

proposed exchange until after the public hearing. 

Advanbement of the public interest is the primary aim in connection 

with ey such exchange so far as the state authorities are comerned. To 

understand how an exchange will effect public interests it is essential 

to have in mind the objects for which and the mmmner in which state forests 

are established and operated. ‘ 

The principal objectives of the state forests are as follows: 

1. To aid in conserving the forest resources of the state; 

2. To secure the greatest possible return in the long run to the 

- gehool funds and other interested state funds from the sale of timber and 

other forest products from state forest lands; f 

3, To aid in providing a sustained yield of timber, pulpwood, md other 

raw forest products for industries using the same in order to furnish jobs
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and means of livelihood for the people of the forest region of the state, 
inerease the public tax revenue 6f the area, and promote business incident 
to the forest industries, thereby enhancing the general prosperity of 
the forest region as well as the entire state; : 

4. To protect watersheds and promote water conservation and erosion 
control; 

5. To improve the habitat for wildlife; : 

6. To preserve natural scenic attractions and provide recreational 
opportunities for the public. 

For the p aif of mamimum efficiency of operation it is desirable 
that state denen Sula be fairly well consolidated. It is not essen- 
tial that all the state lands on a given forest area should be situated 
together in a single block, or that all private holdings should be elin- 
inated, but it is desirable to have the state forest lands placedin 

fairly large and more or less compact groups, reasonably accessible from 

the area headquarters or ranger stations for the purposes of fire protec- 

tion and forest management. 

The Kabetogema State Forest embraces one of the oldest areas in | 
which systematic state forestry operations have been undertaken, begin- 

ning in 1911. Meny factors have contributed to make it one of the best 

examples of successful state forest management and one of the out stand- 

ing units in the entire state forest system. It is general ly agreed 

among qualified observers thet in point of the present condition of . 

forest resources the results of state:mahagement in this area compare 

favorably with similar areas in the national forests. 

As to the company lend in the Kabetogama State Forest offered 

to the state in exchenge, the question at issue in this matter is: how 

will the public benefit from acquisition of this lend by the state, and 

how will the public interests be affected if it is not acquired? 

Substantial public benefits may be e xpected from acquisition of 

the company land by the state. If there had not been any such benefits 

in sight neither the Land Exchange Commission nor the Conservation De- 

pertment would have entertained the proposal at the outset or proceeded 

with the investigation, Bemfits which the state would obtein fmm | 

acquisition of the company lend in exchange would include: 

1. Consolidation of a large area of timber producing land in the 

state forest for more economical and effective management, in further- 

ance of the penyeese of the lend exchange amendment to the state consti-~ : 

tution and the d exchange act. ; 

2. Acquisition of a substential amount of standing timber, including 

some already merchantable as well as much reproduction of various species 

in different stages of growth. 

3. Expectation of a greater total return in timber growth and value 

; for the trust funds in the long run from the much larger area of company 

land then wouba be obtained from the state land. 

4, Acquisition of a large lake and stream frontage, including some 

beautifully wooded tracts, giving control over protection of the natural 

attractions of the shores for public use and enjoyment, as well as 

possible revenue from cabin site leases.
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The company land does not lié in a single solid block, but in " 
meny separate tracts of varying size interspersed with state and other 
land. In analyzing and summarizing the appraisal Yeports the company 
land was divided into four groups, based on location and cheracter of 
lend and timber, Group one, 3082.19 acres, lies in the easterly part 
of the peninsula, between Kabetogama end Rainy Lakes, bearing the best 
timber, which was saved from the disastrous fires of 1935 and 1936 
by the exertions of the state foress. Group two, 13,692.19 acres, lies 
in the east-central part of the peninsula, severely burned in the 1935-6 
fires. Group three, 22,450.3 acres, lies in the west part of the penin- 
sula, not burned in 1935 or 1936 or since. Group four, 9,745.66 acres, 
lies in the area along the south side of Kabetogama and Namakan lekes, 
extending southward in pleces for about twelve miles. It has likewise 
escaped the fires of recent years. 

Thus over 39y¥000 acres, or about four-fifths of the company land, 
lies on the peninsula. The state already owns 2 substential acreage on 
the peninsula, and if it acquires: this company land it will own the major 
part of the land in that area, making an exeellent consolidation for 
stave forest purposes. 

In the area south of Kabetogama and Namakan lakes the state now 
owns a lerger percentage af the land than on the peninsula. The federal 
government also owns a considerable acreage in this area. It is pm bable 
that the respective state and federal holdings will be more or less con- 
solidated by exchange within the next few years. In any even}, the ac- 
quisition of over °,700 acres of company land in this area will place a 
major part of the area under public omership, and will contri bute 
materially to its ultimate consolidation for public forestry menagement, 

For the purpose of future timber production the one land wuld 
be a valuable addition te the present state holdings in state forest. 
In fact, it alone, comprising nearly 49,000 acres, would provide the basis 
for a sizeable, well diversified, sustained yield forestry operation, 
Although a lerge part of this land hes been cut over end a portion on 
the poninsula has been severely burned, the company land bears a subst 
tial emount of merehentable timber os well as reproduction, valued by thd 
state appraisers at over $30,000, or about one-third of the timber value | 
on the state land desired ir. exchange. The company land varies in 
topography from rocky hills to swamps, with different ground types 
between. It once bore considerable stands of white, Norway and jack pine, 
white spruce, amd balsam, as well es black spruce, cedar, and tamarack in 
the swamps. There is a substebtial reproduction of all these species, as 
well as a good deal of aspen, more or less well distributed through about 
twe-thirds of the company land, or more than 30,000 acres, excluding Land 
Group 2, the badly burned section of the peninsula. Even in the burned 
area nature has made an encouraging start with new growth that has sprung 
up sinee the 1936 fire, gradually covering the fire scars. 

The state already owns within the state forest considerable land 
interspersed with the company land and similar in topography and timber 
growth. The company land, if acquired by the s tate, could be efficiently 
and economically managed in connection with the present state timber pro- 
duction of desirable diverfisied types, with a corresponding increase in 
the revenue from timber sales in proportion to expenses of adminidtration.
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Aside from the present vajue of the merchantable standing timber, 
for which dur allowances must be made, there is no doubt that the com- . 
pany land in the state forest, with over eight times the area of the 
state land in Koochiching County desired in exchange, will greagly out- 
strip the latter in amount, veriety, and value of timber produced in 
the long run under proper management for sustained yield. The state 
land is mainly swemp, producing swamp types of timber, principally 
black spruce. Such timber, if large enough hes a high value, but is of 
very slow growth. There is considerably swamp in the company land with 
productive capacity for merchantable black spruce and other swamp species. 
In addition, the company land comprises a much greater area of upland on 
which the reproduction of various species will reach merchantable size 

. much sooner, in larger aggregate volume, and with greater total vaitue in 
& corresponding period of time than the swamp reproduction which may be 
expected to follow the removal of the present stand on the state land 
desired in exchange. Two or sometimes even three crops of merchantable 
timber willerow on the upland while one crop of black spruce is growing 
in the swamps. State appreisers have estimated that the 9,700 acres of 
company land south of Keabetogama and Namakan Lakes alone will produce in 
the long run as much or nearly as much merchentable timber value from 
Teproduction as the 5,600 acres ofstate land in Koochiching County, to 
say nothing of the substantial reproduction which may be expected from : 
the much larger area of company land on the peninsula. 

All things considered, it is a practiesal certainty that the income 
to the school and swamp land trust funds from the company lend, if ac- 

quired by the state, would be greater in the long run than the income 
from the state land desired in exchange, provided, of course, proper 
adjustment is mde for the present value of standing timber on both groups 
of land. 

It is evident that location as well as timber producing capacity 
of the land on both sides are important factors in this matter. The state 
being already established in the diversified timber production business in® 
the state forest, is in a position to mamge the company land in that area. 
and to realize the value of the timber production thereon, if acquired by 

the state, much more effectively than the company, with its specialized 
wood processing operations and its headquarters located outside the s tate 
forest. On the other hand, the state land desired in exchange is located 
in the company's operating area, where it already has a considerable acre- 
age of other timber producing land, including some in aukiliary forests 
under long term yield contracts with the state. If the company acquires 
the state land through exchange, it will get not only a quantity of more 
or less mature high grade nlack spruce which it needs for manufacture of 

paper and other products, but also a tract of swamp land which will augment 
the company's other land in t e area for future production on a sustained 
yield basis of timber especially suitable for its needs, in accordance with 
the declared policy and established practice of the company (a point to 
which further reference will be made later). 

On the whole, it is apparent that the proposed exchange gives promise 
of very substantial benefits to the statefrom the standpoint of present 
and future timber production in return for corresponding benefits, though 
of a different type and degree, to the company. 

The company land would also be a desirable addition to the present 
state holdings in the Kabetogema State Forest for the purposes of public
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recreation end protection of neturel attractions, This applies parti- 
culerly to tracts bordering on lakes and streams, the approximate front- 
age of which is shown in the following tebdle. 

Shore line on lakes and streams 

Miles (approximate) 

Rainy Leke end channel below Kettle Falis 29.1 i 
Kabe togeme Lake and islands 15,5 
Namaken Lake and islands 13.4 4 
Send Point Leke 4.5 
Crane Lake 3 
Vermilion River 2.5 ; 

Se lakes on Peninsula ae 30,0 
nland lakes south of Namakan 2 ste 

Total ® 

The shove figures are based on map measurements, including flowage 
fmm the dame at International Falls and Kettle Falls, also unmmeandered 
lakes of any considerable size. The company's estimate of total shore 
line was only 68.5 miles, but this was based on old government survey 
maps, not including the flowage or unmeandered lakes. 

Most of the shore tracts offered by the company were cut over 
some years ago. lowever, there is considerable new and even some virgin 
timber growth along the shores of these tracts, the heaviest being in 
land group 1, on the east end of the peninsula, including some beautifully 
timbered frontsge on Rainy Lake. If the state should acquire these tracts 
the land and timber along the shores would automatically become preserved 
agains} ximpravingxacxthaxnewxgrowth xinersases) <wontixtherabyxbexparmanentiy 
ageinst sale under state laws, and the appearance of the shores, which is 
eontinually improving as the new growth increases, would thereby be per- 
menently protected. Meny of the tracts would afford good public camp sites 
er pichic grounds. Some would he suitable for swmser cabin sites and would 
produce rental income therefrom for the trust funds. However, in aecord- 
ance with the established policy of the conservation department, adeqate 
sosce would always be reserved at suitable places for public use. Leases 
of cebin sites are made either for short tems or bubject to cencellation 
so that if the property should ever be needed for. public use it could be 
recovered within a short time. 

The state already owns considerable lend on the shores of the large 
lakes above named, including some fine stands of virgin pine timber acquired 
fox protective purposes along King William's Narrows et Crane Lake ahd 
the narrows between Kabe togemea and Nemakan Lakes. These lakes are not 
wilderness lakes. There are many resorts and summer cabins or residences 
at various poimts on the shores of the large lakes and connecting waters, 

and these lakes are visited by thousands of tourists annually. Yet the 
major part of the shores and many islands are wild and undeveloped. 
Aceuisition by the state of the additional lend om the shores and isiends 
included in the proposal would assure protection of a lerge extent of the 
shoreline on these large lakes and connecting waters. It would also give 
the state similar control and protection over the major part of the shore- 
lines around a dozen or more inland lekes on the peninsula (including 
Trout or Cruiser Lake, Shoe Pac or Book Jack Lake and others), as well as
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considerable frontage on the Vermilion River and e couple of small lakes 
in thesarea south of Namakan Lake. 

If the company lend is not a@equired by the state or som other pub- 
lic ageney, the company Or any other private owner of this land will be 
forced, in order to protect the investment in cost of land and taxes, to 
cut the accessible merchantable timber as rapidly as possible, except on a 
few shoreline tracts suitable for resort @F summer residence sites, and 
possibly some adjacent upland tracts suitable for private hunting preserves 
which might be sold as such for more than the timber would bring. Included 
in the timber likely to be cut would be much of that in lend group 1 on the. 

3 east end of the peninsula, since it is the most mature and the most val- © 
uable commercially. This would seriously mar the appearance of this area, 
generally regerded as an attractive scenic feature of the leke region. 

In case the company land is not acquired by the state or other 
public agency, it is probable thet after disposing of the merchanteble 
timber end salable tracts of land, the owner will be forced to let the 
remainder forfeit to the state for taxes, whereas in case of exchange to 
the state the taxes due on this land at the time of exchange must be paid. 
Foffeiture requires five years after the taxes become delinquent. Thus, 
if the exchange does not go through, the unpaid taxes which would have been 
peid upon exchange would be lost, except on tracts where land or timber or 

: both are sold for private use, and in the course of time the state ($hrough 
its agency, the County of St. Louis) would in all probability get the bulk 
of the cut-over land through tax-forfeiture, with considerable reproduc- 
tive growth and potential capacity for future timber production, though 
stripped of the merchantable timbér and salable lands. However, in that 
event the land would not become trust fund land es in case of exchange. 

According to the company's statement, the taxes levied on its 
land for 1942 were $4,630.05. Except for some of the best timbered or 
lake shore tracts, on which the taxes are paid up, the taxes are delin- 
quent for varying periods against a lerge part of the company land.. 
However, as above stated, if the exchange if completed the taxes then 
due on the compmy land will have to be paid. 

A possible alternative to tax-forfeiture, if the exchange is not 
consummated, would be the placing of the land under auxiliary forest con- 
tracts, if desired by the owner and spppoved by the county bord and the 
designated state authorities. That, hoever, would not apply to merchant~ 
able timber or to my tracts wed for swmer residence sites or other 
purposes except timber production, 

A considerable part of the present company land (though not in- 
Gluding the finest timbered piece on Rainy Leake and many otter desirable 
tracts) was under consideration for acquisition by the U.S Forest Service 
in 1941. However, when the goverment refused to agree to take the appli- 
eation for consent to the acquisition, on the ground that it would be in 
conflict with the continuance of administration of the stateforest as es- 
tablished for many years under legislative acts. Thereupon the govern- 
ment dropped the proposition. Nofederal funds ere now available for ac- 
quisition of such land. According to information received from U.S.Fforest 
Service officials, it is expected that if md when further appropriations 
for forest land acquisition are mde by Congress, primary consideration 
will be given to acquisition of the private lads in the iftterior roadless
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or wilderness areas of the Superior National Forest, estimated to cost 
from $600,000 to $700,000, in order to protect those areas against further 
private exploitation la program to which the state conservation department: 
has already given its unqualified support). It is conceivable that at 
some future time, if the lend here in question should not be otherwise 
disposed of, and if sufficient funds should be available, the government 
might consider purchasing it for exchange with the state, but at present 
that is purely a matter of speculation. 

The state land desired by the company in exchange is located in 
two separate groups. The first group, consisting of 2,870.25 acres, lies 
in the extreme northeastern part of Koochiching County, a short distance 
south of the west end of Bleck Bay, an arm of Rainy Leke. The second 
group, consisting of 2,747.89 acres, lies in the southeastern part of thy 
county, centering about ten miles west of the east county line and about | 
seven miles north of the south county line. As before stated, some tracts 
of state land in the extrem southern part of the county designated by the 
compeny in the original proposal have been dropped from the revised proposal 

The state land is mainly swamp, with very little uplend. A large 
; part of it bears a good stand of high grade black spruce, much of which 

is mature enough to cut, with the remainder in various stages of gzowth, 
Some of the land is unproductive bog. This land is difficult of access 
except when the swamps are frozen, and is not directly reached by any 
passable roads except winter logging roads. it hes practically no re- 
creational or scenic value available to the general public. 

: As already pointed out, the desired state land is located in the 
company’s operating area, and would provide the company with a subs tan- 
tial present end future supply of high grade pulpwood for its plant at 
International Falls, augmenting its other timber producing land in the 
same general area, The value of this land and timber to the company for, 
both present end future timber supply is obvious. u 

There is also an element of public interest in the scquisition of 
such land by an established Minnesota wood processing industry. This 
land is outside of any established state forest. The federal government 
has no interest in acquiring it, so far as known. Under the lew it is 
available for exchange toa private party, if deemed advisable and in the 
public interest. From the economic standpoint (at the same time giving 
due recognition to recreational and scenic values), the principal aim of 
all forest conservation is to provide a well balamed continuous supply 
of raw wood for industries which will convert it into products useful to 
mankind, and in the process furnish jobs and means of Livelihood for the 
people of the region, create sources of tax revenue for the counties and 
local subédivisions as well as the state, and develop incidental business 
and industry. The future welfare and prosperity of northern Minnesota 
depends in very large part on the maintenence of the forests and the max- 
imum development of wood processing industries in that area, 

Of vital significance in this connection is the fact that wod 
which is processed within the state produces many times as much in wages 
end taxes as raw wood cut and exported from the state. A large mount of 
rew wood is now exported for processing in Wisconsin mills or elsewhere 
because our own industries are not in position to handle our entire yield. 
This means a considerable loss to Minnesota in wages, taxes, and incidental 
business. : :
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Survival of the wood precessing industries of Minn sota on any 
considerable scale, to say nothing of expansion end development of new 
industries, depends on the existence of conditions favorable to their 
maintenance, Otherwise the future development of these industries will 
inevitably be shifted to other states where more favorable conditions 
prevail, such as faster wood growth (as in the south and on the west 
coast), lower operating costs and freight rates, proxim&ty of markets, 
and other controlling factors. In short, as both state and federal 
forest authorities agree, if Minnesota wishes to have healthy wood proces- 
sing industties, everything possible must be done to enable them to oper- 
ate in this state in the face of strong competition from other areas. If 
these industries feil, the prospects of livelihood for the people of 
northern Minnesota are verydark indeed. We believe that with intelligent 
planning and cooperation between federal, state, and local public agencies 
on the one hand and private industry on the other, Minnesota can keep up 
with the procession in the wood production field. ‘ 

It is generally sgreed that one of the essentials for maximum de- 
velopment of the wood processing industries is the ownership or control 
of adequate reserves of wood-producing land. The industries do not expect 
or desire to own all or even an major part of their wood supply. In 
general they would be satisfied to om enough to meet a third or perhaps 
only a quarter of their potential needs. This would serve as a backlog 
or stabilizer, insuring an adequate supply of the right type of wood when 
needed, reducing losses caused by shortages or price flucturtions in the 
open market, facilitating long range planning of operations; and supporting 
investments in expensive machinery and other improvements which are nec- 
essary to development of the industry. 

There is danger that ownership by the wood processing industries 
of reasonable reserve supplies up to one-fourth or even one-third by 
theirnneeds would enable them to control the timber market. Such control 
by private owners im now virtually impossible in Minnesota, sime practi- 
cally two-thirds of the present or potential wood producing land of 
northern Minnesota is or soon will be in public ownership, either federal © 
or state (including trust-fund and tax-forfei ted land), and substantially 
that proportion of public ownership seems likely to continue indefinitely. 
The large volume of timber that will be for sale at public auction from 
all these public lands is a practical guaranty that future timber stump- 
age prices in Minnesota will be fixed by free and open competition. 

At present neither the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company nor 
any other Minnesota wood processing industry owns anywhere near an ade- ’ 
quate reserve of timber supply or timber+prdilucing land. Under existing. 
conditions it is unlikely that the industries will be able to get all they 
need for that purpose, as there is not enough suitable and available 
privately owned land left to satisfy their requirements. Whether they 
are to be permitted to acquire public land for the purpose is entirely 
under the control of the federal govemment and the state (either directly 
or, as to tax-forfeited land, through the counties), as the princi pal land 
owners in northern Minnesota at the present time. 

Taking into consideration the location and acreage of the desired 
state land, the amount of timber thereon, the total amount of such land end 
timber owned by the s tate, and other svailable sources of supply, in rela-" 
tion to the needs of all industries using such timber, it is safe to say
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that the acquisition of this lend and timber by the Minnesota end Ontario 
Paper Company, if permitted, will not imterfere with any other industry 
in obtaining its fair share of the total supply. it is the aim of the 
state to give all industries fair and impartial consideration in such 
metters. 

As the welfare of the public requires that the wood-processing i 
industries be maintained and assured of an adequate supply of raw timber, 
the public welfare also requires thet the industries conserve their timber 
supply for mximum production in the long run; in short, that they prac- 

tiee good forest conservation upon their own timber~prodiedig land. How 
the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company will treat this state land and 
timber, if the exchange goes through, is therefore a fair cuestion. The 
Compeny's representatives have detlared that they will mantge it for maxi- 

: mum sustained yield under the seme general principles cf good forest con- 
servation as would be practiced by the state if it kept the land. The 
only wey to secure legal essurance of this would be to put the land under 
a long term auxiliary forest contract with the state, whereby the land 
would be carried at a low flat annual tax rate during the growing period 
of the new crop of timber, with a 10% yield tax on the timber when cut, 
subject to regulation by the conservation department as to management and 
cutting of timber, The company has already placed some of its other timber 
producing lend under such contrects, and its representatives have stated 
that such is their intention with respect to this lend. However, that 
could not be done in advance of an exchange urider present laws, since 
establishment of an ausiliary forest requires approval of the county board 
as well as state authorities, upon application of the owner of the land. 

Eowever, even without an auxiliary forest contract, there is an 
ineentive for managenent of the land and timber for maximun systained 
yield, because it is to the interest of the company to do so in order to 
realize the greatest possible value therefwom, t build up tits future tim- 
ber supply, to insure continuance of its operations, amd to protect the 
large investment in its plent and other facilities. To a very large extent, 
the company has practiced such methods in managing its own land and timer,» 
whether under emxiliary forest contracts or not. It regularly employs .. 
trained and experienced foresters for that purpose. , 

There is a further safeguard against improvident cutting of the 
state timber, in case the company should acquire it, in the provisons of 
the timber cutting regulation act, Lews 1943, Chapter 290, which prohibits 
the cutting of spruce and certain other species for pulpwood under a pre- - 
seribed minimumisize (not less than a two-stick tree six inches on the { 

- gtump), and requiring the leaving of at least eighty thrifty seed trees per 
acre. So far as known to the Gepartment,; the Minnesota and Ontario Paper 
Compeny has scrupulously observed this law, and its representatives have 
deciared their intention of continuing to observe it. 

If the worst should come to the worst, and the company should simply 
cut the usable timber and let the land forfeit for taxes, the state would 
ultimately get the lend beekfor future timber production or such other dis~ 
position as might be provided for by law. In all probability this land 
will prodwe succeeding erops of black spruce and other swamp timber after 
the present stand is cut. However, as already stated, these species are 
of very slow growth, requiring from sixty-five to over one hundred years 
to reach reasonable cutting size. Hence the future return from reproduction 

of timber on this land, even under the best of management, cannot be 

expected to compare with the return from the much lerger area of diver-
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sified timber land included in the compeny's holdings in the Kabetogama 
State Forest which are offered to the state. 

The whole matter comes down to a question of ultimate value. 
The test is, will the state gain or lose in the long run by making the 
proposed exchange, taking intc consideration the interests of the school |. 
and swamp land trust funds and all other public interests affects? As ‘ 
before indicated, no decision on the merits can or will be made until . af 
after the public hearing. Thereupon this department will proceed to s 
analyze all the evidence which has been or will be submitted, and will \ 
make a final report to the Lend Exchange Commission respecting the value 
of the land concerned on both sides and such other matters as appar to 
be materiel. All concerned may be assured thet it will be the aim of the 
Land Exchenge Commission and this department to safeguard the interests 
of the trust funds to the utmost and arrive at a decision in the best 
interests of the public. 

Meantime we suggest that persons or organizations interested in 
the matter attempt to aeqwint thenselves with the facts as fully as - | 
possible. Wo intelligené conclusicn on the merits is possible without 
a study of the facts on both sides. Full information on any point 
involved, so fer as available, will be furnished by the department to 
any one interested on reqest. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Chester B. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation
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33 Ste Paul 1, Minn., 
Oetober Sl, 1944, 

Gopy to Prof. #.H.Chapmean 

Dr. Henry Schmitz, ce 
University Parn, 
St. Peul, Minnesota. 

Deer Deen Sehmita: \ 

Confirming my telk with you over the telephone this morning, I 
understend that the Netional esearch Couneil hes reeently expressed 
some intereet in the .ustico-Supericr program, an@ is considering the 
advisebility of investigating the situation end publishing « report s 
thereon. in view of the widespresd misunderstending of the facts and ' 
of the position of the state of Minnesota which hes prevailed in the 
past, a review of this whole controversial matter by such an eminent 
ond impertiel ageney would be most heartily welvomed by this department. 

However, an investigation by the couneil would no doubt take some 
time, You indicated thet it hed been suggested that in the meantine 
publicetion of the erticle on the Custico-Superior program which Prof. 
i.i,Chagman has just completed should be deferred, aveiting the outcome 
of the investigation. in sy jJudement it is highly desirable thet this . 
article should be published et the eerliest epportwity. It presente 
salient fects and factors of the situation which hitherto have been 
deliberately misrepresented or ignored in most of the articles which 
appesred in the liew Republic, the National Perks Magazine, American 
Forests, end others. oe tolé the writers of those articles that 
they must await the «ection of some investigating body. On the @ntrary, 
they were given a free opportmity to present o grozsly distorted 
+ hag of the cera at a the state of Minnesota in a false 
ight, apperently with little or no editorial scrutiny of the accuracy 

of the statements mde, ‘ 

I heve been urged repeatedly te write the editors of these jour- 
nals, presenting the position of the estate and calling the writers of 
the previouw articles to account for their misrepresentations. Knowe : 
ing thet Prof. Chapman was meking a thorough investigetion of the whole 
matter end thet he intended to publish his findings, I bave withheld 
moking eny general statement for publication on the part of the s tate, 
end ineteed have dovoted myself to at a constructive conserve- 

tion program, endeavoring to unite behind it the suppert of the leading 
interested organizations, such as the Izank “sltcn League, the American 
Legion, the Federetion of “omen's Clubs, the State Cane Protective 
Lesgue, ond others. In thie I hnve hed a gratifying mossure of sw cess. 

Ag you know, we are plenning e very comprehensive state forest con- 
servation program, through the Interim Commission createdtby the last 
legisleture. The prospects appear to be very good for seeuring support 
from the coming legisleture for this progrem, or at leest its most im- 
portent features, inclufiing « substantial expension of our present state - 
forest services. in developing thie program we are working in close 
ecoperation with the U.5.Yorest Service to the end that their work and 
ours mey be effectively coordineted st all points of mutual interest.
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in that connection we have unqmalifiedly endorsed the posal 
' @f the U.8.%orest Services, announced by ir. Jay H, Price, Segieenh 

- Forester of Milwaukee, et the nationsl convention of the Igeek “alton 
League at Chieago in Merch 1944, for consolidating the roedless or 
wilderness ereas of the Superior Netional Forest. Ye have even ven- 
tured a step further by teking the lead in oponing negotiations with the 
Provinee of Onterio for establishing o similer ares on the Gansdiean side 
in furtherance of one of the central features ot the ustico-Superior 
program for setting apert wilderness sreas on both sides of the border 
as a var memorial, 

There is preetieally unanimous agreement emong 411 interested 
groups today thet consolidation of the roadless aress of the Sup rior 
Netional Forest by sequieition of the remaining private lend therein is 
of primary importmee. Hr, Price estimated that the cost would be 

eng of $600,000, plus mother half-million if the stete lande ere. 
to be acquired. Mowever, he did not consider acquisition of the 

etete lands to be so necessary, as they are elready given substantially 
the seme kind of protection es the federal lends. “resumably accuisi«- 
tion of the private lenis in the rosdless creas will heve priority in 
the allocation of any funde which may be emerseme by congress for 
federal forest loné eewisition in Yinnesota, there being no money avail, 
able for meh purpose now: It te vitelly important that such ws dg v 

; printion should te mide by congress as soon as posible. so thet the pro. 
eeedinge for sequisition my be initiated and further private develop- ~~ 

; ments prevented before it is too lete. Already there are two private 
resorts on Crooked Inks, in the heart of the wildemess saree, and more 

; will undoubtedly be esteblis hed as socn as laber ond materiale are 
aveiledle after the war, usless the goverment acquires the land, The 
Tseek Yalton Leegus and other interested organizetions ore very much 
“Usturbed over this situetion, = they will may be. 

It is now clesr $hat a gross error in long Tenge conservation 
strategy was "ns when the govermment used a lot of the money 
available up to 1941 in buying eut-over and burned~over lend in the 

: Kebetogaca and Crond Portage stete forests while neglecting the im~ 
perative need for securing the remaning privete holdings which menaced « 

; the protection snd consolidation of the rosdless or wilderness areas, 

At ony rate, it is generally recognized that the most urgent 
Re need in the line of the .uetico-Superior program is to get the 

8 for acquiring the private lend in the roadless sreas,. There is 
neither occasion nor necessity at this time for renewing the demand for 
lend eequisition in the above mentioned state forests, where competent 
state edministration hes been established for many years, and where there 
are no real wildernese values anyway. 

In erder to forestall a renewel of the groundless and fruitless 
controversy over the kabeto game and Grand Portege areas which reged at 
the last session of the legislature end to promote a united front which 
is essential to were in attsinment of the important present ob pos 

: tives, it is desireable thet the air be ¢leared as thoroughly ea possible 
of the duet stirred up during the past year by the published utterances 
of som: of the cealous but misguided proponents of the Guetico-Superior 
program. This should be done, if et all possible, before the opening ; 
of the coming sessions of congress and the s tate legislature in January.
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Publication of Prof.Chepmen's article, as the pronouncement of a dis- 
tinguished end disinterested authority, would @ «6 long way to thet end. 

If the reseerch council intends to make an inveetigetion, 
thet is ell the more reason why Prof.Chapman's article should be pub- 
lished.in advance, so ae t give interested parties an opportunity to 
cheek up on his statements, if they wish, snd satisfy themselves thet 
he knows wherof he speaks. 

I earnestly hepe that you will use geod offices, so far as 
ne ow have opportunity, to secure early vebadees ion of Prof Chapman's 

Sincerely yours, 

: Chester 5. Tilson 
Coormmis sioner of Conservation
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Hubachek & Kelly i ; 

: : 919 No.Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 
October 26, 19h. - 

Professor H.H.Chapman, Dean 
Seheol of Forestry Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Dean Chapman: d 

I have carefully read the two articles which you were so kind as to ket 
me have when we met in New Vork. Ab that time you indicated that you proposed 
to make some change in these articles in the light of our talk. Under these cir- 
cumstances it is a little difficult to criticise either article in its present 
form, 

I think there are two basic propositions upon which you rely, with which 
we would disagree. One is that a treaty is an impossibility because the title bo 
the Ontario land is in the Ontario gevernment. ‘This was covered at some length 
in our discussion, and we made availahe to you the correspondence bearing on the 
right of the Canadian government. fe ee ie Te ee 
wanted toe run down further. We are &heo doing the same thing, and will uli tely 
have additional material. 

The other propositioh is that the Council's program should be ¢onfigied to 3 
dealing with wilderness areas, It was not possible for us to give full attention to ' 
this particular point at the time.we talked with you, as we had not anticipated 3 
that the question would arise just as it didj Rather than try to cover this point 
further by letter, I think it would be helpful if we could have some further dis- 
cussions at our sutual convenience, I expect to be east deveral times before the 
end of the year, and would prefer to pick a time when Mr. Hubachek would also be 
present. cracker sails od Uae Gene tees a ae ee 
some of the forestry and with others having a public approach to this parti- 

One factor os which, I take it, we are both well aware is the danger to 
this program which will arise from division among these who have been its sponsors. 

- The program of the Quetico-Superior Couneil has been in existence in substantially 
its present form since its inception in 1928 or 1929. The support which has rallied 
to it has taken this fact fenerally into account. We would risk the loss of some of 
that. support, as well as a charge of bad faith, from those interested in any aspect 
of the program which wenmight agree to drop now. 

With all of these factors in mind, and also beeause we thoroughly enjoyed 
our visit with you, I hope we can have another talk with you sometime this coming 
month.. In the meantime, I am taking the liberty of keeping the two articles, as 

I would like to study them further before seeing you. If for any reason you need 
their return, Let me mow and I will. send them to you at once. ; 

Sincerely yours, ‘ 

; Charles 5.Kelly



October 19, 1944 

Mr. Charlies &. Kelly, 
Hubachek and Kelly, 

919 North Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

‘Dear iir, Kelly: — 

At your convenience could you send me Mr. Sewell ‘Tyng's 
address in New York? 

I will welcome any criticism of facts as stated in my 
two articles. 

liy sole purpose is to aid in securing an amicable agree- 
ment on just what is possible and best to do in the QueticoSuperior 
matter. ’ 

Regarding the land exchange, I learned, as I said, that 
the State was standing out for fair and true value of the lands 
offered under the exchange law as adopted by popular vote as an 
amendment to the Constitution. This would put much of the Kabetogama 

; in public ownership and consolidate state holdings in that area, 
which I believe should be done for reasons set forth. 

I do not think any charge of corrupt influence can be laid 
against this transaction provided the state succeeds in forcing the 
company to accept actual and not inflated values for c lands. 
The price establistied by the federal purchases averages $2.39 per 
acre. f 

Sincerely, 

H. H. Chapman
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. University of Minnesote le ues 
_ Department of Botany ( 

Minneapolis 

: Oeteber iB, 1944. 

Dre Hy My seer 
Yale Sehool of Forestry 

New Haven, Conti, 

My dear Doctor Chapman: - 

Der forwarded to me a copy of your manuseript 
paper cn titted the Facto. ragnreing the iuetigo«Superior “ildernsss i 

ena coe oe See ee io", Te dia this, se I under 
etend, in ‘tenes with your permission to submit the article to 
interceted porapns., ‘ : : 

I om turing to offer a tow om eertein phases of — 
seem entailing Wau I en cute von <Akd. Sheet te ton end eae Like 
you, ie sincerely desirous that the unique veluce of the border lnke 7 
country te proverved for el] time. 

Of course I do not questian your r ; to oppose the “uetico~ 
Superior project, nor heve I grounds for con the fmote ond ; 
Taal teri G Gee te estes fae eh wmonthe of reeearch 
I wish Seetetanie hemeie teaeaten keen whieh I think you have © 
dome Yr. tzer himeolf something oe sveriere What I shall 

yatta attaees cate asaek cath aoe dare with him whieh, 1 

eapportiz of ahs untiao-“aperior progres eisce tte ineey¥ion tal a 8 or he © cape pea 9 
talked over ite verious pheses with vhowboltear at frequent interval se, 
I believe thet be et rae ee dence and that my judgment 
of the man and hie motives is a feir ones j 

Oberholtser early in life fell in love with the bomler lske 
er see wade ite preservation his exelueive goal. Yer mere then — 

any 0 one mon he is entitled to sredit for what hes thue far been 
oe ee it may well be thet he ie now attempting the impossible. 

this, he ehould still heve full_eredit for what he hae done. 
At the very leest, unvorthy motives should not be imputed to him without 
abaolute proof, bereful reading of your paper convinges me thet you heve 
Gone thie, by implicetion and doubtless unintentional ly. ' ; 

I quote from 16: "As the more recent history of the 
ject in reviewed in" perepootive Sh ccusetel tetvks Tea’ tan See 

Qeoane en obpastive of Ai ona Seoretiny, fling the plase 
ee ee by the successful fight for protection of the 

shore i oma Orention of the rosdlese area, and thus served to keep 
@live the interest in the vork of thie Counedd and Secretary”, 

To the average reader the implication will plainly be thet the 
Qe = va ay A yet ng nay merely to provide a new exeuse for the 

41's existence ond t gat the seoretery's job from coming 
to an end. This ie something ausoeptible of determination through 

/ bis 4
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De, U.f.Chapmen, 

Toseerch; it ie a goneal interpretation of another men's motives. by 
own peeeren ee seh on maoh closer eo contact then you heve had, 
is thet 1% te a very eet one. treaty we Jeet, ehether qecosone | 

or nots vee a coteictene ombimuntion of Cbarboltzerte rucminge tr * . om on my i rete ef your 
coull suaace’ a change in wording Soke it abeolutely elesar thet you | 
do not question Sberheltcer's sincerity. 7 

OR pe 1 you rightly apeak of the pr tend-Nolan Aet aa a “great 
vietory for teaktevetainne” On pe 10 you atete that “the Izeak valton 
league hed serly intercated itealf in the Pa of the (uetieo= 
Superior “ilderness and wee one of the ost aetive agencies in prosetut- 
ing the fight te proeerve the lake levels and shore line timter, which 
resulted in the curbing of a extension of weterpower rg 
mente to the bs Sed lakes, and pasesge of the Shipsteed-Nolen bill 
1980", And further thet "the Sepertment of Conservation of the State of 
“innegote and the Iweek “alton League hed becn reinforesd in these efforts 
by a body formed under the League's auspices and known as the (Cuetieoe 
Superior Couneil, with a paid seorstary os. “+ Thig, to a dogroe, is | 
giving evedit te’ the Custieectuperion Counsil nnd Cesshohtnay, bet with 
extrema ame: Unless my memory is seriously et fault, it was Chex 
holtger who interested the Inesk “alton League in the border leke country. 
°ithout detracting fran the eredit due the League on? other organizetions 
ond individuals, the movement would probsbly apver have gotten under way 
end the Shipatead-Nolen Aet would sever have been formileted hadit not 
teen for the initial a oe by Sberholtcer., In the Ineek "elton 
League he found « powerful y ond estebliched close reletions with that | 

a. a It is not correct to etate thet the Sueticceluperior Coun | 
¢i1 was formed unier the auspices of the Tuark ‘alton League. 

Similarly, the Guetico«“%uperior Council G44 not “espouse a plen 
poongues wy the voterens of “orld “ar I in the United Stetes and Canada 
eooe” (peld), Tho plan was proposed by the Custico-Superior group and 
wee taken up ontlusiasticnl ly by the veterans, 

Tn one of the above quotationg you speak of the (uetico~ouper 
Coungil “with « paid eeeretary", I do not know whether or not Ghesholte 
wer receives a stated salery, If he does, it ease out of the pockets of 
a fow frienie why believe in hie program, ond almoet 11 of it @es beck 
into the furthering of that progrem. Oboerholtser hinwelf gete dom on - 
Qieest nothing. I fool sure thet you connot have been influenced by the 
abourd mesore thet bave been current in thie atete and belle ved by at. 
te the effect thet Gherholtzer receives « lerce salary from snd works | 
the interest of cartain ummare 4d groups, presumably sportenen, who desire 
the land withdrawn for their ow benefit. mi 

Ag @ satter of fact, the ueticofuperior Counell fundamentally 
ie mot o body with a paid seeretary to earry out ite wishes. It is 
Oberheltazer az the Pe ae a together with « grows of persone whom 
on ie of = wi of his ome D = lows, of re that _ 

holteer is oxime reepons or reaty program which you | 
oppose. it follows ath equel truth thet Oberheltzer is toe 
pomsible for the sovenert that culmineted in the chipsteadeNolan Act, x 
the corresponding legislation by the State of “innesotea, and the Is ter 

ie '
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tte Hy Hy Chapeen 

eee FE are authoritios to better the conditions on the y 
Smediem aide the border=- all of which you consider a “great — 
wietory for conservetion”,. ; 

If the facts ond oe you bring forverd in epposition 
to wore aotivities th <uoticoe°uperior Council are sound 
and Tictont, is it aeeceente in e@(ition, to withhold eredit due 
Oe eT oon ste gon on for the leeding part he hae taken 
in Gn secomp ake” consider 6 great <sonne 
” ie cae pley to .o t ee ee hie ar 

moerely hope wil posed 6 modify your paper 
with respect te the enue i have diecusned, 

i am returning the manugeript to or. Griggs, with a copy of 
thie letter. ; 

SLnoerely youre, 

j WAllien & per - 
Saeteocen at bake 

; | 
2 weit 

z ae 7 Ia



Getober 19, 1944 

Pref. Ylllias 5. Gooper, 
Depertewwant of Loteny, 

University of “inaesote. 
Sinnempolis, ‘innesote. iy 

; Boar Mer.» Cooper: . 

1 note your comments on the original draft of an article 
on the (ueticoecuperior pre ject and om glad to make the followe 
ing coments thereon: 

i. I am one hundred per cent for the (uetico- seentes 
for’ oe 5 beta oveerees see & OF but only to the extent thet 

t conforms with the realities of the existing physiesl foots 
end legal end histories’ conditions, which indieste that the 
act need te to eave the Roadless “ilderness Area by acquiring 

veto lends within it. 

& I wish te give ve, Cberholtcer full eredit for o magnifie 
cent job ag to the Shipateadelielen Act and the Rosdiess Ares. 
i ecannet approve of hie subsequent ob footives and setivities 
or of many of his published atatonents,. , 

3. That evidemwe I posnessed wae to Me effeot that the initie — 
ative for the Soesolane teased or 2 votoreig., i shall be aled of — 
any eimllar docunen proof of the opposite. It ia nos very 
important, except in in‘orest of accumey of ‘statement. | 

. 4 The article in question will not bea et i have 
prepared other, shorter articles in which is, i think, no 
possibility of reading into them reflections on Mr. Oberholtzer's 
motives or financial aupport, and in «hieh 1 have concentrated 
on facte relative to the accomplishnent of the project by avoiding 

eourses which not only ere impossible of attainment but are self- 
defeating ona mey even work to prevent the saving of the Roadleas 
Aarons 

. S. 3 hove goad ol] of “y, Cbexrboltser's published articles an* 
other material, {i can honestly and faivly say thet he has not 
shown the conciderstion for the aee-ralled opponente of him plen : 
thet ie expected of others in hia ehalf. if there were any desire 
on my oy! © make this pereonal I could eall attention very 

f ifieally to certain unfounied and diaproved statements seriesting, 
See See 5 Meares ots Sane S56 Seehahs Shheae Seed 
with the Se of publie service ond having a ee at oe of 

, fundementel fecte. I have aot chosen to do thie, and w not do
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Prof, "illiem &, Cooper. 

} 80, owever, I have been forced to the conclusion thet bis | 

present position end program are such thet they constitute 

the chief obetacle to the setisfectory conclusion of the real, 

obtained, and attainable progres of the Quetico-Superior. 
This conclusion is es you ra know ‘besed on persistent | 

and exhaustive resesrch inte facts, 1 

Simerely, 

Ae He Chepean ; 

: . | 

| 

‘ |
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Getober 19, 1944 

Prof, "illiem 5, Cooper, : 
Departoent of Veteny, 

University of “inaesote 
P i Minneapolis, Vinnesote . 

Geer Me.» Cooper : 

i nete your comnts on the original draft of en article 
on the Cueticoeouperior preject and om glad te make the followe ‘ 
ing comments thereon: 

ls t an one bundred per cont for the Cuetico- uperior aren 
fo i find everyone elae to be bas andy $0 the extent teat 

t conform with the realities of the exiuting physical facts 
, end legal and historice, conti tiene, which indieste thet the 

urgent need ie to seve the Roadlese “ilderneses Area by aoquiring 
’ privete lends within it. 

2, 1 wish to give Ur, Oberholtzer full eredit for a magnifi-~ 
cont job ea to the Shipetesdeliolan Act and the Rosdlese Area. 
I eennet approve of his subsequent objectives end activities 
or of many of hie published statements, 

3. That evidemse I possoesed wae to the effect that the initi-«- 
ative for the treaty c= Trom the vetorane, I shall be @lad of © 
any ¢imilar deoumensany proof of the opposite. It ia not very 

importent, except in interest of accuracy of statement. E 

4. The article in question will not be published. I have | 
_ prepared other, shorter articles in which there is, 1 think, so | 
possibility of reading into them reflections on Mr. Oberholtzer's 
motives or financial euppert, and in «hich 1 have concentrated — | 
on facts relative to the accomplichuent of the project by avoiding 

eourses which not only are impossible of attainment but ere eelf+ | 
defeating end mey even work to prevent the seving ef the Roadless 
ATOR, - 

&. I have read all of Mr, Overholtser’s published articles an* 
other material. I can honestly and fairly eay that he has not 
shown the consideration for the so-orlled nyereente of his ples 
that ie expected of others in his behalf... If there vere any desire 
on my part to make this personal I could 0011 attention very o- 
ifieclly to certein unfounded and dieproved statenents sefiesting 

on ey whom I believe are honest and upright citizens tabued 
with the — of publie service and having « rhage ae Ng of 
fundemental facta, I have act chosen to do this, and w not do
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Prof. “illiam &, Cooper, 

80. Powever, I have been forced to the conclusion thet bis 
ot position and preograz are such that they constitute | 

ohief obstacle to the agregadas Penn of the real, 
Sioataet, oe sag yee oars. / perce cone err: | 
This conclusion ia as you pro know based on pers 
and exhauetive research into facts, | 

Sdimerely, 

; 

H, MN, Chepean 

| 
| 

i | 

| . : } 
| 

. | 

| : ; .
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November 28, 1944 

. Mr. Ovid Butler, 
American Forestry Association, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

Only today did I get back from Kneipp the "corrections" to my long 
manuscript on Quetico. I have verified all statements in the one sent you and 
submit herewith one page to be substituted, The rest is accurate as checked 
by the Regional Office, and approved by Kneipp. 

I do not think you are going to hear from the Quetico~Superlor 
. Council, at least not for some time, Mr. Kelly is exploring the points I 

raised about the possibility and effectiveness of a treaty. Apparently they 
all had gone into the treaty proposal without thinking it through, and are ‘ 
now very anxious to establish, if possible, any legal grounds which may be 
discovered for the assumption that the Dominion can be party to a treaty 
which has to do with proposed restrictions on the Province of Ontario in ~ 3 
managing its public domain. ; 

. They are also concerned, as Mr. Kelly states, because the greater area 
program is regarded by them as something announced and adopted back in '27 or 
thereabouts, ahd that any relinquishmeht of «4 portion of this program now would 
constitute a betrayal of their supporters and constituents; in my own words, 
of all the various organizations and individuals who have believed the state= 
ments put out by Mr. Oberholtzer. ‘They hesitate te admit that he might have 
been wrong in the policies proposed, not to mention the facts cited, 

On the other hand, Cox, Conzet, Schmitz, Cheyney and Weber are all 
senior members of the Society of American Foresters and bear good professional 
reputations and it is theirsineere belief that the true situation must be 
stated as soon and as widely as possible, to put an end to a most harmful 
agitation, which simply cannot be permitted to continue indefinitely, . 

I haven't yet had the second interview with Mr, Kelly - he may have 
got cold feet. é 

Since the Forest Service has checked the accuracy of all statements, 
and the Quetico-Superior Council has had a considerable time in which to con- | 
sider my article and point out any errors, do you feel that the article should 
be held up further until you hear from them? You are the judge, of course, 

Sincerely, 3
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wuetico-Superlor Council 

t Eine Centre, Ontario 
Momlay, November 27, 1944. 

ir, Ovid Butler, 
Executive Seeretary 
The American Forestry Association, 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Ovid: 

The long-awaited report from Professor Chapman has caught up with me at 
last. Fred Winston sent me a copy and also of your letter of Nevenber 3, so that 
I could consent; but I have been very much on the wing and am now on the edge of 
the Canadian wilderness, as you will see. Please forgive the delay. 

It was very considerate of you to have secured permission to submit Chapman's 
report to us before taking any further steps. I agree with you that both sides 
should have an opportunity tostate their cases. In the end I believe it will be 
helpful to us too by bringing the controversial issues right out into the open and 
enabling us to deal with them specifically and in outspoken fashion. We must expect 
to stand or fall. by whether our course has been wise ani honest. 

I ama little in doubt from your letter to Fred Winston as to just what you 
would like from us now, fe pesuihibe "Shingh, sak pan uur hese Se cle Paine” 
not for publication. It is possible Set ee eee 
at the same time with Chapman's article statements from both the U.S.Forest 
Service and from us. I would need then to know how many words we would have and 

would govern myself accordingly. In any case it seems to me that Chapman's article, 
if published, will have to have ample reply, preferably in Anerican Forests but, 
if that is not feasible, then elsewhere. 

Chapman's letter to you pretty well summarizes his state of mind at the end of 
his painstaking search of the records. While, unlike many of our critics in the past, 
he does credit ouP sincerity in advocating a forest rether than a national park and 
does approve of the principles of the Shipstead-lNolan Act and of the steps that have | 
been taken, by whatever agency, to protect shore lines on both sides of the border, | 

ene eee ere eee fe eee eae 
priations for the purchase the remaining private lands in the roadless areas of j 
Superior National. Forest. ‘The treaty and what he calls the Greater (uetico-juperior, 
Zar aakanke” came tai ie achat eee ee tae an ace 

: able. “Sincere” who are asked to support them, “have been told a Lot of 
things that are not so” which, if not"primarily to continue the agitation", promise 
in the end “goodbye wilderness". . 

In spite of the care he has taken, Chapman's remarkable interpretation of 
the 4.~5. project overlooks many of the eseential facts. He does not seem te know, 
for instance, that 

1. Whether wisely or not, the |. -~J. project from the beginning included the 
whole of tue Rainy lake watershed in both countries, barring only such portions as 
are agricultural, settled, or industrialised, together with contiguous areas of like 
nature, comprisihg in all some ten million acres,
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e edttitat ia cheaae tee ceenaehe alae oe a, ee 
were submitted in advance to the responsible officials at St. Gashington, 
Toronte and Ottawa before the program was publicly launched in November 1927. The 
major part assigned te the U.d.forest Service on the Himnesota side was exhaustively 
eovered in the exchange of letters with seeretary of Agriculture Jardine in that 
month and with the full knowledge and approval of Ray P. Chase, Auditor of Minnesota 
and custodian of Minnesota lands. * 

3. Endorsement of the juetico-Superior program by the American Legion, state and 
national, in 1929, followed lengthy hearings at which all sitiés were heard and made 
no changes in the original program except the recommendation that it be adopted as a 
memorial to the soldiers of both countries. 

4. In 1929 the Kimesote legislature, on recommendation of Governor Christianson, 
memoralized Congress to pass the Shipstead-Nolan bill, which had been introduced ' 
under the auspices of the Cuetico-Superior Council as a first step in attainment 
of the program. : 

5» The first,seetion of the Shipstead-Nolan Act, duly passed in July 1930, defines 
the main lakeland area of linnesota, in which the Quetico-Superior program is to 
apply, and withdraws within it from entry and appropriation all federal lands, 

So vee Soptaieiiten of San Oc-6, Tenth te, 1007 ah eels of taeiiar 
National have been made outside the lakeland area without recommendations 
by the @.<3. Council and with the full support of state officials and of the 
commercial organizations that oppose the ..-i. program. The only objection by the 
latter groups in the past to the extension and consolidation of Superior National 
Forest has been within the lakeland area. Thus is the very area with which the 
deni. program is concerned, 

7. In spite of state and national acts, restricting power development in the 
lakeland area (both fostered and put over by the j.-3. Group), the various power 
groups have not abdndoned hope or effort in the direction of further power develop- 3 
ment sither through unfavorable interpretation of the Shipstead—Nolan Act, through 
anendment, or through support in Canada and final recommendation by the Inter~ 
national Joint Commission. At the west end, on Rainy, Namakan, Kabetogama, and con- 
nected lakes the Minnesota and Ontario Paper company is at present pressing before 
the International Joint Commission its claims for vested power rights to higher 
levels on these lakes. lgreover, as a result of the state of lilnnesota's refusal 
to permit the U.5.Forest Service te acquire the private lands in this latter area, 
the M. & 0, Paper Company has secured an option on practically all. the available 
private lands surrounding Rainy and Kabetogama lakes, The Company thus avoids the 
question of flowage easements on these lands. Moreover, it is shores such as these 
that are the particular goal of the metico-—Superior recreational policy. 

&. Professor Chapman is mistaken in thinking that "international regulation of 
boundary waterways has never been attained by treaty." Lake of the Woods is reg- 
ulated even now by the treaty of 1925. Moreover, In 1939 a Convention was adopted 
between the U.S.and Canada, providing for emergency regulation of Rainy and the 
Mamakin chain of lakes by the International Joint Commission. No final regime 
has yet been adopted by the Commission, but it is under that Convention that the 
M. & ©. Paper Company is urging its rights to higher levels. The Council, on the 
other hand, has been pledged from the beginning to regulation of existing dams in 
the public interest.
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teen tead Gets ack ee eek cad ee iceanls Te Be Se 
keep in mind. are eee ne poe Se 

was set up on 1927. It may be debated whether that program was te start with 
but hardly whether its sponsors have been honest in adhering to it or merely seeking 
“primarily to continue the agitation". It must be remembered that the major steps 

po Rg de alle coger lle wage ghd Rpetghen dean sw Myce 
highly conservative governments. If there is any such "tangled wet" and 
"disastrous histery", as Chapman envisages, then it is wholly attributable te those 

governments, which laid the initial plot. it goes back te Governor Christianson at 
St. Paul, and Calvin Ogolidge at Washington, 

So far as the late Governor Olsen is concerned, the same controversy raged 
then over consolidation of the Shipstead-Nolan area as new, and the same commercial 
interests were opposed thenas now, ‘the 4-3. Council has no apologies to mike for 
winning the support of Governor Olsen for its pregram but instead is frankly proud 
of the achievement. If the project had been partisan in its nature, starting as it ; 
did under such different auspices in 1927, the support of Governor Olson never could 
have been won. 

The Gouncil is in agreement with Professor Chapman as to the urgent but 
not exelusive importance of consolidating the readless areas of Superior National ; 
Forest. Kuch time and effort was spent in Washington prior to the war to secure a 
special appropriation, if not for complete consolidation of the (uetico-Superior 
area, then at least to purchase the key locations along the lakes and streams. The : 
President's Quetico-Superior Committee unanimously recomme nded this action, and 
only the need for war preparations prevented introduction of a bill in Congress for 
the purpose. 

From the of view of the Council's however, it is a fallacy 
od dbaiics teak Ur gubetinn seeans anmee ane Stk al caaae tte nine 
There are arezs. to the south of the present roadless area which should equally 
be under some form of special administration. By this means they can serve as a 
vaffer to protect the existing readless area, and algo their present recreational 
values can be protected, Also, the prevent roadless area has been eet up on the 
basis of the existing federal. omership. Ser ee et ceak eke cane 
lakes further west, which is free of roads and which when brought public omer 
ship would inerease the protection to these lakes if brought under the same principles 
of administration now applicable to the present readless area. Between Crane Lake 
and the west end of Rainy Lake there is not a single highway to the boundary - one 
6 ee ee ee Peat pric: gel cay po Mme ee tga 
sumer cab: at the western tip and a very number of commercial fishermen 
farther along on the shores. 

What is of far more importance, however, than extension of the roadless 
eS es cee ee cs eekaaen ook toa aetne of peak eke 

Chapman cerrectly as involving much larger mumbers of people. Unless 
these other uses are provided for and the roadless areas thereby cushioned against 
encroachment, the roadless areas themselves are doomed. ‘What Chapman also over— : 
looks is that the magnitude and quality of these other recreational, uses depend 

eer ee rr ae nee Hees Permanence of 
popular for camps, resorts, summer homes, and even fishing and hunting is con- 
ditioned by maintenance of the primitive attwattions of woods, waters and wild life 
that first aroused interest. The country at large is a sad commentary on neglect of 
ee Te use wilderness and yet maintain it requires sound public 
Planning on a fully commensurate withthe region involved. Therefore one of the
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first and most continuous endeavors of the Quetico-Superier group has been, by wise 
soning for the region as a whole, to set up not only real wilderness areas and sanct~ 
uaries but all the other opportunities for outdoor enjoyment that go with modern 
intensive public use. 

So far as Ontarle is concerned, the Council is frankly not in position to 
Speak with the same authority displayed by Professor Chapman. It may or may not be 
true, as Chapman says apparently with approval, that the Province will never estab— 
lish more of a wilderness area than on Crooked Lake in the present (wetico Park and will | 
never agree to a treaty. If it is tame, the Council after these many years has never 
been told so itself by responsible officiels. On the other hand, the region lends 
itself doth by mature and vy necessity even nore to the wuetiee-duperior progran 
than the lesser area on the Minnesota side. Moreover, many influential citizens 
and organizations beth of the Province and the Dominion have long collaborated in 
foptering the program; and only last spring the Ontario Legion strongly reiterated 
the earlier stand taken by the Canadian Legion as a whole. it mst be rememebrad too 
that the first man publicly to suggest the wuetico-Superior project in 1927 was'a well- 
known citizen of Toronto, who in 1909 had been the leader in the original movement to 
create Superior National. Forest and juetice Provincial Fark. 

Professor Chapman, by way of emphasising his point about Ontario, points 
to a meeting held at Fort Frances, Ontario, last June. = oe Seer 
came after the influential GLOBE AN) MAIL of Toronto in a notable edi had 
strongly urged consummation of the original .uetico—juperier program. It was held 
in the stronghold of the M. & 0. Paper Company, so long epposed to the J.-J. project. 

it was umler the auspices of commercial clubs from the area in which this company — 
and others of similar persuasion are the principal, if not the only industries. the 

principal speaker from the Minnesota side was the Commissioner of Conservation, who 
has labored hardest to sabotage the original .vetico-Superior program and substitute 
&@ separate peace in the same name. ‘The list of those invited fran Kimesota included, 
as far as one can learn, ne sponsor or worker of the original project and no repre- 
sentative of supporting conservation organizations. Instead, it.was almost a directory 
of company associates and of officials long known to be hostile to the ..-3. project. 
The Frenmier of Ontario was the principal guest, and the suspicion is inescapabhe 
that the chief purpose of the meeting was te impress the Preaier with local opposition 
and state hostility, : 

4s to whether or not a treaty can be negotiated with Canada without 
the Pr ovince of Ontario alienating ownership of its lands and forest in the area, 
one has only to point to the St. Lawrence Basin developpent agreesent of March 19, 
ee ee ee ne ee eee 

dated October i, and 31, 1940. In both cases the two governments agreed upon matters 
vitally affecting the Province of Ontario simply on the basis of a prior agreement 
between the Province and the Domi nion and without the Province giving up any rights : 
or omership. The authority for this statement comes directly from the Department 
of External Affairs at Ottawa. ‘The relation of the Dominion and its Provinces 
in treaty making is very different finder the Dominion Articles of Confederacy than the 
similar relation of the federal government and the states in our ow United States. 
There has never been a suggestion under the .uebieo-Superior project that the Province 
should e@de any lands cr give up any sovereighty over its lamis and forests or that 
the program should be attained without the full consent of the Province.
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if the consent of the Province finally cannot be won and if instead the 
Ontario side is to be intensively exploited, then there would seen to be more reason 
than ever for guarding the Minnesota portion of the lakeland as a whole under unified 
and effective public contrel. Otherwise, whatever of wilderness remains in Minnesota 
is doomed beyond recovery. Wot only must we consolidate the existing readless areas 
of Superior National Forest as Chapman well says but enlarge those areas to include 
comparable waters along the border and provide enough forest environment to accomodate 
all the other more or less intensive public needs which otherwise must invade and 
overwhelm the roadless areas or lock them up to a limited usefulness. ind it ix should 

not be forgotten that duch a final and fortiwight setting in order of our own house 

would probably ge farther than any other act to persuade Ontarie to take similar action. 

Ne vesponsible person, as far as 1 know, haa advocated carrying the Quetico- 

Superior area to International Falls. It enters no settlementsand stops far short even 
of thewest end of Rainy Lake. If and when the Province of Ontario accedes to the plan, 

3 similar precautions will presumably be taken there to exclude settlements, operating 

mines like those at Atikokan and similar industrial developaents. At present, however, 
in spite of all regulations yet adopted, disastrous influences are at work upon the 
wild shore lines of many parts of the Ontario lakeland, both from logging and flooding. 
In the past two years the UM. & 0. Gompany and the closely associated Mashieu Bumber 
Company daaveisreated huge new storage reservoirs, flooding hundreds of miles of shore 
and greatly complicating control of water levels on Rainy Lake. 

any honest proposal for salvaging the woods and waters of this unique border 
area deserves careful attention, particularly whea it comes from a man of the standing 
and authority of Professor Chapman. Our project from the beginning has proposed 
a treaty both because of the permanency of the status achieved, the international 
problems invelved along the berder, the high recognition which 1t would give to the 
region, and the value of the achievesent in international relations. Professor Chap~- 
man thinks the treaty is undesirable, unattainable, and should be junked, He also 
thinks we ought toe step bothering about Ontario and abandon all further efforts exvept to 

do this, we shall fail to get the necessary cooperation to complete the roadless areas 

and shall thus lose the one thing that is most precious. We mst either call it a day 

or prepare to lose even the roadless areas, 

Frankly, this seems to be a counsel of despair and desperation. The alterna- 
tivesseem to be very di(ferent. 1 would say we have everything to gain and very little 
to lese by going on with the original program. Funds for consolidation of the roadless 

areas are more likely to be granted, I would think through the appeal of the original 

QenSe project than as o bankrupt renainder for Superior National Forest itsehf. If 

public funds are not available, there is always the possibility of popular subscription 
gifts, ete. le had practically everything twenty years ago that we have now. The 

program looked forward te a much larger unified achievement, based on the lakeland as 

a whole. Our om experiences and sources of information by no means bear out Chapman's 

pessimistic and defeatist conelusions. Above all, we know that from the beginning 
the project has been popular in character rather than official and has to depend 
entirely on popular response for its victery. That way lies the future, if we are 
steadfast and courageous. — 

After all, the "inside" story must be told by the insiders, even at the risk 
of being accused of inaccuracy or falsehood. Af Se Se Sens may ences Seen He 

we shall be eager to correet them, One such was called to our attention by Mr. W 

Deputy Commissioner of Conservation in Minnesota. Not only ths apology made to lr. 

Willard but full explanation and correction elsewhere in all possible instances. I 

had mistakenly referred to Mr. Willard as having been “dianissed" as Commissioner under 

Governor Olson, when as a matter of fact the dismissal action was dropped by the Comnis- 

sion and Ur. Willard was permitted to serve out his term, No one was more distressed
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by this incident than myself but it should not be permitted to develop inte a general 
aceusation of misinformation. Charges should be specific and real, 

These reflections have been written hurriedly and under difficult circum 
stances but they probably contain the substance of what I would say in a more formal 
statement. You need not hesitate to show copies te others, if you like, including 
Professor Chapman. I hope we may yet earn frem him a more friendly interpretation.



November 18, 1944 d 

Mr. Ovid Butler, A 

American Forestry Association, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

I have carefully revised the article "The Quetico-Superior 
Wilderness Project" and enclose the new version. In this I have 
removed as far as possible all traces of eriticism of Oberholtzer. 
It was difficult for me, originally, to do this, fresh from discovery 
of numerous inexcuseable misstatements which he had broadcast after 
being told the facts by responsible people. But as my purpose is 

Seis, Sluice clita dnskeanie’ Gs pmatie Ur antidie tert Gane, 
able, with my wife's assistance, to rewrite the article in, I hope, 
a satisfactory manner. ; : 

; As you know, I am close touch with Charles S, Kelly and 
expect to see him again this month. I sent the original and will send 
this revision to him for comment. It has also been checked for 
accuracy by Henry Schmitz and Chester Wilson. 

Sincerely, 

H. H.Chapman
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Cae. Sry b Oe ee 

Nevenber 17, 1944 

Mr. Charles S. Kelly, : 
919 North kiechigan Avenue, 

Chiesgo, ill. 

Dear Mr. Kelly: 

; Mnelosed find revised copy of article on the Quetico- 
: Superior. I hove passed through the phase of indignation created 

by my discoveries of statements widely circulated by Mr. Ober- en 
heltzer whieh I found later did not square with the fects, and 

' beve endeavored in this revision to eliminate eny ¢ xpressions 
which tended a reflect this passing mood. Incidentally, Mrs. 

: pe em infallibly detected and jumped on these portions of the 
article and she is very useful as a mirror of the resection of the 
general public. 

I almost fell into the error made is Mr. Overholtzer when 
he quoted a figure of (25,000,000 epent by the Forest Service on : 
the Superior Nqtiowvel Forest, without steting that $16,000,000 of \ 
this sum represented CCO expenditures and enother large chunk for 
buying land end, not for administration. I found thet the sum 
whieh you questioned was, in tum, the CCC expenditures on the two 
state forests. This has been corrected. 

It wes epyerent to me that “x, Tyng's great interest was 
in the control of the water levels of the Keabetogema and Rainy 
Leke basins, assuming thet the eastern lakes were safe, and that ‘ 
the interests of the settlers hed aroused his fighting spirit. 
what I em trying to figure out is this. 

The fight for the existing treaties and amendments setting 
up and empoweriag the Internetional Joint Commission was directed 
to just this end, yet the Commiseion since the treaty of 1909 #t112 
has no direct power over these matters, which are settled by inde- 
penmfent joint action of the two powers. Sr. Tyng seems to think 
thet U.S. federal omership of lands on the shore of Kabetagema 
end Rainy Lekes would in some way accomplish, for Gntario as well : 
as Minnesota, a control whieh has not been seoured heretofore by 
this joint action. If ownership is the answer, then Provineiel 
a oe. a fect, is aleo the answer, and state ownership 

shoulda be as effectual in the U.5., especially as there is no 
doubt in my mind, based on all the evidence, thet Minm ete is far 
ahead of Onterio in state support of the regional project. Only a 
complete distrust of the state and its officials, whieh I do not 

_ find warranted by the present situstion end past history, wuld be 
on ergument te the contrary. rey 

: Sa 3 gee
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Mer. Cherles S. Kelly. : 

The facts which I have obtained regarding the Kebetogema 
Stete land exchange, and those touching the physical conditions 
in thet area, do not bear out Mr, Oberholt zer's statements, pub- 
lished in smericean Forests in “eptember 1944 ond widely distributed. 

As to watersheds, it scams to me that such control as is 
possible must come through the influence of the International Joint 
Commission, As to the treaty, my belief is thet it could be formu- 
lated as an objectives but thet, similar to the treaties on water 
levels, it co not in itself secure power over Ontario (or Minne- 
sota} to regulate the handling of the mtural resourees of the 
Prevince. . 

Tf this is the case, I fear that cooperation with Ontario 
a6 well as with ‘“linnesota will be thrarted by insistence on inelu« 
sion of the multiple use fawtor and of the ontire watershed of the 
Rainy end Pigeon Rivers in the program of the “uetieo-Superior ; 
Council end Committee. 

The multiple use progrem is sound, but differs fundament- 
ally from the wilderness program, In itself, it is being carried 

. out by the Forest Service and the State, and is the responsibility 
solely of the Province of Ontario. Outside of the wilderness 
feature I do not think it constitutes o need for a treaty, nor . 
could a treaty ehenge the facts of its existence or the authority 

4 of stete or Province. Nor would total exelusion of ownership by 
the State of ee ene cone not interfering with Onterio's 
neers serve to ge the present wilderness area, or inorease 
the public values in the region. 

: Thie- is the way the matter appears to me after getting all 
the facts I could ley my hands on, 

Regarding the historical pesition and policies of the 
Couneil end capitan. the outetending eonfliet with the ends to be 

5 attained snd with the reelities of the situation seems te lie in 
the insistence on extending Federal ownership to areas established 

} as state eee outside of the wilderness areae. This I 
believe was a mis » nd is not necessary in the attainment of 
the true meals. I elso telieve that had this been recognized, 

eS eould heve been concentrated within the wilderness area. 
: there is no feders] money, ond the desceration of this area is 

imminent md actually existe. é 

Another error I believe lies in failure to reolise, fisst, 
the extent of public interest by the citizens of Minnesota, as 

. Shown by several constitutional amendments and in other ways, in 
her state forest program, - a fxet which does not diminish atate / 
interest end support of the wilderness «rea, and second, the atti- 
tude of the citizens and officials of Ontario, In my mind, these 
two factors are what will render possible a eocperative, united
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effort to save the wilderness on the one hand, or, on the other, 
will result in a permanent blocking of efforts to secure the 
greater project as repeatedly outlined by Mr, Cherholtzer. 

Sincerely, 

“He By Chapman
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: Sevenber 17, 1944 

Mr. Charles S. Eelly, ; 
919 Herth rer Avenue, 

Chicago, - >: : 

Bear Mr. Kelly: 

Bnelosed find revised oe St ee a Se , 
Superior. i have passed through the phase of a eres ted 
by my Sommers of statements widely circulated My. Ober- 
heltzer E feund Inter did not aquere with the feets,. and 

‘ have endeavored in this revision to eliminate eny @ xpressions a 
which tended to reflect this passing mood. Incidentally, Ure. 
Chapman infellibly detected and jwaped on these portions of the 

artieole and she is very useful os e mirror of the resection of the 
general public. ; : 

Tt almost fell into the error made by Mr, Oberhelt zer when 
: he quoted a figure of $25,000,000 spent by the Forest Service on 

the Superior Natiogel Forest, without stating that $16,900,000 of 
this eum represented i elteeee end enother large chunk for 
buying land and not for tration. i found thet the awa 
which me guestioned was, in turn, the COC expenditures on the two . 
estate forests. This has been corrected, : 

It wae amet to me that “nr, Tyng*s great interest was 
in the control the water levels of the Kebetogemea and Keainy 
Leke basins, assuming that the eastern lakes were safe, and thet 
the interests of the settlers hed aroused his fighting spirit. 
That I en trying to figure out is this. 

The fight for the existing treaties and amendments setting 
up end empowering the International Joint Commission was directed 
to just this end, yet the Commission since the treaty of 1909 sti12 

: has no direct power over theee matters, which are settled by inds- 
ee: ae Sees OF Se Se pears Mr. Tyng seems to think : 

t U.S. federal owmership of lands on the shore of Kabetagena 
end Rainy Lekee would in some way aecomplish, for Gnterio as well 
aa “Minnesota, a control whieh has not been secured heretofore by 
this joint action, If ownership is the answer, then Provincial 

: ar ae a fect, is aleo the answer, and state ownership 
shoulda be as effectual in the U.5., especially as there is no 
doubt in my mind, based on ali the evidence, that Minm ste is far 
shead of Ontario in state support of the regional project. Only a 
complete distrust of the state and its officials, whieh I do not 

. find werrented by the present situstion end pact history, wuld be 
an stgument to the contrary. 

; 

PA
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Me, Chorles 6. Kelly. . ; 

The fects which I have obtained regerding the Kabetogema 
Stete lend exchenge, and those touching the physical conditions : 
in thet area, do not bear out Mr, Oberholtzer's statements, pub- 
lished in smerican Forests in September 1944 ond widely distributed. 

‘ Ag to watersheds, it sceme to m: thet such contre] as is 
possible must come through the influence of the International Joint 

' Commission, As to the treaty, my belief ie thet it could be forme 
lated as an objective, but thet, similar to the treaties on weter 

levels it could not in itself seoure power over Ontario (or Minne- 
sata) to Yegulate the handling of the mtural resourees of the 
Prevince. : i 

: . If this is the case, I fear that cooperation with Ontario 
a6 well as with “innesota will be theerted by insi« tence on inelu- 
sion of the multiple use fawtor and of the entire watershed of the 
Rainy and Pigeon Rivers in the program of the “uetico-cuperior 
Council end Committee. 

The — use progren is sound, but differs fundanent- 
elly from the wilderness progrem. in itself, it is being carried - 
out by the Forest Service ond the Gtate; and is the responsibility 
solely of the Provinee of Onterio. Outeide of the wilderness 
feature I do net think it com titutes a need for a treaty, nor 
could a treaty change the fects of ite existence or the authority : 
of state or Provifice. Nor would total exelusion of ownership by 
the State of ae ee not interfering with Ontario's 
et oe ge the present wilderness area, or increase . 
the values in the region. 

This ie the way the matter appears to me after getting all 
the facts I could ley my hands on, ; 5 

Regarding the historical position and policies of the ; 
Couneil and Committee, the outetending conflict with the ends to be 
attained and with the reslities of the situation seems te lie in 
the insistence on So @mership to areas estebliched 
as state forests, outside of the wilderness eresas. This I 
believe was a mis end is not necessary in the atteinment of 
the true @als. I also believe thet hed this been recognized, 
= could heve been concentrated within the wilderness area, 

there is no federal money, and the desecration of this erea is 
imsinent and sctually exists. 

Another error I believe lies in feilure to realise, fifat, 
the extent of public interest by the citizens of Minnesota, as 
shown by several constitutional amendments end in other weys, in i 
her etete forest progran, « a fuct «hich does not diminish state 
interest ond support of the wilderness area, and second, the atti~ 
tude of the citizens and officisls of Ontario. In my mind, these 
two factors are what will render possible a cooperetive, united
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effort to save the wilderness on the one hand, or, on the other, 
will result in a permenent blocking of efforts to secure the 
greater pro ect as repeatedly outlined by Mr. Cberholtzer. 

Sincerely, 

H. H, Chepman ;
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St. Paul 1, Minn. 
November 9, 1944, 

Professor H, H. Chapman 
Yale University School of Forestry 2 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

I have your letter of November 2nd, with enclosures, including 
copy of a new article which you have written for the Journal of Pores try 
entitled, "A Factual Analysis of the Que tico-Superior Controversy." 

I am glad to learn thet you have sent in to the American Forests 
magazine your previous article entitled "The Quetico-Superior Wilderness 
Project." As between that article and the later one, I would prefer the 
former, particulerly because it covers the Canadian situation as well 
as the conditions in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State forests 
somewhat more completely. However, Mr. Weber and I have both read the 
new article with great pleasure, and we Reetily approve its publication 
subject to certain corrections which we wish to suggest in the interest 
of absolute accuracy. I return the new manuscript herewith, with our 
proposed chenges interlined in pencil. The following comments will 

elucidate the insertions which are not self-explanatory. 

Respecting the Minnesota Department of Conservation, referred to 
on page 3, this department, headed by the Commissioner of Conservation, 
has been in existence ever since July 1, 1931. The five-member conser~ 
vation commission, whose powers were more or less advisory, was in 
existence from July 1, 1931 to July 1, 1937, since when the Commissioner 
of Conservation has been sole head of the department. 

Page 3. I believe that establishment and administration of the 
proposed Quetico-Superior area by concurrent action of the respective 
governments in the United States end Canada has always been recognized 
by the Quetico-Superior group as a possible alternative method of pro- 
cedure, though they strongly favor a treaty. 

Page 3. (Also at other points in the article). Since 1934, if 
not before, the Quetico-Superior program has covered the Pigeon River 
watershed as well as the Rainy Lake watershed. ‘ 

Page 6. You must have misunderstood the figures sent you by . 
Mr. Weber as to expenditures in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State 
Forests. The only exact figures which he has been able to compile on 
expenditures in those areas for forestry purposes were under the CCC 
program, based upon and assuming the correctness of figures given out 
by the CCC. These figures have no particular significance for the pur- 
poses of the question under discussion, except that they indicate that 
the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forests got the benefit of a lot 
of CCC work, as did also other state forests and the national forests. 

Hence it is impossible to mke any exact comparison of administra- 
. tive expenditures in the state and national forests. However, there is 

no question but that the U.S.¥Forest Service has spent much more money in 
proportion to the area under its control than the state forest service.
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: That fact may just as well be frankly admitted. Even so, the state has 
succeeded in maintaining the forest resources wit!in its state forests in 
quite as good general condition as those within the national forests. 
Dr. Sehmitz end Professor Cheyney have both expressed this opinion to 

me, and I think it will be confirmed by any other competent and disinter- 
ested witness. Accordingly I have inserted a general statement to that 
effect in lieu of your table of comparative cost figures. 

- Page 11. I have revised your statements concerning the legal 
situation respeéting federal land acquisition in the two state forests, 

in conformity wihh the terms of the applicable legal provisions, as 

below outlined. The following comments are based not only upon a study 

_of matters of record but also wpon considerable first hand knowledge 
gained during the years that I served successively as assistant attorney 
general and deputy attorney general, handling conservation legal matters : 

and representing the state in proceedings involving the boundary waters 

_ before the International Joint Commission. 

During all the period in question prior to thepassage of Laws 

1941, Chapter 66 (approved Merch 13, 1941), blanket legislative consent 
was given to the acquisition by the United States of any land within the 
state desired for eny purpose authorized by congress, under Mason's Minne- 

sota Statutes of 1927, Sections 4, 5, and 6. The requirement under these 
provisions for the making of an application to the governor and the issu- 

ance of a certificate of consent by him after title had been duly yestes. 

in_the tnd ted States, was merely a formality designed to furnis e 

record. ere was no requirement that the governor's approval should 

first be obtained, and he had no discretion to refuse to issue the certi- 

ficate of consent, though he might have been justified in doing so if the 

government had attempted to esquire a tract of land in the face of some 

legal obstacle, such as leck of proper authorization by congress or a 

prior dedication of the land to some superior public purpose. 

As long as this law was in force its effect could neither be ampli- 

fied nor abridged by any act of the governor, the conservation commission 

or any other agency of the state except the legislature itself. Under 

these provisions the door wes wide open for the U.S.Forest Service to 

buy all the land it could get and pay for within the state forests or f 

elsewhere in the state, subject always to the risk, which the government 

was bound to assume, that the legislature might at any time modify or 

terminate this privilege. Thus the government was in a "hand mouth" 

situation with respect to land acquisition, having no assurance that it 

would be permitted to carry out any long range acquisition program which 

it might undertake. 

Of great significance in this connection is the fact that the 

Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forests were established by law. The 

goverment might acquire privately owned land therein if at wished, but 

this was subject at all times to the declared intention of the legis- 

lature to maintain the state forest administration within the areas in 

question. © 

Neither the governor nor the conservation commission could modify 

or abrogate that legislative intent. Their action in inviting the forest 

service in 1935 to acquire land within the two state forest areas was 

beyond the scope of their legal authority end was a legal nullity. The
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most of that could be spelled out of this action was a declaration on 
the part of the governor and three members of the conservation commission 
who favored the proposal that they would like to see the acquisition 
go through. However, this was binding on no one but themselves, and they 
were never able to get legal confirmation of their action. 

Apparently all this was well understood at the time, tecause efforts 
were made at the regular legislative session in 1935 as well as in the 
special session the following winter to secure express legislative 
senction for federal expansion in the two state forests. All these 
efforts failed. However, if is not quite true to say that the legislature 
“specifically rejected" any such proposal. What happened was that so ¥ 
little support could be mustered for these measures that they died 
after introduction without coming to a final record vote. 

As you know, in 1943 the legislature. in an act revising and on 
solidating the various lews pertaining to state forests, reestablished © 
the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State Forests. To that extent this weg 
but a reenactment of the existing lews. It merely indicated an adher- | 
ence by the legislature to its previously declared intention of maintain- 
ing these forests, from which it had never departed. 

In this connection it may be well to bear in mind that the power 
to define public policy, except as defined by the state constitution or 
by basic common law, is cester in the legislature. The assumption that 
the governor and the conservation commission, in the absence of express 
legislative authorization, could declare or define the policy of the 
state in these matters is utterly untenable. 

You are familiar with the provisions of Laws 1941, Chapter 66, 
whereby the above mentioned statutory provisions relating to federal land 1 
acquisition were amended so as to require —— approval by the govern- 
or except in certain specified cases, also with Laws 1943, Chapter 343, 
whereby authority to give such approval was transferred from the @vernor 
to a majority of the Land Exchange Commission, consisting of the governor 
the state auditor, and the attorney general. 

The statute referred to in Mr. Kneippts letter, section 6302-1 
(Laws 1929, Chapter 246) has no bearing on the mtters under consideration. 

: In the first place, as Mr. Kneipp points out, it was held to be defec- 
tive and inoperable by the attorney general, and as far as I know no 
attempt has ever been made to invoke it, In the second place, acquis- 
ition of land under this provision required approval by the Executive 
Council, upon recommendation of the Commissioner of Conservation. hme 

' proad authority is nov vested in the Land Exchange Commission. It has 7 
twice approved federal purchases in the two state forests, but with a 
clear recognition by all concerned that this had no effect on the state's 
policy respecting maintenance of the forests. In the third place, and 
of conclusive significance, is the fact that since the 1929 act was 
passed the legislature has established and reesteblished the Kabetogama 
and Grand Portage State Forests, effectually superseding my intent to 
curtail or abandon state forest administration in those sreas which 
might, by any stretch of construction, have been spelled out of the 
1929 act. 

You will certainly be performing a worthwhile service if you will
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Clear these matters up through publication of your srticles. However, 
we have no present or prospective quarrel with the U.S.Forest Service. 
On the contrary, we are cooperating with them to the utmost in the 
solution of forestry problems in which we have a common interest. In 
particularly, we have endorsed and are doing all we can to advance the 
vitally important project announced by the forest service for consolidat- 
ing the roadless areas in the Superior National Forest, and we ave taken , 
the initiative in attempting to secure the establishment of correspond- 
ing areas by the Province of Ontario, in-line with the proposal of the 
Quetico-Superior program for an international wilderness memorial. 

Sincerely yours, t 

Chester S. Wilson ‘ 
Commissioner of Conservation
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My, Gharles 5. ? 

i 
Chieage, Lilie 

S Rie saores Same Seokeenente Sane 6 Se we 
of the prepesed Land exchanse beteesn the Minnesota anc 
Cespany and the Stete Land Sxchange Ceomission of Hlonesota. 

‘the aywa to be acpilred by the State le 46,770 sores, aver~ 
age yale ofa hs 258 par sore Kiser © sh er carey tod 

‘The average price paid by the Forest dervice for lands 
on Vie segumty partons exten want Call pur atone 

Se ee ae te eee ee on eae ee 

Tee Roteh en Sr Seth et see Se eet 
‘ A publie will ve held withia a few as the 

‘ei waite Uedinn coe loud tone aia. canmeeall of te 
Governor, State Auditer and Attercey General, 

It &e yr opinion that it would be very difficult for the 
Company 0 Oe ee ee ee Public acqeleltion 
of these areas ic of course on all somtae 

Cophes of the appraisal ean be obtained from the State Con- 
servation vormlseLons 

: Sincerely, 

He. A. Chapman



November 2, 1944 

Mr. Charles S. Kelly, 
9yi9 North Michigan Avenue, : 

; Chicago, Ill. 

Dear Mr. Kelly: 

i have read the letter from Mr. John I, Heed, regard= 
ing treaties, with considerable care. 

i get two things out of it. ‘First, that no treaty is 
binding on the legislative bodies, without ratification, which 
is obvious. Second, that no treaty with the Dominion can be 
enforced without legislative consent on Ontario. 

I feel that the confusion arising over the effort to include 
‘the whole watershed in Ontario - regardless of the saving causes 
of zoning which in themselves cause further confusion and fog to 
wilderness issue - is the main obstacle to securing Ontario's con- 
sent to any treaty involving relinquishment of provincial control 
of her lands. : 

Sincerely, 

H. H. Chapman



November 2, 1944 : 

Mr. Robert F. Griggs, 
é Chairman, Uiv. Biology and Agriculture, 

National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 

Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Griggs: 

If a conference such as Mr. Price has in mind could be 
arranged it would be the next step in the effort to clarify the sit- 
uations 

; i am as yet of the opinion that the difficulty will lie 
with Mr. Oberholtzer. There is no need to go into that except to say 
that I had no inkling of the true situation when I started this investi~ 
gation, but have, on the basis of all the information that I could 
obtain from every source, conciuded that this is not a clash of person- 
alities but a collision between facts and misstatements. As I am Cis ‘SSdeh aes makine oktaethen here tn Uaemeoktaute ie obiah ties duane 
of "personalities" is raised as a smoke-ecreen to obscure the facts, 
I can rather sympathize with the state officials, who as far as I can 
discover have stuck strictly to facts, while the published statements 
of lir. Oberholtzer have departed very widely from them in spite of 
their being called to his attention. So I am inclined to believe that 
a conference with Mr. Oberholtzer may indeed result in a clash, but 
not of personalities. ‘This is my, I hope, impartial judgment of the 
situation, with what background I have been able to obtain by constant 

effort for two years. 

i The only thing, of course, is to try to hold the conference. : 
As an outsider I would not expect to be invited to it. 

Articles by me have been sent to the National Parks Maga- 
zine and te American Forests, and the Journal of Forestry, and to Yale “ 
Forest School News. I do not agree, evidently, with Mr. Price that 
the matter should be settled without further publicity. There has been 
too much one-sided national publicity and it needs an antidote. 

Most sincerely, 

: H. H. Chapman
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St.Paul 1, Minn. 
November 2, 1944 “ 

; Prefesser l.li,Chapmen *2<.@* 
Yale University °cheol ef Forestry 

Rew Maven, Connecticut ’ 

Deer Professor Chapman: 

i em mailing you, by parcéel post, a set of duplicates of the fe 
map@ received from Sr. Cram, showing tiaber reservations made for Toy 
protection of shore lines in the “uetieo Provincial Park, referred : 
te in my letter. “e heve made tracings of the origins] maps re- — 
Selved from *r, Crem, mid can fumish extre prints, if desired. 

These timber reserve tions eormpborated by the obbervati ne of 
‘ir. Kenneth A. Reid, executive director of the Isaak ton League, . 
reported in hie letter of which I sent you a copys show that the 
Provinee of Ontario is moking real progress in adoption of modern 
foreat comservation methedse, with due regerd to the ee of 
seathetic values. You heve given then credit for this in your letest 
artéole, ond I @: sure that thie will be greatly appreeiated by the 
provineiel authorities. : 

i enclose a copy of a report of state appruisel of certein lends 
in the ena State Forest, about whieh you inquired some tine ago. 
This a covers nearly 4,000 aéres of lend within the forest 
area ‘ered by the Minnesota ani Onterio ee in exchange for 
state lend outside the forest to the weet. uded in the lands offered 
by the company is 2 coneidereble portion of the lend which the U.S. | 
Forest Service 7 to aequire in 1941, but was prevented by Gov. 

_ Stassen*s refusal, final action hee been teken on the exehange pro- 
pean. A public hearing will probably be held before the Lend Exchange 
omission, at the law requires, within «a fow weeks. | 

The ee coney lands ars pretty wcll seattered throughout the nore 
therntkema part of the sbetegama State Forest within the areas colored — 
on the map attached to the report. The concentration of company holde 

inee somsiderstly heevier on the = nerth of the lake than 
of the Inke,. On the whole, I think thet ae cee Paes oe 

feirly yee of the ares, — there are a few isolated trects of 
; heavier tixber, including som virgin pine timber thet wan secuired 

some years ago by the state. 

Ag you will note, the extire area within whieh the company lands 
were situsted res divided for the purposes of this report into four 
lend groups, according to the genersl chnrecter of the lend and timber 
in each, The best timber is in Group 1, at the extrene eastern end of 
the peninsula, which was saved from the 1936 fire by the exertions of 
the atate fire fighting crews, The vorst conditions are found in ea 
2, the burned erea in the eastecentre] part of the peninsula, The h 
low, and everare valuctions will give you a pretty good ides of the 
character of these lands. i : 

The company lends offered in exchenge embrace some quite ottrace-
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tive iske shore tracts, including a beautiful heavily timbered piece g 
in at 1 on Seiny Leke, which is responsible for the high valuation 
lis ted that group. : 

Generally speak the Kabe togamea ares my be rated as « largely 
cuteover and partly burfetmover eres, sith s fer snail stents of vir gin 
timber, including som belonging to state, ond with consideradle 
reproduction in various = of advencenent over « large part of the 
eut-over or burmed-over land. 

if you desire more detailed informtion ee to this area, we shell 
be glad to furnish it. ‘%e¢ have had some photographs taken of typical 
spots, md will send you a set as soon as they are ready. 

Sincerely yours, 

Shester ©, Yilson , 
Commie sioner of Concervat ion
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; U. G. Forest Service 

Glenn Suilding 
Atlanta, Georgia. 

Getober 16, 1944. 

Professor ji, ii, Chapman . 
School of Forestry fale University 
Hew Javen, Cont. 

The review of the enclosures, which I am returning, refresh my memory on 4 
the Minnesota situation. At the time we discussed it here in ‘tlanta, I did sot 
recall the conference. it was attended by Conset, lever, and some others on the 
part of the Minnesota officials and Harmon, Malley and I onthe part of the U.5. 

: Forest service. We were trying to get to some agreement as to where the boundaries 
of the Superior and Chippewa should be placed. (ther units were considered atothe 
tise. The thing i recall sost of the whole conference was that neither the State 
of Minnesota officials nor the forest Service officials could speak with finality. 
i, of course, had to refer my recommendations to Tinker who ot the time had to 
refer them to Chief's Office and finally to a “ational Yorest Neservation Comis- 
sion and, ae you mentioned, the whole proposition was very confused. ‘\e were the 
reciplents of many petitions, both for and against the goss enlargement of the 
Superior area. , 

It is my recollection that the thing had already gotten inte politics. 
It ia also my recollection that the Hegion was under direction from lashington 
to "de something” about the entire matter. I remember very Clearly being some- 
what at a disadvantage since I had never seen the Kabetogama or (rand Portage 
areas, and the spring break-up was under way and there was no way we could get | 
into either section. : 

if you remember at the time, i believe you will reeall that the Conser- 
_ abLon Comaission was badly split up into some three or four political parties 
and it is my recollection that the Comsission was divided on every issue. 

i recuil that the Superior—qetice counsel's proposition for an enlarged 
area was far beyond the reasonable capacityof the Forest Service to execute within 

' g@ Mimited period of time. ‘There was also some conflict between the indian lends 
for the Grand Portage areas and the National Forest and Park establishments. I 

do recall that the Superior-jetico counsel had been giving us some very unfavor- 
ablecpublicity and then changed their tactics ari started praising everything we 
did. Also I believe that there was some confusion regerding the etablisixeent of 
the State Forest areas which Willard aentions. It secus to me that they were 
established at the preceding Legislature on Siliard's recomsendations and that 
there was some discrepancy between the State Forest areas as planed by Legis- 
lathve actaand seme planning in which Tinker had participated with the Conserva~ 
tion Comission or some of ite employees at some tise privr te the passage of the 

. AC authorising the State Foresis. : 

i do recall that the State Forest boundaries were drawn without reference 
to established National Forest purchase unite; also we had bought land in thee 

. prior to the passage of the Act creating the dtate Forests. :
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Prof. Hf. Chapaan 

The whole situation was very auch confused and, as I said earlier in this 
letter, the State representatives ami the Forest Service representatives were just 
seall boya trying to work out a program for someone elise. ; 

| About ten and a half gears have elapsed since that time and i have not 
given the Juperior a second thought since I left the uke States. i also teld 
you what 1 thought of that whole country. i had rather have a ¢ couple of townships ‘ 
of good Louisiana, Arkansas, or Texas land than all of the north Minnesota 
counties, unless the Minnesota land bas some other resource or worth beside 
tdsber production. 

i am, by no means, of the opinion that Tinker was entirely at fault in 
. this controversy. ‘aril Peires, whe is now in fashington, succeeded ae ad he 

may recall more about this than i can at this time. 

i om sorry I cannot give you any sore help. 

Very simrely yours, E 

A. G. Sine



October 12, 194k 

Mr. Ovid Butler, 4 
American Forestry Association, 

919 Seventeenth Street, N.We, 
Washington, D. C. j 

Dear Ovid: 

The article enclosed on the Quetico-Superior, is one 
I hope you will wish to publish in American Forests. I have tried 
to boil it down to the meat in the coconut and bring out the real 
issue, while showing the mistakes being made by the advocates of 

the Greater Quetico-Superior and the treatye 

Of course, if its advocacy is primarily to continue 
the agitation, that is one thing, But if all these sincere 
people who have been told a lot of things that are not so can be 
made to see where the realdanger lies and what the true objec- 
tive should be, it may settle it and give us some chance of . 
getting that $700,000 - otherwise goodbye wilderness. I'l] 
never forget my "horror" on arriving at the extreme end of the ; 
Gunflint trail to find a resort and girls in modern bathing suits. 
Is this what the "wilderness" enthusiasts want to have happen 
on the Roadless Area? 

I would appreciate your decision as to whether you 
want to use thisaticle. Do you want any photographs? 

Sincerely, 

H. H. Chapman
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; Departeent of Conservation, 
Ot. Peal, “innesots 
cetoter 8, 1944. 

Profeseor M, BP. Chapman 
Yele Weivernity “ehool of Forestry 
low Seven, Conn. 

Seer Profescor Chapman: 

I hewe your letter of ee 20th, with enclosed sony ef 
Letter of the same date to “ir. Ovid Putler, editer of the American 
Poreste magagzinaa, i ; 

e | 

Your waderateniing of the preaent penition of the Isaak Wal~ | 
ton League, the American Legion, end the “inneaota ederation of 

“onen's Clubs senor tas the quetioo-ouperior pre piene is correct, 
The state conventions of &11 three of these orgents at + alee the 
national convention of the Isesk Yaltou League, went em recerd in 
1945 on oe their previous endo rament of the entire Cumtieoe 
“perioy prugtam, inoluding the oxpengion of federal sentrol inte. 
the Kabetogama and Grend Portage (Pigeon River) stote foreete, where . 

federal purchase wits appurtenant te the Guperior Sational Forest 
had been doeignated. In 1944, in tesponse to appenle which I mede 
fe all of these organizeticn, with effective eupport frem bean Ieury 
2ebmita ent otters, to deniet from fruitless controversy and oo 
With ws in seeking a solution baved upon the feote and the best iat ore 
este of the public, o11 of these organizetions refrained from renew 
ing their previous resolutions on the subject «et their reapective 
eonventiona, This was not merely a @ese of ine ‘tention or inaotion. 
These organigstions ere etill setively interested la advenoing the 
hasic aime of the cuetico-Superfor program, and it is a live mbeot 
of discussion wiong their ieaders end ae nh i lowever, there is 
@ growing roalization among these groupa that ir previ ous course 
of agtion has teon besed?te.« very pa extent upon a wisundereatand+ 
ing of the feets, end they are now exhibitin: « very encouraging wile 
iing@est to lesen the truth and to ecoperete in working owt a feast ble 
ple of action, 

However, none of these yee hea formeliy reversed any 
ef the previous reedlutions which 1t may have sdopted portaining to 
the matter. On the oar that formal setion once teken remehns 
in force until changed, # lenves then G1) et tioiaidy on record in 
faver of the entire peogren, including the Keahe a Porte 
exponesion, es before, Nevertheless, | om confident that when the tine 
comes for tek ing further setion, they vill 611 te on the boom, eapeoe 
telly in supporting the present program of the U.0.forext Service to 
sonsoliagate the readless oresa of the Superior Netions] Forest, As 
you know, our deportwont is Pe aotively with the forest 
service in the advancesent of thet pmarn, and we took the initiotive 
in attepting to gt the Departeent of Lands and forests of the Suayeneg, 
of Ontario to set apart a corresponding area on the Canedien side, in ~*~ 
furtherance of the international wonerial idea pepe y the war 
vetercns of both comtries in 1929, “e have no 7 Rese ee 
official decleretion from the provincial authorities on this proposi~ 
tion, but all indiestions up to date sre thet they are giving 1t fevore .
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Pret, M,C hepman 

able cousidorati oa, 

I enclose copy of Ure Gran’s letter of September 14th, answer 
ing the questions which I eubaltted to him, in steordnsee with fo 
eo request. The rt in Canada leoke somewhat better we 

previously beon Led to believe with respect te the protection of 
shorelines and the ateption of better timber cutting practices, | 

i in thet connection it ie significant that Col.Geo ge 4.Drew, 
Prime “inieter of the Province of Catarie, in addressing the convene 
tion of the Asgocietion oc Chamters of Comeree of “astern Ontarie | 
at Yort Preneis levt June, expressed the intention of his adminise | 
tration to follow modern conservetion practices in ee the | 
prvvinesed forests, Along the some line, Mayor Jaderson Fort 
illien, Onterio, at the enmunl nesting of the Minnesetd Arrowhead 

Apoooietion et Ogluth in “eptember, remarked thet while dortroe tive 
Logging preetices had been de in the past, better forest cone | 
servation motheds were now being adopted, 

_ Copies of the saps sent by Mr. Cram to illustrate bis statement _— 
| have not yet bean completed, owing to shartege of help in ow drafting 

room Horever, we axpact to have them ready te send you in a few daye, 

Lat om sey agein that your interset and efforts in this antter 
heve cerned the everlasting gratitude of 211 of ue in Minn este whe 
are ae te get ur-ited er? behind « fonlly efveotive forest 
conservation progrem, it my b& a Little early to predict the outcome, . 
tut the prospecte at this tine ara geod, 

Sincerely yours, 

Cheater S, "ileon ; 
Commierloner of Conservation 

\ ee
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ON WITH THE QUETICO-SUPERIOR PROJECT! 

IN THE ten years preceding the out- serve for their common use, enjoyment governments, industries, churches — all 
break of the present war, one of the most and inspiration a natural heritage of their finer institutions — worthy of the 
popular and worthy adventures in the wilderness lakeland that binds them to- fight and the fighters, will feel a com- 
conservation field was known as the gether geographically. The area in- mon surge to commemorate in a fully 
Quetico-Superior Project. Not in many volved lies in the Rainy Lake watershed adequate and lasting way the service 
years had a proposal in so short a time Which embraces boundary waters and and sacrifice of their sons and daugh- 
gathered such widespread support by tributary lakes and forests in northern _ ters. _As an international memorial, the 
men, women and organizations through- Minnesota and southern Ontario. In Quetico-Superior therefore has taken on 
one ihe counts Beat Sila ee this ten million acre watershed lies the new and larger meaning. In what better y. By virtue of its inspir- fi ild (akelend sears faa Welat th 
ing objectives and its intrinsic worth the, Cet WuGrmness leeciaud remaining ‘in’ “way could the people of the two! coun- 
proposal during these prewar years he- North America that is easily accessible tries jointly express their gratitude to 
came a concrete. undertaking and was pee ae people of Canada and the Seine comrades a me world wars 

slowly but surely surmounting obstacles 7 tales: forall Ty UEeee Ly Ueea bn sa, (tania all CYELs in its path and moving toward accom: e Quetico-Superior plan would pre- living symbol of the wilderness environ- 
plishment. serve the wilderness character of the re- ment from which both countries have de- 

i gion and its pristine resources of lakes, rived their strength and bigness? 
Then came the war and like most streams, forests and wildlife not by lock- Much remains to be done to complete 

other non-military conservation activi- ing them up but by a mutuality of con- the project. Public support in Canada, 
ties the project passed into the back-  cervation management provided for by for one thing, is not as widespread or as 
ground of public thought and action. 4 “hands across the border” compact aroused as in this country and leaders 
The war years, however, have. in'no way entered into by the two countries. In across the line have an important task in 

altered the merits of the Projects Ol the brief, the Quetico-Superior upon comple- that field. On our side, the State of Min- 
public desirability of its accomplish- tion Would be a great international for- nesota recently placed restrictions on 
ment. On the contrary they are serving est and park serving both social and eco- rounding out the reservation through 
to emphasize the urgency of its early nomic needs of the two nations in per- federal acquirement of additional lands completion and now that military vie- petuity. needed. These differences need to be 
tory seems definitely a sight, it Is none Another distinguishing feature is that composed. That done, there is the 
too soon to bring the Quetico-Superior the Quetico-Superior reservation once es- question of postwar funds with which to 
sharply back into the public mind as a tablished as planned would stand as an complete the land program. And, final- 
conservation undertaking that needs fin- international forest memorial to the serv- ly, there is the formal compact or treaty 
ishing just as soon as peacetime condi- ice men of both countries who fought as to be entered into by the two countries. 
mone oul comrades in World War I. This proposal The American Forestry Association 

To this end, AMERICAN Forests pre- came first from the American Legion in among others was one of the early or- 
sents in this issue under the title “Hands 1929, ten years before the outbreak of ganizations to sponsor the Quetico-Su- 
Across the Border” a full statement of the present war. Now men and women perior plan. Through the intervening 
the purpose, scope and present status of of Canada and the United States have _ years it has steadfastly supported it and 
the project. In doing so, the editors served and suffered side by side not in worked for its accomplishment. Fifteen 
wish to pay tribute to the author, Ernest one but in two great world conflicts. years ago, AMERICAN ForEsTS expressed 
C. Oberholtzer, who, through unselfish They have fought together in skies, on editorially the conviction that the plan 
and untiring efforts both as an individ- seas and in lands pretty much all over to set apart the Rainy Lake country as 
ual and an officer of the Quetico-Supe- the world, and for the common right of an international forest carries with it so 
rior Council, has done more than any oth their nations to remain free and many human benefits to present and fu- 
other single person to hold the project secure. Many will have spent the full ture generations of Americans that it 
to its course and to lead it forward. measure of their lives and of those who merits the fighting support of the pub- 

In the history of American conserva- do return to their native lands all will lic on both sides of the line. In the light 
tion there has never been an undertaking _ bear in some measure mental or physical of postwar needs brought into sharp re- 
quite like the Quetico-Superior. The par- scars of war. lief by the human havoc of the present 
ticular feature which sets it apart is that When the war is over the people of conflict, our conviction today is all the 
it represents a joint effort by the people both nations who perforce have re- stronger. So, let’s on with the comple- 
of Canada and the United States to pre- mained behind striving to keep their tion of the Quetico-Superior project. 

Reprinted from AMERICAN FORESTS, September 1944, The Magazine of the American Forestry Association, 
Washington, D. C.
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A water vista in the Quetico-Superior—a forest country of wilder- 
ness beauty, connected by more than fifteen thousand lakes 

By ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 
President, Quetico-Superior Council 

\ 

MOST of the past thirty-five years of the time, effort and determination of extending from near Fort William to 
my life—the best ones—have been spent men and women all over the country. Fort Frances. The waters slope from 
in wild places of the north country from Accomplishment of its purpose had that table-land to the Atlantic, the Gulf 
Fort Frances to Fort Churchill and in taken form and was moving forward of Mexico and Hudson Bay. Through 
the barren lands beyond. My home all slowly but surely. Under the demands _ it runs the international boundary, made 
that time, so far as I have had a home, and strains of another and greater World _ up entirely of lakes and streams. A spe- 
has been located on a tiny island in War, it is only natural that the under- cial clause in the Webster-Ashburton 
Rainy Lake just on the Canadian border. taking should have become dimmed in treaty of 1841 provides that these waters 
Whatever health I have today I owe to the minds of many people and unknown and their connecting portages, as then 
my life in that great borderland of for- to great numbers of the younger genera- used, “shall be free and open to the use 
ests, lakes and streams, where the pres- tion. Now that the war is moving swift- of the citizens and subjects of both na- 
ervation of the best of its wilderness ly towards victory and that victory will _ tions.” This includes the nine-mile Grand 
character for the use and enjoyment of make doubly urgent and appropriate Portage, lying wholly in the United 
the people of two nations whose sons the accomplishment of the project, it States. It was this route to the west, 
have fought side by side in two World seems timely to renew it with a fresh which Pierre la Verendrye, born at 
Wars, has become my first interest. vision. Three Rivers on the St. Laurence, was 

During the fifteen years prior to the It has been my good fortune to travel _ the first white man to explore and along 
outbreak of the present war, the region thousands of miles by canoe and snow- which passed all the early exploration 
symbolized the outstanding adventure shoe and to know intimately the people of the northwest and the subsequent fur 
into wilderness conservation by the peo- and the resources of the region which _ trade. 
ple of the United States. Known as the embraces northern Minnesota and south- The Rainy Lake watershed and the 
Quetico-Superior Project, it had enlisted ern Ontario lying west of Lake Superior, much smaller Pigeon River watershed



that links it to Lake Superior, with only treaty to apply, each on its own side, aged for maximum natural production. 
a narrow divide between, constitute a uniform principles of conservation, with Thus, in effect, without in any way 
great geographic unit, irrespective of three main objectives: altering jurisdiction or administration 
political boundaries. The whole region 1. That all lakes and streams in the on either side, there would be created 
is forested, practically uninhabited, and area, together with the wooded shores, a vast international preserve—the larg- 
produces the same flora and fauna, in- islands, beaches, rapids and waterfalls est on the continent. It would not be 
cluding that largest game animal of shall be kept in a state of nature, free an international park, since surplus tim- 
North America, the moose. This lake- from damming, logging, or other arti- ber, game and fur animals could all be 
land contains a superb network of lakes _ ficial change. utilized under strict regulation and sub- 
and streams, forming continuous water- 2. That all timber resources back ject to provisions for refuges and sanc- 
courses not only along thé boundary from the lakes and streams shall be han- tuaries. But, on the other hand, it would 
but from one country far into the other. dled on a modern forestry basis for a be much more than an ordinary forest, 

To this border lakeland, the Quetico- sustained yield, and since it would keep some 15,000 con- 
Superior Project proposes that Canada 3. That all native game, fish, fur- nected lakes, with all their natural fea- 
and the United States shall agree by bearers and other wildlife shall be man- tures, inviolate for public enjoyment. 
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There are already two public preserves to the lakes and streams, which are the brought the natural resources of the 
in the region—Quetico Provincial Park glory of the region, while at the same region close to exhaustion. And, in so 
in Ontario and Superior National For- time restoring the original forest and doing, no thought has been wasted on 
est in Minnesota. Both were set aside permitting regulated cutting of the an- the intangible values — the fish and 
in 1909 largely through the vision of'a nual increment. In this way, it is be- game, the pure waters, the beauty and 
small group of Canadian citizens, who lieved, surrounding wood-working in- wilderness character — which give the 

urged that, if the United States would  dustries, now on a liquidating basis, area first place in health and recreation 
establish a national forest on the Min- would be assured of a permanent timber for a large part of the continent. For- 
nesota border, the Province would take supply, and there would be established ests have been slashed and burned; 
similar action on the other side. Theo- in the heart of the continent a vast wil- game squandered for trophies and pot- 
dore Roosevelt acted promptly on our derness sanctuary for the delight of the hunting; wooded shores, beaches, is- 
side, though no official word was ever people of both countries. lands, rapids and waterfalls swamped ‘ 
exchanged between the two governments, On the Minnesota side the lands and by dams for logging and power. Fur- 
and within another month an Order in forests would be owned by the United hearers have been reduced to a small 

ss f : f i iOS if é fraction of their old abundance, some 
iN: i j fi a Racan a 7 si | “| iy species even extinct; moose are suffer- 

< ee aa EO IT SKETCH MAP| ing a rapid decline in a habitat of un- 
: y oF rivalled fitness; woodland caribou are 
ee ose » RAR CASE ERS ED practically extinct; and only a few hun- 

i ger PIGEON RIVER dred thousand acres of the original pine 
lps _S. A nme i tieana| | remain, 
aie 9 a 4 tere seten Sey taced by In 1925 the greatest captain of indus- 
BI )) os, ye ht \ : en) he on the Minnesota re not only asked 

i, OY (eran; (CES, hrs? w << OTe = e two governments for permission to 
Sa Ces TAG IS Oe \ gh pe A a ) “| dam all the remaining border waters 

ie \ oo SA Af. Pt as d ts 8) & for power purposes, raising some of 
Se kh Bi ALA Bon us aa \) them as much as eighty feet and leaving 

Ree Soy QS a 1 \ the largest stream on the Ontario side 
fo 53 Fan Te SOC ey . Fico , A Mea dry, but also had no hesitation in sug- 

TAK Cee Reh ot ety ge nS “Saye gesting that they also bear the principal 
XK We tae . = reser rie * * * 

p S VE BO neue te Seely ity fi costs for this private venture. And it 
Sh Ce PO este aD Y ot Lon i] took ten years of solid work and one of 

¢ 4 gare — he bee conservation battles ever 
fin SHB) ab oven ioe a nown in the United States to defeat this 
E> y N Rs sg otter A modest proposal! Yet this is but one of 

M » N rr RY “? to a many dangers, big and little, arising 
bee 9 C8 ie —«l out of the old policy of “come and take 

mae > et aan . te ain’ x it” and constantly threatening the in- 
3B i Re hy ue tegrity and the economic solvency of 

»/) Ha the region. 
he Ea, re «| The area is glacial, rock-bound, non- 

Ys ; 4 ‘ i. agricultural. With the destruction of 
bo, » 4 D the forest everything else is affected— 

| \ ts | | | ROM! ZA Ao) \ \ fish and game, dependable flow of water 

“ see TM see Rs ae a a (floods become frequent), and above 
The Rainy Lake and Pigeon River watersheds constitute a great geographic unit, all the beauty for which the lakes are 
irrespective of political boundaries, says the author. This magnificent lakeland famous. Lack of public planning for 
should be preserved in primitive wildness for the use and enjoyment of the the lakeland as a whole can only mean 
people of Canada and the United States and as a common monument to their the rapid liquidation of its unsurpassed 

sons and daughters who have fought together in two World Wars economic and spiritual values. 
F In the United States there is no region 

Council created the Quetico in Ontario. States government. In Ontario owner- left comparable in recreational impor- 
These two preserves, originally of some ship would remain in the Province; but, tance to Quetico-Superior; and there 
one million acres each, have been the for the purposes of the treaty, the Prov- never was one so centrally located. Six- 
outposts of conservation in this region ince would enter into a contract with the _ teen million people live within 500 miles 
all these years. It is proposed now that Dominion government for fulfillment of of Superior National Forest. North of 
they be extended on both sides to include - the simple principles laid down under the Ohio and the Missouri rivers, within 
the rest of the lakeland. And fromthem the terms of the agreement. Subject to easy reach of the area, there are alto- 
the present movement derives its name the understanding as to identical objec- gether some thirty-five million citizens. 
—the Quetico-Superior program. tives, neither side would give up any They have seen one area after another 

The two great uses for the region at jurisdiction or administrative function. exploited, cheapened, and finally ruined, 
present are logging and recreation. The Without some such plan for collabora- until their insistent demand has brought 
one is rapidly declining through exhaus- tion between the two countries, this su- the government at Washington to full 
tion of the original timber supply. The  perlative region of lake and forest is attention, even though the states still 
other is growing by leaps and bounds doomed. Already in the thirty-five years frequently follow the lead of the ex- 
and has made a name for itself all over I have been there, calamitous changes ~ ploiters. 
the United States. The Quetico-Superior have taken place. Helter-skelter private In Minnesota unfortunately most of 
program seeks to reconcile these two pri- exploitation, intent only on reaping im- the land in the area passed long ago 
mary uses by giving complete protection mediately the wealth of centuries. has into private hands, either for timber or



minerals. In order to impose a public million acres are state lands; but the Forest Service has also set aside, among 
plan and to guard adequately against U. S. Forest Service is still. purchasing — the main lakes, areas of more than a mil- 
conflicting private plans, it was neces- lands as funds permit, with the idea of lion acres, where most of the remaining 
sary for the United States government consolidating the whole area. pine is completely reserved and where 
to restore public ownership. That meant Wherever national forest ownership no human occupancy, roads or other 
expanding Superior National Forest and is acquired, the principles of the Que- developments are permitted. And in 
the small Indian reservation at Grand  tico-Superior program are immediately these wilderness areas the State of Min- 
Portage and repurchasing available pri- applied. The shores and other natural nesota maintains game refuges. 
vate lands. At the present time, as a re- features of lakes and streams are pro- The total cost to the United States so 
sult, Superior National Forest has grown tected by Act of Congress against both far has been more than ten million dol- 
from one million acres to a gross area logging and flooding by dams. Nor can lars, and another two million will prob- 
of nearly four million acres—the larg- there be any logging elsewhere on these ably still be needed. Why has the gov- 
est in the United States. Of the gross lands except under forestry regulation ernment in peacetime spent this stagger- 
area about one million acres are still in aimed at minimizing the fire risks and ing sum on one area? The answer is 
private hands, and more than half a assuring continuous forest growth. The that in the first place the exhausted lands 
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- limited duration. Secondly, these lands, tario. The only revenue therefore is Who can doubt that when the soldier 
more or less wrecked already, offer one from Park permits and fishing licenses. boys of today return home there will be 
of the best opportunities in the country This would be very different, however, greater need than ever for just such a 
for constructive rehabilitation in times of if the Park were extended to include the pioneer venture both for recreation and 
unemployment; they were so used on a_ rest of the watershed. That would place for the task of rehabilitation? It looks 
large scale during the depression of the Fort Frances, Fort William, Port Ar- as though we are passing through a 

last decade. But, above all, there is an thur, and all the communities on the transition period in conservation as part 

insistent demand from all over the coun- Trans-Canada highway and along the of the whole economy of life and are 
try for protection of the rare recreation- Canadian National Railway at the door at last at a turning point. When the 

al values of this historic and health- of Quetico. It would proclaim to the grim business of this war is over, shall 
giving region. In spite of the worst public that the recreational attractions we be content to return to the old ex- 

that has happened so far, the lakes are are not confined to the present Quetico ploitation that left nothing but waste 
for the most part still wild and beautiful, but are to be found, often in higher lands and ghost communities? And for 
a refuge from the stress of modern life. quality, all over the lakeland. Many the same reason is it not likely that we 

F Quetico Park has been the goal of thousands of visitors have already dis- shall have to look more and more to 
most of the travel to the area. Superior covered that fact and are entering neighborliness among nations for a solu- 

National Forest is the entry to the through Canadian communities. tion of many of our problems, not only 

still wilder and more intricate waters of The lakes closest to these communities of trade but of recreation and of every 
Quetico. There has been no comparable and to existing roads and railways would form of richer living? 
demand for protection from the Cana- he logical zones for camps of all sorts, The vitality of the Quetico-Superior 
dian people. The population near the summer homes, hotels, and other facili- program lies in recognition of these 
Quetico area is comparatively small and _ ties-for-the public... The-program defi-- changing needs. The project is the out- 
well provided with outdoor facilities nitely contemplates zoning on a vast growth of careful analysis of a situation 
close-by. So far as recreational ave scale for the whole area, so that provi- of startling immediacy, which extends 
are concerned, whatever is oa by the sion can be made not only for sanctu- beyond the boundaries of either country. 
Province of Ontario must be with avleW aries and wilderness areas, free from It seeks to replace short-sighted wasteful 
to the benefits to be derived fom Me any development, but also for the many — utilization of natural resources by con- 
tors from the United States rather than kinds of recreational use that will be re- _ structive planning in the public interest. 
to the similar seeds es ils own  k, quired. There is already a large invest- It deals not merely with theories but 

There has been the Bete 2 he ment of this sort all through the area; with their practical application on a 
same eae ioe . a ues, the and it is growing rapidly. It includes scale rarely attempted before. 
same threatenes exhaustion of resources homes, resorts, hotels, boys’ camps. Yet The program has already gone a long 
in Ontario as in Minnesota. From any the devel 1 1] ee : 

: : . the development is unquestionably only way toward realization in spite of the 
fundamental economic point of view jn its inf Th b a aa oP 

A * in its infancy. ere can be no doubt ynrelenting opposition of private groups 
there is the same need for protection and that the d df h locati oie vor matcliea ade Pp oe : : er i that the demand for such locations and jnsisting on their rights of unbridled ex- 
restoration. There is just one important — faciliti ld aa Bly ae ig ; 

: Hi acilities would expand immeasurably, if pjojtation. There are still those who 
difference: Ontario owns all its own jt b thabah Pp J 

‘ ates . it became certain that the patrons were would extract the last tree, the last dro 
lands. There is no complication of pri- d that th ding Id i e 

; Id b SSHRC Gat Sao gly ue of water! Yet the program has made 
vate ownership. There would be no costs he kept for all time in its natural state. steady progression the Minnesota side 

for lands. If and when the Province Enlightened self-interest therefore epee : d zt 

sees fit to extend the present Quetico would ce to call for every precaution President castes ey pee 
Park to include the rest of the lakeland, SRC a SOE ea y ve di self created a special five-man Quetico- 

all that is necessary is an Order in Coun. “© pay of these “anadlan — Superior Committee to speed its achieve- 
cil. The Province would then be in posi- Gh age lakes, woetier by damming, ent. The chief need now is the consent 

tion to apply the principles of the Que- sabe Mer pele, es Se of ae of the Province of Ontario. Suitable rep- 

tico-Superior program to the whole area. aus ys natura’ conditions. resentations have been made, both 
Neither are new roads or other man- ene a f Pe delectable through voluntary groups and through 

made developments desired by the out- ae Waters slong, the) Minnesota ‘bor “official diplomatic channels at Washing- 
side public. So there would not need to oe i ton and Ottawa. It is hoped that’a favor- 

be any expense for these. The region as. — __There are some fourteen Indian reser- able reply to the invitation from Wash- 
a whole already has excellent roads of vations in the proposed Quetico-Superior ington will soon be forthcoming from 
access at Fort Frances, Port Arthur and area. These Indians are among the Toronto and that the project may then 
Fort William and all along the Trans- finest remaining on the continent, living be speedily consummated by the two gov- 
Canada highway on the north. In addi- much the same as in the time before the ernments in permanent treaty form. 

tion, it is bisected its whole length by White man. They are part of the wilder- That would mean a mid-continental 
the Canadian National Railway. What- ness scene. Moreover, they know how Jakeland preserve of ten million acres, 
ever fixed expense the Province might [0 make economic use of wild lands — the largest in North America, interna- 

have therefore would be limited to fire Without depleting the natural reserves. tional in character though not in owner- 
protection, game patrols, and general Whatever is done, therefore, should cer- ship, and different from anything else- 

policing, most of which are essential at tainly, I believe, foster the best that the where. It would lay down a balanced 
present in or out of the Park. The costs Indians have to contribute, recognize forestry program of vast dimensions in 
therefore of initiating and maintaining fully their prior rights, and feature them the public interest. At the same time 
Ontario’s share of the program would in all the developments. it would forge a new community of in- 
appear to be extremely light. The Quetico-Superior program has terest between the two countries and set 

There remains the question of eco- the endorsement of a distinguished list an example in the ways of peace and 
nomic benefit to Ontario. Setting aside of men and women in both countries. amity to all the world. The opportunit : : ni : y PP 24 
the eventual gains from increased vol- In addition, among the many organiza, is there—a many-sided and far-reaching 
ume of timber, fur, fish and game, the tions on record, the Canadian Legion creative opportunity worthy of the best one near ; “ PP y y 
tourist trade has unlimited possibilities. and the American Legion—the national in both countries. As Thoreau once 
At present the largest part of the visitors bodies of both—have long since asked said: “If you have built castles in the 
to Quetico Park go in by way of small that the area be dedicated as a memorial air, your work need not be lost; that is 
towns in Minnesota without passing to the service men of both countries where they should be. Now put the Se ae : y P 
through any similar communities in On- who served as comrades in World War I. foundations under them.”



September 30, 1944. 

tix. Ovid Butler, 

919 Seventeenth Street '.¥., P 
Hiashington, U. U. 

Dear Sutler: 

Glad you had the talk with Heyer about the .ueticossuperior. I 
thought your editorial was ull to the good. Oberholtzer's article also was 
free from the usual attacks and charges levied egainst bhe state officials 
of Minnesota. In only one place did he revert to his charge of "unrelenting 
oppesition of private groups insisting on their rights of unbridled exploit- 
ation." 

- I think the reason for his laying of f the Conservation Commission 
is the fact that all of his charges against the State have very specifically 
been proved false by reference to unimpeachible records. How voluminous the 
record of this case is 1 ought to know for I got into it to back up Ober- 
holtazer, but decided to go to the sources - laws, etc. for the verification, 
and then found out differently. I have a half-drawer fuil of data, from all 
sources including Oberholtzer, Kelly, the International Joint Commission, : 
juetico-Superior Council, State Forester, day Price, Kneipp and Watts, Schmitz, 
Conset and several other sources, and have run down every clue. Only last 
month, in Minnesota, I got the inside dope on the way the Forest Service ‘ 
sold out, under Tinker, by his repudiation of the results of a formal confer- | 

3 . ence in 1934 to determine the respective spheres of the Forest service and 
state areas - the Kabetogama was to be State land. I had suspected that there 
had been such an agreement but Henry Schmitz who was chairman of the committee, 
with Forest Service and State conferees, never told me about it before. Now 
he has sent me the records. 

Heyer told me he had repeated to you the statement that three Kinnesota 
pe eigen had not passed resolutions this year in favor of the over-all ten 

acre .uetico-Superior project - which is true. I did not tell him that 
these organisations had reversed their position. ‘They did not. What they did 
was to decline to renew last year's resolutions, pending further study of the 
question. ‘his leaves them in status quo. Meyer tells methat you then wrote 
to these organisations and received replies from them on the subject. I hope 

; you will not regard this correspondence as confidential, as I am especially 
anxious not to create any false impressions that it would interfere with the 
pending solution of the whole question whichis, I think, well on the way. 
Will you be willing to send me copies of this correspondence? ’ 

My entire objective is to secure forever the wilderness area of the 
Quetico-Superior and root out the private ownership still remaining, which must _ 
soon be acquired by the Forest Service, ae if private resorts 
are to be kept out. ‘These lands iie dthin the Dee toate agrees upon in 
1937 by the Forest Service and the .uetico-Guperior Council. All areas outside | 
of those reservations are and have been invaded by permanent auto roads, for 
decades past and heavily developed with resorts and summer homes. There is
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ir. Ovic Butler. 

alse a great deal of misunderstanding about the uetice and it has t me 
dong time to get the facts. 1 now have them direct tian nachpeak Maeeted 

Gatanans ond theforester for the juetico region. 

‘iL of this factual information 1 have prepared in a 170-page treatise 
which no one wili read unless he wants to maxe a business of studying the whole 
question. But if there are any misstatements in it, it is net for lack of 
Checking the facts. it has been read by Price's office, Kreipp's office and 
the State Conservation Commissioner's office and corgeshions made of details. 

You express the fear that a nationwide fight will be precipitated, 
by discussing the situation in the light of this investigation. My question 
is, what isthe goal of all this nationwide agitation? The fight has been on 
for 15 years, My idea is to stop it. if 10 million acres is the goal, is it 

i all wanted for a wilderness area? ‘That would destroy all standards and open 
the fleodgates for areas in which roads, dwellings, resorts and all other 
elements, excluded from wilderness areas, are embraged within ite boundaries. ; 
Ho one denies that they are there - including railroads and mines. If a treaty 
is the goal, what would the treaty seek to secure? A memorial only in name, 
or one with teeth in it? And how is Ontario to be deprived of control of 
her land and resourees? Or retain them under a treaty which controls them? 
especially on 10 miliion acres. 

The whole thing boils down to this. fhe region of the Headless Areas, 
and the shorelines, were saved by 1933 both State and Hational. The wilderness, 
ail that can ever be obtained, in Minnesota, was saved by 1937. ‘The persiatent 
effort to expel the State from non-wilderness arcas is based on unsupportable 
arguments and constitutes the useless and dangerous prolongation of a fight for 
17 years which should never have been started inthe first place and gan never be 
won against the State or the Province for law, justice and consistency are all 
on their side. 

‘ On the other hand, beth the State and the Privince are wholeheartedly 
in favor of the existing achievements and of the existing .uetico-uperior wilder- 

: ness area, have proved this on every occasion, and are now Seeking to peffect 
_ @f understanding which would be followed by definite steps voluntarily taken by 

Ontario so aet aside an area similar to that intended to be reserved fom all 
cutting, by the iorest Service along the boundary. 

; the persistent agitation for the whole of the 10 million acres, 
two-thirds of it in Ontario, is having the direct effect, 

i. Of discouraging this attitude ef cooperation by Ontarie and causing her 
to draw into the shell again, where she has been since this bigger project and 
treaty was first broached. 

i 2. Of dividing the support vitally needed now for securing $600,000 from 
Congress under the Weeks Law to save the Roadlesa Area. 

if we could dispel thie fog of propaganda that has obseured the true 
situation for years, and get all these organizations to recogniae the urgency
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uy, Ovid Butier. f 

ef the crisis on the Superior, and the actual facts regarding Ontario, we 
: might yet save the Wilderness Area. That is what I am interested in doing. 

Sincerely, 

H. H. Uhapman .



September 30, 1944 

Mr. Chester S. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

al ; ee I am glad to hear of your success with Mr. Cram. Will 
postpone any final write-up until I hear from you. 

Hope you can get the list of advisory council about which 
we spoke. ; , 

I got some valuable information from Henry Schmitz on 
past history. 

i Prof. Walter Meyer of Yale is a director of the American 
Forestry Association. I told him, as well as I could, what the posi- 
tion of the Izaak Walton League, American Legion, and Federation of 

; Women's Clubs of Minnesota was. He relayed this to Ovid Butler, 
. Secretary. Butler immediately wrote each organization. As relayed 

to me by Meyer they stated that they had not changed their position 
but that it was "not necessary" to renew their former resolution. 
Any light you can throw on this would be welcome as I don't want to 
queer anything. I had sent the short 20-page article to Butler by 
Meyer, in the light of his editorial and Oberholtzer's article in 
September American Forests. : 

Sincerely, 

"He H. Chapman



September 23, 1944 ; x 

Mr. Lyle F. Watts, Forester, 
U. S. Forest Service, 

Washington, D. C. 4 

Dear Mr. Watts: 

I have finally unearthed correspondence, copies of which are : 
enclosed, which clears up the mystery surrounding what i now know to be 
the betrayal of the State of Minnesota by its Governor Olsori, in 1935 
through his personal advocacy of the relinquishment of the Kabetogama 
and Grand Portage State Forests to the federal government. 

i The fact is indisputable that the state legislature did not 
approve of this reversal of state policy, refused to pass legislation 
approving it, and as scon as the Olson regime was thrown out, reiterated 
its determination to hold and develop these date forests as state property, " 
but with policies in every respeét identical with those of the forest ’ 
Service on its lands outside the Roadless Areas. 

Mr. Silcox's two letters, May 14 und June 6, 1934, clearly indicate 
the policy of the Forest Service of cooperating with the state; a policy which 

: was interrupted, thwarted and reversed as weneenis of hhe Olson regime and 
the propaganda of the juetico-Superior Council and its supporters. This 
cooperative policy was in force in 1927 when I was there and it was then and 
later understood that the comparatively less attractive Kabetogama area would be 
left to state development. 7 

There are several significant things which happened in 1934, the 
first of which was the calling of an official conference as shown both by this 
correspondence and by newspaper clippings, on March 30th of that year. Copy 
of the clipping is enclosed. I have always assumed that there was such an 
agreement at some time or other. ‘his was it. he Forest Service represente- 
tives were A.C.Shaw, R.V.Harmon, and JeM.Walley. ‘The state was rrepresented 
by Grover Conzet, A. F. Oppel, H. A. Weber and R. Clement. Dr. Henry Schmitz 
was Chairman. 

Dr. Schmitz informed me recently of this conference and stated that 
the state men agreed to every extension desired and asked for by the Forest 
Service without exception, and that the Kabetogama area was not asked for at 
ae conferences but it was assumed that since its purpose had been widely 

ised as intended to reconcile the state and federal programs with a view 
to indicate definite areas which the federal government would be requested to 
acquire for national forests; and because the committee was formed after 
E. W. Tinker and Dr. Lotus Coffman, President of the University, the chairman 
of the Land Utilisation Committee, and members of the State Conservation Com- 
mission and departments had agreed there would not be a serious conflict; that
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Mr. Lyle F. Watts. 

on such a basis the representatives of the Forest Service were presumed to 
have been entrusted with authority to indicate the Service plans and desires. 

The second fact of importance was that almost immediately follow- 
ing this agreement, Mir. Tinker repudiated it and expressed the Forest Service 

: intention of absorbing all the International Boundary to {nternational Falls, 
regardless of thestate's interests and cooperation. From the subsequent 
history, and from Mx. Oberholtzer's open claim that the quetico-Superior ; 
people had induced Olson to make changes in the Conservation Commission in 
order to secure its 3 to 2 approval of the enlarged program, it is perfectly 

obvious that Mr. Tinker concluded that it was better policy to play along 
with Olson and with the Quetico-Superior group than to adhere to the results 
of this formal conference. Incidentally, it would also result, if successful, 
in enlarging the federal area. He therefore placed the Forest Service in that 
position. 

\The third significant thing was the «tion of the National Forest 
Reservation Commission. ‘The preliminary skirmish before this Commission is ; 
covered by Mr. Silcox's two letters which are honest and franke The Commission, 
however, finally approved of the new purchase areas, but did this for three 
reasons; first, the pressure brought by the Juetico-Superlor group; second, 
Olson's advocacy, supported by Tinker; and third, Mr. Ickes, who favored / 
federal acquisition 7é6r reasons not stated but which to me have been obvious. 
On this basis, and in contravention of the expressed willd the legislature, the 
purchase of 189,000 acres were made. 

In defiance of all facts and logic lir. Oberholtzer, in the ational 
Parks Magazine for July, and the American Forests, Geptember, continues either 
to ignore completely the state's interests or to openly charge it with obstructing 
the completion of this over-all program, to which he adds 6 million acres in 
Canada without the consent or approval of Ontario, and hopes they will accept 
the proposition as a favor to United itates citigens. 

‘The National Park Jervice examined the Superior area a few years ago, and 
were much disappointed that 50 per cent or so of the land was still in private 

hands. 

I could discuss the complete futility of the plam to secure a treaty 
with the Dominion of Canada which would tie up the resources of the Province of 
Ontario. It simply can't und won't be done, but Oberholtzer bases his entire 
campaign of villification of state and private industry on the absolute necessity 
of ecquiring all of the land in the Kabetogama by the Forest Service or the whole 
program is’rendered futile. He has been repeatedly informed of facets, which he 
ignores, and sticks to a single reiterated line of propaganda, this having been 
demonstrated as a successful method by Adolph Hitler. 

Mr. Oberholtzer's support isdropping out from under him in Minnesota 

for the reason that he had avoided facing the facts or the persons armed with 
these facts. ; 

Mr. Price very wisely stressed before the Izaak Walton League on % 
March 31, 1944 the vital necessity of concentrating on the acuhisition of 
137,000 acres of private land within the Roadless Areas before development took
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place on these lands after the war. ‘This means a considerable sum. beanwhile, 
Mr. Uberholtzer upsets the apple cart, both in the United States and Ontario, by 
insistence on the 10 million acre project, which utterly alienates Ontario 
citizens ond public officials, and on expulsion of the state from the Kabetogama, 

which means 8 to 10 times the cost required for the completion of the Koadless 
Aveas, and consent of the state, not merely its officials put its legislature 
and citizens. This high os and utterly unjustified procedure makes it 
equally impossible for project bo succeed on the American sides 

j My very carefully considered opinion is that the Forest wervice has 
an old man of the sea on its back in this affair unless it cuts loose from 

; Oberholtzer and, ; : 

: i i. Concentrates on the purchases in the lieadless Areas. 
2. Agrees to the state's offer of exchange of lend for mutual 

consolidation in whichcase the tate permits further purchases 
in the Kabetogama. 

Sincerely, . 

He He Chapin 

i 
Herr Fase ,



_ §TATE AND FEDERAL FOREST BODY NAMED 

* WALL dren out conflict in programs pertaining to 
land purchases. 

A committee of eight state and federal forestry officials were names today 
at a conference in St. Paul to iron out any conflict in state and federal programs ' 
pertaining to additional federal purchases. to be made in Minnesota. 

The committee will meet at the offices in thestate offiee-building of the 
State Department of Conservation Friday to reconcile the state ond federal forestry 

programs with a view to indicate definite areas which the federal government will be 
requested to acquire for additional national forests. 

The committee was formed after 1.W.Tinker of Milwaukee, regional federal 
forester, Ur. Lotus L. Voffman, president of the University of Minnesota, chairman 
of the land utilization committee, and members of the gate conservation commission 
and departments agreed there would not be a serious conflict. 

Congress recently appropriated 20 million dollars with which further federal 
holdings will be acquired in states including Minnesota. 

Members named to the committee at the conference were Dre Senry Schmitz, 
of the division of forestry, University of Minnesota, chairman; A. (. Shaw of Milwaukee, 
of the U.S.Federal service; i. V, Harmon of Duluth, federal supervisor of the Superior 
National Forest; J. u. Walley of Cass Lake, supervisor of the Chippewa national Forest; 
Grover Conset, state forester; A. F, Oppel, assistant forester, and H. A. Weber and 
R. Clement, of the date forestry division.
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

National Headquarters 

~ 18th Floor La Salle Hotel 

Chicago 2, Illinois 

September 21, 1944 

Hon, Chester S. Wilson, Commissioner 
Department of Conservation 
State Office Building 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr, Wilson: 

Mr, Black, president of our Dayton, Ohio chapter sent me copy 

of letter of September 8th from Doctor F. V. Riche of Dayton, 

Ohio addressed to you on the subject of airplanes in the canoe 

country of the Superior National Forest. As you know, we are 

most heartily in accord with the sentiments expressed by Dr. 

Riche and are wondering what progress you have made with the 

State Aeronautical Commission, or other agencies, toward pro- 

per regulations for such airplane traffic. Unless this problem 

is squarely met, the lack of roads in this area as a means of 

maintaining it as a wilderness canoe country, will be a hol- 

low mockery. 

I recently returned from a canoe inspection trip, west from 

Basswood into Crooked Lake, and north into the Quetico, pri- 

marily to see how well the agreement with the Canadians on main- 

taining shoreline timber, had been lived up to, I was very 

well pleased on this score, but equally disgusted with the in- 

roads that the airplanes have made in this territory since my 

last trip some four years 4g0. Crooked Lake has, in effect, 

pecome a private lake, commercialized by the two resorts estab- 

lished there on little parcels of private land, and to which they 

fly in their guests in a few minutes from Ely, From these air- 

plane bases, they are daily covering Crooked Lake and adjoining 

lakeg on both gides of the border by motorboat. As a result, 

canoe parties seeking wilderness and solitude, are avoiding 

Grooked Lake, which prior to the establishment of these two resorts 

on the American side, was the reaslheart of the borderland wilder- 

ness canoe country. 

There is no more perfect example of selfish, private exploitation 

of a large public property than the operation of these two air- 

plane resorts. The small pieces of private land that they were 

able to pick up on the American side of Crooked Lake for thts
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purpose, would be absolutely worthless except for their 
strategic position, which makes possible the exploitation of 
@ large public holding surrounding them on both sides of the 
border. +t is a case of profit for a few at the expense of 
the many, and unless this sort of thing can be stopped and 
corrected promptly, the whole plan of keeping a wilderness 
canoe country for the benefit of all of the people of the 
United States and Canada, for this and succeeding generations, 
will become @ hollow mockery. 

F There's a place for everything, but you can't have everything 
in the same place. The principle of zoning is just as appli- 
cable here as in the residential district of a city. Of 
course, the permanent solution is complete acquisition of 
these interior private holdings by the U. S. Forest Service. 
In the meantime, however, positive action needs to be taken : 
under either or both zoning authority, authority of the 
State Aeronautical Commission to regulate airplane travel. 
We will appreciate learning what progress has been made, or 
will be made toward this end. 

Sincerely, 

(signed) Kenneth A, Reid 
Executive Director 

kar; agm 
cc: Clement 

Shouse 
Robertson 
Black 
Ross
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NARECO, Washington, D.C. 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL a 
IOI CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. C. aw 

Established in 1916 by the Neusat of Sciences under its Congressional ¥ 
Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

September 21, 1944 

Dr. W. S. Cooper 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Cooper: 

After long discussion the Hxeeutive Committee of the Ecological 
Society voted to recommend a number of proposals to the membership. 
These will reach you in due carse. 

You will be interested, however, to know that the committee took 
up your suggestion of a Conservation Council and that further steps 
toward bringing together all of the conservation agencies, as you sug- 
gested, are in the process of being taken. Of these I shall hope to 

tell you next week for I shall be in Minneapolis on Monday and Tuesday 
attending a meeting of our new Agricultural Board, and would like to 
see you either Wednesday or Thursday at your convenience. I will 
telephone you when I reach ffinneapolis. 

In the meanwhile another matter was referred to you more 
specifically. We have a paper by H. H. Chapman giving in some detail 
a rather different viewpoint concerning the Quetico-Superior project 
than that whieh has been expressed by Oberholtzer. In view of this 
situation we did not know what to do. Consequently we are asking 
the regional sub-committee of which you are the head to read 
Chapman's paper and to recommend. 

Chapman's. paper came to me originally from Aldo Leopold as a con- 
fidential document. Consequently I had to get it released before 
sending it to you. Today, however, I have etter from Chapman per- 
mitting me to make any use of his material seems desirable. 

I hope that you will have time to consider it before we meet. 
Then I should like it back again. 

Very truly yours, ; 

Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 

RFG:be 
Enc, 

ce: Dr. Leopold
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| Department of Lande and Foreste 

Kenora, Ontario, Canada 
14th September, 1944, 

“Conmiesioner of Conservation, 
Gepertment of Yonservation, : 
SQe Paul, “dans Usleie 

Dear Bar, WAlaont ; ’ 

i vegret very mush not forwarding the information requested 
in your letter ot an earlier date but I heave beon cheent fmm the ot Sieg 
@ great deal of my time. e 

Sith reference to the arene 2 on Page 8 of your letter 
please be advised thet during the 1 aeason the Crooked Lake area — 
veo ent over. There at ae See ee. eee ee = 

: around Grooked Lake and most of the pee internat watera, and 

Saas, hee and as lace tee cae ‘oe le S eae a a a eeale map 
the Locetion of these reservations in the Sheenea Lake ATehe 

The ehoreline of Ureoked Lake has bean fairly well preserved 
end the gome applies to Moire and the other internstionel waters, These 
reservetiona contain shout one and one-helf million fect of bed and 
Thite ae which wes withdrown fren sale, Thie wes o meture stand of 
red on white pine. 

I may add hore thot there ie a lieineh dianeter limit in this 
Previnog on white end re@ pine. Any pine below this would be reserved | 
in the out-over arens, 

The Besewood Lake area wee cut ower during the 194243 seawn, 
home more @xtenaive reservations were placed in thie area other than 
in the former, The reservations very from three hundred fest upward | 
to oneewhalf mile. I am encloging herewith a lerge seale map showing 
the reservations in Wasewood Leke. Theee extend fron Bayley Pay to | 
sopeeeer Serre The émlend reservations are three hunired feet on the 
lekes, (which were only very few) near which any timber wee cut. 

‘when traveling by boat on Rasrwood Lake, the ordinary observer 
would net know that the sarees behind the reservations have been eut 
over. These reservetions on Dasewood lake sren cover eae 
ong end ona~half million teet of white and red pine. wee a mature 4 
etend of ree and white pine, Favorable comrent has been mde by the 
officials of the %,%.orest Service who exeuined the Pasewooi ieke aren 
reservetions, Ae i eteted above, the 13-inch disneter Lint aleo 
acplies and it oeier tet Gan the Province of Ontario in gam rel. 

i ont mnie the original Cueties sheat of the vepoeenn? series 
whieh I med to you, together with en ones ekoot bhe woat | 
showing the weatern extronity of (uetioo Pork and another section of | 
the Distriet ef Auiny River, The boundary of Guetico Purk is ahown 
in brown on the Ouetioe end “eing Leke shoote, {
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| Wt Cheeter ©. Tilson, i 

Ta a fo cutting in the “uetioo Perk area, reservations 
wh1L be mde to protect the sesthetic value of the shoreline of ides 
and vivers, aleo of portages, 

| Under separate cover I an forwarding a rough ay Gio wire 
burned over areas and @roon tinker areas in the Seine take watersls d, 

The majority ef the mature stends of white and red pine in 
iuetieo York have been out, but there still reseine sestteredaress of — 
several million feet. ‘There is considerable reprodustion Sehvewing 
® fire which burned over part of “uetice Park 1 believe in 1916, vhich 
was a very bed fire season, and I am sure thet sone of the area in 
‘Minnesota was burned over about this dete, E 

There have been no extensive fires in cvetico lark eince 1956, 

There ore no genorel brush burning reguletions throughout the 
Province. lash is disposed of only ciong relizosde, highway, tote 
ronds, sround cenps, duxps, or ot any other point which «. constie 
tute a serious fire hagerd. 

gatine fire prevention, there is e general staff of oround j 
80 man ag the swamer monthe on duty in the Aainy River Dis tre t. 
Por detection purposes there are 18 8o-foot stuel leekout towers with 
radio communiection. In addition for detection ,end Sears 
this it, ¥seG.2 geaplone besed at Fort Francis is redio 

end in oonstent contact with headquarters while patrolling 
the oan hekar te Seren "ss acti ceeiaaed. cok koe ia Sah 
eruiser on take, which ave 
Uietriet 35 pewer pumps, noetly Sviaeele cet Mhamune 

eS nit See, Sumoeeaes SED © Cebee spensten fat Se ae ; 
Quetioo Park, one of the conditions is thet he +S vee ne ee 
covering hie 20 miles of holdings, 4A new agreement drawn up with the . 
seescaernonaaies Tate & Tunes See seeetet a on 
Company plans @ yoars areas 
py Foe Rr gnen Rigg yb ony agg Be nF dl gal nay A | 
forset menogemont in the Seiny Siver District. 

Yours very truly, | 
=| 

eS. DB Gran { | 

Regional Forester |
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Gepartuent of External Affaire 
Cam da 

Ottawa, September 20, 1944 

Dear Wr. Burpee, : 

i beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of September 16, 1944 — 
. €onewIning treaties stiewtine the interests of provinces snd egreanent to 

which wag obtained from the provinces concernsd pricr to signature. ae 

As m illustration of such treaties you refer to the St. Lawrence 
sale ee eee on March 19, 1941. coma arate ie 
reference migh made Long Lac-Ogoki ‘6G 

ar ef notes dated Cetober 14 and Sl, 1940 (cane da eo 1940 — 
Noell). In the United “tates note of Ootober 14, 1940, it stated: 

: "Meanwhile, to assist in providing en edequate supply of power 
_ $c moet Cenedien defense nesds end contingent upon the Province of 

Onterio's agreeing to provide imediately for diversions into the 
Great Lake System of watere from the Albeny River Basin which nore 
melly flow into Hudeon Poy, the Goverment of the United Stetes will 
interpose no objection, pending the éonclusion of « finel Great Lakes- 
St. Lawrence Basin agreement between the two countries, to the immed- 
fate utilization for power at Niagara Fells by the Province of Ontario 
of additions] wmters equivalent im quantity to the diversions into 
the Greet Lekes Basin stove referred to." 

The Canadien Govemment's reply of October 31, 1940, conteins the 
: following paragraph: ; 

"I am instructed to inform you that the Camedien Goverament 
hos received appropricte axsurences that the Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario is prepared to proces’ immediately with the 
ae 50a diversions ond that this ection has been approved 
by Government of the Province.” eu 

A further illuetretion of nts for which the assent of Provimes 
wee obtained prior to Giaeias er Comate nay 0 found in the Legal Froce- 
dure conventions concluded betrsen the United Kingdon and foreign @untries 
amd to which Cenada eubsequently accedé@d. Such is, for inetanes, the Con- 
vention with Scweden signeé in London, August 21, 1930, and coneté tut ing 
fo, 13 of Censda Treaty Serics 1955, : : 

Por the Alaska Nighway agreement of Merch 17 end 16, 1942 (Conade Treaty 
Caries 1942, Nor 13) ani the Yorknen"s Compensation Agresment of November 

& ana * 1 (Cenada Treaty Series 1942, No. 16), which involved rights 
of provinces, but which were concluded with 8 view to e more effective 
prosecution of the war, no previous agreement wae sought from the provincial 
governments concerned, 

Then considering the binding effect on provincial govermoents of 
agreenonts between Canada and nie sountries, it is essential to keep 
in mind the follewing conclusions of the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council (1937) in re “eekly feet in Indust&éel Undertakings Act:
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"Within the Pritigh Gmpire there is & welleesatablished rule that 
the maling of Sr eer codatt satan act, while the performance of 
ite obligations, if entail alteration of the existing domeatic 

: lav, requires legislotive setion. Unlike seme other countries, the 
: ere of a treaty ong seneesee do not within the eee 

vir of the treaty alone, heve the force of law. if the nat: 
executive, the ———. of the day, decide to ineur the eS 
of a troety involve alteration of lew, they heve to mn risk 
of obtaining the essent of Parliament,to the necessary statute or 
statutes. To make themselves ag secure oe ene they will often 
in such esses before final ratification te obtain from Perliement 
an — ef epproval. fut it hae never been suggested, md it is 
not lise, thst such en expression of es ht operates ag law, or . 
thet in law it preelwies the esventing Farlimment or any cubseqent 
Perflienent from refusing to give ite eanetion to eny legislotive pro 
pesals thet may eubsequently be brought before it. Porliement, no 
doubt, as the Chief Justicé points out, hes a conetitutionsl control 
over the executive; tut it cannot be alsputea thet the sreation of the 

; ee tee undertaken in trenties and the assent of their form and 
cua 7 are the function of the executive slone. Once they are created 
while they bind the stcte as against the other contracting parties 
Terlionent may refuse to perform them and w leave the stete in defeult. 
In a unitary etete vhese legislature pooweess unlimited em tg the 
problem is simple... Perlisment will 1 fulfill or not aty obli- 
gations Sooseet upon the stete by ite executive. The nature of the 
Obligstions does not effect the complete authority of the legislature 
to make them lew if it so chooses, ut in o state there the legisleture 
does not possess absolute exthority; in a federel state where legiale- 
tive suthority is limited by a conctitutionel dosument; or is divided 
ap between different legialitures in accordance with the clesses of 
subject-matter sutmitted for legislation, the problem is couplex. The 
ebligstions imposed by treaty may have to be performed, if at all, x. 
several legislatures; and the executives have the task of obtelning the 
legislative ascent bot of the one Parliament toe whom they may be rese 
ponsible; but possible of several Parliaments to whom they stand in no 
direct relation. Th: question is not how ia the a formed, 4 
thet is the funetion of the executive; but how is the igetion to be 
performed and that depends upon the euthority of the competent legis- | 
lsture or legisletures.” | 

Yours sincerely, 

John E. Read ‘ ; : | 

4 

| 
: : : a
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From Hational Parks lagesine, sulpesepeeuber A9kh; No. 76. Spe MA-25. 

State officials have thus not only created another stalemate in the essential 

completion of Superior National Forest within the lakeland area, but are now carrying 

on an insistent campaign te restrict and alter the .uetico-Superior program. ; 

; The result of all this p@licy is clearly evident in the so-called Kabetogema 

peninsula which lies between Kabetogama Lake and Rainy Lake on the north. ‘The whole | 

area is privately omed. When the state blecked possible purchase of these lands in the | 

early thirties, the owners sold the tinber and, after the logging, fire ewept the area, 

until a great part of it was left bare. ithen the U.5S.forest Service tried again to buy 

it in 1942 in orderste fulfill the potico-uperler prewrinm, the Guenen vebunsit-ties 

mission, and instead, an option was taken on all the land, some 50,000 acres, by the 

‘Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company - the concern that from the start has most vigorously 

opposed the quetico-~Juperior program. ‘The ti. & 0. Paper Company hag thus, te all practi- 

cal purposes, becowe the final arbiter of what is to be done in this region. 

The situation speaks for iteeif. Lessons of the past are again and again 

ignored. Old habits persist. ‘There is always “— “plausible” reason for delay. Then - 

it is said to be too late to act becuuse there is nothing left. 

Fortunately, the shores of Kabetogawa peninsula are still largely green. he= 

planting in time by some qualified agency ean help to bring back the forest of the 

ites “aie: Secon ates mel, sett, Yitian it is in its relation to the recreational 

plan that the peninsula plays its chief rele. There are still only a few seattered 

settlers along the shore and no mechanized developments at ali. hanigh toe Ste tered, 

the peninsula preserves the wild character of the rest of the region and affords a bul- 

wark against unfavorable encroachments. These lower lakes already have a very large 

recreational use. Rainy, the largest of all, and famous for its islands, is the hub 

of the canoe routes and of the public enjoyment of the region. Without Rainy, the border 

iakeland would be like a wounded bird. 

There ia no question about the sentiment of the people of iinnesota. Twice
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they have been blocked in the essential public consolidation of the lands in this 

_ region. the first time, after long effort, they overcame the obstruction. I believe ! 

they will overcome it again. Unified public control is prerequisite, and there is 

ne way to get it except through Superior National Forest. ;
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University Farm 
St. Paul, Minn. 

; September 7, 1944. , 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
: School of Forestry 

Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut : 

Dear Herman: 

At lest I have found whgtI think is all of the 
important material concerning the meeting of a commit tee 
on March 30, 1934, to consider any onflict in state and 
federal programs pertaining to additional national forest 

purchases in Minnesota. Attached to my letter of April 5, 
1954, is a map showing the enlargement of the Chippewa 
‘and Superior National Forests and the Mesaba Purchase Unit 
as approved by the committee. 1 sould ale» like to call 
your attention to paragraph three of my letter of April 3, 

1934, especially that portion reading: 3 

: "You will note that the proposed extension does not 
contemplate acquisition in the established Kabetogama and 

Grend Portage State forests. The Federal Forest Service 
members of the committee indicated no interest, on their 
part, in these areas, but they did call attention to the 

; fact that ourside influences were pressing the extension 
of the Superior in these areas." 

In Mr, Tinker's letter of April 4, 1934, addressed to 

Mr. Willard, you will note that he approved the conclusions 
of the committee with the exception of the territory along 

the International boundary from Rainy Lake east. 

The. maneuvering of the Forest Service in this metter is 

clearly evident, but I do not kmow whether or not Mr. Tinker 

expressed the official viewpoint of the Forest Service or 

whether he was merely responding to outside pressures. At 

any rate, it seans perfectly clear that the federal repre- 

; ‘ gentatives attending the meeting in 1954 did not urge acquis- 

ition in the Kabetogama end Grand Portage areas. 

' I would appreciate it very much if you would return the 

enclosed file to me when you ere through with it. 

Very sincerely yours, ; 

Henry Schmitz 
e Chief, Division of Forestry !
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623 North Second St. b 
Milwaukee 3, Wis. 

. September 12, 1944. 

Infomation 
General 

Professor H., H. Chapman 
Yale University School of Forestry 
New Haven, Connecticut 

. Dear Professor Chapman: 

In Fesponse to your request of September 6, 
addressed to Mr. Price, we heave the following information 
to offer: 

9 + Us or Natio Forest 

Hotel end resort guests 60,919 ; 
Summer home residents and guests 4,480 
Campers 17,809 
Picnickers 8,020 
Winter sports 400 

“OI, 628 

Participants in canoe trips 
, of above recreationists 2,000 

The figures were about the same for 1938 and, in 
1939, the number taking camoe trips was also about 2,000. 
This figure has remained quite constant. 

; Sincerely yours, 

: Jay H. Price, Regional forester 
By Hyman M. Goldberg, Acting
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THE PROVINCIAL PARK ACT 

Provincial Park Act, Chapter 15, 3-4, George V. 
Quetico Forest Reserve established by order-in-Council, April 1, 1909 
Provinel al Park Order, Nov. 7, 1913. 
Provincial Parks Act, Chapter 94, 4.5.0. 192 C, 662 Sl. 

Part I, 2. The liewtenent Governor in Council may withdraw fronesle, . 
settlemnt and occupancy und r the provisions of The Public Lends Act, 
and The “ining Act, any tract of land being the property of the Crown, 
and not suitable for settlement or agriculturel purposes, end may re- 

i serve and set apart the seme as a public perk end forest reserve, fish 
and gome pYeserve, health resort and pleasure es for the benefit, 
advantage ond ee of the people of Onta end for the protec- 
tion of the fish, burds, game and fur-bearing animals therein, subpet 
to the provisions of this Act and of the reguletions made tle reumer, 
ani any such tract shall be known as 4 provincial park end called by 
a distinctive nane. 

Part I, 5. Exeept as hereinafter provided, no timber or wood shall be 
cut within the perk end no person shell locate, settle upon, use or 
oceupy any part of a provincial park. 

Part I, 6. very a a park shell be under the control and 
. Manegement of the ister, and the Lieutenant Governor in Council 
may make regulations for = 

a. the core, preservation, management and improvement of the park, ‘ 
end of the watercourses, lekes, trees, shrubbery, minerals, natural 
curiosities end other matters therein: 

be. controlling and regulating the level of the water in the rivers, 
; streams ani lekes of the perk with the view of preventing domege to 

the trees and vegetation on the shores thereof: é 
/ Ge leasing for my term of years such parcels of lend in the park as 

he deems advieable for the construction of buildings for ordinary 
habitation, md such cther buildings as may be necessary for the 

accomodation of visitors or persons resorting to the park as a smiter 
5 ium or health or summer resort: % 

a. ——— licenses or pemits to cut timber within the limits of 
the park for the improvesent of it and for fire wood for the use 
of persons engaged in end sbout the park, end prescribing the condi tions 
end Pequitwments of such licenses or permits: : ci 

@. the working of mines and the ere a mineral interests within 
F the limits of the park, and the issuing of enses or permits of oceupa- 

tion for those purposes; but no lease, ey or permit shall be made, 
ted or issued unéer this or clause (c) or (4d) which will in any way 

inp = the usefulness of the park for the purposes fr which it is des- 
ened: A 
f. issuing licenses for shops and for houses for the accomodation of 

visitors end places where trode end industries necessary for the accomo- 
dation of persons resorting to the park may be carried on; ‘ 

-g@e the prevention end extinguishment of fires; 
h, the preservation and protection of fish, birds, and animels in the 

perk, and for the destruction and sale of any fish, birds, and mimels, 
which may be deemed by the Minister to be noxious, injurious, or des- 
tructive, or the numbers of which he may deem it advisuble in the public 
interest to reduce. : :
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Fishing pemait ted for food, 

Runting and cropping for surplus game. 

Part I, 14. Timber end wood be cut within the limits of the 
unier the suthority of a laher aaneue is sued under The Gente Uae” 
Aet or the regulations mde thereunder, or by the authority of the 
Minister, or under the are mode by the Lientenant Governor in. 
Couneil for the @vormment and maintenance of the park. 

16. eon of timber by a licence shall be subject » the 
Supervision and con of a person appointed by the Minister fmm tim 
to time for that op but in the event of a disagreement bétween 

the pee & appa: and the licensee, ne me er ey Se ee 
the Re ee eee ene Ne Seng one Fae Cans ee ee 
place roy, Ae and when directed by the Minister, ond ——— to swh 
diemeter ts, sequence of a end disposition of slash, 
provision for re-sceding, and such ther and other restrictions as 
may be determined by the Minister fran time to time. 

17. Yor the purpose of watershed ee ee of 
park, ee eens Ere pevcertas SF one shelters, or for my other 
Se from time to time the Task acon cdvisable, he 

out of the areas included in my timber pets Ser Se draw 
eertain timber from cutting and direct that such timber be left 
stending, ond the license shall not be entitled to any compensation for 
such a so withdrawn unless directed by the Lieutenent Governor in 
Council. 

18. All licenses from time to time issued shall, aiong other ; 
things, Sethi, casket ae a eee 
Minister for brush disposal, dieneter limit, timber cut, filing o: 
plans for each season*s operations and obtal ning the consent end o pro al 
of the officer in cherge of operations upon the limit. 

j .
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Executive Council Office - ; 
Ontario 

Copy of an Order-in-Council approved by His Honour the 
Lieutenant-Governor, dated the 7th day of November A.D. 1913. 

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of 

Lands, Forests and Mines, the Committee of Council advise that wnden, 

and by virtue of the Provincial Parks Act, Chapter 15, 5-4 Ge rge V, 

the territory comprised in the Guetico Forest Reserve, esteb lished 

by Order~in-Council dated 1st April, 1909, be withdrawn from sale, ’ 

settlement, and occupancy under the provisions of the Public Lands 

Aet, and The Mining Act of Ontario, the same not being suit able 

for settlement or agricultural purposes, and be reserved and set 

apart as a public park end forest reserve, fish and gane preserve, 

health resort and fishing ground, for the benefit, adventage and 

enjoyment of the prople of Ontario, andfor the protection of the 

fish, birds, game and fur-bearing animals therein, subject to the 

provisions of the said Act and of the regulations made thereunder, 

the said Park to be known as QueticomProvincial Park; and that the 

control and managenant of the said Park be assigned to the Minister 

of Lands, Forests end Mines. ~ 

The Committee further advise that Mr. A.J.McDonald of Cochrane, 

Ontario, be appointed Superintendent of the said Park, with a salary : 

of One Thousand, Tyree Hundred Dollers ($1,500,00) per annum, free 

house, and firewood from dom timber. . 

; Certified, 

Cc. H. Fulmer 
Clerk, Executive Council
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; September 23, 1944 

ir. Le F. Knwipp, 
U. 3. Forest Service, - 

Washington, 0. ¢. 

Dear lx. Knedpp: 

i have again carefully read over your letter of Auguet 17, 1944 . 
regarding my manuseript on the quetico-Superior project. 

: . As you know, I am at present chiefly concerned with getting tegether 
&@ complete anl accurate statement of all the facts in the case. The apparent 
bias in favor of maicing out a case for the State is not so, in fact, as I 
started on this investigation under the impression that the State had welched 

NM an agreement regerding purchase areas. Furthermore, 1 have not, so far, 
brought the role of the Forest Service in respect to this extension of purchase 
areas into the picture in a way to reflect on that organization. 

Solely in verification of facts, I wrote you longhand on receipt of 
your letter, asking you about one statement only, found in the third paragraph, 
third line, page 4, namely, that the enlargement of the purchase area had been 
authorized by the state legislature. ‘This statement, if it is a fact, would 
change the complexion of the Governor's position. if the legislature did so 
authorize it, it should appear in the laws of Minnesota or record of legislative 
acts. It dons not, to my knowledge,so appear, and ail the statements I have, 
from sevoral sources, are to the effect that the action of the legislature was 

: the opposite, namely, that it rejected and refused to pass a bill introduced for 
the purpose of getting its consent to this extension. ; 

i have two objectives in this task, one to compile an accurate historical 
aceount of the situation, the other to aid in furthering a reasonable settlement on 

. Which the State and Forest Service can procced and the controversy terminte& It 
> ia pursuit of the firet of these objectives that I ask you for any factual evi- 
dence that the legislature of Minnesota approved of the Governor's position, which 
position influenced the ational Forest Neserwation Commission to approve the 
Kabetogama and Grand Portage purchase areas. Can you do this for me? 

Your interpretation of ay discussion of the Provincial omership of : 
Se ee ne er ae ee 
to the states or ae triticism of the failure of the “nited States to take similar : 

' action is not borne out either » the manuscript or by my record, nor by the pos- 
ition of the Forest Service as stuted by Gilcox to Commissioner Willard under date 
of May 14, 1934 and June 6, 1934, 1, Purehase, Minnesota, which see. Neither I 

; nor the State of Minnesota or any of its officials has ever to my knowledge even 
suggested such a Gourée. the reference to Highway 61 involved a lO-year fight by 

Oberholtzer to block the completion of the route, on the basis that it would spoil 
a portion of the wilderness area. then he was finally licked on this iesue he 
turned again to the Kabetogama - Jee National Parks Magazine for July 1944.
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ur. L. FL Kneipp. 

The private improvements mentioned on Pages 72~73 probably can not 
be acquired by the Forest Service - certainly it has never succeeded in acquiring 

. those intruded into the park strip on Norway Beach, Pike Bay and Star Island. 

; they are there on the Kabetogama and will stay there, thus rendering the com- 

pletion of a national wilderness area west of the Superior National Forest practi- 

cally impossible. The State is not going in for a wilderness area and the im- 
provements are not out of line. incidentally, on the Superior National Forest 
itself, only about 2000 persons take the canoetrips through the existing wilder- 
ness area annually, cut of 91,628 persons maling recreational use of the National 
Forest (letter Milwaukee office, September 12, 1944). ‘his situation is what 
led Jay Price to emphasize before the Izaak Walton League the need for prompt 
acquisition of 137,009 acres of private land within the true wilderness area 
before the post-war conditions stimulate private development in those lands, 
development which as you say the Forest Service has not so fa been able to 

purchase except when offered at nominal sums. 

I am not attempting to criticise the Forest Service for paying $2.39 
per acre average for the lands acquired in the Superior National Forest and ad- 
joining purchase units. ‘fhe lands were or should have been worth what was paid 
for them by a customer able to buy them. Offers to the State for 50¢, while bona 

* fide (Cox) preceded the advent of the Forest Service into the field, and the State 
as a purchaser also had the option of waiting for tax delinquency to mature, and get 

the land that way. The owners thought 50¢ was better than that, but the Forest 
Service didnot have that.alternative and could pay the price it did for the 
reasons you cite whichaare valid. 

Incidentally you take me to task for the inference that persons with 
land to get rid of influenced the Commission's change of attitude. This is a 
statement not based on inferences, At least one of Olson's new appointees did, 
specifically, possess a large acreage in this region, of just this kind of land. 
Perhaps one should not state every fact that is known, in a controversial issue. F 

Your final statement to the effect that I advocate stripping thei land, 
and tax acquisition, as a sound process is again an inference which I do not believe 
is substantiated by the manuscript. 

In dealing with the criticisms of the State for not expending large sums 
for outright purchase of land, the bearing of thisfactual tax situation had to be- 
set forth. For the most part, the stripping had occurred years previous to the 

acquisition by the State for tax delinquency, or by the Forest Service by purchase - 
: will not claim that much virgin timber was purchased at the average price of 

«39 per acre. I have indicated my wholehearted approval of the purchase program 
by which these denuded and burned lands were acquired for cash by the Service - also 

my equal approval of the purchase in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas as a 
means of exchange and consolidation of State and National Forests. 

Your comments neither bore nor irritate me and 1 greatly appreciate 

your taking the time not only to read the manuscript but to write me so fully 
regarding the situation. 

Sincerely, 

; He He Chapman
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August 31, 1944 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 

Washington 25, D. 6. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: : 

Miss Harper sent you during my absence the copy of Herman Chapman's report 
on the Quetico-Superior wilderness question. He intends to publish this 
in an early issue of Journal of Forestry. In the interim the document should, 
of course, not be ciroulated beyond your immediate advisors. 

Dr. Chapman stopped here Tuesday, and I had a long talk with him. My own 
appraisal is that we ean work better with a combined state ani federal ownership 
than with either one separately. Chapman says that Mr. Wilson, the Director 
for Minnesota, is now negotiating with Ontario, with considerable success 
for the reservation of shore lines on the Canadian side. I think pressure 
is needed on both the Forest Service and the state of Minnesota te clean up 
the alienated lands within the already established wilderness area before the 
post-war boom in resorts mekes it impossible to do so. I suspect that both 
have been reaching out to coatrol the whole region at the expense of 
consolidation within the wilderness area. 

I still think that the letter to Wilson which I originally proposed is in order, 
but it should not proceed on the premise that a huge federal area is necessarily 

the best way to get Canadian cooperation. My meaning will doubtless be clear 
when you have read the Chapman repért. 

Coming down to persons, and speaking strictly between ourselves,» hapiien has 
lost confidence in Oberholtzer. I have not, but I simply doubt Bis practical 
jadgment in insisting on a luge international undertaking when are in 
actual danger of losing even the present area through lack of Canadian 
cooperation and through commercial developments on private lands. It is 
entirely possible, of course, that Oberholtzer can convince me otherwise 
since I have not heard his side, tat for the moment, I think Chapman is right. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ALty



August 18, 1944 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

My only object in marking my letter confidential was to 
avoid offending Shelford. I am very glad to have you use the 
letter according to your own discretion. 

I sent you a carbon yesterday of my letter to Herman Chapman. 
I had no idea that he was doing a lot of work on the Superior 
question, and while I do not always accept his conclusions, 
my own command of detail in this case is so sketchy that I feel 
obligated to pay serious attention to his conclusions until 
someone has shown them erroneous. In any case, I want you 
to see his findings before you commit yourself in any letter 
to the State of Minnesota. 

: With kind regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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NOTES ON INTERVIEW WITH CHESTER S.WILSON V ne af 
August 28, 1944. | 

; ? 
W. Peavey Heffelfinger, one of leaders in .uetico-—Superior support. 

vtassen attacke 

1941 land purchases. Changed law. Refused consent for 50,000 acres but 
OK. if for exchange. ; 

Expansion of U.S. program was bad. Present program to consolidate the 
interior or roadless areas. If fail to get, then resorts, booming, will develop. 
Campbell, north shore of Lac La Croix, 2 resorts, fall west of west boundary of 
Quetico National Park. 

Schoonover and Stahl from Milwaukee office recently stated to him "you ! 
were right about our purchase program. Harold Ickes was responsible for the exten- 
sion of the acquisition program to the Kabetogama area, by the National Forest Res- 
ervation Commission. He was in general opposed to the Foresi Service getting any land | 
except for forestry purposes ~ the National Park Service to get control of land for | 
recreational purposes. He was sold on the Oberholtzer program, He was a bétter | 
opponent of Highway 61, refused to consider facts and fought it. Wrote a duty letter | 
to Gove Stassen. In this area, the wilderness sought would be grabbing land from the 
Indians. ; . 

Wilson was in the Attorney General's offices in 1925=32 and in 1939-43. He 
helped Oberholtzer to pass the State Shipstead—Nolan Act’ in 1933, and on t he Gabbro- 
Bald Magle power question, to fix water levels, and protect the interests of the State | 
from the Minnesota Power and Light Co. left no loop hdles. 

What is best for the public interest after the war is overs There was no 
Legal authority for the attitude of Gov. Olson in giving his consent to the two purchase 
areas. Public policy except as determined by ithe Coristitution is subject to the con- 
trol of the legislature. The legislative history is clear from the beginning. 

There was nothing in the law giving the Conservation Commission authority, 
or the Governor, at the time Olson was in office. Every man is presumed to know the | 
law. The Forest Service could have got their counsel's opinion. 

Heffelfinger's group met with Stassen in March 1943. W.L.Seisley, Chairman 
American Legion Committee, Willard, Commissioner, discussed the matter with Stassen. | 
Wilson because Commissioner March 15, 1943 under an amendment to the law giving him 
full authority, and he to appoint a deputy and six directors. He got together with 

’ Oberholtzer on the question of whether the State™is for or against the Quetico—Superior j 
program. He assured Oberholtzer he would meet it on its merits and on public interest. _ 

Before 1941 the Governor had sole power to determine where the U.S. could buy | 

subject to legislative control. Gov. Stassen did not approve of this power in one man. 
The 1941 law continued this power, but Stassen signed it, and disapproved of the Kabeto- 
gama purchases (proposed). ‘The law was changed in 1943 to require only a majority of 
& 3—man commission on recommendation of Stassen and Wilson. 

; The Forest Service, he is convinced, will play square. Price agreed with 
Wilson that the revival of the Kabetogama controversy was deplorable. Wilson secured 
consent for Forest Service to finish pending acquisitions of 1200 acres in this area. | 

In 1943 the leaders of the Federation of Women's Clubs, the Izaak Walton . 
League and the American Legion all passed resolutions iasisting on the completion of the 
federal program. In 1944 all three organizations laid off. The Legion appointed a — 
committee to study the program before committing the organization. At the last convention, 
of the Izaak Walton League, Wilson's statement stopped them from passing new resolutions. 
(Paul Clement of Minnesota was President). ‘om Wallace, Louisville paper, was on ad= 
visory committee. 4 

A conference was arranged in April 1944 with the officials of the Pravinte of 
Ontario at International Falls. Mr. Thompson, the Premier of Untario,was present, and 
forester Cram of the Rainy Lake District. From Minnesota, J.H.Price and Don Ball, Asste | 
Supervisor, Superior National Forest, H.Weber, State Forester, lir. Oberholtzer was \ 

ee
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Notes on Interview with 0.5. i/ilson 

requested to attend and explain certain misstatements. He got the letter (testimony 
of persons who knew this to be a fact) and stayed away. 

This conference was followed by a convention of the Chambers of Commerce 
of Western Ontario at Fort Francis in dune. President was Arthur Widenall, director 
of the Tourist Bureau, Fort William. jt this conference, Mr. McCullough of Port 
Arthur responded to Wilson's statement to the effect that the Canddians had been 
apprehensive of Oberholizer's program. 

The .uetico-superior Council's big mistake which aroused suspicion and resent- 
ment was in asking for the entire watershed under treaty restrictions. It was a red 
rag to a bull and queers the whole program. 

Widenall invited tzlson to speak. The legislative interim commission of 5 
senators und 5 representatives was there also. Henry Schmitz, Hamel of the Superior 
National Forest, Ball, deputy, and Weber. Wilson spoke at the luncheon and outlined ; 
the program to date, stating that he had no intention to advise Ontario how to manage — 
her resources, but told what Minnesota was going to do concerning the natural re- 
sources for the greatest public benefit. 

Dedicating the area as a peace memorial was a noble idea. Happy to join in 
such a project. Quoted the language of the American Legion original resolution of 
1929. "So much as may be feasible". (Canadian Legion endorsed this.) Find out what 
is feasible and get together. Ontario has indicated anarea. Treaty was not necessaty 
for the establishment of a park by concurrent action. Cited the 5t.Croimg Interstate 
Park, Minnesota and Wisconsin. If treaty is desirable for dedication, U.K., but without 
regulations to impose. The waterpower treaties are an example. 

McCullough expressed great relief at hearing what Wilson stated as to the 
program and said they would heartily support such a plan. 

| ds +. Matthieu was there, was interested and did not see any objection to 
such a program, would push it along. He said he had got out most of what he intended to 
cut. He is the principal operator in the region. 

The Ontario situation is diametrically opposed to that in Minnesota (U.S.) 
This is not their choice wilderness area. ‘Their territory south of the railroad which 
cuts through its center to Ft.Francis should be developed. (it cuts Canada in two.) 
Their wilderness area is north and east of thisarea. In the quetico they wanted to 
(and have) logged off the mature timber. Develop it with summer resorts and roads. 
Most tourists in this area are American. They want more resorts tomt revenue. They 

will not put the whole area under treaby restrictions in a thousand years. Price was 
disappointed at the comparatively small portion of the juetico International boundary 
which was proposed to put into wilderness area. Oberholtzer's proposal is fantastic 
nonsense. ; 

Fred Winston, Chairman of his (~j. Council is resigning, due to disapproval 
of his methods. He was urged to stay on but said he could not do anything with Uber- 
holtzer. . 

Willard "called" Oberholtser on his statement as to Willard's dismissal 
(Oberholtzer has since writsen Sanderson of Audubon Society. "I was wong in stating 
that Willard was dismissed. He was "permitted to resign'".) The facts are that in 
1937 the legislatave abolished the Conservation Commission as theresult of their action 
in approving Olson's illegal espousal of the Kabetogama purchaseareas and other behavior 
of the Commissior. 

The Governor was to cppoint a sihgle Commissioner on July 1, 1937. Willard 
served under the old Comission to July 1, and then wasretained as consultant to the 
Commissioner or Chief Engineer. He was never the Commissioner. 

The legislative policy was consistent. it refused to spprove bills abolishing 
the Kabetogama State Forest (and Grand Portage State Forest). In special session these 
bills did not pass. ‘The Olson-picked henchmen on the “ommission gave Olsen a majority 
consént of 3 to 2 for his approval of the purchase areas. Comnaissioner Foley published 
an analysis of the situation which is available. Allrecords of the Commission were public. 
‘The legislature was concerned with the possible transfer of the Forest Service to Ickes.
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Hotes on Interview with C.S.Wilson 

Last summer 1943, Price met with the Quetico-Superior Council. Gberholtzer, 
Kelly, Tyng, Jimserman (int.Dept.), and Price. The cooperation of Minnesota with the 
Forest Service, he stabéd, was 100 per cent, under the Shipstead-Nolan Act (State) 
same as on Federal lands. No occasion for federal acquisition on state areas. The 
tareat of development within the roadless areaswis the important issue. ‘thy not 
concentrate on that. Fearful of private development. The Commission will help get 
appropriations and endorsed the program of Frice. {his will net shrink the program 
but will puild something not now in existence. It is the first opportunity todo — 
something constructive. (i cannot distinguish clearly from ay notes just what part of 
the above the (-U. Cowsittee endorsed and what part was what Wilson said.) (Off the 
record, Grane told Wilson that Drew said Oberholtser was a pain in his heck.) Kes— 
trictions in wilderness area. Price to keep out roads, summer resorts. ‘There are 
2 tote roads to Lac La Croix but none yet in the Canadian proposed reserve area. 4
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U.S.forest Service 
Seashington 
August 17, 1944 : 

Professor H.4.Chapman 
Yale University School of Forestry 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Chapmen: 

After writing to you yesterday I found it possitle to con~ 

tinue my review of the longer manuseript returned with your letter — 

of Juve 19. Furthermore, in reading the corresponience which accom 

panied the menuseript I found that you hed submitted e copy of the ~ 

statement to Jay Price for review and I assume thet such a review 

would include « check of the statistics and administrative acts of 

the Forest Service so thet « similer verification by this office would 

be repétitious. Also some of the points which had been che eked for 

study here actually are quotetions of statements of other persons 

which of course should not be chenged even though they might be in- 

correct. In these circumstances it seems appropriate to return the 

manuscript to you without further action other than the comments which 

follow, 

In essence, as I see it, the basic purpose of your statement { 

is to demonstrate that certain allegetions or contentions hitherto 

made by Ernest Oberholtzer are wrong. To do that it is necessary that 

you demonstrate that certain courses of action, legislative and admin~- 
istrative, by the state and certain State policies are eminently right. 

, meintain that premise it then becomes necessary specifically to i 
denonstrate that certain objectives, policies and administrative acts 
of the U.S. Forest Service are unsound and negative to the public 

~ interest. In that process forestry assumes somewhat the position of . 
a rooster in a New Mexico “gallo-race" and is exposed! to som what 
the same ultimate consequences. 

The subject is difficult of debate, particularly by one of the 
parties in interest, or perhaps one might say by the party under indict- 
ment. The general theme endows one of the principal parties with com- 

plete rectitude and righteousness. Since a challenge to such character- 

ization is wholly undesirable and inexpedient, from the stm dpoint of 

forestry alone if for ne other reason, all discussion must be under | 
somewhat of a handicap. a 

From my own personel viewpoint the publication of the manus | 

seript would do no herm. One of its effects would be aebunk a sit- 

uation about which there has been much illusion if not delusion. Many 

of the statements contained are definite contributions to realistic 

understanding md dependable judgment. Meny of the statements ate 

subject to rather adequate response which wuld give them quite a 

aifferent significance from that they seem to have in their present 

form. 4 

If the process could be sufficiently productive in beneficial 

results as to justify the time end effort required, & response to your 

statement effectively could picture justifications that you d not 

seem to have taken fully into account. However rather than to follow
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Prof. H.i,.Chapmen 

that course it might be well > a out certain feetures to which 
your attention — further be directed. In bg pe pon I an oe 
ing in mind the tement contained in the last of page 2 (le 
pencil No. 3) and carried over to the next page. 

On page 14 (pencil No, 29) this statement occurs “But the 
state will neverbe forced by manufactured outside or internal pressure 
to relinmish its stete interest and soverrigaty unnecessarily in t he 
attainment of these cooperative objectives.” One would imagine that 
when « citizen of Minnesota passed the boundary of the Superior Nate 
ionel Forest that he entered a strange and alien land. Actually his 
status as a citizen is identically the seme on one side of the gate 
as on the other since, in relation to national forests, the states : 
retain and exercise aid civil end eriminal ee wider their stete 
-etatutes. Any suggestion to th contrary the value of the 

j statement as a dispassionate presentation cf the facts since it will 
mislead readers whose only desire is to esteblish the validity of | 
the situation. 

Your solution of theproblem is pec hoteen All that is 
needed is to cancel the Kabetogeme ond Grand Por purchese areas, 
the lends thus fer acquired within such areas to be exchanged with 
the state for statelands within the proclaimed boundaries of the 
Netional Forest. Perhaps that is the solution that finally will be Py 
evolved. To determine whether it is the ona pron ek eee. 
able solution there should be some considerat of the facts preced= 
ing the establishment of those purchase units. 4 

Appmren the original proolemation of February 13, 1999 : 
whieh reserved 323,738 acres of public damat: lends -s the besis of 
the Superior National Forest has your generel approval. You concede 
thet much of the area thus reserved had been burned over in 1865, 
that ite economicelly immoture timber resources were unattrattive to 

: | ta omership end that measures for its protection from further 
; amage were desireable m4 elso indicate that by that time there had 

been pretty general exploitation of the timber rem urces on the inter= 
mingled or related lands which, because of superior timber vel ue, had 
ee an been appropriated. Apparently the second proclemation, 
hat: of September 21, 1912, by which the gross area of the national 

forest was ineressed to 1,276,000 acres also has your approval. 

During the next fifteen years the -in the protection 
of the area was none too good. baly tueethitie of the Gane eas Gum 4 
by the United States and was widely interspersed by private of state 
owned lands, which had to be protected in order to safeguard the . 
national forest lands, but over which the Forest Service hed no con- 
trol. Meanwhile the Senate Select Comuiites had decided to extend 
the provisions of the Yeek's lew 7 moans of the ClarkeMeNery Act. é 
The tegieel Se seemed to te to bring the Superior National . 
Forest within ecope of thet act so thet the unmanaged and inéer- 

: oes ey privete holdings cowld be consolidated with the lends th 
: Uni States eircady owned, To this end an addition wes proposed 

which brought the cross area of the Superior up to 1,654,145 acres.
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During the next five years the situation remained compa rative- 

ly unchanged except as lands were acquired under the “eeks Law. Mean- 

while the Congress, by the passage of the Shipstead-Nolan Act hed @ven 

a new significance to the lends adjoining the International Lakes. 

The activities of the International Boundary Commission also gave 

- those lands national signifieance. All factors considered, the estab . 

lishment and maintenance of a national forest extending along the 5 

international Lakes seemed wholly consistent with good public policy 

and in accord with the long established objectives of Federal forest 

. conservation. 

In 1934 or *35 new elements entered into the picture. One wa: 

the formal recognition of the Quetico-Superior Council. Another of * 

greater simificeance was the establishment of the Civilian Com erva- 

tion Corps and the collateral policy of extending Federal ownership 

over additional areas of wild lends so as to efford near at hand em- 

ployment for the enrollees as the alternative of transporting them to 

the public lands in remote western states; it having become evident 

that the cost of acquiring sufficient land to profitably employ en 

enrollee for six months wes no greater than the cost of transporting 

the enrollee to a western state and then returning him to his point 

of enrollment; the advantage being that the Unid States also retained 

ownership of the sequired land and the benefits of the improvement = 

work performed upon it. 

The extension of the Superior Nationel Forest not only was 

advocated by the quetico-Superior, Council but also by the then Governor 

of the State, Floyd Olson. I have quite vivid recollection of his per- 

sonal conference with Silcox in support of the enlargement of the 

Superior beceuse to illustrete his ideas he had brought with him a 

very large and very finely executed map of the whole of northern 

Minnesota. To display this map he laid it on the floor of Sileox's 

office and then, in the heat of his subsequent presentation, he walked 

y back and forth over it, leaving lerge heel berm on a piece of work 

upon which some dreftsmen had lebored with loving care for many days. 

Perhaps there is some enslogy between that ineident end the general con 

sideration of the Superior situation. : 

At all events here was the duly elected Governor of the stete 

personel ly appealing to the “hief of the Forest Service to recomend 

‘the extension of the Superior National Forest to include the Grani 

Portege ani Kabetogeme units. In your statement you not only once but 

several times brand his action as wrong end you imply rather pernicious 

pokitical coercion in the fact that the three members of the State 

Gonservation Commission who supported the recommendation were the ap- 

. pointess of Governor Olson. : 

Viewed broadly the onlarg@Ment of the purchase unit apperessiy 

was in strict conformity with proper democratic processes since it 

been authroized by the State Legislature, recommended by a majority of . 

the State Coneervation Commission and endorsed by the duly elected 

Chief Executive of the State. At that time tax delinquency was 50 

widespread throughout northern Minnesota thet the then State Conserv- 

ation Commissioner, Willard, in discussing the subject with Bob Stuart —
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E er with Sileox made the unquelified assertion thet if the tax reversion 
lawe of Minnesota were fully enforced, the State promptly would fini : 
iteelf possessed of eight million acres of tex delincuent lands, 
either directly or through the counties. 3 

That acreage added * what the State already hed acquired in 
various ways would seem to afford the State Conservation Commission 
a field for constructive action, wholly outside of the Superior and 
Chippewa Netionel Forests that would tax its resources to the utmest 
limit. In other words with so tremendbus en ecreage of depleted ©.» 4 
forest land passing out of private ownership through tax delinquency — 
end with ebsolutely no guerantee of subsequent protection and manage« 
ment, other than by public action, the asswaption of a part of the 

ee by the Federal Government seemed no more than a fair 
. division. 

: You have now reached the conclusion that the whole action 
was wholly wrong end that the United States should now conform its 
Plans to the proposels of the present State administration. In sup- 
port of that thesis you intrude here md there certain inferences or 
implications that seem a little strange. 

In the discussion of provincial ownership of forsst lends on j 
tho Conadion side and the failure of the United Stetes to similarly 

' transfer all ownership of public lands to the States, your gem ral 4 
reaction is critical of the United States policy. in the light of 
what you know of state disposal of mted lands to date, do you 
wore aes that the federal eabioe had less favorable consequen- 
ses ¢ the Dominion of Cenada policy? 

One item covered by your statement seems somewhat extraneous : 
to the main issue, nemly that of the loesation of the highwey through 
the Grand Portage Indien Reservetion. All of the lands involved are 
understood to be owned by the Indians and under the control of the 
Offiee of Indian Affairs. Just what bearing it ms on the main is sue : 
is vague. ' : : 

On page 72 end 73 of your statement you present certain 
assumptions as to costs of acquisition which include the large values 
of the privately owned improvements. Are you aware of any pradtice 
on the part of the Forest Service of acquiring — ezeens 
in th rare cases where they are trensferred at i and minor cos 

At two or three points, notably on page 109, you emphasize 
the fact that in 1950-31 three hundred thousand aeres of private land. 
was offered for sale to the State Forester at a price of 50¢ per en 
You then cite the average price of $2.04 paid by the Forest Service 

- in St. Louis County, and the $1.51-per sere paid in Koochiching 
County, implying that the Forest Service has paid several tims es ; 
much for land as the State would heve had to pay. That implication 
merits some analysis. 

First, the United States does not acquire any land unless or d 
until the vendor has paid to the State or county all taxes due or 
acerued on such lands up to the date of conveyance to the United States.
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Generally throughout Minm sota the taxes, interest, penalties, ete. 
due md accrued represented several times the fair opveetoes value of 
the land. To meet that condition there was a general practice on the 
part of the County Commissioners thet they would compromise the unpeid — 
taxes on the besis of 2/3 of the smount which the United States was to 
pey for the land. For exemple John Doe owned 520 acres upon which the 
totel of accrued taxes and penalties was $750. ‘The United States es 
offered to buy the land from him for a consideration of $2.25 per acre | 
John Doe then settled with the county by payment of $1.50 per acre, ~ 
retaining for himself 75¢ per acre, out of which he had t met the 
eosts incident to the transfer of title. 

It is a reasonably safe assertion tint of the totel payment 
for lend by the United States in northern Minnesota one-half has been 
routed to the counties end in the case of counties such as Cook and 
Lake these enforced payments of delinquent taxes kept the counties 
from bakkruptcy over a long period of time. 

The question arises as to whether this 300,000 acres tint 
was offered to Cox at 50¢ per acre was to be a by the State 
without any collection of back taxes or whether vendor was sup- 
posed to ee such back taxes out of the consideration of 50¢ per 
acre or her the vendor had just completed the exploit ation of 
large timber values upon which it necessarily had paid taxes and was 
offering the land at a bargain price before any further tax liabil- 
ities could accrue. 

Thet is one aspect of this specific case to which you refer. 
Another is that in 1930-31 the leck of roads created a widespread .- 
condition of economic inaccessibility which later was minimized by 
extensive road construction at public expense, with consequent ad- 
vance in values asked for land. As a matter of fact your owns tate- 
ment shows the state paying a consideration of $1.34 per acre for 
lands in the seme territory, but this extravagant expenditure is 
minimized by the closely associated quotation of the higher price 
em by the United States, see pages 59 and 60 (Pencil no.122 and 

BS) « : 

Also on pege 60{pencil No, 123) is the statement "One of the 
Commissioners owned a large area of land in the Xebetogama purchase 
area which was later sold to the govemment." This statement can have 
only one purpose, namely, to ereate in the mind of the average reader 
the impression that the action of the Commissioner in supporting the 
extension of the purchase unit wes ibfluenced primarily by a personel 
profit motive. 

The general theme seems to be that acquieslecence by tax rever=- 
sion after private ownership hes stripped the lend of all severable 
values is a wholly sound process end in fact preferable to any outlay 
of public funds as a means of acquiring lands before the process of 
devastation had proceeded so far as to necessitate the eventual exe 
penditure of sums much greater than those which initially would hw e 
been necessary to acquire the land with a reasonable forest capit al ; 
and in less eroded condition. i
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Prof, H.H.Chapman 

2 There are numerous other pointe I might discuss thet would 
simply bore you if they did not irritete you and after all it may be 
well to leave som seed for further discussion. 

The mnuseript and the accompanying correspondence is returned 
herewith, 

Very sincerely yours, 

LaF -Kneipp ; / 
Assistant Chief, Forest Servi e
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U.S.¥orest Service { 

Vashington 
August 16, 1944 

Professor H.H.Chapman 
Yale Univ.Sehool of Forestry ; # 

) Hew Maven, Conn. 

Dear Chapman: 7 

By e@incidemse sour letter of August 14 was leid on my desk at 
the very moment I was ae in @ perueal of the longer statemnt on 
the seme subject which had been returned to thie office by your letter ©. 
of June 19; said perusal heaving reached the midway point in thet dosu- 
mont. I am sorry that more expeditious action om your initial request 

' hes not been practicable. : 

I hed assweed thet your purpose in submitting the s tatenent 2 
was to obtain verification or correction of each statistic or admin- 
istrative foot attributed to the Forest Service in the statement. 
Ag you know better than anybody else, the number of such statistics 
end administrative fects is of large proportions. ‘The persons so 

. intimately connected with the history of the programe ner then my- 
self, who could evaluate the statistical and factual statements on 
the bosis of memory only are no longer available. 

" Yor illustration, the Division of Lend Aequisition which once 
numbered more then thirty in its personnel now consiete of an edmin- 
istrative ascistent, two abstracting clerks, tw status clerks and a 
stenographer. ‘“hereas the “ivision of Forest Land Planning formerly 

: had a Chief, Assistant Chief, two statisticians end drafteman, a man 
y specializing in netional forest bowidery and legislation work md two 

stenographers, its present ectivities are conducted by ono woman, F 
Whereas the Division of Recreation end Lends formerly consisted of 
Bod Marshall, John Sieker, Charles “quire, Ernest *alker, a secretary 
and s file clerk, it is now comprised of one feminine administrative 
eseistent end one stenographer, ; 

Notwithstanding these drestic ecurtailments there is still a . 
tremendous snount of deily routine which must be Sot of promptly 
in order that the field egencies may function without undue del ay. 
4 further complieetion is thet the files, other than those of quite 
recent years, heave been trensferred to Nationel Archives end are not 
readily available for reference, 

In these circumstances verification of each statistic or state | 
pd of eae ae ae eo B B does a gee os ‘ 
remendous arrey oe, al accuracy is a teint 

is a task beyond the abilities of the present ig gp except as = 
$8 ould be Sibted Im Sth Gbler Gemanke over a lang periol of tine. 
The difficulty is that « statement of current isbouewhe such as the 
one submited by you, is somewhat like a coke ond must be cooked 
promptly if it ie not to fell flat. 

In gmeral = review of the briefer article acwmpanying your 
letter of Aurust 14 leads me to the conelusion that the s tatistics
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which it cites «ith respect t2 national forest lend area, both reser ved 
from the eros domain end acquired by purchase, ere correct. So like. 
wise are the statements of Forest Service adminis trative action, at ~ ; 
least as to time of ocecurrence and generel pag 4 tee neriting 
comment is perhaps the reference on page 5 to establishment of the 
boundaries of « wilderness or medless srea as of June 17, 1937. The 
initial step to thet end, though perheps not quite so dcfinite, occurred 
several years earlier through the approval by the Seeretary of oy 
culture of 2 ~ansgement plan which contemplated the maintenance a 
woadless condition of an area of some 600,000 aeres or more. 

When it comes to the construction or interpretation of facts, 
motives or practical consequences, a wide field for debate Ecce / 
iteelf. Of course the “ashington office ie in one respect 
by ite relative detachment from the erea end environment under discus- 
sion, must necessarily work on whet a lewyer would term “heareny” 
evidence. Nevertheless ite contact with the situation would incline 
it to reach some conclusions which differ from yours ae to 
the seme situctions or factual findings. Perhaps such a t would 
be inevitadle. 

Your statement makes it perfectly evident thet ite purpose is 
to neutrelize certain CC. made by the Cuetico-Superior 
Council or particularly by the Secretary thereof. Since bger repre=~ 
sentations pictured one extrem, you find it necessary to piSture the 
other, Coneurrence in or endorsement of either extreme by the forest 
Service would be difficult. — eee 

In anny respecta it is regrettable that this entire subject, 
from ite inception many yoars “ee: hes beon handled so aie oan 
*glorify-villify” techniques. t fact has tended to make t 
on the subject: partisan rather than impeysonally enslytical. There 
have been some Senet ate from an emotional epproach to certain ~~ 
. as for exemple the Sane meees 508. 98 Trees it 
general oe & Galmer ond more dispassionate eee a all 
‘factors have resulted in a greater degree of a tt of desix 

. able objectives then actually has occurred. 

Nine years ago £111 Sparhewk and i, under the auspices of the 
Obeerlender Trust, visited the Mazarin Lakes region in East Frussia, I 
was inmedietely ee te by the many respects in which thet region 
resembled the northern Minmsote lakes region sd 1 wondered at the 
time whether en equal degree of industrial utilization end of balanced 
scenic or aesthetic cherm and of consequent comunity support and 
netional significance wouldnot be pre@tieable of accomplishment in the 
northern Minnesota lckes region under well balanced and economically 
sound pSineiples of management. No reason occurs to me why that should 
not be the case except the as yet unsolved conflict of interest, partly 
jurisdictional end partly profit-seeking which exists betwoen the 
various public and private ggencies which are concerned. 

Of course I reslize the differences in economic conditions be- 
tween a region subject to most intensive utilization of every product 
of the forest end a region where many products of the forest have only
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@ minus value under current economic conditions, nevertheless the con- 
cept of s well ordered and well belaneed forest area serving alike the 
economic and the spiritual aspirations of a stable and secure ——- 
tion in northern ames seers fer from impossible of reslization. 
Unfortunately the heat and fury time fer engendered has not expedited ’ 
or facilitated realization. 

In general I wuld eay thet the briefer statement caving 
your letter of August 14 would contribute markedly to wabcupeanting 9 | 
the basic facts ond to that end ite publication would be all to the good. 
however its een for contributing to misunderstanding of cer~ . 
tain of the basie facts, amd for engendering further serimonicus dis- 
eussion — also to be recognized. Whether it will facilitate or 
a. r ng ae the ultimstely desirable treatnent of the. 
area something that can be determined by the passage of tim. — 

5 renee Seer 't oF eens well as in the long initial 
statement that you place the ee Peninsule\in the Stete of Oregon. 
Actually it constitutes the nor et corner of the State of Yashington. 

. One ether comment: the citations on pages 17 and 16 of the relative . 
expenditures += State of Minnesota and by the federal government 
would seem to icate thet the per acre cost of federal eledneagat on 
is considerably lower than that of State administretion. Does that have 
any bearing on the general sub ject? 

AS tunity effords I shall continue review of your longer 
statement lees you have now decided to replace it by the statement 
accompanying your letter of August 14 and that therefore further review 
of the longer statement is no longer necessary or desireable. 

Sincerely, 2 

Le F, Kneipp 
Asst.Chief, Forest Service



TELEPHONE, EXECUTIVE 8100 Caste AppREss 
NARECO, Washington, D. C. 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 
Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

August 15, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold i 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison 5, Wisconsin , 

My. dear Leopold: 

I appreciate greatly your confidential letter of August 
2nd. Because of Bob Yard's illness and because of his failure 
to take up the authorization now two years old ,to appoint an 
understudy, the problems of the Wilderness Society all come to 
a head at the same time as those of the Ecological Society, 
about which I wrote you primarily. 

Confidentially, the National Parks Association, of 
which I am also a trustee, approached me some time ago with 
a desire to consolidate with the Wilderness Society. 
Reorganization is therefore in the air. 

As I see it, the objectives of the National Parks 
: Association represent an intermediate phase in the evolution 

of Bob Yard from his earlier position as government publicity 
writer for the National Parks Service to his present status 
as leading exponent of wilderness conservation. On this 
account, the objectives and especially the nameg of the 
National Parks Association are somewhat narrower than present 

| need, and I doubt if the Wilderness Society would be willing 
Ww to consider any use of the name of the other group. 

A pointed fact, however, is that the National Parks 
Association does not restrict itself in any way to national 
parks, or even national monuments, but in fact takes a broad 
view of the whole problem. 

Because of these inter-relations and because of course, 
of your standing and reputation in this field, I should greatly 
appreciate it if you could see your way clear to lift the



Professor Aldo Leopold - page 2 August 15, 1944 

restriction imposed by marking your letter "confidential". 
I should like to show it both to the Executive Committee of 
the Ecological Society, and of the Wilderness Society, which 

of course I cannot do without your permission. 

illlas pg 

Ret ae 
Robert F. Griggs, Chaijrman 
Division of Biology ayd 

Agricul ture 

ee a 

RFG:mkn ae
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August 25, 1944 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25, D. G. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

Dr. He He Chapman asked that Mr. Leopold send you his copy of the article on the 
Quetico Superior Wilderness question since he was in St. Paul and had no extra 
copies with him. It is attached herewith. 

4 Sincerely, 

ec Dr, Chapman Alice Harper 
Secretary to Mr. Leopold 

(Sent in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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dugast 17, 1944 

Mr. H. H. Chapman : 
Yale School of Forestry 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Hermans 

I was entively unaware that you wore making an exhaustive inquiry into the — 
Superior question, and I have read the report with mech interest. The letter 
to Mr. Wharton ws not enclosed, but I think the article mikes your points 
oufficiontiy clear. 

I can't find any flews in your argument, and my thinking hee beon clarified on ; 
& momber of points. I did not, for instance, realize that the Dominion, with 
whom we had heped to deal in “completing the area, does not own the land or 
the timber, and hence can make no committments. Perhaps dual federal mi state 
ownership on our side might, under these ciroumstences, present no difficulties 
in dealing with Ontario. At any rate, I would like to hear from Mr. Oberholtser 
just why dual ownership is such o bad handicap, assuming Minnesota to be in 
good faith. 

The main point at present is that the Beological Society, which has heretofore 
been acting more or less jointly with the 1.W.1.A. and the Wilderness Society 
in respect to the Superior, is about to pose some questions to Minnesota, 
These are at my instigation, and it is quite possible that you have already 

answered them. Hence I urge that you send a copy of your article to Dr. Robert 
¥. Griggs (Nations1 Resoarch Council, 2101 Constitution Aveme, Washington 25, D.C.), 
who 4e Prosident of tho Sochety and acting in this matter. If am taking the liberty 
of sending him 4 copy of this so that he will know that your study is available. 

ven with your clarifying study, I do not yet feel wholly conversant with all 
the facts, and want to roserve judgment on them until I have heard from Reb Yard 
and Ernest Oberholtzer. Bob Yard, as you know, has beon seriously 111, and it 
may be some time before he ean size this matter up. I am taking tho Liberty 
of sending him also +o of this letter, and wish you would gond him an 

advance cony of your ele, 1f you have not already done so. 

Thanke for offering to send the long report, but I em afreid I couldn't read it 
carefully. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

i Aldo Leopold 

ee Griggs 
Yard f



YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT 

August 11, 1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

‘ I've been at work on the Quetico-Superior mess now for 
18 months, and the final mpshot is that you put your finger right 
on the real issue in the brief correspondence a year or more agoe 

: » < Enclosed is copy of a letter to William P. Wharton and of the 
wou 2 article mentioned. I would be glad to have you point out any flaws 
ty Cagenn\ in ite 
Os 44 

TEE I cooperated with Oberholtzer, Kelly, the International 
Joint Commission, Jay Price, Lyle Watts, Chester Wilson, H. G Weber, 

. Bill Cox, Grover Conzet and everyone else that had any information, 

ran down the laws, records and publications, read all of Oberholtzer's 
articles and - news releases that I could obtain and the Forest Service 
and T, Schantz—Hansen, and descriptions of the area, and reached my own 
conclusions, embodied in a 167=page typewritten statement, which because 
of its length is completely useless as a document to offset propaganda 

not based on these fact3se 

If you feel like reading this evidence I can probably loan 
you a copy but I won't inflict it on you without your consent. 

Sincerely, 

H. He Chapman



August 10, 1944 

Mr. Chester S. Wilson, 
Commissioner of Conservation, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Wilson: : 

In the light of Mr. Oberholtzer's most recent article - 
National Parks Magazine, July - in which he wants the whole 10 million 
acres of the Rainy Lake drainage included in his project, could you 
do me the favor of sending this outline map to Mr. Cram in Ontario 
and asking him to indicate on it the areas already cut over outside and 

- inside the Quetico, and the shores in the juetico which have been pre- 
served. 

I wrote him some months ago but got no reply (on another 
matter) and of course he doesn't know me, but would cooperate with 
you. 

I shall be in St. Paul two weeks in the latter part of 
August and hope to get the matter caught up with at that time. 

Sincerely, 

H. H. Chapman 

P.S. Have written a short article, since it is obvious that no one will 
read the 165-page compendium.
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August 2, 1944 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs, Chairman 
Division of Biology and Agriculture 
National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

I wish I could talk to you, for I am notsure I catch all the background 
of your questions. I am short on detail of Shelford's Committee since I 
ceased to be a member about 1933. I see the published reports, of course, 
bat I know no "inside" news. 

I am a believer in fitting organizations to men, rather than vice. versa. 
As long as Bob Yara was active, I think the triple societies interested in 
wilderness were better separate than merged. If Bob cannot again become : 
agtive, then I think it imperative that the Beological Society join in the 
search for an able ssor, for it is helpless without a full-time "watch- 
dog". Mo part-time committee can do mich more than say amen on current problems. 

I ineline to believe the Reological Society ‘3 different, as Shelford says. 
Its interest in wilderness is scientific, that of the I.¥.L.A. is sporting 
and recreational, that of the Wilderness Society something of each. This 
is a trite statement, but certainly the scientific value of the primitive is 
not appreciated by Lig Se perhaps only superficially by the Wilderness — 
Society. I think the Wilderness Society has failed to exploit the scientific 
value of wilderness, and I fear that Shelford has not been very sympathetic 

with any other values. If the head of our Committee and the Wilderness - 
Society could speak the same language, wilderness might benefit greatly. 

In my view, Bob Yard or his successor is the keystone, and the remainder 
of the structure mst be fitted to it. Shouldn't he be "breaking in" a 
successor? I think the Society could afford to carry two men, rather than 
to fall apart when Bob steps out. 

This, I realise, is written partly in the dark. I feel comfort in your 
presence on both boards. I can't entirely understand Shelford, nor the 
wilderness dircetors as a group. 

Yours sincerely, . 

Aldo Leopold



TELEPHONE, EXECUTIVE 8100 Cazie AppREss 
NARECO, Washington, D. C. 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

Established in 1916 by the National Academy of Sciences under its Congressional 

Charter and organized with the cooperation of the National Scientific 

and Technical Societies of the United States 

July 26, 1944 

Dr. Aldo ‘Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I feel the need of some confidential advice from you concerning the 
activities of the Ecological Society in the field of conservation. You 
have read Shelford's open letter in the Bulletin and you know that the 

Society for many years has been confronted with the problems of what used 
to be Shelford's committee. I wish you would write me frankly what you 

think ought to be done. 

Undoubtedly the trouble lies, as Shelford points out, in the belief 
that "the Ecological Society is not of the ordinary type, such as the 
majority which are affiliated with the A.A.A.S." Is the Society in fact, 
or should it be, different from other scientific societies? I believe 
that if this question should be settled definitely to the satisfaction of 
the members, the whole problem would readily resolve itself. 

In other ways which do not directly concern our Committee this is a 
critical time and a time of opportunity for fairly long time decisions in 
this field. As you may know, Robert Sterling Yard has been desperately 
sick this spring. He has now passed beyond the point of immediate danger 

but his convalescence will, at the best, require a protracted period. 

The Executive Committee of the Wilderness Society met and agreed to 
ask Devereux Butcher, who is Executive Secretary of the National Parks 
Association, to assist with the preparation of the September number of 

"The Living Wilderness." 

Thus, the whole problem raised by these three groups, all of which 
have similar functions, comes up at the same time. We all believe in the 
cause which these activities represent, and we all recognize the impor- 
tance of having a watch-dog on duty to give the warning of any attempts 
by commercial interests to violate our national heritage of the primitive. 

Would it be better to concentrate our efforts on one organization or 

would three render more effective service? In particular, as far as it 
concerns us, should the Ecological Society continue its efforts as an 
organization in this field, or would it be better for its members 
individually to undertake such work as they have time and inclination for 
under the banner of one or the other organizations?



Dr. Leopold -2- ; 

I have had a similar problem to face as Chairman of the Division of 
Biology and Agriculture. As you may know, the National Research Council 
formerly had a Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions but, 
because it was contrary to the policies of the Council to engage in 

agitation of any kind, that committee had to be disbanded. This, however, 
does not prevent me personally from serving as member of the Executive 

Committee of the Wilderness Society and as trustee of the National Parks 
Association, 

There will be a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Ecological 
Society on Monday, September llth, at which this matter will be taken up. 
There is a general feeling that this is the time to settle it with some 
degree of finality. In so doing the opinions not merely of the present 

Executive Committee but of those who have had a hand in guiding the 
destinies of the Society through the years ought to be thoroughly 

considered. 

I should greatly appreciate it if you would give me your judgment in 
order that I may pass it along to ecutive Committee. 

rly gases” | 

& 

oo Cy 

cS) 

Robert F, Griggs, £ man 
Division of Biolog # Agriculture 

RFG:be  . 20) a 

x
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: 623 North Second Street : 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
July 30, 1942, 

Mr, W. D. Cram. Regional Forester, : : 
Department of Lands and Forests 
Kenora, Ontario. : 

Dear Mr. Cram: 

Your letter and map of July 27 are received. 

I wish to compliment you upon the plan you have prepared for 
the protection of the shoreline and recreational values on Passwood 
Lake. It is quite apparent that you andyour men have given this 
problem considerable thought and consideration. The protective 
measures you have taken are prattically the same as established for . 
us by the Shipstead-Newton-Nolen Law. ‘Ye do take a few additional 
measures of. protection administratively by endeavouring to locate all 

haul roads and landings in back bays and as inconspicuously as pos si ble 

We also endeavour to locate the logging camps at inconspicuous points k 

and endeavour to have them developed far enough back from the shoré- 

line so that a strip of timber will adequately conceal themfrom the 
lake. Topography md water requirements, both for domestic purposes 

as well as that required for the stock, occasionally make full con- 

cealment impracticable. 

I am sure thet many people on this side acquainted with the 

Quetico-Superior program and the recreational facilities along the 

Internationel. Boundary will regret to learn that logging on Basswood 

Lake is to be undertaken. Since logging must take plece, however, I 

am sure they will be delighted to learn of the masures you are taking, 

to protect the recreational interests. The success of this logging — 

operation, I am sure, will go a long way towards determining whether 

heavily used recreational areas of this description can be managed ; 

- under the multiple use principle. A great deal, naturally, will dep end | 

upon the administration of the restrictions. ; 

I am deeply interested in this proposed ope ration and sincerely 

hope that it will be possible for me to review the results of the oper- 

ation, either this winter or next summer. At the first opportunity, I- 

shall bring your proposal to the attention of the interested parties on 

this side. 

Very truly yours, 

Jay H. Price 
Regional Forester
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Extract from letter addressed to Honourable 
N.,0. Hipel from Ranier, Minnesota, Sept. 26, 1942, ; 

signed by Ernest C. Oberholtzer. 

We feel that great praise is due Mr. Cram for the way he mm aged 
the logging restrictions in this area last winter. More progress was made 
than ever before. We are deeply grateful that the islands were left 
intact and that so much was done to protect the beauty of the sha es. 

The creative possibilities in the border lakes region are almost 
unlimited. Even since the reorganization of your Department last year, 
great gains have already been made in the coordination of policies onthe 
two sides of the bognedery. We are eager to collaborate ine very possible 
way and are greatly encouraged by wheat the Province is doing and by the 
implications of the article in the Geographical magazine. 

Extract from letter dated Aug. 11-42 addressed to 
F. A. MacDougall, Deputy Minister from Izaak Walton 
League of America, Inc., signed by Kenneth a.Reid, 
Executive Secretary, Chicago. 

"However, I received tw reports from old-timers in that region 
end both of then agreed that the logcing on the whole has been 
splendidly managed. They advise that the average person who did not 
know the country or what to look for, would find difficulty in telling 
the country had been logged unless he climbed a hill. Then, however, 
to quote from one letter: ‘The devastation is awful to behold’. This 
makes me wonder if the selective cutting stipulation with a minima m 
size limit of 13 inches may have been ignored on occasion." 

4
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To all Division Chiefs end Field Officers Circular L.R. = 11 , 

Re: Reereation and Logging ’ 

Under the stress of war conditions there is liable t be a slack- 
ening of attention to recreational and scenic values. 

District Foresters will constantly scrutinize logging op retions . 
_in their Districts to see that the scenic values of the District are 
not destroyed through careless camp location, shoreline cutting, bush 
roads, etc. Camps should be sereened from lake, road or river by a 
belt of trees, and where they have been located in the open and log- 
ging is completed they should be destroyed and the site cleaned up at 
the expense of the operating company. 

F. A. MacDougall 
‘ Deputy Minister 

Compiled July 13, 1943 
Issued July 19, 1943 ; : 

To all Division Chiefs and Field Officers Cirevlar LR-17 

Instru tions LR-11 have been issued that District Foresters 
will be responsible that logging operations within their districts 
will not destroy the recreational value of lands adjoining lakes md 

rivers. Such lands shall be protected by restricting cutting on such 

areas by provisions stated in work permits which may be issued to 

é operators. It must be fully eppreciated thet the value of such areas 

for recreational use is great and that the protection of such areas 

must be given every consideration when controlling cutting operations 

necessary for the utilization of forest products. 

BE. A. MacDougall 
Deputy Minister 

Compiled: March 29, 1944 . 
Issued: April 14, 1944 

‘To Division Chiefs and Field Officers Circular - TM. 20 

All annual renewal of timber cutting rights end all authority 

for cutting plans of pulp companies are to have reservation clauses 

in them concerning highways and lakes, 

F. A. MacDougall 
‘Deputy Minister 

Compiled: Fetwuary 23, 1943 
Issued: Mareh 6, 1943 

: \
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duly 25, 1944 

Dr. William 8. Cooper 
Department of Botany 
University of Minnesota 
Minneaplis, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Coopers 

I much appreciate your thoughtful letter of July 19. 
In the meanwhile a wire has come from Dr. Griggs, asking 
whether my letter still expresses the situation. I have 
written him, copy attached, stating that I think it does. 

I think you are right that the Beological Society should 
deal with official persons only. Your experience with 
Henry Sehmitg is illuminating. I knew he tended in that 
direction, but I thought that in his new capacity he might 
be forced to take a little wider view of public questions. 

I also agree with Dr. Griggs in believing that the several 
societies can't act to better effect separately than 
jointly. 

Kenneth Reid's address is: I. #. L. As, Hotel La@alle, 
Chicago 2, Illinois. ' 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

enc
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Faly 25, 1944 

Dr. Robert F. Griggs 

National Research Council 
2101 Constitution Aveme 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Griggs: 

I am heartened to reeeive your wire and to know of your 
interest in the Quetico-Superior situation, I am replying 
by mail since this letter will reach you before Friday, 
and I can give more detail than I could in a wire, 

Yos, the situation in broad outline is still exactly as 
represented in my letter of April 19. As pointed out in 
that letter, I do not pretend to imow all the local 
ramifications, wat I think these are what we want to steer 

away ffom in auy proposal made by the Beological Society 
or by any other national body. 

Dr. Cooper wrote me under date of July 19, and I am convinced 
from his letter that he and I see the situation eye to oye. 

IT am glad to be in touch with you again, and will be 
much interested to learn of any action taken by the 
Society. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management. 

ce Dr. Cooper 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence , 
to avoid delay)
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University or MInnESoTA 

Coueee or Science, Lrrerarure, AND THE Arts 

MINNEAPOLIS 9 14 = ; 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY i , 

July 19, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold : 
Department of Wild Life Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold; 

Your letter of April 19th has been reposing on my desk but 
: it has definitely not been forgotten. Now that the amount of work 

is considerably lessened I can take it UD oh rere” has 
been lost through the delay since a recent om Dr. 
Griggs fits in well with the subject. As to the Quetico-Superior, 

‘ : I agree that it is highly desirable to disentangle it from the 
; state rights controversy but I am rather pessimistic of the 

possibility of doing this. One reason is the apparent necessity 
of complete federal ownership as a prerequisite to a treaty with 
Canada; the other is the bitter antagonism’ against Ober and all he 
stands for on the part of the opponents.of the scheme. While I 
have no grounds for questioning the sincerity of the state adminis- 
tration (I have always been a strong supporter of Stassen) I feel, 
though I can't prove, that large scale commercial interests are déeply 
involved in the opposition. : 

It will do no harm to try something along the lines you suggest. 
What you propose as a first step is worth doing even if we get no 
further ~- that the Ecological Society ask the state forest group and 
the Pederal Forest Service to: make a written statement as to their 
intentions with regard to the boundary lake country with the under- 
standing that such will be published in the Bulletin for the informa- 
tion of the members in deciding upon appropriate action. As to the 
persons you suggest, I hesitate to approach Schmitz. He is a very 
good friend of mine but I have never been able to get anywhere with 
him in discussing Quetico-Superior. A long time ago I tried to bring 
him and Ober together, inviting them to dinner at my home. I felt 
that an intimate conference might bring mutual understanding. The 
effort was a dismal failure. I do not know Price, Moreover it seems 
to me that any statement should be from an official agency. On the 
part of the state group it probably would have to be signed by 
Chester Wilson, Commissioner of Gonservation, who is bitterly 
antagonistic. ; 

The subject that Griggs has brought up enters here. Griggs 
by the way, in addition to being chairman of the Division of Bidlogy 

on a 

—



Dr. Aldo Leopold - 26 July 19, 1644 

and Agriculture of the National Research Council, is this year 

president of the Ecological Society. His letter concerns reconsid- 
eration of the conservation activities of the Ecological Society, 
particularly in relation to the activities of the National Parks 
Association and the Wilderness Society which are similar but not 
identical in, gims. The question is how to obtain maximum effective- 
ness with less waste of effort. My suggestion to Griggs is stated 
in the excerpt from his letter which I enclose. If it meets with 
approval the method might be tried owt informally in the Quetico- 
Superior problem, The Ecological: Society is scheduled to meet in m 
September. The meeting however may be called off, in which case 
the procedure would take venger, 

I will let you know the results of my correspondence with 
Griggs. I will send copies of this correspondenee to Ober, Reid 
and Miss Andrews. What is Reid's address? I am taking the liberty 
of sending a copy of your letter to Griggs since in his capacity 
as president of the Ecological Society he should know the whole 
story. 

With kind regards, ' 

Sincerely yours, 

Crt i.mamncd > Googe 

‘ W. 8. Cooper, Professor 

wsc/js ’



It seeme to me that, in general, action taken by several 
independent agencies ie more powerful than action by one alone. 
I believe therefore that the three societies should maintain 
their independence. They should, however, cooperate closely 
and give mutual assistance. This might be done through 
& gmail interlocking coordinating committee, which, on 
the part of the Ecological Seciety would not supersede the 
apparatus in existence. The representatives of the 
Beelogical Society on the coordinating committee should 
also be members of the existing committees ~- eg their 
chairmen. The coordinating committee should have a chaire 
man clected by ite members, rotating among the three — 
societies. When a situation arose requiring acticen in 
the partioular field of one of the societies, it would 
be referred to the coordinating committee for determina- 
tion as to whether joint or separate action, or action 
by the interesated society only, waa desirable. In many 
gages, probably, although the situation would fall particu-e 
larly in the field of one society, the others would be 
interested and able and glad to render agsistance. There 
are & number of other societies whose aims are in part 
pareliel to these of the three, but I know of none : 
sufficiently similar to be ineluded in @ union such ea I 

have fregseres The assistance of other groups could be 
solicited when the occasion warranted. The Ecological 
floclety has the facilities «- or at least had at an earlier 
time -- for coordinating the efforts of a large number of 
varied groups. The efficacy of thia method was demonstrated 
in the Glecier Bay campaign.
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Mr. Ernest C. Oberholtzer 
1218 Flour Exchange 5 
Minneapolis, Minnesota i 

_ Dear Ernest: i ‘ 
Your letter finds me in the midst of a congestion of Wis¢onsin affairs that leaves " 
§mali margin for any real thought on the “Battle of Minnesota", \ 

“ 

It strikes me that the Quetico-Superior question has passed beyond the stage where | 
the voice of outside individuals is likely to be heard. ‘The Superior Wilderness 
question, moreover, has intermeshed with the state vs. federal forestry question, 
an issue of wider geographic scope, and one sure to draw fire (both ways) from people 
interested in forestry or policites, but not in wilderness. ‘ f o 

It seems to me your task boils down to this: Can the Quetico=Superior wilderness 
issue be disentangled from the state ve. federal issue? By "disentangled" I mean 
this: Can Stassen and his faction be persuaded to confine the “war" to the latter 3 
issue, and to cooperate in some. modus vivendi for the former? : 

I don't know how closely you are in touch with the state vs. federal forestry issue, 
which is a short name for a dozen issues, including regulation of private lands. 
I can assure you it is big stuff, and may take a decade or two to settle. What 
I think you may have construed ec disaffection by me and perhaps Chapman arose from this. 

Do you think that the intervention of tho Reological Society, or the national I.W.L.A., | 
or some such outside body or bodies would have any chance of segregating the Quetico 
issue in the sense above defined? Would you be willing that they try? Of course 

ie this is easy to ask; there would remain the question of who has time or funds to 
"move to Minnesota" for the purpose. It can't be done by mail. 

I take the liberty of sending copies of this to Bob Yard, Dr. Cooper, and Ken Reid. 

Yours sincerely, i 

‘ Aldo Leopold 

P.S. My command of the facts is limited, tut if the present status is as I think, 
then we (the wilderness crowd) are in effect undertaking to settle the forestry as ; 
well as the wilderness question. Segregation is the only way out. Mo matter how 
logical a case we may have locally, our campaign is dragging the dead weight of an : 

' almost insoluble problem in political philosophy. 

ec Yard 
Sooper : : 
Reid
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Se, April 19, 1944 
<7 a oo. 

Dr. Willian S. Gooper p ‘ 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Cooper: 

Ernest Oberholtzer has: sent you p-sear ate letter of April 6, which 
replies to mine of March 30, of which f Ose my file copy. 

IT am now firmly convinced that our basic difficulty is the intrusion of 
the state vs. federal forestry issue (on which good men differ) into the 
Qaetico-Superior wilderness issue (on which good men are, as far as I 
know, unanimous). 

I think the Ecological Society might well make the following appeal to 
the leaders of the Minnesota state forestry group: 

1. They are going to be credited with wrecking the wilderness area 
unless they themselves disentangle it from the state vs. federal 

_— (I, for one, will so credit them, although I am a "state" 
wan. 

2. They cannot afford to take the omas of wrecking the wilderness area. 

3. Let there be a gentlemen's agreement to fight out the state va. 
federal issue, but to “make a peace" on the wilderness issue. } 

4. "fhe peace" should consist of a written or printed commitment, by 
the Minnesota state group, stating explicity just how they propose 4 
to sefeguard and complete the wilderness area under the dual 

ownership, which they now insist upon. This should include a commitment 
' on such details as: ? 4 

(2) Cooperation in a Canadian Treaty 
(b) Acquisition of dangerous alienations in state forests. 
(ce) Policy toward roads, resorts, motor boats, hydroplanes, 

timber sales, power developments, etc. on state forests. & 
{ 

5. A corresponding reaffirmation of policy should be requested from ba 
the U. S. Forest Service, in respect of its land. { 

6. The Beologieal Society, by and with the advice of the Wilderness : 
Society, and the izaak Walton League, should then publish ite 
opinion as to whether the commit%ments satisfactorily safeguard 
the wilderness area. 

The detail of point #4 will doubtless need some local revision. t 
Outsiders like myself cannot keep track of the infinity of local detail; 
involved in the present situation. : |



Dr. William S. Sooper : 
April 19, 194% 

yp 2 

The essential point in my proposal is that since the Miniesota State 
crowd elected to upset the applecart, it is up te then to shew the country 
at large that no damage will ensue. 

I think the “eologies) Seclety will have to deal with one individual on 
each wide, otherwise the tesk will require more labor than ite comnittecs 
ee X would suggest the Society deal with Beary 

ts for Minnesota, and Jay Friee for the Forest Service. 

Benest OberhoTser bas said he would woleome the intervention of the 
Peological Society, provided it aid not seek a compromise. It seems to 

me something like the avove is the only hope for averting s fatal com 
promise. 

With personel regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. If am sending no coples of this to anykody, but I enclose four 
coplea, which (Af and when you think proper) I would like te get to 
Rrnest Oberholtser, Bob Yard, Kenneth Reid, and Frances Andrews. 

Im considering this proposal, I ask you to reflect on the situation 
in which all outeliders like myself are placed. 

We cannet speak up publicly because the situetion is beclouded with 
(1) loes) detail of which wa iknow nothing, (2) the extrencous iseue of 
state ve. federal. hat I am trying te vieuelize is @ move which will 
Comait both sides solely on the future of the wilderness area, casting 
off other extraneous matters. Once that is done, we outeiders ean 
"lend a hand". The Reolegical Society is in the same boat. 

Should either side decline to make a commitment, then we would be free to 
assume that their professed adherence to the wilderness ides is phony, and 
all will be free to speak accordingly. 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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a President and Secretary DaeEPFetden Treasurer 
. Ernest C. Onzrnorrzer, Ranier, Minn. TAR A Wides\ Pordnto; Ontario ~ J. G. Byam, Vice-President First Nat'l Bank, 

Minneapolis, Minn. 

QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL 
ASSOCIATED WITH 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

ORIGINAL ADVISORY BODIES, U.S.A. DIVISION 
AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Generat Orrice 

CAN FIRE CLUB Oe AMERICA SES eEers 1218 Frour Excuance 
RAGUE OF AMEI 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PARKS. FORESTS AND WILD LIFE MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

Ranier, Minnesota 
; April 6, 1944 

: Dr. Aldo Leopold 
U. of Wisconsin : 
Madison : 

Dear Aldo: 

: Thank you for your letter of March 50! MTItvtouches on a 
background to the present Quetico-Syperior stalemate that is little 
understood and poses a practical question of procedure. I knew when 
the recent letter went out that nothing could be hoped for by merely 
exerting public opinion from outside the state on our own officials. 
I did hope to get consideration of the problem by outside friends like 
yours end helpful suggestions, 

I know very little myself about the intense struggle that 
is going on, largely_under cover, about federal vs. state or private 
forest management. 1 have never been party to it in any way pro or 
con but know very Well that. it cannot be ignored. .1 have also been 
aware that some of our good fri-ends, who have been sincerely interested 
in Quetico-Superior, are troubled by something of this sort that they 
did not openly confess. They were evidently caught between conflicting 

emotions. 

It was a clever move on the part of.our opponents to entangle 

our program in this. comntry-wide struggle. Our job, + think, is to 
disentangle it,. whether with the ‘consent of state officials or not, 

Roughly, I suppose it may be said that sincere advoaates of 
state or local or private action the country over feel that nothing 
should be done by the féderal government, which can be done in these 
other ways. it's the question of paternalism, bureaucracy or whatever 
you. want to call ite Yet even the most extreme of these would admit 
that there are some thimgs, that must be done by the federal government, 
if they are going to be done at all. Hardly anyone disputes about the 
postoffice, the Army and Navy, or about the management of foreign affairs; 
they would have work doing it in view of the constitution. Some, z 

suppose, would question national parks, national reservations of all 
sorts for conservation, and the migratory pird act; but even they 

K would seem extrem&ists to most of the state righters, 

ay Q@uetico-Syperior, + think, is clearly in the class that can 
St ST only be accomplished, so far as our side is concerned, by the féderal | 
Ha Sts TS government. No one seemed to question that 16 years ago last November, \ 
Ny Ye | 

“4 | Address all communications for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. 
Lae Up GY CN All others, unless otherwise instructed, to the General Office. | mA 
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.The treaty proposed by the QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the i 
most historic regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, 
its lakes, and its richly romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations—a prac- 
tical work of peace and a bond of friendship between two great nations. It has brought recognition from American 
leaders, both men and women, who appreciate its fundamental economic character and who realize likewise that out 
of such regions as this come the song and story of the nation. The honorary vice-presidents and national board of 
advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable aspect of the project, are as follows: 

ye} 1 Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. 
HONORARY VICE-E RESIDENTS Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America. 

Dan Beard, National Scout Commissioner. John P. Marquand, Author. 
Dr. Henry van Dyke, Pres. Nat. Inst. of Arts & Letters. F. Schuyler Mathews, Author, Gray Herbarium, Harvard. 
Dr. David Starr Jordan, Pres. Emeritus, Leland Stanford U. Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Naturalist; Smithsonian Institution. 
vack Miner, Canadian conservationist. : Prof. D. E. Minnich, Zoology, U. of Minnesota. 
Hon. Gifford Pinchot, Governor of Pennsylvania. G. W. Mixter, Engineer, New York. 
Kermit Roosevelt, Explorer and sportsman, Barrington Moore, Nat. Council Forests, Parks and Wild Life. 
Ernest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, artist, author. Arthur E. Morgan, President, Antioch College. 
Hon. George Shiras, 3rd, Faunal naturalist & photographer. Prof. T. H. Morgan, Experimental Zoology, Columbia University. 

Bee Fe Merron, Jraeread Pa hea Ee Dnirersity 
ir. Robe + Morris, Author ani edical Authority ADVISORY BOARD Robert R. Moton, Principal, Tuskegee Institute. 

Prof. Charles C. Adams, Director New York State Museum. Mrs. Wilbur A. Nelson, Former Sec’y Nat, Conf. State Parks. 
Jane Addams, Head Resident, Hull House, Chicago. Joseph R. Nutt, Treasurer Republican National Committee. 
Dr. Felix Adler, Founder New York Society for Ethical Culture. Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect. 
Prof. Shirley W. Allen, School of Forestry, U. of Michigan. Chase S. Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. 

Brooke Anderson, Camp Fire Club of Chicago. Dr. Wilfred H. Osgood, Zoologist, Chicago. 
Prof. William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Prof. E. Laurence Palmer, Sec. American Nature Study Society. 
Mary Austin, Author, Lecturer and Playwright. ig Dr. T. S. Palmer, Naturalist, United States Biological Survey. 
Philip W, Ayres, Society for Protection of New Hampshire Dr. Arthur C. Parker, Director Rochester Municipal Museum. 

Forests. i s Mrs. Ida White Parker, Dir., Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. 
Prof. William F. Bade, Literary Executor, the late John Muir. John M. Parker, Sometime Governor of Louisiana, 
Prof. Irving W. Bailey, Professor of Botany, Harvard. Mrs. Charles S. Pillsbury, Minneapolis. 

John Bakeless, Editor, Lecturer, Author, ‘ George R. Putnam, United States Commissioner of Lighthouses. 

Margaret Culkin Banning, Novelist and Short Story Writer. P. L. Ricker, President Wild Flower Preservation Society, 
Dr. Paul Bartsch, Curator Smithsonian Institution. Arthur Ringland, Former Sec., Nat. Conf. Outdoor Education. 
Bob Becker, Fishing Editor, Chicago Tribune. Percival S, Ridsdale, Conservationist, Washington, D. C. 
William Beebe, Scientist, Lecturer, Author. Charles G. D. Roberts, President Canadian Authors’ Association. 
James O’Donnell Bennett, Journalist and War Correspondent. H. G. Roberts, Gordon Van Tine Co., Davenport, Iowa. 

Nash Buckingham, Secretary, The American Wild Fowlers. Nicholas Roosevelt, U. S, Minister to Hungary, 
Prof. Herman C. Bumpus, American Association of Museums. Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. 
Dr. Herman N. Bundesen, President American Health Assn. H. L. Russell, Dean, College of Agriculture, U. of Wisconsin. 

Thornton Burgess, Author Famous Bedtime Stories. Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern University. 
William B, Cabot, Engineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston, Prof. Charles W. Savage, Physical Education, Oberlin College. 
Dr. Bertha Chapman Cady, Naturalist, American Museum. E. J. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park. 
Stuart Chase, Author; ‘With Labor Bureau, Inc., N. Y. Edmund Seymour, President American Bison Society. 

» H. A. Caparn, Architect and Conservationist, New York. Mrs. John F. Sippel, President Gen. Fed, Women’s Clubs. 
Arthur Hawthorne Carhart, Landscape Architect, Denver. Amos Alonzo Stagg, Director Athletics, U. of Chicago. 
John Alden Carpenter, Composer. Viljalmur_ Stefansson, Arctic Explorer, Anthropologist, Author. 
Prof. E. G. Cheyney, Professor of Forestry, U. of Minnesota. Ellen C. Sabin, President Emeritus, Milwaukee Downer College. 
Irvin S. Cobb, Author and Lecturer. ,Carl Sandburg, Poet, Biographer, Journalist. 
Prof. L. J. Cole, Naturalist, University of Wisconsin. Dr. James T. Shotwell, Carnegie Endow. International Peace. 
Laurence Vail Coleman, American Association of Museums, Henry Justin Smith, Managing Nditor, Chicago Daily News. 
John Collier, Secretary, American Indian Defense Association. John F, Stevens, Former Chief of Engineers, Panama Canal. 
Prof. K. T. Compton, President Massachusetts Institute of Tech. Lorado Taft, Sculptor; Lecturer at Art Institute, Chicago. 
Dr. William S. Cooper, Plant Ecologist, U. of Minnesota. Dr. W._S. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Assn. 
Prof. Henry C. Cowles, Professor of Botany, U. of Chicago. H. M, Tillinghast, R. Hoe & Co., Inc., New. York. 
W. T. Cox, Organizer, Forest Service, Brazilian Government. Raymond H. Torrey, Secretary, Assn. Outdoor Clubs of America. 
Marvin A. Creager, Editor Milwaukee Journal. Prof. Alfred H. Tozzer,,Anthrop., Peabody Museum, Harvard. 
Mrs. S. V. R. Crosby, Garden Club of America. S. T. Tyng, Lawyer, New York; Rainy Lake Authority. 
B. G. Dahlberg, President the Celotex Co. Tom Wallace, Chief, Editorial Staff, Louisville Times. 
Walter Damrosch, Composer and Orchestral Director. Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University. 
Prof. S. T. Dana, et of Michigan. Prof. Wilson D. Wallis, Anthropology, U. of Minnesota. 
Prof. Roland B. Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University. Richard J. Walsh, Author; Pres. John Day Pub. Co. 
Miss Linda A. Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Frank M. Warren, Gen. Fed. Women’s Clubs, 
Dr. Morton J. Elrod, Biology, U. of Montana. Prof. Frank A. Waugh, Horticulture, Mass. College of Agri. 
Herbert Evison, Secretary, Nat. Conference on State Parks, James E. West, Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America. 
Dr. John H. Finley, Educator, Author, Editor New York Times. Stewart Edward White, Author, Wilderness Authority. 
Zona Gale, Author, Poet, Playwright. ri Alvin _G. Whitney, Asst. Director, New York State Museum. 
Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. Mrs. T. G. Winter, Past President, Gen. Fed. Women’s Clubs. 
Prof. U. S. Grant, Geology, Northwestern University. Dr. Clark Wissler, Authority on American Indian. 
Col. W. B. Greeley, Formerly Chief, U. S. Forest Service. Phelps Wyman, Landscape Architect, Milwaukee, 
Prof. H. S. Graves, Dean, School of Forestry, Yale University. Ne fe 
Prof. George R. Green, Pennsylvania State College. In addition, the following members of the board 
William Green, President, the American Federation of Labor. : : : . 
Glenn Griswold, Former Editor Chicago Journal of Commerce. are serving in a representative capacity : 
Edmund Heller, Director, Milwaukee Zoological Garden. T. W. Allinson, Representing the Prairie Club of Chicago. 
Chauncey J. Hamlin, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. H. L. Betten, Associated Sportsmen of California. 
Donald Hough, Former Director of Publicity, I. W. L. of A. Ovid M. Butler, American Forestry Association, 
Mrs. C. L. Hutchinson, Conservationist, Lake Geneva, Wis. Denis Cockrill, ‘Young Men’s Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade. 
Harold L. Ickes, Lawyer, Chicago. Seth E. Gordon, American Game Protective Association. 
Ernest Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. A. C. Emmett, Canadian Automobile Association, 
Miss Harlean James, Secretary, American Civic Association. William B. Greeley, Campfire Club of America, 
Will Roderick James, Author and Artist. a Aldo Leopold, Boone and Crockett Club, New York City. 
Dr. Chancey Juday, Biologist, State of Wisconsin, Col. Richard Lieber, National Conference on State Parks. 
Rt. Rev. James J. Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque. Miss Eloise P. Luquer, The Garden Club of America. 
Dr. Vernon Kellogg, Secretary, National Research Council. David C. Mills, National Association of Fur Industry. 
Harland P. Kelsey, Appalachian Park Commission, T. Gilbert Pearson, Nat. Association of Audubon Societies. 
E. C. Kemper, Secretary, American Institute of Architects. Charles H. Ramsdell, Nat. Council on Parks, Forests, Wild Life. 

- Dr. George F. Kunz, Gem Expert and V. Pres, Tiffany & Co. M. K. Reckord, Izaak Walton League of America. 
. Ben H. Lampman, Author; On Staff the Portland Oregonian. James Sheldon, American Soc. Prevention Cruelty to Animals. 

Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, Baseball Commissioner. Robert Sterling Yard, National Parks Association. 
Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 3 Harry G, Vavra, Educational Conservation Society, New York. 

: John A. McGuire, Owner and Editor, Outdoor Life, Denver. John Young, American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists. 
Mrs. Sumner T. McKnight, Minneapolis. Dr. Raphael Zon, National Society of American Foresters. 

We preserve our masterpieces of Art. Why not preserve also a few masterpieces of Primitive America? 

Mr. J. G. Byam, Treasurer, QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL, 
First National Bank, Minneapolis, Minn. 

For the purpose of safeguarding the public values of our boundary woods and lakes, I herewith enclose my 

contribution Of $ou.onnnune to the Quetico-Superior Council. 

‘ SECURE ee ree ere ae oe 
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Dp. Aldo Leopold ~2- 4/6/1944 

when the program was launched or when the Shipstead-Nolan bill was 
under consideration at Washington. The same area was then involved 

as noWe 

The border lakes, by jurisdiction, are peculiarly a federal 4 
problem. Only the U, 5. can regulate them in any way for any purpose 

. and even then subject, in many cases, to the consent of Canada, These 
lekes and their tributaries are connected and form a geographic unit. 
tne area drained by them is non-agricultural, largely unoccupied forest 
land all of identical character and production and all intimately 
related to water resourcese 

Within this area on our side since 1909 the U, 3) “orest 4 

Service had been attempting to deal with the conservation problem in 
this region, a problem which had steadily grown more acute over all 

} the portions of the area not yet under control. These other portions 

were available for public control, if some campetent agency could be 
found. The U.S, “orest Yervice was such an agency and the only one 
thnceivable. It hed already been dealing with the problem in its 
restricted field and suject to limitations of the period for 18 years 
up to 1927, when the Q@,-5,. program was launched. It was able and, on 
solicitation of “innesota citizens, as well as of outsiders, was willing 

h to assume the logical burden of the balance of the lakeland areas. 

i Aside from these practical facts, there had grown up through 
recreational uses a national interest in this region that was almost witho 
out equal in the “nited States. It was an interest comparable to that 
in national parks but different and, im some ways, much greater. It had 
no other outlet or focus within the Ynited States. That interest was 
well expressed in the Shipstead-Nolan Act, whith finally passed Congress, 
in spite of-elmost superhuman opposition, without a dissenting vote. | 
That was in July, 1950. 

Tye following spring, less then a year later, the Minnesota 
legislature suddenly passed a state forestry bill. No one seened to | 
have heard of it outside the Committees. twas working in the legisla- 
ture at the time, trying to get a state Shipstead-Nolan Act, furthering. | 
tightening the prohibitions against dams and excluding the Gabbro- 
Bald Eagle project, which the “inn. Tower and Light Co. was insisting a 
on developing within Syperior National “orest. e accomplished our 
purpose but at the same time'‘without ouf lmoweldege the legislatwe 
set up (on paper at least) within the 8,-N, area two state forests, 
However enthusiastic one felt about state forests, he could not but 
wonder what the purpose was for these two state forests set down in 

thy midst of the area, which the U, 5. “or st.°e rvice had agreed to 
consolidate as part of Superior National “orest. i 

- And we did not have to wonder long. Willard ‘and the Conservation
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Conmissiom, backed to the hilt by the lumber and power groups that 
had opposed the Shipstead-Nolan Act and pointing logically to the 
legislation which they alone had put over without public fanfare, 
immdfliately challenged the program of the UL 8, Yorest Service and 
of the @,-S, Council. 

And thus the merry battle began, seesawing back and forth 
these many yearse Governor Vison intervened in 1955 and for a time 
the U, 8, “orest “ervice went ahead on state inviation. ‘The federal 
ownership £n the Kabetogam and the Figeon Miver Purchase units rose 
to 186,000 acres. ‘The state ownership remained practically static. 
The Rmmezkex state forests had no funds for land purchase, and the 
tax forfeiture laws returned the lands not to the state but to the 
counties, which continued to hold on to them. The one useful purpose 
the state forests seemed to serve was to obstruct the Quetico-Syperior 

program; end that purpose was speedily revived under Governor Stassene 
After the 1941 legih&ature had again quietly passed a law, which when 
discovered was explained by state officials in meix a written agreement 

i pes having no bearing on o r program, Governor Stassen under that ; 
authority stopped ffurther purchases by the U, 8, *orest Service in 
the two Purchase Units. The "Volunteer" then publicly boasted that 
the acquisition act of 1941 had enabled the state at last to block 

completion of our program. 

These are just matters of history for what they are worth 
and for what they reveal of tbe attitude of state officials toward 
the objectives of our program. Maybe they reveal a great love of 
conservation and a holy crusade against federal encroachment. If so, 
I cannot see it. Again and again Superior National Forest was enlarged 
outside the lakeland area with the encouragement and full ctnsent of 
these very state forces, Never once has anyone heard any praise of 

the Q,-8, objectives from state officials; those have been regarded 
as bad and something to be escaped. Meantime, the two state forests, 
by reason of their huge ar@as of private lands, have steadily 
deteriorated and are today a savage example of all we would like to 

avoid. More than that, as soon as Governor Stassen refused permission 
for the 'U, &, Sor st Mervice to proceed with its purchases in the : 
Purchase Units, the Mz; and ©, *aper Company took over the option on 
the block an Kabetogama end entered into transactions with the state 
to trade these lands for trust-fund heavy-bearing spruce lands in 
Koochiching and Itasca counties. that's where things stand noWe ; 

Under all these circumatances, it does not appear to me likely 
that the state at present is likely to withdraw from the position it 

- has taken. It is too deeply committed, perhaps to the "state-rights" 
idea, as some would like to think, or as I believe to the selfish 
purposes of the groups that have from the beginning opposed our 
program. There is nothing wrong in itself in such an attitude but 
it makes the Quetico-Superior impossible and, in my opinion, it is 
not in the puhlic interest.
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Both in its conception and in its results, though not 
all those involved mgy\pe aware of it, I see this fight within the 
state not at-all as a contest between federAyjond state but between 
public and private. The solution, which our 'ouncil has from the 
beginning advocated, would be just as essential in the public interest, 
i think, if Superior National “orest alone were concerned as in the case 

of the larger Q.-5. program. ‘he job cries to be done by some public 
agency, and the only one that can do it is the U, 8, “orest Pervice, 
To ignore this fact, 1 think, will only harm true "state rights" and 
true state forestry. +t is bound to be recognized sooner or later by 
the people, regardless of the power of the present regime, 

Your sucgestion of &nmbervention by some friendly outside 
body is natural end constructivee I don't think it has a lot of hope 
of succeeding but would be glad to have it tried, so long as the effort 
is to disentangle the Quetico-"uperior from the issue of state vs. 
federal rather than to compromise our project. I myself would never 

agree to any compromise of the area in Minnesota. There are many out- 
lying parts of Superior National *orest, which do not seem to me vital 
to the plan, but the border lakes and their tributaries from Rainy 
Lake east to Lake Syperior, this much at least as covered in the 
Shipstead-Nolan area must be protected under federal control. 

It may be said that a stubborn attitude will lose us add» 
If so, then I'm prepared, so far as I am concerned, to lose it. le 
shall be no worse off than we are now. An empty victory, a mere safe- 
facing victory, means nothing to me. I would rather acknowledge defeat 
openly. Sut + aqp’t think we are going to be defeated, "We have only 
begun to fight. he merits of our program are plenty good enough fo 
me oe 

at does not mean that, withij. these limits, we shall not 
be only tooled to avail ourselves of 'the friendly offices of others, 
Their efforts would be a contribution of the highest value. Lt 
successful, our burden would be inmeasurably lessened and the joy of 
collaborating with the state instead of running into a head-on 
collision would be the nearest to heaven 1 ever expect to get. 

The Ecological Society would seem to me ideal for the purpose, 
not only in itself but because it has not been so actively associated 
with the struggle and therefore presumably can take a more detached 
attitude and in turn merit more detached treatment, 

Sincerely yours 

Ennest GC, Oberholtzer 

Copies to Bob Yard. Yr. Cooper, Ken “eid, Charlie Kelly, “ybackek. hall 
det you imow, if others, ;
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Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison 6, Wisconsin, 

My dear Ajdo: 

A duplicate of the circular which you forwarded 

to me signed by Oberholtzer reached me yesterday and I wrote 
to Winston, offering to pass it along on one of our Wilderness 
News circulars, if he thought it worthwhile. 

If you are confused, what do you think I am? 

Nevertheless, we know Oberholtzer and we have 
backed him to the limit in everything. Bob Marshall thought 

that he was giving his life up to the Cause, and I have been 

hearing the same thing from many of our members. 

That is the best I can do for you. I have known 
him personally for seven years and have found him not only an 
idealist of the highest type, but a fighter and a worker of the 
utmost persistency and ability. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT ae 

r/ © 

ence
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin March 16, 1944 

Dear Mr. Leopeld: 

This letter reports briefly on the crisis facing the Quetico-Superior program in its 
relations with the state of Minnesota--a crisis that has arisen while the young men 
of the state are away at war and while public energies are engrossed with war duties. 

In June, 1942, the Conservation Volunteer, officially published by the Minnesota 
Department of Conservation, carried, without warning, an editorial, attacking the 

project for an international forest among the border lakes. The boast was made that 
@ measure passed by the preceding legislature--one which state officials had given 
written assurances would not be used to prevent the completion of Superior-National ‘ 
Forest--was being so used and will block completion of the Quetico-Superior program. 

In the autum of the same year state officials succeeded, moreover, in getting through 

Congress a rider to the appropriation bill of the Department of the Interior compelling 
the Secretary of the Interior to grant a right of way across the Grand Portage Indian 
Reservation for a new trunk highway to Canada. The Quetico-Superior Council had long 
sought instead to reserve for public enjoyment, free from roads and mechanized develop- 
ments, the six mile triangle of wild, uninhabited, and mountainous terrain east of the 

village of Grand Portage--the only portion of the north shore of Lake Superior within 
the state remaining uninvaded. The proposed road, with its tunnel, heavy rock work, 
and high expense, had been held up by public objections for more than ten years. 

The full hostility of state officials did not appear, however, until the new session of 

the legislature in 1943. At that time, in spite of the opposition of the leading con- 
servation bodies of the state, the state administration, under the active leadership of 

the new Conservation Commissioner and with assistance from the Attorney General's office, 

put through two bills, which place in their hands the power to prevent fulfillment of 
the Quetico-Superior project. The result--a complete stalemate on the Minnesota side 

--is naturally being celebrated as a smashing victory for the private groups that have 
so long resisted public regulation of border woods and waters. On the Canadian side, 

however, the Canadian Conservation Association has not only gone strongly on record for 
the program but the President of the Association has proposed that the dedication be 
made in the name of the service men of both the last war and the present war, 

It is beyond belief that the state can maintain its position for long after the return 
of peace provided that the struggle can be carried on as in the past. The Council has 

kept its organization together and is making every effort consistent with the shortage 
of money and man-power and with the necessities of the war, Your interest and assist- 
ance were never more needed and never more earnestly solicited. 

Sincerely yours, 

Address all Errera nears for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. 
All others, unless otherwise instructed, to the General Office.



The treaty proposed by the QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the most historic 
regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its lakes, and its richly 

romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations —a practical work of peace and a bond of 

friendship between two great nations. It has brought recognition from American leaders, both men and women, who appre- 
ciate its fundamental economic character and who realize likewise that out of such regions as this come the song and story 

of the nation. The honorary vice-presidents and national board of advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable 

aspect of the project, are as follows: 

RA -PRE: Dr, T. 8. Palmer, Naturalist, United States Biological Survey. 
HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS Dr, Arthur C. Parker, Director Rochester Municipal Museum. | 

Mrs. Ida White Parker, Director Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. 
‘Jack Miner, Canadian Conservationist. John M, Parker, Sometime Governor of Louisiana, 

Hon, Gifford Pinchot, Former Governor of Pennsylvania. Mrs. Charles §, Pillsbury, Minneapolis. 

Kermit Roosevelt, Explorer and Sportsman, George R. Putnam, United States Commissioner of Lighthouses. 
Ernest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, Artist, Author. P, L, Ricker, President Wild Flower Preservation Society. 
Mrs, Henry Van Dyke, Princeton, N. J. Arthur Ringland, Former Secretary, National Conf. Outdoor Education. 

Rercival 8. Ridsdale, Conservationist, Washington, -D. C. 
Charles G. D. Roberts, President Canadian Authors’ Association. 

ADVISORY BOARD H. G, Roberts, Gordon Van Tine Co., Davenport, Iowa. 
Nicholas Roosevelt, Former U. 8. Minister to Hungary. 

Dr, Charles C, Adams, Director New York State Museum, H. L. Russell, Dean, College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 
Jane Addams, Head Resident, Hull House, Chicago. Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern University. 
Prof. Shirley W. Allen, School of Forestry, U. of Michigan. Prof, Charles W. Savage, Physical Education, Oberlin College. 
Brooke Anderson, Camp Fire Club of Chicago. E. J. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park. 
Prof, William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Edmund Seymour, President American Bison Society. 
Philip W, Ayres, Soc. Protection New Hampshire Forests. Mrs. John F, Sippel, Past President General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Prof, William F, Bade, Literary Executor, the late John Muir, Amos Alonzo Stagg, Director of Athletics, University of Chicago, 
Prof, Irving W. Bailey, Professor of Botany, Harvard, ‘Viljalmur Stefansson, Arctic Explorer, Anthropologist, Author. 
John Bakeless, Editor, Lecturer, Author. Ellen C. Sabin, President Emeritus, Milwaukee Downer College. 
Margaret Culkin Banning, Novelist and Short Story Writer. Carl Sandburg, Poet, Biographer, Journalist. 
Dr, Paul Bartsch, Curator Smithsonian Institution. Dr, James T. Shotwell, Carnegie Endow. International Peace. 
Bob Becker, Fishing Wditor, Chicago Tribune. Henry Justin Smith, Managing Editor, Chicago Daily News. 
William Beebe, Scientist, Lecturer, Author. John F, Stevens, Former Chief of Engineers, Panama Canal. 
James O’Donnell Bennett, Journalist and War Correspondent, Lorado Taft, Sculptor; Lecturer at Art Institute, Chicago, 
James A, Branch, Lawyer, Atlanta, Ga. H. M, Tillinghast, R. Hoe & Co., Inc., New York. 
Frank Chapin Bray, Canadian Border Contact Survey. Raymond H, Torrey, Secretary, Association Outdoor Clubs of America, 
Nash Buckingham, Secretary, The American Wild Flowers. Prof, Alfred H. Tozzer, Anthrop., Peabody Museum, Harvard, 
Prof, Herman C, Bumpus, American Association of Museums. 8. T, Tyng, Lawyer, New York; Rainy Lake Authority. 
Dr. Herman N. Bundesen, President American Health Association, Tom Wallace, Chief, Editorial Staff, Louisville Times. 
Thornton Burgess, Author Famous Bedtime Stories. Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University. 
William B, Cabot, Engineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston, Prof, Wilson D, Wallis, Anthropologist, University of Ninnesota. 
Dr. Bertha Chapman Cady, Naturalist, American Museum, Richard J. Walsh, Author; President, John Day Publishing Co. 
H, A. Caparn, Architect and Conservationist, New York. Mrs. Frank M, Warren, General Federation Women's Clubs. 
Arthur Hawthorne Carhart, Landscape Architect, Denver. Prof. Frank A, Waugh, Horticulture, Mass. College of Agriculture. 
John Alden Carpenter, Composer. James E. West, Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America. 
Stuart Chase, Author; With Labor Bureau, Inc., New York. Stewart Edward White, Author, Wilderness Authority, 
Prof, E, G. Cheyney, Professor of Forestry, University of Minnesota, Alvin G, Whitney, Assistant Director, New York State Museum. 
Irvin 8. Cobb, Author and Lecturer. Mrs, T. G. Winter, Past President, General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Prof, L. J. Cole, Naturalist, University of Wisconsin. Dr. Clark ‘Wissler, Authority on American Indian, 
Laurence Vail Coleman, American Association of Museums. Phelps Wyman, Landscape Architect, Milwaukee; 
John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
Prof. K. T. Compton, President Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Bae . 
Dr. ‘William &. Cooper, Plant Wcologist, University of Minnesota. In addition, the following members of the board are serv- 
Prof. Henry ©. Cowles, Professor of Botany, University of Chicago. soos . a 
Ww, T. Gon Organizer, Forest Service, Brazilian Government. ing in a representative capacity: 
Marvin A, Creager, Editor Milwaukee Journal. 
Mrs, 8. V. BR. Crosby, Garden Club of America. 'T, W. Allinson, Representing the Prairie Club of Chicago. 
B. G. Dahlberg, President the Celotex Co. Mrs. James Barnes, The Garden Club of America. 

Walter Damrosch, Composer and Orchestral Director. H. L. Betten, Associated Sportsmen of California. 
Prof, 8, T. Dana, University of Michigan. Ovid M, Butler, American Forestry Association, 
Prof. Roland B. Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University. A. C. Emmett, Canadian Automobile Association. 
Miss Linda A. Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio. Seth E. Gordon, American Game Protective Association. 
Dr. Morton J. Elrod, Biology, University of Montana. William B. Greeley, Campfire Club of America. 
Herbert Evison, Secretary, National Conference on State Parks, Aldo Leopold, Boone and Crockett Club, New York City. 
Prof. H. 8. Graves, Dean, School of Forestry, Yale University. Col, Richard Lieber, National Conference on State Parks, 

Col. W. B. Greeley, Formerly Chief, U, 8. Forest Service. 8. B. Locke, Izaak Walton League of America. 
Prof. George B. Green, Pennsylvania State College. David C. Mills, National Association of Fur Industry. 
‘William Green, President, the American Federation of Labor, ©. Gilbert Pearson, National Association of Audubon Societies. 
Glenn Griswold, Former Hditor Chicago Journal of Commerce. Charles H. Ramsdell, National Council on Parks. Forests, Wild Life. 
Edmund Heller, Director, Milwaukee Zoological Garden. James Sheldon, American Society Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 
Chauncey J. Hamlin, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Robert Sterling Yard, National Parks Association. 
Donald Hough, Former Director of Publicity, I. W. L. of A. Harry G. Vavra, Hducational Conservation Society, New York. 
Mrs. ©, L, Hutchinson, Conservationist, Lake Geneva, Wis. John Young, American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists. 
Ernest Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. Young Men’s Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade. 
Miss Harlean James, Secretary, American Civic Association, Dr. Raphael Zon, National Society of American Foresters. 
Will Roderick James, Author. and Artist. 

Fs cey Juday, Biologist, State of Wisconsin. 
Rt, Rev. James J, Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque. TX MEMORIAN 
Harland P. Kelsey, Appalachian Park Commission. Dr. Felix Adler, Founder New York Society of Ethical Culture. 
E. ©. Kemper, Secretary, American Institute of Architects. Mary Austin, Lecturer and Playwright. 
Ben H. Lampman, Author; On Staff the Portland Oregonian. Carlos Avery, American Game Protec. Association. 
Judge Kenesaw M, Landis, Baseball Commissioner. Dan Beard, National Scout Commissioner. 
Mrs, Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Springfield, Ill. Edward W. Bok, Editor and Peace Proponent. 
J. G, Lipman, Director, New Jersey Agricultural Expt. Station, Commander Edward Breck, Anti-steel Trap Association. 
John A, McGuire, Former Editor, Outdoor Life, Denver, Dr, Anna Botsford Comstock, Naturalist, Cornell University. 
Mrs, Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. Dr. Henry van Dyke, Author. 
Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America, Dr. John H. Finley, Educator, Author, Editor New York Times, 
John P, Marquand, Author. Zona Gale, Author, Poet, Playright. 
F, Schuyler Mathews, Author, Gray Herbarium, Harvard. Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Naturalist; Smithsonian Institution, Cass Gilbert, Architect. 
Prof, D. E. Minnich, Zoology, University of Minnesota. Prof. U, 8, Grant, Geology, Northwestern University. 
G, W. Mixter, Engineer, New York. Arthur Hawkes, Toronto, Ontario. 
Barrington Moore, National Council Forests, Parks and Wild Life, Dr, David Starr Jordan, President Emeritus, Leland Stanford University. 
Arthur E, Morgan, President, Antioch College. Dr. Vernon Kellogg, Secretary, National Research Council. 
Prof. T. H, Morgan, Hxperimental Zoology, Columbia University. Horace Kephart, Author, Authority on Outdoor Life. 
Prof, 8, E, Morison, American History, Harvard University. Dr. George F, Kunz, Gem Expert and Vice President, Tiffany Co. 
Dr, Robert T. Morris, Author and Medical Authority, Nicholas Vachal Lindsay, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 
Robert R. Moton, Principal, Tuskegee Institute. Dr. Thomas H. MacBride, President Emeritus, University of Iowa. 
Mrs, Wilbur A, Nelson, Former Sec’y National Conference State Parks. Stephen Mather, Founder and Director U. 8. Park Service. 
Mrs, ©, Reinold Noyes, New York City. Walter H. Pollak, Counsel New York State Park Commission. 
Joseph R. Nutt, Treasurer Republican National Committee. Prof, James 8. Pray, Landscape Architect, Harvard. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect. Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. 
Chase 8, Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. Hon. George Shiras, 8rd, Faunal Naturalist and Photographer. 
Dr. Wilfred H. Osgood, Zoologist. Chicago. Dr. W. 8. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Association, 
Prof. E, Laurence Palmer, Sec. American Nature Study Society. E, H. Wilson, Keeper, Arnold Arboretum, Harvard. 

We Preserve Our Masterpieces of Art. Why Not Preserve Also a Few Masterpieces of Primitive America?
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i ; Reprinted from the November 22, 1943 issue of THE NEW REPUBLIC 

y 1930, Congress, after a spectacular fight, passed the Ship- 
Cc * : stead-Nolan bill, forbidding further dams and laying down 

A ommunication a recreational policy in the Minnesota portion of the area. 
In 1934 President Roosevelt created a special five-man 

TT Quetico-Superior Committee, serving without compensation 
. : and charged with the duty of facilitating the project. 

‘The Quetico-Superior Forest From the start, however, the project has been opposed by 
tr: Like the lakes of Finland, the northern border of powerful Minnesota timber companies, all of them inter- 

S Minnesota combines beauty and tradition. Its cool ested in water power as well as timber. State officials, too, 
waterways extend far across the international boundary, have repeatedly acted to obstruct the program. About ten 
linking the United States and Canada in a maze of more years ago the Minnesota Department of Conservation 

than 15,000 connected lakes, Along this route beyond blocked purchase by the United States Forest Service of 
Lake Superior passed the early exploration and fur trade _ vital private lands and thus held up for at least ten years 
of the Northwest, first up the Pigeon River for 40 miles and the completion of Superior National Forest, which is the 

then across a narrow divide into the vast Rainy Lake water- _ indispensable agency of public control on the Minnesota side. 
shed that drains westward to Lake Winnipeg and thence to Recently state officials have resumed their opposition in 

Hudson Bay. No wonder that the Webster-Ashburton — much bolder form under the plea of “states’ rights.” Gov- 

treaty, more than a century ago, guaranteed the border —_ ernor Stassen first refused consent to a large federal pur- 
waters and their well worn portages to the free use of the chase of private lands in the Kabetogama Purchase Unit 
peoples of both countries, for this historic lakeland is blessed of Superior National Forest, where the Forest Service has 

with what Thoreau calls “the tonic of the wilderness.” been operating with full state authority since 1936. His 
As a measure of protection for the fast-vanishing timber newly appointed Commissioner of Conservation refers to the 

and game, President Theodore Roosevelt in the spring of purchase program for this purpose as a “mess of pottage” 
1909 proclaimed Superior National Forest among the scat- _—_ and appoints as his deputy the former commissioner, who 
tered federal lands on the Minnesota side of this region. was dismissed at the time of his previous obstruction of the 
Ontario responded by setting aside a solid block called Que~  Quetico-Superior program. 
tico Provincial Park. Each tract was about a million acres. Moreover, these officials sponsored and passed in the 

It became more and more evident, however, that these 1943 session of the legislature two measures, which place 
outposts of conservation, covering only about one-fifth of in their hands the power to block completion of Superior 

the area, were inadequate. The delicate balance of nature = National Forest, if not to disrupt what has already been 
was far too interdependent to survive partial protection and accomplished. The first measure reéstablishes, at opposite 
partial exploitation. Waste or defilement rapidly engulfed ends of Superior National Forest, where federal ownership 

both. Timber slashing was followed by fires. Fires spread is not yet complete, two conflicting state forests. The sec- 

from the logged to the unlogged country. Dams were part — ond _ requires the consent of a three-man Land Commis- 
of the logging, both for transportation and power. Dams ion, headed by the Governor, for federal purchases in any 

not only swamped beaches, islands, rapids, waterfalls and _ part of the Forest except within the “original” boundaries. 

wooded shores on the lakes directly affected, but upset the The choice in the border area of Minnesota is really not 

water levels on all the lakes below. Plant and animal life between federal forests and state but between federal for- 
and even the fish suffered from these violent changes. ests and none. The private lands, which are the crux of 

If anything of public value was to survive, some public the problem, are left wide open to waste. The state has no 

plan for the atea as a whole became indispensable. It was _funds either to acquire or to develop them. The result-is to 
proposed therefore to extend the existing forest preserves block the one logical and effective agency that can handle 

on each side of the boundary to include the balance of the them and to play directly into the hands of selfish interests. 

border lakeland, exclusive of lands better suited for agri- As Dr.W. S. Cooper of the University of Minnesota Botany 

culture or industry. So far as possible, a single continuous Department put it in a letter to Governor Stassen: “If, as 

forest would be established, reaching along the boundary I understand, you favor the two bills here discussed, I can- 

from Rainy Lake east to Lake Superior and encompassing not avoid the unwelcome feeling that you are holding an 

the border waters and their tributaries in both countries. _ isolationist attitude as far as the state is concerned and are in 
Without giving up sovereignty, both countries would opposition to the broad policy of administering the resources 

agree by treaty to apply certain simple principles of con- _ of the nation for the benefit of the nation as a whole.” 

servation, Lakes and streams, with all their natural fea- It seems unfortunate that state officials should have 

tures, would be held inviolate for the health and enjoyment —_ chosen to reverse state policies while the young men of 

of the public. Timber, game, fish and fur-bearers would be the state and nation are away at war. It hardly seems the 
handled for maximum natural production and for regu- time to foreclose, or even impair in the slightest, their 

lated use on a yield basis. Natural resources, including the recreational future by clamping fetters upon Superior Na- 

intangible esthetic values, would be guarded against waste, tional Forest. Surely the Quetico-Superior program, either 

unsightliness and depletion; and the heart of the area as conservation or as a peace venture with a friendly neigh- 

would be kept, so far as practicable, a wilderness sanctuary. bor, calls not for obstruction but for hearty collaboration. 

This so-called Quetico-Superior program was first ap- Minneapolis, Minn. ERNEST C, OBERHOLTZER 

proved by Secretary of Agriculture Jardine in 1927. In ' aga
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Professor H. H. Chapman 
School of Forestry, Yale University, 
New Haven, Conne 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Uniformity of policy and practice on each side of the international boundary 
is necessary if the Quetico-Superior project is to be a success and that could be best 
attained by a treaty agreement with a foreign country. Only the Federal Government at 
Ottawa can do that. This is a constituent part of the law of the land and is to be 
found in Article 132 of the British North America Act (1667) which reads: "Ihe Parliament 
and Government of Canada shall have all powers necessary or proper for performing the 
obligations of Canada, or any Province thereof, as part of the British Iimpire towards 
Foreign Countries arising under Treaties between the Empire and such Foreign Countries." 

I may add parenthetically that a literal interpretation of the clause in 
relation to the Empire would be misleading. Canada can make her own treatigs now. Since 
1926 the self-governing Dominions have no organic connection with or legal obligation to 
the Iimpire. The ties are very strong but are now only sentimental. ‘The allegiance to a 
common King is the only legal tie and he can neither make treaties nor declare war, Canada, 
like England, has an expanding constitution. : 

i Coming back to the case in point, I will say that the Jominion government cannot. 
and would not enter into an agreement with a foreign country concerning the management of 

lands she does not own. ‘The title te the Crownlands in Ontario tests with the Provincial | 
government. Therefore, if the Dominion government is favorable to the project, I think ; 
the procedure would be for it to ask the Province of Ontario to convey the title to the 

Then, when the treaty between the two countries is 
negotiated and proclaimed, the Dominion would re-convey the title to the Province, or it 

might make some arrangement for joint ownership and administration. 

Thus you see the procedure would be complicated and time consuming even though 
the relations between the Dominion and Provincial governments were cordial which they are 
not. Even if these relations were cordial, there would be state-rights prejudices to 
overcome. There is undoubtedly a growing tendency to centralize power at Ottawa at the | 
expense of provincial rights. I think the feeling against the encroachment of federal 
power is more pronounced in Ontario than in rural New England in spite of the latter's | 
deep dyed republicanism. I am led to say this because of something that is taking place 
in my native West River valley in southeastern Vermont. lngineers of the liar Department 
have recently completed surveys for the establishment of a combined floed control,and 
power development dam whose impounded waters would cover several villages, including my 

own, and several cemeteries, including one in which members of my family lie. According 
to newspaper reports, the federal government began the project without consulting the 
state authorities and have continued it in spite of protests from the governor, the state 
legislature and the representations of delegates before a Congressional committee. Suchna 
thing couldn't happen in Ontario. I don't mean that provinces stand in the way of public 
improvements federally financed, but they would not tolerate such high handed methods of 

approach. 

The .uetico-Superior project might be overcome by the state-rights issue if 
whipped up by the opposition in the Ontario legislature and the opposition mewspapers.
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Since the project was first mooted there have been six different ministers | 
of Lands and Forests. The earliest probably never had the matter brought to his atten- | 
tion; twe have been definitely opposed to the project; two likewarm and the latest has 
not been in office long enough to get his bearings. ‘The chances of a favorable con- 
sideration by the Cabinet are now more hopeful, especially since one of the planks 
in Premier Drew's election platform was a promise to put the administration of the Crown 
land forests under a non-partisan comaission. He got authorization for the creation of 
the commission from the last legislature and promised its appointment before his first 
year of office had lapsed. ‘the friends of the Quetico-Superior project are anxiously 
awaiting the naming of that comission. 

Sincerely yours, . 

C. D. Howe 

; 

| 

. 
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dune 20, 1944 

lr. Charles S. Kelly, 
Hubachek & Kelly, 

| 919 North Michigan Avenue, 
Chicage, Ill. a‘ 

Dear Sr. Kellys 

i greatiy appreciate your painstaking letter of June 16. I shall 
be in New Haven from now to July 6, and from duly 21 to August 15, unless 
a trip to Maine materialises before September 10. 

: I shall be in St. Paul from August 15 to September 5 approximately. 

if you could let me know of any date within the above period in 
duly, or vefore July 6, 1 shall be glad to meet you in New York, at the 

: Yale Club or any other place, and time convenient to you. 

: I can best tell rather than write you what uy interest is in the 
question, except that I am a Minnesota man, and the "interest" started 
in 1897 and has been continuous ever since. 

; iI am very much interested in your statement that the State Department 
has indicated that it is essential that the American portion of the area 
be largely under Federal ownership if the negotiation of the treaty is to 

: be successful, and that there is a practice recognized in Canada by which 
@ province can enter into agreement with a Dominion goverment, upon the 
basis of which the Dominion Government can commit itself by treaty to the 

samecextent as if it had ownership in ite own right. 

i have for the past 15 months been endeavoring to obtain source material 
for all points on this question, and for this reason I should gach appreciate 
any written citation om either of these two points - or do they rest on a 
verbal basis? 

Sincerely, 

li. Ke Chapman
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Hubachek & Kelly 
Attorneys and Counselors 

919 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, fi. 

dune 16, 194A. 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Dean, School of Forestry . 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

A continuing series of events has made it impossible to make earlier 
reply to your letter of the 26th regarding the Quetico-Superior project. Ina 
sense, it is impossible to adequately answer the questions which you raise in a 
letter, i am in New York frequently, and if you would be interested, I would be 
very pleased to arrange to meet you there at some time to suit our mutual con- 
venience, to thrash out whatever questions may be bothering you on this subject{ 
Incidentally, I would like to know something of the nature of your interest in the 
matters Could you tell me something about this by letter? 

Speaking generally, the purposes for which the Quetico—Superior Committee 
‘was created are set forth in the order appointing the Committee. A copy of that 
order will be enclosed, ‘The Committee has felt that its duty was to carry out a 
program which had been already formulated by the .wetico-Superior Vounecil, Accord- 

- dngly, it has not sought to modify the program ih any major respect, but from time : 
to time has liad to make decisions which might have the effect of filling in details. 
it has worked with various federal governmental agencies, has had some informal 
contact with Canadians and with officials in Minnesota. I enclose its first report 
to the President, which summarized the progress which had been made up till that 
date and which indicates in the conclusion the two matters then remaining unfinished. 

The original concept of the Quetico-Superior program took into account all 
of the use values to which the Quetico-Superior area could be pit. it was recognized 
that there was an indvitable conflict between these use values. lather than give 
exclusive weight to one set of possible use values, as is done where a park is 
established and ail lumbering thereupon ceases, it was thought preferable to provide 
for a balanced use. ‘The recreational values of the area were to be given preeminence 
along the waterways and abutting shoreland. ‘The hinterlands would be left for normal 
forestry. There was to be the maximum production and use of the natural game and fishe 

From the recreational standpoint, it was also reqlized that different parts 
of the area were suited to different uses. Probably the bulk of the naturakrwilderness 
area on this side is already included in the so-called “"Roadless Area" set up by the 
Forest Service. Outside of the Roadless Area, it was hoped to estabhish two zones — one 
of them would be reserved for private residences or cabins and family camping grounds; 
the other would be reserved for facilities of a more general use, such as outfitters’ 
camps rosorts, etc. The relation of these two zones to one another would depend upon 
their relation to roads, waterways, and the nature of the area, Within these two 

outside zones there fould be some roads, The idea of these zones arose fran the fact 
that different types of people require different facilities. Not everyone wants to 
take a canoe trip. Also, the outer areas have lost much of their wilderness character.
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fhe best portion of the wuetico—Superior area lies on the Canadian side of 
the boundary. Title to all of these Canadian forest lands is held by the Province 
of Ontario. The so-called Quetico Superior Park was set up originally by the Canadian 
government on the Canadian side, at the same time that President Roosevelt set up the 
Superior National Forest on this side. It has been the hope of our group that by match- 

ing areas to apply the same principles on their side of the boundary as we are re- 
questing for our side. Hather than try to match areas, the effort has been made to get 
as much as possible of the Rainy Lake watershed on the American side included, so as to 
ask for similar treatment by Canadians of their side of the watershed. 

This in part is the reason for trying to include portions of the watershed 
lying directly to the south of Rainy Lake in the Kabetogama area, Also, the inclusion 
of some part of that area is considered essential to the protection of the Rainy Lake 
section itself, 

You mentioned in your letter the effort of the Council and the Comuittee to 
oust the state from the Kabetogama and Grand Portage state forests, You may have been 
influenced in writing that statement by loose remarks originating with the state Con- 
servation Department. These forests were created after the .ueticp—Superior project 
had come inte being and had received national support. The circumstances were such as 
to make one wonder if they hadn't been created primarily for the purpose of blocking the 
Quetico-Superior program. They are largely paper forests. Such lands as the state now 
owns in this area have been accumulated largely through defaulted tax titles. Please 
do not imply criticism of yourself in what I am saying on this point. I do feel critical, 
however, of some of the remarks originating with Minnesota conservation officials, as 
they have had a tendency to mislead. 

You asked the reason for a treaty. ‘The area involved is substantial. The 
conflict between the uses to which the area can be put —- that is, as between the 
recreational use and the forestry use - will be a continuing one. The adoption of 
rules which will permit the maximum public benefit from gach use is complicated and : 
requires nice judgment. The support for the Quetico—Superior profect is national in 
scope. ‘The consequences of short-term shifts in objective can be destructive and it 

‘will require many years to repair the bad consequences of any poligy having only 
short-term objectives. Particularly of the Ameriean side, there have been a series 
of steady encroachments on the Roadiess Area, through the process of converting lumber - 
trails into roads, and the like. There has also been a continuing disruption of the 
best possible use values of the outer regions, through haphazard location of resorts, 
cutting of shore lines, the location of resorts on privately owned lands inside the 
Superior National Forest, and the establishment of fishing camps on inner lakes, with 
airplane transport to the camps under conditions sich as to make the lakes unnecessarily 
unattractive for other uses, These trends are apt to continue unless some overriding 
control can be set up which can prevent piecemeal chipping away at the policy of control 
which will have been worked out. The Canadians will be reluctant to put into effect such 
a policy of control for their portion of the area, unless they can be well assured that 
the same policy will apply and will be continued on the American side. A treaty has 
seemed the best means of making relatively permanent whatever policy is to control. 
Oub State Department has indicated that it is essential that the American portion of the 
area be largely under federal ownership if the negotiation of the treaty is to be 
successful. It is true that on the Canadian side title is in the Province rather than 
in the Dominion government. But there is a practice recognized in Canada by which a 
province can enter inte an agreement with a dominion government, upon the basis of 
which the dominion government can commit itself by treaty to the same extent as if it 
had ownership in its own right. 

There have been informal expressions of approval of the program from appropriate
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officials of the Coolidge, Hoover and Roosevelt administrations, and from Messrs. 
Bennett, former Prime Minister of Canada, and Mackenzie King, present Prime Minister. 
None of these men have coumitteddeither government, but their actions have indicated 
the attitude of senior officials of the Dominion and United States governments. The | 
state administration professes to approve the idea of the program in principle, but | 
its actual practices are such as to indicate it is opposed to the carrying out of it, 
The attitude of the present administration in the Province of Ontario is not known, 
The present Ontario government has been in office only a relatively short time, The 

. former Ontario government was opposed, but there were individuals in it who supported 
the program. iWihile I have no criticism of the lumber companies operating in the area 
in making their policies known and in fighting for whatever policy they choose, I believe 
it to be a fact that most of the opposition in one way or another olginates with these 

same lumber companies. 

i am not altogether clear why this opposition should exist, as the program 
which we have in mind will provide the minimum interference to orderly lumbering. It 
is not the intention to tie up mature timber, except for a reasonable depth along 
shore lines and except for an occasional stand of exceptionally fine timber which 
because of its location might have special significance. The "orest Service tells 
us that what we have in mind in this latter respect is not out of line with their 
policies elsewhere, as they frequently keep small blocks uncut for experimental 

purposese 

During the last two years, the representative of the Forest Service on our 
Committee has brought to our attention two proposals for selling stumpage in the 
wilderness area, In neither case has the Quetico-Superior Committee indicated 
opposition to the sale, if the Forest Service found it really necessary from a forestry 
standpoint, and if minimum protection of the shore lines was preservede 

. You have asked as to the membership of the Committce. Mr. Will Zimmerman 
represents the Department of the Interior; Mr. Jay Priee the Department of Agriculture; 
kr. Ernest Oberholtzer, Mr. Sewell Tyng and I are the civilian members. Mr. Tyng's 
address is 75 West Street, Mew York City.New York. All of the civilian members 
have lived in Minnesota at one time. Further, by reason of our present residence and 
necessity for travel in connection with other matters, we are in a position to be in 
contact with the various governmen bureaus, with a mihimum of expense or waste of time 

to ourselvese 

You ask whether the Council supports Mr. Oberholtzer in his recent widespread 
attacks on the state officials and legislature in Minnesota for refusing to relinquish 
the two state forests on the border, neither of which affect in any way the Roadless 
areas Perhaps what has been said above in this letter answers this question. There is 
no thought on the part of the .uetico-—Superior Committee to favor federal over state 
rights as a matter of principle.. We have no desire to cut down the total state forest 
acreage. But for the reasons set out earlier in this letter we prefer that the area 
subject to the Quetico—superior program be under one ownership, and that ownership so 
located t at it can be made the subject of treaty regulation. There is reason to believe 
that some state officials have been lacking in sincerity in the statements which they 
have put forth bearing on the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas. It would take a much 
longer letter than I am capable of writing now, to develop this phass of the matter. 
Neither our Committee nor the juetico-Superior Council, of which I am not a member, has 

adopted any resolution either criticising or commending state offickais. ‘he membership 
ef the Council and of the Committee includes people of as many political faither as there 

3 3 c + This is nota e sorabe pat anadGus that Ge should ast ‘Became enee”” ™ ere
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Possibly I have not answered all of your questions. if you require 
further information at an early date, please write me, indicating what further 
information you would like. However, | think that it will be more productive 

to discuss the subject with you if that can be arranged at our mutual convenience. 
incidentally, 1 solicit your comment on the plan as outlined in this letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles 3. Kelly



CANADA 

DEPARTMENT 
; of 

i MINES AND RESOURCES 
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ig Ottawa, April 27, 1944 

z 

Chester S. Wilson, Esq:, 0) 
Commissioner of Conservation, State of Minnesota, >: 
St. Paul, Minnesota, f ve 
U. Sv A. i : 

Dear Mir. Wilson, i 

I am sorry that it has taken so long to wd 
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant 
about the proposed Quetico-Superior International Reserve. 
However, we have been giving some thought to the situation 
and believe that probably it would be well to say something . 
to you about the relative responsibility in matters of this ~ 
kind on this side of the line. 

In this connection may I explain that the 
area which has been under discussion on the Ganadian side 
is wholly within the Province of Ontario and the adminis- 
tration of the resources of the area comes exclusively under 
Provincial Government jurisdiction. Undoubtedly the area 
possesses rare scenic qualities and unique recreational ad- 
vantage3. Even at this date it 1s an unchanged part of 
primeval Canada. Its waters are well stocked with sport 
fish and the district seems to be ideally suited for wild 
life. In addition, it has historical values. However, 
apart from these considerations, the area also possesses 
timber resources and possibilities of extensive mineral 
deposits. In this connection may I refer to the development 
of the valuable Steep Rock iron deposits immediately north 
of the present park. 

The National Parks Act, which is of course 
a Dominion statute, does not provide for industrial utili- 
zation of the natural resources of the park area. It is 
contemplated that any area established as a National Park 
will be of outstanding natural beauty representing the best 
in the Province and in every way suitable from the standpoint 
of scenic values and recreation possibilities. In short, the 
property will be more valuable for “ational Park purposes 
than for any other use. The purpose of National Parks is 
set out in Section 4 of the National Parks Act as follows: 

4. The Parks are hereby dedicated to the people of 
Canada for their benefit, education and enjoyment, , 
subject to the provisions of this Act and Regulations, 
and such Parks shall be maintained and made use of so 
as to leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of 
future generations.
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The inviolability of the National Parks is 
considered of paramount importance if these areas are to be 
preserved and serve the purpose for which they were set aside 
by Parliament. On the other hand, the proposals of the Quetico- 
Superior Council, as quoted in your letter, and which I repeat 
herewith for ready reference are as follows: 

(1) To keep all lakes and streams, with their islands, 
rapids, waterfalls, beaches, wooded shores, and 
other natural features undisturbed in a state of 
nature; 

(2) To administer the forests under modern forestry 
practices for a sustained yield; 

(3) To manage all game, fish and fur-bearing animals 
for maximum natural production; and 

(4) To set up an advisory board or committee made up 
i of biological, forestry and park officials from 

both countries to help co-ordinate practices 
under the principles agreed upon in the treaty. 

' fhe multiple use of this area to permit of the 
development of the natural resources and at the same time, so 
far as is practicable, retain the recreational features would 
require a specially prepared plan of management to produce the 
maximum net returns for social and industrial services. for 
the Federal Government to take an active part in any such pro~- 
posal would require special legislation as the principles in- 
volved could not be carried out under the terms of the existing 
parks legislation. First of all the position of the Province 
should be considered. It would seem that in a large measure 
the Province is meeting the present situation in the action 

| which it hes teken to date. In 1909 the Provincial Government 
established the Quetico Forest Reserve of around 1,000,000 
acres, to protect the timber, and in 1917 it renamed the 
Quetico Forest Reserve the Quetico Provincial Park to be ad- 

| ministered under the ¥rovincial Parks Act, which, among other 
} things, provides for the protection and preservation of the 
, area as a tourist resort but also provides for the disposition 
| of the timber and mines under conditions which will not impair 
| the usefulness of the area for the purpose for which it was 

designed. 

On the other hand, if, despite the character 
of development desired, it still seems that the possibility 
of Federal Governmmt collaboration should be exploreé, then 
I would point out that for some years it has been the Dominion 
Government policy that should any Provincial Government desire 

\.| the establishment of a national park within its boundaries, 
the Provincial Government must take the initiative by offering 
to the Dominion, free of encumbrance or restrictions, an area 
typical of the finest scenic and recreational resources of the 
Province. Upon receipt of such an offery it has been customary : 
for the Dominion to consider the request promptly and if it is 
thought that the area is one which should be taken over by the
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Dominion for park purposes, and funds are available for its 
development, a request is made to Parliament for authority to 
establish as a national park the area tendered by the Province. 
The Quetico Provincial Park has not been offered to the Dominion 
for establishment as a national park. 

It is questionable, in view of the action 
which the Province has already taken to date to manage this 
area for multiple purposes, if during the war 1t would be an 

opportune time to urge this matter on the Province of Ontario. 
However, you may wish to communicate your views on the matter 
to the Premier of the Province of Ontario. 

: I have endeavoured to give you a general out- 
line of the situation from the standpoint of the National Parks 
Bureau. We have noted that the ideas you advance have been 
sympathetically received in this country. Nothing specific has 
been done by this branch other than to keep in touch with 
developments and to record any information available. Prac- 
tically nothing has been heard from the interested parties during 
the war years except that we understand the Ganadian Legion is 
taking up the issue and in 1942 the Canadian Conservation Associa- 
tion, at its Montreal Convention, passed a resolution pledging 

| dts support to the project. I understand the Ontario Pro- 
vincial Command of the Canadian Legion at its annual meeting 
in Toronto this week will be supporting the idea of an inter- 
national park, also that Mr. J. D. Thomas is bringing the 
matter before the Canadian Legion National Conference at 
Victoria later this year, the idea being to join with the 
American aes in recommending the setting aside of an inter- 
national wilderness area, such as the Quetico-Superior Park 
area, as a monument to all the men and women of both nations 
who have served in both wars. I do not know that there is 
anything further which I can suggest at the moment. As you 

Ss will appreciate from the foregoing, we are not in a position 
a to take the initiative on the park proposal. 3 

: 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) R. A. Gibson 
Director.
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ST. PAu |,MINN. April 27, 1944 

Mr. W. G. Thompson 
Minister of Lands and Forests 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear tir. Thompson: 

I wish to express my sincere appreciation 
of your countesy in delegating Mr. Cram to represent your 
department at the conference held at International Falls 
yesterday. The results were most gratifying, manifesting 
definite progress toward the solution of problems of mutual 
interest to the agencies concerned on both sides of the boundary. 
I shali not attempt, to ge into any detail, as you will receive 
a full report from Mr. Gram. 

Among other things, a tentative proposal for 
setting apart wilderness memorial areas on both sidés of the 
boundary was formulated. Mr. Cram thought that you might con- 
sider it desirable to submit the matter to a cabinet meeting 
before you would be able to express the position of your de- 
partment toward this proposal. However, there are some points 
concerning the Quetico-Superior program and related matters 
néntioned in my previous letters which pertain eisher to past 
occurrences or to eoretee and practices of your department 
already well established. This was brought out in the course 
of our discussion at International Falls, as well ag in the 
previous conversations which I had with Mr. Crosbie and Mr. 
Weaver at Chicago. Through these contacts, as well as a 
number of previous matters which have brought me in touch 
with various agencies concerned with conservation in Caneda, 
I think that I have eo a fairly accurate idea of the 
general attitude of the people and the public authorities in 
Canada, or at least in the Province of Ontario, toward the 
proposals of the Quetico-Superior program. The situatien in 
Ganada, if I have appraised it correctly, is about as follows: 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MILK AND BUT TER FOR MBG GR iY
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1. Except for a smell Indian Reservation, the 
public or crown lands on the Canadian side of the Ontario-Minnesota 
boundary waters are all under control of the Province of Ontario, 
The Province is not disposed to subject any major portion of its 
holdings, such as the entire Rainy Lake and Pigeon River water- 
sheds, or even the entire area of Quetico Provincial Park, to 
federal or international control by treaty or otherwise. 

2. The established policy of the Provincial 
government has been and still is to develop the rezources of the 
area, including timber, and to realize the greatest possible 
value therefrom, Accordingly considerable cutting of timber 
has been permitted on accessible portions of the crown lands 
in Quetico Park and other localities along the boundary. There 
has been less logging east of the park because of comparative 
inaccessibility. The shores of lakes and streams in the area 
are still quite well timbered, for the most part. In some cases 
they have not yet been reached by timber cutting operations, in 
some cases they are more or less inaccessible for such operations, 
and in a few cases the timber along the shores has been expressly 
withheld from cutting for the purpose of protecting the appearance 
of the shore lines. However, there has been no general legal 
reservation of the timber along the shores, such as now exists 
on the American side under both federal and state laws. Never- 
theless there is probably more heavy timber along the shores on 
the Canadian side than on the American side, because considerable 
logging was permitted on the American side before the restrictions 
were imposed, 

: 3. With respect to tourists, the policy of the 
Provincial government has been to encourage them to visit the 
area in as large numbers as possible, and to grant leases or permits 
to persons desiring to establish resorts and other facilities for 
the accommodation of visitors. Thus far most of the tourists who 
have visited the park area have been Americans. The bulk of the 
Canadian tourist traffic goes to more attractive and more accessible 
areas to the north and east. Cost of administration has thus far 
exceeded the revenue from the tourist traffic, principally derived 
from fishing and hunting licenses. 

4. Whether the Provincial government would concur 
with federal and state authorities on the American side in setting 
apart a wilderness memorial area under restrictions against roads, 
tourist resorts, commercial airplane traffic, or other developments 
inconsistent with preservation of wilderness values, is a matter 
for further consideration. In any event, the application of such 
restrictions would not be considered by the Provincial government 
except possibly for @ relatively small portion of the entire water- 
shed area, perhaps comprising a selected area roughly equivalent 
to the so-called "no-cut" restricted area adjacent to the boundary 
in the Superior National Forest on the American side, or such 
portion of that area as may be deemed most suitable for a wilder- 

ness and memorial tract.
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With respect to the position of the state of 
Minnesota, I think that the approval of the state may be takén 
as definitely assured for the proposal made by Mr. Price, of 
the United States Forest Service, respecting the setting apart 
of the wilderness areas of the Superior National Forest, com- 
prising approximately 1,000,000 scres, or any portion thereof. 
Of course in this country, as in ae, questions of policy 
respecting the disposition of public resources are subject to 
the will of the people or their duly constituted authorities, 
and such policies may chance from time to time as the interests 
of the public may require. However, although there have been 
some differences of opinion in Minnesota concerning other out~ 
lying areas, public opinion here has become thoroughly crystallized 
in favor of the preservation of these interior wilderness areas 
of the Superior National Forest in their natural condition as 
far as possible, and I do not think that any substantial slteration 
of that opinion is to be expected in the foreseeable future. 
Hence any action that may be taken in Canada toward meeting 
the proposal of the United States Forest Service by setting 
apart a eereeeeren es area on the Ganadian side will be welcomed 
by the State of Minnesota. At the same time we fully appreciate 
the position of the Provincial government as expressed in the 
policies heretofore followed, evidently based upon the same 
fundamental principle which we are trying to observe in this 
country, that is, to manage the public resources for the best 
interests of the public in the long run. We assume that any 
action taken in Canada upon the pending proposal, whatever it 
may be, will be in accordance with that principle. 

Pending further consideration by your department 
of the concrete proposal of the United States Forest Service 
for setting apart a wilderness memorial area, it would be very 
much appreciated if you could give me an answer at your earliest 
convenience as to whether or not my understanding of the past 
and present policies of the Provincial government, as herein- 
before outlined, is correct, and in that connection I should 
be» glad to have you make any further comments you think proper 
respecting any of the questions touched upon in this letter 
or in our previous correspondence. My reason for asking this 
is that the Quetico-Superior program is a live topic of dis- 
cussion in conservation circles in Minnesota, and I am often 
asked to talk about it. I am trying to get a clear picture of 
the facts before the public. As indicated in my previous 
letters, there has been a good deal of misunderstanding con- 
cerning many pertinent factors of the situation, including the 
position of the people and the public authorities in Canada. 
In particular, Mr. Oberholtzer and other leaders of the Quetico- 
Superior group have harped upon the idea that progress with the 
program in Canada is dependent upon federal acquisition of all 
privately owned land on the American side from Rainy Lake to 
Lake Superior. Mr. Orosbie emphatically refuted thie notion, 
stating that the Canadians would not think of attempting to 
lay down conditions for action on the American side. With 
equal emphasis I can say that we have no intention of suggesting 
to our northern neighbors how they should manage their affairs.
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On various oceasions I have stated what I be- 
lieve to be the attitude and policy of the people and public 
authorities in Canade toward these matters, as already indicated. 
However, if we could have an authoratative statement from your 
department, as far as you deem it veneer to make one, concerning 
those matters which are apparently well established, as I have 
pointed out, it would go far to clear up much of the prevailing 
misunderstanding in this country, eliminate some of the obviously 
impracticable proposals of the Quetico-Superior program, and 
enable us to center attention on some of the essential features 
for which there is some hope of success. 

It happens that I have an engagement to speak 
at the coming annual meeting of the Arrowhead Association, repre- 
senting all the communities of northeastern Minnesota, at Duluth 
on May 12th. The Quetico-Superior program will undoubtedly come 
up for discussion. I may say that in general the Arrowhead Asso- 
ciation has taken a very conservative and sensible view of the 
matter, and would be quite sympathetic toward the policies which 
have been followed in Canada, although they have already expressed 
their approval of the setting apart of the wilderness areas in 
accordance with the proposal of the U. S. Forest Service. 

Accordingly I should be very grateful if you 
could give me an expression of your views on these matters sometime 
before the Arrowhead meeting. However, as I have stated before, 
I would not ask you to make any statements which might prove 
embrassing in any way. 

Thanking you for your consideration, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

Chester &. Wilson 
Commissioner of Conservation 

Osw/AR 

co/W.D.Cram ; 
Jay Price 
Clare Hendee 

ioe 13, 7FYS> 
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St. Pauc |,MINN. April 11, 1944 

Mr. W. G. Thompson 
Minister of Lands and Forests 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

We have now secured confirmation from 
all concerned for a meteing between your Regional Forester, 
Mr. W. D. Cram, Mr. Clare Hendee, Supervisor of the Superior 
National Forest, of the U. 8S. Forest Service at Duluth, 
Mr. H. G. Weber, Director of Forestry in this department, 
and myself, at international Falls on Wednesday April 26. 
Our party will arrive at the Falls for a meeting of the 
Koochiching Sportsmen's Association the preceding evening. 
This is a public meeting, and Mr. Cram, as well as anyone 
he may bring with him, will be welcome to attend if they 
wish to come in time. Otherwise we shall be glad to meet 
them at the Rex Hotel, where we shall be staying, as early 
as convenient, say at 8:30 or 9:00, on the morning of the 
26th. 

We should be very much pleased if it 
were possible for you or any interested members of your 

department staff to attend this conference. If not, we 

shall look forward to arranging for a meeting with you and 

with representatives of the U. S. Forest Service at some 
later time to discuss problems of mutual interest, as 
suggested in your previous letter. 

The heart of the Quetico-Superior 
progrem is the setting apart of a wilderness area on both 

sides of the international boundary where natural conditions 

will be preserved, as far as possible, inviolate against 

intrusion by roads, summer resorts, airplane travel, or 

other developments of civilization. The only means of 

travel through the area would be by trails or water routes. 

The big bone of contention has been over the amount of land 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MILK AND BUA TER FOR MLCT ORY
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that might properly be included in such a secluded area. 

I believe that the public forest services 

in both countries are agreed that the setting apart of the 

entire territory covered by the Rainy Lake and Pigeon River 

watersheds, comprising ebout ten million acres, as a restricted 

wilderness area, would be utterly out of the question. B 

think it is the settled policy of the authorities in both 

countries to apply sound principles of conservation to the 

timber and other resources of the region, to harvest available 

timber when mature, except such as may be reserved for aesthetic 

or sentimental reasons, and otherwise to manage the resources 

of the area so as to secure the maximum public benefit there- 

from. 

However, I believe that there is general 
agreement upon the proposition that the setting apart of 

wilderness areas of reasonable size would be desirable. The 

extent of such areas, in my judgment, should be in proportion 

to the number of people who will visit them and meke use of 

them. It must be admitted that only a minor fraction of the 

total population of either country will ever visit such areas. 

Certainly the percentage of people who are able to traverse 

a wilderness on foot or by canoe, or to find their way any- 

where out of sight of a marked route, is very small. 

So I have propounded the following question 

as a test for the setting apart and protection in an undeveloped 

condition of this or any other wilderness area; 

“How much of our public resources can we 

afford to isolate, and how much of our public money can we afford 

to spend thereon, for the benefit of how few people?" 

This, of course, is merely a corollary of 

the fundamental general rule that it is the duty of all public 

authorities to manage the resources in their care so as to 

derive the greatest benefit for the greatest number of people 

in the long run. 

At the recent convention of the Izaek Walton 

League of America at Chicago, Mr. Jay H. Price, U. S. Regional 
Forester of Milwaukee, made an approach this problem by 

describing the three roadless areas in the Superior National 

Forest, which the government has designated for protection in 

a more or less wild natural condition, The total acreage in 

these areas is Something over a million acres, corresponding 

roughly, I believe, with the area of the Quetico-Provincial 

Park in Ontario. fhe state of Minnesota is in substantial 

accord with the plans of the government respecting these road- 

less areas, as I “indicated in my communication to the Izaek 

Walton League on April ist, of which I sent you a copy.
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I believe that Messrs. Crosbie and Weaver, 

of your staff, heard Mr. Price's talk, and they can no doubt 

give you further details. JI have written for some copies of 

the address, and will send you one if I get them. 

It occurred to me that we might take these 

roadless areas in the Superior National Forest on the American 

side and the Quetico Provincial Park on the Canadian side as 

the basis for discussion of the proposal for establishment 

of an international memorial area along the lines contemplated 

by the Quetico-Superior program. Of course this involves no 

advance commitment as to details, which would have to be 

worked out later. 

I have just learned from Mr, A. Widnall, 
Supervisor of the Civic Tourist Bureau, of Fort William, 
Ontario, with whom I am well acquainted, and who is now in . 

the Twin Cities, that he is about to go to Toronto for a 

conference called by some agency of the Provincial government. 

He is interested in the problems about which we have been 

corresponding. I have suggested that while he is in Toronto, 

he confer with you and others who may be interested, with a 

view to clarifying the position of the Canadian authorities 

concerning these matters. I trust that this will meet with 

your approval. 

We shall anticipate meeting Mr, Cram at 

International Falls after his return from Toronto, and 

hearing whatever reports he may be authorized to make. 

Very truly yours, 

Chester S, Wilson 
Commissioner of Conservation 

o8W/R
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Chicago, Illinois 
April 1, 1944 

To the Convention of the Izaak Walton League 
of America 
Chicago, Illinois 

In behalf of the Minnesota Department of Conserva= 
tion, I wish to express our gratification at the election of one 

of Minnesota's best known conservation leaders, Mr. Paul Clement, 
as national president of the League. We extend to him our 
sincere congratulations and our best wishes for continued success 

in achieving the aims of the League, which have been so ably 

advanced under the retiring president, Mr. Ivar Henning, and the 
other distinguished conservationists who preceded him, 

We of the Minnesota Department particularly welcome 
the interest and support given by the League to the following 

matters of present and future importance: 

1. The effective and economical utilization of 
needed materials from our natural resources in aid of the war 

effort, 

2. Conservation of all such resources for present 
and future generations, especially for those who will return from 

war service, under a comprehensive planned program, 

8. Cleaning up, improving, and controlling all : 

pubhic waters for the public benefit, Of special significance in 
that connection is the cooperative interstate movement now in 
progress for securing better recognition of wild life and public 

recreational interests in the Mississippi River, in the initiation 
and advancement of which we have been glad to join with our 

neighbor states of the upper valley. 

4, Federal acquisition of private land in the 

wilderness areas of the Superior National Forest for better protection 

and control. The state of Minnesota has given its full approval, 

through legislative acts and through consent given by former 

Governor, now Lieutenant Commander, Harold B. Stassen, to the 

acquisition by the Federal Government of all desired private 

land within the wilderness areas of the forests, designated as 

; roadless areas, as described at the convention by Mr. Jay H. Price, 

v Regional Forester, and shown on the map which he exhibited. 

my | 
é ‘\. i Sincerely yours, 

J 

ss ¢ 

yy 
oe Signed Chester $. Wilson 
Pu Commissioner of Conservation 

(See attached note)



NOTE 

Fellowing the resding of the Sees letter to the 
gonvention, 1 explained that the consent federal acquisition 
of lend given by the Minnesota legislature end Governor Stassen 
extended over « much lerger area than the roadless areas des- 
eribed " Mp. Price; thet the consent covered all the area within 
the imed official boundaries of the Superior Netional Forest, 
the Rassabe purchase unit eppurtenant to that forest, and the 
Shippewa Rational Forest, except some emsll overlaps on — 
state forests, but that it did not include the Kabetogamea State 
Forest or the Grand rortage State Forest, designated by the 
government as purehsase unite, about which there hed been consider- 
able controversy in connection with the Quetico-Superior program. 

i further steted in substence ee follows: 

. Ko further ay ey of land by the federsl government 
in the Kabetogama or a Portage purchase unite is in prospect 
during the war, ae no funde are now avellable, and thers is no 
telling when or whether or how much money will be appropriated 
for that sereette However, much ean be done along other Lines 
to advance the essential aims ef the Guetice-Superior progran 
in establishing an internetionel peace memories] area and in 
conserving the natural resources of the border lakee region for 
the publio benefit. i am corresponding with forestry officiala 
of the United States and Canada about holding 2 conference to 
eonsider the proposals of the program end am agsured of their 
willingness to sttends I also propose that a meeting of re~ 
sentatives of 211 the organizations yeeeeene the tashicn-beporter 
program be held at some plece thst will best suit the convenience 
ef those interested, to discuss what measures are desirable and 

| praetioable in furtherance of the sime of the program. 

6.8.9,



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Sollege of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics 

DIVISION OF FORESTRY 

ST. PAUL, MINN. 

March 31, 1944 

ly. Ernest ©. Oberholzer 
1218 Flour Exchange 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Desr tir, Operholzer: 

AR I am in receipt of Tete eiveular letter of Maxoh 121 ‘ 
enclosing a reprint of an editor from the St. Eu toneer 
“Forestry Setback". It has prompted me to inquire jus t is the’ 
Advisory Board of the Guetico-Superior Council? 

Every once in awhile a statement will be made for the 
Gouneil, of which I do not approve at all. Yet this implies that 
it has the full backing of the Advisory Board. So far as 1 know, 
the Board has never met in all the years thet I have been on it; at 
least I have never had a notice of any such meeting. ; 

{ This Pioneer Press editorial is # good example in point. 
That editorial is misleading and some of it a misatatement of fact. 
The use of it is entirely unfair. 

Throughout the editorial, your letter and your article from 
the New Republic frequent references are made to the antagonism 

of the state officials and the inefficiency of the Minnesota Forest 
Service. in my frequent contacts with the State Conservetion 
Department, and the U, &. Forest Service, I have failed to find con- 
firmetion of either of those statements. The officials of the 
State and Federal Services sre apparently working in harmony and 

a I heve found the state timber in many cases to be managed quite as 
' well as the federal timber. 

Only a few fears ago I attended a meeting of an Isaac 
Walton League for the discussion of the Guetico-Superior project. 
The league was then oe have the Quetico lands taken out 
of the control of the Federsl Forest Service, because ar were un- 
fitted to manege and a seenic values, and then P ace the 
land under the National Park Service. Exactly the same language 
was being applied then to the U, S. Forest Service, as is being 

; pte = Minnesote Porest Service now. What has caused this 
about face



2 -- lr. Ernest ©. Oberholzer, March 31, 1944 

It seems to me thet it would be a much more practical 
plan to establish the pore program on such lands es 
are now available and add to it leter on other lands as they 
| become available. Mnay years of valuable time have already 
een wasted and if the present plan is continued many more will 

be wasted in knocking to pieces these straw scarecrows that are 
\ erected one after the other. 

I would appreciate it very much if you could tell me just 
what the present organization of the Council is and what the functions 
of the Advisory Board are. 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) BE. G. Cheyney 
‘ Professor of Forestry 

EGCheyney/o 

ee Chester Wilson 
State “ffice Building 
St. Paul, Minnesota :
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ST. PAUL, MINN. Kerch 15, 1944 

Mr. Koy A. Glboson, Director 

bande, Parke and Forests Braneh of the 

Department of Mines and Resources 

Ottaws, Ontavio, Canada 

Dear Mr. Gibsons 

(ls 

At the 1945 session of the Minneseta legislature 

& Gommission was created, consieting of ten members of the 
legisiature and the undersigned as commicsioner of conservation, 

to study the probleas of forestry and land use in HNinnesota 

and to repert thereon te the next session of the legislature 

in 1945, 

One subject of interest to the commission is the 

program of the QueticosSuperior Council, with which you ere 

probably more or less familiar. According to statements and 

reports issued by the officers of the council, this progrem, 

in substance, contemplates the establishment of an interna- 

tional forestry project on the Minnesota-Ontario border, 

comprising the Rainy Lake and Pigeon River watersheds, and 

containing a tetal of some 10,000,000 scres of land and water 
in both countries. It is proposed that this area be placed 

under a treaty between Canada and the United States for 
administration under uniform pri pet gies of conservation, and 
that it be dedicated as a menorial to the veterans of the 
first World War and the present war. 

Inasmuch as the ultimate achievement of the ains 
of the Quetico-Superior program will require the concurrence 

of the authorities of both the Dominion eof Canada and the 
Provinee of Ontario, as well as the United States and the State 
of Minnesota, and since some aspects of the forest conservation 

and land use problems in Minnesota may be affeoted by the future 

development of this program, we are interested in knowing what 

progress, if any, has been made in carrying out the program 

in Canada and what the prospects are for its advancement there. 

Such information as you ¢an give us upon the questions below 

stated will therefore be greatly appreciated. 

ytd 

sully
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1, Has any official recognition been given to the 
Quetico-Superior program by any authority of the Dominion of 
Canada or the Province of Ontario, and if 89, what is the 
nature of auch resognition and when waa it given? 

2. Te what extent, if any, is it contemplated or 
ig it probable that future recognition will ve given or actica 
taken fa furtherance of the program by Deminion or Previncial 
aathorities, sither slong the line ef setting spart publie 
landa for the purposes of the program, or threugh efforts to 
secure the initistion and adoption of a treaty ae contemplated 
vy the program? 

3. Is the Quetice-Superior pregream now being 
actively adtvoested or sponsored in Sanada, es far ae you know, 
by the Ganasdtan section of the Quetico-Supertor Couneil or by 
any other organizations? If so, please give the names of such 
organizations and the names and addresses of their principal 
officers, if know, also suoh information as may be available 
eoncerniag their memborehip ond activities in connection with 
the program. 

tn this counection wea have essen statements to the 
eitfect that the program has been sponsored or endorsed in 
Gansda by the Canadian Conservation Association, and Ganadian 
Legion, =s well as by a number of prominent persons composing 

the Ganadian Advisory Board of the Quetico~Superior Couneil, 
here may be ethers to whom our attention has not been called, 

i may acy thet the Miuneseotse euthorities are in 
accord with the aims of the Guetico-Superior program in advocating 
conservation and utilization of «11 of the natural resources of 
the region involved for the public benefit. There are, however, 
some differences of opinion ae te the extent of the area to be 
ineluded and the means to be adooted tn furtherance of the objects 
of the program, especially with respect to the aatters below 
mentioned. 

Ag to the srea, the land along the American side 
of the boundary ie under a diversity of ownership, partiy federal, 
partly state, and partly private. lithin the Superior National 
Porest, extending from Sandpoint lake on the west to Moose Lake 
on the Upper Pigeon River watershed on the east, an airline 
distance of about 110 wiles, federal ownership predominates, 
Within the procleimed boundaries of that forest, comprising 
& gross @rea of somewhat more than 2,600,000 acres (not ineluding 
the Kabetogame, Pigeon River, and Missabe purchase units), full 
consent of the state hes been given to acquisition of privately 
owned land by the federal government, Hence, so far as federal 
ownership may be involved in the Quetico-Superior program, it 
hes the full approval of the state within the national forest 

ares,
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In the Kabetogama State Forest lying west of the 
national forest and in the Grand Portage State Forest lying 

east of the national forest, the etete owns 4 larger tetal 
Bren than the federal governsent, though there is a larger 
proportion ef private ownerehip than in the national forest, 

The state menages ite lends in ite forests under eubstantially 

the sane methois of ferest conservation as practiced by the 
federal goverament in the national forests, A aeneiderable 

portion ef the crivately owned land is in preceus of passing 
to State ownerehip through tax-foriciture, if thet sae not 
alrosdy eecourred. 

In previous years thermo has been eonsideradle 

controversy over extensicn of federal control ever the state 
ferent ereas, at least to the extent ef aeaqtileition of tae 
private lends therein, Hgwever, ao cfficial proposal in that 
eonnection is now pending, sinee no funds are aow avellable 

for farther federsl land aoquisition in these arenas, and there 
ie no way of telling when or whether any additional money 
for that purpese will be appropriated by Congress, 

Mesntine the state and federal forest services 

@ee gocperating unreservedly ia managing their respective 
leandie under forest censeorvation principles and in providing 
fire protection for the entire forest region of the state, 
Both the state aud federal goveraments have forests of sub- 

etaatial extent besides those above meationed, and provide 

Zire protection for Large additionusi areaa of privately owned 
land. The total area thus cared for by the state is more 
than three times that which 1s cared for by the federal govern- 

ment. 

We understand that moat, if not all, of the 
publiely owaed land on the Canadien side of the boundary belongs 
to the Provinces of Gatario, aot to the Dominion goverament. 
the leaders of the Guetico-Superior Council have asserted that 
federal control, or at lesset predominance of federal ownership, 

along the entire Amorican side of the boundary waters involved 

ie essential to censummation of the objects of their program, 
Yay this shovld be 56 is not clear, in view of the eubdstantial 
similarity of conservatioa practices followed by both the 
state and the federsl government, the faet that the public land 
on the Ganadian side is in Provincial, not Dominion, ownersnip, 

and the further fact that the regulation of the boundary waters 
is a matter of international concern, subject to such treaties 
as may be adopted by the two countries, otherwise subject to 
their respective laws, regardless of ownership of tho riparian 
lenis. Rainy Lake, Magekan Leke, and conneatiag waters are 
already under a substantial measure of control by the laterna- 
tional Joint Commission, pursuant to the present treaty, 
Qn the whole, the fact that part of the public forest land along 
the border on the American side is under faderal management and 
part under state mansgement need not interfere in any way with 

the achievement of the essential objects of the Quetico-Superior
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program, On the contrary, the presence of both agencies, 
striving in their respective areas for the advancement of 

eommon eins in conservetion, lends greater strength to the 

forces working for the protection of the public interests 
than if either agency hed the entire field to itself, 

The proponents of the Quetico-Superior program 
speak of the entire area of the two watersheds on both sides 
of the boundary as a geographic unit, and propose that it be 

given uniform treatment to insure attainment of its highest 

public usefulness. It is true that the region has some 
general characteristics in the way of coniferous forests, 

numerous lakes and streams, rugged terrain, and other natural 
attractions which distinguish it from other less favored 
areas. However, within the region itself there are many 

; differeneés in both natural features and artificial development 

which must be taken into consideration and whieh complicate 
the problems of subjecting so vast a territory to any type 

of uniform control, Hence it seems to us that before 
accepting a sweeping generalization in support of uniform 
treatment of the entire area, it will be necessary to make 
a careful study of the area to determine what portions lend 
themselves to uniform treatment as distinguished from other 
portions which may not fit into the general plan, 

fhis leads directly to the other question to 
which I called attention, respecting the means to be adopted 
in furtherance of the objects of the program. Having repre- 
sented the State of Minnesota during my previous service on 
the staff of the state attorney general in various proceedings 
vefore the International Joint Commission, and having taken —~ 
& considerable part in the efforts which resulted in » ratificae- 
tion of the present treaty covering Rainy Lake and conneeting 
waters, I have a keen spyreciation of the transcendent importance 
of the friendly relationship that has existed between the 

peovles of our two countries, manifested by the successful 
settlement of dieputes and problems concerning both countries 
through an impartial tritunal. However, I can see many practical 

aifficulties in the way of formalating a treaty which will subject 

a Considerable area of both countries to any form of common con- 

trol or management, he Guetico-Superior Council apparently 
anticipated some such objections and attempted to forestall 
them by proposing that the contemplated treaty be framed without 

changing jurisdiction or administration on either side, With 

such a reservation it is difficult to see how a treaty covld be 

effective in accomplishing the specific aims of the program, 

which include, among other things, an agreement to do the 

following: 

2 #1, To keep all lakes and streams, with their 

islands, rapids, vaterfells, beaches, wooded shores, snd other 

natural features undisturbed in = state of nature; 

92, To administer the forests under modern forestry 

practices for # sustained yield;
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"3, To manage all game, fish and fur~bearing 
animals for maximum naturel production; and 

44, Yo set up an advisory board or committee made 
up of bielogical, forestry and park officials from both countries 
to help coordinate practices under the principles agreed upon 

in the treaty." 

The aims expressed in these propositions will meet 

with quite general approval, but their application and adminis- 

tration in any given aren raises many difficult and complex 
problems, In behalf of this department I can say right now 

that we are doing our utmost to aoply the principles embraced 
in the above quoted proposal wherever it appears to be in the 
best interests of the public to do so, However, from my own 
experience in cases arising under the present treaties as well 
as other matters of mutual interest to our two countries, I 
know that it would be very difficult to persuade the authorities 
or the people of sither country to subject their territory to 
pormanent and binding treaty provisions imposing any considerable 
degree of actual control over the administration or disposition 
of the natural resources of the respective countries, I eannot 
see why it should be necessary to have s treaty at all in order 
to achieve the practical objects of sound conservation, The 
public authorities on both sides are presumably in duty bound 
to manage the resources entrusted to their care for the public 
benefit, and they may be expected to do so, treaty or no treaty. 

. If all that is desired by the Quetico-Superior 
Gouneil is & treaty giving a name to the area, dedicating it 
aes & memorial, and declaring the general approvel of the laudable 
ains of the program, so far as consistent with the public interests, 
there can hardly be any objection. However, the setting up of 
specifie provisions for the management or administration of 
natural resourees, for which competent agencies are already 
provided in both countries, seems both unneceseary and difficult 
if not impossible of attainment, 

It seens to me that, regardless of what may be 
done concerning the propoeed treaty, it is possible by much 
simpler methods, immediately available, to achieve a very large 
measure of the avowed objects of the Quetico-Superior program, 
fo a considerable extent those objects are already being 
actively advanced by the existing public agencies on both sides 

: of the boundary in the course of their regular activities, 
It would be possible by concurrent or independent action in the 
two countries te go still further along the lines contemplated 
by the Guetico-Superior program, especially with reference to 
dedication of memorial areas. This department is actively 
advocating the establishment of public forests and parks and 

Other living memorials to our war veterans, as outlined in the 
leading article in the current issue of our magazine, the 
Conservation Volunteer, by Richard J. Dorer, of which I will 
gend you a cony, FT atiare that little difficulty would be 
encountered in securing action by the proper authorities on 
the American side, both federal and state, in declaring that
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suitable sreas in the Superior National Forest and the adjacent 
state forests shall constitute a memorial area under a proper 
name, Upon the taking of similar action by the Dominion and 

Provincial authorities on the Sanadian side, the two arenes 
would stand together as an international memorial, This 
sould later be confirmed as to the name and particulars of 
the dedication by treaty, if desired, Meantime the public 
authorities on both sides would continue to cooperste in 

providing fire protection and in promoting ether modern con- 
servation measures, as they are doing to s considerable extent 
already, 

We already have some examples of attainment of 
results by coneurrent action without waiting for cumbersone 
treaty procedure, 

& notable iliustration is the cooperative survey 
of pollution conditions in the Rainy iver carried on by informal 
agreement between the Board of Health of the Province of 
Ontario and the State of Minnesota, But for the onset of the 
war, it is probably that this enterprise would by now have 
resulted in the adoption of effective remedies for the unsate 
isfactory conditions which have prevailed in the past, and 
furtcer action may be expected after the war, 

Another example of independent concurrent action, 
of interest in connection with the probleme under discussion, 
is the establishment by the states of Minnesota and Wiseonsin 
of scenic park projects on opposite sides of the $t, Croix 

River, the entire area being known as Interstate Park, 

Thus one of the most beautiful and popular public 
recreation grounds in this part of the country has been main-= 
tained for many years by concurrent action of the two states, 
without any interstate agreement or formalities whatever, 

On the whole, the main concern of this department 
is to achieve the moat effective results in conserving the publie 
resources in the simplest possible way and with the least 
possible ee ee of money and effort, The foregoing 
suggestions &re made for whatever they may be worth in the 
interest of progress along that line. 

Please understand that we do not expect an 
official statement from your department or any other agency of 
the Dominion Government upon any matter concerning which a 
commitment ie deemed improper for any reason, However, we shall 
be grateful for any information which you can give in answer to 
the foregoing questions, as well as any further comments or 
sugcestions in reference to the matters under consideration whieh 
you may think proper to make, 

Thanking you for your consideration, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

Gsw/k Commissioner of Gonservation
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Department of Lands and Forests 
Province of Ontario 
Parliament rene 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Gentlemen: 

At the 1943 session of the Minnesota legislature 

@ commission was created, consisting of ten members of the 

legislature and the undersigned as commissioner of conservation, 

to study the problems of forestry and land use in Minnesota 

and to report thereon to the next session of the legislature 

in 1945. 

One subject of interest to the commission is the 

program of the Quetico-Superior Couneil, with which you are 

probably more or less familiar. According to statements and 

reports issued by the officers of the council, this program, 

in substance, contemplates the establishment of an interna- 

tional forestry project on the Minnesota-Ontario border, 

comprising the Rainy Lake and Pigeon River watersheds, and 

containing a total of some 10,000,000 acres of land and water 

in both countries. It is proposed that this area be placed 

under a treaty between Canada and the United States for 

administration under uniform principles of conservation, and 

that it be dedicated as a memorial to the veterans of the 

first World War and the present war. 

Inasmuch as the ultimate achievement of the aims 

of the Quetico-Superior program will require the concurrence 

of the authorities of both the Dominion of Canada and the i 

Province of Ontario, as well as the United States and the State 

of Minnesota, and since some aspects of the forest conservation 

and land use problems in Minnesota may be affected by the future 

development of this program, we are interested in knowing what 

ee: if any, has been made in carrying out the program 

in Canada and what the prospects are for its advancement there. 

Such information as you can give us upon the questions below 

stated will therefore be greatly appreciated. 

MINNESOTA PRODUCES MORE MILK AND BUTTER FOR VICTORY
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1. Has any official recognition been given to the 
Quetico-Superior program by any authority of the Dominion of 
Canada or the Province of Ontario, and if so, what is the 
nature of such recognition and when was it given? 

2. To what extent, if any, is it contemplated or 
is it probable that future recognition will be given or action 
taken in furtherance of the program by Dominion or Provincial 
authorities, either along the line of setting apart public 
lands for the purposes of the program, or through efforts to 
secure the initiation and adoption of a treaty as contemplated 
by the program? 

3. Is the Quetico-Superior program now being 
actively advocated or sponsored in Canada, as far as you know, 
by the Canadian section of the Quetico-Superior Council or by 
any other organizations? If so, please give the names of such 
organizations and the names and addresses of.their principal 
officers, if known, also such information as may be available 
concerning their membership and activities in connection with 
the program. 

In this connection we have seen statements to the 
effect that the program has been sponsored or endorsed in 
Canada by the Canadian Conservation Association, and Canadian 
Legion, as well as by a number of prominent persons composing 
the Canadian Advisory Board of the Quetico-Superior Council, 
There may be others to whom our attention has not been called. 

I may say that the Minnesota authorities are in 
accord with the aims of the Quetico-Superior program in advocating 
conservation and utilization of all of the natural resources of 
the region involved for the public benefit. There are, however, 

some differences of opinion as to the extent of the area to be 

included and the means to be adopted in furtherance of the objects 

of the program, especially with respect to the matters below 

mentioned. 

As to the area, the land along the American side of 
the boundary is under a diversity of ownership, partly federal, 

partly state, and partly private. Within the Superior National 

Forest, extending from Sandpoint Lake on the west to Moose Lake 

on the Upper Pigeon River watershed on the east, an airline 

distance of about 110 miles, federal ownership predominates. 

Within the proclaimed boundaries of that forest, comprising 

a gross area of somewhat more than 2,600,000 acres (not including 

the Kabetogama, Pigeon River, and Missabe purchase units), full 

consent of the state has been given to acquisition of privately 

owned land by the federal government. Hence, so far as federal 

ownership may be involved in the Quetico-Superior program, it 

has the full approval of the state within the national forest 

areas
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In the Kabetogama State Forest lying west of the 
national forest and in the Grand Portage State Forest lying 
east of the national forest, the state owns a larger total 
area than the federal governmént, though there is a larger 
proportion of private ownership than in the national forest. 
The state manages its lands in its forests under substantially 
the same methods of forest conservation as practiced by the 

federal government in the national forests. A considerable 

portion of the privately owned land is in process of passing 

to state ownership through tax-forfeiture, if that has not 

already occurred. 

In previous years there has been considerable 

controversy over extension of federal control over the state 

forest areas, at least to the extent of acquisition of the 

private lands therein. However, no official proposal in that 

connection is now pending, since no funds are now available 

for further federal land acquisition in these areas, and there 

4s no way of telling when or whether any additional money 

for that purpose will be appropriated by Congress. 

Meantime the state and federal forest services 

are cooperating unreservedly in managing their respective 

lands under forest conservation principles and in providing 

fire protection for the entire forest region of the state. 

Both the state and federal governments have forests of sub= 

stantial extent besides those above mentioned, and provide 

fire protection for large additional areas of privately owned 

land. The total area thus cared for by the state is more 

than three times that which is cared for by the federal govern=- 

ment. 

We understand that most, if not all, of the 

publicly owned land on the Ganadian side of the boundary pelongs 

to the Province of Ontario, not to the Dominion government. 

The leaders of the Quetico-Superior Couneil have asserted that 

federal control, or at least predominance of federal ownership, 

along the entire American side of the boundary waters involved 

is essential to consummation of the objects of their program. 

Why this should be so is not clear, in view of the substantial 

similarity of conservation practices followed by both the 

state and the federal goverpment, the fact that the public land 

on the Canadian side is in *rovincial, not Dominion, ownership, 

and the further fact that the regulation of the poundary waters 

is a matter of international concern, subject to such treaties 

as may be adopted by the two countries, otherwise subject to 

their respective laws, regardless of ownership of the riparian 

lands. Rainy Lake, Namakan lake, and connecting waters are 

already under a substantial measure of control by the Interna- 

tional Joint Commission, pursuant to the present treaty. 

On the whole, the fact that part of the public forest land along 

the border on the American side is under federal management and 

part under state management need not interfere in any way with 

the achievement of the essential objects of the Quetico-Superior
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program. On the contrary, the presence of both agencies, 
striving in their respective areas for the advancement of 
common aims in conservation, lends greater strength to the 
forces working for the protection of the public interests 
than if either agency had the entire field to itself. 

The proponents of the Quetico-Superior program 
speak of the entire area of the two watersheds on both sides 
of the boundary as a geographic unit, and propose that it be 
given uniform treatment to insure attainment of its highest 
public usefulness. It is true that the region has some 
general characteristics in the way of coniferous forests, 
numerous lakes and streams, rugged terrain, and other 
naturel attractions which distinguish it from other less 
favored areas. However, within the region itself there are 
many differences in both natural features and artificial 
development which must be taken into consideration and which 
complicate the problems of subjecting so vast a territory to 

any type of uniform control. Hence it seems to us that 
before accepting a sweeping generalization in support of 
uniform treatment of the entire area, it will be necessary 
to make a careful study of the area to determine what portions 

lend themselves to uniform treatment as distinguished from 

other portions which may not fit into the general plan. 

This leads directly to the other question to 

which I called attention, respecting the means to be adopted 

in furtherance of the objects of the program. Having repre- . 

sented the State of Minnesota during my previous service on 

the staff of the state attorney general in various proceedings 

before the International Joint Commission, and having taken 

a considerable part in the efforts which resulted in a ratifica- 

tion of the present treaty covering Rainy Lake and connecting 

waters, I have a keen appreciation of the transcendent importance 

of the friendly relationship that has existed between the 

peoples of our two countries, manifested by the successful 

settlement of disputes and problems concerning both countries 

through an impartial tribunal. However, I can see many practical 

difficulties in the way of formulating a treaty which will subject 

@ considerable area of both countries to any form of common con- 

trol or management. The Quetico-Superior Council apparently 

anticipated some such objections and attempted to forestall 

them by proposing that the contemplated treaty be framed without 

changing jurisdiction or administration on either side. With 

such a reservation it is difficult to see how a treaty could be 

effective in accomplishing the specific aims of the program, 

which include, among other things, an agreement to do the 

following: 

"1, To keep all lakes and streams, with their 

islands, repids, waterfalls, beaches, wooded shores, and other 

natural features undisturbed in a state of nature; 

“9, To administer the forests under modern forestry 

practices for a sustained yield;
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"3, To manage all game, fish and fur-bearing 
animals for meximum natural production; and 

"4, To set up an advisory board or committee made 

up of biological, forestry and park officials from both countries 

to help coordinate practices under the principles agreed upon 

in the treaty." 

The aims expressed in these propositions will meet 

with quite general epproval, but their application and adminis- 

tration in any given area raises many difficult and complex 

problems. In behalf of this department I can say right now 

that we are doing our utmost to apply the principles embraced 

in the above quoted proposal wherever it appears to be in the 

pest interests of the public to do so. However, from my own 

experience in cases arising under the present treaties as well 

ag other matters of mutual interest to our two countries, I 

know that it would be very difficult to persuade the authorities 

or the people of either country to subject their territory to 

permanent and binding treaty provisions imposing any considerable 

degree of actual control over the administration or ane eee 

of the natural resources of the respective countries. cannot 

see why it should be necessary to have a treaty at all in order 

to achieve the practical objects of sound conservation. The 

public authorities on both sides are presumably in duty bound 

to manage the resources entrusted to their care for the public 

benefit, and they may be expected to do so, treaty or no treaty. 

If all that is desired by the Quetico-Superior 
Council is a treaty giving a name to the area, dedicating it 

as a memorial, and declaring the general approval of the laudable 

aims of the program, so far as consistent with the public interests, 

there can hardly be any objection. However, the setting up of 

specific provisions for the management or administration of 

natural resources, for which competent agencies are already 

provided in both countries, seems both unnecessary and difficult 

if not impossible of attainment. 

it seems to me that, regardless of what may be 

done concerning the proposed treaty, it is possible by much 

simpler methods, immediately available, to achieve a very large 

measure of the avowed objects of the Quetico-Superior program. 

To a considerable extent those objects are already being 

actively advanced by the existing public agencies on both sides 

of the boundary in the course of their regular activities. 

It would be possible by concurrent or independent action in the 

two countries to go still further along the lines contemplated 

by the Quetico-Superior program especially with reference to 

dedication of memorial areas. This department is actively 

advocating the establishment of public forests and parks and 

other living memorials to our war veterans, as outlined in the 

leading article in the current issue of our magazine, the 

Conservation Volunteer, by Richard J. Dorer, of which I will 

send you a copy. I am sure that little difficulty would be 

encountered in securing action by the proper authorities on 

the American side, both federal and state, in declaring thet
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suitable areas in the Superior National Forest and the adjacent 

state forests all constitute a memorial area under a proper 

name. Upon the taking of similar action by the Dominion and 
Provincial authorities on the Canadian side, the two areas 
would stand together as an international memorial. This 
could later be confirmed as to the name and particulars of 
the dedication by treaty, if desired. Meantime the public 

authorities on both sides would continue to cooperate in 

providing fire protection and in promoting other modern con- 

servation measures, as they are doing to a considerable extent 

already. 

We already have some examples of attainment of 

results by concurrent action without waiting for cumbersome 

treaty procedure. ; 

A notable illustration is the cooperative survey 

of pollution conditions in the Rainy River carried on by informal 

agreement between the Boards of Health of the Province of 

Ontario and the State of Minnesota. But for the onset of the 

war, it is probable that this enterprise would by now have x 

resulted in the adoption of effective remedies for the unsat- 

isfactory conditions which have prevailed in the past, and 

further action may be expected after the war. 

Another example of independent concurrent action, 

of interest in connection with the problems under discussion, 

is the establishment by the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin 

of scenic park projects on opposite sides of the St. Croix 

River, the entire area being known as Interstate Park. 

Thus one of the most beautiful and popular public 

recreation grounds in this part of the country has been main- 

tained for many years by concurrent action of the two states, 

without any interstate agreement or formalities whatever. 

On the whole, the main concern of this department 

is to achieve the most effective results in conserving the public 

resources in the simplest possible way and with the least 

possible expenditure of money and effort. The foregoing 

suggestions are made for whatever they may be worth in the 

interest of progress along that line. 

Naturally we do not expect the officers of your 

department to make any commitments concerning matters which 

might possibly be embarrassing. However, we shall be grateful 

for any information which you can give in answer to the foregoing 

questions, ag well as any further comments or suggestions in 

reference to the matters under consideration which you may 

think proper to make. 

Thanking you for your consideration, I am, 

Bots: Be ‘ Mey CEES: Very truly yours, 

pene ciel the abre f 

Sis Lela Lad Xe rife =f 
hnwtnn Cf Fol, . ee, (9K Chester 5. Wilson 

. J cn Cota > ts Commissioner of Conservation 

caw/an US. ee
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Minneapolis, "inn. 

Dear br. MacGibbon: 

This letter reports briefly on the orisie facing the custico-Superior Bg 
ee = ite vaanbieus with the state of Minnesota « a crisis thet bs iiss 

the young men of the stete are away ®t wer and while public energies — 
ate engrossed with wr duties. 

in June 1942 the Conservation Volunteer, officially published by the iMinne- 
sotea Dept. of Gonservetion, earried without waming, om editeriel, attack- 
ing the project for en internat ional foreat snong the border lekes. The 
boast was made tint @ meeaure peeced by the preteding legieleture - one : 
which state officials hed given written ses rances waild aot be used to pri 
vent the completion of Superior Natianal Forest ~ was being so used ead 
block completion of the Custico-Superior program, x 

In the evutwm of the seme year state officials succeeded, moreover in get 
ting through Congress 9 rider to the epprépriation bill of the Dept.of i 
Interior sempelling the Seey, of the Interior to grant e right of wey s 
the Grmd Portace Indien Reservation for a now trunk highray to Canede, 
The Cuetico-Superier Council had long sought inetesd to reserve for publie — 
enjoyment, free from roads and mechanized developments, the oix mile trie | 
angle of wild, wninhebited, ami mountsinous terrain east of the village of 
Grand Portege « the only portion of the north shore of Lake Superior wit $ 
the atate renaining uninveded. The preposed read, with ite tunnel, heavy A 
Pook work, end high expense, had bean held up by public objections for more — 
than ten years, tea] 

The Hull hostility of state officials did sot appear, however, until the ode) 
session of the logielnture in 1943, At thot time, ii spite of the opposi= 
tion of the Lending conservation bodies of the state, ahe state sduinistras 
tion, wider the eetive lectership of the new Conservation Commissioner fe 
with sesistence fron the Attorney General's office, put a tye o | 
whioh place in their hands the power to provout fulfillment of the cuetieoe | 
Superior project, Tho result - « complete stalemate on the “ianesota side «| 
is neturelly teing celetrated as 6 sxashing vietory “or the private groups | 
thet heve so long resisted public ee i ieten innate ae 
On the Cenedien side, however, the Cansdian Conservation Association has 
not ng strongly on record for the program but the Preaidoat of the 
Aegooiation has propose& that the @edigation be made in the name of the ‘ 
service men of both the last wer and the present wer. if : aq 
It is teyond belief thet the stete ven mintein ite pesition for fter 
the return of peace provided th a o strugele can be serried on es in the — 
peste. The Cowneil bee kept r tion to vether snd raking ay 

consistent with the shortage of money snd men-power on4 with the 
necessitios of the war. Your interest sud agsistence were never more t 
md never more sarmmestiy solicited, ape: > 

Sincerely yours, iy 

Svm at O, Oberhelteer bd ii 

iu
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Oetober 26, 19/3. 

Ur. George P. Wharton, 
Groton, 

Mass. 

Dear kr. Wharton: 

After a very careful investigation of the situation created by the 
passage of the two controversial biils in Minnesota, I am now willing to 
attempt a summary of the facts, which I hope is accurate. I have learned 
& great deal which I did not know before, and much of it disturbs me. 

When I first learned, through the publicity put out by Mr. Uberholtzer 
through his official connection with the juetico-Superior Council, it seened 
to me that 1 did not have ali the facts. in 1927-8 I spent fifteen months in 
Minnesota with the Forest Taxation Inquiry, all concentrated on the northern ‘ 
region, and went over most of this region, ee ate bringing up to 
date my previous acquaintance of seven years (1898-1905) as Superintendent 
of the State Agricultural hxperiment Station at Grand Hapids, Minnesota. 

At that time, eight years before the Olson regime, the State Congerva- 
tion Commission had as a definite policy the creation of one of their State. , 
forests in the Kabetogama area, for the reason that there was in that area a 
larger proportion of State land than usual. The area was even then badly ~ 
cutover and burned, tax delinquent to a huge extent, flat, swampy, uninter~ 
esting from a recreational standpoint, and in my mind not particularly 
desirable as an integral portion of the wilderness area of lakes, streams 
and canoe routes which lay to the east. The map shows a conspicuous dearth 
of lake network in this area, the chief bodies of water being Kabetogama Lake 

and Rainy Lake, huge expanses, in themselves unattractive and even dangerous 
for inexprrienced canoe parties, as 1 personally know, as I nearly got drowned 

on a lake as small as old Winnebigoshish, eight miles across. liowever, I 
thought that the way to find out was to write directly to Governor Stassen 

. for whom I had profound respect for his redemption of the State from the most 
arises aes. Gelicee greican "Son anaes oe or Ue deter 
Huey - namely, Olson's government. ‘You now have a copy of the letter I 
wrote him, and the replies (2) from State Forester lieber. 

: I knew also that legally, the question of creating and consolidating 
national forests in Minnesota, by purchase, was in an entirely different cate- 
gory from that of securing a CongresSiomal act transferring from the Yorest 
Service to the National Park Service lands for the creation of new national 
parks. Mr. Watt's last letter clearly sets forth the fact that State consent 
is an absolute prerequisite for such acquisition as it is in New York, Cénnect- 
icut and Massachusetts which have not given it, and Maryland, which withdrew 

p it, and Wisconsin, which prescribed the limits of the areas within which it 
could be exercised. Minnesota cannot be forced by any federal statute to 
relinquish this right.
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: Knowing this, the effort to secure consent of the State to the 
abandonment of State forests in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas has 
deliberately and, in my opinion, very unwisely taken the form of endeavor- 
ing +6 overwhelm the State's officials and legislature by a nationwide cam- 
paign in which the State's position was represented as antisocial, anti- 
conservation and antinational, end actuated and instigated by predatory 
lumber and waterpower interests seeking only their selfish profit in ruthless 
disregard of all humanitarian and enlighteded considerations (I have read 
&@il the articles I could get hold of written by champions of the 100 per cent 
federal ownership of this area). 

The immediate and increasing effeet of this propaganda is a growing 
sense of outrage and indignation, not by lumbermen and waterpower culprits 
and criminals, but by informed citizens of the State, who from personal 
information, recognise the unfairness and wisrepresentation which have as I 
now know characterized these articles, and which have been repeated by such 
sincere and honorable enthusiasts as young iir. Schwass (see letier) and 
othera, who have accepted Mr. Uberholtser's statements in full and without 
question. ; 

Dr. Schmitz, one of the best men I know, calls attention (see letter) 
to the fact that Olson's 3 to 2 Commission decision to permit purchases out- 
side of the constituted enlarged boundaries of the Superior National Forest, 
in the Kabetogama area, was illegal, and Watts clearly states the same thing 
after consulting the lawyers. The Forwst Service, accepting this illegal 
permission, which the legislature had previously refused, bought 189,000 acres 
of land in this area during Clson's regime. Let me say here, that these 
purchases did no harm, in fact were of great benefit, provided they could be 

dater used in exchange with the State under the jaw of 1941 to consolidate 
both the State forests, 60 per cent State owned, and the National forests 
within which the State owns 600,000 aeres. The State is willing that further 
purchases be wade by the Forest Service in this area provided the Forest Ser- 

vice agrees that such transfers and consolidation shall be made. This has not 
been agreed to. 

How did it happen that Olson's commission defied the legisiature and got 
away with it? hot until i went into this thing did i have any inkling af the 
fact that lr. Uberholtger was claiming with pride that he secured through 
Olson the appointment of three, or a majority of the 5-man Commission who were 
willing to take this action. And not witil 1 realized the significance of this 
tie up did i fully appreciate ex-Siate Forester Grover Gonset's bitterness 
towards Uberholtser, extending even to his opinion that Glsen may have been 
bought » an injudicious and probably unauthenticated statement in this case. 
But this mech 1 know. William T. Cox, one of our oldest, most respected for~ 
esters, who had been fired, as the first state forester in 1911, by political 
machinations, resulting in the reorganization of the Commission responsible 
for it, had in 1934 been appointed executive head of the Conservation Comaiasion. 
After Olson's securing contreloof the personnel of this Commission by these very — 
appointments, Cox was again fired, and i have all the data on that episode, 

; gathered at the time, and resulting in an open letter to Haphael Zon who had 
conspired to bring this about, which letter resulted later in Zon's attempt 

to dsrupt the Society of American Foresters and destroy the integrity and 
professional freedom of the Journal of Forestry. He did not succeed. He has
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always meddled in a dangerous way in Minnesota politics by playing up to the 
Governors, etc. Hnough on that, though it may explain something about Forest 
Service attitudes there. 

My, other connection with Olson was concerning the murder of the publisher, 
Walter Leggett, son of my old Dean Leggett of the Agricultural College, whom I 
knew when he was a boy ten yeard old - a crusader for justice and honesty in govern- 
ment - who on the day following his murder in the presence of his wife and daughter 
was to have presented before the legislature a list of crimes commited by Olson, in 
an effort to secure impeachment. I also know that Olson secured the commitment to 
an insane asylum of a fearless Englisj woman who courageously fought an action of 
rank injustice on her husband. Also, while city attorney for Minneapolis he de- 
fended and secured acquittal of a bunch of criminals who had brought about the 
death of a minister who had exposed these rascals in a scandalous financial stead, 
The method they used was to kidnap him and place him in a temporary house of ill 
repute where he died within 24 hours, then blackening his reputation and searing 
off those whe would defend him. 

This is the man whom Oberholtzer made the deal with, the basis of which was 
that the Forest Service must control every acre between Pidgeon River and Inter- 

national Falls at the foot of Rainy Lake, or else the whole plan of the Quetico- 
Superior Wilderness would be defeated and the public deprived of its benefits. 
This presumption is completely without validity on the face of it. The 250 miles 
ef boundary shore within the enlarged Superior National Forest, and extending 
south to Lake Superior where it controls 70 miles of shore, with all the inter- 
vening area and innumerable lakes, is not only the heart but the overwhelming bulk 
of this arrowhead country and is the portion used almost exclusively by recraation- 
ists. The area within this Forest is over 3 million acres, larger than the com- 
bined area of Connecticut and Khode Island. 

The proportion of interior lakes within the Forest is about 20 to 1 on the 
State Forests, as the map shows. The waterways are ideal for canoeing, by contrast 
to the wide reaches and dangerous winds on Kainy and Kabetogama. Being less access- 
ible to early logging, mich of the timber on the shores was preserved, while on 
Kabetogama and Rainy Lake it was cut early and burned. There is not a trace of 
reason in the claim that the Wilderness will be put out of commission unless the 
State areas are acquired by the Forest Service in the Kabetogama. The picture of 
Kettle Falls, published by the New York Herald Tribune in September 5 under the 
caption "Waterfall in Minnesota's Disputed Quetico-Superior Territory" refers to 
an area and scenery that is not in the disputed territory but forever secured in 
National ownership. Further ¢apbions significantly state "Minnesota Laws Curb 
Federal Park Project, Legislature's assertion of state's rights by balking further 
land acquisitions (1,000,000 aeres of private land remain to be acquired within the 
Forest) likely to undo work on International Wilderness project." 

There is of course some theory actuating this campaign of misrepresentation 
and. [ find it to be the assumption that the culmination of the achievement of the 
quetico-Superior plan must 

1. Include all of the area from International Falls to the eastern tip of the 
arrowhead, or else the plan will fail. 

2. Secure a "treaty" with Canada setting the entire area up asian international ‘ 
recreational area, and the claim that this is impossible except under the promise 

that the area on this dide be wholly under federal jurisdiction.
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3. State ownership and administration would prevent this consolidation, delay 
acquisition of private lands, play into the hands of predatory interests (lumbermen 
and water coi aaa be ineffective in administration. 

Argument 1 has not a leg to stand on, as shown. 

Arguaent 2. In several articles it is admitted that the Canadian Government 
does not own a foot of land in the juetico, which is all owned and administered by 
Ontario, constituting an obstacle to the treaty since the consent of the Province | 
must be obtained. Sut on the United States side it is assumed that it must all be 
owned by the Government, and that it is not possible that a similar consent should 
be or could be obtained from Minnesota. . 

: Argument 3 is a sweeping attack on the ability, integrity and good faith 
of the State of Minnesota and the Conservation Department and runs absolutely con- 
trary to my fundamental belief and efforts over a perlod of 40 years to build up 
the strength of state departments through the creation of state forests along with National 
forests, the one stimulating the other. In the long run, states which have developed 
state forests have outstripped the Forest Service in the sums appropriated for fire 
protection under the Clarke-eNary Law and in the syns appropriated per acre of 
State forest as compared with National forests. The belief of well informed persons 
in Minnesota is that the State's administration of her forests is just as efficient 
now as that of the National forests. If not, there is no reason for the inherent 
assumption that it cannot be made so, or that State forest administration with the : 
entire public behind it will fall a prey to predatory interests, or that these 
interests seek to block the federal program through the expectation of loot. Yet 
these several claims constitute the backbone of the nationwide campaign of smearing 
the people and legislature of my state, where I was raised. 

The belief that Federal control of the Kabetogama area is the only way to 
prevent waterpower interests from raising the levels of Hainy and Kabetogama Lakes 
and tributaries is completely at variance with the treaty of 1909 between the 
United States and Great Britain, proclaimed on May 13, 1909, and which gives to the 
International Joint Commission of six men absolute power to prevent changes in water | 
levels of boundary lakes without the full consent of both signers and other safe- 
guards. ‘That question is dead, but the ghost is still serviceable it swens. 

What concerns me still more is the inevitable ultimate demand that this 
area be made a National Park instead of a National Forest. It is not an accident that 
several volunteer champions in print have already denounced the principle of the 
Congressional Act, Chapter 681, 7let Congress, II Session, July 10, 1930, which 
withdrew all public lands in this Superior area and prescribed that no logging 
should ever be permitted within 200 feet of the shorelines and not within 400 fect 
unless local conditions required it, but did permit use of the forest resources 
back of these protection belts on the basis of gultiple use under National forest 
principles. 

These strips have been held up to ridicule as a flimsy subterfuge to permit 
despoilation and destruction of timber, though ail logging is done under Forest 
Service standards for the perpetuation of the forest. i was responsuble for the 
adoption of this principle in 1902 on the Chippewa National Forest and it has given ; 
perfect satisfaction to the public ever since. Only the lakes and rivers are used 
for recreation and no one ever goes back of the protection strip except to hunt, 
the cuttings increase the game. [ven the future cutting of second growth aspen, which 
left to itself goes to pieces after an early maturity, is denounced. This stand is 
being taken now by those engaged in denouncing the State, in ignorance both of the
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principles of National forest administration and of the basic Congressional act, which 

stated in preamble "An act to promote the better protection and highest public use 

ef lands of the United States and adjacent lands and waters in Northern Minnesota 
for the production of forest products and for other uses" - the Shipstead-Nolan 

Att, it is called. The juetico-Superior Council and ir. Uberholtzer know that this 

is the policy and law, and give it lip service while permitting without correction 
these statements to be broadcast ever the entire country. 

The pointssare, that before the new crop of park fanatics can fuliy launch 
the campaign to take the area over for a National Park (and they can no more be 
restrained than Mrs. Ndge!) the Council at least knows that there is no possibility 
of getting funds to purchase the million or more acres for a ational Park, while 
for a National Forest the funds and machinery were available, and the consent of 
the State could be obtained for this multiple use program,;, but never for locking 
up 3,500,000 acres for exclusively recreational use, when the State's authorities, 
based on the Chippewa, knew it was not necessary as a means of safeguarding to the 
full all the future recreational needs of the region. 

2 During the period of incubation of the original plan for the Chippewa National 
Forest a certain Col. Cooper, of Chicago, came out with a proposal and map for throw- 
ing the entire area from Duluth westward inte a National Park. (‘The movement in 

; the State was predicated on creating a National Park.) The effort of Cooper's 
See Wolk cis ceaek” Ge ie en le ema, ok cee ena a 
National Forest was created. The net effect this whole hog or nothing policy of 

. Mie. Oberholtser and those who are getting their “facts" and inspiration from him 
. will be to crystallize the public opinion in Minnesota back of the State forests. 

This time, national propaganda will inevitably fail to break dow the State's 
interests, and it should fail. The true course as well as the real facts were 
splendidly stated by the new Commissioner, Wilson, in the paper I sent you. 

A great deal has been made of the fact that one of the two “obnoxious” laws, 
namely, Chapter 343 (ii.?. 959) passed by the 1943 legislature, in Section 5 gave 
authority to the Government to acquire lands within the "original" boundaries of the 
two national forests, which include only a portion of the area within the later 
extended and proclaimed boundaries. If as the publicity leads to be inferred, the 
Forest Service is by this law restricted in further acquisition to these original 
areas, it would be true that the law seriously handicaps the consolidation desired 
both by the State and the Government. But it is not true. Although the original 
enabling act imposed no territorial limits on the federal acquisition, and this 
is the first act which defines the States power to impose such limitations, the same 
act, Chapter 343, delegates legally the power to consent to federal acquisition, 
anywhere, te the three-man Land Exchange Commission composed of the Governor, the 
State auditer and the Attorney General, originally set up in the State Constitution. 
A majority decision of this board carries consent for the Forest Service to purchase 
land in any area. Such consent was promptly given to purchase land anywhere within 
the presentextiended boundaries of both National Forests, and undoubtedly would be 
given for purchases outside these boundaries as soon as the Government agrees to 
exchange these lands for State lands within the boundaries. This is the only way 
the lands of the State can be acquired by the Governuent within the present National 
Forest, for the reason that by constitutional prohibition they cannot be bought for 1 
than $5 per acre and in spite of wild statements as to timber resources they are not 
worth that price. ‘The average price for the entire purchase has so far been § 2.38 
per acre. I enclose State Forester Weber's statement on this point.
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. I am unfortunately driven to the conclusion that it 1s a bad thing that 

Mr. Oberholtszer is being paid by several enthusiastic and misinformed persons in 
Minneapolis to fight for a cause which is already won, and in which his activities 
as tetins written, taiahstne Giate br bate to on eens at 

of forests by gonsol ‘dations, which the State is ready te go ahead with, 
and which the Porest Service would undoubtedly agree to promptly were it not for 
this agitation. 

My record proves that I am not an opponent of National Forests, but have 
always used-evary effort as well to build up State Forests, and private forestry. 
Here is a chance to settle this question te the lasting good of the State, the Nation 
and the entire public. ; 

Sincerely yours, i 

H. H. Chapman 

a
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University of Minnesota 
University Farm, 5t. Paul 

September 29, 1943 = 

Dr. He. H. Chapman 
School of Forestry 

Yale University : 
New Haven, Connecticut . ; 

Dear Chapman: 

i have your letter of September 24 concerning the wetico Superior 
situation. i am enclosing a copy of a memorandum prepared by Chester W. Hilson 

with both Professor Cheyney and I have read carefully and we agree in principle 
with all of Mr. Wilson's statements. I am also including copies of an editorial 

x . that appeared in May in the Pioneer +ress and a reply by liepresentative Meaner 
and a reply by the Hausey County Sportsmen's Association, also a copy of Chapter 
171i, an iaportant forestry act passed by the 1943 Legislature. 

There is one piece of histery in connection with the juetico Superior 
program which is not adequately covered by ir. Wilson's statement. You undoubtedly 
recall that the Conservation Commission, during Governor Olson's administration, 
invited the ‘erest Service to acquire land in the Kabetogama and Grand Portage 
areas despite the fact that the Legislature then in session refused to pass an 
act to that effect. in other words, the Conservation Commission acted against 
the wishes of the Lagislature. Consequently, it seems to we that the argument 
used so often by the Queties Superior group to the effect that the State is break- 
ing its word with the Forest Service is not as effective, at least in my opinion, 
a3 it might be. : 

Both the Fedderation of Women's Clubs and the American Legien have 
recently passed resolutions approving the juetico Superior program, but I am # 
not yet convinced that these resolutions would have the approval of the majority , 
of either of these two groups if the membership knew the facts. We have in 
Minnesota six or eight individuals who constantly keep the pot boiling. I 
think, however, that 4r. Willson's program of "education" is already beginning 
to bear some fruits. I de not know if you have ever met Mr. Wilson, but he is 
an unasually able man and the next time you come to “Minnesota | hope you will 
have the tine to interview him. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Henry Ochwite 
Uhief, Division of Forestry
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September - 1943. 

Memorandum 

THE FOREST SITUATION IN MINNESOTA 

by 
Chester S. Wilson, Commissioner of Conservation 

This is a brief outline of s@me of the salient points of the forestry situation 
in Minnesota. It is by no means a complete review. 

Public policy requires that our forest resources should be protected, developed, 
and utilized to the best possible advantage in recognition of the interests of the | 
general public, taking the future as well as present needs and conditions inte consider- 
ations 

Achievement of this aim is a big job, requiring the organization, direction, and 

coordination of all the available forces of private ownership, the date, and the federal 
government. So far as governmental control may be necessary, the primary responsibility 
for exercising it, under the American form of government, rests upon the date. However, 
in addition to the interest of the state, the federal government has an interest on account 

of the importance of assuring a supply of timber for war purposes and other national uses, 
as well as for vivilian use in those parts of the country which do not grow sufficient 
timber for their own needs. The aim of forestry administrators should be to secure a 
proper balance of federal, state, and private forces toachieve the desired ends. 

In general the federal and state forest services in Minhesota have worked side by 
side in a spirit of the utmost friendliness and cooperation in dealing with forestry 
préblems, If the two services could be left to work out these problems together on a 

4 basis of practical forest management in the public interest, we are satisfied that they 
+ would arrive at a solution without great difficulty. 

The federal government has done much for forestry in Minnesota. Many valuable 
improvements for forestry were constructed in the years preceding the present war upon 
both state and federal forest lands by the CCC, the WPA, and other agencies, with the aid 
of federal funds. The federal government allows substantial financial aid to the state 
for fire fighting and other forestry purposes, in consideration of which (supplemented 
by cooperative agreements between the federal and state services) the state furnished 
fire protection to large areas of federal land outside of the zones where fire protection 
is furnished by the federal forest service. We believe that the federal forest service 
has done and is doing a splendid job on the forest land under its management. We are 
satisfied to leave it to the men of that service to say whether or not the state has done 

CLR Le"EMLS aR MOu Ente Ns bebkege tied He pecced reer nipear om 
We believe that a study of the record will bear out the statement that since the 

ineeption of the state forest service in 1911, forest conservation has made steady progress 
in Minnesota, fairly keeping pace with the action of the federal government and the other 
forest states along that line, and in some respects leading the procession. Minnesota 

legislatures of recent years particularly have exhibited by their acts @ sincere realiza- 
tion of the importance of forestry problems and a progressive attitude in dealing with 
them. Noteworthy among the legislative acts of the =ast few years relating to forestry 
are the following: 

1. The land zoning act, Laws 1939, Chapter 340, (pronounced by federal authorities
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one of the best laws of its kind in the country) under which auch progress has already 
been made in zening large wilderness areas in the northern part of the state against 
ill-advised agricultural or other developments. 

& The land exehange act, laws 1941, Chapter 393, (passed pursuant to a consti- 
tutional amendment adopted by the people of the state) authorising the exchange of state 
Land for federal or private iand, waler which achanged are now in progress for the pur- 
pose of consolidating state and federal holdings of forest land to facilitate effective 
management. 

3. The timber cutting regulation adt, Laws 1943, Chapter 290, fixing minimum 
sizes for timber out for various comercial purposes, and cons .ituting a progressive 
and courageous forward step toward the prevention of wasteful logging practices. 

4. The state forest act, laws 1943, Ghapter 171, revising and eodifying the laws 
governing 29 existing state forests, authoriging the transfer of tax-forfelted land from 
So uiice Sue uae Sake ees cal” Ue eects enciices of ek aaa, cae a 
therefrom with the loeal taxing units. (for a complete analysis of this act, see paper 
delivered by Dean Henry Sehmits of the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economies, 
of the State University, and for many years head of the state forestry school, before 
the Conservation Committee of the Minnesota Federation of Yomen'a Clubs at their state | 
convention at Minneapolis, dune 11, 1943.) | 

5. The land acquisition act, Laws 1943, Chapter 343, revising the state laws | 
relating te acquisition of land within the state by the federal government for various 
purposes, confirming pore or Rare ny Bae oo Mcnally: yo Vs consent to future acquisi- 
tion to be given by a mijority of the Exchange Comission, consleting of the Governor, 
the Auditer, and the Attorney General. | 

6. The Conservation Department reorganization aut, Laws 1943, Chap. 60, revising | 
the laws governing the department, (created by the legislature in 1931). Under this act 
the department consists of six divisions, Forestry, Game and Fish, Lands and Ainerals, | 
State Parks, Water Resources and Iingineering, and the Yourdst Bureau, each in charge of 
a director. ‘The executive head of the department is the Commissioner of Conservation, 
appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the state senate, for a term 
of six years. The directors are appointed by the commissioner and serve at his pleasure. 
ALL subordinate officers and employwes of the department are under civil service. 

As further evidence of ita sincere concern for forest sonservation aad of the 
willingness of the stute to carry its full share of the war-time burdens in that con- 
nection, the legislature of 1943 aade substantial appropriations to the state Division 
of Forestry, in spite of many other war-time demanis for funda. 

Many other measures adopted by the legislature for the benefit of forest conserva- 
tion might be cited. 

Not content with these provisions, und realising that further action will be 
needed at the next session of the legislature upon many forestry problems, especially 
those affected by war conditions, the legislature created an Interim Commission, con- 
aisting of five senators, five representatives, and the Gommissioner of Conservation, 
to study all aspects of the forestry situation in Minnesota and report their recomaend~ 

_ ations to the next session of the legislature in 1945. This commission is already at 
work, giving special attention to ausesbiing up~te-date information concerning all the 
facts and conditions bearing on forestry problew in Minnesota. 

AGl the facilities of the Department of Conservation, its Division of Forestr
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and the state school of forestry have been placed at the disposal of the legislative 
commission in carrying on the work, and assurances of copperation have also been re- 
ceived from the federal forest service. Ali these agencies are in charge of men of 
many years experience in forest conservation and administration, thoroughly familiar 
with conditions in Minnesota, and with records which attest their devotion to the inter~ 
ests of the public, and their determination to manage the forest resources of the state 
$0 as to attain the maxima public benefit. 

9 On the whole, the future outlook for forcat conservation in Minnesota ia bright. | 
. #iany diffieult problems vonfrent us, but we can say with assurance that through the Joint 

efforts of the state ani federal forest services, great progress hus been made in over- 
coming the devastation wrought by human and natural forees in earlier years and in pro- 

tecting the new timber growth now appearing ever large areas in the northern part ef the 
state which were once denuded. In fact, the timber resources of Minnesota as a whole are | 

4 now in such shape that, unless the war should tak an unexpectedly large toll, and barring 
some other inforeseen and wide-spread disaster or economic adversity, our forests ean be | 

‘handled ao as to yield an inereasing supply of timber on a sustained yield basis indef-~ 
initely inte the future, supporting substantial wood using industries and providing a 
livelihood for a considerable population. 

Thus far the war has made ne alarming inroads on the Minnesota timber supply. veryices 
Teete io na urgeuh demnnd fer disber for war ween, ond woth te dake end fedural fares!” 
have been doing their utmwest te aid in supplying thie need. However, timber cutting on | 
both private and public lands has been greatly hampered by labor shortage and other 
@ifficulties. On the public forest lands, both the state and federal forest services 
have continued to adhere to their selective cutting practices and other regulations set | 
ss protect the timber reserves and reproduction. Supplementing these regulations, the — 

cubbing reguhation Lawlabove mentioned will go inte effeet on private as well as | 
public lands this fall. No need for relaxing these restrictions is eeen by state or | 
federal officials. They estimate that thus far the total timber cut in Minnesota since | 
the outbreak of the war has been well within the limits necessary te maintain adequate 
reserves and reproduction, and that a much larger amount could be cut without impair- 
ing the timber reserves: Barring unforéseen Gontingencies, we believe that on the whole 
the timber resources of Minnesota will. come through the war in good shape fer future | 
development. | 

In spite of Shis rather encouraging outlook for forestry conservation in Minnesota 
there tas been sounded through various channels of publicity in 3t. Paul, Minneapolis, | 
Chicago, New York, Washington, and other pointe in the country, a ery of alarm over 
certain acts of the authorities of Minnesota, including the Uevernor, the legislature, 
and the conservation department, charging them with taking steps to block the progress 
of conservation and te open up the wilderness resources of the northern border lakes 
country to exploitation and devastation. No more groundless false alarm was ever spread 
on any subject of public interest. Ite utter absurdity was apparent to everyone who 
knew the facts of the situation. It had no relation to any present problem upon which 
either state or federal forestry officials in Minnesota were required to act or probably 
will be required to act until after the war. 

Thus far the sate conservation department has published no reply to the charges. 
We have deemed it preferable to await the completion og the investigations of the Legis-~ 
lative interim Commizsion. However, our attention has P Sren sennes re the nieee 
ae ae ee aeceaies Ge wane Tat Dae, pealtshee tn 2 Miron enlame awl in 

the New York Herald Tribune for Jpptember 5, 1943, aa a special dispatch from Minneapolis,
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From the body of the article it appears that the contents were supplied by Mr. Ernest 
G. Oberholtser, President of the juetico Superior Council and Executive Secretary of the 
Quetico Superior Committee created some years ago vy President Roosevelt. 

Previous publicity aleng the same Line emanated mainly from the same source. 

This newapaper article repeats many false and misleading statements previously 
made, and in particular reiterates certain charges against former Governor Harold i. 
Stassen, who resigned in April 1943 after the close of the legislative session, to 
enter the navy, and is new serving as a Lieut. Commander on shipboard in the Pacific 
theater of war. ‘The unfairness of circulating these charges when Commander Stassen 
is unable to answer them himself is apparent. in justice te him I shall undetake to 
present an impartial suumary of the salient facts, 

In that connection, for the information ef those who are aot familiar with the 
state conservation set-up in Minnesota, I wish to make my own position clear. As 
executive head of the coneervation department, I have fuil responsibility for the admin- 
istration of the departwent and for the formation of ite polkcies, under the law. Under 

{ the conservation department act above mentioned, passed by the last legisi.ture and 
signed by Governor Stassen, although the conservation commiseioner receives his office 
from the Governor in the firet instance, the latter has no power te control the comission- 
er's acts or appointments within the department nor to rewove him before the expiration 
of hie eix year term. When the office of commission became zeeuht in February 1943, 1 

was serving as deputy to theAttorney General of the state, receivtiig the same salary 
as the conservation commissioner. 1 had never even considered being conservation com 
missioner. Wy then chief sas an eleeted officer, independent of the Governor. i was 
under no personal political obligations te Jovernor Stessen, nor he wo we. he passed 
over the opportunity to gratify the desires of several aspirants te the office, includ- 
ing some with strong political claims, and requested me to take the appointment. i 
accepted 44 out of the desire to render some service to the cause of conservation in 
Hinnescta, in which I had played a more or less active part in the Attorney Seneral's 
office and otherwise for many years vast. However, I had no occasion before i pecane 
commissioner on Mareh 15, 1943, to take any stand, officially or otherwise, upon the | 
controversial issues dealt with in the above mentioned newspaper article and other 
publicity. I am stiii pene bye cred yoy gee py ind fig fap od rs ov 
awaiting the findings of the tive comsiasion. 1 believe that 1 am in a position 
to make a fair appraisal of Gevernor Stassen's actions as well as the other matters to 
which this @atement relates. 

it is impossible within the limite of this semorandum to sover a1). the compiex 
feetors involved in or affected by the matters to which the newspaper article redates. 

i shall undertake only to comment briefly on the principal features. ‘ 

The general iapreasion created by the article that the Jevernor, the legislature, 
or the conservation department have taken steps to oppose or block the juetice Juperior 
program if utterly false. The state authorities concerned, including Governor Stassen, 
the writer, the state legislature by various acts, have heartily endorsed and supported 
the general aims of the program, including the protection of the wilderness areas in the 
berder lakes regions for the public benefit, and the establishment, through some arrange- 
ment with the appropriate Canadian agencies, of an international peace memorial area on 
both sides of the border. The present controveray revolves around taking over by the 
federal government of control of two areas known as the Kabetogama and Grand Portage pur~ 
chase units, both embracing previously created and now existing state forests, actively 
administered by the sta.e division of forestry, lying respectively at the west and eask 
ends of the present Superior Satonal Forest. The federal government already has the 
full consent of the state to acquire lands within the original and the proclaimed extended
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boundaries of both the Superior and the Chippewa National Forests, not including the two 
purchase unite. The total area within which this consent applies is over 4,185,000 
acres, considerably exceeding the combined area of the states of Connecticut and Rhode 
island. Within this consent area, according to 1941 figures furnished by the federal fore 
est service, the government owne something over 2,350,000 acres, the state owns something 
over 700,000 acres, and more than,1,000,000 acres still remains in private ownership. 

The question whether the government should expand inte the purchase units or other 
areas until it has absorbed available forest lands within ite own consent areas (the 
state lands by exchange and the private lands by purchase or condemnation) raises very 
serjous problems, both governmental and economic, to which definite answers in the 
public interest cannot be given without much further investigation and study. 

Vurthermore, except for small amounts left over from a previous appropriation, 
no federal funds are now available for further land acquisition for forestry purposes 
anywhere in Minnesota, nor are any funds likely to be available for that purpose until 
after the war. There will be ample time for a thorough and impartial study of the 
whole situation leng before the time for action on the matter arrices. There was no 
eccasion for the violent controversy over this matter which ensued during and since 
the last session of the legislature. 

} io competent evidence has ever been submitted in support of the claim that it is 
ne ° PISSREST? Lita "Raph tdabtve penpechatemnhfepee® tends ta ckthey oft tat 

c arrangement with Canada. There is a substantial similarity between the fprestry methods 
practiced by the state and federsl services. loth give fire protection to ail lands, f 
federal, government, and state, within thelr respective jurisdictions, under the cooper~ 
ative arrangement above mentioned. Taking this into consideration, and bearing in mind 

¢ that the lands already acquired by the government from private ownership within the 
past ton years for forestry purposes have been largely cut-over or burned-over lands, 
and that the additional lands which the government proposed to acquire in the two purchase 
units in 1942, (consent for which was refused by Governor Stassen) were of similar char- 
acter, it ia “safe conclusion that the preent forest resources within the purchase units 
(comprising See con Senate eoaenetens state forests) are in substantially 

as good condition today es they have been had the government been permittee to 
Guia nied obit} catcat amt (amounting as they did to only a small fraction of 
their total area). At any rate, no competent evidence to the contrary has ever been 
produced by anyone to our knowledge. 

Oe Say Seen mecmaney Ge Se ee eee, te sates oy 
9 additional lands aleng the interna boundary waters in order te secure regulation 

of those waters, for they are already under the jurisdiction of the International Joint 
t Commisaion pursuant to a treaty with Canada consummated in 1940, with the active support 

of the state authorities. 

There is a serious question whether fe@ral ownership of land on the Aserican side 
is at all necessary to the effecting of an international arrangement with Canada. ie 
are informed that the public land under consideration on the Canadian side is owned by 
the Province of Ontario. lie evidence of any official assurance, either by the Vominion 
or the Provincial government, that Canada will participate in the proposed arrangement, 
or that Canadianiauthorities consider federakvownership of lands on the American side 
as essential thereto, has ever been submitted, to our knowledge. 

The two bilis under attack in the article (the state forest act and the land 
acquisition act above mentioned) did not in themselves block the (uetico Superior pro- 
gram, nor would their passage by the legislature have been construed by the state
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authorities as an expression of sentiment acainst that program. The only expression 
of sentiment in that connection occurred when the Quetice Superior group proposed 
certain amendments affirmatively granting consent to federal acqiisition within the 

purchase units, which were defeated by au overwhelicing votu, after public comalttee 
hearings. 

The atate forest act, as already explained, reestabbished existing state forests, 
with @niy miner changes in boundaries of no consequence so far as the present issues ‘ 
are concerned, and revised the laws pertaining thereto. It made no change in the status 
of lands within the two purchase units for purposes of federal acquisition, comprising 
existing state forests, such status having already been fixed under previous laws, as 
was pointed out by an opinion of the Attorney General. | 

Neither did the land acquisition act block further federal acquisition of forest 
lands within the purchase units or eleewhere.it merely provided for an orderly method | 
of passing upon federal applications for consent to acquisition by a responsible author- 
ity, the Land Kxehange Commission, composed of three high state officers elected by | 
the people. ‘The com aission has power to grant consent to federal iand acquisition in | 
the purchase units, comprising about 900 acres, out of funds left over from a previous 
appropriation. ! 

: Whether the commission will use its power to block any proposal for further 
acquisition favered by the uetico Superior group cannot be determined until an appli- 
eation therefor is submitted by the government. It is reasonable to assume that if 
and when such an application if presented, the commission will consider it on the merits, 
and endeavor to base its decision upon what it finds to be in the best interests of the 
public at the tine, 

8 in 8 . hi Mus, “ilanessea Lane cure Pedaral Mroseat™ te An avres. *hithegh the erage | 
Quetice Superior program, formulated some years ago, is supposed to have contemplated 
the establishment of a national park on the border, that idea was dropped because, as | 
we are informed, of the unwillingness of the federal authorities to tie up the timber 
resources of the federal lands in the area under national park restrictions. The present 
program is based on the development of the Superior National Forest. 

The sub-headline is also misleading. The legislature has done nothing to undo 
See eri ahes tolaetenrtaatant Leaaeianeeaenie tenet attenaintenane o Superior 
program. On the contrary, previous have passed various measures in further- 
ance of the program (including a state law corresponding with the Shipstead-Nolan Act), 
and the past legislature, as already stated, confirmed consent to federal land acquisi- 

tion in an immense area where there is still large room for development. 

The inference in the statements concerning Governor Stassen, that he acted in | 
oppooition to the aims @f the program, or against the interests of conservation, is 
utterly unwarranted. His action in refusing consent to the proposed federal acquisi- 
tion in the purchase units in 1942 was based upon the recomendations of the then Con- 
servation Commisaioner, lir. W. L. Strunk, a selentist with a college background, upon 

whose findings the Gevernor relied. | 

fhe intimation that Governor Stausen was at any time indifferent to the problems | 
of conservation is an outrageous misrepresentation. The writer has been in the service ! 
of the state under four different governors and has oeen acquainted with several others, 
but has never know a governor more sincerely interested in advancing the cause of con- 
servation in the public interest than Governor Stassen. If any proof of this is re~ 
quired, it may be found in the Governor's acts in disregarding political considerations
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in the appointment of both the writer and his predecessor, Dr. Strunk, and in signing 
the conservation department act above mentioned, praétically divesting the conservation 
department of patronage control by the Governor, and putting it beyond the reach of 
partisan politics about as far as is possible under our form of government. 

The statement that the land acquisition act grants consent to purchase of pri- 
vate lands by the forest service only within the original boundaries of the Superior 
National Forest established in 1909, coupled with the further statement that for any 
other land the government must obtain consent of the Land Commission, is incorrect. 
It is true that the act expressly confirms the consent previously given te acquisition 
within the original boundaries of the forest, but it alse, in section 8, recognizes 
and saves from the effect of the repeal clause all consents given under previous laws, 
however evidenced. Governor Stassen has previously given consent te federal acquisi- 
tion of lands throughout the so-called proclaimed boundaries of both the Superior and 
Chippewa national forests, comprising large areas in addition to the original areas, 
but not including the two purchase units above mentioned. That consent was saved by 
the above mentioned provision, and is in ferce today, affording the government oppor- 
tunity to acquire a large acreage of land within its ow forest jurisdiction. 

In view of the comparatively cheap character of the land acquired by the federal 
government in Minnesota for forestry purposes (averaging about $2.35 per acre in the 
Superior National Forest, according so our information), it isevident that no con— 

siderable amount of valuable timber stood on this land, and that the failure of the 
vernment to acquire additional lands of similar character in the purchase units 

Smadine, as already stated, to a small fraction of the entire area involved) cogld 
not result in expesing any considerable amount of timber resources to "continued ex- 
ploitations of these private lands through reckless slashing of timber and building 
of roads". Nobody spends much money or effort in attempting to cut timber from cut—over 
or burned~over land worth $2.35 per acre, or in building new roads through such areas. 
There is nothing in the whole situation to support the claim made in the newspaper 
article that the Superior National Forest or the Quetico Superior program (so far as its 
aims are consistent with the public interests) have been jeopardized by any act of the 
aubhorities of the state of Minnesota. 

The statements quoted in the editorial from the St. Paul Pioneer Press are as 
groundless and misleading as those which have already been referred to. These state~ 
ments were most effectively refuted in an article written by a member of the Minnesota 
legislature, which the paper was broadminded enough to publish. Forestry suffered no 
set-back at the hands of the 1943 legislature, but on the contrary made substantial 
progress. Neither was federal forestry hamstrung in Minnesota, as stated in the Press 
editorial. The door was left wide open for the Setieral forest service to continue 
its operations within an area larger than some of the eastern states, and to bite off 
additional lands to the extent of its chewing ability and moree Further comment on the 
Press editorial is unnecessary, in view of what has already been said. 

In any event, all who may be interested in the protection of the wilderness 
resources of the state of Minnesota may be assured that no one values these resources 
more highly than the people of the state themselves, and that all the state author~ 
ities concerned, being responsible to the people, will continually exert their utmost 
efforts toward the conservation and development of those resources for the benefit of 
the public.
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Executive Council Office 

Copy of an Order-in-Council proved by Hie Honour the . 

Lieutenent-Governor, deted the 7th aay of November A.D. 19135. 

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minis ter of | 

- Lends, Forests and Mines, the Committee of Council advise that = j 

end by virtue of the Provincial Parks Act, Chepter 15, 5-4 Ge ree ¥ l 

the territo er tas in the (uetico Forest » estebliched | 

by eodunvhaiens dated 1st April, 1909, be withdrawn from sale, 

settlement, and oceupency under the provisions of the Public Lands 

Act, and The Mining Act of Ontario, the seme not bein: suit able 

for settlement or agricultural purposes, and be reserved and set 

apart as a public park and forest reserve, fish end game preserve, 

health resort and fishing ground, for the benefit, adventage and 

enjoyment of the prople of Ontario, endfor the protection of the | 
fish, birds, game end fur-besring animale therein, subjpct to the J 

provisions of the seid Act and of the regulations mado thereunder, 
the seid Perk to be known as QueticomProvinciel Park; and that the 

-gontrol and manegenent of the said Fark be assigned to the Minister ‘ 

of Lends, Forests end Mines. 

The Committee further advise thet Wr, A.J,MéeDonald of Cochrane, 

Ontario, be appointed Supe rintendent of tho said Park, with a salary 

of One Thousand, Tyree Hundred Dollers (9$1,300,00) per annum, freo 

house, and firewood from dow timber. . 

' Gertified, 
| 

: GC. H. Pulmer 
Clerk, Executive Couneil 

s ; i



THE PROVINCIAL PARK Act 

Provincial Park Act, Chapter 15, 3-4, George V. 
Quetico Forest Reserve established by order~in-Couneil, April 1, 1909 
Provinei al Park Order, Nov. 7, 1913. 
Provincial Parks Act, Chapter 94, R.S,.0. 192 C, C82 31. 

Pert I, 2. The lieutenant Governor in Council may withdrew from sale, 
settlement and occupancy und r the provisions of The Public Lands Act, 
and The “ining Act, any tract of land being the property of the Crown, 
and not suitable for settlement or agriculturel purposes, and may re- 
serve and set apart the same as a public park and forest reserve, fish 
end geme preserve, health resort and plessure ground for the benefit, k 
edveantege ond enjoyment of the people of Ontario, end for the protec- 3 
tion of the fish, burds, game and fur-bearing animals therein, subpot 
to the provisions of this Act end of the regulations made th reunier, 
and any such tract shall be known as a provincial park end called by 
a distinctive name. ; 

Part I, 5. Bxeept as hereinafter provided, no timber or wood shall be 
cut within the park and no person shall locate, settle upon, use or 
occupy any part of a provincial park. 

Part I, 6. livery provincial park shall be under the control and 
manegement of the Minister, and the Lieutenant. Governor in Council 
mey make regulations for - | 

a. the cere, preservation, management ond improvement of the m rk, 
end of the watercourses, lekes, trees, shrubbery, minerals, natural — 
curiosities end other matters therein: 

bd. controlling and regulating the level of the water in the rivers, 
streams ani lekes of the park with the view of preventing damage to 

; the trees and vegetation on the shores thereof: 
@. leasing for any term of years such pareels of lend in the perk as 

he deems advisable for the construction of buildings for ordinary 
: habitation, end such other buildings as may be necessary for the 

accomodation of visitors or persons resorting t the park as a smitar , 
ium or health or summer resort: ‘ 

a. issuing licenses or permits to cut timber within the limits of: 

: the. park end for the improvement of it and for fire wood for the use 
of persons engaged in end sbout the park, and prescribing the cond tions 

and requirements of such licenses or permits: Py | 

@. the working of mines and the developing of mineral interests within 

the limits of the park, and the issuing of licenses or permits of occupa- 
tion for those purposes; bt no lease, os eos or permit shall be made, 

erented or issued unéer this or clause (ec) or (d) which will in any way 
impair the usefulness of the park for the purposes hr which it is des- 
igned: 

f. issuing licenses for shops and for houses for the accomodetion of | 

visitors end places where trade and industries necessary for the accomo- 

dation of persons resorting to the park may be carried on; 

@. the prevention and extinguishment of fires; : 

h. the preservation and protection of fish, birds, and animals in the 

park, and for the destruction ond sale of any fish, birds, and mimals, 

which may be deemed by the Minister to be noxious, injurious, or des@- 

; tructive, or the numbers of which he may deem it advisable in the public 

. interest to reduce. 

A its i
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Fishing permitted for food. 

Runting and cropping for surplus game. 

Part I, 14. Timber end wood may be cut within the limits of the park 
under the outhority of a timber license issued under The Crown Timber 
Act or the reguletions mde thereunder, or by the authority of the 
Minister, or under the regulations made by the Lientenant Governor in 
Couneil for the government and maintenance of the park. 

16. Alleutting of timber by a licence shall be subject the 
supervision and control of a person appointed by the Minister fmm tim 
to time for that Lod oot but in the event of a disagreement bétween 
the person so appointed and the licensee, the matter may be referred to | 

the Minister whose decision shall be. final, and such cutting call teke ; 

place only as and when directed by the Minister, end sub ject to sue h 
5 dimeter limits, sequence of ee end disposition of slash, 

provision for re-seeding, and such ther and other restrictions as 

may be determined by the Minister from time to time. 
17. Yor the purpose of watershed protection, beautification of 

park, fire eens geome preserves or game shelters or for = ot her 

; om, pa thet from time to time the Minister a deem advisable, t 

inister, out of the areas included in any timber license, may withdraw 
certain timber from cutting and direct that such timber shell be left 
standing, and the license shall not be entitled to any compensation for 

+ eal aaa so withdrawn unless directed by the Lieutenent Governor in 

1. 
18. All licenses from time to time issued shall, anong other 

things, contain such provision as may from time to time be made by the | 

Minister for brush disposal, diameter limit, timber cut, filing of oe 

plans for esch season's operations and obtal ning the consent and @ prov al 

of the officer in charge of operations upon the limit. : 

| 
| 

A | 

| 

i | 

| 

{ 
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Ranier, Minnesota ‘ 
uae August 12, 1943 

, Major Clifford Siften ; : 
Care, Armadale Corporation Limited 
320 Bay Street . ‘ 
Torente 2, Canada 4 

Dear Major Sifton: ; 

This letter is in the nature of a report upon a 5 weeks cance tripjust completed | 
in the northern part of the Rainy Lake watershed, Our course led from my home on Rainy 
Lake east to Seine River, up that river parallel with the Canadian National Reilway to 
a point 8 miles west of the town of Atikokan, thence up the Bye River and Bye Lake into 
the Little Turtle River system and down that through Crow Rock and Turtle lakes, north- 
ward from there through Clearwater to the Ontario ranger siation at the north end of 
White Otter lake at a peint about 30 miles from the Uanadian Pacific Railway, thence : 
dewn the entire ate Turtle river system to the town of liine Centre on Little Turtle 
lake, across to Vermilion lake and the Seine River at Grassy Lake and thence back to 
wy home, The actual course on the map measures something like 300 miles but does not 
allow for the many bends in the rivers. Allowing for the intricacies of the streass — 
and the many detours into side lakes, we probably made round 500 miles altogether, 50 
miles of this by gateline beat and the reat by paddling, There were about 40 portages 
and many rapids te be waded or run. 

The weather, on the whole, was favorable except for extreme heat the first two 
weeks, Our course up to White Otter led through country that had been danmed and 
flooded. The water was extremely high, and the flies of all serts were as bad as I have ' 
ever known them, 

\ Location of Area. rid 

The area visited all lies north of the Canadian National Railway in the north | 
santral portion of the Rainy Lake watershed. With its tributaries 14 is comparable in size 
to the present Quetico Provincial Park lying to the southeast and constitutes about one- . 

| fifth ef the entire watershed on the Ontaric side. 

: t Previous Logginge : 

The trip included some of the worst devastated portions of the watershed and some 
of the most delightful that atill remain. Logging along the railway was done early in 
the century soon after the railway was built. Beginning about 1911 and for many yoars 
afterwards the Shevlins logged Clearwater, the west side of White Stter except at the 
northern end the whole Trout, Mountain, Whitefish and Martin lake country. In addition, 
there has been sporadic logging on the Big Turtle river. ; f 

Previous Damuinge 
In 1927 the Backus companios known as the Ontario and Minnesota Peper Company in 

Canada built three hydro-electric dams in the Seine river, involving about two-thirds 
of the course ¢? that very wonderful river. In some places the shores were drowned out 
to @ depth of 100 feet. Domens of lekes wore swamped and vast reservoirs created. later 
Lac des Mille Lacs at the headwetersof the Seine was developed as a storage reservoir, 
thus in turn flooding its many hundreds of miles of wooded shores. 

Goncrete Dam at Outlet of Turtle Lake. a: 

In addition, legging dame were erected at many points. This was particularly true 
on the Eye River and the Little Turtle, where very high artificial levels are still
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tainteined and where the consequent devastation of shore line vegetation is very great, 
During the past winter, moreover, the logging dam at the outlet of Turtle lake, just 
south of Clearwater lake, has been replaced by a permanent concrete dem, which holds 
still higher levels and maintains a vast storage reservoir extending eastward through 
Crow Rock and Big Turtle lakes and far up the Little Turtle river. The sheres are lined — 
with dead timber from the time of the previous logging dam and are inundated to e greater 
depth now, The water is so high at this peint that earlier in the spring it had broken 
across the divide into the Clearwater lake drainage on the north, thus necessitating a 
mew retaining dam at that point. 

Old Dams on the Big Turtie.s ‘ 

On the au Twtle river, while a number of logging dams were erected many years ago, 
they have either washed out completely or so far fallon into disuse that they no longer 
affect the levels, They evidently were not maintained long and only at a few points was 
serious damage done to vegetetion--damage that is now nearly obliterated, Moreover, the 
river, except fer a few sual] recent fires, is all green throughout its course from 
White Otter to Mine Ventre, : 

Conditions at Site of New Concrete Dam, . 

The reports about the concrete dam at the outlet of Turtle lake were entirely true 
and not in any way exaggorated. This dam was evidently built and is being maintained by 
the Ontario and Minnesota Paper Company (the old Backus company), The forms were still 
in place. The daw is solidly constructed and has a sluice-way in the centre, which was 
partly open at the tine of our visit. The logging road from Flanders to Clearwater, 
over which the Mathieu Company hauls its supplies, passes over the top of the dam, The | 
work buildings on each side of the dam were deserted at the time. The grevel embanke 
ments were badly torn upe 

~ Legging Samp on White Otter. 
5) \ 

The reports about the logging operations on White Otter were equally well founded. 
The Mathieu Company is well established on the lake and is making preparations for a 
leng stay. The main camp is loceted in a siand of heavy white and Norway pine in a bay 
directly behind the Ontario ranger station. Jt is « well-constructed camp, completely 
fitted for 200 men. Supplies were moved up late in the winter on the ice, including 
the heavy machinery that characterised the legging in Quetice. The camp has its own 
portable will for cutting lumber, which greatly facilitates construction of all sorts. 
Even the dams are built of square timbers instead of reund. Several wanigans have _ 
already been built for use en the lake. A small boom ef legs is already meored in the 

: bay below the ranger station and more are te be cut as soon as men are available. At 
present, there are only about 20 men altogether, mostly old seasoned loggers of the ~ 
pest type. ¢ 

Local ing ormation as to Logging Plans. 

The men were friendly and hospitable. We bought supplies at the camp and had a 
meal there, an excellent one. Information freely given there and at the ranger station 
was as follows: 43,000,000 feet of pineare said to be involved, requiring three years 
to harvest. in addition, there are large stands of pulp wood; one stand on Emery Lake, 
a nearby tributary, is said to comtain 40,000 cords. All this tiwber will be taken 
dom the Big Turtle river, where seven new deus are te be built fer the purpose; one 
of the dams above Bending lake will divert tho river to a new course and produce a 
short-cut. 2,600 beom logs 40 feet long, will be needed te crash-boom the river, that . 
is to block off the bays where logs might he lost. J¢ so, this means nesrly 20 wiles - 

-of boom logs for that purpose alone. 

Danning of “hite Otter lake. ~ “ 

The first dam in the Big Turtle lake wae about to be built just as we were leaving. _
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It will be at tho outlet of White Otter lake and will raise thet lake 4 feet above the : 

_ unusually high level et which we found it in the middle of July. The Ontario ranger is 

already building a new and much higher dock at the station to take care of the needs of 

his work; it thus appears that the governmert has consented to the new levels, In addi- 

tion, while we wore there, the legging crew with the aid of a caterpillar tractor moved { 

a trapper to higher ground near the station, 

1d High Weter Merks and Present Level. ¢ 

High weter marks on the rocks showed that leng age, when the Shevlins bad dammed — 

the lake temporarily for logging, the lake had reached a stage about 3 feet 3 inches 

abeve the stage at the time of our visit. ‘ i 

; Dan at Outlet of Emery Lake. ; 

During. our stay the loggers completed 6 rock-filled crib dam of square tinbers at 

“the outlet of Uwery lake, which previously drained inte White Stter lake a few miles 

south-east of tho ranger station, We were told, when there, that the dam would raise the 

lake 7 feet. It had already shut off #11 flow from the lake, It will merge a number of 

sualler lakes) into one. A clearing had been cut 59 feet wide for « slulee-way from the 

dam down to White Otter ike. A new small camp wes located at this point. Similar leg- f 

ging dams are to be built at the cutlets of other tributary lakes. All of these lakes 

are clearvater lakes full of lake trout. They are also surrounded by heavy virgin pine, | 

Ps Character of the Timber. 

' Careful examination was made of the timber neer the lakes, Except Big island in 

White Otter, which was logged by the Shevlins, all the islands and all the eastern and 

north sheres of the lake are heavily timbered with the finest pine, both white and red, 

remaining anywhere in the watershed. Yerhaps one-third of it is white pine. Unlike the | 

pine in Quetico, these stands are younger and appear te be far from full maturity. More= 

over, they are often of mixed age, affording a remarkable oppertunity for selective cutting 

of a really constructive nature. ur measurecents of the heavier pines showed trees from 

18" to 4 feet in diameter, besides younger growth. The pine is of very great thickness t 

and straightness~-some of the finrest I have ever seen, 1 an told that it extends sast- 

ward among the smaller lakes in the vieinity ef the headwaters of the Little Turtle river : 

for many miles. : y \ 
r 4 

: Character of the Shores. 

The shores of the lakes are of smooth granite, often quite high on the larger lakes 

but usually wooded close to the water, The country has « virgin appearance and is very € 

beautiful except to the south and west in the old Shevlin cuttings, which wera followed 

by fire. ; 

Uncertainty aa to Restrictions. ; 2 

No one seems to know, not even the local forestry officials, whether or not any : 

restrictions are to be laid down as to shore line tinber or islands, The report is that 

no decision has yet been reached. 1+ is ‘quite evident that if the wholesale damwiing of 4 

Jakes is to be permitted shere line restrictions as to cutting will net be much help. 

The shores will be lined in any case with a fringe of dead treem. The question alse ' 

f arises what, if any, precautions are to be takon about selective cutting, wind breaks, | & 

seed trees, and — of slash, All the avidence at present points toward the same sort ‘ 

of "blitskrieg" logging that distinguished the operations in Quetico. That means: destivet- 
ion ef mich of the young growth and almest inevitable fires, When ve recall thet practically 
all of the aren logged by the Sheviins both in this section and in uetice was later burned 
clean, it will be evident how grest the fire hazerd is. :
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ureat Expense of Transportation, 5 

All of this timber lies fer from the market and will be taken out over a roundabout 
course. where the loss is beund to be large. The only boom evar taken down the Big Turtle . 
by the Shevlins was lest beyond recovery, They then used only the Little Turtle route. 
In any case, the expense of handling this distant timber puts a pretium Upon the neglect 
of 211 public precautions, If the operation is to be profitable to the lumber company, 
it seems bound to be very destructive to the equity of the Province, 

f Use of Big Turtle Rivers 

Se far I have spoken enly of the logging itself, The most tragic part of the whole 
development, to my notion, is the plan to transport the logs down the Big Turtle. This 
stream is more then twice as long as the Little Turtle, J% often turns nerthward for long 
distances, To be useful. it will heve to be converted inte whet will constitute aluost a 
Continuous sluiee-wey with artificially maintained levels, ‘ i 

Btteot on Big Turtle River. = 
Let us see what that means. It inevitably means awmped shores and dead timber, It 

means blecking off the bays and tributaries by boom timbers. 1+ means dams in place of 
natural rapids and weterfalls, It means portages wrecked by buildings, legging equipment 
and traffic, 1+ means that for » and until the river is ruined for wild life and re- 
creation, the river will be Cuakioathn closed in swamer for all other travel, Thet has 
been the history of all these stream, All during the spring and a great part of the 
svemer rivers like the Namakan, the Seine, and the Little Turtle are closed te travel by 
cunoe--closed by the simple fact that they are impassable, 

Unique Value of Big Turtle for Recreation. d 

The Big Turtle is the only great river left in the Hainy Lake watershed thet can be 
enjoyed throughout its course in an unspoiled state. “ost visitors go up it and back again 
rather than enter any of the flooded lekes that must be traversed to make a reund trip. It 
is by far the wildest, the most beautiful, and the mest bountifully supplied with game of 
any vatercourse left in the region. Of 18 moose seen on our bes patifully small remant 
of the old days--only one was seen off of the Big Turtle. of deer all but about 20, 1 
believe, were seen on the Big Turtle, Gf 6 bear ali were seen there. I+ empahsizes, I 
think, the vast difference between natural and artifical conditions, You just can‘t have 
blitakrieg legging, floeding, fires, and mechanized traffic and hope to maintain the rich 
profusion of natures i 

Alternative Routes. ; . 

I said in my earlier letter thet there is now a read from White Otter to the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. In that I was wistaken. Ti's not far and would not take long with 
Mathieu's tractors to wake such a road, but at present there's only the portage route to 
Ignace. But of course Mathieu's whele interest is in getting the legs to his miill on Rainy 
Lake. From there it's only a wile or two across the border te his markets on the U. &. side. 
However, I see no really good reason why these logs, if they must be taken now, cannot go 
ee scatis ts Ge teas SDE tee route exactly ae the Shevlin legs did years age 
and exactly as the Backus is going now. 14 is true that the Shevlins used a hoist 
and railway from White Otter to the ae and that those have been dismantled; but 
on the other hand Mathieu has the ad’ of wechanised equipment now thet was undreamed — 
of in the days of the Shevlins, for whem he Worked. : 

Relation of Mathieu Operations te {, and M. Paper Cos ; 

There ia every evidence that Mathieu and the ©. and lM, Cowpany are cooperating closely ; 
in all their operations. Both are getting out pulpwood for the paper mills, lieth use the 
logging rond from Ylanders to Clearwater, which in fact passes right over the new concrete
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dam at the outlet of Turtle lake. The Mttle Turtle is already a developed route for logs 
and has the advantage of the huge reservoir created by the concrete dam, If that route 

, should be used by Mathieu, there would be no need at all te dam and raise White Otter, at 
least not for logging, since the only purpese served for legging would be to supply addition- 
ai water for the drive down the Big Turtle, I am still strongly inclined to the belief that 
much, if not most, of this damming is for the purpose of providing additional storage for 
power--a development which has already been far overdone and is resulting in annual floods 
where we used to get them once in ten years at most. These basins are kept filled in advance 
of heavy precipitation and then let loose a tidal wave on the whole country. 

y Public Responsibility. 

I see no use in blaming Mathieu or any of the other operators for whet is happening. - 
The real blame rests on public ignorance and apathy. J+ is clear that Ontario governments 
in the past have placed very little value upon the attractions that seem to our Council se 
all-important in this rare recreational region. No thought is given to anything except the 

‘ Gimmediate profit to be derived from timber and power. Not only is the cream of centuries 
being skimsed off in a day, but all the other priceless resources *that are just promising to 
come into their own are wrecked. In the United States wo have a huge pent-up market for : 
these wilderness values that are so lightly regarded in Canada, and the marketing ef them 
requires no expensive roads or other developments, i firmly believe that airplane travel 
after the war will soon work revolutionary changes in the status of these pure northland 
lakes, which lie soclose te our crowded centers. : ‘ ‘ 

: t ‘Minimum Precautions Required. — . 

A start in the right diregtion has been wade these last few years by the Sntarie Depart- 
mont of Lands and Forests. The principle of protecting the natural beauty of the lakes has 
at least been recognized. We think, though, that it does not go anywhere near fer encught 
either aesthotically or economically. Shere lines should be reserved intact to the sky line, 
plus all islands and portages, Back of that line timber should be thinned gradually to pot 
insure a wind-break. in the actual logging 211 imaature growth should be left undisturbed 
and a large number of mature seed trees. The regulations should insure against slashi 
and devestation and should previde for somo decent disposal of inflammable waste. In ada Z 
ition, #11 dams for legging should be forbidden and existing dams should be regulated to 
prevent the maintenance of artificial levels. In the present case we are also hoping that 
use of the Big Turtle river for transporting the White Stter logs will be forbidden as a 
whole. 

. Sincerely yours, 

é ‘ Ernest C. Oberheltzer
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Ranier, Minnesota 
June 16, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of dJume’12 reaches me here on my return from 
a short insppction of the plans for new logging on the Ontario side 
of this watershed, It will now be necessary for me to make a dong 
trip to see just what is happening. You willbe sent separately 
copies of some letters just written about this new situation and 
will be kept informed, 

I am sorry that anything I wrote Bob Yard should cause you 
any disturbance about your own attitude toward the Q,-S. projact. 
T haven't my original letter here and do not recall now what + saad, 
Ido not ‘know “whether ‘your quotation is of my own words or of siome 

statement based on whet + said, “+n either case I regret the unfortunate 
inference. 

You may be. sure “that nothing critical was intended of yous. 
From what you wrote “was only afraid that the’ Council had run into 
something with implitations beyond our own field and that you might 
féhl that a principle is involved which is more important then the 
Q.-S. project. I was seriously in doubt that you were convinced of 

f the validity of the Council's case and only afraid that publication 
of ‘your letter might spréad the same doubt among others. TI felt 
sure that your’ letter would ‘be seized upon by’ the state people as 
justification for their position. And my fear was increased by. the 
resdiness with which Professor Chppman switched to the state's 

defense. 

tne. present controyersy is in reality not between state 

officials and the Forest Yervice but between state officials ed 
us. The Forest Service has never been more than'a silent partner, 
though long on record by agreement of Secretary “ardine in 1927 and 
by rgolution. of the National’ “orest Re'sérvation Commission in 1936. 
You speak of the Quetico-Sypefior wilderness aréa as something 
already finally defined and not adjustable according to the 
objectives of the Q. 8. project. In reality, the present quarrel is 
the essence of the whole profiect, which stands or falls accordingly. 

If that is not already sufficiently clear, then more discussion 

Address all rai ed ee for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. i 
: All others, unless otherwise instructed, to the General Office. i 
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The treaty proposed by the QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the most historic 
regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its lakes, and its richly 
romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations — a practical work of peace and a bond of 
friendship between two great nations. It has brought recognition from American leaders, both men and women, who appre- 
ciate its fundamental economic character and who realize likewise that out of such regions as this come the song and story 

. of the nation. The honorary vice-presidents and national board of advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable 
aspect of the project, are as follows: 

-PRE: Dr, T, 8. Palmer, Naturalist, United States Biological Survey. 
HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS Dr Arthur C, Parker, Director Rochester Munfeipal Museum. | 

rs, Ida White Parker, Director Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. 
Tack Minst, Canadian Conserresiontst, John M, Parker, Sometiine Governor of Louisiana. Hon, Gifford Pinchot, Former Governor of Pennsylvania. Mrs. Okaries & dillavery Minseapotia, 
Pest f emptibgh ta get Poi a th George R. Putnam, United States Commissioner of Lighthouses. 
Ernest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, Artist, Author, P. L, Ricker, President Wild Flower Preservation Society. 
Mrs. Henry Van Dyke, Princeton, N. J. Arthur Ringland, Former Secretary, National Conf. Outdoor Education. 

Bercival 8. Ridsdale, Conservationist, Washington, D; C. 
; arles G, D, Roberts, President Canadian Authors’ Association. 

ADVISORY BOARD H, G, Roberts, Gordon Van Tine Co., Davenport, Lowa, 
Nicholas Roosevelt, Former U. S. Minister to Hungary. 

Dr, Charles C. Adams, Director New York State Museum, H, L, Russell, Dean, College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 
Jane Addams, Head Resident, Hull House, Chicago. Lew Sareti, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern University, 
Prof, Shirley W. Allen, School of Forestry, U. of Michigan. Prof. Charles W. Savage, Physica] Education, Oberlin College. 
Brooke Anderson, Camp Fire Club of Chicago. E. J. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park. 
Prof, William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Edmund Seymour, President American Bison Society. 
Philip W. Ayres, Soc. Protection New Hampshire Forests. Mrs, John F, Sippel, Past President General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Prof, William F, Bade, Literary Wxecutor, the late John Muir. Amos Alonzo Stagg, Director of Athletics, University of Chicago, 
Prof, Irving W. Bailey, Professor of Botany, Harvard, Viljalmur Stefansson, Arctic Explorer, Anthropologist, Author. 
John Bakeless, Editor, Lecturer, Author. Ellen C, Sabin, President Emeritus, Milwaukee Downer College. 
Margaret Culkin Banning, Novelist and Short Story Writer, Carl Sandburg, Poet, Biographer, Journalist. 
Dr, Paul Bartsch, Curator Smithsonian Institution. Dr. James T, Shotwell, Carnegie Endow. International Peace. 
Bob Becker, Fishing Editor, Chicago Tribune, Henry Justin Smith, Managing Editor, Chicago Daily News, 
William Beebe, Scientist, Lecturer, Author. John F, Stevens, Former Chief of Engineers, Panama Canal, 
James O'Donnell Bennett, Journalist and War Correspondent, Lorado Taft, Sculptor; Lecturer at Art Institute, Chicago, 
James A, Branch, Lawyer, Atlanta, Ga. H, M, Tillinghast, R.’ Hoe & Co., Ine., New York, 
Frank Chapin Bray, Canadian Border Contact Survey. Raymond H, Torrey, Secretary, Association Outdoor Clubs of America, 
Nash Buckingham, Secretary, The American Wild Plowers, Prof, Alfred H, Tozzer, Anthrop., Peabody Museum, Harvard. 
Prof, Herman C, Bumpus, American Association of Museums, 8. T, Tyng, Lawyer, New York; Rainy Lake Authority. 
Dr, Herman N, Bundesen, President American Health Association, 5 Tom Wallace, Chief, Hditorial Staff, Louisville Times. 
Thornton Burgess, Author Famous Bedtime Stories, Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University. 
William B. Cabot, Bngineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston, Prof, Wilson D, Wallis, Anthropologist, University of Ninnesota. 
Dr. Bertha Chapman Cady, Naturalist, American Museum, Richard J, Walsh, Author; President, John Day Publishing Co. 
H. A, Caparn, Architect and Conservationist, New York. Mrs, Frank M, Yerren, General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
Arthur Hawthorne Carhart, Landscape Architect, Denver. Prof, Frank A, Waugh, Horticulture, Mass. College of Agriculture. 
John Alden Carpenter, Composer. : James E. West, Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America, 
Stuart Chase, Author; With Labor Bureau, Inc., New York. Stewart Edward White, Author, Wilderness Authority. 
Prof, E, G, Cheyney, Professor of Forestry, University of Minnesota, Alvin G, Whitney, Assistant Director, New York State Museum. 
Irvin 8, Cobb, Author and Lecturer. Mrs. T, G, Winter, Past President, General Federation Women’s Clubs. 
zee L. seca Fe et rae eeu ttts oe aicuti Dr. Ole Wissler, Authority on American Indian, aurence Vail Co ; viation . Rak  Milwoakee. 

,  Tohn Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D, 0. Pu ey peg asecnne a inet Bana 
Prof. K. T. Compton, President Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Me f 
Dr. William 8. Gooper, Plant Beologlst, University of Minnesota. In addition, the following members of the board are serv- 
rof, Henry ©, Cowles, Professor of Botany, University 0! jicago. . + . ye 

W, T. Cox, Organizer, Forest Service, Brazilian Government. ing in a representative capacity: 
Marvin A, Creager, Editor Milwaukee Journal. ‘ 
Mrs, 8. V. R, Crosby, Garden Club of America. T, W, Allinson, Representing the Prairie Club of Chicago. 
B, G, Dahlberg, President the Celotex Co. Mrs, James Barnes, The Garden Club of America. 
Walter Damrosch, Composer and Orchestral Director. H, L, Betten, Associated Sportsmen of California. 
Prof, 8, T. Dana, University of Michigan. Ovid M, Butler, American Forestry Association, 
Prof. Roland B. Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University, A. G. Emmett, Canadian Automobile Association, 
“Miss Linda A. Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio. Seth E, Gordon, American Game Protective Association. 
Dr. Morton J. Elrod, Biology, University of Montana. William B, Greeley, Campfire Club of America. 
Herbert Evison, Secretary, National Conference on State Parks, Aldo Leopold, Boone and Crockett Club, New York City. 
Prof, H. §. Graves, Dean, School of Forestry, Yale University. Col, Richard Lieber, National Conference on State Parks. 
Gol. W. B. Greeley, Formerly Chief, U, 8. Forest Service, 8, B, Locke, Izaak Walton League of America, 
Prof, George R. Green, Pennsylvania State College. David C, Mills, National Association of Fur Industry. 
William Green, President, the American Federation of Labor, , Gilbert Pearson, National Association of Audubon Societies. 
Glenn Griswold, Former Mditor Chicago Journal of Commerce. Charles H, Ramsdell, National Council on Parks. Forests, Wild Life, 
Edmund Heller, Director, Milwaukee Zoological Garden, James Sheldon, American Society Prevention of Cruelty to’ Animals, 
Chauncey J, Hamlin, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Robert Sterling Yard, National Parks Association, 
Donald Hough, Former Director of Publicity, 1. W. L. of A. Harry G, Vavra, Educational Conservation Society. New York, 
Mrs, ©, L, Hutchinson, Conservationist, Lake Geneva, Wis. John Young, American Florists and Ornamental ‘Horticulturists. 
Ernést Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. Young Men’s Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade. 
Miss Harlean James, Secretary, American Civic Association, Dr, Raphael Zon, National Society of American Foresters. 
Wil Roderick James, Author and Artist. 

ir, Chancey Juday, Biologist, State of Wisconsin, 
Rt, Rev, James J, Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque, " of Manor ae 
Harland P. Kelsey, Appalachian Park Commission. Dr. Felix Adler, Founder New York Society of Ethical Culture. 
E, ©, Kemper, Secretary, American Institute of Architects. Mary Austin, Lecturer and Playwright. 
Ben H, Lampman, Author; On Staff the Portland Oregonian, Carlos Avery, American Game Protec. Association. 
Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, Baseball Commissioner. Dani Beard National Scone Commissioner 77.4 
Mrs. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Springfield, Ill. Edward W. Bok, Hditor and Peace Proponent. 
J. G, Lipman, Director, New Jersey Agricultural Bxpt. Station. Commander Edward Breck, Anti-steel Trap Association. 
John A, McGuire, Former Hditor, Outdoor Life, Denver. Dr. Anna Botsford Comstock, Naturalist, Cornell University. 
Mrs, Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. Dr. Henry van Dyke, Author. 
Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America, Dr. John H, Finley, Educator, Author, Editor New York Times. 
John P, Marquand, Author, Zona Gale, Author, Poet, Playright. 
F, Schuyler Mathews, Author, Gray Herbarium, Harvard, Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. 
Dr. C, Hart Merriam, Naturalist; Smithsonian’ Institution, Cass Gilbert, Architect. : 
Prof, D, E, Minnich, ‘Zoology, University of Minnesota. Prof. U. 8, Grant, Geology, Northwestern University. 
G. W. Mixter, Engineer, New York. Arthur Hawkes, Toronto, Ontario. 
Barrington Moore, National Council Forests, Parks and Wild Life. Dr, David Starr Jordan, President Emeritus, Leland Stanford University. 

* Arthur E, Morgan, President, Antioch College. Dr, Vernon Kellogg, Secretary, National Research Council. 
Prof. T, H, Morgan, Experimental Zoology, Columbia University. Horace Kephart, Author, Authority on Outdoor Life, 
Prof, 8, E, Morison, American History, Harvard University. Dr. George F, Kunz, Gem Expert and Vice President, Tiffany Co. 
Dr, Robert T, Morris, Author and Medical Authority, Nicholas Vachal Lindsay, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 
Robert R, Moton, Principal, Tuskegee Institute. Dr. Thomas H, MacBride, President Emeritus, University of Iowa. 
Mrs, Wilbur A, Nelson, Former Sec'y National Conference State Parks. Stephen Mather, Founder and Director U. 8, Park Service. 
Mrs. ©, Reinold Noyes, New York City. a Walter H, Pollak, Gounsel New York State Park Commission. 
Joseph B. Nutt, Treasurer Republican National Committee. Prof, James S. Pray, Landscape Architect, Harvard, 

* Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect. Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. 
Chase 8. Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. Hon, George Shiras, 3rd, Faunal Naturalist and Photographer. 
Dr. Wilfred H. Osgood, Zoologist. Chicago. Dr. ‘W. 8. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Association, 
Prof, E, Laurence Palmer, Sec, American Nature Study Society. E, H, Wilson, Keeper, Arnold Arboretum, Harvard, 

We Preserve Our Masterpieces of Art. Why Not Preserve Also a Few Masterpieces of Primitive America?
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is obviously needed; but, if we begin by assuning that state forests, 
even on paper, are more urgent than any kind of a larger national 
project, then the discussion is bound to be fruitless from our point 
of view. 

State officials, in their _continyed campaign, are making much 
of their intention to force 1 cress Pervice to concentrate on 
consolidation within the old boudaries before attempting anything : 
else. The purpose evidently is“to divert attention from the fact 
that the state is determined not to permit unified federal control 
in the border lakeland srea--the contpnal which is so essential to ee 
our project both for effective regulation in the public interest md ’ 
for treaty purposes with C,nada. This is the control for which we 
have worked for 16 years and which once before state officials, under 
the leadership of Willard, completely thwarted, 

The state's actual concern with consolidation of the 
wilderness area seems to me a pure myth, or with effective : 
consolidation of any other area. In 1934, when the wilderness area 
was really wide open and when the funds were available both to close 
those gaps and to make most of the vibal purchases in the Kabéetoganua 
and the Grand ‘ortase areas, the state instead used its influence to 
support huge extensions of Superior National *o rest to the sovth and 
away from the wiewet border waters. 

Moreover, in its own state forests there is not yet a sign of 
consolidation. ‘here ee officiaily--on paper--31 of those state 
forests, not one of wha on #8 actually a state forest except in name, 
Instead of setting up 3h State forests in scattered locations, some 
of which at least serve no purpose except to obstruct effective 
conservation effort, consistency would seem to dictate that a few 
real forests be established and the number added to as fast as 
resources permit. Li-kewise, encouragement should be given to every 
other sincere agency, which promises real aid in. the overwhelming task 
of restoration and protection in the state of Minnesota, 

Is the present attitude of state officials adding to the 
sum»of conservation in*Minnesota? Far from it, Lands that should 
be passing into public hands and subyifted at once to a controlling 
plan of administration are passing 2 Aaty from weak private hnudds 
into the hands of powerful private interests who have nothing but 
contempt for such objectives as ours, 

From my own experience I an in full agreement with what Ken 
Reid says to you in his letter a8 June 7 about the bekevior of the 
state officials. They have deliberately staged a raid on the @.-S. 
project, knowing full well that the destruction ofvthat program 
means prioriby for the existing commercial interests and the 
dominance of local plans over any large unified public program. ‘Their 
view is just as valid as my other ad probably just as sincere, but it 

; is not ours and it will meang dissipation , I am sure, of the superb 
social and economic resources of that area instead of creative 
enrichment o *
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What has happened and is happening all over the watemshed, 

as you will learn from the correspondence to be sent you soon, is 

cause for profound discouragement. In spite of every effort to the 

corhtrary, the expoiters always have their willing helpers among 

offisis end are always there first. After all the lessons of the 

past, stupidity and greed still have to have their day. j 

I smile, when 1 think what Steward #dward White wra-te meé ‘ 
years ago about this project. He said hdwas all in favor of the 5 

objectives but thought them hopeless. te had once devoted six 

pionths effort to a project out west only to see it fail]! Foolhardy 

indeed does it appear for any individual or group of individuals to 

lavish the incredible effort that has been expended upon this 

Qvuetico-Syperior program! And to see it still go begging all over 
the country] 1 

If ever the thing needed the understanding and help of men \ 

like yourself, it needs that help now. I would be pained indeed, if 
it did not hold yow whole-hearted support. 

Sincerely yours : 

Epnest C, Oberholtzer 

Pee aa case you haven't; had a copy; 1 an enclosing a letter written 

last swxer to the Onterio Reional “orester at “enora about loging 
operations in Quetico. e 
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dune 12, 1943 

Mr. Ernest ©. Oberholtzer 
Ranier, Minnesota 

Bear Ernest: 

I feel a bit puszled about your letter to Bob Yard, 
which doubts whether "Leopold...is really for the 
Quetico-Superior program". Surely you must know 
that my sole concern is for the Quetico-Superior 
wilderness area. My only doubt was whether we could 
back the Forest Service 100 per cent in their present 
quarrel with the state officials. Surely that 16 a 
different question. 

My conGlusion is that I don't know enough about 
recent local history to weigh the contradictory 
claims of the Forest Service and the state officials, 

Theat ig why I preferred not to have my gropings on 
the question published. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Yard :



Ranier, Minnesota 
June 8, 1948 

Mp, Robert snarling Yard 
President, THE WILD: RNBSS SOCIETY 
Washington, D, GC. 

Dear Bob! 

Thank ~ for your further letter of May 28 from 
Tlliopolis, Illinois, about the forestry controversy in 
Minnesotal This has just reached mo, 

We would naturally be anh for mother opportunity 
to air our views in the Wilderness @ ami especially to toy 
to olear up my lingering misundérstandings. On the whole, though : 
I think it ond be better to let we prepare a agochaa peer for the 
purpose rather thea to use my letter as it ia, For publicity 
purposes I think I could iuprove it a great dead and make the point 
Clearer ond simpler. Moreover, on the whele wish It could appear 
fm such a way as ngt leave in doubt that Aldo Leopold, a Gouncilaor 
of the Wilderness “ociety and one of our own national advisers, is 
really for the %eticowSyperior program. 

If you would a me to go into the matter further on the 
basis of my letter te Leopbid, either using his le ttors as they are 
or in some other form that reises the same question, + would be glai 
to prepare the new material but could not do thet until next week, 
I do not see that anything but good would be accomplished by the 
delay. It might also help greatly, if some sort of a map could be 
used at the same time, though that may involve further delay and 
additional expense. 

Let me kmow what you think about it, md 1'11 do my best. 
The more thorougly this issue can be sured, the petters 

I hope you and Mrs. Yard are benefiting greatly by the 
visit with your children. 

Sincerely yours 

Bynest ¢, Oberholtuer 

Gopy to Aldo Leopaid g 

\
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June 7, 1943 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yerd 
The Wilderness Society 
1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Bob: 

IT am just back from a vacation, and hasten to say 
that I would heartily approve the publication of 
Ernest Oberholtzer's letter on the Quetico-Superior. 
TI would not approve the inclusion of any of my 
letters if indeed you were considering such action, 
because my letters are very evidently gropings. 
I simply am without enough local facts to say anything. ; 
I know from experience, however, how mech consideration 
Wilderness will get from any state department; 
namely, it will get nothing. 

I will write you later about the Wilderness Society 
correspondence. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My-dear Aldo: 

The subject of this letter is set forth in the copy 
enclosed of an airmail to Oberholtzer. 

Will you kindly airmail me your ow wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Uhr tabi Hod, | 
RSY:va ROBERT STERLING YARD



Tiliopolis, Illinois 
May 28, 1948 

Mr. iarnest ¢. Oberholtser : 
1218 Flour Pxchenge Building 
Minneapolis, Mitmesota 

My dear Ober: 

I have before me Leopold's letter te you of is your May 17, 
and his to you of May 20. aN 

It is very interesting as a whole sto: fy, it His sending it to 
me and others in two mailings, the tno pinned Aogett and the last 
later on when he got it from you, may o y not/yfve suggested rblication 
of the three ag a feature. f write him th Nn at. 

4nd this is to write you aboufSarmbiiehing pur letter. tf we feature 
the three, it will stand confféte. If Ne LORS, 1% might degin vith 
the third sentence: ‘We to" Ov it at bagi with the secon’ para . 
gvath. Or you may want a i first paras If It might stay as a letter. 

We have hed questions and do\ments enough Agneerning your former articles . 
to prove mblic interest of he subject, Jott I am iio Leovola; T fat to 

grag it in all oN thief ought to vorint this letter of | 
yours to Leopo 1t ’ 

Please reply ly. 

Gineerely, 

RSYtva RORERD SMRLTHO YARD
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THE QUETICO-SUPERIOR PROJECT 

A Report of the Committee for the Study of Plant and Animal 
Communities. 

The Ecological Society of America has long been interested in the 
Quetico-Superior project. Yet there are doubtless many members who 
know it but vaguely, and few have had opportunity to keep abreast of 
the latest developments. Therefore it seems desirable to publish a brief 
statement concerning its present status, which is one of extreme jeopardy. 

Many years ago Ernest C. Oberholtzer conceived the idea of a great 
international forest including extensive areas north and south of the 
United States-Canada boundary between Lake Superior and Rainy Lake. 
The bulk of it was to be administered as a timber-producing tract under 
sane, modern forestry methods and supervised by the two governments. 
It was further planned that certain choice areas, particularly the shores 
of the border lakes and their associated water-ways, should be preserved 
inviolate, thus striking the proper balance between the two outstanding 
potentialities of the region, economic use and recreation. To bring about 
the realization of this idea the Quetico-Superior Council was formed, 
nation-wide in scope, with an Advisory Board including many distin- 
guished names and representatives of numerous organizations active in 
the field of conservation. 

The movement met with wide approval on both sides of the border. 
In 1934 President Roosevelt appointed a five-man committee to steer the 
activities looking toward final establishment of the forest. Many national 
organizations, including the Ecological Society, have given their support, 
and the American Legion and the Canadian Legion suggested that it be 
made a memorial to the men of both countries who gave their lives in the 
First World War. It is fitting that the same tribute should be offered to 
the heroes of the present war. 

The only way in which such an international project can be brought 
to consummation is by treaty between the two governments, and the 
prerequisite to this is that all the lands concerned be under unified public 
control. On the Canadian side there is no difficulty, since there has never 
been any private ownership of timber lands. In Minnesota, on the other 
hand, the area is a hodge-podge of federal, state, and private holdings. 
It is absolutely essential that the federal government, which has long - 
maintained the Superior National Forest in the area and which alone is 
able to acquire the private lands, should acquire a solid block of land of 
adequate size contiguous to the border. (Incidentally, aside from the 
Quetico-Superior program, such divided jurisdiction obviously makes for 
inefficient administration of the region’s resources.) 

The state administration has at times shown willingness to co-operate 
in furtherance of the program, but at present, together with the legis- 
lature, it is definitely in opposition, and is doing all it can to block fur- 
ther “encroachments” of the federal government in acquiring additional 
Jand. The Commissioner of Conservation has stated that “we must beware 
lest we barter away our resources for a mess of pottage.” In essence, the 
administration has embraced the dogma of state isolationism. 

This attitude is demonstrated by the recent passage of two adminis- 
tration-sponsored bills. One of them, in reestablishing two state forests 
within the projected boundaries of the Quetico-Superior Forest, makes it 
impossible for the federal government to acquire more land within those 
two particular areas, which are necessary to the rounding out of the 
program—and this in spite of the fact that the federal government, in 
response to an invitation by an earlier state administration, has purchased 
189,000 acres in the areas concerned. " 
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The second bill forbids the federal government to acquire further 
lands in the state of Minnesota except for certain specified purposes, such 
as post offices, military camps and the like, and except within the 
original boundaries of the Superior and Chippewa National Forests, un- 
less approved by a majority vote of the Land Exchange Commission, 
which consists of the Governor, the Attorney General and the Auditor. 
It thus comes about that private citizens and the state are free to pur- 
chase land as they please, while the federal government can do so only 
under restrictions that are practically prohibitive, since whenever a 
parcel, however small, becomes available, consent of two of the state’s | 
highest officials must be obtained. The state has no funds available for 
such purchase, and is not likely to have, in adequate amount, in the 
future. There is thus no BEgepece that economic resources and recrea- 
tional and aesthetic values still in private hands will be properly pro- 
tected. It is true that during the war acquisition of land by the govern- 
ment is also at a standstill. When peace comes, however, the federal 
Forest Service will be ready to proceed with its program of consolidation, 
and the obstacles put in its way by the state administration will prevent 
it from doing so. 

Passage of these two bills constitutes a major defeat for the Quetico- 
Superior program and for the conservation effort in Minnesota, which is 
of prime concern to the nation as a whole. No further active measures 
seem feasible at the moment, but publicity and education must be carried 
on. It is the purpose of this statement to acquaint the members of the 
Society with the facts, so that when the time comes for energetic action 
they may take part with knowledge and with promptness. 

Wittram S. Cooper 
University of Minnesota 

THE STANDING COMMITTEES 
The Ecological Society of America maintains several committees for 

carrying on various phases of the work of the Society and promoting its 
interests. During the present time, in the absence of annual meetings 
and programs, the responsibility of these committees for carrying on any 
constructive activities of the Society is greater than ever. A list of these 
committees and their members is printed here to call attention to the 
organization of these activities and members are urged to communicate 
with the chairmen or other members of the committees on matters of 
mutual interest deserving attention by these groups. 

Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions for the United States 
Established in 1917 

The functions of this committee are defined in the by-laws of the 
Society as follows: J 

“A Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions shall operate 
in two sections: one for the United States and one for Canada and New- 
foundland. Its duties shall be to initiate and carry out action concerned 
with preservation of natural conditions. Subcommittees to further certain 
projects may be appointed at any time by the Chairman of either section 
with the approval of the President of the Society. 

“The Committee on Preservation of Natural Conditions for the United 
States shall consist of an executive group composed of a Chairman and 
two or more other members and of representatives in the several states 
and other similar units. It shall maintain an up-to-date list of names 
and addresses of officers of local societies interested in the field of its 
activities.”



Executive Group 
Curtis L. Newcomer, Chairman ql 

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia. 

A. O. Weese, Bioecology, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma. 
George L. Clarke, Aquatic Ecology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mas- 

sachusetts. 
A. H. Wright, Animal Ecology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 

In addition this committee retains the services of a group of about 150 
state representatives. 

Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions for Canada 
and Newfoundland 

Established in 1931 

“The organization of this committee shall be determined by the Cana- 
dian members with the approval of the Executive Committee of the 

Society.” ' 

J. R. Dymonp, Chairman 
Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology, Toronto, Ontario. 

George J. Spencer, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

D. S. Rawson, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
H. G. Crawford, Division of Entomology, Department of Agriculture, Otta- 

wa, Ontario. 
C. D. Howe, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario. 
R. J. Bean, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
G. F. Sleggs, Memorial University College, St. John’s, Newfoundland. 

Committee on Applied Ecology 

Established in 1937 
The functions of this committee are defined in the by-laws of the 

Society as follows: i 
“Its duty shall be to cooperate with governmental and other agencies 

in matters where basic ecological principles may assist in the solving of 
economic problems.” 

Part of the work of this committee is carried on by two sub-committees 
on crop forecasting and conservation respectively. At present, plans to 
extend the activities of the committee through the appointment of two new 
sub-committees are under consideration. These will be in the fields of 
forestry and fisheries. Closer cooperation with organizations engaged in 
wildlife activities is contemplated also. 

Joun M. Arxman, Chairman 
_ Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 

H. L. Shirley, Director of the Allegheny Forest Experiment Station, Phila- 
delphia, Pennsylvania. 

Z. P. Metcalf, State College of North Carolina, Raleigh, North Carolina. 
C. L. Newcombe, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia. 
P. B. Sears, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. 

Committee for the Study of Plant and Animal Communities 
Established in 1931 

The functions of this committee are defined in the by-laws of the Society 
as follows: 

“The Committee for the Study of Plant and Animal Communities shall 
consist of a Chairman, the Chairmen of the two preceding committees, 
ex officio, and other members representing different regions of North 
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America and different scientific interests. Its duties shall be to act as a 
fact finding body and to advise the Society and the two preceding com- 
mittees, when called upon to do so, as to general policies and particular 
problems.” 

In actual practice, aside from formulating general policies, this com- 
mittee accumulates available information and makes decisions as to the 
desirability of preserving areas representing particular plant and animal 
communities, of making changes in the boundaries of areas already pre- 
served, of establishing buffer zones for the protection of the larger pre- 
dators and ungulates around the larger preserved areas, and of the main- 
taining and improving of protection in all natural areas. The study of 
problems in the preservation of special groups or species of plants and 
animals comes within its scope. To provide a background for these deci- 
sions and to guide future efforts in the preservation of biotic communities 
of major ecological character, the committee is compiling an inventory for 
North America of natural areas now being preserved and of areas that 
should be so preserved. 

This committee contains many members in the employ of state and 
federal governments and is not organized to exert influence for political 
action. All matters requiring such action are turned over either to the 
Committee on Preservation of Natural Conditions in the United States 
or to the Committee on Preservation of Natural Conditions in Canada and 
Newfoundland. 

Executive Group 

S. Cuartes KenpeicH, Chairman 

Vivarium Building, University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois. 

Raupy E. YEATTER, Secretary 
State Natural History Survey, Champaign, Illinois. 

Curtis L. Newcombe (ex officio), Chairman, Committee on Preservation 
of Natural Conditions for the United States. College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia. 

J. R. Dymond (ex officio), Chairman, Committee on Preservation of Nat- 
ural Conditions for Canada and Newfoundland. Royal Ontario Museum 
of Zoology, Toronto, Canada. 

John M. Aikman (ex officio), Chairman, Committee on Applied Ecology. 
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 

In addition this committee includes an advisory board of seventy or 
more members selected because of their wide knowledge of special fields 
or of the communities of particular regions. It also has contact with 
representatives of numerous wildlife and conservation organizations and 
maintains several sub-committees for special conservation projects. 

Committee on Nomenclature 

Established in 1931 
For a statement of the purposes of this committee and the work it 

has accomplished to date see the report of the committee published in 
Ecology, 24 (2): 281-282, April, 1943. 

Frank E. Eccieton, Chairman 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

H, A. Gleason (Botany), New York Botanical Garden, New York 58, 
New York. 

es a Mera (Entomology), North Carolina State College, Raleigh, North 
arolina. 

L. E. Noland (Zoology), University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 
C. F. Korstian (Forestry), Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. 
G. L. Clarke (Oceanography and Hydrobiology), Oceanographic Institu- 

tion, Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 
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Committee on a Repository for the Historical Records of the 
Ecological Society of America 

Established in 1937 

For the latest report of this committee consult the Proceedings of the 
Society published in Ecology, 24 (2): 282, April, 1943. 

Cartes C. Apams, Chairman 
149 Manning Boulevard, Albany 3, New York. 

George D. Fuller, University of Chicago, Chicago 37, Illinois. 
Robert F. Griggs, Division of Biology and Agriculture, National Research 

Council, Washington 7, D. C. 

Committee on Quantitative Ecology 

Established in 1940 

For a statement of the purposes of this committee see the report of \e 
the committee published in Ecology, 22 (2): 229-231, April, 1941. 

Gerorrrey Beat, Chairman 
Dominion Entomological Laboratory, Chatham, Ontario. 

W. C. Allee, University of Chicago, Chicago 37, Illinois. 
Stanley A. Cain, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee. 
Thomas Park, University of Chicago, Chicago 37, Illinois. 

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
In the October Bulletin an appeal was made for every member to 

solicit a new membership in the Society. A few members have responded 

already. Enclosed with this issue of the Bulletin is a new membership 

application blank. It is not a bill for your dues. Use it to enroll a new 

member in 1944. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED SINCE 
OCTOBER, 1943 

Baker, John H., National Audubon Society, 1006 Fifth Avenue, New 
VOT) ING We OL eee ec entire andar einamnanEdubatuln ct tanlauietue tC 

Bowdish, B. S., New Jersey Audubon Society, 206 Market Street, 
Newark 2, New Jersey. ur cine n cn mle eee wll ceaen 

Carver, Gs L., Mercer University, Macon, Georgia. nceccccucnunsunununnnn C 

Colton, ‘Harold'S., Box''601, Plagstatt; Arizona. 

Connecticut State Board of Fisheries and Game, Hartford, Connecticut I 

Costley, Richard J., Teton National Forest, Jackson, Wyoming.............. AS 

Marshall, Nelson, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut... A 

Olson, Sigurd) F.,;,Bos.157 bly, Mintiesota. Ag 

Smith, Arthur D., Turner Field, Albany, Georgia. eccmsnnnmemnnnnnn A 

Windsor, A. S., Chicago Academy of Science and General Biological 
Supply House, 761 East 69th Place, Chicago, Tlin0is.ww ceca C 

Yard, Robert Sterling, Wilderness Society, 1840 Mintwood Place, 
WARE RLON 9, DD aces ute ese nun ee nc ance ctipantoeeantt NS 

Yerger, L. K., 912 West 30th Street, Wilmington, Delaware... ecco C 
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RESIGNATIONS SINCE OCTOBER, 1943 

Bixby, L. M., Route 3, Springfield, Tennessee 

Buechner, Helmut K., Texas A. and M. College, College Station, Texas 

Delisle, Albert L., College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 

Gordon, William E., Bureau of Research and Statistics, Minnesota Divi- 
sion of Social Welfare, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Hutchinson, E. P., 2032 Belmont Road N. W., Washington 9, D. C. . 

Markle, M. S., Earlham College, Earlham, Indiana 
Palmer, Ernest J., Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 

Raney, Edward C., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 

Rodeck, Hugo G., University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 

DECEASED, 1943 

Le Sueur, Harde, 161 Freemont Street, Shreveport 67, Louisiana 

Lindeman, Raymond L., Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 
Lyon, Marcus W., 214 La Porte Avenue, South Bend 7, Indiana 

Rao, V. Panduranga, Dry Farming Station, Bellary, South India 

OBITUARY 

J. RICHARD CARPENTER 

The Ecological Society of America acknowledges with regret the 
untimely death of Professor J. Richard Carpenter, Black Mountain Col- 
lege. He was an enthusiastic ecologist who had already made willing and 

‘important contributions to the work of the Society. His death is a loss 
to the Society and his many friends. 

FRANK E, LUTZ 

Dr. Frank E. Lutz, chairman and curator of the department of Insects 
and Spiders of The American Museum of Natural History for the last 
twenty-two years, died November 27, 1943, after several weeks illness at 
the age of 64, Under his leadership the department of Insects and Spiders 
assembled a study and exhibition collection numbering some 2,000,000 
specimens. Many of these collections were made by Dr. Lutz in twenty- 
four field expeditions to various parts of the United States, South and 
Central America and the West Indies. In addition he was well known 
for early experiments on the evolution and heredity of fruit flies, studies 
of insect behavior and his interest in popular entomology and nature 
study. He established the first trailside museum at Bear Mountain, New 
York, in 1926 and extensively promoted that movement in the United 
States. 

The members of the Ecological Society of America deeply regret the 
death of a distinguished colleague and’ friend. 
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ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

OFFICERS AND EDITORIAL BOARDS, 1943 

President, ORLANDO Park, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 

Vice-President, Paut B. Srars, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 

Secretary, Wmt1am A. Dreyer, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati 
21, Ohio 

Treasurer, StaNLEY A. Carn, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 
Tennessee 

Additional Members of the Executive Committee: 

ALFRED E. Emerson, C. F. Korstian, S. CHartes KENDEIGH 

ECOLOGY 

Editors: THomas Park, University of Chicago 

Cuar.Les E, O_mstTep, University of Chicago 

Business Manager: Grorce M. Reep, Brooklyn Botanic Garden 

Members of the Editorial Board 

1941-43 1942-44 1943-45 

Wo. S. CooPEer H. J. Lurz R. S. CAMPBELL 

F. W. EMErRson W. A. CastTLe Wn. G. McGrInnies 

PauL ERRINGTON H. A. GLEason Harry S. SMITH 

G, E. Hurcurnson S. C. KenpDEIGH Pau. S. WELCH 

Ex-Officio Members: C. F. Korst1an and A. S. PEARSE 

Representing Brooklyn Botanic Garden: Henry K. SveNson 

ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS 

Editors: A. S. Pearsr, Duke University 

C. F. Korstian, Duke University 

Business Manager: Ex1r Duncan, Duke University Press 

Members of the Editorial Board 

1941-43 1942-44 1943-45 

CHANCEY JUDAY J. M. AIKMAN A. W. Sampson 

H. C, Sampson H. J. VaNCLEAVE W. P. TayLor 

Ex Officio Members: THomas Park and Cuartes E, OLMSTED 
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souTh sen, DIANA Be naan Lea Ty chain iueat Picea Nowteadoy LUO” Mynavoretn own 

Pea PAUL CLEMENT 

MIRIAM FINLEY, ve MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 
Cee 4 be Wi lt i £ of A Ort tw OunteN 
cacece, IzZaak Walton League ot Aumerica, Inc. i> 
a ora G DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILDLIFE oe 

Cc RA HALLORERL WOOSTER, OHIO 

a a SEO» oes 
OR. LEWIS RADCLIFFE GS ye Be ASAP AIR ean 
Shear ae bj ee Feet iste Spec < B rd ee 
JOHN PRHODA 7. RY LARAMIE, WYOMING 

ne sien seal 
"Unsino, mrewioan NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS Tun aaa 

aaa 1818 LASALLE HOTEL Cem inet 

alawendenaaty EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR paisheon ikea CHICAGO 
Laie _—_— TELEPHONE CENTRAL 5855 

ALDO LEOPOLD See bein June 7, 1943 Rate were Any 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
‘ Madison, Wis. 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

Eowana mathe wert men Dear Aldo: 
F.A. GARNES, Los ANGELES; CALIF: 

E,MaROLD ALACK@URN, cnet rh Ernest Oberholtzer just sent me copy of your letter of 
OSCAR SURKARD, none, w. May 12, and his reply of May 17, with reference to the land 
4°6;entuerr fulewonuas aquabble in Minnesota. We have been following this very closely 
GF, GULLER, minmeAroLis, minn, and I have conferred with the past Commissioner, Strumk, in Minne- 
JOHN'P. DECK, west tan ta sota, and more recently with the present Commissioner, Wilson, in 

MURCDEUSING. mrcwnunce wa the League office, here in Chicago. I feel perhaps that I have 
Ba cece ea nearer si been remiss in not keeping you informed on these developments. JOUN He FRENCHICK, tous rte i Es GEBBIE, ncane’ 8 | 
OTTO GROSSMAN, Anson ina, All. boiled down, the last paragraph in Ober's three-page 

( ORLA, W HENNY erraeumal Pa; letter tells the story. I think it is axiomatic that governmental 
Bie WB MOLTO verueson wo, agencies, as well as local organizations close to the locale of an 
Nee ie important national land management program of this sort, are the 

GroviR & {AONE mitnortown, on least dependable for the protection of the broad public values in- 
Ree LLEWELLYN, Tenne WAT, Mo. herent therein. The present Minnesota Conservation Department and 
Oe; mecLURE, armenss oo its policies is just about at the bottom of the deck in the polit- 
POW MABEE: want eat ical anti-conservation policies it has been pursuing. It should 
CRE eau ete ate be called the Minnesota Exploitation Department, for its whole 
SC. OCHSNER, Font mabison, i land policy favors the exploiters. Weber, Torison and Willard 
eanya pence fata wi have been the flies in the ointment who have opposed everything 

D. $. PRITCHARD, Tmensvicie, wis. we have stood for in the border lakes region. I told Mr. Wilson, 
Edwin RINEhART, comaus,o the new Commissioner, that the end of the war between the Izaak 

GEORGE W. SLOOP, annem: eaLit Walton League and the Conservation Department depended upon whe- . 
| Ot GEO, STARE, Ouvena, va, ther he cleaned out his department or at least revised its policies. 
i Oe Nee ome ihe It's a long story, Aldo, but the State of Minnesota is all wet 
| JACK STOWELL wasminotOn, O: 6: from the conservation standpoint on this issue. 

Ries TUTTLE oes wamnesr ik TOM WALLAGE, tavievicce, ex 
| DOC WEATHERS, Tacoma, WASH I think you know that I don't always give the U. S. Forest 
| SUBSON Lc WICKS, minnexroci, min Service a clean bill of health. In fact, have been sharply criti- 
| ern eur a cal where I thought such eriticism was deserved. As a matter of 

awh Wu i tmmm fact, in this case the whole row was initiated, trumped up, drama— 
Se i tized — and I might add, deliberately misrepresented to the public — 
adie hihoe by the State Conservation Department. 

s yours, 

KAR:JM ( Yue. 

ec/Clement, Aberg,Scott, cutiveDirector. 
Nherhaltver Mateaenn —
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June 9, 1943 

Mr. Kenneth Reid 
I. % Av fe 

La Salle Hotel i 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Kenneth: 

I realize now that I know nothing about the 
Minnesota situation, and probably got taken in 
by a plausible representation by the Department. 

I now prefer to accept your judgment and Irnest 
Oberholtzer's as to the merits of the situation. 

: Thanks for writing me. 

( Yours as ever, 

‘ Aldo Leopold
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FREDERICK S. WINSTON, chairman 
‘W. L. BRISLEY 

J. G. BYAM 
F. PEAVEY HEFFELFINGER 
TOTTEN P. HEFFELFINGER . i . 

oo Quetico=Sup % Council iy 
F. H. STINCHFIELD 

poeee ce nde ASSOCIATED WITH IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
DR. WILLIAM R. BAGLEY 1218 FLour ExcHANGE 
Po Rue MINNEAPOLIS Ernest C. OBERHOLTZER 
SIGURD F. OLSON President 

BLY J. G. Byam, Treasurer 

Renier, Minnesota 
May 26, 1946 

Professor “ldo Leopold 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your further letter of May 20 
about the Quetico-Syperior relations with Minnesota 
officials] 

I also have a letter from Professor Chapman, 
which frankly is quite a shock, I have not yet read : 
his enclosure from Mr. Weber, on the basis of which 
Professor Chapman seems to have swung over completely 
from one side to the other, His letter will be quite 
a triumph far state officials and will be used to the 

. utmost against our program. 

It may well be that state forests in 
Minnesota are more important than the national forests, 
even though only two out of 31 such forests are involved 

and those two forests have existed for ten years merely 
as a paper obstruction to the co mpletion of the Q,-S. 
project. In any case the Q.-S. project hangs in the 
balance. If the two state forests prevail, then the 
Quetico-Syperior, as the less important, is done. 
Meantime, I understand that many of the lands which the 
Forest Service would have bought for public purposes 
are passing into the hends of the M. and 0. oe 
Company, though + have not had confirmation of this 
report. 

: i You will find herewith copy of a letter to 
Jay Frice and the dditorial page of the N, Y. Times 
for May 15.6 

Sincerely yours 

Odo, 
, Epnest C, Oberholtzer
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ee ye . Renler, Minnesota 
x May 26, 1945 

Une Tay Ny Petey ee | : 
Regional eter, U, S, forest “ervice 

Es iveukees Siegen San" ‘id : Le peel 

: eM MPO Oe, ve © 
BL ee : ly best thanke for the copy of your letter of May 13 ie 

| . to Aldo Leopold! 4%: seans to me a very felo statexeat of the Hes 
situitions | F : t 

4. Fem our vatious GuetieosSuperion Committee neotings _* 
A pt. hee been My 1 tending that the purchase progran of the oe 

orest Service thim the procleimed bounderdoe of Syperiop == 
Batiowal *orest is well along toward eo upletion, so far ae 
the aveileble ee dante are conoorneds i have ‘believed that ¢ 
‘the vomeining lends of\ that sort are either being held to supply 
industrial needs such as those of the mines or are in any case 
pa reaiiiy purchssable uncer the usual pragedure of the Weeks & 
aw @ t) (Bice ; i ; ; ; 

Ee net think yayone veaily familiar with the si tuetion : 
pa een coubt Tar « moment your statemext thet the Forest: 

oe has. tried “to avgid jurisdictional conflicts with the C 
State Department concerndd""~-s0 such ao that supporters of our 

: Quetioomtupe rior progres have frequently felt very eritical of 
the delayse 4 PRS es cides 

Have you or the, Yuluth eegiee any record of what becam. ‘ 
: of the lands that My Toms “orvice was prepared Si per isuke ee 

in saneseuees @uring the leet two years, the lands | watoh eae: 
Governer Stasson withheld his omscut? Thos lands, + believe, 
were offered by Lioyd Jobson but have since passed to other 
ownerS. I would be interested to know the name of the new ownerss. 
ae“ : \ rc ; y hi ji vi 

_ the present sitvetipn|in “ingesote 1s receiving considerddle 
eS Te ae you may have noticed, For your records i 

. ‘em encle he the aditorkAl pace af the iv oR txkms or Hay 16p 
‘ this emtbains a letter to the oditer ani an editorial. 

. and personal wishes ag "i 

; | Sancerely yours SG 
%  Gepy to Aldo Leopold , Rie aces ef ; 

: nc Fo i teas Bpaeet Gy Oberholssew 5
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le that this occasion was the “forerunner | airlines where they are needed and to | who have gone to the war were able 2 

The New Pork Times of a network of airlines that will cover | curb senseless competition, much as it | to distribute the mail swiftly in spite L ¢ t it ec £ S iL Oo + h Cc r 1 m ic S 

Reg. U. S. Pat, Off. the entire world and will be a dominant | is curbed on a national basis by our | of this multitude of delivery areas. The = = 4 A \ 

“All the News That's Fit te Print.” factor in the reconstruction that will | Civil Aeronautics Board, and with our | substitutes have to keep their eyes on * 7 ; A : : \ \ 
AvoLru S, Oc#ts, Publisher 1896-1935. | follow the war.” We have seen this | planes flying to every airdrome in the | the charts, They are slow and no| Benefits Seen in Subsidies , '°™ #8 been in operation. It has been |’ Toternational Forest Urged \\ 
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tomac Park, bound respectively for | conflagration, and more airlines sub- | “key” number. The Bronx has seven- of the inwsc Die MIVaNER foe Huicih casca sumers will benefit the government, | try will obtain the equitable distribu- which if maintaing in traffic districts 
Washington and New York with in- | sidized by governments for political, | teen districts, Manhattan thirty-five, had “rigen” to 347, The children in the both because the _Sovernment is the | tion of goods which is a necessary con- of the city 
termediate scheduled stops at Philadel- | economic, cultural and military aggres- | Brooklyn thirty-three. This list is of ace Gene athctad medit hu aboiitm largest and most important consumer | gition for high morale on the home Sucuner is ORE AUUUSUsinein 
phia. Lieutenant Torrey H. Webb, who | sion. Accordingly, he renews the | moderate length. Only the great mail- | rinion and a half. It does not impress and because, as the largest employer | front. It will not succeed if each spe- | hard time for the thousands of horses 
carried nearly five thousand pieces of | familiar suggesti@n that there should | ing houses will have to use them all. | on6 as being among the larger prob- of labor, the Treasury will save through | cial group goes to Congress or the that labor in city streets. All of them 
mail, including a copy of this news- | be full freedom of the air or the right | The numbers of our familiar friends | jms though here presumably it is a the, avoidance ‘of “higher wages that | price Administrator and asks for spe- | neeq water doubly in thts seeeen: Cahn 
Paper, arrived duly at Philadelphia and | to fly over any country and to land | will soon be an old story. A new ar- | case of eternal vigilance and preven- would accompany the rise in prices of | cia] favors. In a recent period of a municipality does not furnish azinicing 
his load was relayed to Washington, | anywhere without special permission, | rangement of this sort looks confusing | tion better than cure. consumer goods. of total expenditures year, our cost of living rose by 8 per | fountains for animals. The league's 
arriving three hours and twenty min-| and that the world’s aerial traffic | at first but will be soon mastered. The ee for Shese non-basic commodities would | cent; the Canadian by 2 per cent; the | watering stations nase be kept o; ie utes after the start from New York. | should be controlled by an interna- | postoffice people are doing their best eae rise five times as much in the absence | British declined by one-half of 1 per| ach station has an Testes 
‘The Washington plane made a forced | tional authority. to teach it to us. Radio and maps will WARNING: of subsidy payments ‘aa with the use | cent, some old or handicapped man who 
landing in Maryland, but mail was suc- Like the delegates who attended | help. Daily use will be the best teacher. | Their talk was casual, but each heard | Of such payments, then the govern- They have always offered the same | would have difficulty in finding an 
cessfully flown from Philadelphia to | every disarmament conference held The system abandoned is essentially | Faintly through each calm and bitter | Ment, spending two-thirds of the na-| oxplanations for our lesser success. other job—and each is equip seer 
ithis city. Thus began the first official | since 1919, Lord Davies realizes that | bucolic. It might have been all right word tonal income, will gain through these | wirgt, the pressure put by special inter- | big, clean pails, and with idee in case 
‘air-mail service. Last year the domes- | freedom of the air and war are in- | for the New York of Washington and | The sound that is a softly closing door expenaltares, The public debt does not | ccts on those responsible for price | Horas needs es shower. Stop at a 
‘tic airlines of the United States car- | compatible and that only if there is | John Adams. New York has long been | Through which love's eager step would | then rise (net), as you claim in your policy. Price control is approved on | station some hot day and see Me a 
ried the astonishing total of more than | nothing of military importance to see | too big for it, Now we are to follow come no more. editorial. : eee principle. Each seller welcomes it for | drink and a shower perk a tired horse 
463,000,000 separate pieces of mail. from on high can “‘the right of innocent | the example of London and Paris and | anq at the sound they paused unwill- Similarly with another significant the commodity he buys, but not for’} up. And then please send a contribu- 
. Surely few prophets have been more | passage” be assured. What, then, of our | of 178 American cities. It is astound- ingly advance in price control. In the area | what he sells. Second, the inadequate | tion to me at the Ellin Prince Speyer 
fully justified than the late Alan R./ own aerial future? Our geographical | ing to know the cruelty to human But wisely, knowing a finality of non-ferrous metals a premium sys- reliance on subsidies has been pointed | Hospital for Animals, 350 Lafayette 
‘Hawley, who said at Belmont Park on | position is not nearly so favorable for | memory which the old practice brought. | gure and eternal as the vanished snows, See a eee ont to Un: Third, the lack of a vigor- | Street. ADELINE PRINCE, 
May 15, 1918, as Lieutenant Webb rose | bargaining as that of Canada or Great | There were in Manhattan and the | ‘The fallen leaf, stilled song, the blown Anne O’Hare McCormick is away | ous fiscal policy. President, New York Women’s 
into the air in his crude machine and | Britain, But with an international au- | Bronx 3,700 separate mail districts, in rose! on @ brief vacation. Her column, SmYMouR ©. HARRIS. League for Animals. 
“within ten minutes was out of sight,” ' thority to encourage the creation of ' Brooklyn 4,500. Certain old employes ARTHUR WALLACE PEACH. “Abroad,” will be resumed shortly. Washington, May 13, 1943. New York, May 12, 1943, 3



May 20, 1943 

My. Menest ¢, Oderholtger 
Ianier, Minnesota § 

Yaar Brnests ¥ 

Your letter convinees me of one thing--that it is ; 
difficult to Judge the truo moaning of land situations % 
from a distance. My conclusion is that I simply ? 

don't imow enough about the Superior any more to be ial 
entitled to an independent judgzent. ia 

I appreciate very much your taking the pains to 6 
write me at such length. 71 am sending soplee of ny 
this to Horman Cheapoan, Bob Yami, ani Jay Price. oe 

; With beet regards, 

Aldo Leopold ' 

eo Chapman 
Tord 

Price ;
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_ _ President and Secretary SWabieh Peas thai Ga bGeSSaHegGeceaggdagedeggegagiaaaa Treasurer 4 ca 48 
. ErNest C. OserHorzer, Ranier, Minn. bbebebpebenbenice: iB unrani Ouawas Oawties J. G. Byam, Vice-President First Nat'l Bank, Ds: 

Minneapolis, Minn. A ae 
is 

UETICO | ‘ -SUPERIOR COUNCIL " Q Wh 
ASSOCIATED WITH ss vite 

‘ IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA a 
Ty 

ORIGINAL ADVISORY BODIES, U.S.A. DIVISION ig A 
AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Generar Orrice Gaeta 
GAM FIRE CLUB OF AMERICA A SETEETS. 1218 Frour ExcuancE ed 

NATIONS COUNCIL OF PARKS, FORESTS AND WILD LIFE MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA : 

Ranier, Minnesota, a 
May 17,1945 ne 

ie 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
U, of, Wisconsin i) 
Madison, “isconsin iM 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of May 12 about the Minnesota situation has 
. just reached ye here at my home. It is very disquieting to me, \ 

since the egception you express would make impossible the Que tico- 
Superior program. We can't have Kabetogama and “rand Portage state i 
forests and have the Quetico-Superior project too. Maybe the state { 
forssts are vmore important, even if they continue to be as they have 1 
been for the past ten years merely on paper; but my responsibility te 
to the sponsors of the border lakes program and as a member of the wl 
President's 5-man Committee is to see that that p rogran is 3 
attained, ( i 

a 
You ask about two points made by Weber in a letter to Frote soem 

Chapman. It is not true that the Forest Service was seeking athority — 
. s s at 2 W (Ny 

Pat the exterior boundaries of Superior National Forest. Those 4 

boudaries had already been expanded by authority of the National my 
Pofest Keservation Vormission 42 1956 on express invitation of tie ae 
Governor and the, Conservation Yommission of Minnesota in 1935, No ae 

‘ 5 1 A) 
other expansion has been proposed or asked for, Under that approval Mi 
by tthe state the federal government has acquired in perfectly good ‘0 
faith some 189,000 acres of private lands in the areas involved, A) a + a ey 

It is not true that the acquisition of these lands has it 
weakened the protection of the wilderness areas in the older portion ~| 
of Superior National “orest. To the best of my knowledge the "orest if 
Service has Laready acquired close to the maximum of the availeble Ms 

private lends in the wilderness or roadless areas and has had in : 
* + + J i reserve some funds to buy scattegred parcels, if they should become et 

available. ltt is true that two important pieces of small size on 2 
Crooked Lake did escape the *orest “ervice, but that was not becaise i 
the funds had been diverted elsewhere, ; 

It is true, as we have pointed out in all our stat ements, that | 
the bill setting Up, state forests within the mkternal boundaries of a 
Superior National “orest, does not do so for the first time. It an 

re-establishes two state forests that were set up on paper within if 
the border lakes area ten years aso. The point is that it does so, rf 
after the Forest “ervice with the full legal consent of the state c 

Address all communications for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. i 
All others, unless otherwise instructed, to the General Office. Mh ' 

fi
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The treaty proposed by the QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the most 

historic regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its 
lakes, and its richly romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations — a 
practical work of peace and a bond of friendship between two great nations, It has brought recognition 
from American leaders, both men and women, who appreciate its fundamental economic character and who 
realize likewise that out of such regions as this come the song and story of the nation. The honorary vice- 
presidents and national board of advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable aspect of the 
project, are as follows: 

: Prof. E. Laurence Palmer, Cornell University. 
Pe sae eae recent Dr. T. 8. Palmer, United States National Museum, 

" issi La ur C. Parker, Director, Rochester Municipal Museum. 

fice Minit! Consiten Conssreetionisc Mis. Ida White Parker, Dir., Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. 
Hon. Gifford Pinchot, Former Governor of Pennsylvania. John M. Parker, Sometime Governor of Louisiana. 
Kermit Roosevelt, Explorer and Sportsman. ie a happened nS Emest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, Artist, Author. Walter H. Pollak, Counsel N.Y. State Park Commission. __ i j George R. Putnam, Former United States Commissioner of Lighthouses. 
Hon. George Shiras, rd, Faunal Naturalist and Photographer. PB. L, Ricker, President, Wild Flower Preservation Society. 
He Renta Wen Dike: Prince(on/N:'T. Arthur Ringland, Former Sec., Nat. Conf. Outdoor Education. 

Percival S. Ridsdale, Conservationist, Washington, D. C. 
ADVISORY BOARD Gharles G. D. Roberts, President, Canadian Authors” Association. 

» Roberts, Gordon Van Tine Co., Davenport, Iowa. 
Dr. Charles C. Adams, Former Director, N. Y. State Museum. Nicholas Roosevelt, Former U. S. Minister to Hungary. 
Prof. Shirley W. Allen, School of Forestry, U_ of Michigan. Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. 
Brooke Anderson, Former Pres., Camp Fire Club of Chicago. H. L. Russell, Former Dean, College of Agriculture, UJ. of Wisconsin. 
Prof, William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern University. 
Philip W. Ayres, Soc. Protection New Hampshire Forests. Prof. Charles W. Savage, Physical Education, Oberlin College. 
Prot. Irving MiBatie, Brolousor ict Bolany, Hanya. E. J. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park. 
John Bakeless, Editor, Lecturer, Author. Edmund Seymour, President, American Bison Society. 
Margaret Culkin Banning, Novelist and Short Story Writer. Mrs. John F, Sippel, Past President, Gen, Fed. Wemen’s Clubs, 
Dr, Paul Bartsch, United States National Museum, Amos Alonzo Stagg, Former Director of Athletics, U. of Chicago. 
Bob Becker, Fishing Editor, Chicago Tribune. Viljalmur Stefansson, Arctic Explorer, Anthropologist, Author. 
William Beebe, Scientist, Lecturer, Author. Ellen C. Sabin, President Emeritus, Milwaukee Downer College. 
James O'Donnell Bennett, Journalist and War Correspondent. Garl Sandburg, Poet, Biographer, Journalist. 
James A. Branch, Lawyer, Atlanta, Ga. Dr. James T. Shotwell, Carnegie Endow., International Peace. 
Frank Chapin Bray, Canadian Border Contact Survey. John F, Stevens, Former Chief of Engineers, Panama Canal. 
Nash Buckingham, Secretary, The American Wild Fowlers. Dr. W. S. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Assn. 
Prof. Herman C, Bumpus, American Association of Museums. H. M. Tillinghast, R. Hoe & Co., Inc., New York. 
Dr. Herman N. Bundesen, President, Chicago Board of Health. Raymond H. Torrey, Secretary, American Scenic and Historic Preserva- Thornton Burgess, Author Famous Bedtime Stories. tion Society. 
William B. Cabot, Engineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston. Prof. Alfred H, Tozer, Anthrop., Peabody Museum, Harvard. Dr. Bertha Chapman Cady. Naturalist, 8. T. Tyng, Lawyer, New York; Rainy Lake Authority. 
H. A. Caparn, Architect and Conservationist, N. Y. Tom Wallace, Chief, Editorial Staff, Louisville Times. 
Arthur Hawthome Carhart, Landscape Architect, Denver. Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University. 
John Alden Carpenter, Composer. Prof. Wilson D. Wallis, Anthropologist, U. of Minn. 
Stuart Chase, Economist, Labor Bureau, Inc., N. Y. Richard J. Walsh, Author; Pres. John Day Pub, Co. Prof. E. G. Cheyney, Professor of Forestry, U. of Minnesota. Mrs, Frank M. Warren, Gen. Fed. Women's Clubs. Irvin S. Cobb, Author and Lecturer. Prof. Frank A. Waugh, Horticulture, Mass. College of Agri. Prof, L. J. Cole, Naturalist, University of Wisconsin. James E. West, Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America. 
Laurence Vail Coleman, American Association of Museums. Stewart Edward White, Author, Wilderness Ree John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. Alvin G. Whitney, Former Asst! Director, New York State Museum. Prof. K. T. Comoton, President, Massachusetts Institute of Tech. Mrs. T. G. Winter, Past President, Gen.’ Fed. Women’s Clubs. 
Dr. William S. Cooper, Plant Ecologist, U. of Minnesota. Dr. Clark Wissler, Authority on American Indian. 
Prof, Henry C. Cowles, Prof. Emeritus, Botany, U. of Chicago. Phelps Wyman, Landscape Architect, Milwaukee. W. T. Cox, Organizer, Forest Service, Brazilian Government. i ; 
Noe a Bahk Cans salir cubes Touiael: In addition, the following members of the board 
B. G. Dahlberg, President, the Celotex Co. me are serving in a representative capacity: ‘ eae, Seen Ue Pane rere Mrs. James Barnos, The Garden Club of America, 
Prof Roland B. Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University. H. L. Betten, Associated Sportsmen of California, 
Miss Linda A. Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio. Ovid M. Butler, American Forestry Association. Dee Marten Eliodl Biology, U: oh Mondnn. A. C. Emmett, Canadian Automobile Association. _ 
Herbert Evison, Former Secretary, Nat. Conference on State Parks. Series ease ean erence a ones ne 
Peete ree rience patter New Sark Tie: Margaret Lehmann, Chairman, Conservation Committee, Prairie Club 
Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. ‘of Chicago. ‘ 
Prof. H. 8. Giaves, Dean ‘Emeritus, School of Forestry, Yale University. Aldo Leopold, Boone and Crockett Club, Rew rere Cie 
Col. W. B. Greeley. Formerly Chief, U. S. Forest Service. Col. Richard Lieber, National Conference on State Parks. 
Prof. George R. Green, Pennsylvania State College. pica renee Tecck Wallan: Lene iG leanne 
William Green, President, the American Federation of Labor. David C. Mills, National Association of Fur Industry. Glenn Gdaweid, Publisher, Busicess Week. T. Gilbert Pearson, Nat. Association of Audubon Societies. 
Edmund Heller, Director, Milwaukee Zoological Garden. Charles H. Ramsdell, Nat. Council on pata Forests, Wie a 
Chauncey J. Hamlin, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. James Sheldon, American Soc.’ Prevention Cruelty to Animals. 

Donald Hough, Former Director of Publicity, I. W. L. of A. Robert Sterling Yard, Wilderness Society. i 
Emest Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. Harry G. Vavra, Educational Conservation Society, New York. 
Miss Harlean James, Sec’y, Amer. Planning and Civic Assn. John Young, American Florists. and Ornamental Horticulturists. 
Wil Hodetick femes, Authos God Ariat, Young Men's Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade. 
Dr. Chancey Juday, ‘Biologist, State of Wisconsin. Dr. Raphael Zon, National Society of American Foresters. 
Dr. Vernon Kellogg, Sec’y Emeritus, Nat. Research Council. 
Harland P. Kelsey. Appalachian Park Commission, 6 IN MEMORIAM 

. C, Ke ‘+ For tory, American Institute of Architects. : i 
Bou H. Lemprien, Author! Oni aici tha Perland’ Oregonion, eee ee ae a aoe aoa ecee 
Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, Baseball Commissioner. a poten cites nua } 
Mrs, Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Springfield, Ill. Beet tag cats OF Chicages 
J. G. Lipman, Dir., N. J. Agrl. Expt. Station. Sisryanunreee Pecuter co pron 
John A. McGuire. Former Editor, Outdoor Life, Denver. Carlos ee ana ae ro! acs nan tho sleie John Mute 
Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. Prof. nea select d epee ie bMS 
Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America. porate Meme nancn cid) Fee ei Ton. Merged. Rik: Commander Edward Breck, Anti-steel Trap Assn., 
F. gchayler Mathews, Aviher,/Gray Herbarium, Harvard. Dr. Anna Botsford Comstock, Naturalist, Cornell U. 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Naturalist. f oh Hey ven Lice, euinet, 
Ge eee ee to Prol. U_ 8. Grant, Geology. N. W. University. 
Reena cane: Former Secretary, Nat. Council Forests, Parks and Bis. Cs i Hate hlsoon Concerta oni, lake Geneva, Wis, 

Arthur E. Morgan, Former President, Antioch College. Dr. D tarr Jordan, Pres. Emeritus, ! 
Prof. T. H. Morgan, Experimental Zoology, Columbia University. Rt. Rev. James J. Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque: 
Prof. S. E. Morison, American History, Harvard University. Horace Kephart, puter, ut one YG, Pe Tiffany Co 
Dr. Robert T. Morris, Author and Medical Authority. Dr. George F. Kunz, Gem Exper SS Midera Mrnehel 
Robert R. Moton, Former Principal, Tuskegee Institute. Nicholas. Vachel Lindsav, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 

Bi: alba A Helece Rome grey gist co. Site Pk, Br thee eben Pari Be sac, . C. Rei i ity. i or, U, S. 
ee h Re Natt Beaded Trecnuree, Beauelcea National Committee. Prel. James S. Pray, ee Architect, Harvard. 

1 i ” Henry Justin Smith, Chicago Daily News. i Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect. C ry I ig f Chi 
Chase S. Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. Lorado Tatt, Sculpior, Lecturer at Art Institute, Chicago. 
Dr. Wilfred H. Osgood, Zoologist, Chicago. E. H. Wilson, Keeper, Amold Arboretum, Harvard. 

( f Beit at ig 
We Preserve Our Masterpieces of Art. Why Not Preserve Also a Few Masterpieces of Primitive America:
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had proceeded for 7 years to consolidate the area in federal hands : 
and after a written agreement between the state and the “egional 
F rester as late as last summer, pledging the state to support the 
fuk consglidat ion of both Superior National forest and Chippewa 
National “orest under a 5,000,000 acre limitation. Both bills this 
winter, wich clearly violate these agreements, were drawn by state 
officials and forced through the legislature as administration 
me asurese { 

I take it that you are of the opinion that the Quetico- 
Superior Council was drawn into the fight purely in defense of the 
Forest “ervice without reference to the Sar the Q,-S. programe 
Quite the contrary. It is the Youncil md not the Forest Service 
that has always insisted upon federal consolidation _of the whole 
border lakes area. If we have my criticism of the “orest Service, 
it is that they have been too reluctant. 

j Jardine 
Secretary of Agrioulture qacre odin writing to the Q,-S. 

progugm in-November, 1927. An essential of that progran was unified 
public ownership and control, not just in the existing forest reserves 
on opposite sides of the border but throughout the border lakes and 
their tributaries. The existing reserves were merely the prototypes, 
pean the way toward public regulation for the Rainy Lake and the 
Pigeon Kiver watersheds, They were to be extended for the purpose and 
within them the lakes and streams were to be kept in as marly 
natural a state as possible for public recreation. On the Canadian . 
side the Ontario government already had complete ownership. On the 
Manne sota side the only logical and practicable agency was the one 
already there--the U, 5, Forest “ervice. ; 

In 1929 the atete legislature petioned Congress to pass the 
Shipstead-Nolan bill, laying down a recreational policy for the ; 

U, S. Forest “ervice on the Minnesota side of the area end forbidding 
further alteration of natural water levels. In July,.1950, Congress 
finally passed that Act without a disssenting vote, though the battle 
hed been one of the hottest in the history of Congresse The Act i 
defined a rectangular area extending from Rainy Lake to Lake Superior, 

which served to outline the general area of the Q,-S. program, It is 
within that area that the state set up the two conflicting state 
forests for the first time in 1933 md re-established them in 1943, 

s As soon as the state forests were originally established, Mr. 
Wsilard, then Commissioner of Yonservation and his Yormission, who 
were instrumental in getting the bill through the legislature at the 
end of the session ad without the knowledge of our own Sounvil, 
made objection to the federal plans for consolidation of the area 
under our program. The largest fund for forest land acqusition ie 
ever appropriated by Congress became available under the Roosevelt :
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administration. It was the golden opportunity for securing the vital 
public ownership that we had sought on the Minnesota side of the 
border. Yet the state officials refused consent. Instead, again 
without our previous knowledge and evidently with the full consent 
pf state officials,huge extensions of Superior National “*orest were 
made to the south, outside of the Snipstead-Nolan area md where there 
were no important wilderness resourcese ; 

This was a triugph for the state officials and for those who 
objected to the restrictions of the Snipstead-Nolan Act. It delayed 
indefinitely our ow program along the border and drained the purchase 
funds off to other areas. It was an accomplished fact before we knew 
anything about it. In any case, state objection made impossible for the 
time being the consolidation of the border area. "es hoped therefore 
that the extensions on the south, where the forests are quicker growing, 
might cushion the wilderness area to the north and relieve the 
pressure for commercial developments in the lakeland,. 

It was at this pont that Governor Olson finally intervened, 
made changes in his Cons@rvation Commission, and secured the dismissal 
of Willard. The Governor then made an open and unqualified declaration 

: for the Q.-S. program and promised state collaboration. Both the 
Governor and the Comaission invited the National “orest Reservation 
Comission to proceed with consolidation of the border area in 1955, 
and the following year the necessary purchase units were set up by 
the Forest “ervice. 

The only trouble then was that the funds available were very 
limited. In 1934 President “oosevelt had created the 5-man Q.-8. 
Committee. One of our first resolutions defined the area of the 
program, including the border’ lakes and their tributaries from 
Rainy bake east to Lake Superior. Another resolution urged the 
Forest Service to buy key r creational locations along the lakes 
first of all, leaving the interior positions until later, the purpose 
being to secure control and to avoid further deterioration of the 
recreational assets. In aidition, 1 went to Washingto repeatedly to 
try to set a special Bppruprapriakinnx appropriation to take care 
at least of the most vital purchases throughout the lakeland area. ‘ 
But by that time the war clouds were gathering in Europe and even the 
President thought that the purchase program could safely await the 

end of the emergency. Bob “arshall had been a member of the Cormittee 
from the beginning, first representing the Ingian Office, then later 

; the Forest “ervice. ‘the forestry officials themselves favored the 
special appropriation after tye state had given its consent to the 

consolidation of the lakeland area. 

: That in brief is the tiresome history of the thing. Ly suggests 
but gives no details of the bitter hostilty of certain state officials
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who are now to the fore. All the key state positions are now 
undoubtedly filled by men who will leave no stone unturned to 
destppy the Q@. S. program. They have succeeded in driving two wedges int 
the area. They know that the federal government will not enter treaty 
relations about lands that it does not own and that, if the Minnesota 
side of the lakeland cannot be pledged to the Q.-8. project, the mich 
larger Ontario side can hever be included. Moreover, they have it in 
their power under the terms of the acquisition bill, to prevent, if they 
see fit, the purchase of any remain¥™ parcels of land deered necessary 
by the “orest Service for the protéction of the. woadless area in the 
old forest. In order to keep roads out it may peace necessary as 
a last resort to condemn some of these parcels. f and when that 
time comes, the state holds the whip hand, at ‘east so it appears under 
the terms of the legislation limiting cdnsent to the "original" 

; poundaries,. b ‘ 

; Z an not attempting at this point to aggue whether the goals 
of the Q. S. project are desirable. I ax hoping that you still 
think they are. If, however, we are going to adopt the suggestion of 

state officials that all that is involved is a squabble between two 
rival agencies both seeking the same objectives, then our program is 
doomed. We cannot have both the #se state forests in’ the area and 
the Q. 8. project. “he state moreover has very different ideas, 

To the best of my knowledge, the U. 5. forestry officials 
are loyally protecting the roadless areas of Superior National “orest 
and are prepared to extend them along the border wherever practicable 
and desirable as soon as they have the necessary ownership. ‘The 
Forest eee is officially committed to our program and able 
to carry it out,and on that basis the U, S, government will be able to 
assume the necessary treaty obligations. JI know of no other way that the 
program can be carried out and no state agency that has anything but 
hostilty to the larger objectives. 

Political expediency is evidently mich too close to the state. 
It: arises not alone from the large companies but from their employees 
who are pwt on record for their views. It is also represented in the 
dominant civic organizations of the area, which are hard to buck. It 
is a local point of view, favoring any local road or development 
regardless of any larger public planning in the ofublic interest. The 
commercial eet fear national interest as a industrial 
complication, and state officials fear it as lessening their own 
political prestige. In this drana I would phe the U, 5, Forest 

‘ Service is an innocent victim rather than an agressive participant. 
Our Q.-5. Council is the unfortunate one that seeks to press forward 

on a project that we thought was worthy and stood for a better future, 

Copies to Prof. +Yhapman ae 
Bob Yard, Jay frice, E 6 : : 
W. 8S. Cooper, C, 8, Kelly rnest C, Oberholtzer }
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

“ao aad Slane ie 
U 
COOPERATION 
Quetico-Superior Committee May 13, 1943 

Professcr Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was interested in getting a copy of your letter of May 12 to 
Ernest Oberholtzer. 

This is being written in reference to point number one, since 
possibly it reflects a misunderstanding of what the Forest Service 
program is in the Quetico-Superior area. As far as I know there 

has been né,8ifort on the part of the Forest Service to expand 
its exterior boundaries, The Grand Portage and Kabetogama Purchase 
Units represent the most recent action of that type and they were 

approved by the National Forest Reservation Commission in 1936. 
Practically the entire controversy has been over whether those 
purchase units should be maintained and the private land area 
gradually acquired for national forest purposes, including the 
specific objectives of the Quetico-Superior program, 

From the very beginning there has been a difference of opinion 
concerning how far the Federal Government's program should extend 
along the border lakes, Theoretically that question was settled 
when the two purchase units referred to above were approved. 

Actually the difference of opinion was carried over and has served 
to keep the issue very much alive up to the present time, and pre- 
sumably will be a subject of debate for some time in the future. 

It is quite true that when the two purchase units were formed there 

still remained a considerable alienation within the proclaimed 
boundaries of the Superior National Forest. Purchases since that 
time have gone a long way toward eliminating those alienations but 
by no means has this task been completed. I do not suppose that 
there is a national forest or a purchase unit in the United States 

where all of the purchasable private land inside the boundaries 
has been actually acquired, nor is that situation ever likely to be
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reached, In carrying on such a purchase program as is authorized 
under the Weeks Law, it is necessary to have a lot of elbow room 
in which to work. Otherwise a seller's market is created and 
acquisition becomes much more difficult and costly. 

Apparently there is an honest difference of opinion concerning the 
Grand Portage and Kabet mama Purchase Units. Most State Conservation 
officials,and no doubt many other Minnesota people, would like to 
see the areas retained and developed as state forests. Many other 
Minnesota people and organizations and individuals located elsewhere 
in the United States would like to see the areas developed as part 
of the Superior National Forest and the broader Quetico-Superior 
program. The Forest Service has tried to keep an open mind on 
the subject and to avoid jurisdictional conflicts with the State 
Department concerned. It has, however, generally favored the retention 
of the program as developed in 1936. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Oberholtzer, 

Very sincerely yours, 

a? ti e—<_, 

JAY H./ PRIQE 
\. Regi rester
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May 12, 1943 

Mr. Ernest €. Oberholtzer 
1218 Flour lixchange 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Ernest: 

I confess I am puszled by the Minnesota situation. Herman Chapman 
had a letter from Weber which seems to me very reasonable. It asserts 
at least two pointe which seem to me vital: 

1. The Forest Service was seeking authority to expand 
its exterior boundaries, and presumably giving this 
priority over the clean-up of intezor alienations. 

2. The bill to give these two ,dditions the status of 
state forests was a re-affirmation of their former 4 
status rather than a new action. 

If the Forest Service sought to spread their exterior boundaries 
before cleaning up their interior ones, then it seems to me that 
the Forest Service was not playing ball with the wilderness 
area. I have been led to believe all along that these interior 
alienstions were the main threat to the Quetico Superior wilderness; 
hence I am in doubt whether the Forest Service attitude is really 
preferable to the state's attitude as far as the interests of the 
Quetico Superior wilderness are concerned. In short, it boils down 
to another state versus federal squabble in which both sides are 
none too solicitous of the Quetico Superior project. 

If I am wrong in this, please correct me. 

I am sending copies to Chapman, Yard, and also Jay Price. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Chapman 
Yard 
Price
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Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your note of April 2lst just reached me here 
in Chicago this morning on my return from New York and 
points in Canada, It was my first trip to New York for 
four years and was for the purpose of seeing what could be 
done about larger national publicity. That's not so easy 
at present. We shall have editorials from papers like 
the New York Times and a considerable article in The New 
Republic but are still seeking to get into some one of the 
big popular publications, 

I have just written another short statement 
for Bob Yard to be used in the Wilderness News. He wired 
yesterday, asking me for a paragraph that would tell people 
what to do, That is not an easy order for me, I wish I 
knew myself, The main thing is to try to keep a strong 
organization going until the war is over and people can 
apply themselves again to such problems as these. Of course, 
it will also help to bring pressure on state officials, 
While they are still absolutely stiff-necked about it and 
show no signs of yielding; we think that their position 
will finally become untenable. The important thing is to 
spotlight the attitude of these officials all over the nation 
so that people really know what is going on. Of course, 
we can't say very much more about Stassen's part in it, 
because he is now in service. Some of our friends hope 
that Thye may somehow take a different stand, If any change 
can be brought about, it must be by making it so uncomfortable 
politically for these men that they can not stand the heat. 
They know now that they have the backing of the Arrowhead 
group and all the big timber companies of the state and that 

Address all communications for the Treasurer to J. G. Byam, First National Bank, Minneapolis. 
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A The treaty proposed by the QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL will not only preserve intact one of the most 
; iis eg in North America, @ portion of the continent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its 
lakes, and its richly romantic past, but will provide a significant experiment in international relations —a 
teeny work fl peace and a bond of friendship between two great nations. It has brought recognition 
9 jira leaders, both men and women, who appreciate its fundamental economic character and who 
Ted 9 ikewise that out of such regions as this come the song and story of the nation. The honorary vice- 
ee board of advisers of the COUNCIL, representing every conceivable aspect of the 

. as 10llows: 

HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS Prof, E. Laurence Palmer, Cornell University. 
Dr. T. S. Palmer, United States National Museum. 

Dan Beard, National Scout Commissioner. Dr. Arthur C. Parker, Director, Rochester Municipal Museum. 
Jack Miner, Canadian Conservationist, Mrs. Ida White Parker, Dir., Nat. Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild. 
Hon. Gifford Pinchot, Former Governor of Pennsylvania. John M. Parker, Sometime Governor of Louisiana. Kermit Roosevelt, Explorer and Sportsman. Mrs. Charles S. Pillsbury, Minneapolis. 
Emest Thompson Seton, Naturalist, Arlist,, Author. Walter H. Pollak, Counsel N. Y. State Park Commission. 
Hon. George Shiras, ard, Faunal Naturalist and Photographer. George R. Putnam, Former United States Commissioner of Lighthouses. 
Wea Hasty Vea Dyke. Princeton, No P. L, Ricker, President, Wild Flower Preservation Society. 

' Arthur Ringland, Former Sec. Nat, Conf. Outdoor Education. 
ercival S. isdale, Conservationist, Washington, D. C. 

ADVISORY BOARD cece S. D. Roberts, President, Canadian thor Paecatstion. 

Dr. Charles C, Adams, Former Director, N. Y. State Museum. Hichelaw Hocsevalt Foren Ue, hicietee, Sorreneere Prof. Shirley W. Allen, School of Forestry, U, of, Michigan. Charles Edward Russell, Journalist, Author. u Brooke Anderson, Former Pres., Camp PiisiGlup of Chicas: H. L. Russell, Former Dean, College of Agriculture, U. of Wisconsin, Prof. William Anderson, University of Minnesota. Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer, Professor, Northwestern Universit : Philip W. Ayres, Soc. Protection New Hampshire Forests. Prof. Charles W. Savage, Physical Education, Oberlin College. Prof. Irving W. Bailey, Professor of Botany, Harvard. E. I. Sawyer, Formerly Park Naturalist of Yellowstone Park. John Bakeless, Editor, Lecturer, Author. Edmund Seymour, President, American Bison Society. 
Margaret Culkin Banning, Novelist and Short Story Writer. Mrs. John E. Sippel, Past President, Gen, Fed, Wemen's Clubs 
Dr. Paul Bartsch, United States National Museum. Amos Alonzo Stagg, Former Director of Athletics, U. of Chicago. Bob Becker, Fishing Editor, Chicago Tribune. Viljalmur Stefansson, Arctic Explorer, Anthropologist, Author. William Beebe, Scientist, Lecturer, Author. Ellen C. Sabin, President Ementus, Milwaukee Downer College James O'Donnell Bennett, Journalist and War Correspondent. Carl Sandburg, Poet, Biographer, fournalist a 
James A. Branch, Lawyer, Atlanta, Ga. Dr. James T. Shotwell, Camegie Endow., International Peace 
Frank Chapin Bray, Canadian Border Contact Survey. John F. Stevens, Former Chief of Engineers, Panama Canal. Nash Buckingham, Secretary, The American Wild Fowlers. Dr. W. S. Thayer, Former President, American Medical Assn. Prof, Herman C. Bumpus. American Association of Museums. H. M, Tillinghast, R. Hoe & Co., Inc., New. York Sas 

fs |. Bundesen, President, icaco Board of Health. a ri ic i i Hirata Fosteet hate Fae"basting go Boar fi Raymond 1 Torrey. Secretary, American Scenic and Historic Preserva- 
iam B. Cabot, Engineer, Author, and Explorer, Boston. Prof, dj 

Dr. Bertha Chapman Cady, ‘Naturalist, S. Ty ee Tower Wow You Roce ieee oie H. A. Capam, Architect and Conservationist, N. Y. Tom’ Wallace, Chief, Editorial Staff, Louisville Times.” 
Arthur Hawthorne Carhart, Landscape Architect, Denver. Prof. Willard G. Van Name, Biology, Columbia University 

rpenter, Composer. Prof. Wi i i is i i Stuart Chase, Economist, Labor Bureau, Inc., N. Y. Richa’ Towels Gee Bee Tati ‘pay Puke Co Prof. E. G. Cheyney, Professor of Forestry, U. of Minnesota. Mrs, Frank M. Warren, Gen. Fed, Women's Clubs, Irvin S. Cobb, Author and Lecturer. Prof. Frank A. Waugh, Horticulture, Mass. College of Agri Prof. L. J. Cole, Naturalist, University of Wisconsin. James E. West, Chie! Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America Laurence Vail Coleman, American Association of Museums. Stewart Edward White, Author, Wildemess Authorit | John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washinaton, D. C. Alvin Gi, Wistisy.Poruer Rect iDuecion Newaxork wicte Museum Prof. K. T. Compton, President, Massachusetts Institute of Tech. Mrs. T. G. Winter, Past President, Gen. Fed. Women's Clubs. ey ee 8. Cooper, Plant Ecologist, U. of Minnesota. Dr. Clark Wissler, Authority on American Indian ve 
. « Cowles, Prof. Emeritus, Botany, U. o! icago. i , 

W. 1, Cox, Organizer, ‘Forest Service, Brasilia Government TM TT en CR ey 
larvin A. Creager, Managin itor, Milwaukee Journal. iti i Mis. 8, VR. Gros by, Gard en ee ah eal In addition, the following members of the board 

. G. Dahlberg, President, the Celotex Co. i i i capacity: 
Walter Damrosch, Composer and Orchestral Director. te eae a eres ane eEy Prof: S.i. Dandi University of Michigan, Mrs. James Barnes, The Garden Club of America. 
Prof. Roland B. Dixon, Anthropology, Harvard University. H. L. Betten, Associated Sportsmen of California. 
Miss Linda A. Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio. Ovid M.- Butler, American Forestry Association. 
Dr. Morton. Eliee, Bilog?, U. of Montane. A. C, Emmett, Canadian Automobile Association. 
Herbert Evison, Former Secretary, Nat. Conference on State Parks. Seth E. Gordon, American Game Protective Association. 
Dr. John H. Finley, Educator, Author, Editor New York Times. William B. Greeley, Campfire Club of America. Zoud Giles Ruther, Posn eiaywrant Margaret Lehmann, Chairman, Conservation Committee, Prairie Club 
Hamlin Garland, Novelist; Authority on Pioneer Life. of Chicago. 
Prof. H. S. Graves, Dean Emeritus, Schéol of Forestry, Yale University. Aldo Leopold, Boone and Crockett Club, New York City. Col,’ WilB. Gieeley.;Formerly Chishal’ S Forest Bervice. Col, Richard Lieber, National Conference on State Parks. 
Prof. George R. Green, Pennsylvania State College. 8. B. Locke, Izaak Walton League of America. 
William Green, President, the American Federation of Labor. David C. Mills, National Association of Fur Industry. 
Glenn Griswold, Publisher, Business Week. T. Gilbert Pearson, Nat. Association “of Audubon Societies. 
Eduiimd Haller Divecioe,, Milwaukee Zociegicnl Garden. Charles H. Ramsdell, Nat. Council on Parks, Forests, Wild Life. 
Chauncey J. Hamlin, Bulialo Society of Natural Sciences. James Sheldon, American Soc. Prevention Cruelty to’ Animals. 
Donald Hough, Former Director of Publicity, I. W. L. of A. Robert Sterling Yard, Wilderness Society. Emest Ingersoll, Naturalist and Author. Harry G. Vavra, Educational Conservation Society, New York. 
Miss Harlean James, Sec'y, Amer. Planning and Civic Assn. John Young, American Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists. 
Will Roderick James, Author and Artist Young Men’s Section, Winnipeg Board of Trade. 
Dr chanaeyiluaay, Bisloaist Stata’ ot Wiseonsin Dr. Raphael Zon, National Society of American Foresters. 
Dr. Vernon Kellogg, Sec'y Emeritus, Nat. Research Council. 
Harland P. Kelsey, Apoalachian Park Commission. . IN MEMORIAM 
E. C. Kemper, Former Secretory, American Institute of Architects. \ 
Ben H. Lampman, Author; On Staff the Portland Oregonian. Jane Addams, Head Resident, Hull House, Chicago. Tadeo Rausery hi: Lendts,Basaball Commissioner, Dr. Felix Adler, Founder, N. Y. Soc. for Ethical Culture. 
Mrs. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Springfield, Ill. - 1. W. Allinson, Prairie Club of Chicago. TAG. Tomen DEN) 1? Bod Exot station: Mary Austin, Lecturer and Playwright. 
John A. McGuire, Former Editor, Outdoor Life, Denver. Carlos Avery, Amer. Game Protec. Assn. 
Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Founder, Peterborough Colony. Prof. William F. Bade, Literary Executor, the late John Muir. 
Benton Mackaye, Regional Planning Association of America. Edward W. Bok, Editor and Peace Proponent. Fohn P. Mesacuna: Author: Commander Edward Breck, Anti-steel trap Asan. 
fF Bchivias Matheway chaiiior «Gacy Hembaninn e Harvard: Dr. Anna Botsford Comstock, Naturalist, Cornell U. 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Naturalist. Dy. Bese van Deen 
Prof. D. E. Minnich, Zoology, U. of Minnesota. ~Cass Gilbert, Architect. 
G. W. Mixter, Engineer, New York. Prof. U. S. Grant, Geology, N. W. University. 
Baragten Moore, Former Secretary, Nat. Council Forests, Parks and Arthur Hawkes, Toronto, Ontario. Wild. Life. Mrs. C. L. Hutchinson, Conservationist, Lake Geneva, Wis. 
Arthur E. Morgan, Former President, Antioch College. Dr. David Starr Jordan, Pres. Emeritus, Leland Stanford U. 
Prof. T. H. Morgan, Experimental Zoology, Columbia University. Rt. Rev. James J. Keane, Archbishop of Dubuque. 
Prof. S. E. Morison, American History, Harvard University. Horace Kephart, Author, Authority on Outdoor Life. 
Dr, Robert T. Morris, Author and Medical Authority. Dr. George F. Kunz, Gem Expert & V. P. Tiffany Co. 
Robert R. Moton, Former Principal, Tuskegee Institute. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay, Poet and Modern Minstrel. 
Mrs. Wilbur A. Nelson, Former Sec'y Nat. Conf. State Parks. Dr. Thos. H. MacBride, Pres. Emeritus, U. of lowa. i 
Mrs. C. Reinold Noyes, New York City. Stephen Mather, Founder and Director, U. S. Park Service. 
Lpaeee R. Nutt, Former Treasurer, Republican National Committee. Prof. James 8. Pray, Teer Architect, Harvard. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Rechiect Henry Justin Smith, Chicago Daily News. 4 
Chase S. Osborn, Former Governor of Michigan. areas Taft, Sculptor, Lecturer at Art Institute, Chicago. 
Dr. Wilfred H. Osgood, Zoologist, Chicago. E. H. Wilson, Keeper, Arnold Arboretum, Harvard. 

We Preserve Our Masterpieces of Art. Why Not Preserve Also a Few Masterpieces of Primitive America?
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their determination to buck the organized conservation crowd 
will please many big business interests all over the country. 

Stassen apparently thinks there is political 
advantage in acting as champion of so-called "state rights" 
even against a project like ours, Their position is evidently 
part of a pretty well organized movement but goes far beyond 
Minnesota, I am hearing of other evidences of it from other 
states, 

Make no mistake about these measures being fostered 
by the administration, While Stassen, when shown Cooper's 
letter, declared that he was not interferring in any way in 
state legislation, the heads of his Conservation Department 
and of the Attorney General's office were actively campaigning 
in the Legislature on the basis that these were edministration 
measures, There never was anything more arbitrary and bureau- 
cratic then the behavior of these state officials, 

I am naturally greatly delighted with Professor 
, Chapman's letter to the Governor, I had not seen it before, 

Your copy is here and another direct from Professor Chapman. 
These do my heart good, Of course, I suppose the state 
officials will insist that Chapman has been misinformed; but 
the facts will speak for themselves. It isn't so necessary 
to know why the state officials do these things as it is to 
know what the effect will be and who is pleased and who is not. 
The lumber and power interests have had one continuous jubila- 
tion ever since these measures were passed, Chester Wilson 
is a great hero with them, both for this latest victory and : 
for the strong-arm campaign that he put on to force Ickes 
to yield on the Grand Portage highway. 

Sincerely yours 

Ernest C, Oberholtzer 

ra



May 6, 1945 

Professor H. H. Chapman 
Professor of Forest Management 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Chapman! 

IT had not known until this morning, on my return 
here from an extensive trip, about your superb letter to 
Governor Staseen. Your copy wae awaiting me and another 
one ffom Aldo Leopold, 

I don't know of anyone who ean epesk with more 
euthority on these subjeete than you, or who does it with 
more foree. I shall be interested to learn whether you 
receive a reply. i 

State officials now have it in thelr power, I 
believe, te block Surerior Notional Forest, if they see 
fit, and to cause the utmost confusion in the polleles of 
the Forest Service. ‘This applies ecually to Chippewa 

which is affected in much the seme way. 
It is really difficult to judge Juct exactly vhat the re- 
sult of these measures ie going to be on the national 

a 4 forestry policy in Minnesota. I do not want to be unduly 
alarming. At the came time I am impressed by the bitter 

hostil4ty of state officials and realize that they may be 
able to do a great deal more harm than one would at first 
suppose. 

It i¢ doubtless a fact that the state can't in 
any way take away ownership from the Federsl Government 
but 1t evidently has the power to prevent the Federal 
Government from eee Ate lands under forestry manage- 
nent or for any other distinet program of utilization, Tf 
understend that state officlele now say that the tern 
‘originel" boundaries means something different than the 
boundaries set aside by Teddy Roosevelt in 1909, Theat is
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eertainly the only logical meaning. What interpretation 
they will dare to put upon it remains to be seen. ‘The 
wording is there in the act. If it 1s interpreted literally, 
we may find that the roadless area along the boundary will 
be gubject to every kind of private invasion in the Basswood 
area, where public ownership ie still far from complete. 

It is ype ee amazing situation. State offictale 
have been "Tt bold sbout it and are still weer a 
the utmost determination. One hesitates to say 211 that 
might be eaid about it for fear of bi tk pm J the mark, 
It does seem to me, though, that the full significance of 
the move as affeeting netional forestry policy has not yet 
been revealed, I am not sure that forestry officials at 
Washington would feel as auch alarmed se I, Perhaps they 
feel more alaramed but would hesitate to etir up more trouble 
by ssVitg anything about it at present. 

If someone like yourself felt justified in treating 
this development on its merits as were aan the whole 
question of national forestry, it would of immense publie 
benefit. I would want to be sure that you had not just our 
word for it and our point of view but any official reaction 
that may eome from Waehington. I hone, though, that the 
whole matter may be reviewed in this or before long and ; 
the behavior of the state officiale fully spotlighted for 
the benefit of all eltizens who are truly interested in 
problems of this sort. I think you will be interested in 
the editorials that were published on the subject by the 
St, Paul Ploneer Prese & Dispateh. This paper went to the 
bat and hes given valiant service for forest conservation, 

ft am afreid that in the last few yeare I have 
slipped up on many of my duties. I seem to have a guilty 
recollestion of having missed some earlier letter of youre 
not immediately concerned with our work, The trouble is 
that, in order to maintain our efforts at all, I have had 
to neglect almost everything else. We have attempted a 
eolosgal task on a ree a it has lacted almost to 
the point of complete exhaustion. S111, we are 5 My meang 
ready to giveup -- in fact this raid by the state hae aroused 
my fighting spirit as nothing else for many years. 

Wy highest compliments and gratitude to you for 
your letter. 

Sineerely yours 

: Ernest ¢, Oberholtzer



April 30, 1943. q 

Mr. He G. Weber, Director, 4 
Division of Forestry, ‘A 
Department of Conservation, Ay, 
St. Paul, Minnesota. ‘y 

Dear Mr. Weber: , 

I greatly appreciate your courteous letter of the 26th, which J 
brings me up to date on the Quetico-Superior matter. My preoccupation i 
with other affairs and regions prevents me from keeping abreast. What 
you say, however, fits in with my previous acquaintance with the Kabeto- 
gama situation. I have been a constant supporter of state forestry and 
inclined to resist too great encroachments of federal authority. A : 
balance must be preserved for best results. Extreme positions, I find, ¢ 
are most often taken by those advocating extension of federal areas ~ as ‘ 
was done in the Olympic Peninsula in tying up our airplane spruce. a 

“I 
There is no fundamental reason why state ownership should not 4 

be as acceptable as federal, nor why consolidation of state forests should i 
not take place by exchange of lands as in many other western states. True, a 
the state has lagged in its organization, which is why I moved for the ‘i 
Chippewa Forest 40 years ago. But fundamentally, the more responsibility 
a state organization has, the more chance to hold and develop an efficient | 
service. 

If I ever get out there again I want time to see what the State | 
is doing since old Gene Andrews and Bill Cox held sway. | 

Sincerely, 

H. He Chapman 
Professor of Forest Management ee 

Pi ais / > ee rT gallu lah all eS ig vl
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ProfeHeH. Chapman we r 
School of Forestry Q 
Yale University 

New Haven,Connecticut. 

My dear Professor Chapman: 

Your interesting letter of April 16, addressed to Governor Harold E. 
Stassen, has been discussed with me by the Governor with the request that I ‘ 
respond to it on his behalf. As you no doubt know, the session of this legis- 
lature has just adjourned and the Governor has a great mass of detailed work 
before he leaves for the Navy within the immediate future. 

You have inquired as to the true intent behind S.Fe 21 and S.Fo 650. 
The former is now Laws 1943, Chapter 171, and the latter is Chapter 343. You - 
have also pointed to your long continued interest in the forestry problems of 
Minnesota and the constructive work which you did to initiate forestry conserva- 

tion here. The Chippewa National Forest which you conceived and advocated was 
indeed a progressive project and one of which this state is proud. 

As originally introduced, SeFe 21, known as the state forest bill, did 
not change the legal status of lands within the Kabetogama and Grand Portage State 

: Forests in any respect. It merely redesignated these lands as state forests. The 
original designation as state forests was made in 1933. This bill had as its 
primary purposes the bringing of all state forests under uniform regulations and 
management programs and affording an opportunity to coordinate tax forfeited lands 
with the trust fund lands in the area for the purpose of consolidation under state 
management. Laws 1941, Chapter 511, provided the machinery whereby County Boards 
could release tax-forfeited lands in conservation areas from the trust superimposed 
upon such lands by Minnesota law in favor of the taxing districts. When so re~ 
lieved of the trust, these lands are not subject to sale and therefore cannot be 
placed back on the tax rolls. In order to compensate the taxing districts for 
this loss of prospective future revenue, the state forestry bill provides that the 
income derived from these lands shall be divided equally between the taxing districts 

and the state. 

The question of the interest of the federal forest service in acquiring 
the lands within these state forests was not pertinent to this bill until an ate 
tempt was made to affix amendments to the bill abolishing the Kabetogama and Grand 
Portage State Forests and granting specific consent to their acquisition by the 
federal agencies. This attempt was probably strategically unsound especially at 
this time since the federal forest service has conceded that it will have no funds 
for acquisition for the duration of the war and of course there is no assurance ’ 
as to when, if ever, they will have further funds for land acquisition. There is 
further a strong feeling within the state of Minnesota that the federal agencies 
have expanded their acquisition programs to a point where now their efficiency in 

the areas involved is open to question. 

To present this picture, the gross acreage within the declared boundaries 

of the Superior National Forest and the Chippewa National Forest is slightly in 
excess of four million. Within these declared boundaries the federal forest ser— 
vice has still to acquire roughly one and onewhalf million acres to consolidate 

| ownership, and approval of this acquisition has been granted by the state. Through= 
' out these areas, state and county holdings amount to approximtely 600,000 acres.



In the interest of good management, consolidation should probably be effected before | 
further expansion is attempted. Referring back again to the Kabetogama and Grand 
Portage State Forests, I have said before they have been state forests since 1933 

and the area has been dedicated by the legislature to management and control as 
state forest lands. An Attempt was made in the legislative session of 1935 to re- 
voke this designation and invite purchase by the federal government. The legisla~ 
ture defeated that attempt. Nevertheless interested individuals in Minnesota, in- 

cluding certain members of the conservation commission, as it was then constituted, 
attempted to over«ride the legislative policy and issued a so-called invitation 
to the National Forest Reservation Commission to begin land acquisition within these 
state forests. 

This acquisition program continued until 1941 at which time the state's 
consent to further acquisition was withheld unless the acquisitions were premised 
upon an agreement to exchange the lands so purchased with the state for state owned 
lands within the declared boundaries of the forests. 

We assume from your letter that it is your opinion that the lands in these 
areas should be in public ownership and we are in accord in the main with your 
position in that respect. We believe, however, that the public ownership of the 
state should be consolidated for better management practices within state areas and 
the federal service should be required to consolidate within its control areas. 

We assure you that there is nothing sinister behind the legislation to 
which you have referred. The second bill, known as S.F. 650, transfers the authority 
to grant consent to federal acquisition, where such consent is needed, from the 
Governor to a majority of the Land Exchange Commission, consisting of the Governor, 
the Attorney General, and the State Auditor. It has been definitely felt since 
1941 that the formulation of a policy of such wide public interest and importance 
should not rest on a single individual during a legislative interim. The Land Exe 
change Commission, of course, is a constitutional body not subject to change except 
as to personnel, and in view of the fact that exchanges of land are closely inte~ 
grated with any large scale acquisition program it is the logical body in whom to 
vest the authority to consent to the acquisition. 

You have referred to the Superior-Quetico wilderness and roadless area and 
you have implied that there has been a betrayal of good faith on the part of the 
state. We wonder if you have not been misled by the various misinformation and 
misleading statements which have been circulated and publicized by certain small 
pressure groups. As indicated above, no valid or legal consent to the acquisition 
of lands within the Kabetogama and Grand Portage areas has ever been granted by 
Minnesota. If the federal forest service presumed to act upon the informal invita~ 
tion of certain individuals who may have had an official conneetion with the state 
government, they certainly must have realized that such an invitation did not 
establish any binding policy. 

You may be interested in the fact that the state forest program has rapidly 
been gaining recognition in the public eye and that appropriations for forestry 
purposes by the Minnesota legislature have more and more reflected this growing 
public interest. The state department has under its management approximately four 
million acres of timbered lands, the federal department approximately two and one~half 
million acres. It is not believed that the methods practiced by the state and the 

federal forest services materially differ nor that the state service suffers anything 
in comparison with the federal.



We also wish to call your attention to the fact that within the 
Shipstead-Newton-Nolan area the control of water levels is now vested in an 
international joint commission. With respect to this control and regulation 
the question of federal as against state ownership is entirely immaterial. 

Because of your interest and knowledge of the subject matter in~ 
volved in this discussion we have at the Governor's request gone into consider~ 
able detail since it is his hope that you may not misunderstand the position 
that the state legislature and the state administration have taken in the 
matter. 

Yours very truly, 

/s/ He Ge Weber, Director, 
Division of Forestry



e pat a eee tas Justice Seppeneen Cy, 

a Neh University Yorn Plano 
April 9, 1943 

St. Paul, Minnesota : plac shack ein 

Dear Governor Stassen: 

1 am one of thoes far-seattered eltizens who have # hopeful 
Ne aye on you for a new kind of leadership in public affairs. 

In thie conection I wait with interest and anxiety your 
attitude toward Senate Bill 21 and House B11 137, which 
in ay opinion would wreek thn Quetico-Superior Hational i 
Forest, and ite wilderness ares, a ae ae ae ee iy 

Im pawt yeare 1 put in mon work on the wilderness eres and ! 
‘therefore feel ontitied to speak, even though not a resident 
of Minnesota. . 

I am no federalist; I have oftea been secused of an anti- 
federal bias in conservation matters. Bat even I get my 
hackles up when Minnesota, in a sudden burst of enthusiasm ; 
for state forests, procesda to plant two of them in manner on 
 @od in a place nicely caloulated to obstruct the completion 
of the Quetice-Superior Forest. Minnesota has millions of 
acres of catovers crying for state attention, why not put 
the state forests where they will help rather than binder 
the general forestry program? Ca a 

I can't avoid aseribing this sudden upsurge of anti-Forvet 
Service feoling in Minnesots either to the mistakes of other 
federal turesus for which the Forest Service is not responsible, 
or to beekstage manipulation by power interests. or to sone 
unknown wotives of batred or revenge which have no proper... ©: | 
place in conservation planning. fhis is more than a é
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WAR ON QUETICO-SUPERIOR 

By Ernest C. Oberholtzer 

President, Quetico-Superior Council, and Councilor Wilderness Society 

An amazing situation has arisen in Minnesota. The border lake region is faced by the greatest 
threat since the days of the Backus dams. Thereisnothing newaboutit. It is of almost aslong standing 
as the problem of forest exploitation, which has made this pioneer state a shining example of what not to 
do. What is new about it now is the swiftness and boldness with which state officials are openly espous- 

ing a course of action that plays directly into the hands of the exploiters. 

The state Conservation Department publishes an official magazine called the Conservation Volun- 

teer, In the issue of last June there was a long and rambling editorial of uncertain authorship. It piled 

up all the federal activities in the state, from postoffices to wild life refuges, and displayed them as the 

work of a shrewd alien power seeking stealthily to engulf the freedom and sovereignty of the state. 

It was aimed at capitalizing every possible discontent with the various conservation services 
that emanate from Washington. 

Open Hostility its Most Striking Single Feature ; 

The most striking single feature of the editorial was its open hostility to the Quetico-Superior pro- 

gram for an international memorial forest among the border lakes of Minnesota and Ontario, The 
sponsors of that program were portrayed as the agents of selfish interests, and the boast was made that a 

measure enacted in the last session of the legislature had enabled the state to block completion of Superior 

' National Forest, which is so essential to fulfillment of that program. The measure in question was an 
innocent-sounding Act, which requires the approval of the Governor for any federal purchases in the state, 

It so happens that at the time the bill was pending in 1941 the Conservation Commissioner had given his 

assurance, both written and verbal, that the bill was not intended in any way to interfere with purchases by 

the U. 8. Forest Service in the border lakes area. Yet under its authority, asthe Volunteer article points 

out, the Governor had halted the acquisition program in the Kabetogama Purchase Unit. 

The issue of the Volunteer, containing the above editorial, had perhaps wider circulation outside the 

state than within. It was sent out in great numbers at state expense to every part of the nation, especially 

where there was known to be any discontent with any of the federal agencies. Within the state it caused 

great rejoicing among the groups that have resisted regulation of timber and power resources in the border 
lakes region of northeastern Minnesota but otherwise raised little attention among the general public. 7
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The sequel, however, appears now in the new biennial session of the Minnesota legislature. Two 

Bills have been introduced and rushed through with rare speed. They were ready for the final vote almost 

before the public discovered them, They are sponsored by the Conservation Department and strongly 
supported by the Attorney General’s office. 

Declaration of War 

The first measure is known as the State Forests Bill, It has for its ostensible purpose to set up 29 
state forests. Two of these — the Kabetogama and the Grand Portage — are in the Shipstead-Nolan 

area defined by Act of Congress of July, 1930. Their provisions are such that the U. S. Forest Service 

would be completely blocked in its program of consolidating its ownership in these two purchase units, 
where since 1935 it has had the necessary state consent. This bill was so loosely drawn that it even con- 

tained within the-boundaries of the Grand Portage State Forest the whole of the Grand Portage Indian 

Reservation, which the U.S. government has held in trust for the Indians for upwards of a hundred years. 

The Kabetogama and the Grand Portage State Forests, which the State Forest Bill now seeks to 

re-establish, are not new. They were first created in 1933 in the same speedy and ill-considered fashion 

that characterizes the present bills. | For a time they were used by state officials, as at present, to block 

the progress of Superior National Forest; but in 1935, after changes in the Conservation Commission, that 

Commission invited the National Forest Reservation Commission in Washington to proceed with Federal 

acquisition in these two opposite ends of the Shipstead-Nolan area. Under the authority the U. 8. Forest 
Service has purchased 189,000 acres of land in these two purchase units. 

The second measure, known as the Land Acquisition Bill, goes still further. It withholds the con- 

sent of the state from all acquisition by the U. 8. Forest Service in Superior National Forest except within 

the original boundaries and forbids any enlargement of that forest except with the unanimous consent of 
the Governor, the Attorney General, and the Auditor. The prohibition applies to private lands as well 

as to state; and, since under congressional Acts the U. 8. Forest Service does not proceed without the con- 

sent of the state, the effect is to bar further purchases. 

Though the bill is supposedly for the purpose of blocking federal encroachments in Minnesota, it 

gives blanket authority for the government at Washington to purchase any lands it wants for the Upper — 
Mississippi Wild Life Refuge, while withholding the same consent from Superior National Forest. The 

only apparent difference is that in the one case there are no lumber and power interests involved, while in 

the other the local timber industries — all of them interested also in power development — are strongly 

opposed to public ownership and regulation of the available private lands in the border lakes region, 

The Original Superior National Forest 

The “original” boundaries of Superior National Forest, as proclaimed by Teddy Roosevelt in 1909 

included none of the Basswood Lake area and in fact very little of the international boundary, where 

power projects have since then been so much to the fore. |The Forest Service meantime has consolidated 

this area in public ownership and dedicated it as a roadless area, These “‘original’’ boundaries included 

less than one million acres out of the more than three million acres in the Shipstead-Nolan area, Since 

then the Forest Service has been buying the available private lands in the rest of the area,as rapidly as 

funds permitted. 

: The Kabetogama portion of the area is the part where existing dams of the reorganized Minnesota 
and Ontario Paper Company have so long caused havoc in water levels. |The Grand Portage section on 

the other hand isthe samein which state officials, still powerful in the Conservation Department, some 

years ago granted right of way across state lands for the Pigeon River Lumber Company to construct a 

permanent concrete dam at the outlet of South Fowl Lake. Such damshad just previously been prohibited 

by the Minnesota legislature.
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If the two state forests should be re-established now under the more drastie provisions of the 
present bills, the state would reverse its policy of consent and federal purchases would be at an end. 

U. S. Forest Service Is Only Logical Agency 

It is the conviction of Minnesota conservationists that the only logical and practical public control 
over lands in the Shipstead-Nolan area of northeastern Minnesota lies with the U. §. Forest Service. 
The great bulk of the remaining lands are private and available for purchase. These lands the state has 
no funds to purchase or even to administer adequately afterwards. 

What the state cannot do itself it should not obstruct the U. S. Forest Service from doing. The 
practical result of such obstruction is to leave these lands open to more and more timber slashing and 
waste and to create a colossal fire hazard to the whole border region. 

It is unthinkable that the people of the state, if freely consulted and fully informed, would ever 
refuse the assistance of the U. S. Forest Service for the border lakes region or deny to the Service the gener- 
ous cooperation that characterized its own behavior, when it recently bought for the state out of its own 
funds the Nerstrand Woods near Carleton College. 

P A Concerted Action of Defeat 

The same group operating in the region who have from the beginning fought every step for its pro- 

tection are now the most enthusiastic supporters of the state bills to block final consummation of Superior 

National Forest. They would freeze the Forest in its “original” boundaries and render it impotent to deal 

with the fundamental problems that confront the area as a whole. From the point of view of conserva- 
tionists, on the other hand, particularly of the voluntary groups that have worked so long to inaugurate a 

constructive program of public forestry for this Quetico-Superior area, the recent bills represent a concerted 
action of defeat and are thoroughly bad. 

It is too early to predict the outcome. The conservation groups are putting up an eleventh hour 

fight but against heavy odds. The key positions in the state, especially in the Conservation Department 

and in the Attorney General’s office, are filled by men long known to be hostile to the border lakes program, 

Their immediate fight is directed against Superior National Forest, which they would apparently dis- 

member, leaving the wilderness area wide open. The real war, however, is against Quetico-Superior, of 
which Superior National Forest is the essential nucleus. 

Dr. Cooper’s Appeal to the Governor 

The whole situation is admirably summarized in the following appeal to Governor Stassen by Doctor 

W. 8. Cooper of the Department of Botany at the University of Minnesota: 

‘ Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

March 8, 1943 

Governor Harold A. Stassen 

State Capitol 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

My dear Governor Stassen: : 

I wish to make emphatic comment on two bills recently introduced in the House and 
Senate. The first is senate file 21, house file 137, which has already been passed by the Senate. 

I believe that, unless amended, this bill will seriously jeopardize the future of the forests of the 
northern part of our state. In the region of the boundary lakes two agencies now exercise juris-
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diction, the federal government and the state. It would seem self-evident that this is undesirable. 
The federal forest service has the larger holdings and more funds at its disposal. It can thus doa 

better job, and should have complete jurisdiction over the lands along the border. The bill 

should be amended to exclude this region. In particular, the Kabetogama and Grand Portage 

areas should be left under federal control. 4 

The second bill, senate file 650, is even more pernicious. It amounts to a declaration of 
war on the part of the state against the federal forest service. It serves notice that the federal 

forest service will not be permitted to enlarge its holdings beyond the limits authorized at the very 
beginning of its program. In the face of such a non-cooperative attitude on the part of the state, 

the logical procedure for the federal forest service is to pull out of Minnesota altogether, which 

would be an unmitigated disaster. 

Cooperation Absolutely Necessary 

i The state and federal forest services both have their proper fields and in cooperation can 

in time rehabilitate our forest resources so far as this is humanly possible. The state cannot do 

this alone, since the only way in which it can acquire the amount of land necessary is through tax 

delinquency, which means waiting until it is too late. The federal service can, through purchase. 
Why should the state prevent the federal government from doing what it cannot do itself? 

I have unbounded admiration for your broad view in world affairs, for your vigorously 

anti-isolationist attitude. If, as I understand, you favor the two bills here discussed, I cannot 

avoid the unwelcome feeling that you are holding an isolationist attitude so far as the state is con- 

cerned, and are in opposition to the broad policy of administering the resources of the nation for 

the benefit of the nation asa whole. In addition, in this case, I believe that you are not working 
for the best interest of your own state. 

Very truly yours, i 

William S. Cooper
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Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Wild Life Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You will find herewith an editorial from 
the Saint Paul Pioneer Press and a news release of 
yesterday about the contest that is going on in 
Minnesota concerning federal acquisition in the 
Shipstead—-Nolan area. I just want to keep you up 
to date. We are probably going to have a showdowm 
with the state on this issue now. The Governor 
appears to be against us both as a means of pleas- 
ing some of his big financial backers and because 
he thinks he can make a national issue for the 
next election of federal encroachments and state 
rights. Don't forget at any time to let me have 
any suggestions from you, if they occur. 

You will also find copy of a rather 
rambling letter to Professor pyneeet about wild 
life conditions gn the Ontarioéside of the Rainy 
Lake watershed, particularly as to moose and fur 
bearers in the present Quetico Park. I thought 
this might be of some interest to you or that you 
might be able to suggest some scientific data 
bearing on some of the points I attempt to make. 

Best fortune to you! 

Sincerely yours,
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Editorials*® 

DOG-IN-THE-MANGER 

The Saint Paul Pioneer Press : 
Tuesday, February 9, 1943 

The <0 ene policy of the state Conservation department 
toward federal forests in Minnesota is revived in H.F. 157, which has 
come before the Legislature apparently with official sponsorship. What 
is more the Setar’ would throw out of the window the agreement made 
by former Commissioner Strunk and federal rete officials last year 

oe to federal land acquisitions for completion of Superior National 
orest. 

The heart of the situation is that the state government is in 
no position to develop the areas under controversy as state forests, but 
nevertheless insists on stopping federal expansion on the grounds that 
the state thereby loses control over its forest areas. Actually the state 
loses nothing, because there is no prospect in either the near or remote 
future that the state will be in position to develop these areas. What 
the state gains is a well managed public forest. 

Last summer, after a lengthy controversy in state circles, 
Commissioner Strunk withdrew his bp ge to expansion of the federal 
sreeeere Weems in Minnesota sufficiently to open the pein gee and 
Pigeon River areas to federal purchase. Both areas at present are a 
scattered ee of federal, state and private ownership. Both 
veaeny logically to the Superior National Forest, and even if the state 
were in position to develop them as state forests, which it is not, 
are integral parts of the whole Rainy Lake water shed. The ultimate 

on when the area on this side of the border has come under the 
federal management, is to negotiate a treaty with Canada for the joint 
development of the whole Quetico-Superior forest region, potentially 
one of the finest public forestry and recreation grounds on earth. 

The legislation now before the gee 8 sey reaffirms existing 
state forests. One provision, however, thdraws from sale all state 
lands in the state forest areas, which are defined. The effect would 
be to arrest federal forestry expansion in the Kabetogama and Pigeon 
river federal purchase units. It would upset the compromise agree- 
ment reached last summer and therefore reopens the whole controversy. 
The bill should be defeated and the green light given to the great 
Quetico-Superior program.



The Quetico-Superior Committee, meeting in 

Chieago, today officially went on record as opposing a 

bill now in the Minnesota Legislature which would block 

development of the Quetico-Superior international project. 

The Minnesota bill, known as H. F. 137, would 

prevent the federal government from purchasing land in 

the Shipstead-Nolan area in Minnesota which is necessary 

to complete the Quetico-Superior project, according to 

E. G. Oberholtzer, President of the Quetico-Superior Couneil. 

"This 1s one more step in the long attempt of : 

the opponents of the Quetico-Superior movement to prevent 

an international agreement between the United States and 

Canade to administer this great region for the benefit i 

of the common people of both nations," said Oberholtzer. 

"The proponents of the project," Oberholtzer continued, : 

“are advocates of conservation, sane economic development 

and preservation of our natural resources for all time. 

Among those supporting the project are the national and 

state organizations of the American Legion, the Isaek 

Walton League, the Federated Women's Clubs, and dozens of 

other public spirted groups. Opposing the project are 

lumber and power interests, who for temporary gain, would 

destroy the esthetic and long time economic value of the 

last easily aecessible wilderness in the United States."



"The ultimate objeet of the Quetico-Superior 

Council, an organization wholly devoted to principles 

of sane conservation, is to negotiate a treaty with the 

Ganadian government so that this great region with its 

more than 15,000 connected lakes, its remaining forests, 

its natural waterways, its unparalleled fish and game 

resources will always be available to the men and women 

of America for their everlasting enjoyment. The Quetico-~ 

Superior Committee, serving without compensation, has no 

axe to grind. It simply represents the people of America, 

heaving been appointed by the President of the United 

States on an entirely non-partisan basis to prevent reck- 

lese and selfish exploitation of our natural resources 

and to hasten final achievement of the Border Lakes Pro- 

gran.” 

“The Council, as it has always done, is co- 

operating to the utmost with the Izaak Walton League 

and the other sportsmen and conservation organizations 

in this project." 

"This objectionable bill in Minnesota, advocated 

: by certain state department heads of that state, would 

deal a telling blow to negotiations with Canada for inter- 

national protection of the area. The attitude of these 

public officials is resented by people everywhere who are



interested in true conservation. Civic leaders in the 

Northland, public spirited newspapers, and sportsmen's— 

organizations are against this bill." 

"Notwithstanding the fact that his department 

heads have sponsored this bill, Governor Stassen of Minne- 

sota has not made public his attitude, but it will be made 

clear by subsequent developments. However, the public, 

which earnestly desires to prevent waste of our natural 

resources, is solidly behind the Quetico-Superior project 

‘ and against the dog in the manger attitude of certain in- 

terests who have always fought the conservation of this 

region."



February 11, 1943 

Raped Ontori ye f locheey ) ° 
Toronto, Ontaric, Canada 

Dear Professor Dymond: 

You will find herewith « copy of a letter just written 
to Major Siften. This will give ey an idea of what I have in 
mind and opens the pleasant poseibility for me that I may see you 
again soon. 

You will also be receiving separately a copy of the 
same material mentioned in my letter to Major Sifton, namely, the 
paper for the Canadian Conservation Association. . 

You have been hearing a great deal about the 1 in 
Quetico and in the Asiny Lake watershed as a whole tae eee 
about the game situetion. What I am most eoneerned about there 
is the moose. I believe it is a fact that there is no more favor- 
able natural habitat for moose on this continent, unless possibly 
in Alaska. One of the most delightful of all experiences in this 
region in the one — wag, the contact with moose. They were every- 
where over this wa the greatest abundance. I took hun- 
dreds of photographe at close range and had such unusual opportuni- 

the countzy, the Lenten Zeplegioal Society publianed e-paper. a count a ° : 

pe of the" nabite % hope end i one Sines a the . copy ° 8 r to « t to as ie oO 
wave eppertamatios that esel to bo fauna tn thie besder lake-iaat. 

I mention 1t to you now because the changes have been 
fully ae startling ae those in the timber situation, and perhaps 

sine Soetecees te sceeme Se ie Cae Oe Nig oof vn ygenenes 2 
moose, especially a last five years nh aitazing. 

Where I used to see from vo to a8 high ab forty noose in one day, 
it is now often eons to travel and not see one. I 
I know most of good places and am now very much put to it to 

know where to eae Sane Se eee Sete Meee OF Dae 
his may surprise you when you Toad figures of the annual Kilt. : 
don't knew what these figures are for t autumn, but was told 
that betweeh Lake of the Weods and Port Arthur more moose were F 
killed than ever before. That would seem to indicate that moose 
are still abundant. iI fear, though, that it means instead that
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the search for moose in hunting season has become so mechanized 

and intensified thet the chances for survival are rapidly dis- 
cones. Por ~~ I em told that in certain sections 
rplanes are even used for spotting the animals in advance of 

the hunting. . 

I would act want to say offhand that the desline in 

Sesiis seen aee which oo ne i ee eet is due 
or even large part te shooting. though, , 

that there is any other sufficient cause. The habitat is still 
perfect. Feeding conditions Se OT oe cece te Oe ae The 
wilderness is disappearing of course, moose seem to be above 

all wilderness creatures, more sensitive to the wilderness factor 
than any other large animal of thie region except the woodland 
Caribou, —/ pita” 
or at most have had no itation but logging. 

Moose were most abundant when the Indian population 
was largest, that is when I first came here. I do not think the 
Indisns are to blame for the decline. Certainly wolves are not 
the cause. There is some disease, of ree a, ence in a 
while I learn of a pathetic ease where an is covered with 
ticks. But 1 eannot believe that disease hae brought down the 

numbers of these animale. She Sehy geek exglananets < tase 50 
that the killing has been too widespread intensive. 

There has boon a goed Genk ef job leguing in We repies 
ea es fhe locations are often remote from roads and 
railroads, it is difficult to take Fang me . Some of this 

> peaeeny Mie neet Ve Sent Ses poe Res: ee 
the whole region. This is the place where decline in the 

animels hes been most noticéable. It has been intimated to me 
by a number of people who ought to know that moose were killed in 
this section very freely during the winter logging. 

One of the most sugeveeing thtage of all to me was the 

absence of moose in Guetico Park. you know, I spent about 
thirty days in that Park last summer, making very careful obecrve- 
tions. Among other things, I had in mind % you said about es- 

es 6 ee es Quetico, as a whole, was never the 

best of the wa for moose; but, when I went through there 
first in 1909, there were very few days when I did not see some 
moose. Sinee then the area has been administered as a provincial 

Se a I am convinced that Mr. Rawn, the present super- 
tendent, is a sincere and able protector of oe Yet, to 

my astonishment, I did not see one moose on my ieo trip last 
summer and very few signe anywhere. I talked it over with Mr. Rawn 

afterwards at his headquarters but could not find any adequate
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explanation. It is a zle ond me. Moet of the 1 in 
Quetico has been done oy thy et whe would nardiy be 
likely to attempt to violate the law in the use of moose for food 
in the winter. 

It may be that disturbances in natural conditions caused 
z logging have helped to drive the moose -—,t Promoter areas. 
it may also be that as deer come in, as they 7 
after the logging, the moose prefer to move on. I believe the 
latter is true to some extent, but have no proof of my own and 
have not happened to come across studies on that subject. You 
may heve eclentifie data. 

Whatever the cause of present conditions among moose in é 
this area, it would seem that for the present — possible 
should be done to conserve the remaining stock, until it can be 
built up again. I would think that the animals ought to be pro- 
tected completely for a considerable period or, as a minimum measure 
that the season should be made very short and the area for hunting 
gus restricted. That would ere time not only for the animals 

recover, but te-make studies guide future regulation. 

In the matter of nature preserves, where moose would be 
completely protected at all tines, 1 vould think 4t would be better 
to set aside euch preserves outeide of the present Quetico Park 
than in that area. Is it not « fact that even under the present 
status moose are supposed toe be protected in “eer et ef Quetico : 
Park? Therefore, if there are to be a ave te areas by 
statute, would it not be better to eet aside in the best 

possible apese remaining in the belanee of the lake-land? I have 
os in mind on the Big Turtle Aiver north of Mine 
Centre could easily suggest many others. 

5 om gad to delh gan Shed am the Sustice tate Mere we 
one great gain noticeable over the early days. Seaver have in- 
creased in great numbere all over the area. See 35» geen 
— s great ee Oe ae se i saw a 
ew otter, the t for a long time, and got the impression that 

geome animals on the whole have increased in numbers. 

Thie on wild life gives my own observa- 
tions for aanepe shy may be worth. i I guessed in getting to 
Teronto before long, I a like very much to get your opinion 
and suggestions. 

Sincerely yours : 

: Ernest C.: Oberholtzer 

og
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Ranier, Minnesota i 
j September 14, 1942 

Mr. Cram, Regional Forester 
Province of Ontario 
Kenora, Ontario ; 

Dear Mr. Cram: 

: The inspection trip in Quetico which I promised to make when I saw you, 
last spring in Toronto did not finally come off until August. We left my home here 
on Rainy Lake on July 31 and returned August 25, paddling all the way except for a 

: train ride between Kawin and Mine Centre on the Canadian National. 

Our route led through Rainy and Namdkan lakes to Sand Point and via Dawson 
Portage to Lac la Croix. During four days on this lake we looked over the shores 
and islands on both sides of the border quite thoroughly, especially the logging 
that had been done by the Shevlin Company on Shortiss or Irving Island. Thence our 
route led over the one-portage route into the north bay of McAree lake, through that i 
lake to Rebecca Falls, Iron Lake, Curtain Falls, and Crooked Lake. Spent three days 
on Crooked Lake, including side trips to Argo, Bart and Robinson lakes. Thence up 

» Basswood river to Basswood lake, where we spent two days and inspected practically 
the whole north shore except Ranger Bay, which we merely passed on our way. Thence, 
after a brief call at Ely, our route led from Bailey Bay to Burke lake, back into . 
North Bay, thence through Lily, Wolf, Dell, Grey and Yum-Yum to Kashawpiwigamak, 

_ generally called Kahshahpiwi, We continued through Keefer, Sark and Cairn to the 
north side of Hunter's Island at Shelley Lake, thence through Keats, Chatterton, 
Sturgeon, Dore and Pickerel to Park headquarters on French leke, and from there via 
Eva leke to the railway at Kawin. 

.. This was my longest trip in Quetico Park since’ 1909, the year the Park was 
established; at that time I went through the area exhaustively, spending-more than 
seven weeks there altogether and covering all the main canoe routes, including four 
separate’ways through Hunter's Island, I had also been back briefly in 1910 and 1915 
and had come up Namakan River and through Beaverhouse, Quetico and Long lakes in 
1927, after the Shevlins had logged and dammed that area. I had also visited Lac 
la Croix a number of times but had seen none of Hunter's Island since the logging 
began there. 

The changes since 1909, of course, have been startling. There were some 
bad fires on Quetico, Lac la Groix, Kahnipiminanikok, now called Kawnipi, and McAree, 
followed in most cases by far worse and far more extensive logging. Many of these 
sections are now just about unrecognizable. On the other hand there is still much 
that is very lovely, even in the parts that I have just visited, Basswood is even 

: d finer than ever with the most impressive stand of pine anywhere in the Rainy lake 
watershed. Shelley, Keats, and Chatterton lakes on the north sides of Hunter's Island 
are still natural and very beautiful; and the finest gem of all, in my opinion, one 

of the finest small lakes on the continént, is Mashahpiwi with its narrow channels, 

small islands, and gorge-like shores. 

Se far as the Mathieu logging of last winter in the vicinity of Crooked lake 
is concerned, I wish to compliment you very highly on the improvement over previous 
operations anywhere in Quetico Park. I saw no logging dams or flooded shores, I 
saw no islands that had been logged. LExcept at actual camps, skidways and landing 
places, there was a real effort to protect shore line timber and usually with much |
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success, Where there were violations of shore line timber, such as I saw at a few 
places, I am inclined to believe that they occurred before you were able to enforce 
the regulations. I will say this that on the whole it might be possible for the 

casual observer to pass along the main canoe route of Crooked lake and into many of 
the smaller lakes and not realize that any logging had been done, at least in mide 
summer when the leaves are on the birch and poplar. A particularly good job was 
done on Crooked lake near the western entrance into Argo and again at the south end 

of McAree near Rebecca Falls. Here even an experienced observer might have some 
difficulty locating the logging, 

When I say this, however, I think I have done full justice to the improved 
restrictions of last winter. There are other aspects of the picture far less favor- 

able and of great importance to the final results. If I spend more time upon those 
features, it is not for lack of appreciation of what was gained, but for better under- 

: standing of the whole problem and in the hope that far greater care will be taken 
with any timber still remaining in Quetico. 

With few exceptions I would say that the shore line reservations are inad- 
equate for their purpose. liven a 300 foot reservation, fully carried out, does not 
often provide a convincing screen. The sky lines are frequently mich higher and 
should certainly be protected gee Wom viewpoints, if the wilderness beauty of the 
lakes is to be maintained. An arbditary 300 foot margin is not enough; it should vary : 
from that point up but in most cases should be much greater. ‘The examples of gaps 
in the shore line timber on all these lakes are too nuimsrous to mention. ‘They are 
easily verified by climbing the shores and inspecting the stumps above to make sure 

that they are not due to some previous cutting or fires, 

: I judge that in applying the regulations for shore line timber the aetual 
measurements were made diagonally up the hillsides rather than in a margin that 
could be laid out on a map parallel with the water line. This was probably the only 4 
practicable method, at least in a hurry; but it results of course in reducing the 

‘actual horizontal margin a great deal, sometimes to a bare hundred feet. ‘This seemed 
to be the situation everywhere. In addition, in the Gardner Bay section of Crooked 
lake the 300 foot margin was openly disregarded almost everywhere; it was often a 
bare 50 feet. On McAree, one of the finest lakes of all, where unfortunately I 
believe no agreement was made last winter about the margins, 150 to 200 feet at most 
seems to have been the rule; and the results are far less satisfactory than on Crooked. 

I noticed similar slips on Bart lake, where at places the shores seemed to have been 
cut to the water. 

Where the shore line timber is particularly thin, I believe the danger of 
wind-blows is very great. Some of these are already much in evidence near the eastern 
limit of the logging on Crooked lake, just south of Gardner Bay.*In the vicinity of 
the portage across into Gardner Bay great damage hes already been done by wind to the 
thin screen of trees that was left. ‘the same danger I believe threatens any stand 
of pine on the ridges, where not supported by a reasonable wind-briak on the other 

_side. In other words, I would think that, if the margins are ‘vu be protected, thes 
should be supported on the far side of ridges by more or less good standing timber, 
aroas that might be thinned byt not stripped. 

However, what gives mo by far the greatest concern is the condition of the 
land back of the margins. There it is impossible to. escape the conclusion thet the 

logging is the most wasteful imaginable and has created an almost unprecedented fire 
hazard. I have never seen anything like it for sheer destruction, especially where 
the timber was heavy and caterpillars were used. On a lake like Argo, where there 
had been burns long ago and where horses seem to have been used to get out the more
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scattered logs, tho harm is much less, not only because there is less slash but be- 

cause the young tree growth is far less disturbed, : 

Slash disposal, I take it, even lopping, is not required in any way. ‘he 
whole subject, I know, is a difficult and involved one. But the huge tops littering 
the ground and with their branches exténding in all directions and towering round the 
few younger trees left standing dispel any hope for the remaining forest in case of 
a fire. In most European countrées, the tops alone, sometimes 18 inches in diameter, 

: the culls, and the sound legs that were missed would consitute a profitable legging 
operation. My impression was of huge waste not only of the young growth but of the 

timber actually logged. 1% could only be possible, I should think, where a very 
lew valuation is placed upen the standing timber or very little expectation of another 
crop. if the actual logging conditions are net sufficiently startling, it is only 
necessary to have a glance at the thousands of wonderful logs from a previous Mathieu 
operation piled up in the leg jam at Chatterton Falls on the north side of Hunter's 
Island. The prodigal use of all these rescurces on such an extensive scale, especi- 
ally when they have been hundreds of years in the making and are the last available 
does not look well for the future. : 

From the point of view of protecting the shore line timber any additional 
fire hazard lessens the value of what has been done. If conditions are created by 

i the logging which make destruction of the shore timber by fire highly probable, 
then perhaps the gain is only temporary. If the shore line protection is worth 
while at all, then it surely should be safeguarded in every possible way. You know 
how fortunate we have been this summer to have no fires. I hope that may continue 
throughout the war and that afterwards you may be able to have ample fire protection. 
But meantims I am wondering whether there is not a great deal that could be done, 
especially in the case of the modern mechanized logging, to reduce the fire hazard : 
in the logged areas. : 

It seems to me too that just as much care should be taken of portages as 

of shore lines. They are very old and historical and just as necetsary a part of the 
natural system of transportation as the lakes and streams. Therefore they should 
not be used for roads or camps as was done into Bart and into Robinson. I was glad 
to see that into Argo and some of the other lakes much greater care was taken. 

I was algo surprised at the great number of skidways and landings, many more 
than really seemed necessary slong McAree and parts of Crooked. But what is even 
more offensive to travelers is the condition of the old camps themselves. The one 

‘ at the outlet of Crooked lake is in a very conspicuous place on a sand beach, which 
because of its sand and the fine pine used to be a favorite stopping place for canoce- 
ists. Practically all these camps ere now eye-sores and in the most unsanitary cone 

dition imaginable. I+ would seem as if they should at least be kept in locations of 
less recreattonal value and that the owners should be required to dispose of them and 
clean them up completely at the end of operations. We visited last winter's camp on 
‘MeAree and two on Crooked besides the old camps near Bottle Portege and at the North 
end of MeAree. 

Naturally, the chief concern now of the Quetico-Superior Council and its 
associates is with the proposed logging for this coming winter--the operations in the: 

vicinity of Basswood. We fool very strongly that, if these are permitted at all, they 
should be much moré stringently regulated as to the actual logging practices and should 
not be permitted toe involve any of the pine on the points in Bayley, Merriam and Ran- 

_ ger bays. If there was any thought of including Kahshahpiwi lake in the operations, 
we hope that will be totally excluded, as the finest remaining example of a lake of 
that particular canyon-like character. As to the balance of the logging we should 
like to see all the lakes, including the inner ones like Yum-Yum and even the smallest 
fully protected as to their visible shore-lines, whether that be 300 feet or up to y 

4
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the sky-line. ven the most inaccessible of these lakes are in eager demand by 

canoeists, wany of whom come thousands of miles for the fun of exploring these more 
difficult out-of-the-way places. They are an indispensable part of Quetico Park. 

I do not hesitate thus frenkly to make these requests of you, because you 
have already given proof of your sympathetic attitude and because on our own dide, 
in spite of tragic mistakes in the past, the Forest Service is now planning to main- 
tain intact a broad strip of timber all along the border. What you have left now on 
Basswood is the finest that remains to be sean in the region. It is viewed by more a 
tourists from more far-flung parts of the continent than any single asset of the 
area. To impair it in the slightest way or to create conditons which may later in- 
crease the danger of fire will jeopardize the whole reputation of the Park and arouse 
criticism from that great host of people from our side whe are looking rsre and were 
to Ontario to satisfy their recreational needs. é 

Considering the vastness and the apparent profitableness of the Mathieu 
operations and the fact that until now they have been carried on with an almost com- 
pletely free hand, it would seem too that the Province san with full justice impose % 
far heavier restrictions now than ever before. After the war these logging condi- 
tions are bound to be scrutinized as never before, not only by our citizens but by 
your own--at least-I so judge by the large correspondence with Ontario friends, From 
what I have heard of Mr. ,Mathisu I have hope that he will dooperate to the full and t 
thus contribute toward a great future for this rare area in the post-war period. 

I may. perhaps comment. separately on some aspects of previous logging but 
am eager that you shovld have this present report without further delay, 

: | j Sincerely yours, 

: Ernest C. Oberhottzer v 

P. 8. Perhaps you have already heard too from Mr. Sigurd Olson of Ely, Minn. Just 
before my own trip he had made an extensive canoe trip of his own, checking most of 
last winter's operations in the Crooked lake area. He took many excellent photos 
and is planning to send you a set. We compared our notes carefully and were of pmac- 
tically the same opinion in pur conclusions. 

I took several hundred photos myself and shall send you enlargements of 
the best as soon as I can have them made. 

& ‘Very great progress was certainly made this last winter in safeguarding 
the timber on shores and islands. I feel very strongly that the actual margins, to 
be wholly effective, should in most cases be much greater. In addition, the mechanized 
logging appears to be unnecessarily wasteful and destructive and has left the area 

‘back from the shores in such condition that both reproduction and the shore-line tim- 
ber appear to be in great danger. 

ji did not mention in the body of my letter one other thought that had oc- 
curred tp me about the logging+-namely the desirability of leaving a fair number of 
mature trees in addition to those below the cutting limit. The advantage, I think, 
would be that) in case of firé these would be much more likely to survive and in that 
case would provide much quicker means of restoring a pine growth. In my experience - 
of the past 35 years in the Rainy Lake watershed I have observed that where large 

\
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pines remain after a fire, as a good proportion of them nearly always does, the 

reproduttion comes back very fast and effectively, On the other hand, regions 
stripped of their large pine, as was done for instance in most of the earlier oper= 
tions, then rarely have anythirg left after a fire and produce nothing but aspen 
and the less desireable growths for many decades. Good examples of this are in the 
Shevlin logging round Big Clearwater lake and on Martin Creek. 

? For the same reason it seems to me very unfortunate that after such fires 
as the one in 1936 on McAree or the original one on Quetico lake in 1910 the area 
was clear-cut. I fear that this will delay ang pine repreduction indefinitely. On 
McAree, while I did not see it immediately after the fire and before the Shevlin 
logging, I cannot believe that anywhere near all the trees were killed. That is a 
very rare occurrence, even in top fires. In this case examination of the slash gave 
me the impression that a very large amount of the pine was still living at the time 
it was cut, Of course, that was long before the present forestry regime at Toronto. i 

On Basswood there is a last chance to save a little of the magnificent 
growth that once characterized this region. If Norway Point and Canadian Point and 
the lesser points of that particular peninsula in Basswood and Ranger North Point 
to the west could be kept intact and elsewhere a liberal and flexible margin up to . 
the sky-line could be reserved, then the immediate harm to the beauty of the area 
would be largely avoided. Similar precautions as to the margins of the smaller lakes 
and as to portages and stricter control of the actual logging inland would give mech 
better insurance for the futwume and would go a long way to convince the public that 
regulated logging in such an area is possible without becoming a tragedy. 

I am very hopeful that it may be possible to make these minimum reser- 
vations, especially in view of the plan on the Minnesota side to prohibit further 
logging in the border area. You may be sure we are eager to cooperate in any way 
possible and I wish you to know how grateful and respectful we feel for the con-=- 
sideration you have given and the genuine achievements of your new management 
during the past years 

I would very much appreciate your frank comments and am looking forward 
eargerly to an opportunity to discuss with you fully both the current logging operas 
tions and the objectives of our Quetico-Superior Council, 

§ Sincerely yours, 

Ernest C. Oberholtzer 
Ranier, Minnesota 

\
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Toronto, Ontario 
April 11, 1942. 

Mr, F. A, MacDougall, 
Deputy Minister of Lande and Forests, 
Provinee of Ontario, 
Toronto. 

Dear Mr. MacDougall: 

Kenneth Reid, Aldo Leopold and I are e11 much in- 
debted to you for the consideration you geve us yesterday : 
over the question of the Mathieu Logging operations on Bass- 
wood lake. Acting on your suggestion, I have already written 
poe f Price, Regional Forester at Milwaukee, asking him to con- 
sult with Mr. Gran, your District Forester, of Kenora. 

The Basswood timber is so closely identified with 
Quetico Park in the minds of visitors thet we have thought, and 
devoutly hoved, that 1t would not be out at all. We thought 
that, as the last conspicuous stand of pine in the Park and the 
most remote from market, it would be left for ite scientific 
and recreational velue and for Sea purposes. There lis 
nothing in the Park today to compare with it for scenic quality 
and the sense of the wilderness. It stands sentinel along the 
main route from the south, where thousands of tourists admire 
it annually and where the loss will be proclaimed all over the 

- gountry. 

We felt bound therefore to call it to your attention, 
regardless of whatever technical difficulties there may be in the 
way of salvaging this one stand from logging. There wes the 
chance at leagt thet, since the U. 3. government had been trying 
so long to ig yg ed with the Province over joint action in this 
border area, the Provinee might see fit to postpone all logging 
in the Basswood area until a first-hand investigation could be 
made, 

f I did not know before that you were not aware that 
there are still considerable stande of virgin pine in Superior 
National Forest, especially along the border, on Lac la Croix end 
Grane Lake for instanoe, and the policy of the Forest Service is 
to maintsin these intact to a depth of at least seven miles along 
the boundary. The Forest Service estimates the remaining virgin 
red and white pine within the boundaries of Superior National 
Forest at 100,000 acres. Half of this is already in federal hands 
and more is being acquired as rapidly as funds permit, There 
are many on our side who week to have the whole roadless area of
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more than a million acres cloged to all logging, though it is 
still well forested with mixed timber; but no final decisions 
have been taken. 

These speciol reservations are in addition to the 
provisions of the ee eee Act of penerece? which forbids 
Logging of shores within a margin of 400 feet from the natural 
woter line. 

In the case of Quetico Park the reservetion of the 
pine in the Basswood area would do more than anything élse at 
this late date to sustain the high reputation that Quetice enjoys 
fer and wide in the United States, a reputation which makes any 
major development in that region front-page news in the leading 
dailies like the N. ¥, Times, The Christian Science Monthly, 
The Seripps-Howard publications and the Chicago Tribune. 

Theee are all considerations from our point of view 
which I wished to leave with you for whatever they may be worth 
and for whatever action by your Department the situation may 
permit. You may be sure that the reservation intact of the 
northern shores of Baeswood Lake would be extremely popular 
in the United States as a whole and among the sponsors of the 
Quetico-Superior project in Canada, 

Respecting ee strips elong the shores, such 
ae were agreed upon earlier in the winter for the Crooked Lseke 
eres, the effectiveness of these reservations, I think, depends 
Largely on the thoroughness with which selective cutting is 
practised in the rest of the forest. If no adequate forest 
cover remains after the logging, then the marginal timber is in 
great md of blowing down. That was one reason why we were 
so worried sbout the reports of the destructive iogetng with 
modern machinery and so eager thet you should inspect for your- 
self what is going on. 

I am eager to have the pleasure of hearing your Mr. 
Grosby at the meeting of the Canadian Conservation Association 
in Montreal Mondsy and of visiting with him afterwards. On 
my way baek through Toronto the latter part of the week I would 
ge welcome an opportunity to discuss with you and the 
inieter some of the larger aspeets of the Quetico-Superior 

project, which the U, 3. i ong would so much like to heve 
you consider. There may be — questions that would like 
to ask, There is certainly much that we would like to learn 
from you. Itmey be some time before I can return te Toronto 
again, and I am very eager to make the moet of the present
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opportunity for a better understanding of these mutual problems. 
You may be sure too that, if there is anything we can do from 
our side, espeolally in the near future, to insure a larger 
tourist revenue for Quetico Park, we shall be eager to help. 

Thanking you for the meeting yesterday, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ernest ©, Oberholtzer.
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Teshington ; 
June 6, 1954. 

Hr. B. Ve. Willard, E 
Comaissicner of Conservation, 
St. Paul, Minn. 

Denar Wr. “illerd: F ; 

This ie the first opportunity I heve had since ay recent return — 
from a field we to give attention to your letter of iay 19, trans- ; 
oe & ony, &@ letter you addressed to Mr, Ernest Che molt zer : 

under date. Mey 14, m° to your letter of May 23 setting forth the 
attitude of the State Conservation Commission with reference te the 

. Grand Portage and Kebetogema Forests and expressing your desire for 
complete aecord and cooperation between the State Department of Con- 
servation and the forest Service. ns your letters I have 
a monorendum fron Regional Forester T rw under dete of May 51 
eneens me briefly of the meeting held in Duluth on thet date, under 
t ere of the Arrowhead Association axi other organizetions in 
the vioinity, and of the apmrent sentimest against the inclusion of . 
the Kabetosama ani Portese River State Foresta within the Super or . 

} Notional, Forest. , 

I share your @xpress desires that th relation hetwem your organ- 
ization and mine shall be one of complete accord, harmony and coopar-. 
ation. It is my strong conviction that the future succese of forestry 

_ Wests lergely upon the development in eack forested state of a strong 
and well supported state forest organization or concervation depattmert 
enii of om adequate system of state owned and controlled forests. If 
ie my fixed intention to do all thet I can to bring this shout. That 

being the ease there naturally wuld be no desire on my part to have 
the forest service act in any way which would retard the attefinment 

. of thet objective. As I see it, the strong community of interest which 
omens. 67 should exist between state end Federal organizations for f orest 
conservation would make it not only desirable but necessary that there " 
should be the maximum: attainable degree of cooperation and unity of pur — 
pose between thse two groups. 

when Mr, Oberholtzer end Mr. Winston called on me soverel months 
ago cur plans made no provision for the extension of the Sup rior Hate 

: ional. Porest into either the Crand Portage or the Keabetogeme sres. The 
only extensions thon tentatively indicated were those to whieh I undere 
stend the Stete Conservation Departeent hae no objection but rather 
favors. The desire of the State to handle the Grond Portage and Kate to~ 

- game areas as State forests wos reaégnized and disevesed in detell. Up 3 
to that point, I think, there was no conflict between the programs and 
Plane of our respective organizetions, 

Subeequently the subject was brought to the attention of Seeretary 
Wallace, “tae Ickes, ond other menbers of the Netional Forest fe- 3 
servation Commission. fmphesis was laid on the feet that Comress through 
the onacteent of the Shipstead-Nolan Bill had recognized the nationel 
character of the entire region between Reiny Leake and Lake Superior; 
that through the indorsement of the Superior uetico proposal the subpet
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had assumed internetional proportions and importance; and t¥at the . 
management of the entire area as an entity not only would _—— 
greater unity of plan and program but also could be secomplished at 
@ lover cost then through several separate admin trations. These 
several considerations so impressed the members of the Commission 
that eet oe tentative approval to the per! extension, with 
the qualification. however, that any valid objections to such setion 
which the State af Minnesota might express would be given considera- 
tion tefore the action became finel, 

Your several letters on the subject now rather completely set ® rth | 
the reasons which in the opinion of the people of Minnesota justify 
atete rather than federal ownership ond eo of the Grand Portage 
‘and Kabetegema Areas. The proper i ae re seems to be to bring 
this information to the attention of National Forest Neservation | 
Commission at ite next moting, nor tentatively set for Jum 19, with 
the anor thet ite previous eetion be rescinded and that ‘the two 
arcas left as fields for atate action with the federal goverment 
perticipat ing — for as it normally does in So with he 
states under the Clerke-iMcliary Lew. If this propo is approved by 
the National Forest Reservation Cormission the whole matter, so far as 
the forest Service is concerned, will be regarded as closed, 

As T ren have steted, the reunities for constructi ve 
work by th Fe governuent in Sovest manegement, both in HMinne- 
sota end in other states, «re so numerous thet they cannot 911 be met . 
with out present resources, In consequence, there is absolutely no 
need for a conflict between the progres of the state end the nation, 
end there will be no renl sserifice of public interests through the 
with Avawal of the forest Service from ony further coneliacration of 
the Grand Portege and eee The finel conelusion of th - 
National Forest Keservation ssion cannot, of course, be foreéest, © 

: put I shall be cuite happy if the Comalssion recocnizes and accepts 
the laudatle desire of th: stete to have a direct part in the gene: a 
ment of ite netural resources along ite northern boundary, and su 
izes the Forest Service to drop the Grand Portage end Mabetogama Areas 
from further consideration as potentiel Forest Areas. 

Very sincerely yours, : 

FF, 4A, Sileox
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. : St. Paul * 

Way 23, tesa, ; 

Home Fe As Sileox, Forester, 8 : 

Washington, De Ge 

Dear Mr. Silcox: ; 

Reference is made to your letter of May 14th. 

i have tried in previous letters writter to you, to Mr. Tinker and F 
to Ur. Oberholtsaer to indicate the position of the Conservation Commis- 
sion in reference to propoved land acquisitions i nat iqy 
forests im “Miniesota, I do not believe I can say more to. 
this situation. I do not believe you can find ean agency in the nation 
= is more re to os so re st oe eres in Fe 

8 c “2 & 2 aston < Sta 
PCat ey, i brief though it may be, for your sorubiags te sub- 
ser ibe whole-heartedly in the purposes and aims of the “uetico-Superior | 
Couneil, The things for which the Council is striving sre synonymous 
with thoes for which the Conservation Commission is working. If thre 
is a difference of opinion oe to the mechanics of ee oe at the bound- 
ai, limes within which each is to fumetion, I trust ~ ll be able to 
yas Hes tener pe Peer tneen, Melgpengy eye 2 wrl reasons oa aiiag 

is such differences especielly inzofar as it pertsi ne to the atti! 
taken by the Conservetion Commission. I do not beliove that there can 
be any mimmdorstmding as to what the Commission is striving to door 
which reason further lengthy correspondence on the subject would seem e 
weste of tim and effort. : 

I heave not seen the letter written by Goverhor Olson tp which you 
make reference. I know that the Governor subsoribes wholly to the a ms 
ed objects to be accomplished by the Cuetioo-Superior Council so thet 
insofer as the Commission end the Governor are concerned I think thet 
there ce. be ne difference of opinion. The fect remeins, however, that 
the Grand Portage Stete Forest and the Kabetogema Stete Forest were 
evented by an act of the legislature passed at ite last sessien. I 
cennot recall thet at any of the hearings on the bill which createdi,. 
these forests oe was reised by anyone, I may be as Mr. Ober- 
holtzer stotes % the full import of establishing these forests as 

: state forests ras not fully appreciated or that the Conservetion Com 
mission would teke their tesk seriously and eseume management of the : 
areas. Ee that as it moy the Commission has taken these forests seriously 
end have formuleted definite policies and programs for their menagemdnt. 

Ifnit was a mistake to have these state forests designated in the manner 
proposed = Comservation Commission and approved by the legislature, 
then the take must te rectified by a future a in the mean= 
time we should be given credit for ye | sincere the position*e« mve 
— end should not be brought to fer doing that which is expected 

- Of us, 

I shell appreciate very waeh if P oe will brief the situation relating 
to netional forest expansion within the Arrowhead — of Minne a ta 
from the viewpoint of the National Forest Service, would like to have 
you state this position from the viewpoint of the National Forest Service -
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both ent of, and having in mind, the qreeees of the Quetico~ 
res. te here in Minnesota are at a loss to know why these ey 

forests being at the extrema ends of on arga within which the Couneil 
er Me ype ge ond secure international jurisdiction over more than 100 a 

ef boundery waters in any way breaks into or upsets such « plm@. 
i can assure you that I personally an absolutely openminded and sub ject 
to being convinced of the error of my ways if indeed an error has been 
mete. So far ac I can judge the attitude of the members of the Comer va- 
eee ee ee an Oe ae ome ee But let us not 
pormit this matter to drag on and constitute a bone of contention wre | 
there should be no contention. Frankly to me this entire matter has \ 
developed into a "tempest in s teapot”, which, when the smoke has ¢h ared 
eway, will leave nothing to justify ite commotion. 

I repeat that the State of Minnesota as represented by the Conarvae 
tion Commission stands ready to cooperate with the National Forest Service _ 
in any program of national forest expansion which recognizes peculiar 
limitations which confront the Commission. Might I not suggestthat there 
may te forces at work which would not be adverse to creating an unfriendly 
atmitude between the Conservation Commission and the oU,S.Forest Service 
in order to better promote their relationship might be the primeand 
motivating spirit which is tending to confuse this situation and mae 
it appesr to the publie that a spirit of enimus rather than that of 

cooperation exists between the two agencies. Speaking for myself and 
again for the Conservetion Commission we want and plead for the sane 
Se ae and ee ae oe ae your Service thet has pre 
yailed in the pe t. I em eure that U.5.¥orest Service ent erteins 
Vie same hope md wish. 

I heve rdveneed a1] the rensons md all ths arguments, if argunchte 
‘they have been, = the Conservation Commission is in charge of and 3 
believes it its to mmage the Grand Portage and Katetogama Stete 
Forests. Nothing thet has been advanced so far has shown that this 
ition is wrong or inimical to the interests of eny program seannaanir 
the Cuetico-Superior Council. If this attitude is interfering withthe 
program of the Netionel forest Service, independent of any position taken 
by ths Cuctico=Superior Council, I trust I may have your viewpoints by 
‘return mail. ; 

Thanking you for an open end frank presentation of the case of the 
U.S,Forest Servies in reference to national forest expansion in the Arrow=- _ 
head region, I am 

Very teuly yours, — 

B. V. Willard 
Commissioner of Conservation
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i U.S.Forest Service 
Sashington 
May 14, 1934. 

We Ee Vo “Alin rd g ; 
Commiseioner of Conservation : 
St. Paul, Minnesota. : 

Dear Me. "illard: 

Your letter of May % is received. 

Some of the questions contained in your letter can be answered by 
Mr, Tinker far better than by me, and I trust there will be opportun- 
ity for the two of you to discuss the subject in detail ond reach « 
mutually satisfactory understanding. Undoubtedly !r,. Tinker is sware 
thet ¢ertein groups or interests in Minmeote etronely ore adyoeating 
the inclusion within the Superior Netionel Forest of all lends adjecent 
to the iuteruetionc] bouniary between Leke Superior end Rainy-Lake; - : 
that the Minnesota State Department of Conservation did not favor such 
& program baceuse it imvolved the Grend Fortage. and Ksbetogema State 
Forests; ed thet the supporters of the proposal <seationed the soumle 
» *@ of the State Conservation Devertment's position. I have no reseon 
to believe that in attempting to arrive at seme understanding as to the 
Tespective fields of State ond federal action he failed to give full 
and sympathetic attention to such fects. : 

Ko hig satengetes in this metterhave been invited to appear. - 
hefore the Netionel Forest Aeservation Yormission. Such sepsoeen er” 
as have been mede in a of the proposal were made seprrately to” 
the individual members the Commission in an informe] way. They led, 
hovever, to requests by individual members of the Commission thet the 
Yorest Service at the mocting of Mareh 26 submit whet inforention it 
had of the situstion, Thie was done, ond the tentative epproval of 
the proposal followed, The objections of the State Coneervation ae 
mont against the proposed action were wade clear to the membera of the 
Sommiseion. In consecenee, while tentative approval wee given it was 
with the underetending that such objections to the section ae the state : 
wight heve would be determined end considered by the Commission at a 
later time. 

However, the situation is not wholly clear ss to the true desires or 
views of the state. A letter from Governor Olson to rn 
under dete of April or fully endorses the progrom of the Superior~ 
ouetieoo Couneil, of b thie National Forest extension is a major ne 

Tenens Satin 30 eaekh Ties Vine bok ene eperercaien of Shs : rem ve and coopera & 
ermnent of the Biante of Minnesota. It vould not he wholly illogical 
for the National Forest Reservation Commission to consider that the 
ce to which it hed given tentative approvel was not objectéenable 
to state. : 

I em sorry that any misunderstanding hes srisen in connection with 
thie matter, i am heartily and unequivocally in fov6ér with the fullest 
practicable a of edequate systems of state forestemd neither 
desire or intent t the federal program of forest lend puchase shall - 

: .
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conflict with or militate egninst state programs of forest lend manage- 
ment. In this poh age eyed a however, a strong feeling is evident 
on the ue of both the public the members of the National Forest . 
Reservation Commission thet the territory immediately contiguous to 
the internetionel boundary is pooulierly a field for federal action 
rather than state action. Otherwise, the proposed additions willingly — 
would be dropped from consideration, for there are meny ereas in iinne~ 

- gote end other states in whieh lmds of equal or greater timber produe- 
_ tive, economic and social value are obtainable upon eqully attractive 
terme, with the full consent of the state involved and as a matter of 
peace ond comity I wuld just ss soon see availiable funds expended in 
such other sreae. : 

Very sincerely yours, 

RP. Ap Sileox ; 
; Forester 4
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State Office Bldg., 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
April 19, 1934, : 

Dr. Henry Schmitz, Chairman : 
Committee on Proposed National Forest Expansion 
St. Pauly Minn. $ 

My dear Dr. Schmitz} 

I thank you for your letter of April 3rd containing report 
of your committee. 

This report as I view it is in keeping with the thoughts 
expressed by Mr. Tinker when here at the recent conference and 
tentatively agreed to by others at that time end embodies what I 
believe a program which might have been supported by all interests 
concerned in the proposed national forest consolidation andexpan- 
sion in northeastern Minnesota. In view of what has trenspired 
since that time however, the situation appears different at the 
present time. 

i wish to express my appreciation of your work on this com- 
mittee however, and to say that the Conservation Commission is in 
hearty accord with the plan which was reported by your commit tee. 
Furthermore your plan is in substantial accord withthe recommend- 
ations of the Governor's Land Use Committee discussed at the con- 
ference above referred to. 

Very truly yours, 

E. Vv. Willerad 
_ Commissioner of Conservation
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State Office Building 
Ste Paul, Minn, 
April 18, 1934 i 

br, Henry Sehmi tz Chief 

So Se oe ‘ vers arn, 
St. Paul, Minn. 

Dear Mx, Schmitz: : 

I em sending you herewith copy of the letter or 
I revoived from ir. 5.”.Tinker under date of April 4th i 
together with a copy of my reply. There is attached also 
® FesoOlution affirming these viewpoints passed by the con- 
servation commission. : 

: : My own letter is rather lengthy ond after ay 
disucssion of this subject matter with you when yo were 
here recently you may not find it of interect. heave 
however attempted to mike verly to Tinker from the vi aie 
— of the situation in wiich the conservation commission - 
inds itself and have incorporated several of the suggestions 

you so kindly made when you were here. Some tim when you 
have the time I wish you wuld read it and give me your ~ 

; coments. 

Very truly yours, 

BE. Ve Willard ' 
Commissioner of Conservation



WHEREAS, the eubject matter of the acquisition of lands | 
by the U.S.forest Service for the consolidation and expansion ae 
of netionel forest. areas in northeastern Ninmsota has been 
gives due consideration by a committee of representatives of the ; 
+8.forest Service and Department of Conservation, and 

“HEREAS, @ Peport of the activities of this committee has : 
deon duly made, ond 

WHEREAS, the Regional Forester in a letter dated April 4th, 
pe has taken exception to certain of the conclusions reached 
by this comuittee, and . 

; WHEREAS, the Conservation Comaissioner has directed a 
letter to en. Leceeees Saoee Seek Se See ee 
the pentniee of. department of conservation on matters relat~ 

. ang the development. end mansgenant of state and national — ; 
forssta; i : ; : : ig 

NOW, THEREYORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Conservation Cownis sion 
that it concurs with the gy ge lye in said letter and accept 
ee ee ee ee ceciaiesion on the matters dis- 
cussed: 

5S IT FURTHER RESOLVED thet the Conservation Commissioner “ 
be suthorized to send copies of this letter to the Forester, 0.5. 
Forester Service, National Vorest Reservation Commission and te { 
such other persons or agencies which in his opinion are int erssted ; 
in thie subject matter. ,
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April ll, 1934. ‘ 

te Ee We Tinker, " * 

Regional Forester, 
~¥ilwaukee, Visconsin. 

Dear Yr. Tinker: SS : 

Reference is made toyour letter of April 4th. : 

in order to keep the issue squarely before us I want to stay closely 
to the record, not because of s desire to be critical but so that cre may 
better understend our relative positions in the pending program 6f federal 
forest land aequisition within Minnesota. 

Then you came here et my request last December to discuss prelimin- 
aries of the program, it was agreed thet you were to submit a plan which 
in your opinion would best moet the eims ond needs of the U.S.Porest Ser- 
vies within the state. By way of confirming whet wes agreed to I wrote 
you under date of December 15th, suggesting that you furnish @ plan of * 
notional forest consolidation and expansion embodying your Meas and gave 
eae would be an aid in bringing about an understand 
ing of futuré stand and national forest es and mensgement programs. 
and on which both agencies could correlate their efforts toward the accom- 
plishment of results. In your entry dated December 2lst you agreed that 
such @ pla was desireble and that you would prepare one. 

Over three months have passed since the exchange of these letters. 
During this period I have at verious times discussed the matter with your- 
self, your representatives in the Milwaukee office and with Mr. Kneipp in 
Washington. Rech in turn hes $old me thet such a _— was forthcoming but 
that pressure from other duties had prevented you from preparing it. Aea- 
lizing that you have had, and do now have, many arduous tasks that take 
all your time, I heve not tried to urge action. Expressions of imps tience 
on the part of those residing in northeastern Minnesota over the commission's 
Teilure to declere its attitude on federsel forest land acquisition md 
pressure from those whe would sell their lends te the fedefal govermm ant 
under such a progran have been persistent and at times embarrassing and 
414 not tend to make matters easier for the commission as time went on. 

pe meonaprage: gg heiled the coming of the recent conférence here eas the time 
when a p was to be agreed on and public ennouncement made of a definite 
program. 

No stenographic notes were tekm of the statement you mde befae the 
March 23rd 1934 conference. I did not und rstand from anything you said 
then that you stood ready to recommend to the Forester and Netional Forest 
Reservetion Commission, a program of land purchases extending into Grend 
Portage and Kebetogema State forests. I heave discussed your statemmt with 
others of the depsrtment representatives a including Dr. Henry Schmitz 
end none of them seem to heave understood t you had such action in mind, 
It is to be regretted that we did not at that time learn of your plans end 
the position you were about to take. it would have given opportunity for. 
both ender to present their respective views at a tine es arren god 
for + very =e end when any differences of opinion could have been 
eirea and the tations faced by the department which makes it impractic- 
a accept the plan you lster submitted by letter could have been emphe- 

i 2 >
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Me, E.¥, Tinker, 

As indiceted by everyone who spoke at the conference, there is ample | 
forest land available within the area to permit of both the a tate and 
federal government to realize their ambitions for forest developgent and } 
that it was only necessary for the two agencies to agree where each was to 
operate, annousee their programs and then for all interested to enthusias- 
tically eupport it... If we hed undsratood thet you intended to expand into 
elready established state forests it would have becn my duty to have re- 
minded you thet our atate forests have teen created by acts of the a 
leture ond their boundaries fixed by lew end that it is our understm 
that they may not be altered except by legisletive sanction. If I remember, 
—— Mr, Meiff of the Conservation Comission 41d outline the conmis~- 
sion’s p already ee ee én, for the acquisition of leds 
end the reconstruction of the old historic Grend Portage stockade, the 
Grand Portage trail end Fort Charlotte, es a historic monument. oth Mrs 
Conzet ani I referred te the lends already purchesed by the Conservation 
Commission along King “illians Narrows, Kebetogama Nerrowe ani Trout Leke 
Pertage end in — ef being purchased within the EKabetogama State Farest. 
Tt is beeause these conditions were freely discussed and, as I thought, | 
generally underetood at the conferehee and because of the limitless areas 
of lands bordering on present national forests, admittedly as well or 
better suited for forest development than those to be found within eit her 

, of these estate forests, md.which areas were advanced as purchase areas, 
that your letter comes eas a disappointing secuel to what we hed hoped was 

; a Clearly understood and definitely arranged prograa mutually acceptable 
to both the 0.5.forest Service and to the state agencies. 

: I bave read with interest whet you atete in the third paragraph of 
the firet page of your letter. Comperisonse ere always odious. I think 
everyone here recognizes the splendid work done by the U.5.forest Service 
within netionel foreste in “innesota. Ye have always understood, harever, 
that the spirit of the forest service is to aid and encow'age state and 
private agencies to unierteke the major progrems for forest developmm t. 
Ye regret that the Regional Forester finds the management of the Grmd 
Portage and Fabetogemsa stete forests by the state inimical to the broad 
netional and international uses of this area and ite protection to met 
the number of conditions set forth in your letter. Those reading your 
letter would almost be tempted to infer thet some emergency has srissn 
which oalls for action on the part of the U.&.forest Service to take this . 
step and thet the safeguerds you declare are necessary have not becn or 
eennot be provided under state management, If these arenot your reasons 
may we be informed as to “het developments and representations have been 
made to the Regionel Forester toe prompt Rim-tm declare for a prograa of 
netional. forest expansion into state forests. 

i¢ rn end protection of the recreational assets of this f 
area are of national concern we respectfully contend thet we too have ea 
very definite interest in these same assets. This region is a ch rished 
portion of our own conservation commission insofur ss it will indicate 
ite interest in the conservation and development of scenic attractions 
along the boundary line, is presented for your serutiny. The commission 
recognizes that it does not heave the wealth of performance to point to — 
enjoyed by the U.S.Forest Service, but having in mind that the commis sion 
hes had only the brief spece of one year in which to perform within 
legally established forests, ite achievements, 1 believe, are worthy of 
your consideration. As an example of what the state of Ttinnesota has dons
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Mine Bo YW. Tinker. ! 

and can & by way of conserving and maiftaining its wecrestional assets, 
reference is made to Itesen State Park which we believe compares quite : 
favorably with the accomplishments of the U,S.forest Service anywhere in 1 
the etate. 

The creation of thirteen stete forests by the last legislature is the 
first constructive legisletive recognition of the need of forest develop- 
ment in this state ond cam efter twenty or more years of hard work by con- 
servationiste, interested in our forests. To make possible a better ucder~ 
standing of the problems of land use in the northern counties, Governor 
Ployd BE, Olson appointed s Land Use Committee to make regional study of ‘ 
the factors involved. There were eleven men and women on this committee . 
among whom wo find such leaders as Dr. Lotus Db. Coffman, Pres. of Minnesota 
-niversity; Judson L. Ticks, Honorary Pres, Izenc Telton League of America; 
Or. Repheael “on, Director Laka States Forest ixperiment Station; ani 
Mrs. Jemes ©. Thurston, all of them recognized enthusiasts on conservation 
matters. This counittee held heerings in the counties of northern part of 
the state at which leaders in minicipal goverment and land developmeht 
end economice were azked to present their views. It worked diligently : 
over a period of almost a year and mag cone an exhaustive report of its 
findings. This report is now in the as of tho printer and will be 
available in ea short time. As a part of ite report the committco mak s 
recommendations as to the portions of the northern counties thet should be 
set aside for naticeel forests as against other portions that should be 
developed os state forests. The map which is a pert of this raport was 
shown you end the other members of the conference held here on March 23rd. 
The recommendations for nationel forest expansion showm on this pap coin- 
cides almost identically with the pro which I thought was tentatively 
agreed to at the conference, oapeckaiiy as it reletes to areas adjacent 
to the Superior and Chippewa Nationel Forests. It is significant tint : 
this committees G14 not recommend national forest¢ expansion into either : 
the Grand Portage or Kebetogama Forests. 

In the poptins program, beceuse of ths large anount of a 
_ ble, the U.5.¥orest Service holds the anaeees in a situation where the 

State of Minnesota is the beggar end not the chooser. ‘“e recognize this 3 
situation and -are hoppy to be permitted to plead the cause of na tional 
Se It is not difficult to see, however, thet by insist ing 
on expanding your netional forests into already legally established state 

: forests thot you creete a situation in which you place the department on 
the defensive. You make it eppear to those who are clamoring for a large 
nationel forest expansion program that the commission acts the part of a 
“dog in a menger”’. Ye cen understand thet by taking this position the 
U.©.Forest Service is choosing the easy way to escape the annoyance which 
comes from the public clemor for land purchases. Put may I also sizgest 
that this attitude may well undo all of the «ork that has been accomplished 
thus far in creating state forests and which is enabling the Com ervation 
Commission to attack a problem of state forest management in eae comstructive 
way. 1 am mre this is not your intention. The U.5.Forest Service has 
declared that its “purchase progren contemplates the acquisition of Limited 
areas of — forest lends adapted for forest production in order thet 
the best methods of growing forests may be demonstrated, encouraged and 
directed along proper lines. Federal sctivity is made supylementary to the 
activities of the ate end private indivicusals and is not permitted to ¢on 
flict therewith". an certain thet in the light of this declared polic;
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you will not do anything that will tend to disrupt the present stete 
forest program. 4 

Ag cae stated, the Conservetion Commission has been subjected to. 
a great deal yews by communities and lend owmers who have looked © 
upon the coming federal land acculsition program as « means of ——— 
in funds for the taxing units as well es giving private and corpare 
lend owners an yay Seno to realize something om their lands, For 

- obvious reasons commission could not do or say anything that could be 
conrtrued as leading itself toward the promotion of projects heving Dr 
their purpose the po pe of extensive blocks of lend on the federal 
government end has made public statements to this effect. A statemnt 
coonensang the influences, events ond circunstences which led the 3 
Regional Yorester to teke the etand expressed in the letter of April 4th 
would do much to clear up the present situation. Such a statement indi-~ 

_ ating the public iseues which led you to form the conclusion thet f ° 
menagement of these areas can be made to rédound in greater public benefit, 
than can be secomplished under state management will be appreciated. , 

May I exphasize again thet to the extent thet lands outside of sate 
forsets can be made available to you for your purposes, the coumission and 
the depertment are willing to g %o any reasonable lialts, There are up- 

; warde of three million acres of such lends. The Comervation Commission 
believes thet the greatest good can be accomplished by the U.5.lorest Sere 
vice by a Itheral expenditure of available federal funds as 2 mans of 
meeting and ae the many social snd economic ills which beset this 
region and that @ ean most effectively be done, not by attepting te 
undo whet the stete has already accomplished but to add to -anl reinforce 
the work now well under way. “e — submit that xhat you are pm posing 
is not conrietent with the numerous public commitments end declsrations 
mode by the U.S.Forest Service in which it has salwoys expressed its desires 
to coopereste with state agencies innthe promotion of stete forest devi op- 
ment. e likerise submit thet it is not necessary in order to expand 
present national foreste within Minnesota for future economical manngee 
ment, that you disrupt present state ge The cownission phen apg: A 
refers you to its declared policies, its eee its commitments on 
use and development of this area, its attitude towards the attempted ine 
dustrielization of boundary waters end its own lend acquisition program | 
puraved during the few trief months since funds became available for state 
forest lend. purchases, for a fair comparison with any similer public con- 
‘gern shown by the U.°.forest Service on corresponding subjects. On all of 
Sena matters the conservation commission would have its record speck for _ 

self. 

- im respectfully urging you to recede from the pesition you nase & bated, 
we do so not because of any sntagonism we hold agesinet national forest pol< 
icise. On the contrary I believe our past relations will indicete tie t our 
state has clvays been anxious and willing to cooperate with the U.S.Forest 
Service. The reasons why you make it difficult if not impossible for the 
commission to lend itself to the support of the position you take in your 
letter of April 4th, have I believe been clearly set forth herein. We would, 
Mee, upon you ond tle UsS.Forest <ervice to coue into Minmsote «nd acuire j 
to the limit of the funds evailable, lends which are outstanding inv ee 
for forest development, located outside of state forests, May 1 not ous 
gest that before assuning definitely the position you state in your letter,
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Mr. B.Y.Tinkere | 

you attempt to view the matter more fron the state's viewpoint than 
perhaps you did whe you wrote this communication, 1 a sure that you . 
will not wish to @ anything thet will disrupt the present program of 
the conservation commission, the first and only constructive state far- 
est menagement plan which has been operative in the state, but will do 
everything you cen te aid in having it proceed dong lines already 
planned. 

Very truly yours, 

BE. VY. Willard 
Commissioner of Conservation
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U.S.Forest Service 
Milwmkee, “165 
April 4, 1934. 

Conservation Commissioner 
State Office Building : 
St. Paul, Minnesota. . 

Dear Mr, Wille rd: : 

; Fe ee owt cretiettnn Go ae enn a 
results of the lebors of Comalt tee resenting the forest Serve and 
the Conservation Commiseion, which meoenthy sonsidered proposals for the 
establishment of the boundaries of public forests, snd particule rly ma tional 
forests, in the State of Minre sete. : 

With the general conclusions of the Committee I find myself in —- 
with one exception: The exception involves the territory along the Int , 
national Boundary from Reiny Leko enst. 

Ag I mdeavored to explain at the tine of our joint meting when the 
committee was formulated, it is our position that there erebbroad public 
values involved thet are not only netionel but int ernational in — tha t 

7 fedoerel action, end the expenditure of necessary public 8 
ooking to the development end ay yee of the unicue reores ti onel 

values involved. in my en » the situation colls for the immedibte 
acquirement of #11 the lend necessary to ineure public access to md con=- 
trol over recreational developments in this region, es well as the Winging | 
of the lend which will serve a duel purpose, to its highest productivity 
from the standpoint of wood production. There should immediately be inets- 
‘gated en acquisition program that will insure the protection of the public © 
interests, ae well as the initicetion of organized protection on an inensive 
seele for the purpose cf preventing destruction of vd ues by fire. 

The program calls for the eupente mee of a considerable amount _ 
lie —, it is my fecling thet the situstion justifies euch expendi- 
tures in the public interests. The forest Service has already made la rge 
investments in the —— National Forest which already controls the major 
ity of the territory involved, end I stand ready to recommend to the Foreste 
ad oP hin to the a Forest a Commission, thet the sali 
ederal ernment expand sNogram end make necessary expenditures 

to protect tho Intemational Boundary previously deseribed. sae 

i am sure the Conservation Commission of the State, ee ' 
servetion Commissioner, recognize the national importance of +t. Grea ag 
well es its intemational status. I om equally sure that you ani the Com © 
migsion recognize the need for serty action. 

"ar te aa these aspects of the situation, i should like to ob- 
tein at as ¢ a Gate as sible, the decision of the Comervation Com 

micgion with rospect to its iros in the matter. in reaching this decisi or 
T sinee hope We are not pleced in the position of attempting to dis- : 
rupt a state program, but ra to correlate federal action with s tate 
action. I am informed thet interosted citizens in the State of Minnesota 
heve made presentations in Yeshington that practically assure very oa nest 
consideration on the part of the National Forest Reservation Commis sion
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of any proposal to expand the Superior Nationel Forest to protect the 
internationsl waters, but it bss been and is the feeling of the Forest 
Service thet the desires of the executive officers of the Statemd of 
State planning egenecies receive the utmost consideration. 

Say ee Seas of ee it ie suggested that the 
matter might well be pleted before the Governor, end in case he desipes 
me to do so, 1 shall be gled to discuse the matter with hin. 

: Very sincerely youre, 

Ee ¥, Tinker aa 
; Regional Forester 

ec: A : : 

President Coffman, Univ. of Minn. ae 
Dr, Sehmitz, Univ.of Minn.¥ores Sehool 
Lake States Forest xperiment Stetion 
The Forester { | 
Supervisor < ae i 

* Chippewa
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April 3, 1934 

Me. Re Ve Villerda, : i 

Commizesioner of Conservation : 
Stete Office Puilding 
St. Paul, Minnesota ; ‘ : 

Dear Mr. Villard: ; : 

I em enclosing « copy of a map on which are recorded the conclu- 
sions of the committees appointed by ir. Reiff to consider the federal 
and state activities in forest lend sccuisition. The entire committee 
consisting of Wr, A.C.Shaw, ir, 8,U.Harmon, Mr. J.i.¥elley of the Fed- 
evel Forest Service, and Mr. Grover Conzet, Ur. A.F.Gppel, Mr. AH, 
Weber, and Mr. R.Clement attended the neoting held on Maroh 23, 1934. 

You will note thet the Forest Service, aie aierieees of Agri- 
culture is primarily interested in the possible t of the 
Chippewa lye Superior Nationel Forests. The Meseba Purchese Unit 
area ns eorrected to comply with the a bounderise of the 
Unit. As I understand the situstion, no ox fon of this Unit is 

' anticipeted. : 

The proposed extension of the Supsrior Netional Forest is of 
perticuler interest. You will note thet the ge aren extension does 
not contemplete accuisition in theestablished togema end Grand 
Portage, Stete Forests. The federal forest Services members of the 
committee indicated no interest, on their part, in these arees, but 
they 414 e211 atSention to the fect that out site influences were pres- 
sing the extension of the Superior in these areas. From a stmte 
point of view, it would be most a if the Federel Forest Service . 
would iseue a public statement to effect that it is not inéorested 
in lend ecquisition onteide of ths areas outlined on the enclosed map 
particulerly that it is not interested in acquisition in the Kabetogema 
end the Grand Portage St te Foreeats. This would clear the way fer the 
state program and would quiet the generel clamor for federal acquisi- 
tion outside of the ereas agreed upon. in my hwnble opinion, this 
pronouncement should come from the Federal Forest Service and it movld 
not be necesssry for the State Conservstion Commission to beer the grief 
which would inevitebly result in any opposition to the Federal expansion 
program. 

Although the committee 4d that it might be desirable to estab- 
lish s Pedersl Purehase Unit 4 ‘the St. Croix area, the Federal repre<- 
sontetives called attention to certein difficulties relative to gorest 
eceuisition in thet area. These difficulties may -revent the carrying 
out of any federal acquisition in the area, 

I think it would be advieeble for the Conservation Commission also 
to call Mr. Tinker's attention to the fect that the proposed extension 
progran i. the federal group to round out its cme ys ay 
and thet it mey ve a fringe %» of forest land in certein, locel ities 
which will be difficult to protect. For this reason, closer coo tion 
in forest protection between the federal and state groups is cnakenaty
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if necessary. Bs. ae ites 
r i corzal 

it we of course, und retood that» Ne eetieed to yout oF such - 
Was in no way final. The recommendations are | ‘gh te give thom. 
consideration as the Conservation Commission may Pa, 

‘ Very sincerely yours, ; 

. Henry Schmitz, Chaimen Pie
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\ State Office Bldg. 
3 } St. Paul, inne 

} April 3, 1934. | 

} 

Mr. %. Le Brisley, Secy. 
Duluth Committee, Cuetico-Superior Council 
720 Board of Trade 
Duluth, Minnesota. ; 

Dear Mr. Brisley: 

Reference ie meade to your letter of March Zlst with enclosures. 

At a gonference held in this office March 23rd betecen represent~ é 
atives of the U.o.Forest Service, members of the Conservation Scontar 
sion snd department officials ena others interested, a committee consist- 
ing-of A.C.Shew, R.U.Harmon ond J.M."alley of the U.5.Forest Service; 
Grover Conzet, A.F.Oppel, Ray Clement and M.Weber representing the de- 
pertaent of conservation end Dr. —— Sehmitz, Chief of the division 
ef Forestry, University Farm who acted ss chairman of the committee, was 
appointed to determine boundaries within whieh federd. land acqtkisition : 

‘shall be promoted under the present U.5S./orest Keservation Commision's 
allotment of funds and mke report. 

Sepresentatives of the U.S.Forest Service sere not much coneerndd 
ebout opportunities for expanding present boundaries in order to secure 
more lend. They felt that eunnelibatien ef present areas was of greata 

; importance for the present. There was therefore no issue on this point 
before the comnittee so fer as “y program of expansion might extend 
to sreas not already embraced in legslly established state forests. 

tere of the U,&.Forest Service however, reported that 
they been directed to make examinations of lands within the Grand 
Fortage Stete Forest and along boundary waters within the Kate togm a. 

_ State Forest md report to Yashington on the suitability of such lmds 
for nationsl forest development end mansgement purposes. Department 
representatives on the committees in the absence of advice to the con- 

trery took the position that, while they could think of no reason khuk 
why such execninations could or should not be mede, they did notbelis ve 

i thet the conservetion commission had authority to change the boundarie 
of existing state eee without legislative sanction and thet it : 
would be incompetible with the intent of the iegislature and the pol- 
igies of the commission to — netionsl forest expansion into 
a crested state forests. The setion of this comait%ee will be 
mede ea motter of businese at the mxt meeting of the commission. The 
meray teken by the department's representatives on the committec 

ver, is so obviously the only one open to the department ae to make 
its spprovel by the commission only seem a matter of form, 

i A large number of resolutions and letters have been receive at 
this office and by individual members of the conservation commiskton 
beering on the subject of federal lend acquisition in northesstern 
Minnesota, They indicate « widespread interest in this program. Many 

. Of them show an intelligent conception of this matter an’ a genuine 
desire on the pert of thelr sponsors to give constructive eid in meet- 
ing and solving the problems confronting both the state md thefedesral
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government in the development end management of the netureal resources. 
of this region not only for immedicte purposes but looking into the dis- 
tent future, On the other hand there can be no doubt but what many of © 
these proposals and demands heve been made without much thought having 
been given t facts and of the practical and legal limitations which 

: éefine the sphere of operntion of both the commission and the U.S.Porest 
Service. Meany of the high pressure letters and tmesolutions mve undoubdt 
edly been inepired by selfich motives on the part of these who expect — 
to profit financially through government land acquisitions and who would 
not hesitate to heve the commission lend itself to the promotion of , 
their personel and corporate interests, 

I ecannot give you a detailed history in a letter of what has trans- 
pired between the department and the U.S.Forést Service sinee the twenty 
million dollar allotment of funds was mate to the U.S.forest Reservation 
Commission for the consolidstion snd expansion of national forests. 
Suffiee it to say that the conservation coumission has made this subject 
matter on absorbing item of business at every one of its meetings sime 
the matter became on iseue. Let me say for your information too that at 
no time has there been any conflict between the U.S.Porest Service md 
the department as to the plans of cither. it has been obvious from the 
outset that when a final — for netional forest consclideation end ex- 
pansion within Minnescte been completed by the U.S.Forest Service, 
that there would be smple opportunity for the expenditure of — anount 

( of money that might be allotted to Minnesota for this purpose without 
eonflict ani thet the department of conservation end the U.S.fosest Ser- 
viee both could enthusiastically support such a program, ‘There are such 

. Vast areas suitable for pret’ forest development as to offer umlimiébed 
eupertenity for both state ond federal forest adgencies to realize ther 

itions. if : 

There has been sone criticiem of the department and the commission 
because we have refused to lend ourselves to a high pressure promotion 
of plans to cede over to the U.S.government, without reservetion, all of 
the northeastern section of the state. Lf reluctance of the commiasion 
to respond to the urge of these interests has savored of an attitude of 
indifference it hes been not beceuse the commission hss thought less of 
the promotion of federal control ond management of this much cherished 
portion of our stete, but because it has thought more of the trust that 
the state end its people heve pleced upon it to administer thesens tural 
resources as assets of the state for the bensfit of the people of the ’ 
state ond sas an integral part of the stcte. 

The commission believes that thwn the lest legislature crestea 13. 
state forests end defined their boundaries and gave the commission laws. 
under which these areas were to be ae end er it meant just 
what it said. The ereation of dofini rent” Sr ch to carry on 
forestation and reforestation is the first o Tictive act passed by 
the legisleture in response to efforts mede by conservationists of this 
state exteniing over « period of twenty or more years to secure public 
recognition of forestry needs. It is not the view of the commission that 
this law was « meaningless gesture. On the other hend the commission 
belisves the ect a challenge from the people of the state calling forse 
constructive state forest policy and a @&gorous prosecustion of forest 
reclamation md menagenent. .
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To those who are acquainted with the several federal land "*acquisi- 
- tion” end land “retirement” programs at present being promoted, it is 

apperent that the interests of the state stand Sie of representation 
at this time and why a careful weighing of the ative merits of state 

inst federel ownership and menagoment of lands and natural res0®®ées 
oe northern Minnesota ia importent. In addition to the ine 
for additionel land sequisition by the U.S.Forest Service seve: 
iss urging upon the government to acquire lends within the stete are 
e fommuleted and promoted. One such plan proposes the retirement 

from agricultural uses large areas of marginal and sub-margineal lends in 
fourteen of the northern counties, Another proposes sequisition y the 
7 government of marsh lends, sloughs anid lekee for meeting places 
end feeding grounds and refuges for eet wild fowl]. Still other 
projects are being promoted for “recreational aress”. Most of these projects 
heve been sponsored end are actively supported by the commiscion. But in 
preparing end presenting thom the commission hes attempted to visualize 
how their mansgement in the future ean be made to best promote the state's 
interest eni the welfare of our own people, based, not on the things vhich 
appear most expedient for the moment, but on a long time view into the 
future. 

fo illustrate: In the application for the retirement of mrginal 
, ené sub-marginel lends from agricultural uses in the northern counties ) 

of the state the ye sets up an acquisition policy which urges upon the 
federal oo to acquire the land for ceortein definite purposes 
after which the lands are to be desded to the state on a “tenure deed". 
Under the terms of such e deed the lends will remein in the a 
of the state as long as they are used for the purposes for which they 
were acquired. As soon as an effort is made to convert the lands to 
yar other then those for which they were acquired ownership auto- 

matieelly reverts to the federel government. One illustretion of such a 
ey may be ars in the Itasca State Park wheve large areas of federal 
ands were deeded to the state for park purposes on the tenure deed, 

The commission feels thet any other plen may well prove to be 
inimical to the best interests of Minnesota. it asswnes that state man~ : 
agement of these lends can be made to produce more bensficial results to 
our owh people and will meet with more general public sanction then e 

: plen which proposes to cede over to the U.o.government without reserva~ 
tion any considerable portion of the northern counties under eny pm gram. 

You attach a memoranda to your resolution in which you set up eiht 
specific arguments in fevor of federal owership of forest ereas in the 
Arrowhead region emi along the boundary waters. All of these memorm da 
are interesting. Each one of them however, can be made the subject matter 
of 4 lengthy discussion for which reason i cannot deal with them fully 
in a letter of this kind, 

I again emphasize that the commission and the department of com erva- 
tion have never been in conflict with the ".°.Forest Service on national , 
forestry expension within the etete and I do not enticipate any conflict 
in the future so for es the present program is conearned, 

Speaking for myself ond, I em sure for the commission as well, we 
appreciate the interost your orgenizetion ic teling in the Arrowhead md _
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vorder Inkes region in all matters effecting the zonservation of the 
resources of eres and welcome your views, It is to be hoped that 
in the re. ahead your organization will « ttempt to visuslize the 
position the conservation commission end ite ee oe to the 
rap mend of the entire state end the limitations of levs under which 

t operates. After all is seid and done, the people of Minnesota nae 
a just pride in their state and balieve that what is good and desirab 
for the federal @vernment is good and desirable for the state. 

Very truly yours, 

&. V. Willerda : 
Commissioner of Conservation . A
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MEETING OF THE REMINGTON GAME CLUB HELD AT THE 
TOWN HALL IN THE VILLAGE OF BABCOCK,WOOD COUNTY, — 
WISCONSIN, on the 31st day of January,1942, at © 

’ 8:00 ofclock P.M. } 

Meeting called to order by Mr.Ward, Chairman. j 

Mr.WARD: This meeting has been called by the Town 

of Remington Game Club, and there is no charge of 

any kind, but we have a little can in the back of the 

hall, and when you go out all we wish is that everybody 

drop something into it as a contribution to the Red 

Cross. Come right down in front and sit dom, and we 

wont have to talk quite so loud = march right up here - 

don't be bashful. 

Now, Mr.Grange is going to give us a little talk here 

and after he gets through the meeting is goingto be 

thrown open to discussion, if anyone has any questions 

to ask or has anything to say, they will be free to get 

up and say anything they have on their chest. 

a MR.GRANGE: Mr.Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: It may take 

me some time to cover the points that I have in mind tonight, 

but to save some time I am going to read a part of the 

discussion. In meeting here tonight we are exercising 

a very great privilege, the privilege of free speech = 

perhaps the most fundamental privilege that men have ever 

had. It carries a great weight of responsibility. It 

is a thing we have fought for in this country for gener- 

ations; many men have died for this privilege, and many 

are going to die for it in the future. Free speech means 

free men. Where there is free speech no one can be a slave.



Fundamentally, that is the thing that men are fight 

ing for on our side of this war from one end of the world 

to the other - the right to be free. When we have free 

speech we cannot be the slaves of any economic group or of 

any political group or of any governmental group, and I be- 

. lieve that perhaps freedom from the control of a government— 

al group, under our present day circumstances, is the most 

important. 

As we go about our daily affairs, the small affairs of 

life, many times we forget the principles under which we 

operate. Many times we forget that the small affairs of life, 

as we carry them along, embrace almost®every step of the 

way te the fundamental principles of the American Con- 

stitution, and those instruments and documents and prin- 

ciples which we have come to know as our American Bill of 

Rights. Those things are very fundamental and I feel very 

keenly about them; I feel that each one of us must always 

be on guard to see that those principles we the little 

things of life and the big ones are very jealously guarded 

and defended. 

As loge as we can meet here in these little places as a 

group, say what we want to say, there's no danger to the 

principles of Democracy as we know them and have fought 

for them throughout the history of this country, And when 

the time comes that we cannot meet in this way and say what 

we have to say, we will be in great danger of losing every-— 

thing that we cherish. 

One of the principles of free speech - oné of the respons— 

ibilities - is that what we say we must stand back of, and I 

say to you people here that when you find a man in public 
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office who does not care to stand back of what he has to 

say, and who does not want a record made of his remarks, 

you watch that man. There is something there that's in 

danger that we think is worth while. 

I am appearing here tonight both as a member of the 

Remington Game Club and as a guest. No one has told me 

what to say - I think no one here knows what I am going to 

say, and I wish to assume full and entire responsibility for 

anything I do say. The Remington Game Club is not respons— 

ible for any remark or statement that I may make. 

Now, Mr.Catlin told us the other night at Nekoosa that . 

we should think for ourselves. That was splendid advice. 

The only thing that I would add to that is that when we 

think, it's a good thing to have all of the facts in our 

possession. One of my purposes here tonight is to try to 

provide every person interested with all of the facts, to 

the limit of my ability to do so. When I finish what 

I have to say I shall be glad to answer any questions 

from any person relative to these subjects. 

I have divided my talk into two parts. Part 1 is on the 

subject of game farms and deer farms, and Part 2 is on the 

subject of Mr.Mark S. Catlin,Sr. and Conservation in the 

State of Wisconsin. 

I would like to give you a little history of the Sand 

Hill Game Farm. Many of you know a great deal about the 

history of it but I would like to present it to you in 

more or less chronological order, step by step. 

No project that amounts to much is ever started on the 

spur of the moment or is accomplished in a short period of 

time. 

Sand Hill Game Farm has been in process of being organ-— 

ized and being built up to its wesent status since the 

year 1930, or almost twelve years. It has a eae way to go, 
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and I hope it will be being built up in the future for 

many years. In 1930 I made the first purchase of wild 
the town of Remington. To be accurate I should say 
land in the/Town of Dexter, with the definite object in 

mind of establishing a game farm under the laws of the 

State of Wisconsin. Little by little, since the year 1930, 

I added to the first land acquisition, which process of ac-— 

quisition continued on through the year 1939. To acquire 

a total of 8,450 acres is not an easy matter; it took a 

good deal of hard work, and bear in mind that all along the 

way there was one purpose in mind, and that purpose was the 

establishment of a game farm. That purpose was poigted out 

to the County Board of Wood County when some of the purchases 

were made in 1934 and 1935, and I believe it has been pub-— 

lic knowledge in this community almost from the start. 

There are several game propagation and fur propagation 

laws in the state; I believe there are five. All of the 

game and fur propagation laws have a great deal in common 

and are more or less along a similar pattern. The Deer 

Farm Law I believe was passedvin the year 1929. At that 

time I happened to be a member of the Conservation Department 

at Madison, and at that time I believe a senator brought the 

first draft of a Deer Farm law into the Conservation Comm 

ission office and requested suggestions and advice on the 

: details of the law. 

Now, you understand that the Conservation Department it- 

self does not initiate legislation. When asked, it may give 

an opinion and express its position, but usually unless it 

is asked, the Conservation Department refrains entirely 

from attempting to influence pending or proposed legislation 

with the exception that the Conservation Commissioners z 
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believe do themselves sometimes assist in initiating laws. 

One of the things remember about the game and fur pro- 

pagation laws is that every citizen in Wisconsin has exactly 

the same right to establish a game farm or a fur farm; all 

that is necessary is that you own or lease a piece of land 

and comply with the regulations as set up under the law. 

You have just as much right, each and every one of you, to 

establish a game or ~ you have to go down to the 

Court House and get a Aicense. That opportunity is open on 

an equal basis to every citizen in the State. Those who 

choose to make use of their privilege are rather few, and 

usually they are men of more or less specialized knowledge 

and interest, and men who have had some experience ordinarily 

in the propagation of wild life. (I am sure my audience will 

pardon my smoking while I talk). 

Licenses in general are more or less automatic. You 

don't hold a public hearing when you get your automobile 

license - you don't hold a public hearing when you get your 

hunting or trapping license,or any other license. If you 

have been convicted of a serious traffic violation, the 

State will not give you your automobile license, and if you 

have been convicted of a game law violation the state will 

not give you a hunting license, and if you have been convicted 

of a violation of the Deer »-n¢ farm law, the state will not 

give you a Deer Farm license. The pattern of the law in 

4 general is quite similar. 

Now, ~ went down to Madison I believe in December, 1936, 

and asked what procedure I must follow in the establishment 

of a Game, Fur and Deer Farm. One of the things I asked 

at Madison was what were the specifications of a Deer Farm 
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fence. I was told in reply that there was no standard zt 

specifications for Deer Farm fences, and that there was 

one standard specification on Game Bird Farm fences. 

That standard specification was and is to this day that a 

Game Bird Farm fence shall incorporate poultry netting in 

the fence. Now,perhaps that seems a little bit silly - 

I think it is. Game birds, having wings, are not very much 

impeded by any sort of fence you may build, and perhaps it is 

a little silly to think the bird farm shall incorporate 

poultry netting in the fence-+ Nevertheless, it is one of: 

the specifications under which the industry is regulated. But 

it was so drawn and is under the auspices of the Conservation 

Department. 

Mr.Lambert who owns a 4500 acre deer farm in Vilas County oa 

desired to license his land also for the propagation of ougt 

grouse or partridge just a year or two ago. I happefitto be 

familiar with the place because I was handling some of 

Lambert's dee® on commission, and I know it to be a fact that 

Lambert could not obtain a game bird farm license for the 

simple reason that his fence was made out of heavy gauge wire 

specifically manufactured for deer farm purposes, over eight 

feet in height,and perhaps the finest deer farm fence in 

Wisconsin. To come under the provisions of the Game Farm 

Law Mr.Lambert would have been required to surround his fence 

with a strip of poultry netting. 

. When I was trying to get at the specifications for the 

farm I had in mind, I was told in Madison that the fence 

must incorporate poultry netting in the specifications, and 

that is the reason that the bottom 42 inches of fence 
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outside of the game farm is made of poultry netting. The 

specifications meeting the several statutory requirements 

were submitted to the Conservation Department in writing 

I think early in 1937. In reply I received a letter 

signed, as I recall, by or for the Director of Con- 

servatiogj, stating that when I had built that fence 

a license for a Deer, Game and Fur Farm would be issued. 

The fence was constructed in 1937 - you all remember 

that there was a public conteeeerey and effort at that 

time,after the fence was up,or in the process of going up, 

to prevent the licensing of the Sand Hill Game Farm, then 

under my own individual direction. That effort was un- 

successful, but the Deer farm Jicense was held up and was 

not issued ddspite the letter from the Department, until 

June, 1938. 

The Deer Farm law and the Muskrat and Beaver Farm law 

provides that the Conservation Department shall make 

counts of the original breeding stock. In the Beaver Farm law 

the count is made in this way: The Conservation Department 

appoints one man, the license applicant a second man, and 

those two choose a third. Now that three-man board has 

complete and final powers; when it brings in a finding it 

cannot be questioned either by the licensee on the Department 

or anyone else, and that was the procedure followed in 

counting the original stock of beaver on Sand Hill Game 

Farm, and that was the procedure followed in counting the 

original breeding stock of muskrats on Sand Hill Game Farm. 

The Game Bird Farm law did not provide for any payment for the 

original breeding stock nor for any count, therefore, under 

the law no count could or should have been made. But Mr. 

MacKenzie, the Director of Conservation, who is a Scotchman, 
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working for the State of Wisconsin and just as much inter- 

ested in driving a good bargain for the State as for himself, 

felt that there should be some payment made for the original 

stock of game birds and was reluctant to see the license 

granted without that payment being made. I agreed that 

so far as I was concerned I would be willing to pay for 

the original breeding stock of game birds even though that 

requirement was not in the law. I made the request that I 

be permitted to make payment for those birds in live game 

rather than cash because it was quite obvious that I would 

have more game than I would have cash, and that was agreeable, 

and we worked out an exchange involving something like $400000 

of game to be delivered to the State of Wisconsin. I think 

Mackenzie had some reservations on the wisdom of establishing 

game farms — at any rate he saw fit to take the matter to 

the Attorney General of the State. The Attorney General is 

the legal authority for the State prior to actual liti- 

gation and what the Attorney General says is binding on a 

State Department until litigation changes the situation and 

establishes the Court's opinion of the given issues. 

The Attorney General, however, ruled that if the law had 

meant that a payment should be made for the original breed— 

ing stock of game birds, the law would have said exactly that, 

and the law did not say that, and the Attorney Heneral ruled 

that the Conservation Department had absolutely no authority 

to accept game in payment for the original breeding stock 

of game birds; therefore, it was legally impossible for 

the State to take or to complete the arrangements that had been 

made, and there never was any payment for the original 

stock of game birds. That was not my fault. I was willing 
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to do my part and would glaily have turned over that 

amount of live game. Since that time, I might say for : 

your information, that law has been changed, and at the 

present time if you were to establish a game bird farm for 

native species, it would be necessary to pay for the original 

breeding stock at prices within the discretion of the Con- 

servation Commission. 

When this amendment of the game bird farm law was passed 

in recent years the game bird farm law became the Game Bird 

and animal Law, and was extended to include rabbits,squirrels 

and such other species not mentioned in the law as the Con- 

servation Commission might agree to license, 

You know, tkat counting game in the field or woods is a 

rather difficult and technical matter, and While it looks 

simple to an outsider who has not actually experienced the 

field difficulty of securing a good count, it#s a pretty 

hard matter. 

We applied I believe two years ago for the licensing : 

of our farm for rabbits and squirrels. The Conservation De- 

partment created the three-man board the law provided after 

being amended, and that board came up here, went out on the 

property, walked a long distance and made a careful survey, 

but they saw only two or three rabbits and three or four 

squirrels - not very many to base a count on. They brought 

in a report pa.” we estimated number of rabbits and 

squirrels. Now they could not bring in a report on the number 

of rabbits and squirrels - all they could ddwas make an 

estimate. They took that report to Madison, and the Madison 

office felt the count was too low. 
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The law does not make any provision for the a@gsertion 

by the Conservation Department that the count is too low, 

but knowing that was the opinion of the Department, we 

raised no objection to a second count on rabbits and squirrels, 

s0 a second board of different men, I believe, was appointed 

and again came up to Babcock to count the rabbits and squirrels. 

As advisers to that board there were called in Mr.Skilling, 

the local Conservation Warden, and ur Harry gebe, the local 

veil ews They had no part in the count or estimate 

but were present when it was made and were asked for suggestions 

on how it could be made more accurately, and I believe that 

these gentlemen will tell you they could not give us any more 

specific method for the counting of the rabbits and squirrels. 

I was a member of the rabbit and squirrel counting board. 

Without consultation of one another on the final tabulation 

we set our counts down on paper independently and then 

compared notes. It so happened that my count on the rabbits 

and squirrels was the highest of the three. We took the 

“ counts and averaged them and mutually agreed that the count was 

low,and raised it considerably. In all that time while the 

rabbits and squirrels business was being settled, the Conserv— 

ation Department would not tell us what the purchase price of 

the rabbits and squirrels was to be. That was an embarrass— 

ing situation in some respects, and when the bill came in it 

was for $517.00. I am not going to give you that as a 

final figure - I don't remember if it was $507.00, $512.00, but 

I think it was $517.00. It was over $500.00. I have been 

called plenty of names for having accepted a thing of that 

kind. I have been told that the rabbits and squirrels on 

the Sand Hill Game Farm are not worth $500.00. I know that 
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the farm since that time has probably shipped $100 to $200 

worth of rabbits and squirrels. ~ ; 

When they counted the beaver I am sue prepared to say 

whether they counted 50% of the beaver present or 200%. I 

don't know and I don't think anyone else knowsd fimen 

they count deer the Deer Farm Law does not provide for a 

three-man board. It provides that the Conservation Comm 

ission shall make a count of the deer as nearly as may be 

and when that count has been made it shall be final, and the 

deer so counted shall be paid for at the rate of $25.00 per 

head. It provides further that when that count has been : 

made and when payment has been made at that rate, the licensee 

shall receive a receipt in full, not for the number of deer 

so counted but for the original breeding stock on the prop— 

erty. That same provision is included in all of the game pro- 

pagation laws requiring counts. 

Mr.Lambert of Vilas County tells me that when the State 

counted his deer when his license was pending, they counted, 

I believe, 185 deer, whereas Mr.Lambert feels he had only 

75 deer. He could not question that count, he paid for the 

extra deer he didn't think were there, and Mr.Lambert being 

a very wealthy man, probably didn't argue about it. 

One thing more on counts: In my work with the State in the 

last year on Grouse Research work, we have attempted 

to get a population estimate of prairie grouse, Ghar f-tails 

and prairie chickens )in this locality, using as a basis some 

230,000 acres of land. We have spent a great deal of time 

in trying to arrive at that estimate, and after weeks and 

months of work during all seasons of the year and all hours 

of the day, and having arrived at a population estimate, I 
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have said very fran}ly that I believe we were within 20% 

of accuracy. Maybe we were that close and maybe further 

than that but in all that work I don't beliewe we cam within 

more than 20% of accuracy, and I doubt if there ts any man 

or group of men here who can bring in a scientific count of 

birds in the field without difficultjesand a great many 

possible technical differences being pointed out by those who 

are familiar with game populations. 

There would be no point in issuing a license for a deer 

farm on the basis of one year's operation. What possible 

point would there be to ask a man, or permit a man to come 

out here and build a deer fence to cost thousands of dollars, 

and a great investment of time and money and effort and land, 

on any basis if it would not be continued from year to year? 

I don't think anyone in his right senses would feel that 

there was any such implication when the original license was 

issued. Surely, no one at the time that license was first 

issued was thinking in terms of one or two years or any 

short period of time. Fr is unfortunate that we have to talk 

so much about the law. Mr.Catlin told me that I'd better 

stick to game and he would stick to law, but in the game 

industry we have so many laws and regulations that a fellow 

must pay some attention to what those provisions are; in the 

rut Gott ot Law, (beaver, muskrat, skunk, mink and otter), 

there is no provision for any fence; beaver can go in or out 

of a property and there's no restrictions on the beaver ex- 

cept their natural habits. 

On Lake Meeiettgex,which ie the Sete of the largest fur 

industry by natural propagation,we have immense tracts of land 

entered under the fur farm laws, where the only means of telle 

ing where one farm begins and the other ends,or where public 

property begins and private property ends, are fur farm notices 
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placed upon sticks placed at designated intervals in tle 

waters. There are no fences at all. 

The legislature sets up these laws,ahd the legislature 

usually has pretty definite purposes in mind, and when it 

set out to create the legislation which permits game farms 

and game birds in Wisconsin, it had something very 

definite in mind, and what it had in mind was the creation of 

a new industry in the State of Wisconsin,and in some cases new 

land utilization in Wisconsin. It didn't adopt just one law. 

These laws have been placed on the books over a period of years 

and the legislature felt so keenly about this matter that in 

the deer farm statute the concluding words of the law arethat 

‘ieticesatte Wclbtteten shall draw up such regulations as may 

be consistent with the provisions of the law "to the end that 

the industry may be encouraged." Now,there's a legislative 

mandate. The legislature said "Let us have deer farms." The 

Comservation Department and the Conservation Commission is absob 

utely obliged to carry out the provisions and intent of that 

lehislation,and I think the legislature has been very wise 

in putting these stautes on the books. 

We have now in Wisconsin a ranch fur farming industry 

Tunning into many millions of dollars. We hawe one farm in 

Wisconsin that often raiseS over a million dollars of pelts 

in one year from one farm. We have perhaps a $300,000 industry 

in game fron tas farms ,and from information available to me, 

I presume our deer farms in Wisconsin represent an industry 

of well over $200,000. 

All told, the acreage of deer farms in the State of 

Wisconsin negligible from any sporting or hunting standpoint. 

There are so many million acres of unproductive land in the 

State of Wisconsin that the number of acres in deer farms is 

not a drop in the bucket,and I believe the legislature is of 
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| eee ane hee tle hope thet the dear fem datestey th 

this state may successfully utilize much more land than is 

now so utilized. 

i have been working with game pretty much all my life. I 

have liked game (I have lived a great deal in the woods,and 

out in "the aticks* - don't like cities very well) - I have 

made game work my profession. I feel that I have learned 

: some things and I realize there is a very great deal to learn 

yet. Ten or twelve years age I didn't know as much about 

deer as I know today - ten or twelve years from now I will 

know a lot more about deer that I don't know today,and the Con- 
servation Department = few years ago did not know as much 

about deer as it knows today. At the first state game farm in : 

Deer Gounty (which,by the way,I established for the State of 

Wisconsin), we had a mumber of rearing fields made out of poultry 

wire, or ae Ontlin says, “chicken wire," ranging is size from 

40 acres in one field down to ten or eight scree in other fields. 

We had a number of live deer shipped into the firet atate 

game farm, and having no deer fenees, we placed the deer in 

the pheasant rearing fields. To the best of my knowledge, there 

never Was a deer went through one of those poultry netting 

fences, and I believe if you will aek the Superintendent of Game 

at Madison,or Harry Johnson,former superintendent of that state 

game farm, they will tell you thet to the best of their knowledge 

there never was a deer went through that fence. Deer sometines 

; jumped the fence in the fali,(there were large bucks that jumped 

inside in the fall and then went out again) but we had no 

pressure through the fence. And when I made the application for 

the deer farm license (and those specifications were set bp by 
MY.Grimmer and me,and were connected with the experience in Door 

County), I can tell you sincerely that we felt that those speci- 

fications would hold deer. 
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# Now, we have learned a lot about deer since that time,as I say. 

Today when we think of trapping deer, if I aoe gentlemen, 

who are sportsmen, if trapping deer is @tdfionlt, you would 

probably say it is very simple. Allyou have to do is build 

a trap, put it in the right place, set it and bait it - ed 

take away your deer. That's what we say in 1942. Tin 1929 when 

I was with the Conservation Department we had a deer damage 

complaint up on Rock Island, lying off the peninsula of Door 

County and located between Green Bay and Lake Michigan. Tmt 

island is owned by a very wealthy man from Chicago. I under- 

stand he is a millionaire, a@zd I was delegated to go up and 

inspect the island, and determine whether there was any deer 

damage and make recommendations,and I went. I found there 

was some deer damage and also found that it had been the 

custom in the past, when there was such damage, to make ap= 

plication in Madison for permission to hunt a few of those 

deer,and the wardens and some of these Chicago men partici- 

pated in a nice hunt on that island. I didn't like that,per- 

sonally — I was working for the State of Wisconsin — and 

I came back with the recommendation that Mr.Thoraygats deer 

be trapped from that island and the damage situation be 

taken care of in that manner. Now, when ur. SSbSGdOR ‘toune out 

about that he didn't like it, And I was told in 1929 that. 

“You can't trap deer: It has been tried andtried and tried, 

and the wardens have tried it and used lassos and ropes and 

this and that, and if you do trap them they all die! I was 

just a young fellow at that time,and I said "We can trap 

deer, and furthermore, we are going to trap deer," And we 

went to Rock Island and did trap deer and took enough off 

that island so that mhot@see wanted to call a halt on it, 
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and he suggested to the Commission that that man Grange 

should not set foot on his island again. That's the diff- 

erence in ten or twelve years = everyone has learned a lot in 

that period of time. 

Sze Game management has been progressing by leaps and bounds 

and what we don't know today we may know tomorrow. In 1937 as I 

have already said, a lot less was known than is known today. 

? Any new industry is going to create some new problems. I don't 

know of any new industries that did not create their own probs 

lems. The automobile industry created plenty, - Ghe man who 

created cotton—picking machines did. = Any new industry brings 

before us these new problems,and the deer farm industry is 

no exception; these are problems that must be solved in the inter 

ests of the public and the industry. To the end that they can be 

solved I think everyone should work together instead of in- 

dulging in endless controversy that dows get any pinse? theve 

is a difference of viewpoint on how the problem should be 

handled. I talked to Mr.Catlin the other day, as I have several 

times in the past, and Mr.Catlin suggested that in his opinion 

there should not be any deer farms in deer country. Now, he 

feels that if you had a deer farm on rich agricultural land, 

with no deer in the surrounding country, that would be very nice. 

I asked him if he didn't think Milwaukee would be a good place for 

a deer farm,and he didn't comment one way or the other. 

I think it is logical to put a deer farm in the best deer 

country a man can find. If you are going to raise cabbages 

you don't pick out a stone quarry, and the production of game is 

very little different from the production of any other crop. 

You have to find a location adaptable to the crop you intend 

to raise, and to the best of my ability I did that by locating 
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this enterprise in the Town of Remington. 

You must remember also that every land owner in the State 

of Wisconsin has the control of his own land. Incidentally, 

that is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed to us under 

the Constitution of the United States and the Bill of Rights, 

and when it becomes impossible for a farmer in the Town of 

Remington or a farmer in the Town of Dexter,or anywhere else 

in this county, to have the control of his land, we haven't 

got very much of the American system of government left in 

this country. I will put that proposition up to any group 

of landowners in the State of Wisconsin,and there isn't any 

bunch of sportsmen or hunters that can take over that control 

from the landowners without their consent; and when land is 

posted against trespass you are not going to take very many 

deer or very many other kindsof game from that property, as far 

as I can see. There isn't very much difference whether land 

is posted or in a deer farm} She principle of the control of 

your own property is still the principle that is involved. 

Now, we have quite a deer population in southwesterm Wood 

County; as near as I can get at it from a scientific stand- 

point, I believe we have close to one deer to every 17 acres. I 

know of one place immediately north of the Sand Hill Game Farm 

fence ,lying south of the Green Bay & Western tracks and west 

of the Yellow River road,north of the fence and east of the 

Gallagher Road,from which tract of land there were approx- 

imately, as near as I can determine, 29 wiskst Sue legal buck 

in 1941 to approximately 40 acres,and that's a good kill in any 

man's language. 

We have a fine population of deer out xhere. As near as I 

can determine we killed 300 legal bucks on a tract of 380@@racres 

in 1941, and in addition to the legal bucks we killed, we left 
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something over 200, or close to 300 illegal does, fawns amd 

spike bucks dead and wasted. Now that situation is something 

that might merit considerable attention, and if you had a means 

of controlling that situation and you 1imittne kill to bucks 

only for the next three or four years, I am going to predict that 

at the end of four years time you would have a deer starvation 

problem on your hands in Wood County. You already have enough ; 

of a problem so that when Clyde Smith comes in and talks plant— 

ing trees, he is thinking of planting them where the deer wont 

eat them up. 

Now, increasing deer brings its problems,and I am citing that 

because I don't believe it is commonly realized what an in- 

crease in deer we have had in southwestern Wood County,and when 

Ur.Catlin or Mr.Searle or anyone else tells you that the Sand 

Hill Game Farm is a "deer trap" and robbing this area of its 

deer, I am asking them to look at the figures on the legal kill 

and illegal kill, and if you take time to check back on it from 

a scientific standpoint, I think you can determine to your satis 

faction that the deer kille# out here is pretty near all right. 

Now, back to our fencing proposition. The Deer Farm Law pro-— 

vides first that every deer farm in the State shall be completely 

enclosed by a fence. The next time that the subject of fencing is 

mentioned it says a "Suitable" fence, and the next time that the 

subject is mentioned it amye “such deer tight fence." Nowhere 

in the law do the words "deer proof fence" occur. If you use 

_ the term "deer proof," that means that deer cannot go. through 

the fence under any circumstances, but I wonder if we are all 

familiar with what "deer tight" mems. I have here a Funk & 

Wagnalis dictionary,and I find the same definitions are in the 

larger dictionary at the library, and I want to read you the 
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definitions of "tight;" there are several definitions of 

"tight", only one of which could apply to deer farm fences: 

(reads) "Tight: (the first definition) So closely held 
together or constructed as not to permit the 
entrance or escape of a fluid/(a tight cup,for 
example ). 
2.“Closely drawn or fastened 
3. Fitting closely,often too closely,as a shoe 
4. Stretched to the full extent; taut 
5. In commercial use,not easily obtainable; said 

of money. 
6. Hard to get through or out of. 
7. (Colloquial U.S.) Parsimonious,and another collog- 

uial definition,and which we sometimes recognize 
is equivalent to the word "tipsy" 

We all know what it means to see a man who is tight’! 
a 

Now, what is/"deer tight" fence according to the English 

language as recognized in our standard dictionaries? I became 

quite interested in this matter,and I find from talking to 

; Mrs.Gramge that there used to be "feather tight" pillows,and 

once in a while a feather gets through the pillows, bot when you 

say "feather-proof" that meant the feathers never came through. 

The language has some implications and thiis one of deer tight 

fences does not necessarily exclude deer or keep them inside. 

Now, the Conservation Department in the last year or t wo 29s 

(ery largely stimulated by people in private life who are 

spending a_ great deal of time in conservation affairs as they 

affect private industry)has become in the habit of talking 

about "deer proof"}and that's a habit that has no basis what- 

soever under the law and under the conservation statutesg But 

when you talk about “deer-proof", @f you want toy let's examine 

what that means: 

The State of Wisconsin, being a tax-supported institution, 

has almost unlimited funds,and they have spent a great deal 

of money @% Poynette in the creation of one of the finest State 

Game Farms in the United States,and therefore one of the finest 

in the world. They have some deer ak Poynette,and a deer Sam 
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fence,and I can prove to anyone that deer have gone out of 

that fence. The Conservation Department itself in building 

fences for deer has not maintained a "deer proof" fence.” The 

best deer fence I know of in the State of Wisconsin is not deer 

proof under all condi tions, especially, sssteese=ere winter con- 

ditions where there are drifts and ice across lakes. lot of 

people would settle this deer fence proposition very easily and 

in a few moments: time - they take a look in the catalog and 

see some nice wire and they say, “Why don't you build a fence 

out of that wire?" I have studied deer wire and hog wire, and 

it is common to find the construction of that wire 4s horizontal 

wires of heavy gauge with upright wires of shorter length wrapped 

around the cross-wires; those wrapped ends are there, (the vert- 

ical wire does not go completely up and down the fence - it is 

a number of shorter wires,and from experience in contacting deer 

farms in this State, I find when Jd er hits a fence of this kind 

the wires unravel and evem that heavy construction is not necess- 

arily deer proof. 

We have one deer farm down near Milwaukee, a very fine farm 

with an excellent deer farm fence. The height of that fence 

ranges from 7 to 7% feet and it successfullyholds deer. Our fence 

out here has a height of 9} feet; sdme other fences range around 

8 feet, and some fences are down to 6feet, and we have one deer 

farm in the State of Wisconsin that has absolutely no fence what- 

soever. The law says each deer farm shall have a fence, ‘a suit- 

able fence and soaa deer tight taben elec and this same Rock 

Island deer farm I told you about up there in Door County has no 

deer fence surrounding it, or did not have the last I knew of it. 

If they put a fence up in the last few weeks,it's news to me. 
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Further, that island includes 60 acres of U.S.Government 

Light House property,and the last I knew there was no fence 

around that property at all. Deer swim back and forth between 

Rock Island and Green Bay and it occurs to me that a fellow down & 

here at Babcock, with everything he has sunk in a piece of 

property out here (in a game farm and deer farmjand who has gone 

at things systematically to build a new industry, has maybe just 

as much right to a deer farm license in the year 1942 as some 

Chicago millionaire on a ©5000, Perm up between Lake Michigan 

and Green Bay,without any fence at all. If any of you gentlemen 

here couid just feel that you would like to get up and holler 

hard about something, maybe that would be a good place to start 

hollering, But, I will say this: I don't believe that man should 

not have his deer farm license - I think he should have it @ My 

only point in bringing it up is that I do not believe in dis- 

crimination - I don't believe it's according to the American 

law or the Constitution or the Bill of Rights,and I don't think 

it has any basis in good government at any time. I don't see any 

reason why an enterprise in the Town of Remington should be dis- 

criminated against. 

I have told Mr.Cablin about that place Gn Rock Island and 

told him I see no reason why he should not have a license; all I 

sey is that there should not be any discrimination, one man 

against the other, (whether he is amillionaire or doesn't own 

two good sox - s[s neither here nor there) - al of us are sup- 

posed to be equal under the law. 

The Conservation Commission is composed of six members; those 

six men serve without salary,and they ordinarily devote from 

one to two days per month to matters under their jurisdiction, 

and ordinarily two of those six men will be appointed by any 
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one governor; Gircumstances sometimes arise where the governor 

has more than the customary number of appointments; The 

Commission operates on what we call a ésnagneel getnnigie of 

two men going off the Commission eadh year* so that the 

; policies of Conservation work in this State may not be subjected 

to too much change at any one time. od cinsay ss provided for 

in the difference in the viewpoints of men who come upon the 

Commission. Possibly two years ago one of our Conservation 

Commissioners in this state was a Mr.Browne of Waupaca,formerly 

a congressman, a very fine man. Mr «Browne was very interested in 

game propagation and he wrote to me I think twice expressing 

interest in this project and indicating that he thought the new 

land use was worth while,and hoping that the work would succeed ard 

offering such assistance as might be within his power; that was 

the viewpoint of the Conservation Commission so far as I knew 

Tight straight along until recently. 

Now we have a situation in which one or more members of the 

Conservation Commission apparently don't agree with what Mr. 

Browne ,the former commissioner,held. We have a sharp reversal 

of policy here,and that is a thing that is most unfortunate 

for one in private business and attempting to get continuity 

Sr eee very disagreeable to anyone in business and 

depending upon administrative boards having very wide and very 

great powers? Up to a very recent time the Conservation 

Commission did not pay very much attention to the small admin- 

istrative details of the Conservation Department. Some of you 

heard Mr.Catlin make the statement that the Commission now has 

approximately 1500 employees,and I leave it to you whether 

the Conservation Commission working one day a month is going to 

discharge the responsibilities of 1500 sae el < field,And up 

to recently they did not attempt to. They/ figured they would get 

*Correcting, Feb.5,194e8: 

Mr. Grange should have said 

“each second year." —226



good men and establish the policies and let their field men 

carry them out. Insofar as I know, that is the principle under 

which the Conservation regime has operated until recently. 

After the construction of the Sand Hill Game Farm fence 

there were a great many ectnereciee with employees of the 

Department at Madison,and I can tell you tonight most sin- 

cerely that there has been a sincere effort on the part of the 

employees of the Conservation Department and on the part of the 

Sand Hill Game Famm,Inc.,to work wut the problems that do exist, 

mutually and without any arbitrary action,until recently. I 

don't know how this all got started -— I don't know who decided 

that the Conservation Department employees should not discharge 

the functions of their positior® and that the details must all 

be figured out and passed upon by the Commission,but in recent 

times that seems to be the idea. 

Mr.Catlin told me the other night, with respect to our fence 

éaspettion = he said that was not by the Commission,that was 

the Yepartment - I catt tell where the Department ends and the 

Commission begins and I don't think you or Catlin can, but at 

any rate the Commission has seen fit to concern itself directly 

in this matter. 

Before going into that further,I would like to say that in 

attempting tomwork out the problems that have come up in trying 

to safeguard the public interests and doiazg justice to the 

private interests,the Game Division and our fam have worked 

close together. The proposition of vupdling the fence was not 

a mandatory one. I suppose if we had wanted to spend our money 

for attorneys and have a big fight,I presume we could have held 

the Commission to the original specifications and said,"No,we 

puilt the fence you told us to and we arenot going to im- 

prove or change it,"but we didn't do that; we went to work 

and have done everything within the limits of our financial 

ability,and time,to achieve a fence that wuld be in fact more 
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satisfactory,and eventually entirely satisfactory,to all 

concerned. 

' I have a letter here, I don't need to read it - it's here 

and if any of you care to see it,you may. It's written ofthe 

Director of Conservation in February,1940, stating in effect 

the following: "The plans you have in mind for motiefying».. : 

your fénce are satisfactory to this Department." We went ahead 

on that commitment as best we could. The main poling operation 

was commen¢ed about August 15,1940,and has continued and is being 

continued at this time. Inthat period we have expended something 

in excess of $4500%99%0n the poling job alone. If you will stop 

to think what that job means on 154 miles of fence,using poplar 

poles at both ends of which there is a spike or nail, and 

think of the labor and effort and material used -those spikes and 

nails are not easy to get these days - you will realize that that 

job cannot be done in a few weeks or even a few months. It apes 

‘ time and there's no other way for it.We got most of that job/ on 

J ell 153 miles before last spring,but when spring came we still 

: had approximately 24 miles unpoled on the north side,not all in 

one stretch - there were a few short po ttenee where there had 

been some poling done,and after the /orost season was under way, 
and funds became available, 
and weather conditions permitted,we completed two miles of 

poling on the north side,just prior to the open deer season. I 

think the work was completed one or two days ahead of the deer 

season fand we still had one-half ie poling left to do at 

the time of the deer season,which/pasicompleted on December 29, 

194]).We have not been entirely satisfied with the number of 

poles. We intend to add more as rapidly as possible,but what 

has been done out there has been done with the agreement and ap- 

proval and understanding of the Conservation Department at Madison, 
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and whether Mr.Catlin individually knew about it I don't 

know; I think there's probably been a lot of things that the 1500 

men are engaged in that Catlin never heard of and probably never 

will because I doubt very much if he or anyone else can grasp 

all of these details in one mind. 

I hope I am not boring you with too many details on this 

licensing matter,but so many false statements have been made 

that I feel it is necessary to give you these ‘titaés in detail. 

I want to tell you about the recent licensing history of the 

game farm. I understand, (if I am wrong the gentleman is here in 

the audience and he can correct me), I understand Mr.Clarence 

Searls became interested in this licensing matter something over 

a year ago, and at that time Mr.Searls AS ne Od to 

the titan ant at Madison,and also I understand he was more or 

less opposed to the issuance of a license in 1941. At any rate, 

the 1941 license for the deer farm of the Sand Hill Game Farm 

was not issued until September,1941, but in the meantime the 

Conservation Department supplged all of the tags and other shipp- 

ing credentials we required. Our business was not interfered 

with inasmuch as the actual possession of a piece of paper stating 

that "this is a license" at that time in September had not 

created any damage to us except the damage to reputation,em I 

understand from Mr.Catlin that he made his first inspection 2 

down here on this fence some time early in the fall of 1941; I 

don't know whether that was August or September, he was here 

early in the fall,and I believe he and Mr.Dickinson made two or 

three trips on the matter,and on one trip Clarence Searks and 

Mr. Keenan who is also present), was another myrember of this .- -, 

(entirely unofficial board,I might say), and Skarenan eithes atone 

ly had knowledge of the holes in the fence,that have become So 

famous in this part of the country. 
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I understand there are some good photographs down in the 

files in Madison that have been there for over two years,and 

when Searls took a new batch in 1941 I don't think he advanced 

the status of knowledge on the subject, -t at any rate Catlin 

apparently had knowkddge of the existence of holes in the 

fence in the past and for some little time before September, 

1941. The law on deer farms in Wisconsin has this to say (a 

pretty stiff law): "Subsection 11. Each license shall be accepted 

by the licensee upon the condition that he will geomply with all 

the provisions of this section and with all provisions of the 

law and that he will honestly operate said deer farm for the 

purpose of propagating deer; that the title to the deer in the 

enclosure for which license has been granted,and for which ap- 

plicant has paid the state at the rate of $25.00 per deer, 

shall be conditioned upon the licensee honestly and fairly 

complying with thi law relating to deer farms; and @n the action 

to revoke the license of said licensee or to establish his un- 

fitness to further operate said deer farm,the court“ (that does 

not say Mr.Searls or the Conservation Commission off the Conserv- 

at ion Department or anyone else - that sayg@ 'the Court!) “in the 

judgment, in the event that it is determined that the applicant and 

licensee has violated the provisions of this section and the pro- 

visions of the law relating to deer farms,shall provide that the 

title to all of the deer in said enclosure,together with all in- 

crease therefrom,be forfeited to the State; that the said tract 

of land shall not be used for a deer farm for a period of five years 

and untila new license therefor,after said 5 years,has been 

issued by the Conservation Commission,as provided in this section." 

And it goes on with some additional provisions. 

That statute indicate@ clearly and means to any reasonable 

human being that to revoke a deer farm license requires court 

action,amd ghe straightforward thing to do,if anyone wants to 
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: revoke a deer farm license is to go to ocuve’l't don't mind 

fighting a bit, e@i—sommiwee I like it. 

I went down to the Conservation Commission on December 18, 

1941, and sat there all day while the commissioners talked 

about commercial fish! dha other matters - (hey had qui tép 

lot to talk aboutiha they had quite a lot of time to talk 

ee 5:15 in the afternoon they got to Comm- 

issioner Dickinson's item in closed session - the subject of the 

Grange. fame Farm. Incidentally it is "Sand Hill Game Farm,Inc/" 

When they got to that point there was a gentleman I had seen be- 

fore, Mr.Clarence Searls from Wisconsin Rapids,and Mr.Searls 

got up and said that "I represent the sportsmen of Central 

Wisconsin,and that game farm up the¥e is a reflection on us 

and we don't like it" or words to that effect, "and I request 

that the 1942 license of the Sandhill Game Farm or deer 

farm not be issued." 

Now, I tell you after rhe pent twelve years building up an 

industry and after rey, as many debts as I have,and owe as 

much as I owe, and when I depend and have depended on that 

farm for my livelihood in the past and as a means of paying my 

obligations, I don't feel like taking a thing of that kind 

lying down, Maybe, as an American citizen, I should have come 

creeping in the door and “politely Pighibdieeh ytd used the word 

"please," etc.,but I didn't do that. I talked to the Conserv- 

ation Commission on December 18th and told them that the 

Sand Hill Game Farminc.,was in business; that we had gone in 

business in good faith and were still in it in good faith, 

and intend to stay in it, and that we were going to get our 

license for 1942,and that we were going to continue shipping 

; deer in 1942, 
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Now,Mr.Searls in his remarks saw fit to refer to the 

"so-called Sandhill Game Farm." Now I will leave to you 

what he meant by that. We are the Sand Hill Game Farm,Inc., 

and personally I don't think there is any reason for using 

the term "so-called," -mg I understand that the Conservation 

Commission or some members of it did not like my remarks. It does 

not particularly concern me whether they liked it or not. I will 

refer to my original remarks here tonight about this being 

a free country in which we all have the privilege of free 

speech, even before the administrative agencies which sane- 

times appear to have a considerable mount of power. 

We went ahead in 1942 trapping deer and shipping deer tp 

to January 9th, on which date we received a letter from the 

Conservation Department at Madison stating that in the opinion 

of the Commission,the Sandhill Gane Farm fence wasnot ‘Geer 

proof. Cs will remind you of the fact that the law says 

nothing about deer-proof) - and directing us to cease operations - 

hipias and trapping operations. We complied with the request 

(for a while) - we held up our operations I think eight days 

and then we went back to trapping deer,and when we had some deer on 

hand we served notice on the Conservation Commission at Madison 

that we would ship those deer (on a certain Saturday,license or 

no license, tags or no tags,and if the Commission wanted to 

approve the trapping and shipping before that time,well and 

good. Mr.Catlin was called by telephone by our attorney, and 

; although nets14 me there would be no license issued prior to 

February 10th, he said"OK,go ahead," and so did the other 

commissioners,and we made our shipments on thet Saturday 

with the full approval of the Commission and we have been mak- 

ing our shipments and conducting our business since, 
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At the Yecember 18,1941, meeting I told the commissioners 

frankly that there had been many holes in that fence and 

that deer trails existed. Mr.Searls called that fayt to their 

attention and I agreed with him. Everybody knows 4hat, I think, 

=a I had quite a lot I should have liked to have said to the 

Commission, but at that time it was 10 minutes to six,or such a 

matter,and the commission was invited out to some social 

function and they didn't have time to hear the rest of what I 

should like to have said, so I didn't get a chance to say it. 

9 the next time this matter came up was before the Conservation 

Commission meeting of January 7,1942. I was told from Madison 

that it would probably be better if I didn't appear at the 

January 7,1942,meeting. Sometimes I don't make everyone feel 

happy under those circumstances,and it a for me not 

to appear, and I was instructed not to appear when this matter 

involving the life or death of a business enterprise was be- 

ing considered, Mr.Skilling,our local Conservation Warden, 

did appear, and I believe that what Mr.Skilling said down 

there was very fair. I am going to refer to that a ltttle 

later. My only point here at this time is to say that I had no op-— 

portunity to appear at the further meeting of the Conservation 

Commission when they determined that in their opinion we should 

cease operations. On January 9th this letter telling us to 

cease operations came along, by the director, signed by W.F. 

Grimmer,head of the Game Division,and it said that when the 

fence was ready for inspection the Commission - (shall I say 

Department or Commission’) ene Weseavetion agency we Will call it, 

whatever it is, would make an inspection of the fence and on that 

inspection board would be one or more commissioners and two 
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representatives of the department so that both departments 

would be fully represented,But when the inspection board came up 

it seems Catlin had other things to do. He had given word 

that whem the inspection was held he, by all means, wanted to 

be present.- When the board came up Catlin was not present - I 

don't know why. Chief Warden Robinson and Deputy Director 

Swift,two of the highest men in the Madison office, conducted 

that inspection on January 16th, and we made the entire circuit 

of those 153 miles of fence, and I will assure you that they 

found no holes in or out of that fence. There was no 

ingress or egress of deer and the fence was holding deer in 

proper shape. In one place on the north side there was a 

concentration of deer outside the fence and there were trails 

and many tracks on the outside and very few on the inside. At 

one place on the west side we had exactly the reverse con— 

dition: Trails and many deer tfacks on the inside and amost 

blank snow on the outside. On the east side, where we have ap- 

proximately two miles of hog wire on top of the other fence, at 

the elevation that givrs us the most difficulty, the trails were 

wide and it was evident that deer were working that fence up 

and down, But in the letter of January 9th it said that when the 

fence was reasonably deer proof the license would be granted. , 

(Let me remind you again —— is nothing in Go 2 as 

a requirement for deer proof fence), and when that/fumux had been 

determined by the board, license would issue out up to date no 

license has issued. Now,so far so good. 

In all that time during the development of this situation it 

had been a private matter between Sandhill Game Farm and the 

eRRRAS Ria oneeS45Y py which term I mean both the Department 

and the Commission -it had not been a public issue; it was an 
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administrative matter and something upon which a good many 

sincere people were working.“the next thing was this: Last 

Sunday Mr.Catlin and Mr.Virgil Dickinson,Conservation Comm 

issioner from Augusta, were over here and I happened to meet 

them close to the west fence, hot by appointment,but happened 

to meet them there and I invited them in to the farm to look 

the fence over and we walked perhaps a mile up the north fence 

to “Q deer trap where I showed them how it worked and talked 

with them in general terms. During that walk Catlin stated 

that he had been invited over here to Nekoosa on January 28th 

at which time - and I quote as near as I can from memory - 

he said "Ishall tell them exactly what I have found and I 

shall ask what they would do if they were in my place." Mr. 

Catlin very clearly indicated at that time that he desired to 

terminate the private discussion part of this thing and make it 

a public issue. 

Now, sometimes when a war gets started it's interesting 

to know who fired the first shot, and I tell you that, folks, 

so you may = as to where the first shot was fired in this 

situation, and very naturally, I intended to be at that January 

28th meeting, and was there, as you know. 

From here on I believe I have finished my discussion of the 

deer and game farm matters more or less,and from here on I am 

going to talk about Mark S.Catlin Sr.,Conservation Commissioner 

for the State of Wisconsin,and his relation to some features 

of Conservation,in Wisconsin,and think I shall read this to 

(Here a recess of a few minutes 
you,if I can find it. was taken) 

Mr.Searlg has just called to my attention one error in my 

previous comments. I unintentionally stated that the Conserv— 

ation Commissioners had staggered terms,and either said or implied 

that the terms were for one year.The Conservation Commissioners are 
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appointed for six years and two members go off the 

Commission usually each year* Now, Catlin read a letter 

at the Nekoosa meeting the other night, There has been an 

exchange of correspondence between Catlin and myself of two 

letters each way and preceding them there had been some pre- 

liminary correspondence with the Commission. Wha Catlin 

writes me a letter and makes the misstatements in that letter 

and the circulation of the letter is within reasonable limits,say, 

only the Conservation Department and the Commissioners, the mis— 

statements he makes might be let go as misstatements; but when 

he sees fit to make that letter public by reading it in a public 

meeting without the balance of the correspondence and without 

correction of some of the misstatements that are made, I 

have just one word for that, and that is, instead of misstatements 

I suggest the word lies, and I am going to read you a list of 

what I term the lies in that letter. Time is pretty short and I 

am not going to bore you with all of the correspondence; if you 

want to see it I will be glad to show it to you. 

Catlin said his letter had no date, but for your information 

it was dated December 31,1941,and the first statement, what 

I call Lie No.1, was this: "The posts that were used were such 

posts as were taken off the property." Absolutely wrong. 

Lie No.2. “and a large lot of them are now rotted off and are 

peing held up by other posts which have not reached the same 

process of decay,and the timber used was of such quality that 

it can only stand for a very short time." 

Lie No.3. "There are large areas of this fence which Was 

put in the water and has rusted away." 

I wonder if the poplaw and aspen did much rusting away,and I 

wonder how much a “large area" is. To me,the way that state- 

ment is framed,it represents a falsehood. 

Lie.No.4, "Crosswise common aspen,which is @ timber that will 

last but a year or two at the outside,exposed to weather," 

* Sorreetion: Feb ,5,1942 -3l- 

Mr.Grange shoukd have said 

“each second year."



In a private letter that would have been a misstatement; in a 

letter read to the public,without corrections,I call it a lie. 

We have used poplar or aspen in our deer traps.We built the deer 

traps in 1938. Those traps are still holding large deer with 

antlers after these years, and‘ when they were constructed in 

the year 1938 the aspen, all of which has grown up since 1930,was 

considerably smaller than today and smaller than most of the 

aspen that has been going in that fence. "Now, if Mr.Catlin means 

in this next statement what I think he means,this might be called 

a lie; if he didn't mean that,perhaps it isn't; (reads) "and 

when you did this (built this fence) “you knew or should have 

known that you were attempting to reinforce a wire fence that 

did not and could not hold deer." If he means that it 

could not hold deer after being reinforced,I call it a lie. If 

he meant the original fence, maybe not. 

: Lie No.6; "Then there ind NE Sse where deer could 

freely pass back and forth without interference." I call that 

a Lie, : 

Lie No.7: "The road runs on three sides of this property 

and the fence on the north side was fixed up a little ways 

from the road and the rest of the fence....." Partfcorrect 

and partly incorrect. Under the circumstances,without explanation, : 

I call it a lie. 

Lie No.8: “And there was a long area where there wasn't 

any femce that could be called a fence." I had a man tell me the 

other day that he understood there was no fence on the north side. I 

suppose he got that information from Catlin's letter. 

Lie No.9: "This,Mr.Grange,you have not done,by your own 

admission." That refers to honestly operating and fairly com- 

plying with the provisions of this section. What I said at 

Madison to the Commission was that the fence had not been deer 

proof; I did not say at any time that I had not honestly and 

fairly complied with the provisions of the law. 
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Lie No.10: "I might also call attention to the fact that you 

have placed gates on some of the main runways;" he follows 

that statement with "that leads me to the conclusion that that 

was done for a purpose also." 

We have 13 gmtwat gates on Sandhill Game Farm,and every one of 

those gates except one is located on a road on on a trail that 

was used by vehicles and is so used by the farm. There is 

one exception: Dad Walker owns a 40 acres inside the fence 

which we rent,and he cuts wood on his forty,and in order to save 

distance in going down and in the gate on the fire land road, he 

asked if we would cut an opening and make a gate for him directly 

across from his driveway,and that's the only exception to the 

statement I have made. When Catlin stated that these gates are 

across runways and that it mustobe for a definite purpose, the 

only language I can apply to that statement is that it's a lie,and 

the implication that I have deliberately and intentionally created 

what Mr.Catlinycalls a deer trap is certainly a lie. 

Li€ No.11: "Your license was issued in 1938 with 30 deer within 

the enclosure." If he means there were only 30 deer in the en— 

closure,it is a lie. Yn December 31,1938,the year in which the 

+ deerfarm license was issued, I reported in possession 

on December 31st, 265,estimated deer. Now, that count on deer 

was based on 30 animals, but that agete mean that there were 30 

animals only, there, and I have never for one minute maintained 

, that that farm started with 30 deer, and have told that fact to 

the Conservation Commission, beginning in 1938 and every year 

since, and told it to them again on December 18, 1941, at their 

meeting,and oub take of deer on that farm has been entirely in 

proportion to the productive capacity of that land. After all, you 
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take 14 or 144 Square miles of country and you can raise 

quite a few deer on that land,and whether Catlin knows that 

or not, I know that's a fact. 

Incidentally, a while ago I mentioned that we had endeavored 

to cooperate with the Conservation Department in solving the 

problems that have arisen,and one of the measures we took in 

the line of cooperation was to donate 50 buck deer to the 

Conservation Department last year. It actually amounted to 52 

deer for we had the misfortune to lose two animals in handling 

which were replaced,and 50 were turned over to the Conservation 

Department, free of charge. The original agreememt was that the 

State would stand its own cost of trapping and furnish its 

own m@n,and they did that of pariof the deer but their costs 

were so high and it took so long that they finally recalled their 

men and we concluded the trapping job at our expense ,without 

cost to the State,and that expense generally runs to $8 to $10 

per deer for the actual trappingucosts. That was one of the 

things we tried to do in the attempted solution of these prob-— 

lems in a manner that would satisfy everybody. 

Now, Catlin also states in that letter, "I do not believe 

there is anyone in your community that has any other different 

opinion than I have expressed in this letter comcerning the 

game farm,and I saw many of them, including your public officers." 

Now, that statement to me means that he contacted the public 

officers here in the Town of Remington,and I am reliably in- 

formed that he actually contacted onemman and did not find 

that man in agreement with him on his position,and therefore I 

say that this statement in Catlin's letter is a lie. 

Now,it is quite interesting to know what kind of a man 

you have to fight,and that is one of the things I am trying 

to convey to this audience tonight. I made an affidavit here 
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on a matter I feel that I should read most of it to you; 

maybe it's a small matter but I think it tends to indicate 

what I am showing (reads): 

"I Wallace Grange,being first duly sworn,do depose as follows: 

"That om Sunday, January 25, 1942, I met Conservation 
Commissioner Mark §.Catlin Sr. amd Conservation Commissioner Virgil 
Dickinson near the west fence of Sandhill Game Farm Inc.,and went 
with them along a portion of the west fence,inside thé@ game farm, 
during which time Mr.Catlin told me: 

"! T have been invited to a meeting of the Nekoosa Conservation 
League on the 28th. I shall tell them exactly what I have found 
on this game farm matter, and I shall ask them what they would 
do if they were in my pOsition.' 

“Nevertheless, according to the verbatim transtript of the 
meeting of the Nekoosa Conservation League, on January 28,1942, 
which meeting I attended,Mr.Catlin stated; 

"tT did not come here primarily to talk of the game farm,and 
I am surprised that Mr.Grange or anyone for him would take 
that attitude,and I am very sure that the rest of the commissioners 
will be very glad to hear of this - especially four or five that I 
know of.! 

"I further state that attorney James Dutton of Nekoosa, 
Wisconsin, informed Mrs.Grangé and me on January 37,1942, that 
he had invited Mr.Catlin to speak before the Nekoosa Conservation 
League ,and that the suggestion that Mr.Catlin would like to do so, 
if invited, had been made to Mr.Dutton by William Cole. Mr. 
Dutton stated that prior to my contacting him he had no knowledge 

of the subject of Mr.Catlin's address. Mr.Dutton expressed his 
lack of interest in the game farm controversy,and volunteered that 

he would,if we so desired,suggest to Mr.Catlin that controversial 
subjects be avoided. However,we told Mr.Dutton that we had no 
desire to have Mr.@atlin avoid the game farm subject,if he wished 
to talk on it,but that he should be held accountable for what he 
chose to say. 

"I further state that fromvarious sources other than Mr.Cdlin 
information came to me, prior to January 28th,that Mr.Uatlin in- 
tended to discuss the game farm in his address,and this information 
appeared to be fairly common public knowledge, aside from the in- 

formation given to me by Mr.Catlin himself on January 25,1942. 
(Signed) WALLAGE GRANGE® 

(Acknowledged) 

I have read the affidavit and you cam form your conclusion. I 

have made anothermaffidavit and would life to read that: (Reads) 

"T Wallace Grange,of Babcock,Wisconsin, being first duly sworn, 

do depose as follows; 
“That I appeared before the Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

at Madison,Wisconsin,on December 18,1941,in reference to 

the 1943 license of Sandhill Game Farm,Inc.,and that Mr.Clarence 

Searls appeared before the said commission, preceding me,re-— 

ferred to this company as the "so-called Sandhill Game Farm;' 
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stated that he 'represented the sportsmen of Central 
- Wisconsin,' called the deer farm a ‘deer trap,' and made 

various other statements relative tothe said game farm. 

That on January 20,1942, I inquired in person at the 
Madison office of the Conservation Commission to see a 
transcript of the proceedings of the Conservation Commission 
meeting of December 18,1941, and that I was shown what pur- 
ported to be such a transcript,but which in fact was merely a 
summary or digest of the proceedings,without verbatim record 
of theremarks of Mr.Seaples or of myself, I was informed that no 
verbatim transeript was available and that no such transcript 
is usually made. 

That on January 20,1942,I asked at “/adison to see the 
transcript of the minutes of the January 7,1942, Conservation 
Commission meeting,and that a “preliminary transcript" was 
shown to me. This digest of the proceedings,relative to 
Sandhill Game Farm Inc.,stated,in part, "This is not a matter 
for commission action." I reported this statement to Mr. 
Catlin in person on January 25,1942,and Mr.Catlin informed me 
that any such statement in the transcript was in error. I was 
toldthat there was no verbatim copy of the testimony of persons 
appearing relative to the Sandhill Game Farm,Inc., license 
matter. Prior to the January 7,1942, meeting,{ had been in- 
formed that the Commission and the Department felt that "it would 
be better" if I did not apoear. Action on the Game Farm license 
wastakm , as I understand it,at this meeting,from which I was 
excluded. Im the December 18,1941,Commission meeting I was not 
allowed to finish the remarks I wished to make, "for lack of 
time" as I was informed,and on the day of this meeting the man 
in the Conservation Department most familiar with the details of the 
administrative handling of the game farm matter (Mr.William F. 
Grimmer ,Supt.of Game Tinageuantt was ill abed; nevertheless, the 
Commission proceeded to conduct its inquirywith its own most 
important witness not present. None of the parties appe aring be- 
fore the Commission on December 18,1941, on this game farm 
matter, was sworn. 

On danuary 17,1942,Mr.Catlin told me at Appleton that Mr. 
V.A. Skilling conservation warden of Wisconsin Rapids,stated at 
the danuary#?7;,1942, commission meeting at Madison,as follows: 
"The deer fence was not deer proof in the past. In my opinion 
it was not deer proof when constfucted,and in my opinion it is 
not now deer proof,and cannot be made deer proof." 

Mr.V.A.Skilling told me at Wisconsin Rapids on January 30, 
1942,that what the said at the January 7,1942, meeting of the 
Conservation Commission at Madison was substantially this: That 
the deer farm fence had in the past not been deer proof; that 

: in his opinion it was not deer proof when constructed,but that 
it was now,since the poling,the most nearly deer proof it has ever 
been. Mr.Skilling denied saying at any time that the fence could 
not be made deer proof. 

Mr.William F.Grimmer,Supt.of Game Management,told me in 
January ,1942, on or about January,19th,that Mr.Skilling told g 
the January 7th meeting of the Conservation Commission that the 
deer fence farm had not been deer proof in the past,was not in 
his opinion deer proof when constructed,and that in reference to 
the present whenasked if the fence was deer proof now,he re- 
plied "not entirely." 
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The independent reports of Mr.Grimmer and Mr.Skilling 
corroborate each other essentially,but do not corroborate the 
statement of Mr.Catlin to me. 

Mr.Catlin informed me on January 28,1942,at Nekoosa,that he 
believed there was a transcript of the December 18,1941,Comm— 
ission meeting,and that he would supply a copy cf it to me.In 
fairness to Mr,Catlin,I wish to say that there has as yet bem 
insufficient time to determine whether or not any such tfanscript 
will be forthcoming. 

(Signed) WWlldee Grange." 
(Duly acknowledged) 

Apparently there are quite a few people that don't believe in 
transcripts. I have one more affidavit that I will read: 

"T,Wallace Grange,of Babcock,Wisconsin,being first duly 
sworn,do hereby depose as follows; 

"T was notified from Madison that Mr.Mark S.Catlin,Sr.,member 
of the Conservation Commission,wished to talk with me,and was 
instfucted to see him as soon as possible. I arranged for an 
appointment and met Mr.Catlin in his office at Appleton,Wisconsin, 
on January 17,1942. At this conference Mr.Catlin told me the 
following: (I would like to insert here that Mr.Catlin told me his 
remarks were not to be repeated, and I understood from that 
that he wished the information he gave me kept secret. I Was 
called up to Appleton on an official request and I was under no 
obligation as far asI was concerned to keep anything confidential 
that he told me, and have no intention of doing 80). One of the 

things he said of Aberg: 
(1) Aberg and Corcoran don't count. Adams,Dickinson, Rahr and 

I are running the commission and we are going to run it. We are 
in the king's seat. I don't give a .... Fics word) for 
either Aberg or Corcoran.! ants is the chairman of the 
conservation commission and Corcoran is a well known member of 
the conservation commission). 

(Reads): (2) “ackenzie and I have nothing in common. We haven't @ 
got to the bottom of things down there yet,but when we do there are 
going to be a lot of changes.' 

I got the impression from the above remark of Catlin's that 
he meant that he virtually controls the other three commissioners 
he referred to as running the commission,and I got the very def- 
inite impression that Catlin intends to oust Mackenzie and others, 
if eet 

(This audience is familiar with the controversies. that have 

been in the newspapers for perhaps the last 4 years in 

which there has been all kinds of insinuations against Mr. 

ackenzie and various other men in the Conservation Department, 
and to this day, to the best of my knowledge, there has never been 

one of those accusations proved,so far as I know, and pretty near 

everything,as far as I know,that Catlin has referred to about 

those gentlemen hayebeen entirely insinuations or half facts). 

(Reads) "(3) Sorcoran goes down there a day ahead of the comm 
ission meetinhs and gets everything lined up. At the meet ings 

attention is devoted to that .. .(obscene word) timber stuff,like 

these land acquisitions for forests and parks" to the neglect of 

what Catlin referred to as 'more important matters.'" 
z got the impression from this that Mr.Catlin does not consider 

this "imber Stuff" as very important to the conservation program 

in Wisconsin.” 
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(4)'The Conservation Congress (referring to the Wisconsin 
Conservation Congress) is political. When we get done there 
wont be any Conservation Congress.! 

(Speaking again apart from the affidavit, I think most of us 
here know what that Conservation Congress is. It is the elective 
representatives of the public, men who are elected at opublic 
meetings held under the regular procedures that have been set 
up for that purpose,and which men go dow to Madison and meet 
as a group,usually in July, for the purpose of helping to form- 
ulate the policies on conservation in Wisconsin,and particularly 
for the purpose of formulating the open and closed seasons. 
There are approximately 250 men in that conservation congress 
and they come from every one of the 71 counties of Wisconsin, 

and they are a cross-section of the people of this state whom 

we have elected in this unofficial manner,because it isn't set 

up in any formal ballot and which body of men, in my opinion, 

ranks very high in its ability. believe that when you review 
the facts of conservation in Wisconsin you will find our open 
and closed seasons since the establishment of that Wisconsin 
Conservation Congress are far more in line with the technical 
facts and wishes of the public than they ever were when those 
matters were directed entirely by the legislature, which 
only meets everp two years, “aa by the Conservation Depart- 

ment which does not have the fre ; contacts represented by the 
men in 71 counties. 5 

When Catlin stated that he is going to wipe out the Wis- 
consin Conservation Congress (in connection with. No.4) I doubt 

very much if he knows what he is talking about. Personally, I 
don't think he is going to do any such thing,and”when he makes 
the statement that there are four of them running that comm- 
ission and implies that he is doing the running, as I got it out 

of his statements, I don't think he knows what he is talking 
about because I don't believe that he controls those other 

three commissioners,and I don't believe that when they read 
about that statememt they are going to say those four men among 

themselves are running the commission without reference to the 

other two members of the commission. Getting back to the 
affidavit): 

"(5) The Conservation League is political. Dickinson told 
Searles that the League was political,and Searles replied that 

he did not know that to be the case and that he (Searles) had a 
hundred dollars in the League. 

(What Catlin meant was that Searles had been contributing 
to the “eague,and that Co actes sincerely did not believe that 

the Searue was political but that Dickinson had informed him, 

or tried to inform him,that it was political. Whether Dickinson 

said that I have no way of knowing. Later on if Searles wants 

to tell us,he may do so. I am repeating what Catlin told me). 

"Vr Gatlin said that this conversation between Dickinson, 

Searles and himself occurred after they and others had inspected 

the fence of Sandhill Game Farm,Inc.,together,and that it was 
made at the Searls Cranberry farm. 

"(6) 'We have already substantially curtailed the State 

Game Farm at Poynette and further heavy curtailment is planned. 

The distribution of pheasants and eggs if political and we are 

going to put an end to political distribution. 
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(Now, I will remark that if Catlin is sure it is political, 
it would be a laudable thing to eliminate politics from 
pheasant distribution, but I think you gentlemen here have 
something to say on that, You may be in better position 
to judge whether it is political or the way you want it than 
Catlin is. Back to the affidavit pm Pp 

"(7) I have people in the Madison office who report to me. 
I know what goes on down there." 

- got the definite impression from this remark that Mr. 
Catlin meant that he had an effective spy system within the 

Conservation Department at Madison." 

(I have been hearing about that spy system for some time 

and have heard it discussed at Madison and in the field, and 
it is the common belief of many people employed by the Con- 

servation Department that there is such a spy system,and 

that every move they make is watched by some unofficial 

group reporting back to one or more commissioners for some 

definite purpose, and I say this - that you, know from reading 

the papers that there has been a great deal of controversy 

between Catlin and Mackenzie and the people surrounding 

Mr.Mackenzie,and I believe the situation has become so bad in 

many instances it is necessary for the employees of the De- 

partment virtually to choose whether they are Mackenzie men or 

Catlin men. If you are a Mackenzie man you don't want to get 

inethe way of Catlin, and if you are a Catlin man, well, you 
are a Catlin man,and that speaks for itself. 

I have known Mr .“acKenzie for many years - I used to 

sit in the same office with Mackenzie, desk to desk,and I don't 

know I have ever met a squarer man or anyone more honest 

in their dealings in conservation and other matters. He will 
tell you what he thinks whether he agrees with you or not, 

and you can like it or dislike it, but he is that kind of man, 

and those other men down there that I have heard so much 

about - my contacts with them have been just as satisfactory, 

and they are doing the best job they can for the conservation 

program. Mackenzie was attacked once before and I went to 

Madison because I believed a man was being persecuted, and said 

what I knew on the subject, and there have been some remarks © 

around that because I went to Madison and said something for 

Mackenzie that I could get whatever I wanted in the Department. 

I want to tell you about Mackenzie: it just happens it works 

the other way, and to avoid that criticism he has leaned over 

backward, and if I had some favor to ask, I would hae a much 

tougher job getting anything out of H.W.Mackenzie than before, 

and just because aeons fact he didn't want anyone to have 

any basis for any@ecusation). (Reads): 

"(g) The Conservation Commission is a discretionary body. 

You wont get anywhere fighting the Conservation Commission." 

“tT understood Mr.Catlin to mean that he considers the 

Conservation Commission virtually immune from attack,and with 

no legal recourse from its decisions available to citizens 

who feel they have been unfairly treated. He apparently felt 

that citizens cannot sue the State,and are completely at the 

merey of the commission in all administrative matters.” 
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"(9) Mr.Catlin criticized me for what I said before the 
Conservation Commission at Madison on December 18,1941,and 
said that I ought to be 'humble.! 

"(10) Mackenzie is pretty 'anti' on this game farm thing. He 
doesn't like Leopold,and Leopold praised you,so Mac is sour 
on you. Mackenzie said at the Commission meeting that you 
116G. 

I was present at the December 18th meeting and listened 
: intently to what was said. At no time, then or any other time, 

: did I ever hear Mr.Mackenzie say that I lied. 

What I got out of Mr.Catlin's statement was that he was 
deliberately attempting to create animosity between myself 
and Mr.Mackenzie,where none existed, 

(For your information, this is Prof .dfilo Leopold of the 
University of Wisconsin. I don't think Leopold and Mackenzie 
always see eye-to-eye, but I don't believe that because one 
man in this state says something wafaborgble to M@,that that 
cuts any ice with the administrative men in the Madison office). 
Reads: 

"(11) That deer fence of yours cannot be made deer-proof. 
No matter what you do with it it will never be satisfactory. 
If you would take a more humble attitude and agree to recon- 
struct the fence entirely of wire, when wire is available in 
a few years, I think there are four of us on the commission who 
would give you a license after the February 10th meeting." 

"(12) The fence inspection" (referring to that made on 
January 16,1942,by Ernest Swift,deputy director,and Al.Robinson, 
Chief Warden) “was not made by the commission." 

“I understood from this statemeht that Mr.Catlin considers 
the Conservation Department and the Conservation Commission 
to be, in effect, separate and uncorrelated organizations 
and that he meant the Commission would disown the findings of 
its own employees," (Signed Walkace Grange." 

(Duly acknowledged) 

That is thee xtent of the affidavits. I want to ldave one 

idea with you with reference to the Conservation affairs 

in this state. I have said a lot here tonight about our Con- 

servation Commission, but I do not want in anyg way,shape or 

manner, west w to reflect on the Conservation Commissioars 

other than Mr.Ca& lin. I believe Mr.Aberg is as high a type of 

conservationist as you em find,and I have great respect 

for Mr.Corcoran. I think Mr.Rahr is entirely able to stand 

on his own feet as a conservationist,and believe that the other 

commissioners, Dickinson, for exanple, from my contacts with 

him, is a fair-minded man and I have no reason to believe 
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that he is not entirely sincere,and while I am not very well ae 

quainted with Mr. Adams, I have no reeson to any that he is not 

motivated sy proper purposes. The only thing I have to 

say about Ademe is that I know there is animosity between 

' Rie and Gerceren,but perhaps that's a private squabble ad no 

more. But 1 do imow that the Conservation Commiseion ia 

split wide open with so mich friction that they have great 

difficulty in agreeing between themselves upon important con- 

servation activities in the state, and that is very detrimental 

_ to the cause of Gonservation in Wisconsin. 

This has been a very long talk and I am glad to be through 

with it, and if you have any questions you want to ask relative - 

to the Game Parm, I shall be glad to hear them. 

My.deariest I have no questions or cumments on it, but I 

would like to say a few worde in connection with sy pogition 

as sheep~in-wolf's clothing or whatever it may be. 

Let m¢ gay here plainly and without question that ur. and 

Mra.Grange have my utmost respect ani I think very highly of 

them. Any arguments I may have had with the Sandhill Geme Farm 

were not directed at them individually or in particular ae ; 3 

members of tha farm, but it so happens that they were. I would 

like to read » portion of the transcript of the Decewber 18,1941, 

meeting. I called Madison and asked them if they could furnish 
me with thet portion of the copy that carried the statement I 

made in connection with the Sandhill Gome Farm, and thie is what 

= furnished to me, (magia) "] wrote Mr.Aberg sometime ego that 
sportemen in Central Wisconsin be given a chance to come _ 

in sonmeation wish the Scvastied Ganiniil dese Fern which te 
loeated at Babeock. This farm has been in operation now for 
several years ani ie at the present time I believe primarily 
a deer farm." (The reason I said "eo-called" waa that in the 
agzenda it was referred to as the Grange farm). 

*fhe fence that was originally put 
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up has been reinforced a number of times and has been 

added to and the sportsmen there think they are getting 

a raw deal in connection with this farm. (They missed a 

portion of this next statement. I said at thatitime we only 

had a deer season in Wood County for the past several years 

and we didn't feel that we had too many deer - in fact, every 

year we hold our annual meeting at the court house there is 

a question among the sportsmen as to whether the deer herd can 

stand shooting that fal1), ‘and at the present time we have a 

deer season only in a small portion of Wood County. 

"Up until about ten years ago there were very few deer there 

and since that time their average yearly take of bucks has been 

somewhere in the neighborhood of 400 bucks. The contention of 

the sportsmen is that the baw provides for a deer tight fence, 

and it is our contention that the fence has never been deer—tight 

actually and isn't at the present time and we would like to 

have you fellows tealize the seriousness of going ahead and 

allowing the operation of this farm under existing conditions. 

Itis a reflection on every man in the department. It is defin- 

itely a reflection on the county depeaxzt committee and I wish you 

would seriously consider the aspects of this farm before you 

consider renewing the license. 

"T am not going to make a lengthy talk = I was caught 

rather unprepared. I did not know until Monday morning that I 

was going to be here and after being requested to be present I 

went out and took three pictures in a mile and three-quarters 

of the fence. There were a total of six holes in which deer 

have been traveling through or had traveled through recently. 

Threebf them were places where deer had gone through #eeently~ 

since the snow was on. One place is a place where two does 

stopped on the road and stood there for a few moments. They 

were observed by four carloads of hunters. That was taken just at 

the end of the deer season. Two wardens saw these deer in the 
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road. They did not actually see the deer go through the 

fence. The four carloads of hunters did. They went through 

without any hesitation or any trouble. I'll be glad to answer 

any questions in connection with it that I am able to. I wish 

you fellows would seriously consider this. 

Mr.Aberg: Mr.Searles, just so we get your slant on this, 
If this fence were xkem deer tight you would have no objection 
to the game farm? 

Mr.Searles: That is absolutely right. 

Mr.Aberg: Then the whole thing is compliance with the deer 
tight fence. 

Mr.Searles: That is right, Mr.Aberg. 

Mr.Rahr: Mr.Searles, does that apply only to deer going in 
and our? Is there a question of ......birds that might be 
drawn into that place? 

Mr.Searles: There has been that statement made. Personally, 
I doubt very much whether the farm is about or intends to bait. 
That is my personal opinion, I doubt very much whether that 
is the intention of the farm. I might say in this that in 
this stretch of fence I covered after I took these pictures 
I saw a total of 18 sharptails, 16 of which flew into the fence. 
That doesn't mean a thing to me - 2 birds flew away from the 
fence and 16 flew in. I jumped one ruffed grouse. 

Mr.Rahr: It could be then,couldn't it? You could bait near 
the fence, 

Mr.Searles: On the outside you could fo it. 

Mr.Aberg: Do you claim that deer go in,then comé out? If they 
waxy go in,they come out? 

Mr.Searles: I would like to say this in this connection 
that the records of the farm and the number of deer taken 
during the time that the farm has operated would indicate 
to me that there is some reason for deer being attracted into 
the place and in connection with that let me say this, that 
this farm lays in a position where there is an east-west 
migration of deer. In the fall months they move from the 
country in the vicinity of Babcock and north in what is known 
as the Saddle Mound-Pray country. In the fall of the year 
they come out and move into the area, There is a definite 
migration through that area and unless the fence is deer tight 
deer may get in and not be able to get out. I see very little 
evidence of deer coming out. Why that is I wont attempt to 
answer, Definitely you can see where deer have come in. 

Mr.Rahr: Would you have any opinion as to whether it is 
just a matter of carelessness that the fence has been alloed - 
is it a matter of intent 
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Mr.Searles: I don't believe it is intentige=?. What reason 
anybody could have for allowing a fence to become so 
poorly kept“Bs this fence is at various times is beyond 
my conception, In other words, everybody knows that this 
thing is a hot potaté&,and that corporation that controls that 
farm certainly must know that they are subject to criticism 
even with the best they cm do... I cantruthfully say that 
deer passed in and out at will. If that condition is going 
to be allowed to exist itwwill be my recommendation at present 
we should go up in the starvation counties and allow anybody to 
take deer by trap in the winter time by paying the commission 
$10 or $18 per head. Let them take the deer legally - I'm 
speaking of large deer." (End of transcript ) 

Mr.Searles: I want to say that this is all I have done 

in connection with this farm. I don't think that it's 

up to a group at Nekoosa, or up to a group at Babcock, to 

determine what constitutes a deer tight fence, or whether 

a license should be renewed. I think that is solely up to 

the Commission, and I want to say here and now that my 

reasons for appearing here is that I was elected as a member 

of the County Game Committee and have been such member for 

some years, and a great number of complaints have come to 

me = some are unreasonable and some not so unreasonable, and 

I have tried at various times to get the Sandhill Game Farm 

to keep their fence in such state of repair that the general ~ 

public would not feel antagonistic. I have avoided mass meet- 

ings. I think very little can be accomplished at large 

meetings. I think over a conference table things can be 

settled much better. 

Mrs.Grange: You have never once seen anyone on the farm 

to do anything about the fence - you have never asked me and 

I don't think you have asked anyone else. You know that poling 

work has been going on for 18 months and we have done a good 

job of it, and you go down to Madison and tell them things when 

you knew that was not the case. Whoever it was you asked to 

have that fence fixed I wouldn't know, but it was no one in 

connection with the farm, I know you have been to Madison and these 
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and these sportsmen's meetings,but not to the farm. 

Mr.Grange: In that transcript you read was the term . 

"deer-trap" used? 

Mr.Searles: N6,it isn't in the transcript. 

Mr.Grange: Do you feel that that is a verbatim transcript? 

Mr.Searles: You can read it. I can't understand the missing 

part right in here (indicating on transcrhpt) - if I used the 

term "dder-trap" - 

iestindages That's the origingt, so far as I kmow,of that term, : 

and further, I question whether you said or whether the others” 

said deur 6eht;* frankly,I think you said “deer proof," 

. and that transcript is not a correct transcript. 

Mr.Searles: I cannot answer that - I didn't read a prepared 

statement. This is the transcript as sent to me today. 

Mr.Grange: I informed Madison of this definition of "deer tight" 

in the dictionary,and I don't think the term was very conmonly 

used. It was usually "deer proof." 

Mr.Searles: If you insistthat, I used the $a "deer trap," - 

if you recall, popdsstbly - you don®t, but sometimes in discuss- 

ing the farm the question arose as to why more deer should 

come into the farm than should go out through the fence and 

it was my contention at that time and is now that with people 

moving around outside of the fence in numbers, as they do in 

the fall of the year during the hunting season, there is a 

certain definite movement of deer away from the hunters. If 

those deer happen to start toward the fence and find an open- 

ing,there is nothing to prevent their going in,but there is 

not that movement on the inside - there is no general movement 

of people through the area enclosed by the fence,and it is my 

_ contention these deer get in there and find a haven of rest 

and with that reason I explained why more deer go in that come 

out. If there are any questions # 
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Vow As long as I can remember there has been that 

movement inte that area, for the reason that it bs one of 

the best feeding grounds there is, and if they did that be- 

fore, why wont they now? Every hunter will tell you that at 

a certain time of the year the deer always came in that area. 

Mr. Searles; I have no argument with the Sandhill Game Farm, 

When that fence is in shape and will hold deer, I hope you can 

raise 10,000 deer a year. I have no fight with the Smdhll 

Game Farm if the fence will be made deer tight. 
this year 

Mr.VanWormer: Haven't you had a better year/than since the 

season opened? 

Mr.Searles: I don't hunt in this country. 

Mr.VanWormer: You have had a better hunting season this year 

than since the season opened in Wood County? 

Mr.Seatles; Do you mean to insinuate that if the deer went in 

on the farm and didn't return ..(interrupted) 

Mr.Vm Wormer: Then when your crop is better than ever before 

why should the Game Farm have anything to do with it? 

Mr.Searles: I'm sorry I can't answer that. 

lir.Grange; In talking about this increase of deer going from 

the ourside to the inside, you are talking about something that 

might be so if your premises are correct,but you are not giv- 

ing us facts. If you can show definitely that there are more 

deer go in than come out, that's something, but what you are 

talking about is your theory,and I don't believe you can base 

the administration of this matter on theory. I have gone with 

Vince Skilling and looked at some deer trabls of years ago, 

when there was a hole through the fence,and as far as we could 

see there were as many tracks one way as the other,and I be- 

lieve, furthermore,that if the sportsmen or hunters of this 

area deliberately line up 15 or 20 men in a string and drive 

toward that fence,and use that fence as a weapon,in effect, 

for getting their buck - once in a while if they drive their 

deer through, whose fault is it? 
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Why don't they start their deer drive at the fence and 

drive them away from it. If you raise:. live stock, cows 

or horses, and drive them tbowamdh a stock fence made for 

those animals,what will the result be? Theyowill go through 

it or over it,and most of the fences are cattle- or horse-tight 

and whatever else ed involved. 

Mrs.Grange; Why ao} the hunters in there drive away from the 

fence - but Wallace covered that question. 

Mr.Searles: I would not attempt to answer that question because 

IZ am not familhar with the tactics used by the hunters in 

this area — byt this statement that I never came to you about 

the fence, I don't think it's my position to come to the owner, 

and I have made my complaints to Madison heretofore. 

MrgGrange: You said you were not interested in making us any 

trouble; would it not,under those circumstances,be the logical 

thing to come to us instead of the person who would make 

trouble,if those things were true - the gentlemanly thing is 

to go to the people,if you have an argument over fences} With 

your neighbor - you go to the neighbor and not to the sheriff. 

Can you point out any other fence where you have gone to such 

superior powers on it? 

Mr.@earls: I have not. I don't feel I am at liberty ai sc wes 

I make complaints to at Madison. 

Mrs.Grange: I ai only saying that you did not mae any 

complaint to us,and you said tonight that you wanted to be 

fair,and still want to be fair and that you have no animosity, 

and you expect us to believe it. 

Mr ,Searles: I am sorry,l must say that,but I would like to 

have you believe it,but if you can't,that's immaterial. 
Hendries 

ly Grange: Do you recall a letter Mr.fiximmax wrote to you? 

A. Yes,and I have it with me. 
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Mr,.Grange: Cm you explain why you did not reply to that letter? 

Mr.Sea les: Is there any reason for going into that? I didn't 

bring this up. 

Mr.Grange: You brbught the question of animosity up. You know 

when I had those geese up there, we had about 100 and trapped 

54,and what happened to the rest of the geese was mostly they 

were shot. We were raising geese down there that had young out 

on the marshes,and I know of one pair of our geese that produced 

young in the public hunting ground and I went to your committee 

and suggested that it would be a fine thing if the Town of Remifig- 

ton could be closed for goose shooting,and if not the full way, 

to November lst of each year so that the geese shot would be the 

northern geese. My idea was that the game committee could re- 

commend it and as far as I know now the committee took no action. 

Subsequently I Jiquidated the waterfowl collection out there, 

including the geese. It happens that I like to work with water- 

fowl, they do something to me - when I used to be able to see 

our flock of geese over those marshes I got e great deal of en- 

jJoyment out of it,and when I had to give them up I didn't like 

it. I gave tl newspaper an article in which I criticized Searles! 

committee and within a day ortwo after that Searles came out 

to = Mr.Hendries and said that he was going to suggest a 

recount of our deer,and he didn't like our criticism, and 

Hendries sat down and a letter was written to Searles in which 

that fact was called to his attention and the statement made 

that we did not wish to misjudge Searles,and if that sequence 

of events did not mean to him what it meant to us, we would 

be glad to hear about it,and we never had any reply from Mr. 

Searles. 

Mr.Searles: In order to fully explain this letter I would 

have to go back to the summer of 1940. During that summer their 

fence became poorly kept - I used at one time the word dilap- 
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idated and was criticized, There were places where there : 

were runways through the fence without a spear of grass in 

a runway 18 inches wide. I contacted the man in Madison who 

has been in charge of this thing and asked him if he could 

not see that the fence was better taken care of,and a short time 

after that, about three weeks - and it happened early in August - 

I made another trip over the same portion of the fence and it 

was in the same condition,and about that time there was a rumor 

than the Smdhill Game Farm had decided to use their area for a 

shooting ground, leasing it to a group on a yeerly basis, When I 

heard that rumor that explained why the fence was not better 

kept up and felt that probably we were going to have better re- 

lations due to the fact that there was going to be shooting in 

that area instead of that game farm, About October 1st, the 

opening day of the duck season, I came along the farm and 

noticed that there had been considerable poling done, and the 

question arose in my mind as to what that meant - whether it was 

necessary to continue keeping up the fence if there was going 

to be shooting in that area or leasing it to a group of fell- 

ows for private shooting - I didn't thimk if that condition 

existed that the game farm license would still be in force,so I 

stopped in at the southeast corner of the farm and visited for a 

short time with Mrs.Grange and Mr.Hendries - I think it was the 

second time I saw Nendries,and although I only met him that 

once, he has my utmost respect ~ he is one of the most compli- 

mentary fellows I have ever met. I discovered that on October 4 

when I got this letter (reads): 

"Mr,Clarence Searles,Chairman Wood County Game Committee, 
Wisconsin HKapids, Wisconsin. Dear Mr.Séearles: After thinking 
over our conversation of yesterday,I thought I would write you. 
First of all,there was nothing personal intended in my remarks 
to the paper about the Game Committee."(I don't recall what was 
done about that - I remember reading it), "I do not know that the 
Committee ever actually did us any good,although I think it has 
been somewhat sympathetic. It does seem to be clear that the 
Committee made no fight to protect Mr,Grange'ts goose project,or 

; if sucha fight was made,that it was lost,so the result is the 
, same." (Let me say that I took up this question with the 
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superintendent of game at Madison and asked him whether it 
could be worked out and he said in his estimation it would be 
rather a hard thing to da because all over the northern part of 
the ge if in the first area they opened for migratory shooting 
in the fall of the year - goose hunting and dusk hunting opened 
on the game date, while here in one township we are — to 
have a township closed) (Reading: )hile 1 ean underat your 
Tresenteent of criticiem, you should try to understand that you 
repreacat cae conservation activities in this region,and that 

” you ete not solely responsible to sportemen. Thies farm ie a part 
of the conservation activities in your district,ani we have every 
right to expect that your committee will be broad-minded enough to 
view situations impartially. 

"The other matter you mentioned,namely, your pee that 
you might dewené a deer recount, has certain regrettable impli- 
gations. The fact that 1 azggk criticized you committee should 
not in any way lead to se much resentment that. you would under- — 
take te cause trouble deliberately for spite. Perhaps | misunder- 
stood your position in first mentioning my eri®iciem of your 
committee and then mentioning your possible demand for a deer re- 
count. In thet case I am sure you will ,adviee me. I do not wish 
to misjudge you. (Referring to the deer recount, when the fence 
was #0 poorly kept,and the rumore that the farm was not to be 
sontinugd, 1 excused the condition of the fence on that ground. 
It didn’t occur to me that there was going to be any deer trapp- 
ing or setivity carried on after that tine -that'athe honest 
truth. I chowekt the fair thing to do to you and the sportesen 
was to ask for a recount of the deer, (Reade: )The-ethermetion 
ye wontdened~ You made ingekry as *y, Seer this farm would 

' eontinue to operate as a game Tarn. ® anewer to that is so ob- 
vious that i am surprised it wae mentioned. Of course we will : 
eontinue to operate as a game farm,ae we have elwaye done, That Z 
we a¥e this year permitting the shooting of waterfowl on our - 
premises in no way changes our statue in any degree whatsoever. 
Quy company as such hae not propagated waterfowl, which activity 
wee renee by Mr,Grange,and which activitg he liquidated some 
Little time ago for reasone that are familiar to you. 

‘among these-reasons,as you know,was a high state of public 
resentrent or miseonception. A _ farm wuat live,and it aust be 
a profitable commercial enterprise,and if the community will not 
—. one type of activity,it is necessary to adept the pel- 
ieies accordingly and to undertake other eres of game farm act- 
ivity. Shooting is one such — fares setivity, recognized aa such 
in the ®iseonsin statutes,widely practiced and fully regulated by 
the proper officials. #@y announcement te the paper gaid specific- 
ally thet we would shoot “ducks and pheasants” and thet the 
pheasants would be released birds,but these facte were deleted from 
the story as it appeared in the press. We qould shoot other birds 
but it eovld not be profitable to de so. Ye sould ourselves take 

‘ deer for venison,and will take some,as we have done in the past, but 
deer hunting for a fee is specifically not recognized in the stat- 
utes,and to that extent the implicsetion of the newspaper story 
was incorrect. The question of whether we take a beaver alive or 
dead — we eell a deer alive or for venison,*hether we pro- 
pagate duoks under Federal regulations or whether we make use of 
our flowages and realise wpen our very substantial investments in 
dams ,dikes,ete.,in that aaaner or by shooting of wild birds is 
again a question of business profit or loss. It is such « simple 
situation that the present confusion over it is hard to under- 
stand. dust as you,in the cranberry business,do not run your busi- 
ness secording to a5, gens vote ani mist exercise your own fudgment 
aa to such inciden activities aa muakrat control,minnow trapp- 

: ing sid uae,ete., we must do the game thing,and in all such mses ; 
the regponsibility is ours,as in the cranberry business it is yore. 7



Referring again to the deer matter you mentioned,there is no 
provision for the count of our privately owned deer any more 
than there is vrovision for the count of the number of cows ina 
farmer's barn. We purchased "the entire original stock" of deer 
on the premises,and we have at all times operated in accord with 
sound conservation and business practices,and our farm will com- 
pare favorably with any reputable deer farm in this or in any 
other state. We constructed the fence specified by the State,and I 
personally take exception to your statement that the fence is or has 
ever been "dilapidated." It is a state specification fence,it was 
approved duly,it has been continually added to,and we expect to put 
about $1000 annually into it,sox% that it will never wear out. You 
are incorrect if you maintain it is not better today than at any 
time since constructiog,for that is a demonstrable fact and one for 
which all necessary proofs may be placed in evidence. Further,our 
fence compares very favorably with the island deer farm of Rock 
Island,Wisconsin,and with the fences of at least two other quite 

large deer farms,one of which was approved long before there was a 
game division or any county committees,or even much interest in the 
general protection of deer. If you or anyone else should feel that 
there are valid reasons for checking into our operations,the public 

record at Madison is open to you and we make a complete annual re- 

port upon all phases of our work. We do not consider that such re- 

ports are public property to the extent of general release,any 

more than your personal income and income tax are of general re- 

leasem interest,but both types of information are available for 

legitimate purposes. Should any phase of the work be found contrary 

to statutory policy,the state is authorized to proceed in Circuit 

Court, and both the state and the farm is given ample opportunity 

to appear with counsel and to be represented under all of the safe- 

guards of the American system. Nowhere in the law or in the 

constitutions is there any provision made for private inquisitions, or 

for undue concern in the business activities of another,or of a firm:, 
ge hea mre 

"There are a great many legitimate problems in the Bind ee 

servation field crying for solution and demanding great 
energy. It seems a waste of time to engage in unnecessary pee 3 

arguments or debates involving the existence of an established ~~ 

industry that is here to stay.There has always been entirely toc aie 

much effort to create controversy in Wood County. Your committee 

has a moral responsibility tdavoid,if possible,the creation of 

friction,of hatred and of animosity.Stch efforts usually eventually 

wind up with political implications,and they take time from pro- 

ductive work. We are in productive work.About 95% of our live deer 

go out to the National Forests,where they become public property. 

Most of our grouse go to Similar use,often under the ammunition tax 

type of financing.Some of our stock will eventually go into other 

localities,in Wisconsin. And we have already becbme known as one of 

the most progressive institutions dealing with wild life produc— 

tion and use. Our methods are attracting interest and within a few 

years you will see one state after another copying what has been 

started on our premises. What the situation calls for is an avoid- 

ance of localized,sectional feeling aroused because we happen to 

exist in Wood County rather than in some other county. You yourself 

have been a forward looking conservationist and are recognized as 

such the state over, and peopk look to you to rise to the statute 

of a conservation statesman rather than a conservation politician, 

no matter how great the temptation. We desire to cooperate with you 

and with your committee.However,it is not our intention to invalid- 

ate our legitimate rights not has it ever been the policy of any 

officer,past or present,to avoid taking a strong stand for such 

rights when and as necessary.We are fully prepared to do so now, 

or at any other time,nor is there any questionrof our ability to 

enforce our rights in any court of law. You should be advised of 

this fact,and you should proceed with reference thereto with full 

knowledge beforehand of yournresponsibility ,or possible liability, 
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as well as that of your committee. If there has now been 
some criticism on both sides, I fail to see that it is any 
cause for resentment on your part more than the equal cause 
for resentment on ours. 

"I shall be glad to have you stop in again at your conven- 
ience. Perhaps any remaining differences or misapprehensions 
can be cleared up by personal contact.However,I must at all times 
keep in mind,and you must remember, that I am responsible to our 
stockholders,and must report to them any facts or circumstances 
that bear upon public relations,in view of past history. You 
will find me cooperative. I am bound to say,nevertheless, that 
our directors have for some time taken the position that since 
we cannot please very many (if any) locally, no matter how we 
proceed, we will rely first upon the laws of the State of Wis- 
consin,and upon public réaction secondarily. We prefer to co- 
operate rather than to fight, but we are equally prepared to 
do either, and we feel that the choice must be made by men like 
yourself who are molding public opinion or helping to formulate 
policies. Yours is a considerable responsibility to the cause of 
conservation you represent. Yours sincerely, SANDHILL GAME FARM,INC. 

V.K.Hendries." 
V.K.Hendties,Pres.& Mgr 

My. Searls (concludes reading above letter): I am sorry to say 

that I did not answer this letter. There is only one other thing 

that I%q like to say and that is I don'} want you to leave this 

room carrying a misunderstanding. During the time Mr.Grange was 

speaking at one time he referred to the Wisconsin Conservation 

Congress,which a short time later he referred to as the Conserve ; 

ation League, The League he referred to is the Wisconsin Conserv- | 

: ation League and is in no way connected with the Wisconsin Con-— e 

servation Congress. The Wisconsin Conservation Congress is,as he 

told you, composed of representatives of the public elected by 

various county assemblies. The Wisconsin Conservation League 

is the group who have attempted to correlate our conservation 

divisions in the State of Wisconsin so that they might really 

accomplish something. Are there ahy questions? If not,I thank 

you for your kind attention and your Chairman for this opppr tun— ae 

ity to present my side. 

(No further questions or discussion,and the Remington Game 

Club continues its busimss session in separate group in the 

hall,where the following Resolution was duly presented and 

adopted) 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Remington Game Club,assembled in 

-52~—



special meeting at Babcock, Wisconsin, this Slst day of 

January ,1942. 

THAT Mr.Mark §.Catlin,Sr., member of the Wisconsin Con- 
servation Commission, in his appearance before the Nekoosa 
Conservation Leg@ ue and invited guests, at Nekoosa, on January 
28, 1942, 

IN OUR OPINION 

(1) Did not measure up to the conduct which we expecr from 
sportsmen, 

(2) Did not, in discussing the charges made relative to 
Sandhill Game ee Babecock,Wisconsin, promote 
or advance full and free public discussion in the manner 

ais we, as American citizens, desire to see on the part of 
our public officéals, and 

(3) Appear ed to us to have some inflammatory intent rather 
than any desire to bring forth all of the facts,or to 
determine public sentiment. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in our opinion the best interests 
of the State of Wisconsin, of conservation,and of this comm- 
unity, will be served by the immediate resignation of Mr.Mark 8S. 
Catlin,Sr., from the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that if Mr.Mark S.Catlin,Sr.,refuses 
to so resign, it is our feeling that Governor Julius Heil shall 
proceed with such measures as may be possible looking uxwaxa 
toward removal of Mr.Mark S.Catlin,Sr., from the Wisconsin Con- 
servation Commission. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this Resolution be for- 
warded promptly to Mr.Mark §.Catlin,Sr.,at Appleton,Wisconsin,to 
the Wisawnsin Conservation Commission,at Madison,and to Governor 
Julius Heil, and that the action of this Club in this matter bs 
public,and should be made known to the citizenry of this State. 

AYES NAYS 

31 ° 

(All members present voting) 

1, or Lommerrtthe »Secretary of the Remington 
Game Club, certify that the foregoing Resolution was presented 
to the special meeting of January 31,1942,and that the result 
of the vote of members was that indicated above. 

yp 0 aan 

(Signed) YXtn, Lommervrl& 
Secretary 

MEETING ADJOURNED —— 2 

fg



1532 University Aveme 
December 2, 1937 

Mr. Silas J. Koudsen 
Project Manager 
Farm Security Administration 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Knudsen: 

I see nothing to be gained, and possibly a good 
deal to be lost, in leaving ordinary small timber standing 
on flowages. large timber containing possible wood duck 
holes should, of course, be left standing, as well as large 
timber which might be excavated by woodpeckers so as to be 
usable for tree swallows and martins. 

I have given this question no special study and 
this is just an off-hand view. 

As to your more detailed questions not covered 
above: 

(5) I think no uniform answer can be given to the 
question of stable versus fluctuating water-levels. Some 
aquatics do best under a fluctuating level, others under a 
stable one. 

(6) Wo uniform answer. 

(7) Wo uniform answer. 

(S) Any raising of a flowage in spring would endanger 
beth ducks and mskrate. Lowering of a flowage in spring would 
do no harm provided it did not totally dry up. 

Yours dincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Gane Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ Farm Security Administration 
IN REPLY REFER TO 

Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

November 27, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold ; 
Extension Division 
University of Wisconsin 

uy Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a questionnaire in regard to the construction and clear~ 
ance work on flowages, and whether or not it is advisable to cut off the 
timber growth which will be flooded in these areas after stop logs are 
put into place. 

This has been e very debatable question and so many varied opinions have 
been rendered, and I am writing you for this information, as I know from 
your experience along these lines that an opinion rendered by you would 
be appreciated by the writer and also Mr. Schunke. 

As you know, we have spent many thousands of dollars in creating these 
flowages on the Central Wisconsin Game Projects, and we are interested 
in getting the best results not only from a wildlife standpoint but also 
from a future revenue standpoint, and we are very mich interested in 
pbuilding up these flowages to that point in the shortest possible time. 
Any other information which you can give me in regard to this mtter will 
certainly be appreciated. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

‘ Sincerely yours, 3 

Silas J. Knudsen 
SJK:MSH Project Manager



CONSTRUCTION AND FLONAGE CLEARANCE WORK -= CENTRAL 
WISCONSIN GAME PROJECTS 

lL. What percentage of a specific flowage should be cleared of trees, such as 
aspen, Willow, scrub oak and Jack pine, so that aquatic plantings can be 
speeded up and encouraged by direct sun rays on the water area? 

2. Is there any advantage in leaving a major part of any specific flowage in 
brush, trees, etc., for waterfowl and fur bearers? 

3. Will aquatic plantings, such as Wapato, Bulrush, Cattails, wild rice, etc. 
: grow just as well or nearly so, in water darkened by the excessive shade 

created by this thick tree growth? 

4. Will there be any chemical reaction caused by the slow decay or breaking 
down of this young timber growth, and will it be detrimental to the proper 

growth of aquaticcplantings or fish life in these flowages? 

5. From your experience, would it be more desirable from a wildlife and revenue 
stendpoint, to maintain a constant water level, if possible, on any specific 

a? flowages, or would it be more desirable to have the periphery of a flowage 
change from wet to moist, or dry, in any one growing season? Would a change 
from wet to dry encourage vegetative growth desirable from a wildlife 

standpoint? 

6. What advantages for wildlife purposes have low dike flowages which have a 
water depth from inches to a maximm of three feet, over large flowages 
from zero feet to ten feet maximum? 

7. Would you deliberately build a low dike structure creating a flowage that 
would go dry any time between June 15 and August 15th, depending on the 
season,--the usage of this flowage to be for waterfowl and fur-bearers? 

8. How meh of a water level change could be mde on a flowage without endanger- 
ing young muskrats or ducks?



1532 University Avenue ; 
July 20, 1937 

Mr. Silas J. Knudson 
Resettlement Administration 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Knudson: 

Franklin Henika has relayed to me your suggestion that I 
report on my impressions of the Resettlement areas. 

A two-day trip would hardly be a fair basis for any compre~- 
hensive opinion. A few details, however, are definite enough to warrant 
saying something. 

A. Technical 
(1) Site If has more chances for combined game and forestry 

than I expected. I urge underplantings in small blocks, or strips following 
the better soils. I like your mursery. 

(2) I suspect that on both sites there are more soils suitable 
for white and Norway then the relics of o14 growth would indicate. 

(3) I think the list of hardwood game foods for nursery propagation 
needs revision. For example, the native Michigen Holly would be a much 
detter bet then aome of the exotics you are propagating. It seems to be a 
palatable deer browse. 

(4) I guggest more attention to mast foods. What governs the 
acorn crop? Is the deliberate “orcharding" of mast oaks feasible? 
Ultimately costs will force more emphasis on the native wild foods. 

(5) What limite grape? 1 suspect it is frost, and that ditch 
banke might prove a feasible site. This would click with the abundant 
grepes along the Wisconsin River. 

(6) I'm impressed with the apparent superiority of beaver dame 
te ditch plugs as an aquatic habitat. 

(7) Menagement of wild berry crops would seem to warrant study. 

(8) I suggest the trial of native grasses and shrubs for the 
wave~line on dykes.



Silas J, Knudson--2 duly 20, 1937 

3. Orgontzation 
(1) It is a pity that after obtaining » deer census at vast 

expense, no kill record was obtained during the 1936 season. This is 
just plain waste. I do not try to allocate responsibility for this, but 
it is a leophole you could throw a cat through. 

(2) Your organization is too large and your problem too complex 
for one man to know what the other has found. Your only way out is 

: publication of technical findings. I repeat my offer made repeatedly to 
many members of your game foree: I'd be glad to advise on manuscripts 
and their placement. One effect of not insisting on publication is that 
you have gathered a monumental wass of data, little of which is ee 
a inte usable theories, policies, or rules of practices. This always 

‘ppens when fact-gathering ie not accompanied by digestion of the data, 
Publication is the only thing I know of to force digestion in such a many- 
sided enterprise. 

(3) I still suspect that many food patches could be share- 
eropped, thus avoiding heavy expense. (RHconosy of operation will perforce 
gain importance as forced labor tapers off.) 

(4) I eam't see the wholesale conversion of “sand tracks" into 
graded roads. They make a poorer road: much landscape beauty is loet; 
the gain in five fighting is doubtful at best. ‘The same utility could 
be accomplivhed by grading merely the dips and holes at 1/10 the cost. 

Very truly yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

Becin tix. 
Neo wat ol over
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Subject: Wild Life Development on Greendale Project Area. (9 yo 

As a result of the inspection of this project area made yesterday by 
Professor Aldo Leopold and myself with the guidance and cordial co# 
operation of Mre Ce De Putnam, I mve a number of suggestions to makee 
Professor Leopold had to return to Madison immediately after our trip 
over the area so we have had no opportunity to make a joint report 
such as we should have liked to make. The discussions we had lead me 
to believe that our suggestions, although they must necessarily be mde 

separately, will be substantially in accorde 

In the first place, let me state that this area of several thousand 
acres situated as it is near the city of Milwaukee and containing as 
it does such a variety of soil, topography and vegetation offers an 
exceptionally finé opportunity, as a part of the landscaping program, 
to adjust environment so as to build up and maintain a varied and valuable 
wild life population. Moreover, this can be done at very low coste 

Such devélopment would not only enhance the value of this project itself 
and the local community but would make of the projeot a demonstration 
area certain to be of more than local intereste 

It is assumed that in addition to any value that game birds and mammals 
may have in providing sport, recreation and food, they and other dew 
sirable forms of wild life have other values of even greater moment. If 
it is desirable to have children grow up in the edge of the country rather 
than under crowled, city conditions, then it is neesary to provide some= 
thing more than mere elbow room and trees and grassy hillsides, There is 
need for such environment as will make possible at least reasonable numbers 
of songbirds end game birds and mammals such as appeal to children and 
awaken in young people en interest in the outdoor world. Here the oppor= 
tunities are excellent for accomplishing such an objective. 

There are groves of big trees = maples, oaks, elm, basswood, hickory, 
ash, thornapplee These groves have been abused in the past but could 
easily be put in good condition. There are occasional misused patches 
of so-called brush consisting of many beautiful, useful and interesting 

wood plants that could quickly be restored to their natural conditions 
There are tracts of lowland and bog that once bore attractive vegetation 
of types no longer seen in this district. These could be restored to 
their former condition and serve as winter coverts for pheasants and other
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game. At present the restrictive factor is lack of winter shelter. Game 
birds can find plenty of food and cover most anywhere while the grass is 
green, the leaves on the bushes, seeds abundant and insect life actives 
but when foliage has been shed and snow covers the ground, they face a 

different world. 

I believe that for the next year there is need on this project for one 
man treined in wild life management. He might be a part time consultant 
but better results could be obtained if he could give his full time to 
the work of improving wild life environment. He should be on the job so 
as to have the wild life development measures considered and provided for 
at the same time that landscaping and farm planning are given consideration 
and before these latter have progressed to a point where it would be dif- 
ficult to make the slight alterations so necessary if wild life is to be 
favored in any measurable degree. 

The planting of trees and shrubs is one of the major measures called fore 
This might involve the setting out of several hundred thousand plantse A 
large proportion of these should consist of species such as thornapple, 
hackberry, mountain ash, elder, maple, hickories and others serving to 
beautify the tract and et the same time furnish food and shelter. Hedges 
of suitable plants should be established on certain lines, ‘Some planting 
should be done with the definite objective of establishing end maintaining 
a@ good population of songbirds and insecteeating birdse Numerous suitable 
but inconspicuous homes should be provided for desirable forms of wild 
life. Overgrazing and thinning out of woodlots have left the wood lands all 
but barren of opprotunities for the specialized types of homes required by 
certain of our most useful wild birds and mammalse Root River, winding 
through the tract, would be an attractive habitat for wood ducks but among 
the trees along its banks there are no hollow ones to provide nesting places 
for these beautiful birds. Wood duck houses are easily mades 

Portions of the woodlands should be fenced against grazing and browsing by 
livestock even though pastures must be provided for dairy cattle on the 
project. There are some fine, old growes of big sugar maples susceptible 
of being made into sugar orchards where supervised tapping of the trees and 
making of syrup and sugar would be an educational and fascinating exe 
perience for groups of boys each spring. Ome naturel pond of considerable 
size end several small ones afford places to study marginal and water plants, 
fishes, muskrats and other aquatic life. lHven a mink den was observed. The 
woodlands, properly managed, are sufficient in area to produce year after year 
approximately the amount of fuel wood and fence posts needed by the families 
occupying the project, 

All in all, I believe that the splendid work being done on the Greendale 
Project would not be quite canplete without provision being made for the 

slight adjustment of environment that would mike of the area an attractive 
home for useful wild creatures which in turn would mke the neat homes 
now being built still more attractive to the fortunate families that will 
occupy theme 

10/9/36 
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October 7. 1936 CY 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane 
. 562 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Illinois : 

Dear Jake: 

Bill Cox and I locked at the Greendale Area yesterday in company with 
Mr. Putnam. Mr. Putnam went quite out of his way to show us around 
and we enjoyed getting acquainted with him, 

Bill and I are submitting separate memoranda because each of us has to 
leave for the field today, and this left us no opportunity to combine 
our reports. We felt ourselves in substantial agreement, however, as 
to the main findings. 

I am sending copies of the attached report to Bill Cox,and to Mr. Putnam, 

Yours very truly, 

3 AL:MIG Alde Leopold 
Ege. Professor of Game Management 
Dictated but not read. 

,



Copy to W. T. Cox 
Mr. Putnam 

Memorandum for Mr. J» Le Crane 

Wildlife Plan for Gresntal: @ Resettlement Project 
Milwaukee County 

Opportunity. It is my opinion that the Greendale Project not only offers a good 

opportunity for wildlife development, but that the opportunity is exceptional. 

Horth-whilenegs. The wisdom of attempting such a development would depend largely 

on the probability of later following up and later use. This would depend in turn 

on the nature of the edministration and on the local interest. On the first item 

I shall attempt no comment. As to the second, I would sugcest that you ask the 

Federation of Women's Clubs and the I. W. Le A» whether they would be disposed to 

push the future utilization of wildlife educational facilities if installed. 

Qrganigation. The plan should be drawn and later executed by the same man. This 

man might be a special technician added to the overhead for this purpose or it 

might be one of the landscaping staff. The latter would work only if there is 

some individual on the landscaping staff who is expecially interested. Hither 

plan would involve periodic coaching by Mr. Cox. If anything is done, I should 

like a final look at the plan before execution begins. 

The big job is neither the drawing nor the executing of the plan, but the 

dovetailing with the engineering, agricultural, landscaping, and other plans. 

Wildlife Possibilities 

Some of the possibilities are temporary and would hold good only when the 

outer sone is not built up. Others are permanent in the sense that they can be 

incorporated in the lendscaping plan and do not depend on the vacant sgricultural 

land now in the outer zone. 

For instance: The whole sree is excellent summer range for pheasants, but there 

is no wintering ground. Several very good wintering grounds would immediately 

result, however, by leaving some of the swampy ground in the outer zone uncultivated. 

It is even possible that a shootable population gould be built up, thus furnishing
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the inhabitants of the present village with shooting opportunities right on their 

om land. Shootable pheasants would thus be an item only during the period when 

the outer sone remains unoccupied. 

Another specific possibility is ruffed grouse woods, but this could be incor 

porated in the permanent park syatem and thus would be permanent in character. 

In the following captions I give a rough preliminary discussion of: a. Ani~ 

mal Possibilities, and b. Botanical Possibilities. 

& Animal Possibilities 

Naterfowl Refuse. The lake just east of the village presents an excellent chance, 

but during the migration seasons the public would have to be fenced back to a distance 

of 100 yards. Thies might interfere with the park end recreational plans. 

Buffed Grouse foods. Several wood lots, including the one behind the present village 

would become habitable for ruffed grouse mon efter grazing is withdrawn. This species 

ia, of course, now exterminated from southeastern Wisconsin. The main deficieney which 

would have to be supplied is druaming lege, However, to carry grouse, there wuld have 

to be at least three or four wood lots developed and at least part of every one would 

have to be fenced against dogs and pedestrians. This might interfere with the park 

plan. 

Swallow Banka. Many of the gravel pita furnish excellent sites for bank ewallow 

colonies. I do not understand why there are none now using these banks. 

Goon and Squirrel Treeg. The hollow snags now common in most of the wood lots should 

be carefully protected against tree dockers, especially basswoods. If there are no 

@oons now on the area, they could be easily introduced. 

Food and Cover Exhibit. It might be possible at some point convenient to the village 

school to install a complete food and cover unit, including feeder, food patch, grape 

tengles, etc., such unit to be operated by the school children. 

Wooduck Houses. ‘There is a chance for these where the Root River flows out of the area.
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Hoodscock Rance. Some of the spring-fed marshes at the head of the drainages could be 

developed by breeding woodeock. Any amount of upland range is already availeble. 

be Botanical Possibilities 

Reé Hawg. The Miegarea escarpment in Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties produces the 

largest and most pieturesque red haws oratnegys in the United States. Some very 

fine specimens occur on the aren. I hope that the landscaping plan can make a 

special point of preserving them. 

Shacberk Hickories. There are many well-developed nut-bearing trees which offer . 

especially good nutting facilities. The predominant use of elms in the county's 

parks makes me wonder whether their lendiscapers appreciate these other more dis~ 

tinctive native epecies. 

Temareck and Coder Marsh: Bog Llora. The spring-fed bottoms containing peat 

must have once been covered with tamarack. I was also surprised to note a wild 

white cedar near the south eige of the area. A very interesting botanical exhibit 

in the form of a cedar end tamarack stand with ledyslipper, pitcher plant, sundew, 

leather leaf, and other bog plants could be built up. 

Sugarbush. The large full-grained herd maples common in most of the wood lote 

could be used as a sugerbush if conservatively handled. This should be quite an 

asset to Boy Scouts and similar organizations. 

[idly Show. The lake east of the village alrendy contains one species of waterlily 

and one of pond weed. A donsiderable variety of aquaties could doubtless be built up. 

O14 Orchards. ‘There are meny of these and I hope the landseape plan can preserve 

them undoctored both for wildlife and for general recreation. 

General Discussion : 

One unsettled question is what conifer should be used to develop game cover. 

Cedar and white pine could both pass as native, but the exclusive use of cedar 

would be incompatible with the retension of the old orchards, while the extensive
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use of white pine woult depent on the fessidility of elimiuatiag currants. Sxotie 

conifers like Norway spruce do not show any great thrift in nearby plantations. 

Another interesting question ia whether thie is too Zar east to develop quail. 

Tt ds known, of course, that they do not thrive in the Inke shom countios. There 

is said to be & remnant, however, on @ farm near Hales Corners. Tf think an effort 

shonid be aede on an experimental scale: if it promises success, theu a more com 

prehensive effort nicht follow. 

Another question is the mitability of the ares for Tuncarian partridge. There 

are 6 few or none now, dut in past yeara they showed considerable thrift on idle 

Peal estate near Chicago. Ad this aren develops idle eraes land, they mey pick up. 

Thore i#, of course, no question shout the suitability for pheasant, squirrel, 

gottontall, ruffed grouse, ond woodenek. f am afraid all prairie epectes are out, 

since there 19 no evidence of prairte spenies except the burr oake on the west side.
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1532 University Aveme 
February 20, 1936 

Mr. Ww, T. Cox 

Resettlement Administration 
315 West Gorham Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I find myself vacillating in rendering an opinion on 
the advisability of planting snowshoes in central Wisconsin, 
If Wallace Grange says it is a good thing, I would be inelined 
to weigh his opinion heavier than the evidence available to me. 
I ean see some benefit from a good snowshoe population in keeping 
down woody vegetation. On the other hand, the riske which you 
mention are a possibility, even though a remote one. 

fo sum up, I would not feel like protesting a planting 
of snowshoes, but I cannot profess any great onthusiasm for such 
a planting, since presumably the seed stock, if it survives, 
will spread of its own accord and will have the advantage of be- 
ing indigenous. 

Yours as ever, 

vh



RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION 
315 West Gorham Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

R2-6c-WTC 

1936 CEB) 9 
Mr. Aldo Leopold ma 

College of Agriculture 

Agricultural Hall 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

In connection with the proposed trapping of snowshoe 

hares by Mr. Grange in northern Minnesota and shipping 

them to New York and possibly Central Wisconsin, we 

would greatly appreciate having your view as to the 

advisability of the undertaking. 

Inasmuch as there are some snowshoe hares in Site II 
: of the Central Wisconsin Area, it may be possible that 

the introduction of any considerable number or of any 
for that matter from northern Minnesota might not be 

advisable, first because of the possibility of bringing 
in disease and, second because northern Minnesota, 
through the introduction of western elk, has become 
more or less infested with the northern Rocky Mountain 
type of tick. Is it your opinion that there would be 
any danger in bringing rabbits from northern Minnesota 

to Central Wisconsin? Of course, there would be few 

if any ticks on the rabbits at this time of the year. 

Sincerely yours, 

We. T. Cox 
Regional Forester=-Biologist 

Division of Land Utilization
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; May 20, 1954 

Dr. Joseph Hickey 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hickey: 

My deer paper has finally gone to the printer. What a 

fight that was! 

All the material you were so kind to send me about three 
years ago is inclosed. Your patience in waiting for the 
return of these data hss been very much appreciated. 
Thanks again. 

satefully yours, 

ae Gard 
Lysie R. Pietsch 
Game Biologist



int ull: 

July 6, 1950 

Mr. lyele RB. Pietsch 
Devartment of Conservation 
Dixon, Tliinois 

Dear Mr. Pietsch: 

Tn response to your letter of June 12, Professor 
Leopold's family has given us permission to turn over 
to you his correspondence with Paul B, Riis. I have 
also included herewith several Riis letters which 
were inadvertently omitted with the first batch we 
sent to you. Should you ever find it necessary to 
quote from any of Mr. Leopold's letters, 1 presume 
that this permission should be formally obtained from 
his son, Dr. A, S. Leopold, in Berkeley. 

There ie really no urgency that requires you to return © 
these materials to us in the near future, I am tenta- 
tively selecting January 1, 19§1 as a reminder date 

which we might autometically renew until your present 
research project hes been completely written up, and 
the need to re-examine the materials is obviously past. 
So long as you feel there is any potential valne in 
your keeping them on a loan basis of thie indefinite 

‘ tyne, T do hone you will feel free to do so. 

Sineerely yours, 

STH: om Joserh J, Hickey 
Assoclate Professor
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June 12, 1950 

Dr. Joseph J, Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hickey: 

I have only recently had an epportunity to read through 
the material you sent me regarding the studies of the 
late Paul B. Riis on the food habits of Northern Illinois 
deer. The material you sent is excellent--I find it 
impossible to thank you enough for your very kind response. 

If I may be so bold, however, I should be able to extract 
more material from Mr. Riis' letter if I had carbon 
copies of Dr. Leopold's related correspondence. Mrs. Riis 
no longer has the original letters. If copies are 

available, would you be good enough to send them to me? 

Upon receipt of your answer, I shall endeavor to work over 
the material in an expeditious manner and return it en 
masse to you immediately thereafter. I have kept it too 

long already. 

urs very truly, 

ve Git! 
Lysle| R. Pietsch 

; Project Leader
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April 19, 1990 

Mr. Iysle R. Pletseh ‘ 
Department of Conservation 
503 First Avenue 
Dizon, Tllinoeis 

Dear Mr, Pletsech: 

In resvonse to your inouiry of April 5, regarding the studies 
of the late Paul B. Riis on the food habits of northern Illinois 
deer, T am not able to say for sure that va loented the final ) 
report in our files. [t would aprear from the corresnondence 
thet Mr. Riis’ manuscript was to be given final editing by Dr. 
Frison or some other member of the Illinois Natural History 
Survey.» 

Sinee the historical aspects of this norulation at Rockford y 

are undoudtedly of great interest to you, T am enclosing 
herewith all of Mr. Riia' letters and frarmentary renorts 
that we could locate tn our files. I wonld suecest that you 
extract from these any pertinent ‘information that you want 

for the deer project now being undertaken, and if you want to 
quote Mr. Riis in some article that you obtain permission from 
Mrs, Riis to make the quotations. 

Professor Leopold made two apvraisals of the Rockford deer area 

in 1936 and 1937. Gonies of these are enclosed, Shonl4 you need 
permission to quote from these in © published rerort, I would sug 

: gest obtaining these from Professor Teopold's son, Dr. A, Starker 
Leopold, at the University of California (Berkeley). 

We would like to have these materials returned at your conventones, 
yerhans by marking the margins with a red reneil you ean indicate 
to a tynist the mrarravhs thet you want extracted for your records. 

Very truly yours, 

JIT pm Joserh J, Hickey 

Assoetate Professor
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April 5, 1950 

503 First Avenue 
Dixon, Illinois 

Wildlife Management Section 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

It has recently come to my attention that the late Mr. Paul 
B. Riis of Rockford, Illinois, while working on a thesis of the 
food habits of Northern|Illindis deer, corresponded with Pro- 
fessor Aldo Leopold relative to the former's progress in his 
work, It is my understarjing that the field work was done be- 
tween 1940 and 1942, and that Mr. Riis died in 1942. Whether 

the thesis was completed or not is not known. Apparently the 
write-up, when completed, was to be turned over to Professor 
Leopold. J 

Mrs, Riis is unable to furnish any information concerning this 
matter. The above yas supplied by Mr. Will 0. Doolittle, 2 
Managing Editor of "Parks and Recreation", Formerly Mr. Riis 
wrote a conservation column for this periodical. 

As I am in charge of deer research in Illinois, I should great- 
ly appreciate an opportunity to study any of Mr. Riis' mater- 
ial which might still be in your files. I am fully aware that 
the process of locating these papers may be very time-consum- 
ing; however, I should be unable to express my gratitude, as 

doubtless his work would be valuable to me, 

: urs very truly, 

Lysle R. Pietsch 
Project Leader
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42h University Farm Place 
: March 27, 1940 

Mr, Paul B. Riis 
& hh 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Ride: 

I prefer the mile unit rather the total 
tally, although I would not take this too seriously 
because without a clear idea of your whole scheme of 
writing the paper, I am aot entitled to a very definite 
opinion of whether A or B is best. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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: “Paul B. Riis | 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Ilinois 

March 23,1940 
! 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, z 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 
424 University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin. | 

Dear Professor: 

You may recall the tally sheets of my deer 
studies. On this, as told you at the time, browse records 
marked were those as found per mildand per field trip. It 
now occurs to me that this method might be too graphic, 
and in the nature of understatement. I cannot now recall 
my reasons for compiling the data in this manner, excepting 
that I felt the mile unidlimit per field trip would act 
as a measurement. 

Since the reduction of each trip into single 
miles will have the effect of producing a lot of tiresome 
decimals, or exaggeration if these decimals are ignored.Would 
it not be better to exhibit the field notes exactly as made 
indicating the mileage covered each month.This would naturally 
swell the total, but the greater mass would also tend to 
elyminate error. ; 

It would take me the better part of two weeks 
to revamp the sheets, but that is not the point.The method 
which will exhibit the studies most accurately should be used. 
I am enclosing a sheet showing the method B as used in the 
sheets, and method A agit would reflect the natural or actual 
figures. What do you advise?Kindly return sheet with comment 
and suggestions, 

Regards screen planting, as you recall, this 
is informal and will vary according to topo ete.The point we 
seek to establish is this: Mr. Severson now farnm some of the 
land to be used in the future.In waking demands it would be 
best to be explicit and ask for 100 or 150 fect along the fences 
to allow ample space for planting operations.The planting then 
again falls into the general scheme of other plantings. 

: We have but a very few hackberries on the place 
Each one is invariably browsed.Plantings in larser quantities 
alone will clear up definitely its palatability.I am planting 
3000, since it is one of the climax trees of Illinois river 
bottoms. E 

, : Sincerely yours 
Gild Caja lotals a rneloo : 

18 ep CELLED 4 age be earc ga |
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4ol University Farm Place 
March 18, 1940 

q Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. R. Ho. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I can see how the screen plantings for the outside of 
the property should have a minimum width of 100 feet. I do not, 
however, feel sympathetic toward a uniform or a minimum width 
for the bridle trail screens. It seems to me, as a matter of 
good landscaping that they should vary from zero to a considerable 
width. 

If the birch will grow, I do not feel that you are 
violating any importent principle in introducing it as a nurse 
tree. It would be very valuable as a bud tree for ruffed grouse, 
even though it has no browse value. By the way, the catkins may 
be browsed. I am only sure that the twiggage is not. 

Yes, if acorns are sprouting, I would say put them out 
at once. 

I am mech interested in palatability of hackberry. I do 
not know anything about it. This, I think, would be an admirable 
species to include in your lists. 

I enjoyed your visit. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R.R. No.3 
Rockford, Ilinois 

March 12,1940 f 

Mr.) Aldo ‘Leopold, Hh 
Professor Wilclife Managenent, ; 
4e4 University Farm Place, 
Wadison, Wisconsin. : ? ; ‘yh 

Dear Professor: 

Believe Mr. Colman would be pleased to have 
recommendation: from you regards width R soresn planting 
for both ‘bridle, trails and) hedserows, “Kis ‘would: enable 
him to definitely withdraw certain lands from) cultivation 
for his own use,I tentatively set a width of no less than ; 
100 feet. This to establish a) princivle, Tor future with— 
drawals, Mr. Colman, does ‘not think this’ too much ,in: fact 
not enough. Hers is where your recommendation will: come in 
for @ policy @nd prepare’ the way for the withdrawak of 
land injstrips anple for, the new ourpose These’ reconmnuends 
gan De made to mei personally, Y 

‘ Regrads, the use of birch ‘for nursetrsees, i 
+) have orgered ‘S000 of these,1t is the most glaring intro- i 

ouetion’ of exotics proposed If they ,im your judgment are Say 
impalatables, ithe toss involved in omitting, them from the ie 
ee a is small ie ie with sense of violated sensi- i 
ilities.They cost $ 30.00 and might perhaps be able to a 

i i cancel or have substitutes for them,Since I have a wealth Mi 
Of Black and Choke Cherries es nursetress;. the birch: perhapa a 

4 coul@: bevomitted, What is your fecling in the matter, 

Regerde sprouting acorns, would it not be 
a asi well tov place théem.at once in permanent, location? i 
Would safe a lot of loss and later expense, i 

It would bé well also to reco-end the estab. a 
lishing of ‘one food pateh only near the Hickory Woods, for a 
the present and until the new browse is. well under way This a 
should head off any disappointments for the present It might) | 1) ay 
be well that you mention the discouraging of artificial: feeding i: 
for the présent on the east range,to, confine ‘the deer cruising Ae 
radius to normal. Ll 

Hackberry, by the way, are almost absent on the «4 / 
present deer range However ,every specimen is invariably browsed. es 

i Hence, with wider planting this species way |prove highly pala= 9)” 
table, It still remains to be proven, es 

a ie Kindly ¢onvey to Mrs, Leopold my apprecia tiga, | 0 
oi for her de ot + a4 ity sncerve ; a ee een ee nee Gelightful hospiteality.----Sincerely Ce GM or yt
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& Approximately 300 acres, i.e. 60 acres timber, 50 at 
# acres wooded pasture,20 acres of 15 et cask second 

growth ,25 acres of a tree-shaded ravine pasture, 155 
acres of miscellaneous farmland,50 of these fall~plowed, cm 

The New men is adjoined on the west by a 
little-touched live deer range of well-balanced 
shrub and tree browse species, and used only for bridle 
trails.The deer population here is abundant, but not 
overcrowded, 

The east and gouth boundaries of the New Range on 
the west adjoin cultivated farms.The easterly half of 
the south boundary is in 50 year old timber. The entire 
east boundary touched Meridian Road, destined to become 
an important traffic aeere. in the future.The New Range 
along this highway is heavily timbered0, WHO Montague 
Road, a diagonal arterial forms the north boundary of 
the entire range, The lands here are a private home 
a farmstead owned py gl of New Range, also consideralis wea 
tilled farmland,A ed ravine, used for pasturage ,but ae 7 
withdrawn for this purpose contains 25 acres and runs ed 
north-westerly of half of the north boundary. Its locatim ’ 4 
is upward of 600 feet from the highway, leaving about j 

; 60 acres of farmland between the ravine and the road.This i 
a farmland is to be tilled as a buffer area for the New Rang y 

oF the west the New Range is bounded wy @ primitive road, + 
: 1Bttle travelled, and part heavily wooded, which divides ig 

the entire old range from north to south, 4 

A number of young ditches course the south-easterly i 
part of the New Range, all deepening toward their master i 

greiaage, a 500,000 gallon a day, year ‘round creek. which z 
for half a mile runs south and easterly through the south- 
east corner of the New Range. Check dams are placing the 
ditches under control.The westerly potion of the New Range 
is practically flat with gentle undulations, tmvgeuctvwiasw 

Deer: : : 
Deer have cruised over the New Range for upward of 

15 years to the writers own observations, Tracks indicate 
them ag residents of the old range to south-west.Herds 
on the New Range have been observed of from 9 to 12 and 
16 individuals.They are being fed with corn near the 
stables regularly and salt provided, The proposed extension 
of the deer range from the old to the new is practically 
established and offers not the slightest apprehension, 

and is at the outset and established fact. 

| i 4 

% t
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Prospective Land Use: 
t 

The owner of the New Range has built thereon a parge 
stable for riding horses. He is now using initial trails from 

, the stables to the adjoining old range to the southwest and 
its network of bridle trails.He is desirous of gee | the 
two perrezsiee in charecter Ls reforestation and an extension 
of the trail system.Reforestation would serve the purpose of 
greater interest in the terrain for riding purposes and also — : 
provide a complete game unit for deer, smaller mammals and 

ne 
Since deer lend charm and a wawewaiwtouch of natural 

interest to an outing on this range, and-, since the concent- 
ration area 2 miles southwest has been greatly coenenee of 
browse, and the time _ not be far mo | when foo err “3 
may deprive the woodlands of this esthe ie feature »the lding Si 
of a new deer range to perpetuate the existing deer herds and re 
at the same time provide an ideal setting for a chain of bridle 
trails seema a logical and fortuitious plan, fe ‘ 

To be bo | this about, all ditches and ravines will be 
ee as leads and connections for bridle trails,Each trail 

will be segregated by veoeeenes of suitable shrubs and trees, 
a hundred or more feet wide, to provide covered trails and browse 
for deer, | 

Management Practice: 

The shrubs and trees to be used will be em found used 
in some manner during a three year study of food habits on the 
adjacent range Abundant ohesrases and openings will be left for 

: circulation of air, to promote better and more luxurious growth 
of understories and also to furnish the foods peculiar to agri-~ 
cultural lands, The trees to be planted are to present a more 
eres stand than that found in nature for the promotion and longer 
life of shrub species, 

fledgerows will also be widened to 100 or 150 feet or 
more, Concealing within suitable bridle trails. 

All exterior boundaries against open land will be planted 
with Osage Orange ,emi ivcust and buckthorn, to form impenetrable 
barrisrs to deer, as a@ safeguard against trespass, poaching and 
pentective sanctuary for the deer, 

Two peseeiyen foodpateches will be established a mile 
conte each to contain small stands of rye, winter wheat, clover, 

fate, soybeans, artichoke, rape and corn, 3al¢ will also be , 
provided, 

All wooded strips will be connected with heavy plantings 
to provide safe movement of descr under cover from one part of 
the range to the other range. | 

¥ |
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Planting Techic: 

Inforwal .By approved eyiviow) ture) method of one year old | 
seedlings on cultivated and grass-free soils.All grassed 

: areas to be planted to be plowed and cultivated for a year 
to destroy grass or noxious weeds, . 

Nurse trees to be planted in larger and smaller | 
giczrs among climax trees, spacing to be no less than six a 

ect each way. i ‘ 

Shrubs for waters antiog to be pisetiee in various- 
sized group in keeping with their character of tolerance, as - 
ground cover for both nurse-and climax trees, 

Seeds of both native shrubs and tree s hard to obtain 
Commercially in one-year old seedlings will be sown in nursery _ 
plots at home, for better cultural control, to be ro as 
a@ year hence, when grass-free soil is agin available.This = 
practice to continue until a thrifty stand is assured, q 

Hazelnuts will be planted indiscriminately over | 
eeetee woodland, where tree stumps have been removed | 

the little clearing providing ideal conditions for rapid 
growth, ] 

Thin sowings of buckwheat, broadcast, may be used | 
to choke out weeds, 

Agricultural Crops: . 

Each ef the principal foodpatches will he gomgcore : 
of smaller, irregular sized patches containing stands o 
suitable winterfoods. 

There will be from 23 acres of standing corn, 

! Soybeans in shock and standings 

Alfalfa in stack and standing; 

‘ Clover, standing; : 

Wheat and yvye in acre plots, standings 

Rape, broadcast; 

Artichoke, tops for summer, tubers plowed up 
for winter, 

Block Salt used only in most protected area, 
_ “Rear homes,



| Seedling Shrubs and Trees for 1940 

Boundary Barriers: : 

4000 0 Orange 
- 1000 Buckthorn 

Evergreens: - 1000 Honey Locust 
~~= 1000 American Arbor Vitae 

1000 Red Cedar, Platte River Type 
5000 Norway Pine 
2000 Hemlock E 

Nurse Trees: 
1500 American Sapen : 
2000 American White Birch : 
1000 meer Birch 

; 300 Wild Red Cherry 
3000 Choke Cherry ; 
5000 Black Cherry 

CLimax Trees: 
1000 Black Walnut i 
1500 White Oak 

3” BO000 Red Oak 
2100 Bur Oak ‘ 
3000 reer ae : 
2000 Sugar Maple 
1100 Basswood 
3000 White Ash 

Browse Shrubs: 1000 Hazel-nut , 
250 Sweetbrier ; | 
500 Juneberry 
500 Smooth Sumach 

2000 Wahoo, Burning Bush 
1000 Red Osier 
3590 Gray ae eee 
500 Highbush Cranberry 
500 Arrow-wood | 
250 Nanny~berry 

Mise.for Birds: . 
250 Russian Mulberries 
100 Mountain Ash, European 4 
100 Winterberry, ( Tlex)



Seeds under Stratification for Nursery Sowing, 1940 

Gonifers: - 
1/2 1b White Cedar, Am, A.V, 
3 lb Red Cedar, Platte River Type wt 
2 1b White Pine 
1/2 1b Red or Norway Pine 

Nurse Trees: : 
3 lb Birch, Am. white 
1 lb Birch, sweet 

: 1 1b Birch, per 
5 lb Oak ,re : 
5 ib Oak,black 
2 lb Red Wild Cherry 
2 ib Bird mente 

120 1b Black and Choke Cherry : 
Climax Trees: 

20 ib Oak,white 
25 1b Oak, bur : 

4 lb Hackberry 
1 = 1b Basswood 

Browse Shrubs: : 

18 lt sect e ae ‘ 
' 1/2 lb June+berry 

16 lb Wahoo, Burning Bush 
1 1b genetg Tea 

‘ 50 1b Gray nee 
1 1b High Ovraneberry 
1 lb Arrow-wood. 
1 lb Nanny~berry 
1 1b Black Haw 

Mise ,Climbers, 
Fruits and Browse: 

1 1b Greenbrier 
3 lb Frost sens 
a 1b Virginia Creeper f 
5/8 lb ores 
1 1b te Mulberry 
1/4 1b Western Crabapple 

4



42h University Farm Place 
f Februery 6, 1940 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. BR. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Riis: 

Glad to get the outlines of the new scheme. 

Be pe Sounds good. I would prefer osage to locust-- 
locust opens up early. ve not worked with buckthorn. Osage frost-kills 
at long intervels, but I notice large trees near Freeport so I guess it's 
reasonably safe nt Rockford. } 

oe My doubt about direct seeding was based on two dangers: 
(1) choking grass (most species); (2) browsing off by doer and rodents 
(palatabdles only). 

about 
Choking you probably ‘mow more/than T do. I know that on my dry 

@andy soil it takes lots of work to keep the grass down. I do not know the 
present ground cover, but if it is on slopes it is presumably grass or timber, 
not plowland. Plowland would offer the best start; grass the poorest. I am 
now clean-plowing all plantings at the start and using the first stages of 
succession (weeds ond forbs) as a murse crop. 

Browsing risk will, of course, vary from zero to 100% ascording to 
palatability species. Deer, rabbit, and mice are excluding spread of 
Buonyms by suecering in my 40-acre woods; that's the extreme, of course. 
Rabbits are excluding planted conifers in all cover (but not in open) at 
Riley, and badly reducing them on my place. 

Of course, the browsing risk applies both to seeding and to mrsery 
stock. Choking is worse in the former. 

The best guide would be what survives on the area now. There is 

little question of the feasibility of either method for unpalatables (like 
plum) on plowed ground. 

I realize that knowing neither the ground cover nor the browsing 
intensity, I am talking in the dark. If browsing is intense it may be that 
palatablies will not get established by any method, short of fencing out the 
browsers temporarily. 

I am much interested but now doubt my ability to help from a distance. 

Sincerely yours, 

{ / 

( ec Hawkins Aldo d 
. 2 Professor °F VITUS uanagoment :
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‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Ilinois 

January 39,1940 i 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, Professor, a 
Wil@life Management, 
424 University Farm P, ace, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor: 

Had=a@ rather hectic time of it, what with 
snows ‘and accumulated office work, Things look a little 
eagier right now. , hence shall tie into the new preserve j 
problem, Surely appreciate your good will to be helpful 5 vs 
via correspondence until such a time that hos are able to i 
get away for a trip/ In the mean time shall avail myself 
of your kind sugeestion and try to settle such matters as 
will be preliminary to final plans.“elieve much of this can ‘ 
be decided on now, that I may make proper preparations Beg 
for the coming season. i 

Have made a topographical map in two sizes 4 
; one.to £it the blueprint J save you, another just twice that ca 

scale These will be) €80. and 440 feet respectively to the inch SM 
Mr Severson made antairial photo of the entire ney cane ae r 
Mr. Colman reduced this somewhat under the size of 880 feet to: a 

: thé inch,My topographic outlines will be used in connection mi: 
with the smaller airial and projected into a combined map, ee 
showing ‘streams, highways, timber, ravines, farmlands.This 4 
combination map will be elaborated..on by me, to preclude all ie 
unecessary feature and include all essential’ for our purpose, s 
Bridle trails and brideeés will be added, in short, I hope ito nhs 

: produce a base map of the area, The photosrapher is now working ¥ 
on Ris ¢nd,1t probably will take two weeks after I receive at & 
to make. a preliminary ‘plan of the area affeeted In the mean, time He 
ceratin matter can be.clarified to aid me in work, 4 

Mr, Colman,.is desirous to take all the land 
: around, the 35 acre wooded remise, lying north of theHickory 

Grove and west from his new holdings, as is needed for purposes a 
of bridle trails and new plantings. A very considerable portion i 
of this land, about 160 acres, can be left for farm purposes, 

| The woodland, where fhe bridle trails begin, at the north-east 
; corner of the Straw jarm are to be connected with the woodlot an 

two farms, just purchased anc to the northeast thereof .Sce 
inclosed map, which is ervic rather: than corecct, It will help : 
to orient you on your blueprint.Since Mr. Colman bought the he 
Brantincham Farm of 105 acres to the cast, he now owns almost all We: 

4 es ae ge,
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the frontage on Montague Road east to Meridian Highway, where you 
once parked your car at the southeast corner of the woods,A large 
stable for horses has been builé on this farm and it is now the j 
starting point of the trails.However, only the woodlands of the 
Brantingham *arm enter into our scheme, the rest being used for | 
paddock and pastures.This, with a another 30 acre woodland however, | 
gives us Peurceecetahy $00 acres to consider, all lying east of 
the Straw #arm,Presume that perhaps 50 acres will be taken from 
the Straw Farm also.Mr.Colman sugsests to take all that is needed | 
since, the land has no other value to him,This then brings the matter I 
down to date, and opens up the groundwork for future development. ’. 

. )Bridle trails , as many as can be introduced into suitable 
topography are the only, human use valuesbplanned for Personally feel 
phat the unification of the The Straw Farm with the Cook-Johnson 
arms as an integral whole are essential Have seen deer the other : 

day where you parked your car that time, the-othes—eay to the mumber 
of nine in a group last year saw 16 half) a mile north of it.The. groom. : 

jl reports’ a dozen or more right along,The Hickory Grove is occupied 
by @ herd of upward: of a dozen, in fact .Mr.Colman says he sees more Panny 
deer there now than ever.Severson has lost much of his concentartion, J 
yet Strauss, whom you remember, told me Sunday that one may see over 4 
60 head any evening at dusk outside the Straw Woods, if 

My present plans are to plant’ impenetrable barriers of Osage MM 
Ofange and’ Buckthorn against all outside boundaries. Would you sugcest | 

i Black Locust instead? ; ay 

These barriers are intended: for protection from without and ' 
‘ within,The trees will be planted about 2-3 feet apartOSeedlings).Do if 

you think this close enough?Or is my scheme inadvisable? : 4 

All slopes and sudmarginal lands will be planted with palatable’ 
shrub, vine and tree species,Bridle trails will be concealed within, excer 
ting’ where is is desirable to make connection with other, existing trails,” 
The level lands, separated by cover and coverts, will be used for food | | 
patches, for deer, and other mammals ,a?so upland hiilee -Tnose patches ve 
will contain standing corn,shocked soybeans, standine clover. and ey 
alralfa, rye, buckwacat: rape eto,’ oy 

; To this end have purchased seedlings for this years operation, © 
Weialeo purchased and collected tree and shrub seeds, as per inclosed Ny 
list.These we are now stratifying.You ceem spot and: Line-se-ding as ii 
hazardous? There is nothing to prevent to germinate the startified j 
seed and grow them on into,one-year seedlings here at the home place fi 
and plant them out next year. Of these secds there’ are several hundred 
pounds, mich of it the native cherries. somé oak.If you will be good— ae 

enough to clarify this point, home seeding-versus spot and line see- yn 
ding, we have not gone too far to start right, cn 

I am in correspondence with the State for some of their fy 
offerings in seedling shrube and trees.fending outcome of our corres- = 
pondence of availability of desirable species, the Spring 1940 plantig | 
could be greatly augmented, a 

" 

rl Also, regards planting of these seedlings, what @round cover || 
would be most desirable?I am, of course. planning to farm*about 50 a 
aores in other farm crops ‘this year Native cherries will be vrincinal ©) | 
nurse (trees,It is'\one of the key species, aa 

¢ Sincercly yours . ag 
% a } i f 43h
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Seeds: trees and Shrubs 

3 lbs Juniperus virginiana 100 Amelanchier canadensis 19.499 

1/2* Pinus resinosa 1000 Betula alba 12-18" 2 yr. 
4% Pinus strobus 800 Cornus paniculata 6-12" sdig. 

1f2* Thuya occidentalis 4°¢-@60 Cornus paniculata 12-18" sig, 
aja * ——_ canadensis 1000:Celtis occidentalis 12-18" slg. 
1/2 Amelanchier canadensis,Coll, seed 500 Corylus americana,4-6" sdig, 

1* Acer saccharwn,Ontario 500 Juniperus virginiana ,6-8" : yr. 
1}, iutpelopsis quinguefolia 2090 Yaclura pomifera,6-12" sdig. 
2" Betu ba 1000 Juglans nigra,6-12" ,sdig, 

1/2 "® Betula lenta 250 Morus alba, 6-12" lyr, 
1 Betula lutea 900 Pinus resincea, 628! ,¢ranspl. 
2% Betula populifoliea 1008 Pinus strobus, 3-6" es yr. 
1* Geanothus asericanus 1000 Populus deltoides, 18~2: 

60 * Cornus peniculate 300 Prunus pennsykvanieum,12-18" ,Lyr 
182 Sor¥ius auerivene ~s0e 900 Prams serotina, o-1at sl yr. 

Buonynus atropurpuress rus Gacuparia, 6-1) 
1/4* Walus ioenvis 1000 Thuya occidentalis 6-8" ,sdig, 

1 * Maelura pomifora 500 Viburnum ancricana ,6—8" , oo 
1/2" Morus 2lba 500 Viburnum dentatum, 4-6", ‘s 

3° Prumue cacus 250 Viburnum lentago, a-iae eat, . 
3" Prunus Fossa Lvanices 1090 Rhannus catharties, 6=10# sti 

4120" Prunus aes aris 100 Tilia amerioana, 6-10" ,sdig, 
= . Prunus See 

rous 
$* Seunes coccinea 

25 * Quereus Macrocarpa 
10 * Quercus Rubra 

io" Quercus velutina | 
i* Rosa canina | 
3° Rosa rubiginesa 
1* Tilia americana 
1° Viburnuw americanum 
3* Viburnuwa dentatuna 
3° Viburnum ientags 
1°* Viburnum opulug 
34 a virginiana 
4% itia cecidentalis 

| 

| 

|
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424 University Farm Place 
January 12, 1940 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. R. No. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I am relieved to hear that my trip can safely be 
postponed. f had begun to worry about my seeming inability 
to come down this month. My course begins in February and I 
Simply mast focus all my time on getting ready for it. 

Arthur Hawkins told me that you hai the idea of 
establishing your shrubs by seeding. I think it would be 
very interesting to try this on an experimental scale, but in 
most gases I would advise against depending on this method 
for large-scale success. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Paul B, Riis | 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Illinois 

ganuary 8,1940 
; 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, é | 

Division of Game Management, : 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, ) 

My dear Professor: 

It will take me all this month and perhaps ‘ 

some of February to prepare a base map for the new pre- : 

serve and believe, on that account your visit here can 

safely be delayed , until the map bas been completed, P 

Of course my proposals thereon will be tentative and 

subject to any changes that will not interfere with the 

primary use of the preserve for extended bridle trails, 

The map will also indicate screen plantings around the i 

outside margins, with Osage orange and buckthorn barriers ¢ 

; where the lands adjoin neighbors or it is desirable to i 

have living barriers adjacent to buffer areas and roads, i 

Three separate food patches will be indicated, for annual 

‘ plantings of corn, rye, soybeans, buckwheat and also 

alfalfa and some rape. Then there will be foodpatches 

for upland birds, 
4 

It is my aim to connect existing woodlands on the 

larger farms solidly with the new woods, make use of alt 

submarginal jand now gullied or potentially gully lmd 

for spot—- and line seeding with palatable browse species, 

This reforestation work is to be intensified with planting 4 

throughout the spot and line-sedded areas with palatable : 

browse seedlings. and native cherries, 

For weed trees I am using the native Fopulus tremuldides,, 

also white, sweet and yellow birceh.The poplars should make 

a quick cover.While their food value now is somewhat in question, 

have found at times when the leaves ware caten in summer and 

the twigs browsed in winter, A greater and more voluminous 

distribution of this species may induce increased palatability. 

Regards Osage Orange, buckthorn and black Locust for : 

dense barriers, which of these species would you prefer? Also, ‘ 

from above, can you suggest other methods For the present 

: it is, of course ,al1 paper work.The plateaus and much of the ; 

level land will be left for clearings and food patches.I roughly { 

estimate the land to be divided 50-50 for reforestation, and 

: . clearings, 4‘ 

: ‘lied Sincerely yours a
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‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT re 

R.R. No. 3 \e 
Rockford, linois x Nod at : 

5 \v i 
a4 | 

December 4,1939 : 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Division of Gaxe Management, 
424 University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Professor: 

Yes believe the matter urgent ea 
for early attention, It permits us to do some prelimi- 
nary work this winter, Time is always at a premium with 
me and the winter month are best to cope with work not . 
related to growing seasons, 

If. it is possible for you to make it 
‘ on a Sunday, windly indicatententative dates for Mr, 
: Colman's consideartion. 

Also, will give you direction from 
Orfordville to Rockford, which will save you ten miles 
of driving on good blacktop roads, 

Sincerely yours 

~ 

4



‘ 4eh University Farm Place 
December 1, 1939 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. R. No. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

It 1s hard for me to get away between now and 
June, as my daily courses begin soon and I will be hunting 
during the holidays. 

} Is this a rush matter requiring early action? 
If so, I might steal a day in January, just in order not to 
disappoint you or Mr. Colman. Possibly Hawkins could serve 
you equally well. If Hawkins won't do, and the matter must 
proceed shortly, let me know. 

I'll see Manweiler at St. Paul. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

i 

. : 
| 

\ 

é



‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Ulinois 

November 28,1939 

ir. Aldo Leopold, uN ; 
rofessor, Division of Gane Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Professor: 

Mr. Colman desirss that you come down for 
a day on consultation, Kindly submit several datesconvenient 
for you, that Mr. Colman may pick therefrom a suitable date, 

Mr. Colman has purchased some additional land 
a matter which makes possible introducing deer foods palatable 

; in other regions,In fact there will be ample opportunity i 
for other experiments and practical application of management 
practices .Quail and grouse may also be considered, 

; Know that you will be very busy for the next 
arin few days, hence do not expect to hear from you at once.Trust 

" you will have.a eae ary meeting at St.. Paul. Dr... Manweiler 
will approach you on the Caribou matter, My best wishes for 
success. 

You no doubt will see Hawkins.Shall be pleased 
; to ses him at his first opportunity, 4 

Sincerely yours i 

Wai 2 Gave



hol University Farm Place 
dugust 11, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Managanent 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. R. Woe 3 , 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Riiss 

IT am afraid I have made no progress at all in 
the matter of the woodland caribou in fact, I have done 
nothing at all in my capacity as president of the Society. 
I feared when the job was offered me that I would lack time 
to really handle it. 

Arthur Hawkins had told me something of your deer 
observations and I am more than ever convinced of the 
importante of your deer project. The cropping of corn silk 
is partigularly interesting, and I shall try to find out 
whether the same thing is happening around my shack. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R.R.No.3 
Rockford, Illinois 7 

August 83,1939 

| 

| 

| 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor, Division of Game Management, 
424 University Farm Place , 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor? 

4 Wonder what progress you are making in the 
matter of the Woodland Caribou? 

Am still making monthly field trips over 
the deer area.July indicates 75 diversified foods taken, 
with a score or more still to be identified, Hawkins and 

é iadeckon Mathes on this trip and took gem large amount 
of unidentified plant material.No farm crops were included 
in this list, excepting artichoke, which appears most 
palatable.Hog peanut and desmodiums so scarces a few years 
ago were abundant. i 

bie Note shearing corn silk by deer a number of ‘ 
} times, bt doubt any appreciable crop damage therefrom,since 

some of the silks may have served their purpose.Shall check 
on this on next trip.Young silk of course is preferred. 

? 

; ‘Sincerely yours 

2 ;



‘Paul B. Rus pushes 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT h ¥ 

R.R. No. 3 

Rockford, Illinois 

April 12,1939 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Professor Wildlife Management 
University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Many thanks for Darling's book, also 
kindness in marking it for me.Appreciate this very much. 
If you will kindly let me have invoice, shall be happy 
to remit, 

Also thank you kindly for "Whitetail Deer 
Foods" by E.L,Atwood, which too ig appreciated, It is a 
splendid list and should be annotated. 

Have found a patch of Euonymus in Straw 
Woods, containing perhaps a hundred plants up to 4 feet 

in height, surrounding the parent plant of 15 feet height, 
The Huonymus are browsed heavier and deeper than anything 

\N in our shrub-browse line, the tips being eaten back to 3/16 
inch thickness of stems, 

j 

Shall again attempt tp secure seed for 
spot seeding, tho unsuccessful for two years. 

Awfully busy. 

Sincerely yours 

/ 

CREB Mia : 
| 

| 
! 
| 

| 

|



424 University Farm Place 
March 13, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Paul B, Riis 
R. R. No. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I would like to help you all I can with the Caribou 
Society, both in my private capacity and through the Wildlife 
Society. It is not clear to me which kind of help you had in 
mind in connection with the $125 for reprints. I would be glad 
to contritute personally toward such a fund for reprints, but 
I do not see any chance for getting the Wildlife Society to do 
80. I do not remember getting any literature on joining the 
Garibou Society. 

I wrote you the other day that I have now ordered 
Darling's book for you. 

Your deer notes are very interesting and I especially 
hope you can find a dead one to verify the eating of dead oak 
leaves. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

bef
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‘Paul B. Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Illinois 

March 9,1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Prof. Div. Game Management 
424 Univeristy Farm Place 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor: 

Hawkins tells me that you have been elected 
President of the Wildlife Society.That is a very fine re- 
cognition and well deserved and is unquestionably most pleasing 
to your friends.Congratulations. 

In your new responsibilities I do not hesitate 
to approach you regards the Caribou Society I mentioned to you 
before.It seems to me that the Widllife Society might well 
be identified with the initial movement for the Conservation 
of the woodland caribou in both the United States and Canada, 
starting the movement on this side of the border. 

If not from the beginning at least in the ultimate 
this Society should cover the International field.The fact of 
recognition on this side of the faunal loss of a big game species 
in the U.S., also Dr. Manweiler's experiences and successes should 
be the spark the kindle the greater fire across the border, 

My efforts in behalf of a Caribou Society date 
back some time. The articles in Parks and Recreation of the 
June-July-August and September 1938 were wholly written as start—- 
ite point, to assemble up-to-date information and data on the 
status of caribou in North America. I hoped to use this series 
in reprint form to disseminate the data ee our members free 
of charge.The cost of 500 reprints runs # 125.00. Type is still 
standing. This reprint will eliminate much propoganda ete and 
reveal present status and possibilities. 

Further had in mind monthly, bi-monthly or quartery 
column with news from the caribou field, to be carried in the 
official organ of the sponsoring society.This would not detract 7 
from the endeavors nor type of wildlife matters now published 
by the Wildlife Society.In fact, believe, it will identify it 
with a concrete example of wildlife conservation, 

Nita X 1
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Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 
Rockford, Ilinois : 

ca | 

Dr. Manweiler, Baudette, Minn. wants to be actively identi=— 
fied with this movement, both as a member and active in the ass— 
istance for membership, through public channels, meetings and 
discussions.He also offered his active cooperation in stocking | 
the Mount Kathadin, in the event of its becoming a national park, | 

Dr. Manweiler no doubt would add much to the Society, in 
fact, I believe his peculiar interest in the movement is of in- 

estimable value to the cause and assures its success from the 
outset. 

This is a mere outline of my thoughts and the modus operandi 
can be developed and built up to fit in with the finances and pol- 
icies of the sponsoring group.My sole interest lies in the perpe- 
tuation of an interesting large game faunal species of North America, 
thatonce added considerable romance to this continent.Will there- 
fore appreciate your reaction to abovdas to future possibilities, . 

Presume Hawkins Bas given you my message to procure Fraser 
Darling's book " A Herd of Red Deer"? Want this very much in the 
compilation of my deer studies.Have not worked thereon as intensi- 
vely as last year, due to lack of time.However, since my measure- 
ments are given in miles, the final compilation will have to be 
made up in equal units to have value.I have covered the ground 
once each month, hence the data is up-to-date. However, not only 
note a noticeable shifting of deer unto block five, but also a 
dimunition of the herd on the concentrated area,Also, due to open 
winter find less browse taken and the fare supplemented by oak— 
leaves, available a longer period this winter than usual.Of course 
it requires stomach examination to finally establish that, but all” 
indications point that way, since the deer may be seen in barren 
parts of the woods with their heads to the ground feeding, mich in 
the manner of grazing cattle. 

Sincerely yours



4oh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management October 26, 1938 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R, R. No. 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I am really not much disappointed thet Mr. Colman does not 
want to take on a crowd under Pittman-Robertson. If I were in his 
place, I think I might feel the same. 

My advice is to go right ahead with the original plan, deleting 
only those parts of the paper which are premised upon the defective 
measurement of prevalence. I think Frison's crowd had a real point there 
and we don't want to over-draw our bow. | 

You can always be assured of my help with the paper to the 
extent that my eyes allow. Right at the moment I am in a moderately 
bad spell, but I could doubtless go over it with less delay than you 
will experience in your negotiations with Urbana. 

‘ Regardless of the official cooperation with the Natural History 
Survey, I think you can be assured of Hawkins’ personal interest and at 
least occasional help. 

The projects listed in the Wildlife Review are all going on 
but none of them have been published without sending you reprints. You 
will contime to get the reprints as they come. 

I hope your visit here was worth while, and I hope you under= 
stand that the intrusion of my responsibilities to Dr. Clements was 
unpredictable. I hope you will come up at least once a year and that 
next time we may have a more leisurely look around. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh, Professor of Wildlife Management | | 

4 

bk 
|
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‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No.3 

Rockford, Ulinois 

October 24,1938 

. Mr. Aldo Leopld, Professor, 
Division Game “anagement 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

; Failed to hear from Stoddard while enroute to Madison, so lost 

out all around, tho left message for him to give me a ring. 

Wrote Dr. Frison this day that Mr. Colman would not be inter= i 
ested in the proposed study of deer under the Pittman-Robinson Act. This 
probably will tend to dissipate interest in the local deer problem by the 
Netural History Survey. Since Dr. Frison has not answered my last letter of 
early September, the long intervals between correspondence are not conducive 
to progresseHence feel that I ought to be prepared against that eventuality 

in going ahead some other way. 

I have completed the second years study and shall revamp my 
original paper to include my observations to date. This can be done in two 

parts , or perhaps be condensed into 10 pages containing the food tables. 
A brief paper of this sort would,however, chop information pertinent to the 
study.What do you advise? : 

As to a contimation of my studies, should be prepared to 
go on alone also,since I have no assurance at this time of assistance from 
the survey.While contimed study of native foods would add a mumber of 
other species to the deer dietary, none of these have been taken in mumbers 
to give them importance.Hence would it not be better to try to check the prew= 

lence of the native species on the five blocks in order to arrive at a pala- 
tability rating? If this can be done by line sampling, using,saysix foot plots 
at 100 or 50 foot intervals and perhaps spaced 500 feet between lines. Shrubs 
and trees entering into browse foods alone could be considered.The same time 

heretoforegiven over to food studies for a year might produce sufficient data for a 

table of palatability rating, and also percent abundance of browse species. | 

| 
Note in “ildlife ReviewNo.14,May 1938 on page 29 a number of | 

interesting studies by Hawkins,#emerstrom, Sowls,and Wade. If available would | 
appreciate a copy each for my files. | 

Sincerely yours 

|



‘Paul B. Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

R. R. No. 3 

Rockford, Ilinois 

| 
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August 18,1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor 
Geme Management, 
Madison, Wisce 

Dear Professors 

Pardon delay in answering. Just too busy every day. 
Yes deer eat Jerusalem Artichoke avidly, chewing them down to within 
12 and 18 inched from the ground. Feared for a time this would inter 
fere with development of plant, but find later, in the absence of culte 
ivation that the plants made some growth among the weeds, that seemed to 
pwotect them.Shall check back early next week on my next field trip. 

Would it be worth my time to look up Bugssfor a field 
trip through his area? If so , wish give me some directions, Might be 
worked out in connection with a trip you might contemplate to his area. 

Had a long letter from Dr. Frison regards the deer study. 
However, caribou article took all of my time. Now that this is out of 
the system, and I probably drop my connection with Parks and Recreation 
shall be better able to get around to the matter. Dr, Yeatter suzzests 
different method of study. He feels my method really presents a simple 
summation of feeding observations, that can approach approx. reliability 
only through very massive data to smooth out error.He outlines proceedure 
for systematic sampling , of every six feet distance, sample plot to be 
i foot square, taken in a straigth or meandering line, and also at right 
angles to determine at one time species and species density, amount of 
browse present and amount being eaten. He feels that my technique éntails 
perhaps as much field work, but not as much office work, 

I have not yet answered the letter, as I mst go over the 
ground afield for a check of this method, to determine if it lies within 
the few hours at my disposal to enagege in this more intensive method.As 
ib is I steal the time devoted to it.Let me have your suggestions. 

Sincerely yours



. oh University Farm Place 
august 31, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mr. Panl 3B. Riise 
RR. 3 , ( 
Rockford, Illinois re ; 

Dear Friend Riis: ; 

I have no positive opinion as between the two methods of 
deer browse study. I am not expert in this field and would not like 
to venture an answer until I ‘had personally tried at least one of the 

_ methods myself. : a 

Yos, I think you would derive mch interest from a visit 
with Buss, and if you come up on a date when I can get away, I would 
want to join you. I am tied up September 12-14 and September 23-25. 
I could doin you elmost any other date. 

: With best regards, 

i “Yours sincerely, : 

; Aldo Leopold 
wh ’ Professor of Game Management 

| F ,



42h University Farm Place 
June 23, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
R. R. 3, Gunningham Road 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

Despite the lack of encouragement from Urbana, 
I still think you will get some help from them. Arthur 
Hawkins, one of my students in whom I have a great deal of 
confidence, recently went to work for Frison and last week 
he talked to me in detail about taking an interest in your 
work. He was as moh convinced as I am that this should be 
done, Hawkins is not an expert on browse problems, but he 
is a very thorough naturalist, an excellent botanist, and 
in the long run an exchange of views with him would be 
beneficial to both of you. 

Wade is just in the midst of leaving for a job in 
Pennsylvania, and the rush attendant upon such a period is 
his excuse for not notifying you sooner. [I am sorry. He 

; tells me he has now written you, i 

With regards, ; 

Yours sincerely, , 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

:
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a Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, 
Game flana gement, 
1532 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor? 

Wade was to arrange for a field trip on the Elkhorn 
arejand I have been patiently witing to hear from him, as I had 
hoped to see you there and personally discuss the situation. I 

therefore held any arrangement for trip to the Rockford area in 
; abeyance , not to interfere or crowd “adé in his last days, Howevey 

I have have not heard from him, You no doubt are more familiar with 

hsi movements. n wn, 

Have recovered sufficiently to venture on a field 

trip now, in fatt have been out twice. Study becomes more interesting. 
Note no less than 45 foods taken for June and three additional not 
identified. The list grows and plant browse seems quite an item in 
foods taken. Hence a trip this month would be of interest to a group 
of game managers and if it can be arranged, wish you do so, 

Regards Prof, Frieson, have written him again, but 
no answer. Looks hopeless. There has been no further advance made 
to send up a field worker,and I have not the heart to address him 

further. 
Agkree with you that a progress study should be | 

written up once a year. It has many values. One is more apt to get 
every little phase of food habits over a period of time, attach more 
importance thereto and get a more complete record. Presume I shall 

have to look elsewhere , for publication. , 

Many thanks for the pamphlets mailed me. Always appreciate 
them. 

, Sincerely yours



4o% University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management May 25» 1938 

Ur. Paul B. Ride | 
R. R. 3, Cunningham Road | 
Rockford, Illinois 7 

Dear Mr. Riis: | 

Sorry to hear about your bad lag. 

Yos, I would like te come down for the joint field trip 
i with yourself and Wade and bring as many of my students oe can got 

away. Ag soon as you can make a date, let me know and I am quite 
certain that at least some of us will be there. 

I don't think anything is being lost by the delay with the 
mamuseript provided there are no fundamental modifications of your 
method of field study which need to be made at this time. My main 
idea in hastening a mamaseript was not so much to get it published 
ag to appraise the situation and make sure the methods you are using 
willwltimately yield the right data. In the work of my own students 
and myself I have practically arrived at the rule that it is good to 
write up a manuscript at the end of a yoar just to be sure that we 
know where we are going. Browse studies are not mfficiently withia 
my field of personsl experience for me to advise you with certainty 
that we do know. Neither are they within Hawkins’ or Yeatter's exper- 
lence, but a Clear manuscript will, I think, help to specify the 
future route. 

It hadn't occurred to me before, but there are men in the 
Forest Service posted on the details of browse study methods, and it 

might .be that such men occasionally pass through your region and would 
be willing to stop over and advise you. R. R. Hill of the Milwaukee 
office, for example, has made a life-long specialty of browse studies. 

Should you care to communicate with him, I would be glad to add ay 
certification that the whole seteup is promising and worthwhile and 
might throw important light on the Forest Service browse studies olse 
where. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gane Management 

i Copy to Dr. Frison 

| ‘ oy bs A



PAUL B. RIIS 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

WRITE WTO 
RRS, Cunningham Road 
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

May 16,1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, 
Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin. 

Madison Wisconsin,’ 

Dear Professor: 

Pleased to know that you are making headway with 
your eyes. Blindness to me seems the most hopeless of outlook in 

life, tho presume your affliction is not as bad. 

Dr. Yeatter and Hawkins called on me two weeks 
agoe Unfortunately have been abed for two weeks or more, witha 

slight accident that neutralized the use of the right leg. Will 
i have to mrse it for a time at least.To day has been the first 

time outdoor since April 28 and on crutches. 

Wade is anxious to come down once more before he 

leaves Elkhorn. Expressed a desire to go up and look over his range. 
He seemed to think that the occassion might be made more profitable 
if you and some of the boys from Madison could arrange to go on 
this trip. Personally would much enjoy it, tho could not make any 
definite date at this time and perhaps not until about June lst. 

Yeatter sent me some books from the University libray 
I had asked for. HE states that Survey is willing to cooperate with 

mme in a more comprehensive survey of floral andmammal assotiahions, 
tho nothing definite has been decided on, until he could discuss the 
matter with his Chief, Yeatter and Hawkins are coming up for a field 
trip later. 

Dr. Frieson has not replied as yet regards mamscript, 
tho Yeatter intimated he might within a week at time of his call, 

Regards fish situation in lagoon, have the matter 
in hand through the kind offices of a friend fish specialist. 

Sincerely yours 

Many thanks vor Errington's 

monograph, Was awfully glad to have it.



1532 University Aveme j 
Jamary 18, 1938 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
Route 3 
Reekford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I hasten to assure you first that there are no charges involved 
in whatever service Dr. Frison can give you. He is connected with the 
University and has the same interest as you and I have in developing 
technical subject matter. 

I am also glad to tell you that I have just returned from my 
trip and my oyes are at the moment giving me no trouble. However, I intend 
to play safe and not let them break down again. I think in amy case it ‘ 
would be beneficial to develop an acquaintance between yourself and 
Dr. Prison's group because you are certainly one of their valuable potential 
esooperators in thet region. Accordingly with your assent I am shipping the 
pertinent correspondence and the mamiseript to Dr. Friseoa with the under- 
standing that when either you or he can make use of me, you will let me 
know. 

Yes, Dr. Frison is the same man to whom I referred you on your 
first problems. 

T am intrigued by your speculations as to the explamation of the 
two kinds of understory. In addition to the possible factors you mention, 

I think there is always the possibility that the cattle eliminated the 
seed stock of the less tolerant, more desirable shrub, so that when pasturing 
wae withdrawn, horabeam and other inferior shrubs had the field to themselves. 
Tf thie is true, then the creation of small openings and the reintroduction 
of desirable shrubs ought to be successful. 

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to 
Dr. Prison with the manuscript. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

|
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Paul B. Riis 
‘ Lanpscare ARCHITECT 

i Rockford, Ilinois 

R.Rofs ! 

December 17,1937 
| 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, 
Geme Management, 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison Wisconsin. 

; Deer Professor: ; ; , 

It would be very selfish indeed on my part to 

expect you to act for mé in any way injurious to your own health, ‘ 
The main thing now is that you take all possible care of your= 
self and delegate all things that can be done at all to others, 
Hence shall be very clad to heave you make necessary arrangement 
with Dr. Frison as you outlined to me. 

What will Dr. Frison's charges be in the matter? : 
Presume I ought to know before getting into deep water. 

Alweys find it best to have someone critically : 
read end editc a mnuscript of importance, to éxpunge any traces’. i % 
of overstatement, overstressing of trivial*fact, clouding of sig i 
oe . Neturally shall welcome this valuable service, also : 

that of identifying unknown material, to enable me to proceed to j 
the second part of the study. 4 

Will the American Widllife Conference publish + 
tables and maps% These are en integrel part of the study and will i 
furnish mech of the piece of resistence thereto. 

A In the mean time I trust you will take heroic i 
. measures to protect your eyes, that they may serve you well in 

the years to come, ‘ 

‘ Sincerely yours ‘ 

- Dr, Frison was the party you referred me to a 
regards fish problem for our lageonp wes it f 
not? In that case the aveme is open after 
you write him that I may espprcach him on this 
metter also.—PBR. ; 

Le 

ite ; : if



“= Copy to Dr. Frison oe 
: ‘ 

1532 University Aveme 
December 15, 1937 

Mr. Poul B. Riis 
Route 3 
Rockford, Tllinois 

Dear Mr, Rita: 

My difficulty with my eyes has forced me very reluctantly 
to look sbout for anether ageucy which might help you with your deer 
studies. 

I have asked Dr. ¥. H. Prison, chief of the Illinois State 
Natural Nistory Survey, Urbans, vhether he would be willing and able 
to offer you any service. I find that he would be very glad to do so 
and that much of the contact would probably teke place through 

: Dr. R. B. Yeatter, who is one of my former students and whom I think 
you would like. Yeatter does not pretend te be a deer mn tut he is 
an excellent naturalist. 

in addition, Dr. Prison has an experienced editor in his 
organization who could help you with your manuscript. Since you are 
an editor yourself, it might be offensive to suggest that you need 
an editor for your paper, but I know in my own Gase that I can always 
get things into better shape by seeking the criticism of someone else 
who can write. 

Another small matter: Dr. Prison would be elad to identify 
the plants which I am still holding. 

Shall I forward your manuscript and your specimens to 
Dr. Prison? With your consent I would like to do this soon, and if it 
ean be completed in time, I would suggest the mamecript might come 
out in the Transactions of the American Wildlife Conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

. |
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URBANA 

December 13, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have discussed with Dr. Yeatter your letter of November 
29, and have considered it from the viewpoint of our Survey program. 

Since Mr. Paul B. Riis is doing his observational work in 
Illinois, I see no reason why we should not cooperate with and help 
him in every way that we can. Therefore, I shall be glad to place 
at Mr. Riis' disposal any advisory services that we are in a position 
to give. As you know, I have a well trained editor.gn the Survey and 
he certainly can catch any real kinks in this BEECH and offer con- 
structive criticisms from the standpoint of arrangement and presenta- 
tion. Dr. Yeatter and myself may have some opinions concerning the 
"shifting of emphasis" which you mentioned in your letter, but of 
course, we can only assume that the factual matter in his manuscript 
is correct. 

I also note your request regarding the identification of 
several herbs found eaten by deer. I assume that these are from 
Illinois and, therefore, we will do our best to give Mr. Riis the 
correct name for them. 

I am not writing to him at this time, but am filing with you 
this letter so that you, in turn, can present the matter to Mr. Riis 
through the channels from which it came to us. Following receipt of 
this, we shall be pleased to have Mr. Riis take this matter up with 
us, if, in your judgment, we can be of service to him and he is interested 
in what we may be able to do for him. Later, Dr. Yeatter will try to 
contact him in person and build up our understanding of his problem 
there. y 

A letter received a day or two ago advises that our project 
for a small experimental lake, built according to our specifications 
and as a result of much time and effort in planning, has been approved 
in Washington. I wish I could give you all the details of this venture 
because I think it is a big forward step in putting fisheries manage- 
ment in Illinois more on a practical basis along the lines of animal 
husbandry.



Page 2 Professor Aldo Leopold December 13, 1937 

Work on our Pere Marquette Wildlife Experimental Area and 
Migratory Waterfowl Refuge is progressing rapidly. Everything has 
now reached the stage for me to prepare my case for release by the 
Governor of certain funds appropriated to us by the last legislature. 

: As you know, I am seriously interested in Mr. Hawkins in connection 
with this project. Pirnie was with us last week and has gone home 
quite enthused about our program for the area. There are several 
features concerning it which make it unique as such projects go. 
Other developments also appear about to break, such as the establish- 
ment in central Illinois, adjacent to the Illinois River, of a new 
state forest which will be tied up with us from the standpoint of 
multiple use development. 

The last Wildlife meeting in Wisconsin was a huge success, 
and I have had comments concerning it from several quarters. The 
type of program is one bound to produce definite results, thereby 
forming rather a contrast t the Michigan meeting. I am convinced 
that such a meeting has more to offer for the general wildlife worker 
in this region than some of the more enlarged national meetings. of 
course, there are certain exceptions to this statement when it in- 
volves some of the real mainsprings or leaders of the work who need to 
be in close touch with the national picture.en—thesttmetion. 

Very truly yours, 

T. H. Frison, Chief 
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; 1532 University Avenue 

November 29, 1937 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
Route 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Riis; 

Your paper is in pretty good shape in my opinion. I 
think the 14 pages, by a process of editing, can be reduced to 10 
or 11, and this would place it within the ordinary “standard length." 

I think of only one important omission; I think you should 

point out thet this is the only food habits study so far made 
within the original conter of abundance of decry in the prairie region. 

The service which I was intending to give you has met with 
8h unexpected obstacle: my eyes are for the present at least unequal 
to an editing job. I have taken the liberty of writing Dr. Prison 
of the Illinois Natural History Survey to see what editing service 
he can offer you and will let you know further after I have sized up 
what he has. 

I think the paper could be made suitable for either the- 
Journal of Mammalogy, the Wildlife Journal, or the Transactions of the 
Game Conference. Of the three, the Transactions can be the most 
liberal as to length. Frison may also have means of publications, but 
I think these would pertain to your final report rather than to this 
progress report, 

When I hear from Frison I will write you again. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold : 
wh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
November 29, 1937 

Dr. Theodore H. Frison, Chief 
Illinois State Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Frison: 

As I told you recently, I have done a little consulting work for 
Howard Colman of Rockford in sizing up the deer herd which runs in part on his 
land. I have encouraged his superintendent, Mr. Paul B. Riis, to undertake 
a deer food habits study and after 14 years' work Mr. Riis has ready his 
first report. In my opinion the report has technical merit and should be pub- 
lished either in the Journal of Mammalogy, the Wildlife Journal, or the 
fransactions of the Game Conference. 

IT had intended to edit the paper, but some recent eye trouble prevents me 
from undertaking this. Honce I am prompted to ask whether you could offer 
Mr. Riis any editing service and whether you are prepared to take over the 
advisory services which I have been extending to him and to Mr. Colman. The 
present editing job is not a heavy one. for the siceleton of the paper is 
satisfactory. It is merely a job of deleting vague phrasaolozy and, ina 
fow cases, shifting emphasis. Mr. Riis ia himself an editor in that he gets 
out the conservation section of “Parke and Recreation," but as you kmow, we 
all need the scrutiny of others in finally ironing out papers for publication. 

Riis is a good field observer, very patient and very industrious, and I 
ean visualize your building up in him a collaborator who might regularly 
contribute to the output of your organization. He is a landscaper by training 
and hence a thorough botanist. 

I would appreciate your telling me what help, if any, you ean offer hin. 

Another very small matter: Riis has sent me three or four herbs eaten 
by deer, identification of which he would like to verify by comparison with 
a herbarium. I don't like to wish this on our Botany Devartment, since it 
is outside the state, and my own herbarium does not suffices. Should you 
think favorably of the above suggestions, I would like to wish this little 
shore on you, too. 

With best regards, 

| Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management
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“xX at ; The area studied contains approximately 600 acres of fowew oak 

wr forest and woodlands. entirely surrounded by farms i. miles from 

a third class city.For the sake of a better check the area was subdi- 

vided into five seperate plots, distinguished by old boundaries of for= 

mer ownerships, rather than that of geologic and biological unity.Yet 

each plot has individuality all its own. 

A creek, that no doubt had its inception after the +i1inoian 

glaciation, has its origin a scant two miles northwest of the area 

on an undulating prairie. It flows through farmland and just outside 

of the area is joined by a marsh-fed tributary, until, in a three 

mile flow it delievrs in excess of five-hundred gallos a minute, A matup 

marsh of about twenty=five acregad joins it within the area and from here 

continues aa a rocky gorge for upward of half a mile. 

The valley with its/limestone cliffs, rising twenty fect above the 

valley floor is typical of other fine examples of prairie streams. - 

A few specimens of virgin white pine, white oak, chestnut oak, linden, 

elm and ie still adorn the valley and cliffs Inconspicuos prairie 

stream rapids mark its decent toward the master stream less than two 

miles away. The creek level is nearing base level, with an elevation 

of liitle more than ten feet above that of the master stream, It pre- 

sents a good example of farm stream drainage, with both maturing and 

young ravines. 

The physiographic features maturally express themselves in 

varied habitats. The valey itsself is grssed thickly with blue grass 

and some asters and second stage weeds. A few willows adorn the stream 

banks, and a number of gigantic white elm grow in its bottom lands. The 

expanse of the valley varies with ite maturity, and roughly has a wiéth 
of shout one-hundred and «fifty feet. The stream meanders through in the 
manner of immature drainages, swweww sped across its plain by scoured
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cliffs. Purple cliff and fragile ferns still cover in part the sheer 

walls, while from the south rim, in compléée shade are found several 

specimens of the American yew, from 10 to 20 feet in width and ten to 

fifteen feet in length. Suspended as they are from perpenticular walls, 

their protection from browsing by deer, who are most partial to this 

evergreen,is complete from above, while the creek bed below them is 

of a depth to prevent reaching them, excepting when solid ice covers 

the stream. At such a time to low hanging branches show evidence of 

browsing. 

Maturing ravines are practically all coverd with shrubs and trees 

and oak forests have been permitted to remain for goodly distances, 

of one quarter to nearly one mile in depth, As the ravines rise to the 

prairie level, farmland begins to dominate the area, although several 

wooded tracts of from 50 to 160 acres awe are in part serving as woodlots 

Since the lands are in dual ownership the inroads from timber cutting 

has not been severe, tho its effects are seen in the dominance of white 

oak, , which in part attains sizes from 18-24". Their canppies are mostly 

unbroken. Few clearings prevail and this fact has restricted native brows 

to shade tolerant species, i aie besides the farm crops, the deer 

draw their stores of sustenance. twirtabi Palatable deer browse is also 

present at the edges of the woods, but in many waseseuw cases clean 

farming has reduced this undergrowth to mere remnants, or fragmentary 

stands. 

The plantlife of the five plots varies somewhat and this situation 

offers opportunity for broader study.Incomplete as these studies are 

it can easily be seen that palatable food in quantity alone fails to 

attract or hold deer, Stabilizing food patches in the form of standing con 

corn adjacent to a large oak forest, with spindly and thin stands of 

palatable browse seem to attract more deer than wewewsy the former. What 

other factors , singly or in combination contribute to a satsifactory
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prefered by the deer, further studies alone may reveal Remoteness and 

attending security from highways may or may not enter into to this as 
road on even contours | 

may be seen later. A third grade, cast and west tegiway with not over 

25 ears a day bisects the southwest half of the area. A very lew grade 

woad north and south road , a mile in legth descents from the prairie 

level to the valley and rises again to meet the east and west road, 

leaving the weet half of the range exposed three ways, while the east 

haif is exposed oniy on the west by the very low grade road. A fair roal 

however, of mich more travel activity lies half a mile to the north, 

beyond the food vange and no deer have been seen crossing this. 

The five plots will be treated seperatedly as plot #l. # 2 and 

so on, each with a nore minute description of topographic and biclogical 

features. Plot #1 contains 140 acres and lies in the southwest corner, 

of the two low-grade roads, Plot # 3 of 60 acres lies partly south of 

this road and between it and the south rim of the valley. Piot #3 is 

situated on and adjacent to the north rim of the valley and contains 

180 acres ,Brewwiwé and is bounded on the east by the east and west road. 

Plot # 4 lies on the southern half of the north and south road, and ad- 

jacent to the valley, which here broadens cout into grassed meadow of 

flood plain provortions; #+ containe 125 acres, Plot #5 completes the 

north-east quarter of the range, is bounded on the north and east by 

farmlands, on the west by the low-grade road and on the south by plot #4 

It too, contains 125 acres and is by far the most onen tract, with exten 

give clearings,. 

Plot #1, through the influence of droughts and the ax contains 

a healthy stand of white oak of from 15+24" in diameter. It is situated 

upon a gently rolling prairie. The closed canopy of the overstory is grad 

why ually choking out all but the most tolerant palatable shrub species. 

Their growth is weak, spindly and shows the e ‘fect of wwe heavy browsing. 

| In the absence of clearings and the aversion of the owner to make clear= 

|
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rings, the area is doomed for future browse range. 4 5 acre plot of 

standing corn has supplemented the native fare to the extent, that 

more deer can be seen here within an hour than on any other part of the 

area, Tt is not unusual to count from 20 to 35 head within that time and 

over 50 have been seen at one time together this winter, The woods form 

a stepping stone in the path oiwtirewwangw, connecting important decr 

range to the south, and that within plot # 2 and #3, north of which no 

deer have been seen, The writer twice within a month this winter has 
of and heads respectively in broad daylik 

caught a herd of deer/lying down at its southern extremity, with the 

imprints of deer sudstantiating burried counts. Mnay fresh bedding spots 

also were seen at different times, leading to the assumption,wiw that 

the woods served 26 a resting and loitering place, where a certain 

amount of native and also farm crop foods were obtainable, with a more 

stable supply available somewhere near by. The native browse shows 

severe consumption for at least two yesrs back. With the total absense 

of hop-hornbeamn, and the spindly condition of both hazel and gray do@wood 

the range is rapidly being depleted of its native browse. Red cedar too, 

was totally absent, A more accurate picture may be had of the existing 

trees and shrubs ,may be had from the following growing on this plot. 

fhe greater percentage of gray dogwood and hazel however,ag a stable 

food supply is misleading, since both these species weve are showing 

signs of overbrowsing, aside from the fact, that the plants themselves 

are not thrifty as these of more open situations. 

Treeg:White oak 75%; black oak 15%; black cherry, box elder, sugar 

maple, ash, hickory, pignut, black walnut , hawthornes, elms and hack- 

verry 104, Sloth gc. wrichretay Chote 

Shrubs:/Gray dogwood 27%3 Razel 25¢;blackberry 10%; ash 8%; choke- 

cherry 7%; raspberry,biack, 7/;black cherry( as an understory tree) 

6%; goossberry Bh miscellaneous, sumach, napen, wen, nannyberry, 

prairie and meadow rose, wild crab , red haw,pignut, hickoty and black 

wainut5S%.
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Plot #2 of 60 acres , biologically is good deer range, but its 

expesure and bisection by the east and west road and the absence 

j of a food patch, safe thet of a plot of winter wheat, works against 

ita extensive use.A cleared thera, cig pig od soak, gray dogwood, 

hiss aspen and coppiced oak, also the only white cedar found 

here , (unquestionably escaned from cultivation) are browsed lightly 

and few desr are seen here, excenting Ss \eweeretas to the north or 

south. Lying between the road and the cliffs, escape is more diffi- 

oult, The east portion of this plot however, contains a dense stand 

of oak timber and large patches of hop-hornbeam. The proximity 

of the winter wheat too, may have a bearing on its greater deer 

population,It is not difficult here to see from 6 to 10 or more decr 

and the bed spots seen at different points give rise to the assumptia 

of a biologically fair range, handicapped by depth of foreet,aw a 

roed and cliff barriers, Ite plantlife is. more varied than elsewhere, 

containing the only svecimens of white pine, american yew and shad 

érces on the entire range, It is a# level throughout, with only one 

or two vavines aiding eseape to the valley and plot #3 to the north, 

Trees fowl here are the following: White oak, 45%; black oak 45%; 

ash 2%; hickory 1% black walnut 1%; linden 2%;e1m 1%;hop-hornbeam 

1f3 red cedar, white pine, asven, black cherry, willows, wenbw wild 

erab, sugar maple26. 

Shrubs and understory trees are represented as follows:Gray dogwood 

18%; hazel 18%; blackberry 14%3 ehoke cherry 14%; hop-hornbeam 12%; 

black cherry 8%; gooseberry Sey ash S%; sumach, roses, nannyberry, 

hickory, black wainut, pignut, red and white oak, red dogwood, 

red. cedar, American yew 3%. 

.
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Plot #3 , 150 acres contains all of the woods and woodland 

south of the North Rim and west of the north and south road, It is 

bounded on the south along most of its entire in width whtiw by cliffs 

with only three breaks therein for circulation. The woods also have 

Closed canopies and that fact, coupled with former grazing has kept 

native foods down in quantity and variety. Ash seems to be its dominant 

understory tree, but the chart places this way down in the list of pala- 

table foods, The land is fairly level with few ditches.o# Deer in numb- 

ers of 6-10 may be seen here on ocassion, but no bedepots have been 

noted at any time. Browsing too, is light, oe en is that 

of the least occupied by deer of the five plots.Part of the woods have 

been used as & woodlot for farm use, otherwise wary dead and down tim 

ber only is being removed,As pointed out before, browse is taken from 

trees and shrubs rarely more than five feet in height, and usualiy far 

below it, apparently due to the more palatable condition of thrifty 

shoots, hence, wit the absence of quantitaive browse feeds this area 

florally is still young and can be improved by spot seeding and a, food— 

pateh, In this connection, it might be well to note, that a black cherry 

with a 12" caliper, blown down during the winter, furnished muwi: some 

of the browse recorded. As rule, with the exception of oak growing in 

or adjawent to clearings and oaks bordering open fields with low hanging 

branches and well developed twigs and buds are the only other tree brows 

observed, 

Of the overstory trees we find this approximate division of 

prevelance: White oak 45%; Black oak 45%; hickory 3$;Ash 2%; linden, ash, 

"elm, black cherry cach 1%; aspen, sugar maple, black walnut, hornbeam, 

willow and red cedar 2%. A 

The understory trees and shrubs are found in following prever 

lance: White ash 15%; gray dofwood 15%; hazel 15%; blackberry 154; fragt 

hornbeam 10% blach raspberry 10%; choke cherry 74; gooseberry, black 

rues It a= yen Ay een: roses, wild crab , red one aspen
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Plot $4 is located on the soutj half of the north and south road 

and extends somewhat south of the oreek, with its main pottion occu- 
three The broadest of these is grss and brush grow 

pying thw mature ravines and and the plateau between them.With the 

exception of the valley , heavily grassed with no sign of reproduction, 

its entire 125 acres are uniformily wooded, The transition from the 

plateay to the valley is that of steep, wooded slopes and only one wink 

minor cliff, Palatable browse is abundant on the lower reaches and 

the broken character of the terrain ought to attract many deer, Spen, dee 

farms adjoin this tract to the east.Esoape facilities are good. 

Deer are seen here a only, sometimes in herds of 

well upward of eight head, are yometieww a few stracglere.The browse 

scars indicate heavier occupation during the night, araaiivcileapati are 

seen as casual ones. Native food, both in weeds and shrub browse is 

varied and forms a good foundation for range improvement. A few virgh 

oak and elm are found here ,whwewwalwagaiso linden, Red cedar grow | 

sparingly, yet reproduction from this species here is marked, 

What enters into a well balanced range for ereature needs and 

safety isnot at this time discernible, Plot # 4 has all the advantage 

ef escape facilities, being hindered only by 3 ravines running n 

south-weeterly through this range, ravines with 20% gradients, but not 

waeww rising more thin 350 fect, The food, much of it in the forefront 

of palatability, shows moderate browsing, while the plot is situated 

furthest from roads and is well buffered with deep farms.The absence j 

of a winter food patch may be the answer, Fifty percent of the forest 

is open with a large percentage of white ash as a dominant understory. 

Treos! , 
White oak 65%; black oak 20%; hickory 5%; ash 543 black cherry 

3: white elm 1%; linden 1%; hop-hornbeam 1%. ee 

Understory trees and shrubs: White ash 17%; hazel 16%; hop-hornbeam | 
Tify eray dogwood 1i%; biack raspberries 10%; choke cherry 9%; blew 

berry 8%; black cherry 7%; gooseberry Pie walnut, aspen, oak 
sumach, roses, nanny berry, red dogwood ‘ i
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Nov. 18, 1937 | 

| 
Mr, Paul B. Riis 4 
4. 3. Y 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: i 

I think you have a real point in your discovery of the differing | 
composition of grazed and ungrazed woodlands and the corresponding differ- 
ence of deer browse. I do not yet understand the superior palatability of j 
interior shrubs, _ 

I approve, however, of your scheme of understory plantings. i? 
Light conditions would, of course, have to be changed to fit the needs of ¥; 

IT am not yot prepared to reject old field plantings, at least 
until the difference in palatability between open and shaded shrubs is 
explained. Usually the rule works the other way around, and the mle we 
think we have discovered may not apply to all species even in your range. i 

I have not yet had time to go over the material you left. | 

None of the papers you asked for are obtainable at this tine 
except “Michigan Deer Herd Statistics" by I. H. Bartlett. I am asicing } 
him to send you his series of mimeographs. ‘The other papers are all 
incomplete studies which will come out some time in the regular journals 
but are not yot in written form. When they como out they will appear in 
ny News Letter literatere lists. 

I have only two titles containing material on moose food, as | 
follows: 

The by Adolph Maurie. Misc. Publications 
mange Of Ashe Derehe Oy Museum of Zoology, July 7.193%. 

%, by Ben Bast. American . me re 
There is, of course, a good deal on foods in Seton's "Lives 

of Game Animals." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

|
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| Paul B. Riis : : 

\ _ Lanpscape ARCHITECT 4 

3 Rockford, Illinois j 
RRS 

} Novenber 16,1937 

Mr. ae Leopold, Professor 
Gee Management : 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, a Heh AAT : 

: Dear Professor: i we : 

j Have, seéd on hand for spot seeding on deer range. In 
discussing matter with secdman handling tree seeds exclusively, he 

i thinks most’ if not all of my last spring sowing would germinate. 

Hence little would be gained to again expose a new seeding to a 
| farmer who is apt to plow it up in the end, 

: In looking into the matter more closely, I find my 

suspicions correct, that block 1 and part of block 2 are ungrazed : 
woodlands. It is here deer may always be seen, I account for it in | 

| this manner, that deer growing up with the undisturbed native foods 
are more partial to their first love.All other blocks show stehds | 

; of hop-hornbeam, possibly a species able to get a foothold, when ( 
other species begin to fail. The virgin stand of understory browse ¢ 
without hornbeam may contain a better balence than with it. hence 

; the reluctance of deer to accept new range with alien plentfoods. 

é Of course I am theorizing and you may see it ina different lieht, 4 

However, it brings the matter down to this, The aim is to : 

rebuild or build up adepleted range, ive, ‘add the extinct end vanishing } 

, species. Since the understory browse would succeed better within the t 
woodlands instead along their edges, why not use a hand corn plenter iy 
and plant thickets of the favorite foods right within the woodlands, { 
wherever opportunity offers. Besides, as seen in the luxuriant and 

untouched growth of gray dogwood. on the edges of woodlends on block 1 
} decr mzy prefer to feed within the woodland, where they have a sense 

of security rather than outside. If my logic is sound, wish you advice 
me and shall then proceed to plant the seeds at once within the woodlands, : 
Here the soil will not freeze as early and can complete a good deal 
of the planting this winter, Also there is almost complete: control is 
over the situation, aside from rodent dengers, since farmer does not ; 

; touch the woodlands at all.Have spoken to Mr. Severson todsy and he is 
“ agreeable. 

(Over) 

i 
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: Sp es be . 
Fi : \ 

Enjoyed Midwest Wildlife Conference very much and feel it greatly : 
worth while, Have written Manweiler for caribou material and 

{ Herman Olson for his deer census. Of the others, will appreciate if 
you, cah supply edéresses or material on following: 

: Hedhead and Ruddy Duck Nesting in Iowe. L,J.Bennett 

Crippling Losses in Minnesota Waterfowl. Gustev Swenson 

q Michigan Deer Herd: Statistics .I.H.Be rtlett 

' Régult of 7 discussion on Deer Problem in the Hake States 

: Research Op sortunities in Wildflower Hone gement Jsf.Curtis 

Coordianting Agricultural Prectices and Yana Vse ‘for the 

Benefit of Wildlifes W.WsChase. Peis ig, 04 1 

: : “Hope to have wemscript ready before end of the week, 
. Spent all dey Sunday on the three tables alone,’ Shall visit range today 
De lmpidp mmm ht Se Eta) MOU ; Hehe et ee 
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1532 University Avenue 
‘ November 8, 1937 

Mr. Paul B. Riis 
Route 3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

I entirely agree with Mr. Colman that we should not 
make these technical studies a source of personal embarrassment 
to him, and 4t seems clear to me that there is no necessity for 
such embarrassment. Your map could be a type map, pure and simple, 
with no legal subdivisions, names of towns, property boundaries, 
names of farms, or other means of geographic identification. It 
might, if need be, even omit roads,and certainly roada should not 
be labelled. It might be wise to revise the text so as to refer 
to farms by number rather than by name. I am quite sure that 
there need be no real difficulty in entirely eliminating the thing 
he has in mind. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

| 
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Paul B. Riis 
Lanpscare ARCHITECT 

Rockford, Illinois 

R3 i 

: Novenber 4,1937 

Mr, Alde Leopold, Professor, : 
Game Management, ‘ 
University of Wisconsin 
"odison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor: 
‘ i f 

Meny thanks for return of rough draft and your 
; sugsestions. Shall follow these in second draft, which I shall 

| ‘ again submit to you for final. There ere several things that I ‘ 

shell try to bring out not mentioned in the first dreft, which ; 
you tay consider valueless. Delete as you see fit. Should dice 4 
like very mach to present e misleading paper. 

As to a map, had this in mind, tho shall write 

peper first. In discussing the matter with Mr. Colmen he spoke : | 
of publicity this paper would give him. I assured him that I i ( 
tried to suppress all information which would locate the property. i 

He seemed doubtful, in fact quite certain it could not be done. 

It dawns on me that he felt my connection with him was perhaps : 
too well known, and no amount of subterfuge could alter it, and j 

he thought that perheps it would have to be faced, i 

What is your suggestion? The map I prepared can be ' 
checked back locally for purposes of ascertaining the holdings of B 

Both Mr. Colman and Severson, a thing they certainly do not wish. 

If I made a skeleton map, without any further references excepting 
proximity of Rock River, perhaps add.a tier of farms all around the 
holdings it might pess.Is the map necessary? 

Shall be at Madison for the opening day, driving up 
early thet morning. t 

Sincerely yours ’ 5 
4 
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1532 University Avenue 
| October 29, 1937 

| Mr. Paul B. Riis 
RR. #3 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

Your tables are very interesting, and I can now see what 
I did not foresee, namely that the formula for palatability is 
applicable only to those species common to all the plots, or most 
of them, and those species sufficiently abundant to supply data in 
quantity. 

Your Table 3 makes it clear that the formula cannot be 
applied to a long list of less numerous but important browses. I 
think Table 3 will have to be chopped off after the column "Browse 
Count." 

In your explanatory text relating to these tables, I 
think you will have to give the formula first and then explain the 
difficulties encountered in applying it, and the origins of the 

‘ three tables. 

There are doubtless points which I am missing for lack 
' of verbal explanation, hence these remarks may not be of much help. 

I am returning the text and tables. I also enclose a 
program for the conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh ! Professor of Game Management 

encl 
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| Paul B. Riis 
! Lanpscare ArcuiTecT 

Rockford, Illinois 4 

RR.HS : 

October 26,1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor 
Gome Mena gement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professors 

Enclosed please find the three tables on deer browse and 
explanations.Kindly check me on these and see if I got your idea correct- 

lyHave made no extensions of table three because of lack of time, Some~ 

one, conversant with a stadia rule could work these out both quickly 
and correctly. The high rating on table three may be significant. Per- 

haps once these foods were abundant and constituted the favorite foods ; 

and by reason of it became scarce. Perhaps you interprete this differ 

ently and should be keenly interested to know. 

. Have been on the renge repeatedly since the transition 
in seasons, for purpose of checking closely on shift in foods, Am start— 
ing another table, to begin with October, which will bunch the fell and 
winter browse more prominently, likewise those of spring and summer. 
This will more clearly depict shifts and seasonal foods, for such I , 
would consider the red cedar, availeble the year tround, mt observed 

eaten only during February, 

Visited Straw Woods (Severson tract) yesterday and wath 
the annuals cut to the ground wes struck with the dwarfing of the shrub 

brewee by over-—browsing.Noted two new foods, unimportant, gooseberry and 

aspen leaves. Also saw one patch of blackberries, impenetrable but no more 
than two feet high, undoubtedly due to heavy browsing . It measured over 
@ tondred feet across either way and the leaves were eaten by the hondreds 
and thousends. 

Have your report to Mr. Colman and believe you have 
sumaed up the situation . Quail should eppeal to Mr. Sevesson and would 

not wonder if we heard more about it. 

Kindly aévise as to definite time and tales of meeting 

at Madison, Nov 11,12 or 13. Presume I could use the papew taterial mailed 
you and verbally elaborate on it, if necessary. ; 

Sincerely yours



HOWARD D. COLMAN cK. 
No. 53 

IN SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNT AS STATED BELOW. IF NOT CORRECT PLEASE RETURN, 

3 Days Consulting Work $120.00 
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‘TEAR OFF AT THIS PERFORATION AND RETAIN. NO RECEIPT REQUIRED,



lo4 HOWARD D. COLMAN Cie Bi) 7 No. 238 
i IN SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNT AS STATED BELOW. IF NOT CORRECT PLEASE RETURN. 

One day consulting work $40.00 

TEAR OFF AT THIS PERFORATION AND RETAIN. NO RECEIPT REQUIRED,



Aldo Leopold 

In account with Howard D. Colman 

Consulting work Sept. 21, 1937, 1 day at $40........ $40.00



Sept. 23, 1937 

Mr. Howard D. Colman 
Rockford 
Tllinois 

/ Dear Mr. Colman: 

I attach my report, with extra copies for 
Mr. Severson and Mr. Riis. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit with you, as well 
as your friends, your deer, your land, and your excellent 
horses. Stop over here sometime and let me take you to 
my “yanch." I can't show you any horseflesh, but I can 
show you my deer, my timber, and my young pines. 

Yours cordially, 

vh 
enel



a8 File Copy 

Second Report to Mr. Howard D. Colman 
on 

Rockford Deer Area 

Submitted by Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 
September 21, 1937 

A second examination of the deer range was made September 21 in 
company with Messrs. Colman, Severson and Riis. 

| This report does not repeat the general appraisal made in the report 
of souinen Th. See It merely summarizes tho new evidence which has 
become available in the interim, and the modification in policy which 
this evidence seems to call for. 

Browsing. I have the distinct impression that browsing 
te not ee especially on the concentration areas 

I am impressed by the degree of browsing, which was not 
visite 6-yie aap bemmue tone of OF ter ok Eetlan 

These impressions may be in part accounted for by the earlier date. 
Both years were drouth years, so that would not enter as a variable. 

I am also further impressed by the localisation of the damage. 
There are many lightly-used areas where the presence of deer is registered | 
at this season only on a few extra palatable weeds and shrubs. 

If the present load could be uniformly distributed, I think the 
area could carry it without damage. This, however, is a theoretical 
supposition, never (to my knowledge) realized on any actual deer range. 
Spotty distribution is a universal characteristic of all overloads. 

I think it is probable that judicious placement of food patches 
(voth summer and winter) on lightly used areas can accomplish a partial, 
but not a complete redistritution. Mr. Riise is already embarked on the 
execution of this idea, tut I warn against expecting it to give more than 
partial relief. 

Begin The crucial question at this time is whether 
te et RIPE. Riis's attempts at redistribution (a delay 
of at least a year) or whether to broach to the state at once some plan 
for removals. 

It may take a year to persuade the state that removals are needed. 
A two-year delay might, if accompanied by a further increase in deer, 
greatly intensify damage, and bring it to the point where the deer them- 
selves begin to register physiological deterioration. They do not yet 
show any. 

on 80 
Thos mee esta atelier ‘and when the evidence calls for them.
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I see no reason why the state should not give a provisional permit te 
remove deer. (For details see later caption.) 

May Agden mnie fe Ap 5g fan Mlgede aiclerg ven pang A aiuamaa 
process, the progress of which is largely from . 
Gcasess, Saeeiores anecusanty poanies Gir baie or OAUT aF te 
progress. A single heavy fawn crop could almost double the herd in one 
season. A drouth year can cut the food crop in half. A change in the 
rate of poaching or dog~-predation might alter the rate of increase, or 
even bring a decrease. Heavy or light snowfalle may alter the degree 
of concentration of deer. Moreover, a delay of a year might occur in 
developing a technique of trapping which is effective despite the com- 
petition of corn and other crop residues. All these considerations 
point out the need of anticipating and removing foreseeable causes of 
delay, and the inertia of the state is one of then. 

oe If the owners do not object to the expense, the 
— Shale te at cael tok, te © ee eee ee 

least likely to out hand, is gtook 
erated and ready to ship. tha, now tations Pere ee aah dire 5 
Tilinois could absorb all the trapped eteck likely to become available, 
and the state would gain credit for stocking them. 

The state might even carry all or part of the trapping expense. 
It should certainly assume the shipping oxpense. 

Since no Illinois wardens have experience in trapping deer, and 
Mr. Riis has, the trapping operation could likely be kept in hand. 

Tt is necessary to have a state permit to trap. 

Mr. Riis should consult Richard Gerstell of Pennsylvania, To H, 
Bartlett of Michigan, and Gardiner Bump of New York, either directly 
or through me, for latest developments in trapping technique. 

a tty te yy : ch are gone, ag well as plants whieh are damaged, 
ae criteria of damage. 

; My discussion with Mr. Riis suggests, in addition to the ferns and 
yew mentioned last yoar, that wahoo, and also maple of browsable size, 
may heave been climinated by deer. This could be verified by making 
experimental plantings and seeing if they disappear. 

I reiterate the basic principle that the elimination of any plant 
Species should not be permitted. It would be unsound ecological policy. 

i ¥ of Tt occurs to mo that a smaller 
. mend ae Eee ee ee a tccse crestor sanieteanion to the 

owners by localising them on clover patches in the old fields. The area 
i is travelled mostly in sumer, and when more than one person is riding, 

r the approach is usually not quiet. If the deer were localized mornings 
| and evenings on clover patches of known location, it would be possible 

i
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to approach these patches quietly, and probably to see more deer than 
at present, even though there were less deer on the range. In an 
agricultural region such use of clover would hardly be esthetically 
objectionable since the deer are partly carried on crops in any event. 

Such clover patches would of course lighten the load on natural 
spring, summer and fall feed. 

—~ The observations and experiments which Mr. Riis 
to ae 2 only necessary to the formulation of sound policy, 
but they happen to have considerable importance to biology and 
conservation, To this end they should be published. ‘This can be done 
in the technical journals without attracting any undesirable publicity. 
Mr. Riis can place his papers through me. 

This region is typical of what was once the centre of abundance 
of deer. Wo other studies have deen made in it (although an investigation, 
as yot unpublished, ie being made by the University of Michigan on the 
George Reserve near Ann Arbor. This, however, is a fenced area without 
agricultural feeds, and hence less significant as a sample of wild deer 
in fafming country. ). 

Rock Island An example of the penalties of delay in 
noha eee nee El Ae nord’ is fount on Rede Toland, an aren 

of 1,000 acres off Door County, Wisconsin. 

This island is owned by Mr. 6. H. Thordarson of Chicago and used 
as a country estate. 

Deer became overabundant there about the time I came to Wisconsin ; 
(1924). The owner was warned and the state department waa warned, but 

nobody 41d anything because “they liked to have the deer around." 
Winter starvation and denudation of the understory appeared so suddenly 
that no one realised what wae going on until the range was in large 
part gone. 

Today the range is able to carry only a fraction of its normal 
population; it is disfigured by a “deer line" on all palatable trees 
and shrubs; extra palatable shrubs like yew are extinct; extra 
palatable trees like hard maple and white cedar cannot reproduce and 
will ultimately be eliminated; no crop or garden can be raised without 
a 9-foot fones, and in all probability the horns, pelage, weight, and 
reproductive habits of the deor are deranged and abnormal (although 
ny examination was too brief to prove this physical deterioration in ; 
the deer). 

It is a common but fatal error to assume that artificial feeding 
@an got away from these penalties. The entire history of deer herds 
in both Murope and America proves that feeding on an overloaded range 
merely prolongs and intensifies the damage. The attached reprints 
of papers explain this principle in some detail.
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Sammary and Conclusions on Deer Problem 

1. Danger of overpopulation by deer always follows 
elimination of natural enemies and protection fron 
hunting. 

2. The process of tion is an invisible one, 
Ritu 

3. The Rockford range shows all the preliminery symptoms 
of impending overpopulation. 

4, Because of the owner's pleasure in the deer, it is 
desired to avoid artificial reductions until the need 
for them is unmistakable, and until the success of 
redistribution attempts has been felt out. 

: 5. This policy, however, is unsafe unless complete 
preparedness for prompt and decisive action is 
maintained at all times. 

6. Preparedness at this juneture means: 

a. Removal of ble red-tape obstacles 
Letes SE ane from the state. 

bd. Preparation of trapping techniques. 

7. This policy is possible because the range and the 
deor are being watched by a technically competent 
superintendent, and because expensive relief measures 
(like trapping) can be taken if needed. It implies, 
however, that the superintendent may act decisively 
when he sees the need for it. It alse admits that 
we are not absolutely sure of what is going on, and 
that sudden changes in the status of the deer may take 
place. 

Eee Gane. The range here in question excellent quail 
country. It appears, however, pA psert yey f  Srremrserat 
recent years, even during the high years 1932-34. 

This probably means that some lecal and unasual condition prevents 
their increase, and that the application of the usual management tech~- 
niques might not work. . 

To segregate and identify the local adverse factor would require 
the highest siill--the kind of skill possessed by such congultants as 
B. L. Stoddard. 

tf, therefore, the owners should wish to increase quail, I suggest 
they retain such a man to sise up their problem. I feel certain that 
the 1,500 acres in question could be made to carry 1,000 quail, of which 
300 could be taken yoarly, if the adverse factor be removed.
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In any event I caution against spoiling the racial quality of 
the local stock by introducing Texas or Mexican birds. 

Whether the factor adverse to quail would also operate against 
’ the reintroduction of ruffed grouse is anybody's guess. However, grouse 

eee ae “Eee tuettahes show af Oe a The southern subspecies 
should be used. ‘The rise of the cycle should make it possible 
to obtain wild-trapped southern Wisconsin stock in the near future. 

The turkey venture discussed last year does not seem to de active 
now, 80 there is no need to comment on it. 

tie 

i. 
#



1532 University Avene 
September 7, 1937 

Mr, Paul B, Riis , 
RFD. $3 

’ ‘Rockford, Tilinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

Tf you and Mr, Colman need me for additional : 
consultation I could come down for a day about September 21, 

I had no such thing in mind, however, when I sent 
word te you through Stoddard, My message was wholly personal, 
I merely asked whether you needed my personal help in shaping 
up your deer food habits study, This I regard as between you 
and me, Whenever you feel I could help you untangle your 
he come on up, but give me notice if possible so I can save 

a ° 

I'm so rashed that I'd rather not take on any extra 
consulting, but if needed as follow-up on the original work, 
I'11 come,of course. My charges would be the same as before: 
$40 per day. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
vh Professor of Game Management 

'
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Paul B. Riis 
LanpscaPe ARCHITECT 

Rockford, Ilinois 

RRS 

August 30,1937 

, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of @eme flanazement 
University of Wisconsin i 
Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Professor: , 

Mr. Colman will return about September 14th, mt 

may not be available for a week, If you will kindly indicate date 

in a general way, when you can get away for a day afield with Messr. 
Colman and Severson, shall mske atentative date for all. 

Believe you will find Mr. Severson quite opencte 
suggestions and your visit should clear the way for a definite 

program. 

It will please me to have you definitely state 
basis of arrangement for this trip, to avoid any embarrassment to 
all parties concerned. I also feel, that a less extended trip would 

answer, since we covered the ground thoroughly last year and can 
draw fair conclusions from fomer studies and notes. 

Kindly let me hear from you. 

Very truly yours 

6 ;



1532 University Avenue 
March 31, 1937 

Mr, Wallace Grange 
Bailey's Harbor 
Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

I have been doing some consulting work for Mr, 
H, D, Colman, Rockford, Illinois, who has a country home in 
the Rock River bluffs. The locality is suitable for ruffed grouse 
and Mr, Colman has withdrawn grazing from about a section of hard- 
wood timber which is getting better every year, ‘The native stock 

is exterminated. I have advised re-stocking with the southern 
Wisconsin race and would like to book the order on Mr. Colmean's 
behalf with you for action whenever you think that the birds have 
picked up enough to warrant trapping operations. I have told 
Mr. Colman that it seemed to me improbable that stock could be 

obtained until next winter, 

Before you actually go ahead, Mr, Colman would, I 
assume, like some idea as to prices. I think that not less than 
10 or a dozen birds should be stocked, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

\



1532 University Avenue 
March 31, 1937 

Mr. BH, L, Blakey 
U. S. Biological Survey 
719 Federal Building 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Dear Mr, Blakey: 

I have been doing some consulting work for Mr. H. D. 
Colman, Rockford, Illinois, whe has a tract of several sections 
of hardwood timber in the Rock Riber bluffs which he wishes to 
re~stock with wild turkey. 

I have recomended against his acceptance of any 
ordinary "wild" turkey eggs, tut I have understood that you and 
Stoddard give a pretty good endorsement to the eges produced 
by one dealer in Missouri. If this is the case, would you 
forward this letter to him with the request that he give a 
quotation on two settings to Mr. Paul B, Rifs, 1315 Garrison 
Avemae, Rockford, Tilinois? Mr. Riis mmages the vroperty and 
would be responsible for the propagation operations, 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh : Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 

March 31, 1937 

Mr. Paul B, Riis 
1315 Garrison Aveme 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Riis: 

Pardon the delay in answering yours of March 18, I have out of town, 

I am afraid I will have to disappoint you on some of the items. There 
is no such thing as ordering grouse. I will have to trap them, and the cycle 
is now so low that I have been unable to trap any for my own area. I am, 
however, commmicating your desire for some grouse to Wallace Grange, and I 
have hopes that by next fall the birds will have built up sufficiently to 
enable your requirements to be met. I am specifying southern grouse so we 
will get the race suitable for your locality, 

Turkey eggs also are not a simple matter, One can buy alleged wild 
turkey almost anywhere, but as I told you, I would not recommend such stock 
for any enterprise acting under my advice. There is, however, one outfit in 
Missouri whose stock I could eniorse, and I am inquiring to see whether I 
ean get a couple of settings. It is entirely possible that their entire 
output is booked. I will let you kmow as soon as I can get word, 

I have read your notes with intense interest and I am anxious to go 
over the prospective paper, but suggest we postpone the meeting until May 
because in April I am more or less jumping sideways with my planting operations. 
Will you later suggest a date in May convenient for you? It might interest you 
to come on May 10 when I have a seminar on wildflower management, or on 
May 24 when I have a seminar on food and cover plantings, If you can get here 
on & seminar date, I would like to have you give the seminar group a brief 
resume of your deer observations. : 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Rockford, Illinois ,March 18-1937 = 

ig o 4 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor re) : 
Game Management Ce yer : 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor: a 

Thanks awfully for looking over the manuscript. | 
Realize it is an impostion on your valuable time, but felt 

strongly, that since you are connected with the matter, it 4 

should have the benefit of your approval. is 
q 

& Pd | Mr. Colman advises me today that he would be if 
wy much pleased to have you order a dozen grouse for him. I do not * 

gy know if this amount is sufficient for the stocking of the two ’ 
thickets, which*"A good mile seperated, at any rate Mr. Colman s 
desires these and if more are needed, it is up to Mr. Severson 

to commit himself. He has failed to do so, this far. 2 

Also, you may go ahead with procubing turkey eggs ‘ 
to bewlivered , when you think favorable for hatching.Strauss 

& seems to think he would like about fifty, but must leave the ; 

amount tow your own judgment, price and ability to secure such ‘ 

“9 7 @ number, 

¢ Strauss intents to put these into the incubator 4 

and then move the chicks down to the woods, not so far from where % 
we picked those apples. He proposes to place them on hardware clogh — 
(wire netting) and raise them down there until large enough to 

. liberate, 

I am ready to come to Madison any time it is con— 
vemient for you. Mondays are excepted, Will bring my data with ? 
me, and, if you desire send you some preliminary stuff,to enable . 

3 you to get somewhat of a line on the local situation. I am enclose 
ing list of browse foods today, all except weeds. 

Have been out almosy daily and for long hours, but 
find little or no evidence of browsing since March 1st .However 
note a much greater percentage of black walnut browsing, than 
check list indicates.Since there is but a small amount scattered 
over the range, (those bwowsed are from 18"-4'in height} and these 
usually represented as single plants, believe the increased 
browse is significant.Perhaps is connected with progress of 
gestation, Hickory and pignut are similarly used. In fact tree 
browse generally shows the same increase toward spring. 

Have ordered some tree and shrub seeds for browse 
planting and made up an outline for establishement of additional 

. food patches, that will draw the herd more toward the interior 
: ef of the tract and better protection.Tese however is for your . 
‘ decision. I can but point out available grounds suitable for pur- 

= pose and located with an eye of present available supplies
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Se Bes 

Seeds ordered are checked in red on list. There are of course 
other seeds of annuals, to be ordered later, but have postponed 
this until there is a definite plan, approved by both owners. 

Also enclose rough draft of impressions on browse foods, 
gathered during the winter. This, needs revision and clarifi- 
Cation.There are certain statements there that need better 
interpretation and because of it, hesitate to hand this to you 
in this fory. However, it gives you a better insight into the 
relationship of certain browse, as differing from rating on list 
because of or lack of abundance, 

Picked up a few horns, fortunately different, Marchl ,-5—‘7 
and 14 respectively. Rodents of some sort scem very fond of them 
and all of them are way gnawed, some more than others, 

Regards publishing of browse data, what publication would 
you sugeest. Parks and Recrsation no doubt will give me the 
finished cuts after they have served their purpose, which would 
be most convenient for future use. Have photographic support 
for much of the observations, in fact, have not spared films. 
But I am not committed to this publication exclusively. 

No longer count deer, since at this time it is difficult 
to do the sex justice, with antlerless bucks running in a herd at 

i a distance. Up to March first however, have noted alltogether 
45 bucks, 313 does and 95 fawns. If one half the fawns seen were 
counted as bucks, the sex ratio& still would run 1 buck to 4 does, 
In addition, the game warden holds, that out of 25 deer killed 

packs annuallyf, by various causes, (poaching 6%, autos 80%) etc.we do 
je are now at bucks are_ preferred by poachers for their hornse.Of 

four killed on the Delisnfarm, all four were bucks.(Shot). 

i Very truly yours 

:
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1 1936 1937 1937 
_ Species. Nov.—Dec. January February Total 

Ne. 1 Hazel 18 63 132 212 
2 Black Raspberry 63 50 83 196 

— 3 Gray Dogwood 23 43 107 173 
4 Blackberry 23 37 65 125 

~~ § Choke Cherry 12 22 90 124 
6 Hop Hcernbeam,Leverwood 3 23 76 102 

——% Blaek Cherry 5 30 66 101 
8 White Oak 1 6 45 53 
9 Black Oak 1 4 43 47 

19 Sumach, smooth 3 5 37 46 
11 Gooseberry, prickly 15 18 9 42 
12 Red Oak 3 1 36 40 
13 Wild Crab, (Ioensis) 5 6 15 28 
14 White Ash 1 2 23 26 
15 Red Cedar ~ ~ 25 25 
16 Hickory 3 5 14 21 
17 a ge 1 3 15 12 

is os Sheath tee 3 4 10 ib apen, 
20 Linden 5 2 9 16 

— 21 Meadow Rose,(blanda) 3 2 6 il 
~ 83 Red Osier(stolonifera) 1 - 7 8 
~ 23 Box Elder 3 - 5 8 
- 24 Prairie Rose, (Setigera)3 3 4 8 

25 Black Walnut - “ 8 8 

7 pl (Vib.2 adie + 3 é *~ . elen ~ 
~28 Sugar Maple - - 5 

29 Bur Oak ~ = 4 4 
30 Bittersweet 3 1 a 4 
31 Elderberry, black 3 ) - 3 

es ee 
34 Red “{fiva) 2 1 - 3 
35 Arrowood ,Vib,acerifolia2 « 1 3 
36 Black Willow 1 - 1 2 
37 Prickly Ash  ¢hanthozy.)1 - 1 3 
38 Moonseed ,Ke' croyee ; a - 
39 Apple, ocultiva’ ~ ~ x



Ww te- ed Dee 

Measurements were made on on five tracts within an associated 
euaetaeat Those tracts wewe comprised G00 acres all told, and were 
wae ly covered with stands of oak, second growth, rarely excee- 
ding 18" in caliper. Shrub species abundant on one tract, may be 
searee on another, with other species dominant. Or they may show a 
fairly balanced mixture of all species. 

Bach tract was visited from November b@G@w 14, 1936, or from the 
first hard freze until the spring thaw, March one, 1937, wtwheastwwrw 
no less than twice a month and as high as 12 times.The measurements 
of each ae were recorded as follows: Browse scars of any one species 
was recorded once as found within a distance of 100 feet or more.A 
a. count was made of one or mowewseuww dozens of scars within 
that distance, or until that variety was agets encountered.New scars 
ony were recorded, old cuts being easily distinguished by the darkened 
wood. : : 

Since there is no pasturing within that area, and such resulting 
from workhorses, grabbing a bite at the end of the row are easily 
distinguished from that of deer. Yattle and horse browse is ragged, and 
crunched with hanging fibres. Rabbits are scare, due to the presence 
of foxes. Yet they can ordinarily reach 18" high and mich more on deep 
and orusted snow, They however leave an oblique scar, while that of deer 
is a neat and clean cut, equarely across the stem, 

The five tracts contained less than fifty acres of brushland 
wirthwew and no arerinee to speak of. The Tn were practically | 
unbroken, relegating all but tolerant species toward the edge of 
timber. Grassed and cultivated lands surrounded the tracts which, 
fronted on one second ee road. A low grade road bisected the western 
half of the tracts, while a much jower grade road split them the entire 
length from north to south.Poaching and killing come here accounted 
for the Syinuing of the herd in the main, with accidents of broken 

« necks or Anat. vith an apyprdéximate number of one hundred deer scattered 
over these five tracts, the combined annual loss may be roughly estimated 
at ten head, 

farmerops are the mainstay of these deer.0f these they have 
been seen eating clover, alfalfa, withr wheat and rye and Gorn left 
oeetane for them in generous quantities by the owners. Yeer also 
will follow husking and pick the waste kernels of corn from the ground 
much in the manner of pigs.Farmorops support them from the time snow 
melts for good in the spring until hard freezes and snow again cover 
the ground and make it unaccessible. Mr. Boetcher, one of the resident 
farmers had opportunity to observe closely the preferenee of farm 
crops. He sowed a twelve acre strip of rye next to the timber, a seven 
acre strip of winter wheat adjoining this and next to this a twelve 
acre strip of alfalfa. The deer consistently left the wheat to eat rye, 
scarcely touching the alfalfa, They also seemed to prefer medium red 
Clover to alfalfa, tho they grazed on the latter when Lata young. 
Also, they will on ocassion paw through light snow to get at these were” 
Corn of course is their principal farm crop diet, and they will eat this 
as long as it lasts in the field. 

Of the native foods shown in the table, gray dogwood perhaps 
leads all others in palatability. Measurements do not reveal this, but
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the combined poveeevere of the various species as, found in the order 
of abundance on the five tracts indicate as much,*his species, while 
abundant on one tract is almost ey absent on another and repre= 
sented ey on the other three.Hazel and hop hornbeam present a shh 
similar situation, The dense shade of unbroken canopies does not favor 

ee ea awé on above varieties. Rosa setigera a ee high 
palatability, since the record of ee browsings are those found on 
eight of the ten shrubs of this spec corres on the combined tracts. 
Meqdow rose is more abundant and may fall into the same olass.Red Cedar 
represented ¥ less than 300 trees of from one to 10" in diameter, or 
about one half tree per acre, with some natural reproduction Boxelder 
too, are scarce with less than one hundred browsable trees. Red dogwood 
may prove a favorite food also, if more abundant and the records cover 
that of about fifty shrubs found on these tracts. 

It may be noted that deer prefere browae from hey pd 4 shrubs 
and not from the spindly A sg found in denge shade.Bl and choke 
cherries, piauty black wainut, pignut awewtebenwdigntigy succeed in 
shady situations, as will black raspberries and blackberris and goose= 
berries. Of the latter less are eaten, or as in the case of the goose= 
berry, none, toward reas While record and measurements made may 
somewhat contradict this statement,the caneberriea show lese ee 
in the latter pext of the winter than their pwrw abundance might le 
one to bezheve « 

Browse scars are usuallu found on eee, shrubs and not over 
four feet above the ground,Oak brows usually that of coppiced 
shoote, also net exceeding above « Again, it mgy be that from 
biwwow penance limbs, exposed to full aunlight in clearings or 
at the age of the woods, where the shoots and bude develop more 
gucculently. 

) fhe changes from fall to winter browse, from agricultural crops 
to native browse seems coincident with two things: Frozen ground and 
snow cover, and available supply of standing corn.The transition 
appears gradual and many weeds are eaten in the beghanags dwarf asterg 
— rod, sunflower and others, Blackberry and black raspberry 
eaves are ecaton while they remain somewhat green, ik are a <p from 

the stem, leaving the bare stems to adorn the cane GY ance 
of the winter.The last leaves noted were January 20th. 1 catkins 
fertowr also furnish a good deal of their food here, but there was 
no sign of budding that could be checked, nothwithstanding the perwen® 
of aspen.Brush browse becomes evident about November 15, a nibble here 
and a nibble there. Thorny foods, as those of gooseberry, black rasp=- 
berry and blackberry awewratenw form the bulk of the earliest browse 
taken, Closely followed by gray dogwood.Later on gooseberries are no 
longer eaten. 

Red ¢gedar were browsed only during a short ten or: the coldest 
part of February with light snows: white cedar, of which a few escaped 
ornamentals are found on thewtewew one tract, were untouched, pepe os 
deer tracks were all abéut them.Trees were eaten more freely as winter 
advanced, in fact the diet scems to advance from ere erops 
— needs, thorny shrubs and their leaves, dogwood, hazel catkins 

bi on.
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Study by Paul B.Riis : Fall and Winter 1936-37 | 

a 

¥ mh ComparativeAbundance of Deer Browse on Rockford Area : 

Understory Shrubs etc. 

Plot #1 Plot #2 Plot #3 Plot #4 Plot #5 Ap.Percen 

ok americana 30% 18% 15% 16% 32% 22.2% 
ze] St oh OE ey ekly Gooseberry Th: 

Rubus allegheniensis % 14% 15% 8% 10% 10.9% | 
ae) z 

ieee pachduatalae a a 104 10% 12% % 
ackeap | 

Brectos Spzetinn 6h 6% 5h 7% of 5.8% 

Prunus srirginiana % of 7% o% 6 7.46 
Ostrya virginiana of 08h iCSHOCitiCiaMCC 10.26 
Hop Hornbeam, Leverwood ey 
Fraxinus americana 8% 8% 10% 17% a 10.26 
White Ash we y 
Comune pabieinte ’ 27% 18% 15% 11% a 164. 
ray Dogwoo : 

Mievelianeogs,Sunach a 3h 3h 3h 3 3.4% 
Agpen, Elm,Nannyberry s 
Hickory, Biawk Walnut, 
Oak, Roses, Wild orab, 
Red Haw,Linden, Red 
Cedar ; 

:



Winter Browse of White-tailed Dee 

F Measurements were made on on five tracts within an associated 
ownership. Those tracts wewe comprised 600 acres all told, and were 
principally covered with stands of oak, second growth, rarely excee— 
ding 18" in caliper, Shrub species abundant on one tract, may be 
scarce on another, with other species dominant. Or they may show a 
fairly balanced mixture of all species. 

Tach tract was visited from November #P88w 14, 1936, or from the 
first hard freze until the spring thaw, ~~ one, 1937, abrkeastwwww 
no less than twiee a month and as high as 12 times.The measurements 
of each trip were recorded as follows: Browse scars of any one species 
was poonsaen onee as found within a distance of 100. feet or more.A 
see count was made of one or mwwewswaww dozens of scars within 
that distance, or until that variety was — encountered,New scars 
—_ were recorded, old cuts being easily distinguished by the darkened 

wood. 

Since there is no pasturing within that area, and such restlting 
from workhorses, grabbing a bite at the end of the .row are easily 
distinguished from that of deer, SJattle and horse browse is ragged, and 
crunched with hanging fibres. Rabbits are scare, dué to the presence 
of foxes, Yet they can ordinarily reach 18" high and much more, on deep 
and crusted snow. They however leave an oblique scar, while that of deer 
is @ neat and clean cut, squarely across the stem, 

The five tracts contained less than fifty acres of brushland 
wirthwew and no aeree tone to speak of. The canopies were practically 
unbroken, relegating 411 but tolerant species toward the edge of the 
timber. érassed and cultivated lands surrounded the tracts, which, 
fronted on one second grade road. A low grade road bisected the western 
half of the tracts, while a much Jower-grade road split them the entire 
length from north to south.Poaching and killiy ae here accounted 
for the trimming of the herd in the main, vititied dents of broken 
necks or ee With an aprréximate number of one hundred deer scattered 
over these five tracts, the combined annual loss may be roughly estimated 
at ten head, 

farmerops are the mainstay of these deer.Of these they have 
been seen eating clover, alfalfa, withr wheat and rye and corn left 
standing for them in generous quantities by the owners. Deer also 
will follow husking and pick the waste kernels of corn from the ground 
much in the manner of pigs.Farmorops suppert them from the time snow 
melts for good in the spring until hard freezes and snow again cover 
the ground and make it wnaccessible. Mr. Boetcher, one of the resident 
farmers had opportunity to observe closely the preference of farm 
crops. He sowed a twelve acre strip of rye next to the timber, a seven 
acre strip of winter wheat adjoining this and next to this a twelve 
acre strip of alfalfa. The deer consistently left the wheat to eat rye, 
scarcely touching the alfalfa. They also seemed to prefer medium red 
Clover to alfalfa, tho they grazed on the latter when youngy young. 
Also, they will on ocassion paw through Light snow to get at these crops. 
Corn of course is their principal farm crop diet, and they will eat this 
as lon® as it lasts in the field. 

Of the native foods shown in the table, gray dogwood perhaps 
leads all others in palatability. Measurements do not reveal this, but 

( Be cescats nod atchanee chet 
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the combined ee of the various species as, found in the order 
of abundance on the five tracts indicate as much.*his species, while 
abundant on one tract is almost totally absent on another and repre= 
sented er on the other three.Hazel and hop hornbeam present a sin 
similar situation. The dense shade of unbroken canopies does not favor 
er tist ren ww on above varieties. Rosa setigera may reveal high 
palatability, since the record of eight browsings are those found on 
eight of the ten shrubs of this specsoniye te on the combined tracts. 
Meadow rose is more abundant and may fall into the same olass.Red Cedar 
represented Py less than 300 trees of from one to 10" in diameter, oF 
about one half tree per acre, with some natural reproduction,Boxelder 
too, are scarce with less than one hundred browsable trees, Red dogwood 
may prove a favorite food also, if more abundant and the records cover 
that of about fifty shrubs found on these tracts, 

It may be noted that deer prefere browse from thrifty shrubs 
and not from the spindly growths found in dense shede.Black and choke 
cherries, winraty black walnut, pignut awewrehenvbegirtign succeed in 
aan | situations, as will black raspberries and blackberris and goose- 
perries, Of the latter lese are eaten, or as in the case of the goose= 
perry, none, toward spring. While record and measurements made may 
somewhat contradict this statement,the caneberries show less ore te 
in the latter part of the winter than their pwew abundance might le 
one ae 

Browse scare are usuallu found on thrifty shrubs and not over 
four feet above the ground.0ak brows usually that of coppiced 
shoots, also not exceeding above Phe ie Again, it mgy be that from 
vinbsw eee limbs, exposed to full sunlight in clearings or 
at the age of the woods, where the shoots and buds develop more 
succulertly. 

The change from fall to winter browse, from agricultural crops 
to native browse scems coincident with two things: Frozen ground and ~ 
snow cover, and available supply of standing corn,The transition 
appears gradual and many weeds are eaten in the er eeerae dwarf asterg 

0 ete rod, sunflower and others, Blackberry and black raspberry 
eaves are eaton while they remain somewhat green. They are nipped from 

the stem, leaving the bare stems to adorn the cane during the balance 
of the winter.The last leaves noted were January 20th, Mazel catkins 
forioww also furnish a good deal of their food here, but there was 
no gign of budding that could be checked, mothwithstanding the perenne 
of aspen.Brush browse becomes evident about November 15, a nibble here 
and a nibble there. Thorny foods, as those of gooseberry, black rasp- 
berry and blackberry aweweatenw form the bulk of the earliest browse 
taken, closely followed by gray dogwood.Later on gooseberries are no 
longer eaten, 

Red cedar were browsed only during a short ten days, the coldest 
part of February with light snows! white cedar, of which a few escaped 
ornamentals are found on twewbwaew one tract, were untouched, altough 
deer tracks were all abéut them.Trees were eaten more freely as winter 
advanced, in facet the diet seems to advance from agricultural crops 
ee ones thorny shrubs and their leaves, dogwood, hazel catkins 
nto trees.



Winter Browse of White-tailed Deer 

1936 1937 1937 
‘Spéciés Nov.—Dec. January February Total 

No. 1 Hazel 18 62 132 212 
2 Black Raspberry 63 50 83 196 
3 Gray Dogwood 23 43 107 173 
4 Blackberry 25 37 65 125 
5 Choke Cherry 12 22 90 : 124 
6 Hop Hornbeam,Leverwood 3 23 76 102 
7 Black Cherry 5 30 66 101 
8 White Oak 1 6 45 52 
9 Black Oak 1 4 42 47 

10 Sumach, amooth 3 5 37 45 
11 Gooseberry, prickly 15 18 9 42 
12 Red Oak 3 3 36 40 
13 Wild Crab, (Ioensis) 5 6 15 26 
14 White Ask 1 2 23 26 
15 Red Cedar - - 25 25 
16 Hickory 3 5 14 21 
17 ee : 3 15 19 
18 Red Haw 3 10 B. 17 
19 Aspen, trembling 3 3 10 16 
20 Linden 5 2 8 16 
21 Meadow Rose,(blanda) 3 2 6 121 
23 Red Osier(stolonifera) 1 - 7 8 
23 Box Elder 3 - 5 8 
24 Prairie Rose, (Setigera)3 1 4 8 
25 Black Walnut o - 8 8 
26 White Elm 3 ~ 4 7 
ae Bearers ise -tenenged ~ ‘ : 

Sugar ple ~ - 

29 Bur Oak - ~ 4 4 
30 Bittersweet 3 1 1 4, 
31 Elderberry, black 2 1 - 3 
32 Black Currant 2 ~ a 3 
33 Honeysuckle ,flava 2 a 1 3, 
34 Red Elm, (fulva) 2 1 ~ 3 
35 Arrowood, Vib.acerifolia2 ~ 1 3 
38 Black Willow 1 - 1 2 
37 Prickly Ash ¢%anthoxy.)1 - 1 2 
38 Moonseed ,Menispermum 1 - ~ 1 
39 Apple, cultivated i - - 1



A Rochporel darn 

po Rockford, Illinois, February 7,1037 OGL 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, ‘ 

Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

Have been confined to bed for a week, hence have not turned in Are 

boretum article for Parks and Recreation. Shalldéfer this now for April number. In 

the mean time will alter first part as suggested and at the same time mail you 

second part, that you may get sequence. 

Have been on the range off and on and made notes. Have tree and 

shrub browse up to date and awaiting your identification of weeds to tabulate 

misc. foods»Enclosed summary for Nov.-Dec. and Jamary in their order of palata- 
bilty. Shall attempt, to make this more complete, to evaluate approximate percent- i 

age of various foods on range, if you think advisable. 

February, with its covering of ice and snow shows a sharp upturn in 

the use of such as hazel, hornbeam, oak and cherries. White cedar is still untouched, 

red cedar is now eaten, Tabulation with weather reports show plainly resort from 

agricultural to native foods, a thing that can be checked more closely now, that 

the situation becomes somewhat clearer. 

Chart also shows sex ratio somewhat in excess of 1 buck to 4 does. 

Since I am recording deer seen on each part of range, we can get a fair picture of 

Strauss farm density from that of Straw farm, In a herd of 53 seen by Strauss last 
week in one herd there were but 2 bucks, but about 20-25 fawns of undetermend sexes, 
This sex ratio is being seriously disturbed by poaching. Four bucks were found shot 

# last fall by Boetcher# how many have been shot and removed we do not know. Last week two more 

backs were killed by killing dogs. I found one carcass yesterday, nearly all consumed 
f by dogs and foxes.Deer seem handicapped with icy footing and dogs, according to 

Strauss, who witnessed a near-fatality to another buck, saw the deer try to get 

away over the open field in rather a gingerly fashion because 7 ice, while the 
dogs seemed not handicapped at all and soon geined on the buck, buck charged down 
hill and, in negotiating a ditch slipped, as I hope picture will show, and struck 

the vertical bank of the ditch, with his chest. The momentum carried him over, but } 
the delay and perhaps stunning fall gave the dogs their chance. Two of the dogs are 
known and those of a friend, who has been notified. The others have been seen by 

various parties and are unknown, Believe a special sharp-shooting guard might clear 
up the menace. On the other hand, it might be feasable to add two more strands of wire 
¢Barb) on all fences toward open ground, to slow up the dogs. Of course they mayw 
may overcome this by jumping also, but few dogs , whthout training will clear four 

foot obstacles.Unless driven, deer, bucks and all prefer to crawl under barbwire, 
Wo and seem not to get entangled with their horns. I had ample opportunity to see this 
(we Gaily, for years from my dooryar out east. What would you sugzest? 

Hope to be able to say something more about turkey es2s and grouse in 

my next letter. Seems almost impossible to get the two owners together, Have added 
more leafy branches to those fallen trees, as we felled trees for much needed bridge 
es. Hope to be able to follow up my studies this summer to complete the yearly 
food cycle. Hazel catkins are about gone, and aspen with fuzz fully exposed are unm 

touched. Hickory buds seem not the object, since bud and a few inches of branch 

are always eaten at the same time, in fact, this with the ceks, is browsed ina 
ruinous manner, precluding " breaking by reserve buds. That, I begin to think, 
accounts for all. the dead branches up to the deer line in the hickories. Oak suffer 
less because of a more comprehensive branch system. I doubt that there are more P 
than a hundred deer on the range. Vua/ Teahy joer CB S, Lf bio ‘ .



January 22, 1937 

Dear Dr. Frison: 

The plants, in the package from Aldo Leopold, that 
you. wanted identified are the following; 

1. “Eaten by deer----Note snipping--Flower 
small and whitish pink." ‘This is Pe virginianun 
Le (In Britton and Brown, Tovara virginiana rr Rate). 
This is a plant that grows commonly in thickets, particularly 
in woods, from Nova Scotia to Minnesota, and southward to 
the Gulf of Mexico. It is one of the wild native buckwheats, 
known commonly as the Virginia lknotweed,. 

2. (Beggar lice). This plant is Lappula 
virginiana (L.) Greene. This also is a thicket plant that 
grows especially in woods. [It has about the same southern 
and northern limits as the above but extends somewhat farther 
southwestward. It is a member of the Borage family. 

3. “annual. Similar to clearweed. Eaten by 
deer. Small white flower. This plant is Acalypha virginica 
Le, known commonly as three-seeded Mercury. ts Eateae and 
range are similar to the two above. It belongs in the 
Euphorbiaceae along with Croton and the spurges.e 

4. "physostegia? -- On Eller farm. Grows along : 
Cunningham road." I am as nearly certain as it is possible 
to be without also seeing flowers that this is Teucriun - 
canadense Le, which, although a mint, is commonly calléd wood sage. 

(Signed) Le Re Ts 

Le Re Tehon ; 
bh



Rockford, Illinois, December 30,1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold,Professor ¢» yas 
Game Management , hor” 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison ,Wisc. 

Dear Professor: 

Sorry to learn you were laid up with illness. 
Winter seems the time to try one out. Trust you are again 

well. 

Thanks for the suggestions made, it helps tren 
endously. Yes, I have data on pelage, when bucks turned.Is there 
another period of significance, Also have www memo on two cop= 
ulations by Strauss, a year apart, which aorta puta new light 
on this phase. 

Sorry I did not pay closer attention to eating 
of raspberry leaves also, as now find, this late, that a small 
amount is being eaten, not much however compared with that of 
blackberries. On the other hand the raspberry canes are eaten 
much more than the those of the blackberry. Another year one 
can, with the new knowledge check on all these things. 

Yew has been browsed up to deer line, from ice— 
level. Cannot be reached from above, nor from the creek bottom. 
The plant in question seems thrifty and what we call well furnish= 
ed, a fine specimen plant, that I am sure ws out of reach of real 
damage.Presume the others we looked at are being held in check frm 
downward growth by browsing and will not hurt the plants,as yews 
stand severe shearing well. 

Last few days have been too wet for further ob- 
servations, Believe shall make up report for table purposes . 
for each month ‘seperate, much as that sent you. However, with 

: a growing list of foods(there are still others) shall insert the 
names vertically and give both common and scientific name, 
These tables will show at a glance palatability of variouys foods 
during the diffrent month and will Brows, an ideal check on any 
diet changes during more severe weatherJother winters. Shall be 
glad to have your suggestions thereon. 

Also, since I have cruised the entire range ,from 
north to south, shall start all over again in January, covering 
sqme territory every visit from east to west, thus getting a dia- 
metrically opposed record,In February shall reverse that order 
again to December survey, getting a real cross section of the 
feeding habits on the range, 

| Have been told by good authority that a few 
bucks have been poached out within the last weeks. Unfortunately 
the animals got away and died later.This of course distorts the 
sex ratio still more, more reason why some does must be removed, 
regardless of abundance of natural browse. 

“ 4 And-down at Strauss$ I saw Yecember 24th a pin~ 
, Raped gpouse, at the brush thicket where you proposed introducing 

nubihed Z
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grouse. This of course will please Mr. Severson. 

Have labeled a few twigs of shrubs and weeds,some that show 
? this winters browse, others of last year. Shall mail these to you 

for identification. Have kept branches of each kind similarly 
numbered, so that you need but give me the numerical identification. 
Several of those to be sent I know, or think I do, but want very— 
fication, Shall send them a little later. 

Also am writing up the Arbotetum for February. Dead line is 
January 15th. Shall mail mscpt. to you for critical reading before 
that time, together with a few questions. Will appreciate it if 
you will delete, blue pendil, add or suggest whatever you feel 

will improve it. 

With the best wishes of the season, 

. Sincerely yours



ule 

: 1532 University Aveme 
Deceniber 30, 1936 

Mr. Howard D, Colman 
Rockford 
Zllincis 

Dear My, Colmant 

i an returning unter separate cover the two books yuu loened 
me, namely “Maya Cities" by Thomas Gann and “Bernal Diaz" by Mendslay, 

I enjoyed reading both of these very much and thank you for the lean. 

Since looking at your place I have had some interesting 
oppertunities to check up on how many deer that type of wodland will 
support. ‘The University of Michigan hae a similar tract of lend called 
the George Reserve, comprising about 1,200 acres, bat entirely fenced 
end without any crop land on the inside. A complete count of the deor 
recently showed about 200 head, which is a deer per 6 scres. The browse 
feed is very diatinetly injured, I also noticed that the deer in early 
Decenber had not completed their blue coat to the same extent as your 
deer had over a month earlier, I conclude that where decr are subsisting 
without agricultural feeds, 6 acres is distinctly too little for them to 
live on. We can mie further headway in interpreting this figure after 
the conus figures have been refined by Mr. Riis this winter, 

I have also learned of a now shrub which seems to be extremely 
palatable to deer, and which it might pay to propagate on your property, 
Rate to the mehoo wash (Boma Bie EOD ete oe ee 
that this has an vebhits or deer, or both, 
Seno ee ee eS ee a I will confer 

en thie shrub and am sending him a copy of this 

With best regards, and thanking you again for the books, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Gane Management 
ce Mr. Riis



Baia Rockford, Illinois, December 21,1936 L 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor, wy 
Game Management ev 
College of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Professort 

Many, many thanks for the various communications, re- ‘ 
Brunies, Deer foods, News Letter and Sharp-teiled Grouse, reprint. Appre= 

ciate this all tremendously and have set to work on several of the things 

Have delayed writing you, since I felt not far enough 
advanced in my study of food habits of deer to be of interest to you.My 
work confined me longer at the home grounds than I foresaw,hence my visit : 

to the Dells was somewhat delayed. Now I am trying to go there 4 or 5 

afternoons a week, whith should give me a fair insight. 

Enclosed find copy of daily report, which kindly return, 

as I hope to revise and improve it. For that purpose invite your criticisms 

and suggestion as to its improvment, especially manner of recording. Of 
course shall embody scientific names of plants in this to avoid any error. : 

i From report sheet you will note daily recording, which, 
as season advanced, and, as whole range will have been traversed repeatedly 

will result in a more generalized report. By that time, as winter advances 

and spring is ushered: in the various food preferences should be pretty well 

established and no further need for miscroscopic recording, Even at this 
early date it is easily seen that the black raspberry seems the favorite 

food. Then,also, you will note some unsuspected foods, th-t, now that Imam 

on my guard will be swelled by other varieties. 

We missed looking at the yew on the lower cliffs as we ; 
rode by with Mr. Colman, These are somewhat more accessible and were quite 
heavily browsed last winter. 

es 

Strauss states that deer leave the cornfields when snow 
covers the ground, since they, like hog and cattle pick up the waste grain 

after husking. . course that does not explain their absence from standing 
corn fields, a thing I will have to work out by myself, with the help of 
another blanket of snow.Strauss also claimed that blackberries were never 
browsed, tho standing side by side of heavily browsed bleck raspberries. 
My findings do not bear this out, tho the preference is decidedly for the 

black raspberries. 

Report sheets show bedly balanced sex ratio. Perhaps my mé= 

thods of recording daily sight arecfeulty andssubject to correction when 

the sexes seperate after shedding of antlers. Have you any suggestions? 

As to density, I doubt that there is a stand of 100 hdead 
on the combined farms. Shall of course verify this also, even through a 

drive. Seventy-five comes nearer my own impressions. 

2 Also note that browse is heatiest nearer foodpatches, points 
( l 2 Y of concentration,
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Feel convinced that rabbits neéd not concern us from standpoint of forestry 
or browse signs, since , in the many visits have yet to see my first rabbit.There 

are scattering signs, verysscattering indeed, when one remembers the million tracks 
one single specimen will make in a night. Foxes, both gray and red, both seen frequent= 
ly, and several active foxdens, besides that horned owl, seen repeatedly, may be the 
answer to this, tho Strauss claims the hunter is responsible. 

{ " 
Strauss range, the woods were deer was killed by lightning is badly browsed. 

Last years browse was heavy and in some cases damaging. Leaves covered this too much 
to be seen when we looked at it together.Will mail some samples of this soon after 
holidsy rush, together with some unindentiffied weeds, which in some cases show 
browsing, while others were picked as more representative. Perhaps you can help on 

their identification, 

Method of checking is that adjacent to trails I stake every visit, and covers 

about a mile of new territory each visit, a bit more irregular thah strip cruising, 
bat much to the same effect. I know that each recording is that of a group 50 or 
a mndred feet or more apart, sometimes showing a single nip, again wholesale brow 

: sing. The same ground has not been checked more than once, and it will take severral ; 
weeks to cover all the range.Note immediate response to browse. after first snow. 

When this has been done, what method do you sugzest to follow? : 

Note importance of hazel catkins as a food, Will show photos of this. Also 

note other unsuspected foods, burdock, wild aster, golden rod, gooseberry, hounds= 
tongue or beggar's lice, the latter lightly. Again, the contimation of eating the 
somewhat green leaves of blackberris from the stems. leaving stem untouched, This 
food is used extensivly and carried on from the sumer browse. 

Few hazel catkins are eaten around territory of coon tree, but are almost 

gone at Strauss woods and also the north-east woods of the Straw farm, a portion f. 

believe we did not visit. It is the most north-easterly finger of woodland, where 
you sugsest foodpatch. There is standing corn there now, a place of concentration, 
where deer trails are distinctly from 4 to 3" in depth, all traveling toward corn 
field.Will count normal number of catkins on untouched bush and remaining at heavily 

browsed, tomorrow. 

Mr. Severson only other day expressed his disbelief on danger to range. 

Says it looks increditable to him, what with deer not even taken advantage of corn 

fields. I had little to offer to enlighten him at this time, 

Enclosed also copy of tentaiive questionaire to geme wardens of Winnebago 
and Ogle counties, to ascertain deer range and other data. Kindly look this over, 
add and delete at your pleasure. 

4m also recording number of trees and species and size used in horn polishing, 
with some photos. Do not know as this has any bearing on habits, and if it also 
May present a secondary sexual character. 

Save several measured drawings of beds, which also present food for thought. 
Snow is of course much help in all this and sorry we are out of that just now. : 

Regards hemp you mentioned, is this cultivated and planted purposely, or 
wild hep, native hereabouts? 

Have check tedate on all froral and feunal associations.Work is fasci- 

nating 

* Kindly give me address of "Ecology"; also thet of Michigen deer preserve you 
mention, And name of native grass growing at Dells. - :
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November 4, 1936 

My, Penl B, Rides 
1315 Garrison Aveme 
Rockford, Iliinois 

Dear Mr, Riis: 

I have received Mr, Colman's remittance and will write him further 
when I return some books which he loaned me, 

f IT am glad that you find the report satisfectory, I of course could 
have written a much fuller one but thought the briefer form would be 
preferable for Mr, Colman's purpose, You and I can go into any amount 
of detail at any time that you desire. 

T am afraid I failed to identify the last paragraph of your lettor 
which I attach. Mey I bother you to elaborate this a littée so that I 
will know what it is you want me to do? Doubtless I have failed to 
remember something that we diseussed verbally. 

With best regards, 

ALIUJ¢ Aldo Leopold 
Ene, Professor of Game Management



Qctober 20, 1936 

Me. Powl B. Riis 
1316 Garrison Avenue 
Roekford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

Through some mischance I have mislaid the letter to you in which I 
quoted rates for consultant work. My recollection is that it was to 
ve forty dollars per day, | to carry my own expenses. If this is 
correct, you may give the attached bill to Mr. Colman. If not, will 
you kindly advise me what I did quote? 

I have not been doing any consultant work outside the state, which is 
the reason for my not having any set rate. 

Yours very truly, 

AL: MIG Aldo Leopold 
Enc. Professor of Game Management 

; 

/



Aldo Leopold 

In account with — 

Howard D. Colman, Rockford, Illinois 

3 days consulting work @ $40 per day « + ~ + $120.00
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; October 1, 1936 

My. Peul B, Riis 
1315 Garrison Aveme 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Riist 

T will plan definitely to arrive in Rockford before noon 
Monday, October 12, for the consulting job which you and Mr. Colman 
want me to undertake, I aa very sure that it will not extend beyond 
October 15, and I am very glad to know that Mr. Colman will be there. 

Tt is rather curious that several things have happened 
since your visit broached this matter to me which gives the deer 
over-browsing problem not only a local, but also a national prominence, 
A regular epidemic of over-browsed spots has come to light, extending 
all the way from Pennsylvania to California, and such organizations 
as the Forest Service are getting extremely worried about the matter. 

My, Colman doubtless understands, as I know you do, that 
the mechanism of these “irraptions* is only partially understood, t 
hence any treatment prescribed for local situations is in part a 
guess. If, however, he is threatened with such a situation on his 

: land, I think it will be well worth while to imow it in advance. 
Of course, I am not assuming that he is threatened. ‘That mmch, 
however, will be easily determined by an examination of the ground. 

With best regards and looking forward to seeing you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



| abel Rockford, Illinois, September 28,1936 

Mr, Aldo Legpold, 
Professor, ame “anagement 
College of Agriculture 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor* 

Mr. Colman has been laid up for some time 
with a severe attack of lumbago, but is on the mend 
now. If he could give any assurance of being able to 
ride between October lst and 6th, he would like to 
have you come at that time, 

Of the later date , week of October 16th, 
yi this would suit him very well, provided the matter 

can be finished by October 15th, as he hag other 
plans on the following date, 

“ecards the later date, week of October 20th, 
Mr. Colman much prefers the earlier dating. : 

Kindly advise as to final date. 

Yours sincerely 

Paul Bi Riis, 
1315 Garrison Ave 
Rockford, Illinois.



Copies to Mr. Colman 

Ce Mr. Riis 
f Whitetail Deer folder 

Rockford Deer Area 
i , Files 
\ 

October 19, 1936 

Mr. Howard D. Colman 
Rockford, Illinois 

Dear li. Colman: 

I attach hereto a copy of my repért. I am sending another copy directly 
to Me. Riis. 

It occurred to me after returning here that the State Conservation Depart- 
thent might, when applied to for permission to reduce the herd, view the 
question more sympathetically if local farmers joined with you in making the 
application. This might include your own tenants. The technicalities of 
exact individual ownerships seem to me extraneous to the question in hand. 

I am ready to broach this matter to the Department, but would first like to 
know whether to speak for a group of for you alone. 

I enjoyed my trip and I am personally interested in the success of your 
venture. Thanks for sending the other book. I am reading the "Maya Cities" 
with mech interest. 

With best regards, 

ALIMIG Aldo Leopold 
Enc. Professor of Game Management
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Report to liv. Howard D. Colman 
on 

Rookford Deer Aron 
Submitted by Aldo Leopold, Gonsulting Forester 

Oatoder 15, 1936 

Gticin and Sise of Hert The origin of this herd is as yat uncertain. Mr. Lloyd 
says that a cyclone wrecked a pen of five deer near Zeshvankee in 1599. 

About tho same time, or sooner, some captive daer are said to have been libareted 
nesr Oregon. However, Mr. Colman remembers that deer were present south of Kesh- 
woukes in the 1890's, so that these accidental plantings are evidently not the 
whole story. At that time there were no deer near the present Colmen pleee. The 
herd apparently reached somewhere nonr its prasent Aistribation by shows 1930. The 
first tracks wore seen 26 the Colman plone about six years ago. 

The present rence stretches irragulerly along the breaks of Rock River 
from Bookford to Byron, and totals perhaps ten square miles. 

The tracts here reported on includes about three square miles (roughly 
2000 seres) lying three miles west of Rockford. . 
Gaasues trons. No eutinete of the deer population can be attempted at this acason. 
Bven {f available it would be diffiealt te compate a population-density dbecnuse of 
the indeterminate size of the agriculture! ares and outlying woodlots oceuptied at 
various seasons. | 

The best-informad farmers do not estimate alike. Ur. Dloyd Straus saw { 
sixty in his corn st one time in January 1936, ond thinks there are seventy-five 
on 1509 neres, or twenty ocres par deer. Hr. W. T. Boatacher, on the other hand, 
sew forty-four st one time in his corn lest winter and estimates 200 on 600 acres | 
of timber. Arbitrarily assuming this means 100 eres of range, hia eatimate is 
five acres per deer. Mr. Severson saw forty deer at one tine two yenra ago. f 

Uy gueas is thet we are dealing with - density of ten acres per deer, lj 
including both wootlote ond farmland. This would be twice as heavy as the densest j 
populations sustained on comparable wild areas. ‘Several counties in Pennaylvantea iW 
have suffered severe deterioration of the renge ot sbout this density. 

The closest parnlieL is the George Reserve herd near Detroit, which hos i 
vaticelly overbrowsed ite range et a density of one deer ver gix acres. The George f iy 
range is fenced and includes much alfalfa but no corn. ihe 

Both Mr. Colman and Mr. Boetacher think the herd hes increased during the ft 

last three years. This inorense is so recent that the range may not yet register | 
the full degree of damage which the present population will inflict. 

In any event, the population i¢ so heavy ag in itself to carry » warning 
as to the fubure of the range and the herd. j 
‘Par-Deneerl The whole history of deer horis from California to Massachusetts and 

Minnesote to Georgia shows that heavy stands of deer on ranges free of natural j 
enemies may sufdenly "irrapt" and nob omiy wpoil their range but their own physical j 
vigor. After a range has onte flared up in this way if bacomes impossible to secure 

Z either on abundant or « healthy stand of deer. i 
The obvious lesson is not to let » good herd irrupt. j 
fo prevent an irraption this herd must be kept trismed down to a safe a 

number, and the carrying capacity of the renge built up so there ie a safe margin a 
of enpacity above population. ia 

Seniitien-st_tha Retetard Renae. Ressmmentatian, | Tate ores ieee uit yet show signs (a) 
of distress. is ae yet no overbrowsing of winter food plents. , 

On the other hand there is positively no room for geographic spread, the ii 
population is very heavy, and there hes been ex recent increase which may not yet 
have fully registered ite effects. In oy opinion farmerops are carrying the bulk 

\
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of the load. They cannot, however, be counted unon be do so for a further increase 
in deer. A further incrense would ane both the range and the herd. 

There are elready plenty of deer for pleasure purposes: I saw between 15 
and 26 per day with no effort to keen quict. I therafore recommend that no further 
inerease be allowed, and that monasures be taken (to be dereribed later) for building 
Up capacity to a safer marcin. 

Uave.to Build Up Capacity. There are three ways avalieble: 
i. Increesing the agricultural feed. 
2. Dispersing the sgrieultural feed. 
Be Inereasing the wild feed. 
All three pertain to winter rather then summer freed. There is no reason 

to doubt that an excess of ewmer cepecity stil! exists. 
Agticultara) Fead. The crop rlants now used by deer are corn, alfalfa, clover, and 
winter grains. A totnl of about 20 acres of shocked corn is consumed yoorly, with 
perhaps additions! acrenge left out by neighbors. The corn consumption is ot least 
600 bushele. If there are 200 dear this means roughly three bushels each. 

This ought to be » sufficient quantity of corn, bat I recommend that in 
the future it be seattore’. out over four or five spots, instend of two as et vresent. 
This ought to somewhat lighten the burden on the adjacent browse feod. 

Four afiditional agricultural feeds might be worth trying ss 1 supplement 
to the existing feeie: raps, Jerusalem artichoke, hairy vetch, sunflower. Ali of 
these would be valuable for game birta an well os deer, 

Rape would assure greans even during periods of snow. 
Artichoke (Helionthis tuberosa) is widely used in Yarops as deer and 

pheasant food. A planting Insta many yeers, being renewed yoarly from tubers. The 
tubers are onten in winter but mist be exposed by plowing in fall. The tope ore 
eaten in munmer. Artichoke in an aggressive weed and should be used only in spots 
Completely surrounded by sod or timber. It mst be kept out of fields. I does not 
spread by seeds, only by tubers. 

Veatch ia planted with winter rye. 
Sunflowers must be planted in quantity, otherwise they are likely to be 

consumed before winter by birds ond mice. 
Mild Feeds. Box-elder ond soft maple are high-grade browse, and could be cheaply 
planted 22 seeds or seedlings. Both are now rere on the ares. I am puzzled by the 
fact thet the fow box-elders now on the area do not show browsing. The species is 
given a high rating in Michigen. 

Bush willows, red dogwood, and royal (yellow) willow could be cheaply 
propagated by cuttings. The roysl willow should be poliarded, elee it would grow 
out of reach. Ite palatability is hypothetical, and should be verified by prelim 
inary experiment. 
Tajaning Sheard It is possible that there is enough poaching, plus losses from 
moter collisions and fences and dogs, to keep the herd down to present nambers. 
The general impression of a recent inerense, however, makes this seem unlikely. 

If the herd is inereasing, then gome kind of deliberate removal of surplus 
is imperative. 

If there are 200 deer, then at least 20 and possibly as high as 40 must be 
removed yearly in some way. It seems inadviseble for me to try to guess, on the 
basis of a short inapection, what part of this removal is being accomplished auto-~ 
matically. Wr. Riis can determine this much more accurately by watching the condi- 
tion of the natural fasia, especially browse feeds. : s 

\
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When delivernts removal begine, the tro sexen should be taken about —— 
ly. I especially warn against the prevalent asaumtion that o sex ratio of one 
to four or five does is desireable. A ratio of sbout 1:1 is much better for the ule 
timate welfare of the herd. 

Deliberate removal can be accomplished by shooting or trapping. It might 
conceivably be accomplished ty catching fowne during the period when they ore 
“enched out" by the does, but I suspect this would be laborious and uncertain. 

If removal ia done by shooting, thers will be a chance to oull ont any 
weak antlers or poor, small, thin individuals. 

If by trapeing, I suggest eareful reading of the literature on trapping 
methods (se¢ Appendix). 
fen) near Any deliberate removal must of course be authorized by the state 

+ of Conservation. 
Deer are closed until Yovember 10, 1939 (Article 3, Sec. 19, Code of 1925). 
However “owners and tenants of lands may destroy any wild animal or wild 

bird, other than 2 geome bird, when such wild animal or wild bird is destroying prop- 
erty upon his or her Isnd”. {Article 4, Sec. 28). 

Also "the Department ond persons especially aathoriged by it, may catch, 
take, ensnare, ent wild animals --~for propagation and stocking purposes". 
(Article 6. Sec. ro ge The state has several new public forests in southern Tllincis 
where deer for stocking are doubtless nesdied. 

It would appear to be clear that the department has ample authority to 
ee renovala, either by shooting (on grounds of damage) or trapping (for re- 

stocking). 
Should it be desired that 1 broach this matter to the department, I will 

be glad to do so. 
I would sugcest that severnl property owners broach this matter jointly. 
The willingness of the Department to cooperate should be determined in 

advance of the actual time for removals. Prompt and decisive section on such cases 
is unusual. ; 

Qriterie of « Healthy Range. The degree of browsing on palatable woody plants is 
the most accurate and easily-observed index to normality. A tentative list of such 
plants (list A) appears in the Appendix. In general, the nipping-off of more than 
half the new growth on accessible palatable shrubbery should be regardsd as over- 
browsing. Any genere!l browsing of unpalatable species aleo spells danger. 

im exact eveluation of the present condition was mate difficult by the 
recent presence of cattle on many parts of the aren, and by the impossibility of 
distinguishing deer-wvork from rabbitework on low bushes. This winter, by the aid of 
trecks, ir. Riis can easily untangle these confusions. 

It should be clearly understood that after an irruption the unpalatable 
species usurp ail the availiable space. Palatables cannot survive and cannot reproduce. 
A ruined range is often green and may look good to the layman, but its capacity is 
gone. 

Tajs Rockford range, for exemple, shows a tendency to come up to Lronwod 
and hazel. don't think the deer have as yet increased the proportion of these 
species, but they will the minute » certein danger-point io passed. This substitu- 
tion of unpelatebles for paletables is an insidious process because it is so hard to 
see. 

I suspect that certain palatable herbs may have already been eliminated by — 
deer. (See list D). 
Griteria of » Healthy Herd. The simplest indices to thrift are weight and antler 
development. Mr. Boettscher has weighed severnl deer accidentally killed. A buck é 

. Weighed 180 pounds in November and a doe 175 pounde in October. ‘these are normal ‘ 
weights or better. Does of 150 pounds and bucks of 200 pounds may be regarded as 

\ dis
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good for this region, although maximum bucks may exceed this. { 
Some of the re antlers I saw around farmhouses were of good girth and 

vigor; one was werk. saw one distorted antler on 2 live buek, but this may have 
resulted from e mechanical accident. 

Yor standards of comparison for weights and antlers see Appendix, "Refer 
ences on Deer Measurements". 

Another index to health in the herd is the dispersion of fawning dates. 
A wide dispersion in dates indicates an abnormality in sex ratio or physical condition. 

Wo date on the normal spread of dates are known, but a record of this herd kept from 
yenr to year would, if if showed a tendency to grenter spread, be a valusble warning 
of trouble. Such a record would also have great selentific value. 

Pelege changes ave also a good index. Ratention of winter cost. into the 
spring months, or failure to shed all the red hair by November first, is a sign of 
bad condition. 

Solentific Rescomch. The Rockford herd, vecause it le completely ieclated and com 
paratively easy to see, offers a very attractive chance for original contributions 
to available knowleige of deer management. 

The only other isolated herd under scientific observation 1s that on the 
George Reserve of the University of Michignn. This herd, however, is fenced in, and 
hence legs representative. 

Research findings could be published without any reference to land ownership 
or landowners. 

fhe data obtainable at Rockford I so badly needed in my profession that I 
would gladly volunteer any help ir. Riis neede in recording, analysing, and publishing 
his deer studies. 

Ofher sane: The Rockford range offers » chance to reestablish the ruffed grouse in 
linois. I enn advise as to methods of preparing the ground, and as soon asi the 

eycle swings upward can arroage to trap planting stock. It is important to stoek with 
the southern rece. 

This range aleo offers 2 chance for wild turkey. If turkeys are attempted, 
it is important to get pure blood, elee the birde will not go wild. H. L. Stoddard 
of Thomasville, Georgia, 1s the authority on what stock 1s pure enough to be worth 
trying. The stock offered by most gomo farms se "pure wild" is merely serub stock 
more or less salected for wild form. The wild instincts sre probably lergely lost in 

such birds. 
This range offers a good chance for miilding up quell. No planting of 

birds is needed. 
Tt is probable that foxes may be tod abundant for success with turkeys and 

ruffed grouse. ‘Some relishble trapper might be given access to the ares. It is un~ 
likely thet he would ne the foxes. 

Tt is unlikely hawks ond owls injurlously effect any kind of game on 
the area. 

Geners) Comment. Thies report is written on the assumption that Mr. Riles will be 
available to supervise the exesution of its recommendations. Hence it is stated in 
terms of principles rather then specific directions. I will be gled to confer with 
him on specific plans st his convenience. 

i 

‘a



Preliminary Palatability Lasts 
Rockford Deer Area 

j List A. Plants showing browsing 
gray dogwood raepherry? 
white ash ‘basewood? 
white oak prairie rose? 
Pred oak erabapple? 
Disekberry (sumer) 
white elm 
chokecherry 

Last B. Abundant plants wmtoushed 
hase lack cherry? 
smooth sumac hickory? 
witch hazel bracken (apring?) 
ved. cedar havd maple? 
red haw box elder? (perhaps too saarco) 
trembling aspen dlack willow? 
black eider spires 
wild plua red ela? 
ironwood (Oatrys) 
Prickly ash 
walnut ‘ 
watterms i 
honeysuckle 
hackberry 

List 0. Piants.saten_in sumer enix. 
pitt : . 

j wild grape 
mushrooms 
algae z 

List D. Slants-ngssibiy elininsted te door. 
ticktrefoil 
heg peanut 
ferns 

That Ne Ehaahs WpeheeiSieh Lor paiababl lite. 
36 red osier dogwood 
nanny~berry black onk 
wahoo ‘ 
moonvine (menisperaum) 

Mint *, le. 
ground henloe' (is 4ells on ee 
white pine (rare) 

List G. Igpontent non-browse winter foods on aves. 
corn 
Alfalfa 
White and red clover 
Aeornes? (extent of consumption unimom, spactes preferences unknown. ) 
Winter rye, winter wheat ; 

| 

|



De 

list K. Minter Foods Susceptible of Propagation. 
corn box elder 
alfalfa soft maple 
white and red clover royal willow 
winter rye and wheat ved dogwood? 
rape native pussy willow? 
Jeruselen artichoke (with caution) 
halryovetch? (palatability unknown) 
sunflower (palatability unknown) 

h 

\ 
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Phenology of Whitetail Deer 
Rockford Deer Area 

Liovd Straus a L- Boottscher 
Horne shed x April Li 
First fawns dropped April 15 Spril 15 
Pawns lose spots September 1 October 1 
First bucks have clean horns September 1 August 
First Wales blue pelage appears x November 1 
Rut begins November 1 Seteber 25



HOWARD D. COLMAN 

ROCKFORD,ILLINO!IS 

October 14, 1936. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
c/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I found the book "Bernal Diaz - 
Discovery and Conquest of Mexico" a few 
minutes after you left and am sending it 
to you by parcel poste 

I have finished reading both this book 
and the one on the Maya Cities, and if they 
were here they would merely take up room on 
my book shelf. Therefore, you are more than 
welcome to keep them as long as you like. 

The day's excursion was a very pleasant 
one to me and will long be remembered, and I 
hope it may be repeated. Any time that you 
feel like taking a day off for a ride through 
the woods I would be most happy to have you 
make use of my horses. 

Yours sincerely, 

er Heo. We,



September 24, 1936 

Mr, Panl B, Riis 
1315 Garrison Avene : 
Rockford, MLlincis 

Dear Mr. Riier 

I will be there the week of October 20, but I now find 
that I could come equally or even more readily the week of 
October 12, If am anxious to so arrange my trip that it will be 
possible to discuss findings with Mr. Colman, sinee I can foresee 
already that some of the real points will be hard to make clear 
on paper, It would also be possible for me to arrange my trip 
between October 1 and October 6, should this by any chance meet 
with Mr, Colman's convenience, In the event of an amended date, 
kindly let me know, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gane Management : es :



Rockford, Illinois, September 18,1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison ,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Presume this letter will reach you on your 
return from Mexico. Shall want to hear all about your trip. 

Regards your appointment here during the week of 
October 20th, this is entirely agreeable to Mr. Colman, 
and the final date therein is left entirely to your 
decision. Mr. Colman is hopeful that nothing will prevent 
him from spending at least a part of a day with you. 

Kindly advise me how this fits in with your 
own plans. CX 

Sincerely yours, 

a 

q :



; sngast 21, 1936 | 

Mr, Paul B. Riis 
1315 Garrison Avenue 
Rockford, Dlinois ; 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

Not having heard from you I have promised to 

to on a bow-and-arrow hunting trip to Mexico September 1-18, 

It would crowd me badly to come down the week of August 24, : 

Would it be all right if I came down the last week in 

September or the first in October? 

Yours sincerely, 

ennigusitr olf toe Moseuniaih 

va 

; oH



‘Paul B, Riis 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

We SRAARE 

Rockford, Illinois 

1315 Garrison Ave 

August 19,1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Professor 
Game Management, 
College of Agricul tgre 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

Sorry That I could not give you a definite answer 
long before this, but hoped from day to day to do so. Due to the 

absence of one or the other of the two parties concerned, and 

the stress of current business,they were unable to get together 
on this matter before this. Both have read your bulletin on 

"Deer and Dauerweld" with great interest and are naturally concerned 
about their own deer here, which too will become a problem very 

shortly, I fear. Hence they desire that you make arrangement to 

come down next week, (Week of August 24-31) if you can arrange it. 

Otherwise advise of next best time. 

Am enclosing a few snapshots taken on the interesting 

visit had with you and the trip over the ecological garden.Also 

received your various pamphlets and also plan photos of Garden from 
; Director Longenecker. Have set up an outline for my article, but am 

not yet ready to shoot, as + have one other paper to get out of the 
way firsteHowever, shall get in touch with you shortly. Intend to 

use the pictures shown in your panel, unless you think that Director 

Longenecker has something more representative. Naturakly you are 

unable to decide this question now, until you know more definitely 

about the subjects I wish to bring out pictorially, but nevertheless 
he may have better shots of the same subjects enclosed. These pictures 

are for your own file, since I possess another set. 

Sincerely yours 

Will have topographicalmap, 
six times enlarged from ; 
War Dept. Survey of the 

Kings Quadrangle,. Original 

roughly indicates woodlands 
which can be quickly added 
if you wish it. --PER 

}



duly 24, 1936 

Mr, Pel B, Riis 
1315 Garrison Avemme 
Rockford, Dllinois 

Dear Mr. Riis: 

In reference to the consulting job on the question of possible 
overstocking by deer, 

I would be glad to undertake this job sometime before fall 
should your client wish me to do so. My rate would be $40 per day, and I 
will pay my own expenses, I. would estimate from your deseription that a 

’ sufficient examination and report could be made in two or three days, 

Whether or no your client decides to retain me for an opinion 
on this question, I hope he will be cautious in not piling up too many 
deer, I am sending him an extra copy of my German paper on this subject 
which shows some of the penalties of overlooking this precaution, ‘The 
penalty is of course in danger of exaggeration by winter feeding, On 
the other hand, the agricultural crops surrounding the area doubtless go 
a long way to help carry these deer, which fact would of course work in 
the opposite direction, that is, it would tend to ameliorate the situation, 

I think it would be possible in the course of a few days' exam~ 
ination to accomplish the following: (1) Set a limit of safety for the 
size of the herd, (2) prescribe plantings and other treatments to increase 
the carrying capacity of the area, (3) present the case for permission 
from the state authorities to reduce the herd (if thie should prove to be 

: necessary), (4) set an approximate composition as to sex and age which 
would be nominal for the range in question, (5) advise as to the relation 
of the deer herd to the other plants and animals on the range, 

Should you client wish me to plan on this job, I would like as 
much advance notice as possible, and I wuld also like to see blueprints 
of the base maps available for the area, | 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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2. It appears from the Tract Book, Page 67 that on Octr. 26, 1839 W. C. Spencer & S. C. 
Fuller entered W. % S.W. 4 See’n 17, Town 44 N. Range 2 E. 80 acres. 

3. | Warranty Deed. 
8. C. Fuller and | Dated March 26, 1842. 
S. G. Fuller, | Filed April 4, 1842. 

To + Recorded in Book C of Deeds, page 396. 

Charles Hall | Consideration $100.00. 
| Samuel C. Fuller and Susan G., his wife, con- 

sonilscceisenlnnincunisdbniiace Saatesniubbetcblembnensetemen if. VOX the equal and undiyided’one half of ‘the 

West % of ‘the South West 14 of Section 17 in Township 44, Range 2 East of the 3rd 

P.M. , 
Acknowledged by 8. C. Fuller and Susan G., his wife, March 26, 1842. 

4. ) Warranty Deed. 
Charles Hall Dated September 2, 1843. 

else er th ee oe Sh aie ace slog | Filed April 28, 1857. 
To + Recorded in Book 40 of Deeds, page 380. 

Luke Joslin | Consideration $120.00. 
. Conveys the undivided half of that certain piece © 

EN SDL ROE Te A OO AES OT MEIN no | or parcel of land known and described. as 

the West % of the South West 14 of Section 17, Township 44 in Range 2 East of the 3rd ~ 
PAM. 

Acknowledged by Grantor September 2, 1843. 

5. | © Warranty Deed. ' 2 
Luke Joslin Dated December 9, 1844, 
in be en al coe RON Ai cba eMac es eatrolliags | Filed December 26, 1844. 

To + Recorded in Book E of Deeds, page 325. 

Samuel C. Fuller | Consideration $85.00. 
Conveys the equal undivided half of the West 

eae DT A ee ea ce eS | VY of the South West 4 of Section 17 in 
Township 44 North of Range 2 East of the 3rd P.M. 

Acknowledged by Grantor December 9, 1844. 

6. Warranty Deed. : 

W. G. Spencer and Dated September 15, 1845. 

BH. A. Spencer, Filed September 15, 1845, ; 

To Recorded in Book F of Deeds, page 297. 

Samuel C. Fuller. Consideration $500.00. 
William G. Spencer and Almira, his wife, con- 

Cl ii deostmtlonnanes da oalamipneiieeeecioncmaenediag vey the equal and undivided one half part of 
that tract or parcel of land designated, on the plat of the United States Government Surveys 

as the West 44 of the South West 14 of Section 17 in Township 44 North of the base line 

of Range 2 East of the 3rd P.M. ; 

Acknowledged by William G. Spencer and E. A., his wife, September 15, 1845. 
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